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THE MARCH OF EVENTS

PERHAPS never before has the world
witnessed such a dramatic transfor-

mation as that which has taken place

in the last few weeks. In early July,

Europe and America were living upon
one hope. We were all praying that the armies

of Britain, France, and Italy could hold back
the invading Germanic hordes until the United
States could gather the armies that would
ultimately bring victory. That the allied

forces could win with these reinforcements

everybody believed; but it was a serious question

whether Foch could keep back the Hun until

next spring, when it was expected that America
would have a large and decisive army in the

field. The atmosphere of Germany was as ex-

ultant as the atmosphere of the allied countries

was depressed. The Kasier was loudly talking

of the ''shining German sword," and of "the

greatest hour in German history," while Ger-
man diplomats were preparing to redraw the map
of the world on the basis of a "dictated peace."

Yet, a three month's active military campaign
has entirely changed the situation. The Hinden-
burg line has crumbled; in a few hours the armies
of the Entente capture places that had success-

fully resisted their attacks for four years.

Meanwhile, the whole Teutonic Alliance is

similarly going to pieces. Bulgaria has abjectly

surrendered to the Allies, not only her army,
but virtually the whole nation itself. The
Ottoman Empire is passing through the slow

agony of dissolution. Austria-Hungary, which
boasts that it is the proudest monarchy of

Europe, is down on her knee? for terms of peace.

Germany herself is making a pretense of re-

forming her constitution on democratic lines,

in the hope that these few changes will render

it possible for her to negotiate a more favorable

peace with the Entente. The defeat of Bulgaria

itself indicates that the Teutonic Powers have

lost the war, and that for the Allies the problem

now is one merely of finishing the triumph in

the most expeditious and complete way.

Yet this sudden reversal of the scene in itself

contains one great danger. Defeated as the

Central Powers unquestionably are, that fact

does not mean that the war has ended. It

does not mean that we have not yet ahead of

us many months of weary and hard fighting,

with th'eir temporary reverses and disappoint-

ments, and even possibly their moments of

doubt. Germany may retreat even to the

German frontier, but Germany fighting in her

own country will still be a formidable foe.

She has still a large army, large resources,

and a population that will defend her own
soil with an almost unexampled tenacity.

We must remember that, for Germany, as for

Bulgaria, for Turkey, and for Austria, there is

only one kind of peace—unconditional sur-

render. Our armies must go to the frontier,

to the Rhine, and to Berlin, if that is necessary,

to bring this enemy of mankind to utter defeat.

The events' of the past few weeks should give

us courage and confidence in the future, but

their main usefulness should be as an inspira-

tion to more energetic eflorts and a steeling

of the national will into a rigid determination

not to end this thing until we are through.

,0 k.. n^...ki„/i^ Poif.. V Cn All rii?htu rm^rved



Whose destruction of the Turkish armies in Palestine is one of the great
triumphs of this war. General Allenby was born in 1861. He began army
service in the Inniskilling Dragoons and served in Zululand and South
Africa. In 19 14, he commanded a cavalry division and fought through the
Retreat from Mons, the battles of the Marne, the Aisne, Ypres, and practic-

ally all the fighting on the Western Front before June, 191 7, when he was
transferred to command the British forces in Egypt. Like Haig, Allenby
comes from the cavalry, and it was by skilful use of cavalry that he trapped
the Turks commanded by the German General, Liman von Sanders



Our new Ambassador to Great Britain. Mr. Davis is a West Virginian

who has served in the House of Representatives, and for the last five years as

Solicitor General in the Department of Justice



Mr. Kei Hara, the leader of the Seiyukai Party in the Imperial Diet,

which believes in the party system of government for Japan as opposed to

ministries chosen by the Elder Statesmen without regard to parliamentary
majorities



»

The new president of China, whose programme for setth'ng the civil strife

in China includes consolidation of the present opposing factions by pacific

means, a permanent constitution on a truly republican basis, reduction in

military expenditures and reorganization of the army, promotion of the

economic welfare of the people, and development of Chinese trade through
the cooperation of America, England, and Japan
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The retiring American Ambassador at London, who recently resigned on
account of ill health, after five years of service
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A Welcome Return

IN
JUNE, 1913, the World's Work printed in

this editorial department the statement that

its Editor, Mr. Walter H. Page, had with-

drawn from all connection with the World's
Work, to undertake the task of representing his

country at the Court of St. James's.

Now, after more than five years of as strenu-

ous service as any ambassador has ever been

called upon to perform, Mr. Page has suffered a

nervous breakdown and has asked to be relieved

by his Government. When these lines were writ-

ten, he was on the way back to his home.

Mr. Page will need a long rest,buthisassociates

who have carried on the magazine during his

absence abroad hope that in good time his

editorial pen may again be a valued feature of

these pages.

We are sure that the readers of the World's
Work join with us in wishing him a quick return

to health and an active part in making this

magazine more worthy to do its best in these

days of war. The London Times, in speaking of

Mr. Page's retirement, says that in going he

"leaves nothing but kindness and affection in

the hearts of his hosts," and we, his country-

men, shall be no less glad to welcome him home
after his long absence in which he has served

with all his strength and power.

A Temporary Absence

R. ARTHUR W. PAGE, editor of the

World's Work during his father's ab-

sence from 1 91 3 until recent months, has

entered the service of his country abroad and has

temporarily, beginning with this number, severed

all his connection with the magazine and its

editorial policy.

M

The United States upon a War Basis

NOW that the new conscription law has gone

into effect, the United States at last feels

itself definitely upon a war basis. We
now have one great, overwhelming, national in-

dustry, and that is war. The political campaign

which is now in progress illustrates this as well

as every other manifestation of our national life.

All minor political issues are lost in our na-

tional contemplation of war. The only point

about which Republicans and Democrats are

quarreling is as to which party is the more en-

thusiastically devoted to this absorbing national

enterprise. No candidate dares to oppose the war

itself; the only point involved concerns which
political party is the more competent to conduct
it. The most telling account one candidate can
bring against his opponent is proof that he is now
or at some time has been lukewarm in supporting

the Allied cause. Certain Senatorial figures who
have disappeared from the scene, such as Varda-
man of Mississippi and Hardwick >of Georgia,

almost solely because their record in supporting

President Wilson's policies was found unsatis-

factory, show that the American people are

not disposed to stand any quibbling on this

issue.

True to the traditions of a democratic state,

America has been slow to action, but now that

she has once taken her stride, she is piling achieve-

ment upon achievement. With nearly two mil-

lion men in France, with practically five million

assured by the first of next July, with a war
budget of more than $25,000,000,000 for this

year, we are rapidly repelling the conviction that

the democratic system is necessarily inefficient.

The figures recently published by our War De-
partment are fairly staggering. It tells us that

we are now turning out rifles at the rate of more
than 3,000,000 a year—a rate that is constantly

increasing—machine guns at the rate of more than

400,000 a year, and shells, shrapnel, and small arms
ammunition in corresponding quantities. It is

only when we compare this production with that

of a year ago that the figures are impressive.

Thus a year ago we were making 855 machine
guns a month—now we are making 35,500 in

the same period. We are turning out 264,000

rifles a month now compared with 13,000 in

1917.

With practically all our leading colleges trans-

formed into Army posts, with every man from 18

to 45 registered for military service, with most of

our industrial plants transformed into manufac-

tories of wafmaterials, with clubs, warehouses, and
miscellaneous buildings taken every day for hos-

pitals, with all agencies of transportation become
avenues of traffic leading directly to the front in

France, with almost every day bringing word of

some new and inspiring victory, with the whole

world, which only two years ago was covertly

sneering at the United States for evading its

obligations as a free people, now hailing this

country as the nation that has turned the bal-

ance to the side of victory—with all these things

we can say that at last America has found her-

self, that we are really at war. The finest aspect

of it all is that we have found the means of self-

expression, of giving scope to the best things

in the national character, of showing that de-

mocracy, far from beingthepowerless, inarticulate,

aimless, flabby thing that its enemies have
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charged, really has the power of exerting itself, abandoning the conception that controlled na-

and of making all its fine pretentions real govern- tional conduct in the twelfth century and are

ing forces in the world. Three or four years ago ready to adopt the principles that regulate it in

many Americans found that their country was too the twentieth. Mr. Wilson wisely recognizes

big, too extended, too filled with discordant ele- that any permanent peace must be guaranteed,

ments, but now we have found that we can focus, and by this, it is assumed, he proposes that the

our energies—can concentrate on a great end League shall possess adequate force to bring to

and put all our will-power into achieving a mighty terms any recalcitrant member, and force in the

purpose. It took the greatest tragedy in history shape of warships and heavy artillery. The rea-

to produce the finest thing in history—an ener- son for the necessity of such a guarantee is that,

getic, determined, efficient, idealistic democracy without it, peace "will rest in part upon the word
—a phenomenon that has come to life in England, of outlaws," and because ''there will be parties

France, and Italy as well as in the United States; to the peace whose promises have proved untrust-

and history will probably decide that it was worthy," nations which have shown themselves

worth the price. to be "without honor." But President Wilson
proposes to deal even with such nations justly,

The Wilson-Balfour Basis of Peace f^
^e takes his stand against any economic war-

tare against them, except as a means of disciplme

IN
HIS speech opening the Fourth Liberty and control."

Loan, the President has once more framed All this is entirely in accordance with the most
in general terms the causes and the purposes enlightened opinion of the world. In this same

of the war. It is no longer a war of statesmen; speech Mr. Wilson invites the leaders of other

it is a war of peoples. Whatever may have been nations to add their views to his own. Mr.

the issues with which the war began—and various Balfour, who voices the public opinion of England
minds interpret them in various ways—the issues as eloquently as Mr. Wilson voices that of the

now clearly stand upon the surface. We are United States, has promptly accepted this invi-

fighting for a reorganization of the world upon the tation.

basis of justice and fair dealing. We are fighting Mr. Balfour first emphasizes a point which was
against the mediaeval and dynastic idea that implied in President Wilson's programme, and
might is the only force that regulates the activities which is found in many other of the President's

of nations. For the principles of Genghis Khan speeches on the war. Before any peace is estab-

and Tamerlane and William of Hohenzollern, lished and any League of Nations is formed, Ger-

we propose to establish the principles of the many must be completely and overwhelmingly

Declaration of Independence. No nation is to defeated in a military sense. It is useless to argue

conquer and destroy another nation simply with Prussian militarism; the only thing to do is

because it has the power to do so. In the Stone to destroy it. Germany embarked upon this

Age, the physically strong individual lorded it over great adventure for the express purpose of extir-

the weak simply by virtue of his strength; he pating civilization, as civilization has been made
could steal his property, his wife, his daughters, by such nations as England, France, the United

anything that to him seemed desirable; the recog- States, and Italy, and of establishing on its ruins

nition that the weak have rights and that it is the new world of Hohenzollernism. To crush

the duty of the strong to protect them in these completely such conspirators against progress is

rights, is practically what we mean by civiliza- not merely an act of justice; it is the only way in

tion. And Mr. Wilson now insists that this prin- which we can preserve the institutions and the

ciple be applied to nations as well as to individ- state of society which we have so laboriously

uals; just as a code of laws protects the lives and constructed. "We are all agreed that there

property of the weak against the depredations of can be no peace obtained by any kind of bargain

the strong in the case of individuals, so shall a or compromise with the governments of the Cen-
code of international law similarly protect the tral Empires," says Mr. Wilson, in his latest

weaker nations against the buccaneering instincts Liberty Loan address. "In order to make the

of the stronger. League of Nations possible," says Mr. Balfour,

Mr. Wilson's mechanism for this new interna- "victory, and complete victory, is absolutely

tional order is a League of Nations, which shall necessary. . . . Germany can only be a

be organized at the Peace Conference and which member of the League of Nations when the inter-

shall even include our present enemies, when national system has been reformed by a great

defeat has reduced them to a chastened state of and wise and all-embracing peace, and that can

mind, when they have discarded their present never take place until Germany not merely has

national ideals, when they are reconciled to been obliged to change her profession of faith,
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but until Germany finds herself in a position where the estabhshment of a League of Nations which,

all her dreams of world domination are torn to as its first duty and obligation, shall preserve,

pieces before her eyes. if necessary by force, the national boundaries and
"The other essential preliminary to the estab- national institutions which the Peace Conference

lishment of a League of Nations," says Mr. Bal- has settled upon as representing the nearest pos-

four, "is the definite reorganization of the world sible approach which we can make to justice in

on the basis of freedom of peoples and of national drawing the future map of the world. No one

rights." The first task of the Peace Conference believes that the wisest statesmen could make
will be to undo the crimes committed in the this new map with absolute justice. But justice

course of several centuries by those nations, can be reached within the bounds of human
mainly Germany and Austria and Turkey, that fallibility. And when the work is completed it

have most assiduously practised the Rob Roy will be the duty of the League of Nations to say:

theory of politics. Mr. Balfour fortunately be- "Here is the best possible solution that we can

comes specific, and in doing so he merely cata- find for the many problems which are presented

logues once more the most important of the by the mingling of the races in Europe. The
Fourteen Terms of Peace which President Wilson great advantage our solution presents over those

set forth last January. It is not so difficult to attempted in the past is that we have really

draw this new map of Europe, if we intend to hold tried to settle the issues with justice and fair

fast to the principles of racial homogeneity and dealing as our motives. We have not been
national rights. There are two states whose very seeking to promote the aggrandizement of par-

existence is a challenge to these principles. These ticular dynasties or the imperialistic ambitions of

are Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire, overweening nations. We have done our best

Both represent no idea except the crushing of to give the world a democratic peace. This

other peoples, most of them possessing a civiliza- map, therefore, contains the future boundaries of

tion superior to that of the overlord. Mr. Bal- Europe. If these boundaries are changed in the

four demands the extinction of both of these em- future, it will not be done by one nation or a par-

pires. There can be no permanent peace in the ticular group of nations—it will be done by the

world as long as they exist. Certainly no one supreme tribunal of the League of Nations, after

who reads Mr. Morgenthau's article in this num- a careful consideration of all the points involved,

ber of the World's Work, describing the Turkish Any nation that attempts to interfere with this re-

attitude toward subject peoples, and the methods organization will do so at its peril."

which the Turk has adopted to solve his Greek Here, then, we have the basis of permanent
and Armenian problems, can be reconciled to the peace. Such a league would have seemed a

continued existence of Turkey. Mr. Balfour dream five years ago, but, in view of all that has

demands that the Polish people be made a nation happened in that period and the new train of

once more, that Italians outside of Italy be re- thought upon which mankind has embarked, it

stored to the Italian nation, that the 3,000,000 strikes the most hard-headed statesmen to-day

Greeks who are not nationally a part of Greece as something entirely practicable.

shall resume their membership in the Greek state,

that all the Serbs outside of Serbia shall be j^^ qjj 3^, j^ and the New
brought under the national banner, that Alsace-

Lorraine be restored to France, and that all like ^ ^HE last nation to join the Central Powers
injustices and crimes committed in the past shall I in their onslaught on the liberties of man-
be undone. All these points have been made X kind was Bulgaria. Bulgaria's adhesion

before, but since the day is evidently rapidly to the Germanic cause was one of the most shame-

approaching when the statesmen of the Allies ful episodes in modern history. It is doubtful,

will have to deal with the new Europe in concrete indeed, if all history contains any proceeding

terms, they cannot be discussed by responsible more cynical and more base. The story of the

statesmen too frequently. Bulgarian nation supplied the reason for as-

If we combine the Wilson and the Balfour suming that Bulgaria's sympathies would inev-

speeches, therefore, we shall have a just and satis- itably go with the Entente. For many centuries

factory basis for a permanent peace. The several the Bulgars had had no independent existence,

steps will be as follows: First, an overwhelming The old kingdom of the Bulgars passed under the

Allied victory, which will enable us to impose heel of the Turk as long ago as 1 396, and for five

upon the Central Empires Bulgarian terms of hundred years this people had suffered all the

peace—absolute and unconditional surrender, agonies that were necessarily a part of Turkish

Second, the reorganization of Europe upon the rule. In 1876, the intolerable oppression of the

basis of racial rights and aspirations. Third, . Ottoman produced a slight revolt. The world
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has not yet recovered from the horrors that ac- Three years ago Bulgaria, by her act, told the

companied the suppression of this nationalistic world that she believed that the Central Powers

spirit. The "Bulgarian atrocities" fill a chapter were to win. She now gives her opinion, even

all by themselves in the history of fiendish cruelty, more eloquently, that the Central Powers are to

approached only by the more recent martyrdom lose. She places herself unreservedly on the side

of Armenia. Bulgaria, amid all her sufferings, of the Entente nations to do with her as they will,

then looked forth to the world for help against What will be her future? That the Coburg

her age-long tormentors. Germany and Austria dynasty will vanish from Bulgaria may be taken

made no response. England, Erance, and Russia for granted. It is to be hoped that the substitute

proved to be her only friends. The atrocities will be a Bulgarian republic, just as there should

led Russia to declare war on Turkey, and the be a Greek republic, a Jugoslav republic, and a

result of this war was the creation of the modern Rumanian republic in the Balkans. That the

Bulgarian nation. Bulgarian nation will survive, possibly as an

Had Cuba, after the United States had entered even larger Bulgaria than the present one, is in-

the war, joined the Central Powers and declared evitable. The cardinal principle of the Entente

war upon the nation that had liberated her from contention is that the several races of the earth

Spain, we should have looked upon this as an shall each have the right to an independent, nat-

act of almost unexampled ingratitude. But this ional existence. Bulgaria is a nation in all senses

would not have been comparable to Bulgaria's of the word, and the Bulgarian people, therefore,

ingratitude to Russia, for the sufferings from have every right to develop in accordance with

which we rescued Cuba were slight when com- their national genius. Whether the new Bulgaria

pared with those from which Russia had rescued shall comprise Macedonia, or a part of it, is a

this Balkan people. And the particularly dis- point to be decided in accordance with the same

graceful part of this betrayal was that Bulgaria principle. At present Bulgaria's defection is a

threw herself into the arms of Turkey, the nation great boon to the Allies in a military sense; the

that for centuries had plundered and oppressed future of the nation, and its territorial limitations,

her, that had tortured her men and ravished her are matters to be decided according to the princi-

women. Yet this international episode served pies that shall govern the organization of the new
one useful purpose. It seems improbable that it Europe.

was really the free expression of the Bulgarian

people. Bulgaria was placed in the light of a
^-^^^ ^^ Pan-Germania

traitor among the nations mainly because she

had a German princeling as her Czar. Eerdinand ^ i ^HE unconditional surrender of Bulgaria,

of Coburg was the complete embodiment of Ger- I and the rapidly crumbling power of the

man statecraft and German dynastic morals. X Ottoman Empire, bring to an end the

An adept in the philosophy of Frederick the grandiose enterprise that led to the present war.

Great, he believed that "if a sovereign remember The ambition of the Kaiser to construct a great

that he is a Christian, he is lost." In Ferdinand's Oriental Empire really marks the separation of

eye a king has no morals, no sense of decency or of the new Germany from the old. Bismarck
gratitude; it is his duty to cheat, to lie, to deceive, had never imagined Germany as anything but a

to betray, and to be dishonorable in all public European Power, and his famous remark about

and private relations, so long as this kind of con- the Balkan territories, that they were "not worth
duct promotes the development of his " House." the bones of a single Pomeranian grenadier," really

The Bulgarian nation is only forty years old; it, pictured the attitude of the old Germany toward
therefore, has not developed sufficiently to create schemes of foreign aggrandizement. When the

the mechanism of a strong, popular will that can present Kaiser came to the throne, in 1888, the

direct public policy against the selfish schemes of attitude of Germany toward external enterprises

an intriguing sovereign. In all probability the changed. The following year the Emperor went
sympathies of the Bulgarian masses, like the sym- to Athens to attend the wedding of his sister

pathies of the Greek electorate, we^e with the Sophia to Constantine—a royal couple who have
Entente. It is at least charitable to believe that figured much in recent history. The Kaiser

it was a conscienceless autocratic king who com- seized this opportunity to visit the Sultan at

pelled the Bulgarians to take the field against the Constantinople—the first time that any European
very political ideals that had freed them from sovereign had paid such an honor to the descen-

century-old oppression and that had made them a dant of the Osmans. Evidently it was on this

nation. occasion that the Germanic intellect began to

But now Bulgaria, which was the last to join ruminate on the decadent Turkish Empire and
the Central Powers, is the first to abandon them. ^ especially on its rich but neglected provinces in
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Asia Minor and the Tigris and Euphrates valleys. Gulf. This is the reason why the world would

Nine years later the Emperor made his spectacu- receive with apprehension this extension of

lar pilgrimage to Constantinople, Jerusalem, and Germanic influence to the east, and this is the

Mecca, thus becoming "Hadji" William and reason why Bulgaria's surrender means so much
the self-constituted "protector of 300,000,000 for the future peace of mankind. Now once

Moslems." Meanwhile German scientists had more Bulgaria and Serbia lie, like huge bastions,

visited Mesopotamia, examined its agricultural athwart Germany's progress to the Ottoman
possibilities, and selected it as a fruitful coloniza- Empire. As a menace to civilization, the Kaiser's

tion field for thrifty Germans. German political Far-Eastern Empire is as dead as Alexander the

savants, such as Paul Rohrbach, began to preach Great's,

the doctrine of "Hamburg to Bagdad," and in a

few years work was begun on this railroad, largely
America Committed to the Disruption of

a German enterprise. Austria-Hungary
When Turkey entered the bosom of Germany,

.

in November, 1 91 4, all these German plans seemed 1 A RESIDENT WILSON'S recognition of

Pto have achieved success. Yet it was not until 1^-^ Czechoslovakia, following similar recog-

Bulgaria joined the Central Powers, in October, JL nition by Great Britain, France, and

191 5, that the Pan-German scheme blossomed Italy, means that a new nation has been born

into full bloom. Bulgaria's accession meant into the world. It also means that an ancient

that the Allies' attempt to capture Constantinople empire has ceased to exist. At first these may
and open the Dardanelles—thus driving a wedge seem rather startling statements. There is to-

between Turkey and her Allies—would fail, day no such political entity as that whose
for now Turkey, which had had to keep a large existence our President has technically ac-

army on the Bulgarian frontier, could concentrate knowledged. There is, moreover, a political

her entire forces in repelling the Franco-British organization known as the Austro-Hungarian

attack on Galljpoli. It also meant that Serbia Empire, containing a population of 50,000,000,

would be overwhelmed. These events rapidly a reigning dynasty that prides itself on its ex-

followed and German influence extended from clusiveness and antiquity, an extensive if

the North Sea through the Balkans, included all materially weakened military organization, and

of Asia Minor and almost all of the Ottoman a detailed, administrative and bureaucratic

territory to Bagdad. The Allies and the Amer- system. Yet it is just as inevitable that Czecho-

ican public awoke to the dangers of this Pan- Slovakia—perhaps not under that name—will

German scheme only after it had become a appear on the new map of Europe as that

practical reality. Many voices, particularly that Austria-Hungary will disappear. The recogni-

of M. Andre Cheradame, now began eloquently tion of this new state will necessarily lead to the

to point out what this success implied. Why was similar recognition of the new nation of Jugo-
it a greater evil, it might be asked, for Germany slavia. Just as inevitably the extreme eastern

to dominate the decrepit Ottoman Empire than segment of Hungary, known as Transylvania,

for England to dominate India? Doubtless will become a part of the new Rumania and
German enterprise could transform the neglected that part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,

dominions of the Sultan into thriving agricultural known as Galicia, will automatically become a

and industrial fields; would not mankind be a part of the newly constituted Poland. After

gainer from such development? these changes have been made two compact
To all these pleas there was one sufficient and homogeneous countries will be left. One

answer. We may admit, if we please, that of them is Hungary; the other is the Grand
England's control of India is an injustice; but Duchy of Austria. Both these states are en-

one thing we cannot claim—it does not imperil titled to an independent existence for precisely

the peace and independence of the world, even the same reason that Poland, Serbia, and Bohemia
civilization itself. Should England train her can rightly claim their own; that is, nature her-

100,000,000 male subjects in India into goose- self, and not the artificial processes of conquest,

stepping soldiers, and use them as an aggressive usurpation, and dynastic villainies, has made
force with which to subjugate mankind, England's them political and racial and linguistic entities,

retention of India would imperil the world. This is not the time, however, to draw the

That is precisely what Germany would do if she boundaries and determine the institutions of

controlled India. And that is the first use she the new states that are to rise in Central Europe,

would make of the Balkan nations and the mis- The all-important point at this moment is that

cellaneous peoples who inhabit the lands that the American Government, by recognizing the

3ach from the Mediterranean to the Persian Czechoslovaks, has taken a stand that means
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the disbolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 1916, she gave some inkhng of what she under-

So far as an otlficial attitude is concerned that stood by a Hindenburg retreat. But this section

break-up has already begun. At first there of France presented only a few opportunities

seems something almost brutal in thus calmly compared with those afforded by Belgium. Ger-

proposing the extinction of one of the great many's retreat here will cross many of the world's

powers of Europe. Yet a little knowledge of most beautiful and historic cities—Bruges, Ghent,

history will promptl\' dissipate any such qualms. Brussels, Antwerp, Liege, Namur, to mention

-When we glance at the map, that expanse in only a few. In these places the Kaiser possesses

the middle of Europe looks like a real nation, splendid hostages; it is not unlikely that the

as much a nation as England, or France, or perverted German mind will see in them the

Spain, or Italy. Yet it is not a nation at all; means of obtaining a more favorable peace than

it never has been one and it never will be one. the military situation would warrant. It is not

It is merely the product of a series of political inconceivable that he may propose terms of

crimes, extending over centuries, and its existence peace which the Allies must accept under threat

is a constant challenge to democracy and to the of making a waste of Belgium, with all its beauti-

principles of freedom. It has risen on the dead ful cities and historic and architectural treasures.

bodies of other nations, it has flourished by Had the Kaiser succeeded in overrunning and
plundering subject peoples and suppressing, by occupying France, as he expected to, it was his

the most inhuman methods, all the instincts plan to answer the British naval blockade by
and ambitions of free men. Its death means starving the whole French nation, and the mind
that these peoples, who have been almost in- that could conceive this kind of warfare will not

articulately struggling for expression for centu- stop at destroying Belgium, if thereby it can

ries, will once more come to life. obtain peace terms that will not mean national

By recognizing one of these peoples, Mr. ruin. It would be the last weapon of a dying

Wilson has thus sounded the issue of the whole autocracy.

war. He has shown concretely what he means This is a contingency for which the Allies must
by his declaration that, in the settlement of prepare. Germany must be informed that any
this gigantic contest, justice and right shall destruction wreaked by her retreating army will

prevail, and that, as a conclusion to a peoples' be paid for in kind. For every city destroyed,

war, we shall have a peoples' peace. a German city will be destroyed, for every cathe-

dral dynamited, a German cathedral will be

Germany's Last Remaining Weapon dynamited, for every French and Belgian farm-
° ^ house destroyed, a German farmhouse will be

yiS THE German armies are beaten back destroyed, for every fruit tree cut down, a German
/\ to their own country, more than a great fruit tree will be cut down, for every mediaeval

1 V military power is disappearing from the castle which is demolished, a castle along the

scene—a national ideal, an autocratic system is Rhine will be exacted in reprisal. This is the

vanishing from the face of the earth. All the only possible way of preventing the depredations

things which we comprehend under the name of which the German army chieftains are unques-

Kaiserism are fighting theirlastbattlefor existence, tionably meditating at the present moment.
A defeated and humiliated Germany means the Since the Allies began bombarding the German
end of the royal brigands whose wild ambitions towns along the frontier, there have been far

have plunged their country into the greatest abyss fewer air raids on London and Paris. The Ger-
into which any nation has ever sunk. At last man mind understands only one form of suasion,

it is true that the Kaiser is fighting a defensive and that is definite action.

war—a war of defense against an outraged civiliza-

tion which is determined to destroy the evil thing
Insurance Money to Stimulate

that has transformed the world mto a place of r? o j -^•

Y^Q^^Q^
^ Farm Production

Is it to be expected, under these circumstances, ^ ^HE two hundred and forty life-insurance

that this monster will leave unused any method I companies in the United States are trus-Tthat may prolong its existence, that may even A tees for six billion dollars of the people's

save it from the avenging forces that are every savings, which they hold to mature fifty million

day increasing in strength? This is the reason insurance policies. This money is invested in

why the German retreat from Belgium and bonds, in real-estate mortgages, and about 15

northern France arouses such wide-spread per cent, of it is lent back to policy holders,

anxiety. When Germany withdrew from the area More than a third is invested in loans on farms
of the Somme, alter the disastrous campaign of and other real estate; the percentage of these to
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the total having grown in recent years. Recently official. As District-Attorney of New York
the Association of Life Insurance Presidents County, he rendered valuable service in break-

separated thefigures for farm and other real-estate ing up criminal gangs and in bringing to justice

mortgages and this compilation shows how the men who expected to escape punishment through

companies, through their farm loans, have helped political influence. His work in apprehending

to increase food production since the war started. and sending to execution the gangsters, headed

The figures for 165 companies show that be- by the Police Lieutenant, Becker, who had
tween December 31, 19 14, and the end of 19 16, murdered the gambler, Rosenthal, was one of

these companies increased their outstanding the greatest services rendered by any public

farm loans by J 1
90, 161,000, or 29 per cent. Dur- man in recent years; it practically destroyed

ing that same period their loans on other real the subterranean association which had existed

estate fell off 2 per cent.; their gains in bond hold- for a long time between a certain element in the

ings was 16^ per cent. In the first nine months of New York Police Department and the criminal

1 9 1
7 the new farm loans made by 1 59 companies classes and so paved the way for the great reforms

were $200,000,000; the maturities for that period accomplished by the late Mayor Mitchel. As
are not given. The fact is brought out that 95 Governor, Mr. Whitman has many achieve-

per cent, of the increase in farm loans in 1916 merrts to his credit, notably his work in reforming

over 1 914, and 94 per cent, of the new loans of the state's penal institutions, and his patriotic

191 7, are located in nineteen states which produce efforts to improve the state's military efficiency,

nearly 75 per cent, of the country's essential But Mr. Whitman's great shortcoming as a

food crops and 80 per cent, of the food live stock county and a state official has always been his

of the country. Thus are the insurance com- tendency to regard his present office as the step-

panies, by loaning 'funds in territories where ping stone to a higher one, and to use the patron-

food production can best be increased, helping age for promoting his political ambitions. No
to win the war. secret is made of the fact that he is now interested

The farm mortgage has become a sign of pros- in his reelection to a third term as governor,

perity. Iowa, which has the largest farm pro- chiefly because he hopes that it will lead to his

duction of any state, has also the largest per- nomination for the Presidency in 1920. His

centage of its farms mortgaged and the greatest career naturally causes the suspicion that, if

amount of farm loans outstanding. Life insur- elected, he will use the office to advance these

ance company loans on the farms of that state aspirations. That there is a tendency in New
are nearly three times what they are in any other York to resent this attitude is not surprising,

state; and more than 51 per cent, of Iowa's New York State has a population larger than
farms are mortgaged. that of many European countries; its wealth is

incalculable and its activities, political, social,

New York's Choice of Governors
and economic, now reach to all parts of the

world. It IS nov/ facing probably the two most

WERE not the interests of Americans momentous years in its history. Certainly here

so largely absorbed in international is an opportunity great enough to absorb the

affairs, an event that is taking place energies of the most capable man and to satisfy

in New York State would enlist the widest the ambition of the most aspiring. No man
popular attention. Elections in the largest can satisfactorily perform his functions in this

American commonwealth always have an interest great office, if he has his eyes constantly turned

that extends far beyond its borders, and this in the direction of Washington,

is particularly the case this year. For New Yet the alternative to Mr. Whitman is so

York is facing in a new form its perennial pro- discouraging that the present Governor will

blem of good or bad government. The Repub- probably be reelected. His Democratic oppon-

licans have renominated for the governorship Mr. ent, Mr. Alfred E. Smith, is in some ways one

Charles S. Whitman, who has already served of the most attractive and even brilliant figures

two terms. As Governor, Mr. Whitman has in the state. His history is of that engaging

been an indifferent success. Perhaps no career kind which appeals to democratic Americans,

in recent years has illustrated so distressingly the The son of poor, Irish immigrants, Mr. Smith was
extent to which an itching for political promotion born and spent his early life in the congested

can so warp the character of a public man. Mr. East Side of New York City; his natural gift for

Whitman has ability as an administrator and popularity, his keenness of mind, his industry,

a genuine desire to do his duty by his state, and his genuine interest in public matters long

There is not the slightest suspicion concerning since made him a dominant, political figure in

his honesty as a private citizen or as a public his native city. His mental qualities far tran-
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scend those of the usual machine politician. In

the recent constitutional convention in New
^'ork, Mr. Smith showed a grasp of constitu-

tional complexities and an intimate acquaintance

with political history and social problems that

called forth a public tribute from Elihu Root.

Mr. SnYith likewise enjoys a high reputation for

personal honesty. Yet in his speech accepting

his nomination he unconsciously mentioned the

one point that will make it all but impossible

for New York State to accept him as Governor.

This was the sixteenth time, he said, that he

had been nominated for public office. All his

life Mr. Smith has been an office-holder;. he has

practically never had any other occupation;

and all his offices—as well as his present nomina-

tion for the governorship—he has received as

gifts from Tammany Hall. It strains credulity

to believe that any man could have received so

many favors from this organization without

accepting its dictates. When reduced to his

natural elements, therefore, Mr. Smith is one

thing only—he is Tammany Hall's candidate

for the governorship. He is the agent through

whom Charles F. Murphy expects to lay hands

on the offices and administrative departments

of the richest state in the Union. In only one

way can Mr. Smith appear before the public

in any other light, and that is by a statement

repudiating Tammany and all its work. Unless

Mr. Smith takes this position unequivocally,

there seems little likelihood that New York will

surrender its governorship to an organization

whose one rule of being it is to plunder and to

betray.

"Pirates of Promotion''—In the
Partial-Payment Plan

SINCE the article in the "Pirates of Pro-

motion" series which appears in this num-
ber of the World's Work was written, the

Fiscal Service Corporation, of 68 1 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, has been flooding the mails with
appealing "literature" to induce people to buy
stocks through it on the partial-payment plan.

While this series is not meant to be a catalogue of

the pirates—there are too many of them to be
covered in such a series—yet this new concern has
such a convincing scheme for parting people from
their money and ample financial backing to give

it wide publicity, that it seems well to mention it

in connection with this month's article which deals

particularly with the partial-payment business.

Furthermore, it shows a general tendency in the
field of get-rich-quick finance to which •public

attention should be called.

The man in active charge of this new concern.

who gives his name as Henry Pommery, is Harry
K. Pommeroy, alias Wolf, who was arrested in

1914, charged with grand larceny in connection

with the sale of a mining claim to a New York
doctor. He forfeited bail and was arrested twice

afterward, but the case never came to trial, for the

doctor, who had left the state, decided, after

he had received a visit from Pommery, that he

did not care to come back and testify against

him. Repeated requests from the New York
County District Attorney's Office failed to con-

vince the doctor that he should assist the officers

of the law in prosecuting Pommery. Another of

Pommery' s adventures in the field of get-rich-

quick finance was as an agent with E. M. Fuller

and others in the sale of Pulitzer Publishing Com-
pany stock. The details of that case are given

in E. M. Fuller's record, on page 32. It is inter-

esting to know that the man who was reputed to

be backing Pommery financially at the time of

his arrest, is the same man who is understood

to be back of this new Fiscal Service Corporation,

and is also one of the principal characters in this

month's article.

So when new investors, who have learned that

they can save to buy Liberty Bonds on the partial-

payment plan, read the story of how one man ran

J II 5 and $2 5 a month into J i o, 5 1 1 .82 in ten years

by the Fiscal Service plan, as told in the book
being distributed by the concern, they should not

lose sight, in their desire to emulate this mythical

man, of the most important sentence in the whole

book: "There are houses in the business of selling

stocks and bonds on the partial-payment plan

which are undoubtedly responsible; unquestion-

ably also, others are utterly unfit by training,

responsibility, and intention, and in financial

transactions you should be sure." The emphasis

is properly placed by the concern itself; and when
the investor in a later mail, receives word that a

million dollars' worth of Government bonds are

"deposited" somewhere for his protection, he

can be sure that they are there as additional bait

to lure him on. The fact that those back of

the concern own that amount of bonds shows him
how profitable the get-rich-quick game has been

in recent years.

The fact that these successful pirates of pro-

motion are turning to the partial-payment field,

indicates what may be expected of others of their

kind. A reason for this is, of course, to be found

in the increased efforts of the Capital Issues

Committee in Washington to stop the flotation

of issues which are incompatible with the na-

tional interest. The growing demand for facili-

ties for buying securities by small payments also

explains why these shrewd merchants are going

into that field.
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Their activities are especially pernicious at this normal fuel supply for the manufacture of

time of war financing, as they are devoting par- pleasure cars, and soon they will receive none,

ticular attention to the holders of Liberty Bonds. Brewers have been allowed only 50 per cent, of

A great many purchasers of these bonds do not their normal supply and now they have been shut-

realize that unless they hold them after they buy off entirely. Clay-product manufacturers and
them, they are simply throwing their weight back florists have been greatly restricted. In the

into the general financial market and adding to congested portion of the East the building of

the burden of national finance. Yet the partial new industrial plants and additions to old has

payment pirates are asking the public to sell or been prohibited. The adoption of the skip-stop

hypothecate their bonds to buy worthless stock. plan for trolley systems has been strongly urged.

Because it is our new investors on whom we Unnecessary street lighting has been forbidden

must depend to a considerable extent for the four nights a week in the East, and two nights in

continued financial supremacy of the country

—

other sections. The Administration is urging

because it is just these people who will sufi'er the centralization of electric power plants and
most from the operations of the pirates of promo- shutting down of isolated stations. It is es-

tion in the partial payment field—the best efi'orts timated that the householders can save 15,000,-

of the authorities and of all others interested in 000 tons. To teach householders the most
honest finance should be directed toward cleaning

.
economical way to use home-heating appliances,

up that field. The article this month on the the Fuel Administration has a corps of experts

''Modern Bucket-Shop" shows that it is far from throughout the country, giving public lectures

clean. and visiting private homes.
Responsible citizens are constantly presenting

Our Coal Supply is Increasing but Not to the United States Fuel Administration lists

Fast Enough ^^ industries which are not essential to the

prosecution of the war, demanding that the

THE strong economic position still held by Government deprive these of coal and thereby
the United States is evidenced by the fact prevent the serious shortage which threatens

that we are the only nation at war whose the Allies. These people do not realize what a
coal production is increasing. Although the terrible economic and social collapse would
railroads have not been able to supply cars immediately and inevitably follow such a step,

enough, we mined 10 per cent, more coal this When asked what would become of the 5,000,000
year than last. Now the Fuel and the Rail- people who would be thrown out of work, they
road administrations are cooperating so ef- answer that the war industries would absorb
fectively that there is every probability that them. But the transfer of large numbers from
soon we shall have the cars to handle immediately one business to another cannot be accomplished
every ton of coal the present supply of mine labor- in a moment; such a process must be gradual,

ers can produce. Experts predict a 16 per cent. Most of these employees are not migratory;

increase in production for the year ending March their homes and everything essential to their

31, 19 19; now they are almost a week behind happiness has centred through the years around
their schedule, but overproduction lately seems their places of work. They know no trade

to show that this handicap will be overcome, but that at which they have worked, so that it

The Administration is accomplishing this when is doubtful if other manufacturers could employ
miners are leaving for the army and more large numbers. During the slow process of

profitable war industries and extraordinary absorption (assuming it to be possible in time),

traffic on the railroads are hindering transporta- five million families would face starvation, and
tion. it is not unlikely that there would be frequent

But record production cannot furnish all the riots and bloodshed. The greatest financial

increase of 200,000,000 tons which our industries panic we have ever known would inevitably

require. We must conserve 100,000,000 tons, follow the stop of industries involving twenty
To accomplish this the Fuel Administration billion dollars' capital. The cessation of all

has established the "zone system," that con- amusements would have a serious effect on the

sumers may obtain coal at the nearest practicable morale of the country. P. B. Noyes, Director

place. A rigid method of inspection has been of the Conservation Bureau of the Fuel Adminis-
inaugurated, that only coal of the best grade tration, has said:

shall be mined. The Administration has also
All responsible agents of the Government know that

reduced as much as possible the supply for keeping labor reasonably employed and only taking

non-essential industries. Automobile companies away from non-war work as fast as it can be employed
have been receiving only 25 per cent, of the in war work, is nearly as important for the success of
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this war as iho manufacture of munitions and ships.

. . . 0\cr and beyond the desperate need of

coal for war purpose, lies an equally desperate need of

coal to preserve the lives and happiness of the popu-

lation. The threatened shortage of coal can only

mean unemployment and financial ruin.

1 bus coal enough must be mined and trans-

ported to keep war industries running on a loo

per cent, basis, and still prevent shut-downs of

non-essential factories. The increased demands

of the railroads, which use 25 per cent, of the

total output, must be met; electricity must be

manufactured; homes must be heated, and we
must make up for the decreased production of

the Allies. Last year's production surpassed the

normal by almost 60,000,000 tons; but to ac-

complish these things we must this year have
an output of 85,000,000 tons more than last

year's.

Acres and a Mule for Veterans

SECRETARY LANE has proposed—and
the President has approved—a plan for

k preparing farm lands for returned sol-

f diers. Various Senators and Representa-

tives who support the measure, wish to

see Government land provided for the soldiers of

this war as it was for the veterans of the Civil

War. This is all very gratifying. The plan

is a good one, and deserves support, but those

who are in authority should remember that the
struggle for Nebraska was as discouraging as the
struggle for Richmond and that the retreat from
Kansas was as bad as the retreat from Bull Run.
When the Government has provided the soldier

a tract of land, it has merely provided him a
battlefield. If he is to hold the field, it must
also enable him to secure machines and equip-
ment. He will need long-term, low-rate "Victory
Loans," and he will also need continued ''Com-
munity Service" and possibly Red Cross work
then as now.

Secretary Lane evidently realizes that pro-
viding bare land is not enough. In his letter to
Chairman Sherley, of the Committee on Appro-
priations, he expresses his appreciation of their
appropriating $200,000 for preliminary study,
calls attention to the President's approval of the
recommendation for devoting ? 1,000,000 to the
work, and then submits an outline of the efforts

other countries are making along similar lines.

The United Kingdom, Canada, Australia,' New
Zealand, and France, are cited. These countries
are not only making plans to enable soldiers to
secure land on just, reasonable, and equitable
terms, but also for advancing loans for the im-
provement and cultivation of these lands.

War has shown once more the national impor-

tance of agriculture. But for such men as

"Turnip" Townsend, England could hardly

have stood the strain of the Napoleonic wars,

and but for our farmers—to whom few indeed

delighted to do honor five years ago—this war
would have been lost long before our soldiers

began to fight. War is outdoor work and many
soldiers will probably be loath ever again to

accept indoor toil. The Anglo-Saxon is the

greatest pioneer the world ever saw. At van-

quishing stumps, swamps, rocks, and subduing

wild prairies he has never been equalled. How-
ever, the returned veteran of our time should

not be expected to endure the hardships (lack

of credit facilities, medical care, schools, com-
munity life, etc.) which those who finally won
our West endured two generations ago. All

ready-made plans for "ideal rural communities"
should, of course, be touched lightly, for they all,

like the Grand Model, seem foredoomed to fail.

But Secretary Lane and his associates will do
well to keep in mind that land, or even land and
credit, are not the only essentials for success in

this matter which is of national importance.

Soldiers Reading Serious Books

NE of the most surprising developments

of the war has been the discovery that

the American soldier not only has time

to read, but that reading is a very serious and im-

portant phase of his preparation for war as well

as for his return to peace.

When the American Library Association, a

year ago, made its first appeal for books for

soldiers, the public responded with alacrity

—

and fiction. More than three million books have

been given to the Association for distribution,

but it has had to buy nearly a million more,

and now needs another $3,500,000 to buy more
books. Not that soldiers don't read fiction

—

they do. But the books they are demanding,

insisting on having—books they need in their

business and books they want because they can

learn things from them—are of the serious sort.

The camp library has become an institution no
less important than the Y.M.C.A. building or

the mess-hall. Thirty thousand volumes in the

main library building and half as many more dis-

tributed through a hundred and more branches

in and about the camp, are the standard equip-

ment, and these books circulate more rapidly

than the volumes of most public libraries. Be-

sides building the camp libraries, equipping,

maintaining, and operating them, through

trained librarians who have volunteered their

services at heavy sacrifice, the American Library
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Association supplies the books for the Ubraries in of gunnery practice, study of which won several

Y.M.C.A., Knights of Columbus, and Jewish of them early promotions. The annals of the

Welfare huts, for the Salvation Army, the Red Library War Service, brief as they necessarily

Cross, the YW.C.A., and the War Camp Com- are, teem with instances of men who, through

munity Service. It subscribes for a long list of application to study in their spare time, have
magazines, and acts as the distributing agent "found themselves'' not only as soldiers but as

for the " Burleson" magazines, the ones mailed to the lines of activity they intend to follow

without address under a one-cent stamp. It after the war.

meets the recruit with a book when he first dons The camp library is offering a new and speedy

his uniform, it supplies him with reading matter solution to our ancient national problem of the

on the troop train and the transport, and, over- melting pot. Men of every race and tongue

seas, maintains a library system centring in Paris make up our Army; they are learning to speak and
and now having more than 350 separate points of to read English; a Greek soldier asked a camp
contact with the soldier. librarian for a book that would help him to teach

Some idea of the importance of books in the an Italian English! Primers and first readers

scheme of a modern soldier's life may be gained are in demand, not only for the needs of our
from the fact that at the Quartermaster's School polyglot warriors but for the unexpectedly large

at Camp Johnston more than i ,000 subjects are proportion of American-born, of American stock,

taught. The soldier who would qualify as a who had grown to young manhood totally illit-

specialist in any branch of the service must pre- erate. Only rarely does one manifest the fa-

pare himself thoroughly, and a large part of his talistic spirit of one soldier who rejected the

preparation comes from the books which the librarian's offer of a book from which he could

Library War Service of the American Library learn to read with the statement that he expected

Association supplies on demand. When the to be killed, anyhow, and ** didn't want nothin'

New London submarine base sent down for on his mind."
fifty trigonometries and thirty higher algebras Joining literature and war is one of the myriad
the order was promptly filled from the New York new phenomena of this phenomenal struggle,

despatch office. A group of artillery officers in Our soldiers are coming home better-educated

a Western camp had made up for them a library men than they were when they marched away.

THE WORK OF THE WAR INDUSTRIES
BOARD

Amazing Economies in Our Industrial Life Brought About by the Board's Constructive

Suggestions Which Are Carried Out Loyally by Patriotic Manufacturers

BY

THEO. H. PRICE and RICHARD SPILLANE

T USED to be said, and no doubt it was gency Fleet Corporation and the Railroad Ad-
true, that Americans were the most waste- ministration.

ful people in the world. It is doubtful The Board must at the same time provide the

if the indictment will stand hereafter. A supplies necessary to the military needs of our

remarkable work of commercial, financial, allies, together with the commodities urgently

and industrial economy and conservation is well required by neutrals who furnish materials essen-

under way, and for its inauguration we may give tial to us.

credit to the War Industries Board, the body While performing these important duties the

that has grown out of the Council of National Board must, in alliance with the Food, Fuel, and
Defense. Labor administrations, provide for^the country's

Broadly speaking the Board must see that there civilian needs. Its duty not only is to expand

is an adequate flow of all materials needed by the and stimulate production in industries essential

two great war-making agencies, the Army and to the winning of the war, but to protect, so far as

Navy, and the two organizations that most di- possible, the industries not immediately neces-

rectly support the fighting machine—the Emer- sary to the war programme. Where retrench-
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ment and curtailment are necessary, the policy the magnitude of these requirements or the all-

is to keep these industries alive and prevent their embracing economies that must be practised here

destruction, even if they must be reduced almost if they are to be met. Take wool, for instance,

to skeleton form. of which there was a shortage. It is unnecessary

In its operations the Board multiplies and sub- to dwell upon the importance of wool. If all the

tracts. It expands the production of materials wool in the world at the outbreak of the

necessary to the war programme and contracts war had then been distributed evenly among
the output of those that are not of prime need, all the people of the earth, there would have

This is accomplished b>' regulating the use of the been enough to apportion only fourteen ounces

basic economic elements: (a) Facilities, (b) to each individual. That wouldn't have sufficed

Materials, (c) Fuel, (d) Transportation, (e) Labor, for much more than a loin cloth,

and (f) Capital. In this regulation the Fuel and

Food administrations as well as the Capital

Issues Committee, the Federal Reserve Banks, A soldier uses on an average thirteen times as

the War Finance Corporation, and the Railroad much wool as does a civilian. That put a problem

Administration cooperate. The Priority List is before the Board which it had to solve. A year ago

the key that opens the door of access to the six last May it was pointed out to manufacturers

elements named. The Board has the right of that they were making i,ooo varieties of woolen

commandeering industries. Food and fuel are goods. If the varieties could be reduced to 200,

administered separately, but over every other there would be a saving; if to 100, a greater saving;

article of military need and of civilian life the and if to 50, a still greater economy not only

Board has direct control and it has indirect con- in wool but in other respects. In adjusting their

trol of food and fuel, as both require for their business to civilian needs, manufacturers found

distribution or production other materials or that certain types of garments were wasteful,

facilities that may be withheld or supplied by the They also found that wool could be conserved

organization of which Mr. Baruch is the head. by a judicious substitution of reworked wool and
Never perhaps has a body created by the Gov- the use of a percentage of cotton. They carried

ernment had larger powers than the War Indus- out this work of eliminating waste and utilizing

tries Board or accomplished more, and with so reworked wool and cotton so successfully, that

little friction. But the success that has attended within a year there was wool in plenty instead of a

its efforts would have been impossible without shortage of it.

the glorious spirit of patriotism, unselfishness. The economy was greater than would appear
and sacrifice that the business men of the nation at first glance. In the manufacture of men's
have displayed. clothes there was a great variety of styles. The

Individuals or groups of men in a certain indus- greater the variety, the larger the manufacturing
try occasionally journey to Washington to pro- cost. The number of styles carried in stock, the

test against something that is cramping them in duplication of sizes in the many styles, and the

their work. They imagine that they are being amount of capital tied up in the stocks that had
unfairly treated. Possibly they think some to be carried, greatly increased the expenses of

competitor is being favored. When they learn distributors and retailers. The expense to the

that there has been no favoritism; when they public, the ultimate consumer, was, therefore,

come to understand what the War Industries greater than it should be.

Board is doing, they are not only eager to comply Reduction in the number of models for men's
with its demands but they begin to study and clothing came first. Then it was found that by
then to outline ways in which they can do more eliminating unnecessary pleats, wide facings, and
toward curtailment or conservation than the unessential pockets, a further saving would be
Board has suggested. Rarely is there opposition effected. Woolen garments for men are now made
or criticism when they fully understand the sit- under certain regulations. The result has been a

uation. saving that makes a difference of between 12 and

,„^„ . _ 18 per cent, in the use of wool in this department.
AMERICA THE SOURCE OF WAR SUPPLIES xw , ^ , j i- ^ .^uWomen s wear presented a more delicate prob-

And what is the situation? Simply this: it is lem and its solution involved a resort to diplo-

not so much the lack of men as the lack of ma- macy. Paris sets the styles for the ladies. Cer-

terials that has lengthened the war. America is tain gentlemen in Washington made a few in-

the source of supply, and the dependence of all quiries by cablegram—the French Minister of

the other powers for the material needed in Commerce and Industry asked the arbiters of

resisting Germany's attempt to dominate the fashion over there a few questions—or, at least, it

world. Most Americans have never appreciated is presumed that he did—and the French design-
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ers suddenly awakened to a fine appreciation of

the beauty of simpHcity in style.

The Board did not dictate to American design-

ers what women should wear. That Would have

been presumptuous. It merely acquainted them
with the situation. This immediately effected

the desired result. A saving of 25 per cent, in the

wool used in women's clothes was secured.

THE SAVING ON SAMPLES

But there were other savings, too. It had been

customary for the mills to be liberal in supplying

samples to the trade. This was considered good

business. It was looked upon as a trade custom

that it would be perilous for any concern to defy

without disfavor. A unanimous agreement to

end the practice was, however, different. It is

estimated that the elimination of samples saved

3,000,000 yards of cloth or enough for 300,000

soldiers.

There had been a shameful waste of material

in shoes. The Board stopped that by restrict-

ing the height, the number of styles, the variety

of colors, etc. To save metal it made suggestions

that checked waste in the manufacture of bronzes,

unnecessary articles made of tin, etc. Whether
women realize it or not there has been a saving

of steel through making corsets on simpler lines

than formerly.

The American manufacturers seem to have had

a craze for variety. Of metal beds, for instance,

there were 600 different sizes and kinds made.

The War Industries Board reduced the styles to

thirty and in doing so effected an economy in

material which in metal alone amounted to

thirty-five pounds per bed.

By reducing the innumerable number of styles

of hatchets, axes, bits, and such, an extraordinary

amount of steel was saved. Not only that but it

speeded up the manufacturing processes in the

hardware business, reduced the stocks that manu-
facturers and dealers had considered it necessary

to carry and gave greater mobility to the money
in the trade. No one suffered loss. Everybody
was benefited.

Formerly there was great waste in the shipment

of rubber shoes. Each pair was shipped in a

separate carton. The cartons were in turn en-

closed in wooden packing cases which were corres-

pondingly and unnecessarily large. The millions

of cartons used have been dispensed with and
some 5,000,000 feet of lumber formerly required

for packing cases is saved.

In the vacuum-cleaner business alone the Board
found a way to conserve 1,000,000 feet of fabric

hose.

A saving that should have a wide appeal to

motorists is that effected in relation to tires. Not

long ago there were 287 varieties of automobile

tires on the market. Now only nine are being

manufactured. Imagine what that means in

reducing the stock carried by dealers. Imagine

what it means in saving of labor. There really is

no more need for 287 varieties of automobile tires

than there is for 287 varieties of trousers. Sense-

less variety only tends to the creation of pockets

into which much material and capital drifts and

remains unemployed and useless. If the tire people

had kept on, they would in time have approached

the makers of box-cars in their fads and fancies.

Ten years ago there were 1,100 different

styles and types of box-cars onAmerican railroads.

Every railroad had its own car designer who
thought he had to produce a box-car different

from every other box-car to prove that he was
competent to hold his position. What he did in

effect, was to make box-cars cost ^100 per car

more than was necessary had there been a reason-

able standardization.

The same thing was true of the agricultural

implement industry. There are, or rather there

were, 3,000 varieties of tillage implements being

manufactured. The War Industries Board has

reduced the number to 600, and these 600 are

standardized and can be made with standardized

steel. Instead of changing rolls over and over, as

formerly, to meet a variety of requirements, the

rolling mills are now able to supply the trade from

continuous rolls. This is a big economy. It

means much to dealers in agricultural imple-

ments. Where less than car-load shipments are

made, it is proving advantageous to retailer and
consumer as well as to the railroads. It benefits

all concerned.

In curtailing useless styles, manufacturing

complications are minimized, labor is saved, large

stocks of raw material are made unnecessary, the

excessive stocks the jobbers and retailers for-

merly had to carry are reduced, and the drain on
fuel, transportation, and capital is diminished.

For example, when we had an endless variety of

shoes a retailer had to carry a $5,000 stock. To-

day he will be supplied to better advantage to

himself and the public with fewer styles and a

stock that represents an outlay of only $2,500.

In the packing and shipping departments of

industry the Board's study has been as effective

in results as in the lines that have received more
extended reference here. The saving in paper,

in labor, in wood, and in other things has been

large. Here is an illustration:

Manufacturers of fire extinguishers journeyed

to Washington to learn how they stood. They
were told what the Board had done and was doing.

They became enthusiastic. Some of them asked

if they could not save steel for ships, for shells, and
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for all the other needs of the Allies by reducing

the amount of steel used in making fire extinguish-

ers. The\- were asked to do what in their good

judgment was right.

Then one man got up and said: "Gentlemen,

this Government needs chloroform; we can pro-

vide a lot of it. Let us get busy. Let us help

the wounded."
His remark elicited hearty applause.

Who would suppose makers of fire extinguishers

are large users of chloroform? They are. It

goes into fire extinguishing chemicals to prevent

freezing. They are in no danger of freezing unless

subjected to a temperature ten degrees below

zero. By reducing the chloroform used in the

extinguishers that go to warm climates, half the

quantit}' formerly employed will be saved. By
instructing that the extinguishers shall not be

exposed to the cold, more can be saved.

No one can measure the savings that in single

instances seem small, but multiplied in thousands

and tens of thousands of lines of business and

classes of goods, from the most expensive to the

cheapest, aggregate millions and millions of

dollars in money.
It goes without saying that an organization

which has accomplished so much with so little

friction must include many extraordinary men.

This is conspicuously true of the War Industries

Board and it is a great tribute to Mr. Baruch's

acumen and tact that he has been able to assem-

ble such an aggregation of commercial, manu-
facturing, and scientific specialists and imbue
them with an enthusiasm that has erased self-

interest and made their magnificent team work
possible. Most of them are serving without

compensation and are what is known as *'$i.oo-a-

year men," but their devotion to their work is

in inverse relation to their pay.

Their policies are determined in council. Each
day commences with a meeting at which the heads

of all the divisions or committees are present.

This meeting is followed by others at which the

various groups gather to discuss their particular

subjects.

Absolute frankness is the rule at these delib-

erations.

The roster of the Board reads as if it were taken

from "Who's Who in American Business," but as

many of its members have requested that no
mention of the commercial activities in which
they have distinguished themselves should be

made, lest it savor of advertisement, it is only

permissible to present the unofficial diagram in

which the names of the more important func-

tionaries and committees are given.
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THE INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES OF AN
AMERICAN BUSINESS MAN

R. A. R. ERSKINE, president of the earnings of four or five times the dividend

Studebaker Corporation, answers the requirements, are attractive investments for

question of how the head of one large business men. Investments in such preferred

American business concern invests his savings, stocks should be confined to those listed on the

And he has established in his mind well defmed New York Stock Exchange, as thereby the inves-

principles regarding the making of investments tor has daily information of transactions and
that apply not only to business men but to all can immediately sell his stock whenever he

other classes of people as well, both men and chooses. There are a number of such stocks

women. In his own financial afi'airs he puts paying seven per cent, dividends now selling

these principles into practice. around par or under.

When there is not a world war and the Govern- "While bonds of corporations, including rail-

ment is not asking everyone to take all the Liberty roads, are usually not subject to as wide market
Bonds they can, Mr. Erskine buys stocks—pre- fluctuations as preferred stocks, yet when the

ferred stocks for the attractive investment earnings and credit of corporations suffer, bonds

returns they give and common stocks for the decline in price nearly as seriously as preferred

chances of profit they hold out. But he does not stocks. If reorganizations occur, they fare but

buy them until he has an accurate knowledge of little better. As they do not pay the returns

their value; a knowledge based upon a study of that preferred stocks pay, for the experienced,

the earnings of the companies and of the busi- wide-awake investor, they are not as attractive,

ness and general conditions facing them. He "Values and market prices of common stocks,

does not act on the opinions of others. He on the other hand, fluctuate much more widely,

says: "If investors were always careful to be sometimes violently. They move with earnings,

guided by facts instead of opinions, there would upon wild rumors, and with changes in economic

be fewer losses." conditions; and, therefore, with few exceptions,
" Knowledge of the value of a stock should be are speculative in character. But keen students

a prerequisite to its purchase." This is the first and business men experienced in financial affairs,

investment principle that Mr. Erskine lays trade conditions, and market risks, can and do

down. "Such knowledge of values, as dis- make profitable investments in such stocks,

tinguished from superficial opinions, or the They are not safe, however, for inexperienced

opinions of friends," he points out, "can only be persons, either men or women,
obtained by a study of financial statements and "When we speak of Government bonds of all

of economic conditions. classes, behind which are the aggregate wealth,

"Value," he continued, "may be considered credit, and taxing power of the people, we speak

as embracing the earning power as well as the of the most attractive investment of all. They
intrinsic worth of the shares. Where the pro- are the safest from violent fluctuations or de-

portion of liquid or quick assets is large, the clines in market value. The principal in them

value, of course, becomes increasingly attrac- is most secure; the interest and final payment

tive. Earning power and assets, plus honest certain. Hence, they are the safest investment

and efficient management, combine to make a and especially suitable for persons out of busi-

stock an attractive investment, provided always ness who are unfamiliar with the many angles of

that the products or articles dealt in fill normal values and markets, and particularly safe for

and essential needs of the people. trust funds and women. The interest rate

" Preferred stocks of such corporations, with is low but it is sure, and the principle, that the

intrinsic book values of more than three times safer the investment the smaller the return, is

the outstanding stock and with average annual here illustrated in its best example."



MEN ON THE JOB

IN WASHINGTON

Portraits painted from life

by Joseph C. Chase

I

SENATOR GEORGE E. CHAMBERLAIN
Chairman of the Senate Military Committee

II

CONGRESSMAN SWAGAR SHERLEY

III

SENATOR WILLIAM E. BORAH

IV

REAR-ADMIRAL GARY T. GRAYSON
Medical Director oj the United States Navy
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Pirates of Promotion
Who Are After Your Liberty Bonds witii Their Get-Rich-Quick Schemes

THE MODERN BUCKET-SHOP

George Graham Rice's Influence Has Permeated a Wide Field—Records and Operations of

His Best Pupils—How the Modern Bucket-Shop Game Is Played—Out for

Liberty Bonds Via the Partial Payment Plan

BY

LOUIS GUENTHER
(In coll.iboralion with John K. Barnes, the Financial Editor of The World's Work) ''

WITH the recent arrest, for the in a position to study his methods from others

fifth time in his career, of trained by him. They are: Edward W. Bau-
(jeorge Graham Rice for using meister, Harold E. Boericke, C.W. Cannon, Albert

the mails to rob people of their J. Froelich, Dr. John Grant Lyman, B. H. Schef-

money and their Liberty Bonds, tels, and Charles A. Stoneham. One of these,

one of the ablest of the pirates of promotion was Boericke, is believed to have committed suicide

apprehended. But as one of his fellows in the to escape criminal prosecution, and John Grant
held of get-rich-quick promotion maintained at Lyman is now in the penitentiary. But the

the time, there are others operating in this game rest are actively operating in the financial field;

who are fooling the public even more than Rice and if investors believe a man is known by the

did. Some of them have been more successful company he keeps, then from what is known
than Rice in promoting the sale of new oil stocks about Rice, investors should naturally shun

—the form of get-rich-quick security now most these others.

popular with the public. Nearly all of them are Edward W. Baumeister, the first of this list,

operating modern bucket-shops, as was Rice, learned the game from Rice as an employee of

but because they are not as hard up as he was, B. H. Scheftels & Company. He later became
they are able to make good when it looks as associated with Albert J. Froelich in ''The House
though a client might cause trouble. A client is of E. W. Baumeister & Company" and because

pretty sure to lose his money, however, if he of the operations of that concern these two part-

continues dealing with them long enough; and ners were several times indicted by the Grand
they, like Rice, are out after Liberty Bonds. Jury of New York County. One indictment was

In tracing back the trails of the most success- for luring a widow to part with $17,000 on the

ful of these other pirates, the interesting fact is promise that they were going to "let her in on a

discovered that in many cases their careers as good thing." A receiver in bankruptcy was
get-rich-quick promoters have their source in appointed by the United States District Court

the trail of George Graham Rice, or have crossed in December, 1916, and the assets of **The

his broad path at some point. The influence of House" were reported as worth about $300,

this head-master of the game is to be found in with liabilities, chiefly money due the firm's

many other offices besides his own, and the losses customers, of nearly §50,000.

which the public has sustained in buying many Froelich seems to be the greater genius of these

other securities in addition to those promoted two. He started with W. R. Howard & Com-
by Rice himself, can be traced back to the educa- pany, which was a breeding nest for financial

tion in get-rich-quick methods received in Rice's fakers. When Howard & Company went to

university of finance. He has had some apt the wall, Froelich launched the firm of Wm. J.

pupils; some of whom have even excelled him in Pullman & Company. This soon went into the

certain branches of the game. hands of a receiver, and we next find Froelich in

It is to warn the public against them that we his partnership with Baumeister. Now he is

here give the records of a few of the best exam- the guiding spirit in K. M. Stanton & Company,
pies of the lot, and show how they operate. Incorporated, a concern nominally presided over

In one way or another the following men have by Miss Kate M. Stanton; and hiding behind

at some time been associated with Rice or been this woman's name he is doing a flourishing
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"THE BULLETIN"
tVit* coining yreeli tvIII fea-
ture the report of Mr,

EdT»'iu Barueii on

NEVADA HULS

business selling stocks in mushroom oil companies

such as the Stanton Oil Company, which is pay-

ing 3 per cent, dividends- a month and which he

has been predicting for more than a year "should

increase in value ten-fold within a year."

Harold E. Boericke also operated under a dif-

ferent name, but his principal reason was not to

hide his own identity. He had been a market

letter-writer for W. R. Howard & Company.

When he started in business for himself, in 1910,

he employed a modest young man of limited

means named Edwin Baruch and called his con-

cern Baruch 6: Company. This was as near

as he dared to get to the name of the reputable

New York Stock Exchange firm of Baruch Bro-

thers, of which Mr. Bernard M. Baruch, the

well-known market operator and now a member
of the Council of ^s^ational Defense, was the

head. To add to the deception, Boericke used

to refer in his circulars and advertisements to

"our Mr. Baruch," or "our Mr. Edwin Baruch."

Vv^hen Boericke

was found dead
in bed one morn-
ing, Baruch &
Company, of

which he was the

sole owner, was
placed in the
hands of a liqui-

dator, and cre-

ditors are still

wondering how
much of their

money they are

goingtogetback.

C. W. Cannon
is operating un-

der hisown name
as head of Cannon, Stamm & Company, mem-
bers of the Consolidated Stock Exchange of Nev/
York, with offices in New York, Pittsburgh, and
Boston. He started as a manager of Sage
& Company, a notorious bucket-shop of the

nineties, backed by L. Adams, whose policy games
were frequently raided by the authorities. Can-
non was at one time with Baumeister & Com.-
pany, mentioned above, and later ran Morrison
6c Company. Then he started C. W. Cannon &
Company and recently organized the present

firm of Cannon, Stan\m & Company. His oft

repeated statement that this house was founded
in 1907, is a camouflage designed to create the
impression that the house is one of long standing.

The records of July, 191 4, show he gave a bill

of sale for one dollar to Edward J. Froehlich, on
office fixtures, at 20 Broad Street, New York.
Cannon is an intimate friend of George Graham

Copies on request

BARUCH & CO,
20 BEOAD ST.

USING AN EMPLOYEE S NAME
Harold E. Boericke hired a young

man named Edwin Baruch and then
called his concern "Baruch and Com-
pany"

Rice and assisted him in foisting on the public

his International Mines & Development stock.

The most successful one of this group is also

operating under his own name—Charles A. Stone-

ham & Company—with offices in Boston, Buffalo,

Chicago, Detroit, Hartford, Milwaukee, New
York, Philadelphia, Providence, Springfield, To-
ronto, and Worcester, and with a costly private

wire system connecting them. Stoneham, like

Stock Market Qooimg Away Up

oDooslh l^& [Po°c5aD0(9{^(&aQ

A tremendous buying boom has started an upward move-
ment in N^w YorVc Stock Exchange securities vvhich is bound
to force prices of these high grade dividend payers to much
higher fjgures.

This upward inovement. In my opinion, is just beginning,
6nd the present opportunity is an exceptional-one in vvhicli to
purqhase dividend paying securities upon the New York Slock
Exchange.

I predict this advance, and customers of mine who fol-
lowed my advice during the past two weeks got into tlie mar-
ket at practically its lowest figvires, and are rapidly adding
profits to their accounts.

Remember, under my new plan of Instalment payments. I

Mvl\\ buy any security quoted or dealt in vipon tlie New York
Stock lixchange throvigh a member of that organization el
durrer^t nxairket quotations, and you can pay for your pur-
chase 10 per cent down, the balance in 9 equal payments at
the rate of 10 per cent per montli.

My eommlesion is one-eighth (l2>/6f/o), which covers every-
thing.

yvtre orders to-day at the market for any stocks that you
,may desire td buy in lots cf one share and upward.

Orders wHl receive instant exeo^tion, and vve will for-
ward to you promptly a state^Tenl showing the exact ajnouui
that you will have to pay each month upon your purchase

Forward 10 per cent of the current market price of tlie
stock that you wish to buy with your order.

Slocks are purchased the minute your order is received;
these orders are not bucketed, nor are you, liable for any mar-
gin calls upon your account.

No matter should the market decline youwill.not be.called
for margin.

You are only required to pay one-tenih of a stated arxiovmt
each and every month.

Take advantage! of tills present opportunity and maka from
50 to 160 points profit in stocks during the coming year.

Wire all order* at our expense. Address for further de-
tails

(& CO.r
4^-46 Broadway, New York. t«i.j>j>o»*j.

}
j^iiBro.d.

BmndFi Office, 145 South Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa

Best of Bank end Business References.

ANOTHER OF STONEHAM S FIRMS

When customers became hard to get for O. F. Jonasson &
Company because the promised profits failed to come, Stone-

ham started with this new company and caught some of his

old customers over again with the new partial payment bait

Rice, masqueraded under other names earlier

in his career and later came to the use of his own.

A characteristic advertisement of Stoneham's

is one that appeared in a Chicago paper a few

years ago offering for $7,506 an annual income of

$3,690, or nearly 50 per cent. Those who bit

on this ''Offer Unparalleled" are still waiting for

a good part of their promised income. Stone-

ham now runs a paper of his own to attract cus-

tomers. When he was capitalizing the Por-

cupine mining boom, just as he and Rice and
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others had capitahzed the Nevada booms, the

Toronto Saturday Night, which for years has been

persistent in its exposure of get-rich-quick schemes

in Canada, told how his Toronto office was proven

to be operating as a bucket-shop. A trap was
laid by some of the men who had their money
invested in legitimate mining in Porcupine and

who objected to having their securities kicked up
and down in the market by gamblers. A large

order was given for a certain Porcupine stock to

be carried on margin, and Charles A. Stoneham
& Company's Toronto office reported the stock

as bought. Later the stock declined and the

client was called upon for more margin. Still

later he ordered more of the issue and got the

same notice that the additional shares had been

purchased. Then he suddenly appeared and
asked for delivery of his stock. He was told that

it was in the New York office. After four days

of insistent pressure he got his stock; 1 5,000 shares

of it were borrowed from one Toronto house and

5,000 shares were delivered to him in the identical

certificates that had just been bought from an-

other Toronto broker who knew that the trap

had been laid.

JOHN GRANT LYMAN's OPERATIONS

Dr. John Grant Lyman, the remaining member
of this group of Rice's associates—the one for

whom Rice promoted the Bullfrog Rush Mining
Company at Goldfield, Nevada, the collapse of

which hastened the downfall of the L. M. Sullivan

Trust Company, behind which Rice was then

hiding—came to New York, a fugitive from jus-

tice from California, late in 19 16, and started

operating under the partial payment plan as the

best way of getting money from the public quickly.

This slick doctor, who had once been a member
of the New York Stock Exchange—until they

found him out—is worthy to rank with Rice in

his ability to operate the get-rich-quick game.

He was for a time employed in Rice's New York
office before he started out to rehabilitate his for-

tune. In about two months he is said to have
taken in nearly $300,000 on the partial payment
plan. He took offices in the same building and un-

der the very nose of the commercial investigating

agency that serves the New York Stock Exchange.

He advertised as John H. Putman & Company
and had a mythical partner, "S. C. Harkness,

son of a Standard Oil director," who was to get

inside information concerning oil stocks. After

about two months, Lyman decided it was time

to move; he drew $53,000 in cash from his bank
on February 9, 1916, and disappeared. The
Post Office authorities found him, however, and
arrested him on February 24th in Florida, as

he was about to leave for South America. The

way they caught him would m.ake a good detec-

tive story, if it could be told. Lyman was con-

victed in the United States District Court and
sent to the Atlanta penitentiary for eighteen

months.

That sentence has been completed, and Lyman
is now serving the last months of a fifteen months'
sentence given him by the state courts of Cali-

fornia for his Panama Development Company
land frauds. Now that this term is about com-
pleted, it is safe to say that he is scheming ways
to get Liberty Bonds away from new investors.

FINANCIAL FINANCIAL

BUY AM INCOME
Offer Unparalleled

FOR
$1»351
$2,502
$3,753
$5,004
$6,255
$7,506

WE
Secure
You

Annual
Income

OF
$ 615
$1,230
$1,845
$2,460
$3,075
$3,690

Payable In Monthly Payments
Larger or smaller amounts at proportionate cost.

Communicate with us immediately for full Jetail»»

CHARLES A. STONEHAM & GO,
178 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW YORK
BOSTON
PROVIDENCE

DETROIT
PHILADELPHIA
SPRINGFIELD (MASS.)

WORCESTER
(BUFFALO
TORONTO

note: Our private teased wire system, reaching the prlnelijat ourb and ex*
change markets of the country, assures our customers the bist of service.

STONEMAN HAS AMASSED MILLIONS
This adventurer is a graduate of the old Haight & Freese

bucket-shop. He runs a paper of his own to attract custom-
ers and has amassed a fortune of several million dollars

He has an international record as a promoter of

fraudulent projects. The names of these many
children of his fertile brain will be given in the

list of fake promotions to be published with the

last article of this series.

The difficulty and delay that many customers

are having in getting possession of securities they

buy is a good indication that the bucket-shop

game is now being operated more generally than

for many years past. For one thing, the growth of

the partial payment plan in the sale of securities

has fostered its revival.

As the partial payment plan of selling securities

is carried on by many of those who are not bound
by the rules of the New York Stock Exchange,
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it gives ample latitude for bucketing the orders.

The difference between the \va>- the pirates of

promotiun operate the plan and the way New
York Stock Exchange houses have to operate

it. will be explained later.

Dr. L>man, in a confession to Post Office

Inspector McQuillan during his trial, disclosed

one of the principal tricks of the pirates of promo-

tion in the partial payment game. Lyman said

that if he had not lost his nerve and ran away, he

would not have been caught. Mr. McQuillan

replied: " ^'ou know well enough that you

never could have made delivery of all those

stocks to \'our customers when they had finished

pacing for them." The Doctor turned to Mr.

McQuillan with a smile and said, "
I never would

have had to make delivery. Those suckers

would take m\' word for anything and do just

as 1 told them. All 1 had to do was to organize

the Standard Oil Company of Mexico, and tell

them to transfer their holdings into the stock of

that company and become as rich as the organiz-

ers of the Standard Oil Company in this country."

SCHEMES FOR GETTING LIBERTY BONDS

If any one doubts that these pirates of pro-

motion would dare start out after Liberty

Bonds, there is plenty of evidence to convince

him. They may suggest, as does the Ratner

Securities Corporation: ''Send us your Sioo

Liberty Bond—or as man\' more as possible.

We will loan >'ou the full face value on these

bonds, if they are used to purchase good, dividend

securities under the Ratner plans. ... Do not

waste the power of your Liberty Bond. If idle in

a safe-deposit vault, it is non-creative. Give
your bond the constructive element to which it is

entitled. It will do its duty to 'Uncle Sam'
twice and to you twice."

Now it might be all right for Liberty Bond
holders to use their bonds as cash, or borrow on
them, to buy other securities on the partial pay-
ment plan, provided their sense of patriotism
would permit them to do so. But would it b(^

right for them to trust their Liberty Bonds in

the hands of a house unless they knew that it

was of high standing? Would it be right to send
them to the Ratner Securities Corporation, to

borrow on them in order to purchase stocks on
one of their five plans—under not one of which
would the Liberty Bond owner get back at the
time anything more than their receipt—without
making any inquiry as to this new concern?
Or should investors start sending money to E. M.
Fuller &. Company for the purchase of securities

on the "ten-payment plan," simply because they
have seen the advertisement of this house in

man\' newspapers and periodicals? Should thev

'AN ASSOCIATE OF CRl.MINALS

I he New York U^orld thus character-

ized ¥.. M. Fuller, who is now selling se-

curities on a ten-payment plan

not inquire as to Fuller's record before they,
j

start to buy something from him that the\- are not-

going to get

for nearly a J^^,.^ ^^^^^^T

in the Rat-

ner Securities

Corporatioii,

we find there

are two broth-

ers—Jose B.

and Abraham
Z. Ratner.
The\' came
here from
Mexico a n d

according to

report, cannot

iio back there

because of

their opera-

tions in con-

nection with the Tampico News Company. When
ex-President Huerta was arrested in Texas in

January, 1916, Jose B. Ratner was arrested

with him and indicted on the charge of be-

ginning and setting on foot a military expedition

within this country. Huerta died in prison; Ratner

was released on bond, and the charge has never

been pressed against him. This is probably all

Liberty Bond holders want to know about the

past record of this concern.

E. M. fuller's former RECORD

E. AL Fuller had a record as a get-rich-quick

promoter before he started in the partial payment
business. He sold such stocks as Victor Oil, which

paid dividends at the rate of 24 per cent, a year

while the stock was being offered, but now pays

nothing; Crown Oil stock, which started out

paying dividends in cash but now pays them
in stock. Back in 191 2, Fuller sold stock in the

Pulitzer Publishing Company to wealthy men by
leading them to believe that the New York World
family of Pulitzers was behind the proposition.

James Howell Post, who accused Fuller of selling

him the stock by misrepresenting it in this way
and by saying that Mr. Post had been recom-

mended to him by two other well-known men,

brought suit to recover the $1,000 that he paid

for it. The World, at the time, published Fuller's

record as follows: "Has been arrested on at

least two occasions, but never so far as known,
convicted; an associate of criminals." This is

the man who is now widely advertising to sell

securities on the "ten-payment" plan.

The increased danger to Liberty Bond owners
and investors generally from this influx of get-
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rich-quick pirates into the partial payment field

is evident when one studies the fundamental

details of this business and compares the way in

which it is operated by these pirates with the

way in which it is conducted by houses which

conform to the rules of the New York Stock Ex-

mission, however, from his customers to play

the market with their money and their stocks,

to insure his success at the get- rich-quick

game. In that game it is the one who deals the

cards who gets rich quick, and Cooke has a longer

line of worthless securities to his credit than most
change regarding it. In the first place, it gives of the other pirates of promotion who are now
the get-rich-quick pirate ten to twenty months' operating modern bucket-shops. We know of

leewa}' before the customer has any claim against

him. It also gives him advantages in appealing

to the public to buy securities under the plan.

For instance, he can say, as Joseph M. Devere &
Company did: "You are absolutely insured

against the dreaded 'margin-call.' If the market

nine at least. The full list will be given later.

Members of the New York Stock Exchange,

and a very few others outside of the Exchange,

who must, or do, conduct the partial payment
business in conformity with the rules of the Stock
Exchange, can loan the securities which they have

declines a few points, it strikes terror to the heart purchased for the accounts of clients, and can
of the margin trader—but it means absolutely

nothing to you. You are bu\'ing YOUR stock on a

contract that protects you from all marginal loss,

no matter how suddenh^ the price may decline."

Under the rules of the New York Stock Ex-

put them up as collateral for loans—that is,

they can borrow money on them. The Stock
Exchange term is ''hypothecate." But they
cannot "carry them in the market" nor can they
"sell them without notice." And the greatest

change, members cannot guarantee any account crime on the New York Stock Exchange is to have
against margin calls. Neither can they guarantee any relations with a house that is bucketing orders

that the interest rate they will charge the cus- in Stock Exchange securities.

tomer on his unpaid balance shall not exceed 6 ,

per cent., for they cannot charge less than the ^ "" ^ugarman s appeal to bond owners

rate they themselves have to pay on their call The strongest appeal that these pirates, who are

loans. But experience shows that when consid- overrunning the partial payment field, make to

eration is restricted to the high grade of securities, Liberty Bond owners, was recently voiced in a

which are all that the reliable houses will sell in circular letter from J. D. Sugarman & Company
this way, these advantages are more magnified to an up-State New York farmer who had bought
by the get-rich-quick pirates than real. Liberty Bonds of each issue to the extent of his

The real difference between the partial payment ability. Sugarman wrote to this investor as

plan as operated by houses of high standing and follows: "By using your bonds in this manner,
those at the other end of the rating scale, is that you have not only fulfilled your obligation to the

the latter can do practically anything they want Government in buying of the bonds and the

with their customer's stock, assuming that they Government has the money, but you have also

have not violated the bucket-shop law in the invested in such manner that your bonds, instead

first place and failed to buy it. Customers of of earning 4I per cent, are earning more than

Joseph M. Devere & Company, for instance; had four times this amount." The "investment

to sign a contract which reserved the right to the combination" which he most urgently ad-

broker to loan the stocks, to borrow money on vised this up-state farmer to buy on the par-

them, or to "carry them in the market." If tial payment plan was made up of ten shares

this last phrase did not mean that the broker of a New York Stock Exchange issue and 400
could sell the stocks if he wanted to (with a view shares of four Curb stocks. At their prices at

to buying them back cheaper), it certainly meant the time and their dividend rates, he said they

that he himself could buy and carry them on returned "in excess of 18 per cent, per annum."
margin with some other house. And he further added: "There is not a shadow of

L. H. Cooke & Company were much franker doubt in my mind that every one of the stocks

than Devere in the contract they made their in this combination will show a market enhance-

cnstomers agree to. In simplified form [so that ment during the term of the contract." Already

the reader will not be lost in a maze of words, one of the companies has failed to pay a dividend

as they probably hoped their customers would which it had declared, because it has no funds

be] this contract reads: "All securities carried with which to pay it; and another has cut its

by us for a customer's account may be sold with- dividend in half. Sugarman may soon be selling

out notice, if we deem such sale necessary for our Liberty Bonds for the "account of" suckers

protection." Cooke hardly needed this per- who bit on this 18 per cent. bait.

(In the December World's IVork will he fold the story of the Pirates of Promotion in the Oil

Stock Flotation Game.)



WHAT THE Y. M. C. A. MEANS TO THE
AMERICAN SOLDIER

A Service That Provides the Army's Substitute for the

Comforts of Home—A Powerful Upbuilder

Of Morale, Which is the Thing That ^^^
Makes Victorious Armies

YMCA^^^mmmmmm m hmmmmwmmmii^^^ ymca

BY

CLARENCE BUDINGTON KELLAND

[The following seven organisations are working together to create and maintain among our soldiers,

sailors, and fnarines the high morale that is now ani^nating our men on all fighting fronts: The Young Mens
Christian Association, the Young Women's Christian Association, the National Catholic IVar Council,

the Jewish Welfare Board, the American Library Association, War Camp Community Service, and the

Salvation Army. This article treats of the work of the Y.M.C.A., but it should be understood that all these

agencies are working as a unit, with full cooperation, and helping each other to perform the duties which

they have been called tipon by the Government of the United States to fulfil.—The Editors.]

FIVE hundred guns served by American so close to the front that one can see the German
artillerymen had laid down a barrage fortifications from its back window. It is under
for two hours upon a sector of German shell fire and gas attack constantly. No day
trenches. Between midnight and passed without bursting shrapnel in its court-

dawn a thousand American boys had yard. But it stays to serve the men; to give

gone over the top, following their artillery prep- them a place to come and a friend to talk to.

aration, in a trench raid that assumed almost In that advanced post no great stock of sup-

the proportions of a battle. They returned with plies can be kept on hand. Only once or twice

prisoners and captured machine guns, weary, a week can the camion crawl up the roads by night

worn from loss of sleep and extraordinary exer- to bring out cakes, chocolate, canned peaches,

tions, and stumbled into the courtyard of a bat- tobacco, and cigarettes. But it comes as often

tered house in a village at the front. The merest as it can, and the men know it. They know, too,

ray of light showed through a closely curtained that it is only a question of hours before the

window. luxuries that mean so much to them will be in

"They're doin' business," somebody said stock for them to buy. These small luxuries

huskily, and the soldiers began to crowd in. They mean more than can possibly be realized by
jammed a sizeable room that had once been the those who remain in America. They spell the

salon of the residence. Now a counter of rough difference between content and discontent; they
boards ran across it. In the remains of the splen- go far to create that intangible thing in an army
did chandelier were a dozen candles; in the corner which the military authorities refer to as morale,
was a piano. Behind the counter were two men A boy with a sergeant's chevrons on his sleeve

in Y. M. C. A. uniforms, ladling out hot tea as summed the thing up the other day when he
fast as hands could work. They had been up all said: "The Y. M. C. A. makes life in war
night waiting for the boys to come back. In conditions endurable."
huge cans they had seventy-five gallons of steam- In another sector, where conditions make it

ing tea, and they were giving it away. impossible to carry on regular hut work, secre-

Boy after boy crowded up with his cup and taries have volunteered as stretcher bearers and
backed off again with that warming, stimulating hospital assistants. After an attack not many
drink. What it meant to them nobody can know days ago, a minister of a church in the Middle
who has not been in their place. It stirred their West stood in the dressing station as the boys
sluggish blood, brought the light back to their were brought in, his mouth fairly bristling with
tired eyes. Somebody went to the piano and cigarettes. He could not light them fast enough
began to play. A song commenced. one at a time, so he crammed five or six between
They were themselves again; morale restored, his lips, lighted them and passed them out to

That particular Y. M. C. A. Post Exchange is the wounded.
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"
I never smoked before I came to France,

and I don't smoke now," he said in the midst of

that night's work. "But I'll say that was the

best piece of practical ministry 1 have ever done."

That particular parson has been attached to a

trench mortar company, and has travelled with

them all over France, sleeping in box-cars, in

barns, by the roadside, sharing whatever luck

was theirs. He has become one of them.

PROVIDING CANDY BY THE TON

Down in another area where a large body of

troops were collected, it "was impossible for the

local organization of the Y. M. C. A. to get sup-

plies. The soldiers, as soldiers will, were demand-
ing smokes and minor luxuries. Their officers

came to the Red Triangle to see what could be

done about it.

" Is there no way to get candy for our boys?'*

a major asked.

"We'll see what can be done," said the Divi-

sional Secretary, and he went out to see. He dis-

covered a candy factory that had been shut down
because of the war. That was a start. But
without sugar and chocolate he could not make
candy. He looked into the matter of chocolate

first. In town was a chocolate manufacturer

but his product was exhausted as soon as it was
manufactured. He could supply none.

"
I bought a machine months ago to increase

my output, but it weighs six hundred pounds
and the railroad will not deliver it. It is the

war I

"

" If you'll agree to manufacture for me two tons

of chocolate a month, I'll get your machine for

you," promised the Secretary, and it was agreed.

That night the Y. M. C. A. sent a camionette

to the point a hundred miles away where the

machine was located and next noon it was set

down at the manufacturer's door. So the

chocolate was provided.

Next came sugar. The Secretary went to the

Army Commissaries and said to them: "If you
will give me sugar, I will turn back to you double

the weight in chocolate creams." The Army
Commissaries agreed—and now in that section

nearly four tons of chocolate candy are supplied

to the soldiers by the Y. M. C. A. every month.

A hospital supply train pulled into a certain

town. The officer in charge hurried to the

local Y. M. C. A. with his troubles.

"We fellows can't get anything. We're shot

all over France and never stop long enough to

lay in a stock. Isn't there some way you can

help us out?"
"There sure is. You make this town every

little while. Wire us the minute you will arrive

and what you will want. We will have our truck

on the spot to deliver it to you at any time of

the day or night."

The result was that the " Y" established a sort

of Post Exchange on that train, and the boys
aboard were kept as well supplied with luxuries

as if they had been in cantonments.

Y. M. C. A. HUTS—A SUBSTITUTE FOR HOME

The business of providing a substitute for home
to an Army numbering hundreds of thousands of

men is one of the duties of the Y. M. C. A. It

requires not only vast material supplies and re-

sources, but an enormous quantity of that intang-

ible but indispensable thing called tact.

Already the Association has established more
than six hundred huts and is building more as

rapidly as materials can be had and as men
arrive from the United States to man them.
These huts are the centres of the Army's social

life. As many comforts are provided as war con-

ditions will permit. Always there are chairs, a
piano, a phonograph. There is no hut without its

writing room and its supply of paper and envel-

opes to which the boys are invited to help them-
selves with the utmost freedom.

During the coming year 7,000,000 to 10,000,000

sheets of paper and 3,500,000 to 5,000,000 envel-

opes will be distributed to the soldiers. One
order was recently placed for 50,000,000 envelopes

and 180 tons of writing paper which runs 250,000

sheets to the ton. Ours is the greatest letter-

writing Army in the world.

In the huts, entertainments are given one, two,

or even three nights a week. These are of all

sorts and descriptions. A couple of nights

each week the auditorium is turned over

to the men to put on shows of their own. The
men take no end of interest in their own perfor-

mances, and turn out an astonishing quantity

and variety of talent.

THE ARMY POST EXCHANGES

In every hut will be found a Post Exchange at

which the soldier may buy for himself luxuries

not issued by the Commissary. The entire

task of operating Army Post Exchanges has been

imposed on the Y. M. C. A. by the Army. This

means that the old canteen has gone out of busi-

ness and that the Y. M. C. A. has been compelled

to borrow millions of dollars to go into the retail

grocery business. The Post Exchanges carry

stocks of canned fruit, cookies, candies, choco-

late, cigarettes, tobacco, and other delicacies

as they can be obtained.

As one moves nearer to the front, the huge
wooden huts give place to big, dingy, khaki

tents. In these the work of the regulation hut

is duplicated so far as it is possible. But when
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one arrives at the front itself, there is neither

tent nor hut—but there is a ^ . M. C. A. ^'ou

cannot get so far forward that >'ou will not find

at least a V. M. C. A. secretary. Perhaps he will

have no stock to sell. But he will have himself,

and he will give of that with the utmost freedom.

He is there just to be friends—and to do what-

ever job comes to hand.

The m.ost advanced Post Exchanges are in

dugouts or in old cellars. Many of these are

constantly under shell fire and their nights are

made uncomfortable by gas attacks. But they

stick and do business. As this article is being

written a telephone message has come over the

wire from the area where a great part of our Amer-

ican forces are stationed. It says that one

secretar\' was hit }esterda\" by a shell at the door

of his dugout, his leg shattered; another secre-

tary was struck by shrapnel and his arm and leg

broken. They stuck by their posts during a

furious bombardment, making coffee for the men
and serving it as they could gain a moment to run

past the place to obtain it.

Two other secretaries in the same sector were

driven out of their tent by shell fire and gas.

They had stayed, wearing their sas masks through

the attack, until a shell struck the tent, over-

turned the stove and set the whole place on fire.

It was night. The fire was clearly visible to the

Germans, and they made it their target. Even
then they did not leave, but took to the fields

with what supplies they could rescue and con-

tinued to do what they could. This is an
isolated instance, but it is but one of hundreds.

This sort of fearless service is what the Y. M. C.

A. means to the American soldier.

In a certain famous division the Army officers

came to the Divisional Secretary and asked him
if he could not take up the work in the hospitals

and dressing stations.

"We've got to have you there,'' said a major.

"We find that there is nothing which does a

wounded man so much good when he is carried

in, as a smoke and a bite to eat. We can't give it

to them. Can you? It means saving life!"
" If you want us, we'll be there," said the sec-

retary, and within twenty minutes men were
started for the front with supplies—and courage.

"A cup of coffee cooked by a Y. M. C. A.
secretary saved our Colonel's life," a physician-
lieutenant told the writer. "It gave him the
necessary kick at the start, and gave us some-
thing to work on. When I came to France I

had no use for the Y. M. C. A. I have seen you
working in this dressing station for fourteen days,

and I can't say enough. You are delivering the
goods."

In a first-aid station in the trenches one "Y"

man spent two w^eeks without removing his

clothes. He acted as stretcher bearer, w^earing

the Army Red Cross on his sleeve. Da\' and
night he stuck with the boys and they came to

love him. It was not material things alone

that he was able to give them, nor was it to the

slightly wounded that his services were most pre-

cious. More than one boy he sat with until the

end—in manlv fashion. Men who saw him told

the writer that he made easier and more gentle

the departure of man\' a boy dying far from home
and friends.

In this sector a body of troops, six hundred

strong, had marched for miles to replace a unit

in the trenches. They were worn, dirty, and
weary. An empt)' "Y" truck came past and
saw them.

"Just in?" the driver asked.

"Going up for replacement. Camp here to-

night."

"Got any smokes or eats?'*

"Not a scrap."

"Sit tight," said the secretary', and, though
he had been working eighteen hours that day,

he drove his camionette into town, twenty-eight

miles awa\^ and returned before dawn with

enough supplies to give chocolate and cigarettes

to every man in that unit. There was a note

in the cheer with which those men greeted that

returning camionette that was ample reward for

the effort.

SERVICES PERFORMED BY THE SECRETARIES

The \ . M. C. A. has come to mean such a

variety of things to the American soldier that

it is impossible to define its functions. It oper-

ates hotels in the principal cities of France where
excellent accommodations can be had by officers

and men at a minimum cost; it operates in dis-

trict centres excellent clubs, one in each town for

men, one for officers. It cares for the officers

just as it cares for the men. It is there to do
what it is asked, and the things it is asked to do
b\' officers and men are various and astonishing.

Only last night a )'oung officer, evidently of

wealth, stopped a Y. M. C. A. man and demand-
ed that the secretary rush out to hire for him a

grand piano to put in his apartment. The sec-

rectary droppe'cl his personal concerns and went
out and did the thing. Soldiers ask their way
in Paris; they come to you to tell their troubles,

or to get you to write their letters. Last week,

in a cathedral town near the front, thirty young
Americans, members of the Roman Catholic

faith, came to the Y. M. C. A. secretary. They
told him they were on their way into the trenches

and very greatly desired the ministrations of their

church before thev went. But thev could not
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speak French. He went with the thirty to the

cathedral, acted as interpreter while they made
their confessions, and returned to his job jf run-

ning a Post Exchange, proud that he had been

able to serve these boys of a sister religion.

Soldiers ask Y. M C. A. men to help compose
letters to sweethearts at home; they ask them to

select presents for wife or mother or best girl;

they ask to be taught French; they ask to be

personally guided to destinations in Paris. The
Y. AL C. A. was requested to convey a casket to

the very front and to see to the burial of the son

of a prominent Western famil>'. Recently, in a

company which believed it was bad luck to touch
a dead German, tw^o Y. M. C. A. secretaries

acted as the undertakers, grave diggers, and
then read the burial service!

A few nights ago it was my good fortune to be

at the front with our troops. In that sector the

Y. M. C. A. sends a camionette from regiment to

regiment of an entire division every day delivering

papers—Paris editions of American newspapers.

The little automobile is piled high with them at

the start,, but it comes back empty. If it were not

for this, these men would have no contact with

the outside world; with this service they are kept

as well informed as are the inhabitants of Paris.

It is difficult to appreciate what this means until

you are out there, cut off from all communica-
tion with the w^orld—except over the slender

thread of the Y. M. C. A.

I rode up on this newspaper camionette and
spent the night with a certain famous regiment.

It was a hot corner, but three Y. M. C. A. men
were there. Two lived in dugouts far down
toward the very advanced posts, one slept on a

pile of hay in the upper story of an old barn. 1

walked down through the woods gingerly, for

Fritz was beginning to send over his daily hate

of high explosives. Down in a growing hole I

saw three men with shovels, working busily.

Two were soldiers, the third was a Y. M. C. A.

secretary.

"Why the cellar?" I asked him.

"The Boche broke up housekeeping for me
last night," he said. " I'm trying to get this place

finished up for to-night, and I want to make it

big enough, so that when the boys come in to

visit me there'll be room for at least two inside.

Most of these dugouts here accommodate one

—

tightly."

He had his Red Triangle sign tacked to a tree,

and on a soap box were half a dozen cakes of choc-

olate, a few biscuits, a little pile of cigarettes

—

a pitiful little stock for a Post Exchange, but

the best he had to offer, and the best he would

have to offer until a truck could make its way
up at night with a fresh consignment. But he

was sticking to the job. He was living with the
men and being one of them, and they were for

him.

1 learned that a shell had demolished his dugout
the night before, while he was absent, fortunately
for him. But it had killed three men in the shel-

ter adjoining. The Y. M. C. A. man was the
first to reach the unfortunates and to do what he
could for them in their last moments.

1 believe, of all the variety of things that the
Y. M. C. A. means to the American Army, the

sympathetic comradeship it gives means most.
Here is a letter from a major in a certain dis-

tinguished unit:

Dhar Mr. Carter :-

This organization is about to change its station for

a more extended field of usefulness, operating on a

much larger scale than heretofore, and we are very
anxious indeed, if it can be arranged, to have your most
excellent representative, Mr. • --, accompany us.

This, I am in position to assure )'ou, will be agreeable

to Mr. -.

There is, perhaps, nothing I can say regarding

the wonderful work of your organization over here, or

in praise of Mr. , which 30U do not know.
But I do not think.it possible to say too much regard-

ing the value of the Y. M. C. A. and the great work it is

doing in inspiriting and aiding in so many ways the

lads who are far from home.

But this much 1 do want to sa}': that the Y. M. C. A.

opened here at a most opportune time when we had

no outside diversions, and that Mr. has won
liis way into our hearts so thorough!)' that he is always

assured of a large audience for the beneficial talks and

services which he gives us. The congenial surround-

ings which the Y. M. C A. affords, the facilities and

inducements to write home, the intermingling of the

difierent units which the Y. M. C. A. assures, the

opportunity to spend money for little comforts and

luxuries, are all most beneficial agencies, and I should

be distressed if }ou find the exigencies of the service

such as to make it impossible to continue this aid and

assistance to the Marines.

This letter speaks clearly of what the Y. M. C.

A. means to the American soldier, particularly

with reference to what the individual secretary

may come to mean. There are scores of men in

the same position as Mr. , men whose

presence with the unit of our Army has not only

been requested but demanded.

Another service which the Y. M. C. A. per-

forms is furnishing an easy means for the soldier

to send money home to his family. All the sol-

dier is required to do is to turn over what cash he

can spare to any Y. M. C, A, secretary he meets,

with his family's address.

The funds will be forwarded promptly and

safely. I met a secretary who lives in a dugout

under constant artillery fire and gas attack who
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told me that from his small unit alone he sent in the huts, not daily, but as they are held at home

home to America every pay day an average of in America—on Wednesday and on Sunday,

twenty thousand francs. It has been found that the boys, or a good per-

centage of them, really demand a certain amount
RELIGIOUS WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION

^^ rdigious exercises. In a certain area I found

The religious work of the Association has been men complaining because they had no oppor-

left for fmal discussion. The world understands tunity 'to attend religious services. This was not

the Y . M. C. A. to be a quasi-religious organiza- the fault of the Association. Such services are

tion. This means one thing in the United well attended by courteous boys, who are there

States and another in France under war condi- because they want to be there and not because

tions. They are fme methods, broad methods, they have been captured and dragged there,

effective methods. As the Association moves up to the front, the

First, let it be clearly understood that the religious service as a set exercise disappears. This

mission of the Y. iM. C. A. in France is not to save is because there are no facilities directly before

the A. E. F. from destroying its soul by plunging one reaches the front. At the front itself no

into vices and iniquities. Occasionally a zealous religious services are permitted by the Army
secretary leaves the United States with this mis- because no considerable group of soldiers is al-

taken idea, believing that his mission is to work lowed to gather. This is a measure of safety,

among men who have abandoned their virtues If men are scattered, casualties decrease. If

on the docks in America. Nothing could be men gather in bodies, one shell may kill or maim
more harmful to the work of the Association here a score or a hundred. Therefore, religious work
than this idea. The Army resents it bitterly in advanced positions is a matter of individual

because the idea upon which it is based is so effort, exerted, not on groups but on individuals,

wholly false. This is the most difficult form of religious work.

Our Army here is not depraved. Nor is it It is hard to buttonhole a diffident boy and
given to vice and depravity and drunkenness, talk religion to him. He is shy and reticent; he

Never in the history of the world has such a shrinks from baring his soul to the casual on-

clean, manly, upstanding body of men been as- looker. To make a success of this sort of work
sembled as the American Expeditionary Force the secretary must first establish his position

in France. This statement rests not upon obser- with the men, and the only way he can do that is

vation alone, but on statistics. I have been in by serving them, by showing them that he is

France several months, travelling from centre to giving them all he has to give. If you could see

centre, at the front, in the reserve positions, at the work of the Association in the area where
the rear and in the service or supplies area. I shells are falling, you would come to realize that

have Hved with the men, messed with them, slept the thing we call Christianity can be ''put over,"

in their billets with them, under the same pair of in the words of the soldier, more efficiently by
blankets. In that time I have not seen one Ameri- service than by sermon.

can soldier in a state of noticeable intoxication. But, when a secretary has found his place in

There have been cases of intoxication, but they the hearts of his soldiers, they come to him of

are so rare as to be negligible. The Army has their own accord. I have seen it hundreds of

not suddenly gone over to total abstinence, but times. I have seen boys take their Y. M. C. A.

it has gone over to temperance. pal off to one side to talk over the problems of

Now, then, knowing this, and realizing the their soul with him. A secretary has this exper-

quality and temper of our Army, it will be readily ience almost daily. It is not spectacular religious

seen that the men have reason to be proud of work, but it is effective, honest, appreciated,

their conduct, and are proud of it. They speak religious work. It means a great deal to the

of it with pride. We have no goody-goody Army, soldiers to know that there is a man on the job

We have a goodly sprinkling of tough citizens with him whom he can go to with any thought
for which let us be thankful. We have hun- in his heart. There are many secretaries who
dreds of thousands of boys who already have have earned this proud position,

earned the descriptive epithet of "hard boiled." All this is what the Y. M. C. A. means to the

There is nothing wishy-washy in the outfit. But American soldier. It means more than this,

it is here for business. It is here to kill Germans but the rest is so intangible as to baffle descrip-

and win the war, and it is vastly proud of itself, tion. To put the thing shortly, the Y. M. C. A.

Now, then, as to purely religious work by the has come to mean so much to the soldiers that

Y. M. C. A. It varies in character as the troops they have grown into an attitude of dependence
travel from S. O. S. to front line trench. Back in upon the Association. It means so much that

centra! France regular religious services are held it would be a calamity to remove it.



PRUSSIANISM IN POLAND
An F.xample of Germany's Methods in Prussian Poland, as a Foretaste of Her Contemplated

Hxploitation of the Whole Country—Her Solemn Promise of Good Treatment

—

Her Ruthless Oppression and Wretched Failure
—"A Humane Policy

Would Have Made the Poles Lxyal Subjects"

BY

CHARLES DOWNER HAZEN

A
WORLD threatened with German
domination has no excuse for ignor-

ance as to what German domination

implies. Its nature, its processes, its

frightful cost have been demonstrated
on a sufficient scale and history tells the melan-

choly and forbidding story. We are accustomed
to say that this is a war of peoples, not a war of

governments, nor even of soldiers. But, pre-

ceding the war of peoples, there was a martyrdom
of peoples within the confines of the German
Empire which should have served as an object les-

son, a vivid warning far and wide, casting its

shadow before. Germany has already made clear

her intention to add to her collection of subject

peoples as a result of her present adventure.

What that would mean to those selected for that

doom will be apparent, if we review the treatment

she had already meted out to those held in subjec-

tion in the period preceding the war. Three
million Poles, two million Alsatians and Lor-

rainers, and two hundred thousand Danes are in

a position to testify on this point. When I speak

of Germany 1 mean Prussia, which has the destin-

ies of Germany in hand and will mould her future

as she has imperiousl}^ dominated her immediate

past. Racial oppression has long been a Prussian

specialty.

Poland, a nation long ago completely erased

from the map, a non-existent nation, has pre-

occupied the world far more since it disappeared

than ever it did while living, and preoccupies it

now with singular and pressing insistence, as the

repeated utterances of Russia, Austria, Germany,
England, France, and America during the last

three years abundantly show. Poland, tightly

bound in the cerements wrapped around her by
the assassins of the eighteenth century, is one of

the miracles of history, likely to reappear in our

own day, in what form it is impossible to say.

In the Middle Ages, Poland was a more powerful

state than Russia, and included territory which

stretched from the Baltic to the Black Sea and
from the Oder to the Dnieper. It remained an

independent state down to the last quarter of the

eighteenth century. During that quarter its

independence was destroyed and its territory

seized by its three neighbors, Russia, Prussia, and
Austria. By the famous, or rather infamous,

partitions in 1772, 1793, and 1795, nothing was
left of Poland on the map.

Independent Poland ceased to exist, but the

partitions of Poland continued. Independent
Poland- had been larger than the present German
Empire by a fourth. Its population was thir-

teen millions. In the division accomplished by
the three powers, Russia annexed about two
hundred thousand square miles with seven million

inhabitants, Prussia and Austria each about
three millions. With the advent of Napoleon
a new partition was effected. After his defeat

of Prussia, at Jena, in 1806, Napoleon compelled
Prussia to give up her Polish acquisitions. These
he erected into a new state, the Grand Duchy of

Warsaw. Three years later, having defeated

Austria, he added to the Grand Duchy the

Austrian Polish acquisitions. Russia remained
unmolested in the possession of her part of the

boot}^ as she was at the time the ally of Napoleon.
After the fall of Napoleon a still further parti-

tion, the fifth, was made. At the Congress of

Vienna, one of the most important questions was
the disposition of the Grand Duchy. Russia

desired it all, and, had she secured it, Poland
v/ould at least have been reunited once more,

under Russian servitude. But Russia secured

only a part, although the larger part, and that

at the expense chiefly of Prussia. Austria re-

covered most of her share of the three partitions;

Prussia a part only of hers, Russia taking the rest.

A small region was given independence and erect-

ed into the so-called Republic of Cracow. Thus
there were fourPolands, Russian Poland, compris-

ing about two hundred and twenty thousand
square miles, Austrian Poland, comprising about

thirty thousand square miles, Prussian Poland,

comprising about twenty thousand square miles

and the Republic of Cracow, whose independ-

ence was really illusory, being under the control

of the three partitioning Powers. Thirty years
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Liter the Repubhc was aboHshed, being incor-

porated in Austria. With this single change the

map of former Poland remained, as drawn in

1815, down to the present war. The number of

Poles greatly increased during the nineteenth

century and amounted in 191 4 to more chan

t\\ent\-one millions. Of the twenty-one mil-

lions, Russia ruled more than sixty per cent., while

Austria and Prussia had not more than twenty

per cent. each.

The Allies have repeatedly declared that the

future of Poland is a matter of world concern, to

be determined by the world. Count Hertling has

replied that it is a matter that concerns Germany
and Austria, and will be determined by them,

adding with superfluous hypocrisy "in con-

sultation with the Polish people." At a time

when the Hohenzollerns and the Hapsburgs,

eliminating the Romanoffs and the Russians,

are resolved to handle this matter alone, it is

well for the world to inquire into the record which

they have already made in handling their* shares

of it during the past hundred years.

in 181 5, the number of Poles in Prussia was
about three millions. They were located in her

eastern provinces, in Posen, in West and East

Prussia, and in Silesia.

Prussia's written promise to the poles

In summarizing the history of Prussian Poland,

it may be said that there have been variations

of policy but that in general there has been a

steadily increasing severity of treatment.

This treatment, the Poles have always main-
tained, has not merely been unjust and hostile,

but has also been in direct violation of promises

given by the Prussian Government. On May
3, 1815, the three partitioning powers signed a

treaty, which was later incorporated in the Final

Act of the Congress of Vienna. Indeed, the very
first article of that Act contains the following

promise to the Poles: *'The Poles, who are

respective subjects of Russia, Austria, and Prussia,

shall obtain a representation and national

institutions, regulated according to the degree of

political consideration that each of the govern-
ments to which they belong shall judge expedient
and proper to grant them.''

On May 15, 181 5, the King of Prussia issued a
proclamation to the Poles in which he said: ''You
are reincorporated in my monarchy and you have
no need to renounce your nationality. You will

enjoy the advantages of the constitution which
I propose to grant to my faithful subjects, and,
like the other provinces of my realm, you will be
granted a provincial constitution. Your religion

will be respected and its priests will receive a
grant according to their position. Your personal

rights and your propert\' will be placed under the

protection of the law, and for the future }'ou will

have z voice in the making of the laws that pro-

tect \T)U. Your language will be equally honored
with the German tongue at all public functions.

You will be eligible for any public office in the

Grand Duchy, according to }'our powers and
capacities."

F^)r the first few \ears after 181 5 the Treatment
of the Poles conformed approximately to the

spirit of this ro\'al utterance. While the King
did not grant a constitution to Posen, or, for that

matter, to an\' of the other provinces of Prussia,

he did allow the Poles a large share in their own
government. A great Polish magnate. Prince

Anthony Radziwill, was made vicero}- and local

administration was left largel\' in the hands of

the Polish nobles. 1 he serfs were emancipated,

as they had been in Prussia by the reforms of

Stein. The Polish language was allo\\ed in the

schools, in administrative offices and in the

courts. Official positions were open to Poles on

the same terms as to Germans.
In 1830, an insurrection of Poles occurred in

Russian Poland. There was no rising in Prussian

Poland, yet 12,000 Prussian Poles crossed the

frontier to take part in the fight for national

independence. This fact caused a revulsion of

feeling in the governing circles of Prussia and led

to a partial abandonment of the polic\' of rela-

tive conciliation. The viceroyalt\' was abolished

.

as tending to maintain in the minds of the Poles

a feeling of separate nationality. Posen was
completely incorporated in Prussia. The natural

and historic leaders of the Poles, the nobles and
the clergy, were officially denounced as the

"sworn enemies of Prussia." German was made
the only official language.

After the revolutions of 1848, which inspired

panic in all conservative bosoms, the reaction

became more pronounced. The Government
declared illegal the Polish League, an organiza-

tion founded in 1848 for the protection of national

freedom, the promotion of national education,

and the improvement of the material conditions

of the Poles. But the Poles could not and did

not forget their past. They were proud of their

history and passionately longed to renew its

course, so wantonly interrupted. The agitation

for the preservation of their national inheritance,

suppressed in one form, was inevitabl\' resumed

in another. Its particular seat was Russian

Poland. There the nationalist Polish agitation

gathered volume and intensity with the passing

years, culminating finally in the famous and

futile insurrection of 1863.

That insurrection was a turning point in Polish

history, momentous in its consequences for the
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Prussian Poles, who had no part in it, as it was
for the Russian Poles. It was a turning point,

for one reason,- because there was now at the

head of the Prussian ministry a new man of de-

cided views, of exceptional will power, and of

great audacity and resourcefulness in action,

Otto von Bismarck. The Polish people has

never had a more unqualified, a bitterer enemy
than Bismarck. His hostility appears to have

been bred in the bone; at least it was clearly man-
ifested when he made his first utterances on

politics, amid the turmoil of 1848. Among
Liberals of that time, and particularly in the

Parliament of Frankfort, there was much sym-
pathy for the Poles and Liberal public opinion

even contemplated the policy of the restoration

of Poland. But Bismarck emphatically did not

share these views, nor was he disposed to dally

with Liberalism in any form. He poured out the

full vials of his contempt upon reforms and re-

formers, not only upon Frankfort Parliament,

which was aiming at the unification of Germany,
but upon liberal and democratic principles

everywhere. On the 20th of April, 1848, Bis-

marck wrote to the Magdeburg Gazette as fol-

lows: "How could a German so far lose himself

through hysterical sentimentality and the love

of impracticable theories as to cherish the ex-

travagant dream of settling in the near vicinity

of his own country, a tireless foe, whose internal

tumults always eventuate in open war, and who
will attack us on the flank each time we have a

difficulty in the West ? " And, he added :
"

I look

upon our present policy in Posen as the most
regrettable example of quixotic behavior which a

state ever indulged in for its own ruin."

With the advent of Bismarck upon the scene

the policy of Prussia was at once changed in

accordance with his sentiments.

Bismarck first attacked the Polish language.

With the assent of the Reichstag he promulgated

a law on the i ith of March, 1872, which repealed

a previous law, and substituted German for

Polish in the Polish schools. The Polish lan-

guage might only be taught as an optional sub-

ject and very limited space was given to it even

as such. This first step was followed by a long

series of repressive measures. The use of Polish

in elementary schools was not only forbidden in

Posen, but also in Silesia and West Prussia. To
prevent any Polish influences from infecting the

schools, a law was passed in July, 1886, providing

that the appointment of all teachers should be

in the hands of the central government and on the

7th of November, 1887, Polish was even sup-

pressed as an optional subject.

Attempts were made, too, to prevent the use of

the Polish language in public meetings, the only

language understood by the people who attended
them. The reason given was that the use of

an alien tongue rendered police supervision im-

possible, as if Polish were an alien tongue in the

land where it had been spoken for a thousand
years and more, and as if there must necessarily

be police supervision of public meetings. Evi-

dently there must be in Prussia. These attempts
were not successful as even the sepvile Prussian

courts proved an obstacle in the path of this

particular outrage.

POLES ORDERED OUT OF PRUSSIA

Meanwhile, the number of Poles resident in

Prussia was increasing. The Polish birth-rate

was higher than the German birth-rate; moreover,

the development of German economic life attract-

ed considerable numbers of Poles from Russia.

The Slavs were gaining relatively. Was the

rising Slavic tide to be permitted to eat deeper

and deeper into Germany? As Bismarck's pur-

pose was to Germanize the Slavs it is easy to see

that he would not tolerate the Slavizing of Ger-
mans, if he could prevent it. This danger of

encroachment by the hated Poles on the domain
of German culture prompted Bismarck to carry

through more drastic measures still. In two
ways, he thought, the gaining by the Polish stock

on the German stock in numbers could be parried

and defeated. One way was to expel large

numbers of Poles from the provinces; another
was to settle large numbers of Germans in them.
In 1885, a law was passed under which 30,000 Slav

immigrants were summarily expelled from Prus-

sia, all the Poles in fact who were unnaturalized.

No quarter was given to even old men, women,
or children. People who had lived for years on

German territory received the same treatment as

those who had recently settled. Thus was car-

ried out the idea of the German authorities that

it was wrong for the Kingdom to have upon the

soil of Prussian Poland any Poles who were not

Prussian subjects. Forty-eight hours' notice was
considered sufficient.

Next, the Government discovered that it would
be advantageous for Prussia to give new German
names to more Polish towns and villages. Thus
about two hundred of these were rebaptized,

another noble triumph.

But in the work of Germanizing the Poles

these were only trivial measures of detail. The
great object could only be achieved by action

commensurably great. To accomplish this re-

sult Bismarck suggested the colonization of the

Polish provinces by men and women of purely

German birth.

On the 28th of January, 1886, Bismarck in-

augurated his new policy with the following
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words: "The question is asked whether Prussia, the right to sell their land, proceeded in many
in her own interest and in that of the Empire, cases to profit at the expense of a paternal govern-

will not be obliged by circumstances to disburse ment. The Commission, in one of its reports,

100,000,000 marks to acquire the possessions complained of this and denounced those Germans

of the Polish nobles, or, to speak plainly, in who offered their lands to it at exorbitant prices,

order to expropriate that same nobility. This threatening, if the offer were not accepted, to sell

appears a monstrous proposition, but when it is them to the Poles. Thus, while the German
remembered that we expropriate for a railway, Governrnent was buying land from the Poles,

or to construct a fort, or to make a new street, in order to settle German peasants on it, Poles

or to make a port, or to reconstruct Hamburg, were buying land from German owners in order

why should not a state be also entitled to ex- to divide it up among Polish peasants,

propriate in certain circumstances to guarantee In spite of the large subventions made by the

the public peace and to secure tranquility in the state, the work of colonizing the Polish lands

future? Is not public peace more than com- proceeded very slowly. During the twenty

merce? Is it not more important even than the years from 1886 to 1906, only 12,000 German
fortification of a single town? There is no in- families were settled in accordance with the in-

justice because we pay compensation, and these tentions of the law. As for these new German
dispossessed gentlemen may be very happy to settlers they found life intolerable amid a popula-

buy land in Galicia, or on the Russian side of the tion which rigorously boycotted them. For the

border with the money they receive.'* opposition of the Poles to this policy of Germani-
Parliament approved the project, and a Com- zation was lively and determined. Any Pole

mission on Colonization was appointed with a who sold his land to a German was regarded as a

subvention of 100,000,000 marks. This Com- traitor and was unhesitatingly ostracized by his

mission was to buy land from the Poles and the fellows. iMany of the new settlers also found

lands thus acquired were to be sold only to that if they were to thrive they must become as

Germans and on condition that they were not Polish as their neighbors,

to be resold to Poles. In succeeding years large
J ,v- 1 4- A f ^u- / POLES FORBIDDEN TO BUILD HOUSES

additional grants were made tor this purpose.

The Poles fought this policy as best they could. In order to counteract the Poles and to diminish

They organized societies and founded banks their inclination to buy land, the Prussian Parli-

whose purpose was to buy up whatever land ament passed a law in August, 1904, forbidding

came into the market, and sell it to Poles, thus the erection of buildings in Posen without the

preventing the Commission from getting hold of permission of the Commission. This meant in

it and selling it to Germans. The Prussian practice, and was intended to mean, that if a

Government and the Poles thus became com- German bought land from a Pole, he could have
petitors for real estate. This competition sent the permission; that if a Pole bought it, he could

prices soaring. As soon as it was known that not. As few people care to buy land on which

the Government wished to purchase a given estate, they cannot build, the Poles, it was thought, would
its rival offered more and the two would keep on lose their passion for buying real estate. Not
outbidding each other until finally a sale was only could Poles not build on land newly acquired,

concluded. Land which in 1886, had brought but they could not build further on land already

600 marks brought 1500 in 1907, in consequence possessed. Not even could old buildings be

of this competition. As a matter of fact this repaired or chimneys renewed. Such was the

rivalry steadily put money in the pockets of the law.

Poles, with which to carry on the economic war.

The Government, pursuing a political purpose,

was willing to buy poor land if it could not get The greater the injustice, the stronger grew the

good. For this it generally paid high prices, ardor of the Poles to defeat it. The poor Polish

Two consequences followed. The Poles either peasant, with no government behind him, held his

used the money for the purchase of better farms own with the German peasant immigrant, sup-

or invested it in small businesses in towns, thus ported and aided financially by the powerful

increasing the number of Polish middle classes, government of Prussia. In fact, despite the

This resulted in forcing many of the Germans out artificial immigration, the Poles were gaining in

of these small business positions. numbers over the German element of the popu-
German owners of Polish land, not those lation. They were more prolific than the Ger-

acquiring possession under this law, but those mans; they were more tenacious of their nation-

who had had possession long before the Com- ality, were much less easily denationalized. They
mission was established, and who, therefore, had absorbed a considerable number of the intruders.

GERMANS ASHAMED OF GERMANY
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gradually making them over into Poles. The
German settler often married a Polish wife and,

whether he himself remained German or not, his

children became Poles. Frequently, he himself

succumbed to the silent, pervasive, powerful

influences about him. In order to prosper or

to know peace and contentment, many Germans
Polonized their names and tried to forget and
make others forget that they were Germans.

This policy of expropriation by voluntary pur-

chase, effected through the limitless financial

resources of the state, after being in operation

for twenty years, from 1886 to 1906, was admit-

ted by the Prussian authorities to be a failure.

It had not achieved the end aimed at. Despite

it, the Poles were gaining over the Germans.

The only thing accomplished by this series of

measures had been the great embitterment of

the native population, an intensification of racial

rivalry and hatred. What did Prussia propose

to do?

In 1906, Prince von Bulow was head of the

Prussian Ministry and Chancellor of the German
Empire. The brilliancy and originality of his

statesmanship were shown in the policy he recom-

mended and carried through. Admitting the

failure of the methods thus far followed, he advised

more of the same thing, or rather a further de-

velopment of the process of expropriation.

On the 20th of March, 1908, in spite of the pas-

sionate protestations from the Poles, a law was
passed making it possible for the Commission of

Colonization to expropriate Poles from their

lands and the money placed at the disposal of the

Commission for this purpose was increased by
250,000,000 marks.

This law ran right counter to Articles IV and
IX of the Prussian Constitution. Article IV,

in terms of which ''
all Prussians are equal before

the law" was then explained away as meaning
that "every Prussian of any rank and class, must
render obedience to the law"—in other words

must be equal in servitude. Article IX declared

that property is inviolable and cannot be expro-

priated unless public necessity—and then only in

a very urgent case—strictly requires it. In this

case the Prussian administration evidently con-

sidered that public necessity was really in ques-

tion, and that—to use the official language
—

"the

resettlement of the German element on the

marches of the east is a question of life and death

for the Prussian State."

BULOW ADMITS FAILURE; ADVISES MORE FORCE

Several years later, in 19 14, Prince von Billow

admitted that even this aggravated policy of his

had failed, and he advocated the same genial

remedy as before, namely, more of the same

thing. Steady pressure, unflinchingly applied for

many years, would, he said, ultimately achieve

the end. Prince von Billow is a proud and
complacent victim of a prevalent Prussian dis-

ease, Polonophobia.

Such is, in meagre outline, the history of_

Prussia's oppression of her Polish provinces,

an oppression that has, since 1872, grown steadily

more severe, and that has been a callous offense

to the decently humane opinions of mankind.

An oppression of many aspects, two features of

the odious system are particularly outstanding:

the attack upon the Poles' right to their own
land, and the attack upon their right to their

own language, the purpose of those restrictions

being the ultimate extinction of the language and
the universal and exclusive use of German.

100,000 CHILDREN GO ON STRIKE

The appropriate climax in the war upon the

Polish language was reached in the first

decade of the twentieth century. As early

as 1872 the process of expelling Polish from
Polish schools had begun, as we have seen.

A series of measures passed in subsequent

years extended the prohibition now to this,

now to that grade of instruction. In 1887,

Polish was even suppressed as an optional sub-

ject. In one branch of the school work, however,

the use of Polish was still permitted, namely, in

the religious instruction in the elementary schools.

In other words little children were allowed to

repeat their catechism and to say their prayers

in their mother tongue. In the year 1900 the

last finishing touch was put upon this series of

repressive laws and ordinances. The children of

Posen were henceforth required to repeat the

catechism and to say their prayers in German, al-

though they knew the language only slightly,

if at all. Constant and increasing irritation was
the result, mounting with the passing years, the

Polish clergy taking a leading part against re-

quiring the little ones to learn, as they expressed

it, "the sacred religion in the hateful German
language." This agitation reached its full frui-

tion in the fall of 1906 when some 100,000 chil-

dren went on strike, refusing to perform their

acts of devotion in a foreign tongue. The affair

created an immense sensation in Germany and

beyond. "The tone of the Polish press and

clergy," says a particularly careful writer, "be-

came exceedingly bitter." The Prussian officials

were compared to Herod and Pharaoh and they

were charged with misusing religious instruction

for political purposes.

The children were heralded as martyrs to faith

and nation; the parents were promised the special

protection of the saints against the Germanizing
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of their children. Prayers were said for the capable of pursuing an\- such large-hearted ethical

striking bo> s and girls, who on more than one policy, and could not disentangle itself from the

occasion marched directly from the school to military conceptions of uniformit\ . The re-

the church where a mass was said for them. Un- suit is actually a suppressed state of war, sup-

der such urging, the youngsters left nothing to pressed only by the iron hand, extending over

be desired in the ardor of their opposition, greeting wide territories and bringing with it for both sides

the teacher of religion with Polish songs and all the demoralizing and barbarizing influences of

tearing up their German catechisms, strewing the war."

pieces by the way. But the opposition of the Reichstag and public

The fury of the Pan-Germanists knew no opinion only bore witness to the humiliating im-

bounds. Their policy was not only odious but it potenceof both. The Reichstag and public opinion

was ridiculous. Not since the children's crusade were not and never have been the governing

of the Middle Ages had there been anything simi- forces of Germanw Both are merelx tolerated

lar in Europe. The folly and inhumanity of the as long as the\- content themselves with word-

Prussian s\ stem of government were advertised mongering and do not attempt to thwart the

in a striking manner to all the world. purposes of the All-Highest and the Quite High.

The Government, however, proceeded against Whenever the\ attempt an\- such impertinence

the children's strike with all vigor. Corporal they are roundly snubbed and summarily sent

punishment, severe and sometimes gravely in- about their business. The servant's business is to

jurious, was resorted to, adding to the infamy of keep himself from presumptuous sins,

the whole proceeding. Fines and terms of im- Oppression, similar to that described abo\e, has

prisonment were, upon one pretext or another, also during the past generation been practised

visited upon the parents. It is a revolting and in Northern Schleswig, forcibl>' annexed to

degrading chapter of history. As a result of Prussia in 1866. B\- the Treaty of Prague of that

this vigorous treatment, however, the strike year, a treaty between Prussia and Austria, it

began to give way and by the Easter holiday of was provided that the people of Northern Schles-

1907 was practically suppressed, leaving behind wig, who were pure Danes and spoke the Danish

a bitter heritage of hate, which will burn fiercely language, should have the right to vote as to

for decades in the eastern provinces when the whether they would become Prussians or remain

boys and girls shall have become men and within the Danish Kingdom. Iwelve years

women. later the two contracting parties agreed to annul

It v/as immediately after this that compulsory this article of the treaty and the consul-

dispossession of the lands of the Poles was voted tation of the people has never been held. Prus-

by the Prussian Parliament, as already des- sia and Austria have kept themselves untainted

cribed. Prussia wins no peaceful victories over by the principle that peoples have a right to

her subject peoples. determine their own fate.

<, „ In this case the fate of only a hundred and fifty
COULD HAVE MADE POLES LOYAL SUBJECTS . u A A +u a i ^. i A^ or two hundred thousand people was involved.

The policy which has been described, of Ger- This was an eas\' matter to regulate b\ a govern-

manizing the Poles a outrance, by replacing ment commanding the resources of fortN million

Polish farmers with German farmers, and of fore- and it was, accordingly, regulated in the tradi-

ing German Kultur upon a people who hated it, tional Prussian fashion. The record of Ger-

did not escape criticism and opposition at home, many in Alsace-Lorraine has been still more
In 1909, a resolution condemning the policy of the shameless.

Government was passed in the Reichstag, a reso- It did not require the revelations of this war to

lution as futile, however, as it was creditable, make modern Prussia odious to all those who love

Professor Delbrtick, a man of considerable in- freedom and who have a decent regard for man-
fluence over public opinion, criticised it severely, kind. Prussia's methods of ruling subject

taking the ground that a modern state could not peoples before 1914 are conclusive as to the

resort to such methods and remain a modern methods that will be employed in the future

state. The Frankfurter Zeitung reviewed the should Germany succeed in making the peace

whole policy with scathing denunciation, declar- which her governing classes desire and intend to

ing that it was defeating the very ends aimed at. make.
"A humane, moral and liberal policy," said this That peace, however, she never will make,

paper, "would in the 135 years since the parti- Nor should she be permitted longer to apply her

tion of Poland, not have denationalized the Poles, monstrous system of misgovernment to the terri-

but would have made them loyal subjects of the tories that belong by inalienable right to the

Prussian State. The Prussian State was not Poles and Danes, to the Alsatians and Lorrainers.
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The Life of General
Pershin

HIS BOYHOOD AND ENTRANCE AT
WEST POINT

" He Was the Sort of Boy That Sticks at Anything He Once Takes Hold Of," the

Recollection of His Early Companions—The Son of a Boss Track-Layer,

Who Now Commands Our Armies in France

BY

GEORGE Macadam

SON of a railroad section-boss, born in

a little shanty about four miles out

from a frontier boom town: fifty-eight

years later, an international figure,

commander of the Army that has turn-

ed the scale in the greatest war in all history

—

these are the two ends, at the present moment,
in the career of John J. Pershing. It is not im-

probable that the coming years v/ill stretch

the contrast to even greater length.

Between that obscure birthplace and the

"American Expeditionary Force, Office of the

Commanding General" was a life varied, pic-

turesque, adventurous—fighter of Apaches and
Sioux, conqueror of the Moros, Mindanao dato,

Sulu Governor, officer in the Cuban campaign,
commander of the Armv sent in pursuit of

Bandit Villa.

History has written a biography for Pershing

such as no conservative novelist would dare to

write for his brain-children. But in spite of

this, the myth-makers are already at work.

For the most part, these biographical garnishers

have jumped the years that history has so

generously filled and gone back to the days of

his youth. They looked for a boyhood pitched
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in the same key as is his mature manhood, and
they found Httle but the ordinary events that

fill the days of the average village boy.

"Johnny" Pershing, as he was known in those

da\s—and as he is still known by his old neigh-

bors—gave no sign of possessing any particular

talent. He wasn't "the bright boy" at school.

He showed no special bent for any one thing.

He didn't know what he was going to do when
he grew up. His brother, Jim, was more
popular than he. No one prophesied of Johnny
Pershing "that boy will make his mark in the

GENERAL PERSHING S FATHER

world." Apparently the boy gave no promise
of the man.

But go back to Laclede, the little town in

Missouri where Pershing passed most of his

youth, and talk with his boyhood friends and
those of the older neighbors who are still living.

Though they can tell you nothing but simple,

homely little incidents of "Johnny," yet some-
where in the course of their talk they will all

say, in one form or another: "He was the sort

of boy that sticks at anything he once takes
hold of."

Now leave the village boy, jump the interven-
ing years, and we find the mature man. General
Pershing, writing from France, in a letter to a
friend:

Strange things do happen in this world, is it not

fortunate that none of us knows what is going to

happen to him? The only thing that I think matters
is that each person should do each day the thing that

comes to him or her to the very best of his or her
ability.

If this prepares one for the great things, then so

much the better. We are all, however, mere atoms in

this great scheme, each doing his or her part, whether
it appears to us humans great or small it matters not.

The Pershing family has been traced back to

a Frederick Pfoerschin who was born in 1724
in Alsace, about three quarters of a rhile from
the River Rhine. When twenty-five years old,

Pfoerschin emigrated to America and here
married. Some years later, the family changed
the name, to fit the new environment, to " Per-

shin." Still later, a final "g" was added, the

name becoming "Pershing."

The Alsatian emigrant's fourth son was Daniel,

and he became a Methodist minister, preaching
in Pennsylvania in the latter part of the Eigh-

teenth Century. The minister had a son

Joseph who had a son John Fletcher. This
branch of the Pershing family had continued
to live in Pennsylvania.

But about the time John Fletcher Pershing

reached young manhood—a strapping, broad-

shouldered six-footer—the great rush to the

West had set in. It was the land of oppor-

tunity, the land that beckoned irresistibly to

every adventurous spirit. With no capital other

than brain and muscle, young Pershing joined

the migration westward. When he reached

St. Louis, the North Missouri Railroad (now a

part of the Wabash system) was being built

from St. Charles northwestward across Missouri

to Macon, a small town on the line of the Han-
nibal and St. Joseph (now a link in the Chicago,

Burlington and Quincy). Pershing got a job

as boss track-layer.

The route of the North Missouri lay through

the town of Warrenton, and this prosaic fact

meant kismet for two. On a farm about two
miles west of the town there lived a family

by the name of Thompson. They had moved
to Missouri from Blunt County, Kentucky,

In the family was a daughter, Ann Elizabeth,

who had been born in the old Blue Grass home
on February 15, 1835. At the time the rail-

road was a-building she had reached her twenties,

a young woman who combined the charm of

Kentucky with the self-reliance of the West.

In those booming frontier days every workman's
dinner-pail contained a marshal's baton (to fit

Napoleon's maxim to the time and place).

Moreover, the young railroad man had a good

bearing, a good personality—the kind of man
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GENERAL PERSHING S FIRST HOME IN LACLEDE
The house he occupied when his father was a boss track-layer

THE ORIGINAL SCHOOLHOUSE AT LACLEDE, MO.

General Pershing attended this school until it was supplanted by a brick building. This school was then used by the Negro
children. Pershing taught this Negro school for a brief time
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PERSHING S HOME IN LACLEDE

i,pf

The house occupied by the Pershings when prosperity came. They lived here for the greater part of their residence in Laclede.

In this picture it appears as it did at the time General Pershing lived in it, more recently it has been modernized, see page 51

THE SCHOOL PERSHING TAUGHT AT PRAIRIE MOUND, MO.

Taken a few years after his two terms as teacher



THE PERSHING FAMILY
This photograph was taken in Lincoln, Nebraska, after Pershing graduated from West Point. Standing reading from left to

right: John, May, Grace, Ward, James; seated: General Pershing's father, Mary Elizabeth, General Pershing's mother
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that stands out in a crowd. The farmer's

daughter agreed to make the fortunes of the

boss track-layer her own, and on March 22,

1859, they were married.

When the tracks of the North Missouri were

finally laid into Macon, Pershing was given a

job as section-boss on the Hannibal and St.

Joseph. It was a seven-mile section that ex-

tended from Laclede west to Bottsville (now
Meadville). The section-boss moved into a

little shanty standing about midway between

these two settlements, on the plantation of

Judge Meredith Brown. It is said that the

shanty had been a part of the Judge's slave

bands of mounted terrorists, a string of block-

houses was built. A fort was also erected at the

south end of Laclede, and at times as many as a

thousand Federal militiamen were quartered in it.

The year the war broke out, Pershing, having

saved a little money, gave up his job as section-

boss and moved into Laclede, occupying a small,

one-story house. Lomax's general store was for

sale, its proprietor having joined the Union
Army. Pershing bought the contents of the

store and became sutler to the Eighteenth Mis-

souri Volunteer Infantry, then quartered in

Laclede. Henry C. Lomax, the son of the former

village storekeeper, became sutler's clerk.

PERSHING S OLD HOME ' MODERNIZED
The old home as it has been altered since the Pershings left it

JV quarters; but Mrs. Pershing converted it into

a snug, if simple, home. Here, on September
13, i860, under the ministrations of a couple of

women neighbors, was born their first child.

They named him John Joseph.
Exciting days soon came to this part of the

country. Missouri was a ''slave state;" but
Laclede was in the "border country." The
settlers were divided in their allegiance, the
majority perhaps adhering to "the North."
But there were many strong, aggressive sympa-
thizers with "the South." With the coming
of the war, there also came the infamous " Bush-
wackers," that lawless guerilla band that raided,

robbed, murdered. To guard against these

In January, 1862, a second son, James, was
born to the Pershings. The following month,

the Eighteenth Missouri Volunteers having been

ordered to St. Louis, Pershing moved his sutler's

wares into the vacant store and became village

storekeeper and postmaster. The year 1863

brought another regiment to Laclede and Persh-

ing again became sutler. He followed this

regiment for near a twelvemonth. Then he

again quit and again became village storekeeper

and postmaster.

Pershing had prospered as sutler and he now
prospered as general storekeeper. He bought

the village lumber yard. He bought a couple

of farms, one of eighty acres about seven miles
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from Laclede

and another of

one hundred and
sixty acres about

a mile out. He
also bought and
moved into "the

D e G r a w
house," a snug,

homelike struc-

ture which, with

its white paint

and three-gabled

roof and white

picket fen'ce,

looked asthough

it had been
transplanted di-

rect from some
old New Eng-
land village.

It was, per-

haps, the best

house in town,

for Laclede at

that time had
not much but its

splendid belief

in its own fu-

ture. Laclede

stands at the

junction of two
railroads, and
that, of course,

marked it out

for a metropoli-

tan future. The
town had about
six hundred in-

habitants; no
sidewalks; no
church; a one-

room school-
house which the

end of the Civil

War found with-

out a teacher.

In the latter

part of April,

1865, Miss Ella

Seward, now an old lady, Mrs. O. W. Elliot,

opened a ''select school for small children." Look-
ing back in her diaries, she fmds these items:

From Mr. Pershing—Jan. 1867—J7.00.

For 12 weeks' tuition for John & James ^8.00

1st).

For 6 weeks* tuition for John $2.00 (July 17th).

May 1
5—Kept Johnny after school to study a lesson.

THE CHURCH IN LACLEDE
Attended by the Pershing family

Week of June 6, '67—Went to Mrs. Pershing's three

times for Johnny was real sick with chickenpox, and
his eyes were affected.

''Johnny" Pershing was an upstanding little

(April
youngster with bright blue eyes, the complexion

of a girl, a deep dimple in each cheek, and
curling hair so light-colored that teasing play-

mates called him "tow-head."
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The Pershing family was meanwhile growing, was guile. And "Old Margrave's" brother saw
There were in all nine children. With the them, and chased them, and caught them hiding

exception of John, the eldest, they were all born in a cornfield, their pockets bulging with booty,

in Laclede: James P., Mary Elizabeth, Ann and they had to go to the house the next day
May, Grace, Ward, and three others who died and face ''Old Margrave" himself who was the

in early infancy. terror of youthful Laclede. The boys appeare*d

Mr. and Mrs. Pershing were both very religious promptly at the appointed hour, and John made
and rather strict with their children. When the Charlie do the talking, and "Old Margrave"
Methodist Episcopal church was built in the forgave them because they had "come to face

village, Mr. Pershing was the secretary of the the music" and because of "Feather's" guile,

building committee and contributed liberally, and told them to go out and help themselves

He became the Sunday-school superintendent, "so long as they didn't shake the trees."

"Every Sunday morning," recalls Judge Libby, And then there was the time when John was
"you'd see Pershing going down the street with one of the principals in that student prank

—

John and James, and Mrs. Pershing following fam.ous in the old, unregenerate days of the coun-

behind with the girls. Yes, Pershing held the try school—known as "locking out the teacher."

boys in pretty tight." John had long since quit Miss Ella Seward's

Says Pershing's old clerk, Henry C. Lomax, "select school for young children." He had
now Laclede banker: "I didn't regard Pershing gone to the one-room public school until that

as an autocrat in his family. He was for building was given over to the education of

discipline in his family, and so was Mrs. Pershing. Negro children, and ^a two-story brick school

They were good parents and the children were house with a cupola belfry, put up for the

fond of them." white children.

Laclede was a frontier town with a very It was the last day of the school term, the

mixed population, a railroad junction, and a last day in the Laclede school for John and his

number of busy saloons—these facts undoubtedly two classmates, Charlie Spurgeon and Jim Devoy
accounted for some of the parental effort to —for these three it was the time appointed by
hold the children in. Jim was the only one tradition for "locking out the teacher." To
who "broke out." His boyhood reputation as "'a estimate properly the splendid defiance of this

wild one" still has a vigorous life in the village, act one must remember that those were the times

But John was no apron-string boy. Perry when a teacher was autocrat within the school

Floyd, who used to run the blacksmith shop domains, a birch or hickory switch the convincing

about a good stone's throw from the Pershing symbol of authority. Here in Laclede, for

home, voices the community's reminiscent ver- instance, "Old Man Angell," one of the teachers,

diet: "Oh yes, John had devilment in him

—

had a way of standing behind the door when the

nothing mean about it—just a little quiet, sly school bell rang and switching the legs of those

devilment." who came in late. Yes, "Johnny" Pershing's

Nearly all the anecdotes of his boyhood are legs had felt the switch,

recountings of the old but ever new doings of The children came to school suspiciously early

"a regular boy." on that last day of the term, the younger ones

"Old Man Bi";2fers" had a tobacco barn all a-flutter with excitement to see if the three

about a mile and a half out of town. One day pupils about to escape from school authoritx'

"Feather" Hawkins, the Huck Finn of Laclede, would commemorate the event according to

brought in a surreptitious gathering of tobacco venerated custom. The younger children went

from this barn, and dared John to " have a chew." up-stairs and leaned over the bannister, watching

John "chewed" and then lay on a haystack as the older boys. Leaning against the front of

sick and sorry as a boy can be only at his first the school was a ladder for use in case of fire,

taste of tobacco. John was about eleven at John, Charlie, and Jim carried this in and bar-

this time. A little later there were, of course, ricaded the front door with it. Then they

those adventurous corncob pipes behind the closed and fastened all the windows on the

barn. ground floor.

Another day, "Feather" Hawkins and brother The teachers arrived, tried to get in. and

Jim induced John and his schoolmate, Charlie couldn't. The belfry was a forbidden place

Spurgeon, to go into "Old Margrave's" peach for the pupils. But prohibitions were now cast

orchard in broad daylight, "Feather" alleging to the winds. Some of the scholars climbed

that permission had been given for the boys up into the belfry and out on to a little platform

to go in and help themselves "so long as they that encircled it. From this strategic point

didn't shake the trees," which same allegation they looked down upon Defied Authority, re-
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porting its combined or individual action to

the usurpers in the schoolroom.

Meanwhile, however, the customary pande-

monium had not broken loose. A mock school

was in progress. Johnny Pershing had called

the classes of the younger children. Even then

"John had a way with him" so that the

children, though only a few years younger,

obeyed. And John heard their recitations

—

arithmetic, grammar, mental arithmetic, and

reading—giving commendation or rebuke as the

occasion demanded.

From the watchers on the belfry platform

came bulletins: The teachers had sent for the

School Board; the School Board had arrived,

all three of them, including "Father Seward";

the School Board was in consultation; a ladder

was being carried toward the school; it was
being put to one of the front windows.

Promptly a long, blackboard "pointer" was
put in the window from which invasion im-

pended, in such a way that the window sash

could not be raised. The patriarchal head of

"Father Seward" appeared at the window.
Now "Father Seward" was the venerable Con-
gregational minister, universally beloved. To
gainsay him was to commit a crime. He
always wore a shawl and carried a cane, and
both shawl and cane were with him at the

ladder-top.

He tapped on the glass, and in a voice high

and shrill, demanded: "Open the window."
The rebels could not refuse a demand of sur-

render from this quarter. The window was
opened. "Father Seward" climbed in, followed

by the teachers and some other men. " Father

Seward" gave the scholars a long lecture, telling

them what a serious thing they had been doing.

Then they all had to recite their lessons again.

And when it was all over, they got no candy,

got none of the edible reward customarily dis-

tributed on the last day of school. That was
the last time that the Laclede school indulged

in "locking out the teacher."

John's remarkable appetite for "Aunt Susan"
Hewett's "turnover" pies should not be forgot-

ten. Listen to "Aunt Susan" tell how, before her

hands "got old and useless with the rheuma-
tism," she mashed the apples and spiced them
with cinnamon and allspice and fried them in a

skillet in butter and lard and just at the right

moment flopped one half over so that the pie

came out a half-moon of crisp crust filled with
juicy, savory apple—listen to "Aunt Susan"
tell of the making of these "turnover" pies,

and you don't wonder that young John was a

frequent visitor in the kitchen of the "Missouri
House," the village hotel run by Captain

Hewett, about a block away from the Pershing
home.

It can be seen that the second-hand Boswell
to Pershing, going about Laclede gathering boy-
hood anecdotes, finds nothing striking, nothing
vivid. Even now, when Pershing is standing
in the full glare of fame—a light which is apt to

magnify boyhood virtues—his old playmates,
his old neighbors, will tell you that "he was just

an ordinary sort of boy," that "he grew up an
uneventful boy." But invariably there is an-

other note sounded, a note which is by no means
sounded for every village boy. Here are a few
of its variations: "The characteristic I remember
best was his self-possession and air of compe-
tency"; "whatever he did he did with all his

might"; "he was always level-headed, always
dependable"; "when John got started, he'd

move"; "if he tackled a thing, he'd stick to it

till he finished it."

Before the present point in our story is

reached, while John was still a youngster of

thirteen, this characteristic of dependability and
stickatitiveness had already been put to the

test. As I have already said, Laclede was a

boom town, of small dimensions but with great

expectations. Boom towns were springing up
unexpectedly on the prairies in those days; a

good part of America and Europe seemed to be

swarming westward; booms were in the air.

Laclede with its six hundred population, was
incorporated as a city (of the fourth class) and

the adjacent country plotted out as per rosy

dreams of realty speculators.

Pershing's father was caught in the tide of

land speculation. He bought in Laclede; he

bought in Linn County; he bought in surrounding

counties. In all, he bought some thirty or forty

tracts, most of them with big mortgages attached.

At the time he went into land speculation he

was worth about forty or fifty thousand dollars,

a snug fortune for those times. He put very

near all of it in land. Then came the hard

times of the early "yo's, culminating in the

panic of '73. Pershing's , little fortune was

practically wiped out. He managed to save

only the equities in his home and in a couple

of farms.

He ran these farms now for a living. And
John, only thirteen years old, helped him. It

is a testimonial to the father that he didn't take

his son out of school, and it is a testimonial to

the son that he was a hard worker in the fields

after school hours and during the long days of

vacation. But during those days of financial

depression, farm products went cheap. For

a while Pershing tried to eke out by running a

small hotel It was known as the "Palace
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Hotel." The income from it, however, was not

in keeping with its name.

In 1876, Pershing went on the road as a travel-

ing salesman for a St. Joseph clothing house at

a salary of ^2,000 a year. This somewhat
relieved the financial stringency at home; but

the relief was not so great that John could quit

working the farms.

John taught the school for Negro children

in Laclede. The date and the length of this

service are uncertain, but it is probable that he

taught the Negro school some time during this

period when the family finances were strained.

Stevens, a Negro, known as '' Moss," worked
on the Pershing farm. He was just about the

same age as John, but he went to school under

him. There were about forty scholars, some of

them pretty big and unruly. " But John Per-

shing"—it is ''Moss" talking—"he got that

school in order. Yas sah, he did. He had a

quiet way, but he meant business. One day
1 didn't know mah lesson, and he said: 'Moss,

you stay in.' And he gave me a licking. Yas
sah, it was a good licking—with a switch—one

of them oV fashion switches. Yas sah, 1 knew
mah lessons after that. John Pershing, he

taught me, sah, all I ever knew."

At this time John had no definite plans for his

future. The opportunities that presented them-

selves to the circumscribed outlook of a village

boy anxious to make something of himself, were

in teaching or in practising law. John had nc

particular predilection for either, although he be-

lieved the law offered the broader opportunity.

Those were the days of ponderously ornate

legal speech. As Judge Libby, of Laclede, puts

the case: ''John Pershing is a silent man, as

you can see by his present speeches. He had

no preeminent qualifications by nature for the

practice of law, as we would say in those

days."

But John believed that the best way to fit

himself for whatever opportunity the future

might bring, was to get as much of an education

as he could. Charlie Spurgeon says that when

John was only fourteen he told Charlie of his

determination to get an education. In spite

of his boyhood pranks, he never lost sight of the

fact that he was in school to learn.

The St. Joseph clothing house had meanwhile

raised his father's salary, but the family was

big: if John was to get that education, he saw

that he would have to do something toward

paying for it himself. So he applied for and

got the position of teacher in the one-room

school at Prairie xMound. Every Sunday even-

ing, he mounted a horse, rode seven miles

south, then two miles west. This brought him

to Prairie Mound. He boarded with a neigh-

boring farmer until Friday evening, when he
again mounted his horse and rode home to

Laclede. For this work he got 8^40 a month,
paying his own board.

His first term of teaching began in October,

1879 and ended in March, 1880. It was during

this term that one of the scholars, a big, over-

grown girl, became unruly. The young school-

master told her to stay in during the lunch

recess. She climbed out through a window and
went home. She came to school the next day,

defiance in her eye. At the lunch recess she

was again told to stay in, and this time the

schoolmaster watched her. But she managed to

scrawl a note which she slipped to her little

sister.

In a short time the children playing in the

schoolyard saw a galloping horse, and on the

horse was a man with red whiskers and a shot-

gun. It was the girl's father. The children

screamed. One of the older girls hurriedly led

the scholars down under a near-by bridge, where
they all hid. The young schoolmaster heard

the screams. He came to the door and saw,

coming up the road on the galloping horse, the

man with the red whiskers and a shotgun. He
jumped back into the schoolhouse, and quickl}^

reappeared at the door with the stove poker.

By this time the red-whiskered man had
reached the school. With loud curses and
threats he demanded that his daughter be "let

out," while the girl within shouted: "Shoot

him. Pa. Shoot him!" But "Pa" didn't

shoot, and the girl wasn't "let out," and the

red-whiskered man rode home with his shotgun.

With the money *he had saved from his salary

as teacher, and a contribution from his father,

John was now able to gratify his ambition for

more education. The State Normal School at

Kirksville, in the adjoining county of Adair,

was the local educational Mecca. Thither John

went in March, when his winter term of teaching

at Prairie Mound had come to an end. The

Kirksville term lasted three months.

The next winter John again taught school at

Prairie Mound; and when the term there ended,

he returned to the Kirksville Normal School for

another three-months' term. The spring of

'82 found three of the Pershing family at Kirks-

ville: John, Jim, and their sister, Mary Eliza-

beth.

All of them, John included, took an active

part in the student social life, such as it was.

There was no dancing, no youthful gaiet\' of

that sort. " I'm afraid it was a prosy old place.
"

says the sister, looking back on those student

days. The formal social activities centred
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around literary societies, and John belonged to

one of these and debated and orated. "But
John was not much of a speaker," confesses

his sister.

Xothwithstanding the m\th-makers who ap-

parently wish to construct a Pershing to fit

their conception of him as ''the American

Kitchener/' the real John Pershing was not

"afraid of girls," nor did he "dodge girls'

societ}-." On the contrary, authentic rumor
has it that he had the usual schoolboy flirta-

tions.

It was at Kirksville in the spring of '82, that

Pershing chanced to see in a new^spaper the

announcement that a competitive examination

was to be held at Trenton, about fifty miles

awa\-. for the appointment to the United States

Military Academy, at the disposal of Congress-

man Burroughs. Pershing showed the news-

paper to his sister and asked her advice. He
had no military ambition: he wanted an edu-

cation: was this an opportunity?

She advised him to try for it. The examina-

tions were only a few weeks off. There followed

nights of hard study, brother and sister sitting

up late, sister quizzing him. Without telling

his parents of his project, he went direct from

Kirksville to Trenton, and appeared before the

examining board. When the final marks were

added up, it was found that Pershing was
onl>- one mark ahead of the next man, a fellow

named Higginbotham. Pershing got the ap-
pointment.

He hurried direct to Laclede, to take the

good news home. It was a proud and happy
mother to whom he told his tale of accomplish-
ment.

Then, as now, the competitive examination
held under the direction of the appointing
Congressman, was only for the appointment to

the Military Academy. Then, as now, the

appointee, before being admitted to West Point,

had to pass examinations held under the direction

of the Military Academy authorities. These
examinations are now held in various centres

throughout the country. But in those days
every appointee had to travel to West Point

to stand his entrance examinations, both mental
and physical.

Having started to go to West Point, Pershing

wanted to take no chances on failing to arrive

there. He got his father to send him for a few
months' study to the Braden School, an insti-

tution at Highland Falls, adjacent to West.
Point, that makes a specialty of preparing young
men for the Military Academy.

In the spring of '82, Pershing left Laclede
for the East.

" The Life of General Pershing " will he continued in the

"World' s IVork" Jor December, with the story of his career at West

Point and in the Indian Campaign in Arizona, and his experience

as military instructor at the University of Nebraska.



BUILDING GOOD-WILL FOR AMERICA IN

THE ORIENT
The Full Story of the Remission of the Boxer Indemnity—China's Recent Contribution to

The American Red Cross—The Remission of the Shimonoseki Indemnity to Japan

BY

SILAS BENT

WHEN Frank L. Polk, acting notable statemanship in the matter of equal

Secretary of State, said not commercial opportunities to foreigners in China,

long since that "China de- is so wide-spread as to have achieved almost the

clared war against Germany dignity of a myth. As a matter of fact Mr. Hay
very largely because of the died July i, 1905, two years before the remission

action of the United States," not many of us took place. It is true that William W. Rockhill,

paused to consider the historic background for American Minister to China during the negotia-

that statement. Why had the entry of this tions after the Boxer rebellion, had suggested

nation into the world conflict so influenced an that some part of the burden ought to be lifted,

alien state ten thousand miles away? What and that Mr. Hay was in accord with the sugges-

peculiar claim had America on the friendly inter- tion; but the real plan, including the educational

est and loyalty of the Chinese? phase, was put forward by an American mission-

The answer is to be found in a policy of inter- ary; and the manner in which he helped guide

national good-will to which the average American the policy of a nation, and then returned unassum-

gives little thought, but of which many Chinese ingly to take up again his labors in the Orient,

are acutely conscious and for which they are pro- has a touch of the romantic,

foundly grateful. The policy had its inception During the Boxer rebellion one of the watch-

in Secretary John Hay's declaration for the Open men at the beleaguered North Legation Gate in

Door, and is being continued to-day in the annual Peking was the Rev. Dr. Arthur Henderson Smith,

remission of payments on the Boxer indemnity, a Congregational clergyman, who, at that time.

The Open Door policy, to use Mr. Hay's words, had beaten an evangelical trail through Chinese

was that foreign Powers were ''not to use any provinces and cities for nearly thirty years. Few
privilege received from China to exclude any Occidentals knew so much as he of the land and

commercial rival," and its indirect effect was to its people. He was the author of "Chinese

help preserve the administrative integrity of Characteristics" and "Village Life in China,"

that nation. Presumably well-informed Chinese and he was to write an epic of the Boxer uprising

are not insensible of this and they have testified
—"China in Convulsion." It was not until

to their appreciation; but the partial remission long after the chronicle of the rebellion had been

of the Boxer indemnity was sheer open-handed published that Dr. Smith undertook to bring

generosity and is a concrete, present-day fact, about a remission of the indemnity. The rebel-

The circumstances in which the penalty was lion occurred in 1900; and the aggrieved foreign

lightened are but little known, because no full Powers, before consenting to evacuate the territory

record of them seems to have been made; but to occupied by their armed forces, imposed on China

400 Chinese students in American universities, penalties aggregating a third of a billion dollars,

and to still others attending preparatory schools of which nearly $25,000,000 was allotted to the

in their native land, the main facts are known United States. The protocol was signed Sep-

and are of prime benefit. They, and thousands tember 7, 1901, after a deal of bickering; but it

of their fellows, thus have first-hand evidence was not until 1906 that Dr. Smith presented his

that this Government is capable of altruistic educational plan at Washington,

motives, and so they were the readier to accept The missionary's approach to the White House

without cavil the altruism of our motives in was indirect. He laid his plan first before Dr.

entering this war. Lyman Abbott, whom he knew to be in the confi-

It is commonly said, even by those familiar dence of Theodore Roosevelt, and through him

with American history, that Mr. Hay was respon- procured an audience. Lawrence F. Abbott, son

sible for the remission of the Boxer indemnity, of the editor and now president of The Outlook

This belief, perhaps an outgrowth of Mr. Hay's Company, accompanied Dr. Smith to Washing-
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ton and attended the conference there: and he

has preserved the correspondence bearing on it.

" Dr. Smith," he said, in telHng of the occasion,

"had long been a reader and friend of The Out-

look, and in 1906, either just before he left China

or immediately after his arrival here, he wrote

to my father, saying that he had a plan with re-

gard to the Chinese indemnity which he would

like to get before President Roosevelt. He
asked my father to aid him. The result was

that hp came to our office and related his plan in

detail. It was that half the Chinese indemnity

(or about $12,000,000) be given back, with the

understanding that China should use the money,

or its income, for sending Chinese young men to

American collegiate institutions and educating

certain other young men in American institu-

tions in China.
" His point of view was not that of the conven-

tional missionary. It was really that of the

statesman. He said that when he first went to

China, the flag was seen on vessels in every harbor,

and that now it was rarely seen; that America
ought to do something to renew these intimate

economic, industrial, and commercial relations,

and so cement the political friendship which had
been fostered by Secretary Hay. He believed

that with a body of young Chinese being gradu-

ated annually from American institutions, we
should finally have a great company of influential

men in China who understood American ways and
sympathized with the American spirit; and that

in no other way could we so well bring China and
the United States together economically and
politically.

"The plan made a strong impression upon my
father and myself, and my father wrote to Presi-

dent Roosevelt asking whether he would see Dr.

Smith. He replied, appointing a date for the

meeting, March 6, 1906. In my father's absence,

and, at the President's suggestion, I went on to

Washington with Dr. Smith and was present at

the interview which took place in the Red Room
of the White House that evening.

"
I think we first lunched with the President

and were asked to return for a longer conference

in the evening. At all events we sat in the Red
Room until nearly midnight, and Dr. Smith laid

before the President his plan in complete detail.

The result of that conference was that the follow-

ing year the remission of the indemnity was made
and the money devoted to educational purposes.

" It seems to me that this remission really is a

monument to Dr. Arthur H. Smith. If the

American missionaries in China had never done
anything else (and, of course, they have done a

great deal), their work would have been justified

by this single accomplishment.

"There is another aspect of the incident which
seems worth bearing in mind. It is said by many
publicists that governments cannot have altruistic

qualities and motives. In two cases, at least, the

history of the United States shows that they can

in practice be altruistic. We took $25,000,000
from China in accordance with the best standards

of international action and we voluntarily gave up
half that sum in order to promote a moral idea.

We took Cuba, a rich possession, in the course of a

war which at the very least was a war carried on in

accordance with common international procedure.

Europe, especially Germany, said it was cant to

assert that we made the war for the benefit of the

Cubans, and that our chief motive was to gain

the splendid prize of Cuba. But we gave Cuba
back to the Cubans, only asking that they keep it

in order.
" If there are any other two similar instances

in history of national altruism, I do not know
them. These two historical facts, it seems to me,
should be kept before the coming generations

in their studies of the structure of government, not

in order that we may plume ourselves upon our

virtue, but in order to show that the moral law

may be made to work in international practice

just as it works in the individual practice of the

citizens of a community."
Ten years after the White House interview, Mr.

Abbott happened to be seated, at a Princeton

faculty club luncheon, beside Dr. Robert McNutt
McElroy, who had just been selected as the

first American exchange professor to China, and
the two fell into conversation about Dr. Smith's

part in the remission of the Boxer indemnity.

Dr. McElroy wished to tell about it in his lectures

in China, but Mr. Abbott was unwilling to have
him do so until his recollection of the facts were

fully verified. Accordingly he wrote to Mr.
Roosevelt, at Oyster Bay, recalling the White
House interview, as the story has been told here,

and received an answer from Mr. Roosevelt under

date of January 24, 19 16, as follows:

My memory agrees with yours about Dr. Smith.

I had forgotten his name, but I know that it was
through your father that I first became interested in

using that indemnity for educational purposes. The
idea was suggested to me as you describe it; and I then

asked Root to take it up and put it in operation.

Elihu Root, who had been Secretary of War
during the Boxer rebellion, and who had after-

ward become Mr. Roosevelt's Secretary of State,

notified the Chinese Minister at Washington on

June 15, 1907, that the President intended to ask

Congress for authority to forego part of the pen-

alty, explaining that it had been the intention of

this country to remit that part in excess of the
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sum needed for actual indemnity to the United

States and its citizens, "as a proof of sincere

friendship for China."

Mr. Roosevelt, in his annual message of De-

cember 3, 1907, asked for the necessary authority,

and Congress conferred it by joint resolution May
25, 1908. In the message Mr. Roosevelt said:

This nation should help in every practicable way
in the education of the Chinese people, so that the

vast and populous Empire may gradually adapt itself

to modern conditions. One way of doing this is by
promoting the coming of Chinese students to this

country and making it attractive to them to take

courses at our universities and higher educational in-

stitutions. Our educators should, so far as possible,

take concerted action toward this end.

On July nth, Mr. Rockhill, who was still

American Minister to China, announced to Yuan
Shih-kai, Prince of Ch'ing and president of the

Board of Foreign Affairs, that authority had been

extended to Mr. Roosevelt to remit all of the

indemnity in excess of Ji 1,655,492.69, with inter-

est at four per cent. The exact amount of the

sum originally imposed had been $24,440,778.81,

and it was to have been paid in annual instal-

ments. President .Roosevelt proposed to make
annual remissions as the payments fell due, begin-

ning with $483,094.90 in 1909 and increasing

gradually until the yearly amount reached

$1,383,785.36 in 1940, the end of the term.

Yuan Shih-kai suggested that 100 students be

sent to the United States annually for four years,

and fifty each year thereafter, and plans weie

made for their education here from the funds

given back to their country. These plans are

being carried out despite the war; for, although

the payments on the indemnity were allowed to

lapse, owing to the other fmancial demands upon
China, it was decided that there should be no

break in the educational work. The Chinese, as

a matter of fact, are under no legal obligation to

use the remitted fund in that way. President

Roosevelt, at Dr. Smith's suggestion, had indi-

cated that the money might be so used, and the

Chinese had gratefully assented.

The Boxer (''Fists of Righteous Harmony")
uprising against foreigners in China, and the

protracted siege of the legations in Peking, are

events too recent and too commonly known to

need recapitulation here. Dr. Smith's two vol-

umes, ''China in Convulsion," trace in detail the

origin, climax, and consequences of the rebellion.

It was perhaps because he realized the justifi-

cation, from the Chinese viewpoint, of this move-
ment against the alien intruder, because he per-

ceivedthat its mainspringwas essentially patriotic,

that he was moved to ask clemency on the part

of the United States. He is an unassuming man,

and in a letter to Mr. Abbott, treats his part in

the remission of the indemnity as of little moment;
but this nation, nevertheless, is indebted to him
for his disinterested and statesmanlike interven-

tion, and to Theodore Roosevelt for carrying out

a masterstroke of unselfish diplomacy.

Oriental good-will, born of that policy, has

manifested itself in many ways, but no aifirmation

has been more striking than the recent wholesale

subscription of Chinese to the American Red
Cross. It was so remarkable that a brief reference

to it may be worth while here as affording an illus-

tration of how indemnities remitted bear fruit.

In addition to the thirteen divisions of the

American Red Cross in this country, there is a

fourteenth which includes its foreign chapters.

During the last drive $300,000 was allotted as

the share to be contributed by the fourteenth

division, but it gave almost a million and a half.

China alone gave $100,000 in gold, although the

organization had just been established there; and
Japan, which has a Red Cross of its own nearly

two million members strong, gave $60,000.

In thirteen of the largest cities of China, branches

of the American organization were formed, and
in Shanghai alone more than 100,000 associate

members were enrolled.

The eagerness of the ten-dollar-a-month coolie

to join this Samaritan movement was chiefly

an eagerness to be identified with something

American, and is touching proof of the feeling in

China toward this nation. It prompted Presi-

dent Wilson recently to cable his thanks to the

President of China for the spirit manifested and
the substantial help extended. In the message

he referred to the number of full memberships,

without taking account of the myriad associate

memberships. The cablegram follows:

Washington, August 6, 19 18.

President Feng Kuo-Chang,
Peking, China.

I have learned with much pleasure, through the

American Minister at Peking, of the generous assistance

given by Your Excellency and by the Premier, Cabinet

Ministers and many other officers, as well as by the

citizens of the Republic of China, to the American Red
Cross, in response to the recent appeal made by that

Society for funds to promote its philanthropic work.

The addition of 50,000 Chinese names to the member-
ship roll of the Society, as a result of the appeal, is a

source of pride to the Society and awakens a feeling of

gratitude among Americans everywhere. Such co-

operation in the humane work of the Red Cross cannot

but strengthen the friendly feeling existing between

the citizens of the two Republics.

WooDROw Wilson.

It was to promote this friendly feeling that Dr.

Arthur H. Smith, citizen of one republic and
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missionar\- to the other, undertook intervention

in the matter of the Boxer indemnity; the Red
Cross is carr) ing on that work, and the future

may be expected to witness still further mani-

festations of the cordial interest America feels in

the }'oung democracy beyond the Pacific.

That it should occur to Dr. Smith to intervene

for a remission was not remarkable, because there

were precedents for such a course in American
history. The breakwater at Yokohama stands

to-day as a monument to a similar generosity

on the part of this nation. It was built with

part of an indemnity returned by the United

States to Japan in circumstances which may be

said to have set the standard for American diplo-

matic dealings with the Oriental Powers.

In June, 186;^, fire was opened on the American
merchantman Pembroke from fortifications erected

b\' the Daimio of Choshu on the Strait of Shim-
onoseki, at the entrance to the Sea of Japan.

It was a time when Japan was under the dual

government of the Mikado, the titular ruler, and
of the Shogun, who exercised administrative

power. The treaties which had been made with

the Shogun, under which Americans were admit-

ted to Hakodadi, Simoda, and Port Nagasaki,

had not been approved by the Mikado and were,

therefore, of dubious legality, a fact over which
Western historians are prone to skate lightly;

nor were the treaties with other foreign nations

an\' better. Japan was divided as to whether
the aliens should be tolerated. Some of the

Daimios (native princes) sided with the Shogun
and some with their Emperor; and the Daimio of

Choshu, acting, it has been asserted, under an
imperial edict, fortified the Strait according to

plans learned from the Westerners and opened
fire on the first barbarian craft he saw. He did

not much damage the Pembroke, but he laid up a

deal of trouble for himself, and he complicated

the situation afterward by firing on the French

vessel, Kien Chang and the Dutch frigate, Medusa.

It happened that the warship Wyoming was then

in Eastern waters, searching vainly for the Con-
federate raider Alabama: and Robert Pruyn,

Minister to Japan, sent word to Commander
David Stockton McDougal to visit reprisal upon
the Japanese prince. He entered the Strait July

16, 1863, with tarpaulins, so it is said, discreetly

covering the portholes of the Wyoming, which
carried six guns. There at anchor lay three Jap-
anese ships: the iron steamer Lancefield and the

brig Lanrick, both of British build; and the Daniel

IVebsier, purchased from Americans. In those

ships and the land forts were forty-eight guns; but

the Wyoming was piloted by a Japanese, borrowed
from the Shogun, and commanded by an intrepid

sailor, and at the end of an hour and ten minutes

of hot fighting two of the Japanese ships were
sunk and the third disabled, wliile one of the

batteries had been annihilated. The property

damage to the prince was estimated at $300,000,
and the number of his men slain at 200, although
that was but a guess. McDougal lost four men
killed andsevenwounded,andten shells had struck

the hull of his ship; but he returned to Yoko-
hama, where he buried his dead and put his

wounded ashore.

An Allied fleet then began gathering with a

view to demanding an accounting from the Daimio
of Choshu. The Japanese fortifications had been
repaired and extended afterthe mauling Comman-
der McDougal gave them. The fleet, carrying 208

guns, opened the battle the afternoon of Septem-
ber 4th, and continued it through the tw^o follow-

ing days. The American gunboat Ta Kiang gave

such an account of herself and her thirty-pounder

Parrott that the Queen of England subs-equently

decorated Lieutenant Pearson with the Order of

the Bath; and so destructive was the fire of the

other Allies that on the morning of the fourth day
the prince capitulated.

An indemnity of $3,000,000 was imposed upon
the Daimio, which the four Powers agreed to

divide equally, so that the share of the United

States was $750,000. The Daimio did not pay

the debt. It was assumed by the Shogunate,

in much the same fashion that Japan stood loy-

ally back of the treaties the Shogun had made,

although Japan considered them illegal and

found them in many instances almost intolerably

humiliating.

The money paid to the United States lay on

deposit for twenty years in the State Department,

accumulating interest. It then amounted to

$1,770,364, and after a warm debate in Congress,

claims were paid to the dependents and heirs of

those who had fought at Shimonoseki. There

remained a surplus of $785,000, somewhat more

than the original indemnity, and this was re-

turned to Japan during the Administration of

President Arthur.

It was three years later that the first remission

of an indemnity was made to China. It grew

out of a grievance in 1857, when French and

British fleets attacked and took Canton. Ground

for complaint was found in the treatment by the

Chinese of American subjects. An indemnity of

$700,000 was paid to the United States at that

time, and after the claims were satisfied there

remained $250,000. This, with interest, amoun-

ted in 1 885 to $45 3,000; and, with the Shimonoseki

afi'air as a precedent, it was turned back to China,

and formed another cornerstone of the present

structure in the Orient of good-will toN^ard this

nation.



FARMS FOR THE SOLDIERS WHEN THEY
COME BACK

The Government's Plans to Restore Ex-Soldiers to Rural Life, in the Light of California's

Experience with State-Aided Settlement

BY

ELWOOD MEAD
(Chairman of the California Land St-tllemcnt Board)

[Probably three quarters of a million American soldiers, when the war is over, will want to become

fanners. How cayi they do it? Shall the Government simply turn them loose to find their way haphazard
io the soil? Or shall the Government have the farms ready for them, and the firiancial arrangements made,

so that they can become at once prosperous and contented citizens? Canada and Australia are spending

hundreds of millions of dollars, now, to provide farms for their soldiers. Our Government is studying the

problem. The only experiment in state aid that has been tried in this country has been tried by California,

and tried successfully. California's experience is here related by the man who has been most closely connected

with it. Dr. Mead has also been drafted by the Federal (jovernment as an adviser in working out its plans

for this solution of this one of our most pressing war problems.—Thh EDrroRS.]

ALEITER from a Noiing agricultural Great Britain, Canada, Australia, and New Zea-

college graduate, now on the Western land to help restore to rural life those soldiers ^^ ho

Front, said he wants to stay in France desire it and are capable of such restoration, and
i a year or two after the war ends to nothing will do more to inspire the }'Oung men

help restore the devastated c(juntry. of this country than to know that the same
That seemed the largest peace task in which he thoughtful synipathetic spirit is at work to fash-

could share. Another, said he had talked with ion into a concrete working realit}' the same
the Anzacs about the ready-made farms of the opportunity here.

Commonwealth of Australia and believed he A definite but small beginning has already

would go there. Many other letters show that been made through the appropriation by Congress

young men in the midst of this conflict believe for an investigation of opportunities for reclaim-

their war service is soon to end and they are ing arid, swamp, and cut-over lands. 1 he money
earnestly considering what is to follow. provided and that asked for will give the informa-

In a recent letter to the President, Secretary tion needed to plan works which would give out-

Lane expressed the opinion that "Land will offer door employment to thousands of \'oung men
the great and fundamental opportunity. 1 he while the land is being made read)' for cultiva-

experience of wars points out the lesson that our tion. More than this is needed, however, to

servicemen, because of Army life with its open- meet adequately the situation which will con-

ness and activity, will largely seek out-of-doors front this country. Confining development to

vocations and occupations. The question then the lands wholly unused would concentrate set-

is: 'What land can be made available for farm tlement in the West and Southwest and tend

homes for our soldiers?'

"

to create a stagnation in sections of the country

Secretary Lane states, what every thoughtful nearest to markets and where, in many wa\s,

man must realize, that it will be too late to plan there is the greatest need for a new and vigorous

for farms when the war is over; that an urgent agricultural life.

and immediate need is "A programme created States like New York, Maryland, Virginia, and

b)' men of thought, experience, and vision under 1 ennessee, in which large areas of land are not

which it would be possible to say to the returning being cultivated, or are being badly cultivated,

soldier: 'If you wish to go upon a farm, here offer an inviting opportunity for establishing

are a variety of farms of which you may take group settlement of young, virile men who have

)our pick, which the Government has prepared had an opportunity of seeing the careful cultiva-

against the time of your returning.'" tion of European farms and who will bring home
This is what other Allied countries are doing, a larger conception of their duties as citizens,

especially those of English speech. Hundreds of States with unused land and states like Indiana

millions of dollars have been appropriated by and Kansas, where all the land is cultivated, desire
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A CALIFORNIA FIELD IN FEBRUARY
t is being prepared for seeding. The settler who takes wild land often fails because he has not capital enough to enable him

to break the land and bring it up to a state of productivity. The state is doing this preliminary work for the farmer

to retain their young men. If this is to be done,

some plan must be devised for acquiring land now
in private ownership; for its subdivision and sale

to returning soldiers, on conditions that will

enable them to improve the neglected farms and
pay for the fertile and improved ones out of the

products of the soil. This means a new kind of

rural planning, a new form of organized rural

life, and it is fortunate at this juncture that the

Nation has within its borders a concrete working
example of what needs to be done.

The State of California which, for the last ten

years has been a leader in social and economic
advances, has followed Denmark, Germany, Ire-

land, and Australia, in giving broader opportuni-

ties to poor men to own the land they cultivate,

by creating group settlements under state aid

and direction.

This action of California was begun before the

United States entered the war. It was not an
attempt to solve the problem of the returning

soldier, but to create broader opportunities for

poor men who desired to become farm owners
and to improve the living conditions of men who
desired to work on farms for wages. Those best

informed reached the conclusion that unplanned
rural development was needlessly expensive; that

the percentage of failures under it was too large,

and that there was a tragic waste of human effort.

They believed that by the use of the state's credit

and the mobilization of the state's experience and
scientific knowledge, large areas of land could be

bought, subdivided, and turned over to settlers

under methods which have brought important

and valuable results in New Zealand and Australia.

The State Land Settlement Act grew out of this

belief. The law created a Board of five members,
gave it authority to buy, subdivide, and sell to

settlers 10,000 acres of land. The Board could

improve the farms, loan settlers money with which

to purchase livestock and equipment, and furnish

practical advice and direction to inexperienced

beginners. The settlers could have forty years'

time in which to pay for farms and could borrow

60 per cent, of the cost of permanent improve-

ments with twenty years' time in which to repay

these loans, the interest rate on all advances

to be 5 per cent.

What follows is intended to outline the trans-

actions of the Board in creating the first settle-

ment and to explain the benefits which have al-

ready accrued to settlers.

It was the conclusion of the Board that success

would come only through group settlement, and

it accordingly invited offers of land in tracts of

5,000 acres and more. Forty different areas
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THE SAME FIELD IN JULY
The new settler has a good stand of alfalfa growing on his land. He will not have to wait one or two seasons for profitable

crops, but secures an income the first year

were offered in response to the Board's invitation

and a tract of 6,500 acres at Durham, in Butte

County, irrigable from Butte Creek, was pur-

chased. On this tract, when purchased, there was a

ranch headquarters, the ditches of a rudimentary

irrigation scheme, together with residences of

four or five tenants. Outside of these improve-

ments everything needed to make this large area

habitable and productive had to be created; the

land had to be subdivided, roads had to be laid

out, irrigation and drainage works constructed,

and a system of financial aid and oversight of

settlers needed to enable them to become self-

supporting in the smallest time and with the least

waste of effort and money, had to be evolved.

The Board decided that it should prepare a part

of the land for irrigation. It did this because, for

an inexperienced beginner, this is the hardest and

most disheartening work imaginable, yet it has

to be done before crops can be grown. It is also

an expensive undertaking which can be done only

by skilled and experienced workmen.
The Board decided to help settlers erect their

houses. The subdivisional plans showed that

there would be about 1 50 settlers* houses, and the

necessary barns and outbuildings for farm ani-

mals.

If nothing were done for the settlers and

each was left to work out his own salvation un-

aided, there would have been 1 50 heads of

families neglecting their farm operations, at a

period when every day was needed for the har-

vesting or planting of crops, to go abroad to find

carpenters, to buy lumber and hardware, and in-

duce well-borers and plumbers to come out from

town and attend to their individual needs. The
result of such conditions would be hastily built,

poorly planned houses, some of them shacks, an
eye-sore to their neighbors and all costing more
than they should.

Instead of this misdirected effort and waste

of money the settlers at Durham, especially the

wives of the farm buyers, found a farmstead

planner at the Board's office who walked over

their farms with them, talked over the location of

house, well, barn, and garden, and when the de-

tails had been agreed upon, prepared the speci-

fications and let the contract. By letting con-

tracts for ten houses at a time, letting contracts

for twenty wells at a time, by buying pipe, ce-

ment, and fencing wire and other material for

cash in car-load lots, costs were reduced from

twenty-five to fifty per cent, over what the in-

dividual settler buying at retail would have paid

and the settlers are securing artistic homes and a

more convenient grouping of farm buildings.
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Through the sympathetic cooperation of the

State Department of Engineering, one of the

architects of that department was detailed to

assist in preparing plans for settlers' houses. He
has collaborated with the }oung farmstead en-

gineer before referred to, who, because of his un-

usual talent in this direction, has been making a

stpdy of the arrangement of houses, orchards,

gardens, and farm buildings in their relation to

the farm, but had hitherto found no opportunity

to show the value of thought and design in these

matters.

Because the settlers have small capital their

houses have to be small and simple in design, but

they will be lighted b\' electricity; they will be

designed to meet the needs of the climate of that

region, and they will have screened sleeping

porches, bathrooms, and sanitary conveniences

rarely found in country homes.

The illustrations on pages 65, 66, and 67
showing the home on one farm, the grouping

of the farm buildings on another, and a view of

the environment of another, give some idea of

the difference between buildings located without

plans and erected without thought or vision, and

those which represent the talent and thought of

trained minds.

MOBILIZED USE OF STATE's EXPERTS

In working out the plans for this development

the Board had the valuable aid of Prof. C. F.

Shaw, soil expert of the University of California,

who prepared the soil map, and of Prof. Frank

Adams and Mr. Milo B. Williams, irrigation

engineers of the University and the Office of

Public Roads and Rural Engineering of the U.

S. Department of Agriculture who, together,

worked out the irrigation and drainage schernes.

On the advice of these experts the rectangular

government surveys were entirel)' ignored. The
size of farms was determined by the character of

the soil; the shape of the boundaries by the loca-

tion of the irrigation ditches. The heavier soil,

suited to grain growing, was subdivided into areas

of 100 to 160 acres.

On a part of the area something resembling

the village settlements of Europe has been carried

out. In order to give the owner of a grain farm a

home where he could have an orchard and agree-

able surroundings, a small tract of the best soil

was united with a larger area of the grain land,

although these are not contiguous, the grain

farm being a mile or two from the home place.

These home areas have from fifteen to twenty-five

acres.-

Western experience has shown that one of the

principal causes of failure of settlers is that they

do not estimate properly the length of time needed

to prepare raw land for cultivation nor the large

expense involved. In Germany, where these

matters have been thought out quite carefulh',

no estate purchased for closer settlement is al-

lotted to settlers until there has been two years

of preparatory work.

Following this idea the California Land Settle-

ment Board had a large contract outfit at work
during the time the land was being subdivided

and for months before it was allotted. The
business of the contractor was to prepare the sur-

face of fields for the application of water and to

plant these fields to grain and alfalfa. The allot-

ment of land was made in June, too late for the

planting of crops on unprepared land, and settlers

buying unimproved farms would have to wait

nearly twelve months before securing any income,

but with crops planted they would have immediate
and profitable employment from their cultivation

and harvesting. Through the expenditure of

many thousands of dollars, nearly all the farms

had part of the surface prepared for irrigation

and crops planted on the whole or a part of the

area. It was not possible, however, to deal with

the entire tract, and on a few of the farms nothing

had been done. Settlers who secured farms

seeded to alfalfa have been able to harvest three

crops the first season. Alfalfa is selling at $20 to

^25 a ton, and one of the settlers has obtained a

gross return the first season of $3,000, or about

S60 per acre. The settlers who obtained farms

on which grain crops, barley, oats, or v/heat had
been seeded, did equally well.

Having the fields planted gave the settlers im-

mediate and profitable employment taking care

of these crops; they sold them at a price which

enabled them to reimburse the state fully for its

outlay; and gave them generous wages in harvest-

ing. The grain fields were in condition for the

immediate planting of other crops and, on
many, after the grain was removed, beans were

planted and are now making a fine growth.

When the land was thrown open for settlement

the attractiveness of the ready-made farms to

homeseekers was strikingly illustrated. Although

the cost of all the work had been added to the

price of the farm, in every case the best-improved

farms were the ones most in demand. There

were from ten to fourteen applications for a

group of fully improved farms and there were no

applications for several of the farms on which

nothing had been done.

The settlers with small capital selected the

improved farms because they realized that the

indebtedness assumed was not the important

thing but the quickness with which they could

begin to earn money to pay off the debt. To be

able to buy land on which grain was growing
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DESIGNED AND LOCATED BY A STATE ARCHITECT
This farm home, which is sold to the settler along with the land, is equipped with electric lights and running water. It

is located in a pleasant, healthful spot, and is designed for comfort and conxenience. Suitable places nearby were also chosen
for barns and sheds

and from which a crop

could be harvested
within six months, or

to get land seeded to

alfalfa from which the

high prevailing prices

could be realized, made
the road to financial sol-

vency on the planted

farm perfectly plain.

The most interesting

feature of this experi-

ment is the hope and
confidence which it has
given beginners of small

capital. One, born on
a farm in Ireland but

who has been working
in this country forwages
for nearly twenty years,

had by economy accu-

mulated $6,000. He
said he had long wanted
to go baci; to farming
but had been afraid to

risk his savings because

THE OCCUPANT AND THE ARCHITECT

he man on the left now lives in the house shown above.

The man on the right designed it

he had no one to whom
he could go for ad\'ice

about bu\ing livestock

and equipment and felt

he was handicapped b}'

lack of knowledge of

values and of modern
farming methods.
Now that he knew
what his improvements
would cost and was to

have the benefit of dis-

interested practical ad-

vice in bu}ing, he had

no misgivings.

One of the first ques-

tions to be decided, if

this Nation attempts

to provide farms for

soldiers, is the capital

he must have to make
the venture safe both

for himself and theGov-
ernment. The Govern-

ment ought not to

undertake to provide
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the farm and all the monev. It would involve

ruinous losses to the state and be of no permanent

advantage to ex-soldiers without capital. They
would fmd the task one of severe toil and self-

denial and man\', having no stake of their own in

the enterprise, would give up. The safe minimum
capital needed will vary widely, but no applicant

for a farm should be accepted unless he can pay

in cash lo per cent, of the cost of the farm and its

equipment. The California Land Settlement

Board placed the minimum capital which appli-

we are doing nothing to train such men or to pro-

vide conditions of rural life that will make it

attractive to wage earners of character, ability,

and independence. When we want a man of that

kind now we send over to Scotland or Denmark.
The reason for this omission in our rural plan-

ning is that we have mistakenly assumed that

every farm worker was going to be a farm ov/ner;

that working on a farm for wages was only a

temporary condition and that during this ap-

prentice period he would be content to live in a

_r

Allotment
No^S

r>f jsi g; Kj Ei:> -By ^TyA^TE-
L-^Mr* >Sett»-e.me.nt E>oa.i5i:>
M.E.c Jui.y jQis _^__

PLANNED FOR CONVENIENCE, BEAUTY, AND PROFIT

The whole farm is planned as an economic unit. Prevailing winds and the slopes of the land are taken into account in

locating the house, barns, orchards, etc. No field is very far from the dwelling. This is a sample of the service the farm

engineer-architect can render

cants for farms must have at $1,500, but the

average cash capital of those approved was about

$3,000.

Thus far the Nation has been singularly blind

to the social and economic problems of the farm
laborer. Intelligent, dependable men, willing

to work for wages, are as necessary to agricultural

success as farm owners. The need for expert,

thoroughly trained farm laborers is greater now,
in this era of farm tractors, blooded livestock,

and intensive cultivation, than it used to be. but

badly kept bunk house and have no social status.

That is not the way farm laborers look at the

matter. At Durham, as definite provision was

made for farm laborers as for farm owners. Their

. homes were to include a 2-acre tract of land and a

comfortable house. There were 1^2 applications

for the twenty-one farm laborers' homes. The
average capital varied from $15 to $4,700. The
one with the higher capital had always worked

for wages. He had money enough to buy a farm

but he did not desire one. What he wanted was a
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comfortable home where he could grow a part of rural communities made up of people who feel that

they have a permanent interest in local affairs.

It will create in the people so helped an abiding

sense of the value of Government and a love for

their country because of the intelligent interest it

his food and work for wages on the outside.

The man with the $15 capital promised that by

the time the block was allotted him he would

have enough money to make the initial pay-

ment ; and he made good

.

The farm laborers at

Durham will be given

twenty years' time in

which to complete pay-

ments on their homes.

They will be aided in

the building of their

houses, and already there

has been planned a uni-

fied water-supply system

for sixteen farm laborers'

hornes that are grouped

together. On these little

places the farm laborer's

family can grow theirown
fruit and vegetables, keep

a cow and poultry; can,

by living under their

own vine and fig tree,

have a life which will

give independence, self-

respect, and character

to all members of the

family.

The chief applicants

for farms were men who
had been tenants. Next,

were young wage earners

from cities. One un-

married young man, in

thanking the Board for

approving his application

said: "None of you can

know what this means to

me. It puts me years

ahead of what I could

otherwise have hoped for.

1 can now have a home
where 1 can bring my
father and mother to live

with me and feel that

my future and theirs is

secure."

This state policy will

enable young men to

marry and begin life on
farms with a lifetime in

which to complete payments; where the trees shows in making this a real, social, and in-

planted and the buildings erected are assured to dustrial democracy, and it has in it the el-

them and their children. It is the antidote for . ements that must be incorporated in any

tenantry; the best way to stop the drift of young successful scheme to provide farms for the re-

people to the city, and the only way to create turning soldier.

A COMPROMISE WHICH SAVED MONEY
The farmer wanted a stone house with a tile roof. The architect provided by the state

persuaded him to build a less expensive house, but by using a high stone foundation and this

type of roof, a general appearance was produced which suited both the farmer and the architect
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JAPAN
\1h Ibis series of articles the World's Work intends to present to its readers an informing picture of

the various regions of the new world in which the United States finds itself in these days, when the war has

made us reali(e that we are citizens of the world. Henceforward, Americans must think internationally.

Our soldiers have gone to France—after the war our ships will make every port of every land. Already we
have learned that the obscure Balkans long menaced the peace of the Rockies without our realising it—that

mad visions in Berlin have their effects in Chicago and IVaycross. When the war is done, we shall have

closer contacts with all peoples. Who are they? What are their problems? How do they touch our lives

and interests?

To answer these questions, the World's Work here launches a monthly survey of " The World As It

/>.*'— ]*HE Editors.)

THE ALLIES ON THE PACIFIC

jiiVlERlCAN and Japanese soldiers are

/\ again campaigning as allies in Asia.

/ \ It is not the first time we have fought

/ % on the same side as the Japanese.

The\' marched with our troops and

the other forces in 1900 to the relief of the lega-

tions at Peking, when the legations were sur-

rounded by Boxers and Chinese regular troops.

Now a new group of allies have gone into Siberia

on a new mission—to support the Czechoslovak

detachments that have taken control of the

trans-Siberian railway

It is an interesting part that the Japanese have

been called upon to play. The war has made
them an important factor on the side of the Allies;

and. especiallv since the collapse of Russia, it has

been essential for the Powers to consider the

position of Japan, for she alone now blocks the

wa\' of the Germans across Russia to China and
even to the Pacific Ocean.

Ihe Japanese are the onl\' Asiatic people who
have successfullv adopted Occidental methods

of government, organization, and development

of resources.

W hat is there in the character of this

one Oriental race that makes it different from

the others? Though smaller and infinitely

poorer than most of the Asiatic countries of the

mainland, this island empire stands alone among
the great Powers, able to hold a place of diplo-

matic equality, and willing to fight as one among
the nations now struggling to maintain the free-

dom of the world. The story of Japan will tell

the tale.

W hen the Portuguese first went to Japan in

1t42. they were welcomed with extraordinary

hi)spitalit\', but in less than a century all Euro-

peans were driven from the country (1620), and
Christianity, which had made progress that

menaced the Buddhist and Shinto faiths, was
rooted out with much bloodshed.

In 1853, Commodore M. C. Perry, in com-
mand of two frigates and two sloops-of-war,

sailed directly into the Bay of Yedo (the present

harbor of Tokio), and anchored off the port

where the Shogunate, or ruling government of

that day, resided. Though the Japanese had
been warned of Perry's coming and had been told

that the fleet was of greater size, they were
amazed at this first sight of steam vessels with

cannon that could destroy the palaces of their

Princes without landing a single marine or sailor.

They endeavored to persuade the American com-
mander to withdraw from the harbor and proceed

to Nagasaki, but Perry knew that the straits of

that port had been persistently and successfully

defended up to the present, and realized the value

of his imposing presence at the seat of the prin-

cipal Japanese government. Though he spoke

softly and bore a letter from the President of the

United States addressing the Emperor as "great

and good friend," he let no opportunity pass to

impress the Japanese v/ith the power at his

command.
The question was one of grave importance for

the Shogunate, one which was to mean, as they

could see, rebellion in the country and much
bloodshed. With great difficulty and long and
serious effort extending over centuries, the Japan-
ese had developed a system of government that

was working satisfactorily; but the power of the

government at Yedo was not such that it could

defy the chiefs of the clans, many of whom were

none too friendly with the ruling Shogunate.
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© Harris & Ewing

THE JAPANESE MILITARY COMMISSION TO THE UNITED STATES

A selected group of oificers of the Japanese army, all of whom are veterans of one or more of their country's campaigns in

the Far East, as their many decorations testify. They came to the United States during the past summer to investigate and
study the enormous war activities and industries which this country is developing. The keen appearance of this group is typical

of the serious character and business-like qualities of the army that dominates the East of Asia

Commodore Perry sailed out of Yedo Bay in

July and proceeded to visit several Chinese

ports, returning in February, 1854, with seven

men-of-war; and later three more joined his

squadron in the Japanese harbor. Though the

clansmen had been busy during his absence,

gathering from other parts

of the country, many learn-

ing the use of modern small

arms, and melting temple

bells into cannon, the Sho-

gunate chose to complywith
Perry's demands, and by
formal treaty opened the

ports of Hakodate and
Shimoda to American ves-

sels.

The first Japanese em-
bassy to visit the United

States and European coun-

tries saw to their amaze-
ment the terrible arma-
ments of the Western world

and realized the futility of

attempting to defy the
white aggressor; but their

understanding of the peril

did not begin to reach the

people of Japan till foreign

gunboats gave evidences of

their power. A British fleet

was the first to give the Jap-
anese their lesson. For the

assassination of an English-

man who refused to show
the customary courtesy in

passing the prince of the

Satsuma clan on a country

highroad, the clan was made

TO THE STRENGTH OF THE ANGLO-
JAPANESE ALLIANCE

A British and a Japanese naval officer toasting the

alliance and the prosperity of their respective nations

at a Christmas Day reception to British naval

officers visiting Japan

to pay a convincing penalty. British warships

appeared off Kagoshima, destroyed the shore

batteries, burned most of the town of 180,000

inhabitants (Japanese buildings being of flimsy

construction and highly inflammable), and ex-

acted an indemnity of J5 00,000.

The most serious events

of all were now to take

place. The Choshu clan

fortified the straits of Shim-

onoseki and began firing on
vessels passing through. An
American, a French, a Brit-

ish and a Dutch ship were

attacked; and an Allied fleet

returned, destroyed the bat-

teries and the ineffective

Japanese gunboats, and in-

flicted damage on the coast

cities; while the legations

exacted the payment of in-

demnities amounting to J3,-

000,000. This penalty was
a terrible hardship upon a

government already com-
batting rebellion which had

been brought about by the

foreign invasion. Though
the larger share went to the

United States, $785 ,000, the

American Government sub-

sequently, in 1883, returned

the sum in full, thereby in-

augurating a new and, more
generous policy on the part

of this country in dealing

with Eastern states. The
Japanese have never for-

gotten this unprecedented
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^ KIOTO, ONE OF JAPAn's GREAT INDUSTRIAL CENTRES
Through the development of such modern manufacturing cities as this, Japanese industry has grown to such an extent

that American and British cotton goods have been largely displaced in the Chinese market. A good deal of this success ha?

been due to the low wages paid to the factory workers and the consequent cheapness of the goods when put on

the market in competition with Occidental wares

display of international conscience. The lesson of ments had been demonstrated at their door; and
the international attack was highly valuable, as the country was brought to realize (in 1863) that

time has proved. The power of Western arma- to defend itself its people must terminate their

AT A JAPANESE NAVAL BASE
A formal gathering of officials on the occasion of an Imperial visit to one of Japan's several formidable naval stations. The

Japanese navy, which ranks fifth among the navies of the world, is first in importance in East Asiatic waters, no neighboring

nation ranking as a Power, and no Occidental government maintaining a fleet of first importance in the Indian or Pacific oceans
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Adachi

JAPANESE INFANTRY CARRYING FULL EQUIPMENT AT MANOEUVRES
Japan is believed to be able to mobilize between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 well trained soldiers and to equip them fully. Her

first line of defense numbers approximately 1,500,000 men, which is the most formidable army maintained by any state, Euro-
pean or Asiatic, in East Asia. The Japanese army, therefore, supported by an equally efficient navy, may be said to domin-
ate the political situation in the Far East.

feudal differences, and the method of govern- the West and learn the methods of using them,

ment by one dominating clan imposing its will It was in marvelously short time that the

upon the throne, and acquire the weapons of Japanese learned the ways of the foreigner.

I

Inrcrnational Film Service

FUJI YAMA, japan's FAMOUS MOUNTAIN, AND A LINE OF HER MODERN RAILWAYS

The principal islands of the long group—more than 4,000 in number—that form Japan, are linked by modern railways that

unite the country into one compact body where it was formerly scattered and divided into many minor feudal clans—whose

.allegiance t(J the central government was insecure and varying
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CHINESE JUNKS AT ANCHOR IN THE YANGTZE-KIANG
The rich trade of this wonderful Chinese river, navigable for four days' travel by steamship from its mouth, has lured the

merchant and adventurer of foreign nations for centuries, and has now become the objective of the new neighboring nation of

Japan, which has learned the enterprising ways of the West and enjoys the great advantage of proximity

In a score of years they readjusted their internal

affairs, established a responsible government under

the monarch, created a bicameral parliament,

drafted a legal code and established courts along

Western lines, and accomplished many other

developments, designed primarily to rid them of

the extra-territorial privileges and other restric-

tions they were suffering at the hands of foreign-

ers. The United States and Great Britain were
the first countries to relieve them of these imped-

iments, but the relief did not come until the last

years of the century.

Though paying strict attention to her civil

development, Japan did not neglect to acquire

modern armament and knowledge of modern
warfare. Nor did she fail to learn that in the

geographical position her people held upon a

group of semi-barren islands, it would be impos-

sible for her to compete indefinitely in armament
against the wealthy nations that drew their

resources from wide possessions. Accordingly,

in less than a quarter of a century after Perry's

visit to Yedo, Japan performed the same role in

opening the ''Hermit Kingdom" of Korea. In

CHINESE ARTILLERYMEN DRILLING WITH MODERN FIELD GUNS
The permanent supply of arms and munitions to China, whose army now numbers 500,000 ill-equipped men, is a contract

which will not only enrich the nation that obtains it, but will also enable that supplying nation to control the army of the nation

supplied. This has been the programme and plan of Japan for several years and she has made substantial headway with China in

obtaming pledges as well as immediate orders from Chinese officials
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1876, a Japanese squadron visited one of the ports

of that neighbor and demanded the signing of a

treaty permitting Japanese vessels to harbor and

trading facilities. The other Powers imme-

diately followed, and Korea, like Japan, was soon

sia, France, and Germany, "advised" the Tokio
Government in unmistakable terms to withdraw.

The Japanese complied, but not without anti-

cipating the next and greater struggle that was
to come upon them—that with Russia. To an

opened to the trade and the missionaries of the amazing degree, these little men of the islands

world; but never did Japan relax her preeminent comprehended international matters that were

position in that country till finally she completely so new to them. To Europe, the millions of

annexed it in 19 10. soldiers the Czar was able to command was a

Japan's dread of European and American terror from which the greatest nations had

encroachment has been

the primary cause pro-

voking her to reach out

and take control of

neighboring conquer-

able states; and in order

to acquire the position

she deemed essential to

her welfare and safety,

she did not hesitate to

go to war with other

states, including Euro-

pean Powers. After she

had possessed herself of

modern armament, her

first war was with her

great neighbor, China,

over the question of

Korea.

China had been de-

feated in several minor

wars—by Great Britain,

France, the United
States, and Russia

—

nevertheless, this proud

and ancient nation re-

garded with contempt
the little upstart island-

ers who defied her au-

thority in Korea, and
confidently drifted into

war over the question.

It took the Japanese

army a few weeks—
marching timeonly—to

traverse Korea and en-

ter Manchuria; and the

capture or destruction

of the Chinese warships

required but afewhours
over the time necessary

to find them.

The important is-

lands of Formosa and the Pescadores (which shrunk. Russia was regarded by Great Britain

continue the chain of the long Japanese group) as the first enemy to her Empire and by Germany

were taken from China. The Japanese planned as the menace to her existence. But the little

also to establish themselves in Southern Man- men, who in their youth had worn skirts and long

churia, but three of the European Powers—Rus- queues, who daintily fanned themselves and drank

CHINESE SHOPS IN THE INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT, SHANGHAI

Although the most important foreign trade of Japan is now with Great Britain and her

dependencies and the United States, the Japanese look with confidence to the commerce the

Chinese market holds in store for them, China being their nearest neighbor and potentially a

great source of wealth and consuming capacity
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CAMEL CARAVAN FROM INNER MONGOLIA IN PEKING
When the Russian government of the Czar in 191 1, and subsequent years, conducted its aggressions in the Chinese Depen-

dency of Outer MongoHa, the Japanese took measures to extend their sphere of influence from Manchuria into the adjacent ter-

ritory of Eastern Inner MongoHa. The territory is of no importance at present, being peopled only by Mongol nomads and
country people, who reside in scattered poverty-stricken villages. Japan, in this instance, was marking out territory for purely

strategic reasons, to offset and prevent too close an approach to the flanks of her position in Manchuria

Franz Scholz

JAPANESE GOODS SOLD BY THE CHINESE RETAILER
Before the extensive development of Japanese weaving establishments on modern lines, the cotton fabrics of England and

the United States found an extensive market in China. To-day the trade is shared with Japan, and to-morrow, because of
the proximity of Japan and the cheaper labor Japan possesses, the Chinese demand will probably be met very largely by her
island neighbor
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tea from delicate cups, had gone abroad through-

out the world and had made their own estimate

of other men, their laws, their religions, and their

machines, and had determined that the "Great

Bear" that lay across Europe and Asia was a

Colossus with feet of clay.

They estimated correctly, however, that he

could muster friends and allies; and they found

also that there were rivals with opposing interests

among the European nations, and they deemed
it necessary formally to obtain the support of

at least one great Power hostile to Russia. They

the changing status of Oriental conditions, for

it was originally designed primarily to keep the

field clear for Japan in meeting the thrust from
Russia down into China and toward Korea

—

a menace that no longer exists.

Russia, in the 'nineties, was completing the

trans-Siberian Railway across the northern

province of China, Manchuria. Hardly had the

Japanese withdrawn from the southern section

of that territory, than the Czar's ministers, by
connivance with the arch Chinese intriguer Li

Hung-chang took possession of the peninsula

_ Adachi

MANCHURIAN RAILWAY HOTEL AT DAIREN, KNOWN AS DALNY IN RUSSIAN DAYS
As soon as the Japanese Government had concluded the Treaty of Portsmouth with Russia, in 1905, obtaining control of the

southern section of the Manchurian Railway (which connects with the trans-Siberian road) many millions of yen were ex-

pended in making the railway the most modern in the Orient. American trains, including up-to-date Pullman cars, were pur-

chased, and excellent hotels of the character shown in the above picture were erected in the several principal cities—Mukden,
Port Arthur, Dalny, and Seoul, the capital of Korea—for the Korean railway system is linked with the South Manchuran Rail-

way as an integral part of Japan's continental railway system

considered Germany as a possible ally, but

preferred Great Britain and found no difficulty in

coming to an understanding with the British

Government.
The first treaty provided for the maintenance

of the integrity and independence of Korea as

well as China, but that clause was dropped
when the drift of events became obvious. The
treaty has been modified several times to meet

of Liaotung by lease for twenty-five years, and

began to extend a branch of the Siberian road

from Harbin to the harbor on the Yellow Sea

which came to be the fortress of Port Arthur. It

was Li Hung-chang's scheme to create a rival to

the Japanese.

Taking as an excuse the murder of two German
missionaries, the Kaiser's government followed,

in 1898, with the seizure of Kiao-chau, with the
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port of Tsingtau, forming a naval base at the

side of the rich and important province of Shan-

tung, it was then essential for Great Britain to

protect her position at Hongkong, and she re-

quired the Chinese to lease territory to her near

Hongkong and at Wei-hai-wei. The latter was
designed to give Great Britain a harbor and naval

base between Port Arthur and Tsingtau.

it was this series of seizures that alarmed the

Chinese and caused them two years later to

launch the stupid Boxer uprising with such heavy
cost to themselves, further impairing their inde-

UNITED STATES MARINES ON GUARD ON TOP OF THE
WALLS OF PEKING

A detachment of several hundred American marines remains
at the Chinese capital permanently, keeping guard over that

section of the Legation Quarter wall which overlooks the
American Legation. Other sections of wall are guarded by
British, French, Japanese, and Italian troops, with whom,
until recently, German and Austrian, as well as Russian
detachments participated in spite of the war in Europe

pendence and still not teaching them the lesson

the Japanese had learned so readily and with such

remarkable precision.

It will be remembered that our war with Spain
came also in 1898, but it is not generally known
that the Japanese protested at our acquisition of

a chain of islands extending in their direction

across the Pacific. Though they took part with

the Allies in the march to Peking, they looked

with no ease of spirit at encroachments on East

Asia from every direction, for the French, too,

had extended their possessions and ''sphere

of influence" from Indo-China up into the south-

ern provinces of China proper.

The Japanese were learning what was quite as

essential to them as armies, namely, the way
to deal with the West. They sent statesmen of

remarkable ability to London, Washington,
Petrograd, Berlin, and Paris, and they taught the

necessity of wisdom to the generals commanding
their armies. This was not difficult for them, for

even their soldier chiefs, who had been clansmen,

were schooled as children in the art of good

behavior, courtesy, restraint, and the acquisition

of understanding. Without this fundamental

training of the race, the transition could never

have been accomplished so quickly and
thoroughly.

Up to the present the game of the nations has

appeared to the Japanese to be one of selfish

race rivalry and grabbing; now they are per-

ceiving—for they are quick to understand—that

a new order is probably coming.

When the present war began in 19 14, the

Okuma government, then in power, followed

Great Britain within a week, in sending an ulti-

matum to Germany. As the treaty of alliance

with Great Britain provided for Japanese partici-

pation in war in the Asiatic sphere only, Japan de-

manded that Germany withdraw from Tsingtau,

her naval base. Berlin ignored the Japanese sum-

mons. After deliberate, methodical preparations a

Japanese army besieged Tsingtau by land (a

fleet having blockaded the harbor) and after

several weeks stormed and captured the place,

making prisoners of the garrison, some eight thou-

sand men, who were taken to Japan and are still

held there. Only a small British force, one regi-

ment, participated in the campaign.

Then considerable irritation began, unfor-

tunately, to develop between the Japanese and

the British. The Japanese seized many of the

German islands in the Pacific, at which the

Australians showed alarm. An understanding was

reached giving those islands that lay south of the

Equator to Australia for administration, while

those lying north were retained by Japan, until

the peace conference should determine their per-

manent possession.

In the early years of the war, before a deter-

mination to end war and establish a league of

nations had become a moral purpose of the strug-

gle, the Japanese, like some other nations, re-

garded the conflict as an opportunity for extend-

ing their power and seizing territory that would

become valuable to them. There was nothing

to stay Japan: the Great Powers of Europe

were all involved in war, and the United States
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was regarded as determined to follow a policy chivalrous and generous trait in their national

of non-interference, either in European or Asiatic character.

affairs. To Count Okuma's government, then They have played hitherto the game of impe-

in power, the situation appeared to be, as it was rialism and have beaten the Western nations in

phrased in Tokio, "the opportunity of ten what those nations taught them. Now some
thousand years." of their statesmen tell the West that if it is sincere

What has been acknowledged by many Jap- in the desire for a new system that will terminate

anese to be the gravest blunder one of their armaments and administer justice to all on
administrations has ever made, was the attempt equal terms, they, the Japanese, are ready and
that came in 191 5 to obtain control in China, anxious to adopt the new and better order.

Twenty-one demands were presented secretly It is an opportunity for the statesmen of Great
to the president of China, Yuan Shih-kai, re- Britain, the United States, and Japan, the three

quiring concessions of the gravest character in most important Powers concerned in affairs of the

Manchuria, Shantung, Fukien, in the Yangtze Pacific. Here is the problem—the backward
Valley, and even a measure of authority over the condition of China, which has long been a menace
central government at Peking. * to peace, which has brought on several wars and
The preamble of the treaty of Alliance with threatened others in the past quarter of a century

;

Great Britain provides for the maintenance of the and here, according to Japanese statesmen, is

integrity and independence of China, and one the opportunity for settlement by understanding,

of the clauses pledges either party to inform

the other if any transgression is perceived. Here ^"'""^^ ^^ ™^ ^^"'"^ controlled by japan

the Japanese were themselves the aggressors, Japan is at present the most formidable factor

and they denied for several months the accuracy in the Pacific Ocean. The merchant marine
of the statements which Chinese officials, having that plies between America and the Far East is

no other defense, were giving to the press of the almost entirely under her control. Fifty or more
world. The Japanese Government finally with- Japanese vessels sail constantly between the

drew those demands known as Group V, which American ports and the Orient to ifive of any other

affected the Central administration of China, nation. This is due to war conditions, it is true,

though they obtained the provincial concessions, but even in times of peace, prior to the war,

which are of enormous value and give them owing to Japanese government subsidies and
special privileges be\ond those of any European American restriction laws, the Japanese ships

Power or the United States. num.bered ten to one of ours. Both our imports

, ,. ,, from Japan and our exports to that country are
JAPAN S SPECIAL POSITION IN CHINA . 4- i • i ^ w^ transported in Japanese ships.

With regard to China there are two more British and French shipping have been largely

or less definite parties in Japan. The military withdrawn from the trade between Europe and
party, which is generally dominant, stands for Eastern Asia, and, of course, the German ships,

taking control and organizing the colossal, back- formerly among the finest traversing that route,

ward neighbor. "Our position has been at- have been driven from the sea; so that Japan
tained by the sword," they contend, "and we commands the traffic also through the Suez Canal
cannot refuse to fulfil our destined mission in the and around South Africa. Forthetime being, both

Orient. Our brains and organizing power, and the Pacific and the Indian oceans belong to her.

China's latent wealth and man power are des- In the first year of the war the value of ships

tined to unite for the benefit and protection of on the Pacific Ocean rose to exorbitant prices,

both." Conservative elements, however—who Little old vessels that were hardly seaworthy

are in the minority but are powerful—point to the began to sail with full cargoes of the richest

fact that Great Britain is the country's ally and products. Dividends of eight hundred per cent.

American friendship is highly important. The profit were, in instances, declared by Japanese

interestsof those two Powers (with the Philippines, shipping companies.

Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, besides the Naturally, shipbuilding in Japan received the

United States, bordering on the Pacific) are same impetus that the manufacture of arms and
similar, and, it is contended, they will look with supplies for Russia assumed. Government and
alarm upon any further extension of Japan's private shipyards became beehives of labor, work-

empire on the continent. The promise now ing day and night shifts. Steel plate in great

of justice taking the place of selfish, and at quantities was ordered from the United States,

times unscrupulous, interests in foreign relations, the builders of Japan being unable yet to man-
gives support to the contentions of the Japanese ufacture it in quantities, or to obtain it from

conservatives and brings out the undeniably Europe.
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The boom continued until the United States greatest known sources of Asiatic supply, the

entered the war and placed an embargo on steel,, Han Yeh Ping collieries and iron deposits,

which roused severe resentment. The Japanese Nominally Manchuria is still a Chinese prov-
had taken advantage of the opportunity the war ince, though to a large extent this vast depen-
had given them and made great fortunes out of dency is now controlled by the Japanese. It was
the situation, which, they contended, any people for the purpose of wresting Manchuria from a

would have done. It appeared to their mer- fast-encroaching Russia that Japan declared war
chants that we begrudged them their success and against the Czar's government and marched her

sought to restrict it. They had served the Allies troops up through the contiguous Korean pe-

well, had done more than was required of them ninsula in 1904. Valiant was the effort of the

by treaty with Great Britain. They had pa- Japanese, but they failed to do more than recover

trolled the oceans from the Suez Canal to San the important cities of the south as far as Mukden.
Francisco; the>' had transported British troops At Portsmouth, in the United States, they

back and forth between Australia and New Zea- came to terms of peace with their Slav adver-

land, on the one hand, and Egypt, Mesopo- sary, which resulted in a division of Manchuria
tamia, and France on the other; they had carried into two spheres of influence. The railway run-

supplies to Vladivostok for Russia; they had ning south from Harbin to Port Arthur was
gathered and manufactured for the needs of that divided at the little town of Changchun, Japan
country to the fullest extent of their ability; coming into possession of the southern portion,

they had sent their warships into the Mediter- Russia retaining the northern. All of that sec-

ranean to help combat the Austrian submarines, tion of the trans-Siberian road that crossed

Yet here was an evidence of the United States northern Manchuria, between Manchuria station

failing to appreciate what they had done for the and Vladivostok, remained in the control of

Allies. Russia.

Of course, our restriction of the export of steel Within a few years Japan and Russia came to

was due solely to the requirements of our own cooperative agreements, and together opposed

shipping programme, inaugurated shortly after we the suggestion of Secretary Knox, under the Taft

entered the war. As soon as the American Gov- Administration, to internationalize the railways,

ernment could arrange for home requirements, Secretary Knox's object being to preserve the

an agreement was entered into with Japan for "Open Door" for the trade of all nations and to pre-

the transfer of some of her ships to the service serve the province for ultimate return to China.

of the American shipping board in return for But the drift of events has been too steadily the

supplies of steel. other way. China, though she has declared herself

, a republic, is still rent by rebellion and has made
JAPAN S SUPPLIES OF COAL AND IRON

y^^^^^ jf ^^y ^^^^^^^^ ;„ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j ^^^^^_
Coal was one of the necessities of shipping tration, while fortune favors the Japanese and

which caused the United States, in 1853, to compel they themselves take care of their own interests,

the Japanese to open their country. It is found What they failed to achieve in 1904, the Bol-

in great quantities in Japan and is now supplied, sheviki seem now to have performed for them,

at Nagasaki and other Japanese ports-of-call. The Russian troops that guarded the Chinese

to ships that visit Japan on their way to Chinese Eastern Railway (as the Russian Manchurian

and other harbors. But iron of the quality re- section is known), have become freebooters, ex-

quired for steel and fme machinery is not mined cept the few who have remained loyal to the

and manufactured to a great extent in the islands, isolated authority of General Horvath. Thus
The Chinese sources of supply, so much vaster the entire system of railways in Manchuria prom-

and more easily obtained, have been one incen- ises to fall into the hands of Japan. In order to

tive to Japan to obtain special privileges in protect the road, Japanese soldiers have already

China, for Japan aspires to become independent been despatched as far as Manchuria City, the

in the manufacture of machinery and steel ships, remote frontier station of the road, where it

China is rich in minerals of many kinds and yet enters Siberia going toward Europe,

her own people, restricted by obsolete practices As the River Nile is Egypt, so the railway is

and government incompetence, derive practi- Manchuria. Beyond the railway practically

cally no benefit from these resources unless they nothing exists, and the country is little more than

associate themselves with foreigners. The Jap- an extension of the Gobi Desert which it adjoins,

anese have required the Chinese Government to By comparison Manchuria is more thickly pop-

grant them rights of mining especially in Man- ulated than Mongolia; but scattered villages of

churia, and in the Yangtze-kiang Valley, where, mud huts, with a Lama or Buddhist temple con-

in partnership with Chinese, they control the spicuous and the only evidence of architecture,
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WORLD POLITICS IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
A glance at this map answers the question, "Why has Japan not taken a more active part in the war?" There are certainly

not available ships to carry Japanese troops to the Western Front and keep them supplied with munitions and food. The colossal

difficulties of the overland route to Germany, through Siberia, are also apparent. In trying to fight the Russo-Japanese War the
Czar's generals found their position, at the end of a single railroad six thousand miles from their base of munitions, a most difficult

one. But one can also readily see the advantageous position Japan occupies for Allied operations in Siberia. Her dominating
position on the east of the Eurasian Continent is strikingly similar to England's position on the west. A country of Japan's
size and poverty, if situated in or adjacent to Europe, would rank as a second-rate Power; but favorably placed as she is

at the threshold of the vast undeveloped East of Asia, her strategic position places her among the great Powers of the world.

Americans who think of Japan as a distant country should notice that our Aleutian Islands extend to within 700 miles of

Northern Japan and that the Philippines are but 200 miles south of Formosa. Hawaii is about equidistant from Tokio and
San Francisco.

The Japanese navy ranks in strength next to that of the United States. Its work during the present war has been to

blockade and reduce the German port of Tsing-tau on the Chinese coast, to assist in protecting Pacific commerce, and in trans-

porting troops from New Zealand and Australia to Egypt and Europe. Her light craft have also operated against submaiines
in the Mediterranean. When the immediate requirements of the war caused the British and the French to withdraw all

their important merchant ships from the Pacific, and many from the Indian Ocean, Japanese tonnage was left supreme and
still does practically all the business from the Suez Canal to San Francisco. Thanks to America's restrictive navigation laws,

and to the La Follette Seamen's Bill in particular, the United States now has only about half a dozen ships engaged in

trans-Pacific trade
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JAPAN AND THE IIASTERN THEATRE OF WAR
Tsing-tau is the port which Germany seized from China in 1897 and which Japan took from the Germans early in the present

war. From X'iadivostok, the eastern terminus of the trans-Siberian Railroad, the joint Allied forces composed of American,
Japanese, British, and F'rench contingents are gi^ing support to the Czechoslovaks who have, to ail intents, seized the Siberian

Railroad. Harbin is the important place of junction for the Japanese railroad coming up from the south through Manchuria
which is nominally still Chinese territory. As the Nile is Egypt so the Japanese and Russian railways are Manchuria. Beyond
these railways only scattered towns and villages of mud huts are to be seen with here and there a group of temples.

The principal Japanese naval stations are I'akeshiki, Mekong.Ominato, and Chinghai (in Korea), and the naval dockyards are

at Yokosuka, Kure, Sasebo, and Maizuru. Yokohama is the principal port for trans-Pacific ships. Visitors who go to

Japan via Siberia usually land at Tsuruga, Those who go by way of Suez and the Indian Ocean generally land at Nagasaki,
Moji, or Kobe. Shimonoseki is the port nearest to Korea. By an agreement signed in May, 191 5, Japan secured from China ex-

clusive mining rights in eastern .Mongolia, the right to settle the province, and other great concessions

are the differences that distinguish this disputed

dependency from the Gobi plains on which the

Mongols pitch their tents.

Manchuria, Hke her other dependencies, would
be worth nothing to China except for the railway

constructed by Russia and developed by Japan.
To Japan, Manchuria is empire. Extending
north beyond Korea, and for all practical pur-

poses under her administration, South Manchuria
is the source of great wealth to Japan, and
a place of colonization for her rapidly increasing

population,which is restricted from . emigration

to the United States and the British colonies of

the Pacific.

The Japanese have made this Chinese wilder-

ness a fertile granary. Enormous crops of rich

soy beans are harvested in Manchuria, requiring

the migration of tens of thousands of Chinese

coolies annually from the province of Shantung

for the purpose of garnering the crop. Regular

lines of steamships ply between Dairen (the

Dalny of Russian days) and Japan and Europe,

carrying the oil and other products of this bean to

the markets of the world—in which these products

have come to compete (in ten years) with cotton-

seed products from the southern states-of America.

Before the Russians built the railways, Man-
churia, denuded of forests and j^ithout modern
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means of transportation, without even good cart

roads, was decreasing in population except along

the rivers that led to the ocean. Under the

Russians, new life came to the countr}', and under

the Japanese, it promises to flourish.

This, briefl>', is the record of the country that

is now, for the time being, the only nation in a

position to despatch an effective force into Siberia

to protect that country and the borders of China
from possible German excroachment. In fifty

)ears Japan has passed in transition, by her own
effort, from a primitive nation of warring clans-

men, ignorant of the outer world, to a position

of power and empire.

J A pan's poverty

Japan is a little countrw ller four thousand
islands cover less than i so.ooo square miles, not

one twentieth of the area of the United States.

Her population of 50,000,000 is a little more than

half that of this country. Most of her territory is

rocky, anci in effect barren. Only 17 per cent, of

the land can be cultivated; and as more than sixty

per cent, of the people are agriculturists, each

farmer holds an average of but one acre of ground.

Moreover, the soil is largely the products of old

shales, granite, and trachytic eruptions, decom-
posed by the action of the weather, and intense

and persistent fertilizing is necessary to keep it

productive. As in all poverty-stricken countries,

human excrement is used. Only narrow river

valleys, and plateaus, and small plains are pos-

sible of cultivation.

Under such conditions, the destruction of

child life, such as prevails in China to-day, was
natural!) practised in former years in Japan; and
the population of the country was not increasing

at the time that Perry's expedition appeared at

Yedo. But the new order of Western govern-

ment and Western ideas has given an enormous
impetus to childbirth, which has become one of

the grave problems of the nation.

Until comparatively recent years little meat was
eaten, and flocks and herds were not raised, such

cattle as were kept being used merely as beasts of

burden, as in many other Eastern countries

affected by Buddhism. But in Japan there was

also the reason that the grasses are not adapted

to grazing. ITe Government has introduced

cattle for food and has been successful, dairy

products now being used; and a meat supple-

ment to the ordinary diet is now customary

among the more fortunate classes.

Earning a mere pittance as a daily wage,

most laborers must live on the cheapest diet

the country affords—rice and fish. Fortunately,

the waters among the islands teem with fish, of

both fresh and salt water varieties, and more than

a million and a half people are engaged in the fish

industry. There is probably no country in the

world where a greater abundance and variety

are offered for sale. - Fish and fish products

produced each year are valued at more than

$150,000,000.

The islands that make up Japan are said to

number more than 4,000 in all, though only about

500 are inhabited, the majority being merely rocks.

Many of these islands are the peaks of volcanoes

rising out of the sea. It is estimated that the

craters of 170 exist. Most of them are extinct,

but those still subject to eruption frequently cause

serious loss of life and destruction of property.

THE ANGLO-JAPANESE TREATY

The most important treaty into which Japan
has entered with any other nation is that with

Great Britain, which, Japanese statesmen have

-^errito^^ ulatr

JAPAN (with KOREA) IS LARGER THAN GERMANY
The population figures given above do not include Japanese

or Germans living under flags other than their own. Germany's
distant colonies are not included in the territory, nor 'are any
of the Asiatic districts in which Japan has secured ninety-nine
year leases; and trade, mining, and railroad privileges taken
into account

repeatedly declared, forms the basis of their

foreign policy. This treaty, as stated above, was
made orginally for the definite purpose of enabling

Japan to fight Russia without the danger of at-

tack from Germany or France or both at the same
time—France being a treaty partner of Russia,

and Germany, evidently, being willing in 1904 to

play the game of grab in China with her neighbor

of the north. Those three Powers, in 1895,

had required Japan to withdraw from South

Manchuria.

The Anglo-Japanese Alliance, first entered

into prior to the war with Russia, has been re-

newed with alterations twice—in 1905 and 191 1.

In its final form it provides for the maintenance

of peace in Eastern Asia, for the preservation of

the integrity and independence of China, and

of the principle of equal opportunity for the com-

merce and trade of all nations in China, and the

maintenance of the territorial rights of both

nations in Asia. It provides for frank inter-
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communication between the two governments,

if their rights or interests are threatened, and

for mutual assistance in case of unprovoked

attack or aggressive action on the part of an-

other Power,

The first Anglo-Japanese Treaty of alHance

provided for the preservation of Korea's indepen-

dence, but this last treaty recognizes Japan's

right to control and protect Korea, though Japan
still promises to regard and respect the principle

of equal opportunities for all nations to trade

in the Kingdom, which was forma Ih' annexed

by Japan and became an integral part of that

country two years after the last renev/al of the

treaty.

The agreement is to last ten years, till 1921,

but it is only to terminate then if denounced by
one party a year beforehand. But if at the ex-

piration of the treaty either party is at war, the

Alliance is to continue until the war terminates.

America's policy and japan

The Lansing-Ishii Agreement, concluded in

191 7, is of a far less binding character. It de-

finitely follows out the policy to which the United

States has long adhered that which may be des-

cribed by the phrase *'no entangling alliances."

According to a provision of the Constitution of

the United States, a treaty with a foreign nation

must be approved and ratified by the Senate in

order to make it binding; and sanctions for treaties

have long been difficult for any Secretary of

State to obtain from the Senate without long dis-

cussions that often do the foreign relations of the

country no good. For that reason the practice

has been followed by the State Department of

coming to what are called agreements. These
agreements not being binding on the part of the

United States, they are not, of course, binding on
the other party either; so they amount only to

a statement of policy, which may or may not be

regarded earnestly, according to the good-will

of the nations concerned.

The United States has made several such agree-

ments with Japan, the Root-Takahira and the

Lansing-lshii being the latest and most import-

ant. Both have been designed on the part of

this country to preserve the independence of

China and what is called the Open Door Policy

for equal trade opportunities in China. The
American Government has been regarding the

aggressions of Japan anxiously since 1905, when,

by the Portsmouth Treaty, Japan and Russia

came to an agreement which amounted to the

division of the railway zones and leased territories

of the Chinese provinces known as Manchuria.

Neither the Republican nor the Democratic

Administrations have wished to see China or any

further province of that country taken over by
another state. Sentimentally and diplomatically

we have constituted ourselves protectors of

China, though we have steadfastly avoided
entering into any pledges or treaties that might
involve us in war to preserve the integrity of

China.

The Japanese Government, having important
commerce with the United States and realizing

that our interests on the Pacific are the same as

those of Australia, New Zealand, and Canada, and,

therefore, of Great Britain, have always been will-

ing and even, apparently, anxious to enter into

such agreements as our Secretaries of State

wished to make or were willing to enter into.

The Root-Takahira Agreement (which took its

name from the American secretary of Roosevelt's

Administration and the Japanese Ambassador
who signed it), was an exchange of letters stating

that it was the policy of both countries to respect

the independence of China and the policy of the

Open Door. The Root-Takahira Agreement
was sought, more or less, by the United States,

in order to get Japan to pledge herself to refrain

from further encroachments.

The Lansing-lshii Agreement was, on the

other hand, sought by the Japanese Government.
As already stated, the Japanese have been mak-
ing further encroachments upon the indepen-

dence of China. Since the present war began in

Europe, they have been in a very strong position

with regard to the Allies, so strong that they

could seriously injure the Allied cause by refusing

to make munitions and gather supplies for trans-

portation across the trans-Siberian Railway t3

Russia, and by refusing to lend the shipping to

carry Australian and Nev/ Zealand troops to

Europe. It was, therefore, impossible for the

European Allies to refuse the recognition of

Japan's paramount or "special position" in

China.

It was not necessary for the United States to do

so, but President Wilson and Mr. Lansing deemed
it advisable to acknowledge the situation. They
wished to show that while we were definite in

our desire to protect China, we were also willing

to recognize the facts of the situation in the Far

East. Our attitude regarding China, coupled

with our policy of excluding Asiatics from immi-

gration, which entails not only protective discrim-

ination but some unfairness, had developed a

condition of strained diplomacy between our-

selves and Japan which the Administration

desired to relieve. The Japanese Government
was willing again to declare itself with regard to

China, promising again to respect that country's

independence; and we, in turn, recognized their

" special position.'*



GIVING THE SOLDIERS BOOKS TO READ
The American Library Association's War Service—Our Army a Reading Army—Books in

Forty Different Languages and on Every Conceivable Subject—Dutiesof a Camp
Librarian—Giving the Soldier the Book He Needs When He Wants It

BY

FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE

T WAS in one of the Southern cantonments, where the men can sit and read; in the evenings

A lanky, raw-boned soldier stood for a and at hours when the soldiers have the most
minute in front of a long, low building bear- leisure, men are standing all over the place, read-

ing the initials "A.L.A." on its gable. He ing. They can help themselves to books from the

studied the lettering for a minute, then open shelves; if the soldier wishes to take a book
turned to his buddy and said: "It's a mighty out of the building to read in barracks, he finds

nice buildin' the State of Alabama has done put at the desk a uniformed librarian, with a number
up here. I wonder if Mississippi ain't got such of assistants, who will lend him the book in ex-

a buildin' in camp." change for his signature on a card—a regular

That was nearly a year ago. To-day there city circulating library system,

isn't a soldier or sailor, in camp or cantonment or They have to be live men, these librarians;

naval station, on this side of the water or over- manyof them have given up positions paying from
seas, who doesn't know what the initials " A.L.A." three to ten thousand dollarsayearinlarge libraries

stand for just as surely as he knows the meaning to work in Library War Service for twelve hun-
of the initials " Y.M.C.A." or '' K. of C." dred dollars a year and expenses. Some of them
The American Library Association's Library work for nothing; others are lent by their libraries

War Service has made itself a factor in the lives for the period of the war. The camp library

of our fighting forces to an extent little dreamed contains as complete a collection of reference

of when, in the middle of 1917, the experiment books, on every conceivable subject, as can be

was first tried of offering reading matter to our assembled in the space available, and the librarian

soldiers and sailors. and his assistants, among them, are apparently
" Books are contagious. The United States believed by soldiers and officers alike to know

Army has been exposed to literature and it has everything that is inside of the books as well as

caught," is how a camp librarian expressed their titles. Here are specimen questions asked

recently the way in which our Army has become at the library at Camp Beauregard in one

a reading Army. day:

Wherever the soldier goes he finds books. One "Who is the Sultan of Turkey?"
comes with a raw draft of recruits to Camp Fun- "What is the population of Philadelphia?"

ston, say. He is held for a period in the detention " How m.any months in the year is the Baltic

camp at Republican Flats, where new levies are navigable?"

quarantined before being transferred to the main " Is there such a place as hell—and is there a

camp. Here he finds branch libraries with every princess of hell?"

kind of books. The motor car, rigged up with "Is Alan Seeger, American or English?"

portable book shelves, and bearing the initials " How much space in a line of march is required

"A.L.A." on its sides, becomes a daily, familiar by a motor-cycle?"

figure to him. These are branches of the main "What day of the week was July 4, 191 5?"

camp library. When he is transferred to the To answer these, and hundreds of telephone

cantonment he sees the library building itself, one inquiries a day, ranging in scope from the dis-

of the forty-three large camp libraries operated tance between two railroad points to the exact

by Library War Service. Thirty-six of these definition of "sabotage" are among the manifold

were built with funds presented to the Library duties of the camp librarian and his assistants.

Association by the Carnegie Foundation. The They sleep in quarters at one end of the library

library building is 40 feet wide and 120 feet long building; they are lucky if they have time to

and contains about 30,000 volumes. The book dress and eat their breakfast before the soldiers

shelves project from the walls forming alcoves, are clamoring at the door for books. A couple

within which are comfortable chairs and tables of hours' work after "taps," replacing books on
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SOAVH ARE TRYING TO KHEP UP COLLEGE COURSES
Others are studying to fit themsoKes for the work they expect to do in civil h"fe after the war is finished. Fiuclid, Gray's

"Anatomy", electrical text books, hooks on chemistry, are some of the volumes frequently called for. One soldier was delighted

by a work on sanitation

the shelves and straightening things up, follow

the busiest kind of a busy day.

Early one morning the librarian at Camp Logan
was awakened by a hammering at the door.

''Let m.e in. Let m.e in, I tell you!" shouted an

imipatient voice. A }'outhful first lieutenant

burst in, breathlesss.

"General Pershing has just issued orders that

all map-making be done wilh the metric s}stem/'

he exclaimed. "General Bell has put it into

effect—immediately. I don't know the m.etric

system and we've got vn Lx::m.ination in map-
making in an hour and a half!"

Not all of the books wanted are on military

topics or even on subjects closely allied to war.

One day's list from a typical library included

Sullivan's Business Law, Barker's Red Cross in

France, live volumes on physics, four on elec-

tricity, two on chemistry, one on physiology^

three on aviation, one on military signaling, one

on agriculture, three on motors, ten, including

Gerard and Gibson, on the war itself.

" Did it help you?" asked the librarian at Camp
Johnston, as a grinning soldier returned Mason's
"Handbook for Sanitary Troops."

" it got me a sergeantcy!" was the reply.

There are magazines—forty different titles

subscribed for, for the main libraries and ten. or

twelve for each of the larger branches; then there

are the " Burleson" magazines. These are the

periodicals that the reading public sends to the

soldiers b\' the simple method of sticking a one-

cent stamp over Mr. Burleson's name on the

outside cover. The American Library Associa-

tion is the agent of the Post-Office Department
for their distribution; nearly 7,000,000 copies

have been placed in the hands of soldiers and
sailors so far.

At the concentration camp, adjacent to the

port of embarkation, the soldier comes in contact

with more books; here is another big camp lib-

rary with its manifold br^mches. On the trans-

port he finds the deck library. This is not only a

way of supplying reading matter for the men on

their way across, but of getting books over there

without using up too much cargo space. General

Pershing has allotted fifty tons a month cargo

space to Library War Service; the utilization of

the deck library plan practically doubles this.

Every port of embarkation has its library des-

patch office and a steady How of volumes is going

overseas—more than a million books up to Sep-

tember 1st had crossed the water.

The overseas distribution of Library War Ser-

vice, planned and organized by Doctor M. Lle-

wellyn Raney, Librarian of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, is under the immediate supervision of

Burton E. Stevenson. He established the camp
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CAMP LIBRARIES NEED BOOKS IN FORTY DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
Soldiers read 20 per cent, less fiction than civilians read; they want books on history, on the causes of the war, on the

geography of E^irope, and on French manners and customs. Kipling's poems are in great demand. Technic.nl books are
also needed

librar\- at Camp Sherman and made such a splen-

did record that he was asked to take charge of

the overseas distribution. The French Govern-
ment has placed at the disposal of the Library

Association, as an overseas headquarters, the

ground floor and basement of the building orig-

inally erected as the palace of the Papal Delegate

to the French Republic. Here Mr. Stevenson
has established a central public library for the

American forces in France. His latest cable

reports 350 distributing points in the territory'

occupied b\' our troops, from which books are

supplied to smaller branches and stations for the

use of our men; the number of these is constantly

increasmg.

L

The public library idea was a new one to the

French people. They have seen it in operation

and leaders of French thought believe it is some-

thing France needs. A committee, with the

President of the French Republic as its chairman,

has been created to work out plans for the estab-

lishment in France of a system of public libraries

modeled on American lines.

Plans are maturing for the establishment in

France, after the fighting is over, of an enormous
system of schools and universities for the better

education of our soldiers during the period of

demobilization. It will take as long to get our

men back as it has taken to get them over; longer,

probably, because there will not be pressing need
for haste. TaIIe\rand said: "You can make
a soldier out of a civilian, but you cannot make a

civilian out of a military man." Our Govern-
ment is going to try to do what Talleyrand said

was impossible. Our men have got to be educated

for their return as individual units to civil life and
not as a military mass. The Library War Service

is tending more and more definitely toward this

educational objective.

When the experiment was first tried of supply-

ing books for soldiers and sailors, many persons

thought they would have no time for reading, and
many others thou;^ht that they would want only

light fiction. It was believed for a time that the

appeal to the public, which was made last winter,

through the public libraries, for gifts of books,

would supply the demand. The public responded

generously. More than three million gift books

have been contributed and these have formed

the nucleus of Library War Service. But these

books are mostly fiction; in fact, almost all of

them that can be used are fiction. The books

the soldiers want have to be bought. The Li-

brary Association has purchased nearly three

quarters of a million volumes and must buy very

many more. Technical books must be up-to-
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date. The soldier who wants the latest work on unteer teachers among the soldiers, the educators

automobile mechanics cannot be put off with a who form a considerable part of the staffs of the

volume dealing with the four-cylinder cars of five Y.M.C.A., and the librarians, who themselves are

years ago. Some of the sciences, of course, are frequently brought into this work of education,

standardized, so that the book issued ten or fifteen to teach these foreign-speaking units of ourArmy
or even fifty years ago is as valuable as the most to speak, read, and write the English language,

recent one, but there are very few sciences, and Primary school text-books are far from the least

none of the arts, in which the old book is of cur- important part of Library War Service equip-

rent value. Gray's ''Anatomy" is still standard, ment. The foreign-born soldiers are eager and
although it was first published seventy-five years unabashed in their requests for this class of liter-

ago. There has been no change in the proposi- ature; the illiterate American-born, of whom there

tions of Euclid and the standard works on trig- is a surprisingly large percentage, are furtive and
onometry and higher algebra do not need to shamefaced when they have to respond to the

be of the 1918 edition. But treatises must be suggestion of something to read with the admis-

up-to-date to fill such demands as one made by sion that they do not know how. So the wise

a soldier whom Dr. Raney met in France. He librarian sees to it that there are primers and
was camouflaging a large-calibre gun mounted spelling books on the open shelves, where they

on a railway carriage. His face, his hands, can be found by the illiterate soldier's particular

and clothes were covered with daubs of vari- pal who is helping him *' on the quiet" to learn to

colored paints. Said he: "I have been look- read. In the Negro camps, the soldier who can

ing everywhere for a book on the psychology read can always get an audience of hundreds of

of color. Can't you library folks get one for his fellows sitting around listening to him as he

me? Just let me have a good book that goes reads aloud,

to the fundamentals of this color business and I

will make one of these big babies harder for Fritz
^^^^^ ^^^^^ needed

to find than a Negro in a coal bin at midnight." Even though great help is given in lending

He got the book, though I cannot vouch for the books freely by public libraries and the Library

veracity of the later report that, with its aid, he of Congress—whose librarian. Dr. Herbert Put-

so succeeded in disguising the gun thaf his own nam, is Director of Library War Service—the

captain couldn't find it in broad daylight. The demand is growing all the time. Publishers are

chemistry of high explosives is a subject on generous; some of them give discounts as high as

which most men's bookshelves do not yield much 50 per cent.; many authors have waived their

of value. A single day's demands at Camp royalties when books are purchased for Library

Johnston, Florida, included requests for books War Service. Still more are needed, and these

on coffee roasting and blending, on woolens, on technical and educational books are not cheap;

refrigeration, on cold storage and transportation there are many that retail for four or five dollars

of food, sanitation and public health, psychology, a volume.

and shorthand and typewriting. The news despatches telling of the sinking of

At one camp library a soldier asked for an up- the transport President Lincoln told how one of

to-date book on electric motors. The newest the survivors, when picked up by a rescuing des-

volume available was handed to him. He troyer, was found sitting on a piece of floating

passed it back. " 1 did the drawings for that wreckage comfortably reading a novel. The
book," he said. ''Haven't you got something name of the thriller that thus enabled him to

newer?" take his mind off his desperate situation was not

given in the cable message; the incident is a splen-
BOOKS IN FORTY LANGUAGES ^-^ illustration of the Value of a book in helping

Books in forty different languages are to be one to overlook the discomforts of his immediate

found in the camp and military libraries on this surroundings.

side and overseas. From a Texan camp not long Probably Library War Service will never quite

ago came a demand for the immediate shipment reach its ideal aim of putting exactly the book
of many volumes in Spanish; the latest draft had that meets the soldier's immediate need into his

brought in thousands of Mexicans who could not hands at the moment he wants it. It is unlikely

read English. The Spanish books were sent just that a traveling hydroplane library, which can

as books in Yiddish, Polish, Lithuanian, French, provide fresh books for shipwrecked sailors, will

Italian, German, Scandinavian, Russian, Chinese, ever be put into service. But as far as it is

Arabic, Modern Greek, Rumanian and all the humanly possible for it to do so. Library War
rest of the tongues are supplied for soldiers' use. Service gives the fighting man the book he needs

Along with these go books that will help the vol' when he wants it.



AMERICAN CORPS COMMANDERS IN FRANCE
Maj.-Gen. Hunter Liggett

iN UNUSUAL ability for organization and

/\ leadership had much to do with Major-

J\ General Hunter Liggett's assignment to

command the First Army Corps.

Liggett's remarkable grasp of the technical side

of war was gleaned from intensive study as presi-

dent of the Army War College, as member of the

general staff, and as head of the Philippine De-

partment.

Gen. Liggett entered the military academy in

1875, and upon being graduated was assigned

to the 5th Infantry. He served at several sta-

tions in this country, and was in the Philippines

between 1899 and 1903.

He did a five-year assignment at the Army War
College, starting with August, 1909, and in that

time became president of that institution. In

that position Liggett had much to do with the

shaping of America's war policies and plans.

For a few months after completing his service

at the War College, Liggett was in command of

the Fourth Brigade at Chicago and then at Texas
City. He was next sent to the Philippines as

commander of the Provisional Infantry Brigade.

When he came back to the States, he was as-

signed temporarily to command of the Western
Department, and from that was transferred to

command of the division at Camp Greene, N.

C, and then to overseas service.

It is said that General Liggett has used to good
advantage, against the Germans, some of the

lessons in stealthy attack and clever conceal-

ment which the officers of our old Army learned

from the American Indians.
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Maj.-Gen. Robert L. Bullard

MAJOR-GENERAL ROBERT L. BUL-
LARD, in command of the Second Army
Corps, had seen far more actual fighting

than many of his colleagues in the old regular

Army establishment. His record shows that he

participated in twenty-five battles in the Philip-

pines, in addition to getting fighting experience

on the Mexican border.

Bullard entered the military academy in 1881,

becoming a second lieutenant of the loth In-

fantry, in 1885. For about ten years he was
on duty at various stations in the States,

largely in the Southwest.

Later he was with the provisional govern-

ment in Cuba, and when he returned to the

United States he was assigned to the Ft. Leaven-
worth service school and later to the War College.

After America joined the European War
he had charge of the officers' training camp

at Ft. Logan H. Roots, Ark., and thereafter was
assigned to the American Expeditionary Forces

and to command the First Division.

He went up to command of the Second Army
Corps this year, and some of his troops distin-

guished themselves in the Chateau-Thierry fight-

ing.

Bullard comes of sturdy Southern warrior

stock, and is known among his colleagues as one

of the 'Tightin'est men" in the whole service.

He is credited with having sent word to a

French commander that the Americans were

unused to seeing their colors in retreat, and that

hence he must disregard the French strategic

retreat plans. Instead, he gave orders that the

Americans advance, and it was that spirit which

saved the day at a time when it looked as if the

German would succeed in his plan of taking

Paris.
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Maj.-Gen. William M. Wright

MAJOR-GENERAL WlLLIAiM M.
WRIGHT has the unique distinction of

having failed to pass at West Point, yet

still to have "made good," reaching the eminent

post of commander of the Third Army Corps.

While Wright doesn't boast about his failure

at the military academy, he takes a real pride in

his achievement of getting to the top by dint of

efficient work without having had the usual

basic experience at the Point.

Wright's friends call him "Rocky." They

know him as a companionable officer, with a

love of sport. He made a mark for himself as a

baseball player while in the academy, and after-

ward continued to keep his hand in the game

for some time.

So good was he in this branch of sport, that he

once had an oflFer to join the -old Detroit

team. In civilian clothes, Wright appears to

have something of the swing of the baseball

player. He is a husky citizen, without a trace

of superfluous flesh.

He entered the military academy in 1882,

and was there until 1883. Two years later, he

was a second lieutenant of the 2nd Infantry.

He saw service in the volunteers from May, 1898

to 1899, and became captain in the regular

Army in the latter year. It was nine years

later when he attained his majority. Soon

thereafter he was a colonel.

For some years, he was assigned chiefly to

work in the Adjutant General's Department at

Washington, where he gained the reputation for

able, conscientious service. He was given the

division which trained at Carnp Doniphan, and

was quickly chosen as a corps commander when
the formation -of the first field Army came up

this year.
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Ma]. -Gen. George W. Read

M AJOR-GENERAL GEORGE W. READ,
commander of the Fourth Army Corps,

has proven himself one of the most effici-

ent administrators in the service. Those who
know him best declare that he always made a

good record wherever he was placed.

Read is a man of poise and conservatism

—

"slow but sure," one of his friends said of him.

He was never a seeker after the limelight and
glory, but always appeared content to do his

appointed task well. He went through the

Spanish-American War without advancement,

but is now reaping the reward of quick promotion

as a result of years of careful, efficient service.

Intimates of General Read long ago nick-

named him "Sap" Read, but just why no one

now seems to know.

While on duty in Washington; shortly before

assignment to overseas service, he was in charge

of recruiting. General March, now chief of staff,

had started the recruiting system, but was called

away before it was really under way. Read took

this over, and built a workable, working system.

Read was appointed to the military academy
in 1879 and upon graduation became a second

lieutenant of the i6th Infantry. He did fron-

tier duty in Wyoming, Kansas, and the old Indian

Territory. Later, he had Philippine and Mexi-
can border experience, and was in many adminis-

trative posts. In 191 7, he was placed in com-
mand of the 152nd Depot Brigade, at Camp Up-
ton, N. Y., and later was assigned to the 15th

Cavalry Division which was later abandoned be-

cause of conversion of all divisions into infantry

organizations. He took another division over-

seas, and won the corps command through a good

record both "in the past and during the present

struggle.
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Maj.-Gen. Omar Bundy

MAJOR-GENERAL OMAR BUNDY,
commander of the Fifth Army Corps, and
a hero of Belleau Wood, is a " Hoosier."

He has seen a lot of fighting of various kinds. He
fought the Sioux Indians; he fought the Spaniards;

likewise the Filipinos, and also the Mexicans.

Now he seems to be doing pretty well in fighting

the Boche.

Around the War Department, they say that he

had almost insuperable difificulties in mastering

"match" in West Point, but that from the out-

set he showed fighting proclivities that have clung

to him through life. -

Bundy is a likable officer. At the academy,
he was an idol of his associates, and he has been

popular in the service ever since.

He entered West Point in 1879, and upon
graduating went to the 2nd Infantry, for frontier

duty in Idaho and Montana. His early training

included the campaign against the Sioux Indians

in South Dakota in 1890, and this type of war-
fare has undoubtedly stood him in good stead
in the recent open warfare in which his command
had apart.

He was on duty at the Ft. Leavenworth ser-

vice schools between 1902 and 1905 and then
did a tour of duty in the Philippine Islands.

Upon returning to this country he was as-

signed to several stations and then to the
Army War College between 191 2 and 191 3.

He went through the grilling Mexican border
service from July, 1913 to 191 7. He was then
sent to France.

His fighting qualities, plus an administrative
ability, developed in adjutant and inspector-

general work, commended him to the attention

of General Pershing and General Hunter Lig-

gett. Bundy had a part in the action at Belleau

Wood last summer where Americans covered
themselves with glory.
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STORY
The Turk, Having ''Vanquished" the Allied Fleet, and Made j Himself Again a Great

Power, Reverts to the Ancestral Type and Proceeds, by Wholesale

Massacre, to Make Turkey Exclusively the Country of the

Turk The Murder of the Armenian Nation

BY

HENRY MORGENTHAU
(Formerly American Ambassador to Turkey)

SEVENTH ARTICLE

THE withdrawal of the Allied fleet at the

Dardanelles had consequences which
the world does not yet completely

understand. The practical effect of

the event, as I have said, was to isolate

the Turkish Ernpire from all the world excepting

Germany and Austria. England, France, Russia,

and Italy, which for a century had held a restrain-

ing hand over the Ottoman Empire, had finally

lost all power to influence or control. The Turks
perceived that a series of dazzling events had
changed them from cringing dependents of the

European Powers into free agents. For the first

time in two centuries they could now live their

national life according to their own inclinations,

and govern their peoples according to their own
will. The first expression of this rejuvenated

national life was an episode which, so far as I

know, is the most terrible in the history of the

world. New Turkey, freed from European
tutelage, celebrated its national rebirth by mur-
dering not far from a million of its own subjects.

I can hardly exaggerate the effect which the

repulse of the Allied fleet produced upon the

Turks. They believed that they had won the

really great decisive battle of the war. For sev-

eral centuries, they said, the British flet-t had vic-

toriously sailed the seas and had now met its

first serious reverse at the hands of the Turks.

In the first moments of their pride, the Young
Turk leaders saw visions of the complete res-

urrection of their Empire. What had for two
centuries been a decaying nation, had suddenly

started on a new and glorious life. In their

pride and arrogance, the Turks began to look with

disdain upon the people who had taught them
what they knew of modern warfare, and n(jthing

angered them so much as any suggestion that

they owed any part of their success to their

German allies.

"Why should we feel any obligation to the

Germans?'' Enver would say to me. ''What

have they done for us which compares with what
we have done for them? They have lent us some
money and sent us a few officers, it is true, but

see what we have done! We have defeated the
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Underwood & Underwood

KAISER WILLIAM II, IN THE UNIFORM OF A TURKISH FIELD MARSHAL
He remained acquiescent, refusing to intercede, while his allies, the Turks, murdered anywhere from

600,000 to 1,000,000 Armenians. This assassination of a whole people was the worst outcome of the Prussian

doctrine,—that anything is justified which promotes the success of German arms. After the massacre was over,

the Kaiser decorated the Sultan, precisely as in 1898, after Abdul Hamid had just massacred 200,000

Christians, he visited that potentate and publicly embraced him

British fleet—something which the Germans
and no other nation could do. We have sta-

tioned armies on the Caucasian front, and so have

kept busy large bodies of Russian troops that

would have been used on the Western front.

Similarly we have compelled England to keep

large armies in Egypt, in Mesopotamia, and in

that way we have weakened the Allied armies in

France. No, the Germans could never have

achieved their military successes without us; the

shoe of obligation is entirely on their foot."

This conviction possessed all the leaders of the
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^ RELIC OF THE ARMENIAN MASSACRES AT
ERZINGAN

Such mementos are found all over Armenia
»

A and Progress party and now began to have
.ermining effect uponTurkish national life and

. drkish policy. Essentially the Turk is a bully and
a coward; he is brave as a lionwhen things are going

his way, but cringing, abject, and nerveless when
reverses are overwhelming him. And now that

the fortunes of war were apparently favoring

the Empire, 1 began to see an entirely new Turk
unfolding before my eyes. The hesitating and
fearful Ottoman, feeling his way cautiously amid
the mazes of European diplomacy, and seeking

opportunities to find an advantage for himself

in the divided counsels of the European Powers,

gave place to an upstanding, almost dashing

figure, proud and assertive, determined to live his

own life, and absolutely contemptuous of his
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Christian foes. I was really witnessing a re-

markable development in race psychology—an
almost classical instance of reversion to type.

The ragged, unkempt Turk of the twentieth

century was vanishing and in his place was ap-

pearing the Turk of the fourteenth and' the fif-

teenth, the Turk who had swept out of his Asiatic

fastnesses, conquered all the powerful peoples in

his way and founded in Asia, Africa, and Europe
one of the most extensive Empires that history

has known. If we are properly to appreciate

this new Talaat and Enver, and the events which
now took place, we must understand the Turk
who, under Osman and his successors, exercised

VAN IN RUINS
Tearing down buildings at Van, destroyed by the Turkish

bombardment

ABDUL HAMID
Known in history as the "Red Sultan" and stigmatized by

Gladstone as "the great assassin." It was his state policy to

solve the Armenian problem by murdering the entire race.

The fear of England, France, Russia, and America, was the

only thing that restrained him from accomplishing this task.

His successors, Talaat and Enver, no longer fearing these

nations, have more successfully carried out his programme

this mighty but devastating influence in the

world. We must realize that the basic fact

underlying the Turkish mentality is its utter con-

tempt for all other races. A fairly insane pride

is the element that largely explains this strange

human species. The common term applied by
the Turk to the Christian is "dog,'' and in his

estimation this is no mere rhetorical figure; he

actually looks upon his European neighbors as

far less worthy of consideration than his own
domestic animals. ''My son," an old Turk
once said, "do you see that herd of swine? Some
are white, some are black, some are large, some
are small—they differ from each other in some
respects, but they are all swine. So it is with

Christians. Be not deceived, my son. These

Christians may wear fine clothes, their women may
be very beautiful to look upon; their skins are
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white and splendid; many of them are very intelH-

gent and they build wonderful cities and create

what seem to be great states. But remember that

underneath all this dazzling exterior, they are

all the same—they are all swine."

Practically all foreigners, in the presence of a

Turk, are conscious of this attitude. The
Turk may be obsequiously polite, but there

is invariably an almost unconscious feeling

that he is mentally shrinking from his Chris-

tian friend as something unclean. And
this fundamental conviction for centuries di-

rected the Ottoman policy toward its subject

peoples. This wild horde swept from the plains

of Central Asia and, like a whirlwind, over-

whelmed the nations of Mesopotamia and Asia

Minor; it conquered Egypt, Arabia, and
practically all of Northern Africa and then

poured into Europe, crushed the Balkan nations,

occupied a large part of Hungary and even estab-

lished the outposts of the Ottoman Empire in

the Southern part of Russia. So far as I can

discover, the Ottoman Turks had only one great

quality, that of military genius. They had sev-

eral military leaders of commanding ability, and
the early conquering Turks were brave, fanatical,

and tenacious fighters, just as their descendants

are to-day. 1 think that these old Turks present

the most complete illustration in history of the

brigand idea in politics. They were lacking in

what we may call the fundamentals of a civilized

community. They had no alphabet and no art

of writing, no books, no poets, no art, and no
architecture, they built no cities and they estab-

lished no lasting state. They knew no law except

the rule of might, and they had practically no
agriculture and no industrial organization. They
were simply wild and marauding horsemen, whose
one conception of tribal success was to pounce
upon people who were more civilized than them-
selves and plunder them. In the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries these tribes overran the cradle

of modern civilization, which has given Europe
its religion, and, to a large extent, its civilization.

At that time these territories were the seats of

many peaceful and prosperous nations. The
Mesopotamian Valley supported a large, indus-

trious, agricultural population; Bagdad was one
of the largest and most flourishing cities in ex-

istence; Constantinople had a greater population

than Rome, and the Balkan region and Asia Minor
contained several powerful states. Mesopotamia
in a few years became a desert; the great cities of

the East were reduced to misery and the subject

peoples became slaves. Such graces of civiliza-

tion as the Turk has acquired in five centuries

have practically all been taken from the subject

peoples whom he so greatly despises. His re-

Courtesy The Christian Herald

INTERIOR OF THE ARMENIAN CHURCH AT URFA
Where many Armenians were burned. The Armenian

Church was established in the fourth century; it is said to be

the oldest state Christian church in existence
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A VIEW OF HARPOOT
Where massacres of men took place on a large scale

A CHARACTERISTIC VIEW OF THE ARMENIAN COUNTRY
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Courtesy The Christian Herald

VIEW OF URFA, ONE OF THE LARGEST TOWNS IN ASIA MINOR

FISHING VILLAGE ON LAKE VAN
In this district about 55,000 Armenians were massacred
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ARMENIAN SOLDIERS
Until 1908 no Armenian was allowed to serve in the Ottoman army, in the Balkan Wars, they distinguished themselves

by their bravery and skill. In the present war, the Turks have taken away their arms and transformed them into pack animals
and road laborers

ligion comes from the Arabs; his language has

acquired a certain literary value by borrowing

certain Arabic and Persian elements; and his

writing is Arabic. Constantinople's finest

architectural monument, the Mosque of St.

Sophia, was originally a Christian church, and
all so-called Turkish architecture is derived

from the Byzantine. The mechanism of business

and industry has always rested in the hands of the

subject peoples, Greeks, Jews, Armenians, and
Arabs. The Turks have learned little of Euro-

pean art or science, they have established very

few educational institutions and illiteracy is the

prevailing rule. The result is that poverty has

attained a degree of sordidness and misery in the

Ottoman Empire which is almost unparalleled

elsewhere. The Turkish peasant lives in a mud
hut; he sleeps on its dirt floor; he has no chairs,

no tables, no eating utensils, and no clothes ex-

cept the few scant garments which cover his back
and which he usually wears for many years.

In the course of time these Turks might learn

certain things from their European and Arabic

neighbors, but there was one idea which they

could never even faintly grasp. They could

not understand that a conquered people were any-

thing except slaves. When they took possession

of a land, they found it occupied by a certain

number of camels, horses, buffaloes, dogs, swine,

and human beings. Of all these livings things

the object that physically most resembled them-

selves they regarded as the least important. It

became a common saying with them that a horse

or a camel was far more valuable than a man;
these animals cost money, whereas "infidel Chris-

tians" were plentiful in the Ottoman countries

and could easily be forced to labor. It is true that

the early Sultans gave the subject peoples and
the Europeans in the Empire certain rights, but

these in themselves really reflected the contempt
in which all non-Moslems were held. I have al-

ready described the '' Capitulations," under which
foreigners in Turkey had their own courts, pris-

ons, post-offices, and other institutions. Yet the

early Sultans gave these privileges not from a

spirit of tolerance, but merely because they looked

upon the Christian nations as unclean and, there-

fore, unfit to have any contact with the Ottoman
administrative and judicial system. The Sultans

similarly erected the several peoples, such as the

Greeks and the Armenians, into separate "millets,"

or nations, not because they desired to promote

their independence and welfare, but because they

regarded them as vermin, and, therefore, disquali-

fied for membership in the Ottoman state. The
attitude of the Government toward their Chris-

tian subjects was illustrated by certain regulations

which limited their freedom of action. The
buildings in which Christians lived should not be

conspicuous and their churches should have no

belfry. Christians could not ride a horse in the

city, for that was the exclusive right of the
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VIENN,

GENOA

THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE IN 1 68} WHEN IT REACHED THE HEIGHT OF ITS POWER
Its territories then included parts of Hungary and Russia. This great Empire was the result merely of military genius-

Turks had little ability as statesmen, and none of the qualities that build up a great civilized commonwealth
-tne

THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE AT THE BE-
GINNING OF THE PRESENT WAR
In Europe this once miglity nation had diminished

to Constantinople and a htlle surrounding territorv.

(n A^ia its territory had al>o gradually dwindled, anvl

its hold f)n various districts, still nominally' Turkish,

was weak and uncertain. The Young Turks believed

that the failure of their predecessors to amalgamate or

exterminate the subject peoples explained their national

decaw This is one of the motives that led to the

massacres of Armenians and Greeks. Enver, Talaat,

and the other leaders did not hesitate to assume full

responsibilit\' for these outrages, which were carefully

planned and carried out on an amazing great scale and
also with an inhuman cruelty that eclipsed all previous

records set even by the Turks. The Ottoman Empire
now seems certainly doomed to perish by the sword.
British annies now occupy- strategic points in its .\siatic

territor\-. and on the European side the Allied forces,

under d'Espere\-. dominate the situation. The Ottoman
state has done nothingtojustifs- its existence. It has been
a fecund source of International dispute and trouble. It

has produced nothing of permanent value—has been a
laggard in the advance of civilization during the whole
five hundred 'ears that the Turk has camped upon the
Bo>phorus. The future of the Turkish dominions must
be one of the important considerations at the peace
negotiations
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noble Moslem. The Turk had the right to test

the sharpness of his sword upon the neck of any

Christian.

Imagine a great government, year in and year

out, maintaining this attitude toward many mil-

lions of its own subjects! And for centuries the

Turks simply lived like parasites upon these over-

burdened and industrious people. They taxed

them to economic extinction, stole their most

beautiful daughters and forced them into their

harems, took Christian male infants by the hun-

dreds of thousands and brought them up as Mos-
lem soldiers. 1 have no intention of describing

the terrible vassalage and oppression that went
on for five centuries; my purpose is merely to

emphasize this innate attitude of the Moslem
Turk to people not of his own race and religion

—

that they are not human beings with rights, but

merely chattels, which may be permitted to live

when they promote the interest of their masters,

but which may be pitilessly destroyed when they

have ceased to be useful. This attitude is inten-

sified by a total disregard for human life and an
intense delight in physical human suffering which

are the not unusual qualities of primitive peoples.

II

Such were the mental characteristics of the

Turk in his days of military greatness. In recent

times his attitude toward foreigners and his sub-

ject peoples had superficially changed. His own
military decline, and the ease with which the in-

fidel nations defeated his finest armies, had ap-

parently given the haughty descendants of Osman
a respect at least for their prowess. The rapid

disappearance of his own Empire in a hundred
years, the creation out of the Ottoman Empire
of new states like Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, and
Rumania, and the wonderful improvement
which had followed the destruction of the Turkish
yoke in these benighted lands, may have increased

the Ottoman hatred for the unbeliever, but at

least they had a certain influence in opening his

eyes to his importance. Many Turks also now
received their education in European universities;

they studied in their professional schools, and
they became physicians, surgeons, lawyers, en-

gineers, and chemists of the modern kind. How-
ever much the more progressive Moslems might
despise their Christian associates, they could

not ignore the fact that the finest things, in

this temporal world at least, were the products of

European and American civilization. And now
that one development of modern history which
seemed to be least understandable to the Turk
began to force itself upon the consciousness of the

more intelligent and progressive. Certain lead-

ers arose who began to speak surreptitiously of

such things as "Constitutionalism," "Liberty,"
"Self-Government" and to whom the Declara-

tion of Independence contained certain truths

that might have a value even for Islam. These
daring spirits began to dream of overturning the
autocratic Sultan and of substituting a parlia-

mentary system for his irresponsible rule. I have
already described the rise and fall of this Young
Turk movement under such leaders as Talaat,

Enver, Djemal and their associates in the Com-
mittee of Union and Progress. The point which
I am emphasizing here is that this movement
presupposed a complete transformation of Turk-
ish mentality, especially in its attitude toward
subject peoples. No longer, under the reformed
Turkish state, were Greeks, Syrians, Armenians,
and Jews to be regarded as "filthy Giaours."

ARMENIANS IN A LOVE FEAST

All these peoples were henceforth to have equal

rights and equal duties. A general love feast

now followed the establishment of the new regime,

and scenes of almost frenzied reconciliation in

which Turks and Armenians embraced each other

publicly, apparently signalized the absolute

union of the once antagonistic peoples. The
Turkish leaders, including Talaat and Enver,

visited Christian churches and sent forth prayers

of thanksgiving for the new order, and went to

Armenian cemeteries to shed tears of retribu-

tion over the bones of the martyred Armenians
who lay there. Armenian priests reciprocally

paid their tributes to the Turks in Mohammedan
mosques. Enver Pasha visited several Armenian
schools, telling the children that the old days of

Moslem-Christian strife had passed forever and
that the two peoples were now to live together

as brothers and sisters. There were cynics who
smiled at all these demonstrations and yet one
development encouraged even them to believe

that an earthly Paradise had arrived. All

through the period of domination only the master

Moslem had been permitted to bear arms and
serve in the Ottoman army. To be a soldier was
an occupation altogether too manly and glorious

for the despised Christian. But now the Young
Turks encouraged all Christians to arm and en-

rolled them in the army on an equality with Mos-
lems. These Christians fought, both as officers

and soldiers, in the Italian and the Balkan wars,

winning high praise from the Turkish generals

for their valor and skill. Armenian leaders had
figured conspicuously in the Young Turk move-
ment; these men apparently believed that a con-

stitutional Turkey was possible. They were con-

scious of their own intellectual and industrial

superiority to the Turks, and knew that they

could prosper in the Ottoman Empire if left alone,
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whereas, under European control, they would
have greater difficulty in meeting the competition

of the more rigorous European colonists who
might come in. With the deposition of the Red
Sultan, Abdul Hamid, and the establishment of

a constitutional system, the Armenians, now for

the first time in several centuries, felt themselves

to be free men.

TURKEY FOR THE TURKS

- But, as I have already described, all these aspir-

ations vanished like a dream. Long before the

European War began, the Turkish democracy

had disappeared. The power of the new Sultan

had gone, and the hopes of regenerating Turkey
on modern lines had gone also, leaving only

a group of individuals, headed by Talaat and

Enver, actually in possession of the state. Hav-
ing lost their democratic aspirations these men
now supplanted it with a new national conception.

In place of a democratic, constitutional state they

resurrected the idea of Pan-Turkism; in place

of equal treatment of all Ottomans, they decided

to establish a country exclusively for Turks. I

have, called this a new conception; yet it was
new only to the individuals who then controlled

the destiny of the Empire, for, in reality, it was
merely an attempt to revive the most barbaric

ideas of their ancestors. It represented, as I have
said, merely an atavistic reversion to the original

Turk. We now saw that the Turkish leaders, in

talking about liberty, equality, fraternity, and

constitutionalism, were merely children repeat-

ing phrases; that they had used the word "dem-
ocracy" merely as a ladder by which to climb to

power. After five hundred years' close contact

with European civilization, the Turk remained

precisely the same individual as the one who had
emerged from the steppes of Asia in the Middle
Ages. He was clinging just as tenaciously as his

ancestors to that conception of a state as consist-

ing of a few master individuals whose right it is

to enslave and plunder and maltreat any peoples

whom they can subject to their military control.

Though Talaat and Enver and Djemal all came
of the humblest families, the same fundamental

ideas of master and slave possessed them that

formed the statecraft of Osman and the early

Sultans. We now discovered that a paper con-

stitution and even tearful visits to Christian

churches and cemeteries could not uproot the

inborn preconception of this nomadic people that

there are only two kinds of people in the world

—

the conquering and the conquered.

When the Turkish Government abrogated the

Capitulations, and in this way freed themselves

from the domination of the foreign Powers, they

were merely taking one step toward realizing this

Pan-Turkish ideal. I have alluded to the diffi-

culties which I had with them over the Christian

schools. Their determination to uproot these, or

at least to transform them into Turkish institu-

tions, was merely another detail in the same racial

progress. Similarly, they attempted to make all

foreign business houses employ only Turkish
labor, insisting that they should discharge their

Greek, Armenian, and Jewish clerks, stenograph-

ers, workmen, and other employees. At one time

they showed a disposition to make all foreign

houses keep their books in Turkish, the idea be-

ing to furnish employment exclusively for Turks
and to train them in modern business methods.

I had some difficulty in arranging a compromise
by which they could keep them in both French

and Turkish. The Ottoman Government even

refused to have any dealings with the represen-

tative of the largest Austrian munition maker
unless he admitted a Turk as a partner. They
developed a mania for suppressing all languages

except Turkish. For decades French had been

the accepted language of foreigners in Constan-
tinople; all street signs were printed in both
French and Turkish. One morning the astonished

foreign residents discovered that all these French

signs had been removed and that the names of

streets, the directions on street cars and other

public notices, appeared only in those strange

Turkish characters, which very few of them
understood. Great confusion resulted from this

change, but the ruling powers refused to restore

the detested foreign language.

ADOPTING THE IDEAS OF ABDUL HAMID

These leaders not only reverted to the barbaric

conceptions of their ancestors, but they went to

extremes that had never entered the minds of the

early Sultans. Their fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

tury predecessors treated the subject peoples as

dirt under their feet, yet they believed that they

had a certain usefulness and did not disdain to

make them their serfs. But this Committee of

Union and Progress, led by Talaat and Enver,

now decided to do away with them altogether.

The old conquering Turks had made the Chris-

tians their servants, but their parvenu descend-

ants bettered their instruction, for they deter-

mined to exterminate them wholesale and Turkify

the Empire by massacring the non-Moslem ele-

ments. Originally this was not the statesman-

like conception of Talaat and Enver; the man
who first devised it was one of the greatest mon-
sters known to history, the "Red Sultan," Abdul
Hamid. This man came to the throne in 1876,

at a critical period in Turkish history. In the

first two years of his reign he lost Bulgaria, as

well as important provinces in the Caucasus, his
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last remaining, vestiges of sovereignt\- in Monte-

negro, Serbia, and Rumania, and all his real

powers in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Greece

had long since become an independent nation,

and the processes that were to wrench Egypt

from the Ottoman Empire had already begun.

As the Sultan took stock of his inheritance, he

could easily foresee the day when all the rest of

his domain would pass into the hand of the in-

hdel. What had caused this disintegration of

this extensive Turkish Empire? The real cause,

of course, lay deep in the character of the Turk,

but Abdul Hamid saw only the more obvious

fact that the intervention of the great European
Powers had brought relief to these imprisoned

nations. Of all the new kingdoms which had
been carved out of the Sultan's dominions,

Serbia—let us remember this fact to her everlast-

ing honor—is the onl\' one that has won her

own independence. Russia, France, and Great

Britain have set free all the rest. And what
had happened several times before might happen
again. There still remained one compact race

in the Ottoman Empire that had national aspira-

tions and national potentialities. In the north-

eastern part of Asia Minor, bordering on Russia,

there were six provinces in which the Armenians
formed the largest element in the population.

From the time of Flerodotus this portion of Asia

has borne the name of Armenia. The Armen-
ians of the present day are the direct descendants

of the people who inhabited the country three

thousand )ears ago. Their origin is so ancient

that it is lost in fable and mystery. There are

still undeciphered cuneiform inscriptions on the

rock}' hills of \'an, the largest Armenian city,

that have led certain scholars—though not many,
I must admit—to identify the Armenian race

with the Mittites of the Bible. \\'hat is definitely

known about the Armenians, however, is that for

ages the\' have constituted the most civilized and
most industrious race in the Eastern section of

the Ottoman Empire. From their mountains
they have spread over the Sultan's dominions,

and form a considerable element in the popula-

tion of all the large cities. Everywhere they
are known for their industry, their intelligence,

and their decent and orderly lives. They are so

superior to the Turks intellectually and morally
that much of the business and industry had passed

into their hands. \\'ith the Greeks, the Armeni-
ans constitute the economic strength of the Em-
pire. These people became Christians in the

fourth century and established the Armenian
Church as their state religion. This is said to

be the oldest Christian church in existence.

In the face of persecutions which have had no
parallel elsewhere, these people have clung to their

earl\' Christian faith with the utmost tenacity.

For fifteen hundred years they have lived there in

Armenia, a little island of Christians surrounded

by backward peoples of hostile religion and hostile

race. Their long existence has been one unend-
ing martyrdom. The territory which the)' in-

habit forms the connecting link between Europe
and Asia, and all the Asiatic invasions—Saracens,

Tartars, Mongols, Kurds, and Turks—have passed

over their peaceful country. For centuries they

have thus been the Belgium of the East. Through-
all this period the Armenians have regarded

themselves not as Asiatics, but as Europeans.

Ihey speak an Indo-European language, their

racial origin is believed by scholars to be Ar}'an,

and the fact that their religion is the religion of

Europe has always made them turn their eyes

westward. And out of that western country,

they have always hoped, would some day come
the deliverance that would rescue them from their

murderous masters. And now as Abdul Hamid,
in 1876, surveyed his shattered domain, he saw
that its most dangerous spot was Armenia, He
believed, rightl}' or wrongI>% that these Armeni-
ans, like the Rumanians, the Bulgarians, the

Greeks, and the Serbians, aspired to restore their

independent, mediaeval nation, and he knew that

Europe and America sympathized with this

ambition. The Treaty of Berlin, which had
definitely ended the Turco-Russian Wrv, con-

tained an article which gave the European Powers

a protecting hand over the Armenians. How could

the Sultan free himself permanent!}' from this

danger? An enlightened administration, which

would have transformed the Armenians into

free men and made them safe in their lives and

property and civil and religious rights, would

probably have made them peaceful and loyal

subjects. But the Sultan could not rise to such

a conception of statesmanship as this. Instead,

Abdul Hamid apparently thought that there was
only one way of ridding Turkey of the Armenian
problem—and that was to rid her of the Armeni-

ans. The physical destruction of 2,000,000 men,

women, and children by massacres, organized and

directed by the state, seemed to be the one sure

way of forestalling the further disruption of the

Turkish Empire.

And now for nearly thirty years Turkey gave

the world an illustration of government by
massacre. We in Europe and America heard of

these events when they reached especiall}' mon-
strous proportions, as they did in 1895-96, when
nearly 200,000 Armenians were most atrociously

done to death. But through all these \ ears the

existence of the Armenians was one continuous

nightmare. Their property was stolen, their

men were murdered, their women were ravished.
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their >oung girls were kidnapped and forced to

live in Turkisii harems. Yet Abdul Hamid was
not able to accomplish his full purpose. He at-

tempted to exterminate the Armenians in 1895

and 1896, but found certain insuperable obstruc-

tions to his scheme. Chief of these were England,

France, and Russia. These atrocities called

Gladstone, then eighty-six years old, from his

retirement and his speeches, in which he de-

nounced the Sultan as "the great assassin,"

aroused the whole world to the enormities that

were taking place. It became apparent that

unless the Sultan desisted, England, France, and
Russia would intervene, and the Sultan well

knew, that, in case this intervention took place,

such remnants of Turkey as had survived earlier

partitions would disappear. Thus Abdul Hamid
had to abandon his satanic enterprise of destroy-

ing a whole race by murder, yet Armenia contin-

ued to suffer the slow agony of pitiless persecu-

tion. Up to the outbreak of the European War
not a day had passed in the Armenian vilayets

without its outrages and its murders. The
Young Turk regime, despite its promises of uni-

versal brotherhood, brought no respite to the

Armenians. A few months after the love feast-

ings already described, one of the worst massa-

cres took place at Adana, in which 35,000 people

V, ere destroyed.

A PLOT TO EXTERMINATE THE ARMENIAN RACE

And now the Young Turks, who had adopted

so many of Abdul Hamid's ideas, also made his

Armenian policy their own. Their passion for

Turkifying the nation seemed to demand logically

the extermination of all Christians—Greeks,

S> rians, and Armenians. Much as they admired

the Mohammedan conquerors of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, they stupidly believed

that these great warriors had made one fatal

mistake, for they had had it in their power com-
pletely to obliterate the Christian populations

and had neglected to do so. This policy was in

their opinion a fatal error of statesmanship, and
explained all the woes from which Turkey had

suffered in modern times. Had these old Moslem
chieftains, when they conquered Bulgaria, put all

the Bulgarians to the sword, and peopled the

Bulgarian country with Moslem Turks, there

would never have been any modern Bulgarian

problem and Turkey would never have lost this

part of her Empire. Similarly, had they de-

stroved all the Rumanians, Serbians, and Greeks,

the provinces which are now occupied by these

races would still have remained integral parts of

the Sultan's domain. They felt that the mistake

had been a terrible one, but that something might

be saved from the ruin. They would destroy all

Greeks, Syrians, Armenians, and other Christians,

move Moslem families into their homes and upon
their farms, and so make sure that these territor-

ies would not similarly be taken away from 1 ur-

key. In order to accomplish this great reform,

it would not be necessary to murder every living

Christian. The most beautiful and healthy

Armenian girls could be taken, converted forcibly

to Mohammedanism and rnade the wives or

concubines of devout followers of the Prophet.

1 heir children would then automatically become
Moslems and so strengthen the Empire as the ja-

nizaries strengthened it formerly. These Armenian
girls represent a high type of womanhood, and the

Young Turks, in their crude intuitive wa\', recog-

nized that the mingling of their blood with the

Turkish population would exert an eugenic influ-

ence upon the whole. Armenian boys of tender

years could be taken into Turkish families and be

brought up in ignorance of the fact that they

were anything but Moslems. These were about
the only elements, however, that could make any
valuable contributions to the new 1 urkey which
was now being planned. Since all precautions

must be taken against the development of a new
generation of Armenians, it would be necessary

to kill outright all men who were in their prime

and thus capable of propagating the accursed

species. Old men and women formed no great

danger to the future of Turkey, for they had al-

read}' fulfilled their natural function of leaving

descendants; still they were nuisances, and, there-

fore, should be disposed of.

NO l-EAR OF GERMANY

Unlike Abdul Hamid, the Young Turks found

themselves in a position where they could carry

out this ''holy'' enterprise. Great Britain,

France, and Russia had stood in the way of their

predecessor. But now these (obstacles had been

removed. The Young Turks, as I have said, be-

lieved that they had defeated them and that they

could, therefore, no longer interfere with their

internal affairs. Only one Power could success-

fully raise objections and that was Germany. In

1898, while all the rest of Europe was ringing

with Gladstone's denunciations and demanding
intervention. Kaiser Wilhelm the Second had gone

to Constantinople, visited Abdul Hamid, pinned

his finest decorations on that bloody tyrant's

breast and kissed him on both cheeks. The
same Kaiser who had done this in 1898 was
still sitting on the throne in 191 5, and was now
Turkey's ally. Thus, for the first time in two cen-

turies, the Turks, in 191 5, had their Christian

populations utterly at their mercy. The time

had finally come to make Turkey exclusivel)' the

countrv of the Turks.
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The Turkish province of Van lies in the remote

northeastern corner of Asia Minor; it touches

the frontiers of Persia on the east and its north-

ern boundary looks toward the Caucasus. It is

one of the most beautiful and most fruitful parts

of the Turkish Empire and one of the richest in

historical associations. The city of Van, which

is capital of the vilayet, lies on the eastern shores

of the lake of the same name; it is the one large

town in Asia Minor in which the Armenian popula-

tion is larger than the Moslem. In the fall of 19 14,

its population, of about 30,000 people, represented

one of the most peaceful and happy and prosper-

ous communities in the Turkish Empire. Though
Van, like practically every other section where

Armenians lived, had had its periods of oppression

and massacre, yet the Moslem yoke, compara-

tively speaking, rested upon its people rather

lightly. Its Turkish Governor, Tahsin Pasha,

was one of the more enlightened type of Turkish

officials. Relations between the Armenians, who
lived in the better section of the city, and the

Turks and the Kurds, who occupied the mud huts

in the Moslem quarter, had been tolerably agree-

able for many years.

ARMENIANS HELPED THE RUSSIAN ARMIES

The location of this vilayet, however, inevitably

made it the scene of military operations, and made
the activities of its Armenian population a matter

of daily suspicion. Should Russia attempt an

invasion of Turkey one of the most accessible

routes lay through this province. The war had
not gone far when causes of irritation arose. The
requisitions of army supplies fell far more heavily

upon the Christian than upon the Mohammedan
elements in Van, just as they did in every other

part of Turkey. The Armenians had to stand

quietly by while the Turkish officers appropriated

all their cattle, all their wheat and all their

goods of every kind, giving them only worthless

pieces of paper in exchange. The attempt at

general disarmament that took place also aroused

their apprehension, which was increased by the

brutal treatment visited upon Armenian soldiers

in the Caucasus. On the other hand the Turks
made many charges against the Christian popula-

tion, and, in fact, they attributed to them the

larger share of the blame for the reverses which
the Turkish armies had suffered in the Caucasus.

The fact that a considerable element in the Rus-

sian forces was composed of Armenians aroused

their unbridled wrath. Since about half the

Armenians in the world inhabit the Russian prov-

inces in the Caucasus and are liable, like all

Russians, to military service, there was certainly

no legitimate grounds for complaint, so far as

these Armenian levies were bona fide subjects of

the Czar. But the Turks asserted that large

numbers of Armenian soldiers in Van and other

of their Armenian provinces deserted, crossed

the border and joined the Russian army, where

their knowledge of roads and the terrain was an

important factor in the Russian victories.

Though the exact facts are not yet ascertained,

it seems not unlikely that such desertions, per-

haps a few hundred, did take place. At the be-

ginning of the war. Union and Progress agents ap-

peared in Erzerum and Van and appealed to the

Armenian leaders to go into Russian Armenia and

attempt to start revolutions against the Russian

Government, and the fact that the Ottoman
Armenians refused to do this contributed further

to the prevailing irritation. The Turkish Govern-

ment has made much of the "treasonable" be-

havior of the Armenians of Van and have even

urged it as an excuse for their subsequent treat-

ment of the whole race. Their attitude illus-

trates once more the perversity of the Turkish

mind. After miassacring hundreds of thousands

of Armenians in the course of thirty years, out-

raging theirwomen and girls, and robbing and mal-

treating them in every conceivable way, the

Turks still apparently believed that they had

the right to expect from them the most enthusi-

astic "loyalty." That the Armenians all over

Turkey sympathized with the Entente was no

secret. " If you want to know how the war is

going," remarked a humorous Turkish newspaper,

"all you need to do is to look in the face of an

Armenian. If he is smiling, then the Allies are

winning; if he is downcast, then the Germans are

successful." If an Ottoman Armenian soldier

should desert and join the Russians, that would

unquestionably constitute a technical crime

against the state, and might be punished with-

out violating the rules of all civilized countries.

Only the Turkish mind, however—and possibly

the German—could regard it as furnishing an

excuse for the terrible barbarities that now took

place.

Though the air, all during the autumn and

winter of 19 14-15 was filled with premonitions

of trouble, the Armenians behaved with remark-

able self-restraint. For years it had been the

Turkish policy to provoke the Christian popula-

tion into committing overt acts, and then seizing

upon such misbehavior as an excuse for massa-

cres. The Armenian clergy and political leaders

saw many evidences that the Turks were now up

to their old tactics, and they therefore went among
the people, cautioning them to keep quiet, to

bear all insults and even outrages patiently, so

as not to give the Moslems the opening which
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they were seeking. " Even though they burn a

few of our villages/' these leaders would say, "do
not retaliate, for it is better that a few be de-

stroyed than that the whole nation be mas-
sacred."

TURKS TURN ON THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN

When the war started, the central government
recalled Tahsin Pasha, the conciliatory governor
of Van, and replaced him with Djevdet Bey, a

brother-in-law of Enver Pasha. This act in it-

self was most disquieting. Turkish officialdom

has always contained a minority of men who do
not believe in massacre as a state policy and can-

not be depended upon to carry out strictly the

most bloody orders of the central government.
Whenever massacres have been planned, there-

fore, it has been customary first to remove such

"untrustworthy" public servants and replace

them with men who are regarded as more reli-

able.

The character of Tahsin's successor made his

displacement still more alarming. Djevdet had
spent the. larger part of his life at Van; he was
a man of unstable character, friendly to non-
Moslems one moment, hostile the next, hypocrit-

ical, treacherous, and ferocious according to the

worst traditions of his race. He hated the Ar-
menians and cordially sympathized with the long-

established Turkish plan of solving the Armenian
problem. There is little question that he cam.e

to Van with definite instructions to exterminate

all Armenians in this province, but, for the first

few months, conditions did not facilitate such op-

erations; Djevdet himself was absent fighting the

Russians in the Caucasus and the near approach
of the enemy made it a wise policy for the Turks
to refrain from maltreating the Armenians of

Van. But early in the spring the Russians

temiporarily retreated. It is generally recognized

as good military tactics for a victorious army to

follow up the retreating enemy. In the eyes of

the Turkish generals, however, the withdrawal of

the Russians was a happy turn of war mainly
because it deprived the Armenians of their pro-

tectors and left them at the mercies of the Turk-
ish army. Instead of following the retreating

foe, therefore, the Turk's army turned aside and
invaded their own territory of Van. Instead of

fighting the trained Russian army of men, they

turned their rifles, machine guns, and other

weapons upon the Armenian women, children,

and old men in the villages of Van. Following

their usual custom, they distributed the most
beautiful Armenian women among the Moslems,
sacked and burned the Armenian villages and
massacred uninterruptedly for days. On April

15th, about 500 young Armenian men of Akantz

were mustered to hear an order of the Sultan;

at sunset they were marched outside the town
and every man shot in cold blood. This proced-
ure was repeated in about eighty Armenian vill-

ages in the district north of Lake Van, and in

three days 24,000 Armenians were murdered in

this atrocious fashion. A single episode illustrates

the unspeakable depravity of Turkish methods.
A conflict having broken out at Shadak, Djevdet
Bey, who had meanwhile returned to Van, asked
four of the leading Armenian citizens to go to this

town and attempt to quiet the multitude. These
men made the trip, stopping at all Armenian
villages along the way, urging everybody to

keep public order. After completing their work
these four Armenians were murdered in a Kurdish
village.-

FIFTY-FIVE THOUSAND ARMENIANS MASSACRED

And so when Djevdet Bey, on his return to

his official post, demanded that Van furnish him
immediately 4,000 soldiers, the people were
naturally in no mood to accede to his request.

When we consider what had happened before

and what happened subsequently, there remains
little doubt concerning the purpose which under-

lay this demand. Djevdet, acting in obedience

to orders from Constantinople, was preparing to

wipe out the whole population, and his purpose
in calling for 4,000 able-bodied men was merely
to massacre them, so that the rest of the Armen-
ians might have no defenders. The Armenians,
parleying to gain time, offered to furnish five

hundred soldiers and to pay exemption money for

the rest; now, however, Djevdet began to talk

aloud about "rebellion," and his determination

to "crush" it at any cost. "If the rebels fire

a single shot," he declared, "
I shall kill every

Christian man, woman, and child, up to here"

pointing to his knee. For some time the Turks
had been constructing entrenchments around the

Armenian quarter and filling them with soldiers,

and, in response to this provocation, the Armen-
ians began to make preparations for a defense.

On April 20th, a band of Turkish soldiers seized

several Armenian women who were entering the

city; a couple of Armenians ran to their assist-

ance and were shot dead. The Turks now opened

fire on the Armenian quarters with rifles and
artillery; soon a large part of the town was in

flames and a regular siege had started. The
whole Armenian fighting force consisted of only

1,500 men; they had only 300 rifles and a most
inadequate supply of ammunition, while Djev-

det had an army of 5,000 men, completely

equipped and supplied. Yet the Armenians
fought with the utmost heroism and skill; they

had little chance of holding off their enemies
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indefinitelx', but they knew that a Russian army
was fighting its wa\' to \'an and their utmost

hope was that they would be able to defy the be-

siegers until these Russians arrived. As 1 am
not w.riting the stor\- of sieges and battles, I can-

not describe in detail the numerous acts of in-

di\ idual heroism, the cooperation of the Armen-
ian women, the ardor and energy of the Armenian
children, the self-sacrificing zeal of the American

missionaries, especially Dr. Usher and his wafe

and Miss Grace II. Knapp, and the thousand

other circumstances that make this terrible

month one of the most glorious pages in modern
Armenian historw The wonderful thing about

it is that the Armenians triumphed. After

nearly five weeks of sleepless fightin,":, the Russian

army suddenly appeared and the Turks fled into

the surrounding count r\', where the\' found ap-

peasement for their anger by again massacring

unprotected Armenian villages. Dr. Usher, the

American medical missionar\', whose hospital

at Van was destroxed by bombardment, is au-

thority for the statement that, after driving off

the Turks, the Russians began to collect and to

cremate the bodies of Armenians who had been

murdered in the province, with the result that

55,000 bodies were burned.

1 have told this story of the " Revolution" in

Van not only because it marked the first stage in

this organized attempt to wipe out a whole nation,

but because these events are always brought for-

ward by the Turks as a justification of their sub-

sequent crimes. As I shall relate, Enver, Talaat,

and the rest, when I appealed to them in behalf of

the Armenians, invariably instanced the ''revol-

utionists" of Van as a sample of Armenian treach-

er\'. The famous "Revolution." as this recital

shows, was merely the determination of the

Armenians to save their women's honor and
their own lives, after the Turks by massacring

thousands of their neighbors, had shown them
the fate that awaited them.

IV

The destruction of the Armenian race in 191

5

involved certain difficulties that had not impeded
the operations of the 1 urks in tlie massacres of

1895 and other )ears. In these earlier periods

the Armenian men had possessed little power or

means of resistance. In those da)'s Armenians
had not been permitted to have military training,

to serve in the Turkish army or to possess arms.

As I have already said, these discriminations

were withdrawn when the revolutionists obtained

the upper hand in 1908. Not only were the Chris-

tians now permitted to bear arms, but the

authorities, in the full flush of their enthusiasm
for freedom and equality, encouraged them to do

so. In the earl\' part of 191 5, therefore, every

Turkish city contained thousands of Armenians
who had been trained as soldiers and who were
supplied with rifles, pistols, and other weapons of

defense. The operations at Van once more
disclosed that these men could use their

munitions to good advantage. It was thus

apparent that an Armenian massacre this

time would generally assume more the char-

acter of warfare than those wholesale butcheries

of defenseless men and women w^hich the Turks
had always found so congenial. If this plan of

murdering a race was to succeed, two preliminary

steps would, therefore, have to be taken; it would
be necessary to render all Armenian soldiers

powerless and to deprive of their arms the Armen-
ians in every city and town. Before Armenia
could be slaughtered, Armenia must be made
defenseless.

ARMENIANS USED AS PACK ANIMALS

In the early part of 19 15, the Armenian soldiers

in the Turkish army were reduced to a new status.

Up to that time most of them had been combat-
ants, but now they were all stripped of their arms
and transformed into workmen. Instead of serv-

ing their countrymen as artillerymen and cavalry-

men, these former soldiers now discovered that

they had been transformed into road laborers

and pack animals. Army supplies of all kinds

were loaded on their backs, and, stumbling under
the burdens and driven by the whips and ba\'onets

of the Turks, they w^ere forced to drag their weary
bodies into the mountains of the Caucasus.

Sometimes they would have to plow their way,
burdened in this fashion, almost waist high

through snow. They had to spend practically

all their time in the open, sleeping on the bare

ground—whenever the ceaseless prodding of their

taskmasters gave them an occasional oppor-

tunity to sleep; they were given onK' scraps

of food; if they fell sick, they were left where they

had dropped, their Turkish oppressors perhaps

stopping long enough to rob them of all their

possessions—even of their clothes. If an\' strag-

glers succeeded in reaching their destinations,

they were not infrequently massacred. In many
instances Armenian soldiers were disposed of in

even more summary fashion, for it now became
almost the general practice to shoot them in cold

blood. In almost all cases the procedure was the

same. Here and there squads of 50 or 100 men
would be taken, bound together in groups of four,

and then marched out to a secluded spot a short

distance from the village. Suddenly the sound

of rifle shots would fill the air, and the Turkish

soldiers who had acted as the escort would sul-

lenly return to camp. Those sent to bury the
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bodies would find them almost invariably stark order applied to all citizens, the Armenians well

naked, for, as usual, the Turks had stolen all their understood what the result would be, should they

clothes. In cases that came to my attention, the be left defenseless while their Moslem neighbors

murderers had added a refinement to their vie- were permitted to retain their arms. In many
tims' sufierings by compelling them to dig their cases, however, the persecuted people patiently

graves before being shot. obeyed the command, and then the Turkish
officials almost io\fully seized their rifles as evi-

WHOLESALE MASSACRE OF MEN j^ .. . <\ ' y\- ,, , • , ,

dence that a revolution was bemg planned

Let me relate a single episode which is con- and threw their victims into prison on a charge

tained in one of the reports of our Consuls and of treason. Thousands failed to deliver arms
which now forms part of the records of the Amer- simply because they had none to deliver, while

ican State Department. Early in July 2,000 an even greater number tenaciously refused to

Armenian "ameles"—such is the Turkish word give them up, not because the\' were plotting an
for soldiers who have been reduced to workmen

—

uprising, but because they proposed to defend

were sent from llarpoot to build roads. The their own lives and their women's honor against

Armenians in that town understood what this the outrages which the)' knew were being planned,

meant and pleaded with the Governor for mercy. The punishment inflicted upon these recalci-

But this official insisted that the men were not to trants forms one of the most hideous chapters of

be harmed, and he even called upon the German modern histor}'. Most of us believe that torture

missionary, Mr. Ehemann, to quiet the panic, has long ceased to be an administrative and jud-

giving that gentleman his word of honor that the icial measure, )'et 1 do not believe that the dark-

ex-soldiers would be protected. Mr. Ehemann est ages ever presented scenes more horrible

believed the Governor and assuaged the popular than those which now took place all over Turkey,

fear. Yet practically every man of these 2,000 Nothing was sacred to the Turkish gendarmes;

was massacred, and his body thrown into a cave, under the plea of searching for hidden arms,

A few escaped, and it was from these that news of they ransacked churches, treated the altars and
the massacre reached the world. A few days sacred utensils ^ith the utmost indignit}', and
afterward another 2,000 soldiers were sent to even held mock ceremonies in imitation of the

Diarbekir. The only purpose of sending these Christian sacraments. They would beat the

men out in the open country was that they might priests into insensibilit)% under the pretense that

be massacred. In order that they might have no they were the centres of sedition. When they

strength to resist or to escape by flight, these could discover no munitions in the churches, the\'

poor creatures were systematically starved, would sometimes arm the bishops and priests

Government agents went ahead on the road, with guns, pistols, and swords, then tr\' them
notifying the Kurds that the caravan was ap- before court-martials for possessing weapons
proaching and ordering them to do their congenial against the law, and march them in this condi-

duty. Not only did the Kurdish tribesmen pour tion through the streets, merel\' to arouse the

down from the mountains upon this starved and fanatical wrath of the mobs. The gendarmes

weakened regiment, but the Kurdish women treated women with the same cruelty with which

came with butchers* knives in order that they they treated their husbands. There are cases on
might gain that merit in Allah's eyes that comes record in which women accused of concealing

from killing a Christian. These massacres were weapons were stripped naked and whipped with

not isolated happenings; 1 could detail many branches freshl>' cut from trees, and these beat-

more episodes just as horrible as the one related ings were even inflicted on women who were with

above; throughout the Turkish Empire a sys- child. Violations so commonly accompanied

tematic attempt was made to kill all able-bodied these searches that Armenian women and girls,

men, not only for the purpose of removing all on the approach of the gendarmes, would flee to

males who might propagate a nev/ generation the woods, the hills, or to mountain caves,

of Armenians, but for the purpose of rendering
4-u 1 ^ f +u ,,lo +

-/^ o« «oow ^^^,r TORTURES INFLICTED ON REVOLUTIONISTS
the weaker part of the population an easy prey.

Dreadful as were these massacres of unarmed As a preliminar}' to the searches ever\where,

soldiers, they were mercy and justice themselves the strong men of the villages and towns were

when compared with the treatment which was arrested and taken to prison. Their tormentors

now visited upon those Armenians who were sus- here would exercise the most diabolical ingenuity

pected of concealing arms. Naturally the Chris- in their attempt to make their victims declare

tians became alarmed when placardswere posted in themselves to be "revolutionists" and to tell the

the villages and cities ordering everybody to bring hiding places of their arms. A common practice

all their arms to headquarters. Although this was to place the prisoner in a room, v.iih two
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Turks stationed at each end and each side. The other historic institutions of torture and adopted

examination would then begin with the bastinado, all the suggestions found there. He did not tell

This is a form of torture not uncommon in the me who carried off the prize in this gruesome

Orient; it consists of beating the soles of the feet competition, but common reputation throughout

with a thin rod. At first the pain is not marked; Armenia gave a preeminent infamy to Djevdet

but as the process goes slowly on, it develops Bey, the Vali of Van, whose activities in that

into the most terrible agony, the feet swell and section I have already described. All through

burst, and not infrequently, after being submitted this country Djevdet was generally known as the

to this treatment, they have to be amputated, ''horseshoer of Bashkala", for this connoisseur in

The gendarmes would bastinado their Armenian torture had invented what was perhaps the

victim until he fainted; they would then revive masterpiece of all—that of nailing horseshoes to

him by sprinkling water on his face and begin the feet of his Armenian victims,

again. If this did not succeed in bringing their y
victim to terms, they had numerous other

methods of persuasion. They would pull out his Yet these happenings did not constitute what
eyebrows and beard almost hair by hair; they the newspapers of the time commonly referred to

would extract his finger nails and toe nails; they as the Armenian atrocities; they were merely the

would apply red-hot irons to his breast, tear off preparatory steps in the destruction of the race,

his flesh with red-hot pincers and then pour The Young Turks displayed greater ingenuity

boiling butter into the wounds. In some cases than their predecessor, Abdul Hamid. The
the gendarmes would nail hands and feet to pieces injunction of the deposed Sultan was merely "to
of wood—evidently in imitation of the cruci- kill, kill," whereas the Turkish democracy hit

fixion, and then, while the sufferer writhed in his upon an entirely new plan. Instead of massacring

agony, they would cry: outright the Armenian race, they now decided

*' Now let your Christ come and help you!" to deport it. In the south and southeastern

These cruelties—and many others which 1 section of the Ottoman Empire lie the Syrian

forbear to describe—were usually inflicted in the Desert and the Mesopotamian Valley. Though
night time. Turks would be stationed around part of this area was once the scene of a flourish-

the prisons, beating drums and blowing whistles, ing civilization, for the last five centuries it has

so that the screams of the sufferers would not suffered the blight that becomes the lot of any
reach the villagers. country that is subjected to Turkish rule; and it

In thousands of cases, the Armenians endured is now a dreary, desolate waste, without cities

these agonies and refused to surrender their arms and towns or life of any kind, populated only by
simply because they had none to surrender. How- a few wild and fanatical Bedouin tribes. Only
ever, they could not persuade" their tormentors the most industrious labor, expended through

that this was the case. It, therefore, became many years, could transform this desert into the

customary, when news was received that the abiding place of any considerable population,

searchers were approaching, for Armenians to pur- The central government now announced its inten-

chase arms from their Turkish neighbors, so that tion of gathering the 2,000,000 or more Armenians
they might be able to give them up and escape living in the several sections of the Empire
these frightful punishments. and transporting them to this desolate and

inhospitable region. Had they undertaken such
LEARNING FROM THE SPANISH INQUISITION

^ deportation in good faith it would havc

One day 1 was discussing these proceedings represented the height of cruelty and injustice,

with a responsible Turkish official, who was de- As a matter of fact, the Turks never had the

scribing the tortures inflicted. He made no se- slightest idea of reestablishing the Armenians

cretof thefact that the Government had instigated in this new country. They knew that the great

them, and, like all Turks of the official classes, majority would never reach^ their destination

he enthusiastically approved this treatment of the and that those who did would either die of thirst

detested race. This official told me that all these and starvation, or be murdered by the wild

details were matters of nightly discussion at the Mohammedan desert tribes. The real purpose

headquarters of the Union and Progress Com- of the deportation was robbery and destruction;

mittee. Each new method of inflicting pain it really represented a new method of massacre,

was hailed as a splendid discovery, and the When the Turkish authorities gave the orders for

regular attendants were constantly ransacking these deportations, they were merely giving the

their brains in the effort to devise some new tor- death warrant to a whole race; theyunderstood this

ment. He told me that they even delved in- well, and, in their conversations with me, they

to the records of the Spanish Inquisition and made no particular attempt to conceal the fact.
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All through the spring and summer of 1915, men and women. The government officials

the deportations took place. Of the larger cities, would also inform the Armenians that, since

only Constantinople, Smyrna, and Aleppo were their deportation was only temporary, the inten-

spared; practically all other places where a single tion being to bring them back after the war was
Armenian family lived now became the scenes of over, they would not be permitted to sell their

these unspeakable tragedies. Scarcely a single houses. Scarcely had the former possessors left

Armenian, whatever his education or wealth, or the village, when Mohammedan Mohadjirs

—

whatever the social class to which he belonged, immigrants from other parts of Turkey—would
was exempted from the order. In some villages be moved into the Armenian quarters. Similarly

placards were posted ordering the whole Armenian all their valuables, money, rings, watches, and
population to present itself in a public place jewelry, would be taken to the police stations

at an appointed time—usually a day or two for "safe keeping" pending their return, and then
ahead, and in other places the town crier would parceled out among the Turks. Yet these rob-

go through the streets delivering the order beries gave the refugees little anguish, for far

vocally. In still others not the slightest warning more terrible and agonizing scenes were taking

was given. The gendarmes would appear before place under their eyes. The systematic ex-

an Armenian house and order all the inmates to termination of the men continued; such males as

follow them. They would take women engaged the persecutions which I have already described

in their domestic tasks without giving them the had left were now violently dealt with. Before

chance to change their clothes. The police fell the caravans w^ere started, it became the regular

upon them just as the eruption of Vesuvius fell practice to separate the young men from the

upon Pompeii; women were taken from the wash- families, tie them together in groups of four,

tubs, children were snatched out of bed, the lead them to the outskirts, and shoot them,

bread was left half-baked in the oven, the family Public hangings without trial—the only of-

meal was abandoned partly eaten, the children fense being that the victims were Armenians

—

were taken from the school room, leaving their were taking place constantly. The gendarmes
books open at the daily task, and the men were showed a particular desire to annihilate the edu-

forced to abandon their plows in the fields and cated and the influential. From American Con-
their cattle on the mountain side. Even women suls and missionaries 1 was constantly receiving

who had just given birth to children would be reports of such executions and many of the events

forced to leave their beds and join the panic- which they described will never fade from my
stricken throng, their sleeping babies in their memory. At Angora all Armenian men from 15

arms. Such things .as they hurriedly snatched to 70 were arrested, bound together in groups of

up—a shawl, a blanket, perhaps a few scraps four, and sent on the road in the direction of

of food—was all that they could take of their Caesarea. When they had traveled five or six

household belongings. To their frantic ques- hours and had reached a secluded valley, a mob of

tions: "Where are we going?" the gendarmes Turkish peasants fell upon them with clubs, ham-
would vouchsafe only one reply: "To the in- mers, axes, scythes, spades, and saws. Such in-

terior." struments not only caused more agonizing deaths

In some cases the refugees were given a few than guns and pistols, but, as the Turks them-
hours, in exceptional instances a few days, to selves boasted, they were more economical, since

dispose of their property and household effects, they did not involve the waste of powder and
But the proceeding, of course, amounted simply shell. In this way they exterminated the whole

to robbery. They could sell only to Turks, and male population of Angora, including all its men
since both buyers and sellers knew that they had of wealth and breeding, and their bodies, horri-

only a day or two to market the accumulations bly mutilated, were left in the valley, where they

of a lifetime, the prices obtained represented a were devoured by wild beasts. After completing

small fraction of their value. Sewing machines this destruction, the peasants and gendarmes
would bring one or two dollars—a cow w^uld gathered in the local tavern, comparing notes

go for a dollar, a houseful of furniture would be and boasting of the number of "giaours" that

sold for a pittance. In many cases Armenians each had slain. In Trebizond the men were
were prohibited from selling or Turks from buy- placed in boats and sent out on the Black Sea;

ing even at these ridiculous prices; under pretense gendarmes would then come up in boats, shoot

that the Government intended to sell their ef- them down and throw their bodies into the water,

fects to pay the creditors whom they would When the signal was given for the caravans to

inevitably leave behind, their household furniture move, therefore, they consisted for the greater

would be placed in stores or heaped up in public part of women, children, and old men. Any one

places, where it was usually pillaged by Turkish who could possibly have protected them from
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THE FIRST CHRISTIAN NATION
Six Turkish vilayets in the northeastern part of Asia Minor constitute Armenia. The Armenian nation is one of the

oldest in the world; the Armenian church is the oldest state Christian church in the world. There are about 2,000,000
Armenians in these provinces—a little island of Christians surrounded by people of hostile race and hostile religion. For
five cencuries their lives have been one continuous martyrdom, their agony reaching its most terrible stage in the spring
and summer months of 1915 .

the fate that awaited them had been destroyed.

Not infrequently the prefect of the city, as the

mass started on its way, would wish them a deri-

sive "pleasant journey." Before the caravan

moved the women were sometimes offered the

alternative of becoming Mohammedans. Even
though the\- accepted the new faith, which few
of them did, their earthly troubles did not end.

The converts were compelled to surrender their

children to a so-called "Moslem Orphanage,"
with the agreement that the}' should be trained

as devout followers of the Prophet. They them-
selves must then show the sincerity of their con-

version b\' abandoning their Christian husbands
and marr\ing Moslems. If no good Moham-
medan offered himself as a husband, then the new
convert was deported, however strongly she might
protest her devotion to Islam.

At first the Government shov/ed some inclina-

tion to protect these deporting throngs. The
officers usually divided them into convoys, in

some cases numbering several hundred, in others

several thousand. The civil authorities occa-

sionall}' furnished ox-carts which carried such

household furniture as the exiles had succe€>d€d

in scrambling together. A guard of gendarmerie

accompanied each convoy, ostensibly to guide

and protect it. Women, scantil\' clad, carrying

babies in their arms or on their backs, marchedside
by side with old men hobbling along with canes.

Children would run along, evidently regarding

the procedure, in the earl>' stages, as some new
lark. A more prosperous member would perhaps
have a horse or a donkey, occasionally a farmer
had rescued a cow or a sheen, which would trudge

along at his side, and the usual assortment of

family pets, dogs, cats, and birds, became parts of

the variegated procession. From thousands of

Armenian cities and villages these despairing

caravans now set forth; they filled all the roads

leading south; everywhere, as they moved on,

they raised a huge dust, and abandoned debris

—

chairs, blankets, bed clothes, household utensils,

and other impediments—marked the course of

the processions. When the caravans first started,

the individuals bore some resemblance to human
beings; in a few hours, however, the dust of the

road plastered their faces and clothes, the mud
caked their lower members, and the slowly ad-

vancing mobs, frequently bent with fatigue and
crazed by the brutality of their "protectors,"

resembled some new and strange animal species.

Yet for the better part of six months, from April

to October, 191 5, practically all the highways in

Asia Minor were crowded with these unearthly

bands of exiles. They could be seen winding

in and out of every valley and climbing up the

sides of nearly every mountain—moving on and
on, they scarcely knew whither, except that every

road led to death. Village after village and town
after town was evacuated of its Armenian popu-
lation, under the distressing circumstances al-

ready detailed. I n these six months, as far as can

be ascertained, about 1,200,000 people started

on this journey to the Syrian Desert.
" Pray for us," they would say as they left their

homes—the homes in which their ancestors had
lived for 2,500 years. "We shall not see you in this

world again, but sometime we shall meet. Pray

for us."
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The Armenians had hardly left their native

villages when the persecutions began. The
roads over which they traveled were little more
than donkey paths and what had started a few
hours before as an orderly procession soon be-

came a disheveled and scrambling mob. Women
were separated from their children and husbands
from their wives. The old people soon lost con-

tact with their families and became exhausted
and footsore. The Turkish drivers of the ox-

carts, after extorting the last penny from their

charges, would suddenly dump them and their

belongings into the road, turn around and return

to the villages for other victims. Thus in a short

time practically everybody, young and old, was
compelled to travel on foot. The gendarmes,
whom the Government had sent supposedly to

protect the exiles, in a very few hours became
their tormentors. They followed their charges

with fixed bayonets, prodding anyone who showed
any tendency to slacken the pace. Those who
attempted to stop for rest, or who fell exhausted
on the road, were compelled, with the utmost
brutality, to rejoin the moving throng. They
even assailed pregnant women with bayonets;
if one, as frequently happened, gave birth along
the road, she was immediately forced to get up
and rejoin the marchers. The whole course of

the journey became a perpetual struggle with the

Moslem inhabitants. Detachments of gendarmes
would go ahead, notifying the Kurdish tribes that

their victims were approaching and Turkish
peasants were also informed that their long

awaited opportunity had arrived. The Govern-
ment even opened the prisons and set free the
convicts, on the understanding that they should

behave like good Moslems to the approaching
Armenians. Thus every caravan had a contin-

uous battle for existence with several classes of

enemies—their accompanying gendarmes, the
Turkish peasants and villagers, the Kurdish
tribes, and bands of Chetes or brigands. And we
must always keep in mind that the men who
might have defended these wayfarers had nearly

all been killed or forced into the army as workmen,
and that the exiles themselves had been system-

atically deprived of all weapons before the journey

began.
" When they had traveled a few hours from their

starting place, the Kurds would sweep down from
their mountain homes. Rushing up to the

young girls they would lift their veils and carry

the pretty ones off to the hills. They would steal

such children as pleased their fancy and merci-

lessly rob all the rest of the throng. If the exiles

had started with any money or food, their assail-

ants would appropriate it, thus leaving them a

hopeless prey to starvation. They would steal

their clothing, and sometimes even leave both
men and women in a state of complete nuditw
All the time that they were committing these

depredations the Kurds would freel}' massacre.

and the screams of old men and women would add
to the general horror. Such as escaped these

attacks in the open would fmd new terrors await-

ing them in the Moslem villages. Here the Turk-
ish roughs would fall upon the women, leaving

them sometimes dead from their experiences or

sometimes ravingly insane. After spending a

night in a hideous encampment of this kind, the

exiles, or such as had survived, would start again

the next morning. The ferocity of the gendarmes
apparently increased as the journey lengthened,

for they seemed almost to resent the fact that

part of their charges continued to live. An\one
who dropped on the road was frequently bay-

oneted on the spot. The Armenians began to

die by hundreds from hunger and thirst. Even
when they came to rivers, the gendarmes, merely
to torment them, would sometimes not let them
drink. The hot sun of the desert burned their

scantily clothed bodies and their bare feet, tread-

ing the hot sand of the desert, became so sore that

thousands fell and died or were killed where the\

lay. Thus, in a few days, what had been a pro-

cession of normal human beings became a stum-
bling horde of dust-covered skeletons, ravenously

looking for scraps of food, eating any offal that

came their way, crazed by the hideous sights that

filled ever)/ hour of their existence, sick with all

the diseases that accompany such hardships and
deprivations, but still prodded on and on by the

whips and clubs and bayonets of their execution-

ers.

TERRIBLE SCENES AT THE RIVER EUPHRATES

And thus, as the exiles moved they left behind

them another caravan—that of dead and unburied

bodies, of old men and women d) ing in the last

stages of typhus, dysentery, and cholera, of little

children lying on their backs and setting up their

last piteous wails for food and water. There
were women who held up their babies to strangers,

begging them to take them and save them from
their tormentors, and failing this, they would
throw them into wells or leave them behind

bushes, that at least they might die undisturbed.

Behind was left a small army of girls who had
been sold as slaves—frequently for a medjidie,

or about eighty cents—and who, after serving

the brutal purposes of their purchasers, were

forced to lead lives of prostitution. A string of

encampments, filled by the sick and the dying,

mingled with the unburied or half buried bodies
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of the dead, marked the course of the advancing have provided them with food than he ran away,

throngs. Flocks of vultures followed them in leaving them all to the tender mercies of the gen-

the air, and ravenous dogs, fighting one another darmes.

for the bodies of the dead, constantly pursued All the way to Ras-ul-Ain, the first station on
them. The most terrible scenes took place at the Bagdad line, the existence of these wretched

the rivers, especially the Euphrates. Some- travelers was one prolonged horror. The gen-

times, when crossing this stream, the gendarmes darmes went ahead, informing the half-savage

would push the women into the water, shooting tribes of the mountains that several thousand
all who attempted to save themselves by swim- Armenian women and girls were approaching,

ming. Frequently the women themselves would The Arabs and Kurds began to carry off the girls,

save their honor by jumping into the river, their the mountaineers fell upon them repeatedly,

children in their arms. 'Mn the last week in killing and violating the women, and the gen-

June," 1 quote from a consular report, ''sev- darmes themselves joined in the orgy. One by
eral parties of Erzerum Armenians were de- one the few men that accompanied the convoy
ported on successive days and most of them mas- were killed. The women had succeeded in se-

sacred on the way, either by shooting or drown- creting money from their persecutors, keeping it

ing. One, Madame Zarouhi, an elderly lady of in their mouths and hair; with this they would
means, who was thrown into the F.uphrates, buy horses, only to have them repeatedly stolen

saved herself by clinging to a boulder in the river, by the Kurdish tribesmen. Finally the gen-

She succeeded in approaching the bank and re- .. darmes, having robbed and beaten and killed

turned to Erzerum to hide herself in a Turkish and violated their charges for thirteen days
friend's house. She told Prince Argoutinsky, abandoned them altogether. Two days after-

the representative of the 'All-Russian Urban ward the Kurds went through the party and
Union' in Erzerum, that she shuddered to recall rounded up all the males who still remained alive,

how hundreds of children were bayoneted by They found about 150, their ages varying from
the Turks and thrown into the Euphrates, and 15 to 90 years, and these they promptly took

how men and women were stripped naked, tied away and butchered to the last man. But that

together in hundreds, shot and then hurled into same day another convoy from Sivas joined this

the river. In a loop of the river near Erzingan, one from Harpoot, increasing the numbers of

she said, the thousands of dead bodies created the whole caravan to 18,000 people,

such a barrage that the Euphrates changed its Another Kurdish Bey now took command, and
course for about a hundred yards." to him, as to all men placed in the same position,

It is absurd for the Turkish Government to as- the opportunity was regarded merely as one for

sert that it ever seriously intended to ''deport the pillage, outrage, and murder. This chieftain

Armenians to new homes;" the treatment which summoned all his followers from the mountains
was given the convoys clearly shows that exter- and invited them to work their complete will

mination was the real purpose of Enver and upon this great mass of Armenians. Day after

Talaat. How many exiled to the south under day and night after night the prettiest girls were
these revolting conditions ever reached their carried away; sometimes they returned in a piti-

destinations? The experiences of a single cara- able condition that told the full story of their

van shows how completely this plan of deporta- sufferings. Any stragglers, those who were so

tion developed into one of annihilation. The old and infirm and sick that they could not keep

details in question were furnished me directly up with the marchers, were promptly killed,

by the American Consul at Aleppo, and are now Whenever they reached a Turkish village all the

on file in the State Department at Washington, local vagabonds were permitted to prey upon the

On the first of June a convoy of three thousand Armenian girls. When the diminishing band
Armenians, mostly women, girls, and children left reached the Euphrates they saw the bodies of 200

Harpoot. Following the usual custom the Gov- men floating upon the surface. By this time

ernment provided them an escort of seventy they had all been so repeatedly robbed that they

gendarmes, under the command of a Turkish had practically nothing left except a few ragged

leader, Bey. In accordance with the common clothes and even these the Kurds now took, the

experience these gendarmes proved to be not their consequence being that the whole convoy marched
protectors, but their tormentors and their execu- for five days completely naked under the scorching

tioners. Hardly had they got well started on the desert sun. For another five days they did not

road when—as before— Bey took 400 liras from have a morsel of bread or a drop of water. *'Hun-

the caravan, on the plea that he was keeping it dreds fell dead on the way," the report reads,

safely until their arrival at Malatia; no sooner "their tongues were turned to charcoal and when,

had he robbed them of the only thing that might at the end of five days, they reached a fountain,

.
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the whole convoy naturally rushed toward it. the destruction of 8,000. Volumes have been writ-

But here the policemen barred the way and for- ten about the Spanish Inquisition under Torque-

bade them to take a single drop of water. Their mada, yet in the eighteen years of his adminis-

purpose was to sell it at from one to three liras a tration only a little more than 8,000 heretics

cup and sometimes they actually withheld the were done to death. Perhaps the one event in

water after getting the money. At another place, history that most resembles the Armenian deport-

where there were wells, some women threw them- ations was the expulsion of the Jews from Spain

selves into them, as there was no rope or pail to by Ferdinand and Isabella. According to Pres-

draw up the water. These women were drowned, cott 160,000 were uprooted from their homes and
and, in spite of that, the rest of the people drank scattered broadcast over Africa and Europe. Yet

from that well, the dead bodies still remaining all these previous persecutions seem almost trivial

there and polluting the water. Sometimes, when when we compare them with the sufferings of the

the \^ells were shallow and the women could go Armenians, in which at least 600,000 people were

down into them and come out again, the other destroyed and perhaps as many as 1,000,000.

people would rush to lick or suck their wet, dirty And these earlier massacres, when we compare
clothes, in the effort to quench their thirst. When them with the spirit that directed the Armenian
they passed an Arab village in their naked condi- atrocities, have one feature that we can almost

tion the Arabs pitied them and gave them old describe as an excuse; they were the product of

pieces of cloth to cover themselves with. Some religious fanaticism and most of the men and wo-
of the exiles who still had money bought some men who instigated them sincerely believed that

clothes; but some still remained who traveled they were devoutly serving their Maker. Un-
thus naked all the way to the city of Aleppo. The doubtedly religious fanaticism was an impelling

poor women could hardly walk for shame; they motive with the Turkish and Kurdish rabble who
all walked bent double." slew Armenians as a service to Allah, but the men

o who really conceived the crime had no such mo-
OUT OF 18,000 ARMENIANS ONLY 1 50 SURVIVE +• ^ r>/^^4-\,^u „ii r +u , ^u • ^ vu^ tive. Practically all of them were atheists, with

On the seventieth day a few creatures reached no more respect for Mohammedanism than for

Aleppo. Out of the combined convoy of 18,000 Christianity, and with them the one motive was a

souls just 1 50 women and children reached cold-blooded, calculating state policy,

their destination. A few of the rest, the most
attractive, were still living as captives of the

persecution of the creeks

Kurds and Turks; all the rest were dead. The Armenians are not the only subject people

My only reason for relating such dreadful in Turkey who have suffered from this policy

things as this is that, without the details, the of making Turkey exclusively the country of

English-speaking public cannot understand pre- the Turks. The story which I have told about
cisely what this nation is which we call Turkey, the Armenians I could also tell with certain modi-
I have by no means told the most terrible details, fications about the Greeks and the Syrians. In-

for a complete narration of the sadistic orgies of deed, the Greeks were the first victims of this

which these Armenian men and women were the nationalizing idea. 1 havealready described how,
victims can never be printed in an American in the few months preceding the European War,
publication. Whatever crimes the most perverted the Ottoman Government began deporting its

instincts of the human mind can devise and what- Greek subjects along the coast of Asia Minor,

ever refinements of persecution and injustice the These outrages aroused little interest in Europe
most debased imagination can conceive, became or the United States, yet in the space of three or

the daily misfortunes of this devoted people. I four months about 400,000 Greeks were taken
am confident that the whole history of the human from their age-long homes on the Mediterranean
race contains no such horrible episode as this, littoral and removed to the Greek Islands in the

The great massacres and persecutions of the past Aegean Sea. For the larger part these were bona
seem almost insignificant when compared with the fide deportations; that is, the Greek inhabitants

sufferings of the Armenian race in 191 5. The were actually removed to new places and were not

slaughter of the Albigenses in the early part of subjected to wholesale massacre. It was prob-
the thirteenth century has always been regarded ably for the reason that the civilized world did

as one of the most pitiful events in history. In not protest against these deportations that the
these outbursts of fanaticism about 60,000 people Turks afterward decided to apply the same
were killed. In the massacre of St. Bartholomew methods on a large scale not only to the Greeks
about 30,000 human beings lost their lives. The but to the Armenians, Syrians, Nestorians, and
Sicilian Vespers, which has always figured as one others of its subject peoples. In fact, Bedri Bey,
of the most fiendish outbursts of this kind, caused the Prefect of Police at Constantinople, himself
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told one of m\' secretaries that the Turks had theGreeks were not loyal to the Ottoman Govern-
expelled the Greeks so successfully that the\' had ment but that they also looked forward to the

decided to adopt the same method to all the other day when the Greeks outside of Turkey would
races in the Empire. become a part of Greece. These latter charges

1 he mart\rdom of the Greeks, therefore, com- were unquestionably true; that the Greeks, after

prised two periods, that antedating the war, and suffering for five centuries the most unspeakable
that which began in the early part of 191 5. The outrages at the hands of the Turks, should look

first affected the Greeks living on the sea coast longingly to the day when their territory should

of Asia Minor. The second affected those living be part of the fatherland was to be expected.

in Ihrace and in the territories surrounding the The Turks, as in thecaseof the Armenians, seized

Sea of Marmora, the Dardanelles, the Bosphorus, upon this as an excuse for a violent onslaught on
and the coast of the Black Sea. These latter, to the whole race. Everywhere the Greeks were
the extent of several hundred thousand, were gathered in groups and, under the so-called pro-

sent to the interior of Asia Minor. The Turks tection of Turkish gendarmes, they were trans-

adopted almost identically the same procedure ported, the larger part on foot, into the interior,

against the Greeks as that which they had Just how many were scattered in this fashion is

adopted against the Armenians. They began not definitely known, the estimates varying any-

b\' incorporating the Greeks into the Ottoman where from 200,000 up to i,ooo,oco. These
arm>' and then transforming them into labor caravans suffered great privations, but they were
battalions, using them to build roads in the Caur not submitted to general massacre as were the

casus and other scenes of action. These Greek Armenians, and this is probably the reason why
soldiers, just K.vC the Armenians, died by thou- the outside world has not heard so much about

sands from cold, hunger, and other privations, them. The Turks showed them this greater

'Ilie same house to house searches for hidden consideration not fromi any motive of pity. The
weapons took place in the Greek villagesand Greek Greeks, unlike the Armenians, had a government
men and women were beaten and tortured just which was vitally interested in their welfare,

as were their fellow Armenians. The Greeks At this time there was a general apprehension

had to submit to the same forced requisitions, among the Teutonic Allies that Greece would
which amounted, in their case, as in the case of enter the war on the side of the Entente, and a

the Armenians, merely to plundering on a whole- wholesale massacre of Greeks in Asia Minor
sale scale. The Turks attempted to force their would unquestionably have produced such a

Greek subjects to become Mohammedans; Greek state of mind in Greece that its pro-German King
girls, just like Armenian girls, were stolen and would have been unable longer to have kept his

taken to Turkish harems and Greek boys were country out of the war. It was only a matter of

kidnapped and placed in Moslem households, state policy, therefore, that saved these Greek
The Greeks, just like the Armenians, were accused subjects of Turkey from all the horrors that befell

of disloyalt\' to the Ottoman Government; the the Armenians. But their sufferings were still

Turks declared that they had furnished supplies terrible and constitute another chapter in the long

to the English submarines in the Marmora and also story of crimes for which civilization will hold the

of acting as spies. The Turks also declared that Turks responsible.

Ambassador Morgenihan s Story will he continued in the December JVorld's IVork

[Aiiihassador Morgenihaus Story is copyrighted in France and England, All rights reserved.]



MAN AND HIS MACHINES

ON THIS page are two pictures of the first

American-built Caproni bombing plane,

the sensational Italian machine, one of

which carried twelve passengers from Rome to

London, across the Alps. It was in planes of this

type that the bombing expedition to Vienna, led

by Gabriel d'Annunzio, the famous poet, was
made from an Italian base. This first American-
built Caproni has a wing-spread of more than

seventy-five feet. It is equipped with three

Liberty motors of 325 horsepower each; its nine-

foot propellers, two in front and one in the rear,

make i ,400 revolutions per minute. It was given

its first official test on September 2 1 st, when it sur-

passed the expectations of Allied officers in its alti-

© Committee on Public Information

tude, weight-carrying, and speed performances.

In a flight of one hour it reached an altitude of

14,000 feet, carrying a load consisting of three

men,
|

enough gasolene for a five-hour flight and
1,900 pounds of lead, equivalent to practically a

ton of high-explosive bombs.
On September 27th this machine made a flight

over New York City carrying fourteen persons,

the largest number ever carried in an airplane in

America. The machine carried its live load of

2,205 pounds to an altitude of 8,885 feet. Part of

the time the flight over the city was made at a

height of only 600 feet. A speed of 105 miles an
hour was attained.

Both Caproni and Handley-Page bombing air-

planes are beingmanufactured inAmer-
ica for the United States Army, and
while there is considerable rivalry be-

tween thedesignersandbuildersof these
respectively Italian and English types

of giant flyers, there is entire agreement
as to the merits of the Liberty motor,

with which both types of machines, as

built in this country, are equipped. It

has proved thoroughly satisfactory in

practical use as well as in the trial tests.

Committee on Public Information
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READING SIGNALS FROM THE GROUND
"How can the airman who has no wireless receive signals from the ground?" The upper photograph answers the ques-

tion. The "shutters," strips of colored canvas, are arranged in different formations by a trained Signal Corps squad, and the

air pilot flying overhead can read them from a height of two or three miles. A secret signal code is used, of course.

The lower photograph shows the observer on a bombing plane inside the "camera obscura," an adaptation of an ancient

device whereby, by means of lenses and mirrors, a panorama of external objects is projected upon a sheet of white paper. The
course of the plane can thus be charted and recorded.

Committee on Public Informatioa
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EYES OF THE ARTILLERY
The "Eyes of the Artillery" are the

captive balloons, familiarly known to the

members of the A.E.F. as "elephants."

The development of the observation bal-

loon has been one of the most important

and interesting phases of the war. At the

left is shown the method of inflating the

"elephant" with hydrogen gas. The A.E.

F. has its own plants overseas for manu-
facturing this gas. Below is an "elephant"

being led out of its hangar, with a reserve

squad at attention for emergencies. This
type of balloon was devised by Captain
Caquot, of the French Army, and is used

by all the Allies and has been imitated by
the Germans. It is ninety-three feet long,

twenty-five feet in diameter, and has a
gas capacity of 1,000 cubic meters, or

35,000 cubic feet

Committee on Public Information

CREW OF AN OBSERVATION BALLOON

The standard crew of an "elephant " consists of a pilot and an artil-

lery observer. The telephone which the pilot uses is connected to a wire
running through the centre of the quarter-inch steel cable that serves as

an anchor-rope and downhaul. At an altitude of 4,000 to 5,000 feet

the observer with his glasses can see the enemy's positions and move-
ments many miles distanr, and word is instantly telephoned back to the
artillery, perhaps several miles to the rear of the balloon. The crew of
an "elephant" must be constantly on the alert, as their clumsy craft

offers a fine fixed target for enemy airplanes and "Archie." Let a sin-

gle magnesium bullet pierce the envelope and—pouf !—the hydrogen
flares into flame and there is no more "elephant." So each occupant
of the basket keeps the ropes of his parachute fastened to his belt.

The canvas case containing the parachute is fastened only by a single

strand of rope-yarn. When danger threatens, pilot and observer leap
overboard, the parachutes are torn from their cases, the men fall like

plummets for a few hundred feet, then the parachutes open and they
float gently to earth. Even though it is not considered sporting to
shoot at a parachute jumper, it takes nerve to make the dive

Committee on Public Information
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THE CAQUOT TYPE OF OBSERVATION BALLOON

The curious triple-lopped tail of the Caquot type of observation
balloon is the secret of its efficiency. A spherical balloon is unsteady
and bobs about in the wind. The tail not only keeps the head of the
balloon toward the wind, but becomes inflated by the wind and, by
means of a diaphragm arrangement inside the balloon, keeps the main
gas-bag rigid even when much of the hydrogen has leaked out. The
"elephant," therefore, at all times retains the shape, clearly shown in

the illustration below, upon which depends its proper functioning.

The successful manufacture of "elephants" in the United States in-

volved the establishment of looms for the weaving of the fabric and the

training of a large body of labor under the direction of skilled experts
from France. 1 here has been no shortage of balloons, either for train-

ing schools on this side or for service at the front

© Committee on Public Information
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THE MARCH OF EVENTS

WORLD empire or downfall, " said

Bernhardi, a few months before

the Great War began—and Bern-

hardi was right. It is downfall.

"Two antagonistic ideas are now
fighting for supremacy," said the Kaiser, last

March, as he launched his final offensive against

the British and French armies—meaning the

ideas of Hohenzollernism and liberty; and the

Kaiser w^as right also. Hohenzollernism has

lost the stakes in its greatest and final gamble,

and liberty has won. The full establishment

of peace awaits the action of the Peace Confer-

ence, but there is little question now what the

final terms will be. Autocracy, which started

out to destroy democracy, is now a mass of ruins

at our feet. The latest attempt of one strong mil-

itary power to dominate mankind has failed.

Germany may rise again as a great nation;

but never again will a Prussian army, under
the control of an irresponsible ''divinely led"
despot, of diseased mind and still more diseased
heart, burst through its own frontiers and spread
murder and rapine over the civilized world. In
the sixteenth century, under Charles V and Phil-

lip II, Spain sought to dominate mankind; in the
seventeenth, France, under Louis XIV, attempted
to enforce its authority all over Europe; and in

the nineteenth. Napoleon embarked upon this

same adventure of universal conquest. All these
enterprises failed, and now the latest of them,
more unscrupulous, more bloody, more frightful,

more diabolical than any of its predecessors, has
gone down in a failure that is more terrible and
more tragical.

Is the world witnessing in William of Hohen-

zollern the last of its Caesars? "The greatest

triumph of our time," said Gladstone, in 1870,

"will be the enthronement of the idea of public

right as the governing idea of European politics."

Does the humiliation of the Central Powers mean
that the day looked forward to by Qadstone
has arrived? Certainly the ideals that have

inspired the opposition to Germany have been

higher than those that have ever before con-

trolled the activities of nations. What we have

witnessed in the last four years is not a case

of dynasty pitted against dynasty, of one imper-

ialism contending with another imperialism. The
war, as President Wilson says, soon became a

people's war. The European statesmen of one

hundred years ago, after the allied armies had de-

feated Napoleon, met at Vienna and drew the new
map of Europe, absolutely ignoring all principles

of justice, all national rights of men and of peoples,

thinking only of the ambitions of men and dy-

nasties. The outcome of the Napoleonic struggle

was thus the reorganization of Europe on the

basis of mediaevalism. The war of the last four

years is the harvest of that sowing. The Con-

gress of Vienna is the reason why the successful

termination of the war then did not produce a

permanent peace. Unless the conference which

settles this war adopts the new principles of

democracy—and Gladstone's idea of "public

right"—the conflagration now nearing extin-

guishment will break out again. It is be-

cause the signs point to a different basis for

the reorganization of the world that there is

every reason to hope that the peace which is

now evolving will establish a genuinely new order

for mankind.
Copyright, 1918, l)y Doiihkday, Page &: Co. All rights reserved.



Who, as the representative in the United States of the Polish National

Council, has been perhaps chiefly responsible for making Americans under-

stand the justice of Poland's plea for independence, and for getting that

demand incorporated into our war aims



Who organized the recent meeting of several thousand American business

men at Atlantic City to discuss with Government representatives the problem
of the after-war readjustment of industry, and to bring about the cooperation

of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States with the War Industries

Board in this work



With Albert Thomas, the French labor leader, in London. Mr. Gompers
was recently honored by a great gathering in Chicago, including the governors
of a dozen states, who expressed the country's appreciation of his work in

Europe to consolidate the labor parties in whole-hearted support of the war
to crush German autocracy



Who has recently come as commercial commissioner from the Australian
Government to the United States, to arrange for improved and extended
trade relations after the war. In all matters excepting political questions
that involve treaty arrangements between Washington and London, Mr.
Braddon is practically an Australian ambassador to the United States



Delegates of the Democratic Mid-
European Union grouped about the

Liberty Bell in Independence Hall in

Philadelphia, where, on October 26th,

they signed a declaration- t)f inde-

pendence (at the table used by our
own signers of 1776) declaring for

the national freedom of the Poles,

the Czechoslovaks, the Jugoslavs,

the Ukrainians, the Italians, and
the Rumanians. Professor Thomas
C. Masaryk, the president of the
Union, is seated directly in front of

the Liberty Bell



THE END OF THE WAR
AND

THE DAWN OF PEACE
THE TRIUMPH OF JUSTICE OVER

FORCE

NOW that the military power of Germany has been destroyed, it is almost
impossible for the world to transport itself back four years—to those late

July and early August days of 19 14, when it seemed inevitable that this

destructive force would overwhelm mankind. The Europe of that day
seems almost as distant as that of Napoleon's time, while the United

States of August 4, 19 14, is as remote as the United States of Washington and Franklin.

Just as an individual may live a lifetime in a single year, so a nation may live a cen-

tury in a similarly short period of time. Who could have imagined, four years ago,

that several of the greatest name places in American history would be located, not

between the Atlantic and the Pacific, but in France? Hitherto our historic shrines have
been Bunker Hill, Yorktown, Gettysburg, Appomattox; yet, in future, Americans seek-

ing the places where their ancestors upheld the traditions and power of their race will

go also to the Marne, to Chateau-Thierry, to the Argonne Forest, to Sedan.

Until the year 191 7 the idea of an Anglo-American Alliance provided the subject

for an occasional magazine article or inspired the oratory at international banquets;

yet in the last eighteen months the incredible thing has happened, and all branches

of the English-speaking race, Britons, Australians, Canadians, New Zealanders,

and Americans, have been fighting the battles of civilization side by side. Yet these

are not the most important facts, so far as the future of America and the world is

concerned; these significant developments are merely the symbols of a new idea—the

triumph of the principles that underlie our own Constitution and their adoption as the

basis of national organization by the larger part of the world.

For several centuries before the appearance of the new German Empire, practi-

cally the whole world had been struggling toward the rf^alization of a great ideal.

This was, in brief, that the individual did not exist for the state, but the state for the

individual. A nation did not consist of a few privileged aristocrats at the top, whose
exclusive right it was to monopolize all the comforts of the toilers at the bottom, who
lived only to be exploited for the benefit of their superiors. Government was not

merely the privilege of a few choice spirits who had been born to the purple, but an

activity in which all members of the community were to participate. According to

this new conception, the only real source of political power was derived from the

masses who made up the state. England adopted this as the basis of her national

organization in 1689, when, by act of Parliament, she set aside the hereditary succession

in the House of Stuart, and arbitrarily crowned William and Mary—thus establishing

the great principle that only Parliament, the representative of the people, has power
to choose its sovereign; a principle that afterward found expression in the American
Declaration that all government must be " by consent of the governed.'*
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Along with this principle others had gradually emerged as the popular conscience

became more enlightened. One of these was that brute force was not the sole rule of

conduct for nations; that more important were justice and moral principle. The
working of this idea, it must be admitted, was imperfect and intermittent; the nations

that had chiefly preached the new doctrine, such as England and the United States,

had not themselves always followed its teachings, yet despite all these backslidings

the fact remained that what Bismarck called the "imponderables"—forces such as

decency, justice, mercy, a sense of fair play, and honor—as contrasted with the "pon-
derables"—cannon, shell, ships, and guns—were more and more exerting their influence

in international relations.

Along with this new conception was developing the idea that war was not the

highest expression of national life; that there were much greater victories to be attained

than battles—such as the victory over ignorance, disease, superstition, and cruelty,

and that the greatest nation was not the one that killed the largest numbers of men,
but the one that most completely spread enlightenment and happiness and a sense of

manhood among the millions that made up its citizenship. History seemed to show
that military power in itself had never made a great nation and that it was frequently

the attribute of peoples who were decadent in civilization and who had contributed

least to the progress of mankind, such as the Huns, the Vandals, the Tartars, the Mon-
gols, and the Turks. All these new tendencies formed that conception of government

and society known as democracy, a system that had gained ascendancy in a con-

siderable section of Europe and America, and which, imperfect in its workings as it

might be, seemed inevitably destined to become the prevailing form of state organiza-

tion in all parts of the world.

The new German Empire, organized in 1871, was simply a negation of all these

ideas. Instead of basing itself upon democratic institutions, it loudly asserted once

more the age-long discredited principle of autocracy. Bismarck, the creator of this

new German Empire, has long been held as a creative genius; yet there was nothing

new about his conception of the state. The German Empire, as he dreamed it, was
merely a reversion to the autocratic type. It did not rest upon justice, or right, or the

*' consent of the governed"; it rested upon nothing except military force. Bismarck

and his successors constantly boasted of this fact and rejoiced in it. "Not by parlia-

mentary majorities," he declared, "has the German state been welded together, but

by blood and iron." Germany was the product of merely military conquest. It was
a despotism created by the same forces that had created all the despotisms of the Middle

Ages—successful military campaigns. Perhaps never before had a nation been so

deliberately and consciously put together by force of arms. In 1849, the unification

of Germany could have been accomplished by peaceful, constitutional means. In

that year the German states collectively offered the crown to Frederick William as

German Emperor, but that worthy Hohenzollern refused it, saying that he would not
" pick a crown out of the gutter." This was his polite way of saying that he would not

accept the imperial dignity from the representatives of the people who had offered it.

Bismarck entirely sympathized with the Prussian king who refused to become
Emperor by gift of the people, and he now set out to make him Emperor by the only

right which he respected—that of force. He enlarged Prussia by defeating Denmark,
stealing the provinces of Schleswig and Holstein, destroying the Kingdom of Hanover,

and committing other depredations. He wantonly provoked a war with Austria,

merely that he might crush the only German state that might contest the imperial

authority with Prussia. Before he could successfully proclaim the German Empire,

however, he must destroy what was then the greatest continental power, France, and
so he deliberately fomented the war with Louis Napoleon. Not only did his armies

crush France and exact an immense highwayman's ransom, but he ravished her of two
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of her richest provinces, entirely unheedful of the rights and aspirations of the nearly

two million human beings who made up their population. The new state which was

the product of all this brigandage carried out these ideas to perfection. A mere flour-

ish of the sword transformed almost 50,000,000 Prussians, Bavarians, Saxons, Wiirt-

tembergers and the other denizens of the twenty-five German states into subjects of

the German Empire. These people had no more to say about this change in their

status than the^opulation of Alsace-Lorraine. The whole genius of the German state

appears in the preamble to the German Constitution: "His Majesty, the King of

Prussia, in the name of the North German Bund, His Majesty, the King of Bavaria,

etc. ... do conclude an everlasting Bund." Contrast this with the preamble

of the American Constitution: ''We, the people of the United States." And this

preamble tells the whole story; sovereignty was an attribute that resided exclusively

in the kings, princes, and grand dukes of the empire, not in the people.

Up to this point the idea seemed to be justified by its success; Bismarck, by mili-

tary power, had created a great and powerful state. The right of might now became
its gospel. Intoxicated by the military triumphs of the ten years from i860 to 1870,

Germany went insane over its pet theory. In the young man who came to the throne

in 1888, this fixed idea of military prowess and divine right reached almost the stage

of paranoia—if indeed, as many alienists believe, that did not actually become Wil-

liam's mental state. This atavistic reversion to the ancestral type—to the Hohen-
zollerns of the Middle Age—alarmed even Bismarck, who once said: "That young
man will some day play his hand, play it at the wrong time and ruin his country."

Bismarck was right. When William came to the throne, his first state

act was an address to "my" army and navy, and his address to "my" people

followed three days afterward. In a later speech he repeated Bismarck's famous
aphorism, already quoted: "The soldier and the army, not parliamentary majorities,

have welded together the German Empire. My confidence is placed on the army."
Should a new -king of England, on his accession, make a statement like that, he would
probably lose his throne before sunset. For the next thirty years the Kaiser made
speech after speech, all of them grossly insulting to any democratic, instinct that may
have remained in the German people and all of them inevitably precursors of the

World War. Most of these phrases are fairly familiar by this time, but they cannot be

quoted too frequently: "The King holds his power by the grace of God, to whom
alone he is responsible. He chooses his own path and decides his actions only from
this point of view." "There is only one master in this country; I am he and I will

tolerate no other." "There is only one law—my law—the law which I myself lay

down." "The soldier must not have a will of his own—he must have only one will

and that is mine." At first these seemed nothing but the insane outgivings of an
egotistic young man; yet, as the Kaiser grew older, his conviction of divine anoint-

ment and divine spokesmanship apparently grew greater. When his "interviews"

and "letters" and miscellaneous mouthings drove even his long-suffering people to

distraction in 1908, the Kaiser solemnly promised, through his Chancellor, to keep

quiet in the future. He observed this promise for two years, and then, in 19 10, he
burst out again with a statement almost more extravagant than any that had gone
before: "Considering myself the instrument of the Lord, without heeding the voices

and opinions of the day, I go my way." •

There is, of course, only one word for this sort of thing—it is simply political

degeneracy, and the Kaiser and militaristic Germany now began to disclose other

traits that were primitive if not pathological. Extreme brutality and cruelty seemed
now to become almost the national characteristics. These manifestations, like prac-

tically everything German, had a philosophic basis; they were reasoned out with

almost scientific precision. A literature of hell followed close upon the establishment
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of the German Empire. Though the production, in the main, of long-haired and spec-

tacled professors, it reads to-day almost like the ravings of madmen. The central

thesis of these pedants was that there were no such things as justice, honor, or fair

dealing, in the conduct of a state. The greatest teacher of this school was the his-

torian Treitschke, who taught that Christianity was a rule of conduct intended only

to regulate the relations of individuals, and that its founder never intended that it

should be applied to nations. Thus the state had only one duty, that was to be strong,

and it could commit only one sin, and that was to be weak. The German must do
anything, however base and inhumane, that helped increase the greatness of his

country. To sacrifice his life to the Fatherland was not enough ; he must be prepared

to sacrifice his honor, too.

One result of this teaching was to elevate the military into a privileged caste,

superior to all law. Chivalry, which was once thought to be the highest attribute of a

soldier, gave place to vulgarity and brutality. What this kind of teaching meant
the world first grasped when the Kaiser made his speech to his soldiers who were

leaving for China to take part in putting down the Boxer Rebellion; he enjoined them
to behave "like Huns, to take no prisoners, to punish the Chinamen so effectively

that for a thousand years they would never dare to look askance at a German."
From reports of the behavior of German soldiers in China it is plain that these in-

junctions did not fall on unwilling ears. Additional evidence was furnished by the

Herero Rebellion in 1904, when this tribe was slaughtered by the tens of thousands,

and when the Hottentots were starved and massacred, until their number fell from

130,000 to 37,ooQ.

This disregard for the finer things in human nature, this reliance upon force and
deception as the qualities that make a nation great, permeated all phases of German
life. German diplomacy became the most shameless in the world. It allied itself

with the Turk—a people whose one contribution to statesmanship is massacre. Ger-

man ambassadors became merely the heads of spy systems in the countries to which

they were accredited. In the hospitable United States, the German Embassy became

an agency for diverting the allegiance of German-born Americans from the nation to

which they had taken an oath of fidelity. The hypocritical Kaiser sent his brother

on a visit of friendship to the United States—at least that is what the American

people thought at the time, though we now know that its real purpose was to alienate

German-Americans and make them the instruments of Germany.
But the German spirit showed most basely in its attitude toward all idealistic

attempts made by other nations at the betterment of the world. In its crass egotism

the German Government interpreted every attempt at arbitration merely as fear of

Germany. It proved an obstructive force at both the Hague Conferences. The
United States in recent years has approached practically every civilized country with

a proposition to make a treaty of arbitration, by which international disputes could

be ended peacefully, instead of by war; of them all only one nation refused to make
such a treaty—and that was Germany. All efforts to decrease the armaments that

were almost destroying the taxpayer met with ridicule in Germany. Two years be-

fore the European War England offered to reduce her naval programme, if Germany
would do likewise, but Germany refused. Instead of meeting other nations half way,

the Kaiser kept talking about "shining armor," and "invincible German arms," and

was constantly producing "crisis" after "crisis," until the nerves of Europe were

reduced almost to shreds. The fact was that he was determined to have his war.

He could not bear the thought of his reign ending without making his personal contri-

bution to German military success—without completing the triumphs of the Hohen-
zollern family and adding to the work of Bismarck the conquest of the world.

Well, the great adventure has been tried and the great adventure has failed.
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What has defeated Germany? The very forces which her philosophers and statesmen

and mihtarists have regarded as playing no part in the affairs of government. "Chris-

tianity," said Treitschke, "is not the ruling force of nations"; but it is those qualities

of honor, truth, justice, pity, and human brotherhood which make up the Christian

spirit that have hurled this monster to the dust. In the last four years the world has

demonstrated that the Prussian philosophy is the greatest fallacy that ever misled the

mind of man. It has shown that the "imponderables," far from being negligible, are

really the forces that make history.

The Kaiser started out to conquer the world by powder, shell, arson, and lust;

he has been overwhelmed by the sheer force of moral power. His defiance of law and
justice in invading Belgium brought England into the war, and Germany's constant

violation of the laws of humanity steeled the determination of the British people to

fight the battle to the end. The submarine, which likewise was a challenge to all

the humane principles that civilization had accumulated through the centuries,

brought in the United States. Thus the question whether the world is to be governed

by tooth and claw or by justice and right has been decided, and decided for all time,

as it is inconceivable that any other nation, after Germany's frightful failure, will

attempt to force this issue again.

THE ERA OF RECONSTRUCTION
When the premature announcement of an armistice was made in this country

on November yth, a group of publishers were at luncheon together in New York.

They felt that something must be done to express the emotion of the moment, and they

called on the dean of the gathering to propose a toast. Mr. Henry Holt, seventy-

eight years young, called for a glass "To the beginning of the modern world."

Perhaps no phrase could better express the significance of the dawn of peace.

The new world that is being born will, like any child, bear many resemblances

to the older parent world from which it sprung. But its character may be moulded by
the nurses and teachers that guide it. And the chief reason why everyone believes

it will be a better world is that the men who are likely to have charge of its first steps

are ieaders of democracy. The contrast between the Congress of Vienna, which

started the world on its path again after the last world war a century ago, and the

Peace Conference which is about to assemble, is a measure of the progress mankind has

been making and a prophecy of the progress it may hope to make in the century to

come. Picture for a moment that gathering at Vienna, and the rulers that sent them
there, and the purposes that animated them:

The dark genius of Talleyrand dominated the gathering. Representing the last

of the Bourbons, his chief concern was for the legitimacy of royal successions to regal

territorial powers. Metternich, the Austrian Machiavelli, represented the autocratic

Francis; the whole ambition of both was the glory of the Hapsburgs and the exten-

sion of their lands. Alexander of Russia, autocrat of autocrats, directed his own
diplomacy, and chiefly toward the seizure of hapless Poland. Lord Castlereagh, repre-

sented George the Third, the most bigoted of British royal reactionaries. Liberty

had no champion in the throng that held its meetings in the most brilliant and most

backward x:apital of Europe. The peoples, whose destinies were forgotten in the

scramble for territories, had no voice in its councils.

Contrast with that picture the Peace Conference that is to come. Its actual

delegates are less important than the peoples who send them there. Great Britain,

§
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France, and the United States, the freest nations in the world, the most democratic,

and (God be praised, the war has proved it) the most efficient, will preponderate in its

deliberations. That is guaranty enough that nothing will be done to subordinate the

aspirations of peoples to the ambitions of kings. Mistakes will be made. Here and
there a selfish interest will overmatch the course of right. But in its grand intention,

and in its broad results, the Peace Conference cannot go far astray from a peace of

justice for all the world.

Americans individually will see least the tangible and immediate results of peace.

To millions of homes it will bring relief from the fear that death might take one of

their dearest faces. But we shall not know what it means to the family of northern

France where father and son have not known for four years the fate of wife and mother
enslaved by Germans in their captured home. We cannot know what it means to

the patriots of Prague who see the birth of freedom for which they and their ancestors

have prayed and fought for six centuries. We cannot know what it will mean to the

peasants of Russia who will be the first of their race to hold a little plot of ground in fee.

Nevertheless, Americans may prove to be the greatest gainers of them all. The
spiritual awakening of the war will be carried over into peace. Thousands of men
who had been satisfied to express their genius in the pursuit of wealth have been

touched by a new spring of action. Merely to get will no longer be incentive enough
to men who have learned to serve. To cite a conspicuous example, one may well

doubt if Mr. Davison, after his experience as the head of the American Red Cross,

will ever again feel that Wall Street can bring him the kind of satisfaction he has

found in organizing a gigantic industry of service. A witty man complained in this

magazine a number of years ago that the chief objection to reform was the reformers:

with men of Mr. Davison's calibre learning the rewards of leadership in altruism, the

best brains of the country may be drawn into public life, with incalculable benefits.

We shall have calls enough for service abroad, for years to come, to keep alive

this spirit of humanity. Famine is one of the enemies of mankind that peace has

not defeated. In Russia alone, probably two million people will die of starvation

this winter. France, as we have recently been reminded by M. Andre Tardieu, has

lost more than a million head of cattle, the use of 6 per cent, of its agricultural area for

four years, and the productive industry of its male agricultural population, so that its

people to-day are undernourished and are facing a winter which must be lived through

on the produce of the last of four years of diminishing production. The liberated

Poles and Slavs and Rumanians of Austria-Hungary share with their late oppressors

the effects of food blockades. The Germans themselves, both in common humanity
and to prevent anarchy that would threaten Europe, must be provisioned. For

another year, at least, America must conserve food and place its surplus at the dis-

posal of Belgium, Britain, France, and the rest of Europe. "Food will win the war'*

gives place to "food to save the world." Mr. Hoover's recent voyage to Europe, to

take charge of this distribution of our surplus food, was not the result of a last-minute

inspiration; he has for more than a year declared that the worst of the food crisis would
follow the end of hostilities, and has been laying plans to meet it.

After peace, reconstruction. The word has a very different meaning abroad

from what it has here. But we cannot escape our share of the labor of it just because

the rebuilding has to be done in Europe. When M. Tardieu pictures 350,000 homes
destroyed in devastated France, with the machinery destroyed for the production of

90 per cent, of France's spun flax, for 60 per cent, of her spun cotton, and like percent-

ages for wool and steel and sugar, we gain some faint conception of the task to which
we must lend credit, materials, ships, and men. He estimates that the rebuilding of

destroyed homes alone will require 600 million days of work—the labor of a million

men for two years. Imagine the figures when devastated Belgium is added, and
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devastated Serbia and Poland and northern Italy. America, now the richest of the

nations, and the least impaired in man power, must be as generous as she has been
fortunate, and must continue her production of industrial supplies with undiminished
speed for the emergency of peace and rebuilding. Representative bankers have already

met, under the auspices of the Council on Foreign Relations, to study the ways and
means of financing America's share in the physical reconstruction of Europe. They
expect the cooperation of the State Department and of Congress in the establishment

of credit facilities for this work.

Physical reconstruction is, however, probably the simplest of the tasks ahead
of the world, for on the physical side, the world was never so well organized as it

is to-day. Machinery, combined with the quantity method of production, has made
it easy to replace houses and factories and tools. Human reconstruction is going to

be much more difficult. The anarchy that destroyed Czarism in Russia cannot be

replaced by a restored Czarism. Fitting Russia with a new suit of government is

going to be just as hard, if the attempt is undertaken with a custom-made government,

as it will be if a ready-made government is tried. America's contribution to that

problem to date has been the unsolicited advice of wild-eyed social reformers from the

East Side of New York. The fruit of their teaching is Bolshevism and anarchy.'

We cannot avoid responsibility for atoning for their disservice. It is not our duty
or our right to prescribe for Russia's political ailments, but we probably could greatly

serve her by sending a commission of level-headed American publicists to place

at her disposal detailed information about the practical operation of democratic

government.

Our part in the political regeneration of Europe, however, is limited by our ig-

norance of the subject. English students of the Balkans—for example, such men
as Mr. H. Wickham Steed and Mr. Charles Woods—have devoted a lifetime to a small

section of the problem, and emerge with only a diifident opinion of the best solution.

Poland is probably as much a maze as the Balkans. Russia is another. Probably

we have no authorities whose counsel on the details of these problems will be useful.

But America has an opportunity and a duty in the dispensing of humanitarian

service in any of these lands that wish it. The Red Cross, ably managed, fully or-

ganized, and richly financed, can carry a message of brotherhood, and a practical if

silent message of democracy, into regions never before so ready to receive and learn.

America would make a capital mistake if it now withdrew either its interest or its

funds from this great organization. Its field is a stricken world. Armenia and
Serbia, Poland and Russia, recur to mind at once as vast areas of dire need for the

simplest necessities of life. Pestilence follows famine, and in checking both the

Red Cross can find an outlet for all the energy and skill it has accumulated.

What does reconstruction mean here at home? Perhaps one had as well ask,

what will be the history of the United States for the next generation? The dawn of

peace finds us with a lot of new possessions on our hands, all of them demanding to

know what we are going to do with them. First, and most important of all, four

million young men in uniform, all wrenched loose from the futures they had planned

for themselves in their home towns, cut off from the associations and ideas that would

have shaped their destinies. Half of them have seen more of the world in the last

year than most of them would have dreamed of seeing in a lifetime. They have had

glimpses, at least, of two civilizations appreciably different from our own; and have

rubbed elbows with men of probably a dozen different racial experiences besides.

These boys are coming home in the next three months or the next three years. It is

simple enough to say that they are going to go back into civil life. But not as if noth-

ing had happened to them. Farm boys who have seen French farming villages, with

their community life, are going to have new ideas about the isolated American farm.
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Farm boys who have risked their Hves for their country are going to ask why it should

be so difficult to get a farm that will pay without wearing their lives out in earning

interest charges. It is well, then, that Secretary Lane, of the Department of the

Interior, is trying to get a plan in operation to extend State aid and Federal aid to

land settlement for returning soldiers, on a basis that gives them a fighting chance on
the land. Boys whose schooling has been interrupted by the war will need all that

the Khaki University, the Government's plan for technical schools by the thousands

in the demobilizing Army, can do for them. To catalogue the problems of the return-

ing soldier would be a labor as various as it would be exhausting.

Then we have on our hands some hundreds of yards for the building of ships.

What shall be done with them? Easy enough!—go on building ships. But shall we
need ships? Not unless we have a foreign trade, not merely while we are supplying

materials to rebuild Europe, but over a long term of years. Without arguing the

question, at least a large body of opinion in this country believes that a great foreign

trade cannot be built up so long as we have high tariffs which prevent our customers

from selling to us as well as buying from us. Shall we, then, lower the tariff? That
is a political question, but it makes the tariff again a vital issue, and an issue of re-

construction, involving the question of the shipbuilding industry's future. That
future is affected also by labor laws—the La Follette Seamen's Act which prescribes

conditions on shipboard which in turn affect the cost of operation which in turn may
decide the question of building ships. And then we come to the boys in uniform again

—thousands of them trained by the Navy to man these merchant ships. Will they

accept less desirable quarters and pay than the Seamen's Act compels?

Again: we have government operation of the railroads, steamships, telegraphs,

and telephones. Wages of the millions of men employed in these great utilities have

been advanced by the Government. They have an interest in knowing whether they

are going back to' private management or to government ownership. To say nothing

of millions of investors in the securities of these companies, who have the same in-

terest. Besides this direct pecuniary interest, all have an interest in the question of

government ownership purely in its political aspect. It raises the question of one's

preference for individualism or paternalism. It raises also the question of one's

preference for states' rights or centralized government. And, curiously enough, some
of the most Republican states of New England are drawing close politically to some of

the most Democratic states of the South in an effort to preserve the rights of the

states against the historic Republican doctrine of the centralization of governmental

powers as practised by a Democratic President.

''We are rushing into peace as unprepared as we rushed into war," said a public

man not long ago. In a sense, this is true. Nevertheless, we were not so unprepared

for war as we had imagined we were. War is a matter or organization and of spirit,

and America has no peer in the genius for organization and in the spirit of quick and
decisive action bred by our past hundred years of industrial life under social conditions

that gave freedom of opportunity to every rising possessor of talent in our population.

Judged by our year and a half of war, we should easily have accomplished in four years

what Germany accomplished in forty, in military preparation. Peace, too, is largely

a matter of organization and of spirit. Our organization is at high efficiency; our spirit

has only been stimulated, not wearied, by our brief experience of war. If we keep our

ideals as high as they have been, we shall not only conquer easily our own perplexities

of peace, but be one of the greatest of the servants of humanity for all the world.

May we not even hope, by virtue of a high example, by the unselfishness of

national motives, to bring about those noble aspirations of the peoples for a world

order and world peace which have been so well expressed in the conception of a League

of Nations?
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A Democratic President and a Republican

Congress

IF
YOU have approved of my leadership and

wish me to continue to be your unembar-

rassed spokesman in affairs at home and

abroad," President Wilson said in his appeal of

October 24th, "
I earnestly hope that you will

express yourselves unmistakably to that effect

by returning a Democratic majority to both the

Senate and the House of Representatives. This

is no time either for divided counsel or for divided

leadership. Unity of command is as necessary

now in civil action as it is upon the battlefield.

If the control of the House and Senate should be

taken away from the party now in power, an

opposing majority could assume control of leg-

islation and oblige all action to be taken amid

contest and obstruction. The return of a Re-

publican majority to either House of the Congress

would, moreover, be interpreted on the other side

of the water as a repudiation of my leadership."

The Nation has not accepted President Wil-

son's view; instead it has elected a Republican

House and a Republican Senate. Th*e margin

of control is a slight one, it is true, but the net

result will be a complete reorganization of both

Houses of Congress by Republicans. The two
great branches of our Government, the executive

and the legislative, are now divided. Though the

regular session of this new Congress does not con-

vene until December, 19 19, there seems little

doubt that it will be called in special session soon

after March 4th of next year. The Democratic

Congress which expires on that date is the one

that has supported President Wilson in waging

the war, while the Republican Congress which

will probably assemble then is the one to which

he will have to look in making peace. The one

fact that stands out conspicuously is that no

treaty of peace with the Central Powers can be-

come the law of this land without the approval of

the Republican Senate just elected. If the hope

of the Republican leaders, such as Roosevelt,

Taft, and Hughes, was to "safeguard" this

peace, to make sure that it would be a decisive

peace which would have the sanction of both

the great political parties, that purpose has

been attained. The Constitution provides,

indeed, that two thirds of the Senate must vote

for treaties, and it is apparent that the Republican

majority will not amount to two thirds; but the

mere fact that the Republicans hold the majority

will inevitably give them considerable influence

in ratifying such peace negotiations as the Presi-

dent concludes with Germany.
Does this mean that the United States is now

to present to the world the spectacle of divided

counsels? That the fear expressed by Mr. Wil-
son of "contest, obstruction, and repudiation"
is to become a reality? if Mr. Wilson means
that by a Republican victory the United States

has taken a stand against his war efforts, such an
apprehension is without the slightest justification.

So far as this election pictures the war sentiment
of the American people, the manifestation is a

most wholesome one. In every part of the

country where the people had an opportunity to

register squarely their opinion of the war, they
have done so in unmistakable terms. The nar-

row escape of Champ Clark, in the district which
he has represented for twenty-five years—Clark,

the same man who, six years ago, received a

majority of votes at a Democratic Convention
for the Presidential nomination—cannot be ex-

plained on any other grounds than his persistent

and petty opposition to the effective conduct of

the war. His constituents evidently have not

forgotten his description of a "conscript" as a

"convict." At a time when Mr. Clark's "con-
victs" were daily defeating the seasoned troops

of the world's greatest military machine, it was
not strange that such of their fathers and brothers

as lived in Mr. Clark's district should pass this

judgment upon the author of that shameful
phrase. Kansas elects as its Governor Mr.
Henry J. Allen, a man who is now in France
engaged in war work and who has not come home
for the campaign. The nation's arch-pacifist,

Henry Ford, is also numbered among the defeated.

The people of Minnesota reelected Governor
Burnquist, the man who refused to tolerate meet-
ings of pacifists in his state. Senator Borah, who
is one of the intellectual ornaments of the Senate

and whose war programme is "no peace with the

HohenzoUerns," is reelected, as is Senator Nel-

son, whose stand for the unremitting prosecution

of the war has made his name famous in Europe.

At a time when Bolshevism is feared as a world

menace, and when there is even anxiety lest it

should gain a considerable foothold in the United

States, this election is reassuring. Every one of

the twelve Socialist candidates in New York City

was defeated, the list including Meyer London,

a member of the present Congress, and Morris

Hillquit, the most offensive preacher of non-

resistance to Germany. Not only were all these

Socialists overwhelmed, but the Socialist vote in

New York City was greatly reduced. Congress-

man Lunn, a Socialist from Schenectady, N.

Y., loses his seat, and Miss Jeannette Rankin,

who refused to vote for the declaration of war

against Germany and who ran for the Senate in

Montana on a platform, in which Socialist planks

were conspicuous, does not come within measur-

able distance of realizing her ambition.
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The reorganization that will take place will that our two great political parties will be so

unquestionably strengthen the House in devotion hungry for partisan advantage that they will

to the present cause. Champ Clark will disap- ignore the emphatically expressed wishes of the

pear as Speaker. Mr. Claude Kitchin of North people. All departments of the Government

Carolina, whose hostility to the war is unabated, are now in the control of forces that are far more

and who was obsessed with the hallucination powerful than any one of them singly or of all

that it was a war of rich men for which rich men of them together. The real meaning of the

should exclusively pay, will surrender the chair- election is for everybody to get together in the

manship of Ways and Means. Mr. Dent, Chair- great task that still lies ahead.

man of the Military Affairs Committee, who
fought the conscription law, will retire into ob- ^^^ Indemnities, but Damages
scurity. In the Senate, Henry Cabot Lodge,

whom Europe regards as the greatest champion ^ I ^HE Versailles Conference, in changing

in the Upper House of a victorious peace, will I President Wilson's word from "restora-Thead the Committee on Foreign Relations. It JL tion" to ''compensation," has performed

is regrettable that Mr. Chamberlain, the present a service which, in itself, is Hkely to exercise a

Chairman of the Military Affairs Committee in deterrent effect upon future attempts at wars of

the Senate, will be forced to retire, but the coun- conquest. President Wilson's "restoration," as

try will still have the advantage of his extensive applied to the destroyed sections of Belgium and

knowledge and unflagging zeal. France, probably meant an actual money pay-

Thus it is plain that the sentiment of this ment for injuries inflicted, but it is better to have

nation is for a victorious and decisive peace, and the idea expressed in language that leaves no

that the changes that will take place in Congress room for argument. Moreover, the Versailles

are for the most part improvements on the exist- amendment alters this, one of the pivotal points of

ing situation. Yet there are dangers in this the fourteen terms of peace, in an even more

divided leadership: to that extent Mr. Wilson's radical way. Mr. Wilson's clause provided for

appeal was justified. The greatest peril is that the "restoration" of invaded territories. That

of partisanship. It is not for the slight Repub- looked merely to compensation for the soil of

lican majority to assume that the country has enemy countries overrun by the German armies,

put the Government wholly in their hands, and But the paragraph in its present form is far more
that it is their business constantly to advise comprehensive. " By it they understand," reads

and supervise the Executive. President Wilson, the Versailles statement, "that compensation

despite the recent election, is still commander- will be made by Germany for all damage done to

in-chief of the Army and Navy, and still the the civilian population of the Allies and their

official in whose hands lies the constitutional property by the aggression of Germany by land,

function of initiating peace negotiations. It by sea, and from the air." A careful inspection

now looks as though we had in this country of that sentence opens an almost endless vista of

something which England and France have had crimes and damages that must be paid for. The
for the larger part of the war, and for which there statement comprehends compensation not only

has been a demand in the United States—a coali- for annihilated property, but for civilian lives

tion government. We still have a unified Demo- sacrificed by Germany in defiance of international

cratic cabinet, it is true, but our government law; not only by the armies of Germany, but by
is a coalition, in the sense that it cannot accom- her naval forces, especially her submarines, and
plish anything without the conseht of the two by her airplanes and Zeppelins. Germany will

great parties. Our Allies have succeeded in have to pay for every ship which she has sunk

waging a mighty war by uniting all their political contrary to the laws of nations, and also for the

forces, and there is no reason why we should not lost lives of the passengers and crews. She will

similarly succeed. In England, party antago- have to compensate for the Lusitania, and for

nismsaremuchmorebitterthanthey are here, yet every man, woman, and child who was injured

Tories and Liberals and Laborites have succeeded or killed. Every building damaged by her Zep-

in pulling together in that country. There is no pelins over London or Paris or Antwerp, every

reason why Democrats and Republicans cannot old woman or baby killed in these raids, will

join forces in the United States. swell the huge total of money damages which

After all, both the President and Congress the toiling Germans of the future will have to

exist only to give effectiveness to public opinion, pay. Offenses like the murder of Edith Cavell

In this election Public Opinion has spoken un- and Captain Fryatt—deeds that have no justi-

mistakably for a vigorous prosecution of the war fication in the rules of warfare—will add to this

and a victorious peace, and it is absurd to suppose mighty biJl. Every Belgian woman placed in
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front of the German army, as a shield to the

cowardly soldiers in the rear, will receive such

compensation as money can provide.

"There is no longer any international law,"

the Kaiser informed Mr. Gerard. But the bill

that will ultimately be presented for violations

of that law, which the Germans declared did not

exist, will disprove this imperial statement.

Not only has Germany not destroyed the laws

of nations, but these laws will possess a validity

and a power that no one would have claimed for

them four years ago. The Germans and Austrians

who, for generations, will have to pay the dam-
ages for violating these laws, will probably never

again permit themselves to be betrayed by their

Kaisers into the belief that they do not exist.

And, after all, this is the reason for inflicting

this "compensation" upon the German taxpayers.

The Versailles Conference very properly does not

use the word "indemnity." The Allied Powers

and the United States will exact no "indemnities"

from the Central Powers. Indemnities are the

relics of that barbarous era which the world is now
attempting to leave behind it. "Indemnity" is

merely another word for "tribute"—payment in

money or goods which the conqueror exacted

from the conquered as a prize of war. The latest

great indemnity of this kind was that which
Germany inflicted upon France in 1871. France

had done no injury to Germany then that called

for damages. The French armies had not in-

vaded German soil, destroyed German cities, mur-
dered German civilians, or committed wholesale

crimes against international law. Germany had
no right to exact 5,000,000,000 francs from France

except the right of conquest. She had succeeded

in the enterprise in which she had engaged, and

precisely as Genghis Khan and the Turks used

to extort the final ounce of tribute from the

provinces which they had overrun, so Germany
compelled France to pay what Bismarck and his as-

sociates believed to be her last penny. Germany's
one regret, after witnessing the recuperative power
of the French people, and the ease with which

they paid the ransom of their country, was that

it had not exacted a higher price; poor Bismarck,

licking his chops as he gazed in after life on these

pleasant and prosperous vineyards of France,

regarded his "modest" indemnity of 1871 as

the greatest mistake of his political career. Yet

this tribute laid the basis of much of Germany's
prosperity up to 1914. The present onslaught

of Germany was, likewise, merely a buccaneering

expedition for loot, organized on the tremendous
scale that only German cupidity could imagine.

The German Ambassador at Constantinople

informed Mr. Morgenthau that France, if she

persisted in opposing the German armies, would

have to pay an indemnity of ^20,000,000,000, and
the junker militarists in Potsdam openly declared

that they intended, after they had subdued Great
Britain and had obtained possession of the British

fleet, to sail to the United States and levy indem-
nities which would make those appropriated from
France look like trifles.

We shall not exact indemnities from Germany
in the old-fashioned sense. But we shall exact

legal damages. We shall not, like an interna-

tional burglar, make her hand over all her liquid

capital by holding a pistol to her head; but we
shall convene international tribunals, which will

listen to all the evidence of German depreda-

tions and then assess the financial damages on
the guilty party. These damages should be

assessed not only in money, but, in the case of

Belgian and French factories robbed of machinery

by the Germans, the damages should be assessed

in kind—that is, the machinery itself should be

restored or equivalent German machinery seized,

so that the Belgians and the French shall not have

to sit idle while their German plunderers at once

renew their industrial production with stolen

tools. For the most hideous of her crimes Ger-

many cannot make financial restitution. She

cannot bring back the hundreds of thousands of

civilians whom she has brutally slaughtered and
starved, all her wealth cannot restore the Rheims
Cathedral and the other treasures of the past that

have gone down to ruins under the marauding
Prussian heel. But she can be made to under-

stand at least, that this kind of warfare is ex-

pensive. In this conflict we shall obtain, not ven-

geance, but that "peace of justice" which Presi-

dent Wilson has described as the only possible

way in which to end the war.

The End of Three Empires

THIS month the World's Work devotes a

considerable amount of space to a descrip-

tion of the new Europe which is being rap-

idly evolved by events. The map which these

writers describe is, in the main, based upon Presi-

dent Wilson's fourteen terms of peace. It dis-

closes the new Serbia or Jugoslavia, the new
Czechoslovakia, the new Poland, the new Italy,

the new France, and the new Austria and Ger-

many. The important fact is that Germany and

Austria, as well as the United States and the Al-

lies, have already practically given their assent to

this new Europe. Whatever details the Peace

Conference may work out, this represents the Eu-

rope which, it is believed, is necessary if justice

is to prevail and if the causes that have made the

old world an armed camp for more than a hundred

years are to be removed.
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Yet this new arrangement of boundary hnes and home to milHons of people who for centuries have
nationalities, new as it may seem is really very been living in outer darkness—these are questions

old. Arbitrary as the new lines may at first ap- that only the future can answer.

pear, the fact is that they are the natural ones.

For the first time we begin to reahze that for T^rj^^ gj^^^j^ pj^^^ ^^^ 5^^^ ^^ j^^^^^ ^^ ^^^
several years this new hurope has been lying there p t hi ?

under the old, preserving a chrysalis kind of exis-
^^^^ ^ ^'

tence, awaiting only a new conception of right to T MPORTANT as is the question of the peace

I
call it suddenly into an animated life. This Eu- I terms which we shall exact from Germany,
rope which we studied in our geographies was J[ there is one question which is perhaps more
nothing but a lie, a statement of pretended facts important still. That is the spirit with which the

that never existed. There never were any such American Government enters upon the negotia-

real substantial things as the Ottoman Empire, the tions. In the main, the American attitude, since

Austrian Empire, to a great extent the German we declared war on Germany and began creating

Empire. These entities represented merely arti- an Army, has been admirable. That boastfulness

ficial creations of wicked statecraft and military which Europeans have been accustomed to look

force. What we called the Turkish Empire con- upon as an essential element of the American char-

sisted of a mass of almost 20,000,000 people, of acter has hardly shown itself in any offensive fash-

whom less than 5,000,000 were Turks, the rest ion. The trait in American soldiers which has

being a congeries of miscellaneous and antagonistic chiefly impressed foreign observers has been their

races, who had only hatred for the government to modesty. The American Army, inexperienced in

which they belonged and who received from it only war operations on the present colossal scale, has

monstrous ill-treatment. What we called the willingly sat at the feet of those French and English

Austro-Hungarian Empire was an even less homo- teachers who had learned the trade by^ four years'

geneous agglomeration, an ill assortment of Ger- incessant fighting on the battlefield. One of the

mans, Poles, Bohemians, Slovaks, Slovenes, Ruth- finest episodes in the war took place last March,
enians, Magyars, Serbs, Rumanians, and what-not, when the German offensive seemed likely to over-

held together by the thin ties of an ancient royal whelm Paris; this was General Pershing's act in

line which for centuries has done nothing but bring calling on Marshal Foch and placing all the Amer-
misery to the peoples under its control. What ican forces in France under his command. Vice-

we call the German Empire is, indeed, more of a Admiral Sims, the commander of our naval forces

racial and linguistic whole, but here, too, there are in European waters, neglects no opportunity to

plenty of discordant elements. But in this mass describe, the decisive part which the British fleet

of Middle Europe, if we once free our minds from has played. That the presence of American
these artificial boundaries, there are the sources of reserves in great numbers in France, combined
real nations, based upon such fundamental facts with the assurance that as many millions more
as race, religion, language, traditions, common lit- as might be needed would be sent, explained the

eratures, and, above all, a yearning to live together ' military events of the last six months, is Un-

as united peoples. That there are certain diffi- doubtedly the historic fact, yet American military

culties in uniting these elements, and that the and naval men have repeatedly pointed out that,

Peace Conference will not have perfectly plain except for the British fleet and the British mercan-
" sailing, is admitted; yet the great difference be- tile marine, these forces would never have landed

tween this settlement and any other previously in Europe.

attempted, is that there will be a sincere desire to This spirit of freely acknowledging the achieve-

establish these new nations solely with a view to ment of our Allies we should carry to the peace

the welfare and happiness of the peoples them- table. We must admit that, vital as is our inter-

selves, est in making Germany powerless, the interest of

Thus three Empires are now dissolving—Tur- Great Britain, France, and Italy in permanently

key, Austria-Hungary, and Germany. All these crippling her power for harm is more immediate,

may survive in certain forms, but not in a shape The situation of France our commissioners should

that will mean injustice and misery to their own particularly keep in mind. Whatever the out-

citizens and constant war to the rest of the world, come of this war, France must continue to live

For this reason the World's Work sets aside a with Germany as her nearest neighbor. For

large part of this number to describe the physical forty years her existence was darkened by the cer-

consequences of this, one of the greatest epochs tainty that some day the Germanic attack must
in history. What the spiritual consequences will come. Let us imagine that Canada had a German
be, what changes in social conditions will take population twice as large as our own, that the

place, to what extent the world will become a real 200,000,000 Germans in that country had spent
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forty years in making preparations to war upon Empire which was destined not only to revive the

us; then we can form some sHght conception of the territorial greatness of Rome, but which was like-

terrible menace that has made the life of the wise to furnish the means of destroying demo-
Frenchman since 1871 a perpetual nightmare, cratic institutions everywhere, The Serbian Ulti-

This fact makes the peace terms a more important matum was really a challenge to our own Declara-

matter for France than they are for us, since the tion of Independence. Americans did not see

Germanic danger has been a distant one for the this then; it took us three years to grasp this point

United States while it has been an immediate one in its full significance; now, however, the relation

for France and Great Britain. In repelling it of the two events is entirely clear,

these countries have sacrificed millions of lives, This is the reason why the symbolic ceremony
where we have sacrificed thousands, and they have at Philadelphia means so much for the future of

seriously menaced their financial and economic mankind. Representatives of all the oppressed

future, whereas we shall probably emerge from the races of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Czecho-

war more powerful economically than ever before. Slovaks, Rumanians, Poles, Italians, and Jugoslavs

It would, therefore, be a crime against the ages met around the same table at which Jefferson,

for ourGovernment to assume an attitudeof dicta- Adams, Madison, Franklin, and their associates

tion in the Peace Conference. Probably we have came together one hundred and forty-two years

the power to take this role, for our European ago. Mr. Thomas Masaryk, President of the Mid-
Allies are as dependent upon us for the adjust- European Union, sat in the chair which George

ments that will follow peace, as they have been Washington occupied during the Constitutional

for the successful termination of the war. But to Convention of 1787. One by one the representa-

use this power in any way that will not best pro- tives of these peoples stepped up to the table and

mote the security of Europe, and, therefore, of the signed a declaration, the cardinal point of which

world, would be an abuse of strength for which his- was that " all governments derive their just powers

tory would have no parallel. Let our diplomats from the consent of the governed." Yet in one

show that same modesty and consideration for our important detail the position of these Mid-

Allies that our military and naval leaders have European peoples differed from that of our ances-

manifested. Let them do as Pershing did in tors who made their declaration nearly a century

March, and offer our diplomatic influence to and a half ago. Hancock, Franklin, and Jefferson

France and England, to be used in the way that were merely the leaders of what was then a forlorn

will best promote the ultimate cause for which we hope; they came as rebels against the m.ost power-

are all fighting—the destruction of military despot- ful government of the time, a little group of pa-

isms and the triumph forever of democracy and triots who still had seven years of v/eary war ahead

freedom. Our united military efforts have won of them. But the representatives of these new
the military victory; let our united diplomatic ef- nationalities met when their cause was already

forts make certain a victory at the peace table, won. At the very moment that they were sign-

France and Great Britain know better than we ing their declaration, the Bohemians were already

how the Prussian monster can be made harmless in control of Prague and the Serbian armies were

for all time, and so long as these Powers remain sweeping rapidly toward the Austrian frontier;

true to the fundamental purposes of the war, we the new liberty bell, which they had fashioned in

can safely depend upon them for leadership in the imitation of our own historic relic, not only rang in

terms of settlement. a new group of nations but also tolled the dirge of

the once mighty Austro-Hungarian Empire.

A xu,,, 'Lr\.^A ^( \^:AA^^ \:..^r.r^r. And so Emerson's saying that the embattledA New Kind ot Middle hurope . ^ ^ j *.r j u ^ u a ' a *.u^ farmers at Concord fired a shot heard round the

THE ultimatum which Austria sent to Ser- world" is no longer a figure of speech, for it now
bia four years ago had its appropriate represents a literal fact. And now the world has

sequel recently at Independence Hall in its "Mittel Europa," but built on radically differ-

Philadelphia. Austria's ultimatum was merely ent lines from those planned by the spectacled

a demand upon the little Balkan nation that she German professors and adopted as a policy by the

surrender her national integrity and prepare for militarists of Potsdam. It will be a Mid-Europe
absorption in the new Middle Europe. The fate not of imprisoned peoples, looked upon by theirmas-

which in previous centuries had befallen Bohemia, ters as existing only to furnish the soldiers for new
Slavonia, and other annihilated nationalities had wars or the laborers for the commercial conquest

now been prepared for Serbia and those other na- of the world, but of free, liberty-loving, indepen-

tions that blocked the Germanic road to the Med- dent nations. The ultimatum which Austria pre-

iterranean and the East. On the ruins of these sented to Serbia and to the democratic world has

peoples a new Germanic Empire was to rise, an been accepted as a challenge, with the result that
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Austria is no more and that several new nations, thing that was apparent was that there must be

with a joint population of 50,000,000, have sud- leadership in all the activities in which men en-

denly come to life, basing their political institu- gage; because the American constitutional system

tions on the American Declaration of Indepen- made no provision for such official leadership, the

dence. real powers of government had passed into extra-

constitutional hands—into those of "bosses,"

1

M r. Wilson's Theory of the Presidential Office
P«"tical intriguers, into what, to-day, he would

^ probably call mvisible government.

T IS perhaps not surprising that President Wil- It was Mr. Wilson's idea then, as it is now,

son's sudden interference in the Congressional that this leadership should be aboveboard and
campaign should have aroused great excite- responsible, and that it should be assumed by

ment and indignation in the ranks of those who the Executive. The Federal and state constitu-

believe in the strict construction of the Constitu- tions had made no provision for political parties,

tion, and who have their own conception of Pres- but political parties had developed, and govern-

idential dignity. Yet the active participation of ment in the United States, as much as in England,

the White House in party politics has an interest had passed into the hands of the party. Thus the

and an importance that reaches far beyond the governor of a state, or the President of the United

present episode. Mr. Wilson's detractors insist States, was really a dual personality, just as is the

that none of his predecessors has ever so boldly Prime Minister of Great Britain; he was the head

taken the stump in the interest of party politics, of administration and he was also the leader of his

While that statement is probably true, this fact, party. Mr. Wilson played both these roles as

in Mr. Wilson's opinion, has no particular bearing Governor of New Jersey. There he even entered

upon the situation. For Mr. Wilson came to the party caucus—something no governor had

Washington with his own conception of the Pres- ever been known to do—and discussed party ques-

idential office, a conception which differed radically tions as the head of his organization. This was
from that which had been held by his predecessors, the new conception of the Presidential office which
and from the first he has insisted on performing Mr. Wilson brought to Washington. For all

its functions in accordance with his own ideas, these six years he has served both as President and
Mr. Wilson's entrance into the White House as the leader of the Democratic party. His abil-

presented one of the most remarkable phenomena ity in holding his forces together and in wielding

in our political history. Never before had we had them as a unit in matters of legislation, has cer-

a President, aged fifty-six, who had definitely tainly been a masterpiece of its kind. In stepping

thought out his principles of conduct as a young down from the Presidential throne, and addressing

man of twenty-five. In 1882, Woodrow Wilson the Nation in the interest of party candidates, Mr.
was occupying a law office in Atlanta, and, while Wilson is merely carrying out once more what he

patiently waiting for clients—who did not assem- regards as his responsibility as party leader. He
ble in embarrassing numbers—he spent his is illustrating once more that conception of the

spare time writing a book on "Congressional Gov- Executive which he has advocated for thirty-six

ernment. " This little volume contains the theory years. Whatever may be thought of the wisdom
of executive activity which explains much or the good taste of his recent action, at least the

of Mr. Wilson's subsequent political career, and President must be given credit for consistency in

which, above all, explains his recent action in his interpretation of his office.

taking the leadership in a political canvass from
the party chieftains and assuming it himself. Mr. j^^ ^-^^^ ^^ Schleswig-Holstein
Wilson expressed in this maiden effort at author- ^ °

ship his conviction that the American system of 1i /TOST Americans will sympathize with the

Constitutional Government was extremely weak \\/\ plea which American Danes are now mak-
in that it made no adequate provision for leader- 1 V A ing for the reunion of certain parts of

ship. It split the functions of legislation and ad- Schleswig-Holstein v/ith Denmark. Up to the

ministration into two parts, the legislative and present tim.e the nationalistic aspirations of these

the executive, each of which was expected to act denationalized Danes have received little atten-

as a check upon the other, but neither of which tion; for a world which has been busy discussing

had definite superiority over its associate. In the return of Alsace-Lorraine to France, of the

establishing this system of balances, and making Trentino and Trieste to Italy, and which has

no provision for definite responsibility, the Ameri- pledged itself to an independent Poland and Jugo-
can system, Mr. Wilson declared, sinned against slavia, has manifested little interest in those prov-

common sense and human nature, and also paved inces which Prussia seized from Denmark in

the way for corruption in government. The one 1866. Yet there is no reason for such discrimi-
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nation, for the story of Schleswig-Holstein repeats

in all its details that of the other ravished coun-

tries. In reality this world war did not start in

19 14, but in 1864, when the armies of Prussia and

Austria crossed the Danish frontier, fought a war
that lasted nine months, and succeeded, by their

enormous numerical superiority, in reducing the

Danish Kingdom to such a state of helplessness

that its partition necessarily followed. Prussia

had only one purpose and one justification for

this Danish war. Under Bismarck she had

devised her plan of forming a new German Empire
with the Hohenzollerns as Kaisers, and for this

Empire it was essential that she should lay the

beginnings of German sea power. For the pro-

posed German navy and German mercantile

marine the harbor of Kiel was almost indispen-

sable. In accordance with the Prussian principle

of seizing what she desired, and trumping up a

war for that purpose, Prussia and Austria appro-

priated these two great Danish duchies. One of

the greatest historic mistakes of Great Britain was
to sit by while this initial act of international

highwaymanship was carried through; and, indeed,

the whole world, in the last four years, has expi-

ated its crime of not interfering then.

Bismarck used to say that he was one of the

two or three living people who understood the

Schleswig-Holstein question. But that was be-

cause Bismarck regarded the problem merely as

one of rival dynastic claims, of treaties and com-
pacts and diplomatic entanglements extending

over several centuries. The peace conferees, who
will brush aside all this accumulated lumber, and
view this, as well as all problems, merely from the

standpoint of justice and racial aspirations, will

fmd that the problem is not such a difficult one.

At least out of all the complications one fact

stands forth sufficiently clear. If we draw a

line from Flensburg southwesterly to the island

of Nordstrand, we shall have a considerable area,

about sixty miles long by forty wide, which con-

tains a population of almost 148,000 people now
incorporated in the German Empire. Of these

139,000 speak no language but Danish; they re-

gard themselves as Danes and their one national

ambition is to be restored to the Denmark from
which they were wrenched fifty years ago. Their

claim to reunion with Denmark is so undisputed

that Germany herself has recognized it. The
treaty of 1866, which closed the Prussian-Danish

War, provided that the people of northern Schles-

wig should have the right to decide by a public

vote whether their country should again be re-

united to Denmark. But when Germany de-

feated France in 1870-71 , and became the greatest

military power in Europe, she refused to permit
such a plebiscite to take place, the result being

that this provision in the treaty has remained a

dead letter up to the present time. Instead Ger-
many has applied in northern Schleswig all those

processes of Germanization which she has used so

ruthlessly in Alsace-Lorraine, in Poland, and in

other subjected lands. She has attempted to

uproot the Danish language, even going so far as

to prohibit Amundsen, the discoverer of the South
Pole, from lecturing in Schleswig in his own
language; she has followed her Polish policy of

buying up the farms of Danes and resettling

them with Germans, and, in a word, Germany in

Schleswig, just as in her other captive provinces,

has simply been Germany. And this policy has

been just as successful in Schleswig as in Alsace

and Poland—that is, the Danes in this province

are more Danish than the Danes of Denmark.
The Schleswig-Holstein question involves more

than northern Schleswig, but at least one point

is clear enough even now. Certainly Germany
should be compelled to carry out the provision

of the treaty to which William I pledged his

royal oath in 1866, swearing in "the name of the

triune God," which provision stipulated that

the people of northern Schleswig should them-
selves decide their nationality.

England and the German Colonies

AMERICANS everywhere will sympathize

/\ with Mr. Balfour's declaration that under

i V no circumstances should Germany's col-

onies be returned. The British statesman made
this announcement at a luncheon of the New
Zealand and Australian Club in London, a place

that gave a particular significance to his words.

For the question of the German colonies is one

that concerns almost exclusively the dominions

of the British Empire in Africa and Australasia.

The sons of these great and self-governing com-
mon-wealths have fought with almost unparalleled

heroism in this war. They have been fighting

not only as citizens of the British Empire; they

have been fighting for the permanence of the free

institutions under which they live. South Africa,

the Cape, New Zealand, and Australia wish to

work out their great future in security and peace,

and for this reason they insist that they shall have

no peoples near by whose very presence con-

stitutes a perpetual military threat. These coun-

tries do not object to having French or Belgians

or Dutch or Americans as next-door neighbors,

but they do not propose to live under the constant

menace of German aggression.

A glance at the map of South Africa will make
this position sufficiently clear. The Union of

South Africa, a self-governing community which

bears about the same relation to the British Em-
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pire as does Canada, occupies a position which is

bordered on one side by German Southwest and

on another by German East Africa. If we wish

properly to appreciate the position of this great

liberty-loving commonwealth, let us imagine,

that, before the war began, the German Empire

had in her possession Mexico on the south and

Canada on the north and then let us suppose

that we had organized large armies and had

driven the Germans out of both these territories.

Under these circumstances would Americans sub-

mit patiently to any suggestion that these coun-

tries be returned to Germany? Of course, the

determining consideration is that the national

purposes of Germany have been purely milita-

ristic, that she has held land only as a vantage

point from which she could make war, that she has

never colonized in the real sense of the term, and
that, in fact, the formation of great self-governing

countries in the outlying world is a national

enterprise in which she has never engaged. Two
and three hundred years ago, when the naviga-

tors brought within the European vision these

great and unoccupied lands beyond the seas,

the v-enturesome pioneering nations, England,

France, Holland, and Spain, set forth and estab-

lished the great colonies and the great free nations

of the West and the East. In this enterprise,

the greatest that the European world had ever

engaged in, Germany played practically no part,

and this historic fact in itself shows that she has

no gift for colonization. Her unsuccessful attempts

in recent years to establish colonies in South

Africa and elsewhere have abundantly illustrated

the same point.

"Free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial

adjustment of all colonial claims," reads No. 5

of President Wilson's fourteen terms of peace,

"based upon a strict observance of the principle

that, in determining such questions of sover-

eignty, the interest of the population concerned

must have equal weight with the equitable claims

of the government whose title is to be deter-

mined." That certainly forms a satisfactory

basis for the disposition of the German colonies,

for any consideration of the "interest of the

populations" will immediately remove them from

the jurisdiction of Potsdam. The practised

hand that has done such effectual work on the

civilian populations of Belgium, France, Serbia,

and Poland served its apprenticeship on the

Hereros of South Africa. The spirit with which

the Germans met the Herero rebellion, in 1904,

is well pictured in the proclamation which Gen-
eral von Trotha issued on that occasion: "With-
in the German frontier every Herero, with or with-

out rifle, with or without cattle, will be shot. I

will not take over any more women and children.

"

The number of natives exterminated in this war
is usually placed at 20,000 or 30,000. If the

rights of such peoples as Germany's murderous
band has left are to be regarded in arranging

for the future of this country, it is evident that

it will not be restored to Germany.

A Tribute to England's War Effort

THE National Committee of Patriotic Socie-

ties has appropriately set aside December
7th as the day in which a tribute shall be

paid to England for the part she has played in

the war. Let us keep in mind a few illuminating

statistics about England's effort. At the present

moment she has seven million men under arms,

in her naval and military forces. She has fought

eight distinct military campaigns^in France,

Flanders, Italy, the Balkans, Palestine, Mesopo-
tamia, Egypt, and on the Afghan border. She has

supplied 50 percent, of the coal for the railways and
munition factories of France, and her ships have
carried 60 per cent, of the cereals that have fed

the armies and civilian population cf France.

France is now using 1,000,000 tons of British

shipping and Italy half a million tons, while it

is a familiar fact that British tonnage has trans-

ported 60 per cent, of the soldiers we have sent

to Europe. Since the beginning of the war
England has carried 24,000,000 tons of stores

for the Allies; her factories have made nearly

60,000,000 boots and more than 2,000,000

respirators for the Italian army. At present

1,000,000 men are engaged in industrial work
for the Admiralty, 1,500,000 are engaged in muni-

tion work, 260,000 are engaged exclusively in

industrial work for the Allies and 375,000 are

digging coal. England has had to sell practically

all her foreign securities, she has completely

dislocated her trade, and she stands in danger

of losing to the United States a larger part of the

carrying traffic which she held before the war.

It is not necessary to catalogue her achievements

on the field of battle or the work of her navy
in keeping the Germans landlocked. The simple

fact is that Great Britain has staked her whole

economic life on this war and that she will emerge

from 'it in an enormously weakened condition.

We can therefore pause long enough from the

exciting events that are taking place to pay this

ti-ibute to England's effort.

Practically No Graft in Airplane Work

R. HUGHES has many times deserved

well of his country, and probably never

more than in his aircraft report, a docu-

ment which reveals at his best Mr. Hughes's mas-

terly power to assemble and analyze facts, his

M
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sense of justice and impartiality and his talent for cient, that the men selected for the work proved
lucid and persuasive statement. Probably the unequal to it, that money was wasted, that plans

sensation which most Americans experienced were constantly changed over night; thus it is

after reading this report was one of extreme relief, quite apparent that, granting all the difficulties

There has been a general apprehension that these of the task, the results were most unsatisfactory,

aircraft disclosures would provide th-e great fman- Me criticises the untruthful statements issued by
cial scandal of th:, war. The Senate Committee the War Department, and makes a particular

had prepared us for the revelation that not far point of the pro-German influences at work in cer-

from ^640,000,000 had been wasted or ''stolen" tain factories, especially at the Ford Motor Com-
in the first year, while Mr. Borglum's famous 'in- pany, of Detroit. That a Ford employee, who
vestigation " had placed the figure at an even " bil- had " reviled and even threatened the President,

"

lion. " But Mr. Hughes's report shows the nation and who had been fined $300 in the criminal courts

that, in the sense of peculation or graft, there is no for this oflfense, should have been reinstated in his

such thing as an " aircraft scandal. " The charges job, and that the drafting department of the Ford
that a billion dollars had been "stolen" were cir- Company, which had charge of the drafting work
culated in the early part of 1 9 18, yet Mr. Hughes on Liberty Motors, should have been presided

shows that, in the first fiscal year, ending July i, over by a pro-German named Emde, who made
1918, only ^155,000,000 had been spent. It is no attempt to conceal his devotion to the Kaiser,

evidently impossible to "steal" a billion dollars, are circumstances that Mr. Hughes properly Con-

or even to waste ^650,000,000, in the course of demns.

spending $155,000,000. That large sums were This report, in passing final judgment upon one

unwisely spent, that general demoralization pre- of the most contentious subjects of the v/ar, the

vailed in the Aircraft Board, that many grossly Liberty Pvlotor, has done another important ser-

incompetent men were entrusted with important vice. We now learn that this much discussed

work, Mr. Hughes makes sufficiently clear, yet he Liberty Motor has been a great success, that it is

also shows that we obtained certain results from the best in existence for observation and bombing
our first year's expenditures. Mr. Hughes finds planes, though it is too heavy for the lighter type

no facts warranting criminal prosecutions against of aircraft used for pursuit and fighting. The
any members of the Aircraft Production Board, Allies, by ordering Liberty Motors by the thou-

though he does betray his regret that there is no sands, have evidenced their opinion in the most

statute that would cover the case of Col. E. A. practical way.

Deeds, a man who unquestionably used his public

rosition in a way to benefit his former business q^^ National Income Now ?6o,ooo,ooo,ooo
associates in Dayton. Mr. Hughes properly rec-

ommends Col. -Deeds for court-martial, and sug- ^ l ^HE Bankers Trust Company of New York
gests that three minor officers in the Signal I has prepared a pamphlet which shows how
Corps be proceeded against under the criminal JL America's contribution to the fifth year of

statutes. the war may be equitably shared by her 23,500,000

Thus there is no great financial scandal involved families. The figures and chart on the following

in the aircraft work; despite this the record which page show the percentage of taxes which families

Mr. Hughes discloses is one of which the nation of various incomes will pay, together with the

cannot be proud. In manufacturing airplanes Trust Company's estimate of the percentage that

our war efforts show in their least creditable light, should go into Liberty Bonds and be contributed

Up to October of this year, the United States had to war charities.

not sent a single pursuit or battle plane to the Eu- The chart indicates that the largest Liberty

opean field. To a large extent this was probably Bond purchases should be from families with in-

unavoidable; we all made the mistake of talking comes of $10,000 to $50,000. On incomes above

too extravagantly about our aircraft work and that, taxes take from a fourth to nearly three

holding constantly up to the American imagina- fourths of the total.

tion a picture of several hundred miles on the But it is on the 2 1,375,000 families with incomes

Western Front practically darkened by a perpetual up to $2,000 that we have depended for financing

cloud of American planes. The fact that, at no the war. They receive four fifths of the total in-

time, have the combined armies of the Central comeof the country according to the Bankers Trust

Powers and. the Entente had more than 10,000 in Company's figures; they pay no income tax (except

action, shows how absurd were the 100,000 or in cases of individuals without dependents where

50,000 or 25,000 that Americans were expected to the exemption is only $1,000), and by emplo\ing

turn out in a single year. Still Mr. Hughes de- little more than one tenth of their income in buy-

clares that our efforts were vacillating and ineffi- ing Liberty Bonds, they can contribute nearly
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Percentage of Specified Anniuil Incomes Contributable to Taxes,
Liberty Bonds, and V/ar Charities

Family Income
Groups

$1,000- $2,000

2,000- 3,000

3.000- 4,000

4,000- 5,000

5,000- 6.000

6.000- 7.000

7,000- 8.000

8.000- 9.000

9,000- 10,000

10,000- 15,000

15,000- 20,000

20,000- 25,000

25,000- 30,000

30,000- 40,000

40,000- 60,000

60.000- 60.000

60.000- 70.000

70,000- 80.000

80,000- 90,000

90,000- 100,000

100,000- 160,000

150,000- 200,000

200.000- 250.000

250,000- 300,000

300.000- 400.000

400.000- 500,000

500.000-1,000.000

1.000,000-1,500,000

1.500.000-2,000,000

2,000.000-3,000.000

3.000.000-4,000.000

4.000,000-6,000.000

5.000,000-and over

% % %
Taxes war

TJ. S. and Char-
Tax Bonds ities

11.00 .35

1.20 18.50 .69

2,00 24.50 .78

3.00 28.00. .89

3.60 31.50 1.02

4.33 33.60 1.09

5.71 36.00 1.16

6.81 38.00 1.22

7.72 40.00 1.26

8.45 43.60 1.37

11.97 47.76 1.50

14.48 50.50 1.69

16.98 52.75 1.64

18.65 55.50 1.72

21.99 68.00 1.77

24.99 59.75 1.84

28.16 61.25 1.87

31.26 62.50 1.91

34.12 63.50 1.94

36.75 64.50 1.95

39.10 66.60 2.01

46.73 69.25 2.08

60.55 70.80 2.12

63.00 72.20 2.16

55.03 73.60 2.20

67.60 76.30 2.22

59.42 77.80 2.31

64.71 80.40 2.44

66.00 82.50 2.64

67.00 84.20 2.65

68.60 86.76 2.72

69.60 86.76 2.79

70.64 90.00 2.97
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half of the cost of the war which is to be met by
individuals.

According to these latest figures, the total in-

come of the country is now $60,000,000,000. This

is a figure used by the Government in drafting tax

measures, and when the increased value of the na-

tion's products is taken into consideration, it

must be considered conservative. It represents a

doubling of our national income from the best

estimates of 1910. Of this, $52,850,000,000 is

received by individuals, and J7, 1
50,000,000 is the

net income of corporations after they have paid

about three billions in dividends. To meet our

$24,000,000,000 war budget for this fiscal year,

the Bankers Trust estimates that individuals

should contribute $9,342,769,000, or an average
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of 18 per cent, of their income; corporations

J^6,ooo,ooo, or 85 per cent, of theirs; that banks

should carry $5,157,231,000 by purchase of Gov-
ernment securities or loans thereon, and indirect

taxes should bring in $3, 500,000,000. Families

with incomes up to $2,000, by paying their share

of the indirect taxes and buying Liberty Bonds

with one tenth of their incomes, will provide

nearly $4,500,000,000 of the total cost.

For Universal Membership in the Red Cross

A
T THE present time there are 22,000,000

members of the Red Cross and 8,000,000

school children in the school auxiliaries.

Large as that membership is, there are still not far

from 70,000,000 Americans outside the ranks.

The Red Cross Christmas Roll Call is intended to

reach all these people. In the week from Decem-
ber 1 6th to December 23d, practically every person

in the United States will be asked to enroll in this

organization. Its managers aim at a goal no less

ambitious than universal membership. The na-

tion should respond to this invitation. No human
effort touches us all more intimately than this;

none has served more efficiently in war and none

will have more important and healing work to do

in peace. Any American man or woman, and any
American child of understanding years, who does

not join in this movement to make the American
Red Cross unanim6us misses an opportunity not

only to help in the most beautiful side of war, but

a chance for self education in the American spirit

of sacrifice and cooperation.

usual methods of clearing, draining, filling, and
the application of oil and larvacides were used on
a generous scale. The net result was a reduction

of malaria, for the season when this disease is

especially prevalent, of 82.07 per cent., the

figures being based upon the reported visits of

physicians. In other words, malaria has been

practically extinguished in this community. The
cost of these remedial measures was $2,506.40
or $1,234 fo^ every resident in the town. The
increase in enonomic efficiency, to say nothing of

general comfort and enjoyment of life is simply

incalculable.

The value of such work as that in Crosset is

that it points the way to all com.munities that

suffer on a similar scale. Any town that submits

to malaria now knows that the appropriation of

a few thousand dollars will rid their people of this

enervating disease and the problem is thus re-

duced to the very practical one of dollars and
cents. Any city or village that persists in endur-

ing such a nuisance as this simply sins against

the light. The cost of malaria is enormous; the

cost of destroying it has been demonstrated to be

small; and is it conceivable, when such facts as

this receive general circulation, that any place

will listlessly submit to an evil so easily removed?

What it Costs to Free a Town of Malaria

P
UBLIC health is purchasable," reads an

aphorism that has become popular in

recent years. "Within reasonable limits

a community can determine its own death rate."

The United States Health Service, in cooperation

with the International Health Board, has just

practically demonstrated what it costs to free

a community of malaria. These two organiza-

tions selected the town of Crosset, Ark.,

a community of 2,029 inhabitants, who live, for

the most part, upon the basic industry of lumber-

ing. Conditions of swamp and moisture have

made this locality a particularly favorable spot

for breeding the mosquitoes which transmit ma-
laria. So extensively has this disease raged in

this town that it engages 60 per cent, of all the

time of the local physicians. Here, then, was an

excellent opportunity to test the efficacy of modern
methods of fighting the disease. The experts de-

tailed on this work directed their attention to-

ward extirpating the Anopheles mosquito. The

Civic Tidiness

AT TIMES it has almost seemed as though

/\ there were a conspiracy of householders

1 V and business establishments in American

cities to keep the streets and pavements in a con-

dition of continual litter. Yet there are prohibi-

tory laws that cover practically every desecration

that takes place. In the tenement districts of

New York it is almost the established custom to

place waste materials and garbage in bundles and

hurl them from windows into the streets. This

is illegal. The law also stipulates that garbage

cans must have tight-fitting covers, that garbage

and ashes must not be mixed and that refuse must

not be filled within four inches of the top. But

the population evidently regards these as mefe
technicalities—in all probability it does not know
that such an ordinance exists. The Street Clean-

ing Department is commonly criticised for the

dirty condition of the streets, but not always

with justice. The law requires that householders

and others must clean the sidewalks before eight

in the morning, sweeping the refuse into the high-

way, and the Street Cleaning Department comes

along after eight o'clock to clean up this debris.

But the streets are constantly littered because the

populace pays no attention to this law, and too

commonly does its sweeping after the depart-

ment's "white wings" have passed on to new
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fields of labor. In a thousand other ways the adopted the policy of continuous offering of

streets are unnecessarily littered, and this is a National War Bonds, and by the end of October
civic crime not peculiar to New York, for it rages this year approximately six billion dollars' worth
almost unchecked in all American cities. of these had been sold. British War Savings

It is, therefore, comforting to record that the Certificates sold up to that time were about

New York Merchants' Association has taken the $875,000,000. The total of securities taken by
matter in hand and is making progress. It has the British people since they entered the war is

blocked out a section of the city and has enlisted roughly $16,350,000,000. This is exclusive of

high school children in the anti-litter crusade. $5,200,000,000 British treasury bills, which, like

Certain boys and girls, known as Block Captains, our treasury certificates, are largely taken by the

now keep daily watch of their assigned areas, banks.

Whenever the Block Captain sees a bundle of re- With twice the national wealth of Great Britain

fuse emerging from an apartment window she—it and more than four times her national income, there

is usually a girl—visits the apartment, reasons is every reason why our people should do better in

with the housewife and not infrequently makes buying bonds. Having come into the war nearly

a convert. Any citizen who throws a banana three years after the other, it was also proper that

peel on the sidewalk, tosses a cigarette "butt" we, as the richest country in the world, should

into the highway, or hurls a newspaper to the four shoulder some of their financial burden. This we
winds, is more than likely to be asked for an ex- have done by granting as credits to the Allies

planation. The police have become interested, about seven billion of the total we have raised,

and their methods are not exclusively argumenta- France's largest loan was one of $3,100,000,000

tive. The consequence is that the parts of the in the fall of 191 5. Her total loans have been
city in which the experimental work has been done about seven billions. A good share of her war
are much freer than ever before of fruit skins, cost has been met by advances from the Bank of

bottles, broken glass, newspapers, magazines, and France, based on Government notes. Germany's
cast-off clothing. In the last year at least 50,000 eighth war loan was reported to have brought the

people have been admonished. Civic cleanliness, government $3,690,000,000 and Germany's total

like personal cleanliness, is an instinct or a habit, borrowings are around twenty-one billions.

and probably has to develop as part of the general —

.

process of civilization but such missionary efforts
g^^^ Your Liberty Bonds

as these will inevitably have their ertect m the -^

education of the masses. ^""f^HIS magazine receives letters from every

part of the United States from readersTThe Fourth Liberty Loan -*
^^u

^''^ ^'^'''^^ concerning the invest-

ment of their savings. Lately, in some or these

SIX and a half billion dollars in three months! letters, have appeared such statements as: ''

I

Never before has any people subscribed have invested all 1 can afford in Liberty Bonds
that amount of money at one time for any and now I want something that gives a better

purpose. Only five months before, these same return." We hope all those who feel that they

people had taken more than four billion of the cannot afford to carry more Liberty Bonds will

Third Liberty Loan. Only six months before that read the speech which Secretary McAdoo de-

they had taken nearly four billion of the Second livered in New York before the opening of the

Loan, and only five months before that they had Fourth Liberty Loan Campaign. He gave good
started meeting their share of the cost of the war reasons why every true American should buy
by oversubscribing the first two billion dollar all the Liberty Bonds he could pay for and keep;

loan. To these bond purchases there was added only in this way would we be doing our duty to

by the end of October approximately a billion "Pershing and our heroes in France." We
and a quarter of war savings stamps and certifi- v/ish to direct our readers' attention to this

cates. A total of $17,735,000,000 since we en- particular paragraph of Mr. McAdoo's speech:

tered the war twenty months ago! Before the "Every dollar saved now and invested in

war, the American people used to absorb about Liberty Bonds will be worth much more when
two billion dollars' worth of new securities a year, peace comes again. Every provident man and
The nearest approach to the achievement of the woman in the United States may find their

Fourth Liberty Loan was Great Britain's Third savings worth twice as much in purchasing power
War Loan, brought out early in 191 7. That after the war as now. How can any one more
raised a little less than five billion dollars of new certainly make money than by saving it now,

money. with assurance of its enormous enhancement
Since the Third War Loan Great Britain has in value when normal conditions are restored?'*
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Mr. McAdoo's advice is sound, and it is

certain that holders of Liberty Bonds will be

the ones most sure of enjoying the full benefit

of the change in the purchasing power of money
now that peace has come; for Liberty Loan bonds

are the nearest thing to actual money that

exists to-day. We were pleased when one

reader, for whom we had made out a list of

securities for a ^ 10,000 investment, and who had
complained that it was hard to stand the "lossj'

on his Liberty Bonds, wrote that, "owing to

uncertainties of the market on any stocks, 1

have made up my mind to invest all surplus

in Government securities. I know they are

all right."

By paying these taxes, the American people will

be doing their share to raise the $8,000,000,000

which the Government wants from taxes.

These individual payments are expected to

bring in $1,482,186,000. The excess profits

and war profits taxes are expected to return

$3,100,000,000, and the income tax on corpora-

tions $828,000,000. Miscellaneous taxes will

bring in 'the remaining $2,600,000,000.

What Taxes Rich Men Pay Here and in

England

WHEN Americans of moderate earn-

ings pay their higher income tax

this year they will have at least

one grain of comfort, for their Allies in Great

Britain are paying more than twice as much.
They will have the additional comfort also of

knowing that their richer countrymen, whose
incomes exceed $750,000 a year, are paying con-

siderably more than those who have similar

and larger incomes in Great Britain. The
British tax starts on incomes of approximately

$650 with an exemption of $125 additional

income for a married man and for each child

under sixteen, provided that the total income

does not exceed $4,000. The exemption limit

here is not changed in the new law; it is

still $1,000 for a single person; $2,000 for a

married man, and $200 additional for each

dependent.

Below is a comparison between our new tax

rates and those of last year, and the approximate
figures for the British tax on similar incomes.

The rates are for married men without other

dependents.

INCOME N EW TAX OLD TAX BRITISH TAX

$2,500. $30. $10. $210.

5,000. 180. 80. 750.

10,000. 845. 656. 2,250.

20,000. 2,895 2,199. 6,812.

50,000. 12,495 8,277. 20,937.

100,000. 39,095 19,377- 47.187.

500,000. 297,095 196,2^9. 257,187
I ,000,000. 647,095 487,809. 519,687.

3,000,000. 2,087,095 1,807,605. 1,599,687.

10,000,000. 7.377,095 6,491,605. 5,244,687.

These taxes apply to earned incomes; un-

earned incomes below $13,000 have to pay a

still highter tax than this in Great Britain.

Mr. Jonas Lied and Mr. TimiriazeflP

THE following statements appeared in the

World's Work for October, in an article

entitled, "The Bolsheviki, Who They
Are and What They Believe":

I came over on the steamer with Tunarasev [Timiria-

zeffj, of the Bolsheviki staff. This man is a Russian,

and nobody's fool. He used to be a minister under
the Czar, and a minion of the Germans. He framed
the tariff" giving the preferentials to Germany. Well,

he is now working this revolutionary propaganda for

the Bolsheviki. He is a leading Bolshevik.

As I said, he was on the way to the United States

when I met him last April. He and Jonas Lied,

backed by Trotzky and Lenine, got up what they called

the Siberian Steamship Company. This was camou-
flage to gain an entree here for their propaganda. To
insure his reception Tunarasev came as Norwegian

Consul. On board, I asked him up and down if he

had a personal interest in the Bolsheviki. He said he

had. Well, these that 1 have named are the leaders

of the Bolsheviki.

That article was prepared from several careful

interviews with a New York business man, then

recently returned from Russia. He now re-

pudiates the statements quoted above.

The World's Work has made an independent

investigation of these statements, and finds that

they are untrue, both as concerns Mr. Timiria-

zeff and Mr. Lied, and it regrets they they were

published. The following facts about Mr. Lied

are of general interest

:

He is the originator of the successful plan to

open Siberia to foreign commerce by the Kara

Sea route. This is probably the only commer-
cially successful use of the Arctic Ocean. Despite

a universal belief that a continuing trade could

not be established through these waters. Mr.

Lied ten years ago began organizing a trading

company in Norway (his Birthplace) and sent

steamers from England to the mouth of the Obi

River and the mouth of the Yenesei River to

exchange European manufactures for the hides

and grains and minerals of Siberia that are trans-

ported northward down these rivers by barges

and steamers. Previous attempts to open this
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route had been failures, and the opinion became opened mines and forests, and were maintaining

general that the route was impracticable. To a new and life-giving commercial outlet for Cen-

settle this point, Mr. Lied persuaded Dr. Nansen, tral Siberia when the successive revolutions in

the famous Arctic explorer, to make the journey Russia led to Bolshevism and the practical

with' him in 1913. The outcome of this journey confiscation of their properties,

was Dr. Nansen's book, "Through Siberia, the During these revolutions, Mr. Lied visited

Land of the Future,'' in which he declared the the leaders of all the political groups in Russia,

modern facilities had made the route entirely including Lenine and Trotzky, to learn their

feasible. The Russian Government now recog- attitude toward business, so that, whatever

nized the importance of giving Siberia all possible group came into power, he could adjust the affairs

avenues of trade, and cooperated with the Lied of his concern to the new conditions. Apparently

Company to make the new route a success by this series of visits led to misinterpretation of his

carrying out experiments with hydroplanes activities, which were purely financial and had no

to scout out ice-free passages through the Kara relation to politics.

Sea, and by establishing a chain of wireless stations The interesting present fact is that the head-

along the coast whence the operators, who were quarters of his work is now in New York, and
also navigation lookouts, flashed the news of that American capital is now employed in develop-

wind and ice and weather to the approaching ing trade with Central Siberia, not only through

steamers. the usual rail channels under the protection of

With these aids, successful expeditions were the Allied Expedition, but also by the all-water

carried through in 191 3, 1914, 191 5, 1916, and route from New York, around the north coast

191 7. The Lied interests took over control of of Norway, through the Kara Sea, and up
the principal barging and steamship business on the Obi and Yenesei rivers to the heart of

the Yenesei River, established trading ports, Siberia.

THE LONG DECLINE IN BONDS—THEN
WHAT?

Every Month the World's Work publishes in this part of the magazine an article on investments

A
MASSACHUSETTS man who started ing for such opportunities; but until human nature

with $500 in 1903 and by systematic changes, the American people, when they buy se-

saving and compounding the interest curities, will generally do so with the hope that

i and dividends has built up an invest- the issues they buy will advance in price. It is

^ ment of J3 5,000 in stocks and bonds, doubtful what effect in this particular their pur-

writes for suggestions, saying that his thought is chases of Liberty Loan Bonds will have. This

"to shift all the stocks—as opportunity permits

—

has been an investment made without a view to

into bonds and then, when the bonds go up, to pecuniary profit; yet holders of Liberty Bonds
again shift into short-term notes until such time will likely see them sell above par and the experi-

as opportunity otherwise suggests. " Other in- ence with this first investment for some ten million

vestors have lately raised this same point regard- American families may but whet their appetite

ing bonds, and the present seems the proper time for other securities that hold out possibilities for

to call attention to the peculiar conditions that an advance in price. It may, therefore, be of

are now affecting the market price for bonds and great importance, if a situation exists to-day that

to give consideration to the things that are will satisfy this demand of human nature for an
likely to influence bond prices in the future. adventure with its savings and yet not lead it out

This New England investor, because of hisabil- of the field of* sound investments and into risky

ity to analyze securities and to keep in touch with speculation or gambling with its funds. For if

the conditions surrounding them, is probably such a situation does exist, it is going to be easier

justified in giving consideration to their specula- to continue the education of our new investors

tive possibilities, and also in borrowing money to along sound lines and permanently retain them as

increase his purchases when he believes securities one of the greatest assets that the war has devel-

are low. Most investors are not justified in look- oped—a saving and investing people.
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Good investment bonds recently sold at lower

prices than they had touched in more than a gen-

eration past. The immediate cause of this was

the war, but back of the sharp decline in prices due

to the war there was a steady downward move-

ment since the beginning of the present century,

one important reason for which was a steady in-

crease in the amount of gold produced annually

throughout the world. As the supply of this uni-

versal measure of value grew at an increasing rate,

its purchasing power decreased, or, as it is more
commonly stated, commodity prices advanced.

And bonds, because the fixed income from them
and the fixed amount at which they are payable in

gold at maturity would buy less, declined with

the gold. This decline was accelerated by the

transfer of public attention to stocks and other in-

vestments with the view of getting a higher re-

turn. Then came the war, which doubled previ-

THE LONG DECLINE IN THE BEST GRADE
INVESTMENT BONDS

BOND ISSUE

Atch. T. &. S. F. gen. mort.

Bait. & Ohio prior lien

Chic. & N. W. general mtg..

III. Central ist mtg
New York Central ref

Norfolk & W. I St consol. . . .

.

Nor. Pacific prior lien

Penn. R. R. consol mtg
Reading general mtg
Union Pacific ist mtg

Average price

INTER-
DUE

HIGH
EST

DATE
SINCE

RATE 1900

4 1995 106

3^ 1925 9«i
3l 1987 1 1

1

4 1951 1 16

32 1997 III^

4 1996 I04I

4 1997 io6f

4 1948 105^

4 1997 1048

4 1947 io8i

107!

RECENT
LOW

79
86

67^
89
69

79
79
83

8of
84

79i

This list of representative highest grade railroad bonds recently' showed an
average dechne of twenty-five points from their high levels since 1900. Their
average rate of return on the investment is now about 4! per cent, and if their

maturity at par is taken into consideration, their average "yield" is close to 5
per cent.

ous living expenses, and fixed interest-bearing se-

curities were worth still less. Bonds have also

had to meet the competition of colossal Govern-
ment loans at advancing interest rates. A war
decline has thus been added to the long down-
ward swing due to other causes. A situation seems

to have been created that holds attractive possi-

bilities for investors.

in the first place money not spent to-day, when
prices are high, can be kept until a time when it

will buy much more. But there are other good
reasons why those who save money to-day and
invest it in good bonds may not only expect to

see the purchasing power of their money grow, but

see the principal of their investment gain in value

as well. The two changes are related as cause

and effect.

The reasons for expecting these changes to occur

are to be found in the outlook for a decreasing pro-

duction of gold, with an increasing demand for it

at the same time to fortify the fiat currency of

Europe; and in a reduction in the amount of new
bonds that will be brought out after the war.

The habits of thrift which the war has taught will

continue to pile up savings for investment. In

191 5, the production of gold apparently reached a

maximum. Unless new mines are discovered we
will enter the period of increased demand for gold

with prospects for a smaller and smaller addition

to the world's gold stock each year. I n the second

place. Government competition for funds in the

bond market will be removed after the war; and
in addition to that the new supply of best grade

investment issues will likely be more limited

after the war than before. Our railroads, for

example, have sold about all of their available

underlying mortgage bonds, and now they must
sell junior issues. All these conditions seem to

point to higher prices for the best investment

bonds.

The movement of bond prices following othei

wars also affords a basis for belief that higher bond
prices will be seen after this war. French and
British government bonds are the best barome-
ters we have of the bond market over a period of

many years. At the outbreak of the Crimean
War, in 1853, French rentes dropped twenty
points and British consols sixteen. They recov-

ered thirteen points of this loss before the war be-

tween France, Austria, and Italy started six

years later; and they were advancing again from

the effects of that war when the Civil War came
in this country. After that they gained about

ten points before Bismarck led France into the

Franco-Prussian War. Rentes then dropped
twenty-five points and consols eight. The world-

wide depression of 1873 retarded their recovery

but did not stop it, and, in 1881, rentes were up
thirty-seven points at 87I and consols fifteen

points at 103. There has been clearly evident a

tendency to advance after every great war. It

was the opening of the Transvaal gold fields that

prevented much advance following the Boer War.
Before the end of the last century 3 per

cent, rentes sold at 105I and 2J per cent, consols

at 114. The fifteen years of increasing gold pro-

duction that followed was reflected before the out-

break of the present war, in a twenty-two point

loss in rentes and a price forty-three points lower

for 2^ per cent, consols. If bonds have the possi-

bility of recovering not only from the present war
decline but from the effects of this period of in-

creasing gold production, their prospects are in-

deed bright. As this war is likely to be the last

for many years, conditions certainly seem propi-

tious for a recovery from the present low level in

bond prices.
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Pirates of Promotion
Who Are After Your Liberty Bonds with Their Get- Rich-Quick Schemes

THE OIL STOCK FLOTATION GAME

The Story of the Prodigal Son Who Returned to Find an Oil Field and Promptly Turned Good
Samaritan—Fake Ventures of W. M. Sheridan, C. F. King, A. B. Benesch, and Others

BY

LOUIS GUENTHER
(In collaboration with John K. Barnes, the Financial Editor of The World's Work)

BEFORE it's too late, help unlock this rich-quick promotion; it makes the sucker think

treasure vault of Oklahoma." . . . the stock is increasing in value, and it greatly
*'

I predict that before the end of adds to the profit of the promoter. Toward the

I
October, the sales value of the Mayfield end of November, 191 7, Reinert reported that

holdings will be more than $1,000,000; "Well Number One on Property No. 16 of the

that before the first of the year, these properties Mayfield Oil & Refining Company came in as

will be regarded as worth J2, 500,000; that before one of the sensations of the Cleveland-Terlton

February i, 191 8, these holdings will be valued Oil Field!" . . . "From this moment for-

by competent oil men as worth nearly $5,000,000 ward it will be a question of getting subscriptions

—and that by the first of the year, the Mayfield in on time." ..." Mayfield treasury shares

Oil & Refining Company will be on a dividend at thirty cents each (fully paid and non-assessable)

basis. I can see it in no other way." represent the safest and best i^ivestment I could |

This was N. A. Reinert's introduction to the name—because the Mayfield Oil & Refining Com-
public in the oil stock flotation game. He had pany has been proved by Well No. i ; and because

been business manager and part owner of the the amount of money now being invested in

Daily Mining Record of Denver and in that ca- Mayfield shares insures their selling close to or

pacity had studied the art of get-rich-quick pro- at %\ around the holidays." . . . "The 30
motion from the inside as well as the outside, cent allotment will be positively withdrawn with
He was in Chicago in 191 7 and in need of funds the close of business December 8, 191 7."

. . .

when the oil stock gambling fever reached that " You would not expect us to sell shares far under
city from the Wyoming oil fields to the west and their value. I believe that we are doing it right

from Oklahoma to the south. In common with now! And if you had a fair idea of the amount of

all the other pirates of promotion he saw the possi- money we have returned to investors who were
bilities for him in satisfying the growing public too late, you would understand that my caution

appetite for oil stocks. And he knew how to about being in time is founded on experience!"

stimulate that appetite. He offered " Preorgan- Some one may have asked the pertinent ques-

ization Treasury Shares" of the Mayfield Oil & tion why he offered the stock at such low prices

Refining Company at 10 cents a share, and about when it was going to be worth so much more so

them he said: "When this stock becomes worth soon. For Reinert in his Merry Christmas and
a dollar a share—which I believe it will be worth Happy New Year letter to his " Esteemed
before the first of the year—every dime you invest Friends" told them a story

—
"a true story," he

is turned into a dollar! That means you have said, "that has never been in print, and that

made 900 per cent., which is as much as you could reads much like a tale from Arabian Nights."

make on a 6 per cent, basis in 150 years. If this A friend of his had known a man for some
stock becomes worth ^5 a share, then you make years who had gotten out of touch with his family

fifty times the money you put in, which is equiva- —had lost track of them. One day he spoke

lent to 5,000 per cent., or as much as you make about his family—his old home,old ties; and the

on a 10 per cent, basis in 500 years, or at 6 per friend asked him if he thought it wouldn't be

cent, in 833 years." worth while, as worthy things go, to take a week
Following this "preorganization offer," came or two off and go back home. Then he didn't

successive offers of the stock at advancing prices, see him for a time. When the man came back
This is according to Hoyle in the game of get- he called on this friend. "He had been home.
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He had spent a week or more with his dad. He In one of his letters, Reinert admitted "You
had gone into the old home town, expecting to may call my style of telling the truth lurid, or

find it just as he had left it—with his dad out on sensational, or boastful, or anything else. But
the farm and the neighbors doing their spring the fact remains that whatever has been said in

plowing. But he found something different, any circular or letter leaving these offices has
The old farm was no longer an ordinary farm, been the truth! And the truth is entitled to be
Oil derricks had changed the sky-line. Pipe attractively told!" But now let us leave Reinert

lines crossed the old familiar roads. Tank farms and look for a little truth that is not to be found
had left little room for corn and wheat. This in his letters or circulars. The reader who has
man's father was more than merely well-to-do. come this far must not be abandoned to the

He was drawing royalties from the great Sinclair influence of all this get-rich-quick "literature.''

Oil & Gas Company. But there was one forty He might be sending a check to Reinert for some
of the old farm that nobody could lease. No Mayfield stock.

derricks reared their heads against the sky on that In the first place this prodigal son who played

tract. It was waiting—for the boy who had such an important part in Reinert's word picture

gone into the world years before—who had lost was a waiter in a Chicago restaurant. His

himself in the cities—had almost forgotten Okla- only experience with oil was in mixing salad

homa, and the dreary little market town of dressings. Therefore, after playing his senti-

Terlton. And that man's name was Mayfield, mental part, he drops out completely and his

and the forty that was waiting for the home- ''brother," B. M. Mayfield, who "was reared in

coming of the son is now Property 1 6 of the May- the Cleveland-Terlton field," who "knew Mr.
field Company." Sinclair when he was poor and struggling; knew
"The destiny of people and of nations," McFarlin and Kennedy, and Mr. Markham and

Reinert continues, " sometimes hinges on the many others who have since entered the million-

slender thread of circumstance. Others might aire and multi-millionaire class," and who
have owned the original Mayfield farm—but they "understood the principles of their progress,"

didn't. Other fathers might have forgotten the enters as the president of the Mayfield Oil &
boy who had gone out into the world, to get busy Refining Company. It was of this man that

and form new associations—but the elder May- Reinert wrote in such high-sounding terms,

field didn't forget. There was always a place in Yet in less than four months he had quarrelled

the old gentleman's heart for the boy who had ' with him, and ousted him, and had again started

gone—and that place has proved to be big enough selling preorganization shares with a new name

—

not alone for the boy who came back home, but the Catlett-Davis Oil Corporation. To his

for thousands of Mayfield stockholders! There "Esteemed Friends" he wrote: "It was not a
was more in that visit than the -mere home- pleasant task to find that B. M. Mayfield Iv/sls

coming of a boy who had gone into the world, not working for the real interests of the stock-

There was a home-coming for thousands of in- holders. . . . When I saw that it was vitally

vestors whose destiny rather led in the same necessary for you and every other client of N. A.
direction at the same time." Reinert & Company to receive better protection.

So all those whose names were on Reinert's I did not stop with a change in the management
sucker list were urgently invited to the feast of the Mayfield Company. I opened negotiations

with this prodigal son. "You and I can't go between the Mayfield Company directors and
very far astray when we cooperate with men who Messrs. J. G. Catlett and S. C. Davis that resulted

have been true to their ideals for many years," in the consolidation that has taken place."

said Reinert. "No matter how far you travel With the same leases as assets of this new com-
or how many times you invest, you will never pany he began working his list over again, starting

find men at the head of a company mofe capable, the new stock at 25 cents a share. But this time

squarer, or keener in their regard for the rights of the officials of the State of Illinois, who had been
others, than the men at the head of Mayfield watching his operations for some time, arrested

Oil & Refining Company." In an accompanying Reinert for violation of the Blue Sky Law.
red and green circular, with a holly border, it was Recently, however, the case had to be dismissed

announced in large type that " December 29, as one of the standard corporation manuals

1 91 7, is the last day you are sure of Mayfield published some information regarding the Cat-

Treasury Shares at 40 cents," and as a parting lett-Davis Corporation, and that satisfies the

shot you were urged to make this your New requirements of the Illinois Blue Sky Law.
Year's resolution: "I will profit all during 191

8

That Reinert's stock-selling campaigns have been
and continuously thereafter by owning as much successful is shown by the fact that his organiza-

Mayfield as possible!" tion grew in a few months from unpreten-
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tious offices until it occupied half a floor in the pirates of promotion: it keeps the sucker on the

large Transportation Building in Chicago. He line; keeps him satisfied, and at the same time

boldly announced that he would take Liberty squeezes more money out of him.

Bonds at their face value, plus accrued interest,

in payment for Mayfield shares. _
,

high gravity oil sales company

Yet N. A. Reinert is only a beginner at get- The get-rich-quick promotions of the High
rich-quick promotion. He is not worthy to be Gravity Oil Sales Company, which are being

ranked with such veterans as W. M. Sheridan offered with the same promise of a "square deal

who has been at it for more than twenty years, for stockholders" that Sheridan uses, are the

or with several of the other pirates of promotion High Gravity Oil Company, the Mammoth
who have turned to the oil stock flotation game. Oil Producing Company, and the Oil Fields

Sheridan is a graduate of Burr Brothers, who in Development Company; with a total capitaliza-

their time were quick to see the possibilities for tion of $11,000,000. Some of the tricks being

themsel\«es in the California oil boom of 1908. used in the sale of these stocks are worthy of

When they were arrested, in 19 10, there were attention. To get the public to first taste the

sevenoil companies amongthe twenty-eight worth- bait, 100 shares of High Gravity Oil stock were

less promotions, with a capitalization exceeding offered for J 10, with an agreement to repurchase

J 1 00,000,000, that stood against them. Sheridan them if the company did not bring in one or more
was then in business for himself in Chicago, and wells within sixty days. And an option was given

when the Federal authorities stopped the grinding on any part of 5,000 shares at ten cents a share,

of the Burr Brothers wholesale stock mill, he In less than sixty days the price had been ad-

came on to New York and acquired their sucker vanced, and naturally few if any would want to

list. He has made good use of these choice names return their stock for less than it was being sold

since; for he already has twenty-three promotions for. Instead, the advance undoubtedly influenced

to his credit and his able hand is discernible in many to exercise their option at the old price,

several oil stock flotations with which he is not If any had wished to take their "profit" at the

openly connected. higher level, they soon would have found out that

Sheridan, being more experienced than Reinert, get-rich-quick promoters sell stocks but don't buy
left Chicago soon after the Illinois Blue Sky Law them. But had they not been informed that the

went into effect. He is now operating from stock would advance still further on a certain date;

Lexington, Ky., and associated with him is why should they try to sell it at the present price?

John C. Long, another Burr Brothers graduate. It was in August, 191 7, that the initial offer

The present promotion of this modern apostle at 10 cents was made. In November, Sheridan

of the square deal is the Stockholders Oil Com- and his crowd were selling it at 20 cents and
pany, capitalized at $4,000,000. He started announcing that after November 24th it would be

offering "preorganization shares" last spring 25 cents. Reservations were being made for

at ten cents a share, but later reduced the price prospective purchases of all or any part of 2,500

to eight. His fine Italian hand is also evident shares at 20 cents
—

"to protect them from an
in the offerings of the High Gravity Oil Sales oversubscription."

Company of Louisville, Ky., of which his son Early in the present year, when the High
Redmond F. Sheridan is "principal and general Gravity Oil Sales Company had three strings to

manager." The father and son are helping along its promotion bow, a combination offer was made
each other's promotion. Redmond writes to of stock in all three companies, with a discount

High Gravity stockholders, for instance, recom- off from the total figure, thus disguising the fact

mending his father's stock, and says: "Father that they were reducing the price. Then they
taught me to tell the truth from childhood, and made a combination offer by nearly doubling

always to be frank and honest. I have tried the "public quotations" and offering a "one
to follow his teachings and he had set the good hundred per cent, bonus." Last April, as the

example himself, to myself and four brothers, one trump card, they offered "Rights Certificates"

of whom is in the Army." One other brother, to those who "are not in the market, right now,
E. A. Sheridan, is answering correspondence for to buy more of the stocks of these three com-
his father and making offers to holders of stock panies." These certificates gave "the chance to

in W. M. Sheridan & Company (Inc.)—which select in the future the stock of one of the three

Sheridan apparently abandoned when he moved companies which is the biggest winner . . .

from Illinois—to take back that stock and allow to buy in the future at present prices." But

%\ a share for it in one half payment for shares of the buyer must pay for these certificates now.
the Stockholders Oil Company, the other half Nevertheless, these pirates of promotion said:

to be paid in cash. This is an old trick of the "When you buy Rights Certificates it is not like
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buying a stock for a gamble, taking your chances Nor can the constancy of H. H. Tucker, Jr.,

on the company making good; it's more like buy- of Kansas City, who for fourteen years has been
ing stock of a winner after the company has made selling stock in the Uncle Sam Oil Company be
good, and getting in at a low price/' left unnoticed. He has taken more than

Is it any wonder, in an outfit like this, that $2,000,000 from about 25,000 people in exchange
you find the secretary of two of the companies

—

for Uncle Sam Oil stock at prices ranging from
C. D. Pratt—writing "To whom it may con- a cent to 25 cents a share. His battle cry has
cern," enclosing subscription blanks, and say- been persecution by the oil trust, and with that

ing: ''The high character of our Financial he has won much sympathy from the pubHc and
Agents is demonstrated by the thoroughness with seems to have been able to make it forget that

.

which they do things, and the honest, upright, none of his oft-repeated predictions of fabulous

and conscientious manner in which they offer profits have ever made good,

stock to investors. Their policy in this regard These pirates of promotion always lay great

is one of extreme caution to present facts, and emphasis on the large acreage that t^^eir com-
facts only, to investors." Or to find that Benja- panies control. But this means nothing. What
min V. Hole, who is an official of two of these they secure is only the right to drill on a man's
companies, is also president of the Crown Oil property, and the character of leases that they

Company, which paid cash dividends of 2 per go after can be secured in large quantities at

cent, a month only long enough to permit B. X. small cost. When George Graham Rice turned

Dawson, E. M. Fuller, W. M. Sheridan and others to the oil stock flotation game two years ago, he
to sell a large amount of its stock at $1.25 and started with 40,000 acres in Kentucky which cost

Ji.5oashare. Dawson was very willing to accept the company from which he acquired the leases

Liberty Bonds at face value in the purchase of only 10 cents an acre, or a total of $4,000. Rice

the stock. "Naturally," he wrote, "you are now could promote two $5,000,000 companies on this,

anxious to invest in something that will be of yet when he was arrested last July he had not

more benefit to yourself, something that will yield yet paid the bill for the engraving of the stock

greater returns to you." Within three months certificates for his Appalachian Oil Company,
the cash dividends on Crown Oil had stopped and Another trick is to talk about the "gushers'*

Dawson in June was playing what will probably that have been brought in on "adjoining" leases,

be his last card in this promotion in the form of an As a fish will die just as quick a foot from water

offer of stock at $1 a share with a "bonus" of as a mile away, an investor might as well have
100 per cent, with each purchase. This was poor his money in a company drilling on Pike's Peak
camouflage for an offering at 50 cents a share, as in one that is just outside of an oil-bearing area,

but it seems to be a kind of mild deception that With these pirates of promotion, however, every

the suckers like after they have swallowed the hook hole they drill, no matter where, is confidently

and line and are about ready to take in the sinker. expected to be a gusher. Telegrams from the

field of operations continually urge investors to
C. F. K. THE APOSTLE OF THE SQUARE DEAL

^^^ .^ ^J^^^ ^^^ ,.,iq^ij ^^^,^j^„ -^ ^^^^^^ ,f

In emphasizing the "square deal" in his pro- they do by chance happen to strike oil, they esti-

motions, Sheridan is only following in the footsteps mate profits on the basis of flush production,

of Cardenio F. King of Boston. For many years which as every experienced oil man knows, is

that past master of hypocritical utterances sold from four to ten times as much as the subsequent

stock in the King-Crowther Oil Company by daily flow. And if their wells yield only a barrel

widely advertising himself as "the Apostle of the a day, they nevertheless are "mighty producers"

Square Deal," "the foe of the Stock Exchanges," as illustrated by the White Rock Oil Company
"the man with a soul." But when ex-Governor of Oklahoma in its flamboyant advertising. This

Moses of South Carolina was found dead with company pictured "Nineteen producing wells

papers in his pocket showing that a certain per- making profits night and day for you" and offered

centage was to be deducted from stock sales to to share the riches of these " nineteen mighty wells

pay dividends on King-Crowther stock, the police and many more to come" with credulous investors

took a hand in this swindle and King ended his who bought nearly $1,000,000 of the company's

days in the Charlestown, Mass., penitentiary, stock. When the National Vigilance Committee,

No story on oil stock flotation would be complete which investigates advertising frauds for the

without a mention of him, for many can recall Associated Advertising Clubs of the World, looked

how easily they swallowed his protestations of into this, it found that the nineteen "mighty''

honesty and love for the common people. That wells were averaging less than one barrel a day

experience is a good thing to remember in the each and that the company had only $560 in its

present oil boom. treasury and owed in the neighborhood of $17,000.
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Occasionally—possibly once in a hundred Gresham was Benesch*s St. Louis representative

times—a promotion of one of these pirates really until his habit of depositing the firm's checks to

does strike oil. But when this does occur, poor his own account made the connection unprofitable

innocent investors seldom, if ever, reap any of the for Benesch. Now Gresham is running his own
benefits from it. The promoter deals the cards oil scheme in New York under the name of

and because they are better than he expected does Herrick & Company. Another associate is Fred,

not mean that he is going to let others win at his L. Kriebel, who has handled Benesch's promo-
own game. The case of the Okmulgee Producing tions in Los Angeles and Chicago. Kriebel re-

& Refining Company well illustrates this point, ceived his early training with Wintemute, who
When A. B. Benesch & Company originally offered has been convicted of fraud, and won his spurs

that stock last year, they dealt principally with with the promotion of the Rector Gas Lighting

expectations like all the others. But the un- Company. When the checks of the company
expected happened and some good wells were began to come back from the bank marked
discovered. Then began a manipulation of "insufficient funds," Kriebel quietly, departed

the price of the stock on the New York Curb for the West. At last report, he was selling

market based upon exaggerated reports of ** carefully selected investment securities" in

production. George Graham Rice, one of the Chicago, and working the partial payment
ablest of market manipulators, participated game.
with Benesch and officials of the company in this If the operations of these pirates of promotion
operation. The stock was run up from J2.00 to did not result in such great losses to the public

nearly $1 1.50 a share and the public was induced in the aggregate—usually to those who can

to buy it at the high level by predictions that it least afford to lose—and did not cause such dam-
would go much higher. The Kansas-Oklahoma age to legitimate investment business, both by
Oil News showed that these reports were fabrica- the misdirection of savings and by the under-

tions intended to help the pirates dump stock on mining of public confidence, a study of their

the public at five times what it had cost them, methods would be humorous. S. E. Cox, presi-

A dividend was even declared to help along these dent of the Prudential Securities Company,
plans, but was never paid because of lack of formerly of Chicago, but now of Houston, Tex.,

funds in the company's treasury. after one of his visits to Texas last November,
In the magnitude of their operations, all the reported to all his ''dear friends" that he had

other characters of this story except Rice, who is made the acquaintance of a hermit who claimed

now under arrest for his financial operations, are to know the whereabouts of a great lake of oil.

minor satellites compared with Benesch. He is
*

"After spending two days testing and investigat-

said to have personally made at least a million ing his theory, and satisfying myself that he is

dollars from his flotations. He has offices in correct," Cox said, "
1 am willing to stake my last

New York, Boston, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, St. dollar that he is right." Yet a few months later

Louis, Baltimore, and Newark. he must have forgotten the hermit, for he wrote:

A brief summary of the records of those identi- " During the last four months the Prudential

fied with A. B. Benesch & Company will help to Oil & Refining Company has been in control

show why the connection of this firm with any of a machine which locates the oil, thus eliminat-

company acts as a blight on its prospects. Ben- ing every possibility of failure that has formerly

esch himself was connected with the American been the bugaboo of the oil business. ... It

Telegraph Typewriter Company swindle and was is almost impossible for the human mind to con-

convicted for fraud in the Federal Court and ceive of the money in unlimited millions of dollars

fined $1,000. His principal partner is now a man that will come to the coffers of the Prudential

named Rosenbaum who has served a term in the Oil & Refining Company as a result of this

penitentiary for a serious federal offense. Harry machine." Nevertheless, in about two months
B. Thompson, who for years has made a specialty more Cox had laid his Prudential Oil & Refining

of selling rotten stocks, is also connected with promotion on the shelf and was offering*" preor-

him;and when Charles S. Fieldsteel's bucket-shop ganization shares" in the J 10,000,000 Bankers

failed in 191 5 as the aftermath of the manipula- Underwriting Syndicate at 5 cents a share. As
tion of Canadian Natural Gas and Vacuum Gas this new promotion is to have the use of the "oil

stocks, and Fieldsteel was indicted for grand lar- finder," its profits will undoubtedly be as un-

ceny, he found a refuge v/itb Benesch. Fred limited as Cox's literature.

{In the January World's Work will he disclosed the methods used hy the Pirates of Promotion in

the industrial field.)



JUGOSLAVIA
The New Great State of the Balkans, Comprising the Serbs, Croats, and the Slovenes

BY

GEORGE Macadam

OF THE many changes in the map of

i Europe, that seem imminent as

I the result of the Great War, none
' has a greater appeal to the historic

imagination, none will be more
potent in maintaining the future peace equilib-

rium of Europe, than the creation of a united

Jugoslavic nation.

If the current of world events continues to

follow its present course, there will be 'erected

on the western half of the Balkan Peninsula, with

the Danube and the Drave rivers on the north

and Greece and Albania on the south, a new na-

tion with an area of approximately 100,000

square miles (almost half the size of continental

France) and a population of more than 12,000,00^

(more than one third as many as live in continen-

tal Italy).

A united Jugoslavia will mean the national

unification of a people who, though they have
occupied this same territory for more than a

thousand years—ethnically compact, homogene-
ous and enduring—have never before known
national unity.

The Jugoslavs have lived in one of the bloodiest

battle-arenas of the world—where the civilization

of the West has met and struggled with the civil-

ization of the East. Their land has been overrun

from the West, from the East. As the spoils of

war, it has been divided and redivided. Their

conquerors have set one against the other. Re-
ligion, too, has divided them, and, for political

purposes, the effort has been made to keep its

prejudices fanned to white heat.

And thus, if the map of Europe is re-made ac-

cording to present plans, a united Jugoslavia will

be one of the most striking examples of the crea-

tion of a nation founded upon racial kinship,

whose boundaries are fixed by ethnic limitation.

The greater part of the Balkan Peninsula is a

land of mountains. With only a few breaks

in the wall, the formidable Dinaric Alps shut it in

from the Adriatic Sea on the west, just ^ as the

Balkan Mountains enclose it on the northeast.

Between these two ranges

is a network of mountain
and upland and valley.

But here is a geographic

fact which has cost the

PRONUNCIATION OF SERBO-CROAT WORDS

s = sh in English "ship."'

c = ts " " "cats."

c = ch " " "church."

e = (the same, softer).

country a fearfully heavy toll in blood and anguish:

this network is cut from north to south by the val-

ley of the Morava River flowing northward into

the Danube, and the valley of the Vardar flowing

southward into the Gulf of Saloniki. This natural

corridor through the mountains, leading from the

plains of Hungary to the /Egean Sea, is met by
another natural corridor—that formed by the

valley of the Maritza River—which leads east-

ward to the plains extending to the Bosphorus.

From time immemorial, these valleys have
been the cross-roads of the continents of the

Eastern Hemisphere. They were traveled by
the trader and the warrior, by the hordes of

peace and the hordes of war. To-day, these

valleys are the routes of the vital Balkan railroads,

the one leading from Belgrade to Saloniki, the

other, from Belgrade to Constantinople, link

in the Berlin-Bagdad Railroad. From both a

military and commercial standpoint, the country

commanding these valleys is one of the key-

positions of the world. The possession of this

country was all that Germany needed to material-

ize into a reality her long-cherished dream of

world-domination by means of a far-flung Mittel

Europa; and it was to obtain possession of this

country, that Germany started the Great War.
The Slavs made their first appearance in the

Balkan Peninsula in the sixth cefitury a. d. Like

the Celts, the Goths, and the Huns who had
preceded them during the previous five or six

centuries, the Slavs came as a devastating visita-

tion of wild men from the North. They came
under the leadership of the Avars, a justly dreaded

tribe of Asiatic origin. Before these recurring

tides of barbarism, both the Greek and the

Roman civilization had melted away, the penin-

sula north of the /^gean being left a desolate

waste. In 559, the Avars and Slavs attacked

Constantinople, and though they were defeated,

they retained control, under Avar leadership, of

the hinterlands. In 626, the invaders again

attacked Constantinople. But they got to quar-

reling among themselves and were again forced

to retreat. The Avars
now disappeared from the

Balkan Peninsula.

But the Slavs remained.

During their joint occu-

j = y in English "you."

? = in French "jour."

nj = n in English "««£)."

g = g " " "got"
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WHERE THE SOUTHERN SLAVS ARE
The section in color is inhabited by Slavic peoples. These Serbs, Croats, Montenegrins, and Slovenes are blood kin to the

Slavs of Russia and Bohemia but differ from them somewhat in appearance as well as speech. The state which they aspire to

establish has already won the recognition of some of the Allies

pancy with the Avars, the Slavs had spread

over the Balkan Peninsula, from the region north

of the Danube and the sources of the Save and
Drave rivers in the Alps, to the coastal region

of the /Egean and the borders of Albania, from
the Balkan Mountains to the shores of the

Adriatic. And despite centuries of invasion,

war, conquest, oppression, and commercial
strangulation, they have so remained ever since.

Early in their ^ttlement of the Balkan Penin-

sula, the Jugoslavs broke up into tribes which
gradually resolved themselves into three big

groups: the Serbs, the Croats, and the Slovenes.

These groups, with little infiltration, have con-

tinued until to-day; and so also have these

groups continued to occupy their old territories.

The Serbs are numerically much the stronger of

the Jugoslavs. They occupy the modern King-

dom of Serbia (including Old Serbia and Northern
Macedonia), Montenegro, and most of Bosnia,

Herzegovina, and Dalmatia, and the districts

north of the Danube—Batka and Banat. The
Croats are second in numerical strength. They
occupy Croatia, Slavonia, and the western parts

of Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Dalmatia. The
Slovenes, who number only about a million and a

half, occupy Carniola, Southern Carinthia, South-

ern Styria, and a portion of Istria.

As a matter of fact, there is no such thing as a

''Jugoslav." It is simply a handy term of

inclusion, invented for the purpose of distinguish-

ing under one name the Slavs of this region from
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A SCENE IN ALBANIA NEAR SCUTARI
After the Balkan War, Germany and Austria, bent on keeping Souttiern Slav commerce from the Adriatic, threatened a

world war if Albania was not erected into a state. They put William of Wied on the throne to strengthen their Bulgarian
alliance, for William was a relative of the Bulgarian queen

MOSTAR, THE CAPITAL OF HERZEGOVINA
is the gateway through which all heavy traffic from this district must pass to reach the sea. It also commands the railroad

from Sarajevo to Ragusa. Austria's seizure of Herzegovina roused the fear of the Serbs not only that Austria might next annex
their country but that their commercial strangulation would soon be completed by Austrian control of seaports J
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WHERE THE BULGAR ARMIES WERE SPLIT

The French and Serbs driving north from Saloniki took Uskub which occupies a picturesque and strategically important
position on the Vardar, the valley of which severs two mountain ranges which bar the way to Bulgaria. Uskub is the junction

point of the railroads from Nish and Mitrovitza to Saloniki

DURAZZO,
The Bay of Durazzo is a great natural outlet for Serbia and Albania,

the Roman world, but its former prosperity and usefulness have been crushed

ty Allied troops and warships

THE FAMOUS OLD ALBANIAN SEAPORT
n ancient times it was one of the great ports of

Last October, the Austrians were driven out
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other Slavs. The word ''Suden-SIav" ("South-

Slav'') is said to have been made in Germany,
and accepted by the Croats who have been more
or less subject to German culture, and by them
translated into the Slavic ("jug," in Slavic, means
"the South"). But ask one of these people what
he is, and not one of them will tell you that he

is a Jugoslav. The Serb will proudly tell you
that he is a Serb; the Croat, that he is a Croat;

and the Slovene, that he is a Slovene.

But despite this division into these old and

for the most part, the Serbs were and are Ortho-
dox; and the Croats and Slovenes were and are

Roman Catholics. This fact has been artfully

played upon to keep the Croats and Slovenes

loyal to Austria-Hungary.

The Serbs can boast of two periods of indepen-

dence: one mediaeval, the other modern. The
first began in the twelfth century, and lasted

well on into the fifteenth century. Included

within this stretch is the most lustrous period

of Serb independence: the reign of the great

CATTARO, THE NATURAL OUTLET FOR MONTENEGRIN PRODUCTS
In 1 814, Austria seized and strongly fortified this port. By restricting commerce at this and other AWriatic ports, Austria has

been able to strangle the economic development of the Southern Slavs

well-maintained groups, they all use practTcally

the same language, Slovene merely being a dia-

lect of the Serbo-Croat.

The differences between the various groups of

Jugoslavs are those that have grown out of reli-

gion and politics. The Slavs of the Balkans had
early been converted to Christianity. A point

of great historic significance was the dividing

line of the two dioceses— Italy and Dacia

—

which ran through Bosnia from north to south.

In the eleventh century, when the Church divided

between the jurisdiction of Rome and of Con-
stantinople, those who lived to the east of this

diocesan line went with the Greek Orthodox,

those who lived to the west of it went with the

Roman Catholic. The split, of course, was not

quite so sharply drawn as this geographical line:

Stephen Dusan who extended his empire until it

reached from the Adriatic in the west to the

Maritza River in the east, from the Danube to

the /^gean. After the death of Dusan, the

Serbs were unable to beat off the Turks invading

from the south. But they did not succumb in-

gloriously: it was not until after the middle of

the fifteenth century that the last remnant of

the old Serb Empire passed under Ottoman
rule.

The Serbian emancipation from Turkish rule

was initiated in 1804. There, then began a series

of wars and treaties, which, stretching over a

period of thirty years, finally resulted in Serbia

being recognized as an autonomous principality

under the suzerainty of the Sultan. Serbia no>v

entered upon a period of internal organization
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and development. With the increase of her In October, 1906, Baron Aehrenthal became
military strength, we find the principality en- Minister of Foreign Affairs at Vienna, and he

gaging in a number of campaigns to free the Serbs immediately instituted a strong anti-Slav policy,

beyond its borders: In 1848, when the Serbs In October, 1908, he announced the formal

in southern Hungary rose against the Magyars; annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina by Austria-

and again in 1876, when an anti-Turkish rebellion Hungary. The arrests of members of the Serbo-

broke out in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In 1877, Croat coalition party, accused (Tf aiding the Pan-
Serbia joined with Russia in making war on Serb movement, grew more numerous. Then
Turkey. Montenegro was already at war with came those infamous efforts to stir up the old

the latter. By the Treaty of Berlin both Serbia religious discord between the Serbs and the

and Montenegro achieved complete independence, Croats; the notorious Agram high treason trial,

and the territory of both was considerably en- and the still more notorious Friedjung trial,

larged.
" The disgraceful discomfiture of the government

By the cynical terms of this treaty, among in both of these trials, and the revelation of its

other things, the administration of Bosnia and nefarious intrigues, served to rally all the ele-

Herzegovina was ''temporarily" .given over to ments throughout the Serb and Croat provinces

Austria-Hungary; and Montenegro was given a of the Dual Monarchy.
strip of coast with the small towns of Antivari Then came the splendid offensives of the Serb-

and Dulcigno, both commercially useless, while ian army in the Balkan wars of 19 12 and 191 3.

Budua, commercially useful, was given to Austria- The moral victory which Serbia had achieved

Hungary which already possessed Cattaro and in the Agram and Friedjung trials, was now
the rest of Dalmatia. crowned by brilliant military victory. Serbia

The formation of her political districts and their became the recognized leader of the Jugoslavs,

representation, the restrictions upon trade, and When the Great War came, a number of promi-
the official discouragement of any increase in nent Jugoslavs, recognized representatives of

the very limited transportation facilities, were public opinion, were either abroad or effected

patent evidence that Austria-Hungary was aiming their escape from their oppressed provinces,

at the political and economic extinction of the They rallied in London and elected a committee
Jugoslavs. which has become known as the Committee of

"The Serbs in Serbia were the only ones who London. Dr. Ante Trumbic, President of the

could claim to be free," says Nevill Forbes, "but Croat National Party in the Diet of Dalmatia,

even this was a freedom entirely dependent on late Mayor of Spalato, and late Member for

the economic malevolence of Austria-Hungary Zara in the Austrian Parliament, was chosen
and Turkey. Cut up in this way by the hand President of the committee. Its sixteen other

of fate into such a number of helpless fragments, members included representatives from practic-

it was inevitable that the Serb race, if it possessed ally every Jugoslav province,

any vitality, should attempt, at any cost, to This committee "set themselves a great task,

piece some, if not all, of them together and form a sacred duty—laid upon them by the difficult

an ethnical whole which, economically and politic- and painful position in which their race is placed

ally, should be mistress of her own destinies. It at present—the duty of informing the govern-
was equally inevitable that the policy of Austria- ments and the public opinion of their friends and
Hungary should be to anticipate or definitively allies among the nations of the actual condition

render any such attempt impossible, because of affairs in such Jugoslav countries as have the

obviously the formation of a large South Slav misfortune to be under Austrian rule, and of the

state, by cutting off Austria from the Adriatic just aspirations of their nation. Our race, var-

and eliminating from the Dual Monarchy all the iously known as Serb, Croat, and Slovene, is,

valuable territory between the Dalmatian Coast nevertheless, despite three different names, but
and the River Drave, would seriously jeopardize one people—the Jugoslavs. Our programme con-

her position as a great power." sists of the deliverance of all Jugoslavs from the

The Pan-Slav movement began to take definite Austrian yoke, and union with our free brothers

shape. About 1906 those elements in Slavonia, in Serbia and Montenegro in one united state."

Croatia, and Dalmatia which favored a closer This programme was given a more official and
union of the Serbs of these districts, formed the specific character at the subsequent Conference

Serbo-Croat coalition party. Its scope was of Corfu. The more important of these declara-

limited at first, but it soon widened. The govern- tions are as follows:

ments of Austria-Hungary endeavored to counter- ,. The State of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes—who
act this movement by the activities of a vast, also are known by the name of Southern Slavs or J ugo-

secret, political system. slavs—shall be a free and independent kingdom, whose
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territory shall be indivisible and all these three-named

co-nationals shall have a single allegiance. This state

shall be a constitutional monarchy, democratic and

parliamentary, having at its head the dynasty Kara-

georgevic, which has always shared the national senti-

ments and has put above all the liberty and the will

of the people;

'2. The name of this state shall be "The Kingdom of

the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes"; and the sovereign

shall bear the title of " King of the Serbs, Croats, and
Slovenes";

5. The three national denominations; Serb, Croat,

and Slovene, are legally on an equal footing in the

kingdom, and every one can use them freely at any
occasion of public life and before all authorities;

10. The Adriatic Sea—in the interest of liberty and
equal rights of all nations—shall be free and open to all;

12. The elections of the representatives of the na-

tional parliament shall be by universal, equal, direct,

and secret vote; the same applies for the election in

the municipalities and other administrative institu-

tions. The vote will take place in each municipality;

13. The'constitution, established after the conclusion

of peace by the constituting assembly, elected by uni-

versal, direct, and secret suffrage, will serve as a basis

for the whole life of the state; it will be the beginning

and the end of all authority and all rights by which the

whole national life will be regulated. The constitution

will give the people the possibility of exercising its par-

ticular energies in the local autonomous districts de-

limited by the natural, social, and economic conditions.

The constitution must be adopted in its entirety by a

certain majority, as ordered by the constituting assem-

bly. The constituting assembly, as well as the laws

voted by it, shall be valid only after the King's sanction.

This document was signed by Mr. N. Pashitch,

the Prime Minister of Serbia, and Dr. Trumbic,

In April, 191 8, in answer to the call of the

Italian Committee, there was held at Rome the

"Congress of the Oppressed Races of Austria-

Hungary." The meeting included delegations of

Italians, Czechoslovaks, Rumanians, Jugoslavs,

Serbs, and Poles, together with representatives of

the Allied Nations. After two days of delibera-

tions, the following resolutions were adopted:

The representatives of the nationalities- wholly or

partly subject to the domination of Austria-Hungary

—

Italians, Poles, Rumanians, Czechs, Jugoslavs—have

united in affirming as follows the principles by which

their common action shall be guided:

1. Each of these peoples proclaims its right to estab-

lish its own nationality and state unity and to

attain full political and economic independence.

2. Each of these peoples recognizes in the Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy the instrument of Germanic

domination and the fundamental obstacle to the

realization of its aspirations and its rights.

3. The assembly consequently recognizes the ne-

cessity for a common struggle against the common
oppressors in order that each people may attain

its complete liberation and complete national

unity as a single, free state.

The representatives of the Italian people and the
Jugoslav people are agreed in particular as follows:

1. As regards the relations between the Italian Na-
tion and the nation of the Serbs, Croats, and
Slovenes (known also under the name of Jugoslav
Nation), the representatives of the two peoples

recognize that the unity and independence of the

Jugoslav Nation is a vital interest of Italy, just as

the completion of Italian nationality is a vital

interest of the Jugoslav Nation. And, therefore,

the representatives of the two peoples pledge

themselves to use their utmost effort to the end
that during the war and at the moment of peace
these aims of the two peoples may be fully attained

in their entirety.

2. They affirm that the liberation of the Adriatic

Sea and its defense against every actual and event-

ual enemy is a vital interest of the two peoples.

3. They pledge themselves to resolve amicably in the

interest of future good and sincere relations be-

tween the two peoples, the various territorial

controversies on the basis of nationality and
the rights of peoples to decide their own fate

—

and in such a manner as not to injure the vital

interests of the two nations—to be defined at the

moment of peace.

4. The nucleus of one people which may have to be
included within the frontiers of the other shall be
guaranteed the right to have their own language,

culture, and moral and economic interests re-

spected.

After the Congress a delegation visited the

Prime Minister of Italy, Professor Orlando, who
addressed them at length, congratulating them
on the accord that had marked the whole conven-

tion. In his address, he said: "
I can tell you that

no other people can understand you as we do and
admire you and feel for you intense sympathy
because no other people can understand as we
do your sorrows and your aspirations, your suffer-

ings and your hopes."

Here we have the chief forces which are making,

or are apparently making, for the welding of the

Jugoslavs into a compact, strong nation—a nation

that, in agreement with an Italy also compact and
strong, could bar any future effort that either

Teuton or Magyar, or the old Teuton-Magyar
partnership itself, could make to break through

to the Adriatic, the /^gean, or the Bosphorus.

If these programmes and resolutions are accepted

at their face value, it would seem that there is at

last to be peace in the Balkans, an end to the

Teuton-Magyar dream of Mittel Europa.
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The Life of General
Pershing

WEST POINT DAYS
Won the Highest Commission Possible in Each Class, on Account of His Soldierly Qualities

—A Strict Disciplinarian Who Was Also Popular—His Graduation—First Army Post

BY

GEORGE MagADAM

IT
WAS at West Point that young Pershing qualifications—his military personality, his bear-

gave the first definite evidence of his ing, his faculty for command, and above all,

measure. In that place of exacting stand- on his ability to enforce the rigid discipline

ards, of acid tests, where all advan- of the Academy without fear or favor of his

tages of birth, wealth, and influence are fellow cadets. The Captains and Lieutenants
lopped oflF, where each cadet stands upon his were chosen from the first or graduating class,

own two feet, the youngster from Linn County, the Sergeants from the second class, and the
Mo., was recognized, both by his class- Corporals from the third or *' yearling" class,

mates and by the^ military staff, as one who When, according to these regulations, it

had the rare quality of leadership. This fact became possible for Pershing to be a Corporal,

is established by the contemporary records he was made the Ranking Corporal of the
of Pershing's class, the Class of '86. battalion; when it became possible for him
Judged by the Army officers at the Academy to be a Sergeant, he was made the Ranking

—that inexorable disciplinarian, General Wesley ist Sergeant; and when it became possible

Merritt, was superintendent at the time

—

for him to be a Lieutenant or a Captain, he was
Pershing was given the highest rank in the made the ist Captain, the highest rank that a

Cadet Battalion that it was possible for him cadet can achieve at West Point,

to have in each of the three years that he could To appreciate the grade of moral courage

be either an officer or a non-commissioned that an efficient cadet officer needs, it must be
officer. realized that when military duties are not be-

Judged by his classmates, Pershing, after ing performed, officers and privates are barrack-

he had been in the Academy only a few months, mates, messmates, classmates. Good fellow-

was unanimously chosen class president. No ship prevails among all, barring, of course,

other cadet was even put in nomination. Be- the "Plebes" or fourth classmen who for the

fore graduation, another election was held to good of their souls are kept in a state of humil-

effect a permanent class organization. Per- ity until they rise to the dignity of "yearlings."

shing was continued in office, an honor he holds It is not a common quality of character which
to this day. makes it possible for a man to step abruptly

When Pershing attended West Point, the from the role of good fellow to that of strict

cadets made up four companies, or one bat- disciplinarian. Looking through a few of the

talion. The Commandant of Cadets was an volumes (they make an eloquently long row)

Army officer, and each company was also into which the old "orders" of the Comman-
commanded by an Army officer. These men dant of Cadets have been bound, one comes
were the tactical officers, familiarly known across "orders" of which the following is

among the cadets as "Tacs." But the officers typical:

and non-commissioned officers were selected ^, .^ ^r/-j^D t-,.
-

, 1 ^ r, • 1 1 1
» he appointment of Cadet R as a Lieutenant

from among the cadets.^ Provided a cadet
in the Battalion of Cadets is hereby revoked,

was not neglectful of his studies, academic Cadet Lieutenant: "Failing to exert himself to pre-
rank had little to do with the selection. It vent continued laughing and inattention on the part

was based almost entirely on a cadet's soldierly of cadets whom he had been ordered to superintend at
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battalion drill." Cadet R-

finements.

will serve lo con-

Long after he was graduated from the Mil-

itary Academy, General Merritt said of young
Pershing: ''He gave early promise of becoming

the superb officer he is now known to be. He
was earnest, ambitious, energetic, and manly.*'

A BETTER SOLDIER THAN SCHOLAR

As a student at the Military Academy, Per-

shing did not shine with the same lustre that

he did as a soldier. Of course, to gain admis-

sion to West Point, to last through its four

years of daily cross-examinations at the black-

board, its searching, semi-annual examinations,

a youngster must be fairly apt at study. In

the class of which Pershing was a member,
admitted to the Academy on July i, 1882, there

were 104 men. Twelve had been dropped
by the end of the first year. The following

year saw nine more dropped; the next year,

five; and the last year, one. The class grad-

uated seventy-seven men, an elimination of

more then 25 per cent, of the men who began

the course four years before.

But among the men who lasted through those

four grueling years, Pershing did not shine as

a student. At the end of his "Plebe'' year,

his general order of merit in the class was 22;

at the end of the third year, it had dropped to

34; the following year he got it up to 31 ; and at

graduation he stood thirtieth in his class.

Mathematics is the fundamental study at

the Academy. In this he was not brilliant,

his merit being 226.8 in a possible maximum of

300. In civil and military engineering he scored

only a trifle better than he did in mathematics.

Even in tactics his merit was only 76.8 in a

possible maximum of 100. His highest merit was
in discipline where he made 183.7 ^^ ^ possible

maximum of 200. But in an institution whose
discipline is cast in an iron mould, this record

was not exemplary: of the seventy-seven men
who graduated in this class, there Were thirty-

four whose merit in discipline was higher than
Pershing's, and of these, twenty achieved the

maximum. Spanish was Pershing's greatest

stumbling block: in this he made only 37.5 in a

possible maximum of 75. Doubtless he sang with

special zest that verse of one of the class songs

of '86, which ran:

Oh! the Quercus and the Oakus, bedad, they nearly

choke us.

And the Kyan's method too;

Oh! Ordnance and Gunnery, are nothing else but

flummery,

And the liquid Spanish too.

In those days there were no organized athletics

at West Point, no baseball or football rivalry

with the colleges, no great "Army-Navy Football

Game." There was then being written no West
Point athletic history in which a cadet by star

achievement could inscribe his name. So when
one has told the military and academic standing

of a cadet of those days, one has told practically

all there is to be told of his history at the

Academy as it was known to the authorities.

But let discipline and routine be as rigid, as

machine-like, as they can be made, it is impossible

to get several hundred full-blooded youngsters

together—in school building, in barracks, in

camp—without having some ebulition of spirits.

Despite the impressive array of men who made
a "max" in discipline, life at West Point had its

leaven of joyous tomfoolery. Needless to say,

it was incumbent upon the cadets to have this

"on the side."

And so each cadet has two histories at the

Academy, running side-by-side, with occasional

unfortunate overlappings duly commemorated by
"demerits": one, the history of endless recitations,

drills, inspections, examinations, written by the

hand of authority; the other, the history of pranks
and larks and fellowship, which passes into the

tradition of his class and gradually fades as the

intervening years stretch in number.

MEMORIES OF HIS LIFE AT WEST POINT

Fortunately, there is extant a letter in which
Pershing gives, all too briefly, his memories of his

life at West Point. It was written to his class on
its meeting in commemoration of the twenty-fifth

anniversary of graduation. This letter throws-

light on sides of Pershing's character little known
to the public. I have, therefore, copied it in full.

''Headquarters Department of Mindanao,
"Zamboanga, P. I.

"March 15, 191 1.

"To the Class of 1886,

"U. S. Military Academy,
"West Point, N. Y.

" Dear Classmates:
"The announcement in the circular sent out

by your committee, saying that I would write

a letter of greeting to be read at the . class

reunion, imposes upon me a very pleasant obli-

gation. It gives me an opportunity as Class

President to write you collectively, and to say

many things that I would like to say if I were writ-

ing to each individual. Above all, however, I

am thus permitted to feel myself a real part of the

reunion. This letter shall be a heartfelt and
sincere word of greeting from the opposite side of

the world. I shall try to imagine myself among
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you around the banquet table, or perhaps again my sleeves. No honor can ever come to equal

in the old tower room, first floor, first division, or that. I look upon it in the very same light to-

familiarly even in the "usual place." With day as I did then. Some way these days stand
this greeting I send also a word of explanation out and the recollection of them has always been
and regret for my absence, a few lines of remi- to me a great spur and stimulus,

niscence and pages of affection and friendship, all "What memories come rushing forward to be
recorded at random. recorded! It was at Colonel Huse's school (now

"It is unfortunate indeed for me that higher called The Rocks', I believe), with splendid old

authority has concluded that I should not leave Caleb at its head, that several of us got the first

my post just at this time. This is a great disap- idea of what we were really in for. De Shon,

pointment to me. There is nothing that could Frier, Winn, Andrews, Clayton, Billy Wright,

equal the pleasure of meeting once more with old Stevens, Legare, and the rest of us at Caleb's used
'86—companions of my youth, the friendship for to wrestle with examinations of previous years

whom is, above all others, the dearest and most and flyspeck page after page of stuff that we com-
lasting. To be again for a few hours, as in the pletely forgot before plebe camp was over,

olden days at West Point, with those who stood This brings us up to a period of West Point life

shoulder to shoulder with me, and I with them, whose vivid impressions will be the last to fade,

through our four years, would be worth great Marching into camp; piling bedding; policing com-
sacrifice. The thought makes me long for cadet pany streets of logs of wood carelessly dropped by
days again. I would gladly go back into the corps upper classmen; pillow fights at tattoo, with Mar-
(although, of course, it has gone entirely to the cus Miller, sabre drawn, marching up and down
dogs since we were cadets), and gladly (in spite superintending the plebe class policing up feathers

of this) go through the whole course from begin- from the general parade; light artillery drills;

ning to end to be with you all as we were then, double timing around old Fort Clinton at morn-
Life meant so much to us—probably more than ing squad drill; Wiley Bean and the sad fate of

it ever has since—when the soul was filled to the his seersucker coat; midnight dragging; and the

utmost with ambition and the world was full of whole summer full of events can only be mentioned
promise. in passing. No one can ever forget his first guard

"The proudest days of my life, with one ex- tour with all its preparation and perspiration,

ception, have come to me in connection with West I got along all right during the day, but at

Point—days that stand out clear and distinct night on the color line my troubles began. Of
from all others. The first of these was the day course, I was scared beyond the point of properly

I won my appointment at Trenton, Mo., in applying any of my orders. A few minutes

a competitive examination with seventeen com- after taps, ghosts of all sorts began to appear

petitors. An old friend of the family happened from all directions. 1 selected a particularly

to be in Trenton that day and, passing on the bold one and challenged according to orders,

opposite side of the street, called to me and said, 'Halt! who comes there?' At that the ghost stood

*John, I hear you passed with flying colors.' In still in his tracks. I then said, 'Halt! who stands

all seriousness, feeling the great importance of there?' whereupon the ghost who was carrying a

my success, 1 naively replied in loud voice, 'Yes, chair, sat down, when I promptly said,'Halt! who
I did,' feeling assured that no one had ever quite sits there?'

passed such a fine examination as I had. The "After plebe camp came plebe Math and
next red-letter day was when I was elected Presi- French. I never stood high in French and was
dent of the Class of '86. I didn't know much prone to burn the midnight^oil. One night Wal-
about class presidents until the evening of our cutt and Bentley Mott came in to join me. My
meeting to effect a class organization. To realize roommate, Lucy Hunt, was in bed asleep. Sud-

that a body of men for whom I had such an denly we heard Flaxy, who was officer in charge,

affectionate regard should honor me in this way coming up the stairs, several steps at a time,

was about all my equilibrium would stand. Mott sprang across the hall into his room. I

Another important day was when I made a cold snatched the blanket from the window, turned out

max in Phil at June examination, under dear old the light and leaped .into bed, clothing and all,

Pete, with Arthur Murray as instructor. This was while Walcutt, seeing escape impossible, gently

the only max I ever made in anything. I fairly woke Hunt, and in a whisper said, 'Lucy, may I

floated out of the library and back to barracks, crawl under your bed?' I paid the penalty by
The climax of days came when the makes were walking six hours of extra duty,

read out on graduation day in June, 1885. Little "The rest of it—yearling camp and its release

Eddy Gayle smiled when I reported five minutes from plebedom; the first appearance in the riding

later with a pair of captain's chevrons pinned on hall of the famous '86 New England Cavalry;
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furlough and the return up the Hudson on the In going about among his old classmates,

Mary Powell; second year class, with its increasing gathering impressions and anecdotes of Pershing,

responsibilities and dignity—must all be passed the cadet, I foundastriking echo of the impressions

with slight notice. While the days were not and anecdotes that I gathered from those who
always filled with unalloyed pleasure, to be sure, knew him as a boy in Laclede. Two classmates,

yet no matter how distasteful anything else may one now a colonel, the other a major-general, used

have been up to that time, there is none of us who the very phrase that I had heard only a few weeks

would not gladly live first-class camp over before from Perry Floyd, the Laclede blacksmith:

again—summer girls, summer hops, first-class *' Pershing was dependable. *' Another classmate,

privileges, possible engagements, twenty-eighth now a brigadier-general, said: '* He was solid—the

hop, then the home stretch. As we look back sort of fellow that you feel you can always count

from the distance of a quarter of a century the on. " And so it ran, all sounding, in one way or

years went by all too rapidly. another, the note of reliability.
'' The career of '86 at West Point was in many

respects remarkable. There were no cliques, no
dissensions; and personal prejudices or selfishness, Here is a picture of Cadet Pershing, pieced out

if any existed, never came to the surface. From with phrases gathered from his classmates: " He
the very day we entered, the class as a unit has was taller than the majority of cadets. Even at

always stood for the very best traditions of West West Point he stood out for his soldierly bearing.

"

Point. The spirit of old West Point existed to *' He always had a set to his jaw—his determina-

a higher degree in the Class of '86 than in any tion was apparent." " He had a native dignity

—

class since the war. The West Point under a way of carrying himself that was unusual in a

Merritt, Michie, and Hasbrouck was still the West youngster.

"

Point of Grant, Sherman, Sheridan, Schofield, Here is a side light on another characteristic:

and Howard. The deep impression these great "John was a splendid horseman." (It is a mem-
men made during their visits to West Point in ber of the Class of '87, talking.) "Many's the

our day went far to inspire us with the soldier's time I've watched him. He would do anything

spirit of self-sacrifice, duty, and honor. These that required grit and strength and skill. But
characteristics were carried with us into the I never saw him do anything spectacular, never

Army and have marked the splendid career of the anything that required foolhardiness. I don't

class during the past twenty-five years. The think he has that quality or defect—call it what
Class of '86 has always been known in the you will—that makes the top-notch aviator."

Army and is known to-day as a class of all-round This same man recalls that '' at gymnastics John
solid men—men capable of ably performing any excelled in all things that require great strength

duty and of loyally fulfilling any trust. The of arms and shoulders.

"

individual character of each man has made itself As a cadet officer, the men who drilled under

felt upon his fellows in the Army from the start, him, speak of him as ''strict but absolutely fair";

In civil life, as professional men, or as men of ''nothing of the martinet about him—strict but

affairs, wherever placed, the Class of '86 has only to the point of efficiency"; "he was a discip-

always made good. Well may we congratulate linarian, but human, not a machine."
ourselves, upon reaching this quarter-century "In his military duties," says one of his class-

milestone, on the achievements of the class. mates, "he was never afraid of himself. He
"If I thought you would listen longer, I should always had entire command of himself and the

continue, but the evening will be full of song and situation. But in the classroom it was different:

reminiscence. Those of us out here will assemble there I 've seen him show a lack of self-confidence,

in Manila and wish we were with you at West I can remember in our plebe year one of our text-

Point. It may be that age and experience will books was 'English Lessons for English People.'

prevent a repetition of the lurid scenes enacted I haven't the slightest notion of what a 'pseudo-

at the class dinner in New York in '86. Yet when metaphor' is, but I recall, just as though it

you feel time turn backward and the hot blood of happened yesterday, that Pershing was called

those days again courses through your veins, on to explain it in all its ramifications. Immedi-
there is no telling what may happen. Still all ately it was apparent that Pershing knew nothing

will be for the glory of the Class and will be con- about it, but he didn't want to own up to his ignor-

doned. Then, here's to the Class of '86, wives ance. And so he floundered about, the sweat

and sweethearts, children and grandchildren, standing out on his forehead. Finally the in-

your health and your success. structor said. 'Well, Mr. Pershing, what is a

"Always affectionately pseudo-metaphor?' Pershing took out his handker-

"J. J. P." chief, mopped his brow, but couldn't say a word.
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That failure bothered

him: he was afraid it

would hurt his stand-

ing so that he wouldn't

get through the Acad-

emy.

"Another time when
Pershing went down in

French, I found him up
in his room one Satur-

day afternoon (the only

part of the week that a

cadet has to himself)

boneing French. He
was feeling very des-

pondent . I n our second

class year, Pershing and
I lived together. He
wasn't doing well in

tactics and he was very

much worried. I can't

recall a cadet who took

failure in anything as

seriously as Pershing

did.
" He was once called

before General Merritt,

the Superintendent.

'Mr. Pershing,' said the

General, '
I don't know

that you are careless

but you will have to be more careful.' That
bothered Pershing a lot. He couldn't figure out

the import of it, and had to conclude that it was
just inconsistency on the part of the 'Supe.

^. ,^ ,w«*#»'i; '
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at it if he caught a

plebe in any laxness.

I remember—it was in

the summer camp of

'85— I was sitting one
night with Pershing in

his tent. It was a hop
night and everybody
else had gone to the

dance, except, of course,

the plebes who were

not allowed such priv-

ileges. In those days

it was a rule that a

plebe when moving
about the camp had to

take the position of the

soldier— shoulders
back, hands at the

seams of his trousers,

palms forward. A
plebe, thinking his

classmen had the camp
to themselves, went
swaggering by, should-

ers slouched,^ arms
swinging. Pershing
jumped out and con-

fronted that amazed
cadet, and I assure you
that his language and

manner were such as to make that plebe realize

the enormity of his offense.

''There was a theory—very popular with the

upper classmen—that a plebe should be drilled to

As a "plebe" Pershing had his share of "devil- accentuate the position of the soldier, so that when
ing" by the upper classmen. Occasionally it was he relaxed he would take a good attitude. Per-

p retty robust. In his letter to the Class, he men- shing was strong for this form of discipline."

tions "dragging." This consisted of seizing a As the inventor of the "jum.ping jack,"

sleeping man by the heels, yanking him out of Pershing made a signal contribution to the happi-

bed, preferably on a rainy night, and dragging ness of the upper classmen. The inspiration

him the length of the "company street." Occas- came to him in this same summer camp of '85,

ionally the street was lined with men who helped when Pershing was a cadet captain. He would
the weeping heavens by contributions from their get a line of plebes out in one of the "company
tent water-buckets. So far as his classmates streets," perhaps twenty or thirty of them,

can recall, Pershing always accepted with good standing one behind the other. He had them
temper such "deviling" as came his way. None "count off" so that each one knew whether he

of them remembers that with him "the situation was "odd" or "even" in the line. Then, when
became so unduly personal" that it had to be Pershing pulled an imaginary string in one direc-

settled according to the old Anglo-Saxon code, tion, all the "odd" plebes would have to throw

One thing, however, stands out very clearly in their arms out at stiff right angles to their bodies;

their memories, and that is that when Pershing when the imaginary string was pulled in the

got at the other end of the "deviling" game, he opposite direction, the "odd" men would drop

administered the devilment with a very lavish their arms, and the "even" men would jump their

hand. legs out V-fashion. Then the imaginary string
" Pershing was a champion at deviling plebes," would be again pulled in the first direction, and

recalled a major-general, the happy light of cadet the legs would jump in and the arms jump out.

days in his eyes. " He was particularly efficient The plebes, of course, had to execute these

CADET PERSHING
Stood thirtieth in his class at West Point as a student but

first in soldierly qualities so that he won the highest com-
mission possible in each class
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THE CLASS OF '86 AT WEST POINT
"The Class of '86 has always been known in the Army, and is known to-day, as a class of all-round, solid men—men capa»

ble of ably performing any duty and of loyally fulfilling any trust." General Pershing is the ninth man from the left in the.

row next to the top

jumping-jack manoeuvres with absolute mili-

tary precision. If a tartical officer happened
by, Pershing immediately forgot his imagi-

nary string and was engaged in drilling the
men.

We must go back for a moment from this

summer camp of '85, to furlough, the ten weeks
of liberty that each class gets when it is half way
through the four years' course.

"We donned our 'cits,*'' writes the class his-

torian, ' " and were off, actually off. Most of

us went by boat to New York, where we had a
class dinner, and where we had toasts, real

toasts, that were drunk in something else be-

sides water or lemonade. Our liberty was new, we
hardly knew what to do with it at first. . . .

And we went our several ways to our homes to

be eulogized and entertained, and to learn what
wonderful fellows we were."

Pershing went to his home in Laclede. His
boyhood friend, Charlie Spurgeon says: "We
went out into the woods and lay down on the
grass in the shade and talked over old times. I

asked him how he liked the Army and he said he

believed he would have to take up law, although

he intended finishing the remaining two years of

his military course.

"This country is at peace now and it's going

to stay at peace,' he said. There won't be a

gun fired in the next hundred years. The Army
is no place for me in peace times. 1 'd start in

as a second lieutenant and I 'd get to be a first

lieutenant only when the first lieutenant died.

The world is going to be too peaceful in the

future to make the Army look promising as a

career.'"

That this attitude toward a military career

continued, is shown by the fact that Pershing

and four of his classmates, during their last year

in the Academy, planned to form a partnership

after graduation, for an irrigation development

in Oregon. One of the number was to resign

from the Army, and the others were to carry him

until the scheme was got on a paying basis. Then
all were to resign and devote their time to the

partnership. The scheme never got beyond the

cadet-conversation stage.

"At last, with a rush," again to quote the class
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CADET BARRACKS WHERE PERSHING LIVED
'The proudest days of my life, with one exception, have come to me in connection with West Point—days that stand out clear

and distinct from all others" .

historian, "came our final examinations, our final

drills, and our graduation. . . . We all remem-
ber our final ride to New York on the boat and
our class supper at Delmonico's. Can we not

still see 'General' Walcutt in the balcony at-

tempting to deliver an oration, and succeeding

in making most eloquent gestures but not being

able to make himself heard? Then we can re-

member 'Wiley' Bean's heartfelt eulogy of John
Pershing and Sam Reber's attempt to dance

on the table while several others were trying

to tip it over. Also Joe Byron's unsuccessful

but very earnest efi'ort to make one of the staid

old waiters laugh. And Bobby Hirst with Oscar

l^reeland's hat about his ears, indignantly de-

manding that his diploma and sword be returned

to him from the check room."

In the jollification attending their liberation

from the long, hard grind at the Academy, there

was just one note of sadness. A short time be-

fore graduation, one of their classmates, when
the battalion was forming after supper to march
back to barracks, had made an angry retort to

a cadet sergeant, a second classman. On the

morning of graduation day, the following "order"

was issued:

By order of the Academic Board the diploma of

Cadet A J , ist Class, will not be delivered

to him to-day and Cadet J will not attend the

Graduating exercises with the ist Class.

Moreover, the ofi'ending cadet was ordered

under arrest: to remain in his tent, except for

a three hours' daily exercise period, until Septem-
ber 1st.

His offense was a serious breach of military

discipline; but, in their own pride and happiness

of graduation, his classmates thought the punish-

ment was needlessly harsh. Their generous in-

stincts got the better of their respect for discipline.

So a few days after the class supper, we find a
number of them, Pershing included, gathering

in Washington, "to work out the plans formed
in New York" (get a Senator to present to the

President a petition asking for the immediate re-

lease of their classmate and the granting of his

commission in the Army).
What success they had, can be judged by this

extract from a letter written by one of them

:

"While riding home a few minutes ago I saw
General and Mrs. Merritt sitting in front of me.

I went over and spoke to them. Suddenly the

General asked me if there had been a petition in

Washington to release J . I said there had
been. Whereupon he replied that the Secretary

of War had said that if he knew who the young
gentlemen were, he would have ordered them
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EXTERIOR MESS HALL

back to West Point to wear the gray longer and volume containing letters from those of the Class

teach them discipline." of '86 who were faithful to their promise to send,

In the library at West Point there is a small after they had reached their various posts, a re-

THE MESS HALL
During Pershing's West Point days
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ARTILLERY DRILL
" My vivid impressions of West Point life will be the last to fade," wrote General Pershing in 191 1

port of how the world had gone with them since

graduation Reading through this volume one

gets a picture of a group of high-spirited, red-

blooded youngsters, very much in love with the

world which they had just been given liberty to

enjoy, and just a little—a pardonable little

—

in love with themselves. They went about,

visiting in each others' homes. And each home-
town, particularly the young, petticoated part

of it, rose to do them honor.

From Fort Bayard, N. Mex., came Pershing's

contribution to this volume. Here is the greater

part of it

:

March 9, 1887.

You may "skin me for a late," and probably, you
had better "rake me in for an absence," leaving out

this letter entirely.

My summer was spent mostly at home [his folks

had meanwhile moved from Laclede to Lincoln, Neb.]
But, before reaching there, I, with several of the

boys, was awhile in Washington. Walcutt, Dun-
can, Bean, and I were guests of Charley Lyman.
Brooks, Elliot, Proctor, Menoher, and Fowler were in

the city at different times, all of us doing our best to

work out the plans formed in New York, the result of

which is known to all.

We four, who were the guests of Major Lyman,
together with Charley, had a private box at the theatre,

and had a great time generally.

Duncan was the originator of a good joke on Wiley

Bean, which happened on his arrival; but it is better

perhaps to keep it for the class history.

To fill out this letter I will tell one on Duncan.

He, Walcutt, and I were sitting at a table in the Ebbitt

House bar, Duncan having paid for the drinks. When
the old darkey—Uncle John or Tom—came back with

the change, Duncan put it in his pocket, and began a

conversation with the old fellow, finally saying: "Uncle,

can you tell a gentleman from Kentucky when you see

him?" "Yes, sah," replied the darkey. "Well, do
you think I am from Kentucky?" "No,sah." "Why
do you think 1 am not?" "Cause they always leave

the change on the plate, sah." The darkey got the

change.

Walcutt and I left Washington about June 24th, Dun-
can having gone the day before; Bean remaining in

charge of affairs. I reached home about the 29th;

staid there till August ist; then roamed about until the

1 2th,when ! brought up in Chicago. Walcutt, Sep Lewis,

Mike Hartigan, and I did the town for five or six days,

until the "General" suddenly left for home. Reaching

my home, I remained until I left for the land of the

burro, the cactus, and the tarantula.

Bean made me a pleasant visit of three days, both

of us expecting to meet Shattuck in Omaha, but much
to our disgust, that gentleman telegraphed us that he

could not stop. Duncan met us in Kansas City, re-

porting Elliot W.G., and his baggage, lost somewhere

in Missouri. At Fort Dodge, Kan., Pettit and Mott

joined us, having many good stories about Boot Hill,

and later in the day Sandy Harris wandered into our

car, he also having been lost.

A jollier crowd of young men than ours never traveled
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PERSHING S PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
The Army did not look promisiiig as a career for Cadet Pershing and four of his classmates. They planned to form a part-

nership for an irrigation development in Oregon. Later he intended to be a lawyer. General Pershing seated

over the A., T., and S. F., We told stories, sang class

songs, cleaned out eating houses, fired at prairie dogs,

hazed the peanut boy, and practically ran the train, s

Our stories came to be such chestnuts that Bean
bought an old-fashioned door-bell which was used as a

chestnut bell, with which we had great fun, until Bean

rang it on a cowboy, and the bell was retired. Dun-
can left us at Albuquerque, N. Mex., the rest of us com-
ing together as far as Deming, where I left for Silver

City, reaching Bayard September 30th, where I met
Capt. Wood, Rosey Cabell, Old Crank Cole, the mar-
ried old soul, Billie Biddle, and Tough Koehler who is

my roommate.

This letter is much longer than I intended, but if you
don't think it fit for the waste basket, publish it.

Your classmate

J. J. Pershing
2d Lieut. 6th Cavalry.

Thus, in small, all-too-quickly disintegrating

groups, the Class of '86 scattered over the country

reluctantly breaking the goodly fellowship of

their cadet days. Within a six-month, one of

this rollicking, ''chestnut-bell" group, Seward
Mott, had been sent to his final bivouac by a

renegade Apache.

"The Life of General Pershing' will he continued in the

World's Work for January with the story of his experiences

in the Indian Campaign in Arizona.

i



AN INDEPENDENT POLAND
Why and How the Ancient Democratic Nation Should Be Resurrected for the Thirty-Five

Million Poles Now Under Oppressive Foreign Rule

BY

IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI
(Plenipotentiary of the Polish National Committee in America)

A LTHOUGH President Wilson has ation of the Rights of Man, Poland introduced,

/\ spoken emphatically for an inde- in 1430, her famous law, Neminem capiivabimus

I \ pendent and reunited Poland, I nisi jure victim; she was first to provide that

/ \ think it must be difficult for Amer- no man should be imprisoned unless legally

^ ^ icans to understand how deeply convicted. Her Constitution of 1505 was the

his utterances have touched Polish hearts, how world's primary application of a democratic

profoundly they have stirred our gratitude, parliamentary system. In 1573, she inaugurat-

You have been free so long I fear you have ed a virtual republic, its chief magistrate elected

come to take your freedom somewhat for granted, for life and called a king, but forbidden to lead

Can you, who for a century and a half have the militia across the frontier except with the

exercised the elective franchise, realize the consent of the Senate. And in that very same
unquenchable thirst for liberty that during year, the year, you remember, of St. Bartholo-

a century and a half has consumed Poland? mew's Night, the Polish Senate provided freedom

I want to present Poland's democratic claims for all creeds, the right of every man within

to your attention before I- undertake a narrative its jurisdiction to worship as he chose,

of the steps by which she was dismembered: In those days Poland was what America
three acts of imperial banditry which, so any is to-day, a refuge for all men oppressed and
historian will tell you, are the blackest on the persecuted. Your country is a political descendant

long criminal calendar of European diplomacy, of the nation which, in 1208, first applied the

We have been painted as an unstable and bel- elective franchise, and, in 1347, established the

licose nation, bordering upon anarchy when first complete civil code of Christian Europe,

left to our own devices; your textbooks, drawn Poland's enemies have had much to say

partly from German sources, have depicted about the excesses committed by our nobility,

us as always spoiling for a fight. And it is There is no need to discuss this at any length,

true that Poland has done much fighting. She but I may say that with the exception of a few
has fought a hundred wars, but not one for con- almost feudal families, the Polish nobility was
quest. All have been in self-defense, or in de- not an aristocratic class, but simply a privileged

fense of justice, of Christianity. In 1241, at the democracy. The Polish nobility was a vast

Battle of Lignica, she threw back the Tartar body of men enjoying all civic and political

invaders. In 1683, John Sobieski saved Europe rights, even some rather mediaeval privileges won
from Ottoman dominion. Through five centuries by their ancestors or by themselves on battle-

Poland bore the brunt of Turkish arms, until fields or in other public service. They were
she won the appellation of ''the Buckler of electors, voters. Everybody who distinguished

Christendom." She has warred often for the himself in war, in statesmanship, in science,

liberty of others; and among the illustrious or even in art could become a nobleman, a voter,

generals who fought for the independence of How democratically this was applied some facts

your own country, the only one who possessed and figures will attest: In 1847, in France, at the

no slaves was a Polish nobleman, Tadeusz time of Louis Philippe, out of a nation of twenty-
Kosciuszko. eight millions, there were but 150,000 voters;

Poland has been the cradle of the world's whereas two hundred years before that, in

liberalism. She concluded, in 14 13, a political 1647, Poland had nearly 300,000 voters in a
union with Lithuania, an act of free union, nation of less than eleven millions. In England,

proclaiming for the first time, in a document before the famous Reform Bill of 1832, 2 per

of almost evangelical beauty, the brotherhood cent, only of the population enjoyed all polit-

of man. Two centuries and a half before ical rights, while in 1732, 12 per cent, of the

England achieved a Habeas Corpus Act, three Polish population was in complete possession

centuries and a half before the French Declar- of those rights. And it may be said further to
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the credit of our nobihty that in the middle of of which the River Vistula is the centre, and which
the Eighteenth Century, our landowners of their has the River Oder on the west and the River
own initiative began the emancipation of peas- Dnieper on the east. This has been the home
ants from conditions of serfdom. for centuries of the Poles. In the early days of

This war has been fought to make the world the Ninth Century, before the eastern Slavonic

safe for democracy. The causes of Poland's country had been conquered by the Normans of

partition lay in her democratic and progressive Roesland and had received from them the name
premiership. The causes cannot be found in of Russia, the inhabitants of the country border-

any inherent anarchic predilection. There is ed by the rivers Dnieper and Oder and those

always a tendency toward anarchy in accom- living in the Vistula and Warta districts were
plishing the overthrow of autocratic establish- all known under the name of Polanie, Polans.

ments; but Poland's momentous reforms were The most ancient of Russia's historical documents,
accomplished without revolution, without blood- the Chronicle of Nestor, dating from the begin-

shed, by unanimous vote, in quiet and dignity. ning of the Twelfth Century, as well as the

The Polish executives, the kings, were limited first prominent historian of Russia, Karamazin,
in their power by an excessively liberal Con- agreed that the ancient Poles and the Polans

stitution, and so were lacking in authority; the were the same people, speaking the same language,

nation deprived of a permanent standing army,

was an easy prey to predacious neighbors; and
™e ^°^^^ ^ peace-loving people

her fertile plains, known in ancient times as They were a kind, soft-hearted, peace-loving

the granary of Europe, afforded an added temp- people. In the northwestern parts of their large

tation to them. But the primary reason was her country, while cultivating laboriously their ances-

democratic temper, which aroused the suspicion tral rather arid soil, they developed, as is always
and fear of near-by feudal despots. the case where man has to fight Nature, into

thrifty, energetic agriculturists; while in the

south they remained somewhat indolent and
Notwithstanding the fact that in this war poor, trusting to the extreme fertility of their

nearly three million Polish-speaking soldiers land. Fond of songs and music, of dances, hos-

have been forced into fratricidal combat, driven pitable to excess, they were leading an easy

into battle by German and Austrian and Rus- life, to which their rich and poetic mythology
sian conscription, to fight their cousins and lent great charm and beauty. Very soon, how-
brothers, many persons seem to believe Poland ever, this kindly, peace-loving people, surrounded

a small nation. They forget the magnitude of by greedy neighbors, exposed to easy invasion, in

its historic domain and the numbers of its people, order to protect their liberty, to protect their

The Kingdom of Boleslaus the Great (992-1025) homes, their wives, and children, were compelled

stretched from the Baltic Sea to the Carpathians, to forge weapons, to learn warfare. They learned

It included part of Saxony, the whole of Silesia, it quickly and well, and within a short time out

and stretched almost to Berlin. In 1772, when of rustic, pastoral tribes, bound by a common
came the first dismemberment, Poland covered danger, they became a real nation, made up of

300,000 square miles, almost 100,000 miles more plowmen and warriors. For there could not

than the German Empire of to-day. Its popula- be a real nation without a people who loved their

tion was eleven and a half millions. It ranks, in- soil, without a people who knew how to cultivate

deed, with Italy as the fifth European nation, that soil in peace and how to protect it in war.

Before the outbreak of this war there was a Early in the second half of the Tenth Century,

compact mass of 35,000,000 people in Europe under Mieszko the First, her first historical

speaking the Polish language; and whatever ruler, Poland was called to take her place

ruler might claim dominion over them, they were among the Christian Kingdoms of Europe;

one: no mutilation of the national body, no but it was given to Mieszko's son, Boleslaus

cruelties or oppressions, could dissever the Poles the Great, to unite all Polish lands, all Polish

in spirit. They remain to-day one nation in tribes, and to build up a political power of the

language and in aspirations, despite a century very highest order.

and a half of political slavery, and through all I have told you that Poland's democratic

those years the love of liberty has burned with- spirit was at the root of her destruction by un-

in them as an inextinguishable flame. easy and covetous neighbors. It might not

The name of Poland is derived from the word have happened had Poland been isolated, as you

Pole, which in all Slavonic languages means were here: she might have escaped had she been

a field, a plain; and it derives from the fact unhampered and unassailed in working out her

that the country lies in a vast productive plateau political salvation. But just when the demo-
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cratic ferment had weakened without solidify-

ing her governmental structure, she fell prey to

the unscrupulous Powers about her. Catherine

II was on the throne of Russia, and when she

set out to enlarge her territory at the expense

of Poland, Frederick the Great, the father of

Kaisercraft, aided her. The Empress Maria
Theresa of Austria pretended that the spolia-

tion of Poland was extremely distasteful to her,

but she was jealous and afraid of Frederick's

growing power; and so the time was ripe for the

rape of a nation.

A cattle plague in 1 770 afforded excuse for in-

vasion. Frederick threw into Poland military

forces which he chose to call cordons sanitaire,

and it was officially explained that they were

necessary to prevent a spread of the epidemic.

The others followed the same course, and their

troops pushed forward until each occupied a

prearranged area, selected as its spoil. After the

epidemic had subsided, the troops were not with-

drawn. They remained in Poland.

PARTITION OF POLAND

Then, on February 17, 1772, the first treaty

of partition was signed at St. Petersburg between
Catherine and Frederick. Later, they admitted
Austria. Russia took Vitebsk, Polotsk and
Mscislaw, 1,586 square miles of territory with

a population of 550,000; Austria took the greater

part of Galicia (but not Cracow), 1,710 square

miles, with a population of 816,000; and Prussia

took the maritime palatinate (minus Danzig),

East Prussia (minus Thorn) and Great Poland as

far as the Nitza; and the palatinates of Marien-

bad and Ermeland; 629 square miles, with a popu-
lation of 378,000.

They seized one fourth of Poland's territory,

one fifth of her population. To the remainder

they graciously accorded autonomy, dependent
upon their royal favor.

Before the next partition, in 1793, the person-

nel of the thieving triumvirate altered. Catherine

remained, but in Prussia, Frederick William

took up his predecessor's policies, and Francis

ascended the throne of Austria.

In 1791, King Stanislaus Poniatowski, last

of the Poles to rule, brought about the adoption

of a liberal constitution and proclaimed religious

tolerance. He extended the franchise to the

town burghers, prior to that unrepresented

in the Diet, and established a cabinet of min-
isters. Nothing could have displeased Catherine

more acutely than this liberalism. She would
have preferred anarchy in Poland; and Francis,

a weakling, was equally disquieted.

Catherine was at war with Turkey. It seemed
no moment for conquest in Poland; but she hoped

to embroil the kinsmen, Francis and Frederick

William, with revolutionary France, make peace

with Turkey, then turn and rend Poland; and
in the end that was substantially what happened.
For while the armies of Prussia and Austria were
being defeated by the democracy of France, Cathe-
rine sent her armies again into Poland, and gave
battle to a heroic force of 46,000 men under
Prince Joseph Poniatowski and Kosciuszko.

For a time they stemmed the invasion. The
Prussians, fearful lest Catherine would seize

territory while they got none, poured into Great
Poland; and on September. 23, 1793, came the
second partition.

Russia took the eastern provinces of Kiev,

Minsk, and Bracelaw and the greater part of

Volhynia, an area of 90,000 square miles, with
a population of three millions; Prussia got

Dobrzyn, Kujavia and the most of Great Poland,

with Thorn and Danzig. Poland remained only
one third her original size, with a population of

three and one half millions.

Kosciuszko led a revolution in 1794 against

the Russians. History has told you how the

whole country flamed into revolt, and how it

was humiliated. The three enemy Powers
rushed their armies into the little Kingdom,
crushed and massacred the Poles and burned
their dwellings. Catherine's hands were the

reddest and so she took the lion's share of the

loot. To Austria went Western Galicia and
Southern Masovia; to Prussia, Podlachia and
the rest of Masovia, with Warsaw; and into

Russia's insatiable maw went the remainder.

A FREE POLAND AFTER THE WAR

Out of the welter of this war wilf come a be-

lated justice for all these wrongs. Russia has
been punished. The political system which made
possible her depredations has been destroyed,

and she can no longer oppose the restoration of

Poland. The victorious Allies, we may be sure,

will bring the other aggressors to terms. Before
Germany had forced the United States into this

war. President Wilson made clear his attitude.

In his address to the United States Senate on
January 22, 191 7, he said:

I take it for granted, for instance, if I may venture
upon a single example, that statesmen everywhere
are agreed that there should be a united, independent,

and autonomous Poland, and that henceforth in-

violable security of life, of v/orship, and of indus-

trial and social development should be guaranteed

to all the peoples who have lived hitherto under the

power of governments devoted to a faith and purpose

hostile to their own. . . . Any peace which
does not recognize and accept this principle will

inevitably be upset. It will not rest upon the affections

or the convictions of mankind.
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. After the United States had entered the war,

the President reaffirmed his conviction as to

Poland. In his address to Congress on January
8th, last, he gave one of his fourteen Articles

of Peace as follows:

XIII. An independent Polish State should be
erected which should include the territory inhabited

by indisputably Polish populations, which should

be assured a free and secure access to the sea, and
whose political and economic independence and terri-

torial integrity should be guaranteed by international

covenant.

Mr. Lloyd George has expressed similar con-

victions, and the Versailles Conference has de-

clared that not only Great Britain, but France
and Italy, are committed to them.

The interest of Germany demands a weak
Poland, surrounded by provinces either directly

belonging to Germany, or recognizing Teutonic
supremacy. The interests of peace require a
large, powerful, and economically independent
Poland. This can be attained through a complete
union of all provinces once belonging to the

Polish crown. Only a Poland with access to the

sea through Danzig will be able to maintain
direct relations with England, France, and
America. Danzig is to us what London is to Eng-
land. And only with the mines of Silesia, her

ancient province, will Poland be able to acquire

economic independence of Germany, to support

her surplus population and to check excessive

emigration. Despite four centuries of German-
ization, the Regency of Opeln, Upper Silesia,

contains a peasant and workingman population

genuinely Polish, indigenous to that soil without

a break from prehistoric times, which was, in

1 910, a million and a half strong. The people

have defeated every effort at denationalization.

An economically independent, self-supporting

Poland will constitute a substantial barrier to

the Mittel Europa dream of dominion. No
other nation stands to win so much from the

defeat of the Central Empires. No other nation

offers a better guarantee to the future security of

Europe. Its liberation is prerequisite to the

safety of the world from German greed and
aggression. A peace which would leave in Ger-

many's hand any economic whip over Poland,

would be a German peace.

Poland should be restored in a manner which
would satisfy the needs and wishes of the Polish

nation. A new Poland should be a continuation of

that which she has been, otherwise she can not find

again the ideal which she has in her soul. It has in

itself all the elements of vitality and progress, and
it is so deeply rooted in the nature of the Pol-

ish people that it forms the psychological necessity

of their existence. Polish life can not be normal

if she lacks the essential elements which have
given her breath. The partitions of Poland have
not divided the nation. They have created a
flagrant contradiction between an artificial state,

established by force, and the national conscience.

If one should plan to cut out a certain part of

the former Poland to make a new one, if instead

of erasing the artificial confines, one should only
modify their direction, it would be creating

irridentisms which would fatally lead to a new
crisis. If we are to have a lasting and durable
peace, we must reunite in the new Poland all the
Polish lands. It is evident that it would be diffi-

cult to construct a Polish state out of territories

where there are no Poles. But would it be
possible to build a Poland out of lands which
have never formed a part of her history, if by
some chance, let us suppose, due to a forced

immigration, the number of Poles would reach

65 per cent, of the inhabitants?

NUMBER OF POLES INHABITING POLISH LANDS

The correct number of Poles inhabiting Polish

lands is generally little known, because in compil-

ing the statistics the interested governments
always treated the ethnical problems from a

viewpoint of their politics. The following cal-

culations are based upon the only existing author-

ity, the official statistics compiled before the war,

and as such they must be accepted with the un-

derstanding that they show only the minimum
of Polish elements:

I. Russian Partition.

a. Kingdom of Poland, within the terri-

tories outlined by the Congress of

Vienna (181 5) of 127,684 square kilo-

meters. Total population (including

Russian troops): 13,427,180; Poles:

10,232,200 (76.46 per cent.); Lithuan-

ians: 336,900; Ruthenians: 374,280;

Russians: 137,200; Jews: 1,746,600;

Germans, 500,000.

b. Lithuania and White Ruthenia: 6,000,000

Poles.

c. Ruthenia: 870,000 Poles.

d. In Russia, the scattered Polish colon-

ies (chiefly in the industrial districts),

count approximately 600,000.

The total number of Poles in the Russian parti-

tion is 17,702,200.

II. Austrian Partition.

a. Galicia, consisting of a part of former

Little Poland and Red Ruthenia,

covers an area of 78,497 square kilo-

meters. The total number of inhabi-

tants is: 8,200,000, composed of Poles,

4,960,000 (61 per cent.); Ruthenians,

320,000, (39 per cent.).
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b. Silesia of CiesiyUy with an area of

23,000 square kilometers. Total popu-

lation; 434,000, with 285,000 Poles,

or 65 per cent.

c. Spisi, occupied by the Austrians

since 1769, and to-day belonging to

Hungary, has 200,000 Poles.

d. Bukowina, has 36,000 Poles, Bosnia,

12,000, and other Austrian provinces,

24.000 Poles.

The total number of Poles in Austrian partition

is 5,417,000.

III. Prussian Partition.

(Compiling the official statistics the

Prussian Government employed var-

ious methods with the purpose to

diminish the figures of the correct

number of Poles. The recognition of

the Kaszub and Mazurian dialects as

belonging to separate nationalities, and
other details of registry particularly

unfavorable for the Poles, were the

chief means of lowering the figures of

Poles in the Prussian partition.

(The statistics of primary schools

are a trifle more accurate than the

figures of the general census, although

still unfavorable to the Poles. Accord-

ing to the latest data (1910) the

figures of Polish population in the

Prussian partition are as follows:)

a. The Grand Duchy of Posen (annexed

by Prussia during the second parti-

tion of Poland in 1793) covers an area

of 28,996 square kilometers, with a

total population of 2,100,000 out of

which there are 1,465,000 Poles, or

69.67 per cent. Out of forty-two dis-

tricts thirty-three have an unquestion-

ably predominant Polish population.

b. H^est Prussia (formerly Royal Prussia)

was assigned to Prussia by the Con-
gress of Vienna in 181 5. The total

area is 25,553 square kilometers, with

a population of 1,703,500, of which

754,500 (44.29 per cent.) are Poles.

Out of twenty-nine districts fourteen

have a predominance of Poles.

c. East Prussia (Ducal Prussia). Total

area: 37,000 square kilometers. Pop-
ulation: 543,000. The Poles number
385,000, or 70.9 per cent., with an
overwhelming predominance in eight

districts out of ten.

d. Prussian Silesia, Total area: 40,355
square kilometers with a population

of 2,208,000, of which 1,548,500, or

70.1 per cent, are Poles. Out of twenty-

six districts, eighteen have the Polish

majority of population.

e. In Germany, outside of Polish ter-

ritory, there live about 600,000 Poles.

The major part of them (over 500,000)

is concentrated in the industrial dis-

tricts of Westphalia.

The total number of Poles in the German
partition, was, in 1914, 4,751,000. Counting the

increase of population from the year 1914 till

1 918, we can estimate the total population of

Poles in the German partition as 5,000,000.

The minimum figure, compiled by Poland's

enemies, gives a total of Polish population in

the Russian, Austrian, and German partitions

as 25,319,200, but actually it may be accepted

as certain that the total is fully thirty-five milHons.

It is not to be supposed that all these thirty-

five million Poles will be included within the

boundaries of the new state; for although Mr.
Wilson's references to an "indisputably Polish

population," and to the necessity of an outlet

to the sea, have served to underscore those phases

of the question, other problems present them-
selves. Whether we attempt to envisage the

New Poland according to linguistic, cultural,

economic, geographic, or historic boundaries,

we find our path beset by difficulties. To work
out the solution there will be, in all probability,

some combination of several or all these factors.

No Pole wishes to transgress the national in-

dividuality of the Lithuanians or Ukrainians

(Ruthenians), and a scrupulous observance of

their best interests may be expected from those

who will exercise authority in determining their

fate, and the fate of all the new nations which
are to arise in Europe out of the ashes of this war.

Historic Poland, prior to the partition of 1772,

divided itself naturally into two sections: the

Kingdom of Poland, with an area about equal

to your state of Missouri, and the Grand Duchy
of Lithuania; and the latter divided itself into

the portions inhabited by the Luthuanians them-
selves and that inhabited by the Ruthenians

or Ukrainians. So that the problem ahead is of

great complexity. Space precludes the discussion

of it in detail, but it may be possible to sketch

the situation as it exists, for instance, in East

Prussia, in Galicia and in those eastern provinces

seized by Catherine II.

The original inhabitants of East Prussia were

of Lithuanian stock, and were Germanized by the

Teutonic Order. The language spoken now in

the larger part of the province is German and the

province itself is economically dependent on
Germany. Its population is but 144 to the square

mile and the obedient peasant votes at the behest
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I

POLES RUTHSMANS

WHERE THE POLES NOW DWELL
The sections in color roughly outline the territory now^ occupied by Poles. In East Prussia, their increase has continued

in spite of ruthless measures taken by the German Government. On the Russian side, also, there is a large percentage of Poles

in the territory contiguous to Poland proper. The precise boundaries of resurrected Poland have not yet been determined

of the large landowner. Those who preserve

any recollection of Lithuanian origin take little

interest in public affairs.

The landed proprietors are the German Junkers.

This province is the stronghold of the reactionary

militarist caste. The" conservative extremists

in the Prussian House are elected mainly by the

spiritless East Prussian serfs—for in reality they

are in a state of serfdom. Nowhere has the

House of Hohenzollern found stauncher support.

Feudal traditions and the feudal viewpoint are

undisturbed to-day among the aristocracy of

East Prussia, and to deprive this dangerous retro-

grade class of its power in German affairs, to

lop this limb from the German body politic,

would be political surgery of the liighest order.

Until that major operation is performed, we can

hardly hope to witness any true democratization

of the German system.

Between East Prussia and the main body of

the German Empire lies West Prussia, containing

Danzig, which is Poland's natural and historic

seaport. I think it- would not be presumptuous
for me to say that West Prussia seems certain

to be included in Polish territory, in which event

we may expect to see Danzig become once more
a flourishing city, and perhaps to achieve a popu-

lation of a million. German manipulation of the
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currents of trade is responsible for the city's

present decadence.

If, then, West Prussia were to become a part

of the Polish state, and East Prussia were to

remain under German dominion, it would form

an isolated province, without physical contact

with the parent, and might constitute a menace
to the future peace of Europe. It has been sug-

gested by some that the part of East Prussia

which contains the German-speaking population,

and is the seat of Konigsberg, be united with

Poland on a basis of home rule; by others, that it

be made a small independent republic, connected

with Poland by a customs union and amply safe-

guarded as to its administrative integrity. These

are but two of several solutions offered, and the

advocates of both would provide that a great

land reform be inaugurated, under which the

large estates could be colonized by the peas-

antry.

Eastern Galicia has been the home of a Ruthen-

ian national movement, known also as Ukrain-

ian. Only 25 per cent, of the population

of that part of Galicia is Polish-speaking, but the

Ruthenians, in spite of their numerical strength,

constitute less than 5 per cent, of the element

engaged in professions and trades, aside from
small farming. The natural resources of the

province are great. In its western section are

rich coal fields and salt mines, and in the eastern

are oil fields and deposits of potassium salts.

The question of the disposition of t'his territory

is so complicated by economic and political issues

that I can do no more here than indicate their

nature.

The eastern provinces of Kovno, Vilna, Grodno,
Minsk, Mohylov, Vitebsk, Volhynia, Polotsk,

and Kiev are economically and socially the most
backward of ancient Poland. They have an
area of 180,911 square miles, and represent the

part seized by Russia, other than the Kingdom
of Poland. Their population is various. Ruthen-
ians, White Ruthenians, Poles, and Lithuanians

will be found there, and the most recent estimates

of the Polish element put it at six millions; but

no acceptable figures as to the other elements

are at hand, because the Russian census has
always been untruthful.

For a long time Russia regarded these provinces

as Polish, but after 1830 she made every effort

to stamp out Polish influences there, and to pre-

vent the speaking of the Polish language, which
had been used before that in the schools and in

the University of Vilna, and for administrative

purposes. As to the disposition to be made of

this territory, some favor the organization of a

separate state from the Northern Lithuanian
section, and its union on a home rule basis with

Poland. It is impossible to predict what the

decision of those at the peace table will be. I

have mentioned some of the possibilities only in

the hope of acquainting you with the problems

which are to be a part of the task of remaking
the map of Central Europe.

I think it hardly worth while to describe the

farce of Polish restoration manoeuvred by the

Central Powers in the hope of making our soil

a recruiting ground. It is enough to say that they

failed in their schemes.

POLAND TO-DAY

What is Poland to-day? It is a vast desert, an
immense ruin, a colossal cemetery. Precious

works of art, valuable books, documents, and
manuscripts, all the priceless proofs of our

ancient, thousand-year-old culture, have been

confiscated, as the operation is diplomatically

called when it is performed by an overwhelming,

collective force. Several large cities have been

spared, preserved for the comfort of our united

guests. But on the tremendous battlefront,

extending from the Baltic Sea to the Southern

slopes of the Carpathian Mountains, all of

Russian Poland, almost the whole of Austrian

and even a portion of Prussian Poland have
been totally ruined. Three hundred towns, two
thousand churches, twenty thousand villages

are no more. An area equal in size to your
states of Illinois, Pennsylvania, New York, and
Maine together has been laid waste.

For what could remain of a country where in

many districts those huge armies of millions of men
were moving forward and backward for eighteen

months? Eighteen months of continuous fighting,

eighteen months of incessant danger, eighteen

months of uninterrupted anquish and pain, im-

posed upon an innocent nation! Millions of

homeless peasants, of unemployed workmen,
of humble Jewish shopkeepers, have been driven

into open wastes. Millions of bereaved parents,

of breadless, helpless widows and orphans are

still wandering about in the desolate land, hiding

in woods or in hollows, happy if they find an
abandoned trench and in that trench, next to

the body of a fallen fighter, some decaying

remnants of soldier's food.

The Polish National Committee has a message

for all Americans: Help us to break forever the

chains which shackle and humiliate an ancient

and highly civilized nation, a nation which has

been for centuries one of the vital organs of

progress and humanity. Each of you can help.

Then the old Polish Republic, which has been

murdered by three autocracies, will rise again,

resurrected by the generosity of American
democracy.
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THE peace terms which will satisfy

Italy, so far as she herself is concerned,

have already been much discussed.

I cannot pretend to have any informa-

tion as to what the Italian Envoys,

who speak for her at the Peace Congress, will

demand. At different times since the war began
various rumors have floated about, as to Italy's

stipulations. At the beginning these rumors
were often cruel because the world misjudged

Italy, and the Germans did all they could to

spread the impression that she was a mercenary^

a faithless mercenary, who was waiting to sell

her help in the war to the highest bidder.

The truth is., that in August, 191 4, Italy had
neither sufficient men, money, nor munitions to

go into the war. The coils which the Germans
had wound round her commerce and industry

so strangled her that it took more than six months
for her to shake herself free. But from the start,

she denounced the Triple Alliance in which she

was a partner with Germany and Austria, and
she did inestimable service to the Allies and to

civilization by informing the French Minister

that she should not uphold the Teutons. This

action released several Army Corps of French
troops who would otherwise have had to guard
the Franco- Italian frontier.

During the winter and early spring of 1914
and '15, Rome was beset by agents of the Allies

and of the Entente who did their utmost to secure

her support. Prince Blilow, whose wife was
Italian, and who was an old resident of Rome,
opened his quarters there and, with effrontery

characteristically Prussian, waged an open cam-
paign of corruption in behalf of the German alli-

ance. When, at last, he found that even he could
neither persuade nor buy Italy to align her army
to the German he did his utmost to keep her

neutral and so to prevent her from joining forces

with the Allies. Among other things, he promised
that she should have the Trentino and Trieste.

These belonged to Austria, but he quite naturally

disposed of Austrian territory, because he knew
that Austria was Germany's vassal. What would
happen if Austria refused to ratify the gifts which
German Biilow made in her name was not put
to the test, for Italy could not be seduced. In

May, 191 5, she declared war on Austria and in

August, 19 16, on Germany, having so far read-

justed the control of her industries and commerce
that she could get along without German super-

intendents and foremen.

Thus Italy's entry into the war was voluntary;

she might have remained neutral and so have saved

herself the expense and hardships and horrors.

But, like the United States, she went in of her

own free will and with great peril confronting her.

I do not know that she asked any exorbitant

terms from the Allies for her cooperation. Both
England and France, I believe, supplied her with

some moneys by loans which probably went to

pay for the war material which she bought in

those countries. It was taken for granted that

in case the war ended favorably to the Allies

Italia Irredenta would go to Italy. The phrase

"Unredeemed Italy," is itself somewhat vague,

because the strict constructionists claim that

Nice and Savoy which were ceded to France in

i860, and that the Swiss Canton of Ticino are

to be redeemed, either because they had been parts

of Italy- or were inhabited by Italians, and
should be restored to their mother country. As
commonly used, however, Italia Irredenta means
the Italian regions in Southern Austria, in Istria,

and along the Eastern coast of the Adriatic. The
most eager among the patriots insisted that all

the Dalmatian Coast should be included, because

that, too, like Istria, had once belonged to the

Venetian Republic. Everywhere, in the towns
and islands of that coast, one comes upon wit-

nesses to the former sovereignty of Venice, and a

dialect of the Italian language still persists there.

But the Venetian sway formerly extended over

much of Greece also and, as you drive to-day

through the city gate of Nauplia you see on the

fortress wall the Lion of St. Mark. Accordingly,

one of the first points to be settled in laying down
Italy's peace terms must be how far her remote

ownership of lands on the Eastern Adriatic ought

to be considered.

For what should be the principles for the Peace

Congress to aim at? First, Justice; second.

Liberty; third, recognition of the ability of each

state, whether large or small, to determine its own
destiny, to the fullest extent compatible v/ith the

peace, prosperity, and freedom of all. The mere
fact, therefore that the Venetians had once held

Spalato and Zara and the Peloponnese, and that

as Venice, being part of the present Kingdom of
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Italy, automatically gave over to Italy all her count; so also sentiment, intangible and illusive,

inherited rights, ought not to be the prime consid- but very real and persistent, and often the mighti-

eration in deciding the fate of the Dalmatian est of all the forces which sway a people. Italia

Coast. Venice once owned Constantinople, but Irredenta cries aloud, just as geography does, for

no one would dream of asserting that that remote the rectification of the Italo-Austrian frontier,

ownership gave Italy a claim on Constantinople. *' Unredeemed Italy" consists of those communi-
So France once owned the Province of Quebec, ties which are Italian in race, speech, and tradition

but it certainly would no more conduce to peace and above all in sentiment and desires. We must
and justice to restore Quebec to France than it never make light of Patriotism, much less despise

would for us to restore Florida to Spain, or New it in a tribe or nation, no matter how insignificant

York City to the Dutch. it may appear. Patriotism, like the atmosphere
Italy needs first of all geographical safety, may be compressed and compressed, but sooner

Her northern frontier as drawn for her by Bis- or later when the burden becomes intolerable it

marck and the Austrians after the War of 1866 explodes. The people of the Trentino and of

leaves her dangerously unprotected on the side of Trieste are largely Italian by origin, they speak

Austria. Toward France, on the West, the Alps Italian and they want to join their lot with that

form a sufficient covering, and they give her an of Italy. They regard themselves as under for-

almost impassable protection all along the Swiss eign domination. It will nqt do to say that his-

frontier. Indeed, unless the Swiss were in league torically they have never belonged to- the King-

with some much more powerful enemy on the dom of Italy, because this has never existed, in

north they could scarcely push their way into Italy its modern form at least, until fifty years ago. In

at all, but it is against Austria that the Italians have their case as in many others, the rigid historical

a real need of a better boundary. The present line argument will not apply. The only cogent fact

which dafes, as I have just said, from 1866, runs so is, that they feel Italian, and wish to unite

as to afford Austria a comparatively easy access with their brother Italians,

into Italy through several of the Alpine valleys The reasons for such a uniting may appear to

on the north, and by way of the Julian Alps on the foreigners insufficient, but it is the people of the

east. Now as every man is entitled to have a Trentino and Trieste who must judge. As Mas-
door to his house which he can lock, so each simo d'Azeglio remarked nearly eighty years ago,

country should have, so far as geography permits, when the inhabitants of the Romagna rose in

proper frontiers to safeguard him from aggression, insurrection against their Papal tyrants, an out-

What geography can do for a nation we see in sider has no right to retort: "You can, when a

the case of Germany, which has owed more to her suffering people cries out, *I can bear no more.*'*

geographical position than to her. professors and There is no doubt that the Istrians and Tren-

her General Staff. Owing to the ease with which tines are in great part Italian. Slavic and Teu-
Austria could invade Italy, Italy has been forced ^ tonic strains are sprinkled among them, but the

during the past fifty years to strengthen her line as racial basis is Italic, and it remains Italic, despite

well as she could by fortifications, and to keep a all the Austrian efforts to exterminate it, for

larger force than she would have kept otherwise when the Irredentists some forty years ago began

under arms, to guard her forts. The Peace Con- to clamor for freedom and union with Italy,

gress ought to take care in readjusting the map, Austria adopted toward them the savage methods

to see to it that such reason as this for main- of oppression which Germany was employing

taining an army shall have no warrant; for I be- toward the conquered Alsatians. The Austrians

lieve that one of the surest ways to establish a demonstrated again the Teutonic incapacity to

durable peace will be to reduce armies to the small- rule conquered peoples except by brutal methods,

est size feasible. The obvious work, therefore, The principle by v/hich the English have become

will be to draw Italy's boundaries with Austria possessed of vast territories all over the world has

so that the Italians may feel far more safe than been by according justice to everybody and by

they do now. The topography of the Carnic allowing religious liberty to every tribe. The
Alps is such, that the valleys that run south German, however, whether he comes from Prus-

give the Austrians an easy approach into Italy, sia or from Austria, can not be satisfied unless he

but the Italians can not use these same valleys for has placed his hobnailed boot on the neck of his

pouncing upon Austria; because the ridges of conquered victim, and when this does not suf-

the high Alps have to be crossed before you can at- ficiently satisfy the Boche, he exterminates,

tack Austria from the south. Accordingly, when Austria found that the

But there are considerations more pressing Italians of the unredeemed sections, were cher-

even than those of geography. Politics, including ishing hopes of freeing themselves, she endeav-

international relations, has to be taken into ac- ored to purge them of their Italianism. She
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tried to stop the use of the Itahan language, not adjustment that is made after the war must give

only in the schools, academies, and business, but them to Italy. When we proceed eastward, how-

in the homes, and she gradually introduced many ever, and consider the proper lot of I stria and

Slavic settlers into I stria, just as the Germans Dalmatia there are debatable points. The de-

transplanted German settlers into Alsace. The bate arises from the fact that the contention is no

Austrian police, very naturally treated with se- longer between Italy and Austria but between

verity any persons who were suspected of having Italy's desires and those of the Jugoslavs. For I

Italian propensities. There was constant fric- feel, as I have said, that the Austrian Empire
tion, which sometimes ended in bloodshed, and, of holding in unwilling servitude Bohemia, part of

course, any Italians who were unlucky enough to Poland, Croatia, and the other Slavic provinces,

be brought into court suffered the severest pen- and itself the obsequious servant and vassal of

alties. For a while the Irredentist intrigues Germany, must cease to exist. Accordingly, the

slackened to such a point that Austria began to duty of the Congress will be to determine what
think that she had outlived the danger. This will be the fairest arrangement to make to insure

slackening came from two causes. Italy was en- peace and good-will, among the independent

gaged in several larger matters at home which states which shall take the place of the Austrian

took her attention somewhat away from Irre- tributaries.

dentism, and after she joined the Triple Alliance, The race which will border on the Italian on
in 1882, Austria, inl'tead of acting more kindly the east and will have rival claims to the freedom
toward the Irredentists, who were kinsmen in of the Adriatic is the Slavic. It follows, there-

spirit at least, to her Italian partner, presumed fore, that the Congress must give a sympathetic

on that partnership to treat them worse. Lat- hearing to the normal ambitions of the Slavs, of

terly, when the Irredentists have renewed their the proposed Jugoslav Federation which will

protests and their clandestine campaigning, occupy most of the northern half of the Balkan
Austria has pointed to the census to show that Peninsula.

after all the Irredentists do not represent the will What will best satisfy the Balkan States?

of the mass of the inhabitants of Trieste. The Assuming that they are free and independent

—

Germans have done the same, in regard to Alsace, and the war will have been fought in vain if this

By the planting of German and Slavic colonists assumption does not become a reality—what
in Trieste and its neighborhood the number of will be their demands as to the Adriatic? But
Italians has proportionately decreased. We first let us inquire which will be the Balkan States

must remember also that in many cases the after the war.

Italians who were able quitted I stria rather than I believe that Bosnia and Herzegovina ought

live under Austrian oppression. The exodus was to be joined to Serbia which must be strengthened

not nearly so great relatively as that of the in every possible way. For Serbia and Rumania
French from Alsace, but it was great enough to form the great barrier against the Teutons if

account for some of the increase in the non- they should attempt again to carry out their

Italian population of the Irredentist districts. Middle Europe project. The Serbs have fought

But the Congress would have as little diffi- valiantly and suffered horribly and they should

culty in assuring itself that the sentiment of the be thus compensated. Not only because it will

Trentino and of the other parts of Italia Irre- make them strong, but because their strength

denta is genuinely Italian than in concluding that will protect Europe and Civilization against any
the protection of Italy demands that she shall renewal of the German piracy. Rumania, also,

annex Italia Irredenta. Austria's claim that the must be increased by the addition of her natural

majority of opinion there is German and Slavic is lands and kindred. Bulgaria, which has played

based on falsehood, as any foreigner who has a most despicable role in this war, should be

visited those towns and districts can affirm. If correspondingly weakened by taking from her

the racial and lingual preponderance were Ger- the territorial spoils which she had already seized.

man and Slavic, why were the manifestoes order- If Montenegro retains her independent identity,

ing the mobilization of the people in the valley of she will be too tiny to count much in any warlike

the Trent printed in Italian, as were probably concern, unless she has possession of the magnifi-

those placarded on the walls of Trieste? I can not cent harbor, land-locked and spacious, of Cattaro

assert the latter as a fact, but the former I can. which is now controlled by Austria on the north.

.^ Albania is a puzzle. The Albanians do not seem

to have reached yet the stage of political develop-

The Italianism of the Trentino and of the other ment where they can set up and carry on a

towns and valleys now held by Austria to the fairly civilized government. It has been sug-

north of the Venetian plain is undisputed; any ^ gested that the southern part of the country
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should be under an Italian Protectorate, while Hamburg was at the mouth of the Elbe. But
the northern part should be annexed to Serbia, the question for the Congress is, whether it would
The port of Valona is already Italian, pending be better for European peace and development,
the final decisions after the war. Greece, which to have the Italians or the Jugoslavs own Trieste,

is of course not Slavic will keep her territories There is no doubt that, relatively, the Italian

and probably gain some additions on the north. majority in Trieste has been reduced and that

So far as access to the Adriatic is concerned, the Slavic population has correspondingly in-

the enlarged state of Serbia would most plausibly creased. The Italians attributed this to the

claim it; but if Italy took all Dalmatia, this claim common German trick of bringing in colonists,

could not be satisfied. The Italians may object The Slavs, on the other hand, assert that the

that the distance between Trieste, at the top of increase of their people in I stria and at Trieste

the Adriatic, and Valona, at its southern end, is came about naturally and was not the result of

too great to be guarded by them without more Austrian contrivance. They say with truth,

ports. In that case Cattaro, which lies about half also, that until about twenty years ago the Aus-
way between the two, seems to be geographically trians did not suspect that the Slavs themselves

the best place for a third Italian base; always pro- were soon to become a menace to the Hapsburg
vided, of course, that a friendly arrangement Empire in the southeast.

can be made with Montenegro to this purpose. It seems to me that the simple thing for the

Friendliness among the various Slav people of Congress to do is to appoint an impartial com-
the Balkans is most essential and the Congress mission to discover what the status of population

should take every precaution against leaving in I stria and Dalmatia really is, and whether a

any cause of hatred, jealousy, or hostility to rankle valid majority wants to be under Italian or

among them. The Balkan peoples have* never Slavic government.
yet had a fair chance; until recently they were , The war has taught with terrible emphasis

under a foul and brutal domination of the Turks, that, as the lines are now drawn, Italy's protec-

Having partially freed themselves from this, tion in the Adriatic is wholly inadequate. Argu-

Bosnia and Herzegovina fell victims to the deceit- ing from the need of her protection only, Italy

ful Austrians who acted in collusion with the ought to have Trieste; so long as Trieste remains

Germans. From 1908 to 19 14 Serbia and Ru- Austrian both in protection and in racial inten-

mania lay under the menace of the Teutons whom tions, Italy will be incomplete and she will be

the Bulgarians had begun to connive with. Free, exposed to a constant marine menace. This

unthreatened political life has, therefore, been danger would persist if Trieste were not owned
impossible to the Balkanians, and this is precisely by Austria but by some other Power, say that

the life which the Congress must prepare for of the Jugoslavs, if this happened to be hostile

them. How far they have all reached capacity to Italy. What is true of Trieste applies also,

for self-government remains to be shown; cer- though perhaps less forcibly, to the status of

tainly they are not all equally advanced. But I stria. Pola, the port at the southern tip of

under a Federation and under a larger League the jstrian peninsula, is the Austrian arsenal,

to Enforce Peace, they would have the best and after the Teutonic navies were driven from

conditions for national development; at any rate the seas in August, 19 14, it was the place from

they must be given the chance. which submarines were fitted, out, and to which

To come now to the question of the disposition they scurried to shelter. We have good reason

to be made of I stria and Dalmatia. The Italian to suspect that many of the U-boats which sailed

claim to I stria is based on historic grounds, on thence to harry the Italian seacoast, to sink

the alleged preponderance of the wishes of a Italian ships in the Adriatic, and to work havoc

majority of the population, and on the evident on all Allied and neutral ships in the Mediterra-

usefulness to Italy of owning that province, nean, were German ships, although during the

Trieste especially, the great Istrian seaport, first two years of the war Germany was at peace

must not remain in Austrian hands; for Austrian with Italy. Pola was likewise the base of the

means also German. During more than a Austrian airplanes which operated along the

generation it has been the principal port of Ger- Adriatic, and many of these too were German,

man commerce to the south. How often have This war by, revealing the importance of the sub-

the truculent German statesmen at Berlin called marine and the airplane, has led us to change

"Hands ofi"!'* to any suggestion that Trieste as radically our views as to the protection from

apart of Italia Irredenta should be transferred to attack which a country requires, and this is

Italy! The schemes of the German World particularly true of the countries bordering on

Empire took it for granted that Trieste should the Adriatic.

be to them at the head of the Adriatic what Perhaps I ought to state more definitely who
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the Jugoslavs, or as they are called in some sec- dart forth to damage the Italian towns opposite,

tions the Slovenes, are, and what is their racial and Italian commerce wherever they fmd it.

aspiration. They are a branch of the great With Valona, however, Italy ought to be able to

Slavic race occupying the Slovenian provinces of protect herself from these pests, especially if she

Austria, besides Croatia, Dalmatia, Bosnia, controls Ragusa or Durazzo part way up the

Herzegovina, Montenegro, Serbia, and Southern coast. For commerce the Jugoslavs would have
Hungary. Most of these districts have been un- Fiume, the new port of which ought to satisfy

willing vassals of Austria and they have looked all their needs for many years to come. The
forward for many years to freeing themselves population of Dalmatia is mixed Italian and
and constituting a large independent Slavic Slavic. The Jugoslavs claim that the Italians

state, to which the name Jugoslavia has recently wish to possess it, not for strategic purposes,

been attached. but for commercial; in order that through Dal-

Now these Jugoslavs do not listen enthusiastic- matia they may flood Jugoslavia with Italian

ally to the suggestion that they should emanci- manufactures. This matter, as I have said,

pate themselves from the Hapsburgs in I stria ought to be referred to an impartial commission,

and Dalmatia only to become subjects of Italy. On the whole I am inclined to doubt the ad-

According to their figures they actually outnum- visability of restoring Dalmatia to Italy. At
ber the Italians in those provinces, and they most, it is a mere shelf of land which tapers off

claim that the new boundary should be drawn to a point just below Ragusa. It shuts off the

to protect them. In the three-cornered competi- country to the east of it from the Adriatic; that

tion which has gone on among the (German) country will be Serbia or Jugoslavia which will

Austrians, Italians, and Slovenes, the Jugoslavs crave direct access to the sea. A high mountain
assert that the Italians have been played against ridge, however, separates the hinterland from
them. The Congress must settle the matter Dalmatia. If the separation were complete,

after having a report from an impartial commis- if the mountains were impassable, it might be

sion, which should visit the disputed territory well to regard Dalmatia as a projection from
and hear evidence from both sides. If the pro- I stria, which we have assumed to be Italian,

tection of Italy be the main consideration, down to Ragusa and so to include it among the

I stria and Trieste ought to be assigned to her. lands to be assigned to Italy. But the mountains
Trieste without I stria would probably wither; are not impassable and the Slavic peoples to the

because we cannot predict how much Austrian east of them will want to reach the Adriatic, and
and German commerce would flow through that will be likely to resent being hem^med in by Ital-

city if it were held by the Italians. On the ians in Dalmatia. Unless the Dalmatians clamor

other hand, if the Jugoslavs expect to be a mari- by overwhelming majority to be united with the

time people, and I have grave doubts whether Italians I fear that there will be perpetual feuds

they could be one, they would naturally want and misunderstandings. It may not be amiss

Trieste. to recall that Zara, the richest of the Dalmatian
The possession of Dalmatia and its trade would cities, was a dependency of the Venetian Republic

not compensate Italy for the continuous ill-will for nearly eight centuries, during much of which
and probable open hostility of its Slavic inhabi- time it was in a state of rebellion. Undoubtedly,
tants. If Italy really needed a port between many of its revolutions were caused by the

Trieste and Valona, Ragusa would seem to be Hungarians who wished to get possession of it

the best for her, unless she could persuade the and had a considerable faction in the city; but

King of Montenegro to let her have Cattaro; may not something similar happen again if the

but that is very doubtful. The harbor of Cattaro free Slavic states possess the hinterland and
would serve equally well as a naval station and covet also the water front, that is the Dalmatian
for commerce, but it affords Montenegro its Coast?
only access to the sea. It is to save Italy from such complications

Let us assume that Italy requires for defensive which would inevitably lead to v/ars that I would
and strategic purposes, Trieste and Pola at the withhold Dalmatia from her. The worries and
north and Valona which will enable her to close expense caused by unwilling colonies almost

the Adriatic at its narrowest point, at the south, always exceed any profit v/hich they may bring

Does she need also the Dalmatian Littoral for to their owners. Above all, the Congress which
her protection? 1 hardly think so. The coast will remake Europe after the war will be inspired

of Dalmatia is a network of inlets and small by the principle that no people shall be held in

islands with intricate passages connecting them, bondage against its will, by a stronger people.

all of which form a most favorable field in which In some cases geography will no doubt clash with

submarines can hide and from which they can this principle. That Ireland should become a
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state independent of Great Britain seems to me, which will come before the Congress touching

geographically, to be as unreasonable as that the future of I stria and Dalmatia concern two
Long Island should be established as an inde- nations only, Italy and the Jugoslavs. I do
pendent nation. Only far greater tangles and not include Austria because I do not expect that

strife could spring from such an arrangement, she will be left with power enough to harm these

In the Balkans there are already too many seeds two. Our concern must be, therefore, to make
of discord—not only the memories and recrimina- the most mutually amicable arrangement be-

tions based on the recent wars, but the instinctive tween Italy and the Jugoslavs; and not amicable

animosities of utterly different races and tribes at the moment only, but best for the lasting wel-

and the mutually hostile religions. No new fare and progress of them both. The importance

firebrand should be added. to the world of a strengthened Italy does not

As the purpose of the Congress will be to con- need to be argued. I believe, also, that the

trive the combination which seems the most Jugoslavs if given a fair chance, and honorable

likely to make peace instead of war the permanent treatment, will make a valuable contribution

condition and aim of civilized men, it will, of to Civilization. The Slavs are coming on, they

course, take from the nations which have caused have qualities possessed by no other race, they

the Atrocious War their power for harm. And it should be encouraged, not thwarted. Therefore,

will understand, on the contrary, that if a sin- if the population of Dalmatia is, as they affirm,

gle people is wronged or crippled or enslaved, preponderantly Slavic, both justice and prudence

all must suffer, just as a withered arm, or an demand that Dalmatia be given to them,

ailing heart, takes away from the whole vigor of I have said nothing about Italy's indemnity,

a man. That, of course, will be proportional to her

I repeat, therefore, that the considerations losses.

THE AUSTRIAN DISRUPTION
BY

POULTNEY V. BIGELOW, M.A., F.R.G.S.
(Author of the "History of the German Struggle for Liberty. ( 1806-1848").

THE Austrian Empire is remarkably was being rudely jostled by the clamorous but

analogous to that of Turkey, in so far badly organized forces of an infant democracy,

as each represents large areas, polyglot His predecessor had hurried away from Vienna
population, and a centralized power in fear of his life, the man who subsequently

based upon the political fiction that became first German Emperor sneaked out of

she is a favored child of Heaven, the Sultan speak- Berlin to escape the mob of his own capital;

ing in the name of Mahomet, the late Francis Louis Philippe climbed into a cab at the kitchen

Joseph claiming the title "Apostolic'* to signify entrance of the Tuileries whije his throne was
that he succeeded not merely to the temporal tumbled out at the front for the delectation of a

powers of the Roman Caesar but to those of joyous Paris. Russia had recourse to bloody

protagonist extraordinary of the Papal See. measures and quickly stifled the first flames of

The polyglot nature of Austria was forcibly liberty, thanks to a Czar conspicuous for his

brought home to me on the occasion of my gigantic stature and soldierly courage. In Italy,

presentation to the late Emperor Francis Joseph, the people everywhere showed their sympathy
It was William the Second who did the presenta- with the Torty-eighters elsewhere; and every-

tion and as in our twenty odd years of intercourse where their ill-concerted efforts were counter-

English had been our only medium, he asked mined by the agents of Papacy which then were

me if I knew any German. " Because," said he, leagued with Despotism and the annointed rulers

"although the Austrian Kaiser speaks fifteen by Divine Right.

languages in order to converse with his own The fiercest fight for Liberty in Europe was
subjects, the world language of England is one made in Hungary under the inspiration of the

of which he is completely ignorant." immortal Kossuth—a Garibaldi of the Magyars,

The reign of Francis Joseph commenced seven but more fortunate than Garibaldi in being

decades ago when he was a mere boy and when farther from Rome and having the confidence of a

every throne in Europe, save that of England, people who obeyed the call of their country as
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the first duty of a Christian patriot. The dis- whose mental gifts mark them as qualified for

ruption of the Austrian Empire was staged for independence and self-government. Her history

the year 1848, but the players had not rehearsed is a precious portion of our race, for it includes

their parts; the forces of liberty were full of the life of John Huss who preached the Gospel

enthusiasm, courage, and ideals identical with of Christ's word many years before Luther nailed

those of to-day, but they were disunited and his theses on the doors of the Wittenberg Church,

suffered the same sort of defeat as would have Huss was roasted alive for his heresy, but his soul

fallen to those fighting to-day against the Hun to-day animates Bohemia. It is to him that

had we not finally subordinated all our military the Czechs owe their national literature; and
plans to those of a supreme Field Marshal

—

while the Apostolic Emperors have extirpated

Foch. For two years Hungary with, magnificent Protestantism wherever the policeman could

courage, though insignificant means, not only detect it, the people of this country, nevertheless,

defied the military forces of Austria but threat- venerate the name of their great Protestant

ened Vienna and was acclaimed by the entire martyr and dilute their faith in Rome by a gener-

liberal world of that time as the champion of ous admixture of interest in the teachings of

oppressed nationalities and the leader in a WycklifiFe.

new Europe of civil liberty and self-government. Bohemia and Hungary hate each other; and
So desperate was the empire of Francis Joseph both have quarrels with Poles and Serbs—to

that he pleaded piteously for the help of his say nothing of Rumanians. This is no place

autocratic neighbor Nicholas Romanoff, who for discussing the origin of these quarrels, but it

promptly added his Muscovite legions to those is important for the great Peace Council to know
of tottering Austria and between them they this, for it explains why after so many years of

completely battered to pieces the last fragments effort in the cause of independence, they remain

of Hungarian militia and crowned their victory still in bondage. Austria has profited by this

by a wholesale flogging of women, hanging and disunion among her vassal states and Kaiser

shooting of political suspects, quartering of hos- Francis wisely learned his fifteen languages so

tile German troops in all communities where that he might one day talk amiably to a Magyar
Germans were most cordially hated, and finally assembly in Budapest and on the day following

driving into exile the best of the national leaders change into a Polish uniform and speak with

and among them the incomparable Kossuth. equal affability to the aristocracy of Cracow.

For the past four years Austria has been Thence he would hasten to reassure his Slovak

much mentioned on many fronts, but of subjects of Laibach; or make a good personal

Hungary we have heard little. The Prussian impression on the people of Prague. Francis

mill of mendacity has ground out much Joseph was a model Emperor for his hetero-

about the military work of its many vassal geneous people. His government was for

states, but the Magyar has been strangely more than sixty years the storm centre of warring

omitted, and in the absence of authoritative parliamentary groups, yet since his accession in

reports to the contrary 1 am inclined to think the tempestuous days of 1848 down to the hour

that the hitherto halting not to say reluctant of his death in the midst of this world war, his

movements of the Austrian Apostolic Empire own person was not merely immune from
are owing largely to the fact that among the attack, but he commanded fairly universal

many enemies of the Hohenzollern hegemony respect from the peoples of every race and lan-

not the least important is Hungary itself whose guage in his patchwork empire. We venture to

troops so far from clamoring to be launched think that Bohemia, Poland, Hungary, and Slo-

against French and English are reserving their vakia owe much to this monarch of mediocre

enthusiasm for a day when they may receive mind but conciliatory spirit. Under his long

orders to march against the hated German. and good-humored reign Magyars and Czechs

Hungary is geographically and historically have step by step encroached upon ancient prerog-

marked out for separate independence and the atives to a point where a final blow will knock
work of a Peace Council may be lightened if it away the flimsy props holding the unwieldy

bears in mind that Austria has been in this war Empire together and out of the wreck will emerge

crippled by the necessity of guarding against a at least three new nations, separate in speech

Hungarian revolution, to say nothing of an separate in race, but at one in their hatred of

equally formidable outbreak among her sub- the tyranny associated with German speech and
jects of Bohemia. And this brings us to the Prussian methods.

Czechoslovak. The Czech and Hungarian situation offers

Bohemia is another of the little nations whose comparatively small difficulty to the future Peace

boundaries, whose history, whose language, and Commission, although there will be much Magyar
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malediction when their Rumanian, Serbian, Prussian officials a dangerously important number
Polish, and Slovakian fellow-subjects secure their persisted in consorting with and marrying Polish

reasonable claims at the expense of Hungary.
'

women who were for the most part of a finer

Nor need we spend much time in considering spiritual fibre and also more agreeable to look at

the Italian frontier, because Italy will no doubt than those of Pomerania and Brandenburg. It

demand and receive a generous indemnity not has been for many years a melancholy reflection,

only north and east of Trieste but the whole never published however by patriotic Germans,
of Lake Garda and Trent, where the famous that their beloved language so far from spreading

councils were held; and northward in the Brenner with their successive military conquests on the

Pass to include the delectable valleys of Bozen Polish, Danish, and French frontiers has not only

and Meran. Here would be a convenient Ian- remained heavily within its old limits but has

guage frontier although geographically the top of achieved the far greater misfortune of actually

the watershed would be better still. In the case becoming unfashionable throughout the world

of Austro-Italy there is no religious and very where a choice of languages is ofi'ered to families of

little race question to consider. As the Rhine quality.

ofi*ers an admirable boundary between Franco- The Poles difi^er from Magyars and Czechs in

Belgian interests and Germany so the Alpine that their land, although large in extent, has

watersheds have proved most efficacious to the badly defined frontiers. The people are chival-

eastward of Switzerland. rous, impetuous, and credulous. They share

Bohemia and Hungary we may look upon as with the Czechoslovaks the love of music, paint-

prospective republics, for they have exhibited ing, and allied arts, but Bohemia, if she has lost

parliamentary talent of a high order and during her liberty, has at least been slave to those who
the past half century have in the Imperial have helped her to high standards in the field of

Reichsrat gained a political education which industry. Poland has yet much to go through
will now serve them well. before she can be raised out of the depths to

which past Russian methods have forced her.

^

THE PROBLEM OF POLAND
. g^^^p^ ^^^^^ a contented Poland developing her

Poland is a problem more difficult because more own national life on the flanks of the German
complicated. Her people have been Russified federation. We must see to it that Germany
on the western borders of Russia, deprived of takes no step calculated to nullify the sacrifices

education, and dragged down to the political which the civilized world has been compelled

if not social level of the Russian serf. The very to make for mere self-preservation. The new
name of Poland has been to the Czar a species German Austria can do' no more harm than a
of lese-majeste and the loyal Muscovite desirous Bavaria or a Wiirttemburg unless she be again

of referring to the land of Kosciuszko is compelled led astray by the plausible promises of a military

to speak of it as the Grand Duchy of Warsaw. Kaiser bent upon world-conquest and infinite

But despite the knout and the methods of a plunder. Austria has had more than her share

brutish police, Russian Poland is second only to of wars during the past century or two. Her
Bohemia as a land of gifted and industrious armies have been almost uniformly unsuccessful

people. • in the field and her people have been almost

The Berlin Government organized a vast uniformly in more or less smothered rebellion,

scheme of personal propaganda in the Polish Even the beloved and venerable Francis Joseph
provinces by making it easy for Germans to passed through four disastrous wars and may well

acquire land there and thus become centres of claim to rank as a man of sorrows. Yet Austria

the Kaiser's kultur. German, of course, was has almost miraculously hung together for no
the only language permitted officially—and in- better reason than that the small nations of which

deed in my journeyings there had I not had she is composed devoted so much of their time

access to those who knew the truth I might like to quarrels among themselves that the central

many another have gained the superficial im- administration in Vienna found little difficulty

pression that this had become a living part of the in playing off one set of interests against another

German Empire. So far from this being the case and thus holding always a balance of power
my attention was called by a notable economist enabling her to make a brave appearance in

to the fact that of this large horde of minor public.



WHY ALSACE-LORRAINE MUST BE
RETURNED TO FRANCE

Germany Has No Better Claim to Alsace-Lorraine than Spain Has to Louisiana—Seizure

Of Its Coal and Iron in 1871 Has Enabled Germany to Outstrip France in Industrial

Development— The Military Importance of the Provinces—Their Wish
To Be French Once More

BY

CHARLES DOWNER HAZEN

THE seizure of Alsace-Lorraine by
Germany in 1871 was conscienceless

landgrabbing and it was nothing else.

It was conceived in guile and accom-
plished by force. It was the assertion

of physical might, bare, stark, unrelieved. The
Franco-German War, which Bismarck, in his

memoirs, claims the honor of having precipitated,

ended in a rapid and complete victory for Ger-

many and the victor was determined to exact the

utmost possible profit from the victim. The
Treaty of Frankfort, of May 10, 1871, was,

unknown to all concerned, a fitting rehearsal

for the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. It was, like

the latter, emphatically a dictated peace, the

kind of peace which Germany is at present

denouncing violently, now that she is glutted

with spoil which she is^ somewhat uncertain of

retaining. It is one thing to impose such a

peace upon your enemy. It is quite a different

thing, as any one can see, to have your enemy
impose it upon yourself.

The Treaty of Frankfort staggered the im-

agination of that day as the Treaty of Brest-

Litovsk has staggered ours. It demanded from
France an indemnity, literally unparalleled in

previous wars, of a billion dollars, and the

occupation of France by a large German army,
until that indemnity was paid. It also demanded
the cession of Alsace-Lorraine, a territory

nearly as large as the states of Connecticut and
Rhode Island, comprising 5,600 square miles,

1,700 villages, towns, and cities, 1,600,000 human
beings, the consent of not one of whom was either

asked or given.

How did the Germans seek to justify so raw an
act of spoliation, so blunt and peremptory a sub-

jugation of an alien population which demanded,
with every accent of passion and pathos, to be left

alone? The governing authorities of Germany,
and they were the only Germans who counted,

did not consider themselves bound to justify

their action. They were not on the defensive.

They were victors on the field of battle and that

was all there was to it. To the victors belong

the spoils. There was consequently nothing to

discuss. And the Treaty of Frankfort which
they made was not the result of a discussion. It

was, as already stated a dictation, a registration

in brief and deadly articles, of the will of the

conqueror.

But the governing authorities had no objection

to others assuming the task of justification if

they cared to, on the principle that, as it takes all

kinds of people to make a nation, it takes all

kinds of arguments to convince them. Thus there

arose in Germany a cloud of witnesses, testify-

ing to the legitimacy of this act, and vindicating

its purity and justice. Historians, economists,

poets, editors, preachers joined, like the witches

in Macbeth, in proclaiming that fair is foul

and foul is fair, and in hovering through the fog

and filthy air. This campaign of all who could

wield the tongue or pen had, indeed, been going

on long before the war, and has continued ever

since. It is not from lack of iteration and reiter-

ation that it has failed to convince the world of

the purity of Prussian motives and the elevation

of Prussian conduct, A robber's apologetics for

his profession are apt to be rather lame and
impotent.

There have been several strings to the lyre,

twanged according to the personal taste of the

individual performer. The one that has been
thumped the most is the historical argument,

although it is one of the thinnest and most
tinny. Alsace-Lorraine, it is said, was once
German. It was seized by the robber-king,

Louis XIV. The robber should be compelled to

disgorge. Though this is a very perilous argu-

ment, particularly for Prussians, being of the

nature of a highly miscellaneous boomerang,
nevertheless it has been urged in season and out.

What is to be said of it?
'

First, this: There was no Germany, in the

sense in which we use that word, until very
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recently. There was, indeed, all through the

Middle Ages a Holy Roman Empire which

included most of what we know as Germany, also

Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, and which had

claims over Italy. Within those spacious

boundaries the regions which we call Alsace-

Lorraine were certainly included, Outlying parts

of that loose and largely phantasmal empire

were gradually detached from it during the ages;

among those parts Alsace and Lorraine. But
it is too brief a statement to say that Louis XIV
stole them. What happened was this: Metz,

Toul, and Verdun were acquired by the French

in 1552, in payment for invaluable services ren-

dered by the French king to the Protestants of Ger-

many whom Charles V was bent upon destroying;

Alsace was acquired by Louis XIV between the

years 1 648-1 681, in part in payment for services

rendered the Protestants, in part by usurpation

and violence; Lorraine on the other hand was
not acquired until a century later, in 1766,

when it fell to France by an entirely natural and
peaceful process, the dying out of the ruling

house and the passing of the country by in-

heritance to the related House of Bourbon,

—

the same right by which the House of Hohen-
zollern acquired the duchies of Prussia, adding

them to the original kernel of the present king-

dom, Brandenburg. It was not until 1798 that

France secured the famous industrial town of

Miilhausen, previously an independent republic

but which in that year voluntarily and unanimous-

ly asked to be incorporated in the French

Republic.

THE FRENCH-GERMAN CONFLICT IN ALSACE-LORRAINE
Is well expressed in these two statues. The one is Marshal Michel Ney, "the Bravest of the Brave" in Napoleon's armies,

whose father was an Alsatian cooper. The equestrian figure is William 1 of Germany, the soldier-king who crushed France and
seized the border provinces in 1870
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STRASSBURG, THE CAPITAL OF ALSACE
Strassburg in possession of the French, said Bismarck, gives France a stronger position for offense than Germany has for

defense. It was, he said, like a pistol pointed at the enemy. The valley which it dominates is a natural military highway
leading through the hill country and connecting the plains



I

METZ, THE CAPITAL OF LORRAINE
Bismarck was reluctant to annex this stronghold, because, he declared, it was entirely French in spirit and would surely

prove a hotbed of dissension. Moltke insisted on its retention for military reasons. Strategists from Julius Caesar down have
seen its importance, buttressed as it is by hills on the one side and guarding the valley which leads into the plains on the other
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CLEMENCEAU VISITS A LIBERATED VILLAGE
The waving French flags and the joy of the people attest that the pro-French spirit which Bismarck dreaaed is still fully alive

in this territory

© International Film Service

OUR FLAG IN ALSACE

To make good President Wilson's statement that the great wrong of 1870 must be righted. The scene is in Massevaux, the

town to which Catherine the Great of Russia in her girlhood was sent for instruction under French masters
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Thus the process of French annexation of

Alsace and Lorraine extended through nearly

two centuries and a half. France having ac-

quired them ruled them so well that in 1870, and

long before, in the eighteenth century and during

the Napoleonic period, no provinces of France

were happier or more contented in their con-

nection. Since 1870 no sections of Germany
have been more unhappy or discontented.

Several other remarks may be made on this

general topic of "historic right." One is that

Europe, once parts of the Holy Roman Empire,

but for centuries independent and enamoured of

their independence, must forthwith become
subjects of the Kaiser. Would the Dutch or the

Swiss or the rest of the world recognize these

''historic rights" of Germany which, as a matter

of fact, are to-day urged by the most daring

of the Pan-Germans? The ''historic rights" in

regard to the Alsatians and Lorrainers are no
better and no worse.

Moreover, this argument about the right of

WELCOMING IN THE FRENCH ADMINISTRATION
In the reconquered sections the children recite their little "compliments" and patriotic poems openly in French for the first

time as they welcome the ecclesiastical dignitary the general, ana the mayor who reorganize local government

the present German Empire is not the heir and
legatee of the Holy Roman Empire of the Middle
Ages. In the latter Austria was included and
was far and away the leading power, while the pres-

ent German Empire was based upon a war
aiming at excluding Austria, and succeeding
in the aim. But, assuming that the German
Empire of to-day is the direct descendant of

the Mediaeval Empire, which it is not, are we to

assume that whatever belonged to the one,

therefore, belongs to the other? If so, then
Holland and Switzerland and other sections of

the Germans to "resume" lands which had once

been German will bear even further examination.

Would the Germans, who, on occasion, are

strong on principles, recognize the universal

applicability of this particular one, and what,

pray, is a principle if not a generalized rule of

procedure? We suspect that they would not

appreciate its saving grace, if applied at random
and everywhere. Were it applied to Prussia,

for instance, how vastly would that kingdom
shrink? Is Prussia prepared to restore Silesia

to Austria to whom it belonged in 1740, and had
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THE BLUE ALSATIAN MOUNTAINS
Western Alsace is a land of beautiful mountains. The eastern part is a rich valley drained by the Rhine

deposits are valuable and the agricultural products are also very considerable,

"bare as his hand"

The mineral

The Kaiser threatened to leave these provinces

THESE PEOPLE PREFER FRANCE TO GERMANY
Although it is evident that many of them are of Teutonic blood. Their petitions and also the Kaiser's threats to crush them

with the army indicate their unwillingness to serve Germany
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THE ALSATIAN HILLS

Through this beautiful land the Germans drove back into France the helpless old men and the women who had been infected

with incurable diseases and who were no longer fit for service. The view is from a bombarded house in Metzeral

WHERE GERMANY IS FIGHTING FOR POTASH
Thann is a town of eight thousand inhabitants in the mountains of southern Alsace. Near it, according to French authorities,

are the greatest deposits of potash in the world. These deposits are more readily available for use than are those of Stassfurt,

which hitherto have dominated all markets
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belonged for many centuries? Would she like-

wise relinquish to the Poles the part of Poland
which she snatched in the three partitions of

1772, 1793, or 1795? The first partition, which
set the fashion for the later ones and was ethical-

ly on the same plane, was pronounced by Freder-

ick the Great, who largely engineered it, an
"act of brigands/' Brigands are supposed to

relinquish their loot gamely when caught but
they rarely do it out of any austere devotion to

a "principle." Principles sometimes add to

Again would England be justified in " resuming"
the United States because the colonies out of

which they have grown belonged to her? And
would Spain also be justified in resuming the
spacious territories of the New World where
once floated her proud Castilian banner?

It is well known, of course, that the way to

resume is to resume. Nevertheless do not let

us drive a principle into the ground merely be-

cause it works happily in some cases. The
Prussians have shown great restraint in employ-

THE MAYOR OF KOLMAR IN NEW YORK
M. Daniel Blumenthal speaking for* Alsatian restoration to France at the Altar of Liberty in New York on *' French Day."

Germany has never won the hearts of the people in this disputed territory, but has ruled by force

one's pleasure but also they sometimes get de-

cidedly in the way of it. It is, therefore, well to

be gingerly about them.

There is, however, something quite inviting

and piquant about this line of inquiry. Would
Prussia favor restoring Schleswig-Holstein, the

Kingdom of Hanover, the duchies of Hesse-

Cassel, of Nassau, and the free city of Frankfort,

to those to whom they belonged but from whom
she took them by force in the wars cf 1864 and
1866? We shall not pause for a reply, as we could

not afford to spend a lifetime in merely waiting.

ing this potent argument and have not run

amuck. It applies to Alsace-Lorraine, and it

does not apply to Posen, or Silesia or Schleswig-

Holstein.

Another argument, somewhat similar, drawn

from the rich and formidable armory of German
dialectics, is this: The Alsatians largely speak

German, therefore, they are Germans and

belong in the German Empire. This argument

has appealed to many. It may prove illuminating

to put it into the form of a question. Are those

who speak a given language justified in forcibly
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annexing all others who speak that language, cure all diseases with their simple remedies,
whether the others wish to be annexed or not? Germans, on the other hand, are discreet and
There is a certain exhilaration in seeing how tactful and only apply their remedies where

these sacred principles work out. In Switzerland they will do the most good,
three languages are spoken, German, French, and
Italian. The conclusion is obvious. Germany, Julius caesar s mistake

France, and Italy have a right to take possession But the Germans have given other arguments
of the parts where their respective idioms are for annexing Alsace-Lorraine in 1871. One is

spoken. But what of the wishes of the Swiss that thus would be established the "natural''

themselves who gained their independence six boundary between France and Germany. The
centuries ago and have been very strenuous presumption is that a natural boundary was made
ever since in maintaining it? Serious men do by God, who created the rest of Nature, and that

not allow trivial details, such as, for instance, it is as immutable and eternal.as Nature herself,

the wishes of the people concerned, to intrude Meanwhile, of course, artificial boundaries are

into *' scientific" discussions. If such triviali- ephemeral and an abomination in the sight of

ties are allowed to intervene, we shall hear men the Lord. You may sometimes think that Nature
saying that in nearly every country of Europe is rather inscrutable and does not always answer
more than one language is in use; in the British our queries any more volubly or clearly than the
Isles, Gaelic, Welsh, English, and in the British Sphinx answered queries put to her. But
Empire what a Babel! in France, Breton, Basque, Prussians are never impious. And when they
Provencal, Italian, French; in Finland, Swedish, say that the Rhine is not a "natural" boundary
Russian, Finnish; in Austria-Hungary at least fif- but that the Vosges Mountains are, is their

teen different languages, in Russia a considerable statement to be questioned merely because
number. The states of the future to be based thereby they are enabled to acquire Alsace and
on the principle of one language, one state! Lorraine which lie west of the Rhine? It is no
Let us keep reason still enthroned in this dis- argument to say that the Vosges are not Alps
tracted globe. The question as to how to un- or that the Rhine is a formidable ditch to cross

scramble eggs has been often asked but never or that Julius Caesar considered the Rhine a
answered. The wise man does not go on for- boundary. Julius Caesar was an arrant pagan;
ever trying to solve the insoluble but after moreover, he was notorious even in his day for

awhile leaves that particular chemistry alone, his lack of pro-German feeling. Such a person
The unscramble will remain unscrambled until is no authority on natural boundaries,

the crack of doom, and, as far as we know, even Here again we notice the infallible discretion

beyond that term. of the Germans in applying a principle to the

Let us keep our feet on solid ground. For complicated facts of the situation. They are

do you not see that this delicate, principle will no slaves of a theory, far from it. Let others be
work havoc if applied without discrimination or slaves if they choose. The Germans move
taste? Even sacred Germany would be affected freely and securely among ambushes and pitfalls,

by it. For the one hundred and fifty thousand and are not caught. While declaring in 1871 that

Schleswigers who speak Danish, the three million the Vosges were the natural boundary between
Poles who speak Polish, and large masses of France and Germany they knew full well that

Alsatians and Lorrainers who speak French there were good things west of the Vosges

—

would be only too happy to join their linguistic such as coal mines and iron mines. Therefore,

affinities at the earliest moment and on any where necessary, they pushed their line west of

excuse, and this, of course, must not be. It the Vosges whenever the advantage was obvious,

is better for them to remain where they are, all Consistency, it has been said, is but the hob-

Germans agree. goblin of little minds. A nation of supermen
Again it is well known that the people of the must, ipso facto, be supernatural at times, and in

United States speak English. Would God be the matter of boundaries, one that is supernatural

strafing England satisfactorily if he allowed is sometimes more satisfactory and more sub-

the English to apply the vaunted principle and stantial than the mere crest of a range of hills,

thus vastly to enlarge the infamous boundaries The profane may sometimes wonder what the

of the British Empire? What about Spain, Span- Germans would prefer as a boundary, in case the

ish being rather widely spoken in parts of the French should be victorious in the present war.

world quite separated from the Peninsula? Would they prefer the River Rhine, or the moun-
Evidently linguistic statesmanship must, like tains of the Black Forest, which are in singular

all true statesmanship, be characterized by moder- symmetry with the Vosges, lying about as far

ation. It is only quacks who rush headlong to east of the Rhine as the latter do west of it.
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But all this discussion is really digression.

Alsace-Lorraine was not annexed to Germany in

order to satisfy the ethnographic or topographic

or linguistic susceptibilities and tastes of the

German people. Prussian state policy has never

been directed by the poets and scientists of the

Fatherland. Even journalists were then, and
are still, held in slight awe by those in authority.

The tail is never allowed to wag the dog. A
more robust element of the population always

sits in the Prussian saddle. As Prince von Biilow

has recently said, "politics is a rough trade,"

unsuited to the tender and romantic mind,

which never knows how to bring things forward

very far or very fast.

The ruling class of Germany consisted largely,

at the time of the Franco-German War, as it

does to-day, of the far-famed Junkers, or the

tight old crusty Torydom of the land—and of

army officers who, in so far as thinking is a

pYocess of their minds, think the thoughts of their

Hohenzollern Highnesses after them. These
men decided in 1870, what they wanted to have
done and then they used the ignoble masses to
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WHY GERMANY WANTS ALSACE-LORRAINE
Besides being of great strategic value these provinces are

rich in minerals and industries. The agricultural products in-

clude wheat, rye, barley, tobacco, hops, potatoes, oats, and
hay

do them. Alsace-Lorraine was not annexed for

any of the reasons which have been passed in

review, though the authorities were quite will-

ing that those who had queer kinks in their minds
should entertain such illusions if thereby they
were led heartily to cooperate in the great
schemes elaborated by their superiors.

Alsace-Lorraine was annexed for military

reasons, just as large parts of Europe have,

during the present war, been seized and held for

military reasons. The Prussian army hovers

protectingly over the people and their destinies,

and over the Prussian army floats the Great

General Staff. In 1870, the military men de-

cided that Alsace-Lorraine must become German,
and the Iron Chancellor, Bismarck, was their

agent in accomplishing, not the fact of annex-
ation, for the army attended to that, but the

registration and consecration of the fact in

formal protocols and treaties, the laudation

and explanation of the fact in parliamentary

speeches. Parliamentary speeches had, of course,

to be made, since a parliament existed and must
be amused. But let no one imagine so vain a

thing as to suppose that the Reichstag counted
any more in Bismarck's day than it does in ours.

The Reichstag was then, what it still is, a " Palace

of the Wagging Tongue,'' to borrow a Meredith-

ian phrase. But where two or three high

generals are gathered together there is the seat

of power. And these generals know moonshine
when they see it and in 1871 they knew the

Reichstag to be merely a lunar accessory, dead
and white and without life, revolving around
that centre of light and heat and power, the

famous House of Hohenzollern, divine in origin,

and surrounded by the Paladins of the Sword and
the Knights of the Tented Field.

PROMISED BLESSINGS THAT FAILED TO ARRIVE
t

Away, therefore, with all this airy persiflage

about Germany's merely restoring her '* long-lost

brothers" to a warm and comfortable place

by the family hearth. Even those who luted in

this particular strain, winked as they did it.

They knew better, even when, with their tongues
in their cheeks, they intoned the same old tune.

Witness Heinrich von Sybel, who spent twenty
years in writing a history denouncing that work
of Satan, the French Revolution, and twenty
years more in earnest eulogy of the founders of

the present German Empire, even he, Chauvinistic

Prussian patriot and historiographer of Hohen-
zollerns, knew that in 1871 the people of Alsace

and Lorraine were thoroughly French, happy
in their connection with France, and desirous

only of maintaining it, even he knew that to

talk of the liberation of long-lost brothers was
sheer Boche bosh. Listen to what Von Sybel
said in 1 87 1, in a pamphlet advocating the annex-
ation on the ground of former possession. "We
know, indeed, that the Lorrainers since 1766,

the Alsatians since 1801, have become good
Frenchmen, and to-day, oppose, by a large

majority, the reunion with their Fatherland.
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For such an attitude, we do not deny, we feel of August and September, Bismarck ceased to

respect. The inhabitants were born and brought purl in this minor key, and struck an iron note:

up in the great French commonwealth; they would "Germany," he said ''wants peace and will

be men destitute of common feeling and patriot- make war until she gets it, let the consequences
ism, if, notwithstanding their German speech, be ever so lamentable from a humane point of

they did not consider themselves French to-day. view, . . . This peace will be secured by a

But we trust to the power of Nature; water can line of fortresses between Strassburg and Metz,
be diverted for a time into artificial channels, as well as by those two towns, which will protect

but with the removal of the dam will flow with Germany against the dread of a second attack

the full stream. If to-day the inhabitants find by France." This, from the man who had done
the French more sympathetic than the Germans, his best to bring about the first attack, was
soon they will find themselves among their authoritative.

own kind in Germany. In Germany they will The thought has a familiar ring to our own
find the best gifts of the French state, the con- highly contemporary ears, and becomes what the

sciousness and security of a mighty common- French call "a palpitating actuality" to an age

wealth, a sound harvest of science and art, a wide which has recently heard Von Kiihlmann
market for their industry, and a progressive and Von Hertling, those sapient statesmen,

parliamentary life. They will have lower taxes, expound the mysteries and beauties of Brest-

greater religious freedom, numerous schools, and Litovsk as demanded by the incorrigible German
in the army will meet the sons of the educated love of peace and craving for protection from
class." the dreaded, dangerous foe.

It may be said in passing that had the Alsa- But let us not deflect, however inviting

tians and Lorrainers found all these delectable Plutarchian parallels may appear. Let us con-

things since 1871 they would not constantly tinue our search for the real reason for the annex-

for forty-three years have reiterated, as they did, ation of Alsace-Lorraine. Bismarck is our safest

in one way or another, their detestation of guide. The two quotations already given show
German rule. him rapidly progressing and by January, 1871,

But enough of this hoary and hollow falsehood we find him saying: ''As you see, we are keeping

about the craving of the people of Alsace-Lorraine Metz; but I confess I do not Hke this part of the

for communion once more with the saints beyond arrangement. Strassburg is German in speech

the Rhine. Those who have a penchant for and will be so in heart ten years hence. Metz,

this kind of hypocrisy and mendacity might add however, is French and will be a hotbed of

to their repertoire by telling us how happy the disaff'ection for a long time to come."
Poles have been for a hundred and forty years In other words, I don't like to steal too outra-

under their Prussian, Austrian, and Russian mast- geously, but, you see, Fm going to steal,

ers; how happy the Christians of Southeastern

Europe and of Western Asia in finding them-

selves under the benign sway of the Turk, This seizure of Metz throws a crude, harsh light,

basking in the bright and clement rays that and, therefore, a true and appropriate one, upon

stream from the Sublime Porte. Such deathless the whole famous transac|ion. Metz was as

ditties ought no longer to remain unsung. thoroughly French as Bordeaux or Paris. No
Bismarck was, like Mark Antony, a plain, display of sophistry or casuistry could becloud

blunt man, though sometimes more blunt than that irrefutable fact. To take Metz was to

plain. If you wish to savor Prussian statesman- make peremptory hash of all this talk about

ship in all its purity, read Bismarck, its greatest race or language or natural boundaries, for it

modern apostle and expounder. It is not was to fly in the face of each. As French as

necessary to be so ingenuous as to swallow the France herself, speaking nothing but the French

famous legend about his always speaking the language and lying west of the " natural " bound-

truth. Excessive innocence is no merit since it ary, as defined by the Germans, the line of the

unhappily implies excessive ignorance. Neverthe- Vosges Mountains, the seizure of Metz could

less Bismarck frequently told the truth and one not be glossed over by any unctuous phrases,

occasion was when he gave an interview in 1867 by any ethical argumentation. No hairs could

and said: "Suppose France entirely conquered, be split on that particular score. The seizure

and a Prussian garrison in Paris; What are we of Metz was the assertion of force and greed

to do with our victory? We could not even and of nothing else. It was the military men
decently take Alsace; for the Alsatians are who dictated it, as, in fact, they dictated every

become Frenchmen, and wish to remain so." But element of the so-called Peace of Frankfort,

by October, 1870, after the Prussian victories They wished Metz, and they took it, because as

METZ WORTH A HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN
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Field Marshal von Moltke said, it was the to deny. If so, he might read once more the brief

equivalent of a hundred thousand men, because articles of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, a treaty

it was strategically important. warmly approved in Germany even by the ma-
This then was the reason why Alsace-Lorraine jority Socialists who wear their principle so

was taken in 1871 by Germany. Germany lightly, a treaty which has laid bare the soul

was victor and as everyone knows to the victor of contemporary Germany so completely that

belongs the spoils. Bismarck, in his negotiations all the world may behold it.

with France and later in his speeches in the The world knows how Germany has used this

Reichstag, gave one constant reason for the coal and iron acquired in 181 5 and 1871, how
famous act, namely, the right of every nation to all her metallurgical industries have been so de-

provide for its own defense. There is a beauti- veloped and coordinated that she might ravage

ful simplicity about this principle, for it frees Europe still more when "The Day" should come,

you from all obligation to justify your act to A power that has used those resources for the

mankind. What has mankind to do with the attempted subjugation of the world should

problem? To provide for Germany's self- never be permitted to retain them. Senator

defense is Germany's business and that is the end Lodge covered the situation completely when he

of the matter. And, of course, it is for Germany said in the Senate on August 23d: "Alsace and
alone to decide how much of her neighbor's Lorraine must be returned to France—uncon-

territory is needed for Germany's protection, ditionally surrendered—not merely because sen-

State necessity, national safety, is to be de- timent and eternal justice demand it, but be-

cided absolutely by each state. The victor cause the iron and coal of Lorraine must be for-

has obvious advantages in carrying out his de- ever taken from Germany.

"

cision. He takes just as much of his conquered Why does eternal justice demand their return?

enemy's territory as he desires and thinks he Because justice was grossly outraged when they

can manage to retain. were seized, because elementary and sacred

The war of 1870 was a rehearsal for the war of rights of human beings were flagrantly violated,

1 9 14, the Treaty of Frankfort a foretaste and a because the rights of the people of Alsace and
suggestion of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. Lorraine were treated with supreme and insolent

German statecraft has remained stationary all contempt,

these years. It is similar to that of the original

cave man. Prussia's national hero, Frederick
provinces demand return to France

the Great, who had a taste for literary style. What those rights were was made clear at the

embedded the Prussian's state philosophy in the time by the emphatic, passionate, indignant,

liquid amber of a lapidary phrase. "Take what repeated protests of the people concerned. And
you can," he said "you are never wrong unless their protests were swept aside, as of no con-

you are obliged to give back." sequence, as if they were the prattle of children.

The voice of the people is far from being con-

sidered in Germany as the voice of God.

There was another element in Germany's These protests began even before the actual

decision, in 1870, to seize Alsace-Lorraine. Then, annexation was effected. Seeing what was
as now, military considerations were mingled coming the representatives of Alsace-Lorraine

with economic. Ahab was not envious of in the French National Assembly, as early as

Naboth's vineyard, but of his mines of coal February, 1871, unanimously declared "the in-

and iron. It was significant that a mining imitable will of Alsace and Lorraine to remain
engineer was appointed on the German commis- French territory"; also that Europe could

sion to delimit the new boundaries. Germany "neither permit nor ratify the abandonment
could not have conducted war as she has con- of Alsace-Lorraine" that it could not allow

ducted it had she not possessed the coal and iron ''the seizure of a people as a common herd"
mines of Alsace-Lorraine. Figures are sometimes nor permit a peace which would be a " legiti-

most eloquent. In 191 3, Germany produced mate and permanent provocation to war."
28,000,000 tons of iron ore. Of these 21,000,000 Later, when the treaty transferring them to

came from the mines of annexed Lorraine. In Germany was signed, they issued a most moving
191 3, Germany imported 14,000,000 tons of iron document in which they declared "null and void

ore. This is almost the exact amount pro- a compact which disposes of us without our
duced by the French mines of Briey, which consent," asserted their "unalterable attach-

Germany seized at the beginning of the present ment to France from which we are torn by
war. That she will keep those mines, if she violence," and ended with the phrase; "Your
can, no one outside Bedlam would probably care brothers of Alsace and Lorraine, now cut off

WHY GERMANY HAS BEATEN FRANCE INDUSTRIALLY
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from the common family, will preserve for France, hundreds of thousands of Germans, officials of

absent from their hearths, a filial affection every grade, school teachers, peasants, business

until the day when she shall resume her rightful men, soldiers, to carry out the policy of Germaniz-
place there once more.

''
ation. They made relentless war upon the French

Three years later when they were for the language, so that for the past generation young
first time permitted representatives in the Germans in Berlin have had far better facilities

Reichstag, they solemnly protested again in for studying French than have the people of

the most vigorous manner, and demanded Alsace-Lorraine, for a fifth of whom French was
that at least a referendum be taken of the people the mother tongue. They have waged war upon
of Alsace-Lorraine. Their demand was greeted everything that could remind the people of their

with jeers and guffaws from their chivalrous former connections, war upon historical associa-

fellow-members, a fact worth remembering tions and memories, war upon the human spirit.

when Germany demands a referendum as she No action has been too arbitrary, no ingenuity too

will as a last resort when she sees that, to use Machiavellian, to be used in this campaign to

President Wilson's phrase, "the great wrong denature the most natural and creditable instincts

done in 1871 " is about to be righted. of men, reverence for their ancestors, love of their

past, of their traditions, of all that made them men
GERMAN METHODS IN ALSACE-LORRAINE t, J ^v 4- J ^u i J *u 4.'*. c vcand constituted the glory and the sanctity of life.

From that day to this the people of Alsace- A single illustration is typical. Some years ago the

Lorraine have kept the faith, without var- Alsatians erected at Weissenburg a monument in

iableness or shadow of turning. Their great and memory of those Alsatians who had died upon
unanimous protest they have never - rescinded that field of battle in the Franco-Prussian War.
nor thought of rescinding. It has been engraved The Government, before it would consent to the

indelibly upon the tablets of their memories, unveiling of that monument, demanded the

in their heart of hearts. The generation that removal of four emblems carved on the corners

witnessed the odious transfer has largely passed of the pedestal; the sun, emblem of Louis XIV,
from the scene. But, as events showed before the lily of Louis XV, the axe and fasces of the

the present war, the new generation which Revolution, the eagle of Napoleon!

had not known Israel has nourished the same You do not capture the imagination or win the

affection, has remained true to the same purpose, affection of a people that has been free in any
the same resolve. An examination, if space such way as that. You will search Prussian and
permitted, of the history of the intervening forty- German history in vain for any such statesman-

three years between the two great wars, would ship as that shown by England in Canada, for

abundantly establish the truth of this assertion, any such miracle of common sense and supreme

You do not wean a people away from its former tact as that shown by England in South Africa.

loyalties by oppression, no matter how syste- Germany wins no peaceful victories over her

matic or severe, or by insulting the memories subject peoples. Let the Danes of Schleswig,

they hold dear, or by defaming and threatening the Poles of Eastern Prussia, the Alsatians and

the country to which their fathers had given the Lorrainers be interrogated on that point. In

last full measure of devotion. Yet such has been South Africa the Boers are fighting for England

the policy of Germany toward Alsace-Lorraine and their most brilliant leader in the war of

since 1 87 1, consistent,undeviating and unbending. 1898- 1900, Louis Botha, is Prime Minister of

Conciliation is too effeminate an art for Germans South Africa and General Smut, another leader,

to attempt to practice. Never yet have they is an invaluable supporter of Great Britain,

anywhere tried to "kill by kindness." The What has been the healing virtue that has

rough, robust methods of the camp are far accomplished this wonder? It has been the

more congenial to their temperament than the gift of freedom, full, untrammeled, completely

patient, sympathetic, gracious processes of con- trusting, which England bestowed, on the

ciliation and sympathy ^which win affection and morrow of the South African War, upon those who
esteem. The Germans started forthwith in had fought her tooth and nail for nearly three

1871 to Germanize the new provinces, thus years. But as Balzac said long ago: "There is

giving the lie direct to their constant assertion one instrument the Germans have never learned

that those provinces were fundamentally German, to play. That instrument is liberty.

"

only awaiting release from bondage to the alien The history of German rule in Alsace-Lorraine

French. By legislative and administrative since 1871 has been a long and ignoble record of

methods they drove hundreds of thousands of oppression. Germany has won famous victories

Alsatians and Lorrainers out of their ancestral over schools and monuments, over newspapers

homes to France. And they sent into them, and satirists. But she has failed egregiously in
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her poHcy of Germanization. The occasional practised and the despicable and venomous
utterances of German officials are sufficient informer has plied his cowardly and deadly

evidence on this point. In 1874, Bismarck, trade under official encouragement. Houses have
irritated by the fact that the Alsatians far been searched for incriminating evidence. At
from showing any joy in being "restored" to the beginning, by a mere stroke of the administra-

the German family, were indignantly protesting tive pen, all newspapers in the French language

against it, declared that Alsace had been annexed, were suppressed, while all those in the German
not because of her good looks or for her own sake, language which were at all inclined to be indepen-

but because she would furnish an excellent dent were brought under government control. All

military defense for the Empire and that Germany that the people of Alsace-Lorraine were to learn

was equally indifferent to Alsatian lamentations about the war was what might be announced in

and Alsatian wrath. In 1890, Caprivi, Bismarck's official communiques. A silence as of a prison,

successor in the Chancellorship, said publicly: complete, terrifying, settled down on the land.
" It is a fact that after seventeen years of annex- After the Battle of the Marne it was forbidden

ation, the German spirit has made no progress to speak French, and French and English bus-

in Alsace." In 191 3, the head of the police iness signs were ordered removed. Delation

department in Berlin,^ Von Jagow, an official and search became the order of the day. The
appointed by the Chancellor and subject to him, number of arrests continued day after day and
referred publicly to Alsace-Lorraine as ''the steadily increased. Prisons were so crammed
enemy's country.'' This term *'the enemy's that those condemned for trivial offenses had
country," has long been in use among the army to wait their turn for admission. Many Alsatians

officers. The Germans have been under no were summarily shot, many found their property

illusion as to the success of the policy of Ger- arbitrarily taken away and faced consequent

manization. In 19 14, when the Great War ruin. Then began the systematic robbery of the

broke out, a German general, when the troops land—machinery removed en masse to Germany,
of the Grand Duchy of Baden were crossing into churches and galleries rifled of their treasures.

Alsace, issued a proclamation, saying: ''You are It is the story we have heard so often in connection

from now on in the enemy's country and you no with Belgium, northern France, Serbia. Only,

longer need to consider the civil population." in this instance, the enemy's country was Alsace-

And a Protestant pastor in Old Breisach said, Lorraine. If compelled to abandon it, the Kaiser

in a sermon delivered to troops about to go to is reported to have said he would leave it bare as

Kolmar: " Remember that as soon, as you have his hand. Preparations to carry out this threat

crossed the Rhine you are in the enemy's have been made, and carried out it will be, if

country." the occasion arises. Alsatians and Lorrainers,

It is as an enemy's country that Alsace-Lorraine in the German armies, have been sent to the

has been regarded by the Germans during the most dangerous positions. Germany pursues

present war. A system of terrorization as severe methodically a double purpose, namely to

as that in Belgium or northern France has been sacrifice as many of the people of Alsace-Lorraine

in constant operation. As early as July 28, 1914, as possible so as the more easily to subjugate

all the towns and villages of Alsace-Lorraine were thoroughly the remainder, if the fortunes of

declared in a state of siege. What that meant war favor Germany and she is able to retain it;

is shown by official announcement in the case of and to surrender nothing but a desert, if finally

the little town of Vic in Lorraine. " By order forced to surrender the country. Alsace-Lorraine

of His Majesty, the Emperor, the town of Vic is has during the last four years passed through

declared by military authority in a state of siege, the extremities of torture. Should Germany
"The inhabitants are consequently expressly succeed Alsace-Lorraine would become the great-

forbidden to go outside the town before sunrise est victim of the war.

and after sunset. ' But Germany will not succeed and Alsace-
" Whoever disobeys this order runs the risk Lorraine will be delivered. These provinces

of being shot." must be unconditionally surrendered, as Bel-

This announcement was indicative of what gium and Serbia must be unconditionally

was to come. The next day "suspects" all over surrendered, and for the same reason, namely
Alsace-Lorraine were arrested, and punished because Germany has no more right to the

with "preventive detention." Many of them as one than she has to the others. If Germany's
a matter of fact were to be the victims of this annexations of 1870 are justified, then her

measure for many long months without knowing actual annexations of the present war are justified,

what the charge against them was. Rigorous The two cases are alike. Both represent force

and ubiquitous has been the espionage everywhere and nothing else.



WHY THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE MUST BE
DISSOLVED

''Driving the Turk from Europe'' Is Not Sufficient—He Must No Longer Rule Subject

races Anywhere—An Incorrigible Among the Nations—Rehabilitation of Asia

Minor and the Part That the United States Might Perform in This Work

BY

HENRY MORGENTHAU
(Formerly United States Ambassador to Turkey)

N MOST discussions of the future of the discussing Turkish affairs. When my friend

Ottoman Empire, we usually find one went to keep his appointment, he began this way:
curious misapprehefision. Even Mr. Bal- ** You have set aside this whole evening to dis-

four made this mistake when framing, cuss the Ottoman Empire. We do not need all

almost two years ago, the terms upon which that time. I can tell you the whole story in

the Allies would consent to ending the war. He just four words: Turkey is not rejormable!
"

used the expression, "the expulsion of the Turk "You have summed up the whole situation

from Europe" as comprising the solution of perfectly,*' replied Von Gwinner.

the problem presented by the Ottoman Empire. That is the fundamental fact which we must
Yet this Turkish problem is no longer one merely constantly keep in mind while discussing this

of "driving the Turk from Europe.*' The Turk problem. We are dealing with a nation that is

has already been practically "driven from absolutely incorrigible. Its hopelessness has

Europe"; the Balkan States accomplished this in been demonstrated over and over again. Turkey
the Balkan wars. Our school geographies divided has repeatedly made promises to reform her ways
the Ottoman Empire into "Turkey in Europe" and has just as consistently broken them. The
and "Turkey in Asia"; yet to-day all that re- European Powers have given her endless oppor-

mains of European Turkey is Constantinople tunities to lead a sober and a decent life, and
and a small piece of adjoining territory. The Turkey has never shown the slightest indica-

Turkish problem of to-day is presented by the tion of doing so. In the la?t three years

Turkish domains in Asia. One may safely take the Ottoman Empire has had every chance to

it for granted that, after this war is over. Con- run its own affairs. It cast off the Capitulations

stantinople will no longer be the Sultan's capital. —the foreign restrictions that for centuries had
At present, the real matters for discussion are made the country almost a vassal of the European
these: What is to become of Palestine, of Syria, Powers—and started a new life as an independent

of Armenia, of Mesopotamia, of the Asiatic nation. The first thing these newly liberated

littoral occupied by the Greeks, of Anatolia? Turkish statesmen did was to ally themselves

TheTurkhasalready been virtually "driven from with the Central Powers. Their next move was
Europe"; the important point now is that he to begin the wholesale looting of their own people,

must be "driven from Asia," in the sense that he They robbed them of their goods, their animals,

must no longer be permitted to rule over the their crops, and of everything in the form of

subject Asiatic peoples that for five or six cen- capital wTiich they had painfully accumulated
turies have suffered so terribly from his bloody for many years. They plundered the assets

and destroying hand. We have fairly com- and the business enterprises of foreigners in

pleted the task of freeing from his control Serbians, the same way. They seized the foreign-owned

Bulgarians, Rumianians, and European Greeks; railroads, the banks, the telephone systems,

our problem now is to give similar freedom to the docks, the Hghthouse service, the wool, the

Armenians, Asiatic Greeks, Syrians, Arabs, and oil wells—all in a wild orgy for personal profit.

Jews. They robbed England, France, and Russia of the

In Constantinople I became acquainted with schools and the religious institutions which they

an American doctor who had traveled extensively had erected in the Ottoman Empire—institutions

in the East and who had the most intimate knowl- which, with those founded by Americans,

edge of conditions in the Ottoman Empire. He were practically the only sources of education and
told me that Herr von Gwinner, the manager of enlightenment in the country. ^ And, most mon-
the Deutsche Bank, whom he had visited in strous of all, this government began the systema-

Berlin, had asked him to spend an entire evening tic pillaging and murder of millions of its own
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subjects. I have already described in this maga- Indians or Cherokees to possess themselves of

zine the treatment which Turkey has visited New Orleans, construct fortifications at all

upon its enslaved peoples—Armenians, Greeks, the strategic points on the Mississippi delta,

Syrians, and other races. These massacres are and claim and exercise the right of closing this

only the culmination of a policy that has been waterway at any time such a procedure seemed
pursued for five hundred years. Are the en- good to them, and calmly keep it closed while the

lightened nations of the world willing to permit cotton and sugar cane and wheat and other pro-

such crimes to be committed indefinitely? There ducts in this fertile region lay rotting on the

is only one way to stop them—that is to annihil- ground, and while its millions of once-prosperous

ate this insatiable appetite for pillage, arson, farmers were reduced to poverty. Now that is

and murder which is called the Ottoman Empire, precisely the situation which Europe has endured
It has had more than five hundred years to de- for many decades. Merely to state it shows
monstrate its capacity to govern, and its failure its utter wickedness and absurdity and also

is more conspicuous now than when it began, suggests the remedy. These Straits should be
There is to-day, as in 1876, only one solution of absolutely free to the commerce of the world

the Turkish problem. The words in which Glad- at all times and under all conditions. The forti-

stone forty years ago framed this solution are even fications that guard them should be razed. Not
more timely now than they were then. one nation should control them, but an Inter-

, national Commission. The League of Nations,
GLADSTONE S SOLUTION THE ONLY ONE i • i n/r ^^r^^ ij i- j i_ ^^which Mr. v/ilson proposes, could find no better

" Let the Turks now carry away their abuses field for its activities than the control of Constan-

in the only possible manner, namely, by carrying tinople and these waterways. The cosmopolitan

away themselves. Their Zaptiehs and their population of Constantinople miakes it a favorable

Mudirs, their Bimbashis and their Yugbashis, city for internationalization. On the basis of

their Kaimakams and their Pashas, one and race, no one people can claim it; its population

all, bag and baggage, shall, I hope, clear out is a mixture of Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Jews,

from the province they have desolated and pro- Arabs, Kurds, and Europeans; its internation-

faned.'' alization, therefore, would merely be the polit-

After this desirable consummation has been ical recognition of a racial fact that already

attained, what are we then to do with the terri- exists.

tories that made up the Ottoman Empire? So much, then, for our "Turkey in Europe"; the

There is first the question of the only vestige of more difficult problem remains of **' Turkey in

Turkish authority that still remains in Europe

—

Asia." Here the processes of history, by its

that of Constantinople and the Straits. History distribution of races in Asia Minor, have also

probably presents no greater and more criminal laid the basis for a satisfactory and permanent
absurdity than that the enlightened nations of settlement. Besides the population that calls

Europe should have permitted a nomadic tribe itself Turk, there are several fairly compact popu-

from Eastern Asia to have practically unlimited lations of distinct race, particularly Armenians,

control for five centuries of one of the world's Arabs, Greeks, Syrians, and Jews. All these

greatest highways of commerce. Let us seek a peoples have their national aspirations. Un-
comparison in our own country. The economic re- doubtedly an attempt to create distinct political

lation which New Orleans and the Mississippi organizations, founded on race and religion, will

River bore to the Mississippi Valley in ante-bellum involve certain difficulties, owing to the fact

days—the development of the railroad system has that certain of these peoples, especially the Ar-

changed the situation since—is that which menians, do not form the majority of the popula-

Constantinople and the Straits bear to-day tion anywhere; but this problem, which is by
toward that Eastern Europe which borders upon no means insoluble, may be safely left to a peace

the Black Sea. Russia's principal commercial conference which is guided only by principles

access to the outside world is by way of the Black of justice. What is apparent is that all the

Sea, the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles; this races I have named are vastly superior, mentally

is the only route by which Rumania and Bulgaria and morally, to the Turkish population; that they

can reach the ocean. All the rivers of these have every right to a free and independent exis-

countries which drain into the Black Sea are tence, and that they possess qualities that will

merely the beginnings of water routes that end make them respected members of the family of

with the Dardanelles; without this forty miles nations. All of these peoples have great pasts;

of water these greater systems are practically all of them have made substantial contributions

useless. Let us suppose that the Americans to human advancement, and all of them have lived

of sixty years ago had permitted a tribe of Sioux for five centuries or more under a brutal tyranny
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that would warp the character of almost any a useful service. What these subject peoples of

people. When we think of what the Arabs have Asia Minor need, above all, is what may be called

contributed to art, literature, and science; the the fundamentals of civilization. These are:

Greeks to practically every form of human en- sanitation, roads, agricultural training, and pri-

lightenment; the Jews to religion and, morality; mary education.

and the Armenians to the economic life of the

Near East, it is hardly necessary to insist that ^ suggested use for the American army

these peoples comprise the racial bases for orderly These blessings, which we have brought to

states. Nor should we overlook the fact that the the Philippine Islands, we can also bring to these

country which they inhabit is exceedingly rich in devastated sections of the Ottoman Empire,
natural resources. Asia Minor contains great We should have one great advantage, in that the
deposits of minerals and oils, while its agricultural native populations are not people who have more
land is extensive and fertile. To-day the country or less recently emerged from semi-civilization,

is in ruins; it has experienced the weight of several They belong to the most civilized races in the

centuries' domination of the Turks, and the boast world, and they have a history and traditions

of Attila is equally true of the Ottoman, that that extend back for thousands of years. Yet
*' Where my horse has once trod the grass ceases their country and the conditions under which
to grow." they live are primitive. They probably would
We need only visit those lands of European welcome any cooperation we could give them in

Turkey which have shaken off this devastating rebuilding their economic and agricultural forces.

rule—Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, and Rumania

—

And we already have in Europe the human ma-
to see the magic change wrought by political terial for this job. We already have 2,000,000

and economic independence. All these countries, soldiers in France; if the war goes on for six

under Ottoman domination, were little more months more, we shall have 5,000,000. When
than heaps of human and industrial debris, demobilization comes what better use could we
Their people went in rags, scrambling constantly make of part of these forces than to station

for a few scraps of food; their roads were quag- them in the Ottoman Empire for the purpose
mires; their villages and cities little more than of aiding in this work of rehabilitation and
collections of hovels; they had practically no reconstruction? Just as the American Army did

schools, no hospitals, no sanitation, almost none this great work of house cleaning in Cuba and
of the decencies, to say nothing of the graces, of Porto Rico, and afterward in the Philippines, so

existence. What was the use of cultivating the could this same Army perform this great work in

fields when the rapacious Turkish tax gatherer sanitating and reconstructing Asia Minor. This

took practically all the harvest to support a lazy Army contains many of the world's finest sani-

brood of officials? The extinguishment of Turk- tarians; why not employ them in these Turkish

ish rule in these countries has been like the provinces? It contains splendid engineering

lifting of the plague. Almost over night roads talent, which could direct the necessary work of

have been built, school houses and universities building highways and railways and bridges. It

have been erected, farms have been cultivated, could also undertake the labor of primary educa-

more industries have been started, cities with tion—of dotting the Anatolian and Armenian
asphalted streets, electric lights, telephones, sewers, provinces with those school houses which are

fine public buildings, residences, and hotels have the indispensable preliminary to the new social

risen on the sites of the old ramshackle capitals, and political order. Irrigation is one of the

Travelers constantly note the different appearance sciences which these newly freed people will

of Russian Armenia and Turkish Armenia—one have to learn; certainly Mr. Lane's department

a country in which Armenians have had a chance could render great service in this work, while

to develop themselves, the other a country in our Department of Agriculture—no other govem-
which their position has been worse than that ment contains anything comparable to it—could

of slaves. What freedom has done for all these show these industrious peoples how to make the

former subjects of the Sultan, if will also do for desert bloom as it did in the days before the

those who are still the victims of his tyranny. Turk came. All these things the United States

And in all this let us not fight the Turkish peasant would be glad to do merely as a work of altruism,

himself. Though he does not possess the native looking for no reward except the satisfaction of

industry and ability of his neighbors, yet he, too, having been useful in redeeming a neglected part

should have a chance to develop into a man and of the earth's resources and in helping to set upon

whatever an enlightened civilization can do for their feet certain unfortunate peoples who for

him should be done. centuries have been subjected to unimagined

In all this work the United States can perform suffering.
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CHINA
[In this series of articles the World's Work intends to present to its readers an informing picture

of the various regions of the new world in which the United States finds itself in these days, when the

war has made us realise that we are citizens of the world. When the war is done, we shall have closer

contacts with all people. IVho are they ? fVhat are their problems ? How do they touch our lives

and interests ?

The answers to these questions will he found in the monthly survey of " The World As It Is."—
The Editors.]

OR a number of years the foremost

problem of the Far East has been that

of China—a backward, conquerable

country, somewhat greater in extent

of territory (including its dependencies)

than the United States, and peopled by from

300,000,000 to 400,000,000 inhabitants. No cen-

sus has ever been taken and only estimates of

the great population have been made.
According to investigation and belief, China is

one of the world's most valuable territories in

natural wealth and potential producing capacity.

There is no doubt in the minds of students of

such problems that reorganization, such as Japan
has undergone, would make this splendid empire

one of the foremost Powers of the world and a

very important, if not dominating, factor on the

Pacific Ocean—because not only of the country's

latent wealth but by reason of the energy, in-

dustrial activity, tenacity of purpose, commercial

ability, and venturesome character of its numer-
ous people.

If Chinese merchants were encouraged and
protected by a progressive and capable govern-

ment, those traditionally enterprising traders

could be depended on to develop the resources of

the country, organize the producing power of its

unlimited labor supply, and carry its merchandise

to the remotest harbors of the oceans. One of

the ablest diplomatists the United States has

ever sent to Peking, W. J. Calhoun, once said

of the Chinese people that nothing was too small

and nothing too large for them to undertake; and
the late John Hay, a renowned Secretary of

State, said in effect that China was a key to the

future of the world.

Why does this nation, whose achievements in the

past have ranked among the wonders of history

—this nation that has defied the disintegrating

effects of time as Babylon, Egypt, and Assyria

could not—why does ancient China, the world's

largest nation, lie impotent and helpless among

the Powers of the present day, surviving largely

through the protection that some of the Powers
afford her, and being subject to the aggressions

of a comparatively small and poor neighbor?

The answer cannot be given in a phrase: it is

bound up in the story of this wonderful yet pe-

. culiar people.

What other nation surviving to-day can trace

its history back to a period nearly three thousand
years before the coming of Christ? What other

men have records of their individual ancestry

going back several centuries before our era

—

that is to say, more than two thousand years?

There are now being educated by American
missionaries in China men by the name of Kung
who are known to be direct descendants of the

great teacher whom we call Confucius, who lived

2,500 years ago and whose Chinese surname was
Kung.
The Chinese Empire, practically as it now ex-

ists, was established in the third century b. c.

Throughout their whole history, says the his-

torian Douglass, the Chinese have shown marked
' capacity for acquiring territory and doing this

rather by the methods of settling on the neigh-

boring lands than by invasion and conquest.

They have not the characteristics of a warlike

race and their triumphs over the less cultivated

peoples that surrounded them have been gained

rather by peaceful advance than by force of arms.

For a period of many centuries the civilization,

administration, and general advancement of

China were the foremost in the world, and the

greatest empire that has ever been known devel-

oped under her practical and benevolent adminis-

tration. When the Venetian, Marco Polo, visited

the court of the great Kublai Khan in the thir-

teenth century, the pomp and splendor of Peking

struck the traveler with amazement.

Kublai Khan, a son of the famous Genghis

Khan, was the Mongol conqueror of China, whose

empire, in 1276, after the glorious Sung Capital
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at Kangchow was captured, extended from the throughout the rest of the world, at the lowest

Black Sea to the shores of the Pacific and from stage of its existence. China is no longer ad-

northern Mongolia to the frontiers of Annam. vanced even among Asiatic Powers; and her de-

The Chinese Empire under this Mongol (known cline, speaking comparatively, is still continuing,

as the Yuan) Dynasty— 1260 to 1367—included Content with their superior attainments and
Korea, Liaotung, Mongolia, Tibet, the many regarding all the outer world with the ignominy

countries of Central Asia, and Cochin China, in which they held the tribes who lived outside

Burma paid tribute to China even after the British of their Great Wall, the Chinese endeavored up to

occupation of our present day. the year 1900 to seclude themselves and remain

Now, however, though China's eighteen pro- apart from the rest of mankind; but a British

vinces remain substantially intact, her depen- official informed the governor of Canton, they

dencies are of little more value to her than so might as well have tried to stop the flow of the

many deserts. Communication with those tre- Canton River.

mendous outlying territories has not been main- Though not the first. Great Britain was the

tained, and they are closer in contact and associa- foremost nation that insisted on the right to trade, ^

tion with neighboring countries than with the and though she brought evil, with opium, she also

nominally suzerain capital. When, for instance, brought good, with missionaries, in her wake,

the Chinese representative, known as the Amban, Political misfortunes in the way of wars came
proceeds to Urga, he goes by way of the trans- also with the British, but protection against the

SiberianRailway to Irkutsk and thence by Russian more serious aggressions of other nations were
motorcar southward to the capital of Mongolia, bestowed. Great Britain's interests and desires

When the Amban accredited to the Dalai lama in China have never included conquests of terri-

proceeds to and from Lhasa, it is a foreign steam- tory; privileges of trade have been her first and
ship, generally British or Japanese, that takes him full requirement. Her acquisition of the terri-

down to India, whence he makes his way over torially insignificant island of Hongkong, which
Indian railways to within caravan distance of the she developed into a formidable trading port,

Tibetan capital. and her lease of a naval base at the unimportant

The other, more western, dependencies, even town of Wei-hai-wei, taken for the purpose of

more remote from Peking, are practically outlying offsetting the advantages to Germany and Russia

protectorates of Russia, flanked by Russian rail- of their aggressions, have been the extent of

ways and trading only with Russia. Not even British territorial encroachments if we disregard

what could be called a good caravan track now the Settlements in the Treaty Ports,

crosses Chinese Turkestan from China proper. On the other hand. Great Britain, by the for-

midable position she has maintained in the Pacific,
CHINA ABSORBS HER CONQUERORS

^^^ y^^^^ ^^^ means of preserving much, though

It has been said of China's extensive population not all, of China's independence and integrity,

that they form "a sea that salts all waters that to which she has repeatedly pledged herself by
flow into it." Conquest after conquest, alternat- treaty as well as declaration—notably in the

ing with native rule, has swept over the country case of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance,

only to be absorbed and eventually displaced. In opening China, as in opening other Oriental

It is now contended by Chinese scholars that if countries, the trader seeking fabulous gain pre-

they submit to the Japanese, it will mean not the ceded the missionary by a number of years,

destruction of China but the absorption of Japan. It was in 151 1 that the Portuguese first arrived

Nevertheless, the Chinese people, like other races, at the Southern ports and began the intercourse,

have never been content with foreign domination, which, after much deplorable behavior on the

After a century and a half of Mongol rule they part of white traders, was finally, after the

set up again a dynasty of their own, the Ming, Boxer Rising, to result in the present workable

which ruled until 1662, when a new invasion from though imperfect Treaty Port system,

the north, that of the Manchus, conquered their

capital city and soon controlled the empire, and
ruled down to the present day. But like the The sections of ports set apart for the use of

Mongols, it wastheManchuswho became Chinese foreigners were in the early years of intercourse

and not the reverse; and with little effort, in 1910, meant as places of segregation, the white man
the Chinese were able to set up again a govern- not being of the caste that should associate

ment of their own, known as a republic. with Chinese; but these foreign settlements have

From the great days of Kublai Khan the decline now come to be the finest sections of the cities,

of the Chinese Empire has been steady though little models to the Chinese of cleanliness, law,

slow; and it is now, as compared with progress and order. In some of the ports the different

TREATY PORTS
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nations maintain separate but adjoining sections, frained from acquiring territory, even from leasing

generally covering something less than a square Treaty-Port property, except in Peking, where
mile each. There will be a British, French, we hold in perpetuity, and garrison, like the other

German, Russian, and Japanese "Settlement" nations, a section of the Legation Quarter,

forming a foreign area in a city like Tientsin or In the Treaty Ports, though we do not hold

Hankow; and the architecture of each little territory of our own, American consulates and
section is more or less characteristic of the merchants take advantage of the administra-

nation to which it belongs, making a peculiar tion and more or less of the protection afforded

but not uninteresting community. In Shanghai by the other Powers. Our consulates are estab-

there is a general section or settlement, which lished generally in the British and French
several of the nations control in common. Concessions, and our merchants and other

China is regarded generally as an independent Americans have their residences, stores, and
nation with one government located at Peking offices in them, and often belong to the volun-

and controlling all the country's provinces and teer forces that are called upon to defend those

possessions in the way that Washington controls Concessions when rebellions, riots, or fires break

the national affairs of the United States; but this out in the adjacent sections of the city adminis-

is not the case. Every foreigner residing in the tered by Chinese authorities. The border lines

United States is subject to the laws of the nation of the Concessions are frequently the centre of a

and those of the state in which he lives. In street or the bank of a narrow canal.

China, the foreigner is exempt from the laws of According to the terms of the treaties imposed

the country. Owing to the wretched system of upon the Empress Dowager of China after the

justice, or rather, the atrocious system of injustice defeat of the Boxers and the government armies

that prevails among the Chinese, the lack of that operated with them, a section of the city

sound laws and the unfair, sometimes barbarous of Peking was ceded to the foreign Powers to be

methods of administering correction, more ad- reserved by them for their exclusive use. The
vanced nations have applied to China the practice Legation Quarter, so set aside, is in the heart of

enforced in other backward states, known as the main city, inside the greatest of the city

extraterritoriality. walls, and to the left of the front gate of the

The United States and Great Britain each main- Imperial Palace, which is known as the Fotbidden

tain its own court in China, located at the City. The Legation Quarter is surrounded by
foremost business port, Shanghai. From there, its own walls (loop-holed for rifles and cannon) on
a judge itinerates once or twice a year to the three sides, the fourth being formed by the mas-
principal consulates to try cases involving Amer- sive city walls—sixty feet in width at the base and
icans at Tientsin, Hankow, Canton, and other from forty to fifty feet high. The Quarter is

important Treaty Ports. In Shanghai there is approximately a third of a mile wide by two thirds

also a *' mixed" international court. Attached or three quarters in length, and is divided into

to the consulates of all the great nations are men "compounds" or rectangular areas in which the

who are regularly constituted constables or who several legations have their residences, chanceries

act as such and make arrests or accompany and the barracks for their guards.

Chinese police or soldiers in making arrests of

their respective citizens-Englishmen, French-
f^'^^''^'^ s°^°'^'^^ ^^° gunboats in china

men, Japanese, Americans, and so on. Chinese It is not only in Peking that the United States

police may not arrest foreigners, or if they do so participates with the other nations in maintaining

under special circumstances, must hand them guards. Since the period of the anti-Manchu
over immediately to the nearest consulate of their revolution in 1910-1 1, we have kept a regiment

nationality. of regulars at Tientsin, the port nearest to Peking,

and since that time also, we have reverted, with
CHINA ONLY PARTLY INDEPENDENT

^^j,^^ p^^^^^_ ^^ ^^^ g^^^^ ^^^^^y provision for

Such a system, it can be seen, is a grave im- the guarding of the railway from Peking to the

pediment to the sovereignty of any state; but it nearest open seaport. American, British, French,

is by no means the only curtailment to the in- and Japanese troops (augmented until recently

dependent administration of China's internal by Germans and Russians), patrol the line for the

affairs. There are still graver encroachments. purpose of preventing Chinese marauders or

Manchuria is a special case and so are the cases combatant armies from breaking the communica-
of Tibet and Mongolia. But even in the prov- tion.

inces of China proper, the numerous aggressions Besides this impairment of Chinese jurisdiction,

of foreign nations leave the country only par- American, as well as other warships, patrol the

tially independent. The United States has re- Yangtze-kiang to its upper waters, above the
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famous gorges, which are passable only for the doctrines of Confucius, who advocated living

shallow-draft vessels that are specially built for at peace, they have lost their sense of duty to

this section of the river. The purpose of this the nation. Family piety and duty to relatives

patrol is to protect missionaries and merchants are passionately observed; but patriotism as the

residing in the interior Szechuan Province. It Western nations and Japan know it, is almost

is as if the Mississippi and its tributaries were entirely absent from the present-day moral code

patrolled by foreign gunboats for its full navigable of the Chinese. Where the Japanese objected,

length, and as if foreign soldiers were permanently the Chinese have submitted to the encroach-

established in Washington and in New York

—

ments of the foreigner, being unwilling to make the

and also in Chicago, for at Hankow, a city far efforts and the sacrifices necessary to bring the r

inland, the Japanese maintain a garrison of a few country into good repute and make it efficient,

hundred men; and likewise at Tsinaufu, the capi- In recent years, since the Chinese have
tal of Shantung, they maintain a small garrison. become alarmed and afraid of Japan, some of

The Japanese garrisons are the most numerous, their statesmen have again said: "Let the

and Japan always maintains the highest ranking new aggressor come; he is small and in the course

military officer at Peking, so that, in case of of the centuries we shall absorb him.'* Such
trouble, a Japanese general will command the ideas have been openly advocated in the Chinese
Allied forces. This is in keeping with the Japan- press within the last few years,

ese policy of holding the dominating position in So poor is the patriotism of the Chinese that

China, and impressing upon both the Chinese and foreign armies when invading the country have
the foreign nations that they are the "most in- always been able to obtain supplies and assistance

terested'' foreign power. The protection of from one town in proceeding to attack another.

China is, of course, vital to Japan as it is to no On one occasion the Governor of a Yangtze city

European Power or the United States. entertained the commander of a British fleet at

China's indebtedness to foreign nations is, as a reception and feast while the guns were sounding

compared with her revenues, so great that the the British attack on a town across the river.

Customs and other important incomes, like the

Salt Tax, have to be paid, according to treaty,

directly into the foreign banks— British, French, China's appalling poverty is traditional. Most
American, Japanese, and formerly Russian and of her people go through life with only an
German—that maintain branches in the Chi- occasional relief from the pangs of hunger,

nese ports. These banks first pay China's Tens of thousands of people die annually from
foreign obligations to her creditors before trans- starvation. Mothers in the poorer sections of

ferring the surplus to the Chinese Ministry of every town and village destroy female babies

Finance. because they are unable to feed them. Some-
It will thus be seen that even without consider- times the parents sell them into slavery or dis-

ing the condition of such dependencies as Man- honor. In times of drought and famine a regular

churia, Mongolia, and Tibet and without taking traffic is conducted in children, generally by
into account the special concessions made with boat along the canals and rivers. The price

single nations, such as the French in the south, goes at times as low as 25 cents for a healthy

the British near Canton, and at Wei-hai-wei, the child, nothing being paid for a sickly one. Under
Japanese in Fukien and Shantung Provinces, ordinary conditions a strong young girl will

but regarding only the limitations of China's bring anywhere from ten to a hundred dollars

sovereignty in which all the nations participate, or more. In ordinary times a regular practice

she is no longer entirely an independent nation, of stealing children prevails in some regions.

But the present control is in a way competitive; They are conveyed, generally in boats, to the

and for China's benefit as well as for the purpose large cities and sold privately,

of eliminating the danger of war between the Nominally slavery does not exist in China,

Powers, the country must regard with hope having been abolished by an Imperial Edict of

the advent of the League of Nations which America the late Manchu Court; but many rich men, even

and Great Britain are now espousing. It was government officials, possess several wives and a

one of the principal objects of China in declaring number of purchased concubines and servants,

war on Germany, to obtain a place at the Peace Footbinding has also been abolished by edict,

Conferences and to become subsequently an but that practice too continues. Even the female

equal partner in the projected League of Nations, children of beggars have to undergo the terrible

Pacifism is one of the real troubles with China, torture in order that they may find husbands,

Unlike the Japanese, the Chinese have been will- as a prejudice resembling superstition prevails

ing constantly to submit. Having long absorbed against the woman with ordinary feet.
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The father of a family has the power of life of Chinese existing on the land, for the land would
and death over his children. He may slay a well support the population in the simplicity in

son as well as a daughter and no law restrains which that population lives if the country were
or punishes him. I know of a case of a policeman organized to produce supplies necessary for exis-

in Peking, whose infant, a boy, had been sickly tence, and if systems of distribution and ordinary
from birth. The mother had come to love it reforms were instituted; but the Government has
and wanted to keep the child, having suckled it not yet been able to accomplish either good, prac-

for several months; but the father in a fit of impa- tical administration or organization and develop-

tience one day, snatched the child from the ment.

mother and smashed its head on the floor. How soon will the development of China take

Missionaries and old residents of China say place and under what auspices—under Chinese
that against this sort of thing there is a certain leaders or under some foreign tutelage or sub-

feeling of criticism arising m cities like Peking jection? This is a question—as writings for the

and the Treaty Ports; but neither public opinion past quarter of a century will show—that has
nor the law of the land has yet developed to such long been debated by students of the problem of

a point that this officer was prevented from don- East Asia. The break-up of China, the bank-
ning his uniform and returning to his patrol the ruptcy of China, the Japanese domination of

following morning. China, and similar themes have inspired writers

As a rule girl babies, when destroyed, are taken and travelers to prognosticate for many years

from their mothers immediately after birth, regarding the problem of the Far East.

Children under twelve years of age, being unable In answer to the question, the statement of

to perpetuate the family line, are not regarded missionaries—who live most intimately with the

strictly as a part of the system of souls that will people—is generally this: "Give the Chinese

eventually take their place among the ancestors; twenty more years of independence and they will

and for that reason, poverty being a terrible blight take care of themselves." The missionaries to

upon the land, no expense is undertaken by the China are, as a rule, confident of the ability of

family to give a dead child a burial. the Chinese to work out their own salvation and
In Peking, a cart drawn by an ox goes through believe they are now on the eve of great develop-

the streets daily, the driver calling out for chil- ment. Business men who live and work in China,

dren's bodies, and the parents bring out the little on the other hand, are discouraged regarding

corpses and pile them in the cart, sometimes them and generally fear that their fate will be

enclosed in a rough wooden box but more fre- one of subjection to Japan. The truth about

quently wrapped in coarse cloth or paper. In the them is probably the mean between the two.

villages the bodies are laid outside the area of There is another course—which President Wilson

houses, and the village dogs follow the parents seems now to be endeavoring to work out, if his

and eat the corpses. return to the Knox scheme of financial loans to

"Why should they not?" ask the people. "The China is an indication—that is the international-

dog wants meat." ization of foreign interests and intercourse with

This attitude is in keeping with the Buddhist the country, and of supervision by a League of

belief. The lamas of Tibet cut up the bodies Nations.

of their dead brothers and distribute pieces Since the defeat of the Boxers, in 1900, mission-

among the birds of the air; and in Mongolia the ary work has taken a most important place in

bodies are laid out uncovered upon the dust of the the Chinese Empire. Prior to that time the

Gobi Desert. It is common for caravans crossing Christian convert was more or less an outcast

the Gobi from China to Russia, carrying tea, to among his people. Most of the converts came
come upon skeletons picked clean by birds and from the poorer and the lower classes. Many
animals. became Christians because they received help

China has also something of the Buddhist in one way or another from the missionaries,

feeling of consideration, now largely a supersti- Many were the discarded children, numerous in

tion, for animals. Wanton cruelty to them is China, whom the Catholics especially gathered in,

almost unknown. About the temples the priests christened, raised, and found work for.

allow even snakes to live. But a Chinese will In recent years, Buddhism, Taoism, and Con-
work his beast of burden without mercy—though fucianism, the three great religions of the coun-

not worse than he works himself. Both man and try, have broken down and are fast disintegrat-

beast labor in China perhaps as nowhere else in ing; and Christianity is alone making progress.

the world. Yet the result is poverty of a harrow- Now the Christian is not despised but is

ing, and, what is worse, needless character. envied. The English language, which many
The poverty of China is due not to the numbers mission schools teach, has been proclaimed by
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edict the lingua franca of the country. Many to forestall Russian aggression; but a joint diplo-

of the modern statesmen, including practically matic note, from Russia, her ally France, and
all of the Ministers accredited to important Germany, "advising" the Japanese to withdraw,

foreign capitals, are men who have been through retained that strategic Manchurian territory for

mission schools or foreign colleges or both. China for a period of a few months.

China's attempts at modern education have Those three European countries, whom Li

lamentably failed, so that the mission schools Hung-chang played off against Japan, had hardly

and colleges are practically the only sources of done China this valuable service before they

modern education in China. The result is that presented their bill. Russia demanded the right

the despised foreigners, who less than twenty of carrying the Siberian Railway across Man-
years ago were the subjects of vicious attacks churia to the Pacific Coast port of Vladivostok

and in some cases wanton cruelty, are to-day "^and of constructing a branch line from Harbin

the hope of the new Government of China, which to Port Arthur on the Liaotung Peninsula, a

styles itself a republic and emulates the American lease of which she subsequently required. France

form of government. claimed that the Chinese should meet the Tong-
Roman Catholic missionaries have been work- king Railway at her frontier and continue it as

ing in China for three and a half centuries, having far as Nanningfu in the southern province of

been tolerated, with varying hostility and accep- Kwangsi—an irritating demand that seemed
tance, long before the merchant was admitted, like further aggression on the part of the nation

The missionary was a learned man of the first that had driven China out of Tongking andAnnam
category, according to Chinese classification, only ten years before.

while the undesirable merchant was only a fourth- In less than three years (1897) Germany, tak-

class man, none but the soldier ranking lower in ing the occasion of the murder of two of her

Chinese estimation. The Catholics now claim missionaries as an excuse, sent a fleet into Kiao-

to have 1,800,000 baptized Christians in their chau Bay and required the Chinese Government to

congregations. They have rnany native as well surrender that harbor on lease for a period of 99
as European priests. years; whereupon Great Britain demanded a
The Protestant Missions of recent years have similar lease of the port of Wei-hai-wei, where she

been attempting to unify much of their work intended to establish a strategic naval base,

and have succeeded in several of the larger cities. In a few years Great Britain and Japan entered

Union schools, union colleges, union hospitals, upon a treaty of alliance, the preamble of which,

and even union churches are now in operation, following out the policy of Great Britain in the

The Protestant Missions had their beginning at Far East, provided for the maintenance of the

a much later date than those of the Catholics, independence and integrity of China. This treaty

the first Protestant Mission having been estab- (which is still maintained though not in its

lished in 1807. The native Protestant converts original form) protected Japan from joint attack

number 5 12,000. by two or more European Powers and enabled her

During the last few years of the past century to declare war on Russia in i904and to attack the

the aggressions of foreign nations reached their Germans and drive them out of Kiao-chau in 19 14.

height in China. In 1894, the hitherto untried In each of these instances Japan took over the

army and navy of Japan dealt so quickly and rights and privileges Russia and Germany had
thoroughly with the antiquated forces of China respectively obtained from China.

that the little island empire was able to dictate The aggressions of Japan in China have been

terms to her colossal neighbor. The dispute persistent and have not yet ceased; and, according

was over the peninsula of Korea, which by a to the opinions of able Chinese as well as some
typically Oriental anomaly, professed allegiance Americans and others who have lived for years in

to both China and Japan at the same time, the Far East, the control of China by Japan is but

China had totally neglected this subject country a matter of time, unless effective international

as she had all her other dependencies, and the control by a League of Nations terminates the

Japanese had ^'opened" it in the way that the excuses that exist for Japan's interference.

United States had opened Japan, and Great Those excuses are: the incapacity of the Govern-
Britain had opened China. ment, the constant state of rebellion, and the

After the humiliating defeat of China, the bankrupt condition of China which give cause to

Japanese caused that country to recognize Korea's European states for invasion and conquest,

independence and took from her the island of which Japan desires to forestall by conquests of

Formosa and the Pescadores group extending her own. Of course, the Japanese are also am-
south from Japan. The Japanese sought also to bitious, realizing that if they control China's

annex the Liaotung Penir.:.ula evidently in order vast population and wealth, the empire they can
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create may rival that of Kublai Khan, who formed on negotiation and diplomacy to keep their enemies

a hegemony of the vastest extent of territory the from the gate than on weapons of defense/'

world has yet seen united in one confederation. The Chinese army is equipped with compar-
In 191 5, in spite of the treaty to which she had atively few modern guns purchased from many

pledged herself with Great Britain, Japan made foreign nations but mostly from Japan. There
secret demands on China, which were of a charac- are one or two inadequate arsenals in the country,

ter that would have made that empire a subject which make antiquated rifles. The Government's
dependency. But the astute President Yuan supplyof ammunition is only sufficient to maintain

Shih-kai, ignoring threats issued to him by the itself in power against the Southern rebel party.

Japanese, surreptitiously caused the demands These conditions, described by word of mouth
to be called to the attention of the United States to the writer by a high official of the Chinese

and European governments. The American Gov- '^ Government, are borne out by the fact that less

ernment protested officially, but those of Europe, than 500 Japanese soldiers garrison the Chinese

dependent on Japan for many military supplies ports of Hankow and Tsinanfu, strategic railway

and for naval and mercantile assistance in the war, centres as far inland, respectively, as Chicago and
were unable to do more than permit the news- Buffalo in the United States; and the Chinese

papers to express their opinions. army dares not drive them out.

Finally, the most serious of the demands, what Of course, this Japanese invasion of China is

was known as Group Five, which affected the not, as has already been indicated, the only

control of the national government, were tempo- occupation of Chinese cities by foreign troops,

rarily withdrawn, and only local claims, extending American gunboats are to be found even farther

Japan's privileges and authority in Manchuria, inland, up in the waterways of the interior pro-

Inner Mongolia, Shantung, and Fukien provinces vinces of Hunan, Szechuan and Yunan; and all

were obtained; but these concessions were ob- the Powers jointly maintain troops at Peking and
tained only after military forces were despatched elsewhere. But the Chinese and many foreigners

to China and after the Japanese had intimated believe that there is menacing danger in the

that these forces would become active if China special exclusive invasions of certain strategic

failed to comply. points by the Japanese. The purpose of the

China has been seriously handicapped for European nations and America in maintaining

money since the republic was established; and garrisons and gunboats is the protection of mis-

since the European War began she has been able sionaries and merchants from piracy, brigan-

to obtain important loans only from Japan, dage, and anti-foreigner uprisings.

These loans are usually given only with security The Chinese navy amounts to nothing—

a

that further impairs China's sovereignty, and score of river gunboats used against brigands

for them the Chinese Government is often per- and rebels, and two or three ocean-going vessels

suaded to sign treaties pledging various resources, that never put to sea.

revenues, and, what Japan most desires, a As a result of the humiliating defeat that

measure of control over China's army. China suffered at the hands^of the Japanese,

certain reformers perceived the necessity of reor-

ganizing the country on modern lines, and suc-
THE CHINESE ARMY j j • ' j- ^u r- tz u ..

ceeded m persuading the Emperor Kwanghsu to

Men of Western countries are wont to regard put into force a series of radical reforms. The
the Chinese army as modern, comparing man for old literati, who had dominated the Court for

man with the secondary armies of Europe. For centuries, were dispersed from the Palace; modern

instance, it is supposed that Bulgaria's 300,000 schools were established in the temples; conces-

troops would be no better than an equal number sions were granted foreign contractors for the

of Chinese. But this is not the case. construction of railways; police, legal, military.

Nominally, China's standing army numbers and many other reforms were launched suddenly

500,000 men. Practically, this army is ineffective upon an unwilling country, creating suspicion

and incapable of defending the country against and hostility in every direction,

foreign aggression. "The Chinese military ser- The ranking Dowager Empress, a very reac-

vice suffers under the disability," as one historian tionary woman who had reigned during the

puts it, "of being a despised profession, and as Emperor's childhood, saw an opportunity, in

long as this is the case, arsenals may continue 1898, of resuming control of the government,

to turn out guns and dockyards may produce and by a coup d'etat (the details of which are to

ships, but the officers will be always inefficient and this day a secret of the Palace) incarcerated the

the men untrustworthy. But the Chinese," the Emperor on an island in the Winter Palace, which

historian adds, " have from all time depended more is a part of the Forbidden City, and governed
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UNLOADING FREIGHT FROM A EUROPEAN RAILWAY CAR
The railways of China, though constructed by European, American, and Japanese companies, are chiefly owned and

operated by the Chinese Government; and most of them are good sources of revenue for the Government. Labor being ex-
ceedingly cheap, a coolie receiving ten cents for doing the day's work of a man who would now receive three dollars in New York
City, the railroads can be operated without many of the steam appliances that have become essential in the United States

PREPARING A $25,000 OPIUM BONFIRE
Missionaries have shown the Chinese how to give valuable lessons in publicity, furthering the cause of the opium reform

by advertismg the occasions and holding mass meetings whenever a community has confiscated a sufficient quantity of opium
to make a first-class bonfire. Sometimes as much as $50,000 worth of the narcotic goes up in smoke while the band plays and
public speakers strive to rouse the people to further effort in ridding the country of the vice. Fifteen years ago the odor of
opium emanated from almost every door in all but the poorest quarters of the towns and cities. To-day those smokers who have

"^Ir V^"
up the habit find it wise to seek secluded corners out of reach of the nostrils of the police. The highest officials are

publicly denounced if persisting in the practice of smoking. It is on the success of this radical and remarkable reform that mis-
sionaries base their hope that China will become a modern nation in twenty years under republican government
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. COUNTRY COOLIES OF NORTH CHINA
When an ordinary peasant woman, required by custom to marry in her early teens and bear many children, brings but two

or three out of twenty to the age of maturity, those few are naturally hardy and stalwart, like these coolies, who are here seen
clad in the winter garments, which have to be heavily padded to enable them to withstand the cold blasts that sweep over
Northern China from the Gobi Desert. The coolie or laboring man is of a distinctly different caste from the scholar, who,
until the missionary in recent years taught him to respect a healthy physique, held manual effort, even the practice of walking,

in contempt

IN THE MARKET QUARTER OF CANTON
As a rule the only open quarters in the closely built city of Canton is the space in front of the Buddhist, Confucian, or other

temples. About these comparatively open courtyards the finer market shops are gathered. All manner of vegetables, meats,

and fish are sold—from dog meat to mutton (there is little beef); from tiny shrimp to sword fish and sharks; and from rice to

water chestnuts and sea weed. A greater variety of food is eaten nowhere else in the world, and some of the edibles—birds'

nests, ancient eggs, shark fins, and sea slugs, for example—are real delicacies after the taste for them has been acquired. Eating

is an important business in China. Feasts will last all one afternoon and evening; and a popular or important official is required

to pass from one dinner to another, spending an hour at each of several in a day
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SECTION OF THE VAST EXAMINATION HALLS AT
NANKING

For many centuries the Chinese Government kept open only
one door of entrance to official position, namely, the competi-
tive examination in classical and scholastic subjects. This
proved to be one of the greatest blights the nation could have
suffered. It stifled progressive thinking by requiring candi-

dates for both high and lov/ office to learn by heart the Chinese
classics, as if Americans were required to recite whole chapters
of the Bible, whole plays of Shakespeare, and whole poems from
Milton (though not required to possess a plebeian, commercial
I'.nowledge of arithmetic), in order to become a cabinet officer or

state governor. Only after the lesson that the Allies' march
to Peking taught the Chinese Government, in 1900, did it

abolish this absurd system of reverence for the literary words
of the past. The extensive examination halls at Nanking, the

renowned Yangtze-kiang city, could accommodate in little

booths, such as shown in the above picture, as many as

300,000 contestants in the examination for national office,

which took place every three years

until the mystericus death of both herself and
the Emperor took place about ten years later.

With this usurpation by the Dowager, all the

old reactionaries returned with increased authority

to retard the progress of China, and within two
years such a condition had developed that the
lives of foreigners were menaced in almost every
province of the country. The plan of the

Emperor and Kang Yu-wei, the reformer who
advised him, was to save China by making her
modern; that of the Empress Dowager was to

save the country by ridding it of foreigners; and
the aggressions which they saw coming from
every direction upon them fired them with
determination.

Hostility to Christianity had taken, for scores

of years, a diabolical form. The common report

was circulated, even by printed posters at one
time, that missionaries kidnapped children, vivi-

sected them, and used their hearts and eyes for

medical purposes. Adding their hostility to a

revival of this venomous attitude, came the Boxer

sect, offering to a stupid Empress a superstitious

pledge that they were invulnerable to the weapons
of the "foreign devils." Believing the Boxers'

statements, attacks were permitted to develop

against missions in various places in North and
Central China, and subsequently, with the assis-

tance of the national army, the Boxers were al-

lowed to attack the legations established in

Peking.

An army of allies, including American, British,

French, Russian, German, and Japanese troops,

A CHINESE JUNK ON THE YANGTZE RIVER

China's famous Yangtze-kiang, a river navigable for hun-
dreds of miles for ocean-going steamships, is still crowded
with junks or native sailing vessels, upon the bows of which
two huge eyes are almost invariably painted. An evidence

of the pacifism of the Chinese is recorded in history in con-

nection with these junks. About the time of our Civil War
1,400 of them, escorted by scores of war junks, were about to

leave the Yangtze and sail toward Peking bearing tribute to

the Emperor, when a single British gunboat gave the entire

fleet orders to remain at anchor till the Emperor complied with
a demand of the British Government. The demand was
promptly met. China has no navy, with the exception of a
few small and antiquated gunboats, and only a small merchant
marine that plies the China coast, the ships being generally

commanded by European or American captains
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forces of the Government
sent against him except for

the fact that the generals

commanding the government
forces thought the rebel idea

was a good one, namely to get

rid of the boy Emperor and
his weakling father. Accord-
ingly, they advised the Em-
peror and the Regent to ab-

dicate, which they did, on
being guaranteed a good pen-

sion and retention of their

titles. The generals were
then ready to fight the re-

publican rebels and they have
been doing so practically ever

since.

A prominent leader of the

old school, neither modern
nor reactionary, Yuan Shih-

kai, became nominally Presi-

dent, having the support of

the Northern generals and
army. To his side the origi-

nal commander of the rebels,

Li Yuan-Hung, went over,

not wishing to divide the

country with rebellion after

the Manchus had abdicated

and a Chinese government
was established. This left

the Southern rebel leaders

with inadequate forces even

to fight an incompetent and
mercenary Northern army.

Still a substantial body of

opinion prevailed against any
of the leaders assuming indi-

marched to Peking to relieve the legations, and vidual control, and when Yuan Shih-kai attempted
succeeded in arriving there in time to save them— to make himself monarch in 191 5, such hostility

which is telling evidence of the military inca- was shown throughout China that he was forced

pacity of the Chinese, that a force of a few hundred to forego his programme; and, being in poor

CHINESE WOMEN AND INFANTS OUTSIDE A SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
VACCINATION DEPOT

Shanghai and Canton, the two great trading ports of China, are naturally the most
modern cities of the country. Because of their long association with foreigners, the people

of these cities have come to fear the power and respect the ability of the white man whom
they characterized, less than a score of years ago, as "barbarians." The fame of foreign

medicine is spreading rapidly over China; and dutiful children will carry parents or grand-
parents for days on their backs or roll them in wheelbarrows to a town where a missionary
doctor resides. In the above picture this order of filial piety is reversed, the mothers wait-

ing in line to have their children protected by vaccination from the smallpox scourge that

is perpetual in China

Europeans in these legations could hold out suc-

cessfully for six weeks against scores of thousands
of soldiers.

The lesson of defeat that Japan had given

China had had no effect upon her, and that which
the Allies gave her in 1900 was slow in bearing

health, the humiliation of his failure hastened

his death.

Li Yuan-Hung, who had been made Vice-

President in an attempt to placate the South,

had, nevertheless, been kept as prisoner by
Yuan Shih-Kai on the same island on which the

fruit. The Manchu Court, in spite of the heavy Emperor Kwanghsu had been kept by the Dowa-
monetary indemnities imposed by the various ger Empress, and at times he himself feared his

nations, continued to conduct affairs in the usual life would be taken. Now he became President

incompetent way till suddenly, in October, 19 10, by succession in 191 6, but held that office only a

a mutiny of troops broke out at Wuchang, the year.

important Yangtze city opposite Hankow.
The commander, Li Yuan-Hung (who subse-

quently became the second President of the

Curiously, it was President Wilson's summons to

the neutral countries to break relations with Ger-

many in 1 91 7 that brought Li Yuan-Hung's term

Republic) would have been unable to defy the of office abruptly to an end and precipitated anew
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the smouldering rebellion in

China. General Li had al-

ways believed that the Ger-

mans were invincible and he

opposed bringing China into

the war, though a number of

important officials had

thought from the beginning

that there were numerous

advantages to be derived.

China, they argued, would

obtain a voice in the peace

settlements; she would be

able to stop her payments of

Boxer and other indemnities

to Germany and Austria-

Hungary; and the Allies
would permit her tempor-

arily to abate the payments

to them; and China needed

money for reorganization;

and, above all, China might

obtain the diplomatic assist-

ance of the United States and
the Allies in opposing Japan-
ese aggression.

The invitation of Ameri-

cans in Peking that China
comply with President Wil-

son's request proved to be

the final factor necessary to

bring about the rupture be-

tween Li Yuan-Hung and the

old generals. They left him at

Peking and went into confer-

ence at Tientsin, when one of

their number (a former brig-

and who became so powerful

that the Government decided

to incorporate his forces with the national army) selves as acting president, and recently (191 8)

returned alone to Peking and reestablished the by a manipulated election, chose Hsu-Shih-Chang,
Manchu Emperor in office. The Emperor, an old Manchu official and former guardian of the

peculiarly, still maintains his Court and his Manchu Emperor, as President. Two parlia-

bodyguard in Peking, in the Palace known as the ments exist: one in Peking, controlled by the

Forbidden City. His abdication applies only to generals, and one in Canton, representing the

control of government affairs, and he is to retain Southern party. In China—accustomed to auto-

his title for life, though his heir is not to inherit it. cratic government, poverty-stricken to a harrow-

CANAL LIFE IN CANTON
Some of the hundred thousand row-boat homes of Canton coolies, who are born, live,

and die on the small houseboats that their forefathers have owned, in some cases, for

generations before them. These houseboats are little shops, workmen's dwellings, fisher-

men's boats, and the huts of professional beggars, who are occasionally lepers. Babies

and young children are generally chained or tied to the boats, so that their mothers may
work without danger of losing them. Frequently bars of light wood are tied permanently
to their backs so that if they fall overboard they will float. The picture shows the canal

that divides Shameen, the island reserved for the foreign settlement, from the Chinese
city of Canton. The native boats are not permitted to moor beside the quay of the

Foreign Concession, because of the annoyance and dangers that would result from the

entrance of crowds of Chinese into the wealthy foreign quarter

But the restoration was short-lived. The
other generals immediately gathered about Peking
and after a characteristic Chinese battle, in

which hundreds of thousands of rounds of am-
munition were fired and only a few score of people,

mostly civilians, were accidentally shot, negotia-

tions took place and the outlaw army gave up
their fight for the Emperor on the payment of a
few dollars for each soldier.

ing degree, and illiterate to the extent of over 90
per cent, of the population—a representative

form of government is, to say the least, difficult

to establish.

Although American missionaries had been in

China for nearly twenty years and American

trading vessels and even men-of-war had been

visiting some of the ports for an even longer

period, it was not till 1843, after the British had
But Li Yuan-Hung was not summoned to re- imposed their first treaty upon the Chinese, that

turn to office. The generals set up one of them- we obtained one regulating American trade and
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A TYPICAL POSTMAN OF NORTH CHINA
^ Several departments of the Chinese Government are under
the control of foreigners, and wherever this is the case the

administration is remarkably good. In spite of rebellion

following rebellion in unbroken succession since 1910, the

Chinese postal service remains the most prompt and elficient

of the several postal services that are operated in China. Of
course, the Chinese is the most extensive service, covering every
important city and town in the eighteen provinces and many
of those of China's dependencies. it was handed over to

the control of a French supervisor in the employ of the

Chinese Government largely because Britain, Russia, Japan,
France—and, in the port of Shanghai, even the United States

—had established their own postal services owing to the

former unreliability of the Chinese service. Under the French
Director General a civil service of Chinese employees has been
created and remarkable efficiency has developed. The two
chief sources of China's revenue, the Salt Tax and the Maritime
Customs, are under British supervision, and now yield actually

several times the annual returns the Chinese administration

used to obtain

commerce with them. Our merchants had long

been selling opium to them, as the British had
been doing, and did not cease the traffic subse-

quently; but the treaty provided, contrary to the

British treaty, for its cessation.

Our merchants, missionaries, and Government
have always played the part of friends of China,

often taking her part diplomatically against

other countries. We competed with the British

in trade, and our warships even fought with

theirs in the harbor of Canton in 1814. Conse-

quently the Chinese have often been willing to

make special concessions to us; and we succeeded,

in 1858, about the same time as Russia, France,

and Britain, in making a treaty permitting us to

send a diplomatic representative to Peking and
amplifying our privileges of trade, travel, and
religious teaching. It was riot, however, till

many years later that the Chinese saw fit to

seek diplomatic representation at Washington.
The Chinese saw an opportunity to make

capital of the critical attitude Americans were
taking of other nations, and in 1867, when Anson
Burlingame, our first minister to the Manchu
Court, was about to retire, the Peking Govern-
ment engaged him to proceed on a tour of the

great capitals as a special ambassador in their

behalf. His sudden death in Petrograd pre-

vented the consummation of h's itinerary, and his

only success was in Washington, his own capital,

where he negotiated a notable treaty with General

Grant's Government, bestowing full privileges of

immigration on the people of either country.

Both Secretary Hayes and President Grant took

occasion highly to praise the ability, character,

and general worthiness of the Chinese, who had
already begun coming to this country by the

tens of thousands, drawn hither as mining laborers

for the Western states and to work on the con-

struction of the trans-continental railways

—

which could not have been built for years without

WHEELBARROW TRANSIT IN SHANGHAI
The foreign "settlement" in Shanghai, the great Yangtze-

kiang Treaty Port, is traversed in several directions by tram-

cars, though the Chinese city adjoining it is still free of car

tracks and electric wires. Car fares have to be very low be-

cause of the poverty of the people; but the two-cent rate is not

low enough to compete successfully with the stalwart native

coolie and his wheelbarrow, which, being well balanced on a

high wheel, will permit him to carry from two to six people at

half the street car fare per person. If the coolie earns 30 cents

a day by conveying thirty persons a mile each, or half that

number two miles each, he has made a good day's wages,

besides paying for the wear and tear which his vehicle has

suffered
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them or some other such labor. But twelve

years later the American Senate abrogated

Clauses V and VI (pertaining to immigration)

of the Burlingame Treaty in spite of the Chinese

Government's protests.

The reasons for excluding the Chinese are

commonly known. Nevertheless, as Arthur H.

Smith, a famous American missionary, puts it,

had it been China that was guilty of such dis-

regard of international obligations, she would

have been required to keep her treaty at the

cannon's m.outh. This instance is also another

evidence of the Chinese lack of patriotism.

Chinese neither can nor will undertake a foreign

war because of injury to other Chinese.

The same missionary, commenting on the

treatment the Chinese have received in mining

and railway camps in the West and in our cities,

says: ''There is no particular in which the worst

Boxer atrocities were not equalled or exceeded

by what has been perpetrated in many cities

and settlements in Christian America. Great

military expeditions and heavy indemnities

avenged the former. Almost all the latter were
entirely unpunished."

FAMINE SUFFERERS AWAITING MISSION HELP
Although the average mother in China will bear from ten

to twenty children, and a wealthy man of fifty, because of the
practice of polygamy, may be the father and grandfather of
several scores of descendants, the population of China is not
believed to have increased in the past century, remaining now
between 300,000,000 and 400,000,000. No census has ever
been taken. As a result of the destruction of the forests and
the failure of the Government to confine the waterways, floods
and droughts are of annual recurrence. Famines result, and
practically the only relief is that from America and Britain
which comes in the way of Red Cross or other charitable gifts,

which are distributed by the missionaries. ^Rebellion in one
or more of the eighteen provinces is likewise unrelenting, tak-
ing off tens of thousands of lives

THE GATES OF CANTON S FOREIGN SETTLEMENT

When foreigners first began to trade at this first Open Port,

Canton, they were segregated in a quarter assigned to them
because they were regarded and characterized as inferior

"barbarians." The foreign quarters of Treaty Ports are now
the models of sanitation, law, and order, into which the Chinese
flee for protection from disease and rebellion in their own
adjacent sections of the ports. The borders of the Foreign

Concessions are guarded by Chinese police in the employ of

the foreigners, and when trouble arises, by foreign troops and
volunteer militia brigades. The crowded city of Canton is

cut off from the beautiful gardened and parked Foreign Con-
cession by a canal over which bridges unite the Chinese city

with the little island of Shameen, the Concession. The police

guard the iron gates upon the bridges and permit the passage

only of foreigners and those Chinese who satisfy them that

they have authorized business to transact with the foreigners.

Otherwise the fc-eign quarter of this or any other port would
be infested with Chinese peddlers and beggars, many of them
dangerously diseased

A bill cf indemnities was presented by all of

the Allied Powers, including the United States,

after their defeat of the Chinese forces in 1900;

but some years later the American Government
refunded to China all that portion of the Boxer

Indemnity that was not paid to Americans who
had suffered from attacks. It was suggested

to the Chinese Government, which agreed, that

the money returned should be used in modern
education; and a preparatory school was estab-

lished, employing many American teachers,

in the country a few miles beyond the walls of

Peking. From this school—Tsinghua, by name
—the most promising students of the nation.
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A TIENTSIN FIRE BRIGADE AND THEIR ENGINE
The very narrow streets of a Chinese city, which are sometimes mere alleys not ten feet wide, make it impossible to use

the heavy and large fire engines operated in this country. Horses are not largely used as draft animals, coolie hire being cheaper.

The value of a man is less than that of a pony in China. For these and other reasons the fire engine, even in the Treaty Ports,

is an insignificant apparatus. In the interior cities, even in Peking, the capital, hand pumps supplement the bucket system.

A fire brings out a wonderful and picturesque motley of people in a city like Peking, where the separate fire companies carry

banners and huge paper lanterns covered with descriptive colored letters romantically indicating the virtues and powers of the

heroic company. Superstition is slowly passing, the elimination being definitely noticeable in the fact that gongs and other noisy

instruments are not now generally used to scare off the fire devil

chosen by competitive examination, are sent

annually to the United States and distributed

among our universities for courses of four or

more years.

On these young men the hope of China seems

to depend, though it is said that their long years

of training first in American missionary schools,

then at Tsinghua, and finally in the United States,

largely removes them from sympathy and under-

standing of their own people, which is necessary

for efficient administrators.

The policy of the United States, since the

''.battle for concessions" in the 'nineties, has

been to maintain the Open Door for free and
equal privileges of trade for all foreign nations

in China. On this subject our Government has

exchanged many diplomatic notes with other

countries, and lodged many protests, but we have
frequently let it be known that our remonstrances

will not be backed by the employment of force.

Our Root-Takahira and Lansing-lshii agree-

ments with Japan declare it to be the intention of

both governments to observe and respect the

independence and integrity of China; but they
are not binding treaties, not having been ratified

by the United States Senate.

America practically controls the sale of oil

in China through the Standard Oil Company;
but our other business interests are small as com-
pared with those cf Great Britain or Japan.

Most of our trade with China is carried on by
means of Japanese and British steamships.

This was not always the case. Half a century

ago American clippers outsailed all others, some-

times gaining in a single voyage an excess profit

of $40,000 by obtaining a two-cent royalty per

pound for arriving first with a car^o of new tea.

In 1848, our trade with China steed second to the

British; and fifty years ago the American flag

floated everywhere along the China coast and

up the Yangtze-kiang River. At Hankow the

old residences that line the Bund, as the water

front is called, resemble the old plantation homes
along the Mississippi in Louisiana, an evidence

of the migration of American river captains.

To-day our gunboats on the Yangtze ply that

river and its tributaries and connecting lakes

for the protection primarily of missionaries,

and they encounter their own flag only on the

Standard Oil Company's launches or perhaps

once a monrti on a Robert Dollar Company's

steamer.
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IT
WAS some time before the story of the

Amienian atrocities reached the American
Embassy in all its horrible details. In

January and February fragmentary reports

began to filter in, but the tendency was at

first to regard them as mere manifestations of the

disorders that had prevailed in the Armenian
provinces for many years. When the reports

came from Urumiah, both Enver and Talaat dis-

missed them as wild exaggerations, and when for

the first time we heard of the disturbances at

Van, these Turkish officials declared that they
were nothing more than a mob uprising which
they would soon have under control. I now see,

what was not apparent in those early months,

that the Turkish Government was determined

to keep the news, as long as possible, from the

outside world. It was clearly the intention that

Europe and America should hear of the annihila-

tion of the Armenian race only after that annihila-

tion had been accomplished. As the country
which the Turks particularly wished to keep in

ignorance was the United States, they resorted

to the most shameless prevarications when dis-

cussing the situation with myself and with my
staff.

In early April the authorities arrested about

two hundred Armenians in Constantinople

and sent them into the interior. Many of those

who were then deported were educational and
social leaders and men who were prominent in

industry and in finance. I knew many of these

men and, therefore, felt a personal interest in

their misfortunes. But when I spoke to Talaat

about their expulsion, he replied that the Govern-
ment was acting in self-defense. The Armenians
at Van, he said, had already shown their abilities

as revolutionists; he knew that these leaders in

Constantinople were corresponding with the

Russians and he had ever}^ reason to fear that they
would start an insurrection against the Central

Government. The safest plan, therefore, was to

send them to Angora and other interior towns.

Talaat denied that this was part of any general

concerted scheme to rid the city of its Armenian
population, and insisted that the Armenian masses
in Constantinople would not be disturbed.

But soon the accounts from the interior became
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more specific and more disquieting. The with- domestic affair; unless it directly affected Ameri-
drawal of the Allied fleet from the Dardanelles can lives and American interests, it was outside

produced a distinct change in the atmosphere, theconcernof the American Government. When
Until then there were numerous indications I first approached Talaat on the subject, he called

that all was not going well in the Armenian prov- my attention to this fact in no uncertain terms,

inces; when it at last became definitely estab- This interview was one of the most exciting which
lished, however, that the traditional friends of I had had up to that time. Two missionaries

Armenia, Great Britain, France, and Russia, could had just called upon me, giving the full details of

do nothing to help that suffering people, the mask the frightful happenings at Konia. After listen-

began to disappear. In April, I was suddenly ing to their stories, I could not restrain myself,

deprived of the privilege of using the cipher for and went immediately to the Sublime Porte.

communicating with American consuls. The I saw at once that Talaat was in one of his most
most rigorous censorship also was applied to ferocious states of mind. For months he had
letters. Such measures could mean only that been attempting to secure the release of two
things were happening in Asia Minor which the of his closest friends, Ayoub Sabri and Zinnoun,
authorities were determined to conceal. But who were held as prisoners by the English at

they did not succeed. Though all sorts of im- Malta. His failure in this matter was a constant
pediments were placed to traveling, certain grievance and irritation; he was always talking

Americans, chiefly missionaries, succeeded in about it, always making new suggestions for

getting through. For hours they would sit in getting his friends back to Turkey, and always

my office and, with tears streaming down their appealing to me for help. So furious did the

faces, they would tell me of the horrors through Turkish Boss become when thinking about his

which they had passed. Many of these, both absent friends that we usually referred to these

men and women, were almost broken in health manifestations as Talaat in his *' Ayoub Sabri

from the scenes which they had witnessed. In moods." This particular morning the Minister of

many cases they brought me letters from Ameri- the Interior was in one of his worst ''Ayoub Sabri

can consuls, confirming the most dreadful of moods.'' Once more he had been working for

their narrations and adding many unprintable the release of the exiles and once more he had
details. The general purport of all these first- failed. As usual, he attempted to preserve

hand reports was that the utter depravity and outer calm and courtesy to me, but his short,

fiendishness of the Turkish nature, already suffi- snappy phrases, his bull-dog rigidity, and his

ciently celebrated through the centuries, had now wrists, planted on the table, showed that it

surpassed themselves. There was only one hope of was an unfavorable moment to stir him to any
saving nearly 2,000,000 people from massacre, sense of pity or remorse. I first spoke to him
starvation, and even worse, I was told—that was about a Canadian missionary. Dr. McNaughton,
the moral power of the United States. These who was receiving harsh treatment in Asia

spokesmen of a condemned nation declared that. Minor.

unless the American Ambassador could persuade ''The man is an English agent,*' he replied,

the Turk to stay his destroying arm, the whole "and we have the evidence for it."

Armenian nation would disappear. It was not "Let me see it," I asked,

only American and Canadian missionaries who "We'll do nothing for any Englishman or any
made this personal appeal. Several of their Canadian," he replied, "until they release Ayoub
German associates begged me to intercede. These and Zinnoun."

men and women confirmed all the worst things " But you promised to treat English in the

which I had heard, and they were unsparing in employ of Americans as Americans," I replied,

denouncing their own fatherland. They did not "That may be," rejoined the Minister," but a

conceal the humiliation which they felt as Ger- promise is not made to be kept forever. I with-

mans in the fact that their own nation was allied draw that promise now. There is a time limit

with a people that could perpetrate such infamies, on a promise."

but they understood German policy well enough "But if a promise is not binding, what is?" I

to know that Germany would not intercede, asked.

There was no use in expecting aid from the Kaiser, "A guarantee," Talaat answered quickly,

they said—America must stop the massacres. This fine Turkish distinction had a certain

or they would go on. metaphysical interest, but I had more practical

Technically, of course, I had no right to inter- matters to discuss at that time. So I began to

fere. According to the cold-blooded legalities talk about the Armenians at Konia. I had hardly

of the situation, the treatment of Turkish sub- started when Talaat's attitude became even more
jects by the Turkish Government was purely a belligerent. His eyes lighted up, he brought his
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jaws together, leaned over toward me, and
snapped out

:

''Are they Americans?'*

The implications of this question were hardly

diplomatic; it was merely a way of telling me
that the matter was none of my business. In a

moment Talaat said this in so many words.

"The Armenians are not to be trusted," he

said, ** besides, what we do with them does not

concern the United States."

I replied that I regarded myself as the friend

of the Armenians and was shocked at the way
that they were being treated. But he shook his

head and refused to discuss the matter. I saw
that nothing could be gained by forcing the issue

at that time. I spoke in behalf of another British

subject who was not being treated properly.

"He's English, isn't he?" answered Talaat.

"Then I shall do as I like with him!"
"Eat him, if you wish!" I replied.

"No," said Talaat, "he would go against my
digestion."

TURKEY DOES NOT "GIVE A RAP" FOR THE FUTURE

He was altogether in a reckless mood. ''Gott

strafe England!" he shouted—using one of the

few German phrases that he knew. "As to your
Armenians, we don't give a rap for the future!

We live only in the present! As to the English,

I wish you would telegraph Washington that we
shall not do a thing for them until they let out

Ayoub Sabri and Zinnoun!"

Then leaning over, he struck a pose, pressed

his hand to his heart, and said, in English—

I

think this must have been almost all the English

he knew:
"Ayoub Sabri—he—my—brudder!"

Despite this I made another plea for Dr.

McNaughton.
"He's not American," said Talaat, "he's a

Canadian."
" It's almost the same thing," I said.

"Well," replied Talaat, "if I let him go, will

you promise that the United States will annex
Canada?"

"I promise," said I, and we both laughed at

this little joke.

"Every time you come here," Talaat finally

said, "you always steal something from me. All

right, you can have your McNaughton!"
Certainly this interview was not an encouraging

beginning so far as the Armenians were con-

cerned. But Talaat was not always in an
"Ayoub Sabri mood." He went from one emo-
tion to another as lightly as a child; I would find

him fierce and unyielding one day, and up-

roariously good-natured and accommodating the

next. Prudence indicated, therefore, that I

should await one of his more congenial moments
before approaching him on the subject that

aroused all the barbarity in his nature. Such
an opportunity soon presented itself. One day,

soon after the interview chronicled above, I

called on Talaat again. The first thing he did

was to open his desk and pull out a handful of

yellow cablegrams.

"Why don't you give this money to us?" he
said, with a grin.

"What money?" I asked.

"Here is a cablegram for you from America,

sending you a lot of money for the Armenians.
You ought not to use it that way; give it to us

Turks, we need it as badly as they do."
"

I have not received any such cablegram," I

replied.

"Oh, no, but you will," he answered. "I
always get all your cablegrams first, you know.
After I have finished reading them I send them
around to you."

This statement was the literal truth. Every
morning all the open cablegrams received in

Constantinople were forwarded to Talaat, who
read them, before consenting to their being for-

warded to their destinations. Even the cable-

grams of the ambassadors were apparently not

exempt, though, of course, the ciphered messages
were not interfered with. Ordinarily I might
have protested against this infringement of my
rights, but Talaat's engaging frankness in pilfering

my correspondence and in even waving my own
cablegrams in my face gave me an excellent

opening to introduce the forbidden subject.

TALAAT THE ARMENIAN'S WORST ENEMY

But on this occasion, as on many others, Talaat
was evasive and non-committal and showed much
hostility to the interest which the American
people were manifesting in the Armenians. He
explained his policy on the ground that the

Armenians were in constant correspondence with
the Russians. The definite conviction which
these conversations left upon my mind was that

Talaat was the most implacable enemy of this

persecuted race. "He gave me the impression,"

such is the entry which I find in my diary on
August 3rd, "that Talaat is the one who desires

to crush the poor Armenians." He told me that

the Union and Progress Committee had carefully

considered the matter in all its details and that

the policy which was being pursued was that

which they had officially adopted. He said

that I must not get the idea that the deportations

had been decided upon hastily; in reality they
were the result of prolonged and careful delibera-

tion. To my repeated appeals that he should

show mercy to these people, he sometimes re-
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sponded seriously, sometim'^s angrily, and some- You say that, if victorious, you can defy the world,

times flippantly. but you are wrong. You will have to meet public

"Some day," he once said, ''I will come and opinion everywhere, especially in the United
discuss the whole Armenian subject with you," States. Our people will never forget these massa-
and then he added in a low tone in Turkish: ores. They will always resent the wholesale

" But that day will never come!" destruction of Christians in Turkey. They will

"Why are you so interested in the Armenians look upon it as nothing but wilful murder and
anyway?" he said, on another occasion. "You will seriously condemn all the men who are respon-

are a Jew; these people are Christians. The sible for it. You will not be able to protect

Mohammedans and the Jews always get on har- yourself under your political status and say that

moniously. We are treating the Jews here all you acted as Minister of the Interior and not
right. What have you to complain of? Why as Talaat. You are defying all ideas of justice as

can't you let us do with these Christians as we we understand the term in our country."

please?" Strangely enough, these remarks did not offend

1 had always remarked that the Turks look Talaat, but they did not shake his determination,

upon practically every question as a personal I might as well have been talking to a stone wall,

matter, yet this point of view rather stunned me. From my abstractions he immediately came down
However, it was a complete revelation of Turkish to something definite.

mentality; the fact that, above all considerations "These people," he said, "refused to disarm

of race and religion, there are such things as when we told them to. They opposed us at

humanity and civilization never for a moment Van and at Zeitan, and they helped the Russians,

enters their mind. They can understand a There is only one way in which we can defend

Christian fighting for a Christian and a Jew fight- ourselves against them in the future, and that

ing for a Jew, but such abstractions as justice and is just to deport them."

decency form no part of their conception of things. " Suppose a few Armenians did betray you," I

"You don't seem to realize," 1 replied, "that said. "Is that a reason for destroying a whole

I am not here asa Jew'but as American Ambassa- race? Is that an excuse for making innocent

dor. My country contains something more than women and children sufi'er?"

97,000,000 Christians and something less than "Those things are inevitable," he replied.

3,000,000 Jews. So, at least in my ambassadorial This remark to me was not quite so illuminating

capacity, 1 am 97 per cent. Christian. But after as one which Talaat made subsequently to a
all that is not the point. I do not appeal to you reporter of the Berliner Tagehlatt, who asked him
in the name of any race or any religion, but merely the same question. "We have been reproached,"

as a human being. You have told me many times he said, according to this interviewer, " for making
that you want to make Turkey a part of the no distinction between the innocent Armenians
modern progressive world. The way you are and the guilty; but that was utterly impossible,

treating the Armenians will not help you to realize in view of the fact that those who were innocent

that ambition; it puts you in the class of back- to-day might be guilty to-morrow!"

ward, reactionary peoples."

"We treat the Americans all right, too," said
^"^ ^^'-^^'^ ^5"'^^° ™e Armenians

Talaat. "
1 don't see why you should complain." One reason why Talaat could not discuss this

" But Americans are outraged by your persecu- matter with me freely, was because the member
tions of the Armenians," I replied. " You must of the embassy staff who did the interpreting

base your principles on humanitarianism, not was himself an Armenian. In the early part of

racial discrimination, or the United States will August, therefore, he sent a personal messenger to

not regard you as a friend and an equal. And me,askingif I could not see him alone, as hewished

you should understand the great changes that to go over the whole Armenian situation. This

are taking place among Christians all over the was the first time that Talaat had admitted that

world. They are forgetting their differences his treatment of the Armenians was a matter

and all sects are coming together as one. You with which 1 had any concern. The intervie^y

look down on American missionaries, but don't took place two days afterward. It so happened

forget that it is the best element in America that that since the last time 1 had visited Talaat I had
supports their work, especially their educational shaved my beard. As soon as I came in the burly

institutions. Americans are not mere material- Minister began talking in his customary bantering

ists, always chasing money—they are broadly fashion.

humanitarian, and interested in the spread of "You have become a young man again," he

justice and civilization throughout the world, said; "you are so young now that I cannot go to

After this war is over you will face a new situation, you for advice any more."
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"
I have shaved my beard/' I repHed, ''because

it had become very gray—made gray by your
treatment of the Armenians."

After this exchange of compliments we settled

down to the business in hand. "
1 have asked

you to come to-day," began Talaat, "so that I

can explain our position on the whole Armenian
subject. We base our objections to the Armen-
ians on three distinct grounds. In the first place,

they have enriched themselves at the expense of

the Turks. In the second place, they are deter-

mined to domineer over us and to establish a

separate state. In the third place, they have
openly encouraged our enemies. They have
assisted the Russians in the Caucasus and our

failure there is largely explained by their actions.

We have, therefore, come to the irrevocable deci-

sion that we shall make them powerless before

this war is ended."

On every one of these points I had plenty of

arguments in rebuttal. Talaat's first objection

was merely an admission that the Armenians
were more industrious and more able than the

thick-witted and lazy Turks. Massacre as a

means of destroying business competition was
certainly an original conception! His general

charge that the Armenians were "conspiring"

against Turkey and that they openly sympathized

with Turkey's enemies merely meant, when
reduced to its original elements, that the Armen-
ians were constantly appealing to the European
Powers to protect them against robbery, murder,

and outrage. The Armenian problem, like most
race problems, was the result of centuries of ill-

treatment and injustice. There could be only

one solution for it, the creation of an orderly

system of government, in which all citizens were
to be treated upon an equality, and in which all

offenses were to be punished as the acts of in-

dividuals and not as of peoples. I argued for a

long time along these and similar lines.

"we have got to finish with them"

" It is no use for you to argue," Talaat an-

swered, "we have already disposed of three quar-

ters of the Armenians; there are none at all left

in Bitlis, Van, and Erzerum. The hatred be-

tween the Turks and the Armenians is now so

intense that we have got to finish with them.

If we don't, they will plan their revenge."
" If you are not influenced by humane considera-

tions," I replied, "think of the material loss.

These people are your business men. They con-

trol many of your industries. They are very
large tax-payers. What would become of you
commercially without them?"
"We care nothing about the commercial loss,"

replied Talaat. "We have figured all that out

and we know that it will not exceed five million

pounds. We don't worry about that. I have
asked you to come here so as to let you know that

our Armenian policy is absolutely fixed and that

nothing can change it. We will not have the

Armenians anywhere in Anatolia. They can
live in the desert but nowhere else."

I still attempted to persuade Talaat that the

treatment of the Armenians was destroying

Turkey in the eyes of the world, and that his

country would never be able to recover from this

infamy.

"You are making a terrible mistake," I said,

and I repeated the statement three times.

"Yes, we may make mistakes," he replied,

"but"—and he firmly closed his lips and shook

his head
—"we never regret."

1 had many talks with Talaat on the Armenians,

but I never succeeded in moving him to the slight-

est degree. He always came back to the points

which he had made in this interview. He was
very willing to grant any request I made in behalf

of the Americans or even of the French and
English, but I could obtain no general concessions

for the Armenians. He seemed to me always

to have the deepest personal feeling in this

matter, and his antagonism to the Armenians
seemed to increase as their sufferings increased.

One day, discussing a particular Armenian, I

told Talaat that he was mistaken in regarding

this man as an enemy of the Turks; that in reality

he was their friend.

"No Armenian," replied Talaat, "can be our
friend after what we have done to them."

talaat after the life insurance

One day Talaat made what was perhaps the

most astonishing request I had ever heard. The
New York Life Insurance Company, and the

Equitable Life of New York had for years done
considerable business among the Armenians.

The extent to which they insured their lives was
merely another indication of their thrifty habits.

"1 wish," Talaat now said, "that you would
get the American life insurance companies to

send us a complete list of their Armenian policy

holders. They are practically all dead now and
have left no heirs to collect the money. It,

of course, all escheats to the state. The Govern-

ment is the beneficiary now. Will you do so?"

This was almost too much, and I lost my
temper.

" You will get no such lists from me/* I said,

and got up and left him.

One other episode involving the Armenians
stirred Talaat to one of his most ferocious moods.

In the latter part of September, Mrs. Morgenthau
left for America. The sulTerings of the Armenians
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had greatly preyed upon her mind and she really whole manner, particularly the stem glances

left for home because she could not any longer which he cast on Mrs. Morgenthau, showed that

endure to live in such a country. But she de- he had heard a considerable part of the conversa-

termined to make one last intercession for this tion. As he was exerting ^11 his efforts to bring

poor people on her own account. Her way Bulgaria in on Germany's side, it is not surprising

home took her through Bulgaria, and she had that he did not relish the plea which Mrs. Morgen-
received an intimation that Queen Eleonore of thau was making to the Queen that Bulgaria

that country would be glad to receive her. Per- should not ally herself with Turkey,

haps it was Mrs. Morgenthau's well-known inter- Queen Eleonore immediately interested herself

est in social work that led to this invitation. The in the Armenian cause, and, as a result, the Bul-

late Queen Eleonore was a high-minded woman, garian Minister to Turkey was instructed to

who had led a sad and lonely existence, and who protest against the atrocities. This protest

was spending most of her time attempting to accomplished nothing, but it did arouse Talaat's

improve the condition of the poor in Bulgaria, momentary wrath against the American Ambassa-
She knew all about social work in American cities, dor. A few days afterward, when routine busi-

and a few years before she had made all her ness called me to the Sublime Porte, I found him
plans to visit the United States in order to study in an exceedingly ugly humor. He answered

our settlements at first hand. At the time of Mrs. most of my questions savagely and in mono-
Morgenthau's visit the Queen had two American syllables, and I was afterward told that Mrs.

nurses from the Henry Street Settlement of New Morgenthau's intercession with the Queen had
York, instructing a group of Bulgarian girls in put him into this mood. In a few days, however,

the methods of the American Red Cross. he was as good-natured as ever, for Bulgaria had
My wife was mainly interested in visiting the taken sides with Turkey.

Queen in order that, as one woman to another, Talaat's attitude toward the Armenians was
she might make a plea for the Armenians. At summed up in the proud boast which he made to

that time the question of Bulgaria's entrance his friends: "
I have accomplished more toward

into the war had reached a critical stage, and solving the Armenian problem in three months
Turkey was prepared to make concessions to gain than Abdul Hamid accomplished in thirty years!"

her as an ally. It was, therefore, a propitious ,,

moment to make such an appeal.

All this time I was bringing pressure upon
MRS. MORGENTHAU AND THE QUEEN OF BULGARIA

g^^^^ ^,^ j^^ j^i^j^t^^ ^f ^^^^ ^3 j j^^^^

The Queen received Mrs. Morgenthau infor- already indicated, was a different type of man
mally and my wife spent about an hour telling from Talaat. He concealed his real feelings

her all about the Armenians. Most of what she much more successfully; he was usually suave,

said was entirely new to the Queen. Little had cold-blooded, and scrupulously polite. And at

yet appeared in the European press on this sub- first he was by no means so callous as Talaat in

ject, and Queen Eleonore was precisely the kind discussing the Armenians. He dismissed the

of woman from whom the truth would be con- early stories as wild exaggerations, declared that

cealed as long as possible. Mrs. Morgenthau the troubles at Van were merely ordinary warfare

gave her all the facts about the treatment of and attempted to quiet my fears that the whole-

Armenian women and children and asked her to sale annihilation of the Armenians had been

intercede in their behalf. She even went so far decided on. Yet all the time that Enver was
as to suggest that it would be a terrible thing if attempting to deceive me, he was making open
Bulgaria, which in the past had herself suffered admissions to other people—a fact of which I

such atrocities at the hands of the Turks, should was aware. In particular he made no attempt

now become their allies in war. Queen Eleonore to conceal the real situation from Dr. Lepsius,

was greatly moved. She thanked my wife for a representative of German missionary interests,

telling her these truths and said that she would Dr. Lepsius was a high-minded Christian gentle-

intercede immediately and see if somiething man. He had been all through the Armenian
could not be done. massacres of 1895, and he had raised considerable

Just as Mrs. Morgenthau was getting ready to sums of money to build orphanages for Armenian
leave she saw the Duke of Mecklenburg standing children who had lost their parents at that

near the door. The Duke was in Sofia at that time. He came again in 1 9 1
5 to investigate the

time attempting to arrange for Bulgaria's partici- Armenian situation. in behalf of German mission-

pation in the war. The Queen introduced him ary interests. He asked for the privilege of

to Mrs. Morgenthau; His Highness was polite, inspecting the reports of American consuls and
but his air was rather, cold and injured. His I granted it. These documents, supplemented
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by other information which Dr. Lepsius obtained, and America are doing the Armenians no kindness

largely from German missionaries in the interior, by sympathizing with and encouraging them,

left no doubt in his mind as to the policy of the I know what such encouragement means to a

Turks. His feelings were aroused chiefly against people who are inclined to revolution. When our

his own government. He expressed to me the Union and Progress Party attacked Abdul Hamid,
humiliation which he felt, as a German, that the we received all our moral encouragement from the

Turks should deliberately set about to exter- outside world. This encouragement was of

minate their Christian subjects, while Germany, great help to us and had much to do with our
ostensibly a Christian country, was making no success. It might similarly now help the Ar-
endeavors to prevent it. To him Enver scarcely menians and their revolutionary programme,
concealed the oificial purpose. Dr. Lepsius was I am sure that if these outside countries did not

simply staggered by his frankness, for Enver encourage them, they would give up all their

told him in so many words that they at last had efforts to oppose the present government and
an opportunity to rid themselves of the Armenians become law-abiding citizens. We now have this

and that they proposed to use it. country in our absolute control and we can easily

By this time Enver had become more frank revenge ourselves on any revolutionists."

with me—the circumstantial reports which I "After all," I said, ''suppose what you say is

possessed made it useless for him to attempt to true, why not punish the guilty? Why sacrifice

conceal the true situation further—and we had a whole race for the alleged crimes of individuals?"

many long and animated discussions on the sub- " Your point is all right during peace times,"

ject. One of these I recall with particular vivid- replied Enver. "We can then use platonic

ness. I notified Enver that I intended to take means to quiet Armenians and Greeks, but in

up the matter in detail and he laid aside enough time of war we cannot investigate and negotiate,

time to go over the whole situation. We must act promptly and with determination.

I also think that the Armenians are making a
mistake in depending upon the Russians. The

"The Armenians had a fair warning," Enver Russians really would rather see them killed than
began, "of what would happen to them in case alive. They are as great a danger to the Russians

they joined our enemies. Three months ago I as they are to us. If they should form an in-

sent for the Armenian Patriarch and I told him dependent government in Turkey, the Armenians
that if the Armenians attempted to start a revolu- in Russia would attempt to form an independent
tion or to assist the Russians, 1 would be unable government there. The Armenians have also

to prevent mischief from happening to them, been guilty of massacres; in the entire district

My warning produced no effect and the Armenians around Van only 30,000 Turks escaped, all the

started a revolution and helped the Russians, rest were murdered by the Armenians and Kurds.
You know what happened at Van. They ob- I attempted to protect the non-combatants at

tained control of the city, used bombs against the Caucasus; I gave orders that they should not
government buildings, and killed a large number be injured, but I found that the situation was
of Moslems. We knew that they were planning beyond my control. There are about 70,000
uprisings in other places. You must understand Armenians in Constantinople and they will not
that we are now fighting for our lives at the Dar- be molested, except those who are Dashnaguists

danelles and that we are sacrificing thousands of and those who are plotting against the Turks,

men. While we are engaged in such a struggle However, I think you can ease your mind on
as this, we cannot permit people in our own coun- the whole subject as there will be no more massa-
try to attack us in the back. We have got to cres of Armenians."
prevent this no matter what means we have to I did not take seriously Enver's concluding

resort to. It is absolutely true that I am not statement. At the time that he was speaking,

opposed to the Armenians as a people. 1 have massacres and deportations were taking place all

the greatest admiration for their intelligence over the Armenian provinces and they went on
and industry, and I should like nothing better almost without interruption for several months,
than to see them become a real part of our nation. As soon as the reports reached the United

But if they ally themselves with our enemies. States the question of relief became a pressing

as they did in the Van district, they will have to one. In the latter part of July, I heard that there

be destroyed. I have taken pains to see that were 5,000 Armenians from Zeitan and Sultanieh

no injustice is done; only recently I gave orders who were receiving no food whatever. I spoke
to have three Armenians who had been deported about them to Enver, who positively declared

returned to their homes, when I found that they that they would receive proper food. He did

were innocent. Russia, France, Great Britain, not receive favorably any suggestion that Amer-
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ican representatives should go to that part of win. That's the only thing we have on our mind,

the country and assist and care for the exiles. If we win, everything will be all right; if we lose,

" For any American to do this/' he said, everything will be all wrong anyhow. Our
'* would encourage all Armenians and make further situation is desperate, I admit it, and we are

trouble. There are about 28 million people in fighting as desperate men fight. We are not

Turkey and one million Armenians, and we do going to let the Armenians attack us in the rear."

not propose to have one million disturb the peace The question of relief to the starving Armenians
of the rest of the population. The great trouble became every week a more pressing one, but

with the Armenians is that they are separatists. Enver still insisted that Americans should keep

They are determined to have a kingdom of their away from the Armenian provinces,

own, and they have allowed themselves to be *' How can we furnish bread to the Armenians,'*

fooled by the Russians. Because they have Enver declared, "when we can't get enough for

relied upon the friendship of the Russians, they our own people? I know that they are suflFering

have helped them in this war. We are deter- and that it is quite likely that they cannot get

mined that they shall behave just as Turks do. bread at all this coming winter. But we have
You must remember that when we started this the utmost difficulty in getting flour and cloth-

revolution in Turkey there were only two hundred ing right here in Constantinople."

of us. With these few followers we were able to de- I said that I had the money and that American
ceive the Sultan and the public, who thought that . missionaries were anxious to go and use it for the

we were imimensely more numerous and powerful benefit of the refugees.

than we were. We really prevailed upon him ''We don't want the Americans to feed the

and the public through our sheer audacity and in Armenians," he flatly replied. "That is one of

this way established the Constitution. It is our the worst things that could happen to them. I

own experience with revolutions which makes us have already said that it is their belief that they

fear the Armenians. If two hundred Turks could have friends in other countries which leads them
overturn the government, then a few hundred to oppose the Government and so brings down
bright, educated Armenians could do the same upon them all their miseries. If you Americans
thing. We have, therefore, deliberately adopted begin to distribute food and clothing among
the plan of scattering them so that they can do them, they will then think that they have power-

us no harm. As I told you once before, I warned ful friends in the United States. This will

the Armenian Patriarch that if the Armenians encourage them to rebellion again and then we
attacked us while we were engaged in a foreign .shall have to punish them still more. If you will

war, that we Turks would hit back and that give such money as you have received to the

we would hit back indiscriminately." Turks, we shall see that it is used for the benefit

of the Armenians."
AMERICANS MUST NOT HELP THE ARMENIANS

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^ p^^p^^^, ^j^^ ^ ^^^^j^j^^ ^^^^
Enver always resented any suggestion that and he made it not only on this occasion but on

American missionaries or other friends of the several others. At the very moment that Enver
Armenians should go to help or comfort them. suggested this mechanism of relief, the Turkish
"They show altogether too much sympathy gendarmes and the Turkish officials were not

for them," he said over and over again. only robbing the Armenians of all their household

I had suggested that particular Americans possessions, of all their food, and all their money,
should go to Tarsus and Marsivan. but they were even stripping women of their last

" If they should go there, I am afraid that the shreds of clothing and prodding their naked
local people in those cities would become angry bodies with bayonets as they staggered across the

and they would be inclined to start some dis- burning desert. And the Minister of War now
turbance which might create an incident. It is proposed that we give our American money to

better for the Armenians themselves, therefore, these same guardians of the law for distribution

that the American missionaries should keep away among their charges! However, I had to be
from them." tactful.

" But you are ruining the country economi- " If you or other heads of the Government
cally," I said at another time, making the same would become personally responsible for the dis-

point that I had made to Talaat. And he an- tribution," I said, "of course we would be glad

swered it in almost the same words, thus showing to intrust the money to you. But naturally

that the subject had been completely canvassed you would not expect us to give this money to

by the ruling powers. the men who have been killing the Armenians
" Economic considerations are of no importance and outraging their women."

at this time. The only important thing is to But Enver returned to his main point.
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"They must never know," he said, "that they Enver straightened up at once. I saw that

have a friend in the United States. That would my remarks, far from smoothing the way to a

absolutely ruin them! It is far better that they quiet and friendly discussion, had greatly ofifended

starve, and in saying this I am really thinking him. I had intimated that things could happen

of the welfare of the Armenians themselves, in Turkey for which he and his associates were

If they can only be convinced that they have no not responsible.

friends in other countries, then they will settle "You are greatly mistaken," he said. "We
down, recognize that Turkey is their only refuge, have this country absolutely under our control,

and become quiet citizens. Your country is I have no desire to shift the blame on our under-

doing them no kindness by constantly showing lings and I am entirely willing to accept the

your sympathy. You are merely drawing upon responsibility myself for everything that has

them greater hardships." taken place. The Cabinet itself has ordered the

In other words, the more money which the deportations. I am convinced that we are com-
Americans sent to feed the Armenians, the more pletely justified in doing this owing to the hostile

Armenians Turkey intended to massacre. En- attitude of the Armenians toward the Ottoman
ver's logic was fairly maddening; yet he did relent Government, but we are the real rulers of Turkey,

at the end and permit me to help the sufferers and no underling would dare proceed in a matter

through certain missionaries. In all our dis- of this kind without our orders."

cussions he made this hypocritical plea that Enver tried to mitigate the barbarity of his

he was really a friend of this distracted nation and general attitude by showing mercy in particular

that even the severity of the measures which he instances. I made no progress in my efforts to

had adopted was mercy in disguise. Since Enver stop the programme of wholesale massacre, but
always asserted that he wished to treat the Ar- I did save a few Armenians from death. One
menians with justice—in this his attitude to me day I received word from the American Consul

was quite different from that of Talaat, who at Smyrna that seven Armenians had been

openly acknowledged his determination to deport sentenced to be hanged. These men had been

them— 1 went to the pains of preparing an elabo- accused of committing some rather vague political

rate plan for bettering their condition. I sug- offense in 1909; yet neither Rahmi Bey, the

gested that, if he wished to be just, he should Governor General of Smyrna, nor the Military

protect the innocent refugees and lessen the Commander believed that they were guilty,

suffering as much as possible, and that for that When the order for execution reached Smyrna
purpose he should appoint a special committee of these authorities wired Constantinople that under
Armenians to assist him and send a capable the Ottoman law the accused had the right to

Armenian, such as Oskan Effendi, formerly appeal for clemency to the Sultan. The answer
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, to study condi- which was returned to this communication well

tions and submit suggestions for remedying the illustrated the extent to which the rights of the

existing evils. Enver did not approve either of Armenians were regarded at that time:

my proposals; as to the first, he said that his "Technically, you are right; hang them first

colleagues would misunderstand it, and, as to and send the petition for pardon afterward."

Oskan, he said that he admired him for his good
work while he had been in the Cabinet and had ^ ^^^"^ ^^ ^^^^^ Armenians

backed him in his severity toward the inefficient I visited Enver in the interest of these men on
officials, yet he could not trust him because he was Bairam, which is the greatest Mohammedan re-

a member of the Armenian Dashnaguist Society, ligious festival; it is the day that succeeds Rama-
dan, their month of fasting. Bairam has one

ENVER ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY r + • vu r-u • * f ^.u ^feature m common with Christmas, for on that

In another talk with Enver 1 began by suggest- day it is customary for Mohammedans to ex-

ing that the Central Government was probably change small presents, usually sweets. So after

not to blame for the massacres. I thought that the usual remarks of felicitation, I said to Enver:

this would not be displeasing to him. "To-day is Bairam and you haven't given me
"Of course I know that the Cabinet would any present yet."

never order such terrible things as have taken Enver laughed.

place," I said. "You and Talaat and the rest "What do you want? Shall I send you a box
of the Committee can hardly be held responsible, of candies?"

Undoubtedly your subordinates have gone much "Oh, no," I answered, "I am not so cheap as

further than you have ever intended. I realize that. I want the pardon of the seven Armenians
that it is not always easy to control your under- whom the court-martial has condemned at

lings." Smyrna."
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The proposition apparently struck Enver as I spoke to him of the terrible treatment from
very amusing. which the Armenian women were suffering.

''That's a funny way of asking for a pardon/' "You said that you wanted to protect women
he said. ''However, since you put it that way, and children/' I remarked, "but I know that

I can't refuse." your orders are not being carried out."

He immediately sent for his aide and tele- "Those stories can't be true/' he said. "I can-
graphed to Smyrna, setting the men free. not conceive that a Turkish soldier would ill-

Thus fortuitously is justice administered and treat a woman who is with child."

decision involving human lives made in Turkey. Perhaps, if Enver could have read the circum-
Nothing could make clearer the slight estimation stantial reports which were then lying in the
in which the Turks hold life, and the slight extent archives of the American Embassy, he might have
to which principle controls their conduct. Enver changed his mind.

spared these men not because he had the slightest Shifting the conversation once more, he asked
interest in their cases, but simply as a personal me about my saddle, which was the well-known
favor to me and largely because of the whimsical "General McClellan" type. Enver tried it and
manner in which I had asked it. In all my talks liked it so much that he afterward borrowed it,

on the Armenians the Minister of War treated had one made for his own use—even including the

the whole matter more or less casually; he could number in one corner—and adopted it for one of

discuss the fate of a race in a parenthesis, and. his regiments. He told me pf the railroads which
refer to the massacre of children as nonchalantly he was then building in Palestine, said how well

as we would speak of the weather. the Cabinet was working, and pointed out that

there were great opportunities in Turkey now for
A RIDE IN THE BELGRADE FOREST i^^ w- o \ a 4.U 4.

real estate speculation. He even suggested that

One day Enver asked me to ride with him in the he and I join hand> in buying land that was sure

Belgrade forest. As I was losing no opportunities to rise in value! But I insisted in talking about
to influence him, I accepted this invitation. We the Armenians. However, I made no more
motored to Buyukdere, where four attendants progress than before.

with horses met us. In our ride through the " We shall not permit them to cluster in places

beautiful forest, Enver became rather more com- where they can plot mischief and help our enemies,

municative in his conversation than ever before. So we are going to give them new quarters."

He spoke affectionately of his father and mother; This ride was so successful, from Enver's

when they were married, he said, his father had point of view, that we took another a few days
been sixteen and his mother only eleven, and he afterward, and this time Talaat and Dr. Gates,

himself had been born when his mother was fif- the President of Robert College, accompanied us.

teen. In talking of his wife, the Imperial Prin- Enver and I rode ahead, while our companions
cess, he disclosed a much softer side to his nature brought up in the rear. These Turkish officials

than I had hitherto seen. He spoke of the dignity are exceedingly jealous of their prerogatives, and,

with which she graced his home, regretted that since the Minister of War is the ranking member
Mohammedan ideas of propriety prohibited her of the Cabinet, Enver insisted on keeping a

from entering social life, but expressed a wish that decorous interval between ourselves and the

she and Mrs. Morgenthau could meet. He was other pair of horsemen. I was somewhat amused
then furnishing a beautiful new palace on the by this, for I knew that Talaat was the more pow-
Bosphorus; when this was finished, he said, the erful politician; yet he accepted the discrimina-

Princess would invite my wife to breakfast, tion and only once did he permit his horse to

Just then we were passing the house and grounds pass Enver and myself. At this violation of the

of Senator Abraham Pasha, a very rich Armenian, proprieties, Enver showed his displeasure, whereat

This man had been an intimate friend of the Talaat paused, reined up his horse and passed

Sultan Abdul Aziz, and, since in Turkey a man submissively to the rear.

inherits his father's friends as well as his property, "
I was merely showing Dr. Gates the gait of

the Crown Prince of Turkey, a son of Abdul Aziz, my horse," he said, with an apologetic air.

made weekly visits to this distinguished Senator. But I was interested in more important matters

As we passed through the park, Enver noticed than such fine distinctions in official etiquette;

with disgust that woodmen were cutting down I was determined to talk about the Armenians,

trees and stopped them. When I heard afterward But again I failed to make any progress. Enver

that the Minister of War had bought this park, found more interesting subjects of discussion.

I understood one of the reasons for his anger. He began to talk of his horses, and now another

Since Abraham Pasha was an Armenian, this incident illustrated the mercurial quality of the

gave me an opportunity to open the subject again. Turkish mind—the readiness with which a Turk
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passes from acts of monstrous criminality to acts

of individual kindness. Enver said that the

horse races would take place soon and regretted

that he had no jockey.
" ril give you an English jockey/' I said. " Will

you make a bargain? He is a prisoner of war; if

he wins, will you give him his freedom?"
" ril do it," said Enver.

This man, whose name was Fields, actually

entered the races as Enver's jockey, and came
in third. He rode for his freedom, as Mr.

Philip said! Since he did not come in first, the

Minister was not obliged, by the terms of his

agreement, to let him return to England, but

Enver stretched a point and gave him his liberty.

ENVER A CRACK SHOT

On this same ride Enver gave me an exhibition

of his skill as a marksman.
At one point in the road I suddenly heard a

pistol shot ring out in the air. It was Enver's

aide practising on a near-by object. Immediately

Enver dismounted, whipped out his revolver, and,

thrusting his arm out rigidly and horizontally,

he took aim.
" Do you see that twig on that tree?" he asked

me. It was about thirty feet away.

When I nodded, Enver fired—and the twig

dropped to the ground.

The rapidity with which Enver could whip his

weapon out of his pocket, aim and shoot, gave

me one convincing explanation for the influence

which he exercised with the piratical crew that

was then ruling Turkey. There were plenty of

stories floating around that Enver did not hesitate

to use this method of suasion at certain critical

moments of his career; how true these anecdotes

were, I do not know, but I can certainly testify

to the high character of his markmanship.
Talaat also began to amuse himself.in the same

way, and finally the two statesmen began shooting

in competition and behaving as gaily and as

carefree as boys let out of school.
" Have you one of your cards with you?" asked

Enver. He requested that I pin it to a tree,

which stood about fifty feet away.

Enver then fired first. His hand was steady;

his eye went straight to the mark, and the bullet

hit the card directly in the centre. This success

rather nettled Talaat. He took aim, but his

rough hand and wrist shook slightly—he was
not an athlete like his younger, wiry, and straight-

backed associate. Several times Talaat hit

around the edges of the card, but he could not

duplicate Enver's skill.

*'
If it had been a man I was firing at," said the

bulky Turk, jumping on his horse again, "
I would

have hit him several times."

So ended my attempts to interest the two most
powerful Turks of their day in the destruction

of one of the most valuable elements in their

empire!

Ill

I have already said that Said Halim, the

Grand Vizier, was not an influential personage.

Nominally, his office was the most important in

the empire; actually, the Grand Vizier was a
mere place warmer, and Talaat and Enver con-

trolled the present incumbent, precisely as they

controlled the Sultan himself. Technically, the

Ambassadors should have conducted their nego-

tiations with Said Halim, for he was Minister

for Foreign Affairs; I early discovered, however,

that nothing could be accomplished this way,

and, though I still made my Monday calls as a

matter of courtesy, I preferred to deal directly

with the men who had the real power to decide

all matters. In order that I might not be accused

of neglecting any means of influencing the Otto-

man Government, I brought the Armenian
question several times to the Grand Vizier's

attention. As he was not a Turk, but an Egyp-
tian, and a man of education and breeding, it

seemed not unlikely that he might have a some-

what different attitude toward the subject

peoples. But I was wrong. The Grand Vizier

was just as hostile to the Armenians as Talaat

and Enver. I soon found that merely mentioning

the subject irritated him greatly. Evidently

he did not care to have his elegant ease interfered

with by such disagreeable and unimportant sub-

jects. The Grand Vizier showed his attitude

when the Greek Charge d'Affaires spoke to him
about the persecutions of the Greeks. Said

Halim said that such manifestations did the

Greeks more harm than good.

"We shall do with them just the opposite

from what we are asked to do," said the Grand
Vizier.

GRAND VIZIER TESTY

To my appeals the nominal chief minister was
hardly more statesmanlike. I had the disagree-

able task of sending him, in behalf of the British,

French, and Russian governments, a notification

that these Powers would hold personally responsi-

ble for the Armenian atrocities the men who were

then directing Ottoman affairs. This meant, of

course, that in the event of Allied success, they

would treat the Grand Vizier, Talaat, Enver,

Djemal, and their companions as ordinary mur-
derers. As I came into the room to discuss this

somewhat embarrassing message with this mem-
ber of the royal house of Egypt, he sat there,

as usual, nervously fingering his beads, and not
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in a particularly genial frame of mind. He at

once spoke of this telegram; his face flushed with

anger, and he began a long diatribe against the

whole Armenian race. He declared that the

Armenian "rebels" had killed 120,000 Turks at

Van. This and other of his statements were so

absurd that I found myself spiritedly defending

the persecuted race, and this aroused the Grand
Vizier's wrath still further, and, switching from
the Armenians, he began to abuse my own coun-

try, making the usual charge that our sympathy
with the Armenians was largely responsible for

all their troubles.

Soon after this interview Said Halim ceased

to be Minister for Foreign Affairs; his successor

was Halil Bey, who for several years had been

Speaker of the Turkish Parliament. Halil was
a very different type of man. He was much more
tactful, much more intelligent, and much more
influential in Turkish affairs. He was also a
smooth and oily conversationalist, good-natured

and fat, and by no means so lost to all decent

sentiments as most Turkish politicians of the

time. It was generally reported that Halil

did not approve the Armenian proceedings, yet

his official position compelled him to accept

them and even, as I now discovered, to defend

them. Soon after obtaining his Cabinet post,

Halil called upon me and made a somewhat ramb-
ling explanation of the Armenian atrocities.

I had already had experiences with several official

attitudes toward the persecutions; Talaat had
been bloodthirsty and ferocious, Enver subtly

calculating, while the Grand Vizier had been

testy. Halil now regarded the elimination of

this race with the utmost good humor. Not a

single aspect of the proceeding, not even the

unkindest things I could say concerning it,

disturbed his equanimity in the least. He began
by admitting that nothing could palliate these

massacres, but, he added that, in order to under-

stand them, there were certain facts that I should

keep in mind.

HAUL GOOD-NATURED ABOUT THE MASSACRES

"
I agree that the Government has made serious

mistakes in the treatment of the Armenians,"
said Halil, " but the harm has already been done.

What can we do about it now? Still, if there

are any errors we can correct, we should correct

them. I deplore as much as you the excesses

and violations which have been committed. I

wish to present to you the view of the Sublime
Porte; I admit that this is no justification, but

I think there are extenuating circumstances

that you should take into consideration before

judgment is passed upon the Ottoman Govern-
ment."

And then, like all the others, he went back to

the happenings at Van, the desire of the Armen-
ians for independence, and the help which they
had given the Russians. I had heard it all many
times before.

"I told Vartkes" (an Armenian deputy who,
like many other Armenian leaders, was afterward

murdered) ''that, if his people really aspired to

an independent existence, they should wait for

a propitious moment. Perhaps the Russians

might defeat the Turkish troops and occupy all

the Armenian provinces. Then I could under-

stand that the Armenians might want to set up
for themselves. Why not wait, I told Vartkes,

until such a fortunate time had arrived? I

warned him that we would not let the Armenians
jump on our backs, and that, if they did engage
in hostile acts against our troops, we would dis-

pose of all Armenians who were in the rear of

our army, and that our method would be to

send them to a safe distance in the south. Enver,

as you know, gave a similar warning to the

Armenian Patriarch. But in spite of these

friendly warnings, they started a revolution."

I asked about methods of relief, and told him
that already twenty thousand pounds ($100,000)

had reached me from America.
**

It is the business of the Ottoman Govern-
ment," he blandly answered, "to see that these

people are settled, housed, and -fed until they can

support themselves. The Government will nat-

urally do its duty! Besides, the twenty thousand

pounds that you have is in reality nothing at

all."

"That is true," I answered, "it is only a be-

ginning, but I am sure that I can get all the

money we need,"
" It is the opinion of Enver Pasha," he replied,

"that no foreigners should help the Armenians.

I do not say that his reasons are right or wrong.

I m.erely give them to you as they are. Enver
says that the Armenians are idealists and that

the moment foreigners approach and help them,

they will be encouraged in their national aspira-

tions. He is utterly determined to cut forever

all relations between the Armenians and for-

eigners."

"Is this Enver's way of stopping any further

action on their part?" I asked.

Halil smiled most good-naturedly at this

somewhat pointed question and answered:

"The Armenians have no further means of

action whatever!"

Since not far from 500,000 Armenians had

been killed by this time, Halil's genial retort

certainly had one virture which most of his other

statements in this interview had lacked—it was

the truth.
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"How many Armenians in the southern pro- cres: "The Armenians have brought this fate

vinces are in need of help?" I asked. upon themselves." "They had a fair warning
"1 do not know; I would not give you even an of what would happen to them." "We were

approximate figure." fighting for our national existence," "We were
"Are there several hundred thousand?" justified in resorting to any means that would
"I should think so," Halil admitted, "but I accomplish these ends." "We have no time to

cannot say how many hundred thousand." separate the innocent from the guilty." "The
"A great many suffered," he added, "simply only thing we have on our mind is to win the

because Enver could not spare troops to defend war."

them. Some regular troops did accompany
them and these behaved very well; forty even lost

^'^^'^^ brutality and German science ..

their lives defending the Armenians. But we These phrases somehow have a familiar ring,

had to withdraw most of the gendarmes for service do they not? Indeed, I might rewrite all these

in the army and put in a new lot to accompany interviews with Enver, use the word Belgium

the Armenians. It is true that these gendarmes in place of Armenia, put the words in a German
committed many deplorable excesses." general's mouth instead of Enver's, and we should

"A great many Turks do not approve these have almost a complete exposition of the German
measures," I said. attitude toward subject peoples. But the teach-

"
I do not deny it," replied the ever-accommo- ings of the Prussians go deeper than this. There

dating Halil, as he bowed himself out. was one feature about the Armenian proceedings

Enver, Halil, and the rest were ever insistent that was new—that was not Turkish at all.

on the point which they constantly raised, that For centuries the Turks have ill-treated their

no foreigners should furnish relief to the Armen- Armenians and all their other subject peoples

ians. A few days after this visit the Under-Sec- with inconceivable barbarity. Yet their methods
retary of State called at the American Embassy, have always been crude, clumsy, and unscientific.

He came to deliver to me a message from Dje- They excelled in beating out an Armenian's brains

mal to Enver. Djemal, who then had jurisdiction with a club—and this unpleasant illustration is a

over the Christians in Syria, was much annoyed perfect indication of the rough and primitive

at the interest which the American consuls were methods which they applied to the Armenian
displaying in the Armenians. He now asked me problem. They have understood the uses of

to order these officials "to stop busying them- murder, but not of murder as a fine art. But
selves in Armenian affairs." Djemal could not the Armenian proceedings of 191 5 and 191

6

distinguish between the innocent and the guilty, evidenced an entirely new mentality. This new
this messenger said, and so had to punish them conception was that of depmtation. The Turks,

all! Some time afterward Halil complained to in five hundred years, had invented innumerable

me that the American consuls were sending facts ways of physically torturing their Christian sub-

about the Armenians to America and that the jects, yet never before had it occurred to their

Government insisted that they should be stopped, minds to move them bodily from their homes.

As a matter of fact, 1 was myself sending most where they had lived for many thousands of

of this information—and I did not stop. years, and send them hundreds of miles away
.,

.

into the desert. Where did the Turks get this

idea? I have already described how, in 19 14,

I suppose that there is no phase of the Ar- just before the European war, the Government
menian question which has aroused more in- moved about 100,000 Greeks from their age-long

terest than this: Had the Germans any part homes along the Asiatic littoral to certain islands

in it? To what extent was the Kaiser responsible in the /Egean. I have also said that Admiral

for the wholesale slaughter of this nation? Did Usedom, one of the big German naval experts in

the Germans favor it, did they merely acquiesce, Turkey, told me that the Germans had suggested

or did they oppose the persecutions? Germany, this deportation to the Turks. But the all-

in the last four years, has become responsible important point is that this idea of deporting

for many of the blackest pages in history; is she peoples en masse is, in modern times, exclusively

responsible for this, unquestionably the blackest Germanic. Any one who reads the literature

of all? of Pan-Germany constantly meets it. These

I presume most people will detect in the re- enthusiasts for a German world have deliberately

marks of these Turkish chieftains certain resem- planned, as part of their programme, the ousting

blances to the German philosophy of war. Let of the French from certain parts of France, of

me repeat certain phrases used by Enver and Belgians from Belgium, of Poles from Poland,

other Turks while discussing the Armenian massa- of Slavs from Russia, and other indigenous
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peoples from the territories which they have subject nationalities and races in Turkey who
inhabited for thousands of years; and the estab- did not fall in with the plans of the Turks.'*

lishment in the vacated lands of solid honest The Pan-Germanists are on record in the matter

Germans. But it is hardly necessary to show of Armenia. I shall content myself with quoting

that the Germans have advocated this as a state the words of the author of " Mittel-Europa/'

policy; they have actually been doing it in the Friedrich Naumann, perhaps the ablest propaga-

last four years. They have moved we do not tor of Pan-German ideas. In his work on "Asia,"

know how many thousands of Belgians and Naumann, who started life as a Christian clergy-

French from their native land. Austria-Hungary man, deals in considerable detail with the Ar-

has killed a large part of the Serbian population menian massacres of 1895-96. I need only quote

and moved thousands of Serbian children into a few passages to show the attitude of German
her own territories, intending to bring them up as state policy on such infamies. ''If we should

loyal subjects of the empire. To what degree take into consideration merely the violent

this movement of populations has taken place massacre of from 80,000 to 100,000 Armenians,"

we shall not know until the end of the war, but writes Naumann, "we can come to but one opin-

it has certainly gone on extensively. ion—we must absolutely condemn with all anger

and vehemence both the assassins and their
REMOVAL OF ARMENIANS A GERMAN POLICY

jnstigators. They have perpetrated the most
Certain German writers have even advocated abominable massacres upon masses of people,

the application of this policy to the Armenians, more numerous and worse than those inflicted

According to the Paris Temps, Paul Rohrbach by Charlemagne on the Saxons. The tortures

"in a conference held at Berlin, some time ago, which Lepsius has described surpass anything

recommended that Armenia should be evacuated we have ever known. What then prohibits us

by the Armenians. They should be dispersed from falling upon the Turk and saying to him:

in the direction of Mesopotamia and their places 'Get thee gone, wretch!'? Only one thing pro-

should be taken by Turks, in such a fashion that hibits us, for the Turk answers: ' I, too, I fight for

Armenia should be freed of all Russian influence my existence!'—and indeed, we believe him.

and that Mesopotamia might be provided with We believe, despite the indignation which the

farmers which it now lacked." The purpose of bloody Mohammedan barbarism arouses in us,

all this was evident enough. Germany was that the Turks are defending themselves legiti-

building the Bagdad railroad across the Mesopo- mately, and before anything else we see in the

tamian Desert. This was an essential detail in Armenian question and Armenian massacres a

the achievement of the great new German Em- matter of internal Turkish policy, merely an
pire, extending from Hamburg to the Persian episode of the agony through which a great em-
Gulf. But this railroad could never succeed pire is passing, which does not propose to let

unless there should develop a thrifty and in- itself die without making a last attempt to save

dustrious population to feed it. The lazy Turk itself by bloodshed. All the great Powers,

would never become such a colonist. But the excepting Germany, have adopted a policy which
Armenian was made of just the kind of stuff aims to upset the actual state of affairs in Turkey,

which this enterprise needed. It was entirely In accordance with this, they demand for the

in accordance with the German conception of subject peoples of Turkey the rights of man, or of

statesmanship to seize these people in the lands humanity, or of civilization, or of political liberty

where they had lived for ages and transport —in a word, something that will make them the

them violently to this dreary, hot desert. The equals of the Turks. But just as little as the

mere fact that they had always lived in a temper- ancient Roman despotic state could tolerate the

ate climate would furnish no impediment in Nazarene's religion, just as little can the Turkish

Pan-German eyes. I found that Germany had Empire, which is really the political successor of

been sowing those ideas broadcast for several the eastern Roman Empire, tolerate any repre-

years; I even found that German savants had sentation of western free Christianity among its

been lecturing on this subject in the East. "I subjects. The danger for Turkey in the Armenian
remember attending a lecture by a well-known question is one of extinction. For this reason

German professor," an Armenian tells me. she^'resorts to an act of a barbarous Asiatic state;

"His main point was that throughout their she has destroyed the Armenians to such an
history the Turks had made a great mistake in extent that they will not be able to manifest

being too merciful toward the non-Turkish popu- themselves as a political force for a considerable

lation. The only way to insure the prosperity period. A horrible act, certainly, an act of politi-

of the empire, according to this speaker, was to cal despair, shameful in its details, but still a

act without any sentimentality toward all the piece of political history, in the Asiatic manner.
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. . . In spite of the displeasure which the and Enver, he affected to regard the Van episode

German Christian feels at these accomplished as an unprovoked rebellion, and, in his eyes, as

facts, he has nothing to do except quietly to heal in theirs, the Armenians were simply traitorous

the wounds so far as he can, and then to let mat- vermin.

ters take their course. For a long time our "I will help the Zionists," he said, thinking

policy in the Orient has been determined: we that this remark would be personally pleasing

belong to the group that protects Turkey, that to me, "but I shall do nothing whatever for the

is the fact by which we must regulate our con- Armenians.''

duct. . . . We do not prohibit any zealous Wangenheim pretended to regard the Armenian
Christian from caring for the victims of these question as a matter that chiefly affected the

horrible crimes, from bringing up the children United States. My constant intercession in their

and nursing the adults. May God bless these behalf apparently created the impression, in his

good acts like all other acts of faith. Only we Germanic mind, that any mercy shown this

must take care that acts of charity do not take people would be a concession to the American
the form of political acts which are likely to thwart Government. And at that moment he was
our German policy. The internationalist, he who not disposed to do anything that would please the

belongs to the English school of thought, may American people.

march with the Armenians. The nationalist, he "The United States is apparently the only

who does not intend to sacrifice the future of country that takes much interest in the Ar-
Germany to England, must, on questions of menians," he said. "Your missionaries are

external policy, follow the path marked out by their friends and your people have constituted

Bismarck, even if it is merciless in its sentiments, themselves their guardians. The whole question

. . . National policy: that is the profound of helping them is, therefore, an American matter,

moral reason why we must, as statesmen, show How, then, can you expect me to do anything

ourselves indifferent to the sufferings of the as long as the United States is selling ammunition
Christian peoples of Turkey, however painful to the enemies of Germany? Mr. Bryan has

that may be to our human feelings. . . . That just published his note, saying that it would be

is our duty, which we must recognize and confess unneutral not to sell munitions to England and
before God and before man. If for this reason France. As long as your Government maintains

we now maintain the existence of the Turkish that attitude we can do nothing for the Ar-

state, we do it in our own self-interest, because menians.V
what we have in mind is our great future. . . . Probably no one except a German logician

On one side lie our duties as a nation, on the other would ever have detected any relation between
our duties as men. There are times, when, in a our sale of war materials to the Allies and Turkey's

conflict of duties, we can choose a middle ground, attacks upon hundreds of thousands of Armenian
That is all right from a human standpoint, but women and children. But that was about as

rarely right in a moral sense. In this instance, as in much progress as I made with Wangenheim at

all analogous situations, we must clearly know on that time. I spoke to him frequently, but he

which side lies the greatest and most important invariably offset my pleas for mercy to the Ar-

moral duty. Once we have made such a choice menians by references to the use of American
we must not hesitate. William 1 1 has chosen, shells at the Dardanelles. A coolness sprang up
He has become the friend of the Sultan, because between us soon afterward, the result of my
he is thinking of a greater, independent Ger- refusal to give him "credit" for having stopped

many." the deportation of French and German civilians

to the Gallipoli peninsula. After our somewhat
THE ARMENIANS AND AMERICAN AMMUNITION

^^^^ conversation over the telephone, when he had
Such was the German state philosophy as asked me to cable Washington that he had not

applied to the Armenians, and I had the opportu- helped the Turks in this matter, our visits to each

nity of observing German practice as well. As other ceased for several weeks,

soon as the early reports reached Constantinople, There were certain influential Germans in

it occurred to me that the most feasible way of Constantinople who did not accept Wangen-
stopping the outrages would be for the diplomatic heim's point of view. I have already referred

representatives of all countries to make a joint to Paul Weitz, for thirty years the correspondent

appeal to the Ottoman Government. I ap- of the Frankfurter Zeiiung, who probably knew
proached Wangenheim on thissubject in the latter more about affairs in the Near East than any other

part of March. His antipathy to the Armenians German. Although Wangenheim constantly

became immediately apparent. He began de- looked to Weitz for information, he did not

nouncing them in unmeasured terms; like Talaat always take his advice. Weitz did not accept
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the orthodox, imperial attitude toward Armenia, was not only his comrade's death that was preying
for be beHeved that Germany's refusal effectively upon Wangenheim's mind. German mission-
to intervene was doing his fatherland everlasting aries were flooding Germany with reports about
injury. Weitz was constantly presenting this the Armenians and calling upon the Government
view to Wangenheim, but he made little progress, to stop the massacres. Yet, overburdened and
Weitz told me about this himself, in January, nervous as Wangenheim was this day, he gave
19 1 6, a few weeks before I left Turkey. I quote many signs that he was still the same unyielding
his own words on this subject: German militarist. A few days afterward, when

"I remember that you told me at the begin- he returned my visit, he asked:

ning,'* said Weitz, "what a mistake Germany ''Where's Kitchener's army?
was making in the Armenian matters. I agreed ''We are willing to surrender Belgium now,"
with you perfectly. But when I urged this view he went on. ''Germany intends to build an
upon Wangenheim, he threw me twice out of the enormous fleet of submarines with great cruising

room!" radius. In the next war, we shall, therefore, be
Another German who was opposed to the atro- able completely to blockade England. So we do

cities was Neurath, the Conseiller of the German not need Belgium for its submarine bases. We
Embassy. His indignation reached such a point shall give her back to the Belgians, taking the
that his language to Talaat and Enver became Congo in exchange."

almost undiplomatic. He told me, hov/ever I then made another plea in behalf of the per-

that he had failed to influence them. secuted Christians. Again we discussed this

"They are immovable and are determined to subject at length,

pursue their present course," Neurath said. "The Armenians," said Wangenheim, "have
Of course no Germans could make much im- shown themselves in this war to be enemies of

pression on the Turkish Government as long as the Turks. It is quite apparent that the two
the German Ambassador refused to interfere, peoples can never live together in the same coun-
And, as time went on, it became more and more try. The Americans should move some of them
evident that Wangenheim had no desire to stop to the United States, and we Germans will send

the deportations. He apparently wished, how- some to Poland and in their place send Jewish
ever, to reestablish friendly relations with me, Poles to the Armenian provinces—that is, if

and soon sent third parties to ask why I never they will promise to drop their Zionist schemes."

came to see him. I do not know how long this "Again, although I spoke with unusual earnest-

estrangement would have lasted had not a great ness, the Ambassador refused to help the Arme-
personal affliction befallen him. In June, Lieu- nians."

tenant Colonel Leipzig, the German Military Still,on July 4th, Wangenheim did present a for-

Attache, died under the most tragic and myster- mal note of protest. He did not talk to Talaat

ious circumstances in the railroad station at or Enver, the only men who had any authority,

Lule Burgas. He was killed by a revolver shot; butto the Grand Vizier, who was merely a shadow,

one story said that the weapon had been accident- The incident had precisely the same character

ally discharged, another that the Colonel had as his pro forma protest against sending the

committed suicide, still another that the Turks French and British civilians down to Gallipoli,

had assassinated him, mistaking him for Liman to serve as targets for the British fleet. Its only

von Sanders. Leipzig was one of Wangenheim's purpose was to put Germany officially on record,

intimate friends; as young men they had been Probably the hypocrisy of this protest was more
officers in the same regiment and at Constantino- apparent to me than to others, for, at the very

pie they were almost inseparable. I immediately moment when Wangenheim presented this so-

called on the Ambassador to express my condol- called protest, he was giving me the reasons why
ences. I found him very dejected and careworn. Germany could not take really effective steps

He told me that he had heart trouble, that he to end the massacres. Soon after this interview,

was almost exhausted and that he had applied Wangenheim received his leave and went to

for a few weeks' leave of absence. I knew that it Germany.

Ambassador Morgenthau^s Story will be concluded in the January WorWs IVork

{Ambassador Morgenthau^s Story is copyrighted in France and England. All rights reserved
]
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The first American President to leave the United States for any appreci-

able period in his term of office. Mr. Wilson heads the American delegation
to the Paris Peace Conference, to consult with the Allied nations on the
'* Fourteen Terms," and to give authority to America's determination that
the new world about to be organized shall recognize the rights of men and
peoples, and shall be based upon the principles of freedom and justice
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THE MARCH OF EVENTS

THE world belongs to the Anglo-Saxon/*

said Prince Lichnowsky at the end of

his famous memoir. "We Germans
arrived on the scene too late." These
words should have been blazoned across

the sky when the German high seas fleet emerged
from its hiding place and made the most abject

and the most humiliating surrender in history.

The German fleet, from its beginning in 1900,

represented only a single idea; its purpose was to

destroy the naval supremacy of England and to

make Germany the ruler of the world. The very

preamble to the naval bill of 1900 announced this.

When Germany started this war, she expected to

crush France in a six weeks' campaign and levy an
enormous indemnity. That England would come
to the assistance of France never entered the Teu-
tonic calculations. The money which was to be

levied upon France would go, to a large extent,

in enormously increasing the German fleet,

and then the final reckoning of the British Em-
pire, and of Anglo-Saxondom in general, would
follow as inexorably as fate.

Instead of this, the world has this immense
naval panorama in the North Sea, and we now
know Anglo-Saxonism, not Germanism, is the

force that will govern mankind for generations to

come. If the world wishes to visualize what
this surrender means, it is only necessary to im-
agine or picture the reverse of the historic scene in

November, the spectacle, if one can possibly con-

ceive it, of the British fleet sailing out and striking

their colors to the Hohenzollern. How much
freedom of the seas would there have been after

that? How much freedom of the land would
there have been? Let Americans call to mind

how such a surrender as this would have affected

their own country; an immense fleet bombarding

New York until the ransom was paid; a Canada
and a Mexico annexed to the German Empire;

the whole of South America become the prey of

Teutonic dopiination. Let Americans con-

gratulate themselves that their efforts played

no small part in bringing about this sur-

render, for it was Pershing's Army, bat-

tling through the Argonne Forest, and advancing

to the German territory by way of Sedan, that

exercised a most potent influence in forcing the

German fleet out or the Kiel Canal.

None the less this surrender shows, as prac-

tically all great wars have shown, that sea power

is the element which decides the issue. " Nelson's

storm tossed ships, which the Grand Army never

saw," said Captain Mahan, writing of sea power

in the Napoleonic wars, "were the only things

that stood between it and the conquest of the

world." In the early days of the war, the Ger-

man militarists declared that they would disprove

this principle. Against Mahanism, as they called

it, they would oppose the might of the "invinci-

ble" German army. They could not break to

the outside world and to the sorely needed raw

materials, by way of the North Sea, but they

would reach freedom by a land route—they would

strike at British supremacy in India, by way of the

Balkans, Constantinople, Asia Minor, and the East.

Here they failed. There is need of no new philo-

sopher to rewrite the Mahan conception of sea

power as the determining factor in history. Be-

cause of this sea power the world, as Lichnowsky

says, is "for the Anglo-Saxon "—which means that

it is to be a world of peace, liberty, and justice.



The humble son of a Welsh schoolmaster who, by virtue of his abilities

and character, has become the leader of Great Britain in the World War and
her chief spokesman at the Peace Conference. A representative in England,

as is President Wilson in this country, of the democratic ideals that should

lay the basis of permanent peace



An American diplomat of wide experience and training, having served his

country as Ambassador to Italy and France, and having learned something
of the intricacies of European politics as American representative at the

Algeciras Conference. Mr. White is th^ Hep\ih)k/^r) mf^mhi^r of the Peace
Delegation



A member of the American delegation to the Paris Peace Congress. A
veteran of more than thirty years' Army service who has also distinguished
himself as a member of the Supreme War Council at Versailles



Under his leadership Coblenz ^nd a considerable German area surround-

ing becomes, temporarily, a part of the United States. He commands the

Third American Army, about 250,000 men, part of the Army occupying the

left bank of the Rhine



Premier of the first Russian Provisional Government, and at present

representing in the United States the Omsk Government. Prince Lvoff is a
revolutionist of the Liberal Constitutional party, who hopes for American
cooperation in the work of establishing a system of democratic order in place

of the rule of pillage and murder which is otherwise known as Bolshevism
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President Wilson at Versailles years ago, and reorganize Europe upon a founda-

tion that will mean, not war, but peace. That

IN
1878, when Bismarck invited the na- the business which calls Mr. Wilson to Paris is

tions to the Congress of Berlin, for the transcendently important is thus apparent. He
purpose of settling the problems that had believes that the Versailles Conference marks the

developed from the Russo-Turkish War, Benjamin great turning point in human history, and that it

Disraeli, then Premier of Great Britain, startled signalizes, above all, the final triumph of those

the English public by announcing that he intended democratic principles' on which American insti-

togoasheadof the British representation. Never tutions rest. It is his conviction that it sounds

before in history had the British Prime Minister the knell of all autocracy and all "divine rights

left his native soil, when Parliament was sitting, of kings''; that with it, indeed, mediaeval bis-

on a diplomatic enterprise of this kind. It was tory ends and modern history begins. If this

the general expectation that Lord Salisbury, Conference succeeds, hundreds of millions of

who had recently become Foreign Minister, would human beings, who have never had anything

be sent as the representative of Great Britain, to say about their own government and who have

Yet the crisis in the affairs of Europe was regarded been little more than chattels, living almost

by Disraeli's admirers as furnishing a sufficient exclusively for the benefit of an exploiting

excuse for disregarding precedent. For years class, will now become free men. It will

Great Britain had been an almost negligible factor correct several of the most hideous crimes of

in continental diplomacy and it had been the history, such as the partition of Poland, the

greatest triumph of Disraeli's administration to crushing of the national life of the peoples in

raise her from this position of inconsequence to Central Europe, and the century-old, uninter-

practical leadership. The Congress of Berlin rupted massacre of subject Christian races by
was the most important event in European his- the Mohammedan Ottoman Empire. Had it

tory since the Napoleonic wars, and the very not been for the united efforts of the American
fact that the Congress was held at all was a recog- people this great day would never have dawned,

nition of England's ascendency in European Mr. Wilson evidently believes that his presence

politics. Its real purpose was to prevent a is needed at Versailles as a symbol—as a visible

war between Great Britain and Russia. There- reminder of the ideals which are to dominate this

fore, the British public quickly recovered from newly created world; and he probably also thinks

its first anger, and sent Disraeli to Berlin with its that duty calls him to Paris to make doubly

huzzas ringing loudly in his ears. Bismarck, as a sure that the principles to which he stands com-
tribute to Disraeli's presence, opened the proceed- mitted shall not fail—that, at the last moment,
ingsin English; the British Prime Minister was the the old lust for power, for land, and for national

greatest figure at the gathering; he obtained the aggrandizement, shall not gain the upper hand,

solution of the European situation which England In fine, his innermost motive in going is really to

had demanded, returned to London, bringing, as he save the world for democracy,

said, "peace with honor," and received a popular

reception such as had never before been the tri-
^

umphant lot of a British statesman. Mr. Wilson ignored the frequently expressed

There is an immediate connection between the wishes of Congress and the press that he take the

Congress of Berlin and the present Peace Confer- American people into his confidence and explain

ence at Versailles. The latter, indeed, is the direct his precise reasons for crossing the ocean. Despite

outcome of the former. If England, forty years this unfortunate attitude, the things for which he

ago, had not interfered for the purpose of main- will take his stand are well known. Mr. Wilson's

taining the Ottoman Empire and preventing only pronouncement is that he will take up in de-

Russia from establishing herself at Constanti- tail his fourteen terms of peace. At the present

nople, it is unlikely that the war just ended would time, of course, there are no fourteen terms. Two
ever have begun. Forty years ago Disraeli of these fourteen terms, in their original form,

violated the precedents of his office by going would have permitted the continued existence of

personally to Berlin in order that he might keep Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire,

the Turk in Europe and thus—unintentionally, of The Austro-Hungarian Empire no longer exists,

course—he produced a situation in the Balkans and Mr. Wilson is definitely committed to the

that laid the basis for the Kaiser's dream of a reorganization of independent states out of its

Pan-German Empire extending from Hamburg disintegrating parts. He has similarly taken his

to Bagdad. President Wilson now similarly stand in favor of an independent, or semi-

disregards unwritten law to attend a conference independent, state of Palestine; it is no secret that

which will have to rectify the mistakes of forty it is his fixed determination that the Turk shall be
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tolerated no longer as a ruler of non-Moslem now, it would be merely a new alliance confined to

peoples. Thus, by his own act, there are twelve, the nations associated against a common enemy,
not fourteen points. Mr. Wilson has also ac- It is not likely that it could be formed after the

cepted the amendment to his ''restoration" settlement. It is necessary to guarantee the

clause, making it read "compensation." England peace; and the peace cannot be guaranteed as an
and France have practically rejected the 'Tree- afterthought."

dom of the seas" paragraph; at least they refuse Thus the League of Nations must be established

to accept current interpretations of that nebulous at the Peace Conference itself and probably Mr.
phrase. Thus in reality there are ten points at Wilson thinks that his presence will greatly pro-

present, not fourteen. Apparently the Allies mote the realization of this idea. Possibly his

and the Central Powers have accepted these as a insistence on taking part in the negotiations be-

basis for making peace. What is probably meant trays a slight fear that, unless he pleads the cause

is that they have accepted the spirit which under- in person, the scheme may not materialize. Yet

lies them, for practically every one of the points the fact is that the United States is not the only

is obscure and certainly needs definition. It is nation that stands firmly for such a League,

simple folly to suppose that Mr. Wilson could The Liberal forces in England are demanding it

have framed last January precise terms for re- as insistently as the most enlightened elements

organizing Europe. These fourteen points repre- in this country; Lloyd-George is as active an ex-

sented an attempt to persuade Germany to make ponent of the League in Great Britain as is Mr.
peace. Germany was then rnilitarily stronger in Wilson in the United States; Viscount Grey, who
the field than the Allies; Russia had just dis- knows as much about the origin of this war as

banded her armies, which, it was believed, would any living man, is constantly writing and speak-

release one or two million men for operations in ing in its favor; and Mr. Asquith has championed
France; and the United States had less than two it from the first. Mr. Balfour, answering this

hundred thousand men overseas. Inevitably very speech of Mr. Wilson, declared in favor of

peace terms framed in such an atmosphere would such a League. It is doubtless true that there

have a different emphasis from those framed now. are Conservative elements in England who are

At the present time the world is not negotiating opposed to such an arrangement; yet the all im-

peace terms with the Central Powers; it is dictating portant fact is that these forces will have nothing

peace. The Allied armies occupy a considerable to do with settling this war. Similarly there are

part of the German Empire, and they can march hostile elements in the United States; but they

to Berlin at a mom^ent's notice. The one thing are also without representation at. the Peace

that survives of Mr. Wilson's fourteen points is Conference. The forces of enlightenment in all

the determination to secure a peace based on countries, the leaders who have openly taken their

justice, on democracy, on the rights of all peoples stand in favor of a League of Nations, are the

to dictate their forms of government, and on the forces that will rule at Versailles. Mr. Wilson's

right of all men everywhere to be upstanding, free chief service will not be to convert the Balfour-

citizens and not the victims of autocratic military Lloyd-George party to his own views, but to lend

powers. The details that are necessary to obtain his support to these statesmen in any opposition

this kind of a world furnish this Conference its they may have to overcome among certain

work. Such of Mr. Wilson's "points" as accom- reactionary elements in their own country,

plish this exalted purpose will stand; such as are The League of Nations idea seems to be gaining

inadequate will go into the discard; ifnew "points" supporters everyday. Most conscientious ob-

are needed to make these ideals efi^ective, those servers see in it the only hope of civiHzation.

new " points " will be promptly introduced. This war has reduced considerable areas of Europe

to heaps of ruins; it has taken the livesof more than
^^^

10,000,000 people, and it leaves a large part of

Mr. Wilson's speech of September 28, 1918, six the world the prey to famine and disease. Most

weeks before the war had ended, also sheds much of the nations of continental Europe are virtually

light upon his visit to France. That speech bankrupt, and their best energies for at least a

called insistently for the formation of a League generation will be absorbed in rebuilding their

of Nations, and it especially emphasized Mr. economic structure. The fact is that Europe,

Wilson's belief that this League should be founded in the last four years, has had the narrowest

at the Peace Conference and not afterward. "The escape from extinction. The application of sci-

constitution of the League of Nations and the ence to warfare will make any future contest so

clear definition of its objects must be a part, and destructive and terrible that the civilized world

the most essential part, of the peace settlement cannot pass through another such calamity with-

itself. It cannot be formed now. If formed out being utterly destroyed. The movement for
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peaceful means of settHng national differences has

thus passed the academic stage. It is no longer

the favorite topic merely of idealists; the subject

has become the most practical one now in the

public mind. The world must have this League,

not because the conception is a beautiful and a

lofty one, but simply as the only possible method
of preserving its own existence. Necessity, not

poetry, is the grinding force that will make this

thing a reality.

IV

But this does not mean that navies and armies

are to disappear. Evidently Mr. Wilson does not

entertain any such idea. The September speech

in which he advocated the League insisted that

the peace must be "guaranteed." There is

only one way of guaranteeing peace, whether it is

the peace of a community, or a peace of nations.

The policeman's loaded pistol in his hip pocket is

the thing that inspires the footpad with respect,

and warships and armies are the factors that will

curb marauding and disorderly nations. Wisely,

therefore, the Wilson Administration, concur-

rently with launching the League of Nations plan,

has taken a stand for an enlarged American Navy.

If Mr. Daniels's recommendations pass, the

time will come when the United States will have

as large a navy as England, possibly larger.

Evidently it is Mr. Wilson's idea that the Amer-
ican Navy will be one of the guarantees of peace

and possibly he believes that to leave this task

exclusively to the British navy would in itself

endanger that universal peace which it is his am-
bition to establish. A League of Nations, which
was constantly at the mercy of an enormously pre-

ponderating British navy, might arouse cynicism

and distrust. If England would consent to scrap

her naval forces, such action might quiet this

apprehension; but, in view of her insular position,

and especially in view of the service which British

sea power has rendered to the world in the last

four years, this would be altogether unreasonable

to expect. There is only one solution for this prob-

lem. Let England maintain her fleet; the British

Isles will then enjoy that security that is their

right. Let the American Navy become so large

that the British shall no longer exclusively control

the seas; that will remove, at least in part, any
apprehension which British naval preponderance

might cause. Some such reasoning as this prob-

ably underlies the proposed development of

American sea power. That the situation has its

dangers is apparent. A great American Navy
could have only one possible enemy—Great

Britain; but from this it does not inevitably fol-

low that the two nations are to become rivals,

or that they are to engage in a senseless competi-

tion in naval construction. The good sense and
the good feeling that is innate in both nations

will save them from any such calamity. The
creation of a great German navy necessarily

made Germany and England bitter enemies,

simply because it was Germany's intention, vir-

tually acknowledged, to destroy British sea power.

But the United States is not Germany, and when
that statement has been made, and all that it

implies is understood, this particular phase of the

discussion is disposed of.

Apparently, therefore, President Wilson has

reasons enough for disregarding precedent and
going personally to Paris. The matters with

which the Peace Conference will concern itself are

more important than woman suffrage, irrigation,

tariffs, good roads, or even reconstruction and the

government ov/nership of railroads. Yet this

does not mean that Mr. Wilson's manner of going

has not been unfortunate. It illustrates many of

his least amiable qualities as a public man.
It is amazing that the President should show an
unwillingness to permit the Vice-President to

exercise the routine functions of his office in his

absence. Whether Mr. Marshall should exercise

these functions is, of course, a question not for

Mr. Wilson, or Congress, or newspaper editors,

to decide; it is a matter regulated by the Con-
stitution, and, when the Constitution is indefinite,

an interpretation should be made by the Supreme
Court. It presents a question on which the Nation

should have this official determination without de-

lay. The President's refusal to take Congress and
the public into his confidence is also inexplicable in

a statesman who has always insisted on "pitiless

publicity" and whose leading principle of inter-

national statesmanship at present is "no secret

diplomacy." These facts have given his journey

to Paris an inauspicious beginning. The hopes

of all Americans, however, will be extended to

Mr. Wilson for the successful performance of per-

haps the greatest enterprise in which any Ameri-

can President has ever engaged.

Will the Republicans Show Wisdom in Re-

organizing Congress?

SENATOR BORAH and several of his

progressive associates have taken a stand

against the reorganization of the Senate in

the interest of its "reactionary" elements.

This takes form mainly in a protest against the

seniority rule, in accordance with which the

particular members of the committees who have

seen the longest service are ipso facto promoted

to the chairmanships. According to this rule
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Senator Penrose would head the Finance Com-
mittee, and also become the leader of the Re-

publican majority in the Senate. Senator Borah

believes that the Boss of the Republican machine

in Pennsylvania is hardly the type of statesman

that the Republican party can elevate to the

premiership in this great crisis in history; that, in-

deed, he is the type most offensive to progressive

instincts at all times. Simultaneously the most
enlightened Republicans in the Lower House are

appalled at the prospect that Mr. Mann, of

Illinois, who has titularly led the minority in the

last few years, may assert his claim to the Speaker-

ship. A sufficient charge against Mr. Mann is

that his behavior all through our many pre-war

crises with Germany bore the taint of pro-

Germ.anism and seemed to indicate a desire not

to injure his standing with the large pro-German

population of Chicago.

There are two aspects to this controversy, one

of which affects chiefly the Republican party,

while the other is important in its bearing upon
the future efficiency and dignity of Congress. It

is not strange that the more enlightened Re-

publicans in both Houses should object to the

leadership of men like Penrose and Mann.
Should the resurrected Republican party once

more place itself under the leadership that was

chiefly responsible for its overthrow in 191 2,

certainly there would be much justification in the

assertion that this party has the celebrated

Bourbon qualities of learning nothing and for-

getting nothing. I n the minds of most Americans

1 91 2 is as distant as 1850, and few could patiently

resume the discussion of the issues that distracted

American politics six and eight years ago. Those

things are generally regarded as settled. It may
be taken for granted that tariffs are no longer to

be made to fit the business advantages of par-

ticular interests, or that government in general

is to be administered for the benefit of Wall

Street gamblers and corporate interests. All

that sort of thing belongs to an ancient history

of which the memories almost have been smother-

ed in war. The Nation is facing altogether new
problems. Shall railroads and public utilities be

government monopolies? Shall other great eco-

nomic and industrial agencies such as food and
coal pass largely under the control of the central

Government at Washington? What attitude

shall the United States take toward the re-

organization of the world? Shall there be a

League of Nations or some other effective means
of checking wars and destroying imperialism?

What shall we do about Prussia? Shall we take

part in rehabilitating such ruined nations as

Serbia, Rumania, and the Ottoman Empire?
Here are the questions that will occupy the

national mind for the next few years, and here are

the subjects that will demand all the talent that

Congress can muster. The Congressman or

Senator whose chief recommendations were their

ability to obtain pensions and post offices and
river improvements, to act as office brokers in the

interest of their party organization at home, or to

secure tariff or other favors in exchange for large

campaign contributions, will hardly fulfil the

requirements of this new time.

Thus it is an auspicious moment not only to

throw into obscurity the Penroses, the Manns,
the Champ Clarks and the Kitchins, but to

abolish that ridiculous seniority rule which is

mainly responsible for their eminence. Now
that the Republicans have the power they should

forever destroy the superstition that a Con-
gressional nobody, starting years ago at the

bottom of an important committee, mechanically

becomes its head simply because he remains alive

and his constituents insist on reelecting him.

The spectacle which Kitchin and Dent have
presented in these last two critical years illustrates

the humiliation which this seniority rule can bring

to the Nation. Let Congress choose its leaders

in the same way that any national business and
practically all other great legislative chambers
of the world choose theirs; that is, let it select the

men who have demonstrated, by the practical

test of service, that they have the brains and the

character to lead. By adopting this new princi-

ple the new Republican majority could show, in

the best possible way, that it is worthy of the

responsibility the Nation has just entrusted to it.

How the American Army Turned the Tide

IF
THERE are any Americans who are still

doubtful as to the part which their armies

played in the last few months of the war.

General Pershing's report will make the situation

clear. There has been no lack of generosity on
this side of the water in acknowledging the mili-

tary and naval achievements of the Allies; Amer-
ica has constantly published its obligations to the

British fleet, to the French army, to the

splendid spirit in both countries that checked

the German onslaught for three years and
gave us the time to organize our armies behind

their lines. This tendency of Americans to

advertise the performances of their companions
in arms has led them also to minimize their own
achievements and for this reason General Persh-

ing's report comes almost in the nature of a

pleasant surprise. It clearly shows that the

American armies were the decisive forces in the

last few months of this war and that the blow

that finally destroyed the German military ma-'
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chine came from the American troops, which per- Meuse, General Pershing used twenty-one Ameri-

formed the hitherto unparalleled task of battling can divisions, or 588,000 men, opposing forty

their way through the Argonne Forest and German divisions, or about 560,000 men. Thus
cutting the lines of communication which fur- in numbers the American Army was only slightly

nished the German forces their only satisfactory larger than the German, and this slight disparity

retreat. General Pershing tells this story mod- disappears altogether when it is considered that

cstly, clearly, with scrupulous regard for accura- they were taking the offensive, which normally

cy, and with handsome acknowledgment of the requires a much greater superiority in numbers
services rendered by the French and British; than Pershing possessed. The Germans had

yet there is in his concluding statement a quiet enormous supplies, they had the advantage of the

note of triumph, a consciousness that the men most formidable defensive position on the whole

under his command had performed one of the Western Front, yet they were constantly out-

greatest military feats of history. generaled and out-fought, and were brought to a

''We had cut the enemy's main line of communi- position where the whole German Empire had to

cation," he says, "and nothing but surrender or surrender, practically without conditions. The
an armistice could save his army from complete fact remains that the American conscript, hith-

disaster." erto untrained in war, but the product of free

The figures cited by General Pershing are most democratic institutions, proved to be a far better

impressive and show that our fighting power in soldier than the German, although the latter had
France was much greater than we had supposed, lived in a military atmosphere all his life.

Out of a total of 2,053,347 men, our combatant "
I pay the supreme tribute," says General

troops amounted to 1,358,169. This was by no Pershing, "to our officers and soldiers of the line,

means a small army, even as things are figured When 1 think of their heroism, their patience

in this war. General Haig's recent report of under hardships, their unflinching spirit of offen-

operations brings out the fact, which will amaze sive action, 1 am filled with emotions which I can-

most Americans, that the total British forces in not express. Their deeds are immortal, and they

France, on March 21st, when the Germans made have earned the eternal gratitude of our country."

their violent attack, were considerably less than And not only of our country, but of the ^orld.

900,000 men. " In all at least sixty-four German For these American troops gave the final blow

divisions took part in the operations of the first that defeated Germany and saved civilization,

day of the battle," says Sir Douglas, ''a number Without them the world would have relapsed

considerably exceeding the total forces comprising into barbarism. It is now apparent what General

the entire British army in France." In his report, Joffre meant, in his recent statement that " Amer-
General Pershing gives the size of an American ica has been the decisive factor in the war."

division at 28,000, "or practically double the size

of a French or German division." If we take
-p^e New Spirit Toward the Railroads

14,000 as representing the extreme limit of a Ger-

man division—it is probably considerably smaller 1"^ RESIDENT WILSON tells the country

P—it appears that, according to the official state- 1^^ that he has no solution of his own for the

ment of the British Commander-in-Chief, the J, railroad problem, and he frankly asks that

whole British army in France in March, 1918, Congress give its immediate and most painstaking

amounted to less than 900,000 men. Although attention to this, probably the greatest of our

this army was reinforced in the succeeding months, internal questions. Thus the widely prevalent

its losses also were enormous in that same period, idea that the Administration was pledged to gov-

so the fact clearly stands out that General Persh- ernment ownership and government operation

ing's army of fighting men, in the last two or is shown to be a misapprehension. The whole

three months of the war, was unquestionably subject is, therefore, laid open for discussion,

larger than the British. The officially published in the press, in Congress, on the platform; and
figures of British losses in the war—more than it is certainly one that demands all the intelli-

3,000,000 in killed, wounded, prisoners, and miss- gence and all the technical skill which the

ing—and the considerable British forces employed American public can muster. President Wilson's

on other fronts, explain sufficiently General Haig's attitude will do much in reassuring the public

revelation of the extent to which Britain's military that this great question is not to become the play-

strength in France had^been depleted. That the thing of politics and the cheapest kind of demago-
French armies had also suffered enormously is gic agitation, and, indeed, the prospect seems to

also known, though no official statistics are yet have been fairly opened for solving the railroad

available on this point. problem on its merits, and fortunately no political

In his great operations east and west of the party is committed to any particular solution.
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While the President does not present a cure-all

for the manifold ills that beset the railroad situa-

tion, he does state the problem clearly and de-

scribes succinctly the possiblealternative solutions.

His inevitable conclusion—that under no cir-

cumstances can the country return to the old ante-

bellum railroad situation—is one upon which

there will be general agreement. The railroads

themselves would be the most unwilling to see

the return of "the old conditions of private man-
agement, unrestricted competition, and multi-

form regulation of both state and Federal au-

thorities." Thus, as the President points out,

there are apparently only two alternatives left

—

actual government ov/nership and control, or a

kind of "modified private control, under a more
unified and affirmative public regulation and under

such alterations of the law as will permit wasteful

competition to be avoided and a considerable

degree of unification of administration to be

effected, as, for example, by regional corporations,

under which the railways of definable areas would

be in effect combined in single systems."

There is an impression that the President

favors some such scheme as the latter. Though
the success of the regional banking system has

perhaps suggested the application of the idea to

railroads, the proposition is not entirely new. Sev-

eral years ago the late James J. Hill proposed the

abolition of state lines in railroad control and the

use of zones or areas as the basis of operation and
regulation. Harriman hinted at practically the

same thing when he said that "the combination

of different railroads should be regulated by law."

Thus there are indications that the two opposite

camps of the railway question, the one that ad-

vocated the strictest government oversight and
interference and the one that advocated the type

of organization dictated by our general economic

and social progress, are beginning to draw together.

Only by the manifestation of this new public

spirit can any solution be reached that will pro-

mote the highest public good.

the great educational value of this war. Hereto-

fore, according to Mr. Vanderlip, it was the lack

of adequate men for foreign banking develop-

ment that retarded American progress in these

new countries. Now, the men who went into

the war early, who carried great responsibilities,

and who, therefore, developed rapidly, will make
a splendid source of material upon which American
business and finance can draw. When it is

realized that before the war the number of Amer-
ican bankers who had real international vision

could be counted upon the fingers of one hand,

the importance of this to the country's future is

evident. That men like Mr. Vanderlip are ready

to use these men at once, shows that they consider

the vision the essential thing; if young Americans

possess this important quality, their technical

training involves no particular difficulties.

Training Americans for Foreign Trade

AS A result of the new vision that many
men received in the Army," says Mr.

Frank A. Vanderlip, President of the Na-
tional City Bank, "the question of personnel for

America's emergency in world trade and banking

has been taken care of."

Mr. Vanderlip m.ade this interesting statement

in the course of a speech which announced the

opening of three additional branch banking

houses in South America and told of plans for the

early establishment of branches in Holland,

Spain, Belgium, and Switzerland. It illustrates

American Prohibition Adopts a Policy of

World Conquest

F"^OR
some time the public has been asking

I what the American prohibition forces

would do when the great object of their

campaign had been attained and the United

States, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, found

itself living under prohibitory law. Certain

cynics have asserted that the most disappointed

people in the country, once this result had been

attained, would be the prohibitionists themselves,

for they would thereby have lost their occupa-

tion. The one thing that may safely be predicted

of the United States is that, in a year or two, the

saloon will be outlawed throughout its length

and breadth. The distilling of whisky and other

spirits came to an end more than a year ago. On
the first of December, 191 8, the brewing of beer

abruptly ceased. President Wilson has just

signed a bill which establishes nation-wide pro-

hibition for the period of the war and demobiliza-

tion, and fixing July, 191 9, as the date when all

the saloons are to close. The Constitutional

amendment abolishing alcoholic beverages has

passed both Houses and has already received

the indorsement of many states; there is every

reason to believe that the necessary three quarters

-will give their assent in a few months. It is

incredible that an institution attacked from so

many angles as this can survive much longer,

and so it is practically inevitable that the boast

which the anti-saloon forces made in 191 5, and

which was received with such general ridicule,

of a "saloonless nation By 1920" will become

the historic reality.

Yet these triumphs do not mean that the

activities of the Anti-Saloon League are ended,

for, in reality, they have just begun. There are
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plenty of worlds still left to conquer; Mexico, balance of power—it holds a minority of votes

Cuba, South America, Australia, Great Britain, which it throws to one political party or the other,

and Continental Europe. None of these nations according to the necessity of the moment,
has the American "saloon" by name, but all Now this operation succeeds only in countries

have the thing, and all of them possess the in which the two-party system prevails. The
alcohol habit in varying extremes. The Anti- United States, Canada, and England are prac-

Saloon League, now that its national work has tically the only nations that have this two-

been practically accomplished, has suddenly be- party system. The prohibition party in the

come an international organization. Its repre- United -States has demonstrated that a single

sentatives are now leaving, or are preparing to political organization, with anti-alcohol as its

leave, for South America and Europe, with the exclusive platform, can never succeed. It is

determination of establishing branch headquar- quite apparent, therefore, that this .attempt

ters in all these countries. A recent conference to banish alcohol from five continents, by usin-:^;

held in Columbus, O., attended by men of such the methods of the American Anti-Saloon League,

different temperaments and outlooks as the is destined to encounter great difficulties.

Rev. Billy Sunday, Secretary Franklin K. Lane, .—

—

Senator Morris Sheppard, Governor Whitman Medicine in 1861 and 1919
of New York, and William Jennings Bryan,

formally committed the organization to this ^ l ^HE triumphs of medicine in the World
policy of world conquest. At present the Anti- I War have inspired reminiscences from oneTSaloon League has a plant at Westerville,0., which X. of the most charming as well as one of the

represents an investment of $500,000; it has most scholarly of American surgeons—Dr. W. W.
thousands of men who have never known any Keen, of Philadelphia. Dr. Keen was a surgeon

occupation except that of fighting the saloon; in the American Civil War, and is at present a
it collects annually more than $1,500,000 from Major in the Medical Corps of the United States

American church members and it is a powerful Army, and thus has qualifications which few
political force in practically every state. In Americans possess for contrasting military surgery

every civilized nation certain forces exist, in more of to-day with that of 1861. If there are still

or less organized form, for combating the liquor any pessimists who do not believe in human
traffic, and the Anti-Saloon League proposes to progress, they should by all means sit for a few
place all its experience and resources at their moments at the feet of Dr. Keen,

disposal, and to establish branch offices of its When Dr. Keen entered the service of the

printing plant in all the large capitals of the world. Union Armies, in 1861, Pasteur had not yet

At once certain objections to this programme published the results of his studies on fermenta-

come to mind. The American Anti-Saloon tion and had not begun those wonderful in-

League is an organization almost exclusively of vestigations on the diseases of silkworms, which
American Proteetants—and evangelicals at that, definitely proved that microorganisms caused
Its spirit is the peculiarly American spirit of the most of the ills that afflict the human body.
Middle Western revival meeting. It has never Lister was then a professor at Edinburgh, and
had any large following among Roman Catholics antiseptic surgery was unknown. The surgeons

in this country, despite the fact that the late of the Civil War knew nothing about the germs
Archbishop Ireland was one of its first vice- that were daily destroying far more lives than the

presidents and that certain Catholic ecclesiastics bulletsof the enemy, and the word "bacteriology"

have always indorsed its programme. One of the did not exist. " We operated in old blood-stained

first continents marked out for conquest is South coats," says Dr. Keen. "In our ignorant inno-

America and clearly a group of black-coated cencewe committed many grievous mistakes which
American Protestant temperance exhorters will nearly always imperiled life and often actually

have much harder work in a country of Latins caused death. May le hon Dieu forgive us our

and Catholics than in our own New England and sins of ignorance. We operated with clean hands
Mississippi Valley. To most of these people in a social sense, but they were undisinfected

the idea that there is something sinful in drinking hands. To the surgeon, the spotless hands of a

wine—a custom that seems as natural to them as bride are dirty. We used undisinfected instru-

drinking water seems to us—will come as an ments from undisinfected plush-lined cases, and
astounding revelation. An even greater diffi- still worse used marine sponges which had been

culty is the circumstance that the Anti-Saloon used in prior pus cases and had been only washed
League in the United States is almost exclusively in tap water. If a sponge or instrument fell on
a political organization. It has succeeded be- the floor, it was washed and squeezed in a basin

cause it has used to perfection the idea of the of tap water and used as if it were clean. Our
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silk to tie blood vessels was undisinfected. The
silk with which we sewed up all wounds was
undisinfected. If there was any difficulty in

threading the needle, we moistened it with

(as we know now) bacteria-laden saliva and
rolled it between bacteria-infected fingers. We
dressed the wounds with clean but undisinfected

reduced the rate in the present war to 4 per cent.

Only 25 per cent, of compound fractures in this

war are fatal, against 66 per cent, in Civil War
days. But the wonderful triumph of preventive

medicine appears most strikingly in the typhoid
rate. In the Civil War there were 79,462 cases

of typhoid and 29,336 deaths. In the Spanish
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This map, prepared by the Food Administration, gives an instant and graphic view of the present food situation in Europe.

The only nations about which there seem to be any doubt are Germany and Austria-Hungary. The accounts sent by Ameri-
can correspondents with the American armies of occupation do not describe such a serious food shortage as the German Gov-
ernment has described in its appeals to President Wilson. The tertible conditions in Russia and other countries which
Germany has plundered of their food supply are clearly shown. This map furnishes the best of reasons why the American
public should meet the programme of food conservation advocated by the Food Administration

sheets, shirts, tablecloths, or other old soft linen

rescued from the family rag bag/'

In the Civil War, there were no clinical ther-

mometers and the hypodermic syringe was
practically unknown. Dozens of instruments

which are now part of the every-day surgical

equipment had not been invented. The X-rays
were not discovered until 1895. The mosquito,

fly, flea, and louse, as agencies for transmitting

disease, had not become objects of the remotest

suspicion. Lockjaw killed 90 per cent, of its

victims—whereas the tetanus anti-toxin has

War 86 per cent, out of all deaths were caused by
typhoid. In our army, in 191 7, there were 242

cases and 18 deaths.

But the year 1918 is not only ages removed
medically from 1861, but it is a long ways from

1 9 14. Destructive as the effects of the World
War have been, it has had one beneficent result

in the additions it has made to sanitation and

medical knowledge. Dr. Keen quotes a state-

ment made in a letter recently written from

France by Professor Harvey Gushing, of Har-

vard
—
"Even 1Q16 was another world.'*;
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The Conservation of Boy Power

A
PROBLEM that is engaging the attention

of the United States Employment Service

is that of Boy Power. The war has pre-

sented the eternal question of the American boy

in a new light, for our military activities have

drawn him within the industrial field on a scale

that is greatly alarming educators. From all

parts of the country we hear that the high school

mortality is high—the reference being, not to the

death rate, but to the steadily decreasing atten-

dance. That from 50 to 75 per cent, of the boys

who start high school leave before graduation has

long been a familiar fact, but in the last two years

there has been a discouraging decrease in admis-

sions. Massachusetts reports that, since we en-

tered the war,*' the shrinkage from the enrollment

that would have been expected under normal
conditions amounts to about 1 8 per cent. " Most
of these boys leave to secure work, the temptations

of the high prevailing scale of wages proving

irresistible. A school superintendent in a large

city says that he is constantly sending out fifteen

dollar-a-week truant officers to bring back to

school twenty-dollar-a-week boys.

If these boys had greatly increased our military

efficiency, the falling off in school attendance

would have had certain compensations, but in

the main they drifted into "blind alley" jobs

—

places which led nowhere, and which paid high

wages recently because of abnormal labor

conditions. Many did not go into war work at

all, but became errand boys, office boys and
clerks; those who did find employment in essential

industries usually engaged in menial and repeti-

tious labor, such as carrying water to shipyard

workers, and the like—labor that demanded no
experience or skill, but which under war-time con-

ditions paid exceedingly high wages. The fact

that the "turnover'* among these boy workers
was high—it was found that, out of i ,000 children

working in New York, one third had averaged six

places a year—shows that the recent movement
was uneconomic and that these boys might
much better have been employed in school.

The recently organized United States Employ-
ment Service is now grappling with this problem.

Its fundamental idea is to establish a close rela-

tionship between school and work. In all its

branch offices it intends to establish a vocational

counselor, whose business it will be to handle all

boys under eighteen who seek work. In many
cases it simply orders these boys back to school;

in others it will steer applicants into forms of em-
ployment that will really advance him industrially

;

in others it will work in cooperation with schools

and business organizations, using both to promote

the welfare of his charges. In the latter respect

many interesting experiments are already under
way. Thus the Central High School of Newark,
N. J., has made most satisfactory arrangements
with certain firms, which employ the assigned boys
only afternoons and Saturdays, so that they are

able to earn money, learn a business, and still

keep in school. In Cincinnati, many industrial

plants and business houses have consented to an
arrangement by which they employ boys one week
and let them go to school the next. In the Brook-
lyn Navy Yard and the shops of the Long Island

Railroad certain boys are regularly released for

a particular number of working hours per week,
with the idea of correcting defects in their educa-
tion. The Employment Service is outlining many
other plans intended to prevent one of the great-

est of our potential national assets, our boy power,
from becoming merely jetsam in the industrial

tide.

How Governor Whitman Was Defeated in

New York

GOVERNOR WHITMAN'S defeat in

New York will confirm the fears of

politicians that the direct primary is a

disrupting influence in party organization. It

seems to be the fact that Governor Whitman was
defeated, not in the fall election, but in the party
primary that took place in early September.

This primary was the bitterest since the passage

of the new law. Governor Whitman's course

had aroused the most violent antagonisms in his

own political household, and the Republican

factions, in their attempt to nominate other

candidates, ransacked his whole political career

for damaging evidence and placed all the facts,

suspicions, and innuendoes before the public.

Governor Whitman's party opponents did not

prevent his nomination, but they did accumulate

an immense amount of anti-Whitman litera-

ture which the Democrats found most useful in

the succeeding campaign. The anti-Whitman

forces in the Republican ranks, indeed, saved

them an immense aniount of trouble. When the

Democratic leaders needed arguments against

the Governor's reelection, all they had to do was

to turn to the mass of material which the Re-

publicans had themselves accumulated in the

primary campaign.

The professional politician foresaw this con-

tingency and urged it generally as an objection

to the direct primary system, and the experience

of Governor Whitman will strengthen his con-

viction that the thing is a monstrous evil. Yet

it is not apparent that, from the standpoint of

the public good, this development of the primary
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is really a calamity. The object of primary

campaigns, as well as of elections, is to paint in

their true colors the gentlemen who offer them-

selves for public office. No scrutiny can be too

minute, if the selection of the best men is really

the object aimed at. If a bitterly contested

primary campaign brings forth facts that make
the candidate an undesirable public official, so

much the worse for the candidate, but so much
the better for a public that has been warned in

time. If the voter is not able to distinguish

between truth and falsehood, then there is no
hope for democracy, it is conceivable that a
fierce primary campaign might develop facts so

strongly in the candidate's favor that his election

would be assured. Thus the recent campaign
in New York, while it

I illustrates beautifully

a certain aspect of the primary system, can
hardly be regarded as furnishing an argument
against it.

AFTER LIBERTY BONDS. WHAT?
Every month the World's Work prints an article on investments and the lessons to he

learned therefrom

FROM a woman in California the says, " is that their purchases have almost with-

World's Work has received this out exception shown a considerable shrinkage in

appeal: "After Liberty Bonds, what?" market value, although admittedly they are in-

Secretary McAdoo had told us that trinsically as well secured and perhaps better

there were to be more Liberty Bonds secured than when originally purchased, and
before we were through financing our share in have been paying their interest regularly. There

making the world a safe and habitable place for is no dodging this complaint for in a great ma-
future generations to live in. So for a time yet, jority of cases it is absolutely a fact. It is, there-

at least, the answer to this question might be, fore, not surprising that this objection is raised
" More Liberty Bonds." Our duty in con- whenever one nowadays recommends long term

nection with these future issues will be as clear, bonds for an investment. The reasons for this

although some of the urgent patriotic appeal of depreciation in price of well secured bonds, as a

the first four loans will be lacking; and even after matter of fact, are so fundamental and yet so

the Government's need for funds is met, as long frequently misunderstood that a word on this

as Liberty Bonds sell around their present levels, subject might not be out of place, particularly

no more attractive security can be found in as fundamental conditions, in my judgment, now
the market for persons who wish the highest

degree of safety in their investments. But the

end of these war loans is in sight, and others

besides this California woman are beginning to

warrant the reasonable expectation that the

process over the next ten or fifteen vears is very

likely to be reversed.

"The average investor, moreover, whether a

ask: "After Liberty Bonds, What?" Many of corporation or an individual, does not desire to

them have never had any other investment ex- indulge in anything like speculation in bonds,

perience. Yet an investment policy which merely enter-

The usual answer to this inquiry by con- tains the view of buying to hold to maturity

servative investment bankers and others who obviously disregards opportunities alternately to

have to do with the directing of investments is expand and to conserve the value of the prin-
" After Liberty Bonds, other government and cipal, and entirely ignores certain fundamental

municipal issues, high grade corporation bonds, economic principles as to the relationship between

and well selected mortgages." But Mr. Lewis G. security prices and the value of money. This is

Harriman, who acts in an advisory capacity in perhaps most conveniently expressed by relative

regard to investments for the trust department commodity prices and the prevailing interest

of the Guaranty Trust Company of New York rate, such matters being subject to changes in

and its clients, points out that men who fre- recurrent cycles which it is possible broadly to

quently must give advice on investment matters foresee with reasonable precision,

have been meeting for some time a more or less " Long term movements for the prices of well

standard complaint from people who have pur- secured bonds are fundamentally attributable to

chased long term bonds. "This complaint," he two conditions," said Mr. Harriman, explaining
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this point. "These conditions may be best de- investment; in my judgment, quite as serious

fined as the varying purchasing power of the as speculating.

interest rate, and second the amount of liquid " Broadly speaking, when conditions of

capital which is available for investment. To the past few months prevail it is the part

amplify the first of these a little, the purchasing of prudence to sell short term issues and buy
power of the income from securities is primarily relatively long term bonds, or at least at the

dependent upon commodity prices. When a maturity of short investments to reinvest in long

long period, such as, for example, from about bonds. After a major decline in bond prices.

1900 to the present time, shows a pretty steady confidence in them is impaired and it is sometimes

rise in the prices of goods, investors require a difficult to make investors understand that this

steadily increasing bond yield in order that their really gives them so much the greater oppor-

interest may give them the same results. As tunity. For unless one is inclined to predict

yields rise, bond prices go down, and it is this calamity, it is difficult to conceive of anything

fundamental condition that has been working safer than mortgage bonds of first-grade American
against holders of long term bonds for nearly corporations. Of course, bonds may go even a

twenty years. Present prices are, of course, little lower than present prices, but certainly a

dependent upon war conditions, and yet statistics further major decline seems almost out of the

clearly show that this is merely the culmination, question; and one may hardly hope to buy at the

or at least appears to be the culmination, of a absolute bottom of the market,

long term movement in this direction in the prices ''The converse of all this is that prudent in-

of commodities. vestors may well take warning when next long

"The other condition—the amount of liquid term bonds are selling on a 4 percent, basis or

capital available for investment—produces minor less. Every time this has happened there have

cycles in bond prices of importance and sometimes been wiseacres who argued that the world's con-

of wide extent. When capital is plentiful, in- tinned progress and accumulations of capital

vestors' demands exceed the supply of bonds, were presently going to make the demand for in-

and vice versa, when capital is exhausted, supply vestments so great that the interest rate and
exceeds demand and bond prices fall. Such income return on them never would rise again

fluctuations as the decline in 1907 and subsequent and presently it would be impossible to get 3I per

rise in 1909 are evidences of a capital situation cent, with safety. That would mean, of course,

of a more or less temporary nature. The eff'ects if their reasoning were correct, that the longest

of changes in commodity prices, on the other hand, cerm bonds then available on such a basis would

are likely to be noted over a period of fifteen to be the most attractive. Sometime—perhaps, a

twenty years. dozen, or fifteen, or twenty years from now—this

"Now applying these principles to present condition is going to occur again. When it does,

conditions, we find commodity prices at the high- those who sell a majority of their long term bonds

est level of this generation while the demands for and invest in relatively short investments will

liquid capital in the prosecution of the war, as have many things to be thankful for; for at a

evidenced by such matters as Liberty Loan possible sacrifice in current income even for a

issues, have exhausted it as nearly as they could, considerable period, it will probably be returned

The reasons then why long term bonds have many times over before the close of the chapter

—

within the last three months been at the lowest because something always does come up to reverse

level in our experience are easy to see and are in conditions and set commodity prices going up-

line with fundamental conditions. Such perfectly ward again, with rising interest rates, rising bond

safe bonds as Union Pacific Land Grant 4's due yields, and falling bond prices.

1947, for illustration, have within the last dozen "At the present time it seems to me that there

years sold at over 106 in times of easy money can be little question that, with the long view,

and when other conditions were conducive, while commodity prices and interest rates can move
recently they have sold as low as 84 when money but in one direction and that is down. It is,

was tight and other conditions unfavorable

—

therefore, equally sound to hold the position that

yet such prices are absolutely an expression of long term bonds are also likely to have a major

the same appraisal as to the intrinsic worth of movement in one direction and I think it is safe

this security by the financial world, and merely to say that with the usual minor fluctuations there

reflect a different state of general conditions. My can be little doubt that the major tendency of

whole point is that to take advantage of such bond prices from now on for a considerable time

changes is by no means speculating in bonds, is likely to be upward and that those who buy

and to fail to take reasonable cognizance of them well secured long term bonds now will have very

is an offense against the principles of sound little cause for regret."



The World As It Is

GERMAN INTRIGUE IN SWITZER-
LAND

[In this series of articles the World's Work intends to present to its readers an informing picture

of the various regions of the new world in which the United States finds itself in these days, when the

war has made us realiie that we are citizens of the world. Henceforth we shall have closer contact with

all people. Who are they ? IVhat are their problems ? How do they touch our lives and interests ?

The answers to these questions will be found in the monthly survey of
'' The IVorld As It Is."—

The Editors.]

PRIOR to August 1, 1914, Paris was the Egypt, and Turkey; spies and renegades from a

city where the spy, the intriguer, and dozen countries. Among them was a monarch
the exile gathered to plot and discover in exile, and, if he was not in Switzerland at the

plots and to make and spend money in time, there soon came a man who was going to

unorthodox fashion. No capital, of be one of the world's new and terrible autocrats,

course, was without such elements; even in Wash- Women who had been persecuted for love of coun-

ington we had them in a minor way. But Paris, try and others whose patriotism could be dictated

of all centres, was the concentration point of by the latest man of wealth or title who lavished

men whose business was secret and of those whose jewels upon them, were among the group. To be

past was shrouded in mystery. Paris was the explicit, the ex-Khedive of Egypt was there; and
city where continental diplomatists assembled, Lenine, now the dictator in Russia, when his where-

where their wives came to equip their wardrobes, abouts came to public light, was found in Switzer-

where men could make money and could spend land. There were women who had had to flee

it without severe restriction and without question, from the Russia of the Czar, and others who came
if they kept within the law, or failing to do so, of their own free will from places like Monte Carlo

contrived not to be found out. to make money on a large scale by illicit means.

But on the day that war began the scene shifted The geographical position of Switzerland made
and the rendezvous of the spies and plotters was her the meeting point of many nations. To the

transferred at once to the little cities of Switzer- man who might suddenly want to depart by one

land nestled among the snow-capped Alps, route or another, this little republic with frontiers

Zurich, the metropolis, with its population of bordering on Germany, Austria, France, Italy,

200,000 and Bern, the capital, with only 90,000, and the little principality of Liechtenstein,

became the gathering places of men and women offered the most advantageous residence. The
with unknown occupations and interests. They central position of Switzerland also served to an

came from all parts of the world, for the war extent as her protection from Germany and

naturally intensified and augmented the group. Austria, the advantages of subjecting this httle

It was an unsatisfactory change for those in- state being more than outweighed by those she

triguers who preferred the luxurious life of Paris, offered of a more or less open route for propa-

where anything could be bought, for the cities of ganda meant to fmd its way into France and Italy.

Switzerland, though they have their casinos and The work of influencing Switzerland was secon-

beer halls, are not prepared to vie with the famous dary and failed. That of undermining loyalty

capital of France in gorgeous and extravagant in the army and people of France, Italy, and Rus-

places of living and amusement. The glories sia was conducted largely in Switzerland and suc-

and beauties of nature are Switzerland's charm, ceeded in the last case to a terrible degree,

which had hitherto attracted only tourists. But The Bolshevist group rnade its headquarters

suddenly the tourists ceased to come and in their for a long while in Switzerland. Lenine was

place these new mysterious visitors began to there when Nicholas II abdicated on March 15,

arrive: Propagandists from Germany and Austria- 191 7, and had evidently been in close touch with

Hungary; traitors from France and Italy; the German agents, for, it will be remembered,
plotters and revolutionists from Russia, India, he, Chernoff, and other Bolsheviki were permitted
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to cross Germany on their way back to Russia, It was natural that two such men should get

despite the fact that they were Russians and togetherandgoforwealthtotheeasiestsourceof it,

that their country was still at war with Germany, the German Government. The two were brought

There seems no doubt that these Bolsheviki made together by the Khedive's attendant, Yussef

arrangements before they left Switzerland to Saddik, formerly a judge in an Egyptian court,

receive monetary support from Germany for the whom the British caused to be dismissed because

propaganda that they were to conduct behind the of his anti-British preachings. Then Saddik, be-

Russian lines. General Brusiloff announced at coming a financial broker, became associated and

the time that he had conclusive proof that Lenine latter attached to the retinue of the Khedive,

was an agent of the German General Staff. On his way to Europe, immediately prior to the

''On this work of propaganda there is no doubt,'* war, he made the acquaintance of a singer who
said Premier Clemenceau on one occasion, "that had been giving concerts in Cairo, Madame Marie

hundreds of millions of francs have been spent." Lafargue, who went with him to Monte Carlo,

But though this propaganda with the Russians where Saddik lost 60,000 francs at "the tables.''

had the effect of taking that country out of the It was through Madame Lafargue (who was to

war, it was not so vitally dangerous to the cause receive 10 per cent, commission on tobacco enter-

of the Allies as the so-called "defeatist" campaign prises) that Saddik met Bolo, who was repre-

which had as its object the undermining of the sented as a Parisian financier with the resources

morale of the armies of France and Italy, and influence of the well-known Perier Bank
Through Switzerland this campaign was con- behind him. In June, the Khedive arrived and
ducted by any and every means that promised to Saddik introduced Bolo to His Highness. With-
accomplish the end the Germans desired; and it is in two months the war began and "tobacco

fairly well authenticated that through a traitor enterprises" gave place to politics. The Khedive
Frenchman, Bolo Pasha, they expended J8,ooo,ooo. evidently became at once an agent of the Germans
Those Italians and Frenchmen who could be and went to Turkey to use his influence with that

bribed received German money; with others per- Mohammedan state on behalf of the Kaiser; then,

suasion was employed both direct and by insidi- on returning to Switzerland, he entered with Bolo

ous methods. Apart from corruption, the press into the work of "pacifying" France and Italy,

and the Socialists were the principal means the The first scheme was for the formation of the

Germans employed. "Catholic Bank," for which the plotters hoped to

The case of Bolo Pasha (a Frenchman who had get many millions from the Germans. The latter,

received the title of Pasha from the ex- Khedive however, declined to approve the scheme, re-

of Egypt) was the most sensational that has yet membering, no doubt, that the Khedive was a
come to light. " Few of those who have followed Moslem and not a Catholic. Then the scheme of

with attention," said Malcolm Mc I Iwraith in the buying French newspapers was proposed and
Fortnightly Review, "the recent trial in Paris of many millions of dollars were obtained from the

the traitor, Bolo, and the account there given in Germans first through the Khedive and later,

evidence of his relations with the ex- Khedive and after Bolo and he fell out, through Count Berns-

the latter's attendant, Yussef Saddik, can fail torff in the United States.

to have been struck by the dramatic features of Bolo was a friend of French statesmen, being

the story. . . . Bolo himself is [he has since closely acquainted with ex-Premier Caillaux, and
been executed] one of those extraordinary, cosmo- it is said that President Poincare had been the

politan, usually meridional and often Levantine recipient of his hospitality. He purchased with

types of men who periodically flit across the stage German money an interest in the important Paris

of Parisian life and dazzle for a time by their per- daily, Le Journal— in which, incidentally, he
sonal fascination and their pecuniary prodigality." gave great praise to William Randolph Hearst

The former Khedive of Egypt had been deposed "America's greatest newspaper proprietor." This

in December, 19 14, because, it was officially was after his visit to the United States and his

declared, " His Majesty's Government is in meetings with Bernstorff and Hearst,

possession of ample evidence that since the out- There is no knowing how far the ramifications

break of war with Germany, his Highness, Abbas of Bolo's schemes would have extended or how
Hilmi Pasha, late Khedive of Egypt, has defi- long they would have lasted but for the fact that

nitely thrown in his lot with His Majesty's en- both his Italian and his Egyptian associates got

emies." The Khedive's record shows that he into disputes and let the transactions be known to

was a man who inordinately desired to amass the police. Filippo Cavallini, who was subse-

great wealth, and his extravagances were in keep- quently condemned to death in Italy, was de-

ing with those of his famous grandfather, Ismail nounced to the police by one of his confederates;

Pasha, who brought Egypt to bankruptcy. and Saddik naively brought suit in the Swiss
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courts against the Khedive for his share of the

ex-monarch's enormous commissions—said to

have been 2,000,000 francs.

Although Bolo may have received more money
from the Germans than any other Frenchman,

he was one of the least important of those affected

by the German propaganda. A former premier of

France, Joseph Caillaux; a senator, Humbert; and
the Minister of the I nterior up to 1 9 1 8, Malvy, were

charged with treason in connection either with the

Bolo plot or that of the newspaper Le Bonnet Rouge.

Senator Humbert was directly connected with

Bolo. It was he who sold to Bolo an important

interest in Le Journal. Caillaux was one of the

most important French politicians. Although
he was not in office when the war began, he was so

powerful, controlling many votes, that he was
able to keep Malvy in the Cabinet, in the most
important position from the point of view of elec-

tions, that of the Ministry of the Interior.

Caillaux is said by the correspondent of the

New York Times to have felt from the beginning

that it was impossible for France, a republic, to

wage war successfully against the organized and
disciplined neighboring autocracy; and with this

idea in mind he worked diligently to bring about
a compromise which would have meant a German
victory. At this writing he is under trial, charged

with treason, much evidence being put forward to

prove that he visited neighboring states and
obtained German funds to the extent of hundreds
of thousands if not millions of dollars.

The Bonnet Rouge (meaning Red Hat) was the

most definite and conspicuous case of a newspaper
being corrupted by the Germans through Switzer-

land; and it was in connection with the Bonnet

Rouge case that the Minister of the Interior was
charged with treason, found guilty and banished

from France only a few months ago. The pub-
lisher of the paper, Miguel Almereyda, commit-
ted suicide in prison.

It was the practice of one member of the staff

of the paper to go each month to Switzerland and
obtain the monthly allowance that the Germans
were paying the paper. On one occasion the

French military authorities, when examining him
on his return to France, found a draft for many
thousands of dollars, which they confiscated and
sent to the Ministry of the Interior. The draft

was returned by the Ministry to the Bonnet

Rouge for collection; and it was there discovered

that Malvy, himself, was in the plot, evidently

operating in collusion with Caillaux and others

of the "defeatist" group whose plan it was to

increase the stop-the-war elements to such pro-

portions that the French Government would have
to come to terms with Germany.

Malvy had been in office six years, and had

under his control the government appropriation

for detective service, a sum which could be ex-

pended without a public accounting. On inves-

tigation it was found that he was illegitimately

subsidizing from this fund the same Bonnet

Rouge which the Germans had corrupted. His

department was also in control of the censorship

and was permitting the poisonous matter printed

by this paper and subsidiary publications to be

sent to the trenches.

The attitude of Switzerland throughout the

war has always been what is called in diplomatic

phraseology ''
correct.'* This might seem strange

in view of the fact that nearly three quarters of

the population is ethnically German and uses

German as the mother tongue. In a population

of 3,880,500, the Germans number 2,594,298;

the French 793,264 and the Italians 302,578.

But the Germans of Switzerland are like neither

those of Holland nor those of the United States,

and this voluntary confederation of French,

German, and Italian under a single flag stands

as a valuable object lesson in the art and science

of government. It is, of course, well known that

during the first few months of the war there was
in Switzerland a very strong feeling among the

German Swiss in favor of Germany; but as the

people had time to study and observe the war the

determination of the German element no less

than the French and the Italian became fixed on

the programme of preserving its own neutrality.
" Switzerland," says an English writer, Sir Jacob

Preston, "has always remained outside the circle of

great Powers that have for centuries been wrang-

ling, fencing, and manoeuvring one with another.

Her foreign policy is mainly a negative one; she

has no alliances, no colonies, no unredeemed prov-

inces, no plans for territorial aggrandizement,

and, above all, no outlet to the sea. . . .

"Nothing short of starvation or threatened

invasion could drive Switzerland into war, and

there is no doubt that every Swiss would meet

an invader in the same spirit that his forefathers

met Hapsburg and Burgundian centuries ago.

. . . As this war has drawn together the dif-

ferent units of the British Empire by emphasizing

their common traditions and ideals, so has an

armed neutrality in face of raging and truculent

neighbors drawn out and accentuated the latent

feeling of a common nationality in Switzerland."

During the war there were two serious events

that threatened to bring difficulties upon the little

neutral. One was "the affair of the colonels,"

as it came to be known.
"The Intelligence Department was organized

in two main sections, one of which dealt with the

Western and the other with the Eastern Front.

Each section was controlled by a colonel: there is
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only one general in the Swiss army, the racy and oppression. They arrested and impris-

Commander-in-Chief. The chief of the western oned all their opponents who had not fled the

section was Colonel Egli, and the chief of the country, and these included not only Royalists

eastern section Colonel Von Wattenwyl. A part but many true and patriotic Liberals. The
of their duties was the preparation of a daily treatment of these unhappy political prisoners

confidential report of the war for the use of the was so bad that eventually there was an outcry

General Staff and of certain high Federal officials, throughout the European press. The Democrats

. . . In the course of preparing it the two rooted themselves into the administrative ma-
Swiss staff officers received every assistance from chinery of the country, elected as president of the

the German and Austro-Hungarian military republic Dr. Bernadino Machado (himself one

attaches. ... It was not long, therefore, of their party) stage-managed in the parliamen-

before close personal relations were established tary elections, and set up a cabinet with Dr.

between them and the Intelligence Department. Affonso Costa as premier. Then, firmly in power.

The two Swiss colonels must often have dis- with no opposition to fear, for there was little

cussed with the two attaches this or that phase chance of success in any of the Royalist intrigues,

of the operations, and what more natural than they started a campaign against the Church, and
that in the course of discussion both sides should entirely alienated public opinion by their extreme

pool the information at their disposal? . . . anti-clerical measures. They introduced politics

It soon became the regular practice to communi- into education, justice, the army, and every

cate a copy of the confidential report to the two department of life, until even professors and
attaches. What else passed into their hands judges lived in constant expectation of losing

has never been satisfactorily established. their posts, and even of banishment or imprisonr

"A certain Dr. Langie, a Swiss citizen and a son ment. Corruption was wide-spread throughout

of a Polish refugee, was employed by the Intelli- the land, and the press was either muzzled or

gence Department as a cipher expert. He was *' hobbled," so that the outside world knew very

set to work on certain cipher telegrams which little of what was going on, and it was generally

were intercepted in transit from officials abroad thought that the Government was fighting hard

of foreign Powers and in March, 191 5, he dis- to reform the evils of the ancient regime. The
covered the cipher. Shortly after, he warned the state of affairs was, in fact, very similar to that

military attaches of the Entente Powers by an of France during the ministry of M. Combes,
anonymous letter that this cipher had been dis- As regards foreign affairs, the Democrats before

covered, and apparently made other communi- the war were by no means Anglophile. Two
cationstofriendsof the Entente in French Switzer- incidents will suffice to show this. When the

land. In this way the facts became known and Duchess of Bedford went to Lisbon to investigate

were published in the Press."—(O. de L. in the the condition of the political prisoners, she was
Contemporary Review.) rancorously denounced and insulted in the

Efforts which the General Staff made to pro- official press. Had she been mistaken or misin-

tect their men were swept aside, and they were formed it would have been easy to say so courte-

tried before a civil court and acquitted on tech- ously, but sheVas assailed as a Royalist, a Jesuit,

nical grounds, but they were retired by the mili- and an enemy of the country, as were other prom-
tary authorities into civil life. From that time inent English people who expressed some concern

onward Swiss public opinion settled down to as to the fate of the prisoners. But not only

certain safe and perspicuous lines of policy, the were individual Englishmen attacked, the coun-

single end and aim of which was the maintenance try as a whole and the Government were de-

of neutrality to the end of the war. nounced as parties to anti-Republican conspiracies.

The revolution which occurred in Lisbon last When there was an outcry in some sections of

December (says a writer in the New Europe, a the British press against the indentured labor

London publication dealing with war and pro- on the cocoa plantations in the Portuguese West
gress) ushered in a new era of Portuguese history, African colonies, it was said that the press was
and will be welcom.ed by all lovers of Democracy inspired by the Government, with the idea of

and by all those who know Portugal and are in ruining the colonies and eventually of taking

sympathy with the aspirations of our oldest ally, possession of them. Possibly the press agit-

When in 1910, the Royalist regime was over- tion was not entirely disinterested, but the accusa-

thrown, with all its corruption and obscurantism, tions against the Government were preposter-

the power fell into the hands of a political party ous. It must be confessed, however, that the

of extremist views which styled itself the Demo- unfortunate negotiations with Germany as to

crats. The Democrats in no way represented the the future of the Portuguese colonies had a good

people, and they embarked on a rule of autoc- deal to do with the Anglophobism of the Demo-
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• crats. No doubt, too, German envoys managed malcontents, who were both patriotic and pro-

to make the Democrat leaders believe that the Ally, at home. The effect of the Government's
British Government wished to partition the policy on the people was deplorable. The
colonies, and that Prince Lichnowsky and his mass of the population did not fully understand
predecessor exerted a restraining influence on the the cause for which the Allies were fighting, and,

"diabolical Grey." not unnaturally, came to associate our great

When the war broke out, the Democrats saw ideals with the tyranny of the Democrats, and
plainly enough that Portugal could only be pro- to think that the Government was kept in power
Ally, and, though they did not at once join in the by Allied troops and money. Hence there was
war, they did not disguise their sympathies, a continuously smouldering discontent, and in the

Then, assured of the support and sympathy of autumn of 191 7 it looked as if a very promising
':he Allied governments, they took the oppor- field had been opened for German intrigue,

tunity of accusing all their opponents of being Luckily, just at this time, a few able men and
pro-German and raised such a clamor of en- true patriots, who understood the ideals of the

thusiasm for the Allied cause as to drown the Allies and the needs of the Portuguese people

voices of those who wished to show that the whole determined on a change of government. On
Portuguese people, and not merely a small polit- the 5th of December, 19 17, a revolution broke
ical party, was fervently pro-Ally. Truly, out and speedily overthrew the rotten structure

it was a very clever move, but the interests of the of the Government. Order was restored by the 8th,

Allied nations would have been better served had when Major Sidonio Paez, ex-Ambassador at Berlin

the Democrats made a sincere endeavor to pro- and a most able man, was called to power,

mote a sacred union for the duration of the war. The new regime has been welcomed by every

This they might easily have done by modifying section of the people. The army, peasants,

their anti-clerical policy, and by adopting a poHcy landowners, clergy, tradesmen, and professors

of conciliation toward their opponents. Nearly all hail with joy the demise of the Democrats
all the parties and groups opposed to the Govern- and the rise of a government which will

ment were only too anxious to make concessions nationalize the republic, purify politics, and
on their part in order to rally the whole nation strengthen the ties of sympathy between the

round the Allied standard. Union, however, British and Portuguese peoples. The spirit

was not what the Democrats wanted, and they of the great warriors of a past age, immortal-

maintained their oppressive methods of adminis- ized by Camoes in the Lusiads, still animates

tration, which, in May, 191 5, provoked a revolt the Portuguese. The conduct- of the new
in Lisbon, that was only put down after much Government has been marked by a most praise-

street fighting. Of course this revolt was called worthy moderation. Some of the Democratic

pro-German, and the British press, so far as it leaders have been exiled, and some officials de-

took any notice of the occurrence, gave its prived of their posts, but this was necessary to

sympathy to the Government. As a matter of regenerate the administration and to guard

fact, the revolt had nothing to do with German against any underground machinations of the

1 intrigues, was entirely directed against the defeated party. On the other hand, priests,

Democrats' abuse of power, and its leaders called journalists, professors, and other prominent men
for war with Germany. After the suppression of all shades of political opinion, whom the Dem-
of the revolt there was, it is true, some talk of ocrats had driven out of the country, were re-

union in government circles, but a union imposed called and welcomed back; the arbitrary and un-

by the bayonet without any concession to popu- just laws of the late Government are being an-

lar feeling strikes one as more in place in Central nulled, and the religious processions, so dear to

Europe than in a Western democracy. the populace, have been reestablished. Of course.

In March, 19 16, Portugal definitely entered it has been impossible entirely to eradicate the

the war, though in Africa there had been desul- evil effects of the Democratic regime as yet. Too
tory engagements between German and Portu- sudden a change spells chaos, as the Russian

guese troops for months. A Portuguese force Revolution has shown, but no one doubts that in a i

was sent to France, but the force was of necessity short time Portugal will attain a pitch of happi- '

small, as a considerable army had to be kept ness and prosperity such as she has not known for ^

back for fear of further revolts at home. In many years. Dr. Machado, Dr. Costa, and I

thisway the uncompromising attitude of the Dem- their party have many times expressed their de-
^

ocrats reacted unfavorably upon the Allied votion to the Allied cause, when such devotion

man power. There is, moreover, no reason to was easy. They can now best prove their sin-

suppose that the Government sent its most de- cerity and their patriotism by refraining from any
pendable regiments to the front, and kept the conspiracy against their successors.



THE FIRST BIG ALL-AMERICAN BATTLE IN

FRANCE
The Advance of the Americans Against the Great German Concentration in the Ardennes

Sector— Cutting the Transport Line on which the Germans Depended

In Champagne— A Difficult Task Performed Without Mistakes

THE first big American battle in France tured remarked that if the Americans intended

began on the 26th of September. to push forward in the Argonne they were in

At Chateau-Thierry the American for the biggest blood letting on the Western
troops had shown what they were capa- Front. His prophecy was correct as far as

ble of. The brigades with General the intention of the Germans was concerned,

Gouraud's army also showed a similar fighting but he was wrong in his facts. There was
mettle in the great battle near Rheims, in which nothing in the American attack to compare with

General Gouraud administered to the German the early disasters of other armies in the war,

troops the worse defeat which any attacking army which were forced, without adequate strength

has received in the war and which was immediately or preparation, to take strong positions. The
followed by the offensive of General Foch. But German intention to hold this point at all costs

a large

these divisions were
acting as parts of French
armies and these battles

were more French than
American. At St.
Mihiel the American
Army accomplished its

purpose perfectly and
with a minimum of

loss, but the Germans
had intended to evacu-

ate St. Mihiel in a few
days anyway and their

plans for resistance
were not on
scale.

The battle beginning

on September 26th in

the Argonne was to the

American Army much
what the battle of the

Somme was to the new
British army. It was
the first major test of

our ability against the

Germans in positions

long fortified, naturally

strong, and so vital to

their whole plan of

battle on the Western
Front that they were
forced to make every

effort to hold them.
Soon after the battle

began one of the first

German officers cap-

THE GERMAN CONCENTRATION OUR ARMY BROKE
THROUGH

Up to September 26, 1918, the German defense lines were
as indicated by the Hnes in color. In Belgium, Artois, and
Champagne the first, second, third, and fourth trench lines

were considerable distances apart. In the Argonne sector,

however, all four of them were practically together

was obvious from the

situation, and was con-

firmed by the testi-

mony of prisoners who
were captured in the

operation.

The four systems of

German prepared de-

fense lines, which were
fairly far apart in

France and Belgium,

all came together so

that they almost made
one quadruple system

between the Argonne
and Mezieres. The
task of the American
Army was to break all

four of these defense

lines at once, a task

which had never been
accomplished hitherto

in the war, for the Ger-

man break through in

March did not succeed

in penetrating such a

series of defense. More-
over, the German de-

fenses were situated in

a country so difficult

for operation that it had

been considered impos-

sible since the lines

were first established

through the Argonne in

the fall of 1914.
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These imrpiensely strong positions -were held their operations in Champagne was, therefore,

with desperation by the German troops, because cut, and the evacuation of material in large

they defended the absolutely vital lines of com- quantity had to be done through Liege.

munication for the German armies in Cham-
pagne. These lines were based on the railroad

from Metz through Sedan to*Mezieres and on the

railroad running north out of Mezieres.

Over these roads food and munitions were brought

The significance of the American advance
through the four lines of German defense and up
the river to a point where the German main
supply system is cut can hardly be over-

estimated.

from Germany to the fighting line west of Sedan, _ The German concentration of men and artillery

and back along these

lines the wounded were

moved to base hospitals

far back on German
soil. The German
Staff knew that the

cutting of this main
communication line

would be a serious
matter. But for the

signing of the armistice,

it would doubtless
have made it necessary

for their troops west of

Sedan to fall back
many miles and estab-

lish new supply lines.

This would have been

difficult, because the

pressure which was
being put on this part

of the battle line was
tremendous. The Ger-
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THE FINAL GERMAN PREDICAMENT
The lines in color represent the main German supply lines.

By November 7th the Americans had cut the supply line at

Sedan, and had Carignan, and Mezieres under fire and
out of business. The British had cut the railroad lines

around Hirson and were in front of Maubeuge. This pre-

vented the shipment of supplies through Metz to troops in the

west. The Germans in the pocket between Hirson and Sedan
were in a very uncomfortable position

was greater here than
at any other part of

their front, except at

one place on the Brit-

ish front and it was
about equal to that.

Moreover, the Argonne
is a most difficult

country for offensive

operations. Because of

the difficulties of the

terrain the Allies had
not tried to break

through at this point

during the four years

of fighting. The de-

fenses plus the char-

acter of the country
had made the position

about the hardest pos-

sible one to take. The
Germans had excellent

troops posted there and
had ordered them to

hold it at all costs, because the position was
the place of the one from Metz to Maubeuge vitalto the safety of their armies,

as it could easily have done in a more level It is extraordinary that such a task should be

country. The rough, rugged Ardennes Forest accomplished, without any large mistake, by an

region which lay just back of their position army in its first major operation. Nor were

made railroad construction too difficult to be there any small mistakes except such as always

attempted. Therefore, the German High Com- occur in all armies and in all wars. There was
mand had determined to hold their Argonne no great slaughter. The losses were no greater

position at any cost. than were to be expected in such an advance.

Between September 26th and November 7th This does not mean the belittling of the

the Americans broke the four lines of German French operation to the west of the American
trenches and reached Sedan. The first part of Army, but the German General Staff here

the battle was slow, but it was the part that learned that the American Army could not

counted most, for in it the Germans used up many only fight well, as units of French and British

of their best divisions and so weakened their armies, but that it could, of itself, and by
forces that our later rapid progress was possible, itself, defeat the best troops that Germany
The American forces, by the 8th of November, had in the best positions which they could make

had Sedan. They also had under fire the town They found also that one of their main supply

of Carignan, thereby cutting the special loop lines was broken, and General Mine's passage of

from Carignan to Metz. They also had Mezieres the river between Stenay and Dun-sur-Meuse
and Charleville under fire. The whole transpor- must have convinced them that even the river

tation system on which the German armies based line could not be held.



AMERICA'S PART IN THE WAR
An English Journalist's Record of ''the Tremendous Material Contribution" and *'the

Spontaneous Impulse of America that Brought to Bear with Magical Quickness

Her Resources as the Reserve Force of Humanity''

BY

FRANK DILNOT
(Correspondent in America of the London Daily Chronicle)

[Mr. Frank Dilnot, is the President of the Association of Foreign Correspondents in the

United States, and the facts that he presents may he taken as authoritative. Many of them are

now puhlished for the first time in America.—The Editors.]

WHEN the full story of the war ident Wilson, before the National Assembly, asked
is finally put on record, with the United States to organize immediately for

all the sections of it in due battle. He spoke to a people numbering more than
proportion, there will stand out a hundred millions, a people essentially peaceful

as a lesson to futurity the vol- not only in the trend of their thoughts and ideals

untary uprising of the might of the United but also in all their doings. A small Army of a
States, irresistible in its scope and bewildering to few hundred thousands, a highly efficient but

the enemy by its swiftness. America was the great limited Navy were the outward signs of the spirit

reserve force of civilization. When the call came which sought not war, was prepared to defend its

for her to enter the war she had larger resources honor or its safety, but whose guiding principle

than any of her friends, was fresh and not seared was to remain at peace and in good-will and to

with tragedy, but even with these advantages she avoid getting into the entanglement of quarrels

had laid upon her a task which in its magnitude over the sea.

must* remain historic. It was a psychological situation for America.

Just about that date in April, 1917, when Presi- What would be the response to the President's

dent Wilson went to Congress and asked the nation clear call? A matter of hours provided the an-

to arm itself in defense of liberty, the Germans swer. His bold statesmanship was justified,

were desperately striving toward a quick victory, and the people rallied from North, South, East,

Speed was essential. They had entered on their and West as if to the sound of a trumpet. Ger-

submarine campaign which spared neither passen- many pretended to make light of America. There
ger ships nor neutral ships. They were massing was in her attitude something reminiscent of the

huge forces of troops with big reserves behind time when the Kaiser referred to Britain's "con-

them, all organized to the top of efficiency for temptiblelittlearmy"at the beginning of the war.

hammer blows in the ensuing months. Aircraft America could not get into the war in time. Also

was bringing death and destruction to many she was a material nation. Also she was divided.

French and English cities. In a word Germany And, anyway, if she did have a chance in the

was reaching the climax of her power and foresaw field, she wouldn't be any good in actual fighting!

clearly enough that she must not allow the war Time has seldom brought a more complete re-

to be protracted, must prevent it from being venge than America's answer to Germany's
dragged out into years, and, if possible, must contemptuous taunts.

bring about a successful issue within the next The first thing that America had to do was to

twelve months or thereabouts. Intensive effort begin the provision of armies, and President

was needed. She had the means for it. Enor- Wilson started in the very hour he declared war
mous tracts of her opponents' lands were in her by asking the country to submit to draft laws

occupation. She had crushed Rumania, Serbia, which would make liable for miHtary service all

helped to dismantle Russia, and her iron tread its young men. There was in essence no com-

was over Belgium. The break-up in Russia was pulsion here. If the country or any considerable

releasing vast numbers of soldiers for attack on section of it had shown antagonism, the draft

the Western Front. And it was at this fateful laws might never have been passed. As a matter

moment that America entered the war. I can of fact there was enthusiasm instead of opposi-

think of no more dramatic scene than that I tion. The volunteer spirit of America flamed up

witnessed in Congress on April 6th, when Pres- like a beacon for all the world to see. By means
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of a wonderful network of freely proffered effort

from business men, professional men, and labor

representatives throughout the country, local

boards were established which adjudged on all

the }'oung men who were brought before them and
left out those who were valuable in war occupa-

tions, who were unfit physically, or had depen-

dents. Thus an Army of hundreds of thousands

of strong young men was fashioned in record

time. It should be observed here that this Army
until the time it reached something like two
milHon was, without exception, composed of the

finest material that any army in the world has

ever known, if only for the reason that it was
made up of young men from twenty-one to thirty-

one, and they the very pick of their ages.

With the growth of the armies America had
immediately to turn her attention to the provision

of the new temporary cities in ordei to house the

men for training and equipment, and great camps
were brought into being, camps some of them a

thousand miles apart but all of them part of the

general framework. To gather the potential

soldiers together, for the purposes of training,

required the building of cities each with a capacity

for a population of from forty to eighty thousand

within a few weeks. The inhabitants of these

newly raised cities had to be brought from every

corner of the Union, an effort which produced

separate problems of transportation, provisioning,

clothing, and health organization. The last alone

was a task of enormous complexity. An idea of

what had to be done may be gathered from the fact

that there were sixteen National Army canton-

m.ents, and sixteen National Guard camps, in

addition to many military zones in which smaller

bodies of troops were to be assembled. Survey
parties consisting of commissioned medical officers,

sanitary engineers, epidemiologists, and scientific

assistants were hastily thrown into the field and
the duty of these men was to make the localities

as healthful as possible. An account of the work
they accomplished would fill a book. Each of

their surveys covered several hundred square miles

and necessitated vast changes; the elimination of

mosquito areas, the reorganization of local

communities with the establishment of precau-

tions with regard to food and water, and in some
cases the alteration of geographical features of the

country to prevent malaria and other complaints.

GERMANS wrong: ALLIES DOUBTFUL

The fact that America is not only a country but
a continent with all the consequent difficulties of

distance and variations of race and climate would
to a foreigner make even the preliminary prep-

arations impossible of quick adjustment. It is

obvious now that the Germans had this im-

pression and also strongly believed that anything
approaching complete fitness for war was out of

the question for America within any period which
would make her a serious element in the conflict.

Even some sections among the Allies were
gloomily doubtful as to whether America had not
started too late. The result has shown that
friends and foes alike were ignorant not merely
of the capacities within the United States but also

of the genius of the American people. It can be
seen now, surveying the whole field of operations,

that the country, united as never before, could
have broken down even greater barriers. What
human forces could withstand ihe passionate

volunteer effort of a nation numbering one
hundred millions?

TEN MILLION REGISTRANTS

The registration of the young men showed that

there were about ten million between twenty-one
and thirty-one from whom selection could be made
and swiftly the available ones were listed. They
began to go forth in an unending stream to the

camps. It was in spring that war was declared,

and by the time the hot weather of the summer
had arrived, Am.erican soldiers, the hardiest new
warriors ever raised, were being packed on to

ships in New York and other ports and sent

across the Atlantic in tens of thousands. This

fact alone was a big jolt for the Kaiser and his

^commanders, but they kept a stiff upper lip and
went on with their jeers—though with less volume
and in somewhat feebler note. The raising and
transporting of soldiers in the following months
was part of a huge fabric of interdependent

organization in other directions, but, ignoring

for a moment the associated difficulties all

successfully overcome, one may take a glance at

the bare figures as an indication of achievement.

By August, 1 91 8, the American military force

transferred overseas to Europe was seven times

as large as the entire American m.iHtary estab-

lishment sixteen months before when war was
declared. One and a half million soldiers had been

taken across. Nor does that tell more than part

of the story. There were another million and a

half in training in the United States—three

million altogether, and this numxber was being

added to at a rate which would test to the utmost

capacity all the ships for transport the Allies

could provide for a year to come. A second draft

registration made available for war service all

men between eighteen and forty-six, adding to

the existing ten million registered thirteen millions

more. The supply of men was thus practically

inexhaustible and America made it clear to the

enemy, that she was going to the limit. Before the

armistice was signed in November, 1 9 1 8, there were
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two million American soldiers on European soil,

and if the war had gone on until next summer,
the number would have been five millions. The
rapidity with which these huge armies were

raised by a peaceful, non-military nation is some-

thing the world will wonder at in times to come.

There is a lesson in it, too, for those who think that

it is the militarist nation which is always success-

ful in war. To this there is to be added that,

wonderful as was the size of the American armies

and the swiftness with which they were con-

structed, they proved in action not only their

gallantry—everyone expected that—but an
efficiency which beat down the Germans who were
soaked in military traditions. The new American
armies earned and received the grateful tributes

of the great commanders of the Allies and, what
is at least of equal importance, the admiration and
affection of their fellow soldiers in the trenches,

British, French, and Italian. That meant a good
deal in the war; it will mean also a good deal in

the future peace times.

THE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM

The provision of armies was only one of the

many projects to which America had to turn her

hand. Armies alone would have been futile.

The fact that the war was being fought three

thousand miles away across the ocean introduced

an element of effort to which none of the other

Allies had been subjected. To transport a million

men, to say nothing of the millions to follow, re-

quired ships which were simply non-existent. Al-

ready the mercantile marine of the Allies was
engaged to its fringes—a great part of it in convoy-

ing munitions for the fighters and food for the

civilian populations. More and more ship ac-

commodation would be required for these pur-

poses in view of the increased sinkings by German
submarines, and then there would be not only the

transport of American soldiers but also the vast

supplies, continuous and ever increasing, which

were necessary for them. America, therefore, had
to set to work to build ships and to build them on
a scale never before attempted or dreamed of. It

gives an idea of the difficulties when it is stated

that in July, 19 17, the newly formed Shipping

Board could not find a shipyard in which to place

an order. America was not a shipbuilding country

before the war. The average amount she pro-

duced each year was about 200,000 tons, an

insignificant quantity compared to what was now
required. One of the first things to be done, there-

fore, was to get to work at lightning speed and
build new shipyards around the coast. A typical

one - though the largest—was that at Hog Island

near Philadelphia. Eight hundred acres of

swamp land were taken and detachments of ex-

perts and tens of thousands of workmen descended
on the place and proceeded to turn it into the
greatest shipyard in the world. 1 saw it midway
in its transformation with its fifty ways on the
Delaware partly constructed. It will remain in

my mind one of the sights of my life. Hog Island

is now launching ships. Its potentialities are

almost illimitableand it is but an example of other
similar establishments which have been built up.

While these new shipyards were being constructed
the older yards were being developed and their

work intensified. Steel ships were principally in

demand but wooden ones also were valuable, and
others made of concrete were also experimented
with and found successful. But with all that

unlimited labor and mone\" and energy and en-

thusiasm could do, it was realized there was still

a danger that sufficient ships could not be built

in time for the urgent war needs of the immediate
future. Inventiveness had to be brought into

play, and a new method was devised which will

undoubtedly leave its mark on future shipbuilding

in all countries. Hitherto it had been the prac-
tice to bring steel to the shipyards and there bend
it, mould it, and fit it together. The great steel

works are in many cases hundreds of miles from
the coast. It occurred to initiating minds, under
pressure of the war, that it would be practicable

to use the facilities at the great steel works to

fashion the ships at least to some extent on the

spot, and then to send them to the shipyards to

be riveted together. The system was tried, and
found to hasten construction enormously. Ships

presently began to slip into the water at an un-

heard-of rate, and the following figures of American
ship production during the first seven months
of 1918 stiow what was accomplished:

TONS

January ... ... 88,507
February 123,625

March 172,611

April 160,286 -

May 259,241

June 283,322

July 631,944

For that period alone the total was 1,719,536

tons, and the progress since has been main-

tained. The official estimate for capacity of

production this year is 7,500,000 tons—which may
be compared with America's previous output of

200,000 tons. Though this shipbuilding is a war-

time effort it must have a profound effect during

the peace which is to follow. The world will

need big new fieets for transporting not only food

but reconstruction materials for years. It looks

as if America will enter a new sphere of action

with an eventual tonnage of ten millions and
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capacity for unlimited expansion. New roads, Government requirements. At the end of last

new railways, new ships have always made for summer, with American preparations approach-
prosperity, and America's war effort in the ship- ing their summit, the Government was doing
yards is bound to have a deep effect on the future business with three thousand three hundred
welfare of mankind. separate firms and had in operation more than

, twelve thousand contracts. It was the policvAMERICA S NEW NAVY f ^u \\r r\ ^ ^ ^u ^ r -i /
or the War Department that as far as possible

The hunting down of the German submarines, American overseas forces should be supported
the protection of convoys continually crossing from America so as to avoid imposing new bur-

the Atlantic, the buttressing of the Allied navies dens on people in whose lands they were to

for work of offense and defense in the North Sea operate. That was why American engineers in

and the Mediterranean, put heavy responsibility France built great terminals and hundreds of

on the American Navy and called for strenuous miles of heavy railway, and why millions of

measures in the production of more ships. It square feet of new storage and port facilities

may be asked how it was possible to increase were provided on this side. An example of

largely the building of naval ships while the what had to be done in manufacture may be
private shipyards which did naval work were found in the fact that one item of supply alone

straining every nerve to put more merchant was 50,000 motor conveyances,

ships into the water? The only answer is that
V J Tu /- i J 4. 4. SUCCESS OF THE FOUR LOANS
It was done. The Government yards went at

the work with a mixture of enthusiasm and high The volunteer spirit of the American people,

efficiency, and by the induction of thousands of the true spirit of victory, manifested itself over-

workers, by emergency energy, by overtime, by whelmingly and in dramatic fashion. They
fresh methods they quickly laid the basis for were appealed to for great loans to carry on the

America's new Navy. Meanwhile the private war—and it has to be remembered such demands
yards working to their capacity on old-time were utterly unknown to them before; they were
standards, extended their areas, brought in new not acclimatized to war's sacrifices. But rich

machinery, enlisted swarms of new workers and and poor yielded up their savings and earnings

proceeded to a greatly enlarged output of war with profusion. There were four loans. Each
vessels in addition to the merchant ships. I was was vastly oversubscribed. The approximate

at a big yard near Boston and saw five destroyers total raised was seventeen billion dollars, and
well advanced in construction on ways covering this came not especially from the pockets of the

ground which only a few months before had millionaires but from all grades and classes: the

been nothing but swamp. waitress, the mail carrier, the schoolmistress.

What was the result of all this? By last the clerk, and the storekeeper as well as from the

September there were more than five times as ship owner, the mining magnate, and the banker,

many ships in the service as before the war. Money was not by any means the only thing

Thirteen hundred vessels of all classes had been asked of the people. It was demanded of

added to the Navy. In European waters there them that they restrict themselves and eat only

were not less than two hundred and fifty ships certain kinds of food in order that provisions

with 45,000 officers and men. In view of all the might be sent in bulk overseas to feed the Allies,

difficulties this was an achievement which may In answer to this appeal the whole country went
be proudly compared with anything done during on a voluntary rationing. Twelve million families

the four years of struggle. Men, of course, were signed pledges to observe the rules of the Food
increased in proportion with the ships. The Administration. Hotels, restaurants, clubs joined

total personnel of the Navy went up from 82,000 in. The effort was continued not for a week
to 540,000 including marines, and reserves. The but for many months. Farmers and agricul-

Marine Corps alone grew from 14,000 to more turists, and people even with the tiniest gardens

than 60,000. helped on this struggle to provide more food.

While military and naval preparations were *'War gardens" as they were called totalled

going on at high pressure the business organiza- six millions. This domestic contribution was
tions of the country swept their activities from matched in wider fields by the action of com-
peace to war. Munitions for American as well munities. Six years ago the land set aside for

as Allied armies had now to be provided. There forestry preserves supported one million two
were weapons of all kinds to be constructed in hundred thousand cattle. By the autumn of

bulk, engineering appliances, motors of widely 1918 there were on those same lands more than

different kinds, and clothing without stint, eleven million cattle. Who canmeasure the results

Usually in peace time a handful of firms supply of all these things? This, at least, may be said:
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that the wheat and meat sent by America was and they contributed to the two Red Cross

a great clement in saving Allied Europe. funds three hundred million dollars in less than
The story of the American Red Cross alone is a year,

sufficient to demonstrate the phenomenal vol- The foregoing narrative gives the main outlines

unteer effort of the nation as a whole. Not of the colossal material effort made by America
only did men and women enlist by thous- toward winning the war. When the outlines

ands to carry on the work in France and come to be filled in, America's part will be found
other foreign countries as directors, doctors, and even more imposing. It was the spirit of the

nurses, but millions of women were engaged at people that made the whole thing possible,

home in preparing hospital supplies and comforts Tremendous as was the material contribution

to be. used as freely for the enemy wounded as it was the spontaneous impulse of America that

for the Allied soldiers. The organization brought to bear with such magical quickness

numbering twenty-two millions was supported her resources and made her effective as the

by gifts from people in every walk of life reserve force of humanity.

OUR SHARE IN THE MILITARY VICTORY
The Battle of Chateau-Thierry the Turning Point in the War— How Our Men Met

Germany's Best Troops and Emerged Victorious

BY

J. B. W. GARDINER
(Military Expert of the New York Times)

N THE early days of our entrance into the tions? These questions we did not dare ask

war, the German Government professed to aloud, but they were, nevertheless, in our hearts

have no fear of what the new enemy might and we watched with bated breath for the

do. Basing their estimate on the manner draft and its effects. Deep in our minds were the

in which we had swallowed insult and out- draft riots of the Civil War. Would there be a

rage, the leaders of Germany openly de- repetition? The answer was not slow in coming,

clared that we could not fight, that we were Registration day came and went without a sign of

thoroughly materialistic, and in the hands of the disorder. The draft quickly followed. The arm
pacifist. Moreover, having no common racial of the nation was stretched into every neighbor-

tie to bind us together, it would be impossi- hood; took a son from his mother, a brother from
ble for us to unite the nation against a race his sister, a husband from his wife. There was no
millions of whose representatives were num- difficulty, no resistance, no resentment. The
bered among our citizens. There were many of heart of America was sound. The clean soul of

us also who wondered. Not for sixty years had America gave its answer to the murder lust of

we been put to the test—and conditions then rapacious Germany. Jews from New York's

were substantially different. In the Civil War, East Side, Negroes from the South, our aborig-

the only war since the Revolution that made us ines from the West, the Italian, the Slovak, the

truly a nation in arms, our population of only Pole, the Anglo-Saxon, the Teuton, the Celt

—

about 30,000,000 was essentially of Anglo-Saxon all were brought to the colors, merged into corn-

stock. In the sixty years which had elapsed we panics, regiments, and divisions and together

had grown to 100,000,000, mostly through immi- went to the front. Never in history was there

gration from Europe. Every race of Europe was gathered together a more heterogeneous force,

amply represented in large numbers. A coun- Never had an army been such a motley aggre-

try is not unlike the human stomach. There is gation of races. It was the great experiment of

of necessity a limit to the amount it can assimi- democracy about to be put into the crucible,

late and absorb. Had we passed the saturation Would it stand the test? Would it meet on
point, had we exceeded our capacity for assimila- equal terms the solid battalions of Germany,
ting foreign peoples, or had the spirit, the genius trained for a generation and hardened by three

of our institutions penetrated into the soul of our years of actual conflict? Germany scoffed and
immigrants and made them a liberty-loving scorned. America hoped and prayed, confident

people, welded to us and to our national aspira- that in the battle for justice and for right, her
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sons, whether by birth or by adoption, could not traditions of their own country. Measured by
do otherwise than to reflect on the field of battle, geographical standards Cantigny will always be
the soul of the nation which sent them into com- but a small place, occupying but a pin point on
bat. Germany was soon to be undeceived. the map. To us it will be the first pangs of the
America was soon to learn the quality of her rebirth of the nation,

soldiery. The disaster to the Allied armies which
resulted from the German attack of March 21st,

™^ battle of chateau-Thierry

brought home to our War Department—appar- Cantigny was but a test of our calibre, of our
ently for the first time—a realization of the fact fitness. The practical application of that calibre

that the war was to be won only by fighting in and fitness to the war as a whole was to come
Europe and the consequent necessity of sending later. In the latter days of May, the Germans
our men overseas. Accordingly, from the first of launched a terrific attack against the French
April our men went over at a rate exceeding lines along the Chemindes Dames. Outnumbered
250,000 a month. Most of them were centred three to one, temporarily overwhelmed by a
on the front in Lorraine, west and south of St. dense concentration of artillery, the French line

Mihiel. Generally it might be described as the broke and gave way on almost the entire front from
Toul sector. But there was important work to Soissons to Craonne. Over the heights north of

be done elsewhere. From the North Sea to the the Aisne, over the Aisne River itself and the

bend in the line about Soissons, the Germans had heights to the south, the Germans poured. At
concentrated for their final great effort. This the Vesle they did not hesitate but continued
effort had been temporarily checked though not an uninterrupted march southward toward
stopped, by the stabilization of the lines east of the Marne. As they advanced, however, one
Amiens. Certain it was, however, that further peculiar fact became noticeable. Although the

attacks would be made. Therefore, American French centre was in full retreat, both flanks were
contingents, brigaded with both the British and holding fast so that the front affected was never

the French, were stationed at various points on greater than that originally attacked. From this

this north-and-south line. military critics at the time drew a conclusion that

Fragments of our engineer troops had been was afterward shown to be correct; it was
caught in the offensive of March 21st and, drop- this: After the Vesle River was crossed, General

ping their tools, had been gathered into General Foch made no effort to stay the advance of the

Carey's hastily formed, nondescript division where German centre, trusting to the difficulties of the

they fought ably, courageously, and with great gorge-like Marne to form, with even a moderate

effect. In fact, it was the work of this division defense, a barrier which would bring the advance

in plugging up a gap in the British line that made to a definite halt. The danger was not in an

possible the subsequent stabilization of the line advance to the south. It was in the extension

along the Avre and the Somme. The first dis- of the front of attack to the west. A glance at

tinctively American action, however, was at Can- the map will show why this is so. If the Germans
tigny. Cantigny is a little town situated on a low- had been able to swing their front westward,

lying plateau overlooking the Avre, northwest of they would have enveloped the huge semicircle

Montdidier. It is neither a highway nor a rail- bounded by the lines from Montdidier to the

road junction. It appears on none but the large- Marne. This territory would have had to be

scale maps. To most of us it did not even exist evacuated by the French who would thus have

as a name. It was without strategical or tactical lost the great forests of Villers-Cotterets and

value. It was just a place held by the German of Compiegne as well as the line of the Gise River,

army. But it was here that our Army first took the most powerful barriers blocking the way to the

up the great role to which it had been assigned, east and southeast—to the coast and to Paris,

here that it launched its first blow for the national As the Germans neared the Marne, they began

defense and for the perpetuation of the ideals of their efforts to spread out toward the west. The
decency and of right to which we have dedicated result was what has been called the battle of

our efforts. The attack was made over a small Chateau-Thierry. England has her Mons, France

front; it had but a local objective, it halted when her Verdun, Italy her Piave—but ever in the

that objective was reached. But our case had annals of America will the name of Chateau-

been proved. Our men supported by American- Thierry bring a glow of pride and glory to the

manned artillery and commanded by American American heart. The American forces which

officers had gone over the top, had met and fought were being held in reserve on the front north of

Germany's best, and had conquered. And in that Soissons had been sent southward as soon as

fight they had lived up to the highest standard set the German attack on the Aisne was launched,

by any soldiers in Europe, the greatest military Others who were in training about the Camp de
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Chalons were sent northward. On Friday, May
31st, the first American regiments, the marines,

arrived at Chateau-Thierry. Early in the morn-

ing of the next day they went into action. At
Chateau-Thierry is the principal crossing of the

Marne River. Their first duty was to defend the

city and hold the crossing. Gradually, as greater

forces arrived, they took over more and more of

the fighting front, their right extending to

Jaulgonne, their left to Belleau Wood. And here

they stood fast and fought it out. They were

vastly outnumbered—three, four, even five to one.

They were fighting the picked shock battalions of

the German army, battalions which, flushed with

recent victory had almost arrived at their goal.

But fighting as troops have seldom fought even

in this war, where stubbornness and undaunted

courage have been exhibited almost daily, they

held their ground day after day until from sheer

exhaustion the attack ceased. It was the turn-

ing point of the war, the point at which the seal

of doom was placed upon German aspirations.

1 have been told by high officials of our Allies in

this country that, when the German defeat at

Chateau-Thierry was a settled fact, the high

command of the Allied armies considered that

the war was won. Our casualties in this battle

were inconceivably great. Whereas it is usual

to withdraw units from the fight when their cas-

ualties reach 25 per cent., certain American units

lost up to 65 per cent, of their effectives and still

fought on. It is not to be wondered at then that

the name of Chateau-Thierry will ever be one to

thrill the American heart, for at this little town in

the bend of the Marne America has written the

history of the world. It is far from my thoughts

to belittle the glorious work of our Allies who have

so bravely and unflinchingly borne the burden of

four years of war. Ever has their soldiery written

its name on the roll of honor of brave men bravely

led. It was, however, our good fortune to be

assigned this post of honor and it would be an

injustice to our own if we failed to record the

manner in which their duty was performied.

THIRD BATTLE OF THE MARNE

Still another page in history must be devoted to

Chateau-Thierry—a page born of the Third Battle

of the Marne. In the middle of July, the Ger-

mans made a final titanic effort to force the

passage of the river. This time, however, their

object was different. The attacks of the Amer-
ican forces about Belleau Wood, which were de-

livered between June and the early part of July,

had put Germany on her guard against further

attempts to extend her lines toward the west.

A new plan was evolved—a plan which had for

its objects the encircling of the mountain of

Rheims, the Camp de Chalons and the French

positions from Rheims to the Vosges Mountains.

Never was fiercer battle waged than that for the

Marne crossings from Chateau-Thierry to Jaul-

gonne. In the first days of the attack the Ger-

mans, paying a terrific price for their success,

secured a foothold on the southern bank and drove

our lines back several miles to Conde. The re-

action came quickly and with tremendous force.

Units which had been cut off and separated from
their commands, instead of surrendering as Ger-
man regulations required, prowled through the

woods behind the German lines, and taking a
machine gun here and another there, turned them
against the German rear. Other forces at Chateau-
Thierry struck savagely at the German flank.

The forces on the Conde line, strengthened by
reinforcements, drove forward against all opposi-

tion and threw the Germans back upon the

river. The offensive had been broken—they

still held the crossings. A narrow belt of the

southern bank of the Marne remained in their

possession, but the blow had been parried; its

strength dissipated. The danger was past.

Again, under different conditions, our troops

had been put to the test, had met it and had emerg-

ed victorious. Six weeks before they had met a

victorious enemy, but an enemy whose advance
had been so rapid that it had outstripped its

heavy artillery. Then it was a question of the

relative values of men, of the free, liberty-loving,

individualistic men of America against the dull,

heavy, machine-like product of Germany. Now
it was a matter of facing a heavy concentration of

artillery, a bombardment of myriads of gas shells

whose burst filled the air with agony and torment

and death. But the forces which broke the

back of the first offensive were still alive; the spirit

was still unbent and unbroken, the courage was
still undaunted. And the Third Battle of the

Marne was turned into a German slaughter. It

was this defense that made possible the first step

in the great series of offensives which were, in a

few short months, to beat Germany to her knees,

break the solid clouds of war which for so long

had held the world in their shadow, and bring

to our horizon the first glow of the dawn of

peace.

The limits of time and space do not permit a

detailed recounting of the fighting of our men in

the battles that followed the great French attack

of July 18th. As the German lines along the

Aisne were shattered by the French blow, the

lines along the Marne were forced to draw back.

In all of the fighting between the Marne and the

Vesle, the American troops played an important

part. Operating with the French, battling in-

cessantly day and night, they drove the Germans
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back step by step from all the territory that Jiad Germans off their feet. The country was rugged,

been taken in the June offensive, until the Marne heavily wooded, the natural defenses strengthened
salient, which for nearly two months had held by the exhaustion of all knowledge of military

such an ominous threat to Paris, was flattened engineering, but we were not to be held back.

-JUt against the Vesle River. Here, for the One short day sufficed to decide the fate of a
moment, their activity slackened. In the sue- position which had been held for years and which
ceeding offensives of both the British and French it had taken months to fortify. The famous St.

forces north of the Vesle, small units of American Mihiel salient was no more,

troops were constantly engaged. In Flanders, in

Artois, on the Somme, along the Aisne they
taking of sedan

fought side by side and on equal terms with the Hardly had this task been completed when
seasoned veterans of our Allies. But it was not the real work began—the campaign through
until our First Army was formed in the early days the Argonne Forest toward the railroad through
of September that American troops took up the the Stenay gap. To us have consistently been
burden of the war on the same basis of indepen- given the posts of honor. When the British and
dence that is enjoyed by England and by France. French with whom we have cooperated have

launched an attack, we have invariably held the

flank since it is here that the reaction always

The Germans in France and Belgium are de- occurs. We have had to meet the shock of the

pendent for connection with Germany upon counter attacks and preserve the gains our Allies

two main lines of communication: one in the have made. It was to us that was given the

north—the gap between the Dutch frontier and honor of delivering the coup de grace to the Ger-

the Ardennes, along the Meuse River; the other mans in France, the blow which if successful

in the south, Stenay Gap, through which com- was to end the attempt of domination of the

munication is maintained with Metz and Strass- beast over civilized man. This was the meaning
burg. In each case the connecting link is a well- of the attack in the Argonne. No army in

developed railroad capable of sustaining heavy Europe was ever assigned a more important task

traffic. In the south, this line, coming from or, it might be added, a more difficult one.

Metz, runs through Montmedy, Sedan, Hirson, Rough almost to the point of being mountainous,

Valenciennes, and Lille, and it was against this filled with commanding positions of great natural

line, and generally parallel with it, that the Amer- strength, densely wooded, it has proved both to

ican line tvas formed. There was one serious the Germans and the Allies a bastion of unbreak-

obstacle to an advance against this vital link in able strength. The American attack began
Germany's defensive system. In the early days brilliantly and with every indication of fixed

of the war, the Germans, in an effort to encircle position purpose. In the first stages their gains

Verdun, had struck south of that city's defenses were large, but the combat soon settled down into

and had crossed the Meuse at St. Mihiel. Here steady, persistent, unrelenting fighting. Each
they were checked although the town and the yard that was gained exacted a heavy toll of our

river crossings which it controls remained in men. But each yard brought us nearer to our

German hands. The German line, therefore, goal, the most vital goal on the battlefield, the

from St. Mihiel northward curved about the Metz-Lille road. Our men never wavered, never

flank of the American Army north of Verdun and hesitated. Hundreds of machine-gun nests

held a constant threat against this Army should spitting their hail of bullets, hundreds of cannon
it attempt to advance. The French long since belching out clouds of shrapnel and tons of high

had realized the importance of this peculiar hook in explosive shell retarded but could not check the

the line and in 191 5 made a determined attack advance. To us had been given a task to per-

against both of its flanks. The Germans were form. There was to be no cessation until it was
then, however, too strong and although their line accomplished. Six weeks of such fighting was
was dented the attacks were beaten off. Early more than the stolid, stupid, unimaginative Ger-

in September it fell to the lot of our First Army man could stand. His line cracked, broke, the

to destroy this barrier. Opposed to them were American troops poured through and, ere the

several divisions of Austrians intermingled with Germans could recover, the American flag was
German divisions. flying side by side with the tricolor of France

Fresh, eager, unwearied by long periods in the over the southern part of Sedan. The great

trenches that have so sapped the energies of our American task had been accomplished. Sedan
Allies, our men went to the attack. Following which had witnessed the first step of Germany
closely the crashing barrage, accompanied by to put civilization under the heel, the first crush-

tanks in large numbers they literally swept the ing of the moral forces of the world under the foot
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of the beast, was now to witness the triumph of be exerted in Europe against a peace based on
spirit over brute force. For at Sedan German justice.

doom was sealed. We have sent our men to France to defend
Beforethisbrief sketch of our part in the war can America, to make the world safe for peace, to

appear in print, the Conference which is to bring enable future generations to live and breathe
peace to a tortured world will in all probability be in God's free air without the sanction of the Ger-
session. But what kind of a peace? What will be man or any other hell-born beast that walks the
written on the parchment to which we will be earth. These men have fought as no other men
asked to affix our signatures? The influence of America have had to fight. Nearly a quarter
of America has been thrown into the balance on of a million of them will have been found who
the side of the German people. They are not have felt hostile steel tearing their flesh. Many
responsible, it is said, for the war, for the conduct of them have made the supreme sacrifice and
of the war, for their government, and in the peace with them all we have made a solemn compact-
that is made they must be protected, their inter- a compact to do justice to the world, to ourselves,
ests safeguarded. It is characteristic of social- our Allies who have fought with us and for us,

istic forces, of Bolshevism, that, starting with a justice and only justice to Germany. We have
nebuloustheory,allfacts,allevidence,alltestimony no right, we must not jeopardize all we have
—regardless of the sources they come from— fought for by using the world's agonies to attempt
which do not tend to support that theory are dis- an experiment in sociology. From the great
carded as either false or unworthy of considera- beyond comes the warning of our dead:
tion. And because we hold to this theory of the ujr , , r vu vu u j-

, u 4. f ^u r- 1 ^u It ye break faith with us who die
sacrosanct character of the German people, the \\/ u 11 +1 "
• ri r A • 1 • 1 ^ Ml !• ^ we snaii not sleep,
influence of an America which still clings to ^

this idea is the most hostile influence which can We must give answer.

THE FIGHTING DOLLARS
Hov^ the War Has Been Financed—Money Which Became Serviceable Only as It Might Be

Spent Promptly in Billions—This Country Emerging from the War as a

Creditor Nation v^ith Great Economic Possibilities

BY

GEORGE BARRY MALLON
(Of Bankers Trust Company)

IF
MONEY never had been invented—an through war, to remember again that wealth is

inconceivable "if," of course—but if it still goods and services despite money,
hadn't, many of our common financial Because we have been thinking so exclusively

fallacies at all times and the sophism that in terms of money, many of us have not realized

wars are fought with money, which has fully yet the fact that wars are not fought with
hampered every belligerent country except auto- money, but with men and the products of their

cratic Germany, would never have been con- work, just as they were fought in the days before

ceived. We do not know whether it was Og or money existed. And that the ultimate factor in

Ig, or some other fellow who spelled his name our war finance is not the dollar, but what the

with only one letter, who invented money way dollar can buy—now. The economic burden of

back before history. He was the world's first war must be borne not by capital, that is, past

economist. Before his time business was barter, savings invested in railroads, factories, houses, or

He didn't call it money, of course; he may have in banks, but by the productive power of the

called it arrow heads, for originally money was a country, engaged in unproductive consumption

—

token with intrinsic value. Exchange of goods for war is waste.

and services was, by this invention, put on a A comparison of the wealth of the nation

business basis and commerce by purchase was involved when war began was interesting as show-
born. Og, if that was his name and we guess not, ing potential economic strength, but it was no
was the first man in the world to think of wealth more conclusive than a comparison of population
as money—and it becomes necessary for us now, which would have ranked Russia first. The
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fighting dollar—a token that can be exchanged at

once for war labor and war materials—is the

true measure of economic war strength. And in

a country devoted to the arts of peace, unprac-

tised in the arts of war, it is as complicated a task

to muster billions of dollars, put them in khaki,

and send them to the fighting lines, as to collect

millions of civilians and make soldiers of them.

Germany, with an autocratic military govern-

ment that had been preparing for war in her

factories as on her drill grounds, was able to

conscript all production for war purposes, and
mass her economic strength almost as speedily

as she massed her fighting men. A friend of

mine who was living in Berlin when the German
hordes began to trample Belgium into the mire

of war, told me this incident of his own knowledge,

and it typifies what happened generally in Ger-

man industry. Not far from where he lived was
a successful factory that made fancy paper boxes

to contain jewelry and high-grade candies. Five

days after war was declared two government

inspectors came to this factory and said to the

proprietors:

Fancy paper boxes are unnecessary in war time.

Here are the plans by which your plant may be changed

into a rope factory. We will place government instruc-

tors here and you are to manufacture rope until further

orders.

A week later that manufacturing plant had
turned over and was making rope.

France and England and our own country did

not begin by conscripting production, but each

in turn has been forced to take over more and
more of the machinery of production as war
needs became increasingly urgent. Not having

autocractic government at the beginning of war,

and, therefore, relying on the voluntary release

of goods and services for financing the war, our

organization of industry on a war basis has been

slower. The voluntary release of goods and
services—which may be called saving—is an
individual action, and the necessity of it was not

apparent to many of us who had always thought

in terms of money. The gospel of it which in-

spired the War Savings Campaign in England
and in this country may be summed up in a

single sentence, and it is obvious when once

stated: Nobody buys anything without making
somebody else work for him. That is a funda-

mental principle of economics. Somewhere, some-

how, somebody else is working for you when you
spend money.
The *' Business as Usual" signs in London which

were erected during the first six months of war
as an indication of real bull-dog spirit, came down
promptly when Englishmen realized that this

advice might starve a rapidly growing army in

France urgently calling for food and munitions.
" If there is plenty of money in circulation

through good business," said the Business-as-

Usual man, "every one can invest in government
securities and the money will supply our army."
But the War Savings missionaries went up and
down the land telling people that there were only

so many goods and services in the General Store,

and that if they continued to buy in war time as

they bought in peace, the Government couldn't

buy for the army.

In this country during the past year we have
had advertisers who urged people to buy all the

automobiles they wanted and all the diamond
necklaces they wanted that there might be

plenty of money in circulation to buy Liberty

Bonds. They were in the same class with a man
in a town in southern New Jersey whose letterhead

advertised the fact that he was a ''Garbage

Collector and Cess-pool Cleaner." Through a

mailing mistake an invitation to join a ''W. S. S.

Si 000 Limit Club" was sent to him and he re-

plied:

These new food regulations of Hoover's have terri-

bly injured my business and I am now just making a

living and haven't any money to buy War Savings

Stamps.

He refrained from urging: j

Waste food that the garbage can may be filled and

I may have money to buy Government securities.

The garbage can school of economics is built on

mistaking dollars for wealth. The vital question

in war time is not how much we can afford to

spend, but how much the Government can afford

to have us spend.

Because of these fallacies, so common to all,

we might realize more intelligently what problems

have been solved in our war financing up to date

and the job that is ahead of us, if we could express

the cost in terms of labor and materials. That
j

cannot be done with even approximate exactness,
|

because essential war industries, from farming,

buildingof ships, and the manufacture of uniforms, '

arms, and munitions, shade down in importance

to a zone that is not clearly defined in its indirect

contributions to war. By the census of 1 9 1 o there

were 36,177,000 men and women in this country

more than sixteen years of age engaged in gainful

occupations. Estimates made last October,

based on all the data at that time available, indi-

cate that the United States was expected to have

not far from 16,000,000 people directly occupied

in war work this year, either in military service, or

in civil life, engaged in providing supplies for the

military forces. In considering this figure in
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proportion to the total number of industrial

workers in this country now, we must remember
that one of the most important economic develop-

ments of the war has been the mobilization of

women's labor, which has largely increased our

total number of workers engaged in gainful occu-

pations over the figures of the 191 o census.

These figures, however, give only a rough meas-

ure of the cost of war to the United States in

terms of labor.

COST OF THE WAR FOR THE FIRST FOUR YEARS

In terms of money we are expected to give in

taxes or loan on bonds to the United States Treas-

ury this current fiscal year ending June 30, 1919,

524,000,000,000. England has a budget for this

fifthyearof the war of J 1
4,464,000,000, and France

a budget for Ji 1,387,000,000, making a total for

the Allies of $49,851,000,000. The total dollar

cost of the war for all the nations directly involved

after four years of warfare, amounted on July

31, 19 1 8, to $144,000,000,000. Of this amount
$14,600,000,000 represented the United States'

war expenses for its first sixteen months' parti-

cipation. Where do all these dollars, or their

equivalent in pounds, francs, or marks, come
from? There isn't that amount of money in

existence. According to the recent report of the

United States Comptroller of the Currency, the

amount of real money in the whole world,

exclusive of India and China, was only

$30,500,000,000. The obvious answer, of course,

is that this money doesn't come from anywhere.

The dollar financing of the war is largely a credit

transaction. And the raising of these ^ast

amounts of money or credits, is the easier part

of the job of financing the war. The harder

task is to spend it quickly and without unneces-

sary inflation of prices.

A billion dollars is a comparatively new phrase

to us. One billion dollars is so much that no
one of us can comprehend what it means. Before

the war one billion dollars represented that

monumental thing which "political outs" and
some timid people worried a lot about—our big

national debt. The aggregate debt of all the

forty-eight states of our Union is just about

$500,000,000—one half of a billion. Our Treasury
Department records show that every dollar that

this Government has spent from the time it was
founded until we declared war on April 6, 191 7,

including, of course, the cost of all our previous

wars, all our expensive Federal buildings, our

pension list, and the salaries of every man who
had ever been on the Government payroll,

totals $26,300,000,000. And yet in this single

fiscal year of 1918-19 we are expected to contri-

bute within $2,300,000,000 of that amount for

war expenditures. Already we have learned to

say "only a billion dollars" as glibly as we form-
erly talked of millions after someone had invented
the mouth-filling word "multimillionaire."

Of the $24,000,000,000 needed by the Treasury
this year taxation is expected to supply these

amounts based on estimates of the Ways and
Means Committee's Bill now pending in the
Senate and subject to change:

Individual income tax, normal and
surtax $1,482,186,000

Corporations, income, excess profits,

and war profits tax 4,094,000,000
Estimated indirect, excise, and special

taxes 2,606,306,000

Add
Estimated customs, excess postage,

and other income 893,694,000

1,076,186,000

This leaves a balance of $14,923,814,000 to

be provided by the sale of bonds and War Sav-

ings Stamps. The Fourth Liberty Loan of

$6,000,000,000, the biggest undertaking of its

sort ever attempted by any country, has been

oversubscribed. As this is written^ unofficial

returns indicate an oversubscription of

$866,000,000. Considering the sums to be sup-

plied by taxation as secured, these figures indicate

a balance of something more than $7,000,000,000

to be obtained by borrowing before June 30th.

The subscriptions of many individuals and cor-

porations to this Fourth Loan have been so large

in proportion to their incomes, that they may not

be able to liquidate their bank loans before the

next ofl^ering of bonds. There can be no doubt,

however, of the Treasury Department getting,

when it needs it, all the money required for war
expenses. Our national debt at the beginning

of this fiscal year, as compared with national

wealth, is proportionately smaller than that of

any of the other active belligerents, as is shown

by the following estimates:

NATIONAL PRESENT DE3T p. c.
WEALTH

Japan . . . $28,000,000,000 $1,300,000,000 4 6

United States. 250,000,000,000 15,000,000,000 6

Italy . . . 25,000,000,000 7,000,000,000 28

France. 65,000,000,000 23,000,000,000 35 4

Germany . 80,000,000,000 3 1 ,000,000,000 38 7

Great Britain 90,000,000,000 36,675,000,000 40 7

Russia 40,000,000,000 25,400,000,000 63 5

Austria-

Hungary 25.000,000,000 20,000,000,000 80

More important than an estimate of our nat-

ional wealth in helping us realize our obligations

to the Government at this time, is an estimate of

our national income—for war must be financed
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almost entirely from current income. Wilford I. 21,375,000 of those families receiving §2,000 or

King's estimate that our national income in 1910 less.

was $30,000,000,000, was accepted after much Without raising the vexed question as to the

discussion, by many statisticians. The method relative merits of paying for war expenditures

of approach to this subject has never been stan- by taxation or by borrowing, which has been de-

dardized, and there are no Government tabula- bated from Dr. Thomas Chalmers and John
tions on national income. Recent studies of Stuart Mill down to the present time, it is per-

Prof. David Friday, based on all the best statis- tinent to these figures to call attention to the

tics that are available, reached the conclusion fact that wealth is now taxed more heavily in the

that our national income for 1918-19 would be United States than in England or in France,

between sixty and seventy billions. If we accept This is not "a rich man's war and a poor man's
the larger estimate, our budget for this year now fight." It is everybody's fight, and the poor

calls for 24 cents out of every 70 cents earned, man's profit.

No statistician or economist would attempt to Not only are the people with smaller incomes

say what the credit strength of the United States losing proportionately less through taxation, but

is. The credit of a nation like the credit of an through the money they are investing in Govern-
individual, is not measured by the yard-stick ment bonds they are going to be, collectively, the

of wealth. Character and the way credit is used heaviest creditors in the future. If the rich were

are factors to be considered. England's credit financing the war by bonds and the people with

has not been impaired with a national debt, the smaller incomes were financing it by taxes,

according to the above estimates, representing the reverse would be true. In that case the poor

more than 40 per cent, of her total wealth. It of the next generation would be taxed to pay
may, therefore, be asserted rather loosely that interest and principal of the war loans which

the United States could possibly borrow would be held by the rich, as ultimately were the

$100,000,000,000, if the need were urgent. loans of the Civil War,

A table of averages, which was prepared by Mr.

C. O. Co*rnell to help along the Fourth Liberty

Loan, shows how the §24,000,000,000 to be raised If money or credit had never been invented,

this year might be equitably provided by the it would be perfectly clear to us that the whole

23,500,000 families in this country—if every cost of this war falls necessarily on this generation

family could do its proportionate share. Some and that it cannot be shifted to the next by any
significant deductions may be drawn from his kind of a credit device. Whatever the war con-

figures. Unless the tax bill now pending in Con- sumes must be produced during the war, and as

gress is radically changed before it becomes a law, we have floated all our loans with our own money,
the larger part of the burden of taxation must be we* will have paid, collectively, the whole bill

borne by the corporations and the individuals when the war ends. There were 18,300,000 sub-

with the larger incomes. The corporations, after scribers of the Third Liberty Loan and, although

paying their taxes estimated at four billions, the returns for the Fourth are not complete as

paying approximately three billions in dividends this is written, it is estimated that more than

and keeping up their properties, will have com- twenty-one millions of people subscribed to it.

paratively small amounts to invest in bonds. It is estimated that at least thirty-five millions

These estimates assume that the banks, in addi- of people have bought War Savings Stamps,

tion to meeting their share of corporate taxation. Much of the money that has gone into these

can take care of about five and a half billion subscriptions would not have been saved in any
bonds either by direct purchase or by loans, and other way. Few Liberty Bonds, sound as they

that there will be left about nine billion dollars are, have been sold as an investment. Sub-

of the burden to be borne by families and individ- scriptions have been made from patriotic motives
;

uals. The tax burden on those in the lower and the publicity campaigns have been built

range of incomes is comparatively light. There- around the soldier. The next generation is not

fore, the responsibility for our Liberty Loans going to be saddled with our war debt. It is

rests very largely with those receiving incomes of going to inherit our Government securities, and

§10,000 and under. If we estimate our national the man who has bought Liberty Bonds beyond
|

income at sixty billions, instead of Prof. Fri- his share insures his heirs getting more as bond-
|

day's higher figure of seventy billions, 80 per holders than they pay in taxes. The principal ;

cent, of it will be received by 23,350,000 families and interest of these bonds must be paid by
;

having incomes of §10,000 and under; 76 per taxation, but as they are held by our own tax-
j

cent, by 23,140,000 of those families having payers, this will mean taking the money out of
'

incomes of §5,000 or under, and 67 per cent, by one pocket and putting it in the other.
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Of course, the next generation will be injured calls for 15,000,000 tons of merchant ships and
by the war because billions of dollars' worth of up to November i, 1918, we had constructed

labor and materials have been diverted from only 2,500,000 tons of it. This programme will

wealth-producing industries and applied exclus- be continued and our shipyards kept going to full

ively to destruction. We are all the richer for capacity, until it is completed, despite the arm-
what is spent on productive labor, and we are all istice with its promise of peace. We may reason-

the poorer for v/hat is wasted in unproductive ably hope, with this start, provided steps are

labor. War is waste—but if this war should end taken to reform our navigation laws and place

the menace of militarism which has made all American owners on an equal footing with their

Europe an armed camp, it may be only the first competitors, that our flag will again take its

step in a great constructive process out of which, rightful place on the seas, and if it does, this

let us hope, may come a new and better world will be a large-sized entry on the credit side of

worth all it has cost. We are drawing heavily war.

now on that portion of our income which, in The War Savings Campaign has been able to

normal times, is applied to the maintenance and make Thrift in this country semi-respectable,

repair account. Capital extensions, except those and it has accomplished this only by putting

necessary to carry on the war, have been deferred Thrift in a military uniform. As a people we
with a consequent loss of the wealth that they have confused Thrift with miserliness and, as a

might have created. Nation and as individuals, we have been reck-

But there is no approximately accurate way in lessly extravagant of our national resources and
which our profit and loss accounts may be bal- of our own agencies of production. If some part

anced at the end of the war. The economic of this necessary lesson taught by war becomes
theory that a large part of the wealth existing at a habit in peace, its contributions to the total

any time has been created within a year, is based wealth of the country might be enormous,

on the assumption that capital, except in certain Another of the credit by-products of war has

jfixed forms like land, factories, machinery, rail- been the realization of the criminal waste of our

[roads, and buildings, is kept in existence not by man power and our neglect to train it. "Are you
[preservation, but like population, by perpetual working or loafing?" asks war, and if the reply

reproduction. If a country has not been devas- is ** loafing,'' the order comes to get busy. "If

j^ated physically, its rapid repair of war losses you are working, is your work essential to war?

depends on the man power available. France If not, get into something that is." Our indus-

has twice in the past century emerged from a dis- trial machinery not only has been increased

astrous war, paid off indemnities that were enormously by the unlimited demands of the

seemingly crushing, and forthwith entered on a past four years, but it has been improved in

lew career of domestic prosperity and high inter- ways that ought to reduce our average pre-war

national credit. Our United States have not cost. The non-essentials in peace time may not

jDeen devastated by war, and compared with our be defined as clearly as in war time. Many pro-

\llies, our loss of men has been proportionately ducts that are non-essential to one scale of living

/ery small. are essential to another. The economic struggle

LOSS OF ALLIED SHIPPING ^°' Supremacy that is bound to come after peace,

IS going to call for the best utilization of all our

The loss of the Allies, through the activities of man power, and war has shown up glaringly some

ierman and Austrian submarines, amounted of our past weaknesses. War has greatly stimu-

n August I, 1 9 18, to 14,229,976 tons. German- lated production in every essential industry in

'Wned ships, which have been seized by the Allies this country, and the number of women now en-

nd put to use, had a gross tonnage of 2,589,000 gaged in gainful occupations is constantly in-

nd newly constructed ships a gross tonnage of creasing. Many of them will continue after

,986,266, a total offset to the Allied losses of peace comes. And we are going to have back in

1,575,266 gross tons, making a net loss of ton- productive work several millions of physically

age of 2,654,710 tons. The money loss by sub- fit, thoroughly trained men. All these credits

larines may be roughly estimated at about in our war accounts and many others, not the

7,500,000,000, about equally divided between least of them our present international reputa-

lips and cargoes. As a result of these losses tion, must be considered when we attempt to

ie United States has returned to the sea and is count the material cost of our participation in

ow so well organized for shipbuilding that the this war.

)nstruction in American yards last August sur- At the beginning of the war we were a debtor

assed all other Allied and neutral construction nation owing the world, according to estimates

jmbined. Our present shipping programme made by John E. Rovensky, about S5,000,000,000,
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including securities of all kinds and property purposes, and it is the difficult task of our Fed-
owned in the United States by non-resident eral Reserve Governors and our bankers to guard
foreigners. Foreign securities to the extent of them against dangerous inflation. If by "infla-

about $1,500,000,000 were owned by American tion" we mean the abnormal rising of prices for

citizens. But the interest on these securities commodities, then we have inflation now, but
was only a part of our total outgo. We bor- perhaps it is due more to Government buying
rowed foreign ships for nearly all our foreign than to an extension of credits through Govern-
trade, and our cargoes were insured by foreign ment borrowing. We must not lay at the door
insurance companies. Our total net outgo of of much abused and little understood "inflation"

money was about $500,000,000 a year. Of this the increases in price levels due to the great de-

amount $175,000,000 was interest on securities mands of war. The war not only took millions

and income from foreign-owned property; of men from the industries, but it created an
$25,000,000 was for freight charges; $125,000,000 enormous demand for war supplies, which in-

represented remittances by foreign laborers; eluded food, clothing, coal, and many other things

$150,000,000 was spent by American tourists that those of us who have been left behind the

abroad, and there were insurance premiums and fighting lines for one reason or another must have
sundry other items totaling about $25,000,000. to live. And many of us were slow in learning the

Our net average balance of trade during the ten lesson that every dollar we spent for anything not

years preceding the war was $492,669,759,. which necessary to our health and efficiency (and those

was slightly less than our outgo of money. Since needs must be defined by each individual for

the war, with its urgent demands from abroad for himself) was a dollar that went into the market-

many supplies which only this country could place to bid against the Government and thus

furnish, our exports have increased tremendously, boost prices.

With the balance of trade swinging strongly in our Such credit inflation as we have had has been

favor our foreign-held securities have come back devoted largely to stimulating the production of

in payment for goods delivered, and it is probable war materials which, in great part, have been

that our net debt to foreign countries was can- wasted according to a strictly economic esti-

celled before we entered the war. Our total mate. Of course, that part of war expendi-

loans to our Allies amounted on November i, ture which has resulted in increased productive

1 91 8, to $7,732,967,666. Up to July I, 1 91 8, capacity convertible to peace needs, has not con-

we had exported more merchandise than we im- tributed materially to so-called inflation. If the

ported, to the extent of about ten billions of large Government loans had not been supplied

dollars, and Mr. Rovensky estimates that by the substantially from the savings of the nation,

end of this year, we will be in the position of a inflation must necessarily have resulted. The
creditor nation to the extent of $9,000,000,000. banks would have been forced to carry a dis-

This will mean a net annual income of about proportionate amount of the bonds and this would

$450,000,000 as against annual interest payments have absorbed part of the credit norm.ally reserved

to foreigners, when we were a debtor nation, of for commercial borrowers.

$175,000,000. Whether we pay freight charges Peace will bring to us the necessity for a redis-

after the war or collect them depends on how our tribution of labor and the reconversion of our

merchant marine is built up and how it is operated, productive capacity to peace needs. The
difficulties of those two tasks ought not to be

TRADE CONDITIONS AFTER THE WAR
underestimated. We find ourselves approaching

Because European markets have been impov- peace, stronger in productive power, abundantly

erished by the war, it is assumed that for some supplied with labor and, the war considered, in

time to come their norm.al purchases will be most satisfactory financial condition. It re-

smaller than in pre-war days. There can be no mains for us so to develop our opportunities as to

doubt, however, of the demand that will come to realize the greatest helpfulness to a world facing

us for all sorts of materials needed to restore the a reconstruction period.

production standard, and optimists are looking No nation ever took up arms inspired by higher

for larger trade balances after the war than we motives than those of the United States in this

had before, if our industries may be properly struggle. We realized the possible cost, but we
organized for export business. Our manufac- did not count it. We pledged our national

turers and merchants have a new point of view of honor to fight this war through to a conclusion

the world's buying power, and the "big things" that should not mock civilization—to our last

before the war are the small things of to-day. man and our last dollar if need be. We have

War finance has disclosed hitherto unrealized saved our soul by fighting—and perhaps have

possibilities in credit expansion for industrial gained the world.
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Fighting Indians in the Southwest—Young Pershing's First Service Near the Mexican
Border—Proved Himself a Capable Officer—His Marksmanship—His Personal

Characteristics and Some of His Exploits

BY

GEORGE Macadam

A
PECULIAR interest attaches to the

time and place of Pershing's initial

service as a soldier: an illuminating

i side-light is thrown across the thirty

^ subsequent years to a certain inter-

national affair in which Pershing played a leading

part.

Upon his graduation from West Point, Second
Lieutenant Pershing was assigned to fill the va-

cancy existing in Troop L, Sixth U. S. Cavalry,

stationed at Fort Bayard, New Mexico. At the

expiration of the leave regularly granted to grad-

uates, Pershing reported for duty. This was on
September 30, 1886.

Fort Bayard is just seventy miles due north

from the international boundary line south of

which lies the vasi: Mexican State of Chihuahua

into which, in 1916, Pershing led the Expedition-

ary Force to get "Villa, dead or alive." Physi-

cally, the country in which Pershing got his first

schooling as a regular Army officer is identical

with the country in which thirty years later he

led that great man-hunt—the same baffling net-

work of mountains, the same maze of seamed and
rock-strewn canons, the same blistering stretches

of alkali sands, the same broiling sun by day and
nipping air by night, the same cruel scarcity of

water, the same elusive trails.

Just a short time before Pershing's arrival at

Fort Bayard, the officers and enlisted men sta-

tioned in this Apache country had succeeded in

solving a problem which, from a purely military

standpoint, was almost identical with Pershing's

subsequent Villa problem. That wily old chief-

A TYPICAL SCENE IN NEW MEXICO .

A wide stretch of plains, often alkaline, and then range after range of rocky, precipitous mountains
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CHIEF MANGAS
Of the dreaded Chiricahua band of Apaches, against whom

the Sixth Cavalry was operating in 1886

tain, Geronimo, at the head of a band of the
dreaded Chiricahuas, had broken from the reser-

vation and disappeared into the fastnesses of the

adjacent mountains. With these merciless ma-
rauders afield, the country was in a state of panic.

Orders came from Washington to get " Geronimo,
dead or alive/'

No men ever had a more difficult quarry to

LIEUTENANT J. J. PERSHING
As he looked during his service among the Indians

of the West

run down. The endurance and fleetness and

elusiveness of the Apache puts him in a class by
himself. That veteran Indian fighter, General

Nelson A. Miles, who was given command in this

campaign, tells of creditable accounts of Apaches

"running a hundred miles in a day"; of their lung

power enabling them "to start at the base of a

mountain and run to the .siummit without stop-
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WHERE INDIANS LURKED
From canons such as this in the mountains of New Mexico, the Indians would rush out and attack the whites

:iaij,-sa«ja<»^

WHERE PERSHING FIRST SAW SERVICE

'Officers' Row," the storehouses, etc., at Fort Bayard, N. Max., where Pershing began his military career
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ping"; of their abiHty to "completely conceal rendered some few weeks before Pershing re-

themselves with grass, brush, and feathers"; of ported for duty at Fort Bayard. But there was a

the fact that "when hard pushed and driven to little aftermath of the campaign, and in this he

the higher peaks of the mountains they could had a short participation, getting his first taste of

subsist on field mice and the juice of the giant Army life in the field. Mangas, one of the

cactus"; that "when pursued they would steal Apache chiefs who had fled southward with Ge-
horses in one valley, ride until they exhausted ronimo, had not surrendered. Lieutenant John-
them, and then destroy or abandon them, travel son, of the Tenth Cavalry, picked up his trail

on foot over the mountains, descend and raid an- in the mountains of Chihuahua, and followed it

other valley, and continue this course until they northward, the little band of hostile Chiricahuas

felt themselves free from their pursuers." striking for the Black Range and the MogoUon
But in the' Geronimo hunt, the commanding Mountains of New Mexico, those savage stretches

general and the detachments in the field were of country, favorite retreats for renegade Indians,

given an absolutely free hand. The plan of Whenever the Indians went on the war path,

campaign adopted was to get on the trail, and, or whenever any of them fled from the reserva-

by putting in fresh relays of troops, to follow it tions, or whenever there were marauders of any
hard, and thus finally wear the hostiles down, kind, either red-skins or white-skins, to be rounded

They were "constantly pursued in New Mexico, up by the Army, the method adopted was to send

Arizona, and northern Mexico," says General out detachments, numbering from six to thirty

Miles. "Captain Lawton's command finally men, each detachment in command of an officer,

took up the trail and followed them down into certain detachments to watch important passes in

Old Mexico, to the Yaqui River country, some the mountains, others to watch water holes, and
two hundred miles south of the boundary. By still others to scout. Whatever detachment
perseverance and tenacity Lawton's command fol- picked up the trail of the quarry, the orders were

lowed the Apaches for three months over the most that that detachment should follow the trail until

mountainous country on the continent, the Indians word could be passed, either by courier or by
trying by every possible device to throw the com- heliograph signal flashed from intrenched stations

mand off their trail." After "being constantly located on mountain tops, to another detachment
pursued by the different detachments and com- that could take up the chase,

mands for five months, they were worn down." All the troops of cavalry and companies of

Following negotiations in the mountains with infantry that could be safely spared from theArmy
Captain Lawton, Geronimo finally surrendered posts of New Mexico and Arizona had been split

on the afternoon of September 4, 1886, to General up into detachments and had gone into the field

Miles at his camp in Skeleton Canyon, near the in the Geronimo campaign. Now, with Mangas
Mexican line. reported headed for the mountains in the vicinity

A year after the close of this campaign of hard of Fort Bayard, additional detachments were

trailing and hard riding (the same sort of cam- sent from that post. Pershing, fresh from West
paign that an unhindered Villa campaign would Point, was given command of one of the detach-

have been, except that no Mexican could be as ments to go out on scout duty,

elusive as an Apache) Pershing, in a series of Now let me sketch a little picture of "detach-

Indian country army manoeuvres, had a chance ment scouting" in those old frontier days: it will

to measure his talents against some of the men fit Pershing's first Army experience, it will fit any

who had played a part net only in the Geronimo of the subsequent scouts that he went on during

campaign but in the numerous Apache wars his four years of service in the Southwest, and so

that had preceded it. The manoeuvres were also will it fit the unsung service of those many
arranged as a series of contests in scouting, certain other Army officers who played their part in

detachments to elude, others to pursue and cap- smoothing the way for civilization in that hard,

ture. How the Second Lieutenant of one year's forbidding corner of the world,

experience ranked v/ith the veterans, is shown by In those days of "emergency calls," there was

the annual report, for the year 1888, of General kept at every post, ready to be fastened upon the

Miles, then Commander of the Department of pack mules, ten days' rations for a troop or any

Arizona: thirty-three officers led detachments in fraction of a troop. A troop consisted of sixty

these manoeuvres, but in General Miles's sum- men. The rations were cut down to the barest

mary for special commendation, only nine offi- essentials: "sow-belly," flour, coffee, sugar, salt,

cers are mentioned, and Pershing is mentioned and pepper. Each man carried a blanket and a

twice. The story of these picturesque contests saddle blanket, and fifty rounds of ammunition,

will be told in its chronological place. The pack mules carried an additional one hundred

As I have already said, Geronimo had sur- and twenty rounds of ammunition per man. No
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tents were taken. So close to the bone did these

men live that ten pack mules could carry the im-

pedimenta for a whole troop on a ten days' scout.

The call might come by courier at any hour of

the day or night. On more than one occasion it

came when the post was holding a hop: the ad-

jutant notified the designated officer; he quietly

slipped away, to get into his field uniform; the

wives of the married men went out to bid their

husbands a hurried farewell; then the little de-

tachment rode off into the darkness; and per-

haps not until then did the word pass around

—

"So-and-So is out!"

By day the sun would scorch. Crossing the

broad alkali flats, the dust would parch throat

and eyes, and crack lips, face, and ears. There
were stretches of mile after mile without any real

shade: if the men sought a brief rest they would
crawl into the shadow of a rock or a giant cactus,

or, lacking these, lie with their faces to the

ground, their hats pulled over the backs of their

heads and necks.

Often forty or fifty miles of hard riding lay

between one water hole and the next. The men
had strict orders not to touch their canteens until

it was definitely known that water was within

reach. New Mexico is one of those arid lands

which is cursed with the mirage: time after time,

this seductive apparition would promise trees and
shade and water within easy riding distance, but

the detachment might be compelled to make a

*'dry camp'' before it would get the opportunity

to assuage the thirst of man or beast. It was not

an unusual thing for the horses to be so crazy

with thirst when a water hole was finally reached,

that they would have to be beaten back with
rifle butts until the men had drunk. Occasionally

the Indians would poison the water holes by
throwing in the carcasses of animals. This was
done to delay the troops: the water would then
have to be boiled. This would kill the germs
but not the taste. Coffee was usually added
by the soldiers; but the ancient taste survived.

Pershing had three weeks of this detachment
scouting before he was called back to Fort Bay-
ard, Mangas and his band having been run down
and captured in Arizona, by Captain Cooper, of

the Tenth Cavalry, after a remarkable pursuit

which led over five mountain ranges.

Here is the opinion of an officer who was
Pershing's senior in the Sixth Cavalry by six

years—all of them spent in the Apache country:
*Mn those days, when a youngster joined a

regiment, he was not expected to express himself
on military matters until he had had some little

experience. But there was a certain something
in Pershing's appearance and manner which made
him an exception to the rule. Within a very

short time after he came to the post, a senior

officer would turn to him and say: 'Pershing,

what do you think of this?' And his opinion

was such that we always listened to it. He was
quiet, unobtrusive in his opinions. But when
asked, he always went to the meat of a question

in a few words. From the first, he had respon-

sible duties thrown on him. We all learned to

respect and like him. He was genial and full of

fun. No matter what the work or what the play,

he always took a willing and leading part. He
was punctilious in his observance of post duties;

always keen for detachment work; glad to help get

up a hop, go on a picnic with the ladies, romp with

the children, or sit in a game of poker. He worked
hard, and he played hard; but if he had work to

do, he never let play interfere with it."

LOCATION OF HELIOGRAPH STATIONS

Not long after Pershing's return from his scout

after Mangas, we find him detailed to take a
detachment of men and locate a line of heliograph

stations between Fort Bayard and Fort Stanton,

1 60 miles, as the crow flies, to the eastward, but

many more miles as cavalry travels, some of the

roughest, most inhospitable country in the South-

west lying between those two forts.

The heliograph has since fallen into more or

less discredit as a means of military signalling;

but at that time and particularly in that section

of the country, it was regarded by some of the

high military officials as an invaluable means of

watching the country and of flashing from one

isolated military post to another, or to detach-

ments in the field, any news concerning the move-
ments of Indians. So this detail of Pershing's

was one of some little responsibility and much
difficulty. In a land that is a network of moun-
tains, such peaks had to be selected that the helio-

graph flash could be caught from the station on

the peak behind and passed on to the station on

the peak in front. To select the proper peaks, to

work a cavalry detachment through the encom-

passing mountains, and at the same time keep

man and beast supplied with food and particularly

water, made a neat little problem.

On March 9, 1887, Pershing wrote from Fort

Bayard:

I have spent three weeks in scouting, been absent

in charge of a detachment one month locating a line

of heliograph stations between here and Fort Stanton,

and the rest of the time I have been here. At Stanton

I met Julius Penn (a classmate at West Point) and

talked over old times.

With General Courts, Garrison Courts, morning and

evening stables, drills, recitations in tactics, and Boards

of Survey—(arranged with a view to climax) my time

is quite well occupied.
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The foregoing extract gives a fair idea of the

disposition of an officer's time at any one of the

posts in the Southwest during the years that im-

mediately followed the close of the Apache wars

—about one third of the time in the field, the

other two thirds at the post.

With the capture of Geronimo and Mangas,
comparative peace came to this section of the

country. But it was only a comparative peace, a

peace that might dissolve at the flash of a gun.

There were many Indian reservations in this

vicinity: the Navajo, the Moqui (or Hopi), the

Ute, the Jicarillo, the Zufii, the White Mountain,
and the Mescalero. The Navajo Indians were

one of the largest and most powerful tribes that

the soldiers of that day had to deal with. They
numbered about 20,000, with 4,000 men capable

of bearing arms, and money enough to supply

themselves with the most improved rifles.

Many of the Indians had not as yet become
reconciled to the ways of peace; game, the red-

man's food supply from time immemorial, was
rapidly disappearing before the spreading do-

minion of the white man. And so there were
occasional cattle raids and sheep raids from the

Indian reservations, sometimes accentuated by
shootings and killings. And there were tres-

passers on the reservations, sometimes ranch-

men, sometimes prospectors. And to keep the

pot boiling there were traders who made a busi-

ness of supplying the Indians with fire-water

and firearms. It was the soldiers' job to keep

the pot from boiling over.

And so at Fort Bayard, at Fort Stanton, and
at Fort Wingate, the three posts at which Persh-

ing was variously stationed during his four years

in the Southwest, as well as at the other posts

in this section of the country, we find detach-

ments being sent out on work of which the follow-

ing are samples:

To vicinity of Guadalupe Canyon, to scout for hostile

Indians reported as in that neighborhood, and to have
killed two men.
To scout for Indians reported as killing cattle in

Santa Rita Mountains, vicinity of Temporal Gulch.

To Carrizo Mountains, to eject prospectors, number-
ing thirty-five to fifty, reported as trespassing on the

Navajo reservation.

To scout through San Andreas Mountains, in search

of marauding Indians.

To Jicarillo reservation and assist agent in arrest of

sellers of whiskey to Indians.

To scout west on Pleasant Valley trail for the five

Indians, murderers of Freighter Herbert.

To Keams Canyon to quell uprising of- Moqui In-

dians.

In 1887, Pershing was transferred to Fort

Stanton. This post is in the valley between the

Sierra Blancas and the Capitan Mountains.

Here quarters were shared by three bachelors, all

second lieutenants of the same vintage: Pershing,

Penn, and Paddock. A post wag labeled them
"the three green P's," and the label stuck.

Here is a little incident, unimportant except

as it indicates a trait in Pershing's character

—

his readiness to find pleasure in giving others

pleasure. For some time a number of the offi-

cers' wives at Fort Stanton had been anxious

to explore a strange cave—the channel of a sub-

terranean river long since gone dry—about six

miles distant from the post. They could not,

however, interest any of the officers sufficiently in

the cave to get them to act as escort. But when
Pershing was asked, he immediately agreed to go,

and entered into the preparations for the explora-

tion with great enthusiasm. An enlisted man
who knew the cave went along as guide. Lunch-
eon and a supply of candles were taken. The
whole day was spent in subterranean exploration,

even luncheon being eaten underground in the

pale glimmer of candles.

Miss May and Miss Grace Pershing traveled

down from Lincoln to visit their brother. The
visit was the beginning of an army romance.

Miss Grace afterwards marrying Lieutenant

Paddock. The romance ended in China where

Paddock lost his life during the Boxer Uprising.

Their son is now in France with the American
Army.

SCOUTING MANCEUVRES

In the fall of 1887, there was held, under "Gen-
eral Orders" from the Commander of the De-

partment of Arizona, General Miles, the series of

scouting manoeuvres of which mention has al-

ready been made. These manoeuvres were

jokingly known among the officers and enlisted

men as "rabbit hunts."

"The element of strength possessed by the

Indians that is most difficult to contend with,"

said General Miles, "is their skill in rapidly pass-

ing over a country, noting every feature of it, and

observing their enemies without exposing them-

selves or being discovered." The manoeuvres

were designed "to practice the troops so as to

enable them in times of actual hostility to make
the country untenable for a savage enemy."

"At the same time," added General Miles, "it is

an experience from which can be obtained in-

struction that will be invaluable to the officers

in case they should be suddenly called upon for

service in civilized warfare."

The commanding officer at each of the various

posts was ordered to send out a detachment of

troops which was to make its way to another

specified post. These detachments were known

as raiding parties, and were to be started at
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12 M. The raiders were allowed, by the carefully

devised rules governing the contests, to ride until

6 o'clock of the day following their start. They
then had to go into camp, and remain until noon.

After that, their daily periods of marching were

limited to the hours between noon and midnight.

The route to be followed by each party of " raid-

ers" to the particular post that it was endeavor-

ing to capture, was roughly outlined in the orders;

but within these limits, the commanding officer

of each detachment could select his own line of

march, and conceal his men and camps according

to his own judgment.

Eighteen hours after the start of the "raid-

ers,'' a detachment was to be sent in pursuit.

The commanding officers of the posts to be

''raided," were also ordered to "conceal their

troops and establish lookouts in such a way as to

discover, surprise, and capture the raiders, if pos-

sible, and in any event, they are directed to have
the raiding party pursued until a fresh command
is on the trail. Information concerning the

party to be pursued will be communicated with
the least possible delay by heliograph, telegraph,

or courier to the different post commanders and
to all troops placed to intercept them."
A post was to be considered "captured" if

the raiding detachment succeeded in getting

within a specified distance undiscovered. The
raiding, pursuing, or intercepting parties, or any
portion of them, "will be regarded as captured
whenever another detachment or command of

equal numbers gets within hailing distance or

within bugle sound." It was also ordered that
" care will be taken to avoid breaking down either

the troop, horses, or pack animals."

The raiders used all the tricks known in Indian

warfare. The commanding officer would have
his men drop off one by one so that the pursuers

would finally discover the trail thinning down to

the track of a single horse, the detachment re-

uniting at a designated rendezvous. A ridge of

rock would be followed since it was apt to retain

a trail less visible than that left in sand or dirt.

The men would ride in the beds of running
streams, destroy their trail by driving herds of

cattle over it, tie gunny sacks on the feet of their

horses, reverse the shoes on the horses' hoofs

—

resort to anything and everything that would
annoy, deceive, and delay their pursuers.

The statistics of these manoeuvres throw a re-

vealing light on Pershing's desire to take advan-
tage of every opportunity to advance himself.

Counting raiding, pursuing, intercepting, and ob-
serving parties, there were in all fifty-two trips

made during these manoeuvres of 1887, thirty-

three officers participating. Seventeen officers

made one trip, thirteen officers made two trips.

and three officers made three trips. Pershing

was one of the three-trip men.

I will describe only the raids in which Pershing

played a part. It should here be said, perhaps,

that during his year in the Southwest, Pershing

had taken a great interest in scouting and the

tactics of Indian warfare.

At noon, September 17th, Lieutenant G. L.

Scott, a West Pointer of the class of '75, one of

the "cracker-jack Indian fighters" of the Sixth

Cavalry, started from Fort Stanton to raid Fort

Bayard. Six o'clock the following morning. Sec-

ond Lieutenant Pershing left in command of the

pursuing detachment. He followed the trail

across the alkali plains; across the Mai Pais—that

remarkable mile-wide river of solidified but

seamed and torn lava; by the head of the San
Andreas Mountains (there are only two known
springs in this vicinity); then across that water-

less, treeless plain, the Jornada del Muerto
(Journey of Death). At the Rio Grande, ninety

miles from Fort Stanton, he overtook and cap-

tured the raiders, as they were headed for the

fastnesses of the Black Range. Raiders and
pursuers then proceeded to San Antonio, N.
Mex., for a few days' rest.

At noon on September 25th, Pershing at-

tempted a raid on Fort Stanton, starting from

San Antonio. At six o'clock the following morn-
ing Scott took up the pursuit. The trail led

southwest to Fairview, thence south twelve miles,

where Scott, on September 27th, returned the

compliment by capturing Pershing after a no-
mile chase.

One of the best raids in these manoeuvres was
made by Captain W. M. Wallace, ranking captain

of the Sixth Cavalry. He raided Fort Stanton

from Fort Bayard. Starting at the appointed

hour, on October 12th, he proceeded "northeast

to Old Fort McRae, on the Rio Grande, sixty-five

miles, passing through Hillsboro, thence east of

northeast to Fort Stanton, ninety-five miles, ar-

riving there October 19th." Not only did he es-

cape capture and succeed in "raiding" the fort, but

on the way, at Engle, N. Mex., he captured

Lieutenant W. S. Biddle, Thirteenth Infantry,

and party, who were in pursuit of him from Fort

Bayard. After a rest at Fort Stanton, Captain

Wallace, on October 3 1 st, started to raid toward

Fort Bayard. He struck toward the southwest,

through the Sacramento Mountains, through

Tularosa, across the White Sands; but at 3 p. m.,

November 3d, as he was making San Andreas

Pass, 1 30 miles from Fort Stanton, he was cap-

tured by Pershing.

The records of the War Department show that

by the following year, Pershing had succeeded in

distinguishing himself in another military activ-
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ity: his name is the twenty-second in a Hst of

109 "sharpshooters in the Army of the U. S. for

target year 1888, whose quaHfying scores aggre-

gate 540 (90 per cent). Pershing's percentage was
92.17.

The following year in the cavalry competition

held at Fort Wingate, for the Departments of

California and Arizona, Pershing ranked second

in the revolver competition. Shooting dis-

mounted, his score was the highest ; but his marks-
manship mounted, pulled his total score down to

79 per cent. The winner made 80. 5

.

Though the date jumps somewhat ahead of the

story, in 1891, Pershing, because of his score

made in the cavalry competitions held at Belle-

vue, Nebr., was transferred to the class of

"distinguished marksmen." In revolver shooting,

mounted and dismounted, he stood second in the

list, receiving a silver medal. In carbine shooting,

including both "known distances and skirmish

firing," he stood fifth, getting a bronze medal.

The story of Pershing in the Southwest cannot

be left without the telling of this incident: Early

in the morning of iVlay 9, 1889, Colonel E. A.

Carr, the veteran commander of the Sixth Cavalry,

then making his headquarters at Fort Wingate,

N. Mex., was awakened by word that there

were messengers to see him, bearing urgent

news from the Zuni Reservation. Three white

men had been discovered by the Zunis driving

off some of the latters' horses. When followed,

they had opened fire, killing three of the Indians.

More Indians appearing, the white men had fled

to the "S." Ranch where they had taken refuge

in a cabin which was now surrounded by a large

number of Indians.

Colonel Carr immediately despatched Persh-

ing with ten men to bring in the murderers.

A twenty-mile ride brought the soldiers to the

scene of trouble. About a hundred and fifty

Zunis were occupying sheltered points about the

cabin. The siege had lasted since the previous

afternoon and the Zunis were greatly incensed

and excited. There had been some shooting: the

besieged had mortally wounded another Zuni,

and the besiegers had accidentally killed a horse

belonging to the Cibollo Cattle Company, whose

employees, however, took no part in the fight.

Pershing first talked to the chief of the Zunis.

He told him that the Indians must leave the

matter entirely in his hands; that he would arrest

the men and turn them over to the proper author-

ities for trial. The chief grunted his assent.

Pershing then posted his men about the cabin,

and, leaving his revolver in his holster, strode

up to the door, put his shoulder against it, and

—

this being a manoeuvre that the besieged had not

expected of the Zunis—it opened. He stepped

inside, closed the door behind him, and put his

back against it. The three men had got a little

careless as the siege had dragged out hour after

hour without any aggressive action on the part of

the Indians. They were seated about, smoking.

But before Pershing was well inside the cabin,

he was covered by three rifles. It was a moment
when a single false move, when the least hint of

fear or indecision, might put action in a trigger-

finger.

"Well, boys, I've come to get you."

The "boys" opined, with profane trimmings,

that they were not going to go.

Pershing talked quietly with them, telling

them that it would be much better for them
to go quietly, that the cabin was surrounded

by his men, and that there was no chance of

escape.

"Well, what are you going to do with us?"

"Take you to Fort Wingate," was the uncom-
promising reply.

They'd be triple-blanked if he would.

More talk. Finally: "We'll go with you if

we can carry our guns."

"No, you're going as my prisoners. I'll prom-

ise you that the Indians will not touch you."

Unconditional capitulation came at last, and by

night the three men were locked in the guard-

house at Fort Wingate.

On November 23d, the Sixth Cavalry received

a telegraphic order to prepare at once for a change

of station and to take the field in Dakota. The
final order to move arrived about midnight of No-

vember 30th. The railroad journey was begun

the next day. On December 9th, the regi-

ment detrained at Rapid City, S. Dak., to the

northwest of the Bad Lands, the apparent rally-

ing place of the disaffected Plains Indians.

''The Life of General Pershing' will he continued in the

World's Work for February with the story of his experiences

in the Sioux Campaign, the University of Nebraska, at Fort

Assinihoine and in Cuba.
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NINTH ARTICLE

CALLOUS as Wangenheim showed him-

self to be, he was not quite so im-

placable toward the Armenians as

the German Naval Attache in Con-
stantinople, Humann. This person

v/as generally regarded as a man of great influ-

ence; his position in Constantinople corres-

ponded to that of Boy-Ed in the United States.

A German diplomat once told me that Humann
was more of a Turk than Enver or Talaat.

Despite this reputation I attempted to enlist

his influence. I appealed to him particularly

because he was a friend of Enver, and was
generally looked upon as an important con-

necting link between the German Embassy and
the Turkish Military authorities. Humann
was a personal emissary of the Kaiser, in con-

stant communication with Berlin and undoubt-
edly he reflected the attitude of the ruling

powers in Germany. He discussed the Armenian
problem with the utmost frankness and brutality.

''
I have lived in Turkey the larger part of

my life/' he told me, ''and I know the Armenians.

1 also know that both Armenians and Turks
cannot live together in this country. One of

these races has got to go. And 1 don't blame
the Turks for what they are doing to the Ar-

menians. I think that they are entirely justified.

The weaker nation must succumb. The Ar-

menians desire to dismember Turkey; they are

against the Turks and the Germans in this war,

and they, therefore, have no right to exist here.

I also think that Wangenheim went altogether

too far in making a protest; at least I would not

have done this."

I expressed my horror at such sentiments, but

Humann went on abusing the Armenian people

and absolving the Turks from all blame.

"It is a matter of safety," he replied; "the

Turks have got to protect themselves, and,

from this point of view, they are entirely justified

in what they are doing. Why, we found 7,000

guns at Kadikeui which belonged to the Ar-

menians. At first Enver wanted to treat the

Armenians with the utmost moderation, and four

months ago he insisted that they be given another
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opportunity to demonstrate their loyalty. But Jr., paid a visit to the Gallipoli peninsula, where
after what they did at Van, he had to yield to he was entertained by General Liman von Sanders
the army, which had been insisting all along that and other German officers. He had hardly
it should protect its rear. The Committee stepped into German headquarters when an officer

decided upon the deportations and Enver reluc- came up to him and said:

tantly agreed. All Armenians are working for "Those are very interesting articles on the
the destruction of Turkey's power—and the only Armenian question which your father is writing
thing to do is to deport them. Enver is really a in the American newspapers."
very kind-hearted man; he is incapable per- *'My father has been writing no articles,"

sonally of hurting a fly! But when it comes to my son replied.

defending an idea in which he believes, he will "Oh," said this officer, *'just because his name
do it fearlessly and recklessly. Moreover, the isn't signed to them doesn't mean that he is not
Young Turks have to get rid of the Armenians writing them!"
merely as a matter of self-protection. The Von Sanders also spoke on this subject.

Committee is strong only in Constantinople and " Your father is making a great mistake," he
a few other large cities. Everywhere else the said, "giving out the facts about what the Turks
people are strongly 'Old Turk.' And these Old are doing to the Armenians. That really is not
Turks are all fanatics. These Old Turks are not his business."

in favor of the present government, and so the As hints of this kind made no impression on me.
Committee has to do everything in its power to the Germans evidently decided to resort to

protect themselves. But don't think that any threats. In the early autumn, a Dr. Nossig
harm will come to other Christians. Any Turk arrived in Constantinople from Berlin. Dr.
can easily pick out three Armenians among a Nossig was a German Jew, and came to Turkey
thousand Turks!" evidently to work against the Zionists. After

he had talked with me for a few minutes, describ-

ing his Jewish activities, I soon discovered that

Humann was not the only important German he was a German political agent. He came to see

who expressed this latter sentiment. Intimations me twice; the first time his talk was somewhat
began to reach me from many sources that my indefinite, the purpose of the call apparently being

"meddling" in behalf of the Armenians was to make my acquaintance and insinuate himself

making me more and more unpopular in German into my good graces. The second time, after

officialdom. One day in October, Neurath, the discoursing vaguely on several topics, he came
German Counseiller, called and showed me a directly to the point. He drew his chair close

telegram which he had just received from the up to me and began to talk in the most friendly

German Foreign Office. This contained the and confidential manner.
information that Earl Crewe and Earl Cromer "Mr. Ambassador," he said, "we are both
had spoken on the Armenians in the House of Jews and I want to speak to you as one Jew to

Lords, had laid the responsibility for the massa- another. I hope you will not be offended if I

cres upon the Germans, and had declared that presume upon this to give you a little advice,

they had received their information from an You are very active in the interest of the Ar-
American witness. The telegram also referred menians and I do not think you realize how very

to an article in the Westminster Gazette, which said unpopular you are becoming, for this reason, with

that the German consuls at certain places had the authorities here. In fact, I think that I

instigated and even led the attacks, and par- ought to tell you that the Turkish Government is

ticularly mentioned Resler of Aleppo. Neurath contemplating asking for your recall. Your
said that his government had directed him to protests for the Armenians will be useless. The
obtain a denial of these charges from the American Germans will not interfere for them and you are

Ambassador at Constantinople. I refused to just spoiling your opportunity for usefulness and

make such a denial, saying that I did not feel running the risk that your career will end ig-

called upon to decide officially whether Turkey nominously."

or Germany was to blame for these crimes. **Are you giving me this advice," I asked.

Yet everywhere in diplomatic circles there "because you have a real interest in my personal

seemed to be a conviction that the American welfare?"

Ambassador was responsible for the wide pub- "Certainly," he answered; "all of us Jews are

licity which the Armenian massacres were receiv- proud of what you have done and we would hate

ing in Europe and the United States. I have no to see your career end disastrously."

hesitation in saying that they were right about "Then you go back to the German Embassy,"

this. In December, my son, Henry Morgenthau, I said, "and tell Wangenheim what I say—to go
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ahead and have me recalled. If I am to suf/er We again discussed the deportations,

martyrdom, I can think of no better cause in "Germany is not responsible for this/' Wangen-
which to be sacrificed. In fact, I would welcome heim said.

it, for I can think of no greater honor than to be "You can assert that to the end of time," I

recalled because I, a Jev/, have been exerting all replied, "but nobody will believe it. The world
my powers to save the lives of hundreds of thous- will always hold Germany responsible; the guilt

ands of Christians." of these crimes will be your inheritance forever.

Dr. Nossig hurriedly left my office and I have I know that you have filed a paper protest,

never seen him since. When next I met Enver But what does that amount to? You know
I told him that there were rumors that the Otto- better than I do that such a protest will have no
man Government was about to ask for my recall, effect. I do not claim that Germany is responsi-

He was very emphatic in denouncing the whole ble for these massacres in the sense that she insti-

story as a falsehood. "We would not be guilty gated them. But she Is responsible in the sense

of making such a ridiculous mistake," he said, that she had power to stop them and did not use

So there was not the slightest doubt that this it. And it is not only America and your present

attem.pt to intimidate me had been hatched at enemies that will hold you responsible. The
the German Embassy. German people will some day call your gov-

ernment to account. You are a Christian people
LAST TALK WITH WANGENHEIM ^ a ^u *' 11 u r n rand the time will come when Germans will realize

Wangenheim returned to Constantinople in that you have let a Mohammedan people destroy

early October. I was shocked at the changes another Christian nation. How foolish is your
that had taken place in the man. As I wrote protest that I am sending information to my
in my diary, "he looked the perfect picture of State Department. Do you suppose that you
Wotan." His face was almost constantly twitch- can keep secret such hellish atrocities as these?

ing; he wore a black cover over his right eye. Don't get such a silly, ostrich-like thought as

and he seemed unusually nervous and depressed, that—don't think that by ignoring them your-

He told me that he had obtained little rest; that selves, you can get the rest of the world to do so.

he had been obliged to spend most of his time in Crimes like these cry to heaven. Do you think

Berlin attending to business. A few days after I could know about things like this and not report

his return I met him on my way to Haskeui; he them to my Government? And don't forget

said that he was going to the American Embassy that German missionaries, as well as American,

and together \ve walked back to it. I had been are sending me information about the Armenians."

recently told by Talaat that he intended to deport

all the Armenians who were left in Turkey and
this statement had induced me to make a final "All that you say may be true," replied the

plea to the one man in Constantinople who had German Ambassador, "hut the big problem that

the power to end the horrors. 1 took Wangen- confronts us is to win this war. Turkey has set-

heim up to the second floor of the Embassy, where tied with her foreign enemies; she has done
we could be entirely alone and uninterrupted, and that at the Dardanelles and at Gallipoli. She is

there, for more than an hour, sitting together over now trying to settle her internal affairs. They
the tea table, we had our last conversation on this still greatly fear that the Capitulations will

subject. again be forced upon them. Before they are

"Berlin telegraphs me," he said, "that your again put under this restraint, they intend to have

Secretary of State tells them that you say that their internal problems in such shape that there

more Armenians than ever have been massacred will be little chance of any interference from

since Bulgaria has come in on our side." foreign nations. Talaat has told me that he is

WE MUST WIN THIS WAR

'&

"No, I did not cable that," I replied. "
I admit determined to complete this task before peace is

that I have sent a large amount of information declared. In the future they don't intend that

to Washington. 1 have sent copies of every the Russians shall be in a position to say that

report and every statement to the State Depart- they have a right to intervene about Armenian
ment. They are safely lodged there and whatever matters because there are a large number of

happens to me, the evidence is complete, and the Armenians in Russia who are affected by the

American people are not dependent on my oral troubles of their coreligionists in Turkey. Giers

report for their information. But this particular used to be doing this all the time and the Turks

statement you make is not quite accurate. I do not intend that any ambassador from Russia

merely informed Mr. Lansing that any influence or from any other country shall have such an

Bulgaria might exert to stop the massacres has opportunity in the future. The Armenians any-

been lost, now that she has become Turkey'sally." way are a very poor lot. You come in contact
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in Constantinople with Armenians of the educated Sultan's representatives, remained standing during

classes, and you get your impressions about them the simple but impressive ceremonies. Then the

from these men, but all the Armenians are not of procession formed; German sailors carried the

that type. Yet I admit that they have been bier upon their shoulders, other German sailors

treated terribly. I sent a man to make investiga- carried the huge bunches of flowers, and all

tions and he reported that the worst outrages members of the diplomatic corps and the officials

have not been committed by Turkish officials but of the Turkish Government followed on foot,

by brigands." The Grand Vizier led the procession; I walked
Wangenheim again suggested that the Ar- the whole way with Enver. All the officers of the

menians be taken to the United States, and once Goehen and the Breslau, and all the German gen-

more 1 gave him the reasons why this would be erals, dressed in full uniform, followed. It

impracticable. seemed as though the whole of Constantinople

"Never mind all these considerations," I said, lined the streets, and the atmosphere had some
" Let us disregard everything—military necessity, of the quality of a holiday. We walked to the

state policy, and all else—and let us look upon grounds of Dolma Bagtche, the Sultan's Palace,

this simply as a human problem. Remember that passing through the gate which the ambassadors
most of the people who are being treated in this enter when presenting their credentials. At the

way are old men, old women, and helpless children, dock a beautiful steam launch lay awaiting our
Why can't you, as a human being, see that these arrival, and in this stood Neurath, the

people are permitted to live?" German Counseiller, ready to receive the body
"At the present stage of internal affairs in of his dead chieftain. The coffin, entirely cov-

Turkey," Wangenheim replied, "I shall not ered with flowers, was placed in the boat. As the

intervene." launch sailed out into the stream Neurath, a
six-foot Prussian, dressed in his military uniform,

his helmet a waving mass of white plumes, stood

1 saw that it was useless to discuss the matter erect and silent. Wangenheim was buried in the

further. He was a man who was devoid of sym- park of the summer embassy at Therapia, by the

pathy and human pity, and I turned from him in side of his comrade Colonel Leipzig. No final

disgust. Wangenheim rose to leave. As he did resting-place would have been more appropriate,

so he gave a gasp, and his legs suddenly shot from for this had been the scene of his diplomatic sue-

under him. I jumped and caught the man just cesses, and it was from this place that, a little

as he was falling. For a minute he seemed utterly more than two years before, he had directed by
dazed; he looked at me in a bewildered way, then wireless the Goeken and the Breslau, and safely

suddenly collected himself and regained his poise, brought them into Constantinople, thus making
I took the Ambassador by the arm, piloted him it inevitable that Turkey should join forces

downstairs, and put him into his automobile. By with Germany, and paved the way for all the

this time he had apparently recovered from his triumphs and all the horrors that have neces-

dizzy spell and he reached home safely. Two days sarily followed that event,

afterward, while sitting at his dinner table, he had , .

a stroke of apoplexy; he was carried upstairs

to his bed, but he never regained consciousness. My failure to stop the destruction of the

On October 24th, I was officially informed that Armenians had made Turkey for me a place

Wangenheim was dead. And thus my last recol- of horror, and I found intolerable my further

lection of Wangenheim is that of the Ambassador daily association with men who, however
as he sat in my office in the American Embassy, gracious and accommodating and good-natured

absolutely refusing to exert any influence to pre- they might have been to the American Am-
vent the massacre of a nation. He was the one bassador, were still reeking with the blood of near-

man, and his government was the one govern- ly a million human beings. Could I have done
ment, that could have stopped these crimes, but, anything more, either for Americans, enemy
as Wangenheim told me many times, "our one aliens, or the persecuted peoples of the empire, I

aim is to win this war." would willingly have stayed. The position of

A few days afterward official Turkey and the Americans and Europeans, however, had now be-

diplomatic force paid their last tribute to this come secure and, so far as the subject peoples were

perfect embodiment of the Prussian system, concerned, I had reached the end of my resources.

The funeral was held in the garden of the German Moreover, an event was approaching in the

Embassy at Pera. The inclosure was filled with United States which, 1 believed, would inevitably

flowers. Practically the whole gathering, except- have the greatest influence upon the future of the

ing the family and the ambassadors ajid the world and of democracy—the Presidential cam-
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paign. I felt that there was nothing so import- ''No," Enver replied, ''but I know how they

ant in international politics as the reelection of feel."

President Wilson. I could imagine no greater "That is not sufficient," I answered. "You
calamity, for the United States and the world, had better communicate with them directly

than that the American nation should fail to in- through the German Embassy. I would not be

dorse heartily this great statesman. If 1 could willing to submit a proposition that was not en-

substantially assist in Mr. Wilson's reelection, I dorsed by all the Teutonic Allies.

"

concluded that I could better serve my country Enver thought that it would be almost useless

at home at this juncture. to discuss the matter with the German Am-
I had another practical reason for returning bassador. He said, however, that he was just

home, and that was to give the President and the leaving for Orsova, a town on the Hungarian and
State Department, by word of mouth, such first- Rumanian frontier, where he was to have a con-

hand information as I possessed on the European ferencewith Falkenhayn, at that time the German
situation. It was especially important to give Chief-of-Staff. Falkenhayn, said Enver, was the

them the latest side lights on the subject of peace, important man; he would take up the question of

In the latter part of 191 5 and the early part of peace with him.

1 91 6 this was the uppermost topic in Constan- "Why do you think that it is a good time to dis-

tinople. Enver Pasha was constantly asking me cuss peace now?" I asked.

to intercede with the President to end the war. " Because in two weeks we shall have com-
Several times he intimated that Turkey was war- pletely annihilated Serbia. We think that should

weary and that her salvation depended on getting put the Allies in a frame of mind to discuss peace,

an early peace. I have already described the con- My visit to Falkenhayn is to complete arrange-

ditions that prevailed a few months after the out- ments for the invasion of Egypt. In a very few

break of the war, but, by the end of 191 5, they days we expect Greece to join us. We are already

were infinitely worse. When Turkey decided on preparing tons of provisions and fodder to send to

the deportation and massacre of her subject Greece. And when we get Greece, of course, Ru-
peoples, especially the Armenians and Greeks, mania will come in. When the Greeks and Ru-
she had signed her own economic death warrant, manians join us, we shall have a million fresh

These were the people, as I have already said, who troops. We shall get all the guns and ammuni-
controlled her industries and her finance and de- tion we need from Germany as soon as the direct

veloped her agriculture, and the material conse- railroad is opened. All these things make it an
quences of this great national crime now began to excellent time for us to take up the matter of

be everywhere apparent. The- farms were lying peace."

uncultivated and daily thousands of peasants I asked the Minister of War to talk the matter
were dying of starvation. As the Armenians over with Falkenhayn at his proposed interview,

and Greeks were the largest taxpayers, their an- and report to me when he returned. In some way
nihilation greatly reduced the state revenues, and this conversation came to the ears of the new Ger-

the fact that practically all Turkish ports were man Ambassador, Graf Wolf-Metternich, who
blockaded had shut off customs collections. The immediately called to discuss the subject. He
mere statement that Turkey was barely taking in apparently wished to impress upon me two things:

money enough to pay the interest on her debt, to that Germany would never surrender Alsace-

say nothing of ordinary expenses and war ex- Lorraine and that she would insist on the return of

penses, gives a fair idea of her advanced degree of all her colonies. I replied that it was apparently

exhaustion. In these facts Turkey had abun- useless to discuss peace until England first won
dant reasons for desiring a speedy peace. Besides some great military victory,

this, Enver and the ruling party feared a revolu- "That may be so," replied the Graf, "but you
tion, unless the war quickly came to an end. As can hardly expect that Germany shall let England
I wrote the State Department about this time, win such a victory merely to put her in a frame of

"These men are willing to do almost anything to mind to consider peace. But I think that you
retain their power.

"

are wrong. It is a mistake to say that Great
Still I did not take Enver's importunities for Britain has not already won great victories. I

peace any too seriously. think that she has several very substantial ones

"Are you speaking for yourself and your party to her credit. Just consider what she has done,

in this matter," I asked him, "or do you really She has established her unquestioned supremacy of

speak for Germany also? I cannot submit a pro- the seas and driven off all German commerce. She
position from you unless the Germans are back has not only not lost a foot of her own territory,

of you. Have you consulted them about but she has gained enormous new domains. She
this?

"
has annexed Cyprus and Egypt and has conquered
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all the German colonies. She is in possession of

a considerable part of Mesopotamia. How
absurd to say that England has gained nothing by
the war!''

Germany's peace terms

On December ist, Enver came to the American
Embassy and reported the results of his interview

with Falkenhayn. The German Chief-of-Staff

had said that Germany would very much like to

discuss peace but that Germany could not state

her terms in advance, as such an action would be

generally interpreted as a sign of weakness. But

one thing could be depended on; the Allies could

obtain far more favorable terms at that moment
that at any future time. Enver told me that the

Germans would be willing to surrender all the

territory they had taken from the French and
practically all of Belgium. But the one thing on
which they had definitely settled was the perma-

nent dismemberment of Serbia. Not an acre of

Macedonia would be returned to Serbia and even
parts of old Serbia woukl be retained; that is, Ser-

bia would become a much smaller country than

she had been before the Balkan Wars, and, in fact

she would practically disappear as an independent

state. The meaning of all this was apparent,

even then. Germany had won the object for

which she had really gone to war; a complete

route from Berlin to Constantinople and the East;

part, and a good part of the Pan-German " Mittel

Europa" had thus become an accomplished mili-

tary fact. Apparently Germany was willing to

give up the overrun provinces of northern France

and Belgium, provided that the Entente would
consent to her retention of these conquests. The
proposal which Falkenhayn made then did not

materially differ from that which Germany put
forward in the latter part of 19 14. This Enver-
Falkenhayn interview, as reported to me, shows
that it was no suddenly conceived German plan,

but that it has been Germany's scheme from the

first.

In all this I saw no particular promise of an
early peace. Yet I thought that I should lay

these facts before the President. I, therefore,

, applied to Washington for a leave of absence,

; which was granted.

farewell to enver and talaat

I had my farewell interview with Enver and
Talaat on the thirteenth of January. Both men
were in their most delightful mood. Evidently
both were turning over in their minds, as was I,

all the momentous events that had taken place in

Turkey, and in the world, since my first meeting
with them two years before. Then Talaat and
Enver were merely desperate adventurers who

had reached high position by assassination and
intrigue; their position was insecure, for at any
moment another revolution might plunge them
into the obscurity from which they had sprung
But now they were the unquestioned despots of

the Ottoman Empire, the allies of the then strong'

est military power in the world, the conquerors

—

absurdly enough they so regarded themselves—of

the British Navy. At this moment of their great

triumph—the Allied expedition to the Dardanelles

had evacuated their positions only two weeks be-

fore—both Talaat and Enver regarded their coun-
try again as a world power.

''
1 hear you are going home to spend a lot of

money and reelect your President, " said Talaat

—

this being a jocular reference to the fact that I was
the Chairman of the Finance Committee of the

Democratic National Committee. "That's very
foolish; why don't you stay here and give it to

Turkey? We need it more than your people do.

"

''But we hope you are coming back soon," he
added, in the polite (and insincere) manner of the

Oriental. "You and we have really grown up to-

gether;you came hereabout the same time that we
took office and we don't know how we could ever

get sowell acquaintedwithanotherman. We have
grown fond of you, too. We have had our differ-

ences, and pretty lively ones at times, but we have
always found you fair, and we respect American
policy in Turkey as you have represented it. We
don't like to see you go, even for a few months."

I expressed my pleasure at these words.

"It's very nice to hear you talk that way," I

answered. "Since you flatter me so much I

know that you will be willing to promise me cer-

tain things. Since I have you both here together

this is my chance to put you on record. Will you
treat the people in my charge considerately, just

the same as though I were here?"

"As to the American missionaries and colleges

and schools," said Talaat—and Enver assented—

•

"we give you an absolute promise. They will

not be molested in the slightest degree, but can

go on doing their work just the same as before.

Your mind can rest easily on that score.

"

"How about the British and French?" I

asked."

"Oh, well," said Talaat, smiling, "we may have

to have a little fun with them now and then, but

don't worry. We'll take good care of them."

And now for the last time I spoke on the sub-

ject that had rested so heavily on my mind for

many months. I feared that another appeal

would be useless, but 1 decided to make it.

" How about the Armenians?"
Talaat's geniality disappeared in an instant.

His face hardened and the fire of the beast lighted

up his eyes once more.
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GOOD-BY TO THE SULTAN

"What's the use of speaking about them?" he I knew the Crown Prince well and I had ex-

said, waving his hand. *'We are through with pected to have him as a fellow passenger to Berhn;

them. That's all over." he was about to make a trip.to Germany and his

Such was my farewell with Talaat. "That's special car was attached to this train. I hiad seen

all over," were his last words to me. much of Yussuf Izzeddin; he had several times

invited me to call upon him and we had spent

many hours talking over the United States and

The next da>' I had my farewell audience with American institutions, in which subject he had

the Sultan. He was the same gracious, kindly always displayed the keenest interest. Many
old gentleman whom I had first met two years be- times had he told me that he would like to intro-

fore. He received me informally, in civilian Eu- duce certain American governmental ideas in

ropean clothes, and asked me to sit down with him. Turkey. The morning when we were leaving for

We talked for twenty minutes, and discussed Berlin, the Crown Prince was found lying on the

among other things the pleasant relations that floor in his villa, bathed in a pool of blood, with

prevailed between America and Turkey. He his arteries cut. Yussuf was the son of Abdul-

thanked me for the interest which I had taken in Aziz, Sultan from 1861 to 1876, who, gruesomely

his country and hoped that I would soon return, enough, had ended his days by opening his arteries

Then he took up the question of war and peace. forty years before. The circumstances surround-
" Every monarch naturally desires peace," he ing the death of father and son were thus precisely

said. "Noneof us approves the shedding of blood, the same. The fact that Yussuf was strongly

But there are times w^hen war seems unavoidable. pro-Ally, that he had opposed Turkey's participa-

We may wish to settle our disputes amicably, but tion in the war on Germany's side, and that he was
we cannot always do it. This seems to be one of extremely antagonistic to the Committee of Union
them. I told the British Ambassador that we and Progress gave rise to many suspicions. I

did not wish to go to war with his country. I know nothing about the stories that now went
tell you the same thing now. But Turkey had to from mouth to mouth, and merely record that the

defend her rights. Russia attacked us; and natur- official report on the death was that it was a case

ally we had to defend ourselves. Thus the war of "suicide.

"

was not the result of any planning on our part; it "On Va suicide!" (they have suicided him!), re-

was an act of Allah—it was fate.

"

marked a witty Frenchman, when this verdict was
I expressed the hope that it might soon be over, reported.

"Yes, we wish peace also," replied His Majesty. This tragic announcement naturally cast a
" But it must be a peace that will guarantee the gloom over our party, as our train pulled out of

rights of our empire. 1 am sure that a civilized Constantinople, but the journey proved to be full

and flourishing country like America wants peace, of interest. I was now on the famous Balkanzug,

and she should exert all her efforts to bring about and this was only the second trip which it had
a peace that shall be permanent." made to Berlin. My room was No. 13; several

One of the Sultan's statements at this interview people came to look at it, telling me that, on the

left a lasting impression. This was his assertion outward trip, the train had been shot at, and a

that "Russia attacked us." That the simple- window of my apartment broken,

minded old gentleman believed this was apparent; Soon after we started I discovered that Admiral
it was also clear that he knew nothing of the real Usedom was one of my fellow passengers. Use-
facts—that Turkish warships, under German of- dom had had a distinguished career in the navy;
ficers, had plunged Turkey into the war by bom- among other things he had been captain of the

barding Russian seaports. Instead of telling him Hohen^ollern, the Kaiser's yacht, and thus was
the truth, the Young Turk leaders had foisted upon friendly terms with His Majesty. The last

upon the Sultan this fiction of Russiaastheaggres- time I had seen Usedom was on my visit to the
sor. The interview showed precisely to what ex- Dardanelles, where he had been Inspector General
tent the ostensible ruler of Turkey was acquainted of the Ottoman defenses. As soon as we met
with the crucial facts in the government of his again, the admiral began to talk about the abor-

own empire. tive Allied attack. He again made no secret of

In our interview Talaat and Enver had not the fears which he had then entertained that this

said their final farewells, telling me that they attack would succeed.

would meet me at the station. A few minutes be- "Several times," he said, "we thought that

fore the train started Bedri came up, rather pale- they were on the verge of getting through. All of

faced and excited, and brought me their apologies, us down there were very much distressed and de-

"They cannot come," he said, "the Crown pressed over the prospect. We owed much to the

Prince has just committed suicide." heroism of the Turks and their willingness to sac-
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rifice an unlimited number of human lives. It

is all over now—that part of our task is finished."

The Admiral thought that the British landing

party had been badly prepared, though he spoke

admiringly of the skill with which the Allies had
managed their retreat. I also obtained further

light on the German attitude toward the Armen-
ian massacres. Usedom made no attempt to

justify them ; neither did he blame the Turks. He
discussed the whole thing calmly, dispassionately,

merely as a military problem, and one would never

have guessed from his remarks that the lives of a

million human beings had been involved. He
simply said that the Armenians were in the way,
that they were an obstacle to German success,

and that it had, therefore, been necessary to re-

move them, just like so much useless lumber. He
spoke about them as detachedly as one would
speak about removing a row of houses in order to

bombard a city.

Poor Serbia! As our train sped through her

devastated districts I had a picture of what the

war had meant to this brave little country. In

the last two years this nation had stood alone,

practically unassisted by her Allies, attempting

to stem the rush of Pan-German conquest, just

as, for several centuries, she had stood as a bul-

wark against the onslaughts of the Turks. And
she had paid the penalty. Many farms

we passed were abandoned, overgrown with

weeds and neglected, and the buildings were
frequently roofless and sometimes razed to the

ground. Whenever we crossed a stream we saw
the remains of a dynamited bridge; in all cases

the Germans had built new ones to replace those

which had been destroyed. We saw many women
and children, looking ragged and half starved,

but significantly we saw very few men, for all had
either been killed or they were in the ranks of

Serbia's still existing and valiant little army. All

this time trains full of German soldiers were
passing us or standing on the switches at the

stations where we slowed up, a sufficient expla-

nation for all the misery and devastation we saw
on our way.

Ill

Our train drew into the Berlin station on the
evening of February 2, 19 16. The date is worth
mentioning, for that marked an important crisis

in German-American relations. Almost the first

man I met was my old friend -and colleague,

Ambassador James W. Gerard. Mr. Gerard told

me that he was packing up and expected to leave

Berlin at any moment, for he believed that a

break between Germany and the United States

was a matter only of days, perhaps of hours. At
that time Germany and the United States were

discussing the settlement of the Lusitania out-

rage. The negotiations had reached a point

where the Imperial Government had expressed a
willingness to express her regrets, pay an indem-
nity, and promise not to do it again. But the
President and Mr. Lansing insisted that Germany
should declare that the sinking of the Lusitania

had been an illegal act. This meant that Ger-
many at no time in the future could resume sub-
marine warfare without stultifying herself and
doing something which her own government had
denounced as contrary to international law.

But our Government- would accept nothing less

and the two nations were, therefore, at logger-

heads.

"I can do nothing more," said Mr. Gerard,

"I want to have you talk with Zimmerman and
Von Jagow, and perhaps you can give them a new
point of view."

MEETING WITH VON JAGOW

I soon discovered, from my many callers, that

the atmosphere in Berlin was tense and exceed-

ingly anti-American. Our country was regarded

everywhere as practically an ally of the Entente,

and I found that the most absurd ideas prevailed

concerning the closeness of our relations with

England. Thus it was generally believed that

Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, the British Ambassador
in Washington, met regularly with President

Wilson's Cabinet and was consulted on all our
national policies.

At three o'clock Mr. Gerard took me to the

Foreign Office and we spent more than an hour
there with Von Jagow. Von Jagow was a small,

slight man of nervous disposition. He lighted

cigarette after cigarette during our interview.

He was apparently greatly worried over the

American situation. Let us not suppose that

the German Government regarded lightly a

break with the United States. At that time their

newspapers were ridiculing and insulting us, and
making fun of the idea that Uncle Sam would go

to War. The contrast between these journalistic

vaporings and the anxiety, even the fear, which

this high German official displayed, much im-

pressed me. The prospect of having our men
and our resources thrown on the side of the

Entente he did not regard indifferently, whatever

the Berlin press might say. •

"It seems to us a shame that Mr. Lansing

should insist that we declare the Lusitania sinking

illegal," Von Jagow began. **He is acting like a

technical lawyer."
*'

If you want the real truth," I replied, "I do

not think that the United States is particular or

technical about the precise terms that you use.

But you must give definite assurances that you
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are sorry for the act, say that you regard it as an

improper one, and that it will not occur again.

Unless you do this, the United States will not be

satisfied."

"We cannot do that," he answered. "Public

opinion in Germany would not permit it. if we
should make a declaration such as you outline,

the present Cabinet would fall."

" But I thought that you had public opinion

here well under control," I answered. " It may
take a little time but certainly you can change

public sentiment so that it would approve such

a settlement."

"As far as the newspapers are concerned," said

Von Jagow, "that is true. We can absolutely

control them. However, that will take some time.

The newspapers cannot reverse themselves im-

mediately; they will have to do it gradually,

taking two or three weeks. We can manage
them. But there are members of Parliament

whom we can't control and they would make so

much trouble that we would all have to resign."

"Yet it seems to me," 1 rejoined, "that you

could get these members together, explain to

them the necessity of keeping the United States

out of the war, and that they would be convinced.

The trouble is that you Germans don't under-

stand conditions in my country. You don't

think that the United States will fight. You
don't understand President Wilson; you think

that he is an idealist and a peace man, and that,

under no circumstances, will he take up arms.

You are making the greatest and most costly

mistake that any nation could make. The
President has two sides to his nature. Do not

forget that he has Scotch-Irish blood in him.

Up to the present you have seen only the Scotch

side of him. That makes him very cautious,

makes him weigh every move, makes him patient

and long-suffering. But he has also all the fire

and combativeness of the Irish. Let him once
set his jaws and it takes a crowbar to open them
again. If he once decides to fight, he will fight

with all his soul and to the bitter end. You can
go just so far with your provocations but no
farther. You are also greatly deceived because

certain important members of Congress, perhaps

even a member of the Cabinet, have been for

peace. But there is one man who is going to

settle this matter—that is the President. He
will settle it as he thinks right and just, irrespec-

tive of what other people may say or do."

Von Jagow said that I had given him a new
impression of the President. But he still had one
more reason to believe that the United States

would not go to war.

"How about th^ German-Americans?" he
asked.

"I can tell you all about them,'* I answered,

"because I am one of them myself. I was born in

Germany and spent the first mine years of my life

here. I have always loved many things German,
such as its music and its literature. But my par-

ents left this country because they were dissat-

isfied and unhappy here. The United States

gave us a friendly reception and a home, and made
us prosperous and happy. There are many mil-

lions just like us; there is no business opportunity

and no social position that is not open to us. I

do not believe that there is a more contented

people in the world than the German-Americans."
I could not reveal to him my own state of

mind, as 1 was still ambassador, but I could and
did say: "Take my own children—they are

German-Americans of the second generation.

Their sympathies all through this war have
been with England and her Allies. My son is

here with me; he tells me that, if the United

States goes to war, he will enlist immediately.

Do you suppose, in case we should go to war with

Germany, that they would side with you? The
idea is simply preposterous. And the overwhelm-
ing mass of German-Americans feel precisely the

same way."
"But I am told," said Von Jagow, "that there

will be an insurrection of German-Americans if

your country makes war on us.

"

"Dismiss any such idea from your mind," I

replied. "The first one who attempts it will be

punished so promptly and so drastically that such

a movement will not go far. And I think that

the loyal German-Americans themselves will be
the first to administer such punishment."
"We wish to avoid a rupture with the United

States," said Von Jagow. "But we must have
time to change public sentiment here. There are

two parties here, holding diametrically opposed
views on submarine warfare. One believes in

pushing it to the limit, irrespective of conse-

quences to the United States or any other Power.

The present Cabinet takes the contrary view; we
wish to meet the contentions of your President.

But the militaristic faction is pushing us hard.

They will force us out of office if we declare the

Lusitania sinking illegal or improper. I think

that President Wilson should understand this.

We are working with him, but we must go

cautiously. I should suppose that Mr. Wilson,

since he wishes to avoid a break, would prefer to

have us in power. Why should he take a stand

that will drive us out of office and put in here

people who will make war inevitable between Ger-

many and the United States?"
" Do you wish Washington to understand, " I

asked, "that your tenure of office depends on your

not making this declaration?"
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"We certainly do/' replied Von Jagow. "I matter with me and now understand the German
wish that you would telegraph Washington to point of view. Won't you please ask him to do
that effect. Tell the President that, if we are nothing until you have reached the other side and
displaced now, we shall be succeeded by people explained the whole thing personally?"

who advocate unlimited submarine warfare.'' I made this promise and Mr. Gerard and I

He expressed himself as amazed at my descrip- cabled immediately,

tion of President Wilson and his willingness to At four-thirty o'clock I had an engagement to

fight. "We regard him," said Von Jagow, "as take tea with Dr. Alexander and his wife at their

absolutely a man of peace. Nor do we believe home. 1 had been there about fifteen minutes

that the American people will fight. They are when Zimmerman was announced! He was a

far from the scene of action, and, what, after all, different kind of man from Von Jagow. He im-

have they to fight for? Your material interests pressed me as much stronger, mentally and phys-

are not affected." ically. He was tall, even stately in his bearing,
" But there is one thing that we will fight for," masterful in his manner, direct and searching in

I replied, "and that is moral principle. It is his questions, but extremely pleasing and insinu-

quite apparent that you do not understand the ating.

American spirit. You do not realize that we are Zimmerman, discussing the German-American
holding off, not because we have no desire to fight, situation, began with a statement which I presume
but because we wish to be absolutely fair. We he thought would be gratifying to me. He told

first wish to have all the evidence in. I admit me how splendidly the Jews had behaved in Ger-

that we are reluctant to mix in foreign disputes, many during the war and how deeply under ob-

but we shall insist upon our right to use the ocean ligations the Germans felt to them,

as we see fit and we don't propose to have Ger- "After the war," he said, "they are going to be

many constantly interfering with that right and much better treated in Germany than they have
murdering our citizens. The American is still per- been."

haps a great powerful youth, but once he gets his

mind made up that he is going to defend his rights,
Zimmerman and german-AMERIcans

he will do so irrespective of consequences. You Zimmerman told me that Von Jagow had told

seem to think that Americans will not fight for a him about our talk and asked me to repeat part

principle; you apparently have forgotten that all of it. He was particularly interested, he said, in

our wars have been over matters of principle, my statements about the German-Americans, and
Take the greatest of them all—the Civil War, he wished to learn from me himself the facts upon
from 1861 to '65. We in the North fought to which I based my conclusions. Like most Ger-

emancipate the slaves; that was purely a matter of mans, he regarded the Germanic elements in our

principle; our material interests were not involved, population as almost a part of Germany.
And we fought that to the end, although we had "Are you sure that the mass of German-Amer-
to fight our own brothers.

"

icans would be loyal to the United States in case

"We don't want to be on bad terms with the of war?" he asked. "Aren't their feelings for the

United States," Von Jagow replied. "There are Fatherland really dominant?"
three nations on whom the peace of the world de- " You evidently regard those German-Amer-
Ipends—England, the United States, and Ger- leans as a distinct part of the population," I re-

Imany. We three should get together, establish plied, "living apart from the rest of the people

peace, and maintain it. 1 thank you for your ex- and having very little to do with American life as

planation; I understand the situation much better a whole. You could not make a greater mistake,

now. But I still don't see why your Government You can purchase a few here and there, who will

is so hard on Germany and so easy with England.

"

make a big noise and shout for Germany, but I am

I

I made the usual explanation that we regarded talking about the millions of Americans of German
our problem with each nation as a distinct matter ancestry. These people regard themselves as

and could not make our treatment of Germany in Americans and nothing else. The second gener-

any way conditional on our treatment of England, ation particularly resent being looked upon as

I

"Oh, yes," replied Von Jagow rather plain- Germans. It is practically impossible to make
tively. " It reminds me of two boys playing in a them talk German; they refuse to speak anything

yard. One is to be punished first and the other is but English. They do not read German news-

Awaiting for his turn. Wilson is going to spank the papers and will not go to German schools. They
erman boy first, and, after he gets through, then even resent going to Lutheran churches where

le proposes to take up England. the language is German. We have more than a

"Howev-er," he concluded, "
I wish you would million German-Americans in New York City,

pable the President that you have gone over the but it has been a great struggle to keep alive
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one German theatre; the reason is that these how mendacious it was—but we passed to other

people prefer the theatres where English is the topics. The matter of the submarine came up
language. We have a few German clubs, but their again.

membership is ver\- small. The German-Americans "We have voluntarily interned our navy,"
prefer to belong to the clubs of general member- said Zimmerman. "We can do nothing at sea

ship and there is not a single one in New York, except with our submarines. It seems to me
even the finest, where they are not received that the United States is making a serious mistake

upon their merits. In the political and social life in so strongly opposing the submarine. You
of New York there are few German-Americans who, have a long coast line and you may need the

as such, have acquired any prominent position, U-boat yourself some day. Suppose one of the

though there are plenty of men of distinguished European Powers or particularly Japan, should

position who are German in origin. If the United attack you. You could use the submarine to

States and Germany go to war, you will not only good purpose then. Besides, if you insist on
be surprised at the loyalty of our German people, this proposed declaration in the Lusitania matter,

but the whole world will be. Another point; if you will simply force our government into the

the United States goes in, we shall fight to the hands of the Tirpitz party."

end and it will be a very long and a very de- Zimmerman now returned again to the situa-

termined struggle." tion in Turkey. His question showed that he

After three years 1 have no reason to be was much displeased with the new German Am-
ashamed of either of these prophecies. I some- bassador, Graf Wolf-Metternich. Metternich,

tim.es wonder what Zimmerman now thinks of my it seemed, had failed in his attempt to win the

statements. good-will of the reigning powers in Turkey and
After the explanation Zimmerman began to had been a trial to the German Foreign Office,

talk about Turkey. He seemed interested to Metternich had shown a different attitude toward
find out whether the Turks were likely to make a the Armenians from Wangenheim, and he had
separate peace. I bluntly told him that the made sincere attempts with Talaat and Enver to

Turks felt themselves to be under no obligations stop the massacres. Zimmerman now told me
to the Germans. This gave me another oppor- that Metternich had made a great mistake in do-

tunity. ing this and had destroyed his influence at Con-
"

I have learned a good deal about German stantinople. Zimmerman made no effort to con-
\

methods in Turkey," I said. "I think it would ceal his displeasure over Metternich's manifesta-

be a great mistake to attempt similar tactics in tion of a humanitarian spirit. I now saw that

the United States. I speak of this because there Wangenheim had really represented the attitude

has been a good deal of sabotage there already, of official Berlin, and I thus had confirmation.

This in itself is solidifying the German-Americans from the highest German authority, of my con-

against you and is more than anything else driv- viction that Germany had silently acquiesced in

ing the United States into the arms of England." those deportations.
" But the German Government is not respon-

sible," said Zimmerman. "We know nothing In a few days we had taken the steamer at

about it." Copenhagen, and, on February 22d, I found my-
Of course I could not accept that statement on self once more sailing into New York harbor

its face value—recent developments have shown and home.

The End



FOOD TO SAVE THE WORLD
How an Appeal to Humane Sentiment Gave Mr. Hoover the Power to Control the Food

Supply of the Nation for the Emergency of War and for the Greater Emergency of Peace

BY

RALPH W. PAGE

E WENT into the war because

the German General Staff held

the conviction that American

wheat was more dangerous to

the Teuton army than Amer-
ican soldiers could ever be. They realized what
we soon discovered

—
"that food will win the

war." The ruthless submarine campaign that

outraged Christendom was primarily directed

against the trans-Atlantic journeys of the

Chicago pig en route to the Tommy's haver-

sack. Rather than risk the replenishment of

the poilu's larder from the harvest fields of

Kansas, William the Conquered elected to defy

the Republic.

Every general and statesman in the Allied

councils was equally aware of the transcendent

importance of this matter of American food. It

was, of course, patent that the strongest physical

constitutions could not endure in the face of

starvation. Subsequent events in Russia and
Austria and in Prussia itself have emphasized

the less obvious but more certain fact that the will

to fight and the spiritual strength of the nations

—the morale we hear so much about—is directly

dependent upon the supply of fuel feeding the

human dynamo. Let the folk in even the most
Spartan country be weakened by famine, and the

inevitable germs of destruction and disintegra-

tion seize upon their hearts and their convictions,

their wills and their intellects, as well as upon
their muscles. And the red flag hoisted over

their departed power is the same as the white

flag of abject submission to the invader.

From the instant we declared war our enormous
resources—immediate and potential—together

with our complete protection from the ravages

of the conflagration, put into our keeping the

physical life of the crusaders in the field, and more
vital still, the stamina and courage of the civilized

sections of the old world.

With the breaking of ''Der Tag" the world

stripped itself for the death grapple, and dis-

carded the menu card and the French chef and
the hors-d'oeuvres along with its frock coat and
its limousines. Dining thereafter became as a

simple mathematical sum dealing with wheat and
beef and pork and butter and sugar. Given

"Tal fl'om Cooking

One Pound of Saisa^e

tvery Spoonfu! of Drippings

IS Valuable in Cooking

LARD AND BUTTER ARE SCARCE
Dairy production among the Allies decreased 50 per cent, during the war. The lard supply has also decreased.

I economy in fats has never been more important than now
Kitchen
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A MUNICIPAL CANNING STATION

In these city establishments food that would otherwise go to waste in the markets is saved, and women who are not prepared to

do canning at their homes are instructed in the best methods of putting up food for winter use

these things, the sons of Alfred and Charlemagne
would fight until this cooling cinder congealed.

In figures which really mean nothing, being

merely the yard stick for measuring an unmeas-
urable revolution in American life, our problem
was easily stated. Not counting an American
soldier to be supplied, the Allies in Europe had
to be provided with a prodigious volume of these

minimum necessities of existence. And nat-

urally enough our stocks had already been heavily

drained by the era of destruction. Take the

situation in wheat, for example. During the

fiscal year 191 6-17 we had shipped the Allies a

hundred and thirty-five million bushels. And
the bin was well-nigh empty. The best we could

calculate was an excess of eighty-eight millions

above our own normal use, and here were the

authorities in Europe demonstrating beyond
cavil that the ravages of the devastation left

them with a certain deficit of four hundred million

bushels.

The granaries of the Argentine and Australia

might as well have been on the moon, so scarce

had the bottoms become. The problem of sugar
and pork and beef presented precisely the same
difficulties. To draw these supplies out of the

pantries of America, and at the same time to

carefully and fairly distribute the remaining
scarcity without sending prices to the sky and the

commoner to the poor house, the insane asylum,

or the ranks of the I. W. W., was a prodigious

proposition. It was recognized that it required

concentrated organization, backed by publicity

yet unheard of—a publicity brilliant enough to

shine continuously in every hamlet on the conti-

nent. And it would have to display a tact and

diplomacy unknown to partisan American affairs,

if it was to work among a population as stubborn

and independent as the sons of the Puritans and

the last of the pioneers.

It has perhaps been a striking example of this

tact which has prompted every possible effort

being made to emphasize that it is the entity

known as the Food Administration that sprang

up and tackled this business with such signal

success. But every urchin licking his dinner

plate clean from Barnstable to Tacoma knows

as well as you and I and the Belgian refugee in a

cellar in Flanders that from beginning to end it is

Herbert Hoover. ' He can hardly be said to have

been appointed to the place. He was apparently

born for the purpose. He was there looming into

the position before anyone ever thought of such a

position. What everyone else knew about the

business could have been engraved on a ten cent

piece. Nobody knows how he found out. He
just turned up fully equipped, a Napoleon of

food, handling the entire domestic economy of the
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THE TIN AND GLASS SHORTAGE HAS REVIVED DRYING

Mr. F. P. Lund, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and other workers have rendered a national service by teaching the best

methods of drying fruit and vegetables—a method which had been generally displaced by canning

Belgian people under the guns and the nose of the

Kaiser, as if he had been doing nothing else for

ten generations.

When we declared war his name was a house-

hold word in half the world synonomous with

the relief of starving Walloons. He is a man of

few words and no similes. But before any Food
Administration was established or Administrator

was appointed his brief statements were accepted

in this country as the final word upon the subject.

His immense prestige gave a public hearing and
insured an immediate response granted no other

branch of the improvised machinery of war.

Although his formal appointment was made on
August 17, 191 7, for all practical purposes with

his arrival in New York in May there also arrived

the Food Administration.

Any practical politician or public executive will

agree that the task was primarily a study in

psychology. It was a test in philosophy. The
organization necessary to tabulate, corral, and
distribute all the essential calories in the United
States is a big order, but nothing to astonish or

dismay a nation of Schwabs and Rockefellers

and Carnegies. But it would have taxed the

persuasive powers of Henry Clay or the iron will

of Andrew Jackson to bring the whole people into

a position to receive and execute the necessary

orders. And this achievement is by all odds the

primary achievement of the whole record. The
method chosen to accomplish such a result is a

definite index of the convictions and principles

of the promulgator. In this case they reveal in

blazing relief the very fundamental difference

between American conceptions of human life

and development and civilization and those held

by Germany—and in their success are a vindi-

cation of democracy and a repudiation of Kultur.

There were three possible methods of obtaining

the saving of food. The first was by edict;

rationing, enforced by an army of inspectors.

The second was by a cutthroat competition in

buying that would force prices so high that all

but the rich would perforce economize. The
third was based upon a genuine faith in the

people, in a firm belief in the spirit of sacrifice

which the skeptics in philosophy and the pro-

tagonists of force consider in actual aiffairs to be

pure romance and moonshine. Here is the way
Hoover states it:

" If this democracy has not reached such a stage

of development that it has in its people the self-

denial, voluntary self-denial, willingness to sac-

rifice, to protect its own institutions and those of

Europe from which our own were bred, then it

deserves to go down under the German hand and
take another form of civilization."

Obviously the first steps were to prevent waste
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SUPPLEMENTING THE FAMILY INCOME
Volunteers have utilized waste bits of land so well that there has been no serious lack of vegetables in the United States during the

war. It is said that in parts of Germany the people produced at least 40 per cent, of their war-time food by gardening

and curtail all consumption not essential to

health. Let us see how it is done in a free

country.

Well, he calls together all the growers and
dealers and millers of grain, the very fellows to be

regulated if this saving is to be made. He tells

them the facts without any oratorical trimmings

or embellishments. And then asks them what
to do. This was on May 26, 191 7. Of course

they discard their private business and natural

human greediness, and out of their experience

and intimate knowledge of the business propose

and prepare and agree to the very rules and
regulations that shall govern themselves—rules

which the whole German army have failed to

maintain in Belgium.

And then during the month following the 17th

of June the women of the Union agree to a prop-

osition that no man, be he Caesar, has ever been
able to command—that their kitchens shall be

put under an alien control. In his report to the

President a year later, Hoover granted to the

women the lion's share of the credit for the sal-

vation of the programme. Everybody is familiar

with the pledge taken—and in the main faithfully

kept—by 20,000,000 housewives in the country
—pledges cheerfully given by women in the

nation-wide, house-to-house canvass made by
women volunteers.

The principle was extended to embrace prac-

tically every individual in the United States

engaged in any business affecting the production,

distribution, or consumption of food-stuffs.

Here came the milk dealers offering their

services and a committee of experts on the 3d

of July. The representatives of American refrig-

erator plants sweltered through July loth in

Washington laying out their programme. The
catalogue of the ships is no longer or more tedious

than would be the endless list of the fishmongers

and bean growers, butchers and bakers and
candymakers that assembled day after day
throughout the autumn placing their business

and their expert advice at the service of the

Government. Except a small and inevitable

refractory minority which rendered necessary

the later exercise of the enormous power thus

voluntarily granted by the majority, the spirit

of these meetings was all the same. They may
best be summarized by a typical resolution:

"Realizing that the operation of Government
control in wheats and rye is essential under pre-

sent war influences in order to adequately protect

our home supply and furnish our Allies with the

aid we owe, and realizing that the establishment

of an efficient Government plan of operation

means to all of us curtailment of our business,

and to some of us actual retirement from active
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NECESSITIES OF LIFE AT REASONABLE PRICES
Quantity of vegetables and fruits, wiiich in ordinary times might be left to rot on the farms, have been carted to towns and sold

cheaply. The increased demand for food which comes with peace makes such marketing more important now than in war time

business during such period, we do express our

pride in the character of service tendered by the

grain trade in the sacrifice by these men of

ability who are placing their experience and
energy at the service of their Government, and
that we approve the general plan of operation as

explained to us to-day as being sound, workable,

and necessary, and in its general lines it appears

to us as being the most efficient and just plan of

operation that we can conceive."

By midsummer the answer was already given.

The people had in themselves the voluntary self-

denial to protect their own institutions. And
largely at their own instance the bill creating the

Food Administration in legal form was passed

and approved on the loth day of August, 191 7.

Immediately thereafter Mr. Hoover was ap-

pointed Administrator and the existing fact be-

came legal fact.

The bill provided the weapons henceforth

used when necessary to work the will of the vol-

untary majority upon the captious minority.

It made it a criminal offense to hoard or speculate

or profiteer in food—and gave the Administrator
authority to prevent any unjust or exorbitant

charges by any middleman. In practice the

most effective corrective proved to be the system
of licensing all middlemen—manufacturers, whole-

salers, warehousemen, commissionmen, and the

like. In a very short while this voluntary ama-
teur vigilance war committee, acting under the

irresistible sanction of well-nigh universal ap-

proval, found itself one of the most powerful and
autocratic bodies in creation. Working with the

experts in every business concerned, and with the

full weight of every department of the Govern-
ment behind them, the Administration undertook

to promulgate a series of rules governing the

consumption of the fighting staples—wheat and
pork and sugar—and to control the profits made
upon food-stuffs in their progress from the farmer

to the pantry. These regulations were in form

and in very truth appeals to the overwhelming
fighting majority. To the slacker minority

they rapidly became inexorable commands.
The effects of the appeals for saving were per-

haps greatest in the country districts, and re-

vealed, as perhaps nothing else has, the true

heart and simple, noble nature of our old stock.

Personal examples are innumerable. For in-

stance, there was a prospector who set out hunt-

ing gold in the mountains of Wyoming. He
packed 'off his winter supply of provisions, scrup-

ulously estimating his purchase of sugar to meet

the prescribed limit of three pounds a month.

Then he hit off into the primeval wilderness.

Next spring he came packing back, and delivered

one third of this scanty store of sugar to the store
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A COMMUNITY FOOD CONFERENCE
The importance of work of this kind is not diminished but increased since peace has come, because the Poles, the Belgi-ans, and

other peoples whom we could not reach during the war now need every pound of food we can spare

where he got it. The only evidence of the exist-

ence of men on the planet which he had seen all

winter was a sign on a tree in the middle of the

woods saying that two pounds a month was
Hoover's latest request.

How vital this saving campaign was may be

judged by a blunt and terrible telegram sent us

by Lord Rhondda from England the following

January ist, after we had already shipped every

single kernel of our surplus stock of wheat.

Said he:
" Unless you are able to send the Allies at least

75,000,000 bushels of wheat over and above what
you have exported up to January ist, and in

addition to the total exportable surplus from
Canada, I cannot take the responsibility of assur-

ing our people that there will be food enough to

win the war. Imperative necessity compels
me to cable you in this blunt way.*'

The most striking answer came from Arkansas
in the shape of a train of 127 box-cars loaded
down with flour actually dug out of the home
barrel by the planters and hauled into town and
delivered to the State Administrator. The
roads of Arkansas were blocked with old m.ule

teams driven by countrymen who believed the
time had come for action. It is said down there
an invalid had to get a doctor's prescription to
obtain beef tea on a meatless day.

The principal hotels, dining cars, and clubs in

the country pledged themselves to use no wheat

at all until the new harvest. People vied with

one another in the rigid observance of the rule

that an equal amount of substitutes be used with

all wheat. There is nothing particularly note-

worthy in the rules, recommendations, and orders

promulgated to accomplish this saving; nor even

in the cloud of publicity that settled over the

country filling every cross-roads newspaper,

every barn door, and the back of every magazine

and corn-crib with the slogans of frugality. It

was a fabulous publicity campaign on approved

American methods, starting in great volume and

augmented by all hands as it passed along.

What makes it historic was the quality of the

leadership. It was conducted so true to the lines

of the best in human nature, that it enlisted the

enthusiastic support of ten thousand contending

factions that agreed on nothing else under the

sun.

The details of this campaign, as well as the

others to follow, were conducted by hand-picked

representatives, one in every state, volunteers

at ?i a year, presided over by Jack Hallowell,

the famous Harvard football end. Hoover said:

''Our game is to win the war, and the test is

'Do we keep our eye on the ball?' " They simply

ran over opposing interference for a touchdown
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WILL FOOD PRODUCTION NOW DECLINE?
During the war, women and children have done much field work. Now that peace has come our farm people may relax their

efforts somewhat. This would make gardening and canning in towns and cities extremely important next summer

on every play. Typical cases may be found under

the local rule of Henry A. Page, of North Caro-

lina. Marse Henry, they called him, and the

Tar Heels, who understand the fighting busi-

ness, as all the world and their enemies will

agree, were behind him. Statutes and enabling

acts had no interest for him. Hoover said

"Save," the people said *'Save/' and he was put

there to save, and heaven help the man who
didn't respond. Wherever it was reported that

a dealer was wasting his products, or cheating his

customers, or doling out too much flour, that fel-

low got an order to appear on the run at a court

in which Mr. Page was lawyer and jury and
judge and executioner. When the sentence was
passed, few had the hardihood to question either

its legality or its enforcement. Those who did

rapidly found out—as the butchers in New York
and the packers in Chicago also found out—that

a repeal of their licenses or a blacklist among li-

censees, supported by an infuriated public, was
ten times worse than penal servitude.

One man, conducting a livery business in town
and a plantation in the country, chose flatly to

defy the mandate that he use and not waste a

carload of hay that did not in all respects suit his

fancy. In a month he was back again, flying

the flag of unconditional surrender. Not only

would no one use his stable, or sell him an oat,

but they would not supply his tenants. He was
a moral outcast. No execution was needed.

The result of the saving campaign speaks for

itself. Lord Rhondda asked for 75,000,000 bush-

els out of nothing. On July nth it was reported

to the President:

"That since the urgent request of the Allied

food controllers early in the year for a further

shipment of 75,000,000 bushels from our 19^7

wheat than originally planned, we have shipped

to Europe, or have en route, nearly 85,000,000

bushels."

We had more than delivered the goods!

The story of meats and fats and sugar is the

same. There isn't a deaf and dumb blind man
in an insane asylum in the land that isn't as

familiar as Hoover himself is with the universal

porkless days and the stern rule of the local

grocer that only two pounds of sugar a month
could go over his counter to any one person.

The results speak for themselves. We shipped

8z^4,6oo,ooo more pounds of meats and fats to

our Allies that year than we did the year before.

The business world has hardly yet awakened
to the fact that the old theories of economics

and supply and demand and trade customs and
shibboleths have vanished along with the dodo
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THERE IS A WORLD SHORTAGE OF FATS

The number of slaughterable animals has decreased abroad and probably in our own country, as well. The shortage of

fats can be helped by the production of more animals, by increasing the weight of those slaughtered, and, also, by changing our
methods of cooking somewhat, saving meat drippings, using vegetable oils instead of butter, and frying less, but baking and boil-

ing more of our foods

and the great auk. Together with the adminis-

tration of the business details of conserving and
transporting our visible supply of human fuel,

the Food Administration found itself compelled

to assume control of an unheard of economic
situation. With all Europe and the United
States Government combined into a single gigan-

tic purchasing monopoly on one side facing a big

deficit of available products on the other, almost

certain catastrophe faced the people if the old

system of free competition continued to prevail.

Two things simply had to be guaranteed. One
was that the prices for the next harvest should,

beyond peradventure, be high enough to the pro-

ducer to insure their making a maximum effort.

And the other was that the competition for the staff

of life did not run prices beyond the means of the

poor man.
Second among the definite achievements of the

Food Administration is their handling of this

problem. To encourage production the Presi-

dent was given direct authority by Congress,
upon the recommendation of the Food Adminis-
tration, to fix the price of wheat. It was fixed at

$2.20, something more than twice its normal price.

Meantime sugar, scarce for lack of ships to bring
it from Java, and because of our shipments to

the battle line, began climbing out of sight.

Now in this war sugar and shells and soldiers and
ships are interchangeable words. Mr. Roosevelt

objected to the slogan that "Food will win the

war." Properly enough, too. Soldiers win the

war. But the one home thrust the impregnable

logic of which turned Hoover from an amateur
suggestor into a Federal Czar is the undeniable

statement that ships alone provided soldiers, and

that a ship carrying food from the United States

saved two ships so operating from the Argentine,

and three from Australia, and Q.E.D. a cargo of

rations was exactly and mathematically equal

to a regiment of infantry. Understanding this,

he called together the feudal barons running the

sugar trust and read them the riot act, with the

beneficent result that they gracefully got into the

band wagon, and agreed to a scale of prices which

has given the public sugar at about ten cents a

pound instead of twenty-five or fifty cents.

Fixing a fair and certain minimum price upon

wheat and hogs and sugar, together with the

great nation-wide campaign for the planting of

gardens and the preserving of food, in which were

enlisted the army of the Corn Club boys and the

Canning Club girls, tells the story of the increased

harvests in 1918.
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Coming down to the end of the first period,

the period of saving and of preparation for in-

creased production, we find we did not fail to

load every steamer docked at our ports, save dur-

ing the short term of delay due to transportation

difficulties in the great storms of the winter.

In other words, we lived up to Hoover's state-

ment made to the hotel men in March that "The
limit that we propose on Allied shipments is

simply the limit of our exporting power."

Meantime the cattle in the country had in-

creased by a million and a quarter, the hogs by
more than three millions and the sheep by more
than a million. The wheat acreage had been

increased to the extent of yielding an additional

268,000,000 bushels. The era of stress upon these

particular things had been met and passed. The
failure of other crops and the threatened bank-

ruptcy of the whole available food supply, sub-

stitutes and all, led to the policy of the second

campaign.

But meanwhile another fundamental diificulty

had been met and handled. While the price of

the fighting staples had been fixed and safe-

guarded—and saved—the people, of course, were

living on substitutes and all other kinds of food,

and the natural tendency of the m.erchants and
handlers thereof was to make a bonanza out of

the scarcity. The Food Administration had
no authority to fix prices. It says it didn't.

Maybe not. But it had an iron-clad licensing

system for all middlemen, and it had a statute

saying that no man might make an "unjust or

unreasonable rate or charge in handling or dealing

in or with any necessaries."

So they didn't fix prices. They just issued

executive orders to all wholesalers, and every-

body else, with the sole exception, as far as I can

discover, of the itinerant chicken wagons, that

such and such a charge was the limit of reason-

ableness. The persuasion, effective without ex-

ception, was contained in the im.plied danger of

losing the life-saving license.

One concrete benefit of this campaign is hardly
recognized by the country. It is unparalleled

in the history of war. It is unthinkable under
the " Procrustean" theories of trade. The actual

fact is that, although the prices of food-stuffs

have risen about 14 per cent, on the farms during
this first year of the war, the wholesale price of

these- same products have actually fallen about i

per cent. In other words, in a time of acute
shortage, when by all precedents the dealers

should have been getting rich, and the war prof-

iteer owning the earth, they were actually held

down to less profit than ever. The increased

cost went into the land, where it belonged—and
where it was legitimately obliged to go if the

necessary increase of production was to result.

To show how much this control had to do with it,

it is only necessary to turn to the prices of staples

outside this Administrator's kingdom. For in-

stance, by the index made up by the Department
of Labor, the price of clothing in the same period

jumped 64 per cent.

By August, 19 1 8, the great drive for wheat and
the specific saving of definite amounts of pork and
beef were over. The Food Administration, co-

operating by means of a vast network of agents

in America and in Europe, had become not only

the executive headquarters for the purchasing and
handling of the food of the world and its distri-

bution, but was a great economic institute, where
resided the final authorities upon every detail of

every business concern in the Union that remotely

affected the food supply. Their attention was
redirected to effecting a universal saving of food,

of v/hate'ver kind. Their bureaus issued orders

to meet innumerable shifting circumstances.

They met and answered with final authority

every suggestion and complaint. Very shortly

the most pressing problems developed in the hog
business and in the dairy industry. At the

moment of writing, an order is going out over the

land intended to save the pork herds. They are

shipping something about twice the pork they

shipped last year. To insure the greatest activity

among breeders the price of hogs was fixed at

thirteen times the price of corn. Prospects of

peace, the probable release of great stores of corn

in the Argentine, drove down the price of corn,

and caused the breeders to throw their pigs on
the market. It is but an example of the strin-

gent necessity of an authoritative control. With-
out ado, after their usual custom, the people con-

cerned were called together, and the packers

agreed to substitute a flat price of J17.50 a hun-
dred pounds on packers' droves.

November found us husbanding our resources

for the literal redoubling of our efforts. Our
women saved 300,000 tons-of sugar the previous

three months. The Food Administration proposes

to feed just twice as many people in Europe this

year as they did last year. Peace makes the

problem still more acute. The items in the

problem will change. The opening of the Medi-

terranean, upon the collapse of Austria's seventy

submarines, released the chute down which will

pass the abundant grain of South America.

But the dairy herds of the old world are a mem-
ory. We are the last reservoir of the life-saving

pigs. Bolshevism and anarchy are knocking at

the gate of a hungry civilization, and Belgium

stands exhausted on the threshold it has held so

long. The coming of peace is but the herald of

our greatest effort in the Food Campaign.



Pirates of Promotion
METHODS OF THE INDUSTRIAL PROMOTERS

Records of Successful Companies Always Good Bait for Victims—The Emerson Motors

Company—^The Careers of S. C. Pandolfo, Nova A. Brown, Nicholas F. Wilson,

Giles P. Cory, David H. Weiss, Arthur G. Wilson, and T. J. Foster

BY

LOUIS GUENTHER
(In collaboration with John K. Barnes, the Financial Editor of The World's Work)

"Dear Sir: advance at a prodigious rate by the old familiar

"We are sending you, enclosed, a brief de- get-rich-quick method of marking up the offering

scription of anew industrial proposition, which if price on each succeeding i,ooo shares. In five

you accept and act promptly enough to^get in on years' time, it was claimed, this corporation, by

the ground floor, you will, within a few months, the use of its notes, could check any money
make ^1,000.00 for every |io.oo you now invest stringency such as was then prevaiHng in the

at the present price of the stock. This is an United States. The foundations of this city of

industrial improvement that will have a much a promoter's dreams, however, were never laid,

greater commercial value than the Bell Tele- and it has been found necessary to create the

phone, the stock of which increased from the Federal Reserve banking system to provide

ground floor price of 50 cents to ^4,000.00 a share, against future money stringencies.

"The stock of this corporation will increase But the sale of industrial stocks by the pirates

•in value more than $1,000.00 a share each and of promotion goes on steadily. Oil stock flota-

every year. tions we have with us when there is an excep-
" If you intelligently examine the printed . tional demand for oil products as at present; new

m.atter we are sending you, you will find from the mining stock promotions we have whenever
evidence therein presented that not only is this there is a mining boom; but industrial promo-
statement of great profit-making absolutely tions we have with us always. When the cupid-

truthful and correct, but that its returns are ity of the public cannot be appealed to by citing

certain of realization and the security as good as the fortunes made by Rockefeller and others in

the United States can give on its bonds." oil, or by painting alluring pictures of immense
How many employers who urged their people wealth being dug from the ground, it can always

to subscribe for Liberty Bonds and arranged so be stimulated by reference to the success of the

that they could pay for them on easy terms, would Bell Telephone Company, the Pullman Company,
rest easy if they knew that letters containing such the Postum Cereal Company, or the Ford Motor
alluring promises as this were going into the Company. A large number of industrial promo-
homes of their employees? How many Liberty tions of recent years were going to put the records

Loan workers who solicited the subscriptions of these companies far in the shade. Following

of the widows of their towns would feel that the war the number will be legion, and it is well

those widows' bonds were safe if they knew that for Liberty Bond owners to become acquainted

such letters were going to their homes? with some of the pirates of promotion who
The truth is such letters are going broadcast specialize in this field, and more especially with

through the mails, and they will go in much the methods they use in parting people from their

greater number to the twelve million new fam- money.
ilies of investors created by the war, unless some Nova Adolphus Brown is one of the most ac-

way is found to stop them. This particular complished promoters in the get-rich-quick indus-

letter happens to be of the vintage of 1907. It trial field. His career started with the United
\^as offering the stock of the Tennessee Industrial Wireless fraud, which the World's Work exposed

Commercial Development Company, which was eight years ago. He served as a stock salesman

going to create a great industrial city by the for Charles Austin Bates of Colorado Yule
simple process of issuing its construction notes Marble fame, and from that Shakespeare of the

in payment for everything. Its stock was to pirates he learned how to put the maximum
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human appeal in his promotion literature. Then
there was a short period with the Funding Com-
pany of America, which paid a few dividends to

stimulate the sale of its stock and later collapsed.

Here he became acquainted with Jacob G. Feist,

a graduate of the school of fraud conducted by

the Ellsworth Company which sold the stock of

the Radio Wireless Telegraph, another one of the

many fakes that sprang up in that field following

the establishment of the commercial value of the

wireless by Marconi; and the Sun Generator

Company, a $5,000,000 concern, which they

claimed had perfected a machine for extracting

commercial power from the rays of the sun.

From Feist, Nova A. Brown learned some further

get-rich-quick methods, such as the ''guarantee"

of the investor's money back in sixty days if he

or she became dissatisfied. Feist used this trick

in selling the stock of the Pennsylvania-Maryland

Slate Company, which he said, ''should pay 1,000

per cent, in profits, and then 100 per cent, a year

for the next hundred years, perhaps more," and

in his latest promotion, the National Rubber

Company of Pottstown, Pa., which he so reck-

lessly mismanaged as to cause a stockholders'

protective committee, headed by a prominent

Brooklyn doctor, to take steps against him,

following the declaration of a dividend when
there were not sufficient funds to pay it.

Nova A. Brown has far surpassed this asso-

ciate in the field of get-rich-quick finance. His

first promotion was Franklin's, Inc., a candy

manufacturing concern. He got the Rev. Dr.

Charles H. Parkhurst interested in that and the

use of this well-known preacher's name helped

materially in securing $500,000 from the public

for the stock. When the bottom dropped out.

Brown left the wreckage for Dr. Parkhurst to

save, if he could, but salvage was impossible.

The experience is said to have cost the Doctor

$83,800. Brown and seven directors were indict-

ed for using the mails to defraud, but when the

case came to trial, the jury acquitted them.

Meanwhile Nova Adolphus had moved on to

another promotion, the Lexington Chocolate

Company. William F. Grinter was his man
Friday in this. In a "confidential" multi-

graphed letter, which probably went to everyone

on Brown's mailing list, he told the great " secret"

of this company, the thing that was going to

bring "enormous dividends" to the stockholders.

It was an idea that occurred to the general man-
ager on the subway train one morning, and Grin-

ter expressed the firm belief that it was "worth
a fortune." The G. M. overheard two girls

discussing the benefits of Cod Liver Oil. One
said she would like to take it but did not like the

taste. The "idea" was "Cod Liver Oil Choco-

late Bars." "Our whole organization," Grinter
said, "was soon wildly enthusiastic regarding its

money-making possibilities." In a short time,

the Lexington Chocolate Company was bankrupt
and the money which investors paid for its

stock was lost.

But failures like this never faze the daunt-
less spirit of Nova Adolphus Brown. Why
should they? He is a promoter, and the
promoter always gets his profit no matter what
happens to the company. He quickly turned to

the promotion of the Missouri Cattle & Hog
Ranch Company. This time Simeon J. Thorn-
ton, "from the Wild and Wooly West," was
the one who approached prospective buyers of the
stock, telling them how fast pigs and profits

would multiply in the blue grass pastures of

Missouri. "Statistics show," he said, "that
one average common or garden variety sow, and
her offspring, will, with ordinary luck, produce
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A NOVEL STOCK-SELLING APPEAL
A specimen of Nova A. Brown's promotion literature. This

was used in selling stock of the Missouri Cattle & Hog Ranch
Company

28,000 pigs in five years." The reader can im-

agine how the profits could be conjured up from

that. The public was invited to be "pardners"

with Simeon. "Just write me," he said, "Sim,

here's my subscription and check. Send me my
stock certificate, write my name and address

down plainly on your books, so some one else

won't get my dividend check by mistake!"

The name of Nova A. Brown did not appear in

these offerings, but his able hand was evident in

the "literature," and the checks were to go to his

office at the corner of Broadway and Wall Street,

New York.

Next Brown met Edward Elsworth, who was
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struggling along trying to make a new breakfast in the company's stocks. A few days later

food go. Here was an opportunity to bring joy Elsworth killed himself by "falling" from .the

to the get-rich-quick promoter's heart. Had fourth floor of a Brooklyn sanitarium. He could

not C. W. Post, originator of "Grape Nuts" and stand the moral strain no longer. But Brown
*'Postum," started as a poor man and died "leav- and his crew had no such moral qualms. Last

ing an estate appraised at §18,000,000." Had May, when a Federal grand jury returned indict-

not the Quaker Oats Company paid to its lucky ments for fraud against this pirate of promotion;

shareholderswithin the last five years ''more than against Harold L. Davis, his right-hand man;

§5,000,000 in dividends?" Were not the profits against John F. B. Atkin, his able legal adviser,

of many other companies in this field running reputed to be the real brains of the combination,

into the millions? Use was made of all of them, and seven others of the crew, it did not even inter-

In addition Mr. Elsworth had previously origi- fere with the promotion of the Security Bond &
nated some well-advertised breakfast foods. Investment Company, in which Brown, this time

Here was the kind of a man for Brown to tie to. through the agency of Davis, was going to let

Listen how he did it: The capital of the D. & C.

Company, "makers of the famous D. & C. self-

raising flour and breakfast foods," was increased

from §300,000 to §2,500,000. Of this amount

§2,200,000 was issued to Edward Elsworth for

"patent rights, good-will," etc. Then Elsworth

We are now planning to bring out more new package food products amd
start them sweeping over the United States from coast to coast, products
such as Buckwheat Flour, Steam Cootced Oatmeal, Hominy, Fariiia, Corn
Flakes, Etc.

r-<^ Y ^'
Our salesmen have been getttftg^rdefs from PRACTICALLY EVERY

GROCER THEY CALL UPON, forinstance, out of 5039 stores in Brooklyn
we sell 4198, out of about 2000.sti2|^;Ul(and around Newark, N. J., we sell

all but 175.) fc37''^\-\
WE BELIEVE THIS K A SELLING-RECORD NEVER BEFORE

EQUALLED IN THE WHOJbE Hl^TOR^^F THE FOOD PRODUCT
BUSINESS

RIGHT NOW IS THE TI __
PANY'S COMMON STOCK WHIL
PER SHARE.

Granting that "D. & C. FLO
grocery stores throughout the United
this number of stores alone, should be
dividends would be enormous indee

Basing the D. & C. COMPAt<¥*S;iamaends on earnings of $1,000,000
a year, stockholders can safely expect dividends upwards of 50 per cent, per

OiFUMHASE THE D. & C. COM-
1% CAN BE HAD AT PAR $5.00

ill be sold in just one-third of the
es, the profits at that time from
st $1,000,000 per year, and your

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY FOR BIG PROFITS

ANOTHER OF BROWN's PROMOTIONS
This is part of an offering circular of the D. & C. Company after Nova A.

Brown took over the selling of its stock. When a New Hampshire woman, who
had "invested" $48,070, brought suit to recover her money, Edward Elsworth, the

originator of "Force," who was at the head of this new company, killed himself by
"falling" from the fourth floor of a Brooklyn sanitarium. Brown and his crew are

under indictment in the Federal Courts for their part in this promotion

would turn it back to the company in blocks

of 10,000 shares and Brown and his confederates

would sell it as treasury stock "to permit the

company to expand its operations." The first

was sold at par, or $5.00 a share; J2. 50 of this went of these pirates, who at this writing have not yet

to the credit of Mr. Elsworth on the company's been brought to trial because of the pressure of

books and the other $2.50 to Brown and his asso- work in the Federal courts, to the gang that pro-

ciates. Later the price was advanced to I7.50
a share and Elsworth got :§5.oo. Dividends

were declared although the company was hope-

lessly insolvent. In November, 1917, suit was

stockholders share in the profits on the purchase

at wholesale of "entire issues of high grade bonds"
and the sale of them at retail. "Our raw mate-
rial is monev," said the literature. "Our finished

product is money. Our profit is money." These

statements were probably true if limited in their

application to the promoters.

The subscribers to stock in this

latest of Brown's worthless pro-

motions will find their hopes of

any return therefrom a com-
pletely finished product. The
name of this concern was later

changed to the Security Bond &
Brokerage Company and recently

it was announced that this com-
pany was to be liquidated be-

cause the New York Attorney-

General would not allow them
to. do business in the state.

Davis then offered stockholders

his personal note for their money.
This was to centre all obligations

on him and relieve the company
of any claims. He could then go

through bankruptcy. The slim

chances of the stockholders get-

ting back anything at all is shown
by one of the few entries in the

new and imposing ledgers which
recite the transfer of stock-

holders' money to Nova Adolphus Brown for his

services in selling the stock and advancing the

money to organize the company.
It is pleasanter to turn from the consideration

moted the Emerson Motors Company. They
were found guilty of fraud in the criminal branch
of the Federal District Court in New York a few

months ago and sentenced by Judge Martin T.

brought by a New Hampshire woman to recover Manton to heavy fines and imprisonment. The
^48,070 which she had been induced to "invest" automobile and allied industries have been
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the most lucrative fields for the get-rich-quick C. Daniel, a brother-in-law of Nicholas F. Wilson
promoter. Trustful individuals put more than also went out after some easy money with his

j 1,000,000 in Emerson Motors stocks believing Metropolitan Motor and Alliance Tire & Rubber
the company's announcements in its full-page swindle. In a startling advertisement in the

newspaper advertisements that it was going to newspapers he said this latter company had refused

manufacture a car to sell for S395 on which the more than half a million dollars' worth of business

profit would be $6g. But the evidence dis- because it did not have facilities to take care of it.

closed at the trial, and by certain publications Mr. Richard H. Lee, a special counsel for the

and organizations much earlier, proved that the National Vigilance Committee of the Associated

main business of this company, which was to Advertising Clubs, found upon investigation

rival the Ford, was not manufacturing automo- that at least part of this statement was true,

biles but selling stock. Only two men were working for the company in

The king pin of this fraudulent promotion was an old building which, by a trick of the artist,

Nicholas Field Wilson. This was the same had been enlarged in the advertisement to look

Wilson who promoted the California Consolidated like a big and important plant. Daniel was
Oil Company several years ago and induced Rear arrested for this fraud. He has since gone into

Admiral Robley D. (''Fighting Bob") Evans to the oil stock flotation game, but beside his

become its president. Wilson kept in the back- brother in-law he is only a piker at the get-rich-

ground by offering the stock through the Lincoln quick game.

Stock & Bond Company in the East and the

Lincoln Mortgage & Loan Company in Cali-
the pan motor company

fornia. When the inevitable collapse came, Just now the automobile field does not offer the

Admiral Evans, who had been deceived, tried to opportunities for the pirates of promotion that it

save the company, but it was hopeless. Some has in the past and undoubtedly will again in the

of the Admiral's friends claim this experience future. But there is one promoter who seems

caused his death of a broken heart. It had no to be doing a thriving business even now selling

effect on Wilson, however; he continued the pro- a motor stock at twice its par value from St.

motion of worthless oil companies until an Cloud, Minn. He is S. C. Pandolfo, president

indictment was issued against him in^ California, of the Pan Motor Company. This company.
He immediately left for Canada. We next run according to its literature, *' has a better chance to

across his trail in Seattle where a warrant was accomplish as much within the next fourteen

sworn out for his arrest by a man who "invested" years as the Ford Company, or any other auto-

in the Elbert Motor Car Company and upon mobile company, has accomplished within the

investigation found that the plant of the company past fourteen years." Then it is pointed out

consisted of one wayside blacksmith shop, that the net earnings of the Ford Company in one
Again slippery "Nick" Wilson disappeared, and it year were ''equivalent of over J2 1,400 on each

was not until the firm of C. R. Berry <& Company $10 originally invested in the Ford stock."

of New York was indicted in the Emerson Motors Is it any wonder that Pandolfo can claim more
casethat it become generally known that Nicholas than 25,000 stockholders? St. Cloud appears to

F. Wilson was this "firm" and the presiding be proud of its new captain of industry—that is,

genius in the monumental Emerson Motors appears to be, if a page from the St. Cloud

fraud. His sentence for seven years in the Times reporting a meeting of the Commercial
Atlanta Penitentiary removes one menace to Club of St. Cloud on the first anniversary of the

Liberty Bond holders, but it does not restore the Pan Motor Company, can be taken at its face

money lost in Emerson Motors stock. value. That page has undoubtedly helped Pan-

Other members of the crew who participated dolfo in the sale of the stock. The president of

in this bit of piracy against the people's savings the Club was reported as saying that if St. Cloud

were George Willis Emerson, who about ten years undertook to advertise the municipality as much
before hoaxed a great many people to buy Penn- as the Pan Motor Company had already adver-

Wyoming Copper stock, and the so-called "brok- tised it, it would cost at least ^2,000,000. As
erage" houses of Loomis & Reiss, Osborne E. evidence of it, he read a telegram from Fort

Chaney, and Robert P. Matches & Company. Worth, Tex.—note the state—inquiring as to

Robert P. Matches and William Bear Ewing the value of Pan stock as an investment. The
are under indictment for the promotion of the reader of the page is not left in doubt as to what
Ford Tractor Company, the company which the answer would be, for a resolution of the Club
put a Minneapolis young man on its payroll so is published in which it goes on record as believing

that it could use his name—Ford—and separated "there is not a cleaner or better proposition to-

some 3,000 people from about ^350,000. Warren day offered the public to invest money in than
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Pan Motor stock." The resolution also says that

President Pandolfo " has been thoroughly investi-

gated by us and found not only honest to a fault,

but a man of great capabilities.'* Another

speaker was reported as saying that the Club had

sent out 200 letters "making inquiries as to his

business sagacity, and these had come back

98 per cent, favorable, and of the other 2

per cent, none of. them doubted his honesty."

That none of the 98 per cent, as well doubted his

honesty would seem apparent from the resolution.

REAL FACTS ABOUT S. C. PANDOLFO

As an antidote to this highly favorable pro-

paganda for S. C. Pandolfo, we wish to present-

some of the results of a few inquiries made by
those who have only the interest of investors at

heart and who believe in truth in advertising.

Pandolfo came from Texas, where he was in the

life insurance business. He operated a general in-

surance agency at San Antonio and in order to

extend his business sold to agents "trust fund

certificates" on which he agreed to pay i per

cent, a month interest. Soon afterward these

monthly payments ceased and holders of these

certificates were still waiting for their money
the last we heard. The Commissioner of Insur-

ance and Banking of the State of Texas described

this as "nothing but a graft proposition from
start to finish." The certificates were hand-

somely gotten up, with an artistic border and
three impressive seals, one green, one red, and
one gold. Regarding them, another state offi-

cial recently wrote: "Like the small boy who
spits upon the bait to catch the fish, the pro-

moter of this enterprise put plenty of decora-

tions upon his documents to catch the suckers."

The Commonwealth Trust Company of Houston,
Tex., the possessor of the gold seal, which
appeared as guarantor on the certificates, was a
"fake" institution. It has been characterized

by the banking departments of Texas and
Oklahoma as the biggest fraud that was ever

involved in the banking departments of those

states. In June, 1916, Pandolfo's license as a

general agent in Texas was revoked and he was
informed that he would never be licensed to

represent any insurance company in any capacity

in the state again. He then started the pro-

motion of the Pan Motor Company; but Texas
by that time had a blue sky law, and he decided
to move to New Mexico. It was in the spring

of 191 7 that he transferred his operations to St.

Cloud, Minn. As a possible explanation of this

promoter's apparent success at St. Cloud, it

might be explained that he is generally con-
sidered to be a hypnotist.

The motion picture business has been a fav-

orite field for certain pirates of promotion. Here
they can talk about something that the man of

small means can visualize. He knows of the

popular appeal of the moving picture; why should

there not be big profits in it for him? Yet the

profits that the public has made in the moving
picture business are as meagre as those it has

made on new oil stocks that have been offered

publicly. Several of the get-rich-quick promo-
ters have a motion picture company in their

repertoire, Giles P. Cory for instance, promoted
the Birth of a Race Photoplay Corporation by
the familiar method of telling of large profits

made on other feature pictures; but he had an-

other string to his bow. He got such men as

ex-President Taft, Governor Lowden, Julius

Rosenwald, and others to approve the idea of the

picture, which was to depict the development
of the Negro race, and then he printed their

names in a list of "officers and directors and prom-
inent persons interested." Cory was arrested

under the blue sky law of Illinois but not until

he had sold a good part of the company's

J 1,000,000 capital stock on promises of 1,000 to

3,000 per cent, return. He paid a fine of Ji,ooo

rather than stand trial.

Yet Cory was modest in his claims of profits

as compared with David H. Weiss, another Chi-

cago get-rich-quick faker. He could see "ut-

most profit possibilities of 14,000 per cent,

in two years, or one hundred and forty

dollars for each dollar invested," in his Titan

Pictures Corporation stock. This would not

be possible, he said, but for the war. His letter

explained how this corporation had entered into

a contract by which it was to get one film a week
from the " Follies of the Week Corporation,"

which concern was to secure for nothing the

services of leading stars in the production of

moving pictures because it was going to turn

over a part of its profits to a mythical "American
Military Relief Association," "organized for the

purpose of supplying the Sammies with candies,

tobacco, cigars, magazines, and other comforts

which are not supplied by the United States

Government." All the Titan Pictures Corpora-

tion had to do was to distribute these films and

make "approximately J75,000.00 on each picture,

or 5,000 per cent." Here was "Patriotism

and Profit combined," and the reason for it

was to be found in the postscript: "P. S. Will

take Liberty Bonds and other stocks in trade."

OTHER PROMOTERS AND METHODS

This sermon could go on indefinitely: telling

of Arthur G. Wilson, an associate of Weiss, who
ran 'the North American Investment Company,
which sent out copies of fake dividend checks to
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influence people to buy its stock and then folded game, claiming to possess a " secret" heretofore

its tent and quietly slipped away when a furniture exclusively held by the late J. Pierpont Morgan,
man came with a van to take its office furniture Russell Sage, and other deceased financiers, for

for- unpaid bills; or telling of such substantial making profits in the thousands of per cent.;

sounding institutions as the Illinois Mutual and at last report was selling the stock of the 2

Savings & Trust Company, which upon imposing per cent, monthly, dividend-paying W. P. Wil-

stationery, wrote four-page letters to investors liams Oil Corporation of Irvine, Ky. Or of that

offering them Eagle Ma-
comber Cycle Car, Spring

Nut Lock and other simi-

lar stocks, completing

the deception by saying:
'' Many investors and
speculators have learned

that the safest way to

buy stocks and bonds,

especially if purchased

on a margin or the in-

stalment plan, is to buy
them through a bank
or a loan and trust com-
pany." Spring Nut Lock
was a promotion of Pierce

Underwood who* ap-

peared to the public as

the Industrial Develop-

ment Corporation. He
sold stock in his own
corporation as well, the

business of which, he

said," is of a similar type

to that of J. P. Morgan
& Co. and many other

very successful concerns

of the kind." He was
willing to accept Liberty

'Bonds at par, plus ac-

crued interest and a

premium of 50 cents on
each $50 bond. After a

judgment for $5,000 had
been secured against his

company he was found
dead one morning in bed.

Statements had been

H. KENT HOLMES S ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN

highly successful stock-

selling organization, the

Industrial Securities

Company of Chicago,
run by C. R. Cole, who
talks of profits of i per

cent, a day, offers pur-

chasers of his securities

an "Indemnity Bond"
by which the company
agrees to take back the

stocks purchased from it

at a future date at a

higher price than is paid

for them, and publishes

a thirty-two page maga-
zine called Popular Fi-

nance through which he

disseminates his alluring

propaganda. Cole says

of his 12,000 clientele

that "not one has ever

lost a dollar by his in-

vestments through our

company." This is a

frequent get -rich -quick

promotion claim and one

of which the investor

should be particularly

wary. It means that if

he does not try to sell

the promoter's stocks

—

and there is seldom any
market at all in which
to sell them—he will not

"lose"— not until the

promotion finally passes
With this drawing of a remarkable cannon, with twenty- ^^^y vUg could po on

four barrels, which was to bring down enemy airplanes with- ^^'^j- ^^ ^ cuuiu gu uii

made on which he knew out the necessity of accurate aiming, H. Kent Holmes started

out to sell stock in the American Aircraft Arms Companycriminal prosecution
could be based, and he

and tell about many
more of these pirates,

each with a different

lost his nerve. Or we could tell of the interesting wrinkle in his methods; but the reader has by
career of H. Kent Holmeswho started with the Blue this time grasped the moral that a get-rich-

Pencil Club gang of charity contributions seekers; quicT< promoter's word cannot always be taken

who predicted profits of as much as a billion dol- for what it seems. In closing we want to tell

lars a year on his fake Terry, Tench & Proctor briefly the story of the J 150,000,000 house of

Tunneling Machine Company; who came out with cards reared by T. J. Foster, that prince of "high

the American Aircraft Arms Company after our finance" of Scranton, Pa.

entrance into the war—a drawing of this com- Starting with a highly commendable idea, out

pany's remarkable anti-aircraft gun is reproduced; of which grew the International Correspondence

who worked the United States Promotion House School of Scranton, which was and now is, under
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the management of leading Scranton business

men, an educational institution of great public

value, this captain of promotion pirates built

upon the reputation he gained and the friends

he made through that institution a flimsy struc-

ture of get-rich-quick promotions, that included

coal and land companies, railroad companies and

insurance companies, securities companies, a

typewriter company, and poultry farms. Foster

started as a publisher of a mining paper, in which

he conducted a department of instruction in

mining. The success of this led to the idea of

running a school to give lessons by mail and thus

bring higher education to the doors of ambitious

young men and women who had not the money to

go away to college. As long as the International

Correspondence School was conducted for this

purpose alone, no criticism could have been lev-

eled against its management. It was an educa-

tional and commercial success. But such service

was not the summit of T. J. Foster's ambition.

He evidently wanted to be a financier on a large

scale. He organized the International Text-

book Company with a capital of $10,000,000 to

take over the Correspondence School, and divi-

dends of 10 per cent, per annum were paid on its

stock. When the stockholders took over the

company in 191 5 and Scranton bankers advanced

$500,000 to save the school, it was discovered

that his practice was to mark up the value of

"agencies,'' which had no tangible worth, so as

to build up a surplus in the annual financial

statement as a basis for the sale of more stock.

Students of the Correspondence School were

solicited by Foster to buy the stock of the Text-

book Company and they later became a great

selling force for his many other promotions. He
and his brothers-in-law went into mining with

the Lackawanna Coal & Lumber Company, capi-

talized with $15,000,000 bonds and $12,000,000

stock, and when no more of its securities

could be sold, the Coal Lands Securities Company
was organized to take the obligations of the other

and sell its own stock paying 8 per cent, dividends.

These dividends were paid from the capital sup-

plied by the stockholders themselves. The secur-

ities were bought by the company at a certain

price and placed upon its books at a higher figure

and the difference considered profits, entitling the

stockholders to dividends. Among the many
other promotions they bought a chicken farm in

New Jersey for $25,000 and sold $300,000 bonds
against it. All the money the receiver found

when he took charge wa? $150.

The total capitalization of T. J. Foster's pro-

motions was approximately $150,000,000. Prac-

tically all of the money invested in them has been

lost. The stocks and bonds were extensively

sold throughout the country. In one case,

through representations made to him by Fos-

ter personally, a man invested more than

$20,000 in International Textbook stock; and
his widowed sister placed nearly $20,000, which
she had received from her husband's life insur-

ance, in the stock at $125 a share, when it was
selling at $80 a share in the open market.

Fifty shares were also sold to a brother of

this man and six and three shares to two little

nieces. The feeling of those who bought stock

in Foster's propositions was well summed up
by a Canadian frontiersman: "If I put faith

in him, it was not so much because I con-

sidered his financial literature particularly fav-

orable, but rather because having been one of

his students, I felt that this man who founded

a rather philanthropic institution and steered '

it safely through several crises, could not well

be an imposter."

{In the February World's Work will be shown how the Pirates

of Promotion manipulate the market price of their security offerings

in order to attract the suckers.)



THE THING CALLED BOLSHEVISM
The New Autocracy that Controls Russia— A Republic in which the Poorest Working

Classes Only Can Vote and Bear Arms— Its Refusal to Permit the Russian

People to Determine Their Own Form of Government

A
YEAR ago only one apparent force word literally means "child-producer"—was

was opposing the Anglo-Saxon ideal of meant the poorest element among the city work-

a democratic world. This was autoc- ing classes, the men who have no property and no

racy as embodied in the Central available capital except their hands. The Social

Empires. It was generally believed Democratic doctrine proposed that theseclasses, in

that the military defeat of Germany and her Allies view of their theory that they werethe solecreators

would remove the last obstructions to the re- of wealth, should exclusively control all political

organization of Europe on democratic lines, power. Only these men and women should vote,

Hardly has that task been accomplished, however, these alone should have the right to hold office,

when a new peril appears. The world does not to serve in the army and navy or should be rec-

yet completely understand that the thing now ognized as actual members of the state. The
generally known as Bolshevism is really merely proposed programme did not even admit the

another name for autocracy. The simple fact that peasantry, at' least in the early stages of re-

the leaders have long records as revolutionists, organization—this in face of the fact that 86

and that the rank and file is composed largely of per cent, of the Russian people are tillers of

the working classes, obscures this all-important the soil. That the whole movement was a class

truth. Yet Lenine is as great an enemy of movement, that it proposed to exclude all pro-

democracy as the Czar whom his followers fessional classes, all " bourgeoisie, " all employers,

murdered, and Trotzky is as great a danger to everybody except those who worked with their

liberty as Hindenburg and Ludendorff. One hands, was the fact upon which the leaders

tyranny has disappeared with the collapse of insisted. If we should exclude from the govern-

Kaiserism, but another, even more terrible and ment of New York City all the bankers, lawyers,

more unscrupulous, has reared its head. The professors, writers, journalists, and business men,
fact that the enemies of Nicholas Lenine already large and small, and centre political power ex-

refer to him as Nicholas 111—the recently clusively in the hands of the garment workers

murdered Czar was Nicholas II—shows that the of the East Side, we should have something that

intimate relation between the new autocracy would approximate the new political organization

and the old is bitterly appreciated. which these extremists had planned.

This word Bolshevism, which has suddenly In 1903, at the second congress of the

spread all over the world, is not so new as most Social Democratic party, the organization

newspaper readers believe. It has been part of split into two parties. The differences at first

the speech of the Russian Empire for fifteen turned merely upon questions of party tactics,

years. Its history is briefly told. It had its but, as time went on, and the breach became
beginnings in 1898, when a certain segment of wider, differences of policy became pronounced,
the revolutionary forces in Russia split off and These two factions were called the ''Menshiviki,"

organized the Social Democratic party. This and the " Bolsheviki." In Russian these words
party differed little in its teachings and its pro- mean nothing more startling than the "Minority"
gramme from the Socialist parties of Germany, and the " Majority." As time went on, however,
France, ai^d other countries. It was based frankly these words gradually took a new meaning. The
upon the principles of Marxian Socialism, and the fact that the "Menshiviki" advocated a more
usual tenets of Socialism, the nationalization of moderate programme and that the " Bolsheviki"
land, industry, transportation, and the like, grew more and moreextreme in theirpolitical ideas

formed the basis of the new Russia which it had the effect of giving these terms the significance

aspired to rear on the ruins of the Russian- which now generally attaches to them. A "Men-
autocracy. The Marxian phrase which these shivik" is now a moderate revolutionist, a

reformers constantly rolled under their tongues, "Bolshevik" is a "whole hogger," who is de-
" the dictatorship of the proletariat," sufficiently termined to obtain the earthly Paradise in-

indicates the non-democratic character of their stantaneously.
programme. By the "proletariat"—the Latin The leader of the "Menshiviki" was George
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Plekhanof, a Russian nobleman who had led cause, because he saw that the real issue was de-

revolutionary movements for thirty years, a mocracy versus autocracy, and because he be-

scholar of great erudition and culture, a writer lieved that the destruction of the Central

of many pamphlets, and a man who had devoted Empires was an essential preliminary to establish-

all his energies to the emancipation of the working ing the socialistic regime. Lenine and the
classes. The leader of the "Bolsheviki"—in Bolsheviki, however, from the first denounced

1903 as now—was Nicholas Lenine, also a man of. it as a ''bourgeois war," merely a struggle between
noble birth, a forceful writer and an eloquent the capitalist classes in the two sets of countries,

speaker, and a man who, whatever the world may Whoever won, he asserted, the proletariat were
think of him now, had shown his devotion to the destined to lose and come out of the conflict

cause by suffering terribly for it, in Russian greater slaves than ever before. The abrupt end-

prisons and in Siberia. Plekhanof, though re- ing of the war, in his view, no matter what the

garded in Russia as the greatest exponent of the terms of peace, would benefit the working classes

Marxian doctrine, has always advocated a in all countries. As soon as the Czardom was
rational and even opportunist policy. He taught overthrown, therefore, Lenine and his followers

that all Socialists should take part in public affairs, began to agitate against the forces of the revolu-

and participate at elections, throwing their in- tion, forces which, in their estimation, were
fluence on the side of the forces that stood for ''bourgeois," "capitalistic," and, therefore, just as

liberalism. He regarded the Czarist regime as evil, if not more evil, than the autocracy. After

the one great evil thing that must be destroyed several months' constant agitation and plotting

first of all, and he, therefore, supported any in- they attained success, not because the mass
fluences that would help to strike it down, of the Russian people sympathized with their

Lenine, on the other hand, refused to compromise ideas, but because the Russia of 191 7 presented

and adopt a middle policy; in his eyes the capi- an unusually fertile field for their activities. The
talist class, the "bourgeoisie," was just as evil as Russian workmen and the peasants wanted three

the Czardom, and he had no use for a revolution things, and they cared little how they got them

—

that threw out one and supplanted it with the peace, bread, and land. The liberal govern-

other. The constructive policy of the "Men- ment, under Milukoff, had not given them any
shivik" and the annihilating policy of the "Bol- oneof these three things; the Social Revolutionists,

shevik" was well brought out by the Revolution under Kerensky, had also failed in bringing peace

of 1905. The failures and dishonesty of the and prosperity, and thus the opportunity was ripe

Russian autocracy in the Japanese war produced for a new political faction which had adopted for

a state of public opinion that might easily have its war cry "peace, bread, and land." Lenine,

forced the abdication of the Czar at that time, s Trotzky and their crowd played ceaselessly upon
Had all the revolutionary forces joined hands, these three strings. In early November, 191 7,

Russia would have attained a liberal govern- the military forces stationed at Moscow and

ment—perhaps a constitutional monarchy, pos- Petrograd went Bolshevist, enraptured by this

sibly a democratic republic. Plekhanof and promise of peace, bread, and land, and that insured

the "Menshiviki" advocated such cooperation, the triumph of the Bolsheviki. There was bloody

and the establishment of a constitutional system fighting for a few days, but when it was over

as one step toward the realization of the socialis- Kerensky had fled, and the extreme wing of the

tic state. But Lenine and the "Bolsheviki" Social Democratic party found itself seated on
destroyed the Revolution of 1905, just as they the throne,

afterward destroyed that of 1917. They ridiculed

the movement as "bourgeois," and refused to

take part in the elections to the Duma. Thus the Thus this laborite autocracy, like that of the

Russian autocracy triumphed, in 1905, simply Czar, rested upon militarism. It also, like that

because its enemies were divided, and the one man of the Czar, rested upon deception. Jhe true

who did most to wreck the democratic movement inwardness of Bolshevism is understood only

at that time was none other than the same marplot when its attitude toward the Constitutional

—Nicholas Lenine— who, after the Constitution- Assembly is completely comprehended. A Con-
alists had triumphed in 191 7, stole back to Russia stitutional Assembly had for decades represented

by way of Germany, collected his Bolsheviki in the fondest hope of the Russian Revolutionists.

Petrograd and Moscow and once more proceeded A demand for such a gathering, which should be

to destroy the popular movement elected by universal secret ballot, and which,

In their attitudes toward the war Plekhanof when finally assembled, should draw up a con-

and Lenine showed these same qualities. From stitution for the Russian Republic, had long

• the beginning Plekhanof supported the Allied, been the cardinal point in the platform of

RUSSIA VOTES AGAINST THE BOLSHEVIKI
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all parties. The Bolshevist, like all the other excluded. The qualifications for voters rubs in

parties and factions, had for years declared that the same idea once more. The electoral franchise

only the Constitutional Assembly could save is confined to these classes: ''workmen and
Russia. Their bitterest attacks on Kerensky employees of all kinds, engaged in industry, trade,

had centred on his delay in calling such an agriculture, etc., peasants and Cossack peasants,

assembly, and their first act, they said, would be who do not engage hired labor for the sake of

to hold elections, based on "universal, secret, profit, and soldiers of the Soviet army and navy.''

direct, and equal sufi'rage" for delegates to this Thus even a peasant who hires a man to work for

convention. The Kerensky government had him cannot participate in this new government,

—

already set in motion the preliminaries of this "the little bourgeoisie," which is the name ap-

convention when the Bolsheviki drove them from plied to employing peasants of this type, has long

power and the elections began soon after Lenine been an object of detestation to men of the

and Trotzky had seized the government. As Lenine and Trotzky school. Besides specifying

the returns came in, however,, they definitely the people who can vote, this constitution makes
proved one thing—the Russian people were not the thing doubly sure by giving a long list of

Bolshevist. That "expression of the real will persons who cannot vote, "even though they

of the Russian people," which Lenine and Trotzky should belongtooneoftheclasses already named."
had been vociferously demanding for several years Any. man who employs any worker is excluded,

was registering itself strongly against these Those who live on "unearned income, such as

usurpers. When the votes were counted, it interest from capital, interests from enterprises,

appeared that two thirds of the delegates were income from property, and the like," and all

Social Revolutionists and only one third Bol- "private traders, trade and commercial agents"

sheviki or Social Revolutionists who usually acted are forever deprived of the ballot. All "monks
with them. In other words, the nation, freely and clergy" are also kept outside the breast-

expressing itself at the polls, had repudiated its works. One is surprised to find that this con-

saviors. This assembly met, held a single day's stitution, like the autocratic regime, provides for

session and then was dispersed by Bolshevist universal compulsory military service, but here

bayonets. The Bolsheviki suppressed the Con- again only the "laboring classes" can become
vention by violence, precisely as the Czar had members of the Soviet army and navy. This

suppressed the first Duma, and for precisely the army, consistently enough, is not organized for

same reason—they could not control it. As a the defense of Russia; its only reason for existence

matter of fact they had no use for a Constitutional is "to insure authority for the working classes

Convention, representative of all Russia; they and to remove every possibility for the re-

had their own type of government, "the dictator- establishment of the authority of exploiters"

ship of the proletariat," and this they now pro- —that is, it is an army of the working class against

ceeded to foist upon the Russian people. the capitalists. And the same paragraph of the

constitution that provides for "a socialistic Red
A REPUBLIC EXCLUSIVELY OF WORKERS ^^^ ^f Workmen and peasants" also provides

Having denied to the duly elected representa- for "the complete disarmament of the propertied

tives of the Russian people the right to frame classes."

their constitution, the Lenine and Trotzky "compulsory labor service"
oligarchy now proceeded to frame their own.
The Constitution of the "All Russian Socialistic However, this policy of granting the franchise

Federal Republic of Soviets"—such is the mouth- exclusively to workers has one saving grace, for

filling name of this new state—probably repre- the constitution introduces not only compulsory

sents the quintessence of Bolshevist wisdom. The military service, but compulsory " labor service."

new republic makes no pretense of being a re- It is evidently the expectation that eventually

publicof all the Russian citizenry; it is professedly the exploiting and "bourgeois" classes will dis-

a class afi^air and it deliberately excludes a large appear, and that every man, when this ideal

part of the former denizens of the empire. The state is realized, will earn his living by the sweat

constitution specifically describes the Russian of his face. The clauses excluding traders,

Republic as "a free, socialistic community of all merchants, and employers from the franchise is

the working people of Russia,"—that is, only the intended to apply to Russian society only in its

working people are entitled to membership in present imperfect shape; when the Bolshevist

this new state. "All the authority" it says, organization is complete there will be no such

"belongs to all the working inhabitants of the "parasites" as teachers, professors, editors,

country"—thus all professional and educated bankers, manufacturers, traders, and employers,

classes, as well as all employers, are definitely only laborers, and thus everybody will vote be-
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cause ever\body will have this qualification.

This does not mean, as one might at first think,

that human society is to revert once more to the

standards of the Garden of Eden, or to maintain

the level of organization that exists in an Eskimo
village. Because there are to be no bankers, and

no manufacturers, and no railroad presidents

does not mean that there are to be no banks, no

factories and no railroads. All these activities

are to exist, the Bolsheviki believe, and exist in a

more flourishing state than ever before, only they

are to be "nationalized" and "socialized." This

Soviet Constitution, with one sweep of the pen,

abolishes the "private holding of land," and de-

clares that "all land is declared national property

and is given without compensation to the laboring

people on the basis of equal use." Similarly

"all forests, minerals, and waterways of a general

state significance as well as all live and immovable
stock, model farms, and agricultural institutions

are declared national property." In order to

"insure the authority of the working people over

the exploiters" all "mills, mines, railways, and
other means of production and transportation are

transferred to the possession of the Workmen's
and Peasants' Republic." "As a first blow to

international banking and financial capital,"

the constitution repudiates all foreign loans made
by the Czar's government, and, in order "to

liberate the working masses from the yoke of

capital," all banks are transferred to the possession

of the Workmen's and Peasants' Republic."

In the last year all kinds of picturesque stories

have come out of Russia, describing the topsy-

turvy state of society that prevails in her economic

system. We have heard of workmen taking over

the management of railways, banks, and manu-
facturing plants, of peasants chasing landlords

out of their properties and taking possession

themselves—of looting, arson, and even murder.

These acts represent merely an attempt to reduce

this Soviet Constitution to a working basis. The
fact that the utmost disorder has resulted, that

the whole financial and industrial system has been
reduced to chaos, does not disturb the Bolshevist

statesmen. Their present work, they assert, is

necessarily destructive. They are engaged in a
social war—is not the essence of war destruction?

Germany started out to destroy the democracy
of other countries, in order to erect upon its ruins

a " higher type " of civilization. Similarly Lenine
and Trotzky are destroying the old social and
industrial order, that they may rear the Bol-

shevist state on its wreck. Just as the Germans,
in pursuit of the larger good, destroyed cathedrals,

leveled cities to the ground, made the whole of

northern France a mass of shell craters, and
murdered non-combatant women and children,

so Lenine and Trotzky burn the manor houses of

the landlord class, appropriate their territories,

destroy railroads, industrial plants, and sabotage
the whole financial system. The Prussian

oligarchy and the Bolshevist follow almost
identically the same method. Neither draws its

authority from the people; the Kaiser asserted a

divine right to subdue the world and the Bol-

shevik similarly claims a kind of mental illumina-

tion which convinces him that he is a chosen

vessel, that he alone has the truth, that it is his

business to convert the people to his doctrines

even against the people's own desire—witness

the way in which he suppressed, with shot and
shell, the Constitutional Convention which the

Russian people had freely elected. The general

estimate figures that only 3 per cent, of the

Russian people are Bolsheviki. The peasants,

who make up 86 per cent, of the population, are

deadly opposed to them. The Bolshevist attempt
to deliver the land to the peasants failed lamen-

tably, because this agrarian problem at present

is almost insoluble—and this is sufficient reason

why the practical peasant should turn against

his deliverers.

BOLSHEVISM A GERMAN PRODUCT

What are the chances that this state organiza-

tion will spread to Germany, perhaps to other

countries? Is Bolshevism something peculiarly

Russian, or do its seeds exist in all countries? In

origin, of course, it is Germanic. The "dictator-

ship of the proletariat," or the absolute control

of political power by the working classes, is simply

German Socialism. The hatred of the "bour-

geoisie," which most regard now as peculiarly

Russian, is also part of the Marxian theory.

Yet Bolshevism, as it is raging now in Russia,

is really not Socialism, or anything else remotely

resembling reason. The Bolshevist Constitution

does present a certain conception of the state,

grotesque as it may seem; yet that is not the sys-

tem that prevails in Russia to-day. How sincere

the leaders of the Bolshevist movement are is

doubtful; that they have taken German money
is now an established fact; if they lead at all,

however, it is merely as generals of a huge army
of saboteurs, most of them crazed with hunger,

and filled with intense hatred for the classes that

they hold responsible for all the miseries of the

country.

The two things that make Bolshevism are

starvation and military defeat. Any country

that has suffered these calamities is facing the

danger of this form of social explosion. Germany
is experiencing both at the present time; that is

why the situation there is dangerous. Probably

Germany could survive her terrible military
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reverses without relapsing into chaos; it is doubt- The two conditions that chiefly breed Bol-

ful whether she could survive a long period of shevism—famine and military defeat—are at

starvation. The German character is naturally work in Austria also. Because they do not exist

brutal and cruel; it has a great fondness for in France, Italy, and England, these countries

scapegoats; and a hungry stomach will arouse the seem fairly safe from this menace. Italy at one

fiercest instincts of the mob. It is not likely time presented a fertile field for this movement,

that the much advertised ''education" of the for Italy was hungry and had suffered military

German masses will protect the nation. The reverses. But Italy is now victorious over her

German masses are educated in the sense that ancient enemy, and has suffered a spiritual uplift

they can read and write, but they are not in- that will furnish the best possible germicide for

telligent; if they had been, would they have the Bolshevist microbe. Famine has also ceased

submitted to the Hohenzollern Empire for nearly to be a danger in the Italian home. At one time

fifty years? Another dangerous element is the France suffered from Bolshevist agitations, but

fact that the "proletariat" is a far larger body in with French armies in Alsace-Lorraine and on
Germany than in Russia. The mass of the the left bank of the Rhine, and with French

Russians ar$ peasants, who ca*e nothing for Social- larders being stocked from the United States, the

ism and want only their little plots of land; but French Republicmay be regardedas fairly immune.
German industry in the last fort}/ years has built England has its labor unrest, but little at present

up a large working class population that may now that looks a precursor of Bolshevism. The whole
begin pillaging its creators. One thing may be thing is so foreign to the Anglo-Saxon genius for

predicted; if Bolshevism seizes Germany, much order, that the ideaof such an outbreakin England
more than the 3 per cent, which has worked may be dismissed. As to the United States, the

such destruction in Russia will probably take Socialist vote, always a negligible factor, was
part in the disruption. The surest antidote is the smaller at the recent election than two years be-

feeding of millions of empty German stomachs; fore. It is not improbable that this country will

this is something which the world will have to do, have its labor troubles, but it is improbable that

not out of love for Germany, but as a matter of this will take the form of a "dictatorship of

self-protection. the proletariat."

GERMANY'S FUTURE MILITARY POSITION
How Her Power to Make War Is Altered by the Loss of Alsace-Lorraine, Polish Prussia,

Schleswig-Holstein, and the Kiel Canal, and by the Gain of German Austria —Her Net
Gain in Man Power—Her Possible Future Alliances in the East

BY

J. B. W. GARDINER

THE primary object of the Great War, warm sea; this she has through a neutralized Dar-
which came to an end on November danelles. She has no national aspirations which ex-
iith, was to make the world safe for tend beyond her present boundaries. Of the first-

peace. The object of this article is to class Powers then, Germany alone remains,

present a brief study of the military The history of Germany has followed the same
possibility of another European War, involving lines of development and has kept pace with the
the great nations that were engaged in that war growth of the predatory instinct of the Teutonic
which has just ended. , peoples. From the time of their first appearance
As one looks over the nations of Europe who in Europe in the days of the great Teutonic

have suffered most from the recent struggle, it is migrations down to the present, they have lived

impossible to escape the conclusion that the only and grown fat through preying on other people,

nation whom we need fear is Germ.any. There is The predatory instincts of every generation have
nothing that France covets, now that her stolen been sharpened and developed by the successes

provinces are to be returned to her. Britain has of its predecessor. Such instincts as these,

nocontinentalambitions,otherthanthoseoffriend- nourished and cherished through centuries of

ships. Italy's national aspirations are realized, assiduous education and training, are not elimi-

Russia needs no territory. She needs no outlet in a nated in a few months. What Germany and the
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German people were in 1 9 14, they still are, despite The strategic situation will undergo vast

the present insurrection against their own failures, changes as a result of the recession of Alsace-

When the present chaos which reigns is dissipated Lorraine to France. It will be further modified

by the passage of time, it is entirely conceivable by the change in the status of Luxemburg which
that, given the necessary raw materials, Germany will in all probability through its own volition be

might, when the chances of winning become incorporated in the French Republic. The French
sufficiently great, launch another war. border will then be the Rhine River from the Swiss

At this stage, then, in the world's development, frontier to a point south of Carlsruhe, where it

at the moment when we are about to reform will curve to the northwest, following closely the

Europe on a basis of decency and of racial rights, direction of the Saar River; and thence along the

and to lock up the German beast until he becomes present Luxemburg boundary to the Belgian

fit for human society, it is well to see just how frontier. From the Swiss frontier to Carlsruhe,

thoroughly the peace which we propose will serve then, Germany cannot break out. Although far

to curb the predatory instincts by which he has from the mouth of the river, this section of the

been actuated. In order to arrive at a reasonable Rhine is, nevertheless, a most formidable obstacle

conclusion, we must begin in 19 14 and see how the and even in the waBpof 1870 the Germans made no
territory he had then and which he is now to lose effort to force its passage. In the event of a

contributed to his military plans in the world war. future German attack it is certain that Germany
In the west the Belgian military border was the would studiously avoid this portion of the

Meuse River as far as Liege. At that place the French frontier. Even if she were successful in

Meuse turns westward but the political border forcing passage, her invasion would in all prob-

runs southward through the broken and difficult ability be held up along the Vosges Mountains.

Ardennes until the neutralized duchy of Luxem- We may consider, then, that the world is made
burg is met. The borderland of Luxemburg is safe from a German attack in this quarter once

also mountainous and difficult of passage. The Alsace-Lorraine has gone back to its rightful

French border from Luxemburg south, comes owner. The northern boundary of Lorraine

down first through the hills north of Briey and from the Rhine to the Luxemburg frontier is,

Longwy then passing through fairly open country however, without natural defense. The Saar

encircles Metz, and finally follows the crest of the River would not offer an insuperable barrier to an

Vosges Mountains. It is seen, then, that three lines advance and if Germany should force another

of invasion suggest themselves. The first is that war with the advantages she possessed in 1870

through Belgium; the second between Luxem- and in 19 14, the tragedy of the former might be

burg and the Vosges; the third through the passes repeated provided France were forced to fight

of the Vosges at Toul, Epinal or the Belfort Gap. without European Allies. In 1870, Germany
The first has the advantage of flanking the Arden- after the battle of Worth could have struck to the

nes and the rough Luxemburg country while at south and flanked the Rhine defenses had it been

the same time avoiding the fortified areas with necessary. But the victory at Worth enabled

which the French border is studded. The second Von Moltke to separate the French armies, and,

flanks the rough country of France north of the masking Metz where Bazaine's army was locked

Vosges and turns the iron fields of Briey and up, to push on into France and force the conclud-

Longwy. The third offers very few advantages ing battle at Sedan. In so far as this section of

and could have been held defensively by the the new frontier is concerned, the same combina-

French indefinitely. Germany, as we know, took tion of events could again be placed together,

the first and second routes, while France, making Continuing northward along the German
the vital mistake of assuming that there existed western frontier, it will remain, according to any
in Germany such a thing as a national honor basis of peace which has been proposed, exactly

which would make the Belgian border safe, as it was in 19 14. And the same weak spot

attempted to invade Germany through the which appeared then—from Liege to the Dutch
Vosges passes. The weak point in the frontier border—will still exist. If Germany ever wishes

which separated Germany from the Western to launch an offensive war, we know now that no

Powers was paradoxically the strongest defensive treaty will be held sacred no matter what may be

position—the Meuse between the Dutch border the circumstances under which it may have been

and Liege, and it was weak because of the dis- made. And if an invasion of Belgium should

parity in numbers and in equipment between the again offer an easy way out of a military difficulty,

Germans and the Belgian army of defense, but Germany will not hesitate to take it. In her

otherwise the Meuse at this point is so wide and way at the Meuse will ever be the gallant, self-

deep that had the forces been even approximately sacrificing army of Belgium with the glorious

equal, the Germans never could have crossed. traditions of the past five years. But this army
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can do no more than it has done in the past, can

guard for but a short time the road to the heart

of the great commercial structure of western

Europe. Under the proposed peace then these

two points will be the weak spots in the military

armor of western civilization.

In addition to the recession of Alsace-Lorraine

to France, two other territorial changes in the

West are possible although nothing has been said

in any official utterance with regard to them.

One is Schleswig-Holstein and the other Heligo-

land. Schleswig-Holstein is the Alsace-Lorraine

of Denmark and was the culmination of the

second of the vicious acts of aggressiveness

through which Germany long since plotted to

rule Europe. It is of vital importance in the

German scheme, since it contains the Kiel Canal.

Heligoland is supplementary to the Kiel Canal

through affording a naval base which not only

acts as a naval point d'appui to the North Sea

entrance but serves as an operating base for mine

layers which protect this entrance. A glance at

the map will show the great difficulties presented

to the German naval operations should these two
provinces be returned to Denmark. While Ger-

many would still have a material sea coast with

several good harbors it would be impossible for the

German fleet to move from the Baltic against

even an inferior naval force. There is only one

route—that of the Great Belt. Passage through

the Sound between Sweden and the Danish pro-

vince of Zealand would come within the three-

mile limit of one or the other of these states as it

is but five miles wide. Passage through the

Little Belt would also violate Danish neutrality

as it is but a mile wide at its neck. Between

Langeland and Taasinge islands, both of which

are Danish, the same difficulty is met with, leav-

ing the only feasible passage for either submarine

or surface ships between Laaland and Lange-

land into the Great Belt and from thence into

the Cattegat and Skager Rack. These passages

could be guarded with the utmost ease and the

fleet destroyed unit by unit as it came through.

Without Schleswig-Holstein, then, Germany
would sink to a fifth rate naval power, not to be

considered in any great war. It might be said

that it would be a simple matter in case of war to

invade Holstein and seize the Kiel Canal, restoring

the situation as it was in August, 191 4. This is

true, but it must be remembered that a canal is

the simplest of all engineering structures to

destroy; and if Denmark, having had her lost

provinces returned to her, was confronted

with invasion, her first act would be to blow
up the canal. Before it could be reopened,

the defending fleet would be at the North Sea

Gate.

In 19 14, western Russia found itself in a giant

vise one jaw of which was East Prussia, the other

Silesia. Between them she was crushed and her

armies thrown back upon Warsaw. This situa-

tion is entirely changed by the creation of a Polish

Republic, which would include East Prussia, a

part of West Prussia, Posen, and Silesia, east of

the Oder River. The boundary is a peculiar one
in that because of the generally flat character of

KIEL CANAL, KEY OF GERMAN NAVAL POWER
The restoration of Schleswig-Holstein to Denmark would take

the Kiel Canal out of German control. A German fleet could

then pass from the Baltic to the North Sea in war time only
by way of the Great Belt which could be easily guarded

the country there is not a single military barrier

on the frontier between Germany and the new
state. This is to be regretted since there is every

probability of ill feeling between the Germans and
the Poles due both to racial antipathy and to

Germany's previous outrages against them which

may at some future date give rise to friction.

But it will be many years hence, as Germany will

undoubtedly be given to understand that any
act of aggression on her eastern frontier will be

followed by reciprocal action in the west. A
restraining influence, however, may be seen in

the southeast in Czechoslovakia, consisting

generally of Bohemia, Moravia, part of Silesia,

and the Czech peoples of Austria. But this, too,

has its danger points. South of Bohemia is

Austria with jts very large Teuton population

which has already manifested signs of joining

hands with the Germans of Germany and forming
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a solid German state. This is an element of the

future which is to be distinctly feared as it is

susceptible of great harm. Bohemia juts west-

ward between these two like a tongue between

two giant teeth, to be bitten off by a sudden

snapping of the jaws. This would at once

expose the southern border of the new Poland

and reproduce the situation which existed at

the beginning of the battle of the Dunajec which

threw the Russians from the Carpathian crests

frontier under an unequivocal and solemn under-
standing that at the end of fifty years, if Germany
had kept faith and had produced otherwise a
clean record, it should revert.

Three cardinal elements have been disregarded

in this discussion, viz., political alliances, popula-
tions, and raw materials. Just what the political

lineup will be twenty-five years from now it is

idle to speculate upon. Two things are, however,

reasonably certain. With the exception of Spain,

THE PROBABLE STRATEGIC POSITION OF NEW GERMANY
If the Germans were not allowed to establish military strongholds east of the Oder, or west of the Rhine, their power to begin

sudden offensive operations would be greatly reduced, because both rivers are difficult barriers for advancing armies

and resulted in the capture of Warsaw in August,

1915.

Furthermore in the east, where the country is

very flat and featureless, there is no natural

barrier behind which Germany may be fettered

and made secure. This is a serious defect and
it would seem to be the part of safety to put

Germany at least for the present behind the

Oder River. To attempt to make the Oder the

permanent eastern boundary of the Germans
would, however, defeat our own ends. We
would simply be drawing an arbitrary line on the

map without regard to its ethnic meaning. It

can be no part of our plan to have Germans ruled

by Poles, or vice versa. But the Allies would be

justified in arranging for the occupation of the

strip of territory between the Oder and the Polish

the countries v/est of Germany, includingAmerica,

that is, the present Entente, will ethically or in

fact, be bonded together to guard in so far as it

may be possible the future "peace of the world.

Germany on the other hand is almost certain to

form some alliances with the more Eastern Powers.

The question of the Teutonic Austrians has al-

ready been mentioned. These will probably

weld themselves strongly to Germany either

through merger or through treaty agreement.

The strongest possibility is of a liaison between

Germany and Russia. This might have been

averted had we not in our dealing with Russia

persisted, through some silly socialistic notions,

in turning what was a purely military problem

into an experiment in economics. But as it is,

this is a condition which we have to face and we
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must make up our mind that in all probability

this alliance is one with which we must eventually

contend.

The question of population, of man power,

merges itself to a certain degree with that of

political alliances. Germany, through the peace

treaty, will suffer a certain loss. Through the

cession of Alsace-Lorraine to France, the cession

of East Prussia, parts of West Prussia, Posen,

and Silesia to Poland and the cession of Schleswig-

Holstein to Denmark, a population of 5,750,000
would pass from her control. But if the Teutons
of Austria unite with those of Germany, more

countries. In addition to their natural procliv-

ities in this direction, the entire state has been
during the last two years turned into a human
stock farm, the women being treated as brood
mares. There are official records to prove that

the German Government has made efforts to have
everywoman in the empire of suitable age, whether
maid, wife, or widow, bear a child, legitimate or
illegitimate. It will not take very many years as

the life of a nation is numbered, to repair the
wastage of the present war. In Russia, partic-

ularly in western Russia, there are elements
more friendly to the Teutonic elements than to

THE NATURAL MILITARY BARRIER BETWEEN GERMANY AND FRANCE
A river such as the Rhine is one of the greatest obstacles to an army. If the Rhine were made Germany's western boundar}',

France would be much more secure from sudden attack

than 8,000,000 people will be added to Germany's
population, a clear gain of 2,250,000. But the

true gain will be much greater than these numbers
indicate, because, while the gross loss is made up
of people loathing and detesting Germany and
constantly looking for a chance to escape from
her oppressive rule, the gross gain would be a
people, one in blood with the Germans and one
in whatever ambitions and aspirations Germany
might have. It is in itself a distinct source of

danger; a situation to be watched with the great-

est care and to be guarded against with every
precaution the Allied statesmen can throw around
it. The Germans, moreover, are a verv prolific

people, much more so than those of the Entente

the Entente. Particularly is this true of Finland

and of Ukrania. With Russia in its present

liquid state no man can say where the sympathies

of the population will lie twenty years from now.
But there is a German trend now which as the

years pass and the old avenues of commerce are

again open may develop into something more
definite and much more dangerous. In brief,

then, it is entirely probable that within twenty
years the man power at Germany's disposal will

be as great as that with which she began the 191

5

campaign.

The question of raw materials is also inter-

woven with that of the probable post-war alli-

ances. Germany has lost her most valuable
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THE GREAT NAVAL BASE AT KIEL
The return of Schleswig-Holstein to Denmark would take from Germany the control of the Kiel Canal and harbor. This would

prevent the possibility of another threat of Germany's domination of the ocean or of another great submarine menace

THE WEST COAST OF HELIGOLAND
Germany obtained this island! from Great Britain in 1890 and strongly fortified it. Heligoland lies in the North Sea twenty-eight

miles from the mouth of the Elbe. 1 1 was the outer buttress of Germany's naval establishment
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stores of war supplies—the iron of Lorraine and
the potash of Alsace—but Germany has not been

deprived entirely of metal. Previous to the

acquisition of Lorraine the iron mines of Prussia

were well developed and were actively worked.

In the early 'nineties the output of the Prussian

mines equalled that of Lorraine. Later, because

of the greater richness of the ore from the latter

source, the output surpassed that of Prussia and
Lorraine came to be the most important source

of German steel. Now Germany must go back
to working, at greater cost and with greater effort,

the lower grade ore which she possessed prior to

ism, in still others from motives of unquestionable
venality—to create a wave of sympathy for the
German people and to endow them with a sac-

rosanct character entirely different from that
which they really possess. Their native cruelty
and brutality, the fiendish joy of their soldiers in

striking down helpless non-combatants, of their

women while masquerading as angels of mercy
under the sacred symbol of the Red Cross in

torturing the wounded, even of their children in

abusing prisoners—these are thrust aside, not

considered, the testimony of the world ignored.

Vengeance for German crimes we must not take.

GERMANY S UNPROTECTED NORTHERN BOUNDARY
The resurrection of Poland will doubtless cause Germany's northern boundary to be moved farther south, but will not strengthen

it militarily. The Mazurian Lakes will doubtless be given to Poland

1870. It must be remembered, however, that

Germany will still control the output of the mines
of Sweden; that there is a strong probability that

she will similarly control the output of the Donetz
basin in Russia; that under the "no economic
barrier" clause in our peace conditions she can
import all the metal she can buy and pay for in

foreign markets. As a war-making state, then,

there is a distinct probability that in twenty
years Germany will be even more powerful than
she was in 19 14, if the peace terms proposed by
this country are not materially modified. There
is a determined effort going on in this country to-

day—in some quarters springing from ignorance,

in others from an impractical and ill-timed ideal-

It is unworthy of a great people and of the cause

for which we have fought. But justice to our-

selves demands that this beast be locked up in

such a way that he can never again break loose to

place an entire world in agony. A just peace can

be made upon but one basis—the greatest good

to the greatest number. Every individual as-

piration cannot be fully realized. Idealism must
be tempered with practicality. Even though in-

justice may have to be done in isolated cases, if

the future be made safe, if the peace of the world

is assured, the ends for which we have been fight-

ing will have been achieved and the sacrifices

we have made justified. Otherwise it has all

been fruitless; a cruel, vicious waste.
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Fitting Our Soldiers for Civilian Life—The Biggest Educational Institution in the World

Every Soldier to Be Given an Equal Opportunity for Education and Special Training

For Civilian Employment— Keeping up with the Stay-at-Homes

BY

FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE

B'LL
and Tom worked in the same shop, alent, making allowance for the general advance

for three dollars a day. The draft in all commodities, including labor. Bill's return

took Bill into the Army, to France to industry will tend to bring Tom's wages down,
and a dollar a day. Tom went to because he will make one more ''labor unit"

driving rivets in a shipyard at ten available for the work of the shipyard, the motor
dollars a day. factory, the store, or the farm. To speculate as

In six months or so from now, Bill will be com- to how far down the wages of all the Toms will

ing back, looking for a job. In the absence of come when all the Bills get back would be a

any special qualifications, he will have to start waste of white paper; the facts will be available

in again where he left off last year, at the three- soon enough. But no matter where Tom finally

dollar-a-day level, or its current economic equiv- finds his economic level, he has been earning good

wages and salting down part of

them in Liberty Bonds and War
Savings Stamps while Bill has

been toting a gun (or a pick or a

monkey-wrench) somewhere in

France and is coming home flat

broke. Likewise, Tom has been

getting ahead in his trade; he is

a more efficient workman than

he was when he and Bill parted

company; he is worth more to

his employer and himself than he

was then, or than Bill would be if

he had to begin where he left off.

Tom, in short, has gained a dis-

tinct economic advantage over

Bill in several ways. And, com-
paring the risks Bill took with

Tom's bomb-proof security, this

doesn't seem exactly fair to Bill.

The answer is that Bill won't

have to begin again where he

left oflF. The Government is

seeing to that. It is setting out

to prove untrue the tradition that

republics are ungrateful, and to

expose the fallacy of Talleyrand's

dictum that while you can make
a soldier out of a civilian, you
can't make a civilian out of a

soldier. Every Bill in the Ameri-

can Expeditionary Force, whether

he be an unlettered Negro steve-

dore, whose military experience

has been confined to unloadingA NAVAL
• Committee on Public Information

.ABORATORY ASSISTANT
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jniversity man who can work out

iftillery ranges by trigonometry,

s to be given an opportunity

before he is discharged from the

\rmy for education and special

c'raining for civihan employrnent,

such as will, if he avails himself

)f it, give him not merely an even

chance but a better chance than

the particular stay-at-home Tom
with whom he was on an even

footing before the war.

Part of this special training the

ifien of the A.E.F. h,ave already

received. For eighteen months
there have been in operation

scores of Army schools, devoted

to the intensive training of mil-

lions of soldiers of every grade in

hundreds of trades and profes-

sions, involving the teaching lit-

erally of thousands of different

subjects, and 90 per cent., or

thereabouts, of this special train-

ing has fitted its recipients for

better jobs and more rapid ad-

vancement in civilian occupations

than they would have had a
chance at for many years. It

'doesn't take much of a prophet to

forecast a tremendous extension

of the use of motor trucks in the

next few years; something more
than a quarter of a million men
who had only a superficial

knowledge of the subject have
been trained into the most highly

skilled mechanicians and chauffeurs in the Army.
We need better roads for the trucks to run on; we
have developed a corps of skilled road-builders

who are ready to build them for us. There is

no phase of engineering—civil, mechanical, elec-

trical, construction, sanitary, chemical—in which
the Army has not trained thousands and tens

of thousands to higher efficiency and consequently
greater earning capacity than they had in civil life.

There are Army schools for bakers and for lumber-
men, whose graduates will find better jobs back
home than they ever had before. Every angle of

railroad operation and construction has been
taught to many who will find permanent profit

therefrom. Mule -shoeing and horse-breaking,

mending^notorcycles and cobbling shoes, tailoring,

bookkeeping, plumbing, blacksmithing, printing

—

there is hardly a trade or a handicraft in which
some considerable body of soldiers have not been
taught with scientific thoroughness the things that
.will insure their future success as civilians.

Committee on Public Information

LEARNING TO BE VETERINARIANS
A class of soldier students learning to treat a horse for fistula

There has never been anything quite like these

Army schools, with their picked staffs of teachers,

drawn from the schools, the universities, and the

industries of America, put in uniform and given

the hardest job of teaching that instructors ever

had. There isn't space here to tell about them in

detail—about the thirty different schools at

Camp Johnston, Florida, for example, where the

teaching is so far ahead of current text-books

that the teachers have to write the text-books

themselves and produce them by mimeograph,

because printing presses are too slow! But any
soldier who has mastered the contents of the

mimeograph text-book on motorcycle operation

and repair, which I have before me as I write,

and has applied its teachings in actual practice,

as a hundred thousand or more have done, has

surely fitted himself for well-paid employment
in a big and growing civilian line of industry.

It does look as though Bill, or a good many of

him, were going to be able to keep up his end
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PRACTICAL AS WELL AS THEORETICAL INSTRUCTION
Besides knowing the mimeographed lessons thoroughly, these students do the actual work of cleaning, repairing, and rebuildinj

machines

THE GARAGE MEN OF THE FUTURE
To keep the transport trucks and thousands of other Army automobiles in repair, thousands of automobile mechanics had to be

trained. These will be quite as useful in peace as in war
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A CLASS OF ILLITERATES

Colored troops are taught to read and write in a Texas military camp

PREPARING FOR EXAMINATIONS

If these soldiers wish promotion or even retention in the kind of service they prefer they must show interest, increasing

knowledge, and satisfactory progress
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SOLDIERS LEARNING TRADES
Carpenter, blacksmith, electrician, cook, veterinarian, and mechanic, are a few of the workers our Army has been training

with Tom, who stayed at home, doesn't it? or more skill in the old one, Tom may have been
But—to continue the metaphor—while Bill may going to night school and absorbing a general

come back with a better trade than he had before, education while Bill was doing his tour of duty

Paul Thompson
MAY HELP RESURRECT AMERICAN SHIPPING
Now, for the first time since the passing of the Clipper

Ships, the United States has vessels and trained men that
may enable her to rewin a place in the ocean-carrying trade

© Paul Thompson

PREPARING FOR MERCHANT MARINE SERVICE
A very large percentage of ^ur Navy men come from the

Middle West. One of the Navy's tasks is to prepare such

landlubbers for merchant marine service
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in the trenches. Besides, a milHon or two Bills of every subject under the sun. Every modern
haven't had any special training in the Army method of instruction is to be used, from corres-

except along strictly military lines that will do pondence courses to actual university lectures,

them little practical good in peaceful pursuits, including classroom studies and recitations,

*'Very well," says Uncle Sam, "Let's give every laboratory and shop demonstrations and prac-

single, solitary Bill in the whole A. E. F. a chance tice and field work of every applicable kind,

to match any stay-at-home Tom, not only in his For the purchase of text-books and reference

particular line of work but in general culture, too." books for the Khaki University, the lowest esti-

Out of this determination, as much as out of the mate of the sum required is $5,000,000; the first

need for giving the soldiers intensive occupation text-book order given after the signing of the

Motorcycle Division. Lecture No* 3, Page 7,

This point of exhaust opening is between 3/4 inch and 9/l6

inch before bottom dead center* The exhaust valves opens

in* this position. and closes. when the piston is. l/32.inch to

3/S2 inch past top doad center. Since the inlet cam is

iribunted on' the same gear. with the. exhaust valve cam, they
do not require independent, timing. After the inlet valve

closes, the charge is cc«npressed; otherwise complete com-

bustion would vevery slow fe.nd little power or speed produced.

In this connection the importance of having the valve seats

properly adjusted can be appreciated. A.- poorly seated valve
lets a great amount of compression leak by.

13. Where the charge Is properly compressed it must be

ignited. On the twin cylinder magneto machine the spark should

occur 1/4 inch to 5/l6 inch before top dead center or the com-

pression stroke, vfith the interrupter housing in fully advanced

position. Thecretically tlie: pi\cpe?r time for exploding the

charge is at top dead center on the compression stroke when
the charge is compressed as much' as- it can be. There is,

however, a slight lapse between the sparking and the explosion.
When the spark occurs, it first ignites the charge around the
spark plug points. This flame then spreads through the rest
of the mixture, forcing the piston downward. The time between

A UNIQUE TEXT-BOOK
The subject matter changes so rapidly, because of improvements in the machines, that the text-books are not printed but are

merely mimeographed

for their minds while resting on their arms await- armistice was for 200,000 volumes, and that was
ing transport home, has come the Khaki Uni- only a beginning.

versity. The American Library Association, which will

It is the biggest educational institution in the provide the reference books and general library

world, this great school for fitting our soldiers equipment, has a list of 1,000 titles that will be

for civilian life. It is a university in all that the required, purchase and shipment of which began
term implies—the scope of its curriculum is early in November.
universal. Already it has more than a quarter The scheme of the Khaki University has for its

of a million stwdents enrolled; by spring there foundation the plans worked out last summer by
will be a million. Its faculty, headed by dis- Dr. Anson Phelps Stokes, secretary of Yale

tinguished American university professors, will University, and Professor John Erskine of Col-

comprise more than 2,000 highly trained teachers umbia University, chairman of the Army Educa-
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tional Commission. These plans provided for Those selected for these courses will be students

educational courses to be operated by the Y. M. who had not completed their American university

C. A. during the period of hostilities, and for a courses before entering the service, and arrange-

combination of the Y's work with that of the ments are being made to have their work over-

specialized Army schools during the demobiliza- seas credited to them at their home colleges,

tion period. Until the order came to cease Attention is being focussed most sharply,

firing, naturally instruction had to be limited to however, on the needs of the soldier who had
such periods as did not interfere with the soldiers' been denied educational advantages before enter-

military duties. The sudden end of the war made ing the service. For these, besides elementary

the immediate extension of the work irriperative, English, geography, history, and civics, there are

and as soon as Washington even suspected Ger- courses laid out in agriculture, carpentry, tele-

many was ready to quit. Dr. Frederick P. Keppel, graphy, tailoring, cobbling, salesmanship, electric

Third Assistant Secretary of War, formerly wiring, tinsmithing, barbering, cooking, and
Dean of Columbia University, started overseas many of the more highly skilled trades and occu-

to confer with General Pershing and the Army pations. Agriculture, the engineering trades,

Educational Commission and map out plans for and business courses are the most popular, Di;

the enlarged educational work which is now Erskine stated just before he returned to France

under way. in November.
As this is written, it is still undetermined "During demobilization, industrial and vo-

whether the entire work shall be taken over by cational courses will be offered to from 30 to 40
the Army, or whether the system of cooperation per cent, of the Army," said Dr. Erskine. " Com-
already in effect shall be continued. The schools mon school and high school courses will be pro-

of the Khaki University are already in operation, vided for all soldiers who have not finished their

however, on a rapidly expanding scale. At the school work and soldiers and officers of academic

bottom of the curriculum come the classes in merit will be given courses in the great European
elementary English, for illiterates and the foreign- universities."

born. Professor Erskine reported early in Novem- And it is not only the so-called "vocational"

ber that more than 30,000 soldiers were enrolled education that interests and holds the men of the

in these classes alone. Frank E. Spaulding, A.E.F. Dr. Erskine reported a couple of months
Superintendent of Schools of Cleveland, is in ago not only that the attendance upon the lec-

charge of the field staff of the Khaki University tures which deal with philosophical and historical

and of the organization of educational work below topics was increasing, but that the quality of

college grade. His assistant, Professor Peter A. lecture demanded by the men was much higher

Appelboom, of the University of Kansas, heads than that which was quite satisfactory in the

the department of instruction in the French early days of the war.

language, and reports more than 200,000 stud- "The soldiers" said Dr. Erskine "are con-

ents in the classes in this course. At the head of ' stantly more earnest in their information about

the department of geography is Professor Reg- the war, about the country in which they are fight-

inald A. Daly, of Harvard. Dr. Kenyon L. ing, about the history and ideals of the Allies,

Butterfield, president of the Massachusetts Agri- and about the future of our own country. As
cultural College, heads the department of voca- they become more accustomed to army life and
tional, commercial, trade, and higher technical the conditions of the war, they demand a more
education, and it is in these that the largest searching kind of treatment and become more
ultimate enrollment is expected. critical. It is quite useless to put before them

Classes are being organized in every post, can- a lecturer who is merely entertaining or, in

tonment, rest camp, or area in which as many as the less fortunate sense of the word, merely in-

500 American soldiers are stationed ; to reach those spirational."

attached to smaller units or on detached duty. Bill, in short, is going to bring back from
correspondence courses are being organized by a "over there" not only trained hands but a trained

staff of fifty teachers with school extension ex- mind. He would be a mighty stupid Bill, indeed,

perience, who will offer everything from elemen- if he didn't come back with a more active imagi-
tary subjects to university branches by mail, nation and a broader vision than when he first

Arrangements have also been made with the appeared before the draft board, even if there

leading French and British universities to open had been no special attention paid to his tech-

their doors to American students whose special nical and general education whil^ in the Army,
aptitude and qualifications are such as to warrant The opportunity for mental expansion, which
the Army authorilie: in granting them furloughs the war has brought to some millions of young
for the purpose of attending these institutions. Americans, cannot fail to have a lasting and bene-
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ficial effect on their whole future careers. Bill sary. Under the new regime at West Point,

probably would have lived and died in his home cadets are being graduated as full-fledged and

town, knowing little and caring less about the competent officers in fifteen months. Germany
people and countries beyond the range of his laughed at Plattsburgh; officers couldn't be made
immediate daily concerns. But the Govern- out of civilians in less than five years. We have

ment put Bill on a train and sent him a thousand turned out tens of thousands of officers, whose

miles to a cantonment, and Bill began to get new military ability and conduct have aroused the

ideas even before he donned a uniform. In admiration of the whole world, in much less than

camp he mixed with thirty or forty thousand a year of intensive training. University faculties

other young fellows from every part of the coun- all over the country report that the progress made
try; more new ideas and lots of them. After a by members of the Students' Army Training Corps

while he took another long railroad trip, with a is nothing short of marvelous. It began with the

few thousand others like him, to the Atlantic assignment of selected men to study special tech-

seaboard, perhaps to New York; then he got on a nical subjects in a few engineering and technical

ship and traveled 3,000 miles across the ocean, schools and colleges. Under military discipline,

landing in a country that he had known only as a with the social features of college life eliminated

blotch on the map, inhabited by people very and every waking minute of teachers and students

much like his own folks at home and yet very alike centred upon the main job, these men be-

different in their ways of living and doing things, came experts so much more rapidly than any one

And even if he got no nearer the front than a billet had dreamed it possible, that the next step, the

somewhere in rural France, by this time Bill, in conversion of most of the great institutions of

his point of view and ideas of the world and his learning in America into training schools whose
relation to it, was quite a different person from range covers the whole field of knowledge neces-

the Bill who left his home in Texas or Minne- sary to the soldier of every grade, was inevit-

sota or Florida or Maine seven or eight months able,

earlier. Even if Bill hasn't gotten overseas, but only

It is the quickening of the American soldier's as far as the S. A. T. C., he is going to come back

mental processes through such a series of new to civil life and civilian work when the peace

experiences, that has made him the aptest pupil treaties are finally ratified, with a better and more
that ever attended any kind of a school. The thorough education than he could possibly have
educators who have been working with our men gotten in the same length of time by any other

of the American Expeditionary Force do not means.
know which is the more marvelous, the average It is well within the fact to say that the war has

soldier's intense desire to learn or his unexpected already taught educators a great deal that they

and unexampled quickness in absorbing and ap- did not know or had not realized before about

plying his new knowledge. It would be going too education, educational methods, and the recep-

far to say that an honorable discharge from the tivity of the youthful mind. When the history

United States Army, with a record of service of the great war, from the viewpoint of its effect

overseas in this war, is the equivalent of a college upon the development of the United States of

diploma, but in the vast majority of cases it will America, comes to be written—which won't be for

be an adequate certificate that its holder has been twenty-five or thirty years yet—he will be a poor

"educated" in the biggest, broadest sense of the historian who does not lay his strongest emphasis

term. For education, after all, in its effect on the effect of the Government's educational pro-

upon the individual, consists not of the accumula- gramme upon the men in uniform and its conse-

tion of knowledge but of the development within quent results upon the educational systems of

the individual of confidence in his own ability the United States. It is hard to set a limit upon
to acquire and apply knowledge, and a degree of the possible influence for good of the bringing

familiarity with the methods by which knowledge back into civil life of a few million young men
may be acquired. who, besides a quickened intelligence and special

How rapidly knowledge can be assimilated equipment for particular jobs, will bring back

when there is a combination of eagerness to learn, with them, in greater or less degree, the culture

intensive instruction by competent teachers, and that comes from travel, from new and broader

nothing to divert the student's mind, has been associations, from the glory and stimulus of the

amply demonstrated in the experience of our Great Adventure.
Government in making experts in every branch It does look, after all, as though Tom were

of military science cut of entirely raw material the one who should be worrying about his future,

in one quarter of the time formerly thought neces- not Bill.



After the Hohenzollerns,
What?

[Germany is the home of Socialism. Before the war, half the Socialist votes in the world were cast in

Ger^nany. Despite an electoral system designed especially to make three Socialist votes equal to only one

Junker vote, the Socialists in igi2 held no seats of the ^97 seats in the Reichstag. To-day, for the moment
at least, Socialists rule Germany. Probably they will permanently shape its institutions of government.

Therefore, to get a basis offacts for speculation upon the future government of Germany, it is essential that

one should understand what Socialism means to the Germans themselves. The war has changed many
people and many ideas; therefore, it is necessary to know not only what Socialism meant to the Germans

before the war, but also what changes in Socialist beliefs and Socialist leadership have been going on during

the war.

To present these two sides of the question, the World's Work prints the two articles that follow. The

first is made up of the significant parts of an article published in this magazine in June, igi2, and
written by Professor Samuel P. Orth {now of Cornell University) immediately after his return from a

special study of the subject in Germany, where he interviewed the principal leaders of the party. The

second is written by Dr. Victor S. Clark, of the Carnegie Foundation in Washington, D. C, who has made a

special study of the German newspapers during the war and has compiledfrom them, for the purposes of this

article, the progress of men and events in the Socialistic party in Germany, particularly during the last

eighteen months.—The Editors.]

THE SOCIALISTS IN GERMANY BEFORE THE
WAR

A Party With More Than Four Million Votes, Which Called Itself Social Democratic But

Was More Interested in Democracy Than in Socialism

—

Its Protest

Against Caste and Against Unjust Suffrage Laws

BY

SAMUEL P. ORTH

IN
FRANCE, Socialism means agitation,

in Germany, it means organization. That
is a difference in temperament, and also in

economy and political conditions.

Germany is mediaeval. " Divine Rights"
is written on the brow of the Kaiser. Militarism
is rampant, and lately there has been added the
power of money. This is the trinity that rules

Germany: a mediaeval king, a feudal aristocracy,

and the pushing parvenus of coal dust and iron

filings.

A more depressing triumvirate cannot be
imagined. It embraces all that is arbitrary in

monarchy, haughty in aristocracy, and snobbish
in riches.

From the highest officials down to the lowest is

a series of castes, like the serried steps of a pyra-
mid, the king on the shining summit, the humble
officials below. These officials intermarry; they
breed the spirit of stratification.

All of this extends into private life. The
Germans are from the cradle educated into a fixed

system of layers. The career of a man is fore-

shortened before he begins it. There are all

sorts of schools, for all sorts of children. These
children are not judged by their ability so much
as by their parentage. Only one power is capable

of breaking through these crusts—the money
power.

And in this fertile field. Socialism has grown in

proportion to the hostility that king, army, and
wealth have heaped upon it.

Bismarck's anti-Socialist laws read like a page

out of inquisitorial Spain. Social Democrats
were not allowed to organize unions, were not

permitted to have meetings without the per-

mission of the police, and, at every meeting so

permitted, police were present to dismiss the

people as soon as they thought the law had been

violated. All Socialist papers, books, plays,
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songs, and even pictures, were put upon the

Index Expurgaiorius of this new poHtical papacy,

their importation was prohibited. There was a

universal exile of SociaHst leaders from the cities

under the ban.

A CELLAR PROPAGANDA

What was forbidden in the open was done in

secret, the propaganda was pushed from the sun-

shine into cellars. The police were outwitted,

the Government's commission made plaintive

reports, every year, of their inability to cope with

the determined multitudes.

Finally, after twelve years of useless efforts,

after 1,400 publications of all kinds had been

interdicted, and 1,500 persons imprisoned to

serve an aggregate term of 100 years, the anti-

Socialist laws were repealed. Not with the con-

sent of the determined man who forced them upon

the empire; Bismarck's jaw never relaxed. He
wanted to make the punishment expatriation.

But the Reichstag balked, even the Conservatives

were sick of the business. He prorogued the

Parliament and went before the^ people.

Bismarck's defeat

Then he learned what deep root this plant,

whose buds he had been clipping, had taken in the

years of darkness. The Social Democrats left the

House with eleven members, they returned with

thirty-five. Back of these delegates of labor were

1,427,000 votes. Bismarck resigned. And Bebel

was justified in his proud dictum, made from the

tribune whence the Chancellor had so often flayed

him: "The Chancellor thought he had us, but

we have him." And Liebknecht, the scholar

among the Socialists, shouted: *'The anti-

Socialist laws have gone down, and our red flag

has gone up to the masthead."

Bismarck had made three mistakes: First,

he headed off a truly Liberal party, driving the

liberal-minded workingmen into Social Demo-
cracy: second, he tried to kill Socialism and its

democracy by violence: third, he thought he could

win the workingman over by giving him a sub-

stantial interest in the state.

His elaborate scheme of paternal Socialism was
inaugurated by an old age pension act, followed

by sick benefits and accident insurance. Despite

his efforts to destroy the Socialist par-ty by his

system of state Socialism, Bismarck saw the

workingmen keep on flocking into the Social

Democratic fold by the thousands.

What is it, then, that the Social Democrat
wants?

Let me elaborate a little more on the "social-

ized" condition of the German State to-day; then

the answer will be easier.

Germany is the most "socialized" nation in

Europe. The state owns all the means of com-
munication, railroads, canals, post, telegraph,

parcels post, telephones, wireless telegraph, and
Zeppelin airships. The cities own the public

utilities, are landlords of vast estates, own and
manage markets, theatres, elect ric»power houses,

bake shops, meat shops, and factories.

A German laborer may begin life attended by a

physician or nurse paid by the state: he is chris-

tened by a state clergyman: is taught the rudi-

ments of learning and his handicraft by the state.

He begins his apprenticeship under the watchful

eye of a state inspector who sees that the safe-

guards to health and limb are faithfully observed.

He is drafted by the state into the army, devot-

ing two of his best years to the drill sergeant.

He returns to work from the rigor of this discipline;

the state gives him license to marry, registers his

place of residence, and follows him from place to

place wherever he moves. If he falls ill, his

suffering is assuaged by the knowledge that his

wife and children are cared for, and that his

expenses will be paid during illness, and he spends

his convalescence in a sumptuous state hospital.

If he falls victim to an accident, the ample insur-

ance, even if he be permanently injured, is a

balm to his suffering. If he unfortunately be-

comes the most pitiable of all creatures, a man
out of work, city and state unite to find or make
work for him. If he wanders from town to town
in search of work, the cities through which he

passes offer him free hospitality. If he wishes

to move to another part of his town, the munici-

pal bureau will be glad to help him find a house,

or even lend him money to get one of his own.

If he is in dispute with his employer, the Gov-
ernment furnishes a court of arbitration. If he

is sued by his master or wishes to sue him, the

state has provided a special industrial court.

If he is in trouble, the city places a lawyer at his

disposal.

PENSIONS FOR EVERYBODY

And if by rare chance, through the grace of

the state's strict sanitary regulations and by care-

ful living, he reaches the age of seventy, he will

find the closing days of his life eased by a pension,

very small to be sure, but yet enough to make

him more welcome to the relatives or friends who

are charged with ministering to his wants.

Two hundred thousand dollars a day is the

price that Germany pays for this system of in-

dustrial pensions alone. More than 16,000,000

workmen are insured under the accident, old age,

and sickness acts. This does not include the vast

horde of officials who are pensioned in army and

navy, preachers, teachers, judges, the national
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and local civil lists—policemen, firemen, janitors,

and all the rest. There is only one considerable

class of workers left out—the private salaried

emplo>ees—such as clerks, stenographers, etc.

There is a law now in the Reichstag extending

the pension acts to this class. Then only a

minority of the 65,000,000 inhabitants will be

without the benefit of some public stipend.

Germany is the pensioner's paradise.

And it is in this land of cautious caretaking for

the humbler folk, that Social Democracy casts

half the Socialist votes for the world.

What, then, does the Social Democrat want?

First of all, he wants democracy. He wants

property and prerogative subordinated to man.
The empire is a political hodge-podge. There

are all sorts of governments, from Liberal Bavaria

to the crabbed junkerdom (or landlordism) of

Mecklenburg—there are principalities, duke-

doms, kingdoms, and free cities, all with ancient

charters, privileges, and prerogatives. None is

democratic, and most of them resort to ingenious

devices to make a Social Democratic majority

remain a minority.

For instance, take Saxony, an enlightened little

kingdom, with Dresden, the art city, for its cap-

ital. Only two years ago this kingdom passed

a new election law. The voters are divided into

four classes. All males of twenty-five years have

one vote: those who have an annual income of

about §335 have two votes; those with about

J445 income have three votes: those with J525
have four votes. But in every case the income
must be either from propertv or from professional

service.

There are ninety-one members in the Saxon
diet. The new law arranged the districts so that

only forty-three—less than ^ half—are from the

cities. The country vote is safely anti-Socialist.

But the cities of Dresden, Chemnitz, and Leip-

zig have a large Social Democratic population.

In Leipzig the vote stood as follows:

32, 576 voters in the one-vote class cast 32,576 votes.

20,323 voters in the two-vote class cast 40,646 votes.

8, 538 voters in the three-vote class cast 25,614 votes.

18,491 voters in the four-vote class cast 73,964 votes.

The four-vote class cast double the vote of the
one-vote class, with about half as many voters.

With this handicap the Social Democrats went
into battle. They won more than one half of

the voters, but elected only one fourth of the
members. They were offered the vice-presidency
of the Chamber of Deputies. But the offer had
a string tied to it, they must attend the reception
given by the king to the deputies. They had
always refused to recognize royalty in this way
and would not surrender now for the sake of office.

STATES

Prussia

Bavaria
Wiirttemberg ....
Baden
Saxony, Kingdom of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin .

Hesse
Oldenburg
Brunswick
Saxony, Grand Duchy of .

Mecklenburg-Strelitz
Saxe-Meiningen ....
Anhalt
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha

.

Saxe-Alteijburg ....
Lippe
Waldeck
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt .

Schwarzburg-Sondershausen
Reuss Jr. Branch
Schaumburg-Lippe .

Reuss Elder Branch.
Hamburg
Liibeck
Bremen
Alsace-Lorraine ....

Total . . . % . .

POPULA-
AREA

TION

134,616 40,165,219
29,292 6,887,291

7.534 2,437,574
5,823 2,142,833

5.789 4,806,661

5,068 639,958
2,966 1,282,051

2,482 483,042
1,418 494,339
1,397 417,149
1,131 106,442

953 278,762
888 331, '28

764 257,177
511 216,128

469 150,937

433 61,707

363 100,702

333 89,917

319 152,752
131 46,652
122 72,769
160 1,014,664

115 116,599

99 299,526
5,604 1,874,014

208,780 64,925,993

DEPUTIES
IN REICHS-

TAG

236
48
'7

14

23
6

9
3

3

15

397

REPRESENTATION NOT IN PROPORTION TO POPU-

LATION

But the Special grievance of the Social

Democrat is Prussia, the predominating state of

the empire. Here the three-class system pre-

vails. Each electoral district is divided into

precincts, the taxpayers of each precinct are

listed according to the amount of taxes they pay,

the largest payers on the top, the smallest on the

bottom of the list. The total amount of taxes

paid is divided into three equal parts, those who
pay the upper one third are class one, the middle

one third are class two, the lower one third are

class three. Each of these groups elects the

same number of electors, and these electors meet
and choose the members of the legislature. Classes

one and two usually combine to control the elec-

tions. In 1903, the Social Democrats, for the

first time, contested an election for the Prussian

PARTY REPRESENTATION IN

REICHSTAG
APRIL I, 1914 MARCH I, I918

Social Democrats . 1 12 84
Centre Party . 89 88
National Liberals 47 45
Conservatives . 42 44
Radicals 44 46
Poles .... 18 18
Free Conservatives 13

Anti-Semites . 3
Economic Union . 8
Other Parties . 21
German Party. 27
Social Dem. Labor Union 25
Independents .... 16
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Diet. The conditions are too hard for them xo

hope for success. They cast 314,149 votes, and
the Conservatives cast 324,157; the Social

Democrats failed to elect any representatives,

the Conservatives elected 143. In the last elec-

tion, the Social Democrats cast practically 24 per

cent, of the votes and elected seven members in a

house of 420. The districts are so gerry-

mandered that the rural population, comprising

30 per cent, of the total, elect the majority of the

members.
The Social Democrats are, first of all, demand-

masters with Socialistic sympathies learned long

ago to keep their opinions to themselves. The
clergy in the State Church have only to recall

the experience of Pastor Naumann, until recently

a member of the Reichstag as a Radical Liberal

who sacrificed a pastorate to his convictions

And professors in the university, who are not

content with the "Socialism of the Chair,"

remember the dismissal of Dr. Aarons, a Social

Democrat who had declared in public that

Social Democracy was the "lesser evil" that

threatened the state. A law was promptly

THE GERMAN EMPIRE WAS A POLITICAL HODGE-PODGE
There was no democracy; gerrymandering and other tricks were used to keep the Social Democratic majority a voting minority

ing the abolition of property qualifications for

elections.

Social Democracy is, of course, unfashionable.

It is also politically suicidal. The Social Demo-
crat is not only ostracized from "society," he is

disqualified from holding office. While he may
vote for members of the national Parliament,

he cannot become even a caretaker in a public

comfort station. This disqualification is, of

course, not a legal one. But it is more effective

than any statute could make it. In Germany
there has been no Briand, no John Burns. School-

passed, prohibiting members of the university

from meddling in any way with Social Democrats.
So if you are a lawyer, you cannot be a judge,

if a minister, you cannot get a church, and if a
scholar you cannot get a chair—if you are a
Social Democrat.

The Socialists have their own petty tyrannies.

If you want work, you must join the union. If you
want to be treated in a neighborly way, vote with

the Social Democrats. Many a small shopkeeper

has felt the compelling force of boycotts, when
he voted against the Social Democratic ticket.
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In Prussia this feehng of personal hatred runs

very high; there are no friendly good mornings

between Social Democrats and Conservatives.

The Socialists do not mingle joyously with

groups from other parties in the lobbies of the

Reichstag. They are enemies. The Social

Democrats never attend a public function where

they will be expected to cheer the Kaiser.

In South Germany there is no such bitterness.

The King of Bavaria is not afraid to shake hands

with Von VoUmar, the Prince of Socialists and

the Socialist among princes. But in Bavaria

it is no mortal crime to call up a public func-

tionary on the telephone and ask him a question.

Woe to the man who dares this in Prussia!

THE LABOR UNIONS

The Social Democratic party is a labor party

and seeks the cooperation of the labor unions.

There are three kinds of these unions: the " Chris-

tians," organized by the Centre party, to keep

Catholic workmen within the fold; the Hirsh-

Dunker unions, organized under the tutelage of

the Liberal party; and the Social Democratic

unions. Each kind of labor union has, therefore,

some political significance. The "Christians"

number about 300,000; the Liberals, ioo,oco, and
the Social Democrats about 2,000,000.

But the organization of the Social Democratic

unions is entirely independent of the party.

There are two organizations. Not all mem.bers

of the union vote the party ticket. But all

sympathize with the party programme. This

separateness of organization is in itself an element

of strength. It gives spirit to the unions and an

accommodating temper to the party.

In most of the cities these powerful Social

Democratic unions own huge club houses (called

Gewerkschaftshduser). Here you will find all

sorts of conveniences. There are lecture, con-

cert, and dance halls, libraries, restaurants, lodg-

ings for the wandering craftsman, committee
rooms, etc.

The cultural activities of the party and of the

unions throw an illuminating sidelight upon the

character of the people and upon the quality of

their purpose. There are night schools, lectures,

educational excursions, a juvenile department
to bring up the youth in the gospel of the party,

and in Berlin a training school for the more gifted

young men who wish to become editors and poli-

ticians. There are art exhibits. Some years

ago, a revolt took place against the filthy litera-

ture some German publishers were spreading

among the young. Now the labor unions are

publishing classics for youths and selling them at

a nominal price to v/orkingmen..

The party is controlled by an executive com-

mittee who govern with the dignity of a college

faculty, the astuteness of politicians, and the fru-

gality of tradesmen. There are seventy-six daily

papers in the party press, many weeklies and
monthlies, and even juvenile and humorous
journals. Some of the trade journals have a

wide influence. The metal workers' journal has

500,000 subscribers, and the masons' journal

300,000.

Last year more than 44,000 meetings were held,

more than 23,000,000 circulars and 2,500,000

pamphlets distributed.

The keynote of all this activity is party soli-

darity. "We have no factions, we are one.

Personally, any Social Democrat may think as

he pleases and do as he pleases, but when it

comes to political activity we insist that he act

with the party," Dr. Siidekum, one of the younger

'party leaders and editor of an influential monthly,

told me.

Beneath this organization of party and of work-

men is a fundamental wisdom, insisted upon
everywhere: first be a good workman, then make
your demands and vote.

The party membership has grown rapidly the

last few years: in 1906, it was 384,527; in 1907,

530,466; 1908, 587,336; 1909, 633,309; 1910,

720,038; 191 1, 850,000.

Here is a party of nearly a million, willingly

paying dues from their frugal wages and glad to

be sent into any party service where they can be

useful.

The following table shows the voting strength

of the party:

YEAR VOTE
PER CENT.
OF TOTAL
BALLOT

SEATS
WON

SEATS DUE
UNDER

MANHOOD
SUFFRAGE

1887 763,000 10 I I 40

1893 1,787,000 23 44 92

1898 2,107,000 27 56 108

1903 3,011,000 31I 81 125

ICO7 3,259,000 29 43 116

I9I2 4,250,000 1 10

In city and provincial politics, the party is not

so powerful. Local election laws discriminate

against them. In nineteen provincial legislatures

they have 186 members; in 396 city councils,

1813 members; in 2,009 communal councils,

5,720 members.
Of the Socialistic side of the movement nothing

very definite can be said. The party is Demo-
cratic first, Socialistic second. I asked Herr

Bebel how much of the Utopian v/as left and he

replied: "We are too busy doing things to dream.

When I was converted to Socialism, when I was

Saul and became Paul, we were so overwhelmed

with misery and so persecuted that we naturally
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thought violent revolution was the only way to in the Reichstag, the majority are laboring men,
make things better. Since then I have seen the the others are editors, lawyers, etc. A large

most wonderful changes come over society. We majority of the workingmen are already in the

have won victory after victory. New problems fold.

have arisen that Marx never dreamed of. We There are only two directions in which* it can

have accomplished all this progress by meeting hope for recruits: among the agricultural labor-

each problem specifically. So we have learned ers and the small business men and tradespeople,

to look upon our work as transforming, not over- The agricultural laborer is almost hopeless,

throwing, society. But our ultimate goal of He is stolid, stupid, without blood or fire. The
social ownership of the great forces of production Church and the junker (large landowner) have
and distribution is constantly before us. And, him between them.

believe me, some day the break will come, and the But there are many evidences that the small

flood will sweep everything before it; then will tradesman and the business man are looking

come the end of centralized wealth and tyrannical toward Social Democracy for help against the

government." trusts that are squeezing him. Von Vollmar told

Von Vollmar, the gentlest and most cultured me that a great many businessmen and trades-

of gentlemen, who sacrificed social distinction and men voted for him in Munich. And my conversa-

political opportunity to his convictions, told me: tions with a number of tradespeople in South

"When 1 was young, and the state hounded us to Germany bear out the general opinion that the

death, I naturally believed revolution the only barrier is breaking down. A well-known busi-

way to general betterment. But that has all ness man in Baden told me that he had several

changed. We have already revolutionized Ger- times voted for Social Democrats, and that many
many. When 1 look back thirty years 1 marvel of his business acquaintances had done likewise.

at what has been done. We must not be so

stupid as to fasten our hopes on violence. The
ferment works day and night. Change is

constant."

Of the old-fashioned Marxians, Kautsky is still

the orthodox prophet and Rosa Luxemburg the

fiery evangelist. But even their utterances

are growing ever tamer.

Dr. L. Frank of Mannheim, the "New La
Salle" of the party, said to me :

" There are many
of the students and younger professional men,
lawyers, journalists, engineers, etc., coming over

to us. They see the futility of the so-called

Liberal movement. And they learn we are not as

revolutionary as we are painted. I consider our

ability to attract the intellectuals the real test

What are the prospects of this unique party? of our strength, the thermometer that registers

it is a laboring man's party. Of its i lo members our power."

SOCIALISM IN GERMANY TO-DAY
The Socialist Ranks Swelled by the Impoverishment of the Middle Classes and the

Salaried Workers—Dangers of Turning the Current of Orderly

Reform into Revolutionary Channels

BY

VICTOR S. CLARK

THE most 'significant thing in the revo-

lution now sweeping over Central Europe
is its symbol—the red flag. That
stands for reaction from the war, for

the supplanting of nationalism by
internationalism.

To hundreds of thousands—perhaps millions

—of people not only in Germany and Austria,

but also in France, Italy, Spain, Holland, Bel-

gium, and the Scandinavian countries, that flag

makes a more direct appeal than does their

national emblem. If it stands for war, it is war
of classes instead of governments.

The recent conflict has not only discredited

imperialistic nationalism in Germany and Aus-

tria, and among many who have suffered from

its effects in the neutral and the victorious coun-

tries of Europe, but it has multiplied social dis-

content by the general impoverishment that it

has caused. Side by side with the impoverished,

it has created a new and hateful kind of wealth

—that of the profiteers.
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The war has reenforced the proletariat by
reducing to its ranks whole sections of the former

middle class—the great army of salaried employ-

ees and others of fixed incomes, who have suffered

from the rise of prices more severely than manual
workers, and have seen their savings waste away
and their standard of living reduced until they

are on the verge of pauperism. This is no exag-

gerated statement; it describes the actual con-

ditions of minor government employees, teachers,

salesmen, clerks, office workers, and others in

related occupations throughout Central Europe.

Meantime the foundation stones of the old

substantial business order have been undermined,

and what formerly were considered the unques-

tioned axioms of that order have been over-

thrown. Governments have inflated their cur-

rency until the gold back of their paper money
instead of being in the proportion of two to three,

as before the war, is now only in the proportion

of one to twelve. Public finance is in a chaotic

state, and the solvency of governments is in doubt.

Public control has distorted the whole industrial

and trading organization, by diverting production

into war channels. Throughout large parts of

formerly law-abiding Europe princes and officers

have vied with private soldiers in banditry.

Looting in China may end with gratifying a

taste for brocades and ivory carvings in Occiden-

tal homes; but in Europe it is a bad example
for the proletariat. All over the warring world
the sacredness of property and the sanctity of

property obligations—both public and private

—

have been so disregarded as to create a new
attitude of mind regarding them.
"The middle classes have become radical

minded" was a frequently repeated observation
in Germany during the late months of the war.
Little wonder, then, that the working people have
experienced a similar transformation.

Just as everything fixed in Europe's economic
life was beginning to be set afloat by the rising

flood of war disaster, the collapse of Russia, like

a broken dam, let loose a new inundation. We
cannot understand Europe's present condition
without at least a glimpse into its recent history.

For a century or more Russia has influenced the
political constitution of western Europe pro-
foundly, it set a barrier for Napoleon, recon-
structed the reactionary governments that fol-

lowed his defeat, helped to suppress the rise of
democracy in 1848, and, from the day the late

German Empire was founded, inhibited by the
threat of its autocracy the development of pro-
gressive political institutions in its western neigh-
bor. Prussian militarism was in a sense an
antitoxin for Russian Czarism. Prussia per-
formed its historic function as a marchland—or

border guard—to the last, and fell discredited

the moment this service was no longer needed.

Is Russia now going to reverse its former posi-

tion, and instead of being the stronghold of

European reaction is it to be the seed ground of

European radicalism? Epidemics come out of

the East, and Bolshevist Socialism may well

be one of them. Be this as it may, the men who
now rule Russia conceive it their mission to spread

the doctrine of class revolution throughout

Europe and America. They have little national

sentiment. They will sign humiliating treaties,

take bribes from Kaisers, promise and betray as

a systematic policy, so long as they promote
their one object—to overthrow and despoil the

middle classes. They are preaching this doctrine

throughout Europe and America to-day. Pos-

sibly Germany will again prove itself a march-
land, and receive and absorb the shock of this

revolutionary agitation; or, if we do not handle

the situation intelligently, and if we let ignorant

impulse instead of informed and clear-sighted

policy lead us, Germany may pass on the radical

movement intensified to its neighbors farther west.

Right here is the kernel of the problem that

confronts the United States to-day. The future

peace and security of our own country may de-

pend upon our people as a whole appreciating this

critical situation, and deaHng wisely with it.

Immediate radical revolution may not occur

in Germany and Austria. Such movements
are like great volcanic eruptions—they betray

premonitory rumblings and send up steam jets

and local signals some time before the final ca-
tastrophe occurs. There is no Bolshevist party

in Germany, though there are numerous unor-

ganized sympathizers with that movement. The
Russian Government recently wirelessed an ap-

peal to the working classes of all nations calling

upon them to rise against their masters and seize

the power and the wealth of the world. In that

appeal they characterize the Social Democratic

leaders who controlled the cabinet of the former

German Empire as *'the lackeys of the bour-

geoisie."

During the twenty years that preceded the

war the Social Democrats of Germany were
drifting toward liberal nationalism. They had
changed their programme from preparation for

an international class war to a campaign for

political control at home through existing govern-

mental institutions, and for a gradual transfor-

mation of methods of production through legis-

lation so as to secure a more equal distribution of

wealth. Of more than four million voters for

the party candidates, not one fourth were enrolled

in the party organization. Even the registered

members embraced a percentage of employers
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and business men. Hugo Hasse, the leader quired a vested interest in government regulation

of the party during the early part of the war, and during the war, favors the same idea. Naturally

the present head of its radical or " independent" the agitation in favor of such a programme after

branch, is the son of a well-to-do merchant and peace has aroused equally vigorous opposition

was himself a prominent and successful lawyer from advocates of free competition and unreg-

of Konigsberg until his party duties took him ulated production; but the presence of these

to Berlin. Philip Scheidemann, who became two schools of thought among the natural op-

leader of the regular or government Socialists ponents of state Socialism may assist the Radical

when the split occurred in the party over war parties in Germany to procure a practical trial

policies after the Russian Revolution, is the son of their theories.

of a mechanic, and rose through the different Will the change stop there, and will the Gov-
composing room trades of a provincial printing ernment be allowed to remain in the hands of the

office to be editor of a labor newspaper, and later relatively conservative Socialists who control it at

member of the Reichstag. The immediate pro- present? We may not be able to answer this

grammes of these gentlemen are not more radical question for some months to come. We must
than those which we are familiar with in the wait for the army to be demobilized, the peace

United States, and until recently the party has treaty signed, and the nation to adjust itself to

been mainly engrossed with political reforms its new government and to reconstruction con-

the justice of which would seem self-evident in ditions. Right here the policy of the United
this country. States may have an important influence upon the

Therefore, so far as the theories and policies of course that events will take. The President has

the men who have hitherto attained power during stated the situation exactly. If the people are

the recent revolution indicate the probable course hungry and left in enforced idleness, they will

of that movement, we may expect nothing more become increasingly radical, and their alliances

than a continuance of the orderly evolution of interests and forces will be directed toward
toward a highly socialized state that was occur- Russia instead of toward America. If the con-

ring in Germany before the war. The Radical flagration once starts, no one can foresee its

forces in Germany are not sectional, and do not end. We may be faced by a Bolshevist Europe
seem likely to break up the country into small united by a common bond of hatred for our al-

independent governments. But Socialist the- leged "Anglo-Saxon capitalism," and the recent

cries will have an important influence upon the war may be but the preliminary skirmish of a

solutions of reconstruction problems, and if the" world horror more fearful than we have yet im-

party retains control of the administration, we agined. Russia is to-day trying to raise a new
may expect the retention and perhaps the exten- army and to accumulate provisions for the ex-

sion under a peace regime of many of the gov- press purpose of extending her doctrines by con-

ernmental agencies controlling trade and manu- quest throughout the rest of Europe, confidently

facturing that were created for war emergencies, relying upon finding millions of allies g in the

This brings up an interesting phase of the countries which she will invade. To quote from
situation in Germany, that does not exist in the a recent manifesto of the Moscow Government:
same degree elsewhere. An influential school "The struggle between the Anglo-American

of thought among the great industrialists of that and the Austro-German robbers may at any
country favors extensive government regulation moment transform itself into a struggle between

of commerce, mining, and manufacturing as a imperalism and the German working classes,

permanent policy. These men maintain that it The Pan-Russian Central Executive Committee
will be necessary to introduce a sort of nation- proclaims to the world that all Soviet Russia will

wide Taylor system, extending through all depart- intervene in this struggle, with all the forces which

ments of production and exchange, in order to she possesses, in aid of the German workers. The
increase the output of wealth in Germany enough Pan-Russian Central Executive Committee does

to pay the war debt. They would eliminate all not doubt that the revolutionary workers of

unproductive plants, unnecessary transportation, France, England, Italy, America, and Japan will

ill-applied labor, unnecessary distribution expenses muster in the same camp with Russia and revolu-

—like commercial travelers and advertising, for tionary Germany."
instance—uneconomical warehousing, financing, This is the kind of literature that Russia's

and accounting, and unnecessary production to suit diplomatic representatives are distributing in

changes of style and private fancy and they would Berlin and Copenhagen and Bern. How much
standardize products and machinery so as to pre- influence it will have depends largely upon how
vent waste and economize labor in production to promptly and effectively the civilized world

the utmost. The bureaucracy, which has ac- intervenes to assuage the economic ills of war
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wherever they threaten to form a pest spot of This promises to be especially severe in the textile

despair among the poor, upon whom the war districts for cotton and wool supplies have been

has pressed its heaviest burdens. It will also long exhausted. Austria will experience this dif-

depend upon how honestly and determinedly we ficulty equally with Germany. On the other

strive to make future wars impossible by the hand, the iron and steel industry may experience

peace treaty. an immediate revival on account of peace orders,

Germany's protests against the armistice have not only to rehabilitate factories and workshops

been directed almost entirely against its economic whose equipment has been worn out during the

provisions. We hear very little outcry against war, but also to furnish agricultural machinery

the occupation of border territories by our troops and implements to Russia, where there is an

and the surrender of munitions and fleets. Mili- exigent demand for them. Germany will be

tarism and military ambitions have been laid to eager to export coal, as this will assist to re-

rest in Germany in a deeper grave than in the establish the value of the mark on foreign ex-

countries of her victorious opponents. On the changes.

other hand, the fear of economic distress is the Is our attitude toward this struggle to restore

result of a livelier appreciation of the perils just Germany's trade and industry to be helpful or

suggested than has yet dawned upon the tardy antagonistic? If we are wise, we shall not allow

consciousness of Americans. our actions to be controlled by the primitive

It is true that Germany is in no immediate impulse of vengeance upon a defeated enemy, or

danger of starvation, if the food supplies in the by undue timidity as to the danger that faces our

country can be distributed. We Americans were own industry from the speedy recovery of a

not down to the bottom of the national flour competitor. That recovery will under the most

barrel when the great railway strike was threat- favorable conditions for Germany be a slow one.

ened early in September, 191 6; but we were The whole world must set itself to the task of

alarmed lest hunger and disorders might result in production to replace the losses and waste of war.

New York and other large cities if the regular Each part of the world is deeply interested in the

inflow of food was stopped for a single week, recovery of every other part; for trade will not

Our fears at that time may have been exagger- revive until there are solvent buyers. This is

ated, and those of Germany to-day may be un- merely the business aspect of the case. But far

founded; but under the precarious political more important is the other aspect, that of alle-

conditions existing in the latter country such viating social discontent.

concern is very natural. The rolling stock which A real peril threatens the established social order.

Germany is required to surrender to the Allies We Americans still view that peril with the same
may not exceed the normal amount in use upon attitude of remoteness and self-complacency with

the railways of the evacuated territories in France which we viewed the early stages of the Euro-

and Belgium and the districts occupied by our pean War. It is far away. Surely the red flag

troops in Germany. But the decline in rolling will* not be thrust into our dooryard. We are

stock in Germany during the war is unknown, quite incapable of comprehending how vividly

and what surplus will remain for home use after that peril impresses itself upon the apprehension

the delivery called for by the armistice is made to of the propertied classes abroad, and how potently

the Allies is equally uncertain. Last year the the promises of social revolution appeal to the

Prussian Minister of Railways reported that the propertyless classes of impoverished Europe,

equipment of that system had been increased by Our press has perhaps wisely refrained from un-

100,000 cars during the war, and there were duly alarming us as to the recent spread of radi-

similarly optimistic reports from the Bavarian calism in other countries. The public mind of

railways. Still, Germany has suffered from a America is unprepared for contingencies that are

chronic car shortage for at least two years, and it not only possible, but in the minds of thousands
is probable that bad order cars and locomotives of our European neighbors inevitable. The best

are so numerous as to lessen materially traffic prophylactic for hatred is love, for class war is

facilities in central Europe. intelligent mutual helpfulness, and for revolu-

A problem almost as serious as the distribution tionary discontent is organized effort toward
of food, will be procuring raw materials to start political and economic betterment. First of all,

factories and workshops. Part of the industrial the working people of Europe must be promised
population will be employed for a time in remodel- protection against the possibility of another
ing war plants for peace production. But as war, and assured the best possible conditions
soon as the munition workers have drawn their for the speedy restoration of their material
last month's pay jncmployment must follow, welfare.



CONDITIONS IN GERMANY AND IN FRANCE

Exchanging prisoners. Those the French have are fat, that's good; those the German have are starved, that's bad-such is war!

It is evident that Germany's factories are intact and ready for work and her fields are in fine condition, that's good

France's factories are in ruins and her fields devastated, that's bad . . . such is war
i*^"""^''^"^'"
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WHAT REMAINS OF GERMANISM IN

CENTRAL EUROPE?
Her Policy of Economic Penetration Not Necessarily Defeated in the War—Her Influence

Upon the Language, Technical Professions, and Trade of the Smaller Nations.

BY

LOTHROP STODDARD

WHEN the Teuton unsheathed unshakable. A dynasty of German origin, served

his sword for the conquest of by a nobility, bureaucracy, and army steeped in

the world in August, 19 14, the Germanic spirit, and supported by business

he had many material factors classes intimately allied with North German
in his favor. Not only was finance, together combined to set a distinct Teu-

his military equipment as complete as German tonic stamp upon even the most anti-German

thoroughness could make it; his economic pre- elements of the Hapsburg Empire. The brutal

paredness had attained a like degree of perfec- attempts constantly made to Germanize the Slav

tion. ''The German Mole" had been burrowing and Latin populations were, in fact, so many
for many years, and no quarter of the globe was stupid blunders nullifying^that subtle Germaniza-

free from the insidious undermining of his "peace- tion which economic and cultural processes were
ful penetration." all the time silently tending to accomplish.

While world-dominion was the ultimate goal It is not too much to say that if the Austrian

of Germany's ambition, one region was pre- Germans had had the wit to refrain from trying to

eminently the object of Germany's aggressive instill Deutschtum with a club, the practical Ger-

designs. This region was "Central Europe," manization of the Hapsburg Empire would to-day

the huge band of territory embracing not only have been an accomplished fact. Let us see how,
Germany but Austria-Hungary, the Balkan Pen- even under the fatuous policy of persecution, the

insula and Turkey as well. Stretching uninter- brightest and most ambitious members of the

ruptedly from the North Sea to the Persian Gulf, non-German races were exposed to a ubiquitous

Central Europe was the base upon which the Germanization.

Teuton planned to erect the towering edifice of Take the case of a gifted young Czech, Croat,

his world empire. or Ruthene, eager to make his way in the world.

How strong was Germany's grip upon Central To begin with, in order to get a really broad edu-

Europe the bitter years since 1914 have abun- cation or even to travel and form personal con-

dantly proved. To-day the German armies nections outside his own province, he had to learn

are beaten, and "Central Europe," as a political German. This "had" was not necessarily a

entity, has disappeared. But has German in- matter of official command; it was imperiously

fluence over Central Europe been thereby irre- required by his own ambition. For German
vocably destroyed? Not necessarily. In so far was the empire's lingua franca, the language
as the Teuton's overlordship was the result in which men of her most diverse races met on
of mere brute force, Germany's military defeat common ground to translate their respective

has undoubtedly had a profoundly shattering thoughts into mutually intelligible print or

effect. But to the degree that this supremacy speech. Yes, he positively had to learn Ger-
was due to economic and cultural factors or cor- man, and, having learped it, its superior pres-

responded to the material interests of the inhab- tige over his merely local idiom could not fail

itants, Teutonic influence may remain a serious to impress his youthful mind. Perhaps he
problem. In order to gauge the extent of Ger- even went to some German university in order
many's remaining hold over her former vassals, to obtain those special advantages which his

therefore, an analysis of these non-military fac- provincial educational institutions could not
tors is clearly of primary importance. ofi'er him.
The classic field of Germanic ascendancy was, His education completed, he embarked upon

of course, Austria-Hungary. In this polyglot his career. But, whatever his choice, it almost
realm, about one fourth of the inhabitants certainly led him into an environment more or

were of German s^ock, Germanism was so less German. Was it official life he sought?
firmly entrenched that its grip seemed forever Bureaucracy, army, and diplomatic service were
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all so impregnated with Germanism that they was true of the Dual Monarchy was in lesser

must ultimately give him a Teutonic veneer, degree true of all the other regions of Central

Would he seek his fortune in the capital? Vienna Europe. The strength of Germany's grip upon
was an intensely German town. Did business Bulgaria and Turkey is known to all. What is

or applied science attract him? These last less known is the economic and cultural hold

fields might at first blush seem reasonably safe that Germanism had acquired in even those

from Teutonic pressure, yet in reality there were Balkan nations politically most anti-German,

none in which the results of Germanization were At the outbreak of the Great War, Rumania had
more patent. For Austrian finance was coming been practically conquered economically by
more and more under the thumb of the Berlin German finance and trade. Serbia herself,

bourse, Austrian industry was fast amalgamating down to the opening years of the Twentieth Cen-
with the great North German Kartells or trusts, tury when Austrian brutality forced her to risk

while Austrian and German foreign trade had her material prosperity in order to save her

long since made an intimate alliance for the con- national life, was frankly within the Austrian

quest of such economic areas as the Balkans and economic sphere. Strange enough was the

the Near East. Hence, our young Czech business spectacle of Greece and Rumania, once the cul-

man or electrical engineer infallibly discovered tural children of France, sending increasing num-
that his bread and butter depended largely upon bers of their brightest sons to drink at the founts

the good-will of German associates, the favor of a of German learning whence they oftentimes

German employer, or the success of German for- returned zealous apostles of Kultur. Every-
eign policy in Asia Minor or Mesopotamia—with where throughout Central Europe German sci-

the result that the anti-German nationalistic ence, German efficiency, even German arts and
traditions of his youth generally came to take letters, were winning favor, the while the tireless

second place. labors of German propaganda was subtly guiding

That was the sort of thing which was going on allthis nexus of material, intellectual and spiritual

all over Austria, and it would have gone on ten forces toward
—"The Day!"

times faster if the stupid zeal of Pan-German The Day, brief and lurid, has passed. It is

fanatics had not forced the non-Germans every- now ''The Night"—the night of Germany's
where to make conscious choice between their humiliation and deserved abasement. Terrible

material advancement and the tenderest senti- is the punishment inflicted upon Teutonic arro-

ments of their racial and cultural life. How, gance and greed. Instead of world-dominion,

despite every handicap, the process worked to Germanism is menaced with permanent expulsion

the net advantage of Germanism is well shown from regions which it fondly imagined peculiarly

by what occurred in Bosnia-Herzegovina under its own. Turkey appears irretrievably lost.

Austrian rule. When Austria occupied these The Balkans stand fully emancipated from the

former provinces of the Ottoman Empire, in 1878, Teuton yoke. Even in Austria-Hungary Ger-

they were sunk in the poverty and barbarism manism is being fast submerged by the angry
characteristic of Turkish rule. Since that day waves of Slav and Latin floods, and a band of

Austrian administration, despite its many short- resolute young nations—Bohemia, Poland, Jugo-
comings, succeeded in effecting great improve- slavia, and Greater Rumania—form so many
ments, particularly in the economic sphere. To interlocking buttressses against a new German
thus transform the economic life of the provinces ''March to the East."

a host of capable men were required. These men
ri 1 1 ^ D • LI
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4. 1
EMANCIPATION OF THE SUBJECT PEOPLES

flocked to Bosma-Herzegovina as to a colony

—

^

which, in essence, it was. The fact for our Everywhere Germanism is in retreat. The
notice is that, though drawn from every race of withdrawal of the Teutonic armies is only the

the empire, these officials, technicians, and busi- physical expression of a process extending to the

ness men promptly left their rival animosities intellectual and spiritual realms as well. For
behind them at the colonial frontier and in their with the German greycoats are going German
stead acquired a whole-hearted "Austrian" out- commerce, German methods, German speech,

look which, in the last analysis, redounded to the German ideals—that whole German " Kultur"

advantage of Germanism. which revealed its sinister content in 1914 and

,
which the non-German peoples of Central

GERMANY S HOLD ON THE BALKAN NATIONS
^^^^^^ ^^^ „^^ ^p^^j^g ^^j ^f ^^^-^ ^^^^^^

Such was the situation in the Hapsburg Empire To-day these emancipated races, thrilling to their

in 19 14. It was, of course, Austria-Hungary freedom and shuddering at the fate which they

where Germanization had made most progress have so narrowly escaped, are looking elsewhere

and was most firmly entrenched. But what for the well-springs of spiritual enrichment and
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economic well-being. No longer will young ber of a new society of nations, the world could

Czechs or Jugoslavs be forced to veneer them- not reasonably object to her reaping in Central

selves with Germanism in order to follow their Europe whatever economic and cultural advan-

chosen careers. The resources of their emanci- tages might normally accrue to her from geo-

pated homelands will henceforth be applied to graphical propinquity or meritorious eminence

the upbuilding of truly national environments in trade, science, and ideas. But after the

wherein such men can realize their capacities revelation of the German character which we
without ceasing to be themselves. The whole have had forced upon us since 1914, we cannot

polic}' of the new states will normally be to seek lightly assume that Germany will undergo any
economic relations with the Western peoples and such fundamental change of heart. We must,

to bar out German finance and trade, tainted therefore, seriously consider the possibility of a

as these are with the Teuton's lust for domina- revived Germany using different methods but

tion. still cherishing her old dreams of domination.

It is to be hoped that we Westerners, Ameri- Hermethods will almost certainly be changed, for

cans and Europeans alike, will extend a cordial not even the wildest Pan-German professor out-

hand to these young nations of Central Europe side of a madhouse would again advocate the

and that we will lose no opportunity to make naked use of force and frightfulness for a mili-

complete and permanent their emancipation tary conquest of the world. No, the methods
from Germanism. Now is the accepted time, which will naturally suggest themselves are those

Now, when the scars of Teutonic tyranny are yet subtler economic and cultural ''peaceful pene-

fresh and the abasement of Germany is deepest, trations" which the Germans employed so suc-

is the moment when constructive action along cessfully down to 191 4. The world, to be sure,

these lines will bear their richest fruit. For the now knows these German methods, but it is not

present hour cannot, of necessity, permanently so clear that it knows just how to combat them,

endure. With the lapse of time the memory, of Certainly, in the present state of international law,

the Teutonic peril will begin to fade from the it v/ould be decidedly difficult to keep hermetically

minds of peoples engrossed in the complex prob- sealed a Germany renouncing warlike prepara-

lems of national reconstruction. The very tions,breathing liberal sentiments,and directingits

completeness of their emancipation and the ex- energies into the paths of trade, science, and inven-

tent of German weakness may tempt them to tion. Yet this might be all an elaborate camou-
relax their anti-German solidarity or even to flage hiding a secret aspiration ^toward another
engage in dangerous disputes among themselves. " Day." The Germans have proved themselves

W^e must not forget that the non-German peoples a tenacious, laborious folk, capable of taking long

of Central Europe are of several different stocks, views and of working tirelessly for their realiza-

and that they are possessed of diverse traditions tion.

and aims which, if not subordinated to the die- So ends our analysis. Its results seem to indi-

tates of a higher statesmanship, may lead to de- cate that Germanism's influence in Central Eur-
plorable results. The warning precedents of ope, while enormously diminished, is not entirely

Balkan history should not be disregarded. There destroyed; that to-day it is at its lowest ebb, but
is nothing more bitter than a family quarrel, that in time it may recover much of its former hold
and when sister-nations, or even factions within through the skilful use of economic and cultural

the same nation, engage in internecine strife, factors, and especially through possible dissen-

they rarely fail to forget their larger interests sions among the non-German nationalities them-
and often end by calling in the designing foreigner selves. It therefore behooves us to strengthen
—to tlTeir common undoing. in every possible way both the national growth

and the international solidarity of these non-
RECONSTRUCTION OF GERMANY ^ i * f ..u i

• ^German peoples, to further close economic and
Right here lies the danger of a possible revival cultural relations with ourselves and our Allies,

of German influence over Central Europe. For, and to discourage German attempts to form
however deep may be Germany's present abase- similar relations with them. If in this last policy

ment, it probably will not be permanent. Sooner we shall prove ourselves harsh to a Germany
orlaterGermany will almost certainly reconstruct sincerely desirous of amending her ways, she

the shattered edifice of her national life, pay has only herself to blame. It is for her to con-
off her debts, and become once more a factor vince the world that its suspicions are unfounded
to be reckoned with in every field of human and that it can view with equanimity such
activity. extensions of Germany's prestige and prosperity

Of course, if Gerniaiiy should learn her lesson as geography or special capacity might seem to

and emerge from her tribulations a worthy mem- indicate as her just due. J
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MAN AND HIS MACHINES
PACKING THAT BEAT THE SUBMARINE

PACKING a five-ton mo-
tor truck for shipment

so that it occupies only a

fraction of the space required for

it formerly is one of the changes

the war has wrought in trans-

portation. There were just two

ways to keep the German sub-

marine from reducing the world's

shipping to a point that would
mean disaster: the first was by
building ships as rapidly as pos-

sible, and the other was to make
each ship do greater service.

This latter method was used

most effectively. The loading

and unloading of ships was
speeded up by adopting new
and unheard of methods. This

made it possible for each vessel

to make more trips per month than ever before.

But more important still were the ingenious

schemes for packing the absolute maximum of

cargo into every space aboard. The reader can

get an idea of the economy thus developed by
thinking of the space ordinarily required for ship-

ping an automobile, and then looking at the

three pictures on this page which illustrate the

THE CHASSIS IS BOXED FIRST

latest method of packing a five-ton truck for

shipment either by boat or by rail. The crate

when finally packed contains the entire truck,

chassis, engine, wheels, body, and top. It can
be loaded, unloaded, and moved about with a

minimum of effort. Such changes as this were no
small matter in the winning of the war, and they
will be important in after-the-war commerce.

THE WHOLE TRUCK READY FOR CRATING

CRATED AND READY TO SHIP
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CUTTING SHIPS IN TWO

IN
ORDER to utilize the

shipbuilding facilities of the

Great Lakes the United

States Shipping Board found it-

self confronted with the necessity

of devising a new and faster

method of fastening together the

halves of ships that have been

cut apart in order to take them
through the locks of the Welland
Canal. Practically every old lake

ship brought to the ocean has had
to be cut in two in order to pass

through these forty-four locks,

since the largest vessel that they

will accommodate is 260 feet long,

44 feet beam and 14 feet draft.

Cutting the ship in two and
putting it together again formerly

meant that there must be dry-

dock facilities for both operations.

Engineers of the Shipping

Board worked out a plan for

putting the halves together while

they were still floating in the St.

Lawrence River and as a result

twenty-four large lake vessels have been added
during the year to theAmerican Merchant Marine.

The method, simply explained, consists of

fastening angle-irons along the edges of the cut

and by the manipulation of water ballast,

causing the halves to float at the same depth.

A SHIP IN DRY-DOCK BEING CUT IN HALF

Long bolts are then passed through corresponding

holes in the angles attached to the halves and
they are drawn together with nuts. Patch plates

are then fastened over the cut on the outside,

down to the water line and a very short period

in dry-dock suffices to make the vessel seaworthy.

THE TEMPORARY WOODEN BULKHEADS ON EACH HALF HOW THE PATCH PLATES ARE FASTENED
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STARTING ON THE JOURNEY TO SALT WATER IN TWO SECTIONS

THE ;HALVES BEING REJOINED AT MON- PATCH PLATES ARE FASTENED AFTER THE HALVES
TREAL ARE BROUGHT TOGETHER

THE SHIP ONCE MORE A SINGLE CRAFT READY FOR ITS VOYAGE DOWN THE ST. LAWRENCE TO THE OCEAN
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BENDING ARMOR PLATES COLD

A
MACHINE that will bend ship plates

cold into any sort of a compound curve,

and do this work easily and rapidly, has

been devised and is in operation at a Florida ship-

yard. There is a frame of 1 5-inch I-beams on a con-

crete foundation. Between them are fourteen pneu-

matic hoists with 12-inch diameter pistons and
7-foot stroke. On the top flanges of the I-beams are

bolted structural steel formers of any desired

curvature. A flat plate is placed vertically

against the formers and the bottom edge clamped

in place. Chains are passed around the plate

and over pulleys and attached to the pistons

of the pneumatic hoists. Compressed air is then

admitted to the pneumatic cylinders and the pull

of the chain bends the plates to the shape of

the formers. This device was invented by a

shipyard engineer. Such improvements as this,

forced by the war, may make up, so far as in-

dustrial power is concerned, for the world's loss

of man power.
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A NEW AND HANDY DEVICE TO HELP THE HOUSEWIFE
SAVE

It makes it easy to cut bread in thin slices of uniform thickness.
The metal guide in which the knife works folds down out of the way
when not in use

THE MACHINE FOR BENDING ARMOR PLATE

BENDING A SECTION OF ARMOR PLATE



Why We Should Bathe Internally
ADDS MANY YEARS TO AVERAGE LIFE

By R. W. Beal

MUCH has been said and volumes the consistent practice of internal bathing,

have been written describing at How many people realize that normal
length the many kinds of baths functioning^ of the bowels and a clean in-

civilized man has indulged in from time to testinal tract make it impossible to be-

time. Every possible resource of the hu- come sick? "Man of to-day is only fifty

man mind has been brought into play to per cent, efficient.'' Reduced to simple

fashion new methods of bathing, but strange English this means that most men are trying

as it may seem, the most important as well to do a man's portion of work on half a

as the most beneficial of all baths, the ''In- man's power. This applies equally to women,
ternal Bath," has been given little thought. That it is impossible to continue to do
The reason for this is probably due to the this indefinitely must be apparent to all.

fact that few people seem to realize the tre- Nature never intended the delicate human
mendous part that internal bathing plays organism to be operated on a hundred per

in the acquiring and maintaining of health. cent, overload. A machine could not stand

If you were to ask a dozen people to define this and not break down, and the body cer-

an internal bath, you would have as many tainly cannot do more than a machine,
different definitions, and the probability There is entirely too much unnecessary
is that not one of them would be correct. and avoidable sickness in the world.

To avoid any misconception as to what con- How many people can you name, includ-

stitutes an internal bath, let it be said that ing yourself, who are physically vigorous,

a hot water enema is no more an internal healthy and strong.? The number is appal-

bath than a bill of fare is a dinner. lingly small.

If it were possible and agreeable to take It is not a complex matter to keep in

the great mass of thinking people to witness condition, but it takes a little time, and
an average post-mortem, the sights they in these strenuous days people have time
would see and the things they would learn to do everything else necessary for the
would prove of such lasting benefit, and attainment of happiness but the most
impress them so profoundly, that further essential thing of all, that of giving their

argument in favor of internal bathing would bodies their proper care,

be unnecessary to convince them. Unfor- Would you believe that five or ten

tunately, however, it is not possible to do minutes of time devoted to systematic
this, profitable as such an experience would internal bathing can make you healthy
doubtless prove to be. There is, then, only and maintain your physical efficiency in-

one other way to get this information into definitely .f* Granting that such a simple
their hands, and that is by acquainting them procedure as this will do what is claimed
with such knowledge as will enable them to for it, is it not worth while to learn more
appreciate the value of this long-sought- about that which will accomplish this

for health-producing necessity. end? Internal Bathing will do this, and
Few people realize what very little thing it w^ill do it for people of all ages and in

is necessary sometimes to improve their all conditions of health and disease,

physical condition. Also they have almost People don't seem to realize, strange
no conception of how a little carelessness, to say, how important it is to keep the
indifference or neglect can be the fundamen- body free from accumulated body-waste
tal cause of the most virulent disease. For (poisons). Their doing so would pre-

instance, that universal disorder from which vent the absorption into the blood of the
almost all humanity is suffering, known as poisonous excretions of the body, and
** constipation," "auto-intoxication," "auto- health would be the inevitable result.

infection," and a multitude of other terms, If you would keep your blood pure,

is not only curable, but preventable, through your heart normal, your eyes clear, your

The World's Work Advertiser
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complexion clean, your head keen, your
blood pressure normal, your nerves re-

laxed, and be able to enjoy the vigor of

youth in your declining years, practice in-

ternal bathing and begin to-day.

Now that your attention has been called

to the importance of internal bathing, it

may be that a number of questions will

suggest themselves to your mind. You
will probably want to know WHAT an
Internal Bath is. WHY people should

take them, and the WAY to take them.
These and countless other questions are

answered in a booklet entitled "THE
WHAT, THE WHY and THE WAY OF
INTERNAL BATHING," written by Doc-
tor Chas. A. Tyrrell, the inventor of the

"J. B. L. Cascade," whose lifelong study
and research along this line made him the

pre-eminent authority on this subject.

Not only did internal bathing save and pro-

long Dr. Tyrrell's own life, but the lives of

multitudes of individuals have been equally

spared and prolonged. No other book
has ever been written containing such a

vast amount of practical information to

the business man, the worker and the

housewife. All that is necessary to se-

cure this book is to write to Tyrrell's

Hygienic Institute at 134 West Sixty-
fifth Street, New York, and mention hav-
ing read this article in World's Work,
and same will be immediately mailed to
you free of all cost or obligation.

Perhaps you realize now, more than
ever, the truth of these statements, and
if the reading of this article will result

in a proper appreciation on your part of
the value of internal bathing, it will have
served its purposes. What you will want
to do now is to avail yourself of the op-
portunity for learning more about the
subject, and your writing for this book
will give you that information. Do not
put off doing this, but send for the book

now, while the matter is fresh in your
mind.

*' Procrastination is the thief of time."

A thief is one who steals something. Don't
allow procrastination to cheat you out of

your opportunity to get this valuable in-

formation, which is free for the asking.

If you would be natural, be healthy. It

is unnatural to be sick. Why be un-
natural, when it is such a simple thing to

be well.?

The World's Work Advertiser
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THE MARCH OF EVENTS

THE Peace Conference opens with the

issues sharply' drawn upon the main
questions involved. It would be ab-

surd to claim that there is no disagree-

ment, for that disagreement is openly

and frankly avowed. President Wilson has

publicly declared that the United States will enter

no arrangement for maintaining the old balance of

power; that it will become a party to no interna-

tional treaty that does not include all the other

important nations. So far as the public opinion

of England has expressed itself, it apparently

agrees with Mr. Wilson's attitude. Premier

Clemenceau, on the other hand, favors restoring

the system of balances; he desires a quadruple

alliance of England, France, Italy, and the United

States, as a bulwark against any combination

that a revitalized Germany may create. Premier

Clemenceau belongs to the school that has no
faith in any safeguards against Germany except

material safeguards. He is one of those who,

like Caesar, thinks that Germany's border is

the Rhine, and that the peace of the world de-

pends upon keeping the Germans behind the nat-

ural barrier where they were driven ages ago by
the Roman legions. It is easy to understand

this attitude and even to sympathize with it.

France is the nation that has lived under the

German terror for a generation; she is the nation

which, in the event of another struggle, will first

have to meet the impact of the German arms and
again furnish the world its battlefield. Not un-

naturally, the French believe that they are en-

titled to such assurances against a repetition of

the last four years as definite alliances and annex-
ations of new territory can provide. The world

Copyright, 1919, by Doubleday,

is grateful to France, and is disposed to give this

gallant nation such protection as will make her

future secure; that President Wilson and Premier

Clemenceau evidently disagree implies no di-

vergence on this fundamental question, but

merely a difference in opinion as to the best

method of accomplishing it.

This Peace Conference hopes to do more even

than bring peace to France. It aspires to estab-

lish a new order that will definitely bring peace

to the world. It hopes to promote that "enthron-

ment of the idea of public right as the governing

idea of European politics" which, in Gladstone's

phrase, will be " the greatest triumph of our time."

By the extent that the Conference succeeds in ad-

vancing this ideal its success will be measured.

For the lasi hundred years these two antagonistic

ideas have manifested themselves in European

affairs—one that believes only in force, the other

that has faith in reason and honor and justice.

In the days of the Crimean War, Palmerston

represented the practical attitude, and Cobden
and John Bright stood for "idealism" in interna-

tional relations; in 1878 Disraeli and Salisbury

took the one side, with Gladstone on the other.

The Palmerstons and the Disraelis solved no

problems and accomplished nothing except to lay

the seeds of future wars, including the one which

has just ended. At least one point can be made
in favor of the new plan to which America and

England have already given their allegiance—it

is the only one that has not been tried. Now the

tide of idealism has risen higher than ever before,

and this Peace Conference will disclose whether it

is all a dream, or whether, after all, it may become

the force that will determine history.

Page & Co. All rights reserved



Driving with President Poincare, during his European tour to popularize

with the political leaders and with the masses his plan to form a League of

Nations at the Peace Conference

';i



President of the League to Enforce Peace which developed and promoted
the League of Nations idea throughout the world. Mr. Taft is devoting this

month of February to attending nine great conventions held in various parts

of the United States for organizing public opinion behind President Wilson in

his effort to secure the League of Nations at the Peace Table. As a Republi-
can Mr. Taft has strongly opposed the position taken by Senator Lodge,

Senator Knox, and other Republican Senators



J

President of the French Society for a League of Nations and chairman
of the special commission appointed by the French Government two years

ago to investigate and prepare a plan for a League of Nations. This plan

recommended that France become a member of such a League. M. Bour-

geois is one of the leading statesmen of France, having served as Minister of

State, Minister of Foreign Affairs and in many other important posts



Of Fallodon, president of the League of Nations Union of England. As
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in the Asquith Cabinet, Viscount Grey
was an outstanding advocateof a Leagueof Nations and has done much toward
bringing the English people to support the idea



J

Whose sudden death at his home at Oyster Bay, New York, on January 6,

deprived the nation of one of its most useful citizens; the personification of

Americanism and an untiring crusader for civic righteousness and the high-

est form of patriotism
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President Wilson^s Accomph'shments that are now apparent all over a devastated,

in Europe starving, bankrupt, and graveyard-ridden Eu-
rope. Possibly idealism may similarly fail in

THE happenings of the last few weeks bringing peace and prosperity to mankind, but

dispelled many of the doubts which many it is now apparently to have its chance. Con-
Americans entertained as to the wisdom cretely, this means that President Wilson's visit,

of President Wilson's visit to Europe. The for good or ill, has made a League of Nations a

spontaneous popular greetings alone, which he has certainty. Precisely what form this League

received in France, England and Italy, largely will take is not yet clear, but some form of inter-

justify this historic pilgrimage. It was taken for national organization will form the foundation

granted that the French people would acclaim stone of the new treaty of peace. The thing has

the American President; Americans and French- apparently passed beyond the stage of argument;

men have no historic memories except those of not the preachings of statesmen but events

peace and friendship, and in a political and in- themselves are making the League inevitable,

dustrial sense the two nations can never become
rivals. But the enthusiasm which Mr. Wilson's

presence has aroused in England seems really The representatives gathered at Versailles are

significant of a new order in the world. These engaged not only in one of the greatest tasks that

greetings came spontaneously from the English ever confronted' practical statesmen, but one of

democratic masses, and fairly reflected the in- the most hazardous. They are proposing to

fluence which America and American ideals now destroy the political structure that has existed in

exercise upon the sober, hard thinking, hard Europe for centuries, and to substitute another one

working men and women that comprise the British in its place. Their task is not merely that of

people. Listening to their acclamations, the "rectifying" boundary lines, of assessing indemni-

United States hears the same expression of British ties, of patching up differences; it is really the

. popular opinion which supported the side of the creation of an entirely new world. The four

colonies in the Revolution, which supported the great empires that have controlled the destinies

national cause in 1 861, and which, in all moments of hundreds of millions of peoples east of the

of irritation between England and the United Rhine have been destroyed, and in their place

States, has taken the side of reason and good are to rise half a dozen or more new nations

—

feeling. In our relations with Great Britain Poland, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, a new Aus-
two forces in British public life have always made tria, a new Hungary, a new Rumania, to say

their presence felt; the Tory, aristocratic classes, nothing of the several independent sovereignties

whose attitude has not always been friendly, and that are to be carved out of the Ottoman Empire,

the Liberal, democratic elements which have al- and, probably, out of Russia. The world has

most invariably sympathized with American been so thrilled at the disappearance of these age-

ideals. The fact which makes the present episode long tyrannies and the creation of these new inde-

a great historic occasion is that the democracy pendent democracies that certain dangers which
of England is now the controlling power in English are inherent in the programme have escaped the

life; that the struggle between privilege and free- popular attention. That peoples who have lived

dom that has extended over nearly a thousand under crushing despotisms for centuries should

years has practically ended, and that England, suddenly blossom into free, self-governing com-
no less than the United States, is a free, self- monwealths—this is a splendid and wondrous
governing democracy. Thus it was this new achievement; yet the thing is not so simple as

England which greeted Wilson, and it is an Eng- that. Most of these peoples are inexperienced

land that the United States can meet on equal in government; racial animosities within their

ground. own boundaries are a constantly disintegrating

This demonstration in itself makes the Presi- force; practically none of them have a homogene-
dent's trip worth while, but the consequences ous population—in sections Slavs are hopelessly

extend far beyond that. This new association mingled with Italians, Germans with Rumanians,
of the United States and Great Britain means Poles with Russians, Hungarians with Croats and
that the world is facing its greatest crisis and is Slovenes—the whole of Central Europe, indeed, is

attempting its greatest experiment. The forces a Macedonian salad of races, languages, and re-

of *' realism" and ''idealism" have been contend- ligions. It is hardly necessary to ask whether
ing for supremacy through the long centuries, these elements will live together peacefully after

Realism, finding its most complete expression the Peace Conference has once drawn the na-

in Prussianized Germany, has had its fullest op- tional boundaries; the fact is that the fighting

portunity in the last four years—with the results among them has already begun. Hostilities now.
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rage between the Ukraine and Poland; Jugoslavia years of existence we have had to exercise this

even now stands on the brink of war with Italy, authority twice; a few years ago the mere threat

The creation of these new nations simply means to use it had the effect of producing stability,

that Balkan conditions will extend north of the All spirits of unrest on the island now understand

Danube over the larger part of central and eastern that it is useless to "start things," and that the

Europe. only effect of an uprising will be the landing of

Whatever crimes Germany, Austria, and Russia American marines. Consequently the Republic

may have committed, and they were numerous is now firmly established and prosperous. The
and atrocious enough, at least these sovereignties promptness with which Cuba followed the exam-
did maintain public order within their borders, pie of the United States in declaring war on Ger-

The removal of this strong authority, unless it many, accompanying this declaration with the

be succeeded by another supernational authority, official statement that any nation that was the

will, in the opinion of all who are qualified to enemy of the United States was also the enemy of

speak, leave this part of Europe the prey to con- Cuba, shows that one result of our guardianship

stant turbulence. It will lead not only to con- has been to unite the two peoples in the closest

stant wars am.ong the new nations themselves, friendship and sympathy,

but ultimately to a renewal of the world contest

which has just ended. Should the Allied coun-

tries content themselves with freeing these peoples Thus the particular problem that is facing

and then leave them adrift, they would be guilty Europe at the present moment the United States

of as great a crime against civilization as that has partly solved. The Allied Nations can no

committed by Germany herself. The mere fact more create these new sovereignties and then set

that they have created these nations makes the them adrift than could we have followed such a

Allied Powers responsible for their success. This policy in the case of Cuba. It is inevitable, unless

principle is the one that the United States has the fruits of this victory are to be lost, and Europe

always recognized. The problem that is perplex- is to be reduced to a state of anarchy that will be

ing Europe is simply the same one which, on a much worse than Prussian despotism, that the

smaller scale, confronted the United States when Powers assembled at Versailles adopt some plan

we gave Cuba her freedom. In destroying the of preserving the thing which they propose to

authority of Spain in this island we performed a create. Herein is the one great argument for a

great service to the cause of freedom and justice, League of Nations that appeals to practical men.

yet we realized the danger of giving this untrained As already said, it is no longer a matter of choice;

people its absolute, unconditional independence, it is a matter of necessity. Possibly this plan will

The history of the Central American and South not work, but, unless it does, freedom in Central

American Republics too clearly indicated what Europe will die an early death, wars will succeed

would be the course of events in Cuba as soon as one another in continuous procession, and ulti-

the restraining hand should be removed. Yet we mately the same old oppressive system, or one

also recognized that the Cuban people had the that will represent the same ideals, will return,

potentialities of an enlightened, self-governing Something in the nature of a " Piatt Amendment"
democracy. We solved this problem by a piece for the" Balkans and Central Eufoue is at least

of constructive statesmanship which is one of our worth a trial.

greatest national achievements. We created There is only one danger in the emphasis which

the Republic of Cuba, giving the people complete President Wilson and certain of the Allied diplo-

control of all their affairs, internal and external, mats are giving to the League. The popularity

and, i:^ all essentials, Cuba became as completely which the proposal has aroused in Germany is not

independent as the United States itself. The altogether pleasing. The German people have
American Government reserved only one right; evidently seized upon the League as the most
that was to interfere in Cuba in case of internal convenient means of escaping the penalties of

disturbance. So long as the Cubans conducted an their crimes. To them the League is not a pro-

orderly state, in which the free expression of the gramme for limiting wars and producing some-
popular will controlled the government, Cuba thing like a stable peace; it is a kind of universal

should remain an independent nation. In the love feast in which Germany can participate with

event, however, that an unsuccessful candidate for the rest of the world. This is probably the reason

the presidency should start a revolution, or that why the French people are the least enthusiastic

other manifestations threatened internal convul- about the League. Yet even before this organi-

sions, then the American Government could inter- zation itself is formed there is one thing which is

vene and set the house in order. This scheme has even more important. That is at)solute justice

worked admirably. In Cuba's nearly twenty to Germany. No one asks for revenge—but all
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the world demands inexorable justice. For the United States, in proposing to build such a

the crimes that have been committed in the last huge navy, was merely taking the place of Ger-

four years the German people are responsible many as England's enemy on the seas; and that

and for them the German people must pay—to the competition in construction that will now take

the extent that money can atone for these crimes place will inevitably lead to war.

money must be paid, aiid to the last farthing. Despite this opposition, the mass of the Ameri-

It took the German people forty years to prepare can people will probably approve this new build-

for this assault on European civilization; if it ing programme. The present war has shown the

takes forty years and more to pay for the conse- need of it. The history of the United States for

quences, the full measure must be demanded, the last century has made apparent the same

Whatever other forms of retribution the Peace necessity. The position of the United States in

Conference may decide on, justice must also be naval matters throughout all this period may not

exacted. Whatever bonds may be necessary to have been a humiliating one, but it was one that

keep this predatory nation under control must be hardly corresponds to the Nation's present dig-

provided for. Germany's criminal statesmen and nity and importance. For the larger part of that

criminal generals, from the Kaiser down, must be time we had been content to place ourselves under

taken into court, fairly tried, and" punished pre- the protection of British naval power and to leave

cisely like all other criminals. This should be to the British Navy the guarding of the Monroe
the first labor of the Versailles Conference. The Doctrine—theprinciplewhich we regarded as most

next should be the reorganization of Europe on necessary to our national security. Possibly

the lines which, within human limitations, are such a dependence was inevitable in our period

most just. Not until these tasks are completed of weakness; but such a state of affairs would be

should there be any discussion of admitting intolerable in the Twentieth Century. The
Germany to the League of Nations. Whether Monroe Doctrine makes the United States the

Germany should ever be admitted into such a protector of all of South and Central America;

League will depend entirely upon the course of our position in the Philippines and the Pacific

events. But she certainly should not be admitted necessarily implies a large naval force; while our

at once. Not until she has made full atonement two long coast lines will oblige us to keep a large

for the last forty years, organized a stable govern- fleet in both oceans. Even though we acquire

ment based upon popular rights, and evidenced no new responsibilities as a result of the Versailles

through a long period of probation a desire Conference, the United States already has suf-

to associate with other nations on the ground ficient employment for a great naval force. In

of decency and fair dealing, will Europe and the future we shall do our own policing and rely

America consent to receive her into such a upon ourselves for our own protection; any other

partnership. position is simply unthinkable.

Yet all this does not imply the slightest hos-

Does a Great American Navy Menace tility or unfriendliness toward the British Em-

the World ? P^^^' Americans recognize the justice of Britain's

contention that a great navy is essential to her

THE Spanish-American War aroused a existence as a nation and do not regard such a

new interest in the American Navy and navy as in any sense a menace to themselves,

led to the adoption of a building pro- Similarly, Englishmen would hardly regard a

gramme that gave the United States in a few years navy sufficiently large for our national responsi-

the second largest fleet in the world. It is not bilities as a menace to the British Empire. The
surprising that the first practical outcome of the whole matter reduces itself purely to one of atti-

WorldWar should be a naval bill which, if adopted, tude—of national character and mentality. Ger-

will ultimately give the United States as large a many was almost frankly a predatory nation;

navy as England's. In 1900, Germany, adopting every extension of her army and navy was adopted
her new naval bill, announced her purpose to for the purpose of increasing her national do-

build a navy so strong that, "even in a conflict mains and her national power. American policy

with the first naval Power, a war would have con- in the last three years is a sufficient answer
sequences which would seriously endanger that to those who believe that our large resources

Power." The new German Navy, which was thus will necessarily breed a spirit of aggressive-

a direct challenge to British naval supremacy, ness. A great American navy will always stand

was the fact that first awakened Englishmen to as a bulwark of American justice and Ameri-
the danger that faced the British Empire as well can democracy; it is, indeed, the one certain

as civilization itself. It is not surprising that guarantee that these splendid gifts to the world
certain Americans should have set up the cry that will endure.
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Germany and the Constituent Assembly tyranny of the Kaiser and the junkers by the

tyranny of the industrial workers; for this reason

E"^

VENTS in Germany seem closely to parallel any National Assembly, representing all classes

( the course of the Russian Revolution, in the German nation, elected on the basis of

J In Russia, the moderate Socialists first universal suffrage, is precisely the one thing that

obtained the power, and were able to hold it for will checkmate their plans for disintegration,

several months against the attacks of the ex- The experience of Russia makes clear the rela-

tremists. The Russian Revolution started in tion of the Constituent Assembly to the progress

March; the Socialist revolutionists, under Keren- of Bolshevism. In Russia, as in Germany, such

sky, came into power in July; the Bolshevik, an assembly was the spontaneous demand of the

the most uncompromising element in the Socialist people and there only one element opposed it

—

party, did not obtain control until November, the gangs led by Lenine and Trotzky. These
Thus the Russian Revolution had three stages, leaders obtained the support of the aiTny at Petro-

each one more violent and disintegrating than grad and Moscow and seized the government
that which had gone before. But the German just as the elections for the Constituent Assembly
situation differs from the Russian in that it were taking place. These elections returned an
apparently started with the Kerensky stage. Assembly which was overwhelmingly anti-Bolshe-

The Miliukoff forces, which overturned the Czar, vist in its membership, the result being that

were not Socialists at all; they were constitutional Lenine and Trotzky corralled their sailor and
democrats, philosophers who believed in an orderly soldier supporters and dispersed the gathering

non-monarchical state. The leaders of the Ger- by force of arms. For the time being this violent

man Revolution are Socialists of the more mod- attempt to prevent the majority of the Russian

erate, democratic kind, and from them to the people from adopting their own form of govern-

out-and-out Bolshevik is only a single step. ment has succeeded, though it is impossible that

Whether the German people win in their strug- it should succeed permanently. It is altogether

gle for democracy, or whether the advocates of likely that Germany will face the same crisis,

social convulsion carry the day, depends upon a though whether a murderous mob will succeed in

single event. Newspaper readers attempting destroying the popular desire for a Constitutional

to follow the confused state of things in Germany Assembly in Germany, as it did in Russia, only

find the words Constituent Assembly frequently events can determine.

appearing in the news despatches, yet they have
probably not attached the significance to them Bolshevism in England and the
that they deserve. The whole fate of the German United States
Empire hangs upon this Constituent Assembly.

If we used the name which is more familiar in the ^ | ^O WHAT extent is Bolshevism likely toTUnited States, that of Constitutional Assembly, I make inroads in the United States and
its importance becomes intelligible. The demand X England? There is probably no word
for a Constituent Assembly in Germany is a which is used more loosely than this one, its

demand for the gathering of representatives of meanings ranging all the way from scientific

the German people, which shall adopt a constitu- Socialism to the vaguest social unrest. When
tional form of government for the whole German Americans and Englishmen employ the term to

nation. All elements except the German Bolshe- their own countries they are thinking not of Red
viki are asking for such an assembly. If it once Guards, or dictatorships of the proletariat, or

convenes, the cause of democracy in Germany Lenines and Trotzkys, or burnings, lootings and
will have won; if it does not convene, then it wholesale murder, but of Socialism, pacifism,

may be taken for granted that Germany will go ''internationalism,'' an undefined opposition

the way of Russia. Leaders like Liebknecht, to existing political forces, a sympathetic attitude

Ledebour, and Rosa Luxemburg are in their hearts toward the I. W. W., and an opposition to the

opposed to a National Assembly of any kind; war policies of the Allied nations. This spirit

the fact that the first has spoken in its favor means has manifested itself conspicuously in both

little more than lip service. These leaders are England and the United States, but it is only

not democrats, they are not believers in popular recently that both countries have had an oppor-

government or the rule of the majority; they are tunity of learning to what extent this unhealthy
simply the advocates of a class war and they mentality prevailed among the masses,

demand that only the working classes shall have The November election gave the United States

political power—in other words, license to loot the opportunity of testing this point. The net

the propertied elements, great and small. They result was that most conspicuous opponents of

are professedly autocrats, who would replace the the war went down to defeat and nearly every
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public character distinguished by pacifism simi- McDonald, who have spent a considerable part of

larly failed of reelection. Such political aspirants the last three years coquetting with certain

as Henry Ford and Miss Rankin learned that kindred souls in Germany, and who have opposed

their pacifism and their opposition to the war did every war effort put forth by England, have

not reflect the attitude of their districts. Champ ended their political careers; such is the judgment

Clark, who has never supported the war except the British public has passed upon their activities,

under protest, saved his seat in Congress only by There has been much talk recently of the close

the narrowest margin. Happenings like these, sympathy existing between the American and

however, might not necessarily be conclusive, British people. The elections in the two countries

since local situations in the states and districts prove that all this is not platform oratory. The
might explain them; more significant was the people of the two nations have spoken on the

general falling off in the Socialist vote. It may great issues that now face the world, and they

safely be taken for granted that any traces of have spoken in practically the same voice. Both

Bolshevism which may exist in this country would have given their wholesouled endorsement to the

necessarily be attached to the Socialist candidates, war, and both have thrust aside all the insidious

In this country the Socialist party officially re- elements in the two countries that would rob the

pudiated the national war policies, and, following civilized world of its greatest victory. No more
the example of the Russian Bolsheviki, denounced auspicious prelude to the Peace Conference could

the war as a capitalist, or bourgeois enterprise, be asked for.

and called for an early and inconclusive peace.

The Socialists have never.cast a large vote in the The Treaty That Should Become a
United States, but their party strength last fall Scrap of Paper
showed a material falling off from that of the

preceding year. Probably their greatest strong- ^ I ^HE World's Work has received a con-

hold in the United States is the East I siderable amount of printed matter, is-

Side of New York, yet in these twelve X sued by the Italian Bureau of Information

districts the Socialists did not elect a single in the United States, and evidently intended

Congressional candidate. Thus, applying the to enlighten the Afnerican people on Italy's

only practical test that is available, it appears claims and rights at the Peace Conference,

that neither the doctrine nor the spirit of Bolshe- The idea which this publicity material empha-
vism has gained much headway in the United sizes is that Italy, when she entered the war in

States. Its representatives seem to be con- May, 191 5, did so on the basis of a distinct bar-

fined mainly to a few disturbing elements in gain with the Allied countries. Great Britain,

university faculties, a few self-advertising Social- France, and Russia, and that it is Italy's intention

ists of the parlor kind, and a few aspiring editors to insist on the complete fulfilment of this bargain,

of sophomoric weeklies; so far as the industrious A recent Bulletin of this Italian Bureau publishes

and intelligent citizenry are concerned, the cru- in full this Treaty of London, thereby merely

sade of social disintegration has apparently left following the example of the Bolshevist Govern-
little impress. ment at Petrograd, which long since exposed it

This revelation is not particularly surprising, to the world as an example of the kind of secret

for in the United States even the Union Labor diplomacy which was largely responsible for the

movement, which certainly is not Bolshevism or World War, and as an illustration of the kind of

Socialism, has affected only a small minority of issues for which the civilized world was fighting,

the working classes; but the recent election in Even those who least sympathized with Bolshe-

England has given the world a genuine surprise, vist politics were forced to admit, at least to

In England, the labor element seemed to have themselves, that, in giving this document to

become increasingly powerful; it had even been the public, the Lenine and Trotzky government
predicted that Mr. Arthur Henderson, its leader had scored on their adversaries,

in the House of Commons, would become Prime The Treaty of London is such a modern docu-

Minister. But in its bearing upon pacifism, ment—it was concluded on April 26, 191 5

—

Bolshevism, and pro-Germanism, the English that the circumstances which led up to it are fairly

election has been merely a repetition of that in fresh in the public mind. When the European
the United States. All these English prophets War broke out, Italy had for thirty-two years

of a new social and industrial order have been been the ally of Germany and Austria, the

defeated, precisely as were their fellow spirits in treaty of alliance having been renewed so recently

the United States. Mr. Henderson, far from as 19 12. Italy refused to join the Central Pow-
becoming premier, has lost his seat in Parliament ers, however, on the entirely justifiable ground
and Mr. Phillip Snowden and Mr. Ramsay that the terms of the alliance called for coopera-
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tion only in the case of a defensive war, and she are signs that her representatives will push their

refused to regard Germany's attack on Belgium claims even farther. News has been generally

and France as defensive operations. For the suppressed in England and America of the fact

next nine months both sides worked hard for that, on November 17th, Italian military forces

Italy's support; the precise details of these nego- seized possession of Fiume, against the protest of

tiations have not yet been published, yet the idea the Entente. Yet even the Treaty of London,
prevalent at the time, that they assumed some- on which the Italian imperialistic faction rests to

thing the form of competitive bidding, probably justify its attitude of "sacred egoism," es-

had a solid basis in fact. The difficulty of Ger- pecially provides that this city shall be a part of

many's position was that she could satisfy Italy's the new Serbo-Croatian state,

demands only at the territorial expense of her The situation is particularly embarrassing for

allies, Austria and Turkey. The world suspected France and England, for, under duress and under
at the time that Italy was driving a hard bargain; great necessity, these nations signed the treaty

the necessities of the Entente were unquestion- that authorizes many of these depredations. It

ably great, and the result was this Treaty of is distressing that Italy, or at least the particular

London. coterie that now controls her foreign policy and
There is not a line of this treaty that does not represents her at Versailles, should refuse to ac-

suggest the outworn, discredited, grab-bag dip- knowledge that a new world has come into being

lomacy that caused this war. There are clauses since May, 191 5. But there is at least one Power
in it which, if carried out, will inevitably mean that was not a party to this discreditable compact,

another war as soon as the Peace Conference at and which will protest against its fulfillment.

Versailles adjourns. It completely flies in the That is the United States. The expensive pro-

face of all the principles of justice and democracy paganda with which the Sonnino Governmeni is

that have become the ruling forces in the contest, flooding the United States at this time—in this

Its main wickedness is that it hands over to Italy very act utilizing one of the most discredited in-

lands that are not Italian, that have never been struments of junker imperialism—will not blind

Italian and that never will be Italian. And in do- Americans to the fact that the Treaty of London,

ing this it entirely disregards the wishes of their in its history and in its contents, represents all

peoples. The treaty, indeed, has no other that is worst in recent European diplomacy—its

justification than military and naval strategy secrecy, its disregard for racial rights, its tendency,

and the satisfaction of that lust for territory which as President Wilson has said, ''to hand peoples

is the essence of imperialism. So far as this treaty from sovereignty to sovereignty as though they

gives Italy land or peoples that are Italian and were so many chattels.'' America will do all

that yearn for union with the motherland, no she can to prevent this war ending on Bismarck-

one will oppose it. That the Trentino, Gorizia, ian lines, and one of the first essentials to this is

and Trieste should be joined to the Kingdom of Italy's voluntary consent to transforming the

Italy is entirely in keeping with the ideals of this Treaty of London into a ''scrap of paper."

war. But Italy now clamors for a considerable

part of the eastern Adriatic coast—land which is L^^d Colonization by Private Companies
over-whelmingly Slavic, and which, if there is any
such thing as the rights of peoples, must become T T OWEVER far we may be inclined to go

part of the new Jugoslav nation. According to I—i in favoring public ownership of land and

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, the population 1 1 public colonization, we must acknowl-

of Dalmatia is 96 per cent. Serbo-Croat and 3 edgethatfora very long time to come we must rely

per cent. Italian; yet Italy now claims a large chiefly on private initiative, private enterprise,

area of this province and practically all the coastal and the stimulus of a reasonable private profit

Dalmatian Islands. But Italy claims far more for the settlement of the land."

than this; the Treaty of London gives her twelve Acting upon this belief. Prof. Richard T. Ely

islands in the /^gean Sea, known as the Dode- has made a study of colonization which certain

canese—^islands that are entirely Greek and that land companies have carried on in several parts

have been Greek since the days of Herodotus, of the country, but especially in Wisconsin.

The same document gives Italy the right, under "Private colonization," he says, "if successful,

certain contingencies, to large areas in Asia must accomplish three purposes: first, it must
Minor and in Africa. afford a reasonable profit to those who sell the

Probably the most unpleasant part of the land and undertake to finance the colonization

present peace negotiations is haly's widely adver- scheme; second, it must give the settler and his

tised determination to insist on the literal enforce- family an opportunity to work on the land, to

ment of this treaty. Not only that, but there gain a livelihood while working, to make a farm
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and acquire complete ownership of it in a reason-

able time; and, in the third place, each colony

must advance the interests of society. We have,

then, two private interests, that of the seller and
that of the buyer of land, to be brought into har-

mony with the public interest."

"The ordinary settler is not a man of great

capacity; he is honest, generally industrious,

. . . but he is not gifted in the selection of

land or of capital-equipment, e.g., cattle, seed,

and tools. Especially is he apt not to stand high

in managerial capacity." It is, therefore, im-

portant that the colony have wise economic

leadership which will, first of all, select land which

can be cultivated profitably.

The company should exercise care in the selec-

tion of settlers, and should group them according

to nationality, or in whatever relationship will

insure the highest degree of companionship.
" Made to order "farms, rather than wild lands, are

usually sold to settlers. The company provides

demonstration farms in charge of good farmers,

and endeavors to secure for the colony all public

advantages such as good roads, schools, tele-

phones, and the like. The company lends money
to farmers to extend their operations.

The struggle is a hard one and great self-denial

is a forced condition of success, but Professor Ely

pronounces the colonies he has studied "fairly

successful" and believes that such developments

can be increased with profit to investors, benefit

to settlers, and with benefit to the nation. But
there is also necessity for public action. As a

preliminary step the state might license real estate

dealers. The world over, competition with re-

spect to land ownership has broken down, and it

is not unreasonable to anticipate a time when the

buying and selling of land, in order to bring

about desirable land settlement, will be one of

the great functions of the state. The govern-

ments of Australia and New Zealand have al-

ready done much public colonization.

Theodore Roosevelt

TO SAY that Theodore Roosevelt was the

typical American may seem somewhat
commonplace, yet the phrase most com-

pletely describes his character and achievements
and there is a particular appropriateness in insist-

ing on this leading trait at the present moment.
Mr. Roosevelt dies at a time when Americanism
has reached its greatest triumph; when American
ideals have obtained a recognition in the world
which has been previously denied them; and it is

well that his countrymen do justice to the part

whichM r. Roosevelt has played in liftingthe United

States to this commanding position. In accur-

ately assessing his contribution it is not necessary

to deal in generalities, for his concrete achieve-

ments have been large. There is probably no
one American who is more responsible for the

military and naval forces that have done such
credit to America and performed so great a ser-

vice to mankind in the present war. The Wash-
ington administration prevented Mr. Roosevelt

from serving his country in France—and in this

it acted wisely, for Mr. Roosevelt was not a pro-

fessional soldier and this war was no place for

amateurs—but this should not obscure the great

part which he really played in this crisis. It was
the Roosevelt Administration which reorganized

the Army after the Spanish War and which laid

the foundation for the machine which was ex-

panded into the present fighting organization.

It was Mr. Roosevelt who rebuilt the American
Navy, made it second to England's in size, and
second to none in fighting qualities, especially in

marksmanship. Mr. Roosevelt's judgment of

men, not infrequently at fault, showed to excellent

advantage in his selection of army and navy
chiefs. One of the "scandals" of his administra-

tion was his promotion of General Pershing from
obscurity to a high place in the Army—certainly

an appointment which has been justified by time.

The man who was his chief instrument in reform-

ing the Navy was that same Vice-Admiral Sims

—

then only a commander—who has since served

so meritoriously in European waters. Yet all

these performances are merely details. The
crowning performance of Mr. Roosevelt's life was
the campaign for preparedness which he led from

1 9 14 to the passing of that conscription law which
finally gave the United States an army. Through
all that trying period the Roosevelt note was the

one which rang most truly in this country, which

most completely echoed the real feelings of the

American heart and conscience, and which, in a

word, was most eloquently America itself. Mr.
Roosevelt and the men who worked with him

—

not all of them men who had sympathized with

his other political activities—were really the

forces that created the public opinion which

made this conscription law inevitable.

Few men in American public life have aroused

such antagonisms as the dead ex-President; few

have been so assailed for inconsistency, self-seek-

ing, even, in the bitterest controversial moments,

for insincerity; it is therefore pleasant at this time

to emphasize this quality of Americanism, for

it is the one that the fiercest and most unfair

political foes have never called in question. One
might criticize Mr. Roosevelt's close relations

with political bosses, and his too personal

attitude toward administration, but no one ever
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doubted his deep love of country, or the high

aspirations which he entertained for the destiny

of America. Whatever may have been his

changes or his inconsistencies in other matters,

on this point at least Roosevelt was always the

same. The very titles of his most successful books

—"Naval War of 1812," 'Thomas Hart Benton,"

"Hero Tales from American History," "The Win-

ning of the West," "The Rough Riders," "Hunt-

ing Trips of a Ranchman," "American Ideals,"

"The Strenuous Life," to mention only a

few—breathe the spirit and the achievements

that have made America so distinctive and

so great. Mr. Roosevelt's admirers take a

particular interest now in recalling the fact that

he was one of the first to appraise the Kaiser

at his true worth and one of the first to call

Germany's bluff. If all other memories of

Roosevelt should fade America will still retain

in its mind's eye the picture of this watchful

guardian of its honor, calling to the White House

the pompous Ambassador of Germany, and direct-

ing him to telegraph his government that it must
agree within forty-eight hours to arbitrate the

Venezuelan dispute or meet Dewey's battle

squadron. This lively scene took place in

1902, when Germany was the militaristic terror

of mankind and when the Monroe Doctrine was
hardly regarded seriously, even in the United

States itself; yet the Kaiser accepted Roosevelt's

ultimatum and decided to keep his hands off a

defenseless South American nation. Again, in

1907, Roosevelt gave a practical illustration of his

favorite idea that to meet a situation face to face

was frequently the best way to prevent a war.

In this year Japan showed a somewhat menacing
attitude toward the United States, a challenge

that Roosevelt met immediately by despatching

the American fleet to Asiatic waters, as part of

a general trip around the world. As a conse-

quence Japan became more conciliatory; the two
nations came closer together, and the net result

was a gain in better feeling. And the American
spirit which Mr. Roosevelt displayed on these

and subsequent occasions was one for which he

was always prepared to sacrifice his own life. He
was no parlor agitator of preparedness and a na-

tional policy consistent with national interest

and honor; he had faced bullets himself on the

battlefield and only circumstances prevented him
from doing so again. The four splendid sons

whom he sent to France, one of whom lies there

to-day, sufficiently testify ta the sincerity of his

faith in this direction.

Yet these services, though they remain upper-
most in mind now, were only the culmination of

one of the fullest careers of modem times. To
recount Mr. Roosevelt's other services recalls

what seems almost a forgotten period in American
history. Only the older generation remembers
when "civil service reform" was one of the most
pressing issues of American politics. The young
fiery Roosevelt, fresh from Harvard, was the
power that perhaps contributed most to upsetting

the Jacksonian doctrine that the public offices

were properly the spoils of politics. Those who
observe to what an extent this idea still prevails

would be astounded at the change if they could

have seen it in its full bloom forty years ago.

History will judge also that Roosevelt's adminis-

tration formed a turning point in American affairs.

Then the question was decided whether the Fed-
eral Government was to be the exclusive agency
for the enrichment of corporations and special

privilege, or whether it was to serve the people.

Whatever faults of temperament, or judgment,
or even, at times, of purpose, Roosevelt may have
displayed in these eight stormy years, at least

he settled that great -question in the popular in-

terest. His other great contribution was his con-

viction that the United States was not a congeries

of forty-eight unrelated, sometimes antagonistic

sovereignties, but a unified nation, and of this

policy his most enduring monument was Conser-

vation. Thus Roosevelt did much to lay the

great error of States Rights that blighted our

history for so many years and caused a great

civil war. In this the statesmanlike quality of

his foresight is certainly now justified, for it was
only the assertion of nationalism, manifested in

a great national army and navy, and a national

spirit of cooperation, that enabled the United

States to play its great part in the world war.

And, at a time when the world has gathered at

Versailles to lay the basis of lasting peace, let

it be remembered that it was Roosevelt, popularly

regarded as the champion of war, who was chiefly

instrumental in calling the Second Peace Con-

ference at The Hague, and who, in addition to his

other trophies, was awarded the Nobel prize for

his services in ending the Russo-Japanese war.

Walter Hines Page

DEMOCRACY was the supreme interest

in life of Walter Hines Page. He be-

lieved in the capacity of the common man
—his capacity to govern himself and his capacity

to achieve. With all the energy of a strong brain

and body and will he wrought ceaselessly to help

bring to the common man every weapon that

would make him more fit to govern and achieve

—

the weapons of education, health, and the in-

spiration that lies in learning how others like him

had succeeded. His faith in America knew no
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bounds, his faith in its people and in its institu- least, that enough journals already existed to

tions. His life work was to be helpful to the one permit the circulation of all the abstract ideas

and to help perfect the other. that were worth while. What was lacking was
If democracy was his ideal, work was his concrete information, the strong meat of fact,

method. Reared in the South of Reconstruction and of experience that might be imitated. The
days, he saw much of poverty and despair around problems were plain enough: the thing that was
him, and he early came to believe that the two missing was the answers. Hence, he wanted
great enemies of man were ignorance and sloth, to know how to get things done, so that he might

He conquered ignorance for himself at Randolph tell people who were confronting these actual

Macon College and at Johns Hopkins, where he problems of life how to meet them. He believed

was a member of the first class to graduate. Then that the most practical way to do this was to find

he returned to his native state of North Carolina the man who had done something worth doing

to help conquer it in the mass by teaching school, and then publish an article about him and his

But he soon realized that he could be more efi'ec- work that would tell other men, perplexed by the

tive with the pen than with the ferule, and he same difficulty, how one man at least had solved

founded a newspaper, the Raleigh News and that problem. Thus, in his search for a cure for

Observer. Seeking a wider audience, he next be- the deficiencies of rural education, he passed by
came one of the pioneers in an art of publicity the barren discussions of theory and sought for

now widely exploited, the writing of " syndicate and found rural teachers who had put their theo-

letters" for publication simultaneously in a num- ries to the test of experience and whose success

ber of newspapers throughout the country, had demonstrated the rightness of their answer

Coming on to New York, he was first a reporter to the question. Then he described their work,

and then a "free-lance" writer for the newspapers by name and in detail, so that other teachers

and the magazines. Later he edited the Forum could study it and follow it.

and then the Atlantic Monthly, and in 1900 he He applied the same method to the study of

joined forces with Mr. F. N. Doubleday to found the Negro problem in the South. In Booker T.

the publishing business of Doubleday, Page & Washington he found a Negro who had discovered

Company. Here he made his largest, and quite the solution and had used it with success. Here

the most individual, contribution to the art of was a man after his own heart—a believer in the

journalism, in the conception and achievement dignityandsavingpowerof work, a practical apos-

of this magazine, the World's Work. tie of practical education, a doer and not merely

Here, at last, he was free to express in a pub- a dreamer. Mr. Page in the World's Work
lication of national circulation the ideas of his probably did more than any other single agency

busy and fruitful life. As ignorance was the foe to make Washington's method practically avail-

of man, his magazine should be a magazine of able to others who were baffled by his problem,

information. Thus, the World's Work became, Similarly, he attacked the question of public

what was then almost a unique thing, a "fact** health. He published articles about the success-

magazine—that is, it published no fiction or "lit- ful methods of combating tuberculosis, yellow

erary" articles. Its field was politics and the fever, smallpox, the hookworm. Similar studies

affairs of practical life—such as education, busi- were made in civic government, in county govern-

ness, public and private health. ment, in cooperative enterprises of all sorts, in

Mr. Page brought to the making of his maga- business, in all the practical activities of American
zine a matured philosophy and a ripened expe- life.

Hence of life. Deeply read in history and in the Certain words and phrases were oftenest on

science of government, his ideal of democratic Mr. Page's lips and pen, and they revealed his

institutions was a reasoned conviction. He philosophy. He never tired of searching for the

called his editorial department "The March of "constructive" and the "upbuilding" aspects of

Events"—not because it was a dramatic and public questions; he was always praising the

sonorous phrase, but because he saw in the affairs "achievements" of men, especially their "hope-
of men a vast, advancing and expanding, orderly ful" and "forward-looking" enterprises. He
workingout of human capacities, a steady growth loved the word "large"; it was an expression of

of institutions upon a widening base of the powers all (and it was so plentifully present in himself)

and intelligence of the common man. of breadth of mind, wideness of vision, and gen-

In his almost religious zeal to further this great erosity of spirit in the world about him.

movement, he had studied the means by which What he did publicly through the magazine
these common powers might be most effectively he reinforced privately through his correspon-

increased and organized. He felt that mere ab- dence. Few men have had so long a list of ac-

stract discussion of affairs was not enough—at quaintances; and they were not perfunctory.
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His letters were another medium for impressing

his personality and his ideals upon men; they

were full of pith and humor and earnestness and
fire. His correspondents were the purposeful

men and women of the country; they looked to

him for inspiration and guidance in working out

plans for better things for America.

But though the pen was his natural weapon,

he achieved much through personal contact with

people. One of the most social and human of

beings, he worked easily with other men, and was
sought for his cooperative helpfulness in large

undertakings. His constant labors as a member
of the Southern Education Board and of the Gen-
eral Education Board were very fruitful. He was
one of the mainstays of President Roosevelt's

Country Life Commission, which has so widely

affected the character of rural life in the last

few years.

His democracy was personal as well as for the

public. The youngest apprentice ,on his staff,

the smallest "devil" in the composing room, was
as sure of his courtesy and attention and helpful-

ness as the most distinguished of the many dis-

tinguished men who were his acqaaaintances and
friends. To new writers he was a constant in-

spiration. Kindly but frank criticism and the

encouragement to persevere were always to be

had from him. He did not wait for them to

come to him—he searched them out, wrote to

them, visited them, printed their works. Even
his letters of rejection were treasured: O. Henry
said a writer could "take one of them to the bank
and borrow money on it," so graciously and ap-

preciatively were they written. Even his letters

of rebuke carried no sting: he wrote from the

Portland Exposition to complain that a subordin-

ate had interpolated in one of his editorials the

absurd word " marked " as an adjective: " Lord

!

Lord! Lord! I've tried for twenty-five years

to keep this word out of every magazine I've

edited, and now you have put it into my own
mouth—!"

" Make it interesting," was a cardinal virtue

in his magazine creed. "It makes no difference

how important your message is: unless you write

it so people will read it, you have benefited no
one." It is worth recording, in this connection,

that he was himself a prolific coiner of arresting

phrases. To cite but one example, when he

characterized the big business men of fifteen

years ago who would not see that they could not

forever defy public opinion, he painted them in-

delibly in a headline as "Certain Eminent Dense
Gentlemen."

Simplicity he ever strove after. He would
have his magazine intelligible to every man.
Himself a master of Greek, even making his priv-

ate memoranda in Greek, he preferred, in writing,

the strong, simple Anglo-Saxon words: "job"
was a favorite, "task" another. He wojuld toler-

ate no affected use of big words or foreign phrases.
" Bete noire!" he would rumble out with immense
scorn. "What in the world does that mean!"
"Why, bugbear, I suppose."

"Well, then, why don't you say it!"

And so with all affectations of phrase. He
wanted to reach the understanding of men, and
the words must be like himself, plain and strong

and forthright and true.

Of his character as a fellow worker in his own
office it is difficult to speak with becoming moder-
ation. So kind, so lovable, so generous, so un-
affectedly genuine, so workmanly skilled and
adequate—none but those who shared his daily

round of duty can realize how much like the pub-
lic figure was the private man, nor know quite

how much his loss means.

Nev^ York Makes Another Experiment With
a Tammany Governor

NEW YORK STATE is trying again an ex-

periment which it has attempted several

times before without the slightest success;

it is seeking to learn whether a man who has

spent his whole political career in association with
Tammany Hall, and who has lived for many
years on offices and favors granted by that 'or-

ganization can make an efficient and public-

spirited governor. The new governor, Mr. Alfred

E. Smith, is a much higher type of man than is

usually developed in the Tammany soil. Though a

product of the crowded New York East Side,

and a self-educated man, he has intelligence, a

genuine interest in public affairs, an unmistakable

talent for public life; and no political or personal

scandal has ever been attached to his name. He
has served twelve terms in the Albany legislature,

where he has achieved a reputation for his knowl-

edge of state business.

Governor Smith is thus a Tammany governor

of quite unusual type. New York elected him
largely as a rebuke to Governor Whitman, and
also for the reason that it felt itself attracted to a

man of seemingly honest intentions and of un-

questioned ability. Yet the people have not

forgotten the new governor's political affiliations

and will scrutinize his every appointment and

recommendation with these in mind. It is real-

ized that Mr. Smith cannot be a good governor

and a good Tammany man at the same time, for

the two terms are contradictory; and the state

is eagerly watching to see which of these two

things he will choose to be.



WALTER HINES PAGE
BY

ELLERY SEDGWICK
(Editor of The Atlantic Monthly)

WERE a visitant from another and a pervasive scent of tobacco, which—so the

sphere to ask me for the incar- local historian says—^had been unknown in the

nation of those qualities we love vicinity since the days of Walter Raleigh, except

to call American, 1 should turn for the literary aroma of Aldrich's quarantined

to a familiar gallery of my mem- sanctum upstairs,

ory, and point to the living portrait that hangs Page's coming marked the end of small ways,

there of Walter Mines Page. Page was thor- His first requirement was, in lieu of a desk, .a

oughly American, of course, by race and training, table that might have served a family of twelve

Carolina-born, bred in maturer years in Boston for Thanksgiving dinner. No one could imagine

and New York, and Western by virtue of a cer- what that vast, polished tableland could serve

tain brisk straightforwardness. But, quite apart for until they watched the editor at work. Then
, from parentage and environment, there were in they saw. Order vanished and chaos reigned,

him, by natural gift, those characteristics which Huge piles of papers, letters, articles, reports,

have combined (happily, I think) to form a new books, pamphlets, magazines, congregated them-

race in a new world. A sort of foursquareness, selves as if by magic. To work in such confusion

bluntness, it seemed to some, an uneasy, often seemed hopeless, but Page eluded the congestion

explosive energy, a disposition to underrate fine by the simple expedient of moving on. He would
drawn nicenesses of all sorts; ingrained Yankee light a fresh cigar, give the editorial chair a hitch,

common-sense, checking his vaulting enthusiasm; and begin his work in front of a fresh expanse of

enormous self-confidence, impatience of failure, table, with no clutter of the past to disturb the

all of these were in him; and he was besides af- new day's litter.

fectionate to a fault, devoted to his country, his The motive power of his work was enthusiasm,

family, his craft—a strong, bluffs, tender man. Never was more generous welcome given to a new-

The attempt to conventionalize a journalist's comer than Page held out to the successful manu-
education was unknown in the days of Page's script of an unknown. I remember, though I

youth. Old fogeys there are who still think it heard the news second-hand at the time, what a

better as it was. It was better in Page's case, day it was in the office when the first manuscript

though 1 doubt whether he thought so. He spent from the future author of '' To Have and to Hold,"

four years at a friendly Southern college; next came in from an untried Southern girl. He walked
"underwent the vigorous training of post-graduate up and down, reading paragraphs aloud and slap-

work at Johns Hopkins, and then educated ping the crisp manuscript to enforce his commen-
himself in American thought, first, as the editor dation. To take a humbler instance, 1 recall

of a Missouri daily, and, afterward, in newspaper the words of over-generous praise with which he

work in New York and Carolina. It was as the greeted the first paper I ever sent to an editor

editor of The Forum, however, that he met his quite as clearly as I remember the monstrous

'

first real chance, and, during the years of his edi- efi^ort which had brought it into being. Some-
torship, that periodical spluttered into life, to times he would do a favored manuscript the honor

gasp itself into quietude again the moment the of taking it out to lunch in his coat-pocket, and
master was gone. From The Forum, Page was an associate vividly recalls eggs, cofi^ee, and pie

called to Boston, first, as literary adviser to the in a near-by restaurant, while, in a voice that could

ancient firm of Houghton, Mifflin and Company, be heard by the remotest lunchers. Page read

and, subsequently, as editor of The Atlantic passages which many of them were too startled

Monthly. And, there, properly speaking. Page's to appreciate.

career began. He was not given to overrating, but it was not

Those were the decorous days of the old tradi- in his nature to understate. '' 1 tell you," said

tion, and Page's entrance into the "atmosphere" he, grumbling over some unfortunate proof-

of Park Street has taken on the dignity of legend, sheets from Manhattan, "there isn't one man in

There were all kinds of signs and portents, as the New York who can write English—not from the

older denizens will tell you. Strange breezes Battery to Harlem Heights." And if the faults

floated through the office, electric emanations, were moral, rather than literary, his disapproval
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grew in emphasis. There is more than tradition Page had but a year of full control of The Atlantic

in the tale of the Negro, who, presuming on Monthly, but for that twelvemonth those who
Page's deep interest in his race, brought to his have come after owe him much. Then he left to

desk a manuscript poem copied word for word join in association with Mr. Doubleday in various

from a published source. Page recognized the enterprises which eventuated in the foundation

deception, and, seizing the rascal's collar with a and development of a new and great firm in Gar-
firm editorial grip, rejected the poem, and ejected den City. The waves of Boston Harbor rippled

the poet, with an energy very invigorating to the too gently for such a buoyant craft,

ancient serenities of the office. Page was generous in his cooperation. He
Page was always effervescent with ideas. Like never drew a rigid line about his share in any

an editor who would have made a good fisherman, enterprise, but gave and took help with each and
he used to say that you had to cast a dozen times all. Just what his share was in the multifarious

before you could get a strike. He was forever exploits of the new firm, it is impossible for an
in those days sending out ideas and suggestions outsider to assess, but the conception and execu-

and invitations to write. The result was electric, tion of the World's Work were undoubtedly

and the magazine became with a suddenness (of his own. He designed the magazine as it has

which only an editor can appreciate the wonder) remained—a summary and explanation of the

a storehouse of animating thoughts. He avoided world's progress, with no smirch of dilletantism

the mistake common to our craft of editing a mag- or any kind of literary affectation. A lover of

azine for the immediate satisfaction of his col- good English, with an honest passion for things

leagues. *' Don't write for the office," he would tersely said, Page esteemed good journalism far

say. ''Write for outside," and so his magazine above any second-rate manifestation of more

became a living thing. pretentious forms; but many of us will regret

His phrase suggests one especial gift that Page that he was not privileged to find some outlet

had, for which his profession should do him es- for his energies in which aspiration for real litera-

pecial honor. He was able, quite beyond the ture might have played an ampler part,

powers of any man of my acquaintance, to put For the literature of the past. Page had great

compendiously into words the secrets of successful respect, but his interest was ever in the present

editing. It was capital training just to hear him and the future. He was forever fulminating

talk. "Never save a feature," he used to say. against bad writing, and hated the ignorant and

"Always work for the next number. Forget the slipshod work of the hack almost as much as

others. Spend everything just on that." And he despised the shams of the man who affected

to those who know, there is divination in the prin- letters, the dabbler and the poetaster. His

ciple. Again, he understood instinctively that taste was for the roastbeef of literature, not for

to write well a man must not only have something the side dishes and the trimmings, and his appre-

to say, but must long to say it. A highly intelli- ciation of the substantial work of others was no

gent representative of the colored race came to surer than his instinct for his own performance,

him with a philosophic essay. Page would have He was an admirable writer of exposition, argu-

none of it. " 1 know what you are thinking of," ment, and narrative—solid and thoughtful, but

said Page. "You are thinking of the barriers never dull. A very few of my readers will recall,

we set up against you, and the handicap of your perhaps, a series of articles contributed to The

lot. If you will write what it feels like to be a Atlantic twenty-three years ago, under the title,

Negro, I will print that." The result was a "The Autobiography of a Southerner," by
paper which has seemed to me the most moving "Nicholas Worth." This story, obviously true,

expression of the hopeless hope of the race I know though disguised by the alteration of names and

of. places, described the early career of a young

From his boyhood days during the Civil War, Southerner since the Civil War, and told of his

as the son of a Southern father who was Unionist battles with the thickset prejudices which com-

at heart, the fearful problem of the Negro was ever plicated the natural and moral difficulties of the

present in Page's mind. He was a persistent "reconstructed" South to the very point of the

worker for the black cause, but he was always sane impassable. Who Nicholas Worth was, puzzled

and moderate. For years he was a most useful many minds at the time, for his narrative was

member of the Southern Education Board, and, altogether the most illuminating analysis of the

recognizing that the problem has a white as well forces at work below Mason and Dixon's line

as a black side, he looked for its solution to the which had been published. Three elemental

gradual elevation of the whole people through forces, the author contended, stood in the path of

education. But of this important part of his progress: the Church, the race question, and the

work, I am not competent to speak. hands of dead men; and, together, they made
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the ghost called Public Opinion. The South was if Page were elected Pope of Rome, he would ac-

living in a world of illusion—a world of mediaeval cept without reflecting over night. Yet this

education, false legends of the past, and supersti- self-confidence was no conceit, but simply an

tious fear of the present. The pubHc knew in- impersonal valuation of the job which was to be

stinctively that Nicholas Worth was right, that done, and of the necessity for doing it. I shall

he was a man of courage, intelligence, and intui- always keep a letter from him, written the day
tion. But who he was, they could not learn, after his nomination, so modest, so utterly lack-

The author was absolutely silent, and his single ing in self-importance or self-consciousness, or

confederate, the editor, was a past-master in ex- any other sort of self-esteem, that no man could

pressing an astute and friendly interest in the in- have written it who did not have a heart of gold,

terrogations of questioners without imparting The Ambassadorship entailed serious sacri-

in his sympathetic replies one syllable of informa- fices. Page was fifty-eight and looked forward

tion. But, as the years went on, the secret grad- to a time of larger leisure, with less irksome tasks

ually leaked out to a small circle, and the articles than had fallen to his lot. He was very far from

were subsequently recast and expanded into book rich, and acceptance meant the impairment of

form, and again published, still anonymously, his modest capital. He reveled in absolute

though without the complete secrecy of their candor of conversation, and ^ any •diplomatic

earlier appearance. Of late years. Page ac- strait] acket seemed about half his natural size,

knowledged the authorship freely, though never in But he took the signal honor, as it were, on his

public. own terms. He lived in London with dignity,

I wish that even now the narrative might be but with marked simplicity, and, in method and

published between boards in its original form, bearing, always carried himself as the natural

The second version, purposely expanded into fic- representative of a democratic commonwealth,

tion, was both less interesting and less valuable. In public and private, he spoke his mind. People

The circumstances of Page's early life were sig- still remember with a smile the howling of the

nificant, and there was a vast deal in his experi- yellow dogs of journalism which greeted one of

ence that was as dramatic as his deductions were his early speeches. Discussing the dominant

philosophical. Students of American history Anglo-Saxon strain of political Americanism, he

cannot neglect these pages, and lovers of the hu- called the United States, " English-led and Eng-

man story should not. lish-ruled," and the demands for his recall swelled

It is interesting to trace in these chapters of into a teapot tempest. The remark was obvi-

" autobiography" the origin of the mainspring ously true—that gave it sting. America admits

of Page's character—his hate and scorn of all the other inheritances to local government and to

insincerities and shams, the pomposities and illu- Congress, but it has ever been inclined to entrust

sions of life. He was a realist in the honestest the administration of the United States to men
sense of the word, and, in his early years, devoted of British blood.

as he was to the true interests of the South, the Of all American representatives at the Court of

never-ending patter about '' chivalry of the South- St. James's, since the time of Charles Francis

land," "beauty," "peerless heroism," the" sacred Adams, I should unhesitatingly call Page the most
dead," and what he termed the "epidemic vo- useful. Less distinguished by reputation than
cabulary" of the ex-Confederate states, seemed many of his predecessors, without the audacity
to him a false screen behind which a new genera- and chuckle of Choate's speech, with no counter-

tion was shirking its responsibilities, talking al- weight to the magnificence of Reid's establish-

ways and never doing. In the Northern world ment, without Hay's world-wide experience or

of his later life, there was plenty of similar artifice Bayard's courtly manner. Page knew America
confronting him, and the struggle against every

,
better than any of them, and better than any of

form of it was the central crusade of his career. | them he represented the stuff she is made of.

Page's appointment to the premier post of
f
Without accomplishments—to use the word in

American diplomacy came to him as a bolt from '

its lighter sense—without artifice, literary or dip-

the blue. A Democrat by inheritance and nat-
,
lomatfc, patently without guile, genuinely liking

ural sympathies, he was far from being a typical his hosts, and as genuinely believing in the Amer-
"regular," and the party owed him nothing. But ican idea, with simplicity, patience, and lack of

once asked, it was not in him to decline. The sensitiveness. Page won his way in his own fashion,

desire for service, which ran through his life and accomplished results great and lasting,

like a silver thread, was too strong, and his nat- Of all the foreign born who have lived in Eng-
ural confidence in himself too complete. I used land during our generation, one can say, too,

to say of him, though, perhaps, I never had the that Page was the best loved. The different

effrontery of speaking the words to his face, that kinds of people who felt for him a personal affec-
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tion were extraordinary. I have seen British

officers in France who told me that the "best

thing in London" was Sunday night at the Pages,

when nobody was there and you could talk with

the Ambassador and his wife for three hours at a

stretch. I have seen ladies, representing all that

is most worldly in Mayfair, start at the sudden

thought of Page's illness, their eyes glistening

with tears. I have talked with men of affairs

in the North Country, and heard them say of

him, "There's a man. God bless him!" His

friendship for Sir Edward Grey, intimate and his-

toric, enabled these two representatives of oppo-

site poles of experience to work for common ends

under circumstances of peculiar difficulty not only

without suspicion, but with an absolute certainty

of each other's methods and motives that bridged

many a widening gap between their countries.

And in all the essential work of binding two na-

tions together by an infinitude of individual

strands of confidence and affection, the steadfast

help of Mrs. Page must not go unrecognized or

be forgotten.

In these , telegraphic days, diplomacy is con-

ducted at home, and the President is his own
Foreign Minister, but Page's weekly letters to

him were not only a record of facts by an accurate

journalist, but an assessment of their meaning by
a statesman of prescience. Concerning Page's

persistent and consistent advice during the tense

years of 19 14- 17, it would not be proper now to

speak, even if the details were known, but his

absolute independence of judgment and his utter

loyalty to his superior were neither of them ever

warped from its smooth, true edge.

Page gave his life to his country. The years of

unrelaxing, unexampled strain-had tired him out.

He longed for the sun and blue skies of America,
and as a man largely vegetarian in habits of food,

he used to yearn with humorous pathos for the

well-cooked vegetables denied him in England.

Indeed, the only cutting criticism he ever made
on England lighted upon British cooks, who,
resting on the laurels of perfectly roasted joints

and admirable pies of ham and chicken, con-

sider the adequate boiling of beans and peas

as quite beneath their notice. In the autumn
of 191 6, he definitely resolved to return, but

once our entrance into the war, for which he

had longed and prayed, was sure, he instantly

determined to stick at his ^ost, though it killed

him.

Kill him it did. And, yet, he died when his

work was done, and in the hour of victory. His

wages were taken, and he had his reward. Years

will pass before his work is. fully understood in

this country, but that time will come. And,
meantime, there are many of us to drink in grati-

tude the silent toast, and to sit down with a "God
bless him!" deep in our hearts.

THE NEW DAY FOR AMERICAN INVESTORS
Every month in this part of the magazine The World's Work prints an article on investments and the

lessons to he learned therefrom

WITH the war's enormous ap-

petite for funds nearly satisfied,

a new day is dawning for the

American investor and invest-

ment banker. If it reaches,

high noon with American savings going into

every corner of the world, it will be a day of great

achievement for this country that will establish

it permanently as a leader in foreign trade and
banking.

The American people have well fulfilled

their patriotic duty in financing our share of

the war with their savings. They might be
appealed to on somewhat the same, although
less urgent, grounds for help in financing the
United States to the position it should now take
in the world of trade and finance. Our future
prosperity depends to a large extent upon
our taking a leading place in world banking,
and as favorable an opportunfty will never again

be offered to attain it. The obligation rests upon

the investment banker to lead American -savings

to the ends of the earth and to see that none of

them are lost. It is the duty of the American

people to broaden their investment horizon.

As a man whose income is above his expenses in-

vests his surplus in enterprises that give employ-

ment to his fellow-men and thus benefits his country

as a whole; so should a nation that has learned to

save at the rate of $1,000,000,000 a month to help

win a war, invest some part of its savings, when the

war is won, to help in the rebuilding and develop-

ment of other countries to the benefit of the entire

world. For the nation itself there is a more selfish

benefit than for the individual investing his sur-

plus, for it reaps the trade that follows the dollar.

But, measured in his own country's prosperity,

this has a direct relation to the individual.

Previous to the outbreak of the war, American in-

vestors had little experience with foreign securities.
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But then there were only between 300,000 mont said: ' There is no dodging the issue that if

and 400,000 persons, according to estimates, who the world is to move on, if its people are to be

could then be called American investors, or bond- housed and fed and clothed, if rich America is

holders. Now there are more than twenty mil- to do her full share in rendering these services,

lion, or probably between ten and twelve million then we shall have to lend to, and in, foreign

saving and investing families in America. And countries on a scale that, five years ago, we had
they have had more experience with foreign issues, never even conceived possible."

with the $500,000,000 Anglo-French loan of To simply say that the American people

October 191 5, and the subsequent British, French, must lend their savings abroad in order to solve

and other foreign government notes and bonds this problem, will not solve it. The individual

brought out here ip the early years of the war, must be shown why his funds are needed for thiS'

approximately $2,000,000,000 of which are still purpose, as the man of moderate means was shown
outstanding. But even that was before America why his savings were needed to meet a large part

had struck her pace as a saving nation. What of the war cost. If we are going to slip back to

the people of this country might do now as lenders our former state where there were less than half a

to the outside world, if appealed to in the proper million bond buyers in the country, then we are

way, remains to be seen. Since we have been in not going to achieve this new position now open

the war, the financing for the Allies in this coun- to us. The amount of new securities sold in this

try has been handled by our Government, and country in a year before the war was only about

the efforts of American investors have been con- $2,000,000,000. It is going to be a task worthy

centrated on our own Government obligations, of the best minds of the banking field to keep the

It is now the task of the investment banker to American investor up to the larger position he

lead American savings direct from the people into should continue to fill in the financial world,

foreign fields. What the appeal must be to efi'ect Of material aid in this, in educating new in-

this remains for our investment bankers to find out. vestors, will be the continued sale of War Savings

That leading bankers are awake to their re- Stamps. Mr. McAdoo, who saw with clearer

sponsibility in this matter and alive to the present vision than most bankers the aggregate financial

opportunity was demonstrated at the recent con- results that could be expected from a saving

vention of the Investment Bankers' Association of nation of a hundred million people, in his last

America, where two addresses were delivered report as Secretary of the Treasury said: "The
on the subject, one by Mr. George E. Roberts, happiness and prosperity of any people individ-

of the National City Bank of New York, and one ually and collectively, rests upon their ability

by Mr. Thomas W. Lamont, of J. P. Morgan & to save more than they spend. The campaign

Company. Both these men pointed out the great for war savings should have a permanent efi^ect

change that has been wrought in the international in stimulating and encouraging peace saving,

credit position of the United States—a change The habit of thrift is one of the benefits of the

from approximately $4,000,000,000 of debt to the war that must be permanently secured to the

rest of the world to one of about $10,000,000,000 American people. This war-time experiment

credit—from a $500,000 annual charge against has been so successful that it is hoped War Savings

us for interest, ocean freight, etc., to one of Certificates will become a continuing feature of the

$500,000 in our favor for interest alone, and of Nation's financing even after the restoration of

$ 1 ,000,000,000 more a year for three years at least, peace."

according to Mr. Lamont, for the likely foreign Of material aid also in encouraging saving and

trade balance in our favor. It is the steady accru- in conserving savings will be the enactment of a

ing of this interest and the continued, demand law by Congress to check the sale of worthless

from abroad for our products that makes this an securities. The Capital Issues Committee, in

immediate problem for our investment market its work during the war, has seen clearly the extent

to meet. If not solved, the demand for our of this evil, and has announced its intention to

products will be seriously endangered, for the recommend to Congress a law to prevent the sale

world cannot buy from us unless we grant it of fraudulent issues. And Secretary Glass has

credit. stated that he would ask Congress for the imme-

The only possible solution of this problem, as diate enactment of such legislation. It is doubt-

leading bankers see it, is
" through the continued ful whether the public or even the investment

and heavy investment by America in foreign bankers realize the loss to legitimate enterprises

obligations, both public and private." Mr. Rob- through this channel. Anything that can be

erts said: "We can take no part in the reconstruc- saved by better laws of this character will be a

tion work of Europe unless we are willing to take double gain, for such losses discourage individual

our pay in the form of investments." Mr. La- saving.
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AMERICAN SOLDIERS

IN FRANCE

Painted from life in France by Joseph Cummings Chase,

and Autographed by the Subjects

MAJOR GENERAL JAMES G. HARBORD
Chief of the American Expeditionary Force Supply Service, and the

officer in command of the Marines at Belleau Wood

BRIGADIER GENERAL WILLIAM W. ATTERBURY
Director General of American Railroads in France

GENERAL TASKER H. BLISS

American Representative at the Versailles Conference and now a
member of the American Delegation at the Peace Conference

COLONEL WALTER D. McCAW
The highest medical officer in the American Expeditionary Forces
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The Four Governments of
Mexico

Personal Interviews with the Leaders and First-hand Studies of the Operation of the
Four Differently Organized Nations That Are Mexico To-day

CREOLE, MESTIZO, OR INDIAN?
AN INTRODUCTORY ARTICLE EXPLAINING THE RACIAL CONFLICT WITHIN MEXICO, AND OTHERLITTLE-KNOWN UNDERLYING CAUSES OF THE NATION'S LONG SERIES OF CIVIL WARS

BY

WILLIAM GATES

/;, ; ^^°^l-~^'"'
M(nvtns « the first offour, and possibly five, articles on Mexico to-day. The author has withinthe last etghteen months, talked personally with practically every Mexican leader of consequence in every polttuaifaciontncludtng Carranja Zapata. Alvarado. Felix Diat. and Meixueiro, who are the chieflLs of the fZr IZnienUinMexrconow. He hasdtscussed the pohtical and economic condition of Mexico with men o every shade ofZTunceand op^n^on and wM the leaders their plans for the future. He landed at Progreso in July, ,9,7 a^tZdedon

tZntZ/fu *.«"f7'l
7?'" '*--?*

l^^-l-n.
to Mexico City, through Morelos and Oaxaca^o\Tua^etand

r.JlT'^^' *"/fj"-«l>'
»«//'"• i^t purpose of gathering original manuscripts of the native races of Mexico and

haTinhiT'"- 1 1
^"'"\"' '"1"'' ^r""" "'^^-o^oiy- linguistics, and hieroglyphics for twenty yearZZ nlhas tn hs personal possesswn the most complete collection in the world of manuscripts, printed hooks UhieroltZmatenal on this suh,ect, comprising more than the combined collections of all the museums-) R.t hi ZJ,

for the study of Mexican political affairs included university training thirti years agTalTl^ll Holnan^^^^^^^^versity of Virginia in Anglo-Saxon and Early Germanic law, constitutional history, and thTregXlaw^o^rsesas'apreparationfor the practice of law and entry into public life. Instead offoll^ing this bent. howZerhe enteredZinss

ZhlTJ^ T'r' *" 'r'1 ['""*
'""I '" ""'"^"^I'^'^l ^^di'- His thorough peronlZestSltmlT^^^^pMic affairs has been reinforced by one and a half years of intensive research in the whole historical UUratureofZ

Mexfc'o.
' " ''"'' "^ ""'""" constitutional law, and personal discussions with many AZua^tHentslf

.ff^P'^Ti!^ ?/'"'"
",f7

'"troductory analysis of the historical and social and ethnographic background of Mexican

tLs Im faZZzZTp/ n- ""'Jr'T' ^7T' -—'--. "-d tolLl dedu^Zsbl^dZhismeetings with Larran^a, Zapata, Felix Dia^, Alvarado, and Meixueiro.—yHE Editors.

THAN the question of Mexico there is problem we cannot avoid. And yet we are in a

comp .cated" and iK^'^t
^"''^ "°" universally confessed condition of n'on-informa ioncomplicated, and its outcome is preg- regarding it

nant with effects of the most far- If I could write the story of Mexico's centuries-

whole Weslt"'H" r^'^TK-"'''^''^"''
'''' oldstruggleforthefreedomofherpeope freedomWhole Western Hemisphere. This pregnancy political, economic, intellectual and ^oral of

s?the"sUt nulose of tf'" ^"' f^ '' " ""'' ^"'^^""^s and then betrayals ^nd dTsH usionaiso the specihc purpose of those who are directing ment : this story as it is written in the records of

fnvnlv.H"'"tl"^
^"'

"°"''f.'
'°^"y- Every force her history for^those who wH take the patfence

Zu^att"emi^f^n tTe Olfw't f'r -^''."^ f^ .^X-Pathy to read it, and as it may beVea ned

mxed and active ^tn^.H J °"V '\f
'° ^^ ''^'"S among them, not with the sole object of

World til fl' ?l '"'^ ''°°'.'." ^^^ ^^^ S^''"' but with understanding and the effort to

kr^ ;aSf' economic 'T.''"''^
''"^' '''°^- ^PP^'"'^^"'' ^'^'^^ ?«'"' «f view in theprobi ms that

igTous It is nf Z' ^
' f^'^''^ '^'. '' °PP'-«s them, and the historical reasons for theirlig<ous. It IS of supreme importance; ,t ,s a failures. This story must be known and compre-
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hended if we are to deal rightly, and with safety prized status was that he should seek all his wel-

for the future, not only with Mexican questions, fare in the favors of the State, and not in individ-

but with those of much of Latin-America. Our ual initiative. The State was a Super-being, from
world-isolation has ceased; and it will make all which flowed everything that made life worth
the difference in the world whether we enter on while.

the new period under the inspiration of knowledge In due course then came the Roman " Catholic'*

and conscious duties owed, or in ignorance and Church, applying this Roman position to religion,

lower motives. And then in due course came on the Spanish

It is absolutely essential to go back into legal monarchy, the Moorish expulsion, and the In-

and historical principles, if we are to read and write quisition. The intellectual and character-molding

understandingly. We have heard as a common- eflFects of that system were something that we
place, that the Mexicans, whether of Spanish or as Anglo-Saxons can scarcely comprehend. We
Indian blood, have the inheritance of despotism remember the saying, at a later period, that "the
in government, and of cruelty in conduct, be it by subjects of the King of Spain are not born to dis-

Conquistadores or Aztec priests. We have been cuss, but to hear and obey." We remember
told also that the spirit of revolution is incarnate the cruelties and utter crushing of all individual

in the Latin-American races, its only control liberty of the person; but we do not realize that

being the constant equal tendency to military that intellectual training is half of Mexico's

despotism. But when these things are said trouble to-day.

(and as superficial details they are quite true), The Anglo-Saxon regards the national polity

we have only a superficial explanation; we have as the product of his will and ideas, adjusted to

not arrived at the Mexican heart, which is on the those of all his fellow-citizens. As against this

contrary very well worth arriving at. The criter- stimulation of individualism in us, used to think

ium is also wholly unsympathetic and condemna- and choose for ourselves in politics, in religion,

tory, and therefore unjust. It does not tell the in science and philosophy, the Spaniard has the

why of things, and it gives no hope of remedy. inheritance of the Roman ideal, the monarchical

First then, Mexico is a land of unmelted con- and theocratic school inspiring the conviction that

trasts, things antipathetic as oil and water; and he is nobody to resist its omnipotence; and the

in the field of politics, the most important of result was a mental catalepsy in the masses. In

these opposite elements are not only unmelted place of individual investigation and thought

but unmeltable. he was told what to accept; and above all, that

First of these unmelted elements comes that of Authority is not to be questioned. The only way
race, between the Spanish and the Indians. The out was rebellion; he could not stay in and either

Spanish character is the product (up to a hun- change it a whit, or evade it. This intellectual

dred years ago) of Roman Law and the Roman obscurantism was made perfect by the refinements

Church. Up to the time when the French Revolu- of scholastic philosophy and disputation; intel-

tion began to be felt in Spain about 1810, these lectual activity was shunted from practical ques-

two elements absolutely bounded the political, tions to harmless abstractions and pure logic,

intellectual and religious horizon of the Spaniard, spending itself upon words, boxed within the two
Gladstone has somewhere called the Roman Code great indisputable paternal ''realities," the mon-
a Code of Slavery. The Res-publica was a cor- archical State (by divine right and Church sanc-

porate organization the goal of whose polity was tion) and the theocratic Christian "State."

the well-being of the Roman citizens, through These were more than truths, they were dogmas,

the unconditional submission of all other peoples. The one impossible crime was to question author-

Beneficial administration and minor privileges ity; treason is worse than foreign enmity, and
to a conquered nation were a reward for recogniz- heresy is worse than paganism, both being mani-

ing this privileged status of the Roman. The festations of "individualism."

Roman was free as a Roman, not as a man; even Next came the Discovery and the Conquest,

his immunity to death by the law was a privilege The Pope granted the New World, all of it, to the

given him by this moral personality—the State, Kings of Spain and Portugal. That made a per-

to mark him as a Roman. Slavery was not a fectly good, legal title. Spain became the great

mere result of capturing savage individuals and power of the world, and the Spanish subject be-

bringing them into the environment of civiliza- gan to enjoy the bounties of his Roman-Spanish
tion; it required no hypocritical justifications, citizenship. That became to him what it had
and did not in essence imply the superiority of the been to the Roman: the prerogative of living by

master-class either intellectually or morally, or the labor of subjugated outside nations, made in-

as men, but only politically—as Gives Romani. vincible by the sanction of the supreme Church,

But the price to the Roman citizen for this muchr and made moral by the duty of converting the pagans.
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And this quahty, greatly stimulated by other and to the forced labor of the Indians in mines, farms
worthier causes, finally becomes that modern and factories; and an allotment of enormous
Patriotism which in the Spanish-American has land estates on which the natives were not classed

such difficult manifestations for us to understand, as slaves, but were in peonage. Constant re-

And the whole explanation of this phenom- strictions were decreed in these connections, but
onon is in this historical exclusion of the Spanish the Indies were far away. Spain needed the gold,

subject from all political education. Through and the whole system became one of frightful

Roman Law, Spanish autocracy and Church oppression. To quote a Mexican writer, not a
supremacy, the individual was lost in the subject Revolutionist:

until the character was molded by centuries of

conformity, made a virtue. While the ''Gov- The so-called wise Laws of the Indies were iniquitous,

ernment" was an outside power, with the right riot for that they lit fires or erected torture posts; they

to interfere in his citizenship, of its own motion were so because of the human soul they dishonored;

and power, and its own interests, not his.
^^^^ prohibited m the Indians the right of property

Came then the Conquest: and we get a phen- ""^^^^J"
""' '^^[ ^^" ^^?^V^ ''^'

^^''f '.
^^ ^'^ ^^^

omenon absolutely identical in every detail with f'rJtT'tif.' l\l^''''"l '

'"^

f"' 'v?'
?"""'' '"^

^, ^ r- T 1
• ^ ^^^^ w^th the whites on terms of equality, to marry

the present German war. In only one pomt whites, of free labor, of being educated by their parents
will history record a difference: we are stopping in the national religion, of refusing to work in the en-
the German military conquest now, and are comiendas.

going to leave to future generations only the mem- The Conquest took from the Indian his religion, his

ories of the horrors of the War, and the lesson territory, his history, his intelligence, his will, his mem-
of what its winning by Germany would have ory; and whenever in Latin-America the superior

meant. While Mexico is still fighting one more classes have been unwilling or unable to set the Indian

battle (the latest, but not the final) in a long ^^"^^ "^^^^ ^" ^'^ ^^^^^ty of a human being, we write

400-year series of eff"orts to drive back that veri-
E^^^g^^s to exalt the patriotism of the Indian-as we

fied and completed Conquest of those days. l"'^^^^' '' ^^ '}"' ^^"^^^5 ^^ ^}\' own mterests, as dom-
TT. , ^ , .1 -i-^

inant races. Lamennais said with eloquence: TheWe need take no space over the mere military g^able wherein the animals eat and sleep is not a
incidents and horrors of that Conquest; it has country.
been told again and again, and it wanted no point

of identity with what we read daily now. But In passing, the writer of the above had his en-

the heart and gist of the whole Conquest enter- tire property confiscated by the Revolutionary
prise was Economic, and in that again paralleled government, as an enemy of the country!

every detail of the present revealed German plans But Spain's economic policy was not adapted
for the exploitation of the economic resources merely to the exclusion of the Indian. It was a
and labor of the world. Each instance, too, was policy of colonial exploitation pure and simple

a direct and legitimate heir of the old Holy Roman —to the last degree; it was for the benefit of

Empire idea and spirit, even to the alliance ''with persons born in Spain. Of two full brothers, one
God." born in Spain and the other of the same parents
At the heart of the history of every people is in America, the second was only a Creole, inca-

some crux, born of history, of sufferings, of mem- pacitated for higher offices, and subject to all

ory, burnt into the consciousness like an unhealed restrictions on Colonials as against Peninsulars,

scar even where it has in sheer force of self- Commerce was confined to Spain and Spanish
protection produced the apparent apathy of a vessels. No American could own a ship, or be
cicatrix. This is the essence that molds the per- consignee of a cargo; no foreigners, except those

sonality and character of a nation; in this respect born in Spain, could live in the country; no capital

each nation is, in a way, not just sane: its perspec- except Spanish was permitted to be employed in

tive is always awry, in spite of itself. And hence the colonies in any shape whatever. No foreign

this quality is always ready to be inflamed: to vessel could touch at a port on any pretense

be aroused by events, or to be played upon by whatsoever; ships in distress, touching from
design. necessity, were to be seized as prizes, and the

In Mexico this word is "foreign exploitation," crews imprisoned. No manufactures were to

and dictation. be engaged* in interfering with those of Spain;
This characteristic is not the outgrowth of the agriculture was restricted to like ends: no produc-

military conquest—unspeakably cruel as that was. tion of hemp, flax, tobacco, oil or wine. When
Spanish colonial policy had but one object: Cadiz merchants in 18 13 complained of a lessen-

to enrich Spain and Spaniards at the expense and ing in consumption of Spanish wines, all the vines

by the labor of the colonies. For the Spaniards in certain colonial provinces were ordered rooted

going to the Indies there was provided the right up. And so on. And restrictions of the utmost
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severity against the importation of foreign ideas;

not only no foreigners might pass over, but no

newly reconciled converts, nor their children, nor

the grandchildren of heretics might pass. No one

could come from the Indies to Spain without per-

mission, and in 1622 the penalty for merely going

on board a ship bound for the Indies, without

leave, was eight years in the galleys.

As the result of all this, then, we have for the

Colonial period the development of four castes:

the Spaniard born in Spain, for whom the whole

thing existed; the Creoles—those of pure Spanish

blood born in the colonies; the Mestizoes or mixed

blood; the Indians.

At the bottom of this economic system are the

original owners of the land, the 40 per cent, pure

native Indian population, with the more than 20

per cent, additional of Indians with some mixed

blood who live, work and think exactly as do the

pure blood (More than 80 per cent, of all

Mexicans are part Indian). Or put from another

standpoint, it is the 85 per cent, who cannot read

or write, to whom the meaning of citizenship is a

non-existent thing, and some 2,000,000 of whom
do not even understand Spanish.

A few words of this Indian population. First

of all, with a certain exception to be defined later,

there is no such thing as a single Mexican nation.

There is just exactly a Mexico in the same sense

as there is an Austria, except that here the ex-

ploitation is double-distilled. Unmelted con-

quered races which have maintained to the full

their racial identity, which dream of redemption

and have many times risen for it, condemned in-

tentionally to non-education and exploitation.

Northern Mexico is racially close to our Plains

Indians—the Apaches, etc. Within history it

had no settled civilization, but included the

Yaquis, fierce lovers of their farms, and fiercer

fighters. Death is nothing to the Yaqui, for

he at once reincarnates on his home soil. Diaz
could not conquer them, and so many were sent

to Yucatan, to work. Alvarado is following the

same plan of supplying labor shortage by stimu-

lated Yaqui "immigration."

There were roughly three settled national civili-

zations prior to the Conquest (with a minor fourth,

the Tarascan on the middle west coast, Micho-
acan). The Aztecs were a nation of bloody sacri-

fices, who had come down from the north some
centuries before, and treated the far higher and
more peaceful civilizations of southern Mexico
about as did the Goths in Rome, or the Manchu
Tatars in China. Their civilization was about on
the level with that of contemporary Europe in

organization, and much beyond that in education;

though they destroyed and never learned the best

of what existed before them. But they were, and

still are, a warlike and "Tatar" race. Oaxaca,
the California of Mexico, was the seat of a great

civilization, of the Zapotecs and Miztecs, con-

quered in battle by the Aztecs but a short time
before the Spaniards came. The Mayas of

Yucatan are wholly different in race and char-

acter; they always have a smile, one never sees a

scowl or hears a quarrel; but they are sturdy,

laborious and tenacious of their nationality.

The Aztecs were in course of conquering them
when the Spaniards came. And the racial an-

tagonism of Mayas for all Mexicans is extreme;

they do not want them. Mexicans call treason-

able the "separatism" of Yucatan; but Yucate-

cans are not Mexicans, and never have been.

In with these elements of separateness, are

naturally innumerable minor ones. And then

these Indian "boundaries" have transmitted

themselves to the whites. Yucatan and Chiapas

have always hesitated or refused to come into the

Federation, especially the former. The Mexico-

Yucateco "diplomatic" transactions have been

quite extensive. And Yucatan has once or twice

asked us to take her into the Union; indeed the

question has been put to me more than once by
Yucatecans how such an appeal would be taken

now. The feeling of all Mexicans, especially

those of the older and more civilized and settled

southern states, has always been highly marked
for the patria chica—the little fatherland; those

outside the home State are foreigners. The
['Mexican sentiment," which makes so much
trouble, is a purely political term, come into ex-

istence through foreign exigencies, born of re-

sistance to foreign exploitation in a territory

only united in political administration by the

foreign conqueror. And this fact explains much
that is incomprehensible to us. The numerous

pre-Conquest national entities were small in

territory, but populous; to unite them politically

through conquest by a single foreign power no

more constituted them one nation, than would

(as a parallel) a like conquest and territorial ad-

ministration of Belgium, Holland, Lorraine,

Luxemberg and Denmark make a nation. They
constituted New Spain under the Viceroyalty;

but after Independence- in Mexico these facts re-

sulted in the Federal system which states definitely

that "sovereignty" resides in the State units,

which have a legal right far beyond our American

States to self-rule and even to secession. Of this

more later.

The Indian races were not exterminated in

Mexico as they were in Cuba; the separate race-

consciousness of each, and of all as a whole, has

never died. There has never been a day when
they needed more than opportunity and safety,

to re-become nations.
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It is correct to say that all these Indian govern-

ments were based on absolutism and were patri-

archal, with all that that implies for the word

of the superior. But the government was their

own, and the system was of their own evolution;

it was military, but it conserved their economic

welfare; there was local self-determination under

the autocracy, in the ''things of the household

and community" just as the local Russian com-

munities were the most vital thing in Russia, even

under Czardom. It fitted them, and men and

women as such were as happy, and rejoiced in

their life therein just as we do in ours. The gov-

ernment was autocratic, but it was " good govern-

ment," especially in Yucatan and southern Mex-
ico. The Aztec super-government was a fair

preface to the Spanish; it was bloody, but the

sacrifices were those of prisoners: the "outsiders"

conquered paid. And there was a good deal of

the Spanish-German economic mode in its execu-

tion and verification. What the Aztecs were

trying to do, the Spaniards stepped in and took

over, to the ^^th degree.

Thus we come down to the French Revolution;

Mexico may be perfectly described as a sealed

treasure "chest," the lid held down by the mon-
archy, the nobles, the clergy, the Peninsulars.

The only opening was for the wealth to flow out,

to those. The character, primary concepts, the-

ory of life and its relations, were wholly the result

of the System we have described in the early part

of this article. It spelled "foreign exploitation"

and imposition, in every department of life. It

was the "privileged class" above those below;

the Peninsular above the Creole, and both above
the natives. It controlled all things from daily

bread to Heaven and Hell eternal, the right to

labor, to move about, to think.

And, here is the crux of the v/hole question:

it was an economic domination for gold, on the

part of every one of the privileged classes, without

exception, as classes, and also with exceedingly

few exceptions as individuals. And this economic
exploitation was what was {t\l consciously, as was
natural, and resisted. It is that which has been
burned into the Mexican consciousness, for it

reached and was felt in every hour of the day.

With the economic went the desire for command,
for its own sake, and to make possible the econ-

omic; and that lust of power was seen in in-

dividuals, and attacked in them as individuals.

The way to break the oppression, was by taking
the power away. And from this grew the intense

"personalism" of Mexican politics. But what
was not felt consciously, was the super-dominance
of the Roman concept, within which all developed;
and which made the Civis Romanus, a political

being, the base of rights and

—

privileges; instead

of Man, the human being, forger of his own des-

tiny. Upon the whole body politic and national

rested "moral persons" around which the cosmic

system moved, as fixed centres—the State, the

Government, the Church, the Army, the Patria,

the Cause, the Revolution. Whichever of these

it was, became the spiritual, miraculous centre

of prosperity; it did not have to be understood,

any more than does the Sun, but if you are a

Mexican citizen and do not support it, you are a

traitor and an enemy of the Patria, for IT is

either the symbol of order, or the Regenerator

and Vindicator. It. cannot be voted about, as

we know voting, for that implies the meeting

and solution of Opinion, the one exercise wholly

barred to these dogmatic centres of Authority.

It is accepted or rebelled against. If the revolu-

tion is successful, the old power, ejected by force,

yields to the new, as formulated in a " Plan" or a

new "Constitution."

But in every case, it is a political super-idea,

enshrining within itself the claim to loyalty, of

its own divine right; it is not a mere covenant

among men, for their mutual welfare and adjust-

ment of their affairs, or the product of their rights

as Men.
And this fact, this inheritance explains the im-

mediate volte-face of the public to the kaleido-

scopic successions to the " Poder." The Mexican
or other Latin inheritor (in the large) has no in-

terior recognition of your rights as a man; he

is hospitable, he may feel that he owes you
as a "ieWow-citi^en," a " correligionario" in faith

or politics, but just as another human being, no.

And so you may pass with the barest attention

from village to village, food and lodging given if

asked of course; but if you come with an "oficio,"

a letter from some element of the Gobierno, you
become clothed with some of that prerogative,

and when you enter the town you tell the official

what you want. There is something sacrosanct

in whatever proceeds from the seat of authority,

on whatever level, not because that authority

proceeds from you and me and all the other

citizens, as in our case; but exactly because it

does not so proceed, but from the super-entity,

whatever that be. "We fight and die here for

words," said to me one day one of the most able

and sincere of the company of advisers around

Zapata.

And if you will note the whole of Mexican liter-

ature, you will see that while the people suffer

and long for its rights as men, as human beings

that eat, and live and love, and care for the

patria chica and the place of their ancestors;

what the writers claim is something political.

The people are striving for happiness down on the

counter; but mentally still in the grasp of the
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System, the Leaders give them only an ideal—

a

it as a paper constitution; but it counted as sup-

motto—a new government to fight to establish. port all this national feeling against the foreign

It is essential to note details like these of com- exploitation of three centuries, which indeed it

mon conduct, for they show how completely all called upon, and so made the first step even
these elements had entered into the subconscious toward liberty from that System its proclaimers

character of the people. People talk and are in- sought to preserve.

fluenced by new ideas, but their thinking and Napoleon defeated, Ferdinand returned to

methods run in the molds of character. Spain; annulled the Constitution he had sworn
The French Revolution brought back the to support. In Mexico the seed of the Cry of

Rights of Man, and Individualism as the method; 1814 had germinated; a new movement of Mexi-
put the human being as the basis and evolver of can independence against government from the

social and political order, in place of the political old world, stimulated by similar movements in all

being, the member of a class. It did not substi- America, arose; Spain was asked to provide a

tute one class for another in the seat of authority, king from the royal family, or failing that, a king

but Man in the place of any class. The same world from some other Catholic line. Spain refused,

movement for liberty gave us American Inde- and told all the Catholic Powers the second alter-

pendence. And the actual first cry of Independ- native would be unfriendly to her. Then the

ence in Mexico a century ago was not raised by issues of the Holy Alliance to reestablish European
Morelos and Hidalgo, but by a full-blood Indian, absolutism over the revolted American colonies

who was of course crushed so quickly that his entered, opposed by Canning and by the American
name is not even mentioned in one out of a Government, resulting in the final statement of the

hundred books. And the true Liberator of Mexico Monroe Doctrine. The issue of political inde-

from the European conquest was none of these, pendence once joined in Mexico, that spirit could

nor Iturbide, but Benito Juarez, a full-blood Za- not be downed; came the revolt of Iturbide, with

potec Indian. the Plan de Iguala, and the natural incident, a

The first effects of the French Revolution came Mexican Federal Constitution letting in the spirit

through the Napoleonic invasion of Spain, ex- of the various patrias chicas; the States were Free,

pulsion of the nefast Ferdinand VII, suppression Independent and Sovereign in all their own af-

of the Council of Castille, the Inquisition, the fairs; but the whole governmental structure was
feudal rights, and two thirds of the convents, of the old order, and the monarchv of Iturbide

This immediately brought two results in Mexico: was completely logical.

the Creole plutocracy of the country saw a chance Zavala tells us that in 1822 a few individuals

to free itself from Peninsular economic domina- had read Rousseau; in 1823 every one who
tion, and the Clergy preferred to trust itself thought politics, was " Republican." Why? Be-

to a Creole government of its own, to avoid the cause the word had become the symbol of liberty;

wave of French heresy. Independence was led but political democratic education, or even the

by two priests, Hidalgo and Morelos; the corres- first glimmerings of what such a thing might be,

pondence of the Leaders of Independence states was not. When Zavala, a Liberal, and deputy

clearly that all was to continue as it had been, from Yucatan to the Congress, sent a circular to

except that the Gachupines (Peninsular Spaniards) all Ayuntamientos asking what stand as their

would no longer rule, all the offices passing ''to representative he should take on three simple

the Creoles,"—the native Mexicans of pure questions, not one replied further than "Support

white blood. Morelos wrote: ''Our only object the Plan de Iguala," while one even complained

is that the political and military government by to the generalissimo, Iturbide, of Zavala's daring

Europeans, passes to the Creoles." A Constitu- to ask them about such matters. The three

tion, copied on the Spanish Liberal one of 181 2, questions were: what form of government? if

was adopted, preserving the Spanish monarchy, monarchical, in what family? religious tolerance

and Ferdinand as their king. This movement or not? And all the Ayuntamientos said such

was not the result of French Revolution ideas, matters of opinion were none of their business,

but to dam them off. But it did break something What did Mexico get in her independence?

in the invincible link of the System; it went into A paper constitution, artificially put together

the earth as a seed, and this was warmed by out of the Spanish of 1812, the Mexican of 18 14,

liberal ideas brought over by Spanish soldiers, Sind the Americsin; hut the functions of government

infected with the new time. The Spanish Cortes as such absolutely unmodified. And yet the

constitution of 181 2 gave the cry of Liberalism, wedge had entered between the two systems; it

but its purpose was to pose as leaders of the new, split Mexico on the line between the old institu-

in order to let in as little of the new as possible, tions as the basis of the State, or the Rights of

The Mexican constitution of Apatzingan followed Man as such basis. And that has been the
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division line ever since, to this day. In Anglo- which had to be certain, as surely they are, being

Saxon nations no political parties oppose the logic-born.

Rights of Man as a principle; in Mexico and other ^^^^ this vice of general ideas and pure principles

Spanish countries that is the specific line—be- "^^ ^\^" ^^^ "^^" ^^ greatest talent escaped, not even

tween those who believe in democratic ideas, and ^^^'^ ^^% prepared for the work of the Constitution.

^, , ..11 ,1. • ^u • • ... 10 every measure of practical and concrete
those who still believe in the superior governing

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^J^ .^^. ^^ ^^._
rights of these moral or juridical persons the

.^.^^ ^^at which we never meet with in any discus-
Church, the Government, the Class. And this sion nor in the spirit of any precept of the fundamental
party counts on all the inherited weight of two law, is the study of the people for which it was being
millenniums of inhibited character and its func- promulgated; instead of fitting the armor to the body
tioning routines. it was to protect, one took thought for the harmony of

For even the liberals have the same mental its parts, the perfection of the chiseling, . . . etc.

molds, which hamper their work in effect. Ideas

do rule, but they take time to affect character Yet this Constitution of 1857 became the Mexi-
and habit; and these latter are obstinate even to can Palladium. Why? Because it became the

the limit in self-deception, unconscious or other, banner of Juarez in his fight against the French
Conduct is the product of character, not of ideas intervention (the old Holy Alliance reborn)

;

suddenly acquired; those serve for discussion, and and also because the period and the war brought

writing constitutions, and only form character out exactly the same situation as did our Civil

indirectly, through the functioning of a new War. As Lincoln issued the Emancipation Pro-

orientation after hundreds or thousands of years, clamation as a war measure, so did Juarez issue

A democratic constitution does not make a demo- the Laws of Reform as a war decree. These
cratic people; the most it can do is to serve as a Laws, the decree of a single Leader, not the result

symbol of democracy. " of popular democratic legislation, expressed the

Now all this has brought inevitably the one age-long struggle for freedom from the economic
great curse of Mexico in her period of Independ- and mental control of the Church (which owned
ence: the giving to the people successive theoreti- outright about four fifths of all property in the

cal systems, intellectually constructed on ideal Republic). And then once the war was over,

lines, largely foreign in form, and always foreign freedom regained, these things hQCdim^ Symbols

,

in fact. It is the evil of ''too much politics"; just as Emancipation became the symbol conse-

it is the evil of trying to remedy politics by more crated by a war on political issues of the technical

politics, of imposing an ideal code which even if right of Secession.

it be good is ideal to perfection—and hence some- The Mexican people had no political education

thing for the far future, and thinking that the whatever before Independence, and little or bad
reconstruction of the country is thereby com- since. Diaz built up peace for 30 years, and
pleted, and that its proclamation at once changes economic development; he did it through his

all to good. The Conquistadores imposed the motto of 'Tittle politics and much administra-

system of exploitation which was repeated with tion"; and say what one may, Diaz to his last

greater severity than ever by the Creoles after day was loved by his people. And had he not

independence, and the great landholders after permitted the reconstitution of the foreign-

the Reform of 1857. The missionaries came Creole-Church economic exploitation, Madero's
with the Spaniards, and imposed their religion, cry of "Effective suffrage and no reelection"

And every single ruler in all these 400 years—save would have died without a single echo. Had
only Benito Juarez, a Zapotec Indian—has done Diaz based his "administration" on the welfare

the same; a theoretic system instead of practical of the Indian at the base of the economic struc-

legislation. ture, that is, on the Mexican man instead of on the

Of the work of the Congress of 1857 Rabasa development of the State, he would either have
says: been overthrown early in his time, or have in-

deed "made Mexico."
In general the speakers devoted themselves to these Jhe inheritance of the Diaz period was the

simple general principles, taken from fundamental ^Agrarian question." So much has been written
works ot the kind, and based on which each one frames ^r ^-u-^ ^u^.. v a -u *. t j u t-
nut paciiw hie cwcta.,, r.f «^iv 1 u'l u A i ^^ this that it ueeds but a few words here. Fromout easily his system of pohtical philosophy; under such ^ ^ ^. .,, ^ i j .

influence one arrived flatly at the Jacobin spirit at
Conquest times every village or town had its

pure theory, with the purity of exact science, de'vel-
epdos, the land surrounding the town usually

oped in the field of the imagination, without the rude- ^^^ ^ league in every direction. Every vecino, or
ness of practical applications or the dryness of the townsman, enjoyed a right in commonalty to the
study of gross realities; one rested on the science of use of his proportion of these ^//W^5, " lands, woods
government established by syllogistic conclusions, and waters," for agriculture, pasturage, fire and
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house wood, and irrigation. This system re- The universal result of the advent of the Ameri-
mained untouched until some fifty years ago. can employer of labor, whether agricultural or

As time went on, especially in the '8o's, the towns other, has been a raise of wages and the scale of

were progressively dispossessed by the great land- living, to the equally immediate protest of those

holders of their ejidos, leaving the natives no re- who had been keeping them down,
source but labor for wages, usually paid in provi- Madero included the agrarian problem in his

sions at the hacienda store. plans, but it was secondary. His revolt was
The *' exploitation issue*' in Mexico was thus political, against the continued domination of

double: that of the great enterprises financed the Diaz regime: a political remedy again for an
through foreign capital—railways, mining, oil, economic question. Following him came Car-
etc; and this agricultural exploitation. The first ranzaand Alvarado, Zapata and Meixueiro, whose
class of operations was political-financial, and policies we are coming to discuss; and for which
international; its centre was the capital, and it discussion all that has preceded has been but to

was not felt by the common people. It devel- clear the way to understanding Mexico's problem,

oped Mexico, brought her into the society of And before that we must emphasize once more
modern states, brought capital and the elements the logical necessity of the old inheritance,

of our modern life; the capital and ownership Extermination of the other party, at least as a
was in English, American, French and Mexican party, is the absolute necessity of the Roman-
hands. But the agrarian exploitation reduced Spanish-Clerical theory, and the substitution of

the small farmer from personal economic inde- ''moral" or juridical persons as invested with
pendence, and put him wholly at the mercy of the rights in which the rights of the individual are

hacendado or his agents; and it was the policy of lost: the State, the Church, the Cause. So long

these to keep him on the barest possible limits, as any of these things is the fountain of salvation.

Labor was needed; and the law provided that no opposite centre of action has any rights, and
when the laborer got loo pesos in debt to the mas- opponents within the territory have no more priv-

ter, he had to stay there and work it out—a time lieges than enemies in a foreign war. The citizen

which never came. The Indian was not a slave owes patriotism; if the Cause is the State (under

but a citizen; his body was not owned, but his this concept) the opponent of the cause is the

labor and liberty of motion was. And these enemy of the State, and confiscation, banishment,

claims in practice even passed to his children, imprisonment, death, are all as correct as in a for-

helped by funeral charges, the necessities of eign war, to save the State. It makes no differ-

church burial, etc. ence that the Cause is only a "new theory" held

This exploitation, which weighed directly on by the Leaders; that is their function, just as the

the Indian as a man, and which he felt every wak- Yucatan Ayuntamientos told Zavala in 1823.

ing and sleeping moment, was in very large pro- You must not discuss, unless you are an official

portion that of native-born Spaniards; and the ad- with the legislative prerogative; you must be

ministrators and local storekeepers were almost ''with the Government," or revolt,

exclusively Spaniards of the lower classes. Thus And that is why a policy, rigidly and puritan-

in Morelos the entire state was owned by little ically adhered to without regard to conditions

more than a score of individuals, half of them or reasons, not to recognize any Latin-American

Spanish-born and others yet sons of Spaniards; government the outcome of a revolution, is im-

notwithstanding that all the towns had and still possible. The status is still cataleptic as to the

have their original primordial titles and deeds to political functions of democracy, and so every

Xhtiv ejidos. popular change in the "Poder" must perforce be

We thus have to deal with two distinct kinds of explosive. When a Revolution succeeds, and

anti-foreignism, wherever that exists at all. holds an election, it has become the "Poder"
One is inextricably mixed with politics, high fin- (our word Power will not do here), and those who
ance, and international questions; here Carranza take the trouble to vote, vote for it, and even if

stands; in this the United States and England the election is quite "free" its result is foregone;

are involved, and Germany now trying to get those opposed are already beaten, and dare not

"her place in the sun." But this kind does risk the challenge to victorious armed forces,

not carry the hatred of the Mexican peasant or While if the Government has already been settled

the Indian, for it does not touch him, nor does in power, it takes care of the election just as part

he know anything about it. The other kind of its—unwritten but very real—prerogatives^

has intensified and kept alive the ancient hatred actually assigned to it in the public consciousness*

of the Gachupin, as even the Spaniards them- When we demanded of Huerta that he hold a

selves admit, and the better class deplore; and free election, to give expression to the popular

in this antagonism we as Americans have no part, will, we demanded a political impossibility.
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GEORGE GRAHAM RICE could not to manipulate their prices to stimulate the de-

have come back to the prortiotion mand for them, the public has a chance to gamble,

game as repeatedly as he did had it but it is against the man who deals the cards and
not been for his sublime nerve; his who has them marked besides. Nevertheless,

great ability at manipulating prices, nothing excites the cupidity of the average person

or ''rigging*' the market in his stocks; and the more than to see prices of securities advance,

laxity of the rules of the New York Curb Market and it is to this fundamental weakness of human
Association that permit such operations as his nature that the pirates of promotion always make
to go on unrestrained. In 1910, when his firm of their strong appeal. The cleverest of them do it

B. H. Scheftels & Company had a contract with by giving a visual demonstration of a security

the Rawhide Coalition Company to purchase a advancing in price.

million of its shares at fifteen cents a share. Rice Emma Consolidated Copper has long been one

was able to boost the price of this stock to more of Rice's ''best bets," as he calls them. This

than a dollar a share on the Curb and thus greatly expression is a survival of his race-track tipping

increase his promotion profits. In an advertise- days; and he has found that it has an appeal to

ment in a New York paper he described this as: the innate gambling instincts of people in all

"A gold mine giant in its swaddling clothes, which walks of life from widows to bank presidents,

now promises to stand up and proclaim its right But Emma Consolidated has been a "best bet"

to be classed among the world's great gold mines." for Rice, not for his victims. The property con-

Thus did certain newspapers, by lending their trolled by this company was a famous silver and
columns to such stuff, help Rice to foist this rawest lead mine back in the 'sixties and 'seventies

—

of fakes upon the public. And the Curb was long before Rice got hold of it. The ore body ran

used again, in 1914, in "rigging" the price of out, or was cut off by a fault or shifting of the

Jumbo Extension up to more than ^4 a share, rock formation, and the mine was abandoned.
" Come-on" telegrams from Charles S. Sprague, This gave Rice just the kind of prospect he wanted
vice-president and general manager of the com- for promotion purposes. He could ring all the

pany, were used effectively in this manipulation, changes of the get-rich-quick vocabulary on the

Such telegrams as these are one of the things un- prospect of rediscovery of the old vein and, on
trained investors should be particularly wary of. the strength of this, advance the price of the

This was the same stock that three years before, stock in the market to facilitate further distri-

under the market leadership of Charles A. Stone- bution of it to the public. It was in the fall of

ham & Company, had been manipulated in such 1916 that Rice reported "the solving of the geolog-

a way as to cause the Goldfield, Nev., News and ical problem leading to the discovery of the

Tribune to publish a complete exposure charging continuation of the famous Emma bonanza."

"gross misrepresentation of facts used to lure The stock advanced from 60 cents to fe.75 a

unwary investors." share on the Curb. Then some of Rice's market
In the case of the common variety of get-rich- competitors became active, and there was an

quick promotion, for which there is never any excellent demonstration of the risks a market

market, the public has not even a gambler's manipulator sometimes runs—of the things that

chance. Where the promoter has the nerve to test his nerve,

list his oflFerings in some market and the ability These fellow pirates, as Rice afterwards com-
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plained to the District Attorney's Office, had un-

doubtedly accepted orders for Emma stock dur-

ing its advance which they had failed to execute.

They had reported to their clients that they had

bought the stock when, in the language of Wall

Street, they were still "short" of it. They ex-

pected the market manipulation to collapse soon,

when they could buy the stock at much lower

prices than their clients were paying them for it.

In other words, they were playing the bucket-shop

game. But they underestimated Rice's market

"rigging" ability. Emma stock continued to

advance, and it began to look as if they might

have to pay still higher prices to get it for their

clients. They decided to try to beat Rice at his

own game. A concerted selling movement in

Emma stock was started on the New York Curb
with a view to driving the price down. As a

preliminary barrage, an anonymous attack on
Rice and the Emma Company was distributed

broadcast.

RICE BLOCKED HIS COMPETITORS* GAME

Rice, of course, knew what they were up to.

He had taught many of them a good part of what
they knew of get-rich-quick methods. And this

great egotist was not likely to sit quiet and let

his pupils beat him at his own game. He hurried

to the Curb market and began buying Emma stock

as fast as he could, paying cash for it where he

could get actual delivery. He thus blocked his

competitors' scheme to break the price, but

Emma Consolidated began that day the steady

decline which carried it down to where Rice could

begin recommending it as "one of the best cents-

per-share stocks in the market." He had ac-

quired something like a million shares of it in

supporting his manipulated market; and at the

prices he paid for it, it is believed to have repre-

sented a cash loss to him of more than a million

dollars. It threw him into the hands of the

"loan sharks," and he had to pay as much as

52 per cent, interest on money borrowed to

carry on his business. Is it any wonder that he

began appropriating to his own use the funds,

the Liberty Bonds, and other securities of his

clients, and was arrested last July, for the fifth

time in his career, charged with using the mails

to defraud? He had carried his manipulating

pitcher to the market well once again too often.

It could not withstand the rocks thrown at it by
his fellow pirates.

Usually, however, the pirates who operate in

the Curb market stick together well. If there

is enough commission to be made on a new pro-

motion, they all usually assist in the manipula-
tion of the market in it. It is only when some-
one like Rice tries to carry the thing to a height

that endangers what they consider their legiti-

mate part of the spoils that there is a falling out,

and the public gets a view of the way in which it

is being fleeced. Many of them will even permit

the advertising of a new promotion over their own
names when a promoter wishes to give the impres-

sion that many houses are recommending it.

This was done in the case of Joserig- Kennecott
and others. Market action and commissions are

what these pirates live on; and they know from
experience of the profits to be realized from going

"short" of flimsy flotations, against clients'

orders, before the manipulated bubble bursts.

When there is not much money in new flotations,

these Curb market bucket-shops seek their profit

in stocks of companies that are financially on the

ragged edge. They are promoters of failures.

If the reader will look back at the newspapers of a

few years ago, he will find these brokers advising

the purchase of Goldfield Consolidated stock

which was then paying 24 per cent, dividends.

Any well-posted mining man could have then told

an investor that Goldfield Consolidated's ore

reserves were petering out and that the dividends

consisted of the remaining assets in the treasury.

It was not long afterward that they stopped

altogether and since then the stock has descended

to a few cents a share A harvest was made by
the pirates of the Curb by going "short" of this

issue against clients' buying orders.

CURB USED BY UNSCRUPULOUS PROMOTERS

Such schemes as this to catch the unwary
dollars of investors are common on the Curb.

In its defense it is said that the Curb market is an

open one, and Curb brokers contend that they are

not to blame if outsiders trick the public. But

such gross manipulations as Cobalt Central,

which paid dividends that were not earned;

Micmac Mining, the fraud that drove J. Thomas
Reinhardt to London to escape arrest; Gold Hill

Consolidated, in which copies of letters on United

States Senate stationery were used; Miami
Merger Copper, which was "rigged" by Harry

Lefkovits from 25 cents a share up to $2.06 and

then quickly fell to 62^ cents; Jerome-Prescott

Copper, which had as sudden a drop from $9.00

to 25 cents a share when the bubble in it burst,

and many others too numerous to mention, could

not have been possible were it not for the laxity

the Curb shows toward the character of securities

it lists and the latitude allowed to unscrupulous

manipulators. These human vultures can use

the Curb market as their field for preying upon a

credulous public, and such piracy will not stop

until the better element among the Curb brokers

adopt firm measures for its complete reformation

and regeneration. As far as the public is con-
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cerned it is too open. If the simple restriction

were established that those who wish to list se-

curities there must be of good standing and repu-

tation themselves, it would go a long way toward

checking the evil. Then such leading pirates of

promotion as George Graham Rice, A. B. Benesch,

B. X. Dawson, and many others, could no longer

make use of the Curb to further their promotion

operations.
" Buncomb Oil is to be listed on the New York

Curb" is a statement so often made that it is clear

there must be some magic in it to make people

believe the listing of a stock will be followed by
advancing prices. It is often used whether there

is any intention of listing a stock or not. And a

stock is not always listed when it appears in a

Curb broker's list of transactions, for cases have

been known where spurious quotation sheets have

been mailed and false quotations manufactured.

"We expect Flemish-Lynn Phonograph shares

to be traded in on the New York Curb market on
Monday. . . . We look for the preferred to

open around par—J5, and hold that price steady

or go to higher levels, it being a 7 per cent.

cumulative preferred and likely to go right on a

7 per cent, dividend basis." Thus wrote C. R.

Bergmann & Company to the public regarding

this *' splendid investment." And part of what
they predicted came true. The stock went
higher than $5 a share; they so manipulated the

market in it that it should. They had an esti-

mate from the president of the company that the

net profits would approximate nearly nine times

the preferred dividend charge to help them out.

It turned out that this estimate was a dream;

no dividends were ever paid, and Flemish-Lynn

was soon submerged among the mass of wreckage

with which the treacherous shoals of the New
York Curb are strewn. But at that time C. R.

Bergmann & Company and Joseph Cowan were

flushed with their success in the manipulation of

other promotions and were calling attention to the

fact that "we advised our customers to buy
Kathodion Bronze at $2.50, and to-day Katho-
dion is ten times that amount." It was hard for

untrained investors to turn away from the allur-

ing prospects that picture brought before them.

METEORIC RISE AND FALL OF KATHODION BRONZE

Kathodion Bronze, in fact, looked more and
more attractive to many people as it approached
the top of its skyrocket advance from J3 to %6S
a share on the New York Curb. That was one
of the most spectacular bits of market manipula-
tion of recent years and it furnishes a good ex-

ample of how the thing is done. When C. R.

Bergmann & Company took over the Kathodion
Bronze Works, it was a small concern manu-

facturing bronze ornaments and fixtures on a

modest scale. They had not long been in con-

trol, however, when the hatches were opened to

let in a deluge of watered capital so that they

might have plenty of stock to sell at inflated

prices. The manipulative operations were so

successful that the J5 par value stock sold as

high as $68 although when the receiver later

took over the property there was not enough left

to satisfy the creditors.

This is how it was done: Kathodion Bronze,

before the war, was hitched to the boom in motor
stocks by entering into a five-year contract with

an unknown concern in the automobile field for

the manufacture of ten million tire stems an-

"BERGMANN SUCCESSES ^^

Present
Market- Price

$20.00 to $25.00

Sold to Our
Customers

Kathodion Bronze, Pfd—$2.50 to $4.00

Lynn Phonograph 2.00

^inc Concentrating 3.75

REBAITING THE HOOK
An example from one of C. R. Bergmann & Company's

circulars of how one manipulation is used to sell stock in

another. Kathodion Bronze was advanced from $3 to $68 a
share and then passed off the Curb market entirely, and the
company went into the hands of a receiver

nually. Such good use was made of this contract

by the promoters that the stock was advanced

to J23 a share although few stems were ever

^turned out by the company. Had not the war
started, Kathodion Bronze would probably have
stopped there, and soon gone to rest in the grave-

yard of get-rick-quick failures on the Curb. With
the war, however, came the opportunity to talk

of munition contracts. Wall Street then began

to hear about a large contract for cartridges which

the company expected to close with the Russian

Government. This served to provide additional

fuel to keep the manipulation going full blast.

An abandoned factory in Nyack, N. Y., was ac-

quired and some machinery installed.

At about this stage of the game there entered

some craftier minds than those of C. R. Berg-

mann & Company, and made these promoters

believe that they really could secure a profitable

foreign contract. Plans were then laid to increase

the company's capital from ^500,000 to

?20,ooo,ooo and the Bergmann outfit schemed
to make millions from the sale of more stock in

place of the thousands they had already made.

Later, in a quarrel among the promoters over the

division of the profits, it was brought out in court

that Joseph Cowan, individually, had made
$360,000 from the sale of stock and C. R. Bergmann
& Company turned back $50,000 so that the com-
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pany could finance this foreign business. This

gives some idea of the profits in the promotion

-game. But the foreign contract never mater-

ialized, and in addition Kathodion Bronze was
swindled in connection with its contracts for the

purchase of munition-making machinery. The
stock passed completely off the Curb market and
the company went bankrupt. All that stock-

holders now have to remind them of their ''in-

vestment" in Kathodion Bronze are their hand-

somely engraved stock certificates.

The Curb market also supplied the background

for such meteoric promotions as B. X. Dawson's

Queen Oil, which appeared one day and was gone

the next, taking with it the savings of many
people; and for the Tuxpan Star Petroleum

swindle, in which Louis Roumagnac and his pals

sold 20,000,000 shares of stock from a few cents

to $1.85 a share. Punishment now awaits these

swindlers in the Federal Courts, but that will not

restore the money ignorant investors put into

Tuxpan Star Petroleum stock.

LAWSON AN ADEPT AT THE MANIPULATION GAME

When Thomas W. Lawson outlawed himself by
the revelations in his serial on " Frenzied Finance"

from the big financial interests for whom he

sometimes acted, he, too, turned to the Curb.

"Coppers' -"War Stocks"

Number 1

Why be Fools?

LAWSON, THE CLEVER ADVERTISER
The title of one of Thomas W. Lawson's advertising cam-

paigns to influence the market. His latest effort to start a

speculative movement in silver stocks was a failure

While his story of High Finance, with its half

truths and sensationalism was arousing the fear of

security holders all over the country and his cry

of "Sell, Sell, Sell," was impelling them to throw
their investments on the market, Lawson was
selling "short," and he cashed in a fortune at the

expense of a frightened people's folly. Then
he descended to manipulation on the Curb. One
of his most spectacular operations was in Nevada-
Utah Copper. When he took hold of that it was
already a worn-out copper property that others

had several times tried to revive without success.

Lawson, with his clever advertising, got people

into the stock by a series of " Don't-buy-Nevada-
Utah-until-I-give-the-word" announcements in

the newspapers. Then when his following had

loaded up with the stock on the strength of what
he had said he expected his "experts" to find, he
brutally announced that the results of his investi-

gation failed to satisfy him as to its value. His
gullible admirers then began to appreciate

the accuracy of his observation in "Frenzied
Finance" that they were a pack of "gobboes."
They were the ones who also helped him advance
Trinity Copper to $46 a share, although the

company most of the time employed the services

of only a solitary watchman. Trinity never made
a dollar for any one out of mining but it was
a profitable market property for Lawson. Bay
State Gas, however, was Lawson's outstanding

imposition on the public. It became a by-word
for rank manipulation, and millions have been
lost by the public in this and some of his other

operations.

Lawson was more dangerous than the average

public exploiter for he was an adept at the game of

manipulation. But from all appearances he has

run his course. He has found that he cannot fool

the people all the time. His recent effort to start

a speculative movement in low-priced silver stocks

by taking hold of Denbigh Silver turned out a

flat failure. His "gobboes" have finally become
convinced of his insincerity and will not take him
seriously any longer.

ANDREWS & COMPANY "INVESTMENT BANKERS^

On the other hand, a firm that can sell securities

at much higher prices than they are quoted on the

Curb is certainly worthy of attention in this

article. Such a firm is Andrews & Company,
"Investment Bankers," with offices in m.any

cities and a building of their own in Nev/ York.

They sold Empire Tire & Rubber Company
stock at from $j to ^9 a share when it was selling

on the Curb around I3. Forced-draft methods

of salesmanship, such as telegrams and long dis-

tance telephone calls, are used by this concern to

convince its clients that it has their interest at

heart. "Reservations" of stock at fancy prices

are frequently made for customers so that they

can "get in on" the good things and become

"good clients and friends thereafter." Three

Ohio investors who bought $76,529 of Falls

Motor Company stock at $7 and $8 a share,

however, did not seem to have this friendly feeling,

as they instituted suit in the United States Dis-

trict Court at Cincinnati, charging that Andrews
& Company, by fake representations, had induced

them to purchase the stock at prices greatly in

excesss of actual value. It was worth only

$3.50 to $4.00 a share in the market.

Smith Motor Truck Corporation was Andrews

& Company's greatest financial fiasco. One of

the principal sponsors of this company was E. L
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Rosenfeld, who had previously been a promoter

of cheap mining stocks with a record that should

have discredited him in any financial circle. He
was the president of the Fiduciary Company,
of Chicago, a fiscal agency, which he said took

the risk out of mining stocks and made them as

safe as any substantial investment. Among his

promotions were the Augaunico Mines Develop-

ment Company, the Green Mountain Mining

Company, and the Happy Jack Copper Mining &
Development Company. Years before, twenty

indictments had been found against him in Denver

for forgery. In more recent years, questionable

financial operations in connection with insur-

ance flotations in Pennsylvania and Illinois had
brought him into the courts several times. With
such a man in the management. Smith Motor
Truck had little chance of success. This did not

restrain Andrews & Company, however, from
expressing the opinion that in the commercial

field it occupied the same position that the Ford
Motor Car Company did in the pleasure car field.

Within less than a year the company was bank-

rupt, and efi^orts of prominent bankers to save it

have been unsuccessful.

Since then Andrews & Company have shown
some inclination to participate in the oil stock

flotation game. A circular from their Chicago
office said: "If you want to speculate in new
oil and refining stocks, we would suggest Stude-

baker Oil & Refining Company at Ji.oo per

share. We are informed that the Studebakers

of South Bend, Ind., are largely interested, and
are recommending the purchase of same, after

a complete and careful examination." But the

three Studebakers who were respectively, the

chairman, the president, and the vice-president

of this new $20,000,000 oil promotion, were in no
wise connected with The Studebaker Corporation

of South Bend—the impression that a credulous

investor would certainly get from the company's
literature. They were the sons of one of the
original Studebaker brothers who retired from
business in 1858 and became a farmer. None of

these sons had ever held an executive position

until Peter E. Studebaker returned to South
Bend about three years ago from Cincinnati,

after failing in the gas engine business, to lend
his name to the organization of the Inter-

national India Rubber Corporation, an earlier

get-rich-quick proposition based on the good
Studebaker name.

THE DANGER TO LIBERTY BOND HOLDERS

But this is getting away from the theme of our
story. We want to make it clear that the danger
Liberty Bond holders now face from markets as
little regulated as the New York Curb is not all

due to the promoters who make use of the facili-

ties of such markets to float their get-rich-quick

securities. There is plenty of evidence to show
that certain houses specializing in low-priced

securities, that are not primarily promotion
houses, are starting a campaign to get new in-

vestors to use their Liberty Bonds in the purchase

of such securities. They know that it is going to

be easier to get people to part with their bonds
than it would be to get cash from them; and they

can ofi'er the extra inducement of taking the bonds
at their full face value, although they are selling

at a discount in the market.

As an example of this propaganda, attention

might be called to a pretentious booklet now
being widely advertised and distributed free by
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ANDREWS & COMPANY

Copy of a telegram sent by this firm to thousands of in-

vestors to tempt them to buy Smith Motor Truck stock.

Within less than a year the company was bankrupt

Howard A. Riley & Company, of New York,

Philadelphia, and Harrisburg. It is called

"The Textbook of Wall Street"—a title that is

certain to appeal to new investors. It is ex-

pertly prepared and leads up to the following

sentence near the end of the text matter: "The
first four Liberty Loans have already totaled

nearly $17,000,000,000, and as these Liberty Bonds

are practically the same as money in market com-

mitments, it is reasonable to conclude that present

market prices for seasoned securities are about as

low as they can be expected to go." The italics

are ours. Here, in one sentence, is an intima-

tion that Liberty Bonds will be largely used in

buying stocks in the market—which will come
as a subtle suggestion to many inexperienced

Liberty Bond owners—and a prediction of advanc-

ing prices, which will appeal to their cupidity.
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Howard A Riley was formerly the manager of Winkelman & Company, for an example. This
Charles A. Stoneham & Company's Philadelphia house is a member of the Consolidated Stock
office. It was there that he learned how to con- Exchange and of the New York Curb Market
duct profitably a large wire business in cheap Association. Although not one of the largest

stocks, and seeing the large profit that Stoneham houses of its kind, it maintains a private wire

made from this business as he handled it, it was system of about 600 miles in length, connecting
natural that Riley should start out for himself, branch offices, and sends out something like

He already has a small list of get-rick-quick 40,000 market letters a week. Winkelman also

promotions to his credit, but his principal busi-^ got his training with Charles A. Stoneham & Com-
ness is in buying and selling Curb stocks for pany. Now the cost of leased wires is $20 per

customers, and he has the bad habit of forget- mile a year, and to operate his private wire system
ing that customers want their securities when it probably costs Winkelman a total of $15,000
they have paid for them. Now he is sowing a year. Cost and postage for market letters

seed in the fertile field of America's new in- alone, at 5 cents apiece, would be J 104,000 a year,

vestors and preparing to reap his share of the A hundred and forty clerks at an average of $20
harvest that is coming. a week would be $145,000 more. Then there is

the rent of several offices of at least $12,000 to be
THE COST OF OPERATING CURB WIRE HOUSES ^jj^j -phis is a total of $276,000, and 10 per

If Liberty Bond holders will stop to ask how cent, to cover other expenses would bring it up to

such houses as this make sufficient profit to $300,000 a year, or $i,ooo for each business day.

maintain the expensive organizations they do. Now a total normal day's business on the Curb
they might hesitate before sending their Liberty represents commissions for both buying and
Bonds to them. For one thing the rates of com- selling of less than $35,000, and it is estimated

mission charged for buying and selling the low- that 75 per cent, of this, including practically all

priced Curb stocks are small in comparison with the business in the substantial Curb securities,

the amount of work in handling them. But that comes through New York Stock Exchange and
is not the important thing. A material part of other houses that will not handle business in un-

the profit of houses dealing in New York Stock substantial Curb securities on margin. That does

Exchange securities comes from the difference not leave much to be divided among the Curb wire

between the rate of interest they charge on the margin houses, some of which are much larger

debit balances of their customers who are trading than L. L. Winkelman & Company, and the sev-

on margin account and what the houses them- e.ral hundred other Curb brokers,

selves pay the banks for money borrowed on those All this makes one who studies it wonder if a

securities. Now the banks will not lend money on business such as these Curb margin houses con-

the low-priced Curb issues. How then can houses duct can be carried on honestly and profitably at

dealing in Curb stocks carry large amounts of them the same time. That is what two Ohio men
on margin for customers and charge only 6 per cent, began to wonder when they tried to secure a

on the balance due? If the houses had sufficient settlement of their account with L. L. Winkel-

capital of their own to do this, would they be sat- man & Company which ran into six figures,

isfied with 6 per cent, when they could get that They experienced such difficulty that an attorney

much by investing in good bonds and not run was employed, and it was not until all the papers

any of the risks of such a highly speculative busi- were drawn up alleging violation of the bucket-

ness? We have seen in the case of George Gra- shop law that Winkelman & Company settled

ham Rice what they might have to pay if forced privately. Is it any wonder that certain em^-

to go to the " loan sharks.'* ployees of a house of this character always salute

Now let's look at it from the other side—that the Tombs prison when they pass it, because, as

of the expenses of such a house. Take L. L. they say, ''We're glad we're out of it."

In the March World's Work will he printed the list of the principal promo-

tions of recent years. The total capitaliiation shown hy this list will he in the

neighborhood of $^,000,000,000. The names of the leading Pirates of Promotion

will also he published in the March number and more will he told about the

methods they use in parting people from their savings and Liberty Bonds,



PEACE CONFERENCES THAT HAVE FAILED
IN THE PAST -

BY

LOTHROP STODDARD

HILE the Peace Conference

at Versailles is unquestionably

the most important in human
annals it is not the first of the

kind. It is only the last of a

long series of similar diplomatic gatherings.

After every one of the great political upheavals

which have afflicted Europe since the beginning

of modern history its political leaders have as-

sembled in solemn conclave to regularize the re-

sults of the preceding armed struggle and to

formulate a new settlement based upon those

results.

These conferences have been animated by two
basic ideas: one, the settling of the immediate

issues involved; the other, the establishment

of a new and better international order under

which the recurrence of such cataclysms would be

unlikely or impossible. But while these two
motives have both always been present, their rela-

tive importance at the several conferences has

varied enormously. At the beginning of the mod-
ern period of European history questions of im-

mediate tangible interest occupied virtually the

whole stage, with the ideal of a new order hover-

ing, a mere pious aspiration, in the background.

To-day, on the contrary, however deep may be

the preoccupation with the specific terms of the

pending settlement, there is an abiding convic-

tion among most thinking persons everywhere

that the transcendent issue involved is the estab-

lishment of a new world-order which shall endure.

How this evolution has taken place may be traced

by a survey of the great peace conferences which
have shaped the course of history in the last three

centuries.

The first assemblage worthy of being given a

place in the series is the diplomatic congress which
settled the Thirty Years' War (i6i 8-1648).

This titanic struggle, though centring in Ger-
many, had involved virtually every state in

Europe, so that all Europe was intimately con-

cerned with the manner of its conclusion. Ac-
cordingly, a general assemblage of the interested

parties was determined upon, and, in the summer
of 1643, diplomatic representatives of the various

European states began arriving at the appointed
rendezvous. This rendezvous was really double,

being the two neighboring cities of Munster and

Osnabrtick in the west German province of West-
phalia. The reason for this dual arrangement
was that the Thirty Years' War being largely a

religious conflict, neither of the contending par-

ties would meet on ground belonging religiously

to the other. Accordingly, the representatives of

the Catholic Powers assembled in the Catholic

city of Munster, while the representatives of the

Protestant Powers gathered at the Lutheran

city of Osnabrtick. It was agreed, however, that

the two assemblies should be regarded as a single

congress, and that neither should conclude peace

without the other.

The proceedings of the Westphalian Congress

offer a curious picture to modern eyes. Diplo-

macy was in those days a highly formal art, and
entire months were consumed in barren disputes

over minute technicalities of diplomatic pre-

cedence and collateral forms of etiquette. Not
until the autumn of 1648, more than five years

after the original date of convocation, was the

peace treaty of Westphalia actully signed.

The specific terms of the Westphalian peace

settlement naturally need not detain us. It is

the spirit animating the parties to that settle-

ment that is interesting now. That spirit was on
the whole depressingly selfish and short-sighted.

The long wrangles about etiquette were paralleled

by equally lengthy dickers over minute territorial

compensations, in selfish forgetfulness of the fact

that all the while a dreadful war was raging which

was turning Central Europe into a blasted wilder-

ness. Only at rare intervals were voices raised

for an honest endeavor to concert such general

measures as would render a recurrence of the

existing horrors impossible. To m(tst of the as-

sembled diplomats the one thing that mattered

was the immediate advantage of their particular

state, no matter what the harm inflicted upon

other states or upon the future welfare of Europe.

Indeed, the very idea of a European common
weal was practically absent, some slight lip-

service to the contrary notwithstanding.

The next hundred and fifty years present a

dreary iteration of this state of mind. In that

long period great wars were fought and notable

diplomatic gatherings convened for their liquida-

tion. But all these peace conferences were

marked by the same absorption with immediate.
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A CONTEMPORARY VIEW OF
THE CONGRESS OF BERLIN
The upper picture was the

London Graphic's estimate of the

spirit in which the earlier Peace

Conference was conducted. In

this picture, the rulers of Europe
are playing poker with the desti-

nies of nations, and the United

States is only an aloof and amused
spectator. In the lower, (from

Punch), Russia has Turkey at her

mercy and is prepared to extermi-

nate her, but Austria, England,

Germany, France, and Italy pro-

pose to restrain her. Had Tur-
key disappeared at this time as

an independent nation and had
the Balkan territories been as-

signed to their rightful possessors

it is possible that the World
War would never have started
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PRINCE METTERNICH
The Machiavellian diplomat who presided at the Congress

of Vienna. Because of his foresight Austria's views regarding

the Italian and German questions triumphed. He opposed a

united Germany. His secret treaty with Bavaria guarantee-

ing her a sovereign and independent status thwarted Stein and
the other Unionists. He pretended to support Murat's
scheme for a united Italy but in the Congress of Vienna he

secured that possession in the north and predominance
in the Italian peninsula which Austria has steadily sought

material issues and by the same disregard of

general, constructive ends. Eighteenth Century
diplomacy was notor-

iously cynical and un-

scrupulous. Wars were

fought on the whims of

despotic princes, and at

their close territories

were bandied about

without the least regard

for either the rights or

wishes of the inhabit-

ants. "They cut and

carve the states like

Dutch cheeses,'' re-

marked an acute ob-

server on one of these

occasions.

The first real signs of

better things were re-

vealed at the Vienna
Congress of 1814- 15.

They were only signs,

for the Vienna Congress

soon degenerated into

the familiar scramble for

THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON
In February, 181 5, Wellington took Lord Castlereagh's

place at the Congress of Vienr.i. Wellington's diplomatic
work at the Congress was not important, but his presence
enabled the Allies, when they heard of Napoleon's return
from Elba, to decide at once upon their plans for the cam-
paign which ended with the Battle of Waterloo. It was
mainly through his prompt, blunt acts that France then
escaped the dismemberment for which the German powers
clamored

territories and selfish special advantages and ended
in a hasty compromise which did not even pre-

tend to be a construc-

tive settlement. Never-
theless, several of the

monarchs and states-

men who attended the

Congress came thither

animated by the express

determination to do
something big and last-

ing, the early proceed-

COUNT NESSELRODE
An ardent advocate of the

Holy Alliance. He acted as

go-between for Alexander 1

of Russia and Talleyrand.
From 1813 to 1856 he directed

Russia's foreign policy. At
the Congress of Vienna he
was associated with Count
Capo d'lstria, who held more
liberal views. As Alexander
became more conservative

and veered to Metternich's

system, Nesselrode eclipsed

d'lstria and became the chief

director of Russian diplo-

macy
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MANTEUFFEL
Who precipitated the war over Schleswig-Holstein by march-

ing his troops into Holstein as a Prussian protest against the sum-
moning of the estates. In the Franco-Prussian War he drove

80,000 French troops into Switzerland, and after the war he
served with true Prussian rigor as governor-general of Alsace-

Lorraine. Bismarck is supposed to have regarded ManteufTel

as his most formidable rival. Manteuffel was Prussia's

spokesman at the Conference at Paris which followed the

Crimean War

ings were characterized by a tone infinitely super-

ior to that of former conferences, and the Con-
gress's failure in this

regard caused such dis-

appointment that in the

succeeding years a series

of similar meetings was
held for the purpose of

promulgating construc-

tive measures.

All this was the reflec-

tion of that profound

TALLEYRAND
Who went into the Con-

gress of Vienna the represen-
tative of defeated France and
came out with a lion's share of
the benefits. He thwarted the
scheme for partitioning France
which several of the German
representatives urged, and
next, at Vienna, he managed
adroitly tobreakuptheleague
of powers and assisted in

forming a secret alliance of
England, Austria, and France
to prevent the complete ab-
sorption of Poland by Russia
and of Saxony by Prussia

FREDERICK WILLIAM III OF PRUSSIA
Whom the present Crown Prince so much resembles, had all

the Hohenzollern tenacity for personal power without the

Hohenzollern genius for using it. After the death of his queen,
Louise, Frederick William 111 allowed himself to fall

under the influence of Alexander 1 and later of Metternich.

At Vienna and at other conferences he opposed constitutional

principles and reforms and heartily favored repressive meas-
ures aimed at Liberalism. He was one of the original co-

signatories of the Holy Alliance

idealistic revolt against the cynical materialism of

the Eighteenth Century which first expressed itself

in the French Revolu-

tion and later fired the

national risings of

Spain, Germany, and
Russia against the Na-
poleonic despotism.
When Napoleon's ab-

dication in 1814 opened

up the possibility of

peace after a generation

of chronic war, Europe

was thrilling to liberal

ideas and lofty aspira-

tions. Public opinion,

therefore, asked of the

statesmen deputed to

reconstruct Europe's
shattered framework
more than a mere shift-

ing of boundary-posts;

it demanded a settle-

ment made in the gen-

eral interest of the com-
mon weal of Europe and
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LORD CASTLEREAGH

The honest and conciliatory attitude of this Englishman

on the difficult questions of Poland and Saxony were of more

avail in the Congress of Vienna than was all Metternich's

cleverness. He worked for the restoration of "a. just equi-

librium" in Europe, but the English press pilloried him as the

creature of Metternich. He had no ambition to make the

world safe for democracy, for he was an aristocrat with an

unusual degree of contempt for the people. The Czar's

scheme for the Holy Alliance did not appeal to the sound

common-sense of Castlereagh. but the English public, never-

theless, denounced him as the agent of the Alliance. Vari-

ous measures made him unpopular and his name became a

by-word. In 1822, he committed suicide

looking to the prevention of future catastrophes.

This was something quite new, and equally novel

was the fact that these popular ideas were shared

by monarchs and statesmen. The young Czar of

Russia, Alexander 1, in particular came to the

Congress in an exalted mood, ready to throw all

his great influence on the side of liberalism and

constructive reform.

The Congress of Vienna opened, as we have

said, under the happiest auspices. Vienna was

then the gayest and most brilliant capital in

Europe, while the Hapsburg Court was proverbial

for stately magnificence. The galaxy of visiting

sovereigns and statesmen with their brilliant ret-

inues heightened the general tone and the fact

that men everywhere were hailing this gathering

of Europe's leaders in friendly conclave as the

dawn of a new era gave a fmal touch to the at-

mosphere of optimism and expansive joy.

So remarkable was the assemblage of noted

men who gathered at Vienna in those autumn

days of 181 4 that the matter well repays special

mention. Nearly every leading personage of

Europe was present. The outstanding figure

was unquestionably Alexander I of Russia. The
young Czar entered Vienna aureoled with glory

as the conqueror of the great Napoleon whose
Grand Army had perished in the Russian snows
or beneath the lances of Alexander's cossacks.

He also came as the champion of liberal ideas.

Lastly, Alexander brought with him the most
brilliant group of diplomatic talent to be found
in even that imposing assembly. Curiously

enough none of these "Russian" diplomats were
Russians; they were all foreigners whom Alex-

ander had attracted to his service. Capo d'ls-

tria, an Ionian Island Greek; Pozzo di Borgo, a

Corsican, once the friend of the young Napoleon
and long his bitter enemy; Czartoriski, a gifted

young Polish nobleman, the intimate sharer of

his master's liberal enthusiasms; and Nesselrode, a

Baltic Province German, destined to go down in

history both as an able diplomat and the creator

of a wondrous pudding; such were the leading

ALEXANDER I OF RUSSIA

The original advocate of a League of Nations which was to

safeguard "the sacred rights of humanity" by compelling

arbitration and doubleteaming against any nation that

risked defying the forces of the new union. The Holy Alli-

ance was the result. The aristocrats ridiculed it as "exalted

nonsense," and to all Liberals it seemed a hypocritical con-

spiracy against freedom. To Alexander it appeared the only

means of placing the "confederation of Europe" upon a firm

basis, and, moreover, free constitutions were to be "the logical

outcome of its doctrines." The Czar's idealism and piety were

fortunate for Europe, for Napoleon's fall left him the rnost

powerful of sovereigns. A plot against him, in 1818, disillu-

sioned and embittered him and brought him under the influ-

ence of Metternich
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PRINCE GORTCHAKOFF
The Russian Chancellor who rebuffed all English, French, and

Austrian protests against Russia's severity in crushing Po-

land, and who, by an understanding with Bismarck, smoothed
the way for the occupation of Holstein by Prussian troops

in 1863. At this time he was the most powerful minister in

Europe. When Prussia attacked France, in 1870, Russia

agreed to prevent Austria's aiding France, and in return

Gortchakoff expected Bismarck's support for Russia's designs

against Turkey. His cordial relations with Bismarck soon

waned, for,in 1875, when Bismarck thought of attacking France

again Gortchakoff notified him that Russia would oppose
any such act. At the Congress of Berlin the aged Gortchakoff

regained a part of Bessarabia, but left most of the task of

defending Russia's interests, as well as most of the blame for

Russia's concessions to Great Britain and France, to his as-

sistant, Count Shuvaloff

members of Alexander's train. The other Great

Powers were all worthily represented. England

sent Lord Castlereagh, a proud aristocratic fig-

ure, whose keen insight guided by unbending

honesty was to unravel many a subtle diplomatic

snare. Later on the Duke of Wellington repre-

sented British interests until called to lead the

Allied armies against the returned Napoleon in

the Waterloo campaign. France was superbly

served. Her representative, Prince Talleyrand,

at first played a rather minor part. But the
" Old Fox" who had won such triumphs under the

Bourbon Regime, the Revolution, and the Na-
poleonic Empire, soon showed that he had lost

none of his cunning. By sheer force of character

and intellectual grasp of the situation this repre-

sentative of a defeated nation was able so to take

advantage of the latent rivalries of the other na-

tions that before the Vienna Congress adjourned

France held the diplomatic balance of power be-

tween the contending factions into which the
Congress had split. As for Austria, her interests

were in equally able hands. Her representative

was Prince Metternich, who filled to perfection

the double role of diplomatic agent and social

host. Handsome, well-born, highly intelligent,

and infinitely subtle, this polished man of the

world was the very flower of the old diplomacy,

trained in its most secret arts and using them to

clinch the triumphs over individuals won by his

fascinating personality. These were the leading

actors in the unfolding drama. Add to them a
background clustered thick with hundreds of

talented men and fascinating women, and we may
get some conception of this unique concourse

which, amid a whirl of social gaiety and public

pageantry, gathered to settle the fate of Europe.

Unfortunately the bright morning was soon

overcast by clouds, and the pressure of rival

claims to territory and power rapidly converted

harmony into jealous hostility threatening even

war. In these bitter controversies plans for the

common good sank into the background. Na-

COUNT CAMILLO BENSO DI CAVOUR
The restorer of Italian unity and nationality. The Crimean

War gave him an opportunity, and through his advice Sar-

dinia took part in the war. As a result he managed to bring

the Italian question before the Congress of Paris, in 1856. He
succeeded in enlisting the aid of Napoleon ill against Austria,

and after the Campaign of 1859 the power of Austria was much
broken in the Italian peninsula. Later he secured Parma,
Modena, and Tuscany for "Italy, but, to appease France, was
compelled to acquiesce in the cession of Savoy and Nice, a

measure for which he was severely criticised by Garibaldi and
his followers. Cavour saw the first Italian Parliament meet,

in 1 86 1, but died soon after, worn out by his long struggle

for Italy
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BISMARCK
The master builder of the German Empire who presided at

the Congress of Berlin in 1878. He isolated France, Great
Britain, and Russia politically by building up the Triple

Alliance. At the Congress of Berlin he suggested to France

that she seize Tunis, an act which drove Italy into Bismarck's

Alliance. His colonial policy was extremely cautious. He
undertook nothing of moment in the colonial sphere until

he was sure of his position in Europe and saw possible rivals

committed to a forward policy elsewhere; France and Britain

in Africa, and Ru sia in Central Asia. He first seriously pro-

posed the Kiel Cinal and the cession of Heligoland to Ger-

many

COUNT ANDRASSY
Of Austria, who, fearing that the treaty between Russia and

Turkey would make Russia permanently arbiter of the fate

of the Balkans, spurned the Russian offer of Bosnia and
Herzegovina because he saw that Russia's new position would
cut Austria off from all chance of expansion in the Balkans.
In 1876, he issued a circular note addressed to the signa-
tory Powers of the Treaty of Paris of 1856 and the London
protocol of 1 87 1, suggesting a congress for the purpose of
establishing "the agreement of Europe on the modifications
which may become necessary to introduce into the above-
mentioned treaties" in view of the preliminary peace signed
by Russia and Turkey. The Congress of Berlin was the result

poleon's dramatic re-

turn from Elba was the

crowning misfortune. It

forced the Congress to a

hasty and ill-considered

conclusion which con-

BENJAMIN DISRAELI

(lord beaconsfield)

Who, in 1878, loosened the

grasp of Russia on the throat

of Turkey, and brought back
"peace with honor" from the

Congress of Berlin. By mob-
ilizing the militia and bringing
Indian troops to the Mediter-
ranean he had so threatened
war that 'Russia, finding Bis-

marck unwilling to support
her, consented to submit her
whole quarrel with Turkey
to the Congress. There was
a public outcry against the
Premier's breaking prece-
dents and going to represent
Britain at Berlin, but on his

return he was greeted by most
flattering public acclaim

tained little but points

of the most pressing and
contemporary charac-

ter. Only a few matters

of higher significance

were included in the

Congress's " Final Act"
of June 9, 181 5, signed

a few days before the

Battle of Waterloo. The
most important of these

matters were a pro-

nouncement regarding

the free navigation of

international rivers

(long a cause of danger-

ous friction between

states) and the declara-

tion proclaiming the ab-

oHtion of the Slave

Trade. These were de-

cidedly meagre results

for a congress convened
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with so much pomp and hailed as the harbinger of

a better day.

In fact, viewed from the standpoint of tangible

accomplishment, the Vienna Congress must be

deemed a lamentable failure. It made no provi-

sion for a new world-order mitigating the existing

international anarchy, while even its territorial

settlement was based upon the false and outworn

doctrine of "legitimacy" instead of upon the

awakening principle of Nationality. This doomed
the material work of the Congress to ultimate

nullification and bequeathed to the future endless

tribulation.

Nevertheless, viewed from the angle of his-

torical perspective the Vienna Congress did regis-

ter a forward step in human progress that has

never been undone. For the first time the mon-
archs and statesmen of Europe had come to-

gether with the avowed intention of working
primarily for Europe's common weal and lasting

betterment. They had declared themselves re-

sponsible not merely to their respective countries

but to Europe as a whole. A few of them (nota-

bly Czar Alexander I) actually urged the imme-

LORD BALFOUR
As he appeared when, at the Congress of Berlin, he served as

one of Disraeli's secretaries

LORD SALISBURY
Who was one of Great Britain's representatives at the Con-

gress of Berlin, and who, in 1879, pronounced this benediction

upon the German-Austrian alliance: "To all those who care for

the peace of Europe and take an interest in the independence

of nations 1 would exclaim 'A crowning mercy has been

vouchsafed to the world.'" Both Lord Salisbury and Mr.

Gladstone looked upon Germany's colonial expansion as a

natural and commendable development. Salisbury was al-

ways friendly to Germany, regarding her as a possible check

to Russia

diate establishment of an international instru-

ment of government—a ** Confederation of Eu-

rope" according to Alexander's own words. How-
ever sadly practice lagged behind profession,

however deeply the Congress became mired in

the ruts of tradition, the concept of " Europe" as

a political entity with claims and interests superior

to those of any one state had at last been formally

acknowledged by the world's leaders, and that
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concept was destined to survive as a guiding 26, 181 5. This document specified no poHtical

principle for the inspiration of succeeding, genera- objectives and was greeted by the diplomatic

tions. The full significance of this gain may be world with ill-disguised contempt. Metternich

realized by comparing the cynical indifference called it **a loud-sounding nothing," and the

with which the Eighteenth Century regarded the English statesman, Castlereagh, dubbed it *'a

partition of Poland and the flaming indignation piece of sublime mysticism and nonsense." It

with which the Twentieth Century condemned owes its prominence in history to the use which

the German invasion of Belgium. was made of it to attain ends not specified in the

,, o document itself. In the first place, Alexander
THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS OF 1815

^ried to replace the Quadruple Alliance by a

Indeed, so firm was the hold of the '' European" '' Universal Union" of all the Powers, great and
idea even in i8i 5 that it profoundly influenced the small, who should sign the Holy Alliance, thereby

course of events during the subsequent decade, establishing his cherished Confederation of Eu-

The monarchs and statesmen who then guided rope. But in this project to set up a European
Europe's destinies realized the Vienna Congress's central government Alexander encountered the

failure in this respect and determined to remedy insuperable opposition of most of his fellows,

that failure by subsequent action. The results They were ready to watch over the common peace

of this determination were soon evident. After and security by a permanent joint committee
Napoleon's final overthrow at Waterloo the supplemented by diplomatic congresses at fixed

four European Great Powers, Austria, England, intervals; they were not prepared to surrender

Prussia, and Russia, drew together to devise their sovereign independence to any super-

not only the means of guarding against a fresh national authority,

outburst of revolutionary France but also a

method for ensuring to war-worn Europe a long

period of rest and security. The means adopted The failure of Alexander's Universal Union
for the attainment of these ends were embodied project marks the definite defeat of the super-

in the provisions of the treaty of November 20, national state idea. The looser concept of a gov-

181 5. In this treaty the four Powers bound ernment of Europe by a concert of its Great
themselves not merely to maintain their existing Powers was now to be tried out. The standing

close friendly alliance for the common good, but committee of the Quadruple Alliance began its

also constituted a standing committee to watch sessions, and the next few years saw a whole
over the state of Europe and finally agreed that series of diplomatic congresses—Aix-la-Chapelle,

"in order to consolidate the intimate tie that 1818; Troppau, 1820; Laibach, 1821; Verona,

unites the four sovereigns for the happiness of 1822—at which the common concerns of Europe
the world, the High Contracting Powers have were duly brought up and discussed. But the

agreed to renew at fixed intervals—meetings con- upshot of this congressional series was substan-

secrated to great common objects and to the tially the same as that of the Vienna Congress

examination of such measures as at each of these of 181 5. Beginning at Aix under favorable

epochs shall be judged most salutary for the peace auspices, the Governing Concert of Europe ended
and prosperity of the nations and for the main- four years later at Verona in failure and disrup-

tenance of the peace of Europe." This was tion. It was the old story. Specific material

certainly official acceptance both of the ''Euro- questions split the Powers into rival factions;

pean" idea and of its logical corollary a definite common interests and higher considerations went
organization for the maintenance of the European by the board, and a dismal fiasco was the inevit-

common weal. It marks, in fact, the beginning able result. Indeed, the final breach at Verona
of that "Concert of Europe" which was to play marks a reversion almost to the international

so vital and salutary a part in European, and even anarchy of the Eighteenth Century. To this

in world affairs, down to the fateful schism of the prevailing current of ideas powerfully con-.

19
1
4. tributed. The bitter lessons of the Napoleonic
The Quadruple or "Grand" Alliance of Novem- Wars were being forgotten, while the extreme

ber 20, 181 5, has often been called the "Holy individualism of the great English economists
Alliance." This is an error. The so-called Holy with their doctrines of laissez-faire and unre-

Alliance was a document drawn up by Czar stricted competition was being taken over into

Alexander I inviting all monarchs to act together the political sphere. Ideals of world coopera-
henceforth in fraternal harmony and according tion were no longer fashionable. "Things are

to the dictates of Christian morality. It ante- getting back to a wholesome state again," wrote
dates the Quadruple Alliance Treaty, having the British statesman. Canning, in 1823, "Every
been proclaimed by Alexander on September nation for itself, and God for us all."
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From the close of the Napoleonic Wars until the Eastern Question. The Austrian suggestion

the middle of the Nineteenth Century, Europe was heartily accepted by England, who had al-

enjoyed almost unbroken peace. Revolutionary ready stated her refusal to recognize any changes

disturbances there were in plenty, but war, in its in the Near East unless formally agreed to by the

accepted sense of armed conflicts between states, signatories to the Treaty of Paris. Russia did

was virtually absent. The Crimean War was everything possible to avoid a congress, but Eng-

the first real breach of the international peace land and Austria threatened war, Germany backed

which had reigned since Waterloo. A protracted up Austria, and Russia was compelled to submit,

and bloody struggle, involving several of the The result was the famous Congress of Berlin

Great Powers and threatening at one moment to which began its sessions on June 13, 1878, and
become a universal conflagration, the Crimean closed with the signing of the Treaty of Berlin

War shocked a Europe unused to carnage and exactly one month later,

accustomed to the ways of peace. The result
^ ^w ^ ^ t • A i vui^-^ ^u^^.^^^^^;r,^c THE PERSONNEL OF THE CONGRESS OF BERLIN

of this State of mmd was visible in the proceedings

of the Peace Conference of Paris (1856) which The Congress of Berlin was the most brilliant

terminated the Crimean War. The Congress of diplomatic gathering since the Vienna Congress

Paris was a more truly international assembly of 181 5. Here were assembled all the leading

than any diplomatic gathering held since the lights of the diplomatic world under the imposing

Vienna Congress of 181 5. Virtually all the Eu- presidency of Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor,

ropean states were represented, and the Congress fresh from his triumph over France in 1870 and
adopted a thoroughly "European" attitude. No his successful forging of German Imperial unity

attempt was made to establish permanent insti- by ''blood and iron." The Berlin Congress was
tutions for Europe's governance, but while in the apotheosis of Bismarck's career. Maintaining

session the Congress itself acted for Europe as an attitude of detached aloofness, he acted the

both an executive and legislative body. Besides part of ''honest broker" in others* quarrels, ac-

its settlement of Turkish and Near Eastern af- claimed on all sides as the first statesman of

fairs, the Paris Congress did much for the develop- Europe. The second figure in the Congress was
ment of international law, and the question of unquestionably the British plenipotentiary Ben-

coercing and punishing states guilty of violatin-g jamin Disraeli, Lord Beaconsfield. This strange

established international rules was seriously dis- personality, with its absolutely un-English

cussed. makeup, its Jewish incisiveness, and its Oriental

-rue TO c A -TV r^tr c a vt c-rI^I^AXTr^ exuberauce of imagination, coupled with im-THE TREATY OF SAN STEFANO
i

• f ^

penetrable reserve, was the great enigma of the

Unfortunately the Paris Congress failed to day. Lord Beaconsfield was animated by an
compose the political instability of Europe, and invincible distrust of Russia. To check Russia

the two succeeding decades witnessed a whole all else, in his eyes, must be subordinated. He
series of wars, culminating in the Russo-Turkish was the driving force of the Congress, and to his

War of 1877-78. This sanguinary conflict ended efforts its outcome is mainly due. These efforts

in the complete triumph of Russia. On March were ably seconded by his colleague, Lord Salis-

3, 1878, with Russian armies camped just outside bury, a fine type of British statesman, cool-

the walls of Constantinople, Turkey signed the headed, clear-sighted, and possessing the reputa-

Peace of San Stefano. By this treaty Turkey tion of being the best working diplomat in Eu-
was virtually expelled from Europe, retaining rope. Austria was worthily represented by Count
little beyond the vicinity of Constantinople. Andrassy, the Hungarian statesman who had
The Balkan Peninsula '^as divided between just plucked his country from impending disrup-

the native Balkan peoples, the chief gainer being tion and had laid down the path of foreign policy

Bulgaria. which the Hapsburg Empire was to pursue for a

. The Treaty of San Stefano was not destined to generation to come. Russia sent to the Congress

endure. It alarmed two of the European Great her most eminent statesman, the chancellor.

Powers, England and Austria, both of whom saw Prince Gortchakoff, then an old man but still re-

in its provisions the downfall of Turkey and the taining the prestige of twenty years before, when
enthronement of Russia as master of the Balkans he had been the first diplomat of Europe. His

and Hither Asia. To both Powers, therefore, its junior colleague was Count ShuvalofT, a capable

drastic revision appeared imperative. Austria man, who probably did whatever was possible

took the first step by issuing a circular note to the in defense of the losing side, though bitterly re-

signatories of the Paris Treaty of 1856 suggesting proached by his countrymen for his supposedly

a congress for the purpose of obtaining the " agree- undue conciliation,

ment of Europe" on the pending resettlement of The Berlin Congress absolutely undid the
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project of San Stefano. The Treaty of Bedin, merely kept those regions in perpetual turmoil

which fixed the map of the Balkans and Near East but so poisoned the ruutual relations of the Great

as it was to stand down to the recent Balkan Powers as to be responsible in large measure for

Wars, left Turkey still the leading Balkan Power, the cataclysm of 191 4.

shorn of some of her former territories but, never- It is true that from 1878 to 191 4 Europe, out-

theless, more powerful than any of the Christian side the Balkans, enjoyed a period of peace. But
Balkan States. The "Big Bulgaria, " which was it was a hectic peace—the famous "armed peace"

the central idea in the San Stefano arrangement, in which Europe, split into rival camps, piled up
was cut up into three parts. One of these parts, weapons against some dread day of reckoning.

Bulgaria proper, was erected into a semi- Bythe close of the Nineteenth Century the burden
independent principality under Turkish suze- of competing armaments and the persistence of

rainty; the Bulgar-inhabited territory lying to the political rivalries and hostile sentiments between
south of this principality was formed into the prov- the Powers caused wide-spread apprehension,

ince of "Eastern Rumelia," enjoying local auton- Far-sighted men began to realize that if condi-

omy but under closer Turkish control; the third tions remained unaltered, a great catastrophe was
part, kuQwn as Macedonia, was handed back un- not only possible but probable in the near future,

conditionally to Turkish rule. The hopes of all Accordingly, the best minds of the race busied

the other Balkan peoples were similarly disap- themselves with devising means for averting the

pointed. Serbia obtained only a very small exten- impending peril.

sion of her former boundaries, being compelled to The opening years of the Twentieth Century
witness her kindred to the westward in Bosnia- show two sharply contrasted sets of events. On
Herzegovina pass under Austrian occupation, the one side, there is an ominous quickening of the

Montenegro obtained access to the Adriatic Sea, armament competition coupled with a series of

but only under conditions which rendered her acute international crises threatening war. On
virtually Austria's vassal. Rumania was forced to the other side, there is a wide-spread horror of war
cede Russia the Rumanian-inhabited province of translating itself into definite attempts at the con-

Bessarabia, receiving in return the former Turkish struction of international machinery to make
province of Dobrudja, a half-desert land at that wars unlikely or impossible. The most tangible

time containing very few Rumanians. Greece expressions of this peace movement were the

received nothing at all. Hague Peace Conferences of 1899 and 1907 to-

Such was the "settlement" of the Congress gether with the London Conference of 1908-09.

of Berlin. No more vicious arrangement could These international gatherings did much good
have been devised in the darkest days of Eigh- work, notably by the establishment of a perman-
teenth Century diplomacy. It was inspired solely ent court of arbitration to which all nations might
by the selfish interests of the Great Powers, who submit their disputes. Nevertheless, they could

carved up territgries without the least regard not prevent the late war. The task of replacing

for the wishes of their inhabitants and handed the old international anarchy by a new interna-

back whole populations to the unchecked author- tional order based upon a just settlement of out-

ity of the Turk in cynical disregard of the fact standing problems now devolves upon the Peace
that the Turk had decisively proved his utter in- Conference to-day assembled at Versailles. It is

ability to govern Christian peoples. The aspira- profoundly to be hoped that this last and greatest

tions of virile young nations were flouted and the of peace conferences will finally establish that

wrongs of oppressed millions left unredressed, higher order which has been the ultimate aspira-

The inevitable result was the chronic unrest of the tion of peace conferences for the past three hun-
Balkans and the Near East in general which not dred years.



DEMOCRACY THE ONE SURE BASIS OF
WORLD PEACE

Before Any League of Nations Can Succeed, the King Business Must Come to an End—This is

The Opinion of All Great Political Thinkers From Rousseau to Wilson

BY

KENNETH COLEGROVE
(Professor of European History in the University of Syracuse)

IN
THE year 171 3, when the ambassadors never be formed so long as kings and princes

of the European Powers were engaged at ruled. For the essence of kingship was nothing
the Congress of Utrecht in bringing to a else than the passion to extend its dominion
close the War of the Spanish Succession, without and its absolutism within; and no plan
the Abbe de Saint-Pierre was writing the of confederation, Rousseau was convinced, would

fmal pages of his little treatise called the *' Project ever be able to quench the old fires of rivalry

for Perpetual Peace/' For half a century Europe and despotism. But even if a general alliance

had been harassed by the territorial ambitions of European monarchs were possible, it was
of Louis XIV. And now after a protracted war manifestly impossible to guarantee princes against

of twelve years, peace was made and the balance the revolt of their people unless at the same time
of power restored. At Utrecht the Abbe de subjects were given a guarantee against the
Saint-Pierre v/as acting as secretary to the French tyranny of their rulers. In launching this latter

plenipotentiary, and the opportunity thus af- criticism against the Abbe's project, the author
forded for observing international relationships of the " Social Contract " foresaw the contingency
at first hand inspired him to propose to the world of the Holy Alliance of 181 5 when the autocrats

some ideas which he had long entertained on the of Europe called the Indivisible Trinity to witness

subject of a more perfect European policy, that, as brothers of the same family, they would
This was not the first attempt on the part of a defend the doctrine of the divine right of kings

scholar to propound a political scheme for secur- against the contradiction of revolution wherever
ing an enduring peace. To say nothing of the it should appear.

dreams of Seneca and of other ancients we find Yet more trenchant was the criticism of Vol-
in more modern times the essay on peace by taire. "The peace imagined by the Abbe de
William Penn, the Grand Design of Henry IV Saint-Pierre," said the philosopher of Fernay,

and the " Nouveau Cynee " of Emeric Cruce. But " is a chimera which could no more subsist between
the student pf the present day finds in the "Project princes than between elephants and rhinoceroses,

for Perpetual Peace " a unique significance, in as or between wolves and dogs. Carnivorous ani-

much as it was a scheme for securing the peace mals rush to attack each other on all occasions."

of the world published at the close of a gigantic The ''Project for Perpetual Peace," according to

war, and in as much as it provoked a criticism Voltaire, was not absurd in itself, but in the

from the philosophers of the Eighteenth Century manner of its proposal. There would always be
which has been popularized by the President of wars of ambition and conquest, until people
the United States and made our battle cry in the learned that it was only a small number of

War of the Nations. generals and ministers who profited thereby.

Rousseau was the first of the philosophers to There would always be wars of succession to

criticise the Abbe's project in the modern way., thrones such as the conflict terminated by the

In Rousseau's opinion the proposed confedera- Treaty of Utrecht until the principle was accepted
tion of the kings and princes of Europe with its that the people of every nation were the sole

congress or diet of ambassadors where all disputes judge as to whom they would have as rulers,

between the different states should be settled by The establishment of a European diet by the

arbitration, and where general rules should be princes would be very useful for deciding con-
adopted from time to time for the purpose of troversies about the extradition of criminals

promoting the peace and v/elfare of each and or the laws of commerce or for determining
every realm, contained one flaw, a flaw which the principles which should govern cases in which
vitiated the otherwise noble plan. He believed the laws of different nations were involved;

that a confederation of European states could but such a confederation would never be able to
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prevent the wager of battle when the interests of essayists and historians. And yet, in 181 5,

of powerful princes came into conflict. the European Powers took a step toward uni-

A score of years after Voltaire had pronounced versal peace the like of which had never before

judgment upon the dream of the Abbe de Saint- been taken in the history of the modern world.

Pierre, a German thinker gave his views to the The alliance of the sovereigns which had
world. Immanuel Kant had been profoundly finally accomplished the defeat of Napoleon did

affected by the principles of the French Revolu- not immediately disintegrate when the hero of

tion; and it was while he was still under the Austerlitz, Jena, and Friedland was safely landed

influence of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternjty, on the island of St. Helena. A reluctance was
that he penned his " Essay on Eternal Peace." felt on every side against permitting the coalition

According to Kant it was not alone in the grave- which had been so successful in suppressing the

yard, as says the Dutch innkeeper in the story, insatiable conqueror of Europe to dissolve into

that eternal peace can be found. It was true nothing. Could not further use be made of this

that a condition of peace among nations existing political combination in order that peace and
side by side was not the natural state of things, security might remain in European affairs?

The state of nature was rather a state of war. So it seemed. And already the seed for a more
But it was possible to establish a reign of peace solid alliance had been sown. As early as 1804

by means of a federation of nations. What Czar Alexander had proposed to the English

could be more reasonably expected than that, as prime minister that as soon as the allies should

men in a condition of nature had joined in a liberate France from the rule of Napoleon, a

compact to found a state for the purpose of insur- Confederation of Europe ought to be formed by
ing peace among themselves, so states should treaty to the end that international law might

come together to form a federation of the world be respected, the rights of small nations safe-

for the purpose of maintaining a universal peace? guarded, and disputes between states settled by
Such a cosmopolitan confederation would only arbitration rather than by appeals to the force

be permanent, however, providing the civil con- of arms. This brilliant proposal, evidently the

stitution of every state were republican, or, in inspiration of the celebrated statesman Czar-

other woirds, in case the legislative and the execu- toryski, was, of course, too visionary for the year

live processes were separate. Under a republican 1804. The first great task which lay before the

constitution the consent of citizens as members Third Coalition was the defeat of Napoleon,

of the state was required to determine at any And this took time and tremendous energy,

time the question whether or not there should Ten years before the goal was reached the younger

be war. And while kings rushed into warfare with Pitt lay on his deathbed; and in the meanwhile
a light heart, the people, who had to do the fight- the Czar had strangely vacillated. But in the

ing, supply the cost of war, and repair the de- end the policy of Pitt had won. Napoleon was
vastation which it left behind, would detest the forced to abdicate; Europe was rearranged at

very name of war and refuse their consent to the Congress of Vienna; and on November 20,

waging it. Thus spoke the sage of Konigsberg. 181 5, a secret treaty between England, Russia,

It seems as if some presiding destiny had Austria, and Prussia was signed at Paris, wherein

arranged at the end of every hundred years a it was provided that the high contracting powers

convenient occasion for establishing a world should *' renew their meetings at fixed periods,

confederation in the interest of peace. Only the either under the immediate auspices of the

genius of man has been too dull to seize the golden sovereigns themselves, or by their respective

opportunities. In 1643, after the Thirty Years' ministers, for the purpose of consulting upon
War had laid waste a flourishing part of the Holy their common interests and for the consideration

Roman Empire, the Congress of Westphalia of the measures which at each of these periods

assembled to unravel the tangled affairs of shall be considered the most salutary for the

Europe; in 171 3, another assembly of diplomats repose and prosperity of nations, and for the

at Utrecht secured a new peace for a distracted maintenance of the peace of Europe."

continent; and in 1814, the downfall of Napoleon ,, >» o o
brought the plenipotentiaries of the great Powers ^^ ^-^^"^ ^'"--^ congress of i8i8

together once more in the Congress of Vienna It was under the above cited provision that

to reconstruct the map of Europe and to re- the famous Congress of Aix-Ia-Chapelle, in 18 18,

establish the balance of power. The work of and the Congresses of Troppau, Laibach, and
the Congress of Vienna and of the plenipo- Verona, in 1820-1822, were held. Unique in the

tentiaries of the allies in Paris after the Hundred history of diplomacy were these congresses;

Days has, of late years, been the subject of France was admitted in the year 1818; and

considerable ridicule and contempt from all sorts apparently they were considered by a portion of
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Europe as something more than a conference of But no matter how advanced was the step

the diplomats of five allied Powers—something which the allies took in 1815, the Concert of

more tangible, more actual and potent, a Supreme Europe contained several defects which blasted

Court of European Justice or a Council of Inter- all future development into a permanent Euro-

national Arbitration. It was at Aix-la-Chapelle pean confederation. Whatever vague plans rela-

that the King of Denmark prayed the Powers to tive to the creation of an international federation

compel his neighbor, the King of Sweden, to carry of Europe the mystical Czar may have enter-

out the provisions of the Treaty of Kiel. At the tained in his youth, such ideas were far from the

same time the princes of the little German states pui;pose of the autocrat who more than any other

who had been deprived of their thrones appealed single man controlled the destinies of Europe at

to the Powers against the tyranny of their new this time. In the mind of Prince Metternich the

suzerains, while the Elector of Hesse begged to be Conference of Aix-la-Chapelle and the following

allowed to exchange his ancient title for that of meetings of the diplomats at Troppau, Laibach,

king, and the inhabitants of Monaco presented and Verona were nothing more or less than what
a bill of grievances against their prince. It was the Congress of Paris was to Palmerston and
also at this Congress that England attempted Louis Napoleon or the Congress of Berlin to

to secure joint action in reference to the sup- Disraeli and Bismarck, merely an arrangement
pression of the slave trade and of the Barbary of the five great Powers to concert a common
pirates. Surely the Conference of Aix-la-Chapelle arrangement which had already been more or

possessed some remarkable aspects of inter- less determined by the force of arms. The
national policy, aspects which the diplomats of alliance was, moreover, weak, deplorably weak;
1 81 8 did not fail to see; and although Met- for England's sympathy with the Concert of

ternich was content to speak of the "pretty Powers could not be relied upon. And the mass
little Congress," Castlereagh in a burst of en- of "-the people in the countries concerned could

thusiasm wrote to Lord Liverpool: "It is satis- hardly be expected to befriend a system which
factory to observe how little embarrassment and in the hands of the Holy Alliance would prove an
how much solid good grow out of these reunions, effective machine to suppress the movement for

which sound so terrible at a distance. It really democracy.

appears to me to be a new discovery in the The modern reader of Nineteenth Century
European Government, at once extinguishing history, familiar with the idealism of the Hague
the cobwebs with which diplomacy obscures the Conferences and the League to Enforce Peace,

horizon, bringing the whole bearing of the system and somewhat neglectful of the obstacles which
into its true light, and giving to the counsels of block the establishment of a world confederation

the great Powers the efficiency and almost the even at the present day, is apt to be a little

simplicity of a single state.'' impatient of the lost fruits of Waterloo. He is

There was much indeed in the proceedings at filled with disgust that the proposals of Czar-

Charlemagne's old capital which might well toryski, in 1804, were not carried out in 181 5,

encourage the philosopher to believe that the forgetting the fact that no great propaganda had
world was on the road to universal peace. The previously instructed the masses of people in

new alliance was even better than the surprising favor of the ideal of perpetual peace as well as the

scheme of the exiled Emperor, which the Na- fact that the chancelleries of Europe were quite

poleonic Legend was already revealing, whereby unprepared to consider these congresses in any
a concentration and federation of the nation- other light than as fleeting expedients for securing

alities into a United States of Europe with a the present moment against the overturning of

federative court to arbitrate all disputes between the balance of power or against the outbreak of

the nations was in all good time to have been revolutions which might endanger the thrones

accomplished. But in the Napoleonic scheme of the legitimate monarchs. The Holy Alliance

the court was to have had its seat in Paris and the procured for Europe a few years of calm, and
nations were to have existed under the presidency albeit these were years when the spirit of liberal-

of the Emperor of France; while in the present ism was crushed in the Metternich System, no
Concert of Europe the great Powers tacitly recog- less a philosopher than Saint-Simon blessed the

nized, although they failed uniformly to observe, a. alliance as the peacemaker of society,

certain equality and independence of all states Had Rousseau been alive in 1825 when the bril-

great and small. Napoleon's scheme was a retro- liant diplomacy of George Canning shattered the

gression; the Concert of Europe was a movement Holy Alliance he would have been able to point to

forward. Napoleon, dazzled by the splendor of this wreck of international policies as proof of his

Charlemagne's Empire, had looked to the past, thesis concerning the absurdity of a confederation

The diplomats of 181 5 were the men of the future, of princes formed for the purpose of maintaining
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peace. It remained for Lord Castlereagh at Justice became a seriously debated question in

Aix-la-Chapelle to put his fmger on the inherent every one of the forty-four nations of the world,

weakness of the Metternich diplomacy when he In the meantime a Permanent Court of Arbitra-

made the observation that an Alliance Solidaire tion had been established at The Hague to which

to maintain the existing governments must imply all states which were willing to compromise

a previous establishment of such a system of rather than fight might appeal; and treaties

general government as would secure and enforce between certain states had been signed which

upon all kings and nations an internal system provided for compulsory arbitration before resort

of justice. This remarkable declaration was the to arms. To the pacifists, at least it looked as

nearest approach that England's great foreign if the world was rapidly traveling along the high-

secretary in the Liverpool ministry ever made in way to perpetual peace.

the direction of liberal politics. And, indeed, Then came the ultimatum of the Austro-

England's antagonism to the Holy Alliance was Hungarian Government. Weak as was the

not based upon any such grounds as Castlereagh's basis of international arbitration, in the fateful

criticism might lead us to suppose. Britannia summer of 19 14 the Central Powers prejudiced

had other reasons for defeating the diplomacy their case before the civilized world by refusing

of the " Dalai Lama of Vienna" and for annihilat- the offer of their puny opponent to carry their

ing the machinery by which he proposed to bring dispute to the Hague Tribunal. The refusal

the South American Republics under the rule of of Germany and Austria to submit to arbitration

Spain. And so England, with the help of the and the brutal violation of the treaties guarantee-

United States, frustrated the designs of the Holy ing the neutrality of Belgium profoundly dashed

Alliance and brought to a timely end one of the the hopes of those who had confidently relied

strangest perversions of religion and peace which upon the efficacy of the Hague Conventions,

the modern age has ever witnessed. President Taft has said that for days he was
stunned by the news from Europe; he was humili-

ated and full of despair. The calamity was.too

Ideas fly, but humanity crawls laboriously, horrible to believe. But one of the beautiful

Before Napoleon's Empire toppled over, the things about the War of the Nations—and the

dream of a perpetual peace had never been most terrible of human catastrophes often reveal

popularized. Only a few philosophers had supreme evidences of the nobleness of mankind

—

dreamed it and a few idealogues had talked it. was the manner in which the American jurists

But in the half century following the Napoleonic rallied from the shock of the European conflagra-

Era a world-wide propaganda for maintaining tion. One result of this rallying was the founding

the comity of nations was undertaken. Peace on June 17, 191 5, of the society called "The
societies by the score were founded in England, League to Enforce Peace" by such masters of

France, and America; a flood of essays and the science of law as Ex-President Taft, Presi-

pamphlets appeared, and international law became dent Lowell, Judge Alton B. Parker, Hamilton

a branch of learning taught at every great uni- Holt, George Grafton Wilson, and John Bassett

versity. All this had an effect on the chan- Moore. The programme of the society was an
celleries of both hemispheres so that a frequent appeal to the world to organize the forces of

resort to arbitration in international disputes civilization to the end that hereafter every dispute

was made; and yet the world was considerably between nations must be submitted to an inter-

startled when the Czar of the Russians, in 1897, national court for adjudication or to an inter-

proposed a conference of the Powers to discuss national council for conciliation before an appeal

the question of disarming the nations. The was made to the force of arms. The proposal

first Hague Conference was viewed in a half was widely discussed among the thinking people

serious, half patronizing way by the cabinets of America, and on May 27, 1916, our President

of the world. The Second Conference, in 1907, went so far as to say: "I am sure that I speak

was more highly esteemed. In fact, it was the mind and wish of the people of America when
apparent that much real good had been ac- I say that the United States is willing to become
complished not only in the matter of codifying a partner in any feasible association of nations

certain portions of international law but also in formed to realize these objects and make them
providing some new methods for the pacific secure against violence." And on the fourth of

settlement of international disputes. Interest July, 191 8, fifteen months after the United

had been aroused and the public attention had States had entered the war against Germany,
been fixed on the possibilities of the future, the President propounded as a part of the aims
The pious wish of the Second Conference for the of America " the establishment of an organization

establishment of an International Court of of peace which shall make it certain that the
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combined power of free nations will check every announced as one of the purposes of the American
invasion of right and serve to make peace and people "the destruction of every arbitrary power
justice the more secure by affording a definite anywhere that can separately, secretly, and of

tribunal of opinion to which all must submit and its single choice disturb the peace of the world;

by which every international readjustment that or, if it cannot be presently destroyed, at the

cannot be amicably agreed upon by the peoples least its reduction to virtual impotence." And
directly concerned shall be sanctioned." in other addresses and messages the President

The juristic thought in America which was has specifically appealed to the German people,

seeking a practical method to prevent the occur- over the head of their government as it were,

rence of another war like that which was desolat- to destroy the Hohenzollern autocracy and
ing Europe and injuring the whole world received establish a responsible government.

a sympathetic appreciation at the hands of When two nations are at war, the ethics of

European statesmen. Viscount Grey approved inviting a revolution among the subjects of

in England, M. Briand in France, and Von your enemy is not a question which can be
Bethmann-Hollweg, the Kaiser's Chancellor debated. But, on the other hand, why should

told the Main Committee of the Reichstag that our President have run the risk of stirring the

after the war Germany *' would honestly co- German population to a fury of resistance as

operate in examination of every endeavor to find were the French, in 1802, when they read King
a practical solution, and will collaborate for its George's invitation to oust the First Consul,

possible realization." But regardless of the by an attack upon their form of government?
attitude of the Central Powers toward the League The question is not difficult to answer. The
to Enforce Peace there appeared in certain well-thought-out peace policy of the Administra-

quarters of America and among the Allies a tion has been based upon the constructive crit-

disposition to regard the present alliance of the icism of Rousseau, Voltaire, and Immanuel Kant,

enemies of Pan-Germania as the already estab- History has proved that a perpetual peace with

lished nucleus of the desired confederation, kings and autocracies is as impossible as a peace

An increasing demand appeared among the between elephants and rhinoceroses, or wolves

friends and the opponents of the proposed League and dogs; and Mr. Wilson has ever been a devotee

to use the present alliance (an alliance which of the historical method in solving problems of

practically, although not technically, included statecraft. In his estimation it is time for the

the United States) for insuring the peace of the king business to come to an end. And he is

world and the observance of international law. right. The sine qua non of a successful con-

All agreed that it was necessary to uproot the federation to enforce peace must be the demo-
Hohenzollern despotism, to destroy the Prussian cratization of the nations which are to compose
militarism, to dissolve the Pan-Germanic unity, that league.

to redress the wrongs of 1871, and to liberate But what do we mean by the term democracy?
the slaves of the German ascendency. But as That is a question that bristles with difficulties

—

to the wisdom of going further, of abandoning difficulties which in the end may wreck the

the traditional policy of American isolation fondest hopes of the statesmen of 191 9? Cer-

and of entering into a. league of world powers to tainly the outward forms and traditions of a

enforce a state of peace, many sincere and far- nation's government are not the index of the

sighted citizens have expressed their doubts. extent of the control of its citizens over that

government. Only gullible people accept the

cry of the soap-box orators that England is

Without entering into a discussion of the pros undemocratic because George V is its monarch
and cons of the question I wish to point out one line or that Italy is a feudal state because of her king

of development which the present Administration and counts. In speaking of democracy, super-

has followed in its peace policy and to show the ficialities and the ancient trappings of another

relation of this policy to the past and the future, age must be brushed aside and we must come to

President Wilson has constantly laid emphasis fundamental questions. Is the government out

upon the need of the present age for democracy, of the hands of the people, or have they direction

And he has said that the safeguarding of democ- of the law-making and of the law-executing

racy was one of the war aims of our Government, processes? This is the vital query. And that

In his celebrated address to Congress on April country is most democratic, we would say, in

2, 191 7, he declared: "The world must be made which the people have the largest amount of

safe for democracy. Its peace must be planted control over the legislative and executive branches

upon the tested foundations of political liberty." of government.
In his address at the tomb of Washington he A study of the state papers of our President

WILSON S EMPHASIS ON DEMOCRACY
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since the entrance of the United States into the bring peace and safety to all nations and make
war will bring out the fact that the above given the world at last free." Again in his Labor Day
definition of democracy seems to tally with the speech: "It is clear now that it is much more
implications of Mr. Wilson. For instance, in than a war to alter the balance of power in

calling upon the German people to form a republic Europe. Germany, it is now plain, was striking

lie exonerated them from all blame of having at what free men everywhere desire and must
caused the war of 19 14, in as much as they had have—the right to determine their own fortunes,

no restraint over the Kaiser who provoked the to insist upon justice, and to oblige governments
war nor over the Bundesrat which sanctioned to act for them and not for the private and selfish

the war. He pitied the German people as interests of a governing class. It is a war to

victims of an autocratic government as bad as make the nations and peoples of the world secure

those governments in "the old unhappy days against every such power as the German autoc-

when peoples were nowhere consulted by their racy represents. It is a war of emancipation,

rulers, and wars were provoked and waged in the Not until it is won can men anywhere live free

interest of dynasties or of little groups of ambi- from constant fear or breathe freely while they

tious men who were accustomed to use their go about their daily tasks and know that govern-

fellowmen as pawns and tools." Again the ments are their servants, not their masters."

President gave some indication of his idea of the It is hardly necessary to translate the rhetoric

natureof democracy when he said: "Right is more of our President into plainer language. Surely

precious than peace, and we shall fight for the the ideal which has been held up to the world

things which we have always carried nearest our time after time is that of a government which is

hearts; for democracy, for the right of those who controlled in every branch by the people them-
submit to authority to have a voice in their own selves. It is to be at the hands of such self-

government . . . for a universal dominion governed states that the peace of the future will

of right by such a concert of free people as shall be secured!

THE SKEPTICAL ATTITUDE OF FRANCE
Socialists Ardent Supporters of the League of Nations—French Opinion in General Not

Hostile, But Sees Many Difficulties in the Plan

BY

STEPHANE LAUZANNE
(Editor-in-chief of Le Matin of Paris)

NO PROBLEM has ever produced such moved men's thoughts. It has kindled in them
a strange effect on the spirit of a a ray of hope which tends to shine more brightly

people as the problem of the League every day, in that they know that the civilized

of Nations on the spirit of France, world will be truly a civilized world only when it

The French are attracted by the is formed and fashioned in the likeness of a civil-

League of Nations and they fear it; they consider ized nation. In a civilized nation no one has the

it desirable and impracticable; they will help to right to kill another man, to obtain justice by
its realization with all their soul and heart and using force, to commit murder, nor to raise armed
will; nevertheless, they will not be overdispleased bands to shoot, blow up, or kill with poisoned gas

if it fails. other men. Tribunals exist to appease differ-

Let us study the curious contradiction. Pres- ences and to prevent fighting; every citizen is as-

ident Wilson, one of the most noble and generous sociated with every other citizen in the common
of spirits, one of the greatest figures that has ap- cause of security and progress. In a civilized

peared in the entire war, launched if not the idea world no nation has the right to massacre, no
at least the first definite statement thereof, nation ought to have the right to resort to the use

And his statement has awakened in all hearts, of force to obtain justice, no nation ought to have
tired of carnage and slaughter, the same infinite the right to attack, harm, or destroy another

hope that words of goodness, liberty, and fratern- nation. There ought to be tribunals to appease
ity always awaken. The statement has done the differences of peoples as well as those of in-

more than merely move men's emotions; it has dividuals; every nation ought to be associated
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with every other nation to assure the progress of " Let us suppose (he wrote on the twenty-:

the entire world. fifth of December, 1917), as the mathematicians
> This theory is not only appealing, it is irrefuta- say, that the problem is solved. Let us suppose

ble. But it is a law for this earth that the most that the Society of Nations, made up of all the

profoundly just and true theories, those which nations, had been created by common accord

have been most scientifically demonstrated, en- about the year 1910 or 191 2. What would it

counter, when put into practice, obstacles which have accomplished? After the assassination of

have not been surmounted and are often insur- the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, the Hague Tri-

mountable. bunal, or perhaps the Washington Tribunal, would
President Wilson, who is not only a great jurist have made inquiry into the conditions of the mur-

and a noble idealist but who also has that genius der. It would have taken certain steps. And
for realization which is a characteristic of all Am- if Austria, still dissatisfied, had invaded Serbia

ericans, has not failed to appreciate the difificul- for the sake of revenge or to give scope to her am-
ties which the League of Nations would encounter bitious designs, if Germany had joined with her

were it put into practice. And, if, in his messages, in this, then all the other Allied nations, in the

he has insisted with a force that is every day more performance of their duty, would have entered

eloquent on the necessity of tackling the problem, a war against the Central Powers in order to force

he has never given a detailed solution for it. He them to. respect the liberties and the integrity of

has done better that that, for he has swept aside little Serbia. For there can be no rule without

certain factors which would have made it abso- sanction therefor. No international law is pos-

utely impossible. On the second of April, 191 7, sible if there does not exist at the service of this law

in his immortal declaration of war, he formally the organized force that is superior to that of any
declared that ''no autocratic government could he nation or to that of any alliance of nations of

trusted to keep faith within a partnership of nations which President Wilson speaks.

or observe its covenants. It must he a league of "If the Society of Nations had existed in 19 14

honor, a partnership of opinion. Intrigue would and if Germany had violated its laws, the entire

eat its vitals away; the plottings of inner circles world would have taken military action against

who could plan what they would and render account to Germany by means of war, economic action by
no one, would he a corruption seated at its very heart, means of blockade, and of depriving her of the

Only a free people can hold their purpose and their necessities of life. The entire world would have
honor steady to a common end, and prefer the inter- been at war with her and her allies. And in order

ests of mankind to any narrow interest of their own." that the League of Nations might continue to

exist, in order that the rule of justice, scarcely
NO ROOM FOR GERMAN AUTOCRACY ^,. , , , , .. i ^ • ^ ^u • 4- /,

outlined, could have continued to exist, the victory

These are admirable words of truth and of phil- of the Entente Powers would have been as neces-

osophic depth, words which deserve to be graven sary as it is to-day. Mr. Lloyd-George and Pres-

in stone. No autocracy, then, in the League of ident Wilson would have said, as they say to-day:

Nations, no German militarism, nor Austrian im- 'No League of Nations without victory.'

perialism in it. No universal League of Nations, "The difference is that, in 191 4, a verdict in the

even, but a limited society, a society of democra- case would have been handed down by the com-
cies! mon tribunal of the nations, and that there would

Certain hasty critics have observed neither the have been no possible discussion of the violations

same prudence nor the same logic as President of right committed by Germany nor on the re-

Wilson. They have been farther from the truth, sponsibility for having caused the war.

much farther from the truth. They have falsified "The difference would have been that, in place

his text, as do all commentators. They have of seeing the neutral nations hesitating, frightened

tried to build complete in all details the League by German force, disturbed by German lies, rally-

of Nations, which has existed only in outline, ing only under the protection of one of the En-

They have succeeded in showing how difficult the tente armies, at the moment when they had seen

construction would be, and they have been able on which side lay right, they would all, at the very

only to set up a house of cards which the first beginning, have entered into the battle in fulfil-

breath of wind would knock down. • ment of their obligations not only on account of

For example, this is how one of the most emin- their moral responsibility but on account of their

ent French Socialists, M. Albert Thomas, a man clearly understood interests.

Who has given abundant proof of his practical " Finally the difference is that, the rights of the

experience and actual talents, formerly the French peoples having been defined clearly, there would

Minister of Munitions, depicts the League of have been no uncertainty nor hesitation concern-

Nations: ing the end of the war.
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"And it is impossible to doubt that the present Take the case of the last Balkan war in 1Q12.

situation of the war would have been decidedly I sit possible to-day, from a seven years'perspective,

different from what it is to-day." to estabhsh with any degree of certitude the

I have cited the passage at length in order to reasons for its outbreak and determine without

give the critic's argument its widest scope. But, hesitation the responsibility for it? Can you
who does not see the argument's fallacy? Who affirm with any degree of certainty that a court

does not perceive that this reenforced skyscraper composed of American, European, and Asiatic

is a cardboard column likely to fall with the first jurists would be unanimous in condemning Turkey
push that is given it? and exonerating Bulgaria? And to-morrow, if

We are shown the spectacle, in case of war, of all the Ukraine should suddenly hurl itself against

the nations making war at once, without the least . the Republic of the Don, or if Finland invades

hesitation, without delay, without any discussion. Great Russia, with your international court would
against the people that disturbs the peace of the you be really in a way to pronounce a verdict

world. Is it a certainty that this unanimity within five days? And if Sweden took Finland's

would result? Is it a certainty that there would part and Germany took Great Russia's, could

be no falling away, no delay? And, granting you guarantee that Argentina, Japan, Australia,

that there would be none of this, is it a certainty and even France would consent to mobilize their

that irremediable catastrophies could be avoided? fleets and their armies to settle the question of a

To consider once more M. Thomas's example of frontier on the banks of the Neva? Can you
the war of 1914, let us suppose that there had been guarantee that every war of every Slav republic

at that time a Society of Nations, that England would have for a correlative the mobilization of

had had an army, that the United States had had the entire world?

an army, and that the Anglo-American army had And then are you certain that the idea of a

not lost a day nor an hour. Is it a certainty that Society of Nations is exactly a new one? Are
they would have prevented the Germans from you certain that there did not exist a Society of

being at the gates of Liege on the seventh of Au- Nations before the outbreak of the present war?
gust, in Brussels on the nineteenth of August Have you never heard that, on the fifteenth of

and before Paris on the second of September? June, 1907, at The Hague, forty-four nations of

"The difference," continues M. Thomas, "is the civilized world (Germany was one of the num-
that there would not have been the possibility of ber) assembled and met together to form such a

any discussion of the violation of rights committed league? Have you never heard of the treaty that

by Germany, nor upon what nations rests the was signed then which, according to the wording

responsibility for causing the war." But is that at the treaty's head, had for its object " Fixing the

so sure? How was there any discussion in 191401 laws and usages at war on the land?" Have you
the violation of Belgium by Germany? Did not never read the terms of this Convention, have you
Germany herself, in the teeth of all the world, never glanced through the sixty-odd articles which
hurl the avowal of this violation when Von to-day, in the presence of the nameless horrors

Bethmann-Hollweg, in the Reichstag, cynically de- that we have witnessed, offer a prodigious interest

clared: "We have invaded Belgium to actuality?

Yes, we know that it is contrary to international
lo,.,. U,,^ „, u A u V A ^ HAGUE RULES OF WARFARE DISREGARDED
law; but we were compelled by necessity. And
necessity knows no law." What international Let us quote some articles of the Convention,

tribunal's verdict could have the force of this Article 56 of the Hague Convention provided

avowal from the lips of the guilty man? How- that "the property of municipalities, that of in-

ever, the world has not moved, the world has not stitutions dedicated to religion, charity, and educa-

trembled, the world has not been up in arms, tion, to the arts and sciences, even when state

And who would guarantee that another time when property, shall be treated as private property,

the case will be perhaps less flagrant, the crime All seizure of, destruction, or wilful damages
more obscure, the aggressor less cynical, the world done to institutions of this character, historical

will tremble and rise in arms? monuments, works of art and science, is forbidden,

and should be made the subject of legal proceed-

ings."

Moreover, is it always possible to determine Four names, which will be eternally remembered
the responsibility for war's origin? Is it always are here sufficient to answer: there is Rheims and
possible, before an international tribune of arbi- its Cathedral, Louvain and its Library, Arras and
tration, to throw the proper light and all the light its Town Hall, Ypres and its Bell Tower. . . .

on the course events have taken? Will the judges Where are the legal proceedings? When are they
always be unanimous? going to begin? What neutral nation, among

DIFFICULTY OF FIXING BLAME
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those who had signed the Convention, has lodged .Society? Will the future act of the future Society
a protest against the destruction of the Library of of Nations be a simple scrap of paper, like the
Louvain and the wilful damage done to the Cathed- last act of 1 907?
ral of Rheims? . I am not asking these questions for my pleasure,

There was an article 23, stating that it was or out of irony. I am asking them because they
especially forbidden

:

are being asked by the people of France at this

/NT 1 • -J hour, and because so far no satisfactory answer
(a) To employ poison or poisoned weapons. . u u •

*^^^^i:y cniow».i

(b) To kill or wound an enemy who, having laid ^^^ ^^^" 8^^^"-

down his arms, or having no longer means of FRANCE IS SYMPATHETIC BUT SKEPTICAL
defense, has surrendered at discretion.

(c) To declare that no quarter will be given. . For a year, an extra-parliamentary commission
(d) To employ arms, projectiles, or material cal- appointed by M. Clemenceau has been at work

culated to cause unnecessary suffering. on these problems in France. Its members are
(e) To make improper use of a flag of truce, of the eminent French jurists, and at its head is M.

national flag or of the military insignia and l^^^ Bourgeois, one of the ablest statesman of
uniform of the enemy, as well as the distinc-

^^^ ^^-^^ Republic, the man who represented
tive badges of the Geneva Convention. r- ^ ^i i t r^ • 11

(f) To destroy or seize the enemy's property, unless .^J^"^^
at the Hague Congress in 1907, and whose

such destruction or seizure be imperatively "^e work has been the defense of the pnnciple of

demanded by the necessities of war. international arbitration. No one as yet is ac-

(g) A belligerent is likewise forbidden to compel the quainted with the results of the work accom-
nationals of the hostile party to take part in plished by M. Leon Bourgeois and his colleagues,

the operations of war directed against their but I would be misrepresenting facts were I to
own country, even if they were in the belliger- say that France is firmly convinced they have
ent's service before the commencement of the found the solution so long sought for and so anxi-
^^^- ously awaited.

Every word of that article has been trampled France remains warmly sympathetic, but' pro-

under the feet of the German invaders. It was foundly skeptical. Her sufferings have taught

forbidden to employ poison or poisoned weapons, her to be distrustful of great ideological theories.

And in the spring of 191 7, when the Germans and only to believe in simple and practical things,

evacuated certain parts of the north of France, She considers, for instance, that at this time the

instructions emanating from the German General best guarantee against the crime called war is the

Headquarters were found in the pocket of many punishment of those who have brought it upon
German prisoners or on the dead, and those in- the world. She demands that the guilty be pun-

structions indicated how the water of the wells ished. She expects it of justice. And already

was poisoned: "Such and such a soldier," ran she sees a strange reticence in some, a strange

instructions, ''will be in charge of the wells, leniency in others. It is a curious thing, but the

will throw in each one a sufficient quantity of Socialists who almost everywhere are the most

poison or creosote, or, lacking these, all available ardent supporters of the League of Nations for

filth." It was forbidden to declare that no quarter Peace are now among those least in favor of

would be given. And here is the order of the day punishment for Germany and the Kaiser who
issued on August 25, 1914, by General Stenger, planned and perpetrated the most horrible of wars,

commanding the Fifty-Eighth German Brigade, If no punishment is meted out to-day, by what
to his troops: ''After to-day no more prisoners right will punishment be inflicted to-morrow?
will be taken. All prisoners are .to be killed. If nothing is done now to punish Germany, can

Wounded, with or without arms, are to be killed, anything ever be done again to punish any one?

Even prisoners already grouped in convoys are France will rejoice if she is mistaken. She
to be killed. Let not a single living enemy remain will certainly not delay by a single hour the or-

behindus." ganization of a League of Nations, but she will

What neutral nation has entered a protest believe in the efficacy of such a League only when
against all those acts which were forbidden? And she has seen it work—above all, when she has seen

if all the neutral nations remained silent last time, it deal out just punishment. Who can blame her?

who can guarantee that next time every nation No city in the world could have confidence in its

will act? Is the future Society of Nations going police, if ordinances were continually being en-

to draw up articles of the same kind as the Hague acted, but no transgressors were ever arrested.



THE ENGLISH ATTITUDE
Most Important British Statesmen For the League

—
''Freedom of the Seas'' and the

British Fleet Not Regarded as Impediments

BY

LORD CHARNWOOD

WHAT is the English attitude sition are there, and what about the great mass
toward a League of Nations? of Conservative opinion? It is quite possible

[Lord Charnwood is a British that there may be reluctance on the part of an
Liberal who is mainly known interesting group of men who before the war had
to the American public as the long and vainly preached to us that in a manly

author of a life of Abraham Lincoln.] There can spirit of patriotism we should arm against the

be no doubt as to the answer: First, the English plain danger ahead and who may persist in such

people are as solid as any people ever were over preaching after it has become irrelevant. They
anything in their adherence to the general object were unhappily disregarded then; they will

at which the League of Nations' proposal aims, happily be disregarded now; the Militarist school,

Secondly, they are quite aware of the difficult so to label them, have widely read organs in the

questions of detail which this proposal raises, press which may attract attention abroad, but

have had plenty to think about from day to day they are a group of able literary men, not a sec-

during the war, have accordingly, as a rule, not tion of operative public opinion. And as to the

speculated very much as to how to handle the old Conservative party, of which the Prime Minis-

wholly unforeseeable circumstances which might ter is a leader but not a member, it cannot be too

exist after the war, and are critical as to hasty emphatically said that it is misleading to talk of

proposals which might defeat their own object, the old party division as a live thing to-day.

Thirdly, they are sure that despite all the Certain politicians and journalists value their old

difficulties the (humanly speaking) permanent party associations for obvious reasons, and may
securing of a just peace is practicable and is succeed soon enough in finding new issues with

necessary. More briefly, they are beginning to which to bring about a new party cleavage; but

take stock of the difficulties with the knowledge the mass of men ceased, and ceased finally, in the

that they can be surmounted and the determina- first fortnight of the war to think of themselves

tion that they shall. or their neighbors as Liberals or Conservatives.

This is a state of mind on the part of the Eng- The extent to which this has happened with us,

lish which, without much public expression, has is, I think, hardly appreciated in America. The
long been maturing, and a writer who left England two or three leading Englishmen who would
some months ago but who had previously been in probably be supposed here to be great Conserva-

practical contact with many afi'airs and many tives, Unionists, Imperialists, or what not, are

sections of the people there, can speak of it with (as judged by an old Liberal) men who on all

perfect assurance. No Englishman has a ready, great issues have wide sympathies and progressive

cut and dried answer to the questions which arise, minds. In any case there is in most countries

but my own individual attempt later in this (in relation to such an issue as this) such a thing

article at a sort of preliminary survey of the ques- as the people. The English people plunged into

tion, will bring out points which in the main ap- this war upon a sudden challenge, saying that

peal to Englishmen generally. It will have they would somehow or other make an end not

been observed that both the Prime Minister and only of the then present peril, but of the European
the leaders of the possible opposition party have war system. We have had four years of this,

declared for the League of Nations. The leader such years as are not likely to have mitigated our

who has spoken most earnestly and most boldly feeling on the matter. We think of our million

in this sense is Sir Edward Grey, and as to foreign dead, including as they do the best and dearest

affairs Sir Edward Grey is the man supremely of our youth: ''These dead shall not have
qualified to speak for England. It is an ''open died in vain."

secret," too, that the men who have most care- It follows, I think, from this analysis of the

fully and ably studied this very question are prevailing English state of mind that American
among the Prime Minister's confidential advisers, critics of the League of Nations may lay aside

What cross-currents and what elements of oppo- any suspicions as to English (or for that matter.
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French) aims in this connection. They are not for the French people quite another meaning,

up against any deep-laid design to make them In England, no one can really be supposed to care

subservient to that fabulous thing British imperial for any British '' Imperial" aims except the con-

aggressiveness, or any plot against those conceiv- tinuance of the tie of kinship with the British

able American ambitions as to which the average communities overseas, and the honest discharge

Englishman is both ignorant and unconcerned, of our responsibilities for the defense, order, and
Those who count most on our side in this matter progress of peoples, such as those in India, under
are just the great mass of ordinary English men our protection. (Assertions giving a different view
and English women who think that with a little of the British Empire are, of course, current in the

patience and common sense the recurrence of the United States as in England, but every sensible man
war (within any future worth contemplating) can really knows that they are partly hallucinations

be prevented, and desire now and from time to and partly lies—chiefly lies.) Something precisely

time hereafter to enter into such arrangements parallel must be said of the trade rivalries which
with other peoples as may seem to help that pur- may breed wars where a limited and rich class

pose. There can be no doubt whatever that a rules. These, of course, have produced plentiful

closely similar statement would apply to France, international jealousies up to now, but as possible

Is there any doubt that (with a certain amount causes of war they are perishing before our eyes,

of nervousness about extending the sphere of What does the ordinary Englishman who has been

their responsibilities) the American people feel fighting in this war care whether Mr. Rockefeller

about the question like the French or the English? or Lord Cowdray is the biggest man in the Mexican
It is, of course, not for me to say.

~

oil business? It would be sheer stupidity to ig-

With the responsible statesmen of the nations nore the growth of democracy (not of the adop-

already at the job, it would be idle to elaborate tion of democratic forms but of the actual energy

an amateur solution of any of the questions of and effectiveness of the thoughts of the people

detail. Yet in their broader aspects t-he main at large) which has gone on of late years and been
difficulties must be glanced at, and, since they enormously accelerated by the war, or to ignore its

look pretty large, it is well to steady one's self potency as a force for peace. True, a whole
first by looking at the much larger facts which people of its spontaneous will may desire a fight,

compel a hopeful and a resolute attitude in the but for what causes? Hunger, religion, sympathy
main. with people of one's own race who are suppressed

^„^ ^,^^,^,,,^,^^ ^,,, „^ ^,rr^w.^^,.^ by another government! The possible condi-
THE DIFFICULTIES CAN BE OVERCOME J j i

•
i -.i i i- •

tions, under :which either hunger or religion may •

People who had not paid any careful attention cause wars again, lie far ahead; there would be no

to the progress of invention were quite certain use and some harm in speculating about them
before the war that neither aircraft nor sub- just now. There remains present the danger of

marines, which had so often disappointed their nationalist wars; this is the chief problem with

inventors, would count for very much. A similar which the Peace Conference has to deal and to

blindness to the larger social and political devel- this I must return; but I assume for the moment
opments of late years is very common among a that the problem thus narrowed down is not

certain kind of wise men. The common asser- beyond the power of such good-will and good

tions that agreements among nations have always sense as the Christian nations can put up between

failed and always will fail and that democracies them,

are as quarrelsome as other kinds of government
are merely results of this blindness. The democ-
racies with which we have to reckon really are . If, further, we face the real facts of recent

without the incentives to strife which have caused international history, we shall cease to regard the

wars among civilized nations. The dominions of late war as any kind of proof that the cause of

a monarchy such as the late Austro-Hungarian international justice had • made no headway.
Monarchy were like a family estate; the actual As Mr. Ramsay Muir had made plain in **Na-

possessor wanted to hand on to his heir the estate tionalism and Internationalism"; recent history

which he had derived from his ancestors, con- before the war recorded a continuous and surpris-

served, improved, and, if possible, enlarged. His ing growth of friendly and concerted action

ministers and even the mass of his people might among a number of "Powers" together with a

adopt his ambition in this matter as their own; definite and avowed uprising against this on the

but with the dynastic principle gone this sort of part of Germany and such Powers as could be

ambition is a survival destined to perish. The drawn into her train. To this record the war
first French Republic had conquering ambitions has now added the crushing defeat of that insur-

enough, but to-day even the glory of France has _rection. Up to the war there had for a full gen-

FRIENDLY RELATIONS AMONG THE POWERS
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eration been a steady growth in agreements be-

tween nations for the mutual promotion of one

another's legitimate interests, for the avoidance

of war, and for the mitigation of its atrocity if it

occurred. These agreements were kept, except

by Germany and her vassals, and each breach of

agreement on their part was a step in their un-

doing. The war, moreover, has witnessed a de-

gree of loyal and energetic cooperation among the

Allies (including, under this term, America) such

as the world never saw before. The war proved

not that treaties are ''scraps of paper" but that

the Power which so treats them will go under.

The League of Nations, understood in a broad

sense, is not a project of the future but a fact. It

came into pretty vigorous being when France and
England cleaned up all their causes of quarrel,

guided by those great public servants, King Ed-

ward and Monsieur Delcasse.

Thus in approaching definite projects for the

future and the definite difficulties which attend

them we must observe that the essence of an ef-

fective and enduring League does not lie in the

creation of new machinery or in the precise

formulation of international obligations, import-

ant as these things may be. It lies in the clear

recognition by a circle of nations, which will cer-

tainly widen, of several common human interests

which appeal to the mass of the people in all of

them, and in the habit, already begun, of common
action between their statesmen in those interests

—such action to be aboveboard and avowed.

The principles involved are few and simple

—

peace, the husbanding so far as possible in the

world's interest of the world's resources of food,

and, above all, fair play to the underdogs among
the nations. Difficult as the many questions

of detail may be, they are emphatically questions

of detail, to be resolved by patience. All the dif-

ficulties of creating a League will be in a fair way
to be overcome if once the principal Powers con-

cerned resolve that their representatives shall

meet at regular intervals to take counsel in com-
mon about current international problems.

THE MEANING OF THE "FREEDOM OF THE SEAS"

To begin with the difficulties which seem to

have attracted most public attention so far, I

cannot imagine that the "freedom of the seas"

is a serioijs difficulty at all. The seas are free

in peace and will remain so while we keep the

peace. Long before these pages appear we may
know what President Wilson means by this

phrase; at this moment none of us know. Only
we have every reason to suppose that he has ut-

tered the phrase with some very sensible purpose.

Pretty certainly he did not mean that two Powers
which have repeatedly used the weapon of block-

ade to save their very existence are hurriedly to

resolve on making its future use impossible in

any war; yet this is the meaning attributed to

him by those whom his words have alarmed.

Is there any more serious trouble to be expected

about the relative strength of the British and the

American and other navies? 1 1 is right and proper

that Mr. Winston Churchill, under whose author-

ity the then Prince Louis of Battenberg had the

British navy handy at the critical moment, should

have spoken proudly of the navy. It has done
big enough things to deserve big talk. Yet it is

quite certain that the heavily burdened British

people will not continue what is really a vast ex-

pense in maintaining its navy merely as a monu-
ment to that navy's greatness in the past. The
strength of our navy has hitherto been regulated

by our obvious needs. We once had a so-called

"two-Power standard"; that meant that a

French and Russian combination against us was
not an unlikely contingency. We have since had
a standard, less publicly formulated, which meant
preparedness for attack by Germany. It is

safe to assume that the Allied statesmen are sane

and that German offensive sea power is not going

to be built up again just yet. If so, no reason

exists for the indefinite continuance of a very great

British navy. If it be the case that American
policy requires a great strengthening of the United

States navy, so be it; English people will refuse to

contemplate that as a menace to themselves.

The gist of the whole matter is that, with or with-

out explicit, mutual covenants to insure it, dis-

armament (that is reduction of our armaments to

the scale required by certain purposes which may
almost be called purposes of police) will come
about of itself when Germany is seen to be dis-

armed and the situation in the Balkans, and in

Russia and Western Asia has settled down. Three

points only in this connection need further notice

here. The possession of a submarine navy should,

it seems, be renounced by all Powers in the Peace

Treaty. The possibility of wholly unexpected

attack by aircraft suddenly converted from peace

to war purposes may be a subject for serious at-

tention. Frank disclosure and discussion be-

tween the Powers at their recurrent conferences,

of their policy in the matter of armament is a

necessity.

THE SUPREME OBJECT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

We come now to a graver difficulty: The su-

preme object of any League worth having is inter-

national justice; peace derived from any other

cause is neither obtainable nor desirable. It

follows that we cannot have an International

Court with force behind it to maintain all existing

recognized rights unless we have also an estab-
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lished way of keeping those recognized rights Powers generally, under express conditions for

really right. There are doubtless directions in the benefit of the natives and of international

which the policy of arbitration treaties can at trade, and that all questions affecting its position

once be extended, but the process of setting up a there should come up for periodic review by the

formal reign of law among nations seems to be Powers.

subject to this sort of limitation: The recog- It is impossible here to discuss duly the ques-

nized subjects of one Power may conceivably tion of when, if ever, Germany can be admitted
rebel, and the circumstances may make it right to any League that may be formed. Germany
that another Power should intervene before should be entitled from the first to guarantee

they are crushed; we cannot entangle ourselves against attack upon her remaining territory by
in a treaty which would debar us in all possible surrounding Powers. Surely, too, it would be a
circumstances from such intervention. England, grave mistake that she should permanently

after Waterloo, refused to entangle herself thus be excluded from the benefit of any treaties as to

and was undoubtedly right. America could trade which may be made between the Allies,

hardly bind herself never to act again as she acted But it does not follow that she should yet be al-

in Cuba. But the causes from which rebellions lowed a voice in the deliberations of the League
of the sort in question arise do not spring up in a of Associated Nations upon all the points upon
hurry; and the League or Concert of Nations which they must act together. There must be a

which is desired, involves, in any case, recurrent period of probation.

Conferences at fairly brief intervals. May not These few examples show that the problem

the solution of this difficulty be found in a guar- which will have to be faced in the negotiations

antee by all the Powers concerned of the terri- now in progress will not be settled in any single

torial and other rights settled at the original conference. But this is not so discouraging a

Peace Conference till the next ensuing Confer- conclusion as it may seem, for another great war
ence, which would insure that at each recurring is not immediately in sight and a lasting peace

Conference the really doubtful questions of ter- can better be brought about by a gradual growth

ritorial adjustment would be, if necessary, recon- than by a hurried attempt to construct Utopia

sidered? After such reconsideration the guar- right away. Probably we do not rightly conceive

antees would be renewed after any needful re- of a League of Nations that can live, if we think

adjustment of the rights gu.aranteed. This is not of it as a sort of Federation, setting up a Parlia-

a wanton suggestion that the whole world should ment of the Nations in which a majority can

be put into the melting pot every two years bind the whole, and requiring of every nation

or so. The regions in the Balkans and elsewhere some surrender of its sovereignty. We may
where difficult questions of this kind are to be rather think of it as a loose kind of association

expected are few, and the difficulty in their case such as frequently springs up between individuals

is so obvious as to make the periodic revision of who are neighbors with common interests. The
the approaching Peace Settlement a stirring essential points are two only: First, that the

necessity. A further point should be noted Powers now definitely associated together decide

which makes periodic conferences of the Powers to meet in conference at regular intervals to safe-

requisite. Certain German and Turkish posses- guard the peace once established and take counsel

sions have been freed, cannot be restored to their together over the many questions of interna-

old masters, and cannot govern themselves. For tional interest which are bound, as the world goes

many of these cases it seems unlikely that any ef- on, to^ccur more and more frequently. Secondly,

fective scheme of international administration that it is their recognized aim to draw other na-*

can be devised at least for the present, and yet in tions into real association with themselves, and

many of them it would be obviously bad that one that any exclusion of other Powers which they

of the Allied Powers should annex the territory, may for a time have to maintain is maintained

For example, though certain territory may no not for the sake of exclusion but for the sake of

doubt properly be annexed to the Union of South unity in the common cause of justice. Certain

Africa, it is certainly undesirable (from the nations have been banded together during

British point of view especially) that any territory the war in that cause of justice, it is before all

should be annexed directly to the British Crown, things necessary, not only in their own interest

The only proper solution in such a case as Meso- but in that of the world, that they cultivate

potamia, for example, is that any one of the assiduously that understanding between their

Powers which occupies the country should do so peoples by which their efforts have thus far been

as the recognized mandatory and agent of the sustained.



OUR NAVY AND A LEAGUE OF NATIONS
America's Navy Soon to be Equal to Britain's—What This Means in the Formation of an

International League—New Statistics on the Relative Naval Power of the Great Nations

BY

FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE

WITH the surrender by Germany
of practically its entire navy,

there remain in the world but

two important naval Powers,

the United States of America

and Great Britain. The British Navy is still the

largest and most powerful in the world, but with

the completion of the three-year building pro-

gramme for the American Navy, authorized in

1916, America's Naval forces will so nearly equal

those of Britain that the two may fairly be said

to be evenly matched. And unless Great Britain

embarks at once upon a new naval construction

programme, a course not considered probable

under the circumstances, the carrying out of the

new three-year programme which Secretary

Daniels has recommended to Congress will place

the American Navy, in the number and power of

its effective fighting craft, ahead of Britain's,

so far as capital ships are concerned.

In a statement presented to the House Com-
mittee on Naval Affairs on December 12th by
Rear-Admiral Charles J. Badger of the Navy
General Board, exact figures showing the actual

and comparative strength of all the navies of the

world were set forth. It is, therefore, possible,

for the first time since the beginning of the

European War, to discuss naval affairs in the

light of precise knowledge of all the facts. The
facts alone, moreover, are sufficiently novel,

even startling, in many of their details, to con-

stitute an important revelation of the new posi-

tion relatively to the rest of the world in which

the termination of the war finds the United States.

The first reliance of the navies of to-day, as it

was at the beginning of the war, is in the battle-

International Film Service

THE SURRENDER OF THE GERMAN FLEET
By ^yhich Germany sank from the second naval Power to a state of negligible influence upon the seas. It closed, also, the

imperialistic dream of German world domination by control of the oceans, and opened the way for the formation of a League
of Nations



International Film Service

THE FIFTY GERMAN DESTROYERS SURRENDERING
The accurate torpedo fire of these vessels prevented the British Fleet from closing in sufficiently to bring the Battle of Jutland

to a decisive ending

© Underwood & Underwood

SOME OF THE GERMAN CRUISERS
Photographed at thirty miles an hour from the deck of the Seymour on the morning of November 21st, when the_Germaa

Fleet surrendered off Harwich, England
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ADMIRAL MEURER BOARDING THE "QUEEN ELIZABETH"
He surrendered 6 battle cruisers, lo battleships, 8 liglit cruisers, 50 destroyers, and 150 submarines

BRITISH AND AMERICAN SEA LEADERS
International Film Service

Left to right: Admiral Beatty, Rear-Admiral Rodman, the King of England, the Prince of Wales, and Admiral Sims.
With Britain still the first Naval Power and America now the second. President Wilson's "overwhelining concert of power"
for a League of Nations has a solid nucleus so far as the seas are concerned
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Transferring a German Submarine's Crew to a British Ship
International Film Service

German Submarines Interned at Harwich
International Film Service

A Dejected German Submarine Crew

THE END OF SUBMARINE PIRACY

Underwood & Underwood
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© Underwood & Underwood

OUR FLEET IN THE HUDSON RIVER

The three-year building programme proposed by the Navy Department would give us a navy at least as powerful as Great

Britain's. But, whereas such a programme when proposed by Germany threatened the peace of the world, proposed by us

it is intended as our fair share in the burden of policing the seas for the League of Nations
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ship of the dreadnaught or all-big-gun type.

Effective as it has been against unarmed mer-

chantmen, the submarine has not, as many
theorists and not a few practical Navy men
predicted it would four years ago, rendered the

battleship obsolete. Great Britain has thirty-

three dreadnaughts now afloat; there is no inti-

mation or knowledge that she intends to build any

more; at any rate, no more are under construc-

tion. The United States has fourteen dread-

naughts afloat and thirteen more either under

construction or provided for under the existing

three-year programme. Prior to the signing of

the armistice on November nth, Germany had

nineteen dreadnaughts in the water and seven

under construction; construction work 6n these

latter, however, had been stopped for two or

three years. Great Britain's position in respect

to dreadnaughts actually afloat, therefore, was
mathematically in accord with her traditional

policy of maintaining a navy equal to that of any
other two Powers. But with the completion of

the ships of this class now under way or to be

begun by the United States before July i, 1919,

that preponderance will no longer obtain. And
unless Britain lays down several more dread-

naughts almost at once, the adoption and carry-

ing out of the Administration's new three-year

programme will place the United States actually

in a position of numerical superiority in the most
formidable type of fighting craft.

The new programme, as presented by Secretary

Daniels, calls for the addition to our fleet in the

next three years of ten dreadnaughts, six battle

cruisers and 140 smaller ships, the types and pro-

portions of these to be determined after all the

naval lessons of the war can be fully studied and
assimilated.

Of battle cruisers, the type of naval vessel that

combines something of the fighting power of the

older battleships with the speed and radius of

action of the cruiser, there are none in our Navy
to-day. We have six under construction, against

Britain's nine now afloat and four building. The
six more which the Administration's programme
calls for would give us twelve to Britain's thir-

teen assuming the latter nation added no ships of

this type in the meantime.
No nation has under way any additions to

existing fleets of battleships of the old-fashioned

type. Great Britain has twenty-nine of these,

the United States twenty-five. Of first-class

cruisers we have twelve to Britain's thirty; we
have under construction ten scout cruisers and
have afloat twenty-nine light cruisers, while

Britain has eighty-nine of the latter in the water
and fifteen more building. The six-year pro-

gramme of the Navy General Board, for which

Mr. Daniels wishes to substitute the three-year

programme above outlined, called for thirty

more scout cruisers. Under the Administration's

programme a considerable proportion of the 140

unarmed types of ships to be built will doubtless

be cruisers.

There are but two other classes of naval craft

of prime importance in the makeup of a modern
navy, although, as reference to the table ac-

companying this article will show, there is an
immense number and variety of small craft,

auxiliary and coast-defense ships, supply vessels,

etc., included in any comprehensive statement of

naval strength. The two important classes

referred to are destroyers and submarines. The
war has brought both these types more sharply

into the public eye than any other sort of naval

vessels. There is good naval opinion that neither

is quite as essential as its prominence in current

naval discussions would indicate. Neither is

negligible, and in the war just finished it was these

two kinds of fighting ships that saw the most
active service. That this would have been the

case against a foe more civilized than Germany is

questionable, however. Nevertheless, no nation

maintaining a navy can afford to be without a

plentiful supply of both classes; our General

Board's six-year programme called for 233 new
submarines and 108 more destroyers. With the

ninety-two destroyers we now have afloat and
the 238 under construction, this would give us

438 destroyers by 1925, while Great Britain will

have 516 when the 107 now building are added to

the 409 in commission. We have eighty sub-

marines in service to Britain's 140; we are build-

ing ninety-nine more, Britain eighty-two more
at last accounts. No small part of the

$600,000,000 which the Secretary of the Navy
asks Congress for blanket authority to expend in

the next three years will have to be used for des-

troyers and submarines, in any event.

Not the least surprising part of the comparative

statistics of our Navy and that of Great Britain's

is the number of aircraft each possesses. The
total of 2,316 seaplanes built or commissioned in

our Navy is but slightly exceeded by Britain's

2,534; we have 655 building or contracted for,

Britain 1,224.

It is hardly necessary to consider the remaining

navies, with those of Germany and Austria-

Hungary in the possession of the Allies and the

United States, and with Russia's fleet, never for-

midable, in a state of collapse. France is the only

nation that has even half as many dreadnaughts

as the United States now has in commission,

while its programme, announced several years ago,

of building nine more to add to its present seven

is hardly likely to be carried out for some years
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to come, if at all. France has thirteen battle- effect that Britain's control of the seas was not
ships of the old type, twenty-one first-class to be impaired. The other fact of apparent
cruisers, eight light cruisers, ninety-one des- importance is that the United States, the one
troyers and sixty-two submarines, and these, nation that stands as the foremost advocate of a
with minor coast-defense and auxiliary craft League of Nations, is the only nation that has
probably will constitute its entire naval strength moved, since the signing of the armistice, in the
for a considerable time ahead, in view of the direction of increased armaments, and this at a
condition of national finances. Italy had pro- time when the whole world is looking toward a
jected four more dreadnaughts to add to its five reduction of armaments, or, at least, hoping that
in existence. Like France, it is hardly likely now the Versailles Conference will establish an
to go in for important naval increases, and its entente cordiale that will make possible an end
existing dreadnaughts, with its nine battleships to the era of competitive armaments,
seven first-class cruisers, ten light cruisers. Among the questions that naturally arise are:

forty-two destroyers and seventy-five submarines Why is the American Administration at this

may be regarded as constituting Italy's naval particular and critical time proposing to enlarge

strength for the next five years, at least. our Navy to a strength approximating or exceed-

Japan alone, of all the nations except Great ing that of Great Britain?

Britain and the United States that can be re- Is this proposal being put forward as a sub-

garded as important naval Powers, is in a posi- stitute for the much-discussed League of Nations
tion to develop and carry out a programme of new or as an auxiliary thereto?

naval . construction on any considerable scale. What becomes of Britain's naval supremacy if

Japan's fleet, for ofi^ensive purposes, now con- the new American programme is carried out?

tains five dreadnaughts, eight battleships of the Will that nation be content to sit idly by and see

pre-dreadnaught class, seven battle cruisers, its title of *' Mistress of the Seas" vanish?

ten first-class cruisers, sixteen light cruisers. These questions are already being asked, not

sixty-six destroyers and sixteen submarines, without some degree of uneasiness, and by persons

Her programme as announced calls for the build- sincerely and genuinely concerned over the

ing of six more dreadnaughts, two more battle possibilities for trouble contained in the situation

cruisers, seven more light cruisers, twenty-three as here disclosed. Incidentally, too, the ques-

more destroyers and twenty-seven additional tion of what is to be done with the surrendered

submarines. With these additions to her navy, German fleet is pressing for an answer,

itcannot be denied that Japan could send a formid- Fortunately, all these questions are suscep-

able Armada against any other Power. Count- tible of answers that may be accepted as satis-

ing her seven battle cruisers as fairly equivalent factory explanations of a situation which, on its

totheold-type battleships, Japan already possesses face, is somewhat puzzling. On the main ques-

an offensive power on the sea equal to that of tion, that of the purpose behind the advance-

France and, with the disappearance of Germany ment of the new American naval programme at

as a naval factor, greater than that of any other this time, the explanation, given to the writer by
nation except Great Britain and the United the highest accessible authority, is that whatever
States. With her announced programme com- appropriations are to be made for naval expen-

pleted, she will excel France at every point except ditures for the next fiscal year, beginning July

that of submarines and will hold beyond question i, 1919, must be made before the termination of

the position of third naval Power of the world, the present Congress, on March 4, 191 9: if appro-

This assemblage and comparison of naval data priations are not so made, no money whatever
discloses two rather important facts, which are can be spent except for the carrying out of the

not without some bearing on the peace negotia- remainder of the present three-year programme
tions which had not yet formally begun as this until the next Congress meets and authorizes it.

article was written, and several questions, the The new programme, then, is to be taken as a

answers to which may have to come from the maximum proposal necessarily submitted in

Conference at Versailles. advance of possible action by the Peace Confer-

One of these facts is that the traditional "two- ees that may make naval increases unnecessary;

power" standard of the British Navy no longer it is a programme that can be abandoned in

obtains, and that it cannot be restored without whole or in part, as circumstances may dictate,

the prompt promulgation on the part of Great Indeed, the three-year programme at present

Britain of a programme of new construction of uncompleted may be abandoned at any time,

which there has been no hint or suggestion, be- for the Naval Act of 1916, under which it is

yond the declarations of British statesmen on the being carried out, contains the unique and unpre-

stump in the recent election campaign, to the cedented provision that if "peaceful determina-
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tion of all international disputes shall render un- satingfor the present inability of France and Italy

necessary the maintenance of competitive arm- to furnish their full quotas to the international

aments . . . such naval expenditures as police force. The suggestion that the German ships

may be inconsistent with the engagements made should be sunk has never been the subject of offi-

in the establishment of such tribunal or tribunals cial discussion in Washington, nor has it been put

may be suspended when so ordered by the President forward from any responsible source, so far as

of the United States." members of the Administration are concerned.

As to the hope and expectation of Washington The exact composition of the international

in the matter of an international agreement for navy can only be conjectured in advance of

a joint sea-police. Secretary Daniels, who in his action at Versailles; details even then will have

annual report for 191 8 speaks of ''the reduction in to be worked out later. Perhaps there is a clue,

armament, soon to bless the world," looks for- however, to what is working in the minds of the

ward definitely to its establishment, upon the Allies, in the character of the armistice terms

basis, proposed by him last year, of contributions imposed upon Germany. The armistice did not

to the international navy by each nation in pro- call upon Germany to deliver to the Allies its

portion to its wealth and population. heaviest ships. The German Navy, on paper,

Hope, even belief, that this plan, or something at least, contained nineteen dreadnaughts and
approximating it, will be adopted by the Peace twenty-one battleships of the older type. Ten
Conference, has not been abandoned at Washing- battleships only were delivered, but she was called

ton; on the contrary, it is what is most earnestly upon to give up, and did give up, all of her six

and ardently being looked forward to. And this battle cruisers, as well as eight light cruisers,

expectation provides a full answer to all the ques- fifty destroyers and all of her submarines, the

tions raised by the facts of the present situation, rest of her navy being disarmed and placed under
The United States must increase its naval the supervision of the Allies and the United States

strength to equal or exceed that of Great Britain in German home ports. For international police

in order to be able to contribute in proportion to purposes the battle cruiser is undoubtedly more
its population and wealth to the international efficient than the dreadnaught, because of its

sea-police force; we are the richest and most higher speed and greater cruising radius. It is

populous of the nations that will be considerable ships of that class that will doubtless form the

contributors to. such a force and our share will backbone of the combined sea force for the pre-

necessarily be the largest. This is the Adminis- servation of peace. Counting those now building

tration's view. And contribution to the inter- by the United States, Great Britain, and Japan,
national sea-police does not relieve any nation there will be available for this purpose, if all

of the necessity of policing its own coasts. It were taken, thirty-four of these capital ships,

merely removes from each nation the constraint Some will fairly be retained by the participating

of adapting its naval programme to that of some nations; some battleships and some dread-

other nation from which there is the compelling naughts will be contributed, as well as many
menace of possible and unprovoked attack, light cruisers; the German dreadnaughts and
The language is that of Secretary Daniels. battleships, so far as they are seaworthy and
What Washington is preparing for, then, is a efficient, may provide all of the heavier craft

League of Nations and its corollary, an inter- necessary to make the international navy what
national police force, with a national navy ade- Britain's navy has heretofore been—the equal of

quate for our own coast defense and colonial the two most powerful national navies of the world,

police purposes but not for offensive use. Wash- Those are the thoughts that are running

ington expects Britain to participate on equal through the heads of our naval authorities as

terms in contributions to the international police; preparations for the Peace Conference near their

recent British utterances susceptible of other culmination. And if th^ dream of a League of

interpretations are looked upon by official Wash- Nations should fail of realization, if the world

ington as having no significance other than ordi- should find itself once more where it was four

narily attaches to declarations made in political years ago, with competition in armaments forced

campaign speeches. Of Britain's willingness to upon every great Power by the action of other

participate there is no doubt apparent in Ameri- Powers, then we shall at least have under way
can official circles. Japan, too, is expected to be- a naval programme upon^ which we can rely

come a willing partner in the League of Nations, with confidence and which, having been laid

and to make contributions of materiel and per- down at a time when our motives were by no
sonnel proportionate to her wealth and popula- possibility open to suspicion, can be carried out

tion, while the surrendered ships of the German without inciting international jealousies or caus-

and Austrian navies may be regarded as compen- ing friction that might precipitate war.



DOING THE WORLD'S INTERNATIONAL
WORK

How It Can Be Performed Best by Agencies of the League of Nations—Their Value in

Maintaining Peace and in Blocking Future Wars—Economic Pressure Behind Courts

BY

HERBERT S. HOUSTON
(Author of "Blocking New Wars" and Member of the Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States on Economic Results of the War)

IN
THE old seafaring town of St. Malo, by this International Shipping Board. Had it

on the coast of Brittany, they point out the not been for the effective way in which the Board

roadstead through which the Corsairs used the available shipping facilities of the Allies,

sailed to prey on commerce. But the it is difficult to see how the war could have been

Corsairs sail no more; neither do pirate won. Now some such International Shipping

craft nor privateers. The world swept them all Board, as an agency of the League of Nations,

from the seas long ago because they were outlaws, could see to it that basic raw materials, which had

In brief and in eflFect, if a League of Nations is been allocated among the nations by an Inter-

formed, that is what the world will do with many national Raw Materials Board, were speedily

practices, which, permitted by custom and. law, and effectively distributed. Through these two
have been marked by pirate selfishness and by Boards, as adjuncts to the League of Nations,

some survivals of the Corsair conscience. But to the administrative work of insuring nations

be specific. access to the seas and to a proper proportion of

If Jeflferson was right in putting into the fore- raw materials could be provided for.

front of our Declaration that all peoples have An International Clearing House has been

*' certain inalienable rights'' such as "life, liberty, proposed as an essential piece of machinery for

and the pursuit of happiness"—and we believed the service of commerce in any world organization

that so stoutly that we sent two million men that would follow the war. An able Chicago

across the ocean to fight for it—then the peace banker, John J. Arnold, a man who is considered

to be established must make these rights secure a master of international exchange, has long urged

for all nations, small and great. And it is mani- the desirability of such a clearing house. It

fest that among these rights are the fundamental could settle balances between nations just as our
commercial rights of access to the sea and access modern clearing houses now settle balances

to food and to basic raw materials; without these between banks in the cities in which they are

rights no nation can, for long, have life or liberty located. When George B. Cortelyou was Secre-

or happiness. If these rights, particularly for tary of the Treasury in President Roosevelt's

the new nations to be formed, are to be granted Cabinet, he proposed that International Gold
and guaranteed, a League of Nations is essential; Certificates might be secured by gold deposits

for without it these rights, though they may be made by the various commercial nations and
granted, cannot be guaranteed. that these certificates could be used in settling

All of this means a vast amount of necessary trade balances, thus avoiding the delay and dan-
international work to be done, and a League of ger of transporting the actual gold. The Federal

Nations must have some clearly defined and Reserve Banking System might serve as a model
adequately equipped agencies to do it. Happily for an international banking system to accomplish
these are already in existence—at least in part

—

the purpose which Secretary Cortelyou had in

in connection with the Supreme War Council at mind. If this took the form of an International

Versailles. The International Shipping Board Clearing House, in which each nation should

offers a good illustration. When the urgent make deposits of gold, in direct proportion to the

need arose for getting our Army to France with volume of its foreign trade, it is manifest that a

the utmost speed, this Shipping Board saw to it piece of powerful international machinery would
that 60 per cent. 6f the vessels needed were be established that could perform prompt and
obtained from the merchant marine of Great important service for the League of Nations. As
Britain. The equally important matter of send- an illustration, if a nation sought to make war in

ing food both to the armies and to the non- defiance of its pledge to seek adjudication of its

combatants among the Allies was taken care of differences before the courts of the League, it
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would, as an automatic penalty, forfeit its gold governments. And whether they had such con-

deposited with the International Clearing House nection or not they could become a powerful
and also its trade rights and privileges as a member agency for mobilizing good-will among the nations,

of the League of Nations. The procedure and by the accepted give-and-take spirit of business,

penalty would be similar to the suspension and by developing an established policy of fair deal-

expulsion of a member from the Stock Exchange, ing, under which trade discriminations would
Such a clearing house, therefore, would be an disappear, and by consciously weaving the bands
agency to aid in preventing war and, what is of of commerce into bonds of peace,

greater importance, it would be a powerful Such an International Chamber of Commerce
agency to aid in promoting peace; and that is is already in existence and it had a largely attended
true of all the other international, commercial convention in Paris in the summer of 19 14,

agencies that might develop in connection with shortly before the war broke. The Chamber of

the League of Nations. Their advantages would Commerce of the United States has appointed
be so great—in fact so vital—to every nation a committee ''To make a study of the question

that it is hard to believe they would be surren- of the reconvening of the International Congress
dered except as a final resort in a desperate situa- of Chambers of Commerce at the earliest time
tion. that is judged expedient." Edward A. Filene,

An International Food Board—such as the of Boston, who is a member of this committee,
one Mr. Hoover and the Food Controllers of the not long ago expressed in this fashion what is

Allied nations have virtually constituted, might doubtless the general view of American business:

be an essential part of a League of Nations. Its " It will not do to leave to traditional diplomacy
existence would be based on the broad, humani- and to ever-changing cabinets and governments
tarian ground that the world must be fed. It alone the handling of those business difficulties

appears that all the civilized parts of the world which will menace the successful conduct of

now believe that this is adequate ground for international trade and threaten the durable

international action, and if it be once conceded peace of the world.'' The Chamber of Commerce
that the duty of feeding the world rests upon of the United States, representing the organized

the world as a whole, then it is clear that this business of the Nation, is squarely behind the

duty can be discharged, much more fully and proposal for a League of Nations and will un-
much less expensively, through a Food Board questionably support the creation of interna-

acting for the League of Nations than by nations tional agencies that will make the League effec-

acting separately. Associated with this Board tive.

could be the International Institute of Agricul- Of course the Postal Union is already an inter-

ture, which was formed at Rome some years ago national organization. It would naturally be

by David Lubin and which had been rendering taken over by a League of Nations. The con-

service of far-reaching value to all countries, trolling idea in the organization of the modern
when its work was interrupted by the war. And world is interdependence and the essential factor

associated in this same field, although occupying in interdependence is communication. Following

more distinctly a field of charitable service, the post, by ship and coach and train, came the

could be an International Red Cross. This telegraph by land and sea, the telephone and then,

organization, under the Geneva Convention, as a capping achievement, the wireless. With
sprang from the impulse that the human service these distributive means of communication the

of succor in emergencies should pay no heed to productive means also multiplied—the printing

national boundary lines. This has continued presses, typewriting machines, and all manner of

to be the fixed policy of the Red Cross, although mechanical devices—and all these means of quick

for organization purposes it has established communication have respected national bounda-
itself in many countries and limited itself to their ries no more than have the winds of heaven,

geographical boundaries, but this international Their control to a considerable degree, must be

war has thrown into such high relief the inter- international and the Postal Union as a means
national character of Red Cross service it would to that end, is undoubtedly capable of important

seem to be a natural and inevitable development developments.

that the organization should become avowedly The cables in particular ofi'er a field for inter-

and definitely international. national service of the most far-reaching character.

It is not improbable that an International Great Britain has demonstrated the incalculable

Chamber of Commerce might become an es- service and value of using them for quick and
sential factor in the League of Nations. In some cheap communication. Through her control of

countries the Chambers of Commerce have cables she has held her far-flung empire in the

official status and connection with their respective mighty mesh of friendly understanding, the most
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powerful bond of union the world has yet discov-

ered, and a League of Nations, made up of self-

governing democracies, will surely find the post,

the cable, and the wireless agencies of tremendous

power in weaving that fabric of common under-

standing that will be a sure basis of peace.

ECONOMIC PRESSURE BEHIND COURTS

One of the strongest arguments for these various

international agencies is that they enable the

world to do the international work that must
be done. But the very doing of this work, as

part of an organized League of Nations, would
lessen the danger of war. It would be preventive

in the best sense, by removing many of the causes

of war. But that is only one of the essential

purposes which the organization of these various

international agencies would accomplish. An-
other great purpose would be the use of these

agencies in developing and applying economic

pressure as a sanction to place behind the world

courts which a League of Nations would estab-

lish. If the members of the League realize that

they would at once forfeit the incalculable service

which these agencies would render them the

moment they undertook to go to war rather than

to courts for the adjudication of their differences,

it is reasonable to believe that they would take

their differences to courts. If they failed to do
so, the economic pressure that could be at once

applied would prove practically irresistible. This

is not a trade boycott and must not be confused

with it. Instead, a nation would be bringing

economic pressure upon itself by breaking its

pledge to other nations and thus forfeiting its

standing and membership in the League. Among
Other things it would forfeit its free use of the

seas. And right here is a limitation in President

Wilson's announced view in regard to the freedom

of the seas that is often overlooked. In his

oft-quoted statement of the war aims of the

United States, made in an address to Congress

January 8, 1918, he declared that one of our

aims was "absolute freedom of navigation upon
the seas, outside territorial waters, alike in peace

and war," and then he added this significant

qualification "except as the seas may be closed

in whole or in part by international action for the

enforcement of international covenants.'* This

exception offers a wide range for the effective

employment of economic pressure. The seas

are the great highways of commerce. In times

of peace they are open to the commerce of the

world, but a League of Nations, in spreading its

control over the seas, could properly limit their

use to the nations that observe the rules and

regulations of the League. During the war the

seas have been closed in whole to the commerce
of Germany through the international action

of the nations of the Entente; and this action

was taken in order to enforce "international

covenants" because of treaties broken and public

laws spurned by Germany and her allies. The
result was economic pressure of the most drastic

character. The ocean-borne commerce of the

central nations was not merely reduced but

destroyed. Their ships were bottled up in hostile

ports throughout the world and these, of course,

were all actions of war in time of war. Mani-
festly, should the freedom of the seas be abridged

by the joint action of a League of Nations to

enforce "international covenants" against the

nation that had broken a covenant, the resulting

economic pressure would be of overwhelming

severity. No nation, however powerful, could

withstand it for a long period; especially when
many kinds of economic pressure were being

applied at the same time through all the other

international agencies that have been described.

It would appear, therefore, that the doctrine

of the freedom of the seas is really merged in the

larger proposal for the organization of a League
of Nations and Viscount Grey of Fallodon,

together with other English statesmen of

authority, have made statements which indicate

that this is their view; and assuredly it would
seem that a League of Nations of which three

such maritime Powers as Great Britain, France,

and the United States were members—nations

that have fought in a common cause to gain the

victory over autocracy—might be entrusted

with the international control of the seas.

The organization and control of the inter-

national work of the world by a League of Nations

would make the League, at once, a "going con-

cern." It would be, from the beginning, an
instrumentality of service which would gain for

it respect and power. The inherent weakness

of the Hague Conventions, as all the world now
agrees, was that they were not supported by any
international organization having the power to

give them effect. This weakness should not

mark the League to be formed at the Peace

Table. Instead it should be given the power to

work surely and steadily toward peace, by lessen-

ing the causes of war. This, in the fulness of

time, will result in a world accustomed to the

orderly processes of peace and accustomed to the

orderly processes of law, as developed in World
Courts. That is a great dream—but it has

possessed the mind and heart of the free peoples

of the world and they long to have it come true.



THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS AND THE
•MONROE DOCTRINE

An Extension of Monroe's Policy to the World—America's Isolation a Thing of the Past

—

A Chance to Bind the World Together in Democracy and Peace

BY

JOHN H. LATANE

ON DECEMBER 3d, Senator Knox this principle would be upheld by the United
i introduced the following resolution: States in this hemisphere. It will be seen at once
I "That any project for any general that this is the principle for which the Allies
' League of Nations or for any have been fighting in this war, and when the Pres-

sweeping change in the ancient ident called upon Congress to declare war on
laws of the sea, as hitherto recognized as inter- Germany he said that we would fight "for the
national law and violated by the Teutonic Powers, rights and liberties of small nations, for a universal

should be postponed for separate consideration dominion of right by such a concert of free peoples

not alone by the victorious belligerents but by as shall bring peace and safety to all nations
all the nations if and when at some future time and make the world itself at last free." No
general conferences on those subjects might be Senator raised his voice in protest. By the
deemed useful." This resolution has not been declaration of war which followed, the President's

pushed to a vote and probably will not be. Its war aims became the war aims of the Nation,
object was clearly to throw cold water on Presi- Why should United States Senators or anybody
dent Wilson's advocacy of a League of Nations, else think that in extending this principle we are

On December 5th, Senator Borah introduced a in any way impairing it? If the Monroe Doc-
series of resolutions reaffirming faith in the policy trine is a sound principle and has been vindi-

of isolation and in the Monroe Doctrine. cated by the experience of a hundred years in

Fortunately under our system of government this hemisphere, why not extend it to the rest of

the President has the initiative in all matters of the world? That task is a little too large for the

foreign policy. He formulates our foreign poli- United States alone to undertake, so it is pro-

cies subject to the final "advice and consent" of posed to organize a League of Nations for the

the Senate before embodying them in treaties, purpose of securing to weaker states the right

Thus Washington and JeflFerson announced the of self-determination and self-development,

policy of isolation, Monroe the doctrine that But it is objected that the entrance of the

bears his name, and McKinley, through John United States into a League of Nations would be a

Hay, the open-door policy. The Senate was not violation of the American policy of political isola-

ofificially consulted in any of these cases and had tion or of avoiding entangling alliances. This

nothing to do with shaping the policies of the policy is quite distinct from the Monroe Doctrine

Executive which became the policies of the coun- in principle, though closely associated with it in

try. Even the Monroe Doctrine did not receive application. As a matter of fact the policy of

anything approaching legislative sanction until isolation antedated by some years the Monroe
the Venezuelan case, when Congress at the re- Doctrine. It was based on Washington's warn-
quest of President Cleveland promptly voted the ing against permanent alliances and Jefferson's

appropriation for the expenses of the boundary warning against entangling alliances. Both
commission which he proposed to appoint. Washington and Jefferson had in mind apparently

The Monroe Doctrine seems to be the insur- the form of European alliance common in their

mountable obstacle in the minds of many Sena- day, which bound one nation to support another

tors to the United States entering into a League both diplomatically and by force in any dispute

of Nations. . The Monroe Doctrine was in its that might arise no matter whether it concerned

origin nothing more than the assertion, with special the interests of the first state or not. Such alli-

reference to the American continents, of the ances were usually of the nature of family com-
right of independent states to pursue their own pacts between different dynasties, or between
careers without fear or threat of intervention, different branches of the same dynasty, rather

domination, or subjugation by other states, than treaties between nations. In fact, dynastic

President Monroe announced to the world that aims and ambitions were frequently, if not
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usually, at variance with the real interests of the customed force and clearness. In his address at

peoples affected. Neither Washington nor Jef- ArHngton, May 30, 1916, hesaid: *' I shall never
ferson intended or expected that the United States myself consent to an entangling alliance, but I

should refrain permanently from the exercise of would gladly assent to, a disentangling alliance—

•

its due influence in matters which properly con- an alliance which would disentangle the peoples

cern the peace and welfare of the community of of the world from those combinations in which
nations. Washington said expressly that his they seek their own separate and private interests

object in advising his country to keep out of and unite the people of the world to preserve the

European politics was to gain time ''to settle peace of the world upon a basis of common right

and mature its yet recent institutions/' and Jef- and justice. There is liberty there, not limita-

ferson, notwithstanding his warning against tion. There is freedom, not entanglement."

''entangling alliances," twice advocated in cer- Some months later in his address to the Senate,

tain contingencies an alliance with England. January 22, 191 7, President Wilson elaborated

President Monroe in promulgating his doctrine this idea yet more clearly and declared that so

of the inviolability of the Western Hemisphere, far from abandoning the Monroe Doctrine and
stated, as a quid pro quo for what might other- our historic policy of avoiding entangling alli-

wise seem an international impertinence, that ances, he was proposing that these two American
it was not our policy to interfere in the internal policies should be internationalized and given

affairs of Europe. Thus the two policies became world-wide application. In holding out the ex-

linked together and it has generally been assumed pectation that the United States would join the

that one implied the other. Secretary Olney, in other civilized nations of the world in guarantee-

1895, declared that "American non-intervention ing a permanent peace he said:

in Europe implied European non-intervention in "
I am proposing, as it were, that the nations

America." President Monroe, it is true, based should with one accord adopt the doctrine of

his declaration not mainly on right and justice. President Monroe as the doctrine of the world:

but on the doctrine of the separation of the Euro- that no nation should seek to extend its polity

pean and American spheres of politics. It is over any other nation or people, but that every

not strange, therefore, that the public generally people should be left free to determine its own
should regard the policy of isolation as the sole polity, its own way of development, unhindered,

justification for the Monroe Doctrine. There unthreatened, unafraid, the little along with the

is, however, neither logic nor justice in basing great and powerful.

our right to uphold law and freedom in this "I am proposing that all nations henceforth

hemisphere on our promise not to interfere avoid entangling alliances which would draw
with the violation of law and humanity in Eu- them into competitions of power, catch them
rope. There is no reason whatever why our inter- in a net of intrigue and selfish rivalry, and dis-

vention in matters that concern the peace of the turb their own affairs with influences intruded

world and the welfare of mankind should in any from without. There is no entangling alliance

way weaken the policy which we have pursued in a concert of power. When all unite to act

for a hundred years of protecting the independent in the same sense and with the same purpose all

states of this hemisphere from the political ex- act in the common interest and are free to live

ploitation of European Powers. If we can estab- their own lives under a common protection."

lish this American principle as a world principle. It is useless to advocate a return to the old

that will strengthen and not weaken the American days when the Powers of Europe were divided

principle. The participation of the United into opposing groups for the purpose of preserving

States in a League of Nations would in a certain the balance of power and the United States

sense be a departure from the policy of isolation, stood off in isolation and security because of the

but in a certain sense it would be an extension existence of this balance and the danger which

of that principle also, for if we are to have a League any European Power would run of upsetting the

of Nations, there must be no separate alliances balance by becoming engaged in a war with us.

between different members of that League. The The policy of isolation corresponded with the

United States must not become a buffer between situation as it existed a hundred years ago, but

alliances and ententes. Every nation must come not with the situation as it exists to-day and as

into the League on the same footing. There will it has existed for some years past. Having once

thus be freedom from entangling alliances for thrown our resources and man power into the

all the world. European scale we will have to be reckoned with

Few people seem to realize that this is the idea in the future, for if we should again assume a

in President Wilson's mind, although on more position of isolation and a similar situation

than one occasion he has stated it with his ac- should arise in Europe, does any one imagine that
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we would again hold back as long as we did this and the influence oT the United States was exerted

time? If we overcame the traditions of a hun- on the side of England and France. Thus, even

dred years and went into this war in order to before the present war began, it had become evi-

prevent a world catastrophe, can any sane man dent to close observers of international affairs

believe that with this precedent we would refrain that the European balance would soon be super-

from doing the same thing again under similar seded by a world balance in which the United

circumstances? No matter what our future States would be forced to take its place,

professions may be, Europe will know that
A • • 4. 4.' '. ^ ^^..;k;i,Vw ^r.A k^^o.,o^ THE LEAGUE SHOULD NOT INCLUDE ALL NATIONS
American mtervention is a possibility and because

of this possibility our presidents will have far The only possible way of avoiding the formation

greater influence in world politics in the future of two great opposing alliances for the purpose

than they have ever dreamed of exercising in the of maintaining a world balance of power is to or-

past. Does any thinking man believe that future ganize one League of Nations including all of the

presidents of the United States, conscious of this great Powers and such of the lesser Powers as it

tremendous power, will fail to exercise it on proper may seem expedient to admit. If the League is

occasions? We have been drawn into the full kept too exclusive, an opposing League will inev-

current of world politics and we must sink or itably be formed. The union should be made as

swim with the other nations of the world. What- broad as possible, but not all inclusive at first,

ever international adjustments take place in the The Central Powers should be admitted only

future we will be a party to them. when they shall have organized responsible
• governments, democratic in character and pledsjed

A LEAGUE OF NATIONS ALREADY EXISTS ? ^u f ^^^ 4. r : 4. 4.' 1 uv 4.-
to the fulfilment of international obligations.

It is evident that we have to face the choice To my mind such a League should be a loose con-

between one league or two leagues—between a federation, its central organ should be legislative

world federation of some sort or a world balance and advisory, and its main idea should be cooper-

with Great Britain, France, Italy, and the United ation rather than coercion. What is needed most
States forming the nucleus of one of the opposing is a channel for the focusing and expression of inter-

groups. The war has led these Powers into such national public opinion. No action such as the an-

a close union and the common sacrifices they nexationofBosniaor the Serbian ultimatum should

have made are so great that they are not likely to be taken without being previously submitted to

drift very far apart. We thus have already a the members of the League. The mere statement

League of Nations and the real question before us of the objects of a proposed action of a great

is whether this union is to be perpetuated and Power will usually defeat any unworthy purpose,

enlarged and given a constitutional form, or and if action is permitted, the extent of such ac-

whether we are to let things drift and gradually tion should be considered and defined in advance,

fall back into the old system of alliances and en- The ideas of different advocates of a League
tentes. In the latter case the system would be of Nations are very far apart on some questions.

the same, but the alignment of Powers would be One influential group thinks that an interna-

different. For a hundred years we had the tional police force is essential to the existence

European balance and the United States was the of a League. With this group I do not agree. I

only detached Power. The rise of Japan to the think that the most that we can safely demand at

position of a first class Power was a disturbing present is a proportional limitation of armaments
factor in world politics and greatly complicated and that the policing of the seas and disorderly

the international situation, for Europe as well countries will have to be done in most cases by the

as for us. Insteadof having one detached Power, fleet of the Power most vitally concerned in the

for some years we have had two and the dangers quarter of the globe which has to be policed. For

arising from such a situation were clearly seen at example, suppose that we had been a member of a

the time of the Russo-Japanese War. While League of Nations at the time that we found it

Russia was engaged with Japan, her ally France necessary to intervene in Haiti. The method
was humiliated by Germany and forced to submit of procedure would have been something like

the Moroccan question to a general European con- this: The United States would have brought the

ference. In order to prevent the triumph case up before the central council or agency of the

of Germany and the upsetting of the European League, presented the facts showing that the

balance. President Roosevelt sent Henry White Negro republic of Haiti was fast lapsing into barbar-

to this conference, which was held at Algeciras, ism, and expressed its willingness or desire to inter-

ostensibly to look after the commercial interests veneforthepurposeof protecting life and property

of the United States, but in reality Mr. White and restoring self-government. The nature of

played a very important part in the conference the intervention and the limits of action would
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have been explained and the council of the League suit of the conflict of economic and commercial
would have been requested to sanction inter- policies, but they usually end in idealism. Out
vention for the purpose and to the extent de- of the sordid struggle precipitated by the desire

scribed. If the League had refused to sanction to gain certain material things, there arises a
our intervention, we would at least have been yearning for something higher and nobler. In

spared the intervention of some other Power, the this war the idealism of the Allies sustained to the

fear of which was the main reason for our going end those who bore the brunt of the fighting as

in. It is not likely that the League would have well as those who toiled and suffered at home,
refused such a request, for the United States was The Germans, too, fought desperately, first for

not the only Power whose interests were affected conquest and then to save themselves from de-

by the conditions that prevailed in Haiti. Fur- feat, but as the spoils of war receded from them
thermore, the other members of the League would their enthusiasm diminished, and as Major Ian

from time to time have requests of their own to Hay Beith has said: ''They finally quit not be-

make and would not be likely to oppose action of cause they had to, but because they had enough."
this kind unless there was some serious objection The Allies kept up the fight notwithstanding

to it. A League so organized would not be in any their terrific losses and their terrible defeats be-

sense a violation of the Monroe Doctrine. cause they carried the liberties of the world on
But whatever form the League may take, its their bayonets and considered themselves the

primary object is the protection of the weak and guardians of the rights of mankind. Is the en-

the vindication of justice and right. It is dif- thusiasm of the soldier and of the younger genera-

ficult to see how any such League could be con- tion to give way to the skepticism of politicians

sidered inconsistent with the Monroe Doctrine, and diplomats whose experience was gained under

President Monroe's main idea was to make the the old order of things, or is it to result in the re-

Western Hemisphere safe for democracy. How alization of the noble dream of a world federa-

much better if we can make the whole world tion? We stand in the presence of the greatest

safe for democracy. Secretary Olney said the opportunity that history has ever afforded to

sole purpose and object of the Monroe Doctrine bring about some sort of world organization. A
was "that no European Power or combination hundred years ago, after the overthrow of Na-
of European Powers shall forcibly deprive an poleon, we had the nearest approach to a federa-

American state of the right and power of self- tion of the world that we have ever had. That
government and of shaping for itself its own federation, which controlled the destinies of

political fortunes and destinies.'* And Presi- Europe from 1 813 to 1822, went to pieces because

dent Cleveland said: ''The Monroe Doctrine all of its members, with the exception of England,

finds its recognition in those principles of inter- had autocratic governments and were bent on
national law which are based upon the theory making the world safe for autocracy. To-day
that every nation shall have its rights protected the situation is very different. The Powers which

and its just claims enforced." Surely the time have defeated Germany have constitutional or

has come when the United States is strong enough representative governments and with the excep-

to pledge itself jointly with other great civilized tion of Japan enjoy a fair measure of democracy.

Powers to uphold law and justice and the rights A world federation a hundred years ago would

of weaker nations everywhere. have been controlled by irresponsible sovereigns.

The idealism of President Wilson has seized A world federation, if formed to-day, would be

hold of the imagination of the peoples of the controlled by the people.

world to an extraordinary extent. This is true This war has witnessed a rebirth of democracy,

not only of England and France and other Euro- A democratic association of democratic nations

pean countries, but even of Japan where a Wilson is the ideal the world is striving to attain, and of

Club has been organized. I recently asked a this ideal President Wilson is the chief exponent,

prominent young Japanese now in this country In one of his Fourth of July addresses he said:

about this Club and the purpose for which it had " If I did not believe that the moral judgment

been organized, and he replied that the young would be the last judgment, the final judgment,

men of Japan educated in the philosophy of in the minds of men as well as at the tribunal of

Buddha and Confucius were tremendously im- God, I could not believe in popular government,

pressed by President Wilson's international ideal- But I do believe these things, and, therefore, I

ism. He was fresh from a week in Washington, earnestly believe in the democracy not only of

the week before the President sailed for Europe, America but of every awakened people that wishes

and he added, " President Wilson has many more and intends to govern and control its own affairs."

admirers in Japan than he has in Washington." In this faith he has gone to Paris to bind the na-

Most wars are economic in origin, that is a re- tions together in democracy and peace.



TO PREVENT THE BALKANIZATION OF
THE WORLD

By Extending the Practical Idealism Which Has Governed the United States in Its Deal-

ings with Cuba, Mexico, and the Philippines

BY

TALCOTT WILLIAMS

FOR a century the United States has pre-

vented invasion from without in the

Western Hemisphere and it has greatly

reduced war between American nations.

Since the Monroe Doctrine was an-

nounced, European Powers have acquired

16,000,000 square miles of new colonies. None of

it in the Americas. What the United States has

done in two continents alone, the five free self-

governing nations, united in this war, could do for

the world, if they organized a League of Nations.

The Balkans have bred war for fifty years and
Balkan conditions of small nations hating each

other are about to be extended over 400,000

square miles in eastern Europe. Misgoverned

nations breed war and have caused the colonial

expansion and most of the wars of recent years.

China will be the next cause for war. Russia will

be seized by Germany, if unprotected. No one

nation can deal with their problems. They call

for a League of five nations extending the prin-

ciple of the Monroe Doctrine to the world.

The American has led the world in invention

and discovery. Look at this war. The great

changes in war which it has brought are due to

the airplane, the machine gun, the submarine,

the telegraph, and the telephone—all American
inventions. These have been so interlocked with

each other as to change the very face and aspect,

the character and methods, the tactics and
strategy of all warfare.

But of all American invention and discovery,

none compares, and none probably ever will com-
pare, with the step forward taken in government
at Philadelphia, in 1787, by our Federal Con-
stitution.

Immersed in the success of our own experiment,

it is still more extraordinary that we have hesi-

tated and still hesitate to apply the principle on
which our Federal system rests to a wider range
and a more momentous field. Our states are the

greatest League to Enforce Peace in the world.

No other League has so summarily crushed
resistance. No other has so preserved all the

rights of its members. Above all, the right to

stay; the right to leave we summarily refused.

The original theme we have embroidered with

successive variations. We have proved how
elastic it may be in freedom and how easily it

may be adopted to new conditions.

Review the grades we have to-day in the

Western Hemisphere. The ''Continental area"

as our Federal census calls it, is divided into

forty-eight states. Alaska is an unorganized

territory with less self-government than the

"North-Western Territory," in 1787, east of the

Mississippi and north of the Ohio, out of which

six great states have been carved. We have the

Hawaiian Islands organized, self-governing, and
possessing citizenship; Porto Rico organized and
governing with citizenship long-delayed. The
Philippines are still farther removed in rights as

to American citizenship, but with more self-

government than any other Asiatic colony, and
preparing for an independence already pledged.

Haiti and Santo Domingo are independent, but

their customs and revenues are controlled by the

United States until they have outgrown the habit

of revolution. Nicaragua is under direct tutelage.

Cuba, enjoying independence at all points is

required to enforce contracts, pay its debts, and
preserve certain standards of sanitation so as not

to spread pestilence.

There stretch, besides, the Latin lands from the

Rio Grande to Cape Horn—all protected by the

United States for ninety-five years. Mexico
has been saved from conquest and Venezuela

protected in boundary and its ports from Eng-
land (1895) and Germany (1904). All the rest

attest, by the absence of armies, of navies and of

armaments, the great peace of the United States

over all the Americas, a peace which leaves the

Canadian frontier unfortified, and all the Re-

publics of the South with a smaller relative ex-

penditure for military ends than any other inde-

pendent states as advanced in their civilization.

All are open to attack, long the object of German
cupidity, and the prophecies of Kultur and of

maps "made in Germany" which colored south-

ern Brazil as a German "Kolonie.*'
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This great system has held "fretful realms in

awe'* for just short of a century and has had less

warfare between states in a hundred years than

any other part of the earth's surface. It is the

product and progeny of the great American dis-

covery in the field of government that it is possible

to have independence, sovereignty, the solemn

dignity of ancient states, national pride, patri-

otism, and independent and continuous develop-

ment for men and for republics, under an exer-

cise of overmastering power used for peace,

justice, the liberty of all lands, and the subjection

of none. Like the round earth which turns on its

orbit without shock or stay, smoothly spinning

down the grooves of time, this array of sovereign-

ties and colonies, islands and lands protected

"by deeds of peace, by wisdom eminent," first

uttered by President Monroe in two paragraphs

of an annual message, stand as proof of how much
can be done to keep the earth from war if great

power be joined to good purpose, as has been

the policy of the United States for a century.

To give a longer and more assured peace to the

whole world, all that is needed is to extend the

pledge, purpose, and working of the Monroe
Doctrine, and make it the settled policy of the

great self-governing peoples who have crushed

autocracy and made liberty secure for all time.

If President Monroe, our Congress, and the

people of the United States had waited to draw a

constitution, to make treaties with all the Latin

Republics, still "fluttered folk and wild," noth-

ing could have been accomplished. Think of the

sea of discussion, the wrangling of rights, the

definitions of "sovereignty," the challenges and
protests of high-spirited Latin-American states-

men, the prophecy of peril in the future, danger

in the present, and endless hypothetical pictures

of what might happen if this, that, or the other

"right" was imperiled, or this, that, or the other

"policy" or "doctrine" were to be brought in

question if a nation of 1
1
,000,000—the United

States had, in 1823, about the population of

New York State to-day—undertook to exclude

foreign aggression from 14,500,000 square miles

of the earth's surface in the Western Hemisphere.

What did happen ?.

In 1823, when President Monroe pledged the

purpose of the United States to prevent any
European Power from colonizing any American
land or imposing on it any foreign rule whatso-
ever, there were as nearly as can be worked out
about 1 1 ,000,000 square miles of colonies held

by European countries, including in this most
liberal estimate the Arctic wastes of British North
America and the arid wastes of Australia. This
was ninety-five years ago last December, when
President Monroe simply expressed the purpose

of the United States and as President alone

pledged it to act without asking Congress.

Neither Senate nor House peeped on the sub-

ject, though for half a century Senators talked

about it as they do now on a League of Nations.

A quarter of a century after Monroe's Message,
Senator Clayton, of Delaware, with years of

service in the Senate behind him, said that the
reason the Monroe Doctrine had never been
brought to a vote in the Senate was because it

was certain to have an adverse majority.

President Monroe spoke as Chief Executive
alone, and he took neither Senate nor House into

his confidence. He asked for neither warships
nor men in arms. His first purpose in his message
as originally drawn, was that the United States

should guarantee the independence of Greece
as well as protect the Western World; but John
Quincy Adams, his Secretary of State, persuaded
him to leave this out. Monroe's opinion is a good
one now that the United States, after nearly a

century, is aiding to set new republics in Europe
on the path of liberty and security. Our fifth

President was an aide-de-camp of Washington,

he was a follower of Jefferson, he was taught by
the Fathers of the Republic. He had fought

with Lafayette. He did not think that the

United States should confine her protection of the

liberties of the world to her neighbors alone.

He looked out upon a world in chains, with only

one self-governing land in Europe—England,

and that still ruled by a privileged class. Eng-
land and the rest of Europe, as already said,

ruled about 11,000,000 square miles in 1823.

In 1776, they held about 21,000,000 square miles.

Our Revolution costs Europe in the Americas

10,000,000 square miles of dependencies. Pres-

ident Monroe declared these should never be

reoccupied.

In 1 9 14, the colonies of Europe had grown from

11,000,000 square miles in Monroe's day to

28,000,000 square miles in our own day, one-half

of this area seized from 1878 to 19 14; but not

one square mile of this vast addition of 1 7,000,000

was in the Western Hemisphere, over which the

shadow of the protecting shield of the American
people had been thrown by its President. The
shadow was enough. The Monroe Doctrine

has never cost a single shot or a single man.

So far does a righteous, honest, and manly pur-

pose to defend liberty by a free people go in a cov-

etous world. We have drawn our sword for the

freedom of the world in this ourown day and not in

vain; but the true emblem of our national policy,

the protector of the liberties, and the freedom

from foreign rule of 75,000,000 in Latin-America

is Liberty with the sheathed sword which stands

on the dome of our capitol at Washington.
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Our resolve to do this, made in our days of onies are a liability and not an asset as far as the

weakness and kept in our days of strength, has national budget is concerned,

educated and ennobled our own national policy. The only justification for such expenditures is

The territory we acquired from Mexico, sixty the one we have created by giving Cuba freedom
years ago was desert and deserted, untouched, and independence and preparing the Philippines,

unimproved, and uninhabited. Our use of it Haiti, Santo Domingo, and Nicaragua for ulti-

and the contrast between the land we took and mate independence and a stable self-government.

Mexican lands is the best title deed to our pos- With every nation grabbing, it was easy for the

session. While California was still in Mexican European Powers to seize 14,000,000 square

lands, in 1822, we ordered Russia out of it, when miles in the past forty years. With President

their colony had been in existence for fifteen Wilson calling the world to new and higher stand-

years, leaving as the solitary trace of this attempt ards, it becomes difficult to continue past policy

to colonize afresh the new world the name of and make plunder out of peace. The men and the

*' Russian River" on the map of the Pacific Coast, parties who in the past protested in vain in

As we better understood our duty as protectors England, France, and Italy, are strengthened by
conquest ceased. In 1848, we returned a con- the position of the United States. The opposi-

quered and occupied Mexico to the Mexicans tion may be unable to prevent the usual division

and later paid $20,000,000 to aid its rehabilita- of the spoils of territory after a great war; but

tion. We kept our pledge to Cuba and showed the three premiers and their governments have
to what a slight degree Europe, with its general no great margin of safety in their majorities

prediction we would remain, understood the good now that the pressure of war is over,

faith of free, self-governing lands. We asked

nothing of Venezuela when we twice protected ™'^ '"'^^ ^"^ ™e five great powers

her from a thieving boundary line and a preda- A single unselfish Power like the United States,

tory German fleet. When a French Emperor, with our record, our long protection of other

Napoleon 111, put a Hapsburg archduke. Max- lands, asking therefor neither concession nor

imilian, on the throne of Mexico he lost his life privilege, trade nor territory, raises the level of

under the pressure of the United States, which all international action. It has made it possible

again asked nothing. German newspapers all for the five free self-governing nations, Italy,

predicted we would occupy Canada as soon as France, England, the United States, and Japan,
England was involved in war. . to begin to consider their duty to the world of

Nations like men are improved by responsi- nations from the same standpoint which the

bility. Our own entrance on the World War United States took ninety-five years ago in the

desiring neither territory nor advantage, has Monroe Doctrine. We have prevented invasion

raised the whole level of international action, and colonization from without, and we have
The predatory treaty of London signed in April, greatly reduced wars between American nations.

191 5, in which England, France, Russia, and Italy We could have prevented the attack of Chile

proposed to divide the coast of the Adriatic and on Peru and Bolivia forty years ago. If Presi-

its hinterland, without considering history or dent Arthur had not reversed Secretary Blaine's

human rights, is discredited and gone. We have wise policy of intervention by this country,

refused to accept it or to be bound by any diplo- Brazil, Argentina, and Chile would never have
matic understandings as to international plunder, seized the provinces which are now causing bitter-

Our unselfish action in war, our present example, ness. Many wars and collisions the United States

and our last record has made it difficult for any has already prevented in Latin-America. By
land to claim plunder, and forced every demand making navies and armies unnecessary it has

to justify itself by proof that the rights of all done much to remove temptation to war.

men to self-determination and self-rule would be A Monroe Doctrine for the world is the next

respected. necessary and logical step. The one way to

In every one of the Allies we have quickened secure this is by a League of Free Nations agree-

the strength, the utterances, and the protest of ing to act together on the same policy which the

the masses against acquisitions of territory for United States has followed for nearly a century,

profit. It is the few, not the many, who profit If our States had remained separate and inde-

by colonies and plunder dependencies. Capital pendent, we should have had perpetual war.

which wins concessions and privileged classes If the five great Powers now acting together,

that fill offices in subject lands gain; the many simply agree that they will forbid war, require

provide the soldiers who fill graves in strange arbitration, and enforce the decisions of the

lands and pay the taxes. Colonies cost all Hague Court, no small nation can go to war and

countries but England. Most European col- no one of these Powers will venture on it, if
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opposed by the other four. No two of them have different races that no one land can rule this

at present common ends that can bring them in fourth without gross injustice. In most cities

opposition to the other three. Our own exper- in Turkey four or five tongues are spoken by
ience shows that our Monroe Doctrine has not peoples bitterly hating each other. At least a

prevented revolution or rebellion, changes of quarter of the population of "Poland'' are not

government, or alterations in the domestic policy Poles and fear Polish rule. In the Czecho-

of any one of the nations protected for a cen- slovak territory a full fifth are not either Czechs
tury. Neither has the Monroe Doctrine needed or Slavs. Western Transylvania, which Rumania
an elaborate constitution, treaties, or entangling claims, has a large share of races not Ruman.
alliances. We have been free, so have all the This is true all over the late Austro-Hungarian
other various lands in the Americas. Empire. It has been a very menagerie of nations,

So with the world. Let the five Powers now all hating each other. The governments at

acting together follow our example and our Vienna and Budapest have been hard, cruel,

policy, and they will have our success in keeping and unjust keepers of this menagerie; but this

the peace. These five great Powers already have fact does not necessarily make it the wisest thing

a league for war. If you have any doubt as to to do to unlock all the cages of the menagerie,

its efficiency, apply to Hohenzollern, Hinden- with no provision for mutual protection,

burg, and Ludendorff. They can tell you. Let These many problems call for some common
this league for war continue in peace. In our authority. The very boundaries of these new
case, there is not even a treaty of alliance. By lands are uncertain. There will be constant

common consent, we were all at war with the disputes. Much of what was once part of

Central Empires. Let us keep the peace of the ''Poland'* on the Baltic is, to-day, more German
world by common consent. It will certainly cost than Polish. In the South, much of Galicia is

fewer lives to prevent war by common consent Jew and Ruthenian rather than Polish. The
than to wage war by common consent. If one situation is made worse because in all these lands,

can be done, so can the other. one race often owns the land and another tills

The President and American people have it, as in much of Poland, Bohemia, and the Jugo-

enforced the Monroe Doctrine. Congress has slav regions. In Russian Poland, the labor of

never enacted it. The President of the United Jew, Ruthenian, and Pole has been exploited by
States and the four Premiers in Paris at the German and Russian capital, with investors

Peace Congress, if they acted together for a from other lands. Labor is unprotected by
League of Free Nations to prevent war, would adequate law and administration,

find the people of the United States, Japan, These various issues, all risking war, can never

England, France, and Italy behind them. be justly solved without some impartial au-

These five heads of the five great self-govern- thority used not only in deciding boundaries and

ing Powers could do much no one Power could do apportioning territory at a Peace Congress but to

alone. China, Persia, Turkey, to-day need to be prevent wars far bigger in future. The Balkans

aided by loans, and a joint international force have had five bloody wars in a little more than

to keep order, develop their resources and teach thirty years in a territory not much larger than

self-government. England, France, and Italy New England and the Middle States. Left

look to dividing their lands. The present alone like wars will come in the area which has

Turkish Government must go, the Persian Gov- been shared by Germany, Austria-Hungary, and

ernment should go, the Chinese Government Russia.

will go, if not aided. The five Powers could. Unless a League of Free Nations is organized

with no risk of a charge of personal ambition, not only to close the war, but to preserve peace

conquest, or the acquisition of territory, act to- forty years hence will see a German control of the

gether to give the peoples of these lands self- entire region and a war of revenge will follow,

government, and let their future decide their by a Germany reenforced by levies from the

action where no one people is as yet strong enough Slav races.

to act alone. The world very greatly needs The world at large is ready for this. The
something like an international receivership for people of England, France, and Italy are ready,

bankrupt lands and peoples too weak to walk The American people alone hesitate. It hesi-

alone. The Balkan States cannot agree. Nei- tates to extend its own policy in one hemisphere

ther will the new nations which are being set up to the world. Our own experiences have shown
anew from the Danube to the Baltic. that where there is force ready to act, there war
The impending danger is the Balkanization of will not come. Redivide the world, remake it and

all Eastern Europe. At least one fourth of the leavenoprovision to keep peace and all that is now
Balkan peninsula is so divided and cut up by the done sows the seeds of future and certain wars.
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The Indian Uprising in South Dakota—The Ghost Dance Craze— Killing of Sitting Bull-

The Great Blizzard of 1890—Military Instructor at the University of Nebraska

BY

GEORGE Macadam

THE great uprising of Redmen, the last

great stand of a doomed race, that,

toward the end of 1890, suddenly

threatened the Northwest with the

horrors of Indian warfare, gave Per-

shing his first opportunity to participate in a

campaign, his first opportunity to see battle, to

hear the crack of hostile rifles.

The reader is asked to note carefully those

phrases

—

"participate in a campaign," "see

battle," "hear the crack of hostile rifles." They

are to be taken in their narrowest sense; and so

taken, they tell in brief the story of Pershing in

that abortive rebellion. The hectic chroniclers

of his career, who have now become rather num-
erous, tell of Pershing ''ever battling against

renegade Sioux," of "skirmish after skirmish,

fight after fight" following in quick succession.

As a matter of fact there were only a few en-

gagements in the entire campaign, and not one

battle that was worthy of the name. It was not

Pershing's luck to be in any of these few engage-

FORT NIOBRARA AFTER THE GREAT BLIZZARD

This bVizzard caught and almost wiped out Pershing's Regiment, the Sixth Cavalry, as it was marching from Pine Ridge Agency
to Fort Niobrara
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ments. His work, like the work of most of the

other soldiers who took part in that strenuous

campaign, was to help draw an ever-narrowing

cordon about the hostiles, a cordon that finally

strangled the rebellion. It was hard, dangerous

work, but a kind of work that does not lend itself

to being featured in the limelight.

But his soldier-luck was better than that of

many of his fellow-campaigners, for, as a sub-

ordinate officer accompanying his cavalry troop,

Pershing had the thrill of a six-mile gallop to the

rescue of another troop beleaguered by Indians.

Coming over the crest of a hill, he saw the scrim-

mage, heard the crack of the rifles, charged with

his troop down the slope, but before the rescuers

got within bullet range, the hostiles vanished as

only Indians can vanish.

It was not, however, a campaign whose dif-

ficulties, whose tragic potentialities can be scaled

by a recital of its engagements, of its casualties.

Old campaigners, veterans of hard campaigns in

the War of the Rebellion, have told me that, from

the standpoint of physicial endurance, that cam-
paign in the Bad Lands of South Dakota was the

hardest one that they had ever gone through.

It began in December and ended in January.

It was one of the bitterest winters that ever tor-

LIEUTENANT J. J. PERSHING
Under his leadership the student battalion of the University

of Nebraska was so improved that it captured the "maiden"
prize in the National Competitive Drills at Omaha

CAPTAIN OF THE GIRLS' BATTALION
Pershing just missed commanding this original "Battalion

of Death." It was discontinued just before his arrival at the
University

tured that land of bitter winters. There was
snow; there was sleet; ice in the rivers that had to

be forded. It was a campaign of scouting, of

much work with single troops, of many hurried

marches. During the weeks that the campaign
was at its height, each night meant a new camp.
—sometimes in tent, sometimes in the open.

It was life lived at its bleakest.

And for all the time that the troops were in the

field, there was not a moment, night or day, when
battle, massacre, and devastation did not hang
in the balance. The smouldering hatred of the

Redman for the conquering White, had been

fanned recently to fanatic heat by the " Messiah

craze." The Indians "had been told," says

General Nelson A. Miles, "of the second com-
ing of Christ, that the Messiah would return to his

own people—the meek and lowly, the down-
trodden, and oppressed race, and not to the

haughty and cruel. They had also been taught

that the generations that had gone before would

be restored to life." Out near Walker Lake,

Nev., a man proclaimed "secretly to a few that

he was the Messiah returned to earth to bless his

chosen people." Emissaries were sent covertly
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FhKSHlNG IN AC.IlUiN

Directing the maiKfuvres of the Student (]orps at the University of Nebraska

to far-distant tribes and these tribes sent chiefs

to hear the message. Ihe so-called Messiah

proclaimed "that the prophecy made nearly two
thousand years ago had been fulfilled; that their

own land was to be transformed into the Happy
Hunting Ground, and that all the departed

Indians were to be restored to life. He told

them that he was about to move eastward, when
there would be driven before him vast herds of

wild horses, buffalo, elk, deer, antelope—every-

thing the Indians prized most, and, as he moved
East, the dead Indians would rise from the dust

and join the innumerable throng. It was an

ideal Indian heaven, such as had been the hope
and prayer of those living as well as of the gen-

erations that had gone before."

He also taught them certain mystic ceremonies,

chief of which was the ''ghost dance." They
were further told that Indians wearing a shirt

upon which was painted a buffalo's head, would
be immune to the bullets of the soldiers.

"This dispensation," continues General Miles,

"was received with warm hearts, especially as it

came at a time when the Indians were depressed
by the mal-administration of their affairs. Their
treaties had not been- fulfilled, their supplies

were overdue, and they were suffering for food.

The hostile element received the information
with great joy, and when it was communicated to

Sitting Bull it aroused the turbulent nature of

that great war chief, and awakened his ambition

and hope to free his country froni the presence of

the white race, whom he had long hated with all

the ferocity of his savage nature. He said that

they should not await the coming of the Messiah,

but should arise in one great body and go forth

to meet and greet him. He immed ately sent

runners to every tribe of which he had any knowl-

edge in the great Northwest. ... It was a threat-

ened uprising of colossal proportions."

The spirit of unrest spread from reservation to

reservation. In the fall of 1890 some three thou-

sand Indians suddenly fled from the Rosebud and
Pine Ridge Reservations in South Dakota, across

the White River, to the Bad Lands, that country

of "barren hills, narrow valleys, ravines, canons,

mounds, and buttes." These renegades were well

armed. They made their way to a district known
as "The Stronghold," a high mesa or tableland

that was inaccessible except by wa\' of a few

trails and one wagon road.

Some miles to the north of the Pine Ridge and

Rosebud Reservations, but connected with

them by a trail which led across the Bad Lands,

were the Cheyenne and Standing Rock Reserva-

tions. On the latter lived Sitting Bull and many
of those who under his leadership had taken part

in the Custer massacre just fourteen years before.

The hostile elements on both these reservations

were prepared to join the renegades in the Bad
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PERSHING S FIRST BATTLE
This sham battle of the Nebraska University Students' Corps was the first Pershing ever planned and directed

Lands. About midway between these two groups

of reservations, not far from the trail where it

crosses the Bellefourche or Cheyenne River,

was the encampment of Big Foot. Many of

this chieftain's band were renegades who had also

been in the Custer fight, and had never become
thoroughly tamed. Big Foot's Indians were

living off the reservation.

"The danger and alarm," to quote contem-
porary reports of the War Department, "were
general throughout the settlements; and thou-

sands of unfortunate people whose homes were

scattered throughout that vast territory, were

sacrificing what little property they had to

obtain transportation to move their famiHes out

of the country."

This was the condition when troops were hur-

ried from various parts of the country—from points

as far distant as California, as New Mexico—to re-

inforce those stationed near these reservations.

Rush orders brought a large part of the available

troops of the Army, to the scene of trouble.

The plan of campaign was to capture Sitting

Bull who had become "the great organizing or

controlling spirit of the hostile element"; to

prevent the passage of Big Foot's band to the

Bad Lands, and to form a cordon of troops to the

westward of the Bad Lands so that as the cordon

was tightened the renegades encamped there

would gradually be forced back to their reserva-

tions where they would be disarmed. The con-

trolling desire was to avoid a conflict, if possible,

"although," says the War Department's reports,

"at any time from the seventeenth day of De-

cember, 1890, to the fifteenth day of January, 1891,

the troops could have engaged the Indians and a

serious engagement would have been fought.

The effect would have been to kill a large num-
ber of the Indians, costing the lives of many
officers and men, and unless complete annihila-

tion resulted, those who escaped would have

preyed upon the settlements, and the result

would have been a prolonged Indian war."

The Sixth Cavalry was ordered to detrain at

Rapid City, and went into camp about a mile

from the railroad. There was a chilly interval

while the men, used to the hot sun of New Mexico,

waited for their supply of heavy clothing neces-

sary to withstand the rigors of a Dakota winter:

fur caps and gloves, blanket-lined canvas over-

coats, heavy oversocks of felt, and arctic over-

shoes. The horses were provided with blanket-

lined canvas covers and calked shoes.

Colonel Carr, the commander of the Sixth

Cavalry, was ordered to use his troops in a patrol

of the country along the South Fork of the Chey-

enne River, just to the westward of the Bad

Lands, to protect the settlements from Indian

depredations and to head off any movement of the

renegades in that direction. Pershing, while the
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A PART OF Pershing's preparation for 1918
In 1893, American papers published long accounts of what the Kaiser said and did at great army manceuvres.

Kaiser's future opponent, was then staging tiny sham battles in Nebraska
Pershing, the

regiment was still in New Mexico, had been trans-

ferred from Troop L to Troop A. So it is that

troop that we follow with particular interest,

though as my only source of information as to

this part of Pershing's career is Colonel Carr's

report to the War Department, it will be neces-

sary to give more or less of the story of the entire

regiment in order to fill out the picture—what
one troop suffered in the way of exposure, un-

certainty, and danger was practically suffered

by all the other troops.

The day following the regiment's encampment.
Major Perry, with two troops, was sent to the

mouth of Battle Creek, about forty miles to the

southward. The next day, Major Tupper, with
three troops, including Troop A, was sent to the

neighborhood of Box Elder Creek, another forty

miles to the northward. Thus, within three

days of its arrival, the Sixth Cavalry was divided
into three detachments on a line about eighty
miles long, stretched over a rough, hostile country,

without other means of communication between
the detachments than by courier.

On December 14th, Colonel Carr received from
Headquarters a telegram which ran, in part:

"Would advise keeping your troops in as large

bodies as possible. Scouts report an intention

to attack your troops this morning, the signal

being to fire the grass, which has been done."

An order was given to sound "the general'*

(the bugle call to break camp immediately), and
within half an hour Colonel Carr was on the march
with three troops, leaving one troop to guard the

camp. Couriers were also despatched to Majors
Tupper and Perry, for them to join Colonel Carr
at the mouth of Rapid Creek.

This paragraph from Colonel Carr's report

gives a glimpse of what all the troops in the field

were then experiencing: ''I marched on that

Sunday at walk, trot, and gallop, till dark, hearing

en route, a rumor that accompany, presumably
one of Perry's,' had been massacred, and seeing

to the S.E. a light of burning prairies, the stated

signal for attack. Next morning had reveille at

4, started at daylight and arrived at mouth of

Rapid Creek soon after noon. This was one of

the most disagreeable marching days I ever

experienced—very cold and bleak, with a wind
so strong that I kept details of men within the

wagons to keep them from blowing over."

Both Major Tupper and Major Perry joined

him here, the reported massacre of one of the

latter's companies proving only a rumor.

Now followed a period when orders came from
Headquarters in mystifying succession—to head

off Indians reported moving from the South, to

head off Indians reported moving from the North.

In the midst of this period of rumor and tension
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PERSHING S. LAW CLASS
While directing military training at the University of Nebraska, Pershing studied law and graduated with the class of '93.

His picture is in the centre in the third row from the bottom

there came the story of the attempt by the

Indian pohce to arrest Sitting Bull in his tepee

in the Standing Rock Reservation, of the attempt
of his followers to rescue him, and of the stiff

little stand-up, man-to-man fight which resulted in

the killing of Sitting Bull, some of his adherents.

and a number of the Indian police. Word also

came that the remainder of Sitting Bull's followers

had fled from the reservation, joined Big Foot at

his camp on the Bellefourche, and that the com-

bined camps of hostiles were moving south toward

the territory covered by the Sixth Cavalry.
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ROLL CALL 5:30 A.M.

YOU VE GOT TO GET UP IN THE MORNING
This drawing from the University Class Book shows that reveille was no welcome sound to those in Pershing's Student Corps

On December 20th Major Adam was sent with

a battaHon (which included Troop A) to the

vicinity where Bear in the Lodge Creek empties

into White River, a stream flowing between the

Bad Lands and the Pine Ridge and Rosebud Re-

servations. His orders were '* to protect settlers

and intercept Indians going north or south." Des-

pite scouts sent in all directions, the whereabouts
of Big Foot's band remained an uncertainty. In

all the .marches of this campaign of constant

marching, sometimes in battalion, sometimes in

single troop, it was known that another Custer

massacre was always a possibility: so when moving
through this rough, broken country, around hills,

through ravines, by gullies, guards were always
thrown out, in front, behind, and on both sides.

Here is Colonel Carr's picture of his Christmas
eve in the field (he and the troops under him were
on a forced march) :

" The day had been cold and
raw and the night was bitter. Some men and
officers had brought blankets, some had pro-

visions and some had not. By dividing, all had
something to eat and water was obtained* by
melting the ice which had frozen to the bottom in

most of the water-holes. Where there was any
left, it looked like pea soup and tasted like a dose
of salts. We spent our X'mas eve standing,

sitting, and lying around the fires, sleeping from
time to time till wakened by the cold."

On December 29th came the news of the un-

fortunate affair at Wounded Knee Creek. The
activity of the troops under Major Adarn had
forced Big Foot's band so far to the eastward that

it was impossible for it to form a junction with

the main body of the hostiles. The Seventh

Cavalry finally encountered the band encamped
on Wounded Knee Creek. The Indians agreed to

surrender their arms, but a ghost dance was
started, someone fired a shot, and in the melee

which followed, thirty officers and soldiers, and
200 Indians (men, women, and children) were

killed or mortally wounded. The Indians then

fled in all directions. This encounter greatly in-

tensified the hostility of the Indians.

Colonel Carr was now ordered to march up

the White River, and camp at the mouth of

Wounded Knee Creek. There he was joined by

the other battalions of the Sixth Cavalry.

On the afternoon of January i, 1891, a soldier

told Colonel Carr that he heard the sound of rifles

up White River. Troop K, under Captain Kerr,

was in that direction. Major Tupper, to whose

battalion Troop K belonged, was told to saddle

up his other two troops, and go see if there was

any trouble. Shortly thereafter, two^ greatly

excited soldiers, despatched by Captain Kerr,

arrived with the news that Troop K had been

under a running fire for about an hour and that
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the troop was now surrounded. ** Boots and
Saddles" was sounded, and with Troops A and
H, Colonel Carr went on a gallop to the rescue.

There were six miles to cover, and all six were

done on a gallop, though the ground was covered

with snow. Coming up on a ridge, the men could

look right over the field of combat.

About half a mile away there was a little knoll

and on this Captain Kerr had corraled his wagon
train, thrown out forage sacks as a barricade,

and from behind this hastily constructed line of

defense, had been holding off the Indians who
had attacked in some force. But the two troops

under Major Tupper had already taken a hand
in the skirmish, and the Indians were falling

back.

Upon the appearance, over the crest of the

hill, of more reinforcements for the enemy, the

Indians fled precipitately, disappearing in the

gullies and brushwood along Little Grass Creek.

Troops A and H charged down the slope. But
before they got within rifle range, the affair was
all over. There were no casualties on the side

of the whites. This was Pershing's first view of

battle, the first time in his career as a soldier that

he heard the crack of hostile rifles.

" For the next two weeks," says Colonel Carr,

*'we were actively engaged in scouting against

hostile Sioux whose camp was on or near White
Clay Creek, about twelve miles from mine, the

object being to prevent them from going north

or east, and to constantly press them toward the

agency. We saw some of them nearly every day,

and satisfied them that there was an efficient cor-

don around them. . . . My line was from the

haystacks below the mouth of White Clay Creek,

on White River, to Whitney's Camp on head of

Wounded Knee, about forty miles to guard with

500 men.
"On January 14th, I received orders to move

a battalion to the beef corral on Wolf Creek, near

Pine Ridge Agency. I had reveille at 4 o'clock

but it was so stormy and dark that we could

not see the roads until 7:15. After a most bleak

and disagreeable march we reached the beef

corral designated. The Indians were then in

sight streaming along up White Clay beyond the

Agency. My other two battalions arrived next

day. . . . The Indians gradually made up
their minds to a complete surrender, and com-
menced to give up their arms."

As the Indians streamed into Pine Ridge
Agency, so too did the regiments that had played

their part in the encircling cordon. Soon there

was a long line of army tents stretched across the

rolling prairie land. Regiments from far-

separated points were gathered in what was
practically one big encampment. A hard cam-

paign had been brought to a successful close. It

was a time for the renewing of old friendships,

for a little jollity and relaxation.

Here is a story, just as it was told me by Major
Joseph C. Byron:

" It was the first time I had seen Pershing since

we graduated. Pershing was with the Sixth

Cavalry, I was with the Eighth. We were
second lieutenants, four years out of West Point.

To be sure we were hard as nails; and believe me
we had to be—sleeping in the snow, thermometer
as low as 30 degrees below zero, always on the

alert, sleeping with our clothes on, bathing only

occasionally, riding all day. While the life was
hard and the rides were long, we enjoyed the

excitement of it, although one never knew which
clump of bushes or which rise of ground might
conceal our crafty and resourceful enemy.

"Pershing and I finally came together in

camp at Pine Ridge. We had driven all the

Indians in, and were encamped near them. I

remember it was a very long line of tents, and
Pershing's tent was at the extreme right while

mine was on the extreme left. We went over to

see him in the evening, another classmate and
myself. It was some cold that night, but a

bright, dry cold. 1 do not remember whether

I took what I had over to his tent, or whether he

had it there, but it seems to me it was both.

"We had not seen each other for four years,

and we had plenty to talk about and experiences

of the campaign to go over. Finally it was time

to go home, and we started back. We had not

gone more than fifty feet from his tent, when
Pershing came out and called to us:

" 'Say, you fellows are starting on a long march
with no rations.'

" So he woke up his striker and had him issue

us a day's ration of hard bread and bacon, and

wrapped up a little coffee. As we started off

again, he stopped us and said:

" 'Here, you are entitled to candles also.'

" He handed us each a small stump of a candle.

" Yes, John was a thoughtful second lieutenant,

and that glimpse of humor and dry wit is

characteristic of him. It was only half an hour's

walk, but one could never tell—we might get

lost—better play the game safe and take the

rations, and the candles went with the field

ration."

On January 24th, the troops were assembled for

a grand review by General Miles. "This review

was one of the most interesting in my exper-

ience," said General Miles. "It occurred during

a gentle snow storm. The vast prairie, with its

rolling undulations, was covered with the white

mantle of winter. That cheerless, frigid atmos-

phere, with its sleet, ice, and snow, covered all
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the apparent life of Nature. That scene was
possibly the closing one that was to bury in

oblivion, decay, and death that once powerful,

strong, defiant, and resolute race .... The
march of troops, fully equipped in their winter

apparel, the long wagon and pack trains, the

ambulance corps, were a novel and a most fitting

spectacle for the closing scene of the drama.

As this formidable force moved to stirring music

and with sharp cadence over the snow-clad fields,

it could not but have made a strong impression

upon the thousands of Indians who witnessed it.

They had a fair opportunity of appreciating the

terrible power which they had fortunately

avoided, as well as an indication to them of the

advisability of remaining at peace in the future."

ON THE MARCH TO FORT NIOBRARA

At the close of this review, all the cavalry

regiments, save the Sixth, struck their tents and
departed. For a few more bleak weeks the Sixth

was left in camp while disposition was made of

some turbulent elements among the Indians.

Then orders came assigning five troops of the

Sixth (including Troop A, to which Pershing was
attached) to Fort Niobrara, Nebr., close to

the southern boundary of the Rosebud Indian

Reservation.

From its camp at Pine Ridge to its new post,

was only a distance of about fifty miles. But

that ordinarily short and easy march almost

resulted in the annihilation of the five troops.

When the regiment broke camp, the weather was

apparently favorable for marching. There was a

peculiar mist in the air, but it had no significance

to these men most of whom had only seen service

in New Mexico.

Striking south from Pine Ridge, into Nebraska,

the troops reached the old Fremont, Elkhorn

and Missouri Valley Railroad, and followed close

to it as it led almost due east to Fort Niobrara.

On the afternoon of the first day's march, with

the last half of the journey still before them, an

old ranchman called out to the commanding
officer:

*' You'd better get into camp soon: a blizzard's

coming!"

The air was absolutely still. To the inexper-

ienced eye there was no sign of change.

"What makes you think so?" asked the

officer.

"This mist isn't in the air for nothing. I've

lived out in this country long enough to know
what it means. I tell you a blizzard's coming
and you'd better get into camp."
The advice was taken. Orders were given for

the troops to go into camp immediately. For-

tunately, some one gave orders for the men to

peg the tents down very firmly. The camp
chanced to be made close to a small railroad

station and close to the station there happened to

be a small store. The tents were in a row, and
the horses were picketed in a line about fifteen

feet away. The mess wagon was placed near a

stream, about six hundred feet from the tents.

Supper was served. The horses were fed and
blanketed.

About 10 p. M. the blizzard started. It came
with a whoop and a howl. The wind, razor-

sharp, bled a hurricane, and the air was so packed
with snow that the line of horses was blotted out.

The gale yanked and tugged at the tents, but the

deep-driven pegs held them fast—a refuge for the

men in that arctic tempest.

"Who ordered the men to peg the tents firm-

ly?" 1 asked Tom Stevenson, former sergeant

in the Sixth Cavalry, who told me the story

of this blizzard.
"

I can't exactly remember," answered the old

man (he is now seventy-seven, a veteran of the

Civil War). There was a little pause, during

which he seemed to be searching his memory.
"But I wouldn't be surprised if it was Pershing:

he was always busy looking after the men. I do
remember him coming, all muffled up, to my tent

just before the blizzard broke.

"'Stevenson,' said he, 'we're in for a bad time.

You'd better order the men out to get in more
firewood. There is a pile of ties over there by
the railroad. Have the men use them. And be

sure to tell them to tie towels over their mouths
and noses before they leave their tents—this

wind is blowing so that a man can't get his

breath unless he's muffled.'

"That's the sort of an officer Pershing was,"

Stevenson continued, "always thinking about

his men, and that's why the men would do any-

thing for him."

The ties were commandeered, and each tent

had its stack of fuel, and the Sibley stove in each

one of those canvas shelters was kept roaring hot

while the blizzard was roaring cold without.

The storm howled all through the night. The
next morning it was still howling. Some of the

men tried to get to the mess wagon for breakfast,

but could not face the intervening six hundred

feet of blizzard. By working his way from tent

to tent, however, down the line of the encamp-

ment, a man from each tent got to the store.

Butter—frozen hard—and ginger cakes, were the

only items of food that the store afforded. And
on butter and ginger cakes the men lived through-

out that long day and the night that followed.

The men tried to get to the horses to feed them,

but had to give up. During the blizzard, the horses

went unfed and unwatered. The men spent a
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good deal of time speculating how many of the

horses would be found dead. Only a person who
knows the affection that the average trooper feels

for his mount, can realize the cheerlessness of this

long-drawn out speculation.

About four o'clock the next morning—thirty

hours after it had begun—the storm stopped.

Not a horse was found to be the worse for its

trying ordeal: a chance rise in the prairie which

had acted as a partial wind- and snow-break, their

heavy blankets, and their own remarkable supply

of animal heat, had saved them.

At eight o'clock the march for Fort Niobrara

was again taken up. Every gulch was filled with

enormous drifts. The troopers took turn in

breaking trail—after plunging into the drifts for

a few yards, the leaders would fall back and fresh

horses were brought up to batter a way through.

It was hard on the men, harder still on the horses.

It took nine hours to cover the twenty-odd miles

to Fort Niobrara.

When the troops reached the bridge that leads

to the post, they discovered a grim reminder of

the fate that they had so narrowly escaped

—

a soldier frozen to death. He had been out with

the mail, and, returning in the storm, had missed

the bridge by a few yards. Blinded by the wind

and snow, his way lost, he had apparently got

down on his hands and knees to crawl; he was
found in that position.

The post itself was buried under a deep blanket

of snow, great drifts heaped up against the build-

ings. Trenches and communicating trenches had
to be dug. It was weeks before the snow melted

away, weeks before many of the windows in the

post buildings performed the ordinary functions

of windows.

PERSHING GIVEN COMMAND OF INDIAN SCOUTS

But before these weeks had passed, while cold

and snow and ice and cheerlessness still gripped

these Northern plains, Pershing was again ordered

on field duty. On March 5th, he took command
of a company of Indian scouts at Pine Ridge

Agency. The force stationed on the reserva-

tion consisted of one company of infantry,

and three companies of Indian scouts, the latter

commanded by officers detailed from the Regular

Army.
As Captain Charles G. Penny, acting U. S.

Indian agent at Pine Ridge stated in his report

to the War Department: ''There is a consider^

able number of Indians, medicine men, and others

who still insist upon a revival of the Messiah
craze and the ghost dancing. However quiet

and peaceful these Indians may appear to be, it

is by no means a fact that permanent peace
has been established. . . . The sparks of

disaffection have been smothered, but the fire is

not quenched."

One of the companies of scouts was kept in

movement all the time. The officer with his

scouts visited wherever disaffection was suspected,

and endeavored to adjust grievances. He
watched for any revival of the ghost dancing,

for any movement of Indians that would hint at

an effort to reconstruct the old inter-tribal con-
spiracy, for any smuggling of firearms. He
held pow-wows with chiefs, and made every
effort to keep his finger on the pulse of Indian

sentiment in the reservation.

It was hard, trying, dangerous work. That
year, winter clung with unusual persistence to

that section of the country. When out on scout,

the men lived in tents. The danger may be

glimpsed from the fact that Lieutenant E. W.
Casey, of the Twenty-Second Infantry, on similar

detached service in command of Indian scouts

at Pine Ridge, only a few months before, had
been murdered in cold blood. He had entered

a camp of Sioux, had greeted them in a friendly

manner and apparently had been greeted by them
in the same spirit, and was talking with a number
of them, when a Sioux, "Plenty Horses," shot

him in the back of the head, killing him instantly.

Pershing, with that peculiar faculty to win the

affection of primitive peoples, of which his career

was to afford so many striking instances, here

won the loyalty of an old Sioux Indian who was
in his company of scouts. This Indian knew that

the Redmen were dissatisfied and that treachery

might show itself at any moment. When Persh-

ing was on scout in any part of the reservation,

this old Indian would sit outside Pershing's tent,

all night long, smoking his pipe, on watch while

Pershing slept. Telling an intimate of his exper-

iences at Pine Ridge, Pershing said: ''Every

time I moved, that old Indian was on my trail."

Pershing remained on this detail until July 27th.

Meanwhile a movement had been started in

Lincoln, Neb., to have Pershing appointed as

Professor of Military Science and Tactics at the

University of Nebraska. This institution was
one of the " land grant" colleges. Under the terms

of its charter, it was required that compulsory

military training be a part of the college curric-

ulum and that a cadet battalion be maintained

under command of an officer detailed from the

Regular Army. This position at the University

of Nebraska was to become vacant in the Fall of

1 89 1

.

Pershing's father had moved to Chicago, but

his brother, James F., though a traveling sales-

man for a wholesale clothing house of Chicago,

still made his home at Lincoln, the capital of the

state and the seat of the state university. It was
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THE LAW SCHOOL S DEBATING CLUB
While acting as military instructor Lieutenant Pershing also studied law. The Class Book contains this sketch of the Maxwell

Debate Club

generally understood that the Pershings were Re-
publicans, though, with one exception, neither

the elder Pershing nor his son James, took any
active part in politics during their residence in

Lincoln. This one exception was when James
F. Pershing took informal charge of the head-

quarters opened by his friend, John C. Allen, a
candidate in 1890 for the Republican nomination
of Secretary of State. Allen got the nomination
and was elected.

Pershing himself has always lived up to that

excellent unwritten law of the Army which for-

bids an officer to take an active part in politics.

I can state, however, on good authority, that

Lieutenant Pershing at this time was a Republican.

In May, 1891, James F. Pershing wrote to his

friend, Allen, then Secretary of State for Neb-
raska, that his brother was ''very anxious" to be

detailed to the University, and asking Allen to

use his influence with the members of the Board
of Regents and the Governor to the end that they
request the Secretary of War to give Pershing

the desired assignment.

The Lieutenant, himself, made application to

the Secretary of War for the detail. Allen wrote
to Senator Charles F. Manderson, then Chairman
of the Committee on Military Affairs of the U. S.

Senate. Senator Manderson took the matter up
with Stephen A. Elkins, then Secretary of War.
The result of these efforts was that Pershing got

the desired detail, and the University of Nebraska
got the best military instructor it ever had.

The story of Pershing's achievement at Lincoln

is one of the most significant chapters in his life.

Pershing had now served with the Sixth Cavalry
for almost five years. This assignment to the

University brought his connection with his old

regiment to a practical end, though it was not

technically severed until October, 1892. Colonel

Carr, the commander under whom he had served

from the time he first reported in the Apache
country to the end of the Sioux campaign had this

to say of him:

"Professional ability, most excellent. Ca-
pacity for command, excellent. Is bright, active

and energetic."

Terse commendation of a tough old Indian

fighter!

"The Life of General Pershing' will he continued in the World's Work for March
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[In this series of articles the World's Work intends to present to its readers an informing picture

of the various regions of the new world in which the United States finds itself in these days, when the

war has made us realise that we are citizens of the world. Henceforth we shall have closer contact with

all people. IVho are they ? What are their problems ? How do they touch our Jives and interests ?

The answers to these questions will he found in the monthly survey of " The World As It Is."—
The Editors.]

BY

LOTHROP STODDARD

ONE of the gravest dangers attending by a spirit of log-rolling compromise. All the
i the labors of the Peace Conference much-debated plans for a new and better world
I is the danger that its decisions may were relegated to the waste-paper baskets, and

be unduly hastened or unduly in- Europe staggered forth from the Napoleonic
fluenced by the wave of unrest nightmare handicapped by an ill-devised, super-

which is rolling westward from Russia across ficial "settlement" which entailed a century of

Central Europe and which is stimulating a sym- intermittent upheavals culminating in the late

pathetic ground-swell in almost every quarter war.

of the world. Bolshevism is, in essence, a violent Apply this warning to the present case. The
revolt against the whole existing scheme of things, delegates to this Peace Conference are undoubt-
and while its primary appeal is to the proletariat, edly at odds on many points, but on one point

it exerts an undoubted attraction upon some they are certainly agreed. They are all, or vir-

sections of the intellectual classes. Certainly tually all, agreed upon the paramount necessity

no country is to-day without its warm defenders of preserving the existing world-order from violent

and zealous partisans, Bolshevism is thus a overthrow. Now if in the midst of some heated

genuine world-movement and is bound to produce discussion on reconstruction there peers through

well-nigh universal effects. These effects will, of a window of the council-chamber a strange figure,

course, vary greatly in character and intensity, ragged, unkempt, wild-eyed, brandishing in its

But Bolshevism has great power in the most grimy fist a banner of revolutionary red, what
unexpected places, for the war has so racked our would the diplomats do? Would they not act

world that even its soundest societies are not in precisely like their fellows of a hundred years ago?

their accustomed health. IiH other words, would they not, faced" by the

It is thus plain that the continued spread of necessity of instant action against a common peril,

Bolshevist unrest would exert a disturbing in- jam through a hasty patchwork of palliatives and
fluence upon the Peace Conference. The results half-measures devoid of constructive statesman-

of such pertui^bation can be pretty accurately ship, unfitted to serve as the basis of a new order,

gauged by a glance at what took place during and rife with the germs of future upheavals?

the attempt to settle the Europe of a hundred We want no "Final Act" of our present Confer-

years ago—the Vienna Congress of 1814-15. ence as un-final as that of the Vienna Congress

For months the assembled diplomats had argued of 181 5.

and wrangled to no definite conclusion. Sud- Therefore, in all their labors, the Conference

denly there came the news of Napoleon's return members have before them the vision of a war-

from Elba and the resurgence of the Bonapartist racked world threatened with collapse into chaos,

peril. The shadow of the Corsican fell athwart The public should remember that, as Rome was
the green council-table. Instantly there was a not constructed in a day, so the new edifice cannot

panic. All the delegates, forgetting their recent be jerry-built if it is to endure. So long, therefore,

differences, breathed one desire—the desire to as the Peace Conference shall give proof of con-

have done, to make some sort of a settlement structive endeavor, public opinion should every-

however incomplete, and to turn their united where back it with loyal patience and ungrudging

thought and energy against the common foe. faith.

The result was the "Final Act" of the Congress Another question of primary importance in

of Vienna, a hastily drawn document confining the peace settlement is Nationalism—the idea

itself mainly to boundary stones and inspired impelling men to group themselves into definite
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political organizations based upon common ties Vienna Congress of 181 5 points a lesson, for it

of blood, language, culture, religion, and historic shows the danger of attempting to base a new
pasts. Nationalism appeared as far back as order upon a waning rather than a waxing princi-

the Middle Ages and is responsible for Europe's pie. A century ago Nationalism was not well

transformation from a bewildering mosaic of understood, the predominant idea then befng

small feudal principalities held together by per- the Dynastic-State instead of the Nation-State,

sonal loyalty to local chiefs into the clear-cut The older Dynastic-State idea had been stimu-

Nation-States of to-day. It was only in the last lated by the Napoleonic struggle, just as the now
century, however, that Nationalism attained its orthodox Nation-State idea has been stimulated

full development, and even now the process is by the late war. Accordingly, the statesmen

far from complete, as is proved by the recent who assembled at Vienna after Napoleon's

disintegration of Russia and Austria-Hungary, downfall proceeded to base their projected re-

two old-fashioned military empires grouped settlement of Europe upon the doctrine of "legiti-

about reigning dynasties and using the loyalty macy"; in other words, upon the imprescriptible

of certain elements of the population to hold rights of the old Dynastic-State, in sublime dis-

other elements in unwilling subjection. regard of the claims of the newer Nationalism.

Much of Europe's recent trouble has arisen The results of that error the world now knows,

from a failure to recognize the power of National- Precautions must be taken so that the lesson

ism. But most sensible persons are to-day shall not have been set in vain,

agreed that the new Europe must have as one of

its cornerstones that free opportunity of men to

group themselves together as they wish which In any survey of the contemporary world, the

has been happily described in the phrase ''self- quarter to which our eyes naturally first turns is

determination." Germany. And, curiously enough, it is precisely

The danger now appears to lie in the opposite here that are strongly found all those elements

direction; that is, in an over-estimation of Na- just discussed. Germany is, in truth, a land of

tionalism to the disregard of other important strange contradictions: great material progress

forces that form and perpetuate governments, contrasted with equally great political back-

The -prodigious progress of science and invention wardness; ultra-modern economic and social

during the last half century has made our world theories coupled with archaic survivals straight

much smaller and infinitely closer-knit than the from the Middle Ages; ideals of scientific world-

world of our grandfathers. This development governance crossed with intolerant Nationalism

has greatly diminished the once paramount and predatory imperialism.

significance of Nationalism. Nationalism tends But the imperial dream is over, and Germany,
to be exclusive. It parks men off into distinct shaken to her foundations, lies a prey to profound

groups sundered by sharply defined lines of cleav- disturbances. The outstanding question is, of

age—national frontiers. The newer forces of course, whether these disturbances represent

modern progress, on the other hand, work in merely a transitory oscillation between two stable

another direction. Disregarding national bound- orders, or whether they mean that Germany is

aries, they open up cross-lines of cleavage that about to collapse like Russia into anarchy and

bind men of diverse nationalities into new loyalties disruption. To give a dogmatic answer to this

quite outside the nationalist sphere. Interna- query would be a rash presumption. The best

tional finance, Socialism, Bolshevism, and the method here, as in all such cases, is to analyze the

movement for a supernational World Government forces on both sides and then strike a rough bal-

are only the best-known examples of the new de- ance of probability,

velopment. Germany is now in the hands of its radicals.

Of course this development, for the very reason The reactionary elements, formally dominant,

that it is new, has been everywhere set back are broken and discredited by their colossal

by the war, whereas the older Nationalism has
,
failure. The future, therefore, seems to depend

been correspondingly endowed with fresh strength, on the character of German radicalism, which

Nevertheless, there seems good reason for be- to-day is at the helm. The strength of German
lieving that Nationalism, as a primal motive radicalism, as embodied in its political expression

force in human evolution, has passed its zenith the Social Democratic party, has long been great,

and is entering upon its decline. While making Arising in the second quarter of the Nineteenth

every allowance for its just claims, therefore. Century as a small revolutionary sect. Social

the coming settlement will probably not be based Democracy grew rapidly after the founding of the

so exclusively upon Nationalism as not to allow German Empire in 1871 owing to the swift in-

for the play of new forces. Once more the dustrialization of the country which then took
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POLITICAL DIVISIONS OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE
The Empire was a curious political hodgepodge in which the ruling class did everything possible to hold democracy in check.

Whether the Union of the German States will long survive the Empire is an interesting question

place. The conservative ruling classes did every-

thing possible to combat it, both by direct re-

pression and by endeavors to wean the laboring

masses from Socialism through the grant of

economic reforms, but Social Democracy con-

tinued to grow in strength till its adherents num-
bered millions and formed by far the most nu-

merous party organization in German parHamen-
tary Hfe. In the last general election to the

Reichstag, that of 191 2, the Socialists polled

4,250,000 votes, more than one third of the total

number of votes cast and more than twice the

number cast for any other single party. The
main reason why the Socialists have not in the

past been able to exert an influence in the Reich-

stag proportionate to their voting strength is

that they were not given their due quota of seats,

no change having been made in the laying out of

electoral districts since the original allotment in

1 87 1. For this reason the Socialist strongholds,

the great industrial districts which have so de-

veloped in population since 1871, have long been

most inadequately represented in the national

parliament.

WHY THE SOCIALISTS INDORSED THE WAR

Social Democracy under the Empire was always

the "radical opposition'* in German political

life. Its criticisms were searching, involving not

merely antiquated survivals like the Prussian

three-class system of voting and the Feudal

constitutions of some of the lesser German States,

but also the whole trend of German imperial

policy, with its militarism, naval expansion,

colonial adventures, and provocative attitude

toward other European Powers. In fact. Social

Democracy went so far as to assail Royalty itself,

the Socialist goal being avowedly the transforma-

tion of the Empire into a democratic republic.

At the same time, there can be little doubt that
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in recent years German Social Democracy was world dominated by a Socialist Germany. But
getting more moderate in action. The revolu- this fall from grace was more than offset by the

tionary theories of its founders, Marx, Engels, rapid growth of the extreme pacifist wing, which,

and Lasalle, were of course "affirmed" at party starting in August, 19 14, with Deputy Karl
congresses with all the pristine enthusiasm, Liebknecht and a mere handful of followers,

but when it came to workaday matters, theory became, during 191 5, a force to be reckoned with
was not permitted to interfere too much with and finally seceded from the bulk of the party,

practice. The younger Socialist leaders like thus creating that schism between "Minority''
Scheidemann, Ebert, David and their like, were and "Majority" Socialists which has persisted

practical men differing widely in type from the to the present day. The government's failure

old-time rigid doctrinaires who would refuse the to end the war in 1916 produced wide-spread dis-

most tempting present advantage which conflicted content kept down only by wholesale " preventive

in the slightest degree with the ideal line of action arrests" which, in some of the Socialist industrial

abstractly laid down in the precepts of the districts, amounted to a veritable reign of terror.

Socialist Fathers. This growing moderation was The events of 191 7, beginning with the Russian
probably in part due to the fact that German Revolution in March and ending with the Bol-

Social Democracy had gradually ceased to be a shevist triumph in November, were so much
purely proletarian party. The reactionary, mili- fuel for German Socialist discontent, while the
taristic tone which the Kaiser and his satelHtes brutal treaty of Brest-Litovsk and the arrogant
gave German political life disgusted multitudes determination of the military clique in control at

of middle-class persons and led them to vote the Berlin to strike for an imperialistic triumph by
Socialist ticket as their sole effective means of the great Western offensive of March, 1918,

protest, though such votes did not mean that they roused the suffering German masses to sullen fury,

really subscribed to the collectivist doctrines of Small wonder that when in July the offensive

Marx and Lasalle. broke down and ultimate German defeat was
This practical trend of German Social Democ- seen to be inevitable, the German proletariat

racy proved itself unmistakably at the outbreak determined on a grim reckoning with those who
of the European War. Disregarding their theories had sacrificed and betrayed them,
of proletarian solidarity and schemes for a

general strike against mobilizarion, the German convalescence or chaos?

Socialists rallied to the Imperial Government How black lowered the gathering storm-

almost to a man. Only a minute fraction of the clouds, how serious was the danger of an internal

party, under the leadership of Karl Liebknecht explosion which should blow organized society to

and Rosa Luxemburg, remained true to the doc- atoms, is proved by Germany's abject surrender

trinaire Socialist attitude and opposed the war to the Allies while her armies still stood on foreign

from the start, and these dissidents were, in soil. That surrender was recommended, not

19
1 4, so few that they could not be said to have merely by Germany's civilian leaders, but by her

exerted the slightest practical influence on either generals as well. This last fact could only mean
the course of events or the trend of public opinion, that any further prolongation of the war would
Aside from these extremists all Socialists at that have spelled a German collapse into chaos,

time honestly believed that Germany was waging The question now is whether that collapse can
a defensive war against the predatory schemes be averted. Before the German armies had
of Czarist Russia and against English attempts formally capitulated, revolution in Germany had
to involve the German people, workmen, and begun, and history shows that revolutions tend

capitalists alike, in a common ruin. Accordingly, to follow a certain curve, growing more violent

they rallied round the Kaiser, voted the war- till a climax is reached, succeeded by temporary
credits, and marched cheering to the front. reaction and ultimate recovery to a new normal.

This state of mind, however, did not last long. That climax in the specific cases is, of course, the

The German victories on the Eastern Front dur- uncertain point; but it may theoretically be fixed

ing the summer of 191 5 removed all immediate with the most radical group in the country which
danger of a Russian invasion of Germany, and is able to gain and maintain an at least temporary
numerous Socialist voices began to be raised in effective control. In the German Revolution,

favor of a speedy peace. A minority of Socialists, is that climacteric group the present Majority-

to be sure, dazzled by German military triumphs, Socialist Government, or must Germany swing
rallied to the idea of an imperialistic settlement, still further to the left into the arms of the

and there thus arose a paradoxical school of Minority-Socialist party of Liebknecht—the so-

Socialist-Imperialists typified by the writings of called "Spartacides?" This would mean a violent

Paul Lensch with his curious notion of a socialized social revolution akin to that in Russia, probably
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culminating in ferocious class-war; in other words, they wasted their resources in foreign wars and
Bolshevism. It is thus an eventuality to be grandiose dreams of a revived Roman Empire,
desired neither by the world at large nor by The Imperial title they did obtain, and a political

sane Germans themselves. Fortunately the structure called the "Holy Roman Empire''
omens seem to indicate that Germany will sue- arose, embracing within its frontiers not merely
cessfully skirt the edge of the abyss. The army Germany as we now know it but also Holland,

appears to have kept its discipline, while the con- Belgium, Switzerland, most of Italy, and much of

servatives are supporting the new Government France and Austria as well. But, in order to
and (with a few exceptions) are studiously avoid- maintain their hold on these far-flung dominions,
ing counter-revolutionary plots that might in- the mediaeval German Emperors lost their grip

flame the people and give the Spartacides their over the local German princes, who gradually

opportunity. This is just the reverse of what absorbed all real power. The Emperors became
happened in Russia, where the army at once mere shadows, and in the Thirteenth Century
degenerated into a mob, and where the upper the empire fell into utter anarchy. At the begin-

classes either sulked or hatched reactionary con- ning of the modern period the Hapsburg rulers of

spiracles which made untenable the Moderate- Austria tried to revive the reality of the empire.

Socialist Kerensky's hold on the governmental but their ambitious plans roused the other

machine. Germany, unlike Russia, is one of the German princes to fierce resistance, and the

best educated countries in the world, illiteracy struggle, envenomed by religious differences,

being practically non-existent; also, the German ' finally culminated in the Thirty Years' War
people have, within certain limits, long enjoyed (i 618-1648). The Thirty Years' War was the

the discipline of self-government; lastly, the far- most frightful visitation which ever afflicted a

reaching, economic reforms under the empire people. It killed off more than three fourths

have redressed the worst social abuses and made of the population and left Germany a desert,

the masses secure and comfortable even though Indeed, it may truthfully be said that Germany
|

restricted as to higher opportunities. All these has never recovered, many of the modern Ger-

things tell in the hour of trial. The most serious man's unlovely traits being due to the brutality

ground for apprehension springs from the point and barbarism implanted during this generation of

already suggested: namely, that the fabric of ferocious warfare in which the old mediaeval

organized society has been so racked by war that culture and traditions almost wholly perished,

it is in an abnormal condition, thereby rendering From that time down to our own day Germany
possible things which would otherwise be beyond was a mere geographical expression, a prey tp

the bounds of possibility. the selfish rivalries of her princes iand the predarr

tory interventions of foreie^ners. Not till 1871-
WILL GERMAN UNITY SURVIVE?

did Germany attain the position of a true Nation^

The next main point of interest in Germany's State and even then only under the aegis of the

situation is the question of German unity. Now Hohenzollern princes of Prussia, who were to

that the empire is shattered, will the Germans pervert tjie country's development and lead it
j

regroup themselves into a single political or- to disaster through rash foreign adventures pre-
j

ganism, or are we to witness the erection of two cisely as the old mediaeval Kaisers had done,

or more independent Germanic States? Such, in brief, is the political history of Ger-

The problem of German unity is a curious one many. Its two outstanding features are a balked

because it is at the same time very new and very nationalism and a balked imperiahsm. That is

old: very new, in the sense that the late Ger- a dangerous condition for any people. It leads

man Empire dates only from 1871; very old, to repining over lost opportunities and to dreams

in the sense that the German tribes were first of reviving buried pasts. So it was in 1871,

united by Charlemagne as far back as 800 A. D., when, for the first time in many centuries, the

while this unity became self-conscious and self- Germans were free to use their united strength

perpetuating under the gj;eat Saxon and Franconi- for common ends. To the infinite misfortune

anmonarchsof the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries, both of themselves and of the world at large,

At that time Germany was far nearer nationhood the Germans promptly identified their new state

in the modern sense than was any other part of with the Holy Roman Empire and tacitly asserted

Europe, and it then looked as though there was its ancient claims to world-dominion, in sublime

to be a great German Nation-State, dominating disregard of the fact that the past was dead and

the Continent and setting the tone to European that a political structure like the Holy Roman
civilization. Unfortunately for the Germans, Empire was no longer a possibility,

their rulers threw away this unique opportunity. The depth of their present woes has, it is to

Instead of consolidating their power at home be hoped, forever cured the Germans of their

I
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imperialism. How about their Nationalism? On tories which formed the late Empire of Austria-

the whole, it does not seem likely that German Hungary. In Germany, we have to deal mainly

national unity will be undone. There may well with politico-social problems, complicated at

be radical internal regroupings. Prussia, for most by the local particularisms of a people funda-

example, may split up. We already hear talk mentally one in race, culture, and national as-

of a "Rhineland Republic." This, however, pirations. In Austria-Hungary, on the other

would not necessarily destroy German national hand, we are faced by a total breakdown of the

unity. The late empire had within its borders old political order and by its dissolution into half

three republics—the city-republics of Hamburg, a dozen mutually hostile nationalities with old

Bremen, and Lubeck; not to mention four king- rancors to avenge and with ambitious conflicting

doms, six grand duchies, five duchies, seven prin- claims too overlapping to be readily reconciled,

cipalities and a Reichsland. The German Em- Austria-Hungary was not a modern Nation-

pire was not a centralized state like France but a State, but was a survival of the older Dynastic-

federal state much looser even than the United State type. The keystone of the political arch

States of America. This gives Germany a great was the reigning House of Hapsburg, which,

advantage in times like these, because the state- through long centuries, amassed dominions as a
structure is flexible and can bear internal read- thrifty farmer adds adjoining acres to his patri-

justments which might brea'k a more rigid mony. Although of Germanic origin, the Haps-
organization. burgs never took a purely German point of view.

Yet, after all, it is not the suppleness of state They were supernational, imperial, in their

forms but the wishes of the inhabitants which in attitude. For many generations they kept within

the last analysis determine the fate of territories, the family the crown of the Holy Roman Empire,

Do the Germans, then, wish to remain under a and they came to regard themselves as the heirs

single political union, whatever its internal re- of the Roman Caesars, with universal dominion
arrangements, or do they desire separation into as their ultimate goal. We have seen how their

distinct, independent, political entities? To that great bid for supremacy failed in the Thirty

question there can apparently be but one answer. Years* War. Thenceforth they were compelled

However troubled and protracted may be the to limit their ambitions, but they never lost their

period^ of reconstruction, that period will almost imperialist mental attitude. In this attitude

certainly culminate in a united Germany, loosely they were supported by those four props of the

federative perhaps, but still a fundamental whole, throne, the nobility, the army, the bureaucracy,

If there be one thing which sticks in German and the Church. All these orders were thoroughly

[minds, it is the memory of their past disunion, ''imperialist"; that is to say, they worked for a

Iwhich, for long centuries, condemned them to "Hapsburg" Empire rather than for the interest

ipolitical impotence and cursed them with fra- of any particular nationality,

tricidal strife. Just now the imperfections of the At the same time, whatever its ultimate aims,

"imperial state-strjjcture and the gross misuse the actual operations of Hapsburg policy favored

of it by their late rulers have stirred the German Germanism. Of Germanic origin and with a cap-

people to hot indignation, but the unprecedented ital city (Vienna) of strongly German complexion,

security, power, and prosperity which the empire the Hapsburgs always relied upon Germanism as

gave them for half a century have sunk too deep their indispensable instrument of government,
jinto German minds to make likely any reversion In fact, this dependence upon Germanism became
'to the past. « Add to this the fact that, with the stronger as the non-German races of the empire

bartial exceptions of Bavaria and historic Prussia, awoke to national self-consciousness and chafed

bone of the German States as they existed before under the Hapsburg yoke. Finally the Hapsburgs
1866 had any true national self-sufficiency, and made their fatal alliance with the German House
l^^e see the unlikelihood of a return to the days of Hohenzollern, shared its ambitious schemes,

before the Franco-Prussian War. and was overwhelmed in a common ruin. The
' Of course, during the transition period of difference in outcome is that Germany, being a

fecon Struction we may witness a temporary Nation-State, can survive its Hohenzollern rulers'

Heavage between North and South Germany, fall, whereas Austria-Hungary, being a Dynastic-

^ispecially if the German-inhabited provinces of State, must perish with its Hapsburg dynasty.

jXustria should seek political union with their The Hapsburg Empire having thus ceased to

jiouth German neighbors. But even such a exist, its former subjects are now busily engaged

lemporary cleavage seems doubtful. in sorting themselves out according to their re-

1

Troubled as is the situation in Germany, it is spective racial origins. We, therefore, to-day

Llmost tranquil compared with conditions pre- see inchoate groupings of Germans, Magyars,

i'ailing in the lands to the southward—the terri- Czechoslovaks, Poles, Ruthenians, Rumanians,
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Jugoslavs, and Italians on what was once Haps-
burg soil. How these racial elements, many
of whom are inextricably interlaced, shall succeed
in dividing the Hapsburg dominions is far too
complex a problem for complete analysis in a
single article. We propose, therefore, to confine
our attention this month to a discussion of the
best-known among these elements, the Germans.

THE AUSTRIAN GERMANS

Of the 50,000,000 souls inhabiting Austria-

Hungary the Germans number about 12,000,000.

The bulk of the race is found in the Austrian half

of the former Dual Monarchy, there being
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THE RACE PROBLEM IN THE TYROL
The Brenner Mountains are a part of the natural boundary

of Italy, but south of these mountains dwell many Germans
who object to Italian rule. The shaded area is inhabited by
Germans principally

10,000,000 Germans in Austria as against only

2,000,000 in Hungary. In Austria, the Germans
constitute a trifle more than one third of the total

population (10,000,000 out of 29,000,000), while

in Hungary they are less than one tenth of the

total population (2,000,000 out of 21,000,000).

In any state-grouping based on nationality the

Germans of Hungary can be left out of considera-

tion. They are dispersed in widely scattered

groups all over Hungary and must thus inevitably

be included within the frontiers of such national

states as are there destined to arise.

Confining our attention to the Germans of

Austria, we can similarly rule out of consideration

as possible citizens of a German-Austrian State

the German element in the provinces of Bohemia,
Moravia, and Austrian Silesia. Most of these

Germans inhabit the northern edges of those

provinces adjoining the German Empire and are

separated from the main body of the Austrian

Germans in the Danube Valley by a broad band

of Czech population. The number of these iso-

lated Austrian Germans is considerable—nearly
3,000,000, but any political union with their
brethren on the Danube is a geographical impos-
sibility, so they must either join their northern
kinsmen in Germany proper or be included in

the nascent Czechoslovak State.

The basis of a German-Austrian State is, there-
fore, the 7,000,000 Germans of the Danube region.

These people inhabit a compact block of territory

comprising both sides of the Danube valley from
Bavaria to Hungary, together with the extensive
mountainous districts which bound the Danube
valley on the south. The region thus designated
includes the provinces of Upper and Lower Aus-
tria with the city of Vienna, the province of Salz-

burg, most of the provinces of Styria and Carin-
thia, and the northern portion of the province of

Tyrol togetherwith its small pendant Vorarlberg.
The area of such a German Austria would be about
30,000 square miles. Both in area and population,

this German-Austria would almost exactly corre-

spond to the adjoining German State of Bavaria.

German-Austria would thus have as its neigh-
bors the Czechoslovaks to the north, the Magyars
to the east, the Jugoslavs and Italians to the south,

while it would be linked with the main body of the
Germanic world through Bavaria on the north-

west. With its Magyar and Jugoslav neighbors
no serious boundary disputes should arise. The
race-boundary between Germans and Magyars
runs fairly clear, following the lines of the rivers

March and Leitha on opposite sides of the Danube.
Even sharper is the race-frontier between Germans
and Jugoslavs, this line coinciding almost exactly

with the course of the River Drave. The race-

boundary between Germans and X^zechs is not so

plain, but with a modicum of good sense on both
sides a reasonable settlement should not be impos-

sible of attainment. The chief source of possible

trouble seems to lie in the delimitation of the Tyro-
lean border between German-Austria and Italy.

THE PROBLEM OF SOUTH TYROL

The rugged mass of Tyrol stands like a giant in- 1

verted pyramid, its base resting on the Bavarian

border to the north, its apex thrusting well down
into the Italian plains. Besides the lateral moun-
tain walls which bound it in on every side, Tyrol is

cut by a transverse mountain-range which divides

it into two well-defined portions. This mountain-

range is almost impassable except at its central

point, where the famous Brenner Pass opens a

gateway between northern and southern Tyrol.

North Tyrol is a thoroughly German land which

can offer no difficulties of settlement. It is

South Tyrol which forms a possible area of dis-

pute. Geographically there can be no doubt that
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all South Tyrol forms part of the Italian penin- main body of the Germanic race, with which she

sula, the Brenner mountain-chain here marking is in geographical contact through Bavaria. This

the natural boundary between the Italian and gravitation may come about in one of several ways
Central European regions. Unfortunately the and may involve much heartburning on the part

race line does not correspond to the frontier traced of the Austrian Germans, who have no love for

by Nature. At the fall of the Roman Empire their North German cousins, particularly the

Teutons flowed over the Brenner Pass and colon- Prussians. But sooner or later the Austrian-

ized the upper valleys of South Tyrol, making Germans will be compelled by the hard logic of cir-

these districts as German as the region north of cumstances to enter into some form of political

the pass. Further to the south, however, the association with their northern kindred. They
original Latin population held its ground, with are too few and too exposed to flock by themselves,

the result that this southern apex of the Tyrolean If the political prospects of German-Austria

triangle, the district known as Trehtino, is to-day are not brilliant, its economic future is even less

solidly Italian in blood. There is no real geo- bright. The crux of the problem is the city of

graphical dividing-line between the German and Vienna. This great city, until yesterday one of

Italian portions of South Tyrol; nevertheless, the world's chief capitals, was not merely the seat

their inhabitants have always kept sharply dis- of Hapsburg Empire but was also the centre of

tinct. It was one of Italy's main grievances Austria's commercial and industrial life. What
against Austria that Trentino was prevented from is to become of its 2,

1
50,000 inhabitants, now that

joining the Kingdom of Italy at the time of the Vienna has sunk to the headship of a third-rate

formation of Italian national unity half a century state, cut off from the sea and with all its natural

ago. Now the tables are turned, and under the trade-routes in the hands of hostile peoples who
terms of the recent Austro-Italian armistice Ital- threaten to hem it in with tariff-walls and burden-

ian troops are occupying virtually the entire some traffic rates? German-Austria, of itself, is

Tyrol. There is a strong feeling in Italy that at wholly unable to support its capital. Vienna

the final peace settlement not merely the Tren- drew the sinews of its economic life from other

tino but all South Tyrol should be annexed to portions of the Hapsburg Empire, notably its

Italy, thus giving Italy the limits traced by Nature coal from Bohemia and its food from Hungary,

and assuring her a strategically ideal northern For lack of these staple necessaries, Vienna's situa-

border, since Italy would then control the south- tion is already deplorable. The Hungarians re-

ern end of the Brenner Pass, the sole gateway fuse to part with any of their foodstuffs, while the

from the north. The objection to this is the in- Czechoslovaks are holding up their Bohemian
tense Germanism of the inhabitants, illustrated coal in order to compel the cession of frontier dis-

by the fact that Andreas Hofer, the great Tyrolean tricts which the German-Austrians claim as right-

hero, was born south of the Brenner Pass. Such fully their own. To-day Vienna is literally freez-

annexation to Italy would rouse the lasting resent- ing and starving, and there is serious danger that

ment of the Austrian Germans, and, to a certain the populace, maddened by suffering, may soon

extent, the resentment of the whole Germanic break out into some volcanic eruption of Bolshev-

race. This matter of South Tyrol is merely one ism which would plunge Vienna into red ruin,

of a whole series of vexed boundary questions on
whose just settlement the stability of the new
Europe will largely depend. Meanwhile, unhappy Russia continues to de-

scend into the nethermost depths of anarchy. As
the grim Arctic winter comes down upon her from

So far as the actual delimitation of its frontiers the north, a frightful tragedy begins. Before the

is concerned, the nascent German-Austrian State last act shall have been played next spring, mil-

will probably encounter no insuperable difficul- lions, perhaps tens of millions, of human beings

ties. None of its boundary disputes are vital to will have perished of hunger and cold. Russia

its existence, even that with Italy being of no far- seems to have reverted to that unpleasant state

reaching, practical significance, however deep- of Nature described by the poet as " red in tooth

going may be the sentimental issues involved, and claw." The whole fabric of society, as we
When we turn to German-Austria's general pol- understand the term, is rent to tatters. Russia's

itical position and to her economic prospects, how- entire economic organization having been scrapped

ever, the situation is quite otherwise. Politically, and her transportation system ditched, produc-

German-Austria is much too small to stand alone, tion and distribution have alike virtually ceased,

Hemmed in on three sides by alien peoples all of with the result that the peasants are guarding

whom bear her more or less ill-will, German- fiercely what food they yet possess while the Bol-

Austria will be compelled to gravitate toward the shevist proletariat of the towns, on the verge of

THE RUSSIAN CHAOS

GERMAN-AUSTRIA S PROSPECTS
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PRESENT RUSSIAN GOVERNMENTS
The Bolshevist rule is now limited to the section marked "Russia," which is the territory of the Great Russians. Siberia and

also the provinces in the west have withstood the Bolsheviki and have set up various local governments

Starvation, vents its rage, upon the wretched
"bourgeois" whom its fanatic leaders stigmatize

as the authors of its woes.

Fortunately the Bolshevist terror does not
extend over all the former dominions of the Czar.

Siberia, together with adjoining portions of Eu-
ropean Russia as far as the middle Volga, are kept

in fair order by the Allied forces and the Czecho-
slovaks, while in the far north of European Russia
the regions of Kola and Archangel bordering on
the Arctic Ocean are held by Allied troops, Ameri-
cans playing a prominent part. Lastly, in the

western and southern portions of European Russia
the inhabitants (largely of non-Russian race) are

maintaining their separatist national claims and
refuse to recognize Russian Bolshevist rule. We
thus have the governments of Finland, the Baltic

Provinces, Lithuania, Poland, Ukraine (properly

pronounced, by the way. You—krine), and the

Don Cossacks, extending in a vast semicircle from
northwest to southeast. The northwestern end
of this chain of separatist governments (Finland)

is in direct contact with the Anglo-American forces

at Kola on the Arctic Ocean, while the south-

eastern end of the chain (the Don Cossacks) al-

most touches the Czechoslovak outposts on the

middle Volga. The Bolshevist rulers of Russia

are thus hemmed in on all sides and are practic-
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ally confined to Old Russia or "Muscovy," the

home of the "Great" Russians, to whom the term
"Russian" as we understand it should alone be

applied.

Despite this relative restriction of its authority,

however, the Russian Bolshevist Government
should not be taken lightly. Time and again its

impending fall has been confidently announced,
yet it still stands, and the unpleasant fact may as

well be faced that the withdrawal of Allied troops

from Russia would be followed by the speedy
collapse of the various anti-Bolshevist Govern-
ments which have established themselves in those

parts of Russia now under Allied military control.

These anti-Bolshevist organizations were origin-

ally three in number: the Siberian Government,
the All-Russian Government of Ufa (a town in

southeast European Russia near the Ural Moun-
tains), and the Government of the Northern Re-
gion at Archangel. In October last, these three

governments fused themselves unto a central

organization called the AU-Russian Provisional

Government with its seat at Omsk in western

Siberia. Despite its attractive name, however,

the All-Russian Provisional Government has

shown a regrettable lack of vitality, and a still

more regrettable disposition to internal quarrels.

Made up of various conservative, liberal, and
radical elements, the Provisional Government
does not yet seem to have found a common basis

for aggressive action against the Bolshevist enemy.
Possibly if the Allied occupation continues, the

Provisional Government will develop greater

stability and strength. It has certainly under-
taken to raise an effective army and claims to have
380,000 men in training, mostly Siberians. The
Government of the Northern Region at Archangel
is also raising an army, though the scanty popula-
tion of this region precludes the enlistment of any
considerable force.

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH BOLSHEVIST RUSSIA?

The whole problem of Russia, together with the

Allies' attitude toward it, will be taken up at the

Peace Conference, and a definite line of action

will probably be there laid down. Precisely

what that line of action will be, it is," of course,

impossible to predict, but one thing seems clear:

the future attitude of the Allies and of America
toward the Bolshevist Government of Russia is a
matter to be determined, not by abstract princi-

ples, but by practical considerations. In con-

temporary public opinion there seem to be two
wide-spread theories regarding the proper course

to be followed. Conservative circles both in

Europe and America generally consider it our
"duty" to intervene energetically in Russia,

smash the Bolshevist regime by force of arms.

and reconstruct Russian society on orthodox,
political, and social lines. Radical and Socialist

circles, on the other hand, everywhere claim that
it is our "duty," not only to abstain from any
armed intervention in Russia, but also to recog-
nize the Bolshevist Government, acquiesce in its

doings, and treat it as a normal member of inter-

national society.

This is not the place to determine which theory
is right. But it may be illuminating to point
out that the Russian experiment in Bolshevism
is not purely an internal Russian experiment.
Having turned Russian society into chaos,
the Russian Bolshevist Government then de-
clared war upon all existing society. It has re-

pudiated every obligation known to International
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THE STORM CENTRE IN SOUTH AMERICA
The Tacna-Arica district over which Peru and Chile are
disputing. There are valuable nitrate deposits in this region

Law; in fact, it has repudiated International

Law itself, since International Law is "The Law
of Nations," and "Nations" are slated for de-

struction at Bolshevist hands along with the other

"bourgeois" institutions. Within Russia itself

the Bolshevist Government has outraged the most
elementary principles of international comity.

Foreigners of all nations, however legally domi-

ciled in Russia, have been despoiled of their

property, arrested, maltreated, killed. Foreign-

held debts, both private and public, have been

summarily repudiated. Accredited foreign dip-

lomats, sacred even among savages, have been

imprisoned, even foully murdered, while foreign

legations have been seized and looted. And to

every diplomatic protest against these outrages,

whether presented by Russia's former allies or by
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neutrals, the Russian Bolshevist Government has In our current absorption in the liquidation of

answered by jeers, defiance, threats, and warnings the late European War, one extraneous matter
that this was a mere foretaste of what Bolshevist distracts our attention. Two of the Latin Amer-
Russia was going to do to the bourgeois outer- ican republics, Chile and Peru, are at odds, and
world. And these warnings have been no idle

boasts. From its very beginning the Russian

Bolshevist Government has maintained a world-

wide revolutionary propaganda. In every coun-

try on earth Bolshevist agents, well supplied with

money, are to-day feverishly sowing the seeds of

HUNGARY

public feeling has arisen to such a pitch in both
countries that there is serious talk of war. The
point at issue is not new. It had its origin in the
Chilean-Peruvian War of 1879, and has embittered
the two countries' relations ever since.

The issue is the rightful ownership of provinces

of Tacna and Arica,now in Chilean
possession. By the Treaty of An-
con, signed October 20, 1883, Peru,

the defeated party in the war,

yielded certain territories to Chile.

In the first place, Peru ceded un-
conditionally and in perpetuity

the Province of Tarapaca. In

the second place Peru granted

to Chile full possession of the ad-

jacent provinces of Tacna and
Arica for a period of ten years, at

the end of which time a plebiscite

or popular vote of the inhabit-

ants was to be held to determine

whether the provinces should be-

come permanently Chilean or

should go back to Peru. It was
further provided that the country

which gained the provinces by the

plebiscite should pay the loser

10,000,000 silver dollars. This

sounds simple enough, yet the fact

is that the plebiscite has never

been held. The trouble has been

that the two countries have been

unable to agree upon the exact

manner in which the vote should

be taken, the terms and time for

payment of the contingent in-

demnity, and other collateral

matters. Meanwhile Chile has

kept possession of the provinces

with Peru continually endeavor-

ing to get the plebiscite, since the

provinces are of great value, con-

taining some of the nitrate deposits

class-hatred and fanning the flames of social war. of the Pacific coast of South America. So the ne-

This Bolshevist propaganda is every bit as reckless gotiations have dragged on for a whole generation,

and unscrupulous as German propaganda has at times rising to the pitch of a genuine international

ever been. Furthermore, it is getting results, crisis, at other times half forgotten. This situa-

Even distant America is by no means immune, tion contains the possibility of serious conse-

Any police captain or social worker will testify quences. Both our own Government and some
to the truth of that statement. In fine: Bolshevist of the South American nations have made diplo-

Russia is widening its sphere of influence and is matic overtures to Chile and Peru looking toward
trying to upset the earth. a peaceful solution of the dispute.

ITALY S CLAIMS UNDER THE TREATY OF LONDON
The secret treaty with Britain, France, and Russia by which those countries

met Italy's demands for territorial expansion as her price for entering the war on
the Entente side. The terms amounted to extortion under duress. Not content
with them, Italy has lately exceeded their provisions by taking possession of Fiume
and by occupying inland Slav cities by force of arms. Her desire to make the
Adriatic an "Italian Lake" would strangle the economic future of Jugoslavia by
denying it free access to the sea. The territory which is to be restored to Italy in

accordance with the Treaty of London is indicated by the solid black sections. The
districts of Fiume and Valona occupied by the Italians are indicated by squares.



MAN AND HIS MACHINES
THE LIBERTY MOTOR

ON the following pages are the first dated by those familiar with the difficulties in

detail photographs of the Liberty the way of getting tools, dies, jigs, and machines

motor to be passed by the Military made for the manufacture on a large scale of

Censorship. They are interesting not only in any commodity. Every tool-making plant east

themselves but as illustrating the story, first of the Mississippi was commandeered by the

told in this department of World's Work in Government for the manufacture of tools with

September, 1918, of the development of the which to fashion Liberty motors—and more
Liberty engine from the Packard aviation engine, than three quarters of the tools had to be sent

If any evidence was needed of the falsity of the back to be re-made after being delivered! Changes
tale told about the creation of the Liberty motor had constantly to be made in the engine itself,

in. five days out of nothing, these photographs The Liberty twelve, as first designed, was of the

furnish it. 300-horsepower class, producing approximately

Now that hostilities have ceased, some facts 330-horsepower, and all the parts were made to

about the airplane engine situation, as it was stand the stresses incident to the generation of

when the armistice was signed, may be published, that amount of power and no more. Airplane

On that date contracts had been let by our Gov- motors for war purposes are not built for dura-

ernment forthemanufactureof almost <9W^ Z?MwJr^(i bility, but for lightness and speed. They are

thousand engines for airplanes, 51,100 of these not intended to run more than fifty hours in the

being Liberty twelves and 8,000 Liberty eights, air without being taken down and practically

A large part of these contracts have been can- rebuilt, although there are Liberty motors in

celled, but there had been manufactured and service with a record of more than 150 hours in

delivered up to November 22d, 31,813 motors, the air. But when about 300 engines of the

15,131 of these being Liberties. Something less 300-horsepower class had been built. General

than one' million horsepower is developed at Pershing sent word that higher power would
Niagara Falls. The horsepower of these Liberty be required. Many parts had to be strengthened;

motors, if all were running at once, would amount the power was stepped up to 375-horsepower.

to the stupendous aggregate of 6,052,400! And Then came a demand for still greater power,

besides 5,245 Liberty motors delivered to the after 500 of these had been built. AH the parts

plants where planes are made, there had been were rearranged and many redesigned, to give

shipped of these wonderful engines alone to the greater power still, and finally the engine delivered

American Expeditionary Forces 4,981, while 440-horsepower with a weight of 880 pounds.

1,090 had been sent to our Allies and this output Even the metallurgical specifications, however,

was rapidly increasing. had to be changed to accomplish this. Despite

England, France, and Italy had reached the these difficulties, however, there were completed

point where they could build airplanes much and delivered 1,100 Liberty motors in exactly

faster than they could build engines, when one year after the first drawings were turned

hostilities ceased. Both countries had accepted over to production engineers.

the Liberty motor as the best airplane engine, This manufacturing feat, accomplished only

and both were building their planes to fit this through the complete coordination under Govern-
American engine, when the order came to cease ment supervision of the manufacturing facilities

firing. How much faster we were building en- of thousands of plants, has never, it is believed,

gines than were our European associates is indi- been equalled or approached. The companies
cated by the fact that the largest day's production making Liberty motors at the time of the sign-

of the engine most closely approximating the ing of the armistice were the Packard, Lincoln,

Libefty in quality, the Rolls-Royce, was fifty-nine, Cadillac, Buick, Nordyke-Marmon, Trego, and
while the Liberties were being turned out at the Ford. No manufacturer in America had ever

rate of 1 50 a day ! In October, America's produc- built engines with steel cylinders, except as a

tion of airplane engines was 5,603. This is more
, laboratory experiment. And there was not a

than the total production of France and England single manufacturing plant in Europe that could

togetherfor the whole four years of the war ! have approached the achievement of any one
What it meant to develop this enormous quan- of these concerns in the production of the Lib-

tity production from nothing can only be appre- erty motor.
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A

I

THE EVOLUTION OF THE LIBERTY MOTOR
From the first aviation motor built by the Packard Motor Car Company in 1915. The Model One engine shown here was completed and tested

in February, 1916. It was a twelve-cylinder, V-type engine of 299 cubic inches piston displacement, and with it in a racing car Ralph De Palma
won every track record from 10 to 600 miles. The Model Two was built in that year, with a piston displacement of 905 cubic inches. It developed
225-horsepower. and in a racing car broke all records from a quarter of a mile to ten miles, doing better than two miles a minute. This model
had steel cylinders. Model Three was begun in April, 1917, and finished a month later. It had the new type steel cylinder and water jackets, for
the manufacture of which new manufacturing methods were devised. The two lower pictures are Liberty Model B and Liberty Model A
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THE LIBERTY MOTOR CYLINDERS
From a mechanical and manufacturing viewpoint the most interesting feature of the Liberty Motor is the steel cyhnders. All autombile

engine cylinders are made of cast iron, for weight doesn't count there; ail American aviation engines bad cast-iron cylinders before the Liberty was
built. Nobody knew how to make steel cylinders except by boring them out of steel. Finally there was devised a method of fashioning them out
of steel tubing, first welded into the form shown on the left, then turned in a lathe to the shape shown in the middle, and then covered with a
water-tight, thin, steel jacket, welded on as shown on the right. Between the jacket and the cylinder the cooling-water circulates. Both cylinder
and jacket are very complicated in shape, because valves, spark plugs, fuel entrance, and exhaust must be carried through both of them. It took a
year of research and experiment to perfect ways to join cylinder and water jacket by welding. The meta'.s to be welded were of different thick-
nesses, and welding temperatures which served for one part burned the other. This difficulty was finally overcome by raising on the heavier
cylinder thin flanges of metal the same thickness as the outer jacket. So difficult was the working out of this method that it is confidently asserted
that had a Liberty motor fallen into German hands its construction could not have been duplicated

TESTING THE FIRST AMERICAN AIRPLANE MOTOR
The first American airplane motor with steel cylinders was mounted on a motor truck with an airplane propeller and pushed over the

snow-covered ground with the wheels locked. This is the motor that is the direct parent of the Libertv
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THE LIBERTY MODEL B
This is a geared motor, differing from Model A in having gears between the crank-shaft and the propeller-shaft, reducing the speed of the propeller

to 1,400 revolutions per minute, from the 1,800 revolutions of the A type. The lower speed is useful for training planes

I

THE LIBERTY MOTOR—THE FIRST "CLOSE-UP" PERMITTED TO BE PUBLISHED
This is the standard type, weighing 880 pounds and delivering 440-horsepower or more, with a gasolene consumption of twenty-five gallons per

hour. The cylinders are five-inch bore and the piston stroke seven inches
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Secretary of State of the United States, who has been made Chairman of
the International Commission on Responsibility for the War. It will be the
duty of this Commission to ascertain and put upon the records the precise
facts concerning the origin of the war, concerning the breaches of the laws
of war committed by the Central Powers, and to decide on the constitution
of a tribunal for the trial of the offenders, "however highly placed." It will

thus be the duty of Mr. Lansing's Commission to settle the fate of the
Kaiser, the Crown Prince, Ludendorff, Hindenburg, Mackensen, and all the
other leaders of Germany and Austria-Hungary
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PROBABLY the thought uppermost in

the minds of Americans, as they
read the daily news from Paris, is the

preeminent position occupied by their

own country. For good or for ill, the

American voice is the one that now seems to be

predominant in international counsels. This

distinguished position is not the achievement of

any one man or any group of men. The power of

100,000,000 free American citizens, the assistance

which they have given the world in its greatest

crisis, the decisive part which their armies have
played at the eleventh hour, above all, the con-

viction that they introduce new ideals into the

politics of Europe—these are the facts which
explain the influence now exercised by our repre-

sentatives at Versailles. It will be many years

before the events now taking place are seen in

their proper perspective, yet it needs no deep

prophetic insight to foresee that the year 191 9,

no less than 1 776, marks one of the greatest dates

in history.

A fact which stands out with particular em-
phasis is the close association which exists at

Versailles between the American and British repre-

sentatives. Whatever forces there may be draw-

ing the United States and Great Britain apart,

the forces that are drawing them together are far

more powerful. Our differences—and it would
be absurd to deny that they exist—are super-

ficial; the things that the two nations have in

common are fundamental. It is an impressive

fact that President Wilson, when he reaches

those points which will form the basis of the new
order, and upon which the sharpest divergencies

of opinion prevail, finds his only powerful support

in the British delegates. So far, in these matters,

the Conference has presented a distinct alignment,

Great Britain and the United States on one side,

France and Italy upon the other, with the attitude

of Japan not clearly manifest. When we consider

that Great Britain means not only the British

Isles, but Canada, Australia, South Africa, New
Zealand—virtually independent self-governing

democracies—it is apparent that the harmon-
ious cooperation of this Empire and the United

States has brought into the world's affairs a tre-

mendous power for which no parallel can be found

in history. And the fact which we must keep

in mind is that this cooperation now exists. The
peace that will be established will be the peace

upon which Anglo-Saxondom agrees. It will be

a peace that will punish Germany for her crimes,

exact the last measure of reparation, and safe-

guard France, Italy, and the rest of the world

from any such outbursts of national highway-

manship as that which has just been crushed.

The greatest thing about this association of

Great Britain and the United States is that it

implies no menace to the rest of the world. The
British fleet for the last hundred years has never

abused its power, and the joint American and

British sea strength, now in process of evolution,

will likewise not use its control for purposes of

oppression. It is only this sense of justice that

can really hold America and Great Britain in that

association which is developing at Versailles, not

as a result of the orations of statesmen or the

manoeuvrings of diplomats, but as a logical con-

sequence of events themselves. This is the sweep-

ing reason why it means so much to the entire

civilized world.

Copyright, 1919, by Doubleday, Page & Co. All rights reserved



Son of the late Lord Salisbury and a British representative at the Peace
Conference on the Commission of the League of Nations. Lord Robert,

General Smuts, and Sir Edward Grey have been the most prominent English

advocates of the League, and in these statesmen President Wilson finds his

strongest supporters for some kind of an international association which,

while it will not necessarily prevent wars, will, it is hoped, make them less

frequent -



French Minister of Foreign Affairs, \yho represents the prevailing French
beHef that material safeguards are required above everything else to protect

his country against the marauding instincts of Germany. M. Pichon is also

opposed to entering upon negotiations with the Bolsheviki, though he is not

officially opposing President Wilson's proposal for a conference at the Princes' *

Islands in the Sea of Marmora



Who has resigned the chairmanship of the Democratic National Commit-
tee to serve as an American member of the International Commission on
"Reparation." It will be the duty of this Commission to determine how
large an indemnity Germany and her allies must pay, how much they are

capable of paying and "the method, the form, and the time within which
payment should be made." Thus does the British policy of "reparation,

restitution, and guarantees" become the fixed determination of the Peace
Conference



One of the French delegates to the Peace Conference and one of the most
distinguished statesmen of France. M. Cambon was French Ambassador to

the United States at the time of the Spanish-American War, during which
conflict he took charge of Spanish interests in this country. He was Ambas-
sador to Berlin when war broke out in August, 1914. M. Cambon's des-

patches in the few critical years preceding the war perhaps constitute the

most masterly analysis made into German mentality and Germany's plans

of aggression. There is probably no man who knows more intimately the

details of present-day European politics



Underwood & Underwood

Mr. McAdoo's successor as Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. Glass is a
Virginia Democrat who made a distinguished reputation in the House as an
expert in finance and banking; he was chairman of the committee which
carried through the Federal Reserve Law. His most immediate duty in

his new place will be the flotation of the Fifth Liberty Loan
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Responsibility, Reparation, and the League which President Wilson became president; but it

of Nations ^Iso appointed two other Commissions, one on
'' ResponsibiHty" and one on "Reparation."

tONG before the Peace Conference assembled, The resolution authorizing these two Commis-
public opinion in all parts of the world had sions was sufficiently specific concerning their

^ virtually agreed upon the general terms scope. The duty of the Commission on " Respon-

of the only possible settlement with Germany, sibility," of which Mr. Lansing, the American

Though there was much discussion everywhere Secretary of State, became Chairman, was, first,

about a League of Nations, practical men in all to fix the " responsibility of the authors of the

countries believed that any such comprehensive war." It will be its privilege to delve into all the

scheme, valuable as it might be, should not take government archives, especially those of the

precedence over other problems that lay more im- Central Powers, bring as witnesses all men who
mediately at hand. All except the pacifists insisted have first-hand information on events leading up
that the first step in the order of precedence must to the declarations of July and August, 191 4,

be the punishment of Germany. That hideous and thus arrange, in imperishable form, all the

and monstrous scar on the landscape which now facts that will not only guide the present Con-
comprises northern France was the overwhelming ference, but also tell posterity the truth about

fact which filled the minds of all those who were the war. Mr. Lansing's Committee will investi-

really most solicitous for the future of humanity, gate, likewise, all breaches of law and customs of

Unless retributive justice fell first upon the most war perpetrated by ''the forces of the German
unconscionable gang of scoundrels who ever Empire and their allies on land, on sea, and in the

devastated a happy country, in an attempt to air." Evidently the gentlemen in Paris believe

destroy its very soul, all pretensions to idealism that this is also a case where "guilt is personal,"

and all hope for the future of the world would for they have instructed Mr. Lansing and his

become the hollowest mockeries. Any sickly associates to fix "the degree for these offenses

sentimentality toward a defeated foe would be attaching to particular members of the enemy's
the height of wickedness in view of the long forces, including members of the General Staffs

catalogue of crimes which lay at the feet of Ger- and other individuals, however highly placed"

—

many. The example of the victorious North the last three words apparently being aimed at

against the conquered South, in 1865, hardly the Kaiser. This same Commission is also to

served as a precedent—because the South was investigate and report upon "the constitution and
always a brave, aboveboard, and chivalrous procedure of a tribunal appropriate to the trial of

fighter, and had ended the war with no stain upon these offenses."

its military honor. The demand for the punish-
\\

ment of the Kaiser and his associates, for the

return of all the plunder which they had carried Not only does this resolution have "teeth,"

into Germany, and a money payment which but the one that is to examine the question of

should liquidate her offenses in ?>o far as money " Reparation" possesses the same desirable attri-

could liquidate such unprecedented crimes, was butes. On this Commission Mr. Vance C.

prompted by that sense of justice on which civili- McCormick, ex-chairman of the Democratic
zation itself rests. Having laid the basis for National Committee and Mr. Bernard Baruch,

punishment, reparation, and restitution, the next head of the War Industries Board, are the

step would be the reorganization of Europe on American representatives. Very appropriately

the foundations of race, nationality, and democ- France, which stands so greatly in need of repara-

racy, and, after these results had been accom- tion, has the chairmanship, in the person of

plished, it seemed not impossible that some form M. Stephen Pichon, the Ministerof Foreign Affairs,

of national cooperation might be established that The one duty of this board is to determine the

would give permanence to this settlement. indemnities which Germany must pay. It will

In the public prints the last step in this pro- investigate her capacity to pay and fix the

gramme has had the most conspicuous place, amounts, as well as "the method, the form, and
Yet the actual proceedings of the Peace Con- the time within which payment should be made."
ference hardly justify this overemphasis. For This memorandum apparently has in view the

the Conference has by no means overlooked the likelihood that reparation may be exacted in other

other essentials of an enduring peace. Simul- ways than money. The civilized world would
taneously with its adoption of the League of not regard it as an undeserved hardship if German
Nations in principle, the Conference also adopted peasants and workmen were sent to France to

the other features of the programme. It ap- rebuild the devastated areas, and it would not

pointed a Committee on a League of Nations, of outrage the most humane sense of justice if
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Germany were called upon to take back labor- Slavs and the Greeks, the likelihood that the

iously to France all the machinery which she future of the Ottoman Empire will be settled,

has stolen. not on the basis of secret treaties, but on the basis

One fear aroused by the discussion of the World of right and opportunity for its enslaved peoples,

League was that it might provide a smoke screen above all the unanimous pronouncement for the

under which Germany could escape punishment. League of Nations, indicate that the spirit of

it is an unfortunate fact that the pacifistic the Congress of Vienna does not haunt Paris and
elements in all countries have been so closely Versailles. The world should be thankful that

identified with the proposal for the League of this is not a "peace without victory," and also

Nations, and for this reason it is a good augury thankful that it is a "peace without exploitation."

that the Peace Conference so promptly took this

stand for punishment and indemnities In the ^he Bolsheviki Lose in Germany
last two years of the war the British public,

echoing the words of Lloyd-George, adopted the ^ l ^HE elections in Germany exhibit about

formula of "reparation, retribution, and guaran- I the first evidence of sanity which that

tees"—a programme which still represents the X nation has manifested since August, 191 4.

perfection of wisdom in dealing with Germany. Americans are somewhat puzzled by the multi-

These ends now being assured, the League of plicity of German political parties but the main
Nations comes naturally as the capstone of the facts stand out clearly. There are five great

new world edifice. parties at present—the Majority Socialists, the

Precisely what shape the League will take German Democrats, the German Nationalists,

events will disclose; despite the pessimism that the Christians, and the Independent Socialists,

prevails everywhere on the subject, especially This last party represents in Germany almost

in France and in our own Senate, there is every the same elements as the Bolsheviki in Russia,

likelihood that out of it some practical form On whatever numerous points the other parties

of national cooperation will develop. That may disagree, they are united at least in opposi-

such a League will end all possibilities of tion to this party of social disruption. The Ma-
war only the most irreconcilable idealists believe; jority Socialist is the party which, under Ebert,

that a few statesmen gathered around a table can has controlled the German Government since the

adopt a plan that will immediately represent per- Kaiser abdicated and fled to Holland. The
fection is also not probable; yet many practical one fact upon which the world may congratulate

men indorse-^ the idea as a plan which, on the itself is that, in the recent elections, the Indepen-

whole, places the relations of peoples upon a new dent Socialists, or the Bolsheviki, polled the small-

basis, and introduces a new conception—that est vote of any of these parties. In the city of

of justice and decency as guiding principles of Berlin these extreme radicals showed considerable

nations. ^ strength, ranking next to the Majority Socialists,

J J J
and in Leipzig they came first, but, in all the rest

of Germany their showing was pitifully small.

The first month of the Conference settled at The net result is that the National Assembly

least one point of tremendous importance. The will have an overwhelming majority against

Versailles proceeding is not a Congress of Vienna the extremists and will thus have free scope to

and it is not a Congress of Berlin. These historic frame a constitution which will be uncontaminated

betrayals were the nightmares that loomed largest with Bolshevism.

in the world's consciousness when the statesmen The Bolsheviki attempted to repeat their

came together in Paris last December. The Russian coup in Germany and they failed. In

representatives of the autocratic kings and Russia, Bolshevism is as essentially autocratic as

enlperors who gathered at Vienna in 181 5, lofty the Czaristic system which it displaced, for, like

as were their pretensions, immediately manifested Czarism, it supplants the rule of the majority

the inherent qualities of their kind—a lust for by the rule of the few. Like Czarism its principal

territory, a passion for increasing the power of weapon is terrorism and just as the Russian autoc-

dynasties, a fundamental conception that the racy killed or exiled its political opponents, so the

ignorant and wretched masses existed only for Bolshevist autocracy protects its authority by

the support and exaltation of privileged castes, executing those who would set up another system.

Would the representatives of the democracies For decades it was the Czar's policy to prevent

in 1919 show similar tendencies? The settle- an expression of the popular will; the main princi-

ment of the German colonial question on the pie of those governing Russia was that the Russian

''mandatory" principle, the determination to people themselves had no right to decide the form

curb Italian aggression at the expense of the of government under which they were to live.
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The Bolsheviki take precisely the same attitude; people that democratic organization which may
they showed this when they dispersed with bayo- ultimately qualify them for membership in the

nets an assembly which the Russian people had family of nations.

elected to adopt a constitution for the Russian

states. And in Germany the Bolsheviki, follow- j^^ Philippines and the German Colonies
ing their Russian comrades, showed this same

hostility to public opinion. They made their ^ 1 ^WENTY years ago the United States

last despairing attempt to seize the government I was confronted with the serious problem

on the eve of the elections, simply because they A presented by its conquest of the Philippine

knew that, if these elections should once take Islands. The far-flung possessions of old im-

place, the slight hold which they held upon the perial Spain had fallen to the United States as

German masses would become a matter of public one of the spoils of war. What should we do

record. In Russia, the Bolsheviki succeeded in thus with them? One alternative was to surrender

seizing authority, but in Germany they have them to Spain; the fact that Spain had oppressed

failed, and failed under ghastly circumstances, the Islands for four hundred years, and that her

which included the violent death of two of their rule was exceedingly unpopular with the natives,

leaders, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxem- who had revolted many times in the preceding

burg. years against their ancient taskmasters, made
Thus the Majority Socialists and the Christian any such solution of the problem impossible.

Peoples' Party and the German Democrats control The only other way out of the difficulty seemed

the convention which will frame the New Russian to be annexation. But the spirit which underlay

constitution. The result has consequences of this act of "imperialism" by the United States

the utmost importance for the future of Europe, really introduced a new colonial principle in the

The one fear which has possessed the world was history of the world.. We took over these Islands

that the anarchism which engulfed Russia would not for the purpose of increasing our national

spread over Germany, and that thence it would domain or adding to our national wealth, but as

reach into other lands, until the terror should trustees of a backward people who had had no

become practically universal and destroy the preparation for self-government. We announced

fruits of the military victory. But there are that we had no intention of holding the Philippines

many signs that the thing known as Bolshevism indefinitely, but that we should administer them

was a peculiarly Russian product. The circum- solely in the interest of the natives, that we should

stances of the time gave the preachers of political introduce the fundamentals of civilization and

disorder their opportunity in a land that was democracy, such as primary education, sanitation,

distracted by war, starvation, and misrule. It agriculture, public highways, and railroads, and

was known that similar seeds of destruction ex- that, after the Filipino people had served an

isted in other countries and it was a question apprenticeship and had acquired the essentials of

whether these countries would manifest their self-government in the school of experience, we
unrest in the same way. There were those who should give them their freedom,

prophesied such outbreaks in England, and even There are few voices to-day who do not pro-

in the United States. The elections in both nounce this experiment a great success. The
countries have shown the absurdity of this fore- transformation that has been worked in the Phil-

cast, for in England the pacifists, pro-Germans, ippines is now a familiar story. England, the

and inconclusive peacemakers, led by such men great colonizer, has nothing to show which is

as Arthur Henderson, Ramsay Macdonald, comparable to our achievements with this back-

and Philip Snowden, were smothered under the ward people in the course of twenty years. We
ballots, the leaders even losing their seats in Par- have not yet given the Filipinos their independ-

liament. And now Germany, which, next to ence, it is true, for, in the judgment of the most

Russia, furnished the best fertilized soil for trustworthy observers, the time has not yet

Bolshevism, has overwhelmingly repudiated this become ripe for such a change; yet the fact remains

proposition of government by riot. In erecting that most Filipinos have a chance at* all the ad-

this huge dam in the east against the Bolshevist vantages of progress which no other native of

flood Germany has at last performed the world a Asia, not even the Japanese, possesses. Whether,

service. More than this, there is now every when the moment, perhaps ten years hence, per-

probability that Germany will establish a govern- haps fifty or a hundred arrives for him to choose

ment which can make peace, accept responsibility his own form of government, the Filipino will de-

fer the great indemnities which the world will dare for independence or choose voluntarily tore-

exact, make the reparations which alone can lay main a part of the United States, is not important;

the basis of a permanent settlement, and give the the important fact is that one of the "backward
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peoples" of the East has at last had an opportun- bers of the General Staffs and other individuals,

ity to assume a standing posture—to become a however highly placed." Probably there is no
free man. sentiment more generally prevailing in the world
The disposition which is to be made of the to-day than the demand for the punishment of

German colonies seems to follow essentially the those who have fought the most atrocious war in

solution which the United States found for the history in the most atrocious way. Ifnoiribunal

problem of the Philippines. Just as the Islands exists for bringing these arch criminals to book,

fell to us in the course of the war, so the African it is simply because the crimes of which they stand
colonies and the Pacific Islands have fallen to the accused have been hitherto unknown.
Allies in the present struggle. If it was impossi- What specifically are these crimes? An mdus-
ble, on humane grounds, that we should return trious Frenchman, M. Tancrede M artel, has done
the Philippines to Spain, certainly it is unthink- the world a service by assembling in concrete form
able that the natives of Africa and the other cap- the particular offenses -charged to particular in-

tured possessions should be handed back to Ger- dividuals in his recent book, "What Will Be the

many. Yet the brutal annexation of these con- End of William II and His Accomplices?" M.
quered lands seems hardly to form the fitting Martel has compiled a list, a kind of ^Z>o'5 lf^Z?c> m
climax of a war waged for the promotion of na- International Crime, containing 573 high-placed

tional and racial rights. The Peace Conference Germans who may with propriety be haled be-

has therefore hit upon the happy idea of " man- fore the bar of justice. Most of the German lead-

datories." In general these German colonies ers who have figured in the war news of the last

will become the ward of the League of Nations, four years figure in M. Martel's list. Inevitably

but the actual control and administration will re- the Kaiser stands at the head, and then the Crown
main in the hands of designated nations as "man- Prince, Bethmann-Hollweg, Hindenburg, Macken-
datories." The Union of South Africa will nat- sen, and all the rest follow in all their hideous emi-

urally be the mandatory of German Southwest, nence. The following are a few of the specific

France of the Kamerun, Australia of New Guinea offenses which, according to M. Martel, demand
and Samoa, Japan of the Marshall and Caroline the consideration of the Allies:

islands. All these nations will be responsible

to the League for the administration of their Von Hindenburg: As commander-in-chief in East

wards, the understanding being that they shall Prussia ordered that bread which had been found soaked

govern them in the interest of their inhabitants in paraffm should be given as food to the Russian pris-

and not in the interest of exploiters at home, oners. Being at Roisel (Somme) on the loth of March,

So long as these "mandatories" perform their
'9i7, gave the order that everythmg should be de-

task honestly and conscientiously, their charges '''T '
' 'k f

. '^ '" '. 'T"' -m'
.,, . -^ J ^, . ^11 rj_ barbarians were about to evacuate. Was responsible

will remam under their control, unless, after a
^^^ ^^^ ^j^j^^j^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^ Carlepont, Candor, and

long training, they may develop the capacity of Roighsein March, 1917.
self-government. In such case they will prob-

ably live to become part of the nation which has .
^^^ Mackensen: Responsible for thefts, incendiar-

lifted them to freedom. T' n T'^Tu 1 ^^^^ ^' ^'^'uia
'"

. ^- f .• •. • 11 1 Rumania. Ordered about 1,000 Rumanian children,
nternationahzation, it is urged, has proved a

^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ,he ground that
failure wherever it has been tned; but this plan ^hey had conspired against him. Stole 10,000,000/
is not internationalization. And this idea of in the occupied parts of Rumania.
"mandatory" has been a success in the one in-

r^ . r^ 7 / n • ^n j j

stance in which it has been conscientiously tested. , '^"Y- '^f^^'^'^ < ^T^a ^^''^"^^ ^"'^

^, , ^ ^ ^ . ^, r>u-i- • u J.X. hanged Civilians in Russian Poland m 191 5. is respon-
The last twenty years in the Philippines shows the

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ deportations of Lille, Roubaix, and Tour-
one possible way with Germany s colonies.

^^i^g^ accomplished with the help of Von Graeveniti,

military governor of Lille. Connived at the theft of

Hanging the Kaiser money from the deportees.

St-i7r-r.AT 11 1 . • • T- 1 1 Von Schubert: Shelled a number of old men, women,
LVERAL respectable authorities m England

^^^ ^^-^^^^^ ^hom he had collected in the hospital at

have declared that there is no tribunal be- Brouage,on the groundthat they were"uselessmouths."
fore which the Kaiser and his associates Caused 3 1 girls to be carried off and placed at the dis-

can be called to answer for their crimes; despite posal of his officers.

this, the Peace Conference has made an excellent y^^ 5^;^^. pasted the following notice at Andennes
beginning by appointing a committee to deter- ^^ ^^e 22d of August, 1914: "It is with my consent
mine, among other things, "the degree of respon- that the whole place has been burned and about 100

sibility for these offenses attaching to particular people have been shot." Posted the following notice at

members of the enemy's forces, including mem- Namur on the 25th of August, 1914: "Ten hostages
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will be taken in each street. If there is any disturbance

in the street all the hostages will be shot."

Klauss: Responsible for massacres at Gerbeviller

and Fraimbois. At Gerbeviller alone 60 civilians were

assassinated. One of them, engaged in Red Cross work,

was soaked in petroleum and burned alive.

Stenger: Author of the following order of the day:

"All prisoners, even if taken in large numbers, are to be

put to death. No living man is to be left behind us."

Von Graeveniti: Military governor of Lille. Car-

ried 30,000 civilians, including many women and chil-

dren, into slavery, and told the Bishop, who protested,

to hold his tongue.

Von Dreicht: At Arlon, being drunk, ordered the

execution of 1 17 hostages. Laughed when he was told,

on recovering sobriety, that the order had been carried

out.

Blegen: Responsible for the destruction of Dinant

and the massacre of more than 600 persons, including

34 old men, 71 women, and 17 children under nine years

of age.

Von Manteuffel: Ordered the burning of Louvain
and the expulsion of 10,000 civilians from the town.

Von Rodeiski: Gave a formal order that all Cossacks

who surrendered should be shot or hanged.

Major von Billow: Author of the destruction of Aers-

chot. Ordered 150 civilians to be shot. Compelled
the women of the town to stand by, with their arms in

the air, for six hours, witnessing the conflagration.

Eherlein: Boasted, in an article printed in the

Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, that he had compelled

civilians to march in front of his men as a screen against

the enemy's fire.

Von Tirpiti: Responsible for the earlier submarine

outrages.

Von Capelle: Responsible for the later submarine

outrages. Gave stringent orders that hospital ships were

not to be spared.

After reading such specifications as these, the

learned disquisitions of internationallawyers that

no machinery exists for bringing the perpetrators to

punishment make little impression. The world is

not so much interested now in legalistic complexi-

ties as in the exact apportionment of justice.

There is a well-known principle that a wrong
which is not punished is a wrong which is con-

doned, and, should the civilized Powers now as-

sembled at Versailles ignore such depredations as

these they would admit that they were justifiable

practices in civilized warfare. Unless Von Tir-

pitz and Von Capelle are punished for murdering

women and children on the high seas, then this

kind of warfare would be practically regularized

in the future. If Mackensen is permitted to shoot

a thousand Rumanian children and suffer no pen-

alty, if Von Schubert is permitted to shell old

women on the ground that they are "useless

mouths," if Klauss is permitted to soak a Red
Cross worker in petroleum and burn him alive,

if Von Graevenitz is permitted to carry 30,000
civilians into slavery, what complaints can
the world make if things like this happen
in another war? If these men did not
commit these crimes, of course they should not
suffer for them, but the only way to determine

that is by an orderly judicial proceeding. Such
a proceeding will accomplish more than merely

bring the accused to trial. It would place

eternally upon the records the precise facts regard-

ing the German atrocities and forever remove the

subject from the field of controversy. All the first-

hand witnesses could go upon the stand, state ex-

actly what their own eyes have seen, and thus in

coming generations there would be little field for

argument or discussion. Certainly the Peace

Conference owes it to history to make this record

as complete as possible. I f the facts coincide with

the charges made by M. Martel and countless

other investigators and observers, then the com-
monsense of mankind will have little difficulty in

fixing the punishment.

A Warning to Italy and Others

THE Peace Conference has struck a high

note in warning all European countries

that any territory gained by their little

private wars will profit them nothing in the final

settlement. The extent to which fighting has

been going on since the signing of the armistice has

discouraged all those who have hoped for some-
thing like a permanent peace. Poles have at-

tempted to invade Prussia, Czechoslovaks have
been fighting Rumanians, Italians have seized

Fiume and have for some time been standing on
the brink of war with Greece over the question of

Albania and Epirus. All this recalls the Balkan
Wars, when Serbians and Bulgarians had re-

deemed Christian Macedonia from the Turk only

to start fighting among themselves for shares of

the spoil. Have Europe and America united

against the Central Powers only to find themselves

engaged in the same sordid enterprise? The
statesmen gathered at Versailles have taken a

stand against such an inglorious ending of the

great struggle the world has engaged in for civiliza-

tion and justice.

Probably the greatest offender, and the one to

which the warning applies with particular force,

is Italy. The other countries involved in these

scrimmages for land are new and undeveloped;

they are children among the nations and have not

yet had the training which is indispensable to na-

tionhood on a grand scale. But I taly is one of the

great Powers; she sits at the Peace Conference on
equal terms with Great Britain, France, Japan,

and the United States; she is one of the forces
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selected to establish the world upon the new basis of the Nation, by repudiating the Democratic
of justice, and national and racial rights. It is for leadership of the last few years, have turned their

this reason that her insistence upon the discredited eyes toward the Republicans as their guides in the

London Treaty of 191 5, and her precipitation in troublous times that lie ahead of the Nation and
seizing land that is non-Italian in population and the world. The death of Theodore Roosevelt

language, forms perhaps the harshest note in the has removed the man who would unquestionably

peace negotiations. For generations the whole have led the Republicans in 1920—very probably
of northern Italy suffered under the tyranny of a to victory. Who is to take Roosevelt's place

non-Italianpower,Austria, and Italy's ambition to as leader? The Democratic defeat at the Con-
shake off this power and unite all Italians under gressional elections opened the way to a Republi-

a common flag aroused the sympathy of lovers can triumph in 1920, and, at the very moment
of freedom in all parts of the world. By driving when this success seems firmly within grasp, the

the Austrians out of the Trentino and Trieste, man who might have made it a certainty passes

Italy has just completed this great work of Ital- from the scene.

ianization. But no sooner does she free her own In the Senate, the Republicans spend their time
territory from the Austrian despotism than she barking at the cabin appointments on the presi-

prepares to play precisely the same part in the dential ship, accusing Herbert Hoover of working

Slav lands of the Adriatic that Austria played so hand-in-hand with the meat packers, and ridicul-

long in Lombardy, Venice, the Trentino, and ing the League of Nations. In the House, the

Trieste—that of an alien oppressor. The thing movement goes on to make Mann the Republican

is altogether too monstrous; the Peace Conference Speaker—a Congressman who has never upheld

cannot possibly tolerate such a negation of all its American principles as a majority leader, and

ideals. whose support of war has always been lukewarm.

The fact is that this is a propitious time to tear Outside of Congress, indeed, Republican leader-

up all treaties that interfere with justice in Europe, ship is on a somewhat higher plane. Ex-President

The Italian pact of 191 5 is not the only secret Taft is giving a splendid example of a high-minded

agreement which haunts the peace table and citizen devoting his best abilities unselfishly to the

stands in the way of the reorganization of Europe public interest. Though Mr. Taft has not been

on lines that will endure. treated with much generosity by his successor in

office, still he is a man with whom personal con-

Men and Issues at Washington siderations count for little where the public welfare

IS involved, and the fact is that Mr. Taft is at

E^^VERY day it becomes more apparent that present the ablest exponent in this country of

H the death of Theodore Roosevelt has Mr. Wilson's policies at the Peace Conference.

J left the Republican party almost without Mr. Hughes is a public man of similar mould;

a leader. The debates in the closing hours of he has given the best that is in him all through

Congress have emphasized this fact with a par- the war, and has never manifested the slightest

ticular virulence. If there are any Republicans taint of partisan bias. Yet both these men are

in either House who even slightly appreciate the unavailable as presidential candidates. Mr. Taft's

new age which the world is entering and the new nomination in 1920 would split the party in two,

issues that will control the next presidential cam- precisely as it did in 191 2. It would start to life

paign, they give few evidences of such an under- once more the old rivalries, divide the party once

standing. Nothing more pitiful than the mis- more into a radical and a conservative wing and

cellaneous speeches of Senator Sherman could be undo all the unifying work which Mr. Roosevelt

imagined, yet even the Republicans from whom accomplished in the last few years. Mr. Hughes

other things could have been expected—men had his opportunity as a presidential candidate

like Borah and Lodge and Knox—seem interested in 19 16 and failed so conspicuously that the hardi-

not so much in discussing pending great questions est leaders of the organization would not care to

on their merits as in indulging in the cheapest repeat that experiment again. The names which

kinds of bickerings against the Administration, were proposed at the recent meeting of the

Certainly the Administration, in both its foreign Republican National Committee merely pictured

and domestic matters, has taken positions with the poverty of material in the party. Cummings,
which many intelligent men might disagree. In Lodge, Weeks, Knox, Harding, Whitman—it

their display of the narrowest sort of partisanship would certainly be a brave party that would go

the Democrats, as well as the Republicans, are to the polls with a candidate like one of these,

certainly out of key with the spirit of the times. The one Republican thus far suggested whose

But just now the Republican party is the one name rises above the commonplace is Pershing,

that is mainly in the popular mind. The voters yet the Nation's experience with Grant hardly
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encourages another attempt with a purely military A Four Years' Truct in Immigration
figure. Moreover, there are few indications that

Pershing has much impressed the masses as a A /T ^CH can be said in favor of the bill, now
political possibility. The plain fact is that at the (\/| under consideration at Washington, to

present moment the Republicans have no out- X V A shut off irnmigration completely for four

standing figure. With the exception of Wilson, years. The labor unions are the forces that are

the Democrats are similarly short of material, advocating this measure, mainly as a matter of

Possibly the President's achievements in France self-protection. They fear a tremendous influx

may so enhance his reputation at home that an from Europe that will overstock the labor market,

overwhelming public demand may, in defiance reduce wages, and throw large numbers out of

of the third term tradition, carry him again into work.

the presidency. Mr. Wilson notoriously abhors Ever since the war began there have been dif-

a precedent; there have been few presidents who ferent opinions as to the effect which its ending

have broken so many; and the mere fact that no would have upon immigration to this country,

man has ever been president three times would There were those who believed that the work of

probably not impress him as a serious argument rehabilitating devastated Europe would absorb all

against another term. the energies of its people for years to come and so

But while there may be a poverty in candidates, keep them at home. The other view was that the

there is certainly no poverty in issues. The hard times which would inevitably follow this war
United States has never had quite so many things and the enormous taxes that would be raised to

to think about as it has now. Never have so pay its debts, would cause immigrants to flow

many questions, both in domestic affairs and westward at a greater rate than ever before. The
foreign policy, been pressing for sc^ution. Mr. best informed authorities inclined to the latter

McAdoo has suggested a kind of political truce on view. It is significant that immigration from

the railroad question, but it is hardly likely that Europe to the United States began on an appreci-

Government ownership can be shunted over to able scale in the years following the Napoleonic

the campaign of 1924. This same great issue Wars. The larger part of this influx came from
appears in other forms, notably in Mr. Burleson's England; the explanation was the great distress

management of the telegraphs and telephones, which prevailed in England in the ten or twenty
and in the Nation's activities as shipbuilder and years following the Congress of Vienna. Poverty

shipowner. What Senator Sherman excitedly de- and unemployment followed the Napoleonic

nounces as "Socialism" but what other more triumph to such an extent that death by starva-

discriminating thinkers call the extension of tion was almost as much a commonplace in the

Government activities into the realms that have British Isles then as it is in Poland and Russia to-

usually been regarded as private business—this day. Large parts of agricultural England were

will probably form the chief issue of 1920. Shall given up to riot; the burnings of country estates

the Government continue to fix the prices of suggested the activities of the Bolsheviki now, and
certain staple necessities, such as coal and sugar? the Prince Regent was publicly stoned in London.

Is the solution of the high cost of living problem The prevalent misery sent shipload after shipload

to be found in Government interference? Has of immigrants to the United States. It is not un-

its work in stimulating the growing of crops likely that distress, perhaps not so much in Eng-

succeeded so well in war as to justify a continua- land as in Germany, Austria, and Eastern Europe,

tion of this policy in peace? Will Washington will similarly flood American labor markets in the

regulate wages in all industry, as it does now in next few years. It is also a pertinent question

transportation? Such are the questions that whether we should Americanize the millions of

are now rising on the political horizon, not only non-English speaking aliens we now have be-

in the United States, but in Europe. Meanwhile fore importing many millions more,

the Peace Conference is constructing an entirely The United States has plenty of unsolved im-

new world and it is likely even to transform all migration problems at the present time. It is

existing conceptions of the sovereign state. It about to receive nearly 2,000,300 men from Eur-

is unfolding daily new obligations to the ope. There is general fear now that our indus-

United States—obligations of which the fathers tries may have great difficulty in absorbing them,

little dreamed, but which it is practically impossi- and certainly several million immigrants from the

ble for us to escape. Certainly the Nation never most backward parts of Europe would not make
had so great a need of men as now, and certainly the difficulty any easier. America does not now
such men, looking for new and vitally interesting possess the enormous tracts of unoccupied land

political issues, never had such opportunities which we could offer to immigrants a hundred,

opening before them. and even fifty, years ago. Most of our re-
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cent arrivals, indeed, have settled in the great of the liquor traffic. The members of our state

cities and greatly complicated social and indus- legislatures, when they indorsed this amendment,
trial problems. were guided by the motive that almost invariably

controls their action, a desire to prolong their

Exit the American Saloon political lives. Their votes thus merely reflected

the public opinion of their districts. The saloon

IN
THAT new America which is expected to defenders loudly demanded a popular referendum

develop from the present war it is evident on the amendment; yet the fact is that the great

that the legalized saloon will have no place, majority of the states which gave the necessary

in certain parts of the country the public drinking thirty-six votes had already adopted state prohi-

shop has been absent for many years. Kansas bition by popular vote. Thus ratification by
boasts that her present generation of young men referendum, instead of by the legislatures, would

and women have never seen a saloon in their unquestionablyhavepassed the Eighteenth amend-
native state, and that all their knowledge of this ment. Whether the people are wise in demanding
once pervasive institution is derived from books prohibition may be debated, but it is absurd to

or perhaps an occasional visit into other commu- deny that they do demand it.

nities. Yet a picture of the United States from The movement that has won this triumph dates

coast to coast, including such great headquarters from the organization of the Ohio Anti-Saloon

of the liquor habit as New York, Chicago, St. League in Oberlin in 1893. The evangelical

Louis, Milwaukee, and San Francisco, all deprived churches are the forces that have provided the

of what had seemed to have become almost a leaders, the financial support, and the driving

necessity of existence—this is something which power. The Anti-Saloon League has boasted

strains imagination. Still the legislatures of a that it represents the ''church militant against

vast majority of our states have solemnly decreed the saloon/' and it solemnly maintains that it

this change in our Constitution. A year from now acts constantly under divine inspiration and that

it will be illegal to manufacture, sell, or trans- it regards this final success as due solely to the

port any alcoholic liquors intended for bever- interposition of God in human affairs. At first

age purposes. Such beverages may still be pro- this amendment against cakes and ale therefore

duced, and still sold, and drinking places may even suggests the same spirit which closed the theatres

exist—but all this will be against the law. That in England af^er the puritan triumph, and which

drinking is absolutely at an end no one believes, promulgated the blue laws, true and false, that

The laws against gambling and prostitution have regulated personal habits in early New England.

not destroyed those evils, for they exist every- If this is the fact, then the anti-liquor movement
where, more or less openly; and the laws against can succeed only temporarily; but, of course, it is

burglary have not ended house breaking, and not the fact. There is no time in American his-

murders are still not unknown despite the death tory when the American people were less subject

penalty. It is, therefore, absurd to believe that to hysteria or when a clear-cut sanity more com-

even a constitutional amendment will imme- pletelycontroll^l the American mind. The Anti-

diately produce a ''dry" United States. The alcohol crusar^ Tias found many champions outside

mere fact that this prohibition is embodied in evangelistic circles. There is probably no single

the Constitution gives it no particular sanctity, institution that has more crimes to answer for

The Fifteenth amendment guarantees the fran- than the American saloon. It has debauched

chise to Negroes, yet everybody knows that in all our political and our social life; it has been a per-

the Southern States this amendment has long since sistent and an irredeemable law breaker; and at

been a dead letter. Will the Eighteenth amend- the present moment it has practically no friends,

ment go the same way as the Fifteenth, at least Probably the two most powerful allies of the pro-

in those sections of the country where public hibition cause have been science and industry,

opinion does not indorse it? Though many medical men still regard moderate

This seems hardly likely. The great majority drinking as not harmful, the verdict of science,

of American states, in the first place, have 'on the whole, has been registered against it.

indorsed national prohibition. Only thirty-six Although the experimental laboratory has not

states were needed for ratification, but by January yet rendered its final verdict, the heads of our

20th forty-one states had already ratified and it great transportation and industrial companies,

seemed likely that the amendment would be who see the problem in its most obvious aspects,

made all but unanimous. It is absurd to main- have almost unanimously done so. American

tain that all this is merely a manifestation of na- railroads no longer permit their employees to

tional hysteria and that it does not evidence a drink, even in off hours. A couple of generations

genuine and widespread popular condemnation ago American factories used to supply their
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employees with grog under the impression that Trinity rivers. This disappearance of pubHc
it stimulated productiveness. Now most of our buildings and river and harbor bills in the last

large steel mills will discharge any man who takes two years has been one of the compensations of

a drink in working hours and many will employ war; but evidently this congressional habit has

only teetotalers. ** Do you drink?" is one of the not been permanently cured,

first questions asked of men looking for jobs, In the magnitude of recent Federal expendi-

and the candidate who answers ''Yes" usually tures the few millions annually wasted on pork

receives no further consideration. The fact is barrels may not seem particularly imposing. Yet

that American employers have found that ab- the country has been told that it was entering a

staining workmen are infinitely more efficient new age, and that it was developing a new con-

than the drinkers, even the moderate drinkers, science. The rush of Congressmen with their

and American industry as a whole is rapidly shift- public building bills does not indicate much spirit-

ing to a non-alcoholic basis. When the Nation ual uplift in the legislative department

decided to eliminate alcohol from its Army, solely

in the interest of efficiency, it furnished the strong- Mr. Gompers Opposes an American Labor
est possible argument for national prohibition

—

Party
an argument which lost none of its force when the

public learned of the military achievements of this ^^HOULD American workingmen form a

Snon-alcoholized Army, as well as its cleanness and ^V labor party? At the present moment
general good behavior. W^^ this is the question which is chiefly agitating

the labor unions of this country. Already the

The Pork Barrel Returns with Peace ^^"^^^^ /^^^^
^^^^f.

^" ^^^ /^^^^ ^"^ Chicago
have taken a stand in favor of such a party, and

THAT the war is definitely over, at least in everywhere the American Federation of Labor is

the consciousness of certain Congressmen, discussing the question of independent political

is evident from the circular letter which has action. Practically all important European coun-

been sent to all Members of the Lower House by tries have their labor parties; in all their national

Frank Clark, of Florida, Chairman of the Com- legislatures the labor members play a conspicuous

mittee on Public Buildings. This letter contained part; in Great Britain the labor element usually

the welcome information that there was to be a obtains representation in the cabinet, and an

public building bill and all Members of Congress English labor delegate, Mr. George NicoU Barnes,

were invited to submit their "projects." In the is now sitting as a member of the Peace Confer-

days before the war the most pressing question, as ence. In the United States labor is unknown
each new Congress assembled, was not the tariff, as an independent political force and there are

the regulation of railroads, the curbing of trusts, certain labor leaders in the American Federation

preparedness, Mexico, or submarine warfare, but who believe that the time has come for similar

"Are -we going to have a public building bill this direct political activity in this country,

year?" Chairman Clark, iri 191 6, declared that. Yet there is one influential American labor

though he was in favor of "reasonable prepared- leader who is exerting all his powers against an
ness, if preparedness means stoppage of all prog- American political labor party. The mere fact

ress, if it means that the work of internal im- that Samuel Gompers has presided over the Amer-
provement must cease, then I am against pre- ican Federation for thirty-six years gives his

paredness, tooth and nail, forever and a day." opinionon this subject an authority that far trans-

Chairman Clark and his associates had a fine cends that of the less experienced men who are

"omnibus" building bill all ready for action when now advocating the new party. In the period

the United States declared war on Germany, and .of his leadership Mr. Gompers has witnessed

this measure, as well as many others of similar the organization of many American labor parties

kind, suffered extinction in the great national en- and all of them have been failures. He himself

terprise in which we so inopportunely engaged, played a conspicuous part in the most successful

But the probability of peace has evidently warmed political movement ever engineered by labor men,
this half moribund measure into new life. Con- the attempt to make Henry George mayor of

gress is to be asked to pause long enough in its dis- New York, in 1886. Speaking from his experience

cussions of the League of Nations, the reconstitu- Mr. Gompers concludes that an attempt to capi-

tion of Poland, and the future of the Ottoman Em- talize the labor interest politically has destroyed

pi re, to give proper attention to the needs of Ark- almost every labor movement in this country,

adelphia, Sundance, and Vernal for "monumen- His memory goes back to the days of the National

tal" court houses and post-offices, and to the im- Labor Union, an organization which was making
provement of navigation on the Brazos and the great progress amone workingmen, but which
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passed out of existence as soon as it made the in the United States the most skilled workingmen
mistake of nominating a candidate for president, keep outside the breastworks. Thus the material

The Knights of Labor swept the United States does not exist in this country for a large and in-

in the '8o's but Powderly's attempts to use it as fluential labor party and Mr. Gompers shows his

a political asset presently destroyed it. Most wisdom in refusing to participate in the present

New York City campaigns in which labor candi- plan to start one.

dates have figured have usually degenerated into

^''if'^''^ . ^ 1 . . , , 11, The Menace of Adult Illiteracy
The American Federation of Labor, although

it has not acted as an independent labor /SECRETARY LANE is performing a great

Sparty, is constantly mixing in politics; but it is ^^ service in forcing attention upon the sub-

its policy not to contest elections with the regu- kJ ject of American illiteracy. The facts

larly established parties, but to act as a balance which he brings forth in his annual report are

of power on critical occasions. Mr. Gompers startling. At a time when America is assuming a

himself has campaigned against particular candi- position of leadership in the world it is not pleas-

dates whom he regarded as obnoxious to the labor ant to be told that there are 5,516,000 persons

cause, yet seldom with great success, and it has more than ten years of age who cannot read or

become a maxim with political leaders that union write any language. The draft was a revelation

labor, despite its loud threats, practically never in this as in so many other respects. Our first

delivers its vote. Yet the fact remains that Mr. Army of 2,000,000 men contained 200,000 who,

Gompers' organization does wield a great political because of illiteracy, could not read their orders,

power. It has placed many laws upon the statute or, because they could not read English, could not

books and many of them have greatly improved understand them. There are great compact

industrial conditions. It is a powerful voice in populations in the United States to-day where a

the councils of the present Administration: a word of English is practically never spoken,

union man now sits in the Cabinet, the whole where such knowledge of American history as the

Department of Labor is practically an annex of children possess they have obtained through the

the American Federation, and the influence of medium of a foreign tongue. There are places

practically all departments is constantly exerted where these children learn the Declaration of

to promote the welfare of union men. No Independence in German and where they declaim

American labor leader has evec exercised the in- Lincoln's Gettysburg address in the same

fluence upon a president which Mr. Gompers language.

exercises upon Mr. Wilson; yet Gompers exercises Secretary Lane's figures are discouraging;

this influence chiefly because there is no such yet, when carefully analyzed, they do not reflect

thing in the United States as a labor party. If such great discredit on the American democracy

such an organization did exist, labor would then as might at first appear. There are 1,500,000

have to obtain its "rights" through that organiza- illiterates of native-born white blood; the great

tion, which means that it would never obtain mass of our non-reading and non-writing Ameri-

them at all, since such a party would be so small can population—about 4,000,000 out of 5,500,000

that it could never obtain control of government. —is composed of Southern Negroes and of recent

By constantly dangling before statesmen the immigranis. Of these, the blame only for the

favor of workingmen, by constantly threatening Negroes can properly rest upon the United States,

to throw the support of the toilers to the opposi- since we can hardly be held responsible for not

tion camp, Mr. Gompers has succeeded in main- educating our imported citizens in the countries

taining an authority in high quarters which he from which they come. The education of Ne-

would immediately lose, should his Federation groes—there are 2,300,000 illiterates of this race

resolve itself into a minority party. in the United States—presents a peculiar problem.

There can be no American labor party chiefly Yet the large number of black men and women
because the labor union has made comparatively who cannot read the laws which they are expected

little progress in the United States. In England, to obey form not only a reproach to the Nation

ninety per cent, of the workingmen are unionized, but a practical danger, and the situation is an

and it thus becomes a comparatively simple thing intolerable one that cannot be suffered to persist,

to use them as a political force. Of the 35,000,000 Secretary Lane believes that the main difficulty

Americans who earn their living by gainful occupa- in the South is one of money, and therefore he

tions only about 3,000,000 have affiliated with advocates a considerable amount of Federal

the American Federation of Labor. Moreover, cooperation. Illiteracy, he urges, is a national

in England only the most unskilled and most concern—it became one emphatically when it was

ignorant remain outside the labor union, while discovered to be an impediment in the training
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of thousands of soldiers for the Federal Army. He
does not believe that the Federal Government

should take the place of the states in education,

but he does believe that there should be much
more assistance and supervision than exists at

present. A bill is now pending giving the Bureau

of Education a modest appropriation for the war-

fare against adult illiteracy, and Mr. Lane makes

a strong plea for its passage.

The National Country Life Association

TWO tangible results were the outcome of

the National Country Life Conference held

in Baltimore, January 6th and 7th. The
first was the establishment of a National Country

Life Association whose object is to correlate in a

common programme the activities of the various

agencies endeavoring to improve social conditions

in rural America. The second was the appoint-

ment of a committee to prepare immediately a

tentative programme of the most pressing needs

in rural reconstruction and to coordinate, if pos-

sible, the post-war rural work of the Red Cross,

Council of National Defense, Y. M. C. A., Amer-
ican Library Association, and War Camp Com-
munity Service in order to prevent duplication

and waste.

Dr. Kenyon L. Butterfield, President of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, is the first

President of the Association, and Professor Dwight

Sanderson, of the New York State College of

Agriculture, is the first Secretary. No two men
have done more than these to make such an asso-

ciation possible and to bring it into being. Presi-

dent Butterfield's point of view, which may be

regarded as the point of view of the Association,

is expressed happily in his address: "We want to

make it clear to everybody, certainly to ourselves,

that the end of all efforts for economic effective-

ness is human welfare, and not the possibilities

of still more profit, not merely ease and comfort,

but the choice of things of the spirit. We know
indeed that the possession of worldly goods, the

over-emphasis upon material gains, may even be

detrimental to the highest welfare of human kind.

We stand for the idea that welfare is a greater

thing than wealth. But we go even farther and
assert that even for the outcome of all worthy
economic ends in agriculture, the right sort of

country life is a vital factor."

The weakness of the Association is the char-

acter of its charter membership, which is prac-

tically co-extensive with the two hundred or more
representatives at the Baltimore Conference.

They are practically all college professors and
rural social workers—men and women well versed

in the needs of country life but proverbially likely

to allow their knowledge and their ideals to spend

themselves in discussion rather than to multiply

themselves in organization and action. This

weakness, however, is not insurmountable; it can

and probably will be corrected by the enlistment

of practical farmers and business men. When
men of this type become actively interested in the

Association it will become a leader in action.

The attempt to coordinate the rural recon-

struction efforts of the Red Cross, Y. M. C. A.,

and the other great volunteer war organizations,

whose branches extend into so many thousands of

rural communities, is a step in the right direction.

There is plenty of work for all these organizations

if most American rural communities are to be

worthy of the sacrifices that our soldiers have made
for them. It is of first importance that the efforts

of these agencies be coordinated in a common
programme, harmony maintained, duplication

avoided, and the money that the American people

have entrusted to their care spent wisely and
without waste.

An Ideal State in the Northwest

IT
IS not only in Germany and in Russia that

the "socialistic" state is at present having

its trial. The administration which now con-

trols North Dakota boldly asserts that it repre-

sents "the first government of the people" which
this country has ever known. At the November
election both the old line parties practically dis-

appeared as political forces in this state, an inde-

pendent organization of farmers and workingmen,
known as the Non-Partisan League, electing all

the state officers from governor down and also

gaining complete control of both houses of the

legislature. The radical programme which this

League has advocated for several years has made
most conservative people regard it as purely "so-

cialistic" if not something considerably worse.

The Non-Partisan League not only dominates

North Dakota, but its influence is strong in such

states as Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa, Ohio,

Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana; the

possibility that it might capture one or more of

these states at the recent election was widely ad-

vertised, and, though its efforts in this direction

did not succeed, the apprehension of what the

more conservative elements regarded as " Bolshe-

vism " or "
1 . W. W.ism " in the Northwest and the

Mississippi Valley has not yet disappeared.

What is this spectre that has caused such wide-

spread fear? The programme of reform just pre-

sented by these radicals to the North Dakota
legislature answers this question in part.

Certain of the details are not particularly dis-

concerting. The North Dakota Socialists pro-
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pose first to limit the legislative session to thirty cuss the several plans of Government ownership
days—a change which other states might adopt which certain elements in the Washington Ad-
to advantage; indeed other states, particularly ministration are at present advocating. The
North Carolina, have had a limitation for many North Dakota movement is not so new as many
years. They also believe that a single cham- seem to think; other states have run railroads,

ber legislature will serve the public interests banks, and similar "private" enterprises, though
better than the present bicameral system, and not with conspicuous success. In many of its

here again they can quote many conservative details the Non-Partisan League of the North-
authorities on their side. The North Dakota west is merely a revival of the Farmer's Alliance
"reconstruction programme," which provides of the 'nineties,

state land for returning soldiers and even a meas-
ure of financial assistance will not arouse hostility Community Houses as Permanent Soldier
in any quarter. In certain other respects, it is Memorials
true, the North Dakota scheme does suggest a

sociaHstic" inspiration. Thus a pending change ^ I ^HERE are no sadder memorials to ourTwill give the state government, or any subdivi- I past wars than the monuments which a
sion, authority to engage in almost any enterprise X mistaken patriotism has erected in thou-
usually regarded as "private." The state itself sands of American communities. Most of these
intends to establish a "state bank," which will marble shafts were the product of the twenty-five
hold all the state deposits and all the money of the years succeeding the Civil War—a period famous
schools and university land fund, and which, in in our history for coarse and corrupt politics and
addition to an everyday banking business, will a degradation in the popular taste that was al-

extend rural credits to farmers, and make loans most abysmal. It was a period that produced
to the State Industrial Commission, this latter be- Mansard roofs in architecture, whiskey rings in

ing a Board which is to have charge of all those politics, "lambrequins" and wax flowers in in-

enterprises which the state may establish. The terior decoration, and bustles in feminine attire

—

most important of these which have been already a period which an incisive wit once described as

decided on are state-owned grain elevators and "chromo civilization." Most of all these re-

state-owned flour mills. Evidently North Dakota minders of our recent past have found a final rest-

is also to experiment extensively with the doctrines ing place in garrets or museums; yet the thousands

of Henry George, for it is intended to exempt from of " soldier monuments" which were erected in the

taxation all improvements on farm land and in same era, and which, for the most part, repre-

cities all improvements up to $2, 500, provided that sented the same grade of artistic taste, still rear

the total improvements do not exceed $3,500. In their forbidding heads, their dreariness made still

other words, the houses of the poor in cities are more desolating by the fact that a pious gene-

not to be taxed, while those of the prosperous and ration invariably selected the most conspicuous

the rich are to be assessed at their full amount, spots in town and city as sites. The motive that

By assessing unused farm lands at 100 per cent, led to their erection was patriotic and worthy;

and cropped lands at 50 percent, this new "ideal yet that is all that can be said in their favor,

state" hopes to force idle lands out of the posses- There are more than twenty-five hundred places

sions of the speculators into productive use. These in this country with a population ranging from

experiments, like all "socialistic" experiments, 2,500 to 7,000,000. Practically all these com-
will increase the state expenditures—in this in- munities have sent sons to France; practically

stance by 50 per cent.; and this additional revenue all of them will wish to express in some visible

will be obtained by a heavy income tax on large fashion their gratitude to these soldiers of democ-

incomes, income taxes on railroads, oil line com- racy, and scores of them have already organized

panies, and generally on "wealth," individual and committees to erect lasting memorials. Natur-

corporate. ally the artistic conscience of the Nation is

One of the advantages of our Federal system is alarmed at the possibilities. America has sculp-

that the states can serve as laboratories for polit- tors and architects who might produce monu-
ical experiment. In a sense it is no misfortune ments worthy of the occasion, but our decorations

that a thinly settled community like North in courthouses, post offices, and other public build-

Dakota has in a measure embarked upon a social- ings arouse suspicion that perhaps the commis-
istic programme. Let the hard-headed farmers sions will go to the best qualified. Certainly the

of the Northwest work out their ideas of state United States has no need of another crop of

banks, state elevators, state flour mills; if they "soldier monuments" of the long familiar kind,

fail, they will be the first to revert to the old The war has developed a new kind of institu-

system; if they succeed, then it will be time to dis- tion, the community houses which have served as
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social centres for the soldiers in camps, and

which have performed a great work in keeping

them wholesomely entertained and in thus

strengthening their morale. This community

house has developed in response to a need which

is as pronounced in peace as in war. With the

development of the social sense, the most en-

lightened cities have felt the necessity of providing

some substitute for the street and alley and bar-

room as educational influences with the young.

Municipal dance halls, municipal concerts, muni-

cipal bathing beaches, even municipal moving
picture houses have been the forerunners of that

War Community House which has reached such

perfection in the last two years. The American

City Magazine now suggests that, instead of

erecting hideous marble shafts as memorials to

the soldier dead, beautiful and convenient build-

ings to carry on the work of the community houses

be substituted. Such a community house would

be a great municipal centre, a place for dances,

concerts, celebrations, lectures, dramatic perfor-

mances, and the like. 1 1 would provide permanent
headquarters for the Boy Scouts, the Red Cross,

perhaps the Chamber of Commerce, and other

local organizations. It should be beautiful as

well as useful, and not only keep alive the memo-
ries of the men who have given their lives and
health overseas, but perform a service in making
life for the masses pleasanter and more contented;

and this is, after all, a high form of patriotism.

American fortunes of 1890—such as that of

Russell Sage—are now rapidly undergoing disin-

tegration. William H. Vanderbilt died m 1885,

worth $200,000,000, the richest man of his time;

yet his grandson, Alfred G. Vanderbilt, who went

down on the Lusitania, and who was the head of

the family in his generation, did not leave a quar-

ter of that sum. The Gould family are no longer

railroad "magnates," and, though still rich, there

is probably not one who possesses a third of the

estate of the founder.

Great American fortunes may constitute a

danger to the state, yet their tendency to subdivi-

sion is at least one redeeming feature. For this,

' thanks again must be extended to the wise gentle-

men who laid the basis of American life. They
left out of the American system that principle of

primogeniture which had become so firmly es-

tablished in Europe, and, as a consequence, no

American can "found a family" by entailing all

his property through countless generations to

the oldest son. American millionaires, like Mrs.

Sage, have also developed the habit of giving

away large parts of their accumulations, some-

times all of them. Again, the fact that most

American fortunes, unlike those of Europe, do not

exist in the shape of land, but of industrial and

transportation enterprises, necessarily tends to

their disruption.

Another American Fortune Reverts to the

People

WITH the death of Mrs. Russell Sage

practically all the great fortune of her

husband, estimated at not far from

j5 1 00,000,000, has reverted to public use. Mrs.

Sage leaves virtually her entire estate to philan-

thropy and education. The large use of American
fortunes for educational purposes is nothing new
in the United States; in this display of a public

spirit our rich people show a much larger con-

science than their counterparts in other countries.

The Sage will calls attention to another fact

which is usually overlooked by the popular de-

claimers against large fortunes. This is that

great fortunes in the United States commonly
remain intact for only a brief period; very few of
them, indeed, outlast two or three generations.

The Astor fortune is almost the only one that is a

power to-day which loomed up as a "menace" in

the days before the Civil War. If one should cata-

logue the names which, in 1850, spelled great

fortunes—such as Aspinwall, Whitney, Stewart,

Cooper, Haggerty—they would carry little mean-
ing to the present generation. Even the great

Uncle Sam, Employment Agent

IN
KEEPING with that extension of Govern-

ment activity which has been one of the

developments of the war, the Washington
authorities have now taken upon themselves the

new role of employment agent. The business

of "hiring and firing" men has long been one of

the greatest problems of modern industry. The
"turn over" that constantly takes place in every

industrial organization represents one of the

greatest wastes of modern business life. A con-

siderable part of our working population consists

of "floaters," birds of passage who work one day,

mysteriously leave the next, and perhaps show
up again a year or two afterward. Practically

all large plants employ five or six men for everyone

who permanently remains on the payroll, a prac-

tice which not only involves great expense in

training employees,in broken tools and machinery,

and generally in wasted effort, but represents a

still far greater tragedy in wasted lives, disap-

pointed hopes, and demoralization of character.

There have been many attempts to solve this

problem, and now the United States Depart-

ment of Labor has taken the matter up in a com-

prehensive way. Its Employment Bureau has

already done much work in finding men for jobs
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and jobs for men in war industries, and it is now
planning a much larger campaign in behalf of

our disbanding armies. In a year or so not far

from 2,000,000 men will be returned to industry

in the United States; their return, and the readjust-

ments that will take place, are already causing

widespread anxiety. Should any considerable

number remain unemployed, or should they have
difficulty in placing themselves in suitable posi-

tions, the thing would be a national disgrace. Sec-

retary Wilson's new Employment Bureau is assum-
ing the responsibility of finding jobs for these men.
It has already established employment bureaus
in every Army camp, and here, with lectures,

talks, posters, and moving pictures, it plans to

spread information concerning employment oppor-
tunities in every part of the country. Every
recruit, on mustering out, is asked if he wishes the

assistance of the Bureau in finding a job, and is

questioned as to his desires and qualifications.

The information thus derived is sent to the officers

of the Bureau in the soldier's home town, the

expectation being that, by the time the soldier

reaches home, a job will be there awaiting him.

The Employment Bureau is pressing into service

local chambers of commerce, commercial clubs,

miscellaneous welfare organizations, as well as

all the large industries, and intends to coordinate

all constructive forces in every community in the

great work of finding the soldier a job.

The Bureau is asking Congress for $15,000,000

for this work, surely not an excessive amount, yet

certain objecting voices are raised against any
such appropriation. Industry, a paper published

at Washington in the interest of employers, makes
the grave charge that Secretary Wilson's whole

Employment Bureau is inefficient, that it has

accomplished nothing in the war, and that it

merely represents an attempt to unionize Ameri-

can labor at the expense of the Government. Its

real interest in asking for this large appropriation,

this paper maintains, is thus to accomplish, under

Government pressure, what labor has been unable

to accomplish by itself—to make American work-

ingmen join the unions. It is charged that prac-

tically all employees of the Employment Bureau

are labor leaders and that they are for the most
part men who for years have made a living as

professional ''organizers" of labor unions. They
spend much of their time now, it is alleged, not

in getting men jobs, but in attempting to trans-

form non-union into union shops. The most
serious assertion of "all is that these agents, though
subsisting upon the Government payroll, obtain

jobs only for union men or for men who promise
to join the union ranks in consideration of em-
ployment, and it is added that one of their methods
of suasion is to threaten employers that they will

obtain no men unless they unionize their establish-

ments. Perhaps there is nothing to these accusa-
tions, but they are serious enough to justify

Congress in investigating them before it

appropriates $15,000,000 for the work—work
which, if honestly and efficiently done, is

one of the greatest tasks which now confronts

the Government.

A New Fairyland Opened to Children

IT
IS a mistake to suppose that, because

the armistice has been signed, it means an
end to ''mobilizations," "drives," "quotas,"

"pledges," and the other means by which a great

civic population expresses its patriotic interest in

war. The Federal Bureau of Education is now
organizing a manifestation of a particularly vital

kind. Among the elements that have shown an
especial usefulness in war are boys and girls

under the legal working age of fourteen. The
War Savings workers have found these children,

with their pennies and dimes and quarters, a

tower of financial strength, while last year the

United States School Garden Army enrolled a

million and a half in a most successful attempt

to add to our food supply. So successful was this

movement, indeed, that the Department of the

Interior, through the Bureau of Education, is now
organizing five million children of grammar school

age, each of whom will sign a pledge to produce

garden truck next summer to the value of at least

ten dollars.

Though this movement is a direct outcome of

the war, it is not intended necessarily as a war
measure; it is the hope of the Department to

make home gardening a part of the American

educational system. Back of this experiment

lies the conviction that growing things and

the processes of Nature are quite as informative

as the speller, the third reader, or the square

of the hypotenuse. The country is full of

stunted men and women, many of them professing

to an education, who do not have the slightest

acquaintance with the miracle that produces a

potato or a beet. The children who sign these new

pledge cards will not only add to the Nation's

wealth, but also enter a great kingdom of romance

that is closed to most of their fathers and mothers.

Each state, following the example of Liberty

Loans and thrift campaigns, has its quota of

school gardens. New York State, which had

50,000 gardens last year, is bending all its energies

to attain 300,000 next summer. It has already

established intensive courses at the State

Agricultural College and elsewhere to train the

garden supervisors. Other states are tackling

the problem with like energy and intelligence.



LIBERTY BONDS AND THEIR MARKET PRICE
Every month in this part of the magazine The World's Work prints an article on investments and the

lessons to he learned therefrom

A
YOUNG man whose first and only invest- Then there are those who, for one reason or

ment to date had been in Liberty Bonds another, largely because of pressure brought to

wanted to know why they were selling bear on them, subscribed for more of the bonds

so low. He considered it a shame that patriotic than they could carry. Where this was due to

people who had bought all of the bonds they "strong-arm" methods of soliciting subscriptions

could, and who, because of some unforeseen de- one can sympathize with the man who feels that

velopment, might be forced to part with them, he must dispose of some of his bonds. Records of

could not get the full face value on their bonds, sales show that some of the heaviest selling has

Reasons for the mercurial movements of the mar- come from states where the forcing of subscriptions

ket place were Greek to him, and he seemed to was practised. This shows that even the highest

have a feeling that the bonds in some way had grade security is not well sold when the purchaser

been misrepresented to him and to the twenty is not satisfied with the transaction. Then there

or thirty million other subscribers. are the bonds that credulous holders have parted

The most convincing and completely satisfying with in exchange for securities of little or no value,

reply that could be made to this young man was believing some smooth promoter's prediction

to ask him to recall to mind his point of view when that they would get rich in short order. The pro-

he subscribed for his bonds. Then he was ready moter can sell these at any price and it will be

to see the war through at any cost. He had gone clear profit to him. The selling of Liberty Bonds
into the service himself. Now he was feeling so- from this source has been considerable,

licitous because those who had loaned their money As Liberty Bonds were not sold in the first place

to help make the world safe could not get it all on an investment basis, but largely on the basis of

back again at once. He did not stop to realize that public patriotism; and as the campaign to make
the purpose for which they had loaned their money that patriotism effective in absorbing bonds was
was not yet fully attained, or that the Government, not continued between the loan drives, there has

by fixing the maturity dates on the bonds, had been no demand for these bonds that come on

asked for the loan of the money for from ten to the market except at concessions in price. The
thirty years. Government has made some use of a sinking fund

Those who must have their money back now to buy bonds in the market, but its purchases

might consider the discount at which the bonds have not been sufficient to keep the 4|'s from

are selling in the market as something they give declining to 94 and the 4's below 93.

for the privilege of having their loan repaid be- The patriotic American of small means who
fore it is due. There is no question regarding its subscribed for Liberty Bonds with the intention

payment in full when due. of holding them until the period of war financing

The reason why Liberty Bonds of all the issues was over, but who finds that he must now sell

except the completely tax exempt 3|'s of the first even though there has yet to be another large

loan are selling several points below par are many, loan floated, is entitled to sympathy; but it cannot

In every community there are people who can no be said that he has a grievance for he, rather

longer resist the temptation to spend these sav- than the Government, has failed, if any one has,

ings and are parting with their Liberty Bonds; in his obligation.

people who abandoned their war-time regime of It should be the patriotic duty of everyone in

personaleconomywith theendingof thewarorbe- a position to influence others to check as far as

fore. As long as human nature remains unchanged, possible the unnecessary selling of Liberty Bonds,

the money and Liberty Bonds of these people In this way they can help the Fifth Liberty Loan
will move steadily into the hands of those who and increase the army of American investors.

are more thrifty. The fact that the bonds are at The person who holds on to his bonds until interest

a discount operates to the advantage of the rates start to decline after the war's demand for

thrifty, who are ready to carry more than their funds is fully met, and until Liberty Bonds
share of the loans to the Government, and one is perhaps go above par, will be a much more satisfied

not likely to waste sympathy on the others be- investor than the one who parts with his bonds
cause they have to take a loss. The savings now. The man who holds on to his Liberty Bonds
would pass from their hands anyway. is more likely to continue as an investor.



AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN

COMMAND OF THE ARMY OF
OCCUPATION

Painted from life in France by Joseph Cummings Chase,

and Autographed by the Subjects

MAJOR-GENERAL JOSEPH T. DICKMAN
Commander of the American Third Army

MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN L. HINES

Commander of the Third Corps

MAJOR-GENERAL CHARLES H. MUIR
Commander of the Fourth Corps

MAJOR-GENERAL WILLIAM G. HAAN
Commander of the Seventh Corps
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MAJOR-GENERAL JOSEPH T. DICKMAN
Commander of the American Third Army which is the "Army of Occupation" in Germany
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MAJOR-GENERAL JOHN L. HINES

Commander of the Third Corps of the Army of Occupation
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MAJOR-GENERAL CHARLES H. MUIR
Commander of the Fourth Corps of the Army of Occupation
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MAJOR-GENERAL WILLIAM G. HAAN

Commander of the Seventh Corps of the Army of Occupation



CARTER GLASS
The New Secretary of the Treasury

BY

FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE

FORTY-FIVE years ago or so a group fond of baseball, although at sixty-one he plays

of Lynchburg boys were playing base- it by proxy; item V—he never hunts trouble but

ball with a crowd from "over the river." he does hate to be picked on! Senator Ollie

A fight started, as fights do under such James, of Kentucky, once likened Carter Glass to

conditions, and the Lynchburg boys a snapping-turtle. "He looks harmless,"said

were getting the worst of it. A little, red-headed the Senator, "but just prod him once and see

fellow grabbed the only bat the two teams had how quick he'll bite you!" Various gentlemen,

among them, and defied the whole "over-the- in Congress and out, have tried the experiment

river" crowd to come on and do their worst! at times; it is not on record that the same man
The outlanders sized up the plucky little fellow ever tried it more than once. The instances have
and declined the invitation, retiring rapidly not always been on the floor of the House; Mr.
across the river in some disorder. The Lynch- Glass has never figured as a headliner in Con-
burg boys promptly nicknamed their champion gressional debates. But lookers-on at Demo-
" Pluck." cratic caucuses and in conventions in the Sixth

The name stuck. Even now he occasionally Virginia District will recite you moving tales of

gets a letter that begins: "Dear Pluck." But members and delegates who thought to flick off

on the envelope the superscription is to " Hon. a bit of Carter Glass's hide and woke up only to

Carter Glass, Washington." find themselves flayed, fliped, and nailed to the

The new Secretary of the Treasury didn't tell barn door to dry!

me that story. 1 got it from Charlie Hamner, Secretary Glass is not only a newspaper man
who was his personal secretary for sixteen years but the son of a newspaper man. His father,

and has been his personal friend for a good deal Major Robert H. Glass, was editor of a Lynchburg
longer. There is only one subject on which it is newspaper and Postmaster of Lynchburg when the

more difficult to get Mr. Glass to talk than the Civil War began, three years after the birth of

subject of himself; that is, what he intends to do Carter Glass, which occurred on January 4, 1858.

as Secretary of the Treasury. I spent a most de- Carter Glass's mother died before the war began;

lightful evening with him recently, in the big his father was commissioned an officer in the Con-
house in New Hampshire Avenue that the dig- federate Army and served the Confederacy for a

nity of his new post has required him to take, an time in the same post office where he had served

evening that stretched into the "wee, sma' the United States. The war swept away his

hours ayant the twal'," and we talked on every fortune, and at fourteen Carter Glass had to

conceivable subject, from Mr. Bryan to the leave school and earn his own living. He went
personal customs of the French people. But to Petersburg twenty-five miles down the James
whenever, in the range of conversation between River, and apprenticed himself to the printer's

these two antitheses, 1 led the talk into personal trade; one of the things he is proud of is that

channels, it was never long before we found our- he finished his apprenticeship and was "given

selves discussing journalism or Jersey cattle or his time" in less than two years, instead of the

some such abstruse topic—illuminating, truly, customary four. He worked as a journeyman
but germane only as indicating a personal mod- compositor and as a pressman, tried being a

esty, amounting almost to diffidence; revealing, railroad clerk for a little while, then an oppor-

nevertheless, the side of Mr. Glass's character tunity came to go back to Lynchburg as "local

that Charlie Hamner's anecdote fails to em- editor" of the principal morning newspaper, a

phasize. transition from the "case" to the "desk" not

For Carter Glass, the man, is very much like uncommon to-day in the smaller communities

Carter Glass, the boy of the baseball episode, and quite the usual journalistic practice then.

Item I—he is still small, about the height and heft As " local editor" he had to act as his own reporter

of Secretary Baker or King George; item II

—

and copyreader. Before he was thirty he had

he is still red-headed, in moderation; item III— been made editor-in-chief. Friends of the man
he still lives in Lynchburg; item IV—he is still _ he displaced financed a new morning paper with
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the former editor at its head. The owner of the that for many years of his Congressional service

News, young Glass's paper, decided he would sell he was a member of the minority party, is due
out and offered Carter Glass the chance to buy. his infrequent appearance in debates and dis-

The price was $13,000. cussions on the floor of the House. He did not

,, ,, see the use of making speeches that could accom-
OWNER AND EDITOR OF THE LYNCHBURG NEWS ,. , , /^. ^^,, ., r ..u ^plish no purpose but to fill the pages of the Con-

"
1 had just about enough assets to pay my gressional Record. Not that he cannot speak,

debts," Mr. Glass told me, recalling these early and speak effectively, when he has something to

days. " 1 told Mr. Waddill, the owner, that I say, despite the fact that he never made a speech

couldn't buy the paper. He suggested that I until he was past forty.

had friends who would advance me the money, "
I made up my mind when 1 took office as

but I said 1 didn't want to be under obligations to Secretary of the Treasury that 1 wouldn't make
them. Then a kinsman of mine offered to indorse speeches," he said to me. ''They got me to

for me; Mr. Waddill had put him up to it. I break that resolution inside of two weeks—and I

accepted the help and took over the paper—and I made a pretty bad speech." He was referring

managed to clear off' the obligations as fast as to his address at the New York Bankers' dinner

they came due. Awhile later I bought the new early in January, in which he took issue with the

paper and consolidated the two; later on I bought bankers who had urged the placing of the Fifth

the only evening newspaper in Lynchburg, and I Liberty Loan on a strictly investment basis,

never expected to do anything else but run my "
I wouldn't change a single statement I made

papers. When 1 was local editor of the News in that address," he continued, "but I wish I had
1 was elected clerk of the city council, at a salary expressed myself more forcibly. The whole
of $300 a year, and I held that post for a long argument for making the appeal on investment

time, but that was as far as my political ambitions grounds- is based upon the assumption that

went in those days." American patriotism died when the armistice was
Always a hard worker, with the driving energy signed! I cannot subscribe to any such doctrine,

that goes with red hair, he found his digestion Even if I believed it possible to place a five billion

almost ruined and his general health so impaired dollar loan purely as an investment—something
before he was forty that his friends thought he that has never been tried anywhere in the world

was going to die. " I was sure of it," he told me. ^-I do not think the Government should ap-

He was in a New York hospital when he was proach the people with the assumption that they

nominated and elected to the Virginia State will respond only to financial arguments. Of
Senate at the instance of friends, who did not course, we have got to raise the money; if the

consult him about it because his physicians would people of the United States will not lend it vol-

not let them! This was in 1899. He served untarily at interest, then it must be taken from
until 1903, in the meantime being chosen a dele- them in taxes. The obligations to be met with

gate to the Virginia Constitutional Convention, this fund have already been incurred by the

where he drafted the suffrage clause of the new United States, and must be paid. Our Army is

constitution, which was adopted. It was frankly still overseas, our Navy still in commission; I

designed to disfranchise the illiterate and irres- do not believe the people of the United States

ponsible Negroes without reacting too sharply are unwilling to continue to stand behind them
against a large group of white voters; it provided and the Allied peoples alongside of whom we
educational tests that permitted of wide dis- have been fighting. 1 shall make the appeal for

crimination in their application by local election the Fifth Liberty Loan on the same patriotic

officers. At the same time, it gave the new gen- grounds as the first four loans. It may be desir-

eration of educated Negroes entire equality with able to make the campaign more direct and per-

the whites. sonal and eliminate some of the brass bands and
red fire; true patriotism is not spectacular and

ELECTED TO CONGRESS IN 1902 ^^^3 ^^^ ^^^^-^^ spectacular stimulation."
Although his health was still seriously impaired. The same election of 1912 that put Woodrow

Mr. Glass was elected to Congress in 1902 and Wilson in the White House brought to the lead-
served continuously until he resigned last De- ers of the Democratic party an instant realization

cember to accept the appointment of Secretary of of their opportunity and responsibility to enact
the Treasury. When he first took the oath of a currency reform measure. The Aldrich Bill,

office in Congress he was too ill to stand up while with the backing of the biggest banking and
it was being administered; it is only within a very financial interests of the country, had been having
few years that he has been able to regard himself a stormy time of it in Congress; it had served the
as a well man. To this fact, as well as the fact purpose, however, of opening the whole subject
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of currency reform to public discussion and of Mr. Glass collapsed physically from the strain,

educating public and statesmen alike to the need but the enemies of the bill had to take it out in

and to some of the dangers to be avoided. To denunciation. Frank A. Vanderlip said it was
Mr. Glass, as the ranking minority member of impossible. Paul M. Warburg wrote from Swit-

the House Committee on Banking and Currency, zerland an attack on the measure, which was cir-

was delegated the task of preparing a draft of a culated broadcast in America. Senator Aldrich

measure to be submitted to the party councils, denounced not only the bill but its author. It

The Virginia editor was not a banker; his financial was a source of great gratification to Mr. Glass

experience was precisely that of a Virginia editor, when Mr. Vanderlip recently retracted his criti-

He had been closely following the debates on the cism of the Federal Reserve Act and declared

Aldrich Bill, however, had formed a few opinions that without it there would have been a panic at

of his own, and had the habit of study and the the outbreak of the war; almost as great grati-

editorial faculty of rapid assimilation of facts, fication when Mr. Warburg threw himself heart

Many weeks before President Wilson's inaugura- and soul into the work of setting up and operating

tion Mr. Glass had shown the President-elect the financial machinery created by the Act. And
a draft, in his own peculiar chirography, of a it merely amuses him when people claim the law

currency bill which contained so much that is only a modified Aldrich Bill,

appealed to Mr. Wilson as being fundamentally " If 1 have any reason to be glad that I am
sound that his interest was instantly intrigued, Secretary of the Treasury, it is that in this position

not only by the measure itself but in the author of I become associated with the financial system 1

it. From then on the two worked hand in hand, had a hand in creating," said Mr. Glass. " 1

in the most intimate confidence, not only in the confess it pleases me to hear gentlemen of finan-

preliminary work of perfecting the bill prior cial power say that without the Federal Reserve

to its introduction, but in steering its difficult Banking system we could not have financed the

course through the two Houses of Congress. war, at least not with the ease with which we have
When the bill was introduced it w^ Carter done it."

Glass's bill; th^re had been consultations and con- Between Mr. Glass and his predecessor, Mr.
ferences with men of high and low degree, but the McAdoo, there have existed for a long time the

measure was the work of the Chairman, although warmest personal relations. Mr. Glass has great

his natural diffidence impels him to give the major admiration for Mr. McAdoo's versatility and
credit to President Wilson, just as the President's ability.

intimates give Mr. Glass the major credit for the "
1 regard Mr. McAdoo as one of the ablest

passage of the bill through Congress in every men we have ever had in public life, and I regret

essential respect exactly as it was introduced, very much that his personal afi^airs would not

though here the President undeniably did play permit him to remain in the service of the Na-
a powerful part. The bill did pass, though not tion," said Mr. Glass. "

1 feel that I am under-

until after Mr. Glass, in a scene which those who taking a difficult task in attempting even par-

witnessed it say has seldom been equalled for in- tially to fill his shoes; I should never have consent-

tensity in the annals of American politics, took ed to attempt both the Treasury portfolio and the

the hides off some of the radicals of his own party direction of the railroads."

in a Democratic caucus, so effectively that some " What is to be the solution of the railroad prob-

of them never got back into politics again. lem?" 1 asked.

People who had asked what Carter Glass knew "As Secretary of the Treasury, 1 can only say

about banking got their answer at the hearings the problem is to find funds for their mainte-

on the bill, where the Chairman's intimate knowl- nance," replied Mr. Glass. "With regard to the

edge of the banking and currency laws of every question of Government ownership, 1 confess 1 do
civilized country and his complete understanding not see anything very violent in Mr. McAdoo's
of exactly how they worked out in practice con- proposal that the Government continue to

founded more than one financial expert who operate them for five years. That would be a

undertook to poke holes in the measure. The bill fair test. There has not been a fair test as yet;

passed the House, once it had the party caucus Government operation has been under abnormal

behind it, and the Senate amended it until it war conditions and we don't know how it will work
was unrecognizable. It had been a hard fight in peace times. There are powerful influences

in caucus; it was another hard fight in the Con- exercising still a considerable measure of control

ference Committee. Mr. Glass fought every over the roads that do not want Government
Senate amendment and defeated substantially operation to work, and those influences must
all of them ; the measure, as finally enacted, was in be overcome if the test is to be a fair one."

[every essential as he wrote it and intended it to be! "Apart from the Liberty Loan and the rail-
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road matter, what are the big jobs you see ahead and referred to by the Secretary as "Mrs. Glass's
for the Secretary of the Treasury?" grandson.

"I don't know what they all are; 1 haven't "I maintain that I'm not old enough to have
been in long enough to size the situation up. Of a grandson," he explains. Charlie Hamner tells

course, there must be some workable scheme for me, however, that Secretary Glass is just exactly
revenue to meet our vastly increased permanent the kind of a grandfather every two-year-old
need, after the immediate war expenditures are boy delights in—not a day older than the young-
taken care of. I think we will continue to raise ster when they get to playing together!

a large part of the revenue from incomes, and Mr. Glass made a trip to the Western Front
from a graduated inheritance tax: the inheritance before the armistice was signed, and came back
tax seems to me the fairest tax of all, as it is full of pride in his sons, both of whom were on
levied on property that has no owner, since a dead the firing line in the hottest part of the fighting,

man cannot hold property." He had got to London on his return trip when he
Mr. Glass took occasion in the first days of learned that, through the mistaken kindness of a

his incumbency of his new post to sound a friend, orders had been issued detaching Major
warning against the stock swindlers who are trying Glass from his command and detailing him to

to induce people to exchange their Liberty Bonds duty in Paris. The Major didn't want to leave

for worthless securities. "I shall ask Congress the men he had campaigned with and wanted his

for the enactment of a national 'blue-sky' law at father to help get him back where there was some
the earliest opportunity," he said. real danger.

" You have been quoted as favoring the sale of ''
I tried to get to Paris by airplane," said See-

the Government-owned bonds of the Allied na- retary Glass, telling me of the incident, "and
tions, to replenish our own Treasury; is that a I thought I had it all fixed, but the English

feasible plan?" Captain who was to take me looked me
"The suggestion strikes people as excellent at over and declared I was too old! That hurt

first glance, but there are difficulties in the way. my feelings. Anyway, I went by train and got

Not the least of these is the element of good faith, the boy back where he wanted to be, with his

These foreign obligations are demand notes that regiment."

we have taken in exchange for munitions and Mr. Glass is the second newspaper man to enter

supplies purchased in this country; this Govern- President Wilson's Cabinet, the other being

ment advanced the money to pay for them, out Josephus Daniels. A friend of Mr. Daniels,

of the proceeds of the Liberty Loans. The Allies explaining to me why the Navy was so much
could not pay if the demand were to be made now. more nearly ready for war than the Army, put

Our Government will not demand payment, other it this way:

than interest, which we shall use to pay interest "In a newspaper office, as you know, the one

on our own obligations; we cannot assume that inexcusable crime is to 'miss the mails.' The
any one to whom we sold them would be equally paper must go to press on schedule, whether the

considerate. Moreover, bankers tell me, they news is all in it or not. Mr. Daniels came into

would not be bought by investors without this the Navy Departm.ent and found that he couldn't

Government's guarantee or indorsement, and it get the paper to press, as it were; his subordi-

would be more difficult to place them than our nates were always turning up precedents and

own direct obligations." practices that kept his orders from being carried

One would hardly call Carter Glass loquacious out. A lawyer might have tolerated that situa-

at any time, but he was much more anxious to tion, but not a newspaper man. So he began

talk about his Jersey cattle and his boys in France cutting and untying red tape long before any one

than he was about the duties of the Secretary of dreamed of a war, with the result that when we
the Treasury. When he was merely a member of got into it the Navy Department was a compara-

Congress he lived in a hotel and went home for tively smooth-running machine and it was no

week-ends during the session; as Secretary of the trouble at all to get the paper to press."

Treasury he has had to take a house in Washington 1 thought of this as I studied Mr. Glass's

and bring his family to the Capital—that is, Mrs. strong chin, firm mouth, big nose of the type that

Glass and their two daughters, for both the sons, usually denotes executive power, and, above all,

Major Powell Glass and Lieutenant Carter Glass, his red hair, and I want here to record my guess

Jr., are with their commands in France. And that, whatever obstacles there may be in the way
any reference to the Glass household would be of getting the Treasury Department's business

incomplete that did not at least enumerate Powell done on schedule, Mr. Glass will find a way to

Glass, Jr., aged two, known in the family as " Red" " get the paper to press."



Pirates of Promotion
Who Are After Your Liberty Bonds With Their Get-Rich-Quick Schemes

THE WRECKAGE

The Shoals Surrounding the Island of Sound Investment Are Being Strewn With the Wreck-

age They Create—The Need for Patriotic Camouflage is Past— Methods for

Getting in Touch With the Suckers—Get-Rich-Quic*k Promotions

Of Recent Years and a Partial List of the Leading Pirates

BY

LOUIS GUENTHER
(In collaboration with John K. Barnes, the Financial Editor of The World's Work)

[According to estimates of the United States Treasury Department, $400,000,000 worth of Liberty

Bonds were taken from subscribers in some of the states of the Middle IVest in a few months in exchangefor

worthless or doubtful securities. The future welfare of the country demands that something he done to check

this. If it continues, the full fruits of the lesson in thrift which the war has taught America will never be

harvested. The man who sees his savings disappear is discouraged from further effort. Our new position

as international banker will be lost, for it is on our new investors that we must largely depend for the ab^

sorption of foreign loans. This has a direct relation to the continued prosperity of the country and the

happiness of the people. The Government which has had the united support of the people in financing the

war, must now protect those people, as far as it can, from the loss of their Liberty Bonds. It is gratifying

to note that a Federal Blue Sky Law is likely to be passed by Congress, which, if vigorously enforced, should

do much to eliminate this evil.

The long list of get-rich-quick promotions accompanying this article, with a capitalisation of more than

$3,000,000,000, is a graphic illustration of the extent of the operations of the pirates of promotion in recent

years. It is compiled from the comprehensive records of " The Financial IVorld," which has the most
complete data on these parasites of the country that we know of.

—The Editors.)

OURTEEN years ago a dealer in or invention that makes success as much as it is

inactive and uncurrent securities com- future improvements and developments and
piled a list of companies whose stocks above all, the commercial management of an
and bonds had become obsolete and enterprise." The get-rich-quick promoters are

practically worthless. This list made little concerned regarding future improvements
a book of 718 pages and contained the names of and developments; their interest ends with the

approximately 18,000 companies. Seven years sale of securities to the public; and, on the other

later he had discovered so many more obsolete hand, a concern that has good management would
securities that he compiled a second list. This not knowingly permit one of these pirates to

made a book of more than a thousand pages, and handle the sale of its securities. The chances,

contained the names of 26,800 companies, none therefore, of success from the security holders*

of which had been included in the first. The standpoint in an enterprise promoted by get-rich-

people who bought the stocks and bonds of any quick methods are only about one in a thousand,

of these 44,800 companies had sad and costly This estimate is amply borne out by the evidence,

investment experiences. What this dealer in inactive securities had to

This gives some idea of the high mortality rate say about his experience with the stocks that

among companies. Experienced business men sprang like mushrooms out of the Pennsylvania

like Mr. Theodore N. Vail, president of the Amer- oil boom, following the Civil War, should give

ican Telephone & Telegraph Company, place the food for reflection for those who have bought

corporate death rate at one out of every ten enter- stocks in the new oil promotions of the past few

prises started. But the enterprises that have years, and should be a timely warning to those

this one-in-ten chance of success do not include the who are contemplating the purchase of such

get-rich-quick creations of the pirates of promo- securities. He said: "What I collected on the

tion. Mr. Vail said: "It is not the original plan thousands of shares that passed through my
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hands never paid postage." The Hst of get-rich- Oil stock in a mammoth circular in which it

quick promotions of recent years published with agreed to take Liberty Bonds at 103I in payment
this article shows there has been no let-up in the for the stock. At the time of the opening of

activities of the pirates of promotion since these the fourth loan, in their house organ

—

Profits—
earlier days. The shoals surrounding the island they announced that they would "devote the

of sound investment are still being strewn with the publication entirely to assist in this most
wreckage they create. Their floating mines of

get-rich-quick literature have already sunk the

Liberty Bonds of many untrained investors; and
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m
wonderful cause." It would not be too un-
charitable to assume that the shrewd pirates

of finance realized that it would be easier for them
they are setting their traps of destruction, baited to get Liberty Bonds away from people than cash,

with alluringpromises, to catt:h many moreofthem and that the more Liberty Bonds they could get

now that the war is over. In the past they confined those on their '' sucker lists" to buy, the more pro-

fits they would make in
TWO SECTIONS—SECTION QNB the uear future. The

week preceding the
fourth loan drive, the

front page of Profits,

under three flags in full

color, was given to an
article written exclu-

sively for it by one of the

leading Liberty Loan
workers in the second re-

serve district, who was
unaware that he was
writing for the house

organ of a fake promoter.

Thus do the pirates of

promotion shine in the

reflected light of respect-

ability.

Before closing this

series with a list of the

leading pirates who are

after the public's savings

and a compilation of the
their operations largely to "sucker lists" which principal get-rich-quick promotions of recent

they built up themselves, or acquired from other years, we want to emphasize one or two of the
promoters; now their field is unlimited, for every things that Liberty Bond holders should be

particularly on their guard against. One is

the house organ when conducted in the in-

terest of the pirates. All such publications of

financial houses should not by any means be
condemned. Many reliable houses issue educa-

jFtnancial

fHE FARMERS' LOAN & TRUST
COMPANY

Foreign Exchange, Cable Trentfer%

Travelers' Letters of Credit

The Companr ts a leeal deposltajy for

inoneTa paid into Covirt, &od Is autbor-
^-•-«0 act as Executor, Administrator.

Guardian. P- -•» to •"

Jfinancial
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32 Nama St

NEW YORK

UNITED STATES BONDS
VBW YORK CITY BONDS

jTinancial

THE LIBERTY
NATIONAL BANK

OP NEW YORK
BROADWAY and CEDAR tt

THE GENUINE

—

One of the favorite devices of the Pirates of Promotion is to publish financial papers
and to make use of publications which in their outward appearance resemble some reputable

journals by using their pages to exploit their get-rich-quick securities. The Commercial Sr

—

Liberty Bond holder is a "prospect."

The need for patriotic camouflage is past.

The leading character of an earlier article of this

series, who tried to prove that an injustice had
been done him by showing that the appeals for

Liberty Loan subscriptions made in the market tional matter in this way, and some of it is of the

letters of his house had been reproduced and used highest order. This will be of great value in

in tiie loan campaigns in different parts of the educating our new investors; but just as the field

country, can now begin to capitalize that exhib- of usefulness for these good publications has been
ition of patriotism. The ability of such a house vastly broadened, so have the possibilities for

to produce Liberty Loan literature of such widely evil that can be wrought by the house organs
recognized value should in itself be a warning to of the pirates been multiplied many fold. And
investors. And a house like Paul A. Newman & with their house organs should be included the

Company, which went out publicly after Liberty general educational literature that houses of this

Loan bonds before it ^recognized the patriotic character are now advertising widely and sending
temper of the people, and then became one of the broadcast through the mails,

most violent of flag-wavers, can now return to Usually the house organ carries the name of the

the hunt. The season is open, or soon will be. house back of it; sometimes a pretext is made of

Following the first loan, this house offered Friar's charging a subscription price for it. This was
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by the Liberty Loans there will be much swapping
of names, and individuals will face the temptations
of many get-rich-quick methods instead of those

of just one promoter.

Ministers and doctors have always been con-

sidered among the best for "sucker lists." W.
M. Ostrander, Inc. of Philadelphia and New York
has made special appeals to ministers to buy
stocks in his real estate and other promotions and
in his own company as well. This latter was
capitalized at $2,000,000, and $1,953,793 of its

assets were in the valuation given to the follow-

ing items: "list of customers, prospective cus-

tomers, subscribers to 'Money Maker' and 'Home

RBOOIIDOPPROORBB8INPINANCB.INSURAIIOC.OOHMfeflOB,irA1tJIOAD8.8HlPPINaandRBALB8TATB
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done in the case of George Graham Rice's Mining
and Industrial Age. Innocent looking advertising

of these house organs is one of the most productive

ways the pirates have of getting new names for

their "sucker lists." Then there are indepen-

dent publications that are willing to sell space to

the pirates for write-ups of their promotions.

Proof of this is sometimes brought out in the trial

of the pirates, the latest such disclosures having

been in the Emerson Motors case. But the lowest

level that such publications reach is illustrated by
the Commercial and Financial fVorld which issues

an edition, whenever some promoter is willing to

pay for it, in orcfer to send out a favorable write-

up of his promotion under
its deceptive cover. Its

title was evidently chosen

with the idea that it

would be confused in the

readers' mind with either

one or the other of two
financial weeklies of

established reputation.

To make the deception

more complete the front

cover carries the adver-

tising of reputable banks
and banking houses the

same as does the well

known Commercial Sr Fi-

nancial Chronicle, but

with this important dif-

ference that in the case of

the fake write-up sheet

the houses do not have to

pay for the advertising;

and requests from some of them that it bediscon- Maker,' mailing lists, use of name, lithographers,

tinued have gone unheeded. The Banker, Mer- copyright, cuts, etc." He sent out blotters en-

chant Sr Manufacturer of Chicago was a similar titled "The Minister's Dollar" with coupons
publication that was used by S. C. Pandolfo in his attached, which, if returned, would bring to the

Pan Motor Company promotion. Its name has minister the information as to how he could "make
since been changed to The Banker. his dollar into two dollars without risk or loss."

But it is not only those who have had no invest- Newton K. Skinner, president of the Midwest
ment experience who should be warned at this Securities Corporation, who may be recalled by
time. Those who have bitten once on a get-rich- some buyers of mining stocks as formerly of the

quick promotion can be sure that they will be International Securities Corporation of Denver,

subjected to greater temptation to bite again, sold Black Hawk Gold Mining Company stock

Their names have gone on a preferred list and to ministers last year by offering them a "parti-

they are now likely to receive "literature" from cipation in the underwriting" . . .^ "a chance
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—THE IMITATION
—Financial Chronicle is such a reputable journal, and the Commercial and Financial World \s

such a publication used by promoters. Many of its advertisements are published without
charge and against the wishes of the firms whose existence they advertise

many promoters, for all those who have ever

made easy money at the get-rich-quick game are

flocking back to it. These names will be ex-

changed or sold as "once-sold" suckers to other

promoters so that new methods can be tried on
them. On the theory of once a sucker always a

your broker and banker usually have offered to :

them." This was nothing more than an offering
\

of the stock at 1 5 cents a share with all the

alluring promises of the get-rich-quick promoter

expressed in meaningless "terms" and "guaran-

tees" that to the inexperienced investor might
sucker, these pirates are willing to pay more for a make it look like an underwriting agreement,

"once-sold" name than for a new one, and with His statement that "underwriters never lose"

the number of "prospects" greatly multiplied would certainly impress the untrained investor.
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Other pirates of promotion have recently turned

to this method of offering "underwriting" and

"syndicate participations," with a view to catch-

ing credulous Liberty Bond holders. The Mid-
west Securities Corporation in promoting the

Oklahoma Oil & Refming Company offered to

take Liberty Bonds at 104, or far above their

market price, in exchange for the stock.

The reader asks if there is not some law that

will protect untrained investors from the wiles of

these pirates? There is a Federal statute which
says that any one who uses the mails " with intent

Directions : Remove the Clip ; MaiLthe Conmuu Use the Blottfia*

THE MINISTER'S DOLLAR
The minister's dollar is, TO BIM, rather an important thio^. It does n*t come so very

easy nor so very often

When a man elects the ministry for his life-work he puts beyond him the
possibility of large financial achievement. Therefore, when a dollar comes
his way it is particularly precious and must be well spent or wisely invested

I am not a clergyman, but a dealer in Real Estate,—a maker of money, I have, however,
helped some clergymen to make money my way; I have given them the benefit of my eyefor values
and my experience in the purchase, development and profitable sale of land. These clergymen,
though of course not actively engaged in business, are my partners. Their money is working right
along beside my money and whatever good thing happens to my money happens to their money.

When the clergyman who gets this Blotter has sent back to me the Coupon ithich is attacJied, he
will hear from me directly and personally and learn how to make HIS DOLLAR into TWO
dollars without risk or loss.

Sot>}e banl-ers, too, are hiferesfed in my enterprise, hut I am especially
glad when I can work out (inu safe plan of legitimate operation which
makes for the increase of the excheaner of the minister.

W. M. OSTRANDER, President. New York City

A PROMISE OF 100 PER CENT. PROFIT

A promoter's advertisement on blotters distributed to clergymen

to defraud" is subject to fine and imprisonment.

This is an effective law; but usually *' intent to

defraud" cannot be proven until the public has

been loaded up with the stock. It locks the door

after the horse is stolen. And even after fraud

is proven, the promoter sometimes gets off with published. It is to show the great need for such

better protected, except from its own foolishness.

These three points are of increasing importance.

Many of the pirates of promotion now tell the

truth about their offerings. Some of the shrewd-

est of them tell what might be considered the

whole truth when speaking of things that usually

happen. But all of them go on from that

point to paint pictures by predictions and prom-
ises that completely obscure the meagre back-

ground of truth. It is these excrescences pecu-

liar to the get-rick-quick promotion game that

should be cut away in order to protect the millions

of nev/ investors and
conserve their savings.

Legitimate promotion

that is truthfully pre-

sented would then stand

a better chance of get-

ting funds; and the

market for all honest

issues would be bene-

fited. A law similar to

the British Companies
Act would prove effec-

tive. That enforces
truthful publicity. If it

were possible to prevent

any one with a previous

bad record in the field

of finance from operat-

ing in that field again,

the labor of administer-

ing such a law would be

greatly reduced. Other-

wise, it will be enormous.

But law can never safeguard people from their

own foolishness, and in the last analysis education

in regard to these matters is the individual's best

and surest protection. It is to help in that educa-

tion that these articles have been written and

a fine or short imprisonment. He can then come
back into the game. Nova A. Brown, who was
tried recently for his D. & C. Co. promotion—^but not convicted because of a "hung jury"—

•

had already engineered another promotion while

waiting trial. Such things are discouraging to

education that a comprehensive list is here given

of the leading get-rich-quick promotions of recent

years. The number of them is astounding, and

this is by no means a complete list of such pro-

motions. It includes only those that have come
to the attention of investigators in the East,

the hard-working post office inspectors, of whom and of those, only the ones with large capitaliza-

there are so few on this fraud work that they can tions except for a few minor but notorious frauds,

only touch it in spots and try to pick off the worst The recent oil boom is hardly indicated by the list,

offenders like Nova A. Brown, Dr. G. Grant Thousands of oil promotions have sprung up

Lyman, Nicholas Field Wilson, A. L. Wisner, and it has been impossible to investigate them all.

and George Graham Rice. Hundreds of new promoters have been created

What is needed is a law that reaches the promo- by the boom. Many of them sold stocks through

tion nearer its source. The strong light of truth the West and have never even been heard of in

is the best cure for this evil. If the promoter is New York. The best commentary on these issues

made to tell from the start the truth, the whole is to be found in the results of an investigation

truth and nothing but the truth, the public will be made by the Oklahoma News of the stock selling oil
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companies of that state. It found that of all the

oil produced in Oklahoma in 191 7, the stock

promoting companies had less than two thou-

sandths of one per cent. For every $555 of

capitalization only $1 worth of oil was produced.

With this list of get-rich-quick promotions

is also a list of leading get-rich-quick promoters.

This latter list is of more value to the investor

than the other, for it is largely a list of active

promoters while the other is largely a list of dead

promotions. Most get-rich-quick promotions

die young; but the active promoter always has a

new one ripening. It is well to know the character

of the tree in order to determine the nature of

the fruit. This list is also by no means complete;

it includes only the names of those who are

promoters on a large scale.

As a parting word, we would say that the

untrained investor should not depend on any list of

pirates of promotion or on any law to protect him.

His best protection is to know the methods of the

pirates, and in actual investing to deal only with
houses of the highest reputation. An ounce of

investigation may save a ton of loss and worry.

And the new investor should always remember
that the only one who stands a chance of getting

rich quick in the promotion game is the pirate of

promotion.

A PARTIAL LIST OF GET-RICH-QUICK PROMOTERS
These key numbers will be found after each promoter's get-rich-quick flotations in the list that follows

NAME OF PROMOTER NO. OF PROMOTIONS NAME OF PROMOTER NO. OF PROMOTIONS

(4)

J.
o.
L.
S. (10)

Andrews & Co.* (62)
C. H. Babb (1) . .

H. L. Barber (2)

A. B. Benesch (3) .

C. R. Bergmann & Co
Nova A. Brown (5)

Burr Bros. (6)

C. W. Cannon (59)

J. Carew & Co. (7) . . . .

E. Chaney (8)

H. Cooke (9)

E. Cox, Prudential Securities Co
Warren C. Daniel (11) . . . .

B. X. Dawson (12)
W. W. Degge (13)
Jos. Devere & Co. (14) .

Ellsworth & Co. (15) . . . .

J. G. Feist & Co. (16) ....
Fieldsteel & Co. (17) . . . .

Fitzpatrick & Co. (18) ....
T. J. Foster (19)
Robert W. Francis & Co
Albert Freeman (20)
Albert J. Froelich (21) .

E. M. Fuller & Co. (22)
Gavigan Isbell & Co. (23)
H. P. Goetchius & Co. (24) 10
Mark Harris (66) 2
Julian Hawthorne (25) 3
Holland & Co. (56) 2
H. Kent Holmes (26) , 4
Industrial Securities Co., C. R. Cole (27) 4
L. E. Jennings (28) 2

(58)

1

5
10
5
3
6

28
1

2
3
9
3
2
2
4
2
4
3
4
2
8
4
2
5
3
5

Cardenio F. King (29) 5
F. L. Kriebel (30) 4
Douglas Lacey & Co. (31) 30
Harry Lefkovits (32) 3
J*hn Grant Lyman (33) 10
P. C. Mason & Co. (57) 3
Robert P. Matches & Co. (34) "

. . 2
Thomas M. Miiam (65) 1

1

Munroe & Munroe (35) 5
Paul A. Newman & Co. (36) 4
Wm. M. Ostrander & Co. (37) 5
S. C. Pandolfo (64) 2
L. E. Pike & Co. (38) 2
Anthony Raseness (39) 1

N. A. Reinert (40) 2
George Graham Rice (41) 23
H. N. Roach & Ce. (42) . 5
Rogers, Norton & Co. (43) 2
E. I. Rosenfeld (44) 4
Louis Roumagnac (61) 1

B. H. Scheftels (63) 5
W. M. Sheridan & Co. (45) .23
Newton K. Skinner, Midwest Securities Co. (46) 2
Sterling Debenture Corp. (47) 10
H. H. Tucker (60) 2
Oscar A. Turner (48) 2
Pierce Underwood (49) 5
Union Security Co. (50) 5
C. H. Unverzagt (51) 2
Wheeler & Co. (52) 2
Nicholas Field Wilson (53) 5
W. H. Wintemute (54) 2
A. L. Wisner (55) 10

NAME OF COMPANY
Acme Oa Company *$1,000,000

OIL PROMOTIONS
Capitalization estimated

CAPITALIZATION NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Adeline Consolidated Road Oil Co.
Amalgamated Oil Co. (65) .

American Oil Fields Corp. .

American Petroleum Corp.
Amico Oil & Land Company
Appalachian Oil Co. (41)
American Midway Oil ....
Alaska Oils & Explor. Co. .

American Dutchess Oil Co.

.

Arrow Head Oil Co. (58) ....
Bankers' Oil Company (24)
Big Four San Juan Oil & Dev. Co.
Black Diamond Oil Co
Blaugas Company of Cuba .

Boston Wyoming Oil Co. .

British Consolidated Oil Corp. (55)
Blue Grass Oil (18)
Buick Oil Co
Blyson Oil & Gas Co. (24) . . .

Calgary Alberta Petroleum Co., Ltd.
California Consolidated Oil (53)

.

California Monarch Oil Co. (55)
California Midway Oil Co. .

California National Oil Co.

.

California & New York Oil Co.
Canada Oil & Venture Corp. .

Canadian Natural Gas (17)
Catlett-Davis Oil Corp. (40 ) . .

Century Petroleum Corp. .

Chanute Oil & Gas Co
Chicago Texas Export Oil .

Chicago Texas Oil
Coalinga Aladdin Oil Co. (6) . .

1,500,000
1,000,000
5,000,000

10,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
1,000,000

*1,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000

25.000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000
1,000,000
100,000

1,000,000
*1,000,000
10,000,000
*1.000,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,200,000
2,000,000

10,000,000
1,000,000
7,000,000
1.500,000

*1,000,000
2,500,000
2,100,000
1,000,000

Coalinga Crude Oil (6)

Coalinga Central Oil (6)

Coalinga Consolidated Oil (6)

Colorado Paraffine Co
Columbia Oil Co
Combination Oil Co
Consolidated Midway Chief Oil Co. (2) . .

Consolidated Oil & Gasoline Corp.
Crown Oil Co. (12) (22) (45)
Crude Oil Production Co
Denver Oil & Refining Co
Dominion Oil Co
Eastern Consolidated Oil Co
Elm City Oil & Gas Co. (24)
Empire Oil & Development Co
Empire Petroleum Co
Eureka Oil & Gas Co. (55)
Esmeralda Oil Co
Export Oil & Pipe Line Co
Freeman Land & Oil Co. ......
Friar's Oil Co. (36)
Fountain Oil Co
General Producing &Ref. (18)

Geyser Oil Co
Grand View Consolidated Oil Clay & Lime Co.
Great Salt Lake Oil Co
Green Mountain Mining (44)

Hanover Oil Co
Hecla Wyoming Oil Co
Henderson Farm Oil Co
High Gravity Oil Sales Co. (45) ....
High Gravity United Oil Co. . . .

Home Oil Co
I X L Oil Co

*1
*1
*1

1,

1

1

1

1

3

2,

1,

5
*1

4
1

1

10,

2,

1,

2,

1,

*1

1,

2,

2
*1
*1,

1

3
1

1

1

,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
000,000
000,000
000.000
000,000
000,000
000.001
5O0,oo;)
500,000
000.00'J
000.000
000,000
000.000
500,000
000,000
000,000
000.000
000,000
000.000
000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000.000
.500.000
.000,000
,000,000
400.000
.500,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
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NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Industrial Oil & Refining Co 5,000,000
Intercoast Oil & Refining Co 1,000,000
Internat ional Consolidated Oil Co 2,500,000
Illinois Oil Co 1,000,000
Kansas Utah Cons. Oil Co 2,000,000
Kenova Oil Co 1,500,000
Kentucky Oil & Ref. (SS) 1,000,000
Kem Western Oil Co. (6) 750,000
Keystone Consolidated Oil Co. (55) 1,500,000
King-Crowther Oil Co. (29) 5,000,000
Lincoln Oil, Gas & Coal Co 1,000,000
Lost Hills Eastern Oil Co. (45) 1,500,000
Lyola Petroleum & Gas Co 1,000,000
Majestic Oil Co. (66) 2,000,000
Magnolia Southern Oil Co 1,000,000
Mammoth Oil Producing Co. (45) 3,000,000
Mayfield Oil & Refining Co. (40) 10,000,000
Mayfield-Tulsa Oil *1,000,000
Merchants & Bankers Oil (45) 1,500,000
Merchants & Traders Oil Co. (54) *1,000,000
Merritt Annex Oil Co 2,000,000
Mexican Producing & Refining Co. (3) 5,000,000
Monon Oil Co 750,000
Mt. Morrison Oil & Asphalt Co 500,000
Midway Chief Oil Co 1,500,000
Midas Oil Co 2,500,000
Mephisto Oil Co *1,000,000
National Cooperative Oil & Refining Co 5,000,000
National Oil Co 1,000,000
National Oil & Pipe Line Co *1,000,000
National Union Oil & Gas Co 1,000,000
Nevins Electric Co 2,000,000
New Hoffman Oil Co 4,000,000
New York & Coalinga Oil Co. (6) 500,000
New Mexican Oil Petroleum Co "

. . . 10,000,000
New York & Oklahoma Oil Co. (14) 500,000
Northern Oil & Transport (30) *1,000,000
Norton Oil Co. (29) 1,000,000
Octopus OU Ltd 1,000,000
Ohio Valley Oil Co . . 500,000
Oil Fields Development Co. (45) 5,000,000
Oil Sand California Refining Co. (24) *1,000,000
Oklahoma California Oil Co 1,000,000
Oklahoma Kentucky Oil Co 3,000,000
Oklahoma Oil Co 5,000,000
Oklahoma Oil Refining Co. (46) *3,000,000
Oklahoma Peerless Oil & Refining Co *1,000,000
Okmulgee Producing & Refining Co. (3) . . . ... 5,000,000
Grange Oil & Refining Co *5,000,000
Overland Oil Co. (57) *1,000,000
Pacific Oil & Gas Co 10,000,000
Palmer Union Oil Co 6,000,000
Pan-American Refining Co 1,000.000
ParafTine Oil Co 1,000,000
Pawhuska Oil Co. (32) 1,000,000

NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION
Paxton Gold Bond Oil 1,000,000
Pennsylvania Gas Co 1,000,000
Pennsylvania Ohio Oil Corp. (3) 7,000,000
Penn.-Kentucky Oil & Gasolene Co. (56) .... 1,000,000
Pennsylvania-Kentucky Oil Co 1,000,000
Peoples' Associated Oil Co. (6) 1,000,000
Peru Oil & Land Co 3,000,000
Pitt Oil Syndicate (58) *1,000,000
Price Hall Petroleum Co. (9) 600,000
Progress Oil Co 1,750,000
Prudential Oil & Refining Co. (10) 10,000,000
Queen Oil & Refining Co 1,000,000
Queen Oil Co. (12) 3,000,000
Rex Midway Oil Co 1,000,000
Rice Oil Co. (41) 5,000,000
Royal Oil & Refining (3) 1,000,000
Sammies Oil Corp 5,000,000
Sequoyah Oil & Refining Co. (3) 2,000,000
Security Producing & Refining Co 3,750,000
Somerset Oil Co 2,000,000
South Tuxpan Oil Co 5,000,000
Stanton Oil Co. (21) 3,000,000
Sterling Oil Co 5,000,000
Stockholders Oil Co. (45) 4,000,000
Studebaker Oil & Refining Co 10,000,000
Tell Oil & Gas Co 1,500,000
Templor-McKittrick Oil Co. (53) 1,000,000
Tex Mexican Petroleum Co. (22) 1,000,000
Texas Oil & Pipe Line Co 2,000,000
Thayer Oil & Gas Co 1,000,000
Transportation Petroleum Co 1,000,000
Trapshooters Oil (60) *1,000,000
Triune Oil Co 5,000,000
Tulare Oil Co 1,000,000
Turman Oil Co. (8) 1,500,000
Tuxberry Oil & Gas Corp 3,000,000
Tuxpan Star Oil Corp. (61) 5,000,000
Uncle Sam Oil Co. (60) 12,000,000
United Oil Co. of Mexico 3,000,000
United Western Oil 1.000,000
The Unusual Oil Co *1,000,000
U. S. Standard Oil Co 1,000,000
Utah Petroleum Co 5,000,000
Vacuum Oil & Gas Co. (17) 1,000,000
Victor Oil Co. (22) ^ 1,500,000
Washington Wyoming Oil Co 6,000,000
Wayside Oil & Gas Co 1,500,000
Western Oil Development Co. (45) 1,000,000
White River Oil Co *

. 5,000,000
Wycken Oil Co. (9) *500,000
Wyoming Premier Oil Co 3,000,000
Wright Producing & Refining (21) (26) 5,000,000

Total Capitalization Oil Companies $468,900,000

NAME OF COMPANY
Advalurem Medical Co., New York (29) .

Alabama Electric Service Co
Alliance Tire & Rubber Co. (11) ....
All States Film Corporation
American Aircraft Arms Co. (26) ....
American Carbide Products Co
American Clock Co
American Cotton Gin Compress Co,
American Elementary Electrical Co.
American Gas Fixtures Co. (42) ....
American Motor Truck Corp. (53) ....
American Nickel Co
American Palace Car Co. (31)
American Printing Tel. Securities Corp.
American Salvage Company
American Sleeve Valve Motor Corp.
American Suspension Railway Co
American Telegraphone Co. (47) ....
American Telegraphone & Typewriter Co. (47)
American Telegraph Typewriter (3) ...
American Wire Telegraph Co
Architectural Standard Bronze Co.
Associated Land & Timber Co
Atlantic Concrete Materials Co
Atlantic Radio Co.
Attracto Company (37)
Augustine Automatic Rotary Engine Companv
Auto Press Co. (57)

'

Auto Specialties Manufacturing Co. (45) .

Automatic Stamp & Ticket Machine Co. (45)
Bay State Gas Co. ........
Bidwell Cold Storage Co
Birth of a Race Co
Burlingame Telegraph Typewriter Co. (15)
Butler Gas Light Heating Co. (38) ....
Call Switch Co
Caloris Manufacturing Co. (33) ....
Chanute Cement & Clay Products Co.

.

Chicago-New York Electric Air Line (6) .

Christian's Natural Food Co
Cigar Machine Corp. of America ....
Clark Wireless Telegraph & Telephone
Coey Motor Co
Coin Machine Manufacturing Co
Collins Wireless Telegraph Company .

INDUSTRIAL PROMOTIONS
CAPITALIZATION NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

*1,000,000 Colorado Tire & Leather Co 1,000,000
3,000,000 Columbia Mutual Lumber Co *1,500,000

$2,500,000 Coffeetone Mfg. Co. (2) . ., 5,000,000
5,000,000 Consumers' Stores Co 1,000,000
5,000,000 Columbian Publishing Co 4,000,000
1,000,000 Consolidated Railway Industrial Straw Paper Co. . 9,300,000
1,500,000 Consolidated Realty & Investment Co. (13) . . . 1,000,000
5,000,000 Continental Wireless Telegraph Co. (15) .... 5,000,000

25,000,000 Cook Railway Signal Co 1,000,000
500,000 Cooperative United Exchange 20,000,000

3,000,000 Cox Pneumatic Cushion 2,000,000
*1,000,000 Curtis Bros. Handle Co. (27) 1,000,000
10,000,000 D & C Company (5) 2,500,000
15,000,000 Dennos Food Sales Co 2,000,000
3,000,000 Dentola Company 1,000,000
3,000,000 Double Value Vending Co 1,250,000
5,000,000 Drexel Motor Car Co 2,000,000
2,000,000 De Forest Wireless Telegraph 10,000,000
5,000,000 De Friede Globe Tower Co 3,000,000
10,000,000 Dey Right System Co 1,000,000
10,000,000 Dunlap Carpet Co. (37) *1,000,000
1,000,000 Dial Cash Register Co. (39) *1,000,000
2,000,000 Eagle Macomber Cycle Car Co 1,500,000
7,000,000 East Jersey Match Co 3,500,000
2,500,000 Ebert Duryea Farm Tractor Co 30,000,000
2,250,000 Elbert Motor Car Co. (53) 2,000,000
1,000,000 Electric Gas Co 3,000,000
*1,000,000 Electric Gun Corp 1,000,000
3,000,000 Electric Signagraph & Semaphone Co 2,000,000

*1,000,000 Emerson Motors Co. (34) (53) 9,000,000
21,000,000 Farmack Motor Car Corp 1,000,000
2,000,000 Ford Tractor Co. (34) 10,000,000
1,000,000 Fox Optical Co. (37) 1,000,000

15,000,000 Flemish-Lynn Phonograph Co. (4) 2,500,000
* 1,000,000 Fred Fear Match Co. (23) 500,000
10,000,000 Fuller Auto Submarine Torpedo Boat Co. ... 1,000,000

700,000 Gen. Exploration Co 1,500,000
6,500,000 Geyserite Manufacturing Co. (45) 4,000,000
12,000,000 Great Western Portland Cement Co 1,500,000
1,000,000 Highland Film Corp 4,500,000
5,000,000 Historical Film Corp 600,000
2,500,000 Hoover Incubator Mfg. Co. (19) 1,000,000
1,000,000 Holcomb Automatic Engine Co 2,000,000
4,000,000 Imp. Carbon Chaser 1,000,000

1,000,000 Imperial Valley Cotton Ginner Corp. (47).... 1,000,000
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NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Industrial Development Corporation (49) .... 1,500,000
Industrial Securities Co. (27) 1,750,000
International Automobile & Engine Co 10,000,000
Inter. Automobile League Tire & Rubber Co. . . 1,000,000
International Callaphone Co 5,000,000
International Continental Salvage Co 15,000,000
International Couplers Co 1,000,000
Inter Cycle Car & Accessories Co. (45) .... *1,000,000
International Gradolph Electric Co 100,000,000
International Signal Co 2.000,000
International Trading Corp 5,000,000
Inter. Wood Pulp & Paper Product Co 1,000,000
Jolpin Ore & Spelter (41) 2,000,000
Kapo Mfg. Co 2,000,000
Karamoid Mfg. Co. (27) 3,500,000
Kathodian Bronze Co. (4) 500,000
Kero Gas Co *1,000,000
Komit Mfg. Co. 1,000,000
La Corina Sugar Co 400,000
Lexington Chocolate Co. (5) 150,900
M. B. All Weather Train Controller Mfg. Co . . . 2,000,000
Magic Curler Co. (37) 1,000,000
The Magnesis Asbestos Co 4,250,000
Magnetic Equipment Co 10,000,000
Major Creek Lumber Co 500,000
Mandel Bros. (50) 1,300,000
McHenry Distilling Co 2,250.000
Metropolitan Motors Inc. (11) 1,000,000
Mills & Factory Sales Co 2,250,000
Moursant International Aviators 1,000,000
Molina Milling Machine Co 3,000,000
Multiphone Operating Co '. . 2,000,000
Multiplex Tube & Tire Co 1,000,000
Murray Marine Steady Floating Structure . . . 15,000,000
National Automatic Music Co 1,000,000
National Boat & Engine Co 3,500,000
National Briqueting & Clay Working Co. ... 500,000
National Cement Co 2,000,000
National Dictagraph Co. (47) 1,000,000
National Electric Shoe Shining Co 200,000
National Fibre Cellulose Co 10.000.000
National Rubber Co. (16) 2 ,500,000
National Shipbuilding Co 2,000,000
Wm. Necker 700,000
New Burlingame Tel. & Tel. Typewriter Co. . . . 10,000,000
New England Cereal Co 2.500,000
North American Asbestos Co 10,000,000
North American Film Co. (35) 1,000.000
Nutriola Co 500,000
O'Brien Electric Light Co 3,000,000
Oliver Oil Gas Burner Machine Co 250,000
One Hundred Percent. Brick Co 8,500.000
Oxford Linen Mills (47) 2.000,000
Overiand Tire Co. (18) 250,000
Palmetto Products Co 1.000,000
Pan Motor Corporation ^64) 5.000.000
Parker Transmission & Appliance Co 1,0(X),000
PassaiciSteel Co 7,500,000
Peanut Cereal & Coffee Co 2,000.000
Pedograph Co. (1) 500,000
Pierce Arrow Tire & Rubber Mfg. Co 500.000
Perfection Tire & Rubber Co. (27) 15.000.000
Potomac Refining Co 1,500,000
Powdered Coal & Engineering Equipment Co. . . 3,(X)0,0(X)

NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Princess Motor Car Corp 1,000,000
Progressive Motion Picture Corp. (28) 750,000
Prudential Film Corp 1,750.000
Pueblo Smelter & Refining Co. (43) 5,000,000
Ramsey Products Co. (2) 700.000
Randall Telephone Mfg. Co. 1,500,000
Rector Gas Lighting Co. (30) 1,500.000
Red Cross Filter Co 1,000,000
Regal Motor Co 1,500,000
Randall Steel Co 3,000,000
Riley Shubert Grossman Co 1,000,000
Ruthven Railway Signal Co 1,000.000
Safety Train Control Co 5,000,000
Seaboard Portland Cement Co 4,250,000
Seminole Distilling & Distributing Co 500,000
Smith Motor Truck Co. (44) (62) 14,000.000
Snee Universal Wave Motor Co 5,000,000
Sohn Electrical Signal Co 1,000.000
Southern Steel Co 40,000,000
Spar Products Co 1,400.000
Spring Nut Lock Co. (48) 1.000,000
Standard Cotton Compress Co 10,(X)0,000
Standard Film Industry (28) 1,500,000
Standard Ribbon Machine Co. (1) 1,000,000
Standard Turpentine Co 6,000,000
Steel Cushions Tire Co 10,000,000
Sterling Auto Mfg. Co 1,000,000
Stungo Radium Rubber Co 3,000.000
Sulpho Carbon Co. (1) 1,000,000
Sunbeam Motion Picture Co 2,500,000
Sun Electric Generator Co. (15) 5,000,000
TalkaphoneCo 1,000,000
Telepost Co. (47) 18,000,000
Terry Trench & Proctor Tunnel Machine Co. (26) . 1,500.000
Texas Portland Cement Co 5,000,000
Titan Pictures Corp 1,000,000

Turbine Vacuum Cleaner Co. . . . r . . . 3,0(X),000

United Coal, Iron & Lumber Corp 2,500,000

United Eastern Aeroplane 1,000,000

United Retail Grocery Stores Co 1,000,000

United Motion Picture Co 1,000,000

United States Stores Ass. of Phila 1,000,000

United Wireless 20.000.000
Universal Ether Telegraph Co 10,000,000
Universal Machine Co 1,000.000
Universal Smelter Power & Construction Co. . . 2,000,000
Universal Smoke Separator Co 1.500.000
U. S. Graphite Co 2.000.000
Vitak Co. (6) 1,000.000
Vacuum Cotton Picking Machine Co 3,000.000
Vocaphone Co. (9) 1.500.000
Wagner Hoyt Electric Co. (9) 1,000.000
Wallace Syndicate & Securities Co 500,000
Western Multiphone Co 50,000.000
Western Steel Co 20,000,000
West Coast Rubber Co 500,000
West Moreland Shoe Cleaning Machine Co. . . . 300.000
Williams Chemical Corp. (36) 10.000.000
Wireless Service Co 1,000.000
Wooding Railway Warning Device Co 5,000,000
Wood's Mobillette (45) 2,500,000

Total Capitalization Industrial Companies . . $988,250,000

NAME OF COMPANY
Acme Copper Co. (17)
Adanac Silver Mines Co. (7) ...
After Thought Copper Co
Alaska Copper Corp
Alaska Ebener Gold Mines Co. .

Alaska Mines Corp
Alverado Consolidated Mines Co. .

Amador Gold Mining Co. (23) . . .

Amalgamated Gold & Copper Co. .

Amalgamated Mining & Oil Co.
American Consolidated Co. (27)
American Fire Proofing & Mining Co. .

American Gold Placer Mining Co. .

American Mexican Mining & Dev. Co.
American Mineral Production Co. .

American Mines Dev. & Inv. Co. .

American Porcupine Gold Mining Co. .

Arizona Amalgamated Copper Co. .

Arizona Copper Mining (49)
Arizona Porphyry CopF>er Co. .

Arizona Southwestern Copper Co. .

As You Like It Mining Co. (41) . .

Atlantic Mining & Milling Co. .

Augusta Metal Mining Co
Baltimore Bell Mining Co
Barnes-King Mining Co
Bay State Diamond Co
Beacon Coal Mines Co
Belcher Gold Mining Co
Berg Cooperative Mining Co. .

Bessie Gold Dredging Co
Big Dipper Mining & Milling Co. .

Big Elks Mines Co
Big Five Tunnel Ore Red. & Trans. Co.
Bingham Central Mining Co. (29) . .

MINING PROMOTIONS
CAPITALIZATION NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

$2,000,000 Bingham Consolidated Mining Co. (29) .... 2,000,000
2,500,000 Bisbee Copper & Development Co 1,000,000
8,000,000 Bishop Creek Gold Mining Co 3,000,000
10,000,000 Bitter Creek Mining Co. (14) 1,000,000
7,500,000 Black Hawk Gold Co. (46) 5,000,000

10,000,000 Black Peari Mining Co 1.500,000
10,000,000 Black Wonder Milling & Mines Co 5,000,000
2,000,000 Blue Bird Mines Corp. (52) 1,000.000
1,185.722 Blue Quartz Gold Mining Co 1.500,000
5,000,000 Blue Ridge Soapstone Co. (14) . 300,000

*1,000,000 Boston Creek Mines 2,000,000
10,000,000 Boston Development & Mining Co ' 2,000.000
5,000,000 Boston Reef Mines Co 1,000.000
3,000.000 Boston & Ely Co.. Goldfield, Nev 2,000,000
15,000,000 Bostwick Mining Co 1,500,000
4,500,000 Boulder Tungsten Production Co. (2) 1,500,000
1,000,000 Bovard Consolidated (41) 3,000,000

15,000,000 Brant Mines Ltd 1,500,000
1,500,000 Brewer Mining & Leasing Co 1.000,000
1,000,000 British-Amer. Copper Mining & Smelting (6) . . . 5,000.000
3,000.000 Brooklyn-Arizona Mining Co 2.500,000
1,000,000 Browning-Ariz. Mining & Smelting Co 4,000,000
2,000,000 Buckeye Belmont Co 2,000,000
2,000,000 Buckeye Buster Mining Co 2.000.000
1,000,000 Buckeye Mining & Milling Co 1,200.000
2,000,000 Bull Frog Golden Sceptre Mining Co 1,500,000
3,000,000 Bull Frog-Jumbo Mining Co. (24) *1,000,000
1,000,000 Bull Frog Rush Mining Co. (33) *1,000,000
1,000,000 Bullion Mining Co 2,000.000
1.250.000 Bums, Tommie, Gold Mining Co 2,000.000
1.000.000 Burnt River Cons. Mining & Dredging .... 1,000.000
2.500,000 Butte-Detroit Copper & Zinc Co 2,500.000
3.000.000 Butte Mining & Dev. Co 1,000.000
3,000.000 Butte Ramsdell Copper Mining Co 1.500.000
5,000,000 Cactus Development Co 5,000,000
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NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Calavaras Copper Co 1,668,750
Calumet & Copper Creek Mining Co 5,000,000
Calumet & Montana Mining Co 5,000,000
Canadian Coal & Coke Co 4,500,000
Canadian Consolidated Coal Co. (42) 6,000,000
Canadian Consolidated Mines Co 5,000,000
Canadian Pacific Cobalt Development Co. ... 2,500,000
Capacaya Mining Co 5,000,000
Carbonate Centre Mining Co 1,500,000
Central Mining & Development Co 2,000,000
Central Tennessee Development Co 6,000,000
Chelan Consolidated Copper Co 12,000,000
Cheno River Mining Co 5,000,000
Cheney Copper Co 2,000,000
Chewela Copper King Mining Co 1,000,000
Chicago Mountain Mining & Tunneling Co. . . 1,500,000
Chicago Pioneer Mining Co 1,000,000
Chisna Consolidated Mines Co 5,000,000
Chloride Gold Mining Co 2,000,000
Chloride Mines Co 1,250,000
Clarinda Copper Mining Co 1,500,000
Clear Creek & Gilpin Mining & Trans. Tunnel Co. . 7,000,000
Cleopatra Gold Mines Co 3,000,000
Coal Lands Securities Co. (19) 10,000,000
Cobalt Central Mines 5,000,000
Cobalt Frontanac Mining Co 2,000,000
Cobalt Gem Mining Co 1,000,000
Cobalt Majestic Silver Mines 2,500,000
Cobalt Mutual *1,000,000
Cobalt National Mines Co 1,000,000
Cobalt Reduction & Refining Co 3,000,000
C. O. D. Consolidated Mining Co 3,000,000
Colorado Blue Bell Mining Co. (45) 2,000,000
Colorado Slate Co 5,000,000
Colorado Yule Marble Co 12,500,000
Comstock Lode Gold Mining Co 1,000,000
Consolidated British American Mines 7,000,0(X)

Consolidated Copper Creek Mining Co 10,000,000
Consolidated Goldfield of South Africa (14) . . . 16,000,000
Consolidated Zinc Co 20,000,000
Copper King Mine Co 1,000,000
Copper King Mining Co 3,000,000
Copperfield Consolidated Copper Co 7,500,000
Copper Rock Gold Mining & Milling Co 1,500,000
Copper Tungsten Co 5,000,000
Cracker Jack Mining Co 1,500,000
Crescent Consolidated Mines Co 2,000,000
Crown Coal Co. (42) 500,000
Deadwood Standard Gold Mines & Milling Co. . . 1,500,000
Death Valley Arcalvade Cons. Mines Co 6,000,000
Death Valley Scotty Gold Mining Co 15,000.000
Degge-Clark Tungsten Mines (13) 1,000,000
Cenver Sonora Mining & Milling Co 1,000,000
The Desert Chief Mining Co 1,500,000
Dexter King Mining Co 1,500,000
Diamond Field Red Mountain Mining Co. . . . 1,000,000
Diamondless Core Drilling Co 1,250,000
Dixie Gold Mining Co 1,000,000
Dolores Mining Co 1,000,000
Dominion Copper Mining Co 6,000,000
Dos Estrellas Mines & Development Co 5,000,000
Douglas Copper Co 2,500,000
Dover White Marble Co 2,750,000
Doyle Consolidated Mines Co 10,000,000
Dutch Guiana Gold Recovery Co 10,000,000
El Dora Milling Co ; . . . 1,350,000
Elenor Gold Mines Co 1,000,000
Elizabeth Gold Mines Co 1,500,000
Elk Lake Cobalt Mines Co. (25) 1,000,000
El Salvador Silver Mines Co 3,000,000
Ely Central Copper Co. (41) 12,000,000
Empire Gold Mines Co 2,000,000
Emma Copper (41) 3,000,000
Robert Emmett Copper Co 3,000,000
Empire Cobalt Mines, Ltd 3,000,000
Ernestine Mining Co 1,500,000
Ethal Consolidated Mines Co 3,500,000
Eureka Croesus Mining Co 1,500,000
Eagle's Nest Fairview Mining Co. (41) .... 1,000,000
Erie Ontario Gold Mines Ldg 2,033,565
Fairview Aztec Mining Co 1,000,000
Fairview Boulder Mining Co 1,000,000
Fifty Gold Mines Corp 10,000,000
Florence Consolidated Mining & Leasing (6) . . . 1,000,000
Florence Jumbo Mining Co 1,000,000
Fortune Mining Co 1,000,000
Fort Bidwell Consolidated Gold Mng. Co. . . . 3,000,000
Forty Nine Creek Mining Co 7,000.000
Fort Copper Co 2,000.000
Furnace Creek South Extension Coppper (41) . . 1.000.000
Five Bears Mining Co. (50) 2,500,000
Fairview Hailstone Mining (41) 1,000,000
Gem Dredging Co "

1,500,000
Gigantic Mountain Turmel Co 5,000,000
Gilpan Mohawk Gold Mining Co 5,000,000
Gilpan Eureka Mining & Milling Co 3,000,000
Golconda Consolidated Mines 1,500,000
Gold Bug Mining Co 1,500,000
Gold Bullion Mines Co 2,000,000
Gold Center Mining & Development Co 1,000,000
Gold Collar Mining & MUling Co 1,000,000
Gold Hammer Mines & Tunnel Co. (45) .... 1,500,000
Gold Tunnel Mining Co 1,299,532
Golden Rod Mining Co 2,000,000

NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION
Goldfield Bullrush Mining Co 2,000,000
Goldfield Ledge Mining Co. (38) 1,250,000
Goldfield Fortune Mining Co. (24) *1,000.000
Golden Fleece Gold Mining Co, (6) *1.000,000
Golden Reef Mines Co 1,000)000
Goldfield Black Dube Bonanza Mining Co. . . . 1,000,000
Goldfield Banner Mountain & Mining Co. . . . 1,000,000
Goldfield Big Bonanza Mining & Milling Co. . . 2,000,000
Goldfield Daisy Mining Syndicate 1,500,000
Goldfield Deep Mines Co 3,000,000
Goldfield Golden Horseshoe Mines Co l,000|o(X)
Goldfield Gold Star Mines Co 1,000,000
Goldfield Granite Mountain Mining Co 1,000.000
Goldfield Hub Mining & Milling Co 1,500,000
Goldfield Merger Mines Co 5,000,000
Goldfield Mountain & Ore Reduction Co. . . . 1,500,000
Goldfield Mutual Prospecting & Dev. Co 1,500,000
Goldfield Peerless Mining Co 2,000,000
Goldfield River Bond Mining & Milling Co. . . . 1,500,000
Goldfield Rosebud Mining Co 1,000,000
Goldfield Sierra Mining Co 1,500,000
Goldfield Syndicate Mining Co 1,000,000
Goldfield Treasure Mining Co 1,000,000
Goldfield Third Chance Mining Co 1,000,000
Gold Hill Consolidated Co 5,000,000
Gold Nugget Mining Co 1,000,000
Gold & Silver Coin Mining Co 1,500,000
Golden States Mining Co 1,000,000
Gold Mountain Mining & Development Co. . . . 1,000,0(X)
Gold Queen Mining Co 2,000,000
Gold Run Mining & Tunnel Co 1,000,000
Grand Clear Creek Tunnel Co 1,500.000
Grandma Mining Co 1,500,000
Great Caribou Gold Co. (51)

•

2,000,000
Great Gold Belt Mining Co 1,000,000
Great Northern Coal Co. (42) 500,000
Great Northern Mining & Milling Co 5,000,000
Great Southern Coal & Iron Co 5,000,000
Greene Consolidated Copper Co 10,000,000
Greene Consolidated Gold 25,000,000
Green Mountain Consolidated Mines Co. (44) . . 3,000,000
Grizley Bear Mining Co 1,000,000
Greene Gold & Silver Co., New York 25,000,000
Great Bend Consolidated Mining Co. (41) . . . 1,250,000
Great Western Gold Co 12,000,000
Hancock Copper Mines Co 1,000,000
Happy Jack Copper Mining & Development Co. . . 1,500,000
Harcouver Copper 2,000,000
Henrietta Gold Mining Co 1,500,000
Hidden Fortune Mining Co 2,000,000
Hidden Treasure Mining Co 1,000,000
Hinds Consolidated Mining Co 5,000,000
Homestead Mines Co 2,000,000
Hoosac Tunnel Mining & Milling Co. (49) . . . 1,000,000
Horseshoe Gold Mining Co. (24) *1,000,000
Hubbard Elliot Copper Co 2,500,000
Humboldt Exploration Co -. . . . 12,000,000
Hawthorne Silver & Iron Mines Ltd. (25) . . . 15,000,000
Idaho Continental Co 1,500,000
Imperial Coke & Coal Co 1,500,000
Imperial Copper Co 2,000,000
Independence Mining Co. (with four other companies) 7,000,000
Indian Camp Manhattan Mining Co. (41) ... 1,000,000
Inspiration Needles Copper Co 2,000,000
Interstate Consolidated Mines Co f 2,500,000
International Exploration Co 10,000,000
International Exploration Co 2,000,000
International Gold Mining Co 10,000,000
International Mines Development (41) .... 3,000,000
International Zinc & Lead (33) *1,000,000
Investors Mining & Prospecting Co 1.000,000
Iron King Consolidated Mines 1,000,000
Island Bay Mining Co 1,000,000
Joe Wonder Mining Co 1,000,000
Johnson Development Co 5,000,000
January Jones Mining Co 400.000
Joseph Ladew Gold Mng. & Development Co. . . *1,000,000
Josevig-Kennecott Copper Co 5,000,000
Jumbo Extension (41) 1,250,000
Jumping Jack Manhattan Mining Co. (41) .... 1,000,000
Jumping Jack Merger Mines 3,000,000
Junta Consolidated Gold Mining Co 1,600,000
Kennecott Extension Copp>er Co 5,000,000
Kennedy Creek Gold Mining Co 1,500,000
Kimberly Consolidated Mines ...'.... 5,000,000
King Copper Mines Co 2,000,000
King Solomon Mining Co 30,000,000
Klondyke Portland Mines, of Goldfield, Nev. . . . 1,000,000
La Luis Mining & Tunnel Co 20,000,000
Lampassas Silver Mines Co. (41) 2,000,000
Landor Copper Co 1,000,000
Leadville Mining & Smelting Co 1,000,000
Leadville & Mosquito Range Mining Co 5,000,000
Lee Gold Mining Co 3,000,000
Liberty Mines Co. (58) •1,000.000

Lightning Creek Gold Mining Co. (51) .... 1,250,000
Lincoln Gold Mining & Milling Co 1,500,000
Lincoln Mining & Development Co 5,000,000
Lincoln-Nevada Mining & Milling Co 1,000,000
Little Kingdom Mining Co 1,000,000
Liverpool Mining Co 1,000,000
Lincoln Mines Co 7,500.000
Loma Pierreta Mines Co 1,000,000
Lombart-Ariz. Consolidated Mines Co. .... 12,000,000
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NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Lone Star Consolidated Mining Co 2,500,000
Lost Gulch Mining Co 2,000,000
Long Beach & Ariz. Mining Co. (6) 1,000.000
Lost Bullion Spanish Mines Co 10,0000,00
Lost Gulch United Mines Co 2,000,000
Lou Dillon Goldfield Mining Co. (41) 1,000,000
Lucky Calumet Mining Co 1,000,000
Luella Mines & Milling Co 1,500,000
Magnet Gold Mining Co 1,500,000
Manganese Mines (26) •1,000,000
Manhattan Big Four 1,000,000
Manhattan Consolidated Extension Min. Co. . . . 1,000,000
Manhattan Jumbo Mining Co 1,000,000
Manhattan King Camp Mining Co *1,000,000
Manhattan King Mining & Milling Co 1,000,000
Manhattan Main Gold Mining Co 1.500,000
Manhattan Pine Nut Mining Co 1,000,000
Manhattan Mining Co 1,500,000
Manhattan Standard Mining Co 1,000,000
Manhattan Standard Gold Mining Co 1,500,000
Manhattan Thanksgiving Mining Co *1,000,000
Mansfield Mining & Smelting Co 8,000,000
Mary Mining Co. 12,000,000
McKinley Mining & Smelting Co 5,000,000
McRay Goldman Mining Co. (48) 1,500,000
Mexican Exploration & Mining Co. (23) .... 1.000,000
Mexican Gold Mines Ltd 1,000,000
Mexican Goldfield Co 3,000,000
Miami Merger Copper Co. (32) . . . . .> . 2,500,000
Miami Mother Lode Mining Co 5,000,000
Michigan Gold Mining & Milling Co. (9) . . . . 1,500,000
Micmac Mining Co 1,500,000
Midnight Extension Mining Co 1,000,000
Mid Wide Copper Co 5,000,000
Milltown Extension Gold Mining Co 1,500,000
Mina Grande Copper Mining Co 10,000,000
Mines LeMotte Lead & Smelting Co 3.000,000
Mines Corp. Ltd 2,200,000
Mines Holding Co . 1,000,000
Minor Heir Vantage Mining Co. (45) 1,000,000
Minor Heir Sunrise Mining Co. (45) ..... 1,000,000
Minor Heir Producing Co. (45) 1,000,000
Mitchell Mining Co 8,000,000
Mizpah Extension Mines 2,000,000
Mogul Mining Co. of North Carolina 1,000,000
Montana Consolidated Gold Mining Co 10,000,000
Montana Midway Extension Copper 1,000,(X)0
Montezuma Extension Gold Mining Co. (6) . . . 1,000,000
Montana Gold Mines 1,000,000
Montezuma Chief Mines Co 1,500,000
Montreal James Minmg ;Co '1,000,000
Mount Shasta Gold Mining & Milling Co. ... 20,000,000
Mt. Elliott Consolidated 5,000,000
Mustang Manhattan Mining Co 1,000,000
Mutual Cooperative Mining Co 1,500,000
Murchie Mines Consolidated (55) 5,000,000
Myrtle Gold Mines Ltd 1,099,046
Nancy Hanks Montana Mining Co 2,000,000
National Bituminous Coal & Coke Co 2,000,000
National Block Coal Co 1,000,000
National Gold & Silver Mining Co 2,000,000
National Mining & Leasing Co 1,000,000
Nellie V. Gold Mining Co 1,000,000
Nellie Gulch Mining Co 3,000,000
Nevada Anglo-American Mining Co 1,000,000
Nevada Cooperative Mining Co 2,000,000
New Reliance Mining Co 1,000,000
Nevada Cons. Gold Mining & Milling (24) . . . *1,000,000
Nevada Copper Mining Co. 1,500,000
Nevada Freegold Mines Co 1,000,000
Nevada Goldfield Lease 1,000,000
Nevada King Mines Co 1,000,000
Nevada New Mines Company 1,200,000
Nevada Opher Mining Co 1,000,000
Nevada Triumph Mining Co. (41) 1,000,000
Nevada Tunnel & Mining Co 1,000,000
New Jersey Mineral Co 2,000,000
Newlin's Gulch Gold Placer Co 5,000,000
New Pearl Gold Mining & Milling Co 1,000,000
New York Chino Valley Syndicate 1,000,000
New York Grass Valley Gold Mining Co. (55) . . 1.000,000
New York Searchlight Mines Co 2.000,000
Nome Gold Dredging & Power Co 3,000,000
Northern Exploration & Development Co. ... 2.000,000
Northwestern Metals Co 3.000,000
Number One Mining Co 1,500,000
Oatman Expansion Mining Co 1,000,000
Oatman Gold & Milling Co 1,000,000
Oatman Gold Monster 2,000,000
Octave Mining Co 1,750,000
Ogder Porcupine Gold Mines (2) 1,0(X),000

O. K. Gold Mining & Milling Co 1,200,000
Ollalla Copper Mining & Leasing Co *3,000,000
Onondago Mines Corp 250,000
Ontario Porcupine Goldfields Dev. Co 3,000,000
Opa Mining Co 2,000,000
Opher Mines of Oregon (52) 7,000,000
Oregon Gold Mines Co 23,000,000
Oregon Monarch Gold Mining Co 1.500.000
Organizers Consolidated Gold Mines Co 2.000.000
Oshkosh Gold Mines Co. .

1.000.000
Pan Handle Smelting Co 5.000.000
Pan Silver Mining Co 3.000.000
Paragon Consolidated Mining Co 1,500.000
Pass-Me-By Tunnel Mining & Milling Co . . . 1,200,000

NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Pearl Lake Gold Mining Co 2,500,000
Peerless Bull Frog Mining Co 2.000.000
Peerless Porcupine Mines Co 2.000,000
Penn Arizona Copper Co 1,000,000
Pennsylvania-Maryland Slate Co. (16) 1,000,000
Penn-Wyoming Copper Co 10,000.000
Peruvian Gold Minihg Corp 5.000.000
Philadelphia Goldfield Mining Co 1,000,000
Phoenix Gold Mining Co 1,000.000
Pine Creek Annex Gold Co 1,500,000
Pine Martin Mines Co 2,500.000
Pioneer Consolidated Gold Mines Co 5.000.000
Pioneer Extension Mines Co 1,500.000
Pioneer Mining, Milling, Power & Tunnel Co. . . 1,500,000
Pittsburgh Cons. Mining & Milling Co 3,000,000
Pittsburgh Dolores Mining Co 1.500.000
Plumas Gold Mining Co. Ltd 2,933,977
Porcupine Coronation Co 1,000,000
Porcupine Gold Mines Co 2,000.000
Porcupine Gold Spot 1,000,000
Porcupine Imperial Gold Mining Co 2,000,000
Porcupine Kendall Gold Mines Syndicate . , , 2,000,000
Porcupine Mine Holders Association 2,000,000
Porcupine Northern Mining Co. (40) 1,000.000
Porcupine Town Site Co 1,500,000
Portisdale Gold Mines Co. (44) 2,000,000
Precious Metals Mining & Milling Co 2,000,000
Preston Extension Gold Mining Co 1,000.000
Progress Mining & Milling Co 2.500,000
Pride of Arizona Copper Co 1,505,773
Queen Wonder Mining Co 1,500,000
Radium Copper Mining Co 1,500.000
Rathbone Mining Co 1,000,000
Rawhide Company (6) 1,000,000
Rawhide Coalition Mining Co. (41) 5.000.000
Rawhide First Chance Mining Co 1.000.000
Rawhide Gold Reef Mining Co 1,000.000
Rawhide Paymaster Mining Co 1,000.000
Rawhide Queen (41) 2.500.000
Rawhide Regent Mining Co 1.000.000
Rawhide Tarantula Mining Co. (6) 1,000.000
Ray Eastern Copper Co 5.000.000
Red Butte Gold Mining Co 1.000.000
Red Canyon Copper Co 1.000.000
Red Elephant Consolidated Mining Co 1,000,000
Redman Mining, Milling & Smelting Co. (54) . . 2,500.000
Red Mountain R. R. Mining & Smelting .... 5,000,000
Red Peak Mining Co 5,000,000
Red Top Mining & Leasing Co. (6) 1,000,000
Reno Mizpah Mining Co 1,000,000
Republic Gold Mines Co 1,000.000
Retriever Gold Mines Co *2.000.000
Rexall Gold Mining Co 2.000,000
Round Mountain Central Mining Co. (6) . . . . 1,000.000
Royal Consolidated Copper Co 2.250,000
Royal Development Co 2.000.000
Royal Porcupine Gold Mines Co 3,000,000
Ruby Copper Co 2,000,000
Sacramento Valley Copper Co 1,000,000
Safe Investment Gold Mining Co 2,500,000
St. Nicholas Zinc Co 1,000,000
Sampson Co 7.000,000
Samr)son Gold Mining Co 1,000.000
San Carlos Mining Co 1,500,000
San Luis Mining Co 3,000,000
San Marcos Mining Co 5,000,000
Santa Domingo Gold, Copper, Mining Co. (with four

other companies) 64,000,000
Santa Rita Copper Co 3,000,000
Shoemaker Gold Mines Ltd 2,000,000
Saskatchewan Gold Dredging Co. (45) 1,000.000
Searchlight Extracting Co 2,000,000
Searchlight Midas Mining Co 1,000.000
Security Gold Mining & Milling Co. (24) .... *1,000.000
Senora Chief Mining Co 1.500.000
Seyler Humphrey Gold Mining Co 1.000,000
Shasta May Blossom Copper Co 10,000,000
Short Creek Zinc & Lead Co. (17) 100,000
Shoshowe Tungsten Mining Co 1,000,000
Shushanna Gold Mines Co 1,000.000
Shushanna Mining & Trade Co 3,300,000
Sierra Consolidated Gold Mining Co 3,500,000
Silvered Copjjer Mining Co 1,(XX).000

Silver Cap Mining Co 5,000.000
Similkamen Consolidated Copper Co 2.000.000
Somerset Goldfield Mines Co 4.000,000
South Quincy Mining Co. (41) 1,000.000
Southern Ariz. Mining Co 4.000.000
Sovereign Mines Co 1,0(X),000

Spearmint Gold Mining Co 3,000.000
Square Deal Mining & Development Co 2,000.000
Standard Gold Mining Co 1.000.000
Standard Mines & Milling Co 1,000.000
Standard Salt Co. (42) 1,500.000
Stewart Silver Gold Dredging Co 10.000.000
Stray Dog Manhattan Mining Co. (41) ... . 1.000,000

Sultana Ariz. Copper Co 2.500.000
Sunset Mining Co. of Call. (24) * 1.000,000

Sunset Mining & Development Co 5,000,000
Sunset Silver Lead & Zinc Co 1,000,000
Sun Tunnel Mining & Transportation Co 1,000,000
Superstition Mining Co 2,000,000
Temagame Cobalt Mines (25) 3,000.000
Tiger Grand Mining Co. (30) *1,000,000
Tiger Gold Mining Co 1,000,000
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NAME OF COMPANY
Tisdale Porcupine Co
Tramp Consolidated Mining Co.
Treadwell Mining Co
Trilby Mines Co
Trinity Gold Dredging & Hydraulic Co.
Tungsten Mountain Mines Co. (2) .

Tuscarora Nevada Mines Co.
Umatillo Tonopah Mining Co. .

Unaka Mining & Development Co.

.

Ungava Exploration Co
Union Copper Mines
Union Mining & Milling Co.
Union Pacific Cobalt Co
United Cobalt Exploration Co. .

United Copper Exportation & Mining Co.
United Development Co
United Exploration & Development Co.
United Gold Mines Co
United Magma (32)
United Mining Co. (20)
United Mines Syndicate
United Mining & Leasing Co.
United Smelters Railway Copper
United Standard Lead & Zinc Co. (6) .

United States CopF>er Co. (36) .

United States Diamond Mining Co.
United States Gold & Copper Corp.
United States Gold Corp. (2) . . .

United States Gold Ledge Mining Co. .

U. S. Metal Recovery Co

CAPITALIZATION NAME OF COMPANY
1,500,000 United Tungsten Copper Mines. , . .

5,000,000 Utica Mines Ltd
3,500,000 Utold Gold & Copper Mines Co. . . .

1,000,000 Valley View Consolidated Gold Mining Co.
6,000,000 Victoria Chief Mining & Smelting Co. . .

1,250,000 Virtue Mines Development Co
12,000,000 Vulcan Copper Mining Co
1,500,000 Vulture Mining Co
1,200,000 Walcott Gold Mining Milling & Dev. Co.
1,000,000 Waldo Consolidated Gold Mining Co. (48)
2,500,000 Waldorf Mining & Milling Co
6,000,000 Walter Scott Mining Co
3,500,000 War Dance Mining Co

*10,000,000 Western Coal & Coke Co
10,000,000 Western Mining & Development Co. . .

3,000,000 Wellington Development Co. (13) . . .

5,000,000 White Oaks Consolidated
5,000,000 Wilshire Bishop Creek Gold Mines Co. .

*1,000,000 Winona Gold Mining & MillingiCo. . .

8,000,000 Wood's Gold Mining Co
4,250,000 Yankee Girl Mining Co
10,000,000 Yankee Fuel Co

*12,500,000 Yellow Metal Mining Co
1,000,000 Yellow Tiger Mining (57)
1,500,000 Yuba Consolidated Gold Mining Co. . .

2,500,000 Yellow Bird Mining Co
2,500,000 Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Co. (6) . .

3,500,000 Zinc Concentrating Co. (4)
2,000,000
5,0(X),000 Total Capitalization Mining Companies

CAPITALIZATION

2
2
3
1,

2
1,

3
1

10,

1,

3,

5
1,

1

3,

2,

1

2;

2,

1,

5,

1,

*1,

3,

1,

1,

3

,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,500,000
,500,000
,500,000
.000,000
,500,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
500,000
,500,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
,000,000
000,000
,500,000
,500,000
,000,000
,000,000

$708,226,365

NAME OF COMPANY
Across the Sea Company
Alaska Investment & Dev. Co
Alaskan Northwestern R. R. Co.
American Bond & Finance Corp.
Associated Southern Plantations
Aurelia Crown Company
Amalgamated Properties Co. (31) .

American Guaranty Co
Anderson Cooperative Assoc. (45) .

Bankers Corporation of Phila
Bankers Syndicate
Bankers Underwriting Syndicate (10) .

Bartica Co. (47)
Bellingham, Mt. Baker & Spokane R. R. .

Behring Sea Commercial Co
Bond Advertising Co
Boston Securities Co. (47)
Brazilian Ind. & Rural Co
British Columbia Railway & Development
Bromo Lilhia Co
Burkhard Automatic Shoe Polishing Co. .

California Eucalyptus Timber Co. (6) .

Central Life Securities Co. (6) .

Coliseum Music Hall (59) ....
Columbia River Orchards Co
Conservative Rubber Production Co. .

Continental Assurance Co
Continental Securities Corp. (49)
Cooperative Construction Co
Eastern Investors Association . . . .

Eastern New York Railroad Co.
El Progresso Banana Co
Elsmere Farm Co. (6)

Empire Lumber Co
First National Cooperative Society .

First National Fire Ins. Co
Fidelity Funding Co
Franklin's Inc
Gas Products Co
General Graphite Co
Halycon Real Estate Corp
Honduras Rubber Co
Illinois Mutual Savings & Trust Co.
Interboro Realty Co
International Asbestos Mills & Power .

International Educational Pub. Co. (19)
International Fruit Co
International Fruit & Sugar Co.
International Gas & Electric Co.
International India Rubber Co
International Land Co. of Scranton (19)
International Land & Lumber Co. .

International Poultry Co. (19) , . . .

International Securities Co. (46)
Jackson Bros. Realty Co
Jefferson Trust Company of Okla. (47)
Jennings Real Estate & Loan Co. .

Kitchen Service Co. (45)
Lackawanna Coal & Lumber Co. (19) .

Land Securities Co
Los Angeles Realty & Investment Co. .

Lefler Electric System
Manhattan Properties Co
Manhattan Whale Co
Metropolitan Real Estate & Imp. Co. .

Midwest Securities Co. (46)
Missouri Cattle & Hog Ranch Co. (5) . .

Missouri Inter-State Land Co. (45) .

Moniton Realty Investment Co.
Montezuma Costa Rica Co

MISCELLANEOUS PROMOTIONS
CAPITALIZATION NAME OF COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

$ 1,000,000 National Adjustment Co 1,000,000
5,000,000 National Cooperative Society 5,000,000

60,000,000 National Finance Co. of Vancouver, B. C. . . . 1,000,000
5,000,000 National Mercantile Co 8,500,000

35,000,000 National Trust Co 500,000
10,000,000 Newfoundland Syndicate 3,000,000
15,000,000 New Era Development Co 1,000,000
1,227,000 New South Farms & Home Co 2,000,000

*1,000,000 New York-Philadelphia Co *1,000,000
1,000,000 New York & Chicago Air Line (6) 200,000,000
5,000,000 New York Touring Car Co. (9) 1,000,000
10,000,000 New York Zinc Co. (9) 1,000,000
2.000,000 North American Investment Co 2,500,000
10,000,000 North American Wireless Co 10,000,000
5,000,000 N. R. G. Co 3,000,000
2,250,000 Northwestern Trust Co 500,000
2,750.000 Oatman Securities Co, (24) •1,000,000
5,000,000 Ostrander, Wm. M., Inc. (37) 2,000,000
12.000,000 Pacific Wireless Telegraph Co 10,000,000
1,000,000 Panama Development Co. (33) *1,000,000
2,500,000 Panama Land Development Co, (33) *1,000.000
1,0(X),000 Patuxent Harbor Improvement Co 50,000,000

*2,000,000 Pay-As-You-Enter Car Corp 5,000,000
200,000 Peruvian Exploration Co 2(X),(XX)

4.500,000 Philippine Plantation Co. (55) 10,000,000
1.500.000 Pine Lawn Cemetery Association 3,000,000
2,500,000 Pioneer Car Signal Co. (6) ........ 2,000,000
3,000.000 Pittsburgh Life & Trust Co 24,000,000
1,000,000 Pittsburgh Wholesale Grocery Co 1,000,000
1,000,000 Post True Principle Co *1,000,(X)0
1,750,000 Premier Film Exchange (9) 5,000,000
1,500,000 Profit Sharing Groceries Corp 2,000,000
1,000,000 Pugh Stores Co 20,000,000

11,500,000 Radio Telephone Co. (15) 2,000,000
5,000,000 Railroads Unimproved Land Association .... *1,000,000
2,000,000 Realty Realization Co 5,000,000
5,000,000 Realty Los Angeles Investment Co

'

2,000,000
*1,000,000 Republic Life Ins. Co 1,250,000

• 3,000,000 Samuel M. Adams & Company (45) *1,000,000
1,500,000 Scientific American Compiling Dept 1,200,000
3,950,000 Seaboard Securities Co. (24) *1,000,000
2.000,000 Security Bond & Investment Co. (5) 500,000
300.000 Sheridan-Adams Royalty Syndicate (45) .... *1,000,000

1,000,000 W. M. Sheridan & Co., Inc. (45) 500,000
5,000,000 Smith Valley Land Co 1,000,000

20,000,000 South American Land & Cattle Co 2,000,000
900,000 Spanish-American Transportation Co. (33) . . . *1,000,000

5,500,000 Standard Finance Co 2,250,000
*2,000,000 Standard Grain & Stock Co *1,000,000
1,000,000 State Line Telephone Co 10,000,000
3,000,000 Texas Gulf Realty Co *1,000,000
6,000,000 Texas National Oil *1,000,000
500,000 Tippecanoe Securities Co 3,000,000

10,000,000 Toledo Wabash & St. Louis R.R. (19) 6,000.000
2.500.000 The Treasurer Co. (6) 5,000,000
200,000 Trenton & New Brunswick Trolley Line .... 2,000,000

1,000,000 Trinity Finance Co 9,000,000
5,000,000 United States Cashier Co 1,200,000

27,000,000 United Market Produce Co. . . .

' 1,000,000

5,000,000 United States Promotion House (26) 1,2000,000

11,000,000 Unit Transportation System 1.000.000
*1.000.000 Underwriters Syndicate Pool *1.000,000
1.000,000 United Motorgraph Theatre (9) *1,000.000

1.50O.O0O Weir Progress Co 300.000
*3.000,000 Wellington Realty Co. (13) 500,000

3,000,000 Whole Grain Wheat Co. (45) 5,000,000

2,000,000
*1,000,000
1,800,000 Total Capitalization Miscellaneous Companies . $834,727,000

3,000,000 Grand Total Capitalization $3,000,103,365



At Home with Admiral Beatty
Personal Impressions of an American Ensign (Now a Lieutenant) Aboard the ''New York'*

Who was Frequently the Admiral's Partner at Tennis Last Summer

—

Told in a Letter to His Father

BY

LIEUT. FRANCIS T. HUNTER, U.S.N.R.
(Illustrated with photographs by the author and other officers of the American Battle Squadron)

U. S. S. New York, I write this) he brought his cruising squadron

Flagship European Waters repeatedly within sight of the German defenses,

25th May, '18. four hundred miles from his own base. Three

Supposing that on one of our talks in your times he has engaged the unwilling enemy on his

office a little more than a year ago 1 had said own terms and taken the attendant risks. He
something of this sort: ''Well, Pop, whatever I appeared on the scene of the Heligoland action

decide won't be very permanent. A year from just in time to administer the coup de grace.

now it will be all changed. 1 shall be distant He drove the reeling cruisers from the Dogger
half the globe, commissioned in the Navy by the Bank, sinking Blilcher from his own ship. He
President and detailed on the American Flagship assumed the burden of the risk at Jutland, and
with the Grand Fleet. Six months at war, I will by magnificent manoeuvres engaged the entire

have dodged torpedoes off The Naze of Norway; German Fleet with his one squadron, clinging

chased the flying German High Seas Fleet into to them as long as his teeth would hold, in order

the Kiel Canal; flown over the battlefields of to entangle and detain them until the Grand
France; and witnessed air raids on Boulogne and Fleet might come up to victory. Sir David

London. I shall have met the flower of England's Beatty leads because he is a fighter—and all

rule in visiting many castles in the north; have Britain knows him as a fighter,

held most interesting chats with such men as I am surprised to learn that the Admiral is as

Sir William Robertson, General Montgomery, great a tennis enthusiast as you were at his age.

Lord Curzon, Col. the Marquis of Linlithgow, Sir He is just turned forty-six. Despite his press-

Percy Girouard, and a score of lords and ing cares he makes regular allowance for exercise,

ladies and peers-to-be. Further, 1 shall count and as he explained to me, always chooses tennis

among my friends (because of the peculiar inter- " Because it is exercise in a concentrated form,

est he has shown me) the greatest of them all

—

and you don't waste valuable hours chasing a

our smashing young Commander-in-Chief, Grand miserable, helpless ball over the hills." That re-

Admiral Sir David Beatty." mark will particularly appeal to you. He was
What would you have said to that? Sometimes very emphatic in pointing out that golf is not to

I like to think that Richard Carvel would have his fancy. Somehow, through the unaccountable

been no more fortunate, had his fictitious career course of rumors, it reached his ears that an officer

been staged in this war instead of Revolutionary in the American Squadron played tennis. Ac-
times. But that is neither here nor there. What cordingly, in compliance with a note received by
I want to talk about is the personality and char- our flag secretary, the Admiral's barge called at

acter of our truly great Commander, as he has the New York on a certain afternoon (the first of

impressed me. Yes, the impression is very deep. May) to carry me to the Admiralty House at

The more so when you realize that in his position, Aberdour. To my surprise, we headed for the

at this critical time and with his peerless command. Queen Elizabeth, Beatty's flagship. Coming
the Grand Fleet, he requires but a single engage- alongside 1 started to disembark, but on motion

ment with the enemy's main forces to crown him from the Officer of the Deck 1 retreated again to

the world's second Nelson; to send Sir David the blue plush cushions and carpets of the inner

Beatty crashing down the ladder of time in com- cabin. I could see every man on the Flagship's

pany with such names as Blake, Drake, Hawke, quarterdeck come sharply to attention as the

Nelson, and Jones. boatswain's shrill whistle piped from above.

He has earned well his command, and in A moment later I found myself in the presence of

that characteristic manner that has placed him Sir David Beatty.

first in the hearts of thousands. While in his The Admiral had come away alone. The gold

famous Lion (she is lying but a few turns away as braid that flashed before me as he entered might
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have felled an ox! Far sooner me, had not his 1 was presented to Lady Beatty and eventually
magnetic personality put me immediately at reached around the circle to Rodman. He
ease. He had my name, and used it as he offered passed a witty remark which pleased me and sent

his hand. If 1 had been a cartoonist I should a ripple over the room, and the agony was over,

have been disappointed, for he lost his identity a After chatting awhile Commodore Bentinck ar-

moment later by removing his cap, always char- rived with Lieut. Cleather, a King's Messenger,
acteristically drawn down on his right eye. As We left to prepare for the double which had been
we streaked through the water our conversation planned. Nothing would do but that Lady Beatty
progressed rapidly. From tennis and the war should see the game. She is quite as keen on it

he struck the internal organization of our ships, as Sir David.

and 1 think he was making the most of his time We were soon ready for the court. (Peter, aged
for he was hearing things not likely to come to his eleven, the second son, had escorted me to change
ears from any other accessible source. He seemed in his room). • My surprise, as we started to play,

inclined to lead me out, venturing two or three was well founded, for considering his age and the
items most interestingly confidential, which 1 life my partner had led (1 was paired with the

now interpret as sort of assurances on his part. Admiral) I looked for little real tennis. Few
To the answer of each of his questions he lis- games were played, however, before I realized that

tened most intently. I doubt not that there it was real play and that my partner was doing
was a purpose behind each of them, and I replied all the scoring for us. In the confusion of gold

as completely as possible. In the attitude of our lace 1 lost the first set for our side. Perhaps it

men he seemed particularly interested, asking in was well, for if all had gone smoothly I should

detail concerning my own division. As we sped have missed a lot. Beatty at once became a
down the mighty line of ships he had some casual bulldog. He is the same fighter on the court

remark (usually humorous) in regard to each one as on the sea, and the seriousness of his "do or

which, off hand, revealed at once his marvelous die" remarks brought me up all standing. In

intimacy with this vast armada. I recollect that second set I let go everything. We won it,

gazing at him for moments of time, watching the and after losing the next rather narrowly cap-

steely flash of his eye or the firm, set lines of his tured the two following for the match, i have
mouth and chin; then suddenly realizing, as he seldom seen a man more pleased over a tennis

bore down on me with some remark or other, game. He cheered, slapped me on the back,

that there was an impelling, commanding power guyed our opponents and thoroughly enjoyed it.

behind, to which I felt pride in responding. • To lose doesn't enter his thoughts. I remember
Silence and respect followed Sir David as we him saying over and over, while we were behind

:

mounted the gangway of the King's pontoon and *'Here! We can't let it stand like this; it will

stepped into his waiting limousine. We were off never become us to be beaten." "No, Sir," I

in a jiffy. By this time, let me admit, 1 began to would agree, "We're not going to lose." The
feel a bit inflated and rather like a royal prodigal, result was that toward the end I was literally

But the Admiral gave little chance for reflection, knocking the cover off the ball and going fairly

As we passed along the waterfront he told me the well. But the study of the Admiral proved

story of the great dockyard and its attendant quite as absorbing as the game,

"tin city of the war" which, mushroom-like, After tea (you know the English always have

sprang into existence almost overnight. And tea during their afternoon sport) 1 had a glimpse

he expressed grave doubts as to the future of it of another side. In talking to David Junior, the

all, holding that "what little money may be left thirteen-year-old son and heir of the Admiral, he

after the war will be spent about as freely as told me of the stunts he is doing with mechanical

blood." We then took to talking tennis, on which toys. He took me to his playroom where he

ground I felt more solid in spite of my striving showed me a model "Sub" that really dived; a

to conceal it. Thus we arrived at Aberdour. m.iniature Tiger whose turrets actually train;

Right here my sense of humor served me, for a baby "tank" quite complete in detail; perfect

I was chuckling inside as I followed Sir David little steel dock cranes which revolve and lift

into the lounging room, to the guests. The weights precisely as the big ones. The lad is an

Grand Admiral toting along a lowly Ensign! I admiral in the making. He already knows as

shall never forget the expression 1 caught as Ad- much of the Grand Fleet organization as I do,

miral Rodman recognized me. He had lunched and speaks several languages. We had not been

that day with Lady Beatty and a party of guests there long when in came the Admiral, quite

who were, of course, still gathered about the fire, tickled to death. He insisted that I must see

I think he knew that I was expected, but hardly everything, and, indeed, seemed as pleased with the

that I should come with the Great One himself, toys as his young son. I don't blame him. He
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put all sorts of questions

to the kid, who seldom

failed in his reply. When he

did, the Admiral became
very stern. His whole atti-

tude was a sort of construc-

tive devotion. Neither his

duties nor his gold lace have
made him any the less

chummy with the boy.

He then led me about the

house, to show me his won-
derful pictures and trophies

of war. They are of unique

nature and value. The very

things that have been given

him from time to time are

indicative of the respect he
commands. Some of his

paintings of sea battles are

marvelous. Best of all is the

esteem in which he holds

these things, which results

in each becoming a home tie.

In fact, the home life at Ab-
erdour is charmingly char-

acteristic of England's best.

It is a case of open hospital-

ity and warm hearth, at

which each of their many
guests feels quite at home.
In creating this lovely at-

mosphere Lady Beatty
(who, by the way, is an
American) excels quite to

the extent of her gallant

husband.

Late in the afternoon we
resumed our game. The
Admiral had had enough so

preferred to play with the
kids. Lady Beatty and I

played a mixed double
against Bentinck and Lady
Marr. It was quite a tussle.

In England, ladies' tennis is

developed to an extent never
dreamed of in the States.

They all play, and play re-

markably well. While we
have two or three experts

better than any one in the
world, they have here a
whole flight of first-class

players against whom we
have none to match. Either
Lady Beatty or Lady Marr
could win over any but per-

READY FOR BATTLE OR TENNIS
Admiral Beatty's character was revealed to his

young American tennis partner, on the courts, when,
as things were going against them, he exclaimed:
"We can't let things stand like thisl It would never
become us to be beaten!"

haps five of our American
ladies. And they are not the

best hereabout by any
means. I begin to realize

what I have so often heard,

that ladies' tennis has been
sadly neglected in the States.

After a quick change, fol-

lowed by adieus and assur-

ances that I should love to

repeat the afternoon's pleas-

ure, we were spinning again

toward the dockyard. The
Admiral's spirits were high

after his exercise. He talked

much of American tennis

and branched later into the

American Fleet. At the

pontoon his barge awaited,

as also my steamer. But he
insisted that I come off with
him and after returning to

the Queen Elizabeth, sent

me on to the New York in

his barge.

Alone again, I reflected

that I had had a really great

day. On board the ship I

was soon convinced that

this opinion was shared by
many others as well. From
the Captain down I was put
through such a grill of ques-

tions that I began to feel

guilty of some pleasant

crime. It really was im-

mense. Even Captain
Hughes seemed greatly

tickled over the afi'air, offer-

ing many remarks on which
I still reflect. He showed
me, indeed, that the experi-

ence had been as valuable

as it had been unusual.

Admiral Sir David Beatty

is as gallant an officer as

ever took a bridge. I tell

you it is with proud con-

fidence that 1 stand ready

for the great battle under

his command, knowing that

spirit which permeates the

entire Grand Fleet of Brit-

ain:

"Here! We can't let

things stand like this.

"It would never become us

to be beaten!"
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ADMIRAL SIMS AND ADMIRAL RODMAN "TALKING IT OVER ON THE QUARTERDECK OF

THE "NEW YORK" WHILE THE AMERICAN BATTLE SQUADRON WAS COOPERATING WITH
THE BRITISH GRAND FLEET
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FROM THE BASKET OF THE "NEW YORK's KITE BALLOON

The Sixth Battle Squadron at i8 knots formed on "line of bearing" in the North Sea. The balloon in the

background is being towed by the Texas

i



AN AIRPLANE CARRIER
The Pegasus, one of the smaller British 'plane-ships, viewed from above. The 'plane on the forward plat-

form, ready for flight, can be clearly seen
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THE SURRENDER OF THE GERMAN FLEET
BY

LIEUT. FRANCIS T. HUNTER, U. S. N. R.

ON THE first day of June, 1813, but yesterday to acclaim the triumph that must
I the American frigate Chesapeake be ours to-day. Too vast a situation well to com-

I

sailed out of Boston Harbor under prehend—the German High Seas Fleet had sailed

command of Captain James Law- from Kiel ! And the King had come. Our own
rence. The more powerful British Admiral Sims had come. Hundreds of strangers

frigate Shannon under Captain Broke, lay just were aboard our ships. A flush of excitement

outside. Lawrence at once engaged Broke and covered every face, held back by a forbidding

the ships fell aboard shortly after opening fire, silence that seemed to suspend the very earth.

Lawrence fell, mortally wounded. As he was From early evening long lines of destroyers

carried below those clarion words were on his lips had preceded us to sea, hours and hours of them,

that have resounded through the years
—

" Don't out of the misty Firth of Forth, followed by
give up the ship!" Spain heard them. Her Ad- envious eyes. Every official ship that could turn

miral Montojo, against overwhelming odds, a screw would follow shortly. Shortly? The
fought Admiral Dewey at Manila Bay until the hours were ages long. It was not until two a. m.

last Spanish ship had been sunk or destroyed, that the greatest day of our lives began. The
Russia heard them. Admiral Makarov, com- day of a thousand dreams. We seemed to be liv-

manding the Russian fleet at Port Arthur, took ing within a highly inflated bubble, about to

his ships to sea in pursuit of the Japanese cruiser burst. The American flagship New York broke
squadron, daring a field of electro-mechanical moor, swung slowly with the tide, felt the throb-
mines which, on his return to port, effectively de- bing of her screws, fell into line to lead the Sixth
stroyed him. England heard them. Admiral Battle Squadron to sea.

Cradock, with three miserable cruisers, ran across Out of the Firth; out of the fog. Gray ships

Von Spee's squadron of five ships off^ Coronel on in a gray dawn. Ships and ships and ships, as
the coast of Chile. Despite every disadvan- far as the eye could see, ahead or astern. Great
tage Cradock signalled: " I am going to engage monsters rising and falling on the incoming swells,

the enemy now." Von Spee's victory was com- by their very stateliness acclaiming victory. At
plete, but he captured not a ship! four a. m. our general alarm clanged harshly
What German knows the dying words of against the quiet dawn producing on the great

Lawrence? ship the same efl^ect as a club on a quiet beehive
On the twenty-first day of November, 1918, at in the summer sun. All hands to battle stations!

10:38 A. M., there flashed by wireless from Sir A few moments bustling rush—then quiet again.
Dayid Be3itty's{[a.gship Queen Elizabeth, a. signal: Quite difi*erent now. Each gun is manned.

Every man is at his post. The powder bins
To Admiralty, from Commander-in-Chief, Grand Fleet, are filled and shells are up. Range finders scan
The Grand Fleet met this morning at 0920, five the horizon, and lookouts swing their glasses in

Battle Cruisers nine Battleships, seven Light Cruisers ^j^e arcs for smoke. Three decks below the
and forty-nine Destroyers of the High Seas Fleet which ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^. -^ ,^ ^ ^
surrendered for internment and are being brought to -t j ^ •

'"^v.o, L^yai^^,

Firth of Forth.
pencils, and strange instruments, connected with
the conning tower. The plotting room. The

Four years had passed. Some hundred thous- centre of control of fire. No "Wooden Horse
and men had waited in vain. Waited, watched, of Troy," for Admiral Beatty. Not the slightest
served, and striven—in vain. Day after day their chance for Hunnish trickery. The destiny of na-
incessant drills, studies, toils, had brought their tions is at stake. He has the German guaran-
finished product up to heights unhoped for in the tees—but he treats them as the German would,
days of peace. Time after time the long lines of " Mere scraps of paper." Perhaps they seek to
gray monsters had slipped hopefully out, searched, take the Grand Fleet unawares? They will find
tempted, and save once, had cruised in vain. them firing deadly salvos thirty seconds after the

Small wonder that four a. m. of November first sign of treachery. TheGrand Fleet steams on.
21, 1918, found few asleep in all .the fleet. At last dawn comes, blazing red. A low haze
This was the day! No secrecy; no doubt, cuts the visibility to five short miles, but the
The world knew. The King himself had come rising sun reveals a new disposition of our forces.
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Admiral Beatty has divided his ships into two In speaking to us after the surrender he re-

great lines—the Northern and the Southern, marked: "It was a most disappointing day. It

These two lines, proceeding on parallel courses, was a pitiful day, to see those great ships coming
about two miles apart, will permit the German in like sheep being herded by dogs to their fold

fleet to pass down their centre. A "Ships right without an effort on anybody's part.'* And
and left about*' will then bring both lines steaming no one of his audience dissented. They were as

in inverted order toward the Firth of Forth, the helpless as sheep. About two hours' vigil satis-

German line between. Either of our lines, with- fied our commanders that such was the case,

out the other, could engage the surrendering and we secured battle stations. Later investi-

German fleet successfully. gation showed that all our precautions were

On we steam at twelve knots to point "X" in quite unnecessary. Not only had the powder
the North Sea. Eight bells strike clearly. We and ammunition been removed from the German
know the great moment is not far distant now, and ships, but their range finders, gun sights, fire

by the imposing spectacle are reassured. At last: control and very breech blocks as well. They
"Sail ho!"—from the foretop lookout. "Where came mere skeletons of their former fighting

away?"—from the bridge. " One point off^ the star- selves in a miserable state of equipment, upkeep,

board bow," in reply. "Can you make it out?" and repair. For example, in passing May Island,

"Dense smoke, sir, seems to be approaching." at the entrance of the Firth of Forth, Admiral
Twenty-five minutes later the tiny light cruiser Beatty signalled one of the German squadrons

Cardiff, towing a kite balloon, leads the great to put on 17 knots and close up in formation.

German battle cruiser Seydlit^, at the head of her The reply came to him, "We cannot do better

column, between our lines. On they pass

—

than 12 knots. Lack lubricating oil." What
Derffiinger, Von der Tann, Hindenburg, Moltke— chance, then, of a modern engagement where a

as if in review. The low sun glances from their speed of at least 18 knots is sustained? Appar-
shabby sides. Their huge guns, motionless, are ently they were no better off^ for food. Hardly

trained fore and aft. It is the sight of our dreams had they anchored when the crews turned-to with

—a sight for kings! Those long, low, sleek- hook and line to catch what they might for dinner!

looking monsters which we had pictured ablaze Guarded on every side, the German ships en-

with spouting flame and fury—steaming like tered the Firth at about three o'clock quietly to

peaceful merchantmen on a calm sea. Then the drop anchor outside the nets. We stood in past

long line of battleships, led by Friedrich der them, as they rode peacefully to the tide, and on
Crosse, flying the flag of Admiral von Reuter who to our berths, squadron after squadron, type

is in command of the whole force. Koenig after type, until their proud German eyes must
Albert, Kaiser, Kronprin^ Wilhelm, Kaiserin, have bulged in awe at such a vast array of power.

Bayern, Markgraf, Prin^ Regent Luitpold, and Last of all came the Queen Eliiabeth, flagship of

Crosser Kurfiirst followed in formation—powerful the Grand Fleet, with Admiral Beatty. Passing

to look at, dangerous in battle, pitiful in sur- the German flagship he made that now famous
render. We gaze with wonder on this spectacle

—

signal :
" The German flag will be hauled down at

the end of four years' vigil; the banishment of sunset to-day, Thursday, and will not be hoisted

Germany's sinister dream of sea power. This, again without permission." The message was
then, is the end for which the Kaiser has lavished accepted and obeyed by seventy warships of the

his millions on his "incomparable" navy! A navy German navy. It was over. In the sunset the

powerful enough to conquer all the navies of Queen Elizabeth with the victorious Beatty passed

the world combined—bar the British. But when between our lines to her mooring. Three lusty

the British combined with all the others against cheers went up from each ship as he passed, our

him, that tolled his doom. For sea power, slow colors dipped, our guards presenting arms, and

in its working, must ultimately prevail. our bands striking up the National airs. That
Strangely enough the German surrender lacked was the real expression of victory. Tears filled

the thrill of victory. There was the gaping won- the eyes of some. Smiles on the faces of others,

der of it, the inconceivable that was happening Victory in the hearts of all. For we knew, and
before our very eyes—the great German Fleet the British navy knew, and all the world knew,

steaming helplessly there at our side—conquered, the truth which our great Commander-in-Chief
Conquered, but not in the spectacular way that so aptly expressed a few days later in reply to a

we would so gladly have given our lives to see. message of sympathy:
The one prevalent emotion, so far as I could ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^nt sympathy—We want recognition!
ascertam, was pity. It carried even to our great Recognition of the fact that the prestige of the Grand
Commander-in-Chief, who I believe was the least Fleet stood so high that it was sufficient to cause the

thrilled and most disappointed person present, enemy to surrender without striking a blow.
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PERSHING took up his duties as Pro- compulsory. The drill remained a regular part

fessor of Military Science and Tactics of the curriculum; but reasons for being excused

at the University of Nebraska on fromit were readily manufactured by the students,

September 25, 1891. That day marked and the faculty gave them a sympathetic ear.

the beginning of one of the most Then came Pershing,

significant chapters in his career: during his four In a letter, written in 1895, reviewing Pershing's

years' service at this University, he showed work at the University, its Chancellor, James H.

qualities of character that were prophetic of the Canfield, said: "He found a few men, the in-

way he would acquit himself should Time call him terest in the battalion weak, the discipline next to

to a bigger role upon a bigger stage. nothing, and the instincts of the faculty and the

This statement is not based upon the recol- precedent of the University against the corps."

lections of men who see Pershing's past in the Pershing could have courted popularity by
magnifying lustre of his present fame: it is based drifting with the current—served his time and

solely upon statements that were published and drawn his pay. But he was not built on the

letters that were written contemporaneously timeserver's pattern: he had been sent to the

with his service at the University, while he was University to give the students military training,

still a lieutenant unknown beyond the bounds and military training they were going to get. He
of Nebraska. bucked the current; and by sheer force of per-

When Pershing went to Lincoln, the sentiment sonality, he gradually made the current turn and
of the community, of the faculty, and of the travel with him.

student-body was pacifist. No one in that part The students went to the office of the new com-
of the country thought the United States would mandant to report. Some of the men slouched

ever be engaged in another war; but if war should in, leaned on the commandant's desk. Im-
come, the accepted recipe for army-making was mediately something radiated from behind that

the one made famous by that fellow-Nebraska n, desk—a wordless, soundless sometliing—that

William Jennings Bryan: "A million men will made those students hitch themselves up into a
spring to arms over night." Ergo: why waste correct military attitude,

time and energy in drills and manoeuvres? At the first inspection, the commandant went
Moreover, many of the boys at the University down the line, criticising uniform or accouter-

were poor boys, working their way—clerking, ments—a missing button, unblackened shoes,

manual labor, anything that would bring the unpolished rifle. A cadet expressed the sentiment

necessary cash, cooking their own meals so that of the battalion when he remarked, under his

the amount of that necessary cash be kept as breath, to the student next him: "This sort of

small as possible. Th.ey got plenty of exercise thing may be all right in the Regular Army, but
without the military drill, their time was limited; it won't go here."

and the uniform, though its cost was small, had As a matter of fact, Pershing had no way of

to be bought with hard-earned dollars. So why disciplining the cadets, no way of enforcing his

drill? orders. But he made no effort at wheedling.

To be sure, under the terms of its charter by at mollycoddling. Here, as elsewhere, he was a

which the University had got certain benefits strict disciplinarian. When the cadets were
from the Federal Government, military drill was doing military duty, he treated them as though
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they were Regulars, duly enlisted in the United

States Army. And, despite cadet prophecy, it

went.

The new commandant got the War Department
to supply the corps with sixty-five new Springfield

rifles, with fifty cavalry sabres. A target range

was fitted up in the basement of the armory and
each cadet was taught how to shoot. He in-

stituted the keeping of a book which would show
the comparative record of each cadet, merits and
demerits being entered side by side. At each

drill, the names of delinquents were read out. By
his own intense interest in the work, he got the

boys interested, got them to take a pride in them-
selves and in their corps.

Less than three months after his coming to the

University, we read in The Hesperian, one of

the student publications: "It is with pleasure

that we are able to state that the military depart-

ment is in a flourishing condition. There are

192 cadets registered Lieutenant

Pershing is bound to put, and to keep, the military

department on a systematic basis. Let his efforts

be fruitful."

The following year brought concrete evidence

of just how fruitful his efforts were. The National

Competitive Drills of 1892 were to be held at

Omaha. It was a competition to which crack

companies came from all parts of the country,

among them such splendid old organizations as

the "Washington Fusiliers,'' the "Texas Tigers,"

and others of like reputation. It was a big affair,

several thousand soldiers participating. Persh-

ing wanted to enter a company of his cadets. The
proposal met with opposition. But finally Persh-

ing had his way.

And now we see a remarkable sight in this

pacifist University: at 7 a.m. a company of

cadets out on the campus—drilling, drilling,

drilling—two hours of it. At 4 p.m. recitations

over, the same company out again. Three hours

more of dfill.

Pershing knew the abilities of every cadet in

the battalion, and he picked the best officers

and the best privates to form the company that

was to uphold the honor of the University in the

competition at Omaha. Company A was the

nucleus around which the University's crack

company was built.

The great day came. The Governor and his

staff were there, governors from several other

states, dignitaries, prominent citizens, and a
large crowd. The Pershing-trained cadets took
part in both classes of drill, the "Grand Na-
tional" and the "Maiden." To quote the

Sombrero, the student annual: "In the former
they failed, it is conceded, solely because they
drew first place. In the latter their manoeuvres

were so rapid and exact that they executed the
prescribed movements twenty-two minutes before
the expiration of their allotted time. They were
awarded $1,500 prize money and were presented
by the citizens of Omaha with the 'Omaha Cup,*
the most cherished souvenir of the occasion."

The University, the state, was proud of this

unexpected achievement. Pacifism, so far as it

affected the cadet battalion, went into eclipse.

The University's Military Department was seen

in a new lustre, a lustre that was shared by
its commandant. As the Sombrero put it:

"This (the capture of the Maiden Prize) was
the most noteworthy event in the history of the
battalion, and is traceable directly to Lieutenant

Pershing's disciplinary ability."

This prize company was continued, in a way
as a separate cadet unit. Admission to it meant
special military ability. Every boy in the

battalion became ambitious to be a member.
At first it was known as the "Varsity Rifles."

But there was one of those gradual, popular

re-christenings: the "Pershing Rifles" it became,
and the "Pershing Rifles" it remains to this day.

The students, instead of wanting to get out

of the cadet battalion, now wanted to get in.

The uniform, instead of being worn only at drills,

now became the constant dress of many of the

students, not only at recitations, on the campus,
but at sociables and dances. The University of

Nebraska was and is a co-educational institution.

In the Sombrero under the caption: "Those
Whom We Fear," a brief list includes: "A pleasant

thing to look upon—The Lieutenant.'" I do
not know if that line was contributed by a co-ed,

but I do know that many of the cadets tried to

pattern themselves after "The Lieut"—to walk

as he walked, to carry their shoulders as he

carried his.

The annual excampment and the annual com-
petitive drill now became big events, not only

in the University, but also in the state. Here is

an extract from a two-and-a-half page account

given by The Hesperian of one of these annual

drills:

"There were about a thousand people iri the

amphitheatre of the M Street ball park im-

patiently awaiting the appearance of the boys in

blue. The Governor and his staff and their wives

were there, and all the fond mammas and proud

papas and adoring best girls of the laddies in the

field. . . . At about 3 o'clock the band began

to play, and the noble three hundred came march-

ing across the field, greeted by shouts and cheers

and waving handkerchiefs. It was a time when
college patriotism was 50 per cent, above par."

Truly, the wind had been made to blow from a

different quarter in that pacifist University!
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Three years was the customary length of a "To the very high state of discipline at this

detail as military instructor. On May 26, 1893, University I am sure that too much credit cannot

one year and four months before the expiration be given to its present Military Commandant,
of Pershing's assignment to the University of and of this I am assured by the evidence of the

Nebraska, if the detail was to run its normal Chancellor—James H. Canfield—the faculty,

length, Chancellor Canfield wrote to the Secretary and the most reputable citizens of this City and
of War: State."

"
I learn that you have concluded to adopt " The high degree of proficiency attained is

the policy of extending the service of officers due entirely to the energy, ability, and tact to

detailed for instructional purposes at State organize and command, of Lieutenant Pershing.

Colleges, for a period of four years; and that such Previous to his arrival, but little, I understand,

extension may be had on request, in connection had been accomplished. No especial interest

with officers already detailed. had been manifested in the Military Department,
"Lieutenant John J. Pershing, loth U. S. either in the college or among the residents of

Cavalry [Pershing was appointed a ist Lincoln. Now it is just the reverse."

Lieutenant, loth Cavalry, on October 20, Now for the point of view of the cadets who
1892. This was six years and three months served under Pershing in the University battalion,

after he had received his commission as a 2nd One of them was Private William Hayward,
Lieutenant on being graduated from West Point, since become Colonel Hayward, commander of

He was now thirty-two years of age], is Com- the 15th New York Infantry, the Negro regiment

mandant of the Military Department of this that distinguished itself in France.

University. He is now entering upon his third " Pershing was as severe a disciplinarian as a

year. He has been remarkably successful

—

kindly man can be," says Colonel Hayward.
more so than any person ever sent to us before. " He was always just. He had no pets. Punish-

In all respects his work has been highly successful, ments for derelictions of duty came no swifter

We are very anxious indeed to have him retained than his rewards for faithful performance,

for the fourth year, or two years hereafter; and "Lieutenant Pershing had a very keen though

file this request in order that the matter may grim sense of humor. How he laughed when we
receive as early attention as possible. appeared for the first time in white duck trousers

"Any further commendation or more formal as part of our uniform. They were made under

request will be sent on suggestion from your contract from measure by a concern which made
Department." tents and awnings, and the goods must have been

This request was granted. On September cut out with a circular saw.

25, 1894, Chancellor Canfield again addressed " In addition to the four companies of infantry

the Secretary of War: and the detail for the battery of artillery, which

"Lieutenant John J. Pershing of the I oth U. S. trundled two old muzzle loaders around, we
Cavalry is at present Commandant of the cadet had a cadet band. This band was indirectly

battalion in this institution. He has just entered under Pershing's command, the band leader and

upon the last term of his service here. His instructor being a civilian professional musician

energy, industry, ability, and good judgment have named Easterday, familiarly dubbed 'Profes-

all comxbined to make his work so successful that son' This unhappy leader had to take talent

it will be a very difficult task to find an officer as it came to him.

who can be detailed as his successor with the hope "The band could play a few pieces. All hands

that he will give entire satisfaction. It is gen- would play loudly and enthusiastically on the

erally admitted, I believe, that we have the best plain 'um-pahs,' but when a difficult passage of the

cadet corps outside of West Point. music occurred, most of them pretended to take

"I beg leaveto suggest, therefore, that more than out their mouthpieces to blow them out, or

ordinary care be taken in the selection of Lieuten- found some other excuse for not playing. This

ant Pershing's successor, and that as far as per- would result in the Trofessor' playing a horn

missible this University and its authorities be alone to cover the whole band,

permitted to counsel with your Department "Oneday we had a grand review on the campus
prior to your making such appointment definite at which the Governor and other dignitaries

and final." were present. The battalion passed in review

When Pershing's four years of service at the at quick time. The band had countermarched

University was approaching its end, the War and played for us and all went well. The second

Department sent Major E. G. Fechet to report time around, however, was to be in double time,

on his stewardship. Here are two extracts from Lieutenant Pershing had given the band definite

the report of inspection: instructions, and the band leader had solemnly
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assured him that they played double time as well

as quick time. Pershing allowed that that was

not saying much, but told him to go ahead any-

how.

"When the band struck up its alleged double

time, no thousand-legged worm could possibly

have kept step with a single foot. The battalion,

which could drill in double time very well without

music, immediately went to pieces and no route-

step ever showed a greater variety of cadences.
" Pershing stood it for a few minutes, then,

realizing the hopelessness of the situation, broke

into double time toward the band, and yelled:

'"Stop that band! Stop that awful band!'

"None of us was present at the subsequent

interview between the commandant of cadets and

the leader of the band, but I remember no sub-

sequent exhibitions along the same line.

"At the annual encampments Pershing gave

us intensive training which would have made
any of the Plattsburgers take notice. He chased

that battalion over the hills and the fields in the

most approved manoeuvres. He always had a

definite object in view, which we generally dis-

covered before the manoeuvre was over.

"We were extended along a country road one

day, firing on a masked battery in an orchard.

We were firing by volleys. The command in the

old drill regulations of those days, was: 'Load!

Ready! Aim! Fire!'

"Pershing was in command of the battalion,

giving the commands. He gave: 'Load!

Ready! Aim!'

"And then walking along behind the line of

prone cadets; he touched my foot with his, and

said, just loud enough for me to hear:

"'Fire your piece.'

"
1 banged away with my old 45-70 Springfield.

Rrr-ip! Up and down, on each side, went every

piece in the battalion. Then the fun began. 1

was the only one not in disgrace. Pershing ran

back and forth, and inquired of the difi'erent

cadets, with the finest sarcasm imaginable:

"'Did you hear the command, 'Fire'?'

" 'No sir,' with a big gulp in the throat.

"'Then why did you fire?'

" '1 heard some one else fire.'

"'Do you always do what you hear other

people do?' etc., etc.

" In this way we soon acquired fine discipline.

After that incident, I think the heavens could

have fallen without a single piece being dis-

charged until the distinct command 'Fire!'

" Pershing's personality and strength of char-

acter dominated those cadets as 1 have never
known in the case of any individual before or

since, in or out of the Army. We loved him
devotedly, and yet 1 am sure the awe in which I

stood of him during all those years, was shared

by every other cadet.

"When Pershing was at last to leave us, the

cadets who had served under him desired a dis-

tinguishing badge of some sort. A number were
in favor of a gold medal, others something else.

But some boy had a real brain-throb, with the

result that a select committee headed by John W.
Dixon, now one of Judge Morgan J. O'Brien's law
partners, called on Lieutenant Pershing at his

headquarters in the Armory, and asked him for

a pair of his breeches.
" 'What in the world do you want with a pair

of my breeches?'

"He was then informed that they were to be

cut up into strips, the yellow cavalry stripe in the

centre and a bit of the blue breeches on each side,

and made into service ribbons. He was plainly

affected. After a pause he said:

"*I will give you the very best pair 1 own.'

"We took them and made service ribbons of

them. So far as I know," concludes Colonel

Hayward, "those were the first service ribbons

worn."

This chapter of Pershing's life can not be closed

without a brief reference to his other activities

during his four years in Lincoln.

In April, 1892, he was appointed an instructor

in mathematics. He had two classes, each re-

quiring five hours of classroom work a week.

This position carried a small salary; and, as

Pershing told the head of the department, it kept

him "fresh in mathematics." He held this

position until he left the University.

A little incident of this classroom work is worth

the telling: it shows a trait of Pershing's char-

acter which his friends know lies pretty close to

the surface—the trait of thoughtful kindliness.

1 was going through some old records in the

library of the University, at Lincoln, when one

of the woman assistants said:

" If you are going to write anything about

Pershing, I wish you would use this. My brother

came to the University when he was quite young.

He was a very shy boy, and because of this shy-

ness he often failed in recitations that had to be

made at the blackboard. When he was called to

the blackboard in Lieutenant Pershing's class, he

lost his head as usual, and, though he knew the

problem, he could not demonstrate it. When the

class was dismissed Lieutenant Pershing told my
brother to stay.

'"All that kept you from working out that

problem,' said he, 'was your nervousness. I

have marked you as though you had succeeded.'

Then he gave him a talk. 1 don't know just

what he said, but 1 do know that he braced my
brother up and put him on the road to self-
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confidence. Of course, Pershing has forgotten One of the striking things about Pershing's

the incident long ago, but my brother has not career is the way in which he naturally gravitated

forgotten it." into the society of the pick of the community.
One of the most interesting lights that we have In Lincoln, Chancellor Canfield—as may be

on Pershing's character—his ambition, his in- readily seen from his letters—was one of Persh-

dustry, his efforts always to take advantage of ing's warm friends. The Lieutenant was a fre-

present opportunity to acquire knowledge apt to quent guest at his home.

be of future use to him—is afforded by the fact Another of Pershing's associates was Charles

that, in addition to his duties as Commandant E. Magoon, then a practising lawyer in Omaha,
of Cadets and Professor of Military Science and since become one of the Nation's foremost legal

Tactics and to his duties as instructor in math- authorities (many will remember the opinion

ematics, he also carried the course in the law that he prepared for President Taft, popularly

school of the University. summarized: "The constitution follows the

He entered law school in October, 1892. The flag.") Among other public activities, he has

then required course was two years. But on been Governor-General of Cuba, and Governor
account of his legal and historical studies at of the Panama Canal Zone. The acquaintance

West Point, he was given advanced standing, began in Lincoln and soon ripened into an inti-

He was graduated by the University with the mate friendship that has lasted to the present

degree of Bachelor of Laws on June 13, 1893. day. Magoon's office in Lincoln was on the street

Under the statutes of Nebraska, graduates of the that Pershing walked from the University to his

University law school are entitled to admission to home. Five o^clock of each day was almost

practice in the courts of the state without further sure to find Pershing in Magoon's oifice, a cigar

examination. The graduating class marches to in his mouth. Here, besides friendly conversation

the Supreme Court; the Dean introduces them to and the discussion of things in general, Pershing

the presiding justice; and the latter then swears got a practical angle to his study of law , assisting

the class in. Pershing was thus admitted to the Magoon in the preparation and office-conduct

Nebraska bar on June 29, 1893. of many cases. "He has naturally a legal mind,"

This study of the law, capped by admission to says Magoon. " By that I mean that he has nat-

practice, had the appearance of a practical re- ural attainment and inclination thai way. I

crudescence of the plan that Pershing had occa- doubt if he ever would have made a good jury

sionally talked of in the past—that, because of lawyer. That, however, I regard as one of the

lack of advancement in the Army, he was some lesser capacities of the profession. But for

day going to resign his commission, and that then grasp of legal principles, for power to dis-

he would in all probability devote himself to the cern the relation of one group of facts to

law. another group, I believe, had he followed the

I have spoken on this subject with a number of law, he would have stood in the forerank of the

men who were seeing Pershing constantly during profession."

those days in Lincoln. Not one of them ever George De Rue Meiklejohn was another man
heard him speak of the law as his future occupa- whose friendship Pershing made at Lincoln,

tion. So far as they could judge by his conver- Meiklejohn was prominent in Nebraska affairs,

sation, he had then cast his lot definitely with the He had been Lieutenant-Governor, and later was
Army. Congressman, and then Assistant Secretary of

Perhaps the real reason for his study of the War.
law (his admission to the bar was merely incidental) The Pershing in Lincoln was the same Pershing

is to be found in this prophetic paragraph from that the Apache country had known—"he
a letter written by Chancellor Canfield to Presi- worked hard, and he played hard, but if he had

dent McKinley: work to do he never let play interfere with it."

"While with us he studied law and graduated He showed himself fond of society, fond of danc-

from our college of law—simply because he he- ing, fond of everything that makes for light and

lieved the time was coming when the officers of the pleasure. Among men whom he knew and liked,

Army would have to know and ought to know much he was a thorough good fellow, fond of everything

more law than the average officers know at present, that makes for geniality.

He also studied international law with great care. That the opportunity to enjoy the pleasures

He has a brilliant mind, easily grasping the salient and comforts of city life did not weigh in the

points of any text or essay. In fact, he is made balance when there was a chance for active

of the stuff that appears in men who on sudden service in the field, is shown by a telegram that

opportunity become famous.'* (The italics are Pershing sent on July 21, 1894, to the Adjutant

mine.) General:
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" If my regiment should be ordered for duty on

Northern Pacific or elsewhere as now seems prob-

able, I desire to be relieved from duty at the

University of Nebraska and ordered to join."

Pershing remained at the University of Ne-
braska until October i, 1895, when he was ordered

to join his regiment, the Tenth Cavalry, at Fort

Assiniboine, on the plains of Montana.
Fort Assiniboine was one of those many

small Army posts that, in those days of the gradual

desuetude of the aboriginal fighting spirit, dotted

the Indian country—advertisements understand-

able to the Redman, of the authority and domina-

tion of the White. The great majority of these

posts were necessarily in isolated spots. For the

men doing service at them, there was nothing

but the same prospect, day-after-day, of prairies

or of mountains, the same dull routine, day-

after-day, of garrison duty. Now and then there

was a sound of alarms and excursions—echo of

the old frontier days—but the sounds had grown

fainter and more infrequent: the Indian had
made his last great stand, his day of fighting

for Red supremacy had been brought to a close.

Fort Assiniboine, for instance, was on an

Indian reservation. A half-dozen other reserva-

tions, including the Crow, the Blackfeet, and the

Flathead, were within from a one- to a two-days'

cavalry ride. Pershing was stationed at this

post an entire year. Only once did he see service

in the field. And though, in having this one

break in the monotony of post life, he was luckier

than many another officer, yet in this "service

in the field" danger hung too remotely in the

background to satisfy an ambitious soldier. He
commanded one of the detachments that rounded

up and deported the refugee Canadian Cree

Indians.

Some ten years before, a half-breed Cree,

Riel by name, led a rebellion against the authori-

ties in Northwest Territory. The Duck Lake and

Cut Knife Massacres put upon this uprising the

old-fashioned Indian stamp. When the rebellion

was suppressed some five or six hundred Crees

escaped across the International border into

Montana. Since that time they had been vag-

abondizing in America territory. After repeated

efforts made by the State Department, the Can-
adian authorities agreed to take these Indians

back if the Americans would deliver them at the

border Hne. Coutts Station was the designated

place, the summer of '96 the designated time.

The Crees were then encamped near Great Falls,

Mont. When news reached them that their

deportation had been authorized, many talked

fight, some quietly decamped toward Idaho or

North Dakota. Upon the arrival of troops at

Great Falls, however, the war-talk ceased; and

—sign of the times!—the braves talked of hiring

a lawyer. Even this legal belligerency did not
materalize: within a few days the Crees who had
remained in the encampment were put on trains

for the border line and the encampment became
a thing of the past.

The hard work of the round-up fell to the lot

of Troop D, Tenth Cavalry, under command of

Lieutenant Pershing. This troop was given the

task of overhauling and collecting the various

parties of Crees that had decamped. It was a

matter of trailing and hard riding. When the

Indians heard that the troops were coming, they
would break up into small bands and make for

hiding places, and the numerous "coulees," or

dry gullies, gave excellent opportunity for this big

game of hide-and-seek. As each band was over-

taken, it was sent under escort to Great Falls,

and the troop went after the next band. The job

was completed without any fighting, and the

troop returned to Fort Assiniboine after sixty-

two days in the field.

Garrison duty was varied by hunting parties;

and Pershing, fond of anything that meant ac-

tivity, was frequently a member. He and two
other officers organized a big hunt to get game for

the post's Christmas dinner. They took a detail

of four or five enlisted men (the Tenth Cavalry
is a colored regiment), and by rail and then by
sleigh traveled to the old Fort Buford Military

Reservation in North Dakota. They made camp
on the Yellowstone River.

The snow was deep and the weather bitter cold.

To make the tents habitable they had to dig down
to earth and then bank the snow high around
the outside of the canvas walls. The enlisted

men did the cooking, but all took turns chopping

wood. They would chop in the morning before

going out so that there would be a good supply

of fuel ready at hand when they got back at night.

On the journey over, Pershing had suggested

to the other officers that the enlisted men, who
knew the country and were expert hunters, be

given the best chance at the game. The bottom-

lands along that part of the Yellowstone were

covered with a dense thicket cut by runways.

In the mornings the enlisted men posted them-
selves at strategic points, and the officers went
through the runways, driving the deer out. In

the afternoons the entire party still-hunted.

On one of these afternoons, Pershing and an-

other officer were lying in ambush when a deer

stepped out of the thicket, about one hundred

and fifty yards away. On the instant, both rifles

fired. The deer dropped.

"It was the only time I ever saw Pershing

really get excited," said his fellow huntsman,

recounting the incident. "We ran up to the
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deer. Only one bullet had hit it, and of, course, interest. It is the duty of him and his brother

each of us claimed that that bullet was his bullet. Tacs' to uphold the discipline of the Corps,

And each of us based his claim on the same proof which means that when a man has to deal with

—that he had aimed exactly at the spot where the eight hundred young wills, American nurtured,

bullet had hit the deer. It was the cause of he must utilize something stronger than mere
much good-natured argument. We have never words to see that the eight hundred conform to the

yet settled it. But between you and me, I am set standards of the institution. His chief weapon
pretty sure that it was Pershing who bagged the to emphasize to the cadets the importance of the

deer: he's a better rifle shot than I am." Regulations is the report or 'skin' which carries

The party got twenty-six deer, prairie chickens with it a certain number of demerits, and some-

galore, and Fort Assiniboine had a Christmas times punishment tours. The cadet consequently

dinner that was a Christmas dinner. looks upon the Tac' as his arch enemy. One
During this year that Pershing was at Assini- cannot help having a little resentment toward a

boine. General Nelson A. Miles, then in com- person who is always present to check up his

mand of the Army of the United States, visited misdoings, no matter how just and well deserved

the post. He brought his hunting dogs with the punishment may be. The feeling is only

him, and Pershing and another officer took him human and the military atmosphere rather

out after prairie chickens. The General already augments it."*

knew Pershing as a soldier. He knew his work The cadet sentiment toward Pershing, the

both in New Mexico and at Pine Ridge. *' In this *'Tac," was more than this usual one of "a little

duty as well as in all others which came under my resentment*': he was actively disliked. Persh-

observation, General Miles had written the year ing's four years as a cadet at West Point had
previous to the hunting trip, "he displayed re- been served under that stern old disciplinarian,

markable zeal, energy, and skill." General Wesley Merritt. His ideals of the Mil-

The association on this two-days' hunt warmed itary Academy as a place for the making of Ameri-
into a personal liking what before had only been can Army officers, had Ijeen moulded to the rig-

professional respect. Here we find another in- orous standards of the old school. As a military

stance of Pershing's ability to make friends and of man, he has always been a strict disciplinarian,

the readiness of those friends to help him. In with himself as well as with others. It is said

October, 1896, he left Assiniboine on leave of by some that between Pershing's graduation and
absence. In December, he was assigned to temp- his return as a Tactical officer, the softer stand-

orary duty at Headquarters of the Army. And ards of discipline of the new generation had had

in June of the following year he got a detail their effect even upon the Military Academy,
that he had long coveted—Assistant Instructor It is difficult to account in any other way for this

of Tactics at the United States Military Academy, dislike by the cadets for an officer who was be-

This was a detail that would lift him out of loved by the enlisted men who saw hard service

the obscurity, out of the dull grind of garrison under him in the country of the Apache and of the

duty in posts on the Western plains—posts from Sioux.

which the old "frontier", with its danger and con- There has been a good deal of mystery as to

stant chance for action, had receded, and left when and why Pershing got the nickname *' Black

nothing but isolation and monotony. Jack." He is a pronounced blond. What sug-

At West Point there awaited Pershing an exper- gested to his foster-christeners the label " Black"?

ience unique in his career: he was disliked by his I have talked with Army officers, old friends of

military subordinates, the cadets. The Tactical Pershing, who have expressed the belief that the

officers are rarely popular with the cadets. The name was simply invented by some newspaper-

reason can be understood when one knows just man who believed that a man with a pictur-

what a Tactical officer is. Here is a definition esque career should have a picturesque handle to

of him by one who has been through the West his name: ever since Pershing's military achieve-

Point mill: ments in the Philippines put his name in the

"Forpurposesof administration, each company newspapers, chroniclers of his doings have pre-

is commanded by a Tactical officer. He passes sented him to the public as" Blackjack" Pershing,

upon all permits, requests, requisitions for cloth- The use of this sobriquet has always sounded a

ing, and for ordnance. He inspects the rooms of certain note of admiration, as though Pershing,

his command to see that they are clean and in the soldier, were possessed of the same deadly

order. He examines the rifles and equipment for wallop as is that deadly little weapon whose name

dirt and rust. He supervises one or more of the he shares.

drills. He is really the presiding genius over the The truth is that Pershing was nicknamed by

company, in whose welfare he takes unselfish *"West Point," by Robert C. Richardson, Jr.
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the cadets, ''Black Jack" because of his unpop-

ularity as a Tactical officer. The cadets wanted

an opprobrious title for him. Those usually

fertile fields of suggestion—some peculiarity of

appearance or manner—were barren. The in-

spiration came to some cadet: Pershing was

detailed to the Military Academy from the Tenth

Cavalry, a Negro regiment. "Nigger Jack" he

became. In time this evoluted into "Black

Jack."

Cadet antagonism culminated, shortly after

the holiday season, in an attempt to play upon
Pershing the "water-bucket game." This is an

old and a favorite trick at West Point, but it is

played only upon fellow-cadets. Upon the top

of a door standing ajar, a filled water bucket is

balanced in such a way that the first person to

push the door open, precipitates upon himself

water and bucket. Some member or members of

A Company set this trap for Pershing.

"Any one else but Pershing would have opened

that door," said the man (a West Pointer of '98)

who told me the story. But Pershing's quick eye

detected impending fate. He went downstairs;

found one of the post policemen:*
" Go remove that wat^r bucket.'

"

The policeman did not grasp the significance

of the situation. He went to the designated room.

Expecting to find the water bucket in some such

place as a well regulated water bucket should be

in, he opened the door and the copious baptism

was his.

To attempt such a trick upon a superior officer

was a grave offense against discipline. Pains-

taking efforts were made to detect the conspira-

tors. Every member of A Company was called

before the Superintendent. Not one of them
would talk. The entire company was sentenced

to "confinement to area of barracks" for thirty

days. In the "'98 Howitzer" (the class book of

that year) there appeared this line:

"An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, and
thirty days for a water bucket."

The cadet responsible for this contribution,

narrowly escaped dismissal from the Academy.
Meanwhile, a vacancy came in the Judge

Advocate General's Corps. The place carried

the rank of captain. Pershing here saw a chance

*At West Point the men employed to do janitor work are

known as policemen.

not only to advance himself in rank but also tQ
give a practical edge to the theoretical knowl-
edge of law that he had got in the Law School of

the University of Nebraska. He accordingly

made application to the Secretary of War, for

the appointment. Some of his friends wrote, stat-

ing their confidence in his talent for the law.

Among these was Charles E. Magoon in whose
office in Lincoln, it will be remembered, Pershing

had helped prepare cases. Another of his Lincoln

friends, George D. Meiklejohn, was First Assis-

tant Secretary of War at the time.

There is some indication that Pershing was to

get this appointment. Several months, however,
passed without any definite action being taken.

Then came that rapid culmination of events which
showed that war with Spain was at hand. Here
was the opportunity to get promotion in the way
that a real soldier likes to get it. Pershing tried

to leap at the opportunity, but was held in leash

by his detail to the Military Academy: "The
Secretary of War has decided," so ran the voice

of Authority, "that the officers serving at the

Military Academy can not be spared from their

duties there and will not be relieved until close

of the Academic year or until the First Class

shall have graduated from the Academy."
Those who know the officers of our Regular

Army do not need to be told that Pershing was
not the only one anxious for the chance of battle.

Writing to the Secretary of War, the Superinten-

dent of the Academy said: "Many of them"
(the officers detailed to West Point) "have sub-

mitted applications for such service but in view

of your letter to me of April 20, 1898, I have

declined to forward them."

Pershing, however, had made his application

four days before that date of estoppel. On April

i6th he wrote to the Adjutant-General:

Sir:

I have the honor to request that 1 be relieved

from duty at the United States Military Acad-

emy and directed to join my regiment now under

orders to take the field.

Very respectfully

Your obedient servant

John J. Pershing
I St Lieut., loth Cav.

This application was denied.

The World's Work next month will tell how General Pershing

finally got his chance at active service, and will describe his

experiences in Cuba.



WHAT KIND OF MILITARY TRAINING?
How We Can Continue to Get the Benefits of Universal Training for the Young Men of

America by Utilizing the Cantonments and Equipment Already at Hand

BY

J. B. W. GARDINER

A S THE German delegates signed with need of preparedness, accepted this bill and
/% one hand the armistice which closed pleaded with Congress to make it their own.
/ \ the war, with the other they pressed Suddenly, however, and without warning the

I % the button which reversed all our war President experienced a change of heart, and
"^ "^ machinery. This sudden and unex- appeared in support of the Hay Bill,

pected termination of hostilities caught us, as It is sufficient for present purposes to say that

was only natural, as unprepared for the return to the Hay Bill was an inadequate, ill-advised, and
peace as we had been unprepared for war. It is foolhardy piece of military legislation with which

not astonishing, then, that our military chiefs to meet a national emergency. But it satisfied

found themselves without plan or programme, the National Guard whose influence did much to

Realizing that the great army which we sent secure its passage, and it quieted the country by
abroad had been recruited at the expense of our deceiving it into believing that some measure of

peace commercial machinery, their first thought security had been obtained even though Mr. Hay,

was to return as many of the men as possible to the celebrated author of the measure, did find it

civilian life and to do it as quickly as possible, impossible to agree with any one else on the

This has led to the first steps to general demobiliza- number of men that had been added to the regular

tion, which have been followed by an orgy of military establishment. Moreover, it drove from

destruction. There has apparently been but little the Cabinet Mr. Garrison, who was two years

constructive thought of the future, none indeed ahead of his time in that he truly had the interests

of the present. There has been evidenced only a of the country at heart and refused to sacrifice

desire to get rid of what we have as quickly as these interests to political exigencies; and thereby

possible, regardless of where such a step will lead, ushered into the public eye the leading Know-
But where will it lead? To answer this question nothing of the period, the Hon. Newton D. Baker,

intelligibly, it will prove profitable to review Mr. Baker, on taking office, frankly admitted his

briefly the history of military legislation immedi- complete ignorance of the American soldier and

ately preceding the war and the net results of of the Army to which that soldier belonged, and

that legislation since it is to the policy of that promptly proved his point by espousing Mr. Hay's

period which we must return when peace is measure.

declared. The Hay Bill, it may be said at this juncture.

From 1 91 2 to 19 15 our military policy was in* provided for a small but uncertain increase in the

the hands of the Do-nothings, and from 191

5

Regular Army, an increase that was to be effected

to 1917 of the Know-nothings. Former Secre- in five equal annual increments but which placed

tary of War Garrison, after struggling with Do- the main defense of the country upon the National

nothingism until human patience could no longer Guard, which it undertook to Federalize whenever

hold out, evolved, in 191 5, the Continental Army it became necessary to use it for national pur-

Bill as a measure of national defense, of prepared- poses. When not so used it was to retain its

ness. And here Mr. Garrison came into direct status as a state organization in all things except

contact with Know-nothingism. This bill was the privilege of sharing the contents of the Na-

little to boast or be proud of, it is true. But tional Treasury.

Mr. Garrison, it is only fair to say, confronting This system had its first and only test on the

Know-nothingism in its violent form, did the best occasion of General Pershing's visit to Mexico

he could both to overcome the incubus with which in pursuit of Villa. The mobilization of the

he had been saddled and, at the same time, to National Guard on this occasion disclosed the

keep within the limits required by his narrow- folly of the latest addition to our military law, as

gauge associates and as set by the then pacifist the following data, taken from the testimony of

President. The President, urged on by the country the Chief of Staff before the Senate Committee

which through the far-sighted vision of Leonard on Military Affairs, will show.

Wood and Theodore Roosevelt had sensed the The Inspector General's Department reported.
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as the result of a field investigation made on the

Mexican border, on National Guard organiza-

tions the total enlisted strength of which was

128,517 men.

The results were:

Effective strength present .

Non-effective strength present

Carried on rolls but not present

1 19^874

3;2i9

5424

But what men are included under the heading

of effective strength? On the date of the call,

95,000 men were on the rolls of the National Guard
organizations. But 47,657 disappeared in the

transition from State to National Service; 23,721

being found physically unfit, 7,258 having failed

to respond to the call; the remainder being unac-

counted for. Of the so-called effective strength,

then, only about 47,000 really belonged to the

organizations which had been called into service.

As to how the balance of this effective strength was
made up we can do no better than quote direct

from the testimony of the Chief of Staff: ''The

extent to which the National Guard and the

organized militia responded to the call and passed

into the Federal Service may be arrived at in an

indirect way through a consideration of the num-
ber of men on the rolls of the organizations at the

date of call in connection with the number of men
reported as having been transferred to or enlisted

in the organizations included in the call after the

call was issued.

"Seven thousand four hundred and thirty-five

men were thus transferred from other organiza-

tions, 60,299 men without former service, and

13,440 men were enlisted after the call.

"The aggregate of these three classes is 81,174
enlisted men or 63 per cent, of the total number
reported upon— 128,517—the remaining 47,343
or 37 per cent, representing the national or organ-

ized militia element on the rolls of the organiza-

tions in question at the date of the call."

To summarize this, in order to fix the essential

fact in our minds:

On the rolls of the National Guard at date of

call 95,000
Declared physically unfit (25 per cent.) . . 23,721
Failed to respond to call (7^ per cent.) . . 7,258
Unaccounted for (17^ per cent.) .... 16,678

Available for duty (50 per cent.) .... 47,343

The data which pertains to the National Guard
as it finally took the field is equally interesting:

Effective strength present 119,874
Number who had not fired a rifle before the

call . . .
" 56,813

Number with less than 3 months' service . 20,964
Number without any prior service . . . 60,299

And this force, be it remembered, was called

into active service and with the Regular Army was
made by the Hay Bill the Nation's first line of de-

fense. It is certain that this showing of the Ad-
ministration's pet military measure would have
brought about its radical amendment after it

had served its purpose in the elections of Novem-
ber, 1 91 6, had not our relations with Germany
become strained through the sinking of the Lusi-

iania in April, 191 5. (This may seem illogical

as to time, but events in those days moved in

strange chronological sequence). Our lapse into

the European War prevented any change in our

permanent policy or any modification of the plan

of the Hay Bill. The draft bill which was passed

was purely temporary in character, and was de-

clared to be such. Its effect on previous military

legislation, that is on the Hay Bill, was merely

to suspend its operation for the duration of the

war, after which the draft act automatically

lapses and the Hay Bill will be revived.

Within a few months, therefore, this ignorant

jumble of iniquitous anachronisms must become
again our military guide unless other provisions

are made in the meantime. An analysis of what
this will mean will show the extremely precarious

situation which is facing the Nation's defense.

The Hay Bill, as has been stated, places the burden

of defense upon the Regular Army and the Fed-

eralized National Guard. The National Guard,

however, has ceased to exist. The Judge Advo-
cate General of the Army, General Ansell, in an

opinion on the status of the National Guardsmen
now in the Federal service, made this perfectly

clear.

" It is the opinion of this office," General Ansell

stated, "that former members of the National

Guard, both officers and men, who entered the

service by draft under the President's proclama-

tion of July 3, 191 7, will, when discharged from

the Federal service, revert to a civilian status and

will not revert to their former status as members
of the National Guard."

The effect of this ruling (which, it may be said

has been approved by the Secretary of War)
practically wipes out of existence the National

Guard as it was organized prior to the war.

This element in the national defense may, there-

fore, be ignored in considering our present military

situation.

There remains for consideration, then, only the

Regular Army. The Regular Army may be said

to consist of two classes of men: i. e., those who
volunteered previous to April i, 191 7, for a period

of seven years, three years with the colors and four

years in reserve; and those who enlisted after that

date for the duration of the war only. The second

class are in exactly the same position as the men
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who came in under the draft act, in that they must
be discharged from the service almost immedi-
ately after peace is declared. We again, there-

fore, limit the scope of our discussion to the

Regular Army as it existed prior to April i, 191 7.

Of this already small number, many have
served the required three years and must be placed

in the Reserve. It has further been cut down by
casualties and the vicissitudes of war so that when
peace is declared the Army of the United States

will consist of about 40,000 men. It need hardly

be said that this number is pitifully insufficient

even for the most ordinary police duties. The
Mexican situation is still a "situation." The
policy of watchful waiting followed first by the

action at Vera Cruz (which was in direct viola-

tion of our treaty with Mexico) and later by
General Pershing's abortive pilgrimage across the
border in search of Villa, has settled nothing.

Basically the problem is still unsettled and has

been ignored for the last two years only because

it has remained obscured in the much heavier

and greater shadow of the war in Europe. Now
it is coming into the light again and is demanding
solution. For the defense of the border and
generally to protect our rights, several times

40,000 men will be needed. The Philippine Is-

lands, Guam, Hawaii, Panama, and the islands

recently purchased from Denmark must be gar-

risoned. Our permanent military posts, particu-

larly the sea coast forts, must be thoroughly

manned. The great mass of property acquired

by the Government during the last two years must
be guarded and protected. The camps and can-

tonments in this country to which troops return-

ing from overseas may be sent for demobilization

must be maintained and kept in operation.

These are the more important domestic purposes

for which troops are needed and not even the most
ardent pacifist can point out how all this can be

accomplished with 40,000 men.
It is obvious, then, that the destructive process-

es which are now being employed must soon be

replaced by others designed to build up and repair

the deficiencies. This has indeed been recognized

by the Secretary of War, who has already asked

Congress to remove the restrictions against vol-

untary enlistments which had been imposed by
the draft law. Such legislation is, of course, an
absolute necessity. We must have a Regular
Army of at least five divisions—200,000 men

—

in order that the duties mentioned may be per-

formed efficiently and to some purpose. But
even this is a stop gap, a half-way measure. It

does not provide for the national defense in that

it fails to furnish any force for use against a possi-

ble enemy from without.

There are those who so little understand the

idea of the League of Nations as to think that if

the Treaty of Peace but contains a provision for

such a league, the future need for an army will in

some way miraculously disappear. But the fact

remains that at best this League is an untried
experiment and that until it has demonstrated its

potency in forcing a friendly settlement of inter-

national disputes, not to prepare the Nation for

defense would be to risk national suicide. Again,
the League of Nations itself will demand a large

army contributed by its component nations on
the basis of wealth and population. Our con-
tingent must of necessity be a very large one.

Provision must be made for this in addition to the

200,000 men for purely domestic service.

This military provision is thus one of the most
important elements in the great task of American
reconstruction. This task will not devolve upon
the present Congress: first, because there is not
sufficient time; second, because Mr. Dent, who de-

clined to support the draft, is Chairman of the

House Committee on Military Affairs; and
third, because Mr. Clark, who regards "conscript"

and "convict" as synonymous, is Speaker of the

House. The task is, therefore, strictly one for

the new Congress which comes into being on
March 4th. It is not only inconceivable but im-

possible that things should be left as they are.

The Hay Bill in all of its gross defects has been ex-

posed. It has been weighed in the balance and
found wanting. The facts given in the preceding

paragraphs on the results of the mobilization

on the Texas border prove that the National

Guard is inadequate to the national defense.

Most thoroughly, too, has it been demonstrated

that a two-headed control of the military estab-

lishment is impracticable. Whatever the force is,

it must be strictly national and under national

control.

These, then, are the presumptions upon which

we must proceed when we begin to recast our mili-

tary legislation. With the question of unity of

control established, the point which remains

open is the character of the military force—shall

it be a voluntary army or shall we adopt conscrip-

tion in the form of universal service?

Much has been said and written against the

volunteer system during the past five years.

Undeniably it is undemocratic. If all are to

participate in the Government, all should defend

or be prepared to defend the Government against

attack since the Government is the people, is the

means by which the voice of the people finds ex-

pression. There is as much logic then in the

assertion that the defense of the country should be

borne by a volunteer soldiery as there would be in

the claim that the expense of running the country

should be provided by volunteer taxation. Both
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are ridiculous. The President realized this and will have been introduced before this article can

realized further the failure which was inherent appear in print. At least one such bill will pro-

in the volunteer system when in his war message vide for universal military service, embodying
to Congress in April, 191 7, he cast the volunteer a provision for the physical training of the youth

idea aside and pleaded for universal service as of the country. This physical training should be-

the only feasible means of putting into the field gin at an early age. Just what this age should be

against Germany the man power of the country, is open to debate, but the soundest medical au-

In other words, when the cloud of war came thorities consider it about twelve years. It need

upon our horizon our first act was to cast into not be, should not be, strenuous, consisting for the

the scrap heap every military measure on our first two years in calisthenics and the simpler

statute books and to replace them by a universal forms of ''setting up" exercises. Fifteen to

service act. twenty minutes a day of such exercise would be

This raises a question, therefore, that we must all that would be needed. This would mean a

ask ourselves and then answer: If a given military minimum of about ninety hours a year. As the

system is of such character that its failure in an boys grow older^ both the time and requirements

emergency is a foregone conclusion, if when the should be made more rigid, involving elements of

Nation is threatened the people accept without military discipline, elementary target practice,

question its utter inadequacy, is it logical to retain and in the latter stages a few days in camp,

such a policy as the means of preserving our na- By the time a boy who had had this training

tional life? It does not seem possible then that reached eighteen he would be a healthy human be-

the President and the Secretary of War can again ing, immeasurably better morally and physically

advocate or support the volunteer system without than our present product, and with a respect for

stultifying themselves. The adoption of universal authority which is now generally lacking. For

service as the fixed military system of the country this reason, his value as a productive unit in our

would seem inevitable. national life would be greatly enhanced.

Many reasons have been given in the past why On reaching the age of eighteen he would then

this system should be adopted. Our experiences become available for military service proper. Be-

of the last two years have served only to emphasize, causeofattendance at school, dependencies, occupa-

to crystallize them. The draft proved to us that tional requirements, or other reasons which might

there is a great work remaining to be done in preclude such service at positive periods without

America—a work which will affect the youth of the such heavy personal sacrifice as could not be rea-

country for all time. In the first place, our young sonably demanded, it should not be required that

men must be more thoroughly Americanized, he go immediately into service. There should be a

Much has been said of the great number who period—as between eighteen and twenty-three

—

registered for the first draft, and this fact has been during which he could serve, the time being as far

pointed to as an evidence of the patriotism of our as practicable, selective by the man himself. Cer-

men. But the test, it seems to me, is not how tain exemptions would have to be provided for,

many registered, but how many expressed a will- of course. But these should be very positive and

ingness to go to the front by not claiming exemp- definite. No discretionary power should be

tion. This number was only about 25 per cent, given to any Government official under which he

of the total registration. There were, moreover, could grant an exemption for causes other than

more than a quarter of a million clear-cut slackers those which a proper universal service law would
—men who failed to register at all—and the fact provide. Neither political influence, wealth, nor

that they did not register lest they be sent to the social position should have any bearing,

front is good evidence that they were front-line Just how long this period of service should be

timber without legitimate exemption claim. It is has been a subject of much debate. In dis-

evident then that Americanization is needed, cussions that were held previous to 191 7 there

Men must be taught that there is no such thing was a wide difference of opinion—ranging from
as a privilege without a corresponding duty; and nine months as the minimum, to two years,

that if they want all the privileges of living under But those of widest experience in the intensive

our Government and participating in all that Gov- training of*the summer camps—General Wood,
ernment offers, they have a duty to perform toward for example—contended that six months of such

that Government, a debt of honor to pay. And training would be sufficient. The experience

the training camp is the best possible school which we have gained through the war shows that

to accomplish the needed result. beyond all doubt six months' training under proper

There will, in a short time, be introduced into auspices—that is, with an adequate number of

Congress one or more bills fixing the military pol- capable instructors, and a proper supply of mod-
icy of the United States. In all probability these ern arms and equipment, an advantage which we
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have not yet possessed—will produce excellent exempt, either on account of physical defects or

results. A great many of our draft men went other causes specifically provided for in the uni-

into action against the Germans within less than versa! service law. The effect, however, of the

six months after they were drafted. The same preliminary training would soon be felt, the per-

was true of the men of the other belligerent na- centage of those available would steadily increase

tions. Only in the beginning of the war, when until at the end of five years—when all the youth
officers were scarce and when there was little or of the country had had the advantage of the

no equipment to work with, was the period of physical training provided for the twelve to seven-

training extended to a year. teen year old classes—this percentage would reach

As a specific example of what can be done, there its maximum, which would be about eighty,

was a division organized at Camp Funston under Thus, during the first two or three years, between
the direction of General Wood. There were to 500,000 and 600,000 men would be available, and
begin with very few regular officers, the great ma- after five years 800,000 would be called annually,

jority coming from the reserve officers' corps. The first step involves the creation of ma-
Most of the men were green, having been in the chinery for registration. This could be simpli-

service but a short time; some of them, however, fied by decentralizing the military administra-

had had rather vigorous basic training for about tion through the creation by the President of a

a month in the Depot Brigade. Two weeks number of military districts or departments,

after this division was organized it was ordered the commander of each being in charge of the

out for review. It was, of course, a rather un- registration in his district. Appropriate but

finished affair; the machinery creaked and standardized machinery could then be put into

groaned, but yet, in two weeks of intensive work operation which would automatically effect the

the fact remains that it was possible to hold a registration of men as they reached the proper

review. Three months later the traveling mili- age. The establishment of departmental con-

tary mission of veteran British and French Offi- trol would establish in our military Government
cers declared this division to be not only the best- the same system of local self-administration which
trained division they had seen in America but is characteristic of our entire juridical structure,

that it was ready for service. Admitting General The system of registration having been pro-

Wood's exceptional ability to train large bodies vided, the next step is the selection of mobiliza-

of men, he is not the only man in the service who tion and training centres. As a result of the war,

can train men effectively under an intensive sys- we have on our hands an enormous property,

tem, and he himself would be the last man to for which we have expended many millions of

make such a claim. At least, if he could train a dollars, in the form of cantonments, hospitals, etc.

division of men to such a degree of efficiency in The accompanying map shows the location of

four months, others can certainly do it in six. these cantonments and the number of men each

There is one further and most important con- will accommodate. These cantonments will take

sideration in this matter: Military training is hard care of about 750,000 men; but as the period of

work. Six months of intensive training is a tax training is to be only months, existing facilities,

on any one's ability to concentrate. It has been operated continuously, accomodate, for the pre-

demonstrated in industrial occupations, that sent, all practical requirements. Because of the

greater output and better quality output can be necessity of embarking men for shipment to Eu-
obtained in a short day rather than a long one. rope it may be there is an undue concentration of

Therefore it is reasonable to suppose that, as in these cantonments in the East where the Atlantic

industrial occupations, the best work cannot Seaboard can be reached with the minimum
be obtained from men in the profession of arms amount of travel. This fact, of course, neces-

by working them every day from reveille until sitates much travel for the Western troops, which

taps, seven days a week for twenty-six weeks, could be obviated by a more general distribution

In order to keep a man fresh, able to retain his of the training centres over the country. This,

interest in his work, alive and keen to get the however, is but a minor detail which could be

results looked for, there must be diversion in some well left to take care of itself later. The main
form, a relaxation to different work perhaps, lest point is that at present, without going into any
he lose his perspective. heavy additional expense for training quarters.

What would this scheme of training mean in we already have the facilities for taking care

numbers? Every year about 1,100,000 men in of all men now reaching the military age.

this country reach the age of eighteen. The draft It will be recalled that the ages between which

examinations, indicated that only about half of the six months' training is to be taken are from

these would, during the first two or three years, eighteen to twenty-three. But what will happen
be available for service. The others would be after a man reaches his twenty-fourth year? He
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CANTONMENTS THAT COULD BE USED AS PERMANENT TRAINING CAMPS

should at that age enter a reserve which would be

properly classified for future mobilization. When
this mobilization would occur and what its pur-

poses would be would, of course, be left to the Presi-

dent. 1 1 might be because of a threatening war, an
insurrection; it might be only for training purposes,

but it would have to rest upon a wise discretion of

the Chief Executive. The main point is that from
twenty-four to forty-five the reserve would be sub-

ject to call whenever in the opinion of the President

the welfare of the Nation demanded it. Under this

plan we would have, after this training of the

citizens had been going on for eight years, a trained

force of more than 4,000,000 men less the normal
loss from death, or a net force of at least 3,500,000.

This force would be distributed over the country

on a basis of population. It would be a well bal-

anced force in that it would contain the proper pro-

portion of the various arms and, if proper use is

made of the war material and manufacturing

facilities which we have acquired in the present

war, it would be well equipped in every particular.

There is one question connected with the

training of our young men which has not been

touched upon—the question of officers. This is a

serious matter since it involves numbers to the

extent of 5 per cent, of the strength of the Army.

Space limitations, however, have made it neces-

sary to treat of this subject next month.
From the foregoing, it would appear that we

would be building up for ourselves an enormous
annual military budget which would be steadily

augmented. This however is apparent, not real.

Our men while in training should not receive

pay, any more than our school children should be

paid for attending the public schools. They
should not be put to any expense, but neither

should they be rewarded.

A complete plan for universal service would in-

volve much more space than is available at pres-

ent. All that is now attempted is to put forth a

basic plan for universal training, a plan which

is sound and is known to be sound since it is

supported by the weight of the experience of all

the Powers—including ourselves—in the Great

War. In formulating this plan 1 have been guided

almost entirely by what is known as the Chamber-
lain Bill, a bill drawn and introduced into Con-

gress by that staunch, far-sighted exponent of

preparedness, Senator Chamberlain of Oregon.

Due consideration has been given to such changes

as were recommended by the General Staff and

to the facts that were brought out in the hearings

on the Chamberlain Bill, held in 1916.

[To be continued next month with a discussion of the means for officering an army under a plan

for universal service.]



IF THE WAR HAD LASTED UNTIL SPRING
The Official Figures on America's War Preparations as They Would Have

Been by April i, 19 19

BY

FRANK PARKER STOCKBRIDGE

HEN the armistice was signed

and the war came to an end on
November 11, 191 8, the United

States was in the midst of the

most comprehensive and elabor-

ate programme of military preparations ever

undertaken by any nation. The cessation of

hostilities occurred just at the time when this

country may fairly be said to have struck its gait

in its war preparations. Nobody had expected

such an early and complete collapse of the enemy's
military machine; nobody, that is, who was will-

ing publicly to admit entertaining such an expec-

tation, although every student of German psy-

chology must have cherished in secret the belief

that the full realization of America's whole-hearted

entry into the war would inevitably react upon the

characteristic German "yellow streak" and evoke
the cry of "kamerad!" from the entire nation.

AH of our military plans, however, were fo-

cussed upon the spring campaign of 1919. By the

early summer of this year, our Government
expected to put into the field against Germany
such a mass of well-trained, fully equipped

soldiers, supported by such an overwhelming
supply of guns, ammunition, gas, and aircraft as

to insure swift and decisive victory. Whether
we should have begun these preparations earlier,

before we had actually become a party to the war,

or whether, for that matter, we should have
entered the war sooner than we did, are questions

which I do not here purpose to discuss. Neither

is it my purpose to magnify America's part in the

war after we did get in, nor to extol any particular

individuals or agencies participating therein.

So far as it may be done in the space of a single

article, I shall try to show, by a simple presen-

tation of concrete facts and figures, exactly how

© Committee on Public Information

TESTING AN AMERICAN GAS MASK
f or the protection of our men we had developed the best gas mask made. The soldier in the picture volunteered to test it in a

trench filled with the most powerful German gas
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THE RENAULT TANK
This is the French "Whippet" tank of which so much was heard in the late months of the war; our Government was building

6,000 of them and had more than fifty completed when the armistice was signed

far we had gone in our war preparations when the

armistice was signed, and to indicate, by the same
method, what our contribution to the expected

summer campaign of 191 9 would have been, had
the war not suddenly ended and if the programme
then under way had been carried out at the rate

at which it was actually proceeding. In other

words, I shall try to present a cross-section of

America's war preparations as of November 1
1

,

191 8, and to "plot the curve," as an engineer

would express it, that will show, by projection,

the point which these preparations might fairly

have been expected to reach by this spring.

For the facts and figures used herein, I have
gone to the only possible sources of accurate infor-

mation, the confidential reports made to the

Secretary of War from week to week, which show
in detail the exact status on given dates of every

stage and phase of military activity and prepara-

tions, down to the smallest item, whether it be

shoe-lace:; or chewing gum. Many of these facts

have been published; some of them have been

challenged. Without expressing any opinion on
the reliability of any statements that have
appeared in print, from whatever source emanat-
ing, I have been at pains to exclude from consid-

eration all statements and presentations that have
been especially prepared for publication, and have
limited this survey to the official data upon which

all the activities of the Government itself were

predicated. To question these figures would be

to believe that the Secretary of War had been for a

year and a half the victim of a conspiracy to

deceive, involving the honor and integrity of

countless officers of the Army and of thousands of

civilians in high places. My only reason for

emphasizing the conditions under which the basic

data used herein were obtained is the desire to

remove in advance all suspicion that this article

is in any way "inspired" or that there has been

any motive in its preparation other than that of

giving the people of the United States as clear and

comprehensive a picture as I am able to draw of

what we were actually preparing to do in the

war and how far we had got with those prepara-

tions when it became no longer necessary to go on

with them.

On April 6, 1917, the day when we declared

ourselves belligerents, our military resources were

so largely undeveloped that it seemed absurd to

believe that this country could prepare itself to

take any important part in land operations under

three or four years. Indeed, it may not be amiss

here to recall the feeling, amounting even in some

official quarters to the conviction, that America's

share in the war would be chiefly confined to

feeding and financing the Allies, making their

munitions and furnishing a Naval patrol for the
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THE FORD BABY TANK
Had the war gone on until spring we would have had ten thousand or more of these fighting machines at the front. It is

lighter and has more power than the small French tank, having two Ford automobile engines for motive power and mounting a

heavy Browning machine gun

North Atlantic sea-lanes. The visit of Marshal

Joffre and his appeal for men changed all this;

it was not until then that the country fully awoke
to the necessity of creating, equipping, arming,

and placing in the field a tremendous army in the

shortest possible space of time. We began then

with what amounted to a blank sheet of paper,

upon which we could write either success or

failure.

From the beginning there was a double handi-

cap to be overcome. Many parts of the pro-

gramme had to be delayed in their inception until

exact information could be obtained as to what
was required, what precise items would be needed

to meet the new and strange conditions of warfare.

And these conditions have been constantly chang-

ing; the demands from overseas increased and
shifted continuously up to the very moment of the

armistice. The Army's difficulties were multi-

plied, moreover, by the fact that under the scheme
adopted from the beginning it was, to use military

padance, merely our fourth line of defense.

America's first military duty was to supply the

needs of our Allies; nothing could be done that

would interfere with the constant flow of muni-
tions from America to England, France, and Italy;

of all priorities, the raw materials that went into

the things we were making for Allied use, and the

finished products themselves, came first. Then
came the Navy, our second line of defense; its

needs must be fully met, its supplies and materials

produced and transported as soon as those for the

Allies were taken care of. And since all other war
preparations were useless without ships, the ship-

building programme had full priority over the

Army programme. This was the defined and
accepted rule under which our Government
operated from the beginning. In the light of

these little-understood conditions, the record of

what was actually accomplished takes on an
added interest.

The simplest and easiest task of all was the

increase of the personnel of the Army from 1 90,000

officers and men on April 6, 1917, to 3,734,420
actually in service on the day the armistice was
signed. This figure includes, however, 27,288
Marines; the actual strength of the Army proper

was 3,707,132 officers and men. Of these,

2,002,175 had been sent overseas and another

94,248 were on ships, en route to Europe, when
hostilities ceased. It was not until June 5, 191 7,

nearly two months after the United States had
entered the war, that the first men were regis-

tered under the Selective Draft Act; it was Sep-

tember before the first of these were inducted into

service. There were more than a million and a
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A SURPRISE WE HAD IN STORE FOR GERMANY
This sixteen-inch howitzer is nearly as powerful as the famous "42-centimeter" Skoda howitzer used by the Germans

against the forts of Liege, and has the added advantage of requiring no special foundation. It can be fired within ten minutes
after arriving at the designated point

quarter of these men in the A.E.F., trained,

armed, equipped, and sent overseas in the space

of fourteen months. Shipments overseas were

proceeding at the rate of more than 250,000 a

month. Barring some completely unforeseeable

catastrophe, the total strength of the Army by

June 30, 1 91 9, would have reached 4,850,000

officers and men, of whom 3,360,000 would have
been with the American Expeditionary Forces.

The diflference between the old arm}^ and the

new, and the distribution of the personnel between

the different branches of the service is concisely

set forth in the tabular statement on page 561,

from the official records of the War Depart-

ment.

How this huge force was trained and outfitted

and sent overseas is an old and familiar story to

all Americans. There is distinct interest, how-
ever, in the figures, taken from the War Depart-

ment's own records, of the supplies on hand, in

this country and overseas, of clothing, bedding,

and food for our men, forage for horses and mules

and fuel for land and aerial transport. They are

set forth in the table on page 561.

If the figures mean anything, they mean
that there was not, at the cessation of hos-

tilities, any shortage or prospect of shortage in

the items of clothing and food for our troops

and that shipments overseas were keeping pace

with the shipments of troops. It may, in short,

be regarded as a fact requiring no further demon-
stration, that in these essentials we would have

been able to provide fully for the needs of the

maximum army that we could at any time have
placed in the field. The actual volume of cargo

tonnage shipped overseas to the A.E.F. and the

progressive increase from month to month are set

forth in detail in the table on page 563, com-
piled for the information of the Secretary of War
and the General Staff, while the accompanying
graphic illustrates the growth in the last six

months of the war of the actual ship tonnage at

the disposal of the Army.
And there were plenty more ships where these

came from. To attempt to summarize in a

paragraph the development and progress of our

huge shipbuilding programme is, perhaps, giving

rather cavalier treatment to what was in reality

one of the most wonderful and important achieve-

ments of the whole war emergency, the creation

out of almost nothing of a merchant marinexom-
parable to that of Great Britain. When the

United States entered the war there were but

sixty-one shipyards in the United States, of

which only thirty-seven were equipped to build

steel ships; when the armistice was signed there
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THE army's most POWERFUL MOBILE ARTfLLERY
This twelve-inch gun, fifty feet long, mounted on a railroad truck, is one of several that would have been on the firing

line in France this spring. It has a range of twenty-eight miles. Several fourteen inch Naval guns similarly mounted were

actually used by the A. E. F.

were 198 yards, of which sixty-eight were

building steel ships for the Government on 398
ways, as compared with 142 available ways
in 191 7. Gigantic new shipyards owned by
the Government were built, five of them for

steel and seven for concrete ships; from these

and privately owned yards 496 new ships with

an aggregate deadweight tonnage of 2,828,781

had been added to our merchant fleet; 399
of these were of steel. There had been launched

285 more ships and the keels had been laid

for 743 more. What with the German and
Austrian ships seized and other foreign-owned and
American ships chartered, there were by Septem-
ber I, 1918, under the control of the Government
1,656 vessels with a total deadweight tonnage of

7,219,823; with new ships being delivered at a

rate rapidly climbing above 400,000 tons a month
there was justification for the assertion of the

Secretary of War that before the end of this

summer of 19 19 we would have been able to

return the ships the Army had borrowed from
Great Britain and repay the loan in kind. There
were contracts outstanding for 1,475 more ships,

aggregating 10,835,491 tons. And the turn-

around of ships in transport and cargo service

across the Atlantic was being speeded up; trans-

ports, even under the handicap of convoy, were

making the round trip faster than the same ships

ever made it with passengers in peace-time,

averaging under thirty days, some American
ships averaging twenty-five days and occasionally

making the round trip in nineteen days. Cargo
round trips were averaging seventy days when
the war stopped, most of the time in American
home ports, loading; the great dockage system

created by American Army engineers in twelve

French ports with berths for seventy ships,

was functioning more precisely from day to day.

To place such an army in the field, clothe

it and feed it, is no small achievement; it is value-

less, however, unless the army has an adequate

supply of small arms and machine guns, is backed

up by artillery of many sizes, types, and calibres,

has aircraft aplenty for all necessary observation

purposes and for the protection of its observers

against hostile attack and, in this war, all of these

did not suffice; it was essential that we should not

only be able to protect ourselves against German
gas attacks but to give the enemy in that respect

at least as good as he could send. What, then,

were our available resources in these fighting

tools when the armistice was signed, and what
would. they have been by spring?

When the United States entered the war we had
on hand about 600,000 Springfield rifles, model of
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FOR DROPPING SHELLS ON DUGOUTS
The twelve-inch mortar on a railway mount, shown at its highest elevation. This weapon, designed for use against ammunition

dumps and dugouts, was being prepared for use in the 1919 spring campaign

MOBILE ARTILLERY THAT NEEDS NO ROADS

Mounting an eight-inch howitzer on a caterpillar tractor is an American idea that was being put into practice when the war
ended. Tests of this device proved it able to climb out of a shell-hole or over an embankment at an angle of 45 degrees
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TRAINLOADS OF CRATED TRUCKS LEAVING DETROIT

1903, the standard arm of the American dough-

boy and, as our Army still believes, the best rifle

ever made. These were manufactured exclu-

sively in the Springfield and Rock Island Arsenals,

having a combined production capacity of about

700 a day; this has been speeded up to more than

1,200 a day—but it takes half as many rifles as

there are men to equip an army and it would
take five years, at the highest rate reached in

these plants, to arm the forces we had under arms
on November iith. Fortunately, there were
plants in operation that had been working for two
years and more on rifles for the British and Rus-
sian governments, the Enfield rifle. Modified

to use our regular ammunition and to resemble

the Springfield in other details this rifl^ could be

produced quickly and in large quantities. When
the war ended we had on hand 2, 105,000 of these

new rifles, of which 987,000 were in France and
106,000 more on the way; we had also 825,000

Springfields, 513,000 of them in France. The
number required to equip the forces we then had
in the field was 1,626,000. Rifle production had
exceeded the need by 80 per cent., and we had
outstanding orders for 794,000 more Springfields

and 1,681,000 of the new arm, which was coming
through at an average rate of 41,000 a week!.
By June we would have had nearly 5,000,000 rifles.

In the matter of rifles, as in the case of almost
every other essential item of munitions, the

United States was, at the signing of the armistice,

producing at such a vastly faster rate than either

France or Great Britain that our actual output

already exceeded that of either of the chief Allies;

in some items we had attained greater produc-

tion in eighteen months than these countries had
reached in more than four years. While actual

comparative statistics are not obtainable for all

items, here are a few compiled by the Ordnance

Department of the Inter-Allied Bureau of Statis-

tics, as of November 11, 1 9 1 8

:

UNITED STATES GREAT BRITAIN FRANCE

2,506,742

181,662

1,971,764 1,416,056

1 8 1 ,404 29,238

2,879,148,000 3,486,127,000 2,983,675,000

Rifles, total pro-

duction .

Machine Guns
and machine
rifles, total
production .

Rifle and ma-
chine gun am-
munition,
rounds

Rifle and ma-
chine gun am-
munition,
three months
(July, Aug.,

Sept. 19 18) 277,894,000 259,769,000 139,845,000

Of course. Great Britain and France had pro-

duced immense numbers of rifles and machine
guns before the period represented in the foregoing

table began; our ammunition production was pro-

ceeding at a rate of 55,000,000 rounds a week and
would have reached a total of a thousand rounds
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AMERICA S MAIN RELIANCE IN THE AIR

The DeHaviland Four observation and bombing airplane, of which we were making 260 a week when the armistice was signed.

It has a speed of 135 miles an hour and carries two men

per rifle, or approximately 4,500,000,000 rounds,

by June. We had 429,000,000 rounds on hand in

France when the armistice was signed and there

were another 22 1 ,000,000 rounds on ships, en route

to the A. E. F.

The machine guns and machine rifles referred

to in the foregoing table are the heavy and light

Browning guns. Of the former, we had made
50,000, shipped 16,000 of these to France, and
had on hand nearly three times as many as the

requirements of two full armies, with 97,000 more
on order and deliveries coming through at the rate

of 3,000 a week. There were 54,000 light Brown-
ing rifles on hand when the war ended, 22,000 of

them with Pershing's men, 90 per cent, of all

requirements for two armies; 210,000 more of

these were on order and they were also coming
through at 3,000 a week and speeding up. And
this production is the more remarkable when it is

remembered that it was a development of sub-

stantially only a year from the blue-prints of an

entirely new weapon; rifle production could be

begun at high speed, for the plants and tools were
ready, needing but slight alteration; the Browning
gun was new from the ground up in late 191 7.

As with machine guns, so with artillery; we
had no plants available for the manufacture of

mobile field artillery when we entered the war,

and there were needed sizes and types of guns that

we had never made in America. The only two
gun manufacturers in the United States, the

Bethlehem and Midvale Steel companies, were
running to capacity on orders for the Allies, and,

as I pointed out in the beginning, the Allies were
our first line of defense and nothing was allowed

to interfere with their supplies of munitions from
America. There was nothing for our Army to

do but to find manufacturers who could and
would undertake to learn the difficult art of gun-

making, then build plants and equip them and
go at it. We had to learn how to make gun forg-

ings; we learned it so well that we were shipping

1,000 gun forgings a month to the French ord-

nance plants before the armistice was signed!

In the beginning we adopted the French calibres

and types of gun, for vital military reasons; this

involved teaching literally thousands of American

factories to use the metric system instead of the

old-fashioned duodecimal measurements, to work
to thousandths of an inch instead of sixteenths.

Perhaps the best illustration of the progress we
made is the fact that, whereas our Army in France

used gunsmade for us in French arsenals, before the

end of the war we were selling guns made in our

new plants to the French! Such items as the

investment of more than ^300,000,000 in machine
tools for ordnance manufacture indicate the vast-

ness of the programme; some machinery ordered
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at the beginning of the war had not been dehvered
when the armistice was signed. The Army's
needs could be met only after those of the Allies,

of the Navy, and of the Shipping Board had been

cared for. Working under a handicap of such

magnitude, our artillery production at the end
of the war is shown in the condensed tabular

statement on the following page.

There is no space here to go into details, inter-

esting as these are, of the almost superhuman ef-

forts of American manufacturers that resulted

in the establishment of a completely new industry

—rather, a score of new industries—and the be-

ginning of quantity production of articles requiring

such precision of detail and absolute uniformity

as modern artillery, in not much more than a

year's time. In the September, 1918, issue of

World's Work, I described the difficulties that

had to be overcome in getting the plant and tools

ready for the manufacture of but one item of our
artillery programme, the recuperators, or recoil

mechanisms, of the 155-millimeter guns and
howitzers. Multiply what the Dodge Brothers
did in that instance by hundreds and you will have
an approximate idea of what the whole programme
involved. Incidentally, the best record we had
made in artillery production up to the signing of

the armistice was in these 155-millimeter howit-
zers, weapons which we had never made in Amer-
ica until after we had been in the war for many
months, and of which, as the table shows, we
had produced 58 per cent, above our own re-

quirements besides selling 275 to the French
Government, which had ordered several hundred
more from us. And while our stock on hand of

these and of 75 's included a considerable quantity
of both sizes purchased from the French, pro-
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duction was going forward at a rate that would
have provided our forces in France for the summer
campaign of 19 19 with all the artillery necessary
to back up the largest force of infantry we could
have put into the field against the Germans.
While in the case of guns we were able not only

to purchase from the surplus stocks of France
and Great Britain in our early war activities but
to take over some of the manufacturing facilities

in this country originally employed on artillery

production for those two nations, after their needs

in guns had been supplied, there was never a

time up to the signing of the armistice when the

Allies were not dependent upon the United States

for a considerable percentage of their shells and
powder. Our ammunition production, therefore,

even more than our gun production, had to be

developed as a new industry in such a way as not

to disturb the steady flow of ammunition to the

Allies. There are stories as fascinating and ro-

mantic as anything ever written by the novelists

in the resourcefulness and ingenuity displayed in

achieving this end, stories there is no room here to

tell. How we developed a semi-steel that could be

made from high-phosphorous iron when other

iron ore reserves had been fully allotted; how stove

manufacturers undertook the impossible task of

casting trench mortar shell from gray iron to

micrometer dimensions and got away with it;

these and hundreds of similar tales of American
inventiveness and adaptability remain to be told

in the years to come. But we did get ammunition
into production, in huge and increasing volume.

The record in figures is shown on page 562.

To convert the "machined" shells in this

table into "complete" rounds is a matter of

propellants and explosives. In previous articles

in World's Work I have told how our Govern-
ment undertook to meet the terrific demand for

fixed nitrogen, the basis of all high explosives and
gunpowder, by the erection of huge plants for the

extraction of nitrogen from the air, the stimula-

tion of ammonia and toluol production from gas
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works and coke ovens and by multiplying the

imports of Chile nitrates. Here, again, we had
to take care not to interfere with the supplies of

the Allies, who had been obtaining a material pro-

portion of their explosives from America from the

time Germany began the war, in 191 4. They
were still dependent upon this country when hos-

tilities ceased. Only a short time before the

signing of the armistice a general order to the

British Army specifically directed that all bar-

rage fire should be with American nitro-cellulose

powder, because its uniform consistency made
accurate barrage firing possible with the least

danger to the men behind the barrage through

shells falling short.

Our new nitrate plants had not begun to deliver

their products when the war came to an end.

Through the extension of existing plants and the

adoption of ammonium nitrate in addition to

TNT for the filling of high explosive shells

there was at all times an adequate supply of

powder and high explosives for our guns and shells,

as fast as they could be produced. Smokeless

pov/der was being delivered at the rate of

4,800,000 pounds a week; high explosives at

6,900,000 pounds a week; basing our require-

ments on the need of two armies (48 divisions)

for six months, with a 25 per cent, reserve, our
stock of 165,000,000 pounds of powder on hand
December ist, was up to 72 per cent, of the itiaxi-

mum need, and the 209,000,000 pounds of high

explosives filled 96 per cent, of the need, similarly

calculated. The diagrams on page 564 make
the situation in respect of explosives clear at a
glance.

I wish I could stop to tell even a fractional per-

centage of the wonder-stories that would il-

luminate these somewhat bald statistics and with
which the records of our war achievements fairly

teem; particularly would it be of enthralling in-

terest to follow the research and development
work of the Division of Chemical Warfare, which
was charged with the double duty of providing

protection for our troops against the deadly
gases hurled by the Germans, and of providing

offensive gases even deadlier and means of hurling

them against the Hun. We had devised a gas

mask that was superior in every essential respect

to any that the Allies had produced and had made
in the Government's own plant 3,258,467 of them,
besides another matter of 1,829,123 manufactured
under contract; we had developed and were begin-

ning to put into production a still better mask,
improved from the latest French type, and had de-

livered more than a quarter of a million of these

and were getting them out at better than 40,000
a week. And on the gas ofi'ensive side, it is no
exaggeration to say that, had the war gone on to a

spring campaign, the United States would have
been able literally to smother the German Army.
Not only had we developed methods of making,

in vastly greater quantities than any one else

could produce them, all the varieties of gas that

had been used since the Germans introduced this

weapon in 191 5, but there had been devised a new
gas, so much more powerful than the deadly " mus-
tard" gas that it was estimated a shell charged

with it would kill or incapacitate seventy-two times

as many men in a given area as a similar charge

of mustard gas! How deadly that is, is illus-
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trated by the story told of an officer in one of the

Government gas plants who sat in a chair, on the

back of which another officer had inadvertently

rested his hand for a moment before removing

the gloves he had worn in the gas plant; within 24

hours the man who sat in the chair was dead from

gas burns that affected his spinal cord! We had

on hand when the war ended 419 tons of mustard

gas, enough to load 419,000 shells, each capable

of putting out of business every German caught

within fifty yards of the place where it exploded;

we had 654 tons of phosgene, 5 1 1 tons of chloro-

picrin, 660 tons of white phosphorus for incendi-

ary bombs, 303 tons of stannic tetrachloride and

153 tons of titanium tetrachloride. No such

concentration of deadly chemicals had ever been

accomplished in all history; and of shells and pro-

jectors for carrying these gases into the German
ranks the production was comparable, both in

actual quantity and rate of production, with that

of high-explosive shells.

It would be easily possible to expand the details

of the tractor and motor truck programme of the

Army into an article; I can deal here only with the

net results achieved in the effort to make the

A. E. F. by next summer practically independent

of horse transportation. We had built, for in-

stance, 2,010 ten-ton caterpillar tractors and

1,586 of fifteen tons, for hauling great guns; we
had 15,000 more of these two sizes under way.

We were just beginning production of the two-and-

one-half ton and twenty-ton tractors, eighteen of

the former and 1 39 of the latter having been deliv-

ered; the programme called for 5,000 of the small

ones and 1,000 more of the big ones. We had ex-
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Diagrams showing (above) the proportion from month to

month in tonnage deadweight, of steamships in the import
trades and ships turned over to the Army; (below) tons dead-
weight of U. S. controlled ships engaged in trade to Caribbean,
Gulf, West Indies, South American West Coast, South Amer-
ican East Coast and trans-Pacific ports in the six months
preceding the end of the war

perimented successfully in the mounting of big

guns—up to eight-inch calibre—on caterpillar

mounts, and we had speeded the caterpillar up to

several times its old snail's pace of four miles an
hour. I raced across the Aberdeen Proving

Ground recently with the Assistant Secretary of

War, each riding in a caterpillar tractor that made
better than 16 miles an hour over rough ground!

Then we watched a tractor with an eight-inch

gun mounted upon it plow its way through a for-

est, brushing down ten-inch trees as it went.

But these were not yet in production, nor was the

Ford baby tank that can carry two men and a

machine gun faster than any Army ever moved
and which was to have begun coming through at

the rate of 2,500 a month by spring, nor the new
35-ton American tank propelled by a Liberty

Motor. We had made something more than

fifty Renault tanks on a French model, and had
6,000 in process.

Of trucks for carrying ammunition and supplies,

we had under way a programme that would have
given us by summer 137,142 of the two-ton,

three-ton, and five-ton trucks in addition to 57,607
already delivered; we had made 17,530 of the

four-wheel-drive or " F. W. D.*' trucks and had
nearly 50,000 more coming through, while we had
1 1,476 ambulances and 18,375 rnotor cars in ser-

vice, with 29,421 motorcycles, and no practical

limit to the possible production of these types.
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Diagram showing (in circle) total deliveries in millions of

pounds of high explosives since the United States entered the

war, and its distribution, including 20,000,000 pounds "wast-
age" estimated to have been used in battle; (below) diagram
which shows that while the supply of high explosives November
1st was not up to a six months' supply for two armies, it was
well above requirements for shells on hand

I have purposely left until the last consideration

of our progress in aviation, as it was disclosed

when the sudden termination of the war made
stock-taking necessary and possible. Hundreds
of thousands of words have been written and more
millions will be written in explanation of exactly

what happened in the carrying out of America's

airplane programme. 1 1 all simmers down to this

:

Germany at all times had better airplanes than

the Allies, though the Allies in the last year of the

war had better engines, of which the Liberty

Motor was the best. It is doubtful whether

Germany at any time had as many as 2,500

planes in service on the western front; the Allies

held control of the air through numerical supe-

riority. We had to supply the spruce and other

lumber and much other material for the British,

French, and Italian airplane factories, as well as

develop a new industry in America, since the

plants that were equipped to make airplanes

when we entered the war were all working on
Allied orders, which could not be interfered with.

America entered the war just at a time when it

was beginning to be realized that what was needed

more than anything else was higher-powered

engines and high-speed pursuit planes to protect

the planes engaged in the main business of the

aerial forces, observation of the enemy's posi-

tions, and movements. In the assignment of

duties among the nations engaged in fighting

Germany it fell to America's lot to develop the

high-power engine; France and Great Britain
had ample factory capacity and experience for

the production of high-speed pursuit planes
quickly to meet each new advance on the part
of the clever and resourceful enemy. We were to
furnish all the raw material possible for these
planes, and to provide our own training, obser-

vation, and bombing planes as rapidly as possible.

So our Government placed orders with the French
for $190,989,861 worth of planes, with the British

for $35,000,000 worth and with the Italians for

$11,500,000 worth, and so* obtained an early

supply of service planes while learning how to

build machines for ourselves and developing a new
engine. Out of 7,977 service planes ordered from
the French there had been delivered, when the

armistice was signed, 1,922; of 5,697 training

planes we had received 2,258. And out of a

programme of 22,500 planes to be made in

America we had completed 12,285, divided as

follows:

SHIPMENTS OF COMPLETE AIRPLANES -

TYPE A.E.F.

Training Planes o
Service Planes 3>i03

Grand Total 3»i03

FIELDS AND
DEPOTS

8,170
717

8,887

NAVY

140
155

295

TOTAL

8,310

3,975

12,285

Our service planes, chiefly the DeHaviland Four
two-seated observation and bombing plane, were

coming through at an average rate of production

of 260 a week; we had about all the training planes
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we would need and had completely trained i ,447

pilots and 796 bombers and observers when the

war ended. Here, again, one could write indefi-

nitely of wonderful achievements in the face of

fearful odds; the discovery of new sources of

spruce, the devising of new methods of lumbering

that produced 104,351,000 feet of airplane lumber

in fourteen months, seasoned by a new process,

70,000,000 feet of it going overseas to our Allies;

the invention of a new fabric for wing-covering to

replace the unobtainable Irish linen and the

production of nearly 8,000,000 yards of it; the

development of a score of new industrial processes

and methods and the training of thousands of

workmen and women in entirely new industrial

arts and crafts. So, too, the development ot

appliances for offense, defense, and observation

and the obtaining of the materials with which to

make them, as well as their manufacture, would

make an interesting chapter in the industrial

history of the war. The single item of 14,905

negative lenses produced up to the signing of

the armistice has behind it the story of the

creation in America of an optical glass industry

that once for all has set us free from the Ger-

man Government subsidized lens -makers of

Jena.

As for the Liberty Motor, its story is almost too

well known to readers of the World's Work to

bear repetition here, even fragmentarily. Suffice
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Diagrams showing (above) the progressive increase in

deadweight tonnage of ships engaged in Army cargo transport

service from May 27 to Nov. 10, 1918, distributed between
east-bound, west-bound, French ports and home ports; (below)

analysis of the distribution of time of Army cargo transports

in American ports between loading, docking, repairs, waiting
convoy, and changing port

it thai when peace came we had built 15,131 of

these 440-horsepower engines as well as 16,683 of

other types; that we had under way a programme
calling for 51,100 Liberty Twelves and 8,000

Liberty Eights and the machines were coming
through at a rate faster than 5,000 a month,
with the reasonable certainty that before summer
the production would be 10,000 a month or more.

The British and the French were buying Liberty

Motors from us, redesigning their airplanes to

take the higher-powered engine. June would
have seen the American Expeditionary Forces

equipped with five or six times as many service

airplanes as the Germans had ever been able to

put into service at one time, all fitted with Lib-

erty Motors, while the Allies would have been flying

more Liberty-motored planes than of all other

types of engine.

To attempt a statistical detailed summary of

an article already overburdened with figures

would be wearisome; neither is it necessary to

pursue the survey of our military resources into

other fields nor to discuss the Navy's contribu-

tions and programme beyond pointing out that

this arm of the service was better prepared for war
to begin with, had a smallerprogramme to develop

and worked under more advantageous conditions

than were possible to the Army. What the facts

and figures I have recited show, I believe, is that

we went into the war almost completely unpre-

pared in a military sense, considering the magni-
tude of the struggle; that in the space of eighteen

months we had reached a stage of preparedness

whence it was possible to forecast with accuracy

our full-powered participation within two years

after our entry, and that the miHtary power which
America would have been able to exert, had the

war continued to the spring campaign of 19 19
toward which all our preparations and energies

were bending, would have been all but irre-

sistible.



THE RED TERROR IN RUSSIA
An Eye-Witness's Story of the Mass Murders in Petrograd Directed by Lenine and Trotzky

BY

ARNO DOSCH-FLEUROT

I

WAS passing before the Chinese Gate of the The next most terrible thing about the terror

old Tartar city in Moscow one afternoon is that it was undertaken by the Bolsheviki as a
last summer when I got a mental snapshot political move. They put it into execution coldly,

of the red terror that has made a lasting tried it out as an experiment on what the great

impression on me. The incident was com- Socialist newspaper, the Vorwaerts, referred to

monplace enough, but the composition of the *' as the living body of society." Recently in Co-
picture seized the overwrought, terror-held im- penhagen, I met a Bolshevik from Moscow and
agination which 1 in common with everyone, even I asked him about the terror. ''Most of us think

including the Bolsheviki, was suffering from in now it was a mistake," he replied, calmly. "A
Russia. fine time to discover your mistake," I replied,

The ancient Chinese Gate, ever remindful of *' after you have, murdered between 25,000 and
the soft yielding of the Russians to outside, 50,000 people." It was in Copenhagen I made
strange, particularly Oriental influences, was in this bitter comment. In Moscow, I should not

the background. Before it, conspicuous among have dared.

the lazy movements of the half-eastern, half- The spirit of the red terror was obvious in

western crowd, passed a tall Mongolian soldier Russia from the moment of the original revolu-

in the common Russian uniform, a bare auto- tion. The soldiers who killed their officers, the

matic stuck in his belt flat on his stomach. He sailors who drowned their commanders, were ter-

walked with a masterly stride like the other rorists. On the third and fourth day of the

Mongolians who passed in and out of that gate original revolution I expected any moment to

hundreds of years ago among the same motley hear the mass-slaughter of the civilians had be-

crowd of Russian peasants. And well he might gun. But the situation flattened out, and, except

feel his power, for he was one of the executioners for the usual isolated killings of property owners
hired by the Bolsheviki to take their prisoners

—

by peasants, the amount of murder actuated by
officers, bourgeois, peasants who objected to their hatred in Russia was extraordinarily small during

dictatorship, anybody they did not like—and, the spring and summer of 191 7. It looked as if

forcing them to kneel in dark comers, to put that Russia might have something like permanent
same automatic behind their ears and blow their political freedom, and even the Jewish pogroms
heads off. ceased.

Just as he passed a load of his victims came The body which has been responsible for much
gliding by. A modern police van, smooth-running, of the red terror since the Revolutionary Tribunal,

its dark green paint barely scratched, the only was organized immediately after the Bolshevist

neat-looking thing left in Moscow, slipped si- revolution and was anything but terrorist to begin

lently across the square into the picture—bound with. For one thing it was then in the hands of

for the Kremlin. It held ordinarily perhaps Russian workmen, and not dominated by inter-

thirty persons, but was so tightly crowded I could national adventurers. 1 remember well its first

see several heads through the tiny grating at the trial. Countess Panin, a kindly little woman
rear. Among them I recognized a young officer, known to all Russia as a philanthrophist, had had
who was soldier and nothing more. He was charge of the hospitals and orphans under Ker-

arrested simply because he was an officer, taken ensky, and, following the Bolshevist coup d'etat,

as a "hostage," and, as he was on his way to the refused to give her funds to the usurpers. I think

Extraordinary Commission Against Counter- the charge was high treason, but the charge was
revolution. Speculation, and Sabotage, 1 did not a mere matter of words. She had opposed the

have the slightest expectation of ever seeing him Bolsheviki; that was the real crime. The court,

again. I never even knew his fate, nor did his Petrograd workmen, a mixture of Slav ferocity

family. He took a ride in the Bolshevist ''tum- and gentleness, listened sagely to the testimony,

bril," and that was all any one ever knew. That which, of course, was very biased, and decided

is one of the most terrible things about the red to dismiss the little countess with public rebuke!

terror. The second trial was that of Pouriskkevitch. a
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violent monarchist and a fool. He was caught pretended to govern northern Russia, but only
in some absurd monarchistic plot, and the evi- succeeded in governing Petrograd with the terror

dence was good. The court sentenced him to inspired by its own Extraordinary Commission,
four years' hard labor, and then, because he was Moscow had the chief Extraordinary Commis-
sick, really because he was an ass, sent him on his sion which reached out its long arm into all parts

way. of Russia not strong enough to combat it, but
The Revolutionary Tribunal did not last very Petrograd maintained its independence of action,

long in such hands. That was not the kind of When I left Petrograd two months previously

court planned by Lenine and Trotzky. They the local government of Petrograd was in the

soon put it in the hands of their obedient lieu- hands of the Soviet, which governed badly but
tenant, the little 'Ukrainian, Krylenko, the sub- with a certain laziness only sporadically ferocious

lieutenant who was commander-in-chief of the which made life possible for those who did not
Russian Army in the days when it demobilized come directly under its displeasure. Its presi-

itself and ignored his orders. He is president of dent, the Bolshevist Zinoviev, placed there by
the Revolutionary Tribunal yet. It is easy Lenine, was forever laying every ill at the door of

enough to get hireling soldiers, whether Letts or the bourgeoisie and trying by every art of

Chinamen, to execute your political enemies. a mediocre demagogue to induce the people to rise

The real terror did not begin until after the against the bourgeoisie, but he could not succeed,

signing of the treaty of Brest-Litovsk, long after It took the single-handed power of Ouritzky, the

in fact. Up to that time the Bolsheviki had adventurer, who became president of Petrograd's

things their own way. The demand for peace in Extraordinary Commission, to give the bour-

Russia, any kind of peace, shameful if necessary, geoisie and all other enemies of the Bolsheviki,

was so strong among the uneducated Russian among them by this time most of the peasants,

masses, that counter revolution had no chance, a due fear of the dictature of the proletariat.

There was a Chouan movement that never died, Ouritzky was himself a mere adventurer, who
and never has died, among the Cossacks, but openly led a riotous life in Petrograd, made a
it was powerless. And, if there was any shame greatfortunehimself by bribes and speculation, got

in the mass of the Russian army for deserting most of it into foreign banks, but was shot before

its Allies, Trotzky had plenty of sophistical words he got away. His more recent accumulations,

to prove that the only possible shame was to 4,500,000 rubles, were discovered after his death
fight another day. in Petrograd, and nationalized solemnly by the

So it was only after Russia felt herself out of the Petrograd Soviet, but the Petrograd Soviet was
war that opposition worth mentioning began men- unable to give back the lives of the "512 bour-

acing the doctrinaire leaders of the Bolsheviki, geois hostages" who were shot in vengeance for

who had proved from the start their inability to his death.

organize anything constructive. Opposition to The red terror really began with Ouritzky's

them everywhere throughout the country had death, that is to say, began on a scale that at-

never ceased, and to combat it they organized tracted foreign attention. But from the moment
the Extraordinary Commission against Counter- the Extraordinary Commission came into

revolution. Speculation, and Sabotage. With being several months previously it began exer-

a government based on usurped power, influential cising an arbitrary rule and terrorized everyone

only until it got the country out of war, and from who fell under its displeasure. It would be more
that time on backed by a very small minority correct to say the red terror began with the dic-

of the population, this Extraordinary Commission tature of the proletariat, but that the mass
had an opportunity to do as it liked. It had no murders began only when the Bolsheviki felt

laws whatsoever to check it, and as soon as it their power threatened after the Fifth All-

had been in the exercise of its power a short time, Russian Soviet at Moscow, July 5 th, when the fan-

it was no longer even bound by the government, atic little Maria Spiridonovo made Lenine quail

During April and May, 191 8, when the Extraor- before her stinging words by saying that the Bol-

dinary Commission began exercising its arbi- sheviki had failed, that the peasants were all

trary power, I was in Sweden, but I returned to against them, only a small portion of the work-
Russia in June and remained until September, the men were with them, and that they were backed
period during which the red terror developed into by the hooligans and the worst elements in the

a concrete movement. Meanwhile Petrograd, population. For that little Spiridonovo has
not likingi the moving of the central government been in jail ever since, though the charge against

to Moscow, thus depriving the Peti'ograd work- her is that she was in the plot that resulted in the
men of the power to which they had become used, murder of the German Ambassador Mirbach.
had formed the Commune of the North which As Spiridonovo was the leader of the Left
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Social Revolutionists who helped the Bolsheviki simple men from the point at issue, as he had
stabilize their power during the winter and joined done a hundred times before, by delivering a pass-

with them in driving out the Constitutional As- ionate demagogic address, laying the cholera

sembly, the disaffection of the mad little woman epidemic at the doors of the bourgeoisie, saying

was a severe blow to them. It meant that event- it was their doing. That was to be expected of

ually all the peasants would be against them, him, but then he went on to say something for

and some immediately. They could not count which this earth has no fitting punishment. He
on remaining dictators of Russia more than a few said that *'we," the workmen, would put a stop

weeks without extraordinary procedures. Then to the epidemic, and if the bourgeois doctors did

they adopted the terror programme. Trotzky, not do their duty, they would be shot on the spot.

Zinoviev, Carl Radek, Svertloff, all with con- Emphasizing his point, evidently feeling he had
sciences as hard as nails, had long been for it, nearly passed his political crisis, he said: "Any
and now they were able to talk down the rest workman who finds a doctor is not doing his

whose consciences were no better but who were duty right must kill him." As the deaths were
inclined to believe that those who live by the inevitable, this was a call to the assassination of

sword are likely to die by the sword. I have every doctor in Petrograd. To the credit of the

often heard a distinction made in favor of Lenine Petrograd workmen I must add I heard of no
in this respect, but it is undeserved. He sup- doctor being killed, but that does not let off

ported all the decrees of the terror. Zinoviev. As if he did not know doctors always

Incidents of actual terrorism are to me all in- do their duty, especially in Russia where in times

tertwined with parallel examples of Bolshevist of epidemic their heroism is classic. In the

mentality, also explicative of the state of mind country if the epidemic does not kill them, the

which could declare a terror. Zinoviev, Pres- peasants do. Politics knows nothing more con-

ident of the Petrograd Soviet, for instance, in temptible than this effort to make political capital

the same days of July, when the mass arrests out of a common calamity.

of *' bourgeois hostages'* were taking place, I cannot write about the terror coldly because

began intensifying his campaign to rouse the work- I lived it, my friends were victims of it. Night

men to go out and slaughter the rest of the citizens after night I lay and waited for them to come and
where found. He had been at it for months, but take me, too. For some reason, not quite clear

the Petrograd workmen, played upon as they had though, they left us Americans alone. I have no
been for years by these furious fanatics, would idea what help or shelter they could have expected

not go out and kill the bourgeoisie in cold blood, from the ''imperial American Government."
Then, in July, came the cholera, intensified by Life under these conditions in Russia was not

the long, slow starvation to which Bolshevist dis- bearable, and individuals set about fighting ter-

organization had subjected the whole of Pet- ror with terror. One young man killed Our-

rograd. It came violently, a thousand cases in itzky. A young woman tried to kill Lenine.

one day, nearly half dying. The city was stricken, ''The White Terror," cried the Bolsheviki, "we
every doctor was in the hospitals or working night must fight it with the Red Terror." The same old

and day with the sick. That particular night I dishonest way of turning things. They had by
knew the Soviet was going to meet to take action this time a goodly number of hostages, not only in

and I was interested to go because 1 knew the Moscow and Petrograd, but in the provincial cities

burning question of free commerce to relieve the and the small towns everywhere and killed hun-

food situation and end the absurd unsuccessful dreds in vengeance. Most of these murdered

food nationalization was bound to come up. But hostages had never seen or heard of the attempted

I could not go because my friend, with whom I assassination. The record of terrorism in the pro-

lived, was attacked by the cholera. I knew a vinces of Russia never can be told,

dozen doctors but could not get one. Finally by
telephone I got one at a hospital and he author-

ized a drug store by telephone to sell me tincture As I am here in Berlin, with none of my docu-

of opium for him and with that we were able, mentary proofs, I cannot cite from the Bolshevist

by working all night, to save his life. papers. But in the month of September, these

In the morning, relieved that the crisis was official organs were full of the lists of hostages

past, I walked out to quiet my nerves and bought a killed "to fight the White Terror." The Bolshe-

copy of the official newspaper, the Communa. viki, blind with their own rage, set down in their

In it was the report of the night's meeting. The own official organs, the Pravda and Isvestia

food monopolization question had been raised, I of Moscow, and the Communa, and Pravda of

found, but Zinoviev, seeing the danger of losing Petrograd, the records of their own killings. lean
the Bolshevist grip, turned the thoughts of these only give out of my memory the one definite

THE BOURGEOIS HOSTAGES
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figure, 512, shot to avenge the death of Ouritzky,

the scoundrel, whose rascahty they later dis-

covered. But when they discovered it, there was

no regret at the hostages slaughtered because

they wanted to kill them as '*boorjooy" hostages

anyhow. It was indifferent to them whether

they killed them because Ouritzky, or Ouritzky's

dog, was killed.

Then, in September, came the culminating act

of the Bolshevist Government, the manifest of

September, written by Carl Radek, the most
terrible document of which the brain of man was
ever guilty. I will not attempt to quote it as I

have not the manifest before me, but the tense of it

was that every workman or peasant was immedi-

ately to kill, without parley, any one whom he sus-

pected of counter-revolutionary tendencies. This

threw down every bar, laid the way wide open to

personal vengeance, plunder, and anarchy. The
death and suffering that has occurred in Russia on
account of this sweeping manifest passes all

possibility of reckoning. It ended the last bit

of justice between man and man in Russia. It

turned loose anarchy in a situation filled with

hate. It turned every man against his neighbor,

made every house a fortress, and assured the

deaths of tens of thousands of the only people

who could possibly reconstruct Russia.

The Extraordinary Commission did its best to

reduce the capable portion of the Russian pop-

ulation. It set about it systematically, even

arresting people by occupations. The Russian

engineers, for instance, are essential to the carry-

ing on of that vast, scattered country, so the Bol-

sheviki began in September arresting them on any
flimsy excuse and executing them out of hand.

There was little pretence of trial, the Tribunal

under Krylenko, and the Extraordinary Com-
mission, presided during the worst of the Terror

by a little Lett fanatic named Peters, divided up
the work of signing death warrants, and were only

occasionally interrupted in the orderly procedure

of their assassinations by persistent pleaders for

mercy, but the automatic pistols worked in the

cellars of the Lubianka and the other prisons of

Russia without ceasing. There is no use trying

to give figures. The actual deaths from the Red
Terror must surpass all estimates. By one kind

of terrorism or another, the deaths in Russia in the

autumn of 191 8 must have averaged a thousand
a day. As the total deaths of the French Revolu-
tion from the fall of the Bastille to the beheading
of Robespierre was only about ten thousand, the

difference is noticeable. Except for the affair

of the Conciergerie, there was also in France some
pretence at trial. Nor was there anything to

match the manifest of September, the product of

Radek, the Austrian.

But violent death was not enough. Fifty to a
hundred thousand victims even is only a fraction

of ten millions. So the Bolsheviki had to think

of a more general terror, and they decided to starve

people to death. By trying to run a food supply

which they were incapable of organizing they had
already practically starved the city populations

of all classes, but now they set about finally to

starve everyone except actual workmen. They
had long had a system of cards by which the city

populations were divided into four groups. Cat-

egory No. I contained only men who worked hard

with their hands. Category No. 2 contained

those who worked less hard. Category No. 3
contained the liberal professions. I, as writer,

had cards of the third category. The fourth

category contained all who had an income from

property or invested money. The plan was, and
is, to make the third and fourth categories die of

starvation. They cannot go to work with their

hands, and thus get cards of first or second cat-

egory. There is nothing for them to do, accord-

ing to the plan, except to die. They are educated

wrong, so they must die.

Of course, they did not all die off in a few days of

starvation. They evaded the law and peasants,

who were also openly disobeying the law, risked

being shot by the Red Guard and came into the

cities with their produce. So they live on, some-

how, many dying slowly and all with their vital-

ity and chances of recuperation greatly reduced.

They are forbidden to buy anything, and the Red
Guards are in the markets to see that the pur-

chasers have only cards of the first and second

categories. But the simple Russian people are

themselves not so cruel as the Bolsheviki who are

trying to lead them, somehow it is arranged,

though with trouble. Since July 26th the fourth

category has had only two herrings daily, and the

third category was put on the same diet a few

weeks later. 1 was supposed to be so nourished,

but, in point of fact, I never ate a herring in

Russia. I got food illegally. But, as the first

category gets from 50 to 100 grams of bread a day

and the second category but 25 to 50 grams,

there has not been much to choose between being

a member of the bourgeoisie or of the prole-

tariat. All have had to buy illegally or starve.

The Terror is having a certain success. It is

gradually killing off all the culture there was in

Russia, and, if it could go on long enough, there

would be simply an aggregation of villages, some

at peace, others at war. The cities have steadily

disintegrated, and, after a year in power, the

Bolsheviki have not one constructive act to their

credit. But they are still in power, late in Nov-
ember as I write, and while they remain in power

the Red Terror will continue.



The Four Governments of

Mexico

REHABILITATION OR INTERVENTION?
The Attitude of Carranza—Pan-Latinism vs. Pan-Americanism

BY

WILLIAM GATES

AT THE opening of the Mexican Con-
/\ gress in September, President Car-

/ \ ranza transmitted a long annual

/ ^ message on the nation's affairs. After
^ ^ some three columns on internal affairs,

largely devoted to the States—actually compris-

ing nearly all southern Mexico—now in a state of

secession or armed resistance to the Federal

forces, the President took up foreign relations.

Restating Mexico's position of "sincere and
strict neutrality," the President proceeds to

devote more than two columns to the ''many"
invasions upon Mexico's dignity and sovereignty

on the part of the United States. Our Trading

with the Enemy (with the consequent black lists)

Act is declared an unwarranted invasion of the

rights of a neutral ; we are charged with violating

even her diplomatic and official correspondence

(?—the Zimmermann note), wrongful presence

and acts in her territorial waters, wrongful

enlistment and sending of. Mexicans to the front,

etc. Then follows immediately "the Principles

of Mexico's International Policy."

The desire that all nations, but especially the Latin-

American, whose specific phenomena are the same as

ours, shall in their policy and legislation follow the

same international principles as those supported by
Mexico, has given a special doctrinal value to these

latter; especially when it is considered that they were
formulated by myself while still First Chief of the Con-
stitutionalist Army, invested with the Executive Power
of the Nation, in the very midst of the revolutionary

struggle, and that they then were designed to inform

the whole world as to the objects of that struggle, and our
desires for peace and Latin-American confraternity.

The directing ideas are few and simple; they reduce

themselves to proclaiming:

All countries are equal; their institutions, laws and
sovereignty are to be mutually and scrupulously re-

spected.

No country shall intervene in any form or for any

reason in the internal affairs of another. All must
submit themselves strictly and without exception to the

universal principle of non-intervention.

No individual can claim a better position than those

of the citizens of the country to which he goes to estab-

lish himself, nor make of his status as foreigner a title

to protection and privilege. Nationals and foreigners

must be equal before the Sovereignty of the country

where they are. And finally:

Legislation should be uniform and equal as far as

possible, establishing no distinctions by reason of na-

tionality, except as refers to the exercise of the Sover-

eignty.

Out of these principles will come the -profound modi-

fication of the present-day concept of diplomacy. That
should not serve for the protection of individual inter-

ests nor for the placing at their service the force and
majesty of their nations. Neither should it serve for

the exercise of pressure upon the governments of weak
countries, to secure modification of laws that do not

please the subiects of the more powerful nations.

In brief, equality, mutual respect for institutions,

and the firm and constant determination of not inter-

vening under any pretext in the interior affairs of other

countries, have been the fundamentals of the interna-

tional policy of my administration.

The Message then sets forth "two important,

incidents" in this connection: first the recall of the

Minister to Cuba, and second, the petroleum

legislation. The latter is dealt with at length in

several parts of the message; which also sets forth

passim various other complaints against our

invasions of Mexico's rights. No other country

but the United States comes in for criticism

anywhere in the message. Under the head of the

Department of Hacienda (Treasury) is the follow-

ing paragraph:

The restrictions placed by the belligerent countries

upon international trade have in certain cases created

difficult situations for the foreign commerce of the Re-
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public. These difficulties led the Executive to soHcit

the authority, which was duly granted by the Congress,

for establishing differential tariffs upon foreign trade,

for the purpose of favoring those nations which had not

placed restrictions on their trade with Mexico. Un-

fortunately, the present obstacles in communications

with the neutral countries have so far made the use

of this authority impracticable, though // will still be

of great advantage in the future.

After the fall of Huerta and the entry on Aug-

ust 20, 1914, of the revolutionary forces into

Mexico City, a breach speedily developed whose

motives were far from clear at the time, and which

still is entirely not understood in this country.

But later events placed the causes in complete

clarity, and showed besides that Carranza must
have had his policy fully developed even before

that time, in his own mind—just as he says above.

In the resulting split, the Convention party stood

for the immediate and primary resolution of the

internal questions involved in the Revolution;

their great care was the small farmer, his restitu-

tion and upbuilding; they were determined also

upon the betterment of the laboring classes, but

were not extremists of the l.W.W. type, which

they expressly rejected; in international affairs,

rather sympathetically neutral or definitely pro-

Ally, not anti-Yankee, and specifically not pro-

German. Their purposes and policy were wholly

interior, agrarian and social-economic.

Carranza's, on the other hand, were markedly

the opposite. Instead of devoting himself to

care for the small farmers first, he entered into

a definite agreement with the I.W.W., whereby
the members of that organization were to be the

*' unmobilized soldiers" in the fight against the

"exploiting" class. He entered into a definite

understanding and cooperation with Germany,
not after theZimmermann note, but at the opening

of 191 5, if not earlier. And most of all, he set

himself to the development of Pan-Latinism

—

with Mexico as the leader, against the Saxon.

Impeded by the others from establishing himself

in the capital, and receiving from us the gift of

Vera Cruz, November 23, 19 14, he issued on
December 12th a decree which reveals his entire

policy, and in which among other things, he

declares himself charged with the duty of legis-

lating "revision of the laws relative to the ex-

ploitation of mines, petroleum, waters, forests

and other national resources, to destroy the

monopolies created by the old regime, and prevent

the formation of new ones," and whatever other

laws seem called for to secure the people their

rights. All these laws, once in session the Na-
tional Congress, are to be submitted to that

body for its "ratification, amendment or sup-

plementing,"—nothing said of their rejection.

This decree of December 12, 19 14 was read in

full by Sr. Luis Cabrera at the Mexican session

of the American Academy of Political Science,

in November, 1916, with the comment that it

"has been the rule under which the construction

of Mexico is being carried out by the Revolu-
tionary Government."

In short, we have here to deal with a definite

and positive policy, going back at least a year
before our recognition of the Carranza Govern-
ment, and never lost sight of or abandoned in the

smallest degree since. A policy of Pan-Latinism
wherein we as the representatives of exploiting

capitalism are the enemy, and t® which end alli-

ance with International Syndicalism on the one
hand, and Germany on the other, is sought as

against us and our imperialistic allies. On De-
cember 26, 191 5, Carranza said at San Luis Potosi:

The European nations are tearing each other to

pieces, seeking to reach a decision by means of war;
but those who maintain that struggle, which is not so

much one of national defense as of commercial inter-

ests, do not feel nor appreciate all the misery brought
about by their act, and think only of their immense
personal interests [of course this means the Allies—not

Germany], without wasting one thought on the interests

of the miserable ones who fall victims to the struggle.

. . . Mexico is the only country in America which,

after three centuries of foreign rule and colonisation, and
after one century of internal strife, has become a nation

which should be the modelfor all Spanish-America.

These last sentences were part of a pamphlet
entitled ''Manifest Destiny'* I

These paragraphs which I have here copied

are not to be dismissed as a mere case of meg-
alomania, however real that might be. They
are the index to one of the most serious and dif-

ficult of all the problems for which we have to

seek a solution to-day. And the problem essen-

tially is ours. And also, it has not been lightened

nor solved in the least by the termination of the-

war and the defeat of Germany. On the con-

trary, it has been made more complex and dif-

ficult than it was even last summer

—

just because

the war has ended.

A political alliance between "democratic**

Mexico and the Hohenzollern dynasty had mani-
fest incongruities and difficulties; a cooperation

between "labor-union" Mexico and a new needy
socialistic Germany, befriended by President

Wilson, is impregnable.

As this article is being written, the delegates

of the belligerent nations are assembling at Paris

for the Peace Conference, to close the war and
adjust its resulting problems. We may express

the scope of the Versailles Conference as fourfold:

First, questions of territory and reparation—in

Europe; Second, incidental to the first, the Ger-
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man colonies—a question not touching the even now an item that documentary evidence is

Americas at any point; Third, commercial co- being discovered of Germany's plans to bring

operation or reciprocity in some practical form about the war can get a place on the front page,

for the common good among those who have But Carranza and his generals from the very start

fought side by side against commercial slavery

—

were hypnotized with the German system, and
the answer of the Allies to the Herzog post-war just as convinced as any German that the war
plans: and Fourth, broadly, how the present en- was a just one of defense against "exploiting Eng-
tente for the protection of civilization may be land." To this view Carranza's whole attitude

used toward a cooperation that may in time toward the high finance of the Diaz period

develop into a longed-for international union: brought him naturally. German investments

otherwise stated, the broadening and strengthen- in Mexico were insignificant; but all of Mexico's

ing of International Law. great natural products he saw in the grip of

With the first two points Mexico has nothing the United States and England: oil, copper, rail-

whatever to do. As to the third, she has already roads, hemp. No need here to discuss whether
placed herself intentionally on the German, those facts had been to Mexico's good or ill;

anti-Ally side; it is an essential part of Carranza's Carranza saw them as evil, and anti-national, and
policy that she stay there, to build up his Pan- set out to destroy them. See the decree of De-
Latinism; and it is also something we cannot cember, 1914. And he very naturally made
prevent, and which cannot form part of the Ver- himself Germany's friend, that she might be his.

sailles negotiations. Mexico has been kept Also he and his generals being militaristic and
" strictly neutral," and the war having ceased, is governmentally autocratic by inheritance and
now free to form any trade alliances she wishes, training, fell completely for the myth of Ger-

carrying out to the full the still unused authority many's "efficiency." Not one of them democrats

cited above. And Mexico, if Carranza con- in the smallest degree, when it comes to them-

tinues to rule her, is going to do it, no matter selves in power, think what a dream of greatness

what we say. the German system awoke in them

!

As to point four, Carranza has his own ideas Some time in 191 5 Governor (and. General)

of the future International Law, as seen above. Alvarado was at a dinner in Yucatan, with several

As a sovereign nation, Mexico may claim a right vice-consuls present from the south of Europe.

to contribute to the discussion. Whether she During the conversation he broke out: "You
does so, or goes on her Pan-Latin course without Latin races of Europe are all past your time and

that, her plans are directed against us and the decadent; you need Germany to conquer you and
Allies specifically; and besides set up at once, make you fit for something."

now, an irreconcilable conflict of objects. We aim It is necessary to read again the sentences from

at a world concert; Carranza proclaims the the San Luis Potos! speech, and understand that

extreme of national legal isolation. His pur- they represented the German propaganda of

poses would indeed "profoundly modify" future that day. The European nations, fighting "not

diplomacy and International Law—out of exist- a defensive war, but one of selfish interest," were

ence. In some form International Law is tending not the Central Powers, were not even all the

toward an international policing; Carranza de- belligerent nations, but the caricature ogre

clares that exactly that must stop forever. With John Bull, and later. Uncle Sam. When we see

true scholastic sophistry, he calls for an Inter- that, and relate that to the decree of December,

national Law that denies its own essence. 1914, to the Constitution of 191 7, the telegram on
We are learning things fast these days, now the Kaiser's birthday in 1918, the appeal to neu-

that the lid is being lifted from many things Whidh trals to stop the shipment of munitions, to the

have been kept covered, and it is vital that we petroleum decrees, and to Mexico's "strict neu-

now understand that Carranza has committed trality," we have the key to the Mexican situa-

himself to this whole plan, including the German tion. To these utterances are also to be added

alliance, from the very beginning—certainly from the Meixueiro* letters, just published (in North

19 14, and almost certainly from 191 3. He nat- American Review for January),

u rally did not tell us openly; and to have foreseen Before leaving this matter, if we want further

it then would have been more impossible than for illumination, now that we are getting our eyes a

Americans and Englishmen to foresee the war

—

little bit open in the United States, let this con-

back in 1898. But it has now become easy to nection suffice. In 1907, William Bayard Hale

trace it back inevitably; we can, in short, now be- had the famous interview with the Kaiser on his

gin to put the Mexican puzzle together. yacht, whose report was suppressed at the last

It has been so difficult for us to comprehend moment in the Century. After writing Woodrow
the psychology of Germany's hypocrisy, that *Pronounced May-hwayro.
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Wilson's biography, in 191 3 he edited his speeches with Germany; then, we retiring our Army, a

under the title The New Freedom. In that year Mexican Government of opposite policy would

President Wilson had determined upon the elimin- have taken his place; and then with our financial

ation of Huerta, in order to establish democracy help would have set out to rehabilitate the coun-

in Mexico by the consent of the governed; Hale try, on saner lines. In fact we would hardly

goes to northern Mexico, and spends much have had to send an armed force at all; for the sit-

time with Carranza, bringing back (as it is under- nation in Mexico through all 19 18 was such that

stood) information to President .Wilson. Almost only with a recognition of belligerency and the

immediately thereafter Hale goes on the German right to secure arms through Salina Cruz as well as

Embassy payroll at J 15,000 a year. And then Tampico and the north, the various State forces

early in 191 5 the present German Minister to could have overthrown Carranza. And the whole

Mexico, Von Eckhardt, arrived at Vera Cruz, question of Mexico's reconstruction and actual

officially accredited to the Carranza Government, democracy would have become part of the Agenda
many months before our recognition. of the day. The thing would have been put to

During the whole period of the war, Mexico's issue, which now it is not.

neutrality has been exactly of the same type as We may go to the limit in imposing penalties

the "forty years' peace" which the Kaiser main- upon Germany, in requiring that she pay for what
tained in Europe. It would have been most un- she has wantonly destroyed, in taking steps that

wise to tell us all about it; but let us now make no she shall not soon again try the military adven-

mistake whatever: Carranza's policy in all this ture, in setting up among ourselves such a broad

time has been just as definite, consistent and pur- and enlightened inter-Allied commercial rela-

poseful as was Germany's. It is wholly certain tionship as shall both morally and potentially

that he looked forward through a German- counter-affect her Herzog plans, and in devising

Mexican alliance, to the overthrow of the world- some form of a League or Entente of Nations

grabbing, exploiting Saxon; and then the rise of for the policing of civilization. We may do all

Mexico on this continent to a world-power, "the those things; but we cannot cause Germany to

model for all Spanish America." It is morally cease to live, nor do we intend to try. We are

certain that he hoped also to invite in Japan—too not going to do to her what she would have done
honorable however, on her part, to yield. to us. She will seek trade preferences. Even if

During the war, and especially in the critical the Entente nations do not boycott her (as they

months of last spring and summer, hostilities be- will not completely, in any case) she gets no
tween us and Carranza, to hamper us and help preferences there. Africa will be closed to her.

Germany, were more than a threat. Carranza So will southern and eastern Asia; the United
expected them, and was preparing for them; had States, Canada, and a part of South America.
Germany broken through to Paris and the sea, it But we are not yet entering a period of universal

is as certain as can be that Mexico would have de- harmony. She will still have as most willing

claredwar, in order to get the seat at the peace table and ready allies—the International Syndicalists

promised her much more definitely than in the (call them what you will, Bolsheviki, I.W.W.,
specific Zimmermann note. There is documen- everywhere), and Carranza. I do not say Mexico,

tary evidence of this. for Mexico is not Carranza, but is only held by
But after July i8th, and above all now. Car- him and his generals by terror, and the shortage

ranza has surely seen the light ! Such is the gen- of supplies. There will also be all sorts of op-
eral public view—if one can speak of a public portunities throughout South America for trouble,

view where there is such complete and confessed Brazil will be with us; but she has her problem in

ignorance of all the facts. Also, it has been the her southern states. Argentina, Chile, Salvador

policy of the present Administration, for reasons have fallen under the Carranza call, and the

which we have not yet reached in the present latter at least responded with an actual treaty

paper, to support Carranza through thick and which had to remain ineff'ective. After the war,

thin (usually thick). And it would probably except for doubtful Russia, Latin-America will be
not be doing the attitude of the Administration Germany's only hope.

an injustice, to believe that it also has been un- In short, the one great political problem in the

able to conceive that Carranza would not recog- world which cannot be settled at the Peace Con-
nize our oft-repeated good-will, and the manifest ference in Versailles, is the one which is going
destiny of the American nations to be in peaceful to concern us most in the future, and which in-

concert, volves the future destiny and peace of the Amer-
But, just because the war is over, the actual icas. Pan-Latinism against Pan-Americanism is

situation is more difficult than ever. Had war involved in the dilemma: Mexico: Rehabilita-

broken out with Carranza, he would have fallen tion or—Intervention. And by our principles
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we are estopped from intervening for our interests, proven in many ways: Article 27, and the conse-
The Pan-Latinism of Manuel Ugarte and Car- quent laws, petroleum already and mines an-
ranza, fomented by Von Luxburg, Von Eckhardt nounced as to follow, nationalize, that is, confis-

and Von Bernstorff; the Pan-Americanism of cate all unextracted wealth in these properties

John Barrett, of Root, of Wilson and of Roosevelt, developed at enormous expense by American,
The difificulty however is, that these principles English, Dutch and French capital. Also, he has

of international policy form only a part of the announced his purpose of favoring trade with our
Mexican problem. They are, like the whole enemies in the war, by differential rates, as soon
financial and economic system which Carranza as communications are open. This in the same
and Alvarado and Luis Cabrera are»trying to rivet Annual Message as he proclaims that *'

legisla-

upon the Mexican people, in place of a genuine tion should be uniform as far as possible, estab-
democracy, radically unsound, while specious; lishing no distinctions by reason of nationality."

they weave broad platitudes which no one wants Finally, it is also true that while diplomacy
to deny, in with a disregard of vital pertinent should not be degraded to an international col-

facts, half-truths, and a positively false premise, lecting agency, above all of leonine and usurious
But the real difficulty is that they are buttressed claims (as it has constantly been indeed, over and
and protected in position by a long list of other over again) still it is concerned with the observ-
difficult problems which make it almost impossi- ance of treaties; and it is and always will be con-

ble to cut a straight road through the maze cerned with the welfare and protection of its

to a solution. citizens, wherever they may be. Let us at least

The three men I have just named are the back- pray that the blot and disgrace of Bryanism in

bone of the whole "Constitutionalist'' system; our State Department records may be dimmed
all exceedingly capable men, astute diplomats, with time. And if any country demands "scru-

who know exactly what they want, and are amaz- pulous respect" for its institutions and laws, and
ingly able in phrasing their plans in high humani- "universal non-intervention," let it not make a

tarian terms—a very common Mexican quality, pretense of its neutrality, of its uniform laws, or

They have for years maintained, and do now, an of its international word as expressed in treaties,

expensive propaganda in this country, suited to ..

our temperament. We are told the most amazing
falsehoods as to what is going on in Mexico, yet So far we have discussed President Carranza's

all in such a way that it is utterly impossible for American International Policy and the threat it

any one not in Mexico, and well-posted, to see holds not only for us, but for the future of the

through or counteract. And always the one es- world's peace. But that is only the beginning of

sential and illuminating fact in every situation is the problem. Before we can meet this issue,

ignored most exquisitely. we must understand out of what circumstances it

This digression aside—it is true that interna- has come to its growth, and by what present con-

tional diplomacy should not be the handmaiden ditions it is buttressed.

of personal interests, nor used to put pressure on The present situation in Mexico is the resultant

weak countries concerning their internal affairs, of the ideals of four men, mixed and complicated

No one denies that legislation should be uniform, by multiplex "interests," historical inheritances

It is true that a foreigner should not demand a and racial problems, all passed through the

privileged position. But there are corollaries to crucible of conquest and exploitation and misery,

all those truths; the laws of hospitality always and with the inevitable social-economic reactions

govern a host, and a guest has in them a special —all set and played on a stage where the problem

position. The uniformity of the laws should not of Church power has been for four hundred years,

be a pretense: it is no answer to say that and still is, the one eternal issue.

a confiscatory decree operates on nationals The four men are: Emiliano Zapata, Ven-
equally with foreigners, when 95 per cent, of ustiano Carranza, Salvador Alvarado, and Wood-
those it affects are foreigners—and especially row Wilson. Their idealisms are, in turn: the

foreigners of a particular disliked nationality; restoration to his compatriots and race-brothers

Carranza could burden to the point of destruc- of Morelos of their own small farms, tilled by their

tion all the great American and English interests fathers for 350 years; Mexico a world-power at

by means of general, "uniform laws," leaving the head of a Latin-American revindication

other lines, in the hands of Germans, free. And against t?ie Anglo-Saxon exploiting race, and a

if by superior government exigencies we were new International Law of state isolation, with

forced into impossible business conditions, Ger- whatever commercial and other alliances can be

man houses would come in. All of which Car- had to that end; the first Syndicalistic State in

ranza distinctly intends to bring about. It is the world, Yucatan first and then all Mexico
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(when he succeeds Carranza), created by Salvador and reorganization; we could not. We have just

Alvarado of Sonora, showing the "capitalists of been swept along on the tide,

the United States what a government ought to This was the development of mechanical inven-

be," capitalism and religion together annihilated, tion. Prior to that period men produced by
a workingman's (though not a farmer's) paradise, handwork, and lived in isolated districts. Then
and monopoly a State affair, to that end; Anglo- manufacture was single-piece, retail production;

Saxon democracy. These four men react against now it is wholesale, quantity production. And
just one single thing in common—the predatory the markets are not the next town or the capital,

big business of previous administrations. But but the world. Also the whole world is united—
that statement must be amplified to avoid mis- commercially and in a way individually, although

conception. To Zapata that *'big business" not politically. " Communications" of both mes-

meant the great landholders, half of Spanish sages and goods are international and even world

(not Mexican) birth, who had reduced his fellow enterprises—and problems. The limitations of

small farmers to slavery. To Carranza and time and space, upon human activity and inter-

Alvarado it meant those, plus foreign capitalists, course, have almost ceased to be

—

save politically.

To Alvarado, all capitalists, good or bad. To Prior to this period Government was the one

Carranza, all foreign investors. To Woodrow big thing in every country; business, even in the

Wilson, in this connection, most specifically the maritime nations, as Venice, Holland, and Eng-
American inheritance from his previous Adminis- land, was secondary. Power, the actual control

tration (Knox and Taft, not Root and Roosevelt), of the welfare and destiny of all the people, was
symbolizing what was known as interfering seated in the Houses of Government. Business
" Dollar Diplomacy," and concretely represented was small, and personal. When one thought

by Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson and his welfare, in a national sense, or the big things in

friends, some of them to be named later—Ambas- life generally, one thought politics. Now, one

sador Wilson's brother being Senator Wilson of thinks business. Business, not because we have
Washington, the associate of Secretary Ballinger, been self-seeking, but of its own expanding field,

confrere of Attorney-General Wickersham, whose due to the changes in production and communica-
brother was partner in a New York law firm ac- tions, has outgrown, overshadowed, and absorbed

tive in all these matters, and all of them related Politics. This is not a phenomenon of English

to the Guggenheim interests; including in short, or American imperialism, or money-madness;
such international interests as rubber, oil, cop- it is a phenomenon of Manufacturing. An inci-

per, forests, and rails, Alaska and Mexico. dent of physics, not human character.

And here we must digress for some common- This change has modified our Law profoundly;

places, the absence of which constantly tangles so profoundly that but for the germ of flexibility

all these problems beyond a peaceful and possible in our Equity branch, the whole system could

solution. not have stood the strain; it has been a piece-

Society and men, above all as now constituted, meal unsatisfactory adaptation as it is, with con-

must trade. It is necessary, beneficial, and hon- stant shocks and difficulties. And our Constitu-

orable. The great engineering concerns and fac- tions have suffered similar strains, to make them
tories of the world are in France, England, and the stand wholly undreamed-of conditions and needs.

United States, the last two especially. (Let us That all this is marching toward some future

forget Germany for a while.) The engineer who wonderful good for the race, no one who watches

goes to live in Africa and there builds bridges that events can doubt—unless this new and mighty
the natives could not build, with material from power is used to enslave instead of benefit the

his home country, is a world-builder even if he is world. It could serve for either. An uninten-

a good business man and gets his profit. If tional commodity change in one part of the world

there were none to go on their own motion, govern- may affect exchanges and bring prosperity or

ments ought to go after them and send them, for starvation to millions at the Antipodes,

the world's benefit. They are world-patriots. It is the fundamental thesis of those who enter

and good representatives of the home stock—not government service or public life, that it is done
what Bryan said they were. to serve and to promote the present and future

Two generations ago a new world era began, welfare of ^he nation and its citizens. It is

the social political effects of which we have not a trust, and by universal consent a responsibility,

yet compassed. It came not suddenly, as the Men may assume it to misuse it; but that is its

French Revolution, but gradually; and it has essence. It is the fundamental thesis of business

kept us so busy with its development that we to make returns; an honest, well-conducted busi-

have not even reached the stage of considering ness is a public good, because it is a part of this

synthetically its great problems of reconstruction great thing that is conquering nature and raising
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the scale of living; but honesty is not per se the shameless dishonor) have created the situation.

duty of business (as it is of a man) but only its Carranza's answer to the world-business problem
policy. Individuals, such as was James J. Hill, which no man can stay, is by extreme political

may take and feel their business as a social respon- isolation, in an exaggerated emphasis of that very
sibility, but that is not its thesis. Also, you " sovereignty" whose high ridges are being relent-

cannot use business as a social factor until it is lessly ironed out—by a world-phenomenon that
well-established, i. e. is on a sound and paying is not the work of any State. The business uni-
basis. fication of the world has outstripped the political;

From say 1865 to say 1900 business, intent on Carranza now turns back the clock, and once
its own work, ran riot; politics became its hand- more in Mexico's four hundred years of economic
maid, and unspeakably corrupt. Since then, the misery, tries to apply a political remedy to an
sentiment of responsibility has been returning, economic situation.

and it is more and more taken as true American- Business, big or little, must always have two
ism to work to direct this great force for the na- phases, the safe and the speculative. The range
tional and general benefit—not personal aggran- from the extreme of certainty to the extreme of

dizement. But these two theses, these motifs, hazardisdefmedby the equilibrating interest rate;

have not yet coalesced. neither President Wilson nor President Carranza
This mechanical phenomenon was not world- can alter that fact a hair. And it is history that

wide, but restricted to Saxon North America, when business overflowed, by offer and demand^
and Hither Europe. Of all the other nations into Middle America, the hazard was extreme,

outside the geographical centre, Japan alone because of the double combination of corruption

saw what was coming, and from the point and hazard in politics. Graftwasnot an excres-

of view of politics, statesmanship, respon- cense of public office, but taken for granted, com-
sibility, modified her institutions to meet and ing down from times when the revenues of towns
absorb the strain. The rest of the world, desiring or offices were personal possessions of the owner
to enjoy the products of the new period of me- or nominees; there was no more shame in it, at

chanical production, had to buy them with raw base, than in the bare skin of an Indian. The
materials produced by the aid of those very me- times too were tumultuous, with a succession of

chanisms. The whole new regime was for them explosive changes, destructions, and confiscations,

an exotic importation, which did not modify Under such conditions, " Business"—especially big

their political systems; but also did tend to widen business like railroads and great modern enter-

the possibilities for profit, of those in power, prises, was eminently adventurous; and the

And this situation applied to all our immediate fault was fwt in the one who brought the new era.

neighbors around the Gulf and the Caribbean. In Japan before the change, there were four

In Anglo-Saxon democracy, the initiative lies social castes: the soldier who gives his life; the

with the electorate; the Government and its farmer who produces food; the artisan who makes
officials are its creatures. In Spanish-American things useful; the man who buys and sells for

colonies, and above all in these countries from profit. The latter was both despised and dis-

here to Panama, with their 80 per cent. Indian honest. Facing the new Western manufacturing

population, totally untrained in democratic lines, era, the men at the top in Japan took hold of the

the Government is supreme; it interferes in the situation, and by drastic executed legislation for

elections, and even the courts are subservient State reasons, raised the standard of business

to its desires. honesty all through the scale. The Samurai class.

In the shock between these two systems: the to whom honor was all and money-making a

expansion of business, and the still politically personal dishonor, took hold of the commercial

ruled, raw-product countries (complicated by the world, went into it, and cleaned house. The cor-

revolutions incident to their effort toward—not responding thing in Middle America has never

democracy hut—freedom, from political and eccle- yet been done by any one—save in Cuba under our

siastical feudal domination, and with all the un- supervision, as a result of which Cuba is rich and

certainties as to life and property incident to prosperous. The only exception is an apparent

those conflicts), has come all our problem with one, where "big business" (which is the literal

those countries. translation in fact of "Cientifico") under the Diaz

Carranza's proclaimed and secret policy threat- regime became scrupulous as to points where

ens death to Pan-Americanism, to human [hTother- foreign credit was involved, resulting in the high

hood in the Americas. Circumstances, plus 'our standing of Mexican finance under Limantour

—

mixture of ignorance and selfishness (by which wholly non-existent under Carranza. But graft

I mean in some cases merely being, unthinkingly, and corruption in our palmiest days of the '70's

"good business men," though in others the most could never have had a look-in to the graft below
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the topmost layer, in Mexico. There were following combination of events: In 1907 Lord
ground-floors and fifth sub-cellars, even to cases Cowdray got the 57-year concession for boring

when the actual doer of the public work received for oil on government lands, it being Limantour's

less than one tenth of the official price. And in wise financial policy to place Mexican develop-

all this "little business" the American—Car- ment not in American hands alone, but in Europ-
ranza's great "enemy"—had only a very minor ean as well. That in 1908 Lima-ntour completed
part; it stayed at home. In short, it was there the railway merger as a Mexican Government
in full activity when big business came, and the matter which Harriman had had his eyes on in

latter only made it immensely richer in possibility. 1902 as a Southern Pacific expansion. That
Instead of meeting the new condition as Japan Mexican oil becomes known as the great field in

met it, the Cientifico element adapted local con- the world at this time, and that in 191 1 the great

ditions at the contact point of Credit, to modern Cowdray gushers appear, with a grade of oil that

certainty and regularity; ending with the great revolutionizes sea and naval motor power, and
refunding operation of the debt at 4I per cent. Lord Cowdray is an Englishman. That in 1909
But they left the whole ancient regime in full the Taft Administration begins, with Knox and
operation on all the lower levels down to the hated Wickersham and Ballinger in the Cabinet; that

Jefes Politicos and land surveyors, as the sub- "Alaska" comes to the front, and also that Gif-

structure of their own political power, and power ford Pinchot, himself a millionaire who had de-

of industrial exploitation of their own people. voted himself as a constructive American to the

They have gone; but under Carranza and Alva- forestry question for the benefit not of his pocket

rado and their generals and labor propagandists, but the future well-being of the Nation, is dis-

the last state of the country is worse than the missed, and we have the Oregon land and forest

first. The graft and corruption is more shameless scandals. And a great many more things that

than ever, for it is a part of patriotism to "spoil can be added. Let us recognize all these interest-

the exploiters," that is, any man who is an em- ing historical points, as having also beyond all

ployer. But to graft has been added also open doubt had their influence on the incoming Wilson

loot and unrestrained military abuses that weigh Administration; nevertheless:

upon the people to their utter despair. Wood- It is also true that the social revolution against

row Wilson's 85 per cent., whose friend and pro- the Cientifico exploitation was due; that Mexico

tagonist he proclaimed himself to be nearly six was beginning to seethe within; that democracy
years ago, and for whom he made Carranza pres- was non-existent, and liberty as well, and the stage

ident, are back again where they have always was all set for another epoch of disorder for interior

been—but once more disillusioned. Yes, even reasons, the fault not of foreign interests, but of

worse; for the Cientifico regime and great business the rulers of Mexico who had welcomed the era

establishments brought work and rising wages; of great enterprises for their selfish aggrandize-

but the present rule in both Yucatan and Mexico ment and power, with no thought whatever to

is destroying the very roots of prosperity. Hap- bring the whole Mexican nation into codrdination,

piness has disappeared in Mexico, and the worst as did Japan. And that being true, there is

of all perhaps is in what a Carranza general con- much to be said for the possible argument on the

fessed to an American friend—that his men were part of—Anybody—that a mere comparison of the

losing all idea of work as a means of living. condition of the northern Mexican and our South-

Let it pass without more discussion that western States answers the question. He had
certain big business interests wanted interven- with him a Mexican overheard in the capital some
tion to result in a protectorate or possible annex- time ago, declaring that the man responsible for

ation of northern Mexico, in order to bring all Mexico's misery at present was Santa Ana, in

about that stability which prosperity and liveli- that he did not sell the whole country to the

hood require. Let us even admit that the whole United States, when we "would now be as pros-

circle of "interests" indicated by the Henry perous as they." Although, it is very probable

Lane Wilson, Judge Wilfley, Manuel Calero that our friend Anybody would not have taken

party (the Society of the Friends of the Ambassa- that interest in the welfare of the northern Mex-
dor, as it came to be known in the American ican people, had he not owned many mines over

Colony, in succession to the "Full Car" of the there. Correct.

Friends of the Friends of Diaz of the preceding If you and I owned a steamship line down the

epoch) that this whole circle of interests were Pacific Coast, the only one running, and stopping

behaving as very bad Americans, as has been among other places at San Jose, Guatemala,

charged. Let us go further, and recognize that If the only railroad in Guatemala ran from San

all this international difficulty dates back to Jose to the capital, so that our line had a mono-
about 1907-8, at which time there happened the poly of Guatemalan trade, which was no great
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bonanza yet, though profitable. And if there do? Nobody knows; we cannot believe that

was talk in Guatemala of running a railroad over a President Wilson has known, has had a plan in

long, hot, scantily inhabited lowland to the Carib- all these years. He has had an ideal, and a pol-

bean, four days to New Orleans, we would not icy. And Mexico is worse off than ever; we
be probably in any great hurry to see it go through, have had a danger spot at our side in the Great
We would not be exactly enthusiastic. We might War; and we have an opponent to all of Presi-

even do a little lobbying. dent Wilson's most cherished plans of to-day at

By a very close margin, a revolution against Versailles—at least to his League of All Nations.

President Barrios of Guatemala, curiously coin- An opponent, too, whom it is difficult to reach,

cident with his setting out to put through the nor- because he has taken his stand on just that phrase

thern railroad to Puerto Barrios, failed. It was which President Wilson made irrevocably (?)

all in the day's work; but that and other incidents his own—Non-intervention. That is the trouble

helped at last to swell the current causing Presi- with phrases. But you cannot have world-

dent Wilson to react against what had come to be policing for civilization and order, or a League
broadly named as the " Dollar Diplomacy" of of Nations to limit exaggeration of " sovereign

his preceding Administration, exactly at the independence" in the same scheme with hyper-

very time, to a month, when Carranza came on exclusive sovereignty, and non-intervention under
the scene in Mexico—with his plans which we any pretext whatever,

have hereinbefore set out, as his ideal of policy. Above all, you cannot solve this problem with a
And yet, it is a fact that Madero had at that political prescription. The old political days in

time failed most woefully in every thing. Himself Middle America are going forever. So also are,

honest, of the type we called pacifist before that and must be, the days of exploiting big business

meant treason, a radiant optimist who would not from abroad. That phase, foreseen strangely

take counsel nor precaution, he was indeed an- enough by both Lincoln and Juarez, resulted from

other, Mexican, "amiable gentleman surrounded the great expansion following our Civil War,
by men who knew what they wanted." And so swollen fortunes added to commercial growth on
much was his revolution a failure, that his friends nation-wide lines. We now pass out of a world-

were deserting; and it is said not unreliably, that war into a world-period exactly parallel; but in

Carranza was on the point of rebelling against which lies the fate of mankind and civilization.

Madero, when Huerta saved him the trouble—and Business must go on, but acknowledged and felt

Carranza at once grabbed the banner of "Con- political responsibility for national and inter-

stitutionalism" against usurpation. national welfare, neither local nor of any single

In short, the Mexican problem is not in the class, must enter,

least simple, but exaggeratedly complex. And The reaction to purely selfish national business,

if Carranza's Pan-Latinism plans against us are is Carranza. The reaction to purely selfish busi-

also a menace to future peace, to the League of ness of any kind, is Syndicalism, Bolshevism.

Nations and true Pan-Americanism, some of us The reaction to oppression and indifference, is

have helped to lay the ground on which he stands; revolution. As Confucius puts it: That which is

and we might as well confess it, and get straight. done by the highest men in the State, will be

Also, for this whole Mexican question can only imitated by the others. There is our American
be stated in terms of constant antitheses

—

task.

granted fully that Woodrow Wilson has sought The greatest puzzle perhaps in the present

from the start to help democracy in Mexico, and Mexican situation is, How has it all come about?

the 85 per cent, for whom, as a whole, no one It is quite unbelievable. Here is a government
either in Mexico or this country has ever really which went into power under the banner of reac-

cared, nevertheless it is to-day true absolutely tion against oppression, of care for the common
that his policy has failed utterly; that its sole re- people, and their deliverance from tyrants at

suit has been to continue for yet more years the home and abroad. That government owes its

crucifixion of the country, almost to exhaustion; presence in the Palace in Mexico to-day to

that he has not won the confidence of the Mexican Woodrow Wilson. It is there because, and only

people in the least degree, for all his words on because, while proclaiming non-intervention, he

their behalf—for they see only the results, and decided that Huerta must not be President of

that Mexico destitute is falling inevitably toward Mexico, and took all the steps necessary to over-

a contest, to intervention. Many of them say throw him, short of sending an army to capture

that we have deliberately stood by, consciously him personally and escort him to the frontier,

consenting to her ruin, that we might the more And if in time a situation arose which made a dip-

easily pick her up. And what can we say to lomatic recognition of Carranza, first de facto and
answer that? We can say words. What can we then in full, a necessary result, that too was due
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to Woodrow Wilson's support. Without, among voice. And the answer does seem to lie in under-

other things, the arms and ammunition, supplied standing that they are ideals of action resulting

by certain American interests, and without Wil- from a reaction from "Ambassador Wilson," to

son's embargo on any loans, even European, to *'Gompers," taken as types. And that is just

Mexico while Mexico stood by Huerta, Carranza about a correct statement of Carranza's reactions,

could never have succeeded. It has of course led much further than Wilson

President Wilson, and his Secretary of State, intended, though not an inch further than Car-

set themselves against foreign business on the ranza intended. To date, Carranza has carried

part of Americans, in words never uttered by through; having had more than an ideal—a plan.

American officials before. And from first to last But not a single hope of Woodrow Wilson's has

this Administration has been a Labor Adminis- been gratified; and only one or two incidental

tration. Its link with Carranza and Mexican results: Huerta was driven out, and the Americans

Labor (which is officially Syndicalist, the Casa did have to come back. Mexico is still a quite

Obrero Mundial being the Spanish for Industrial strenuous and difficult country for Americans

—

Workers of the World), is Samuel Gompers, wherever the Carrancistas are; elsewhere it is all

who was named by Secretary Burleson as having right. But if Carranza, with Alvarado and the

done so much to keep Labor in accord with the rest of his Generals, have been an obstacle in the

Administration, and in line for the war (!) as path of American business men, or of any class, to

to be immune to newspaper criticism, even so their own people, to the Mexicans, they have been

mild-tempered as that of the Nation to-day. fire and sword. It is impossible to exaggerate

(This does not mean to imply that Samuel Gom- the interior condition of Mexico to-day, nor

pers is Syndicalist, or I.W.W. I believe he has, the hatred of the common people, the Indians

personally at least, consistently opposed them.) and the country people, all the 85 per cent., for

At or soon after the time that W. B. Hale was with Alvarado and the Socialists in Yucatan, and for

Carranza in northern Mexico, a written compact the Carrancistas in Mexico proper. The people

was entered into between Carranza and the have only security and any degree of happiness

Casa Obrero Mundial (an international body, in the mountain and interior districts, where they

remember) making its members the unmobilized are protected by their own Revolutionary armies.

Constitutionalist soldiers, to combat the tyrants, of Felix Diaz, Zapata, Meixueiro, and the others.

The names of those who have figured in this And the roots of prosperity are bare.

Mexican-American cooperation would overload It will be easily understood that no correspond-

this article; but it is a wide connection, and ents in Mexico dare send out any word that may
wholly verifiable. throw light on the existence of a genuine political

I think, to take two men as representative of revolution, or more than mere " banditry." Nor
phases in the question, if we take Henry Lane is it possible even to get into the interior to learn

Wilson, former Ambassador, and Samuel Gom- the facts, save by exceptional fortune. Take as

pers, we come as near as is yet vouchsafed to Amer- proof of this, the most excellent articles by Acker-
icans outside the Cabinet (if even there) to under- man in the Saturday Evening Post, and a later

standing President Wilson's Mexican policy, and one by David Lawrence, on " Mexico's Dilemma."
his "making" and support of Carranza. The There has in fact been a double censorship on
Mexicans who see the ruin of their country under Mexican facts, of the most rigid kind. John
Carranza, whom Wilson intervened to "make" Lind's report, which was favorable to Carranza,
to redeem the uncared-for 85 per cent., and has and the kind he was expected to bring, was made
since steadily refused to intervene against (even public. But the Red Cross reports were blank-
with good diplomatic reasons as in the case eted all that was possible. I do not know that

of the Oaxaca State belligerency, and very urgent Mr. Paul Fuller's report was published, but it is

war reasons too well known to dwell upon), understood to have been against the course the

even when the state of the 85 per cent, is worse Administration wanted. Judge Du Val West's
than ever, and actually hopeless—the Mexicans report has been completely pigeon-holed; and
who see that, say that Wilson cannot be sincere; while its wording is unknown, it is well under-
one constantly hears his policy called Machi- stood to have been entirely against Carranza, and
avellian. And the Carrancistas do not treat him his recognition. But the latter gentleman, whose
as if he were the friend he has made himself to information was fullest, was also a man entitled

them, and declared himself to be to the Mexican to be listened to by his personal equipment and
people. standing. After his time, and most unfortu-

But that cannot be believed. It cannot be nately during all this last crucial year and a half,

thought that the President has not been honest the door to information has been shut, tight,

and sincere in his ideals, as he has given them Official news, to hurt no one, came over. There
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was just a crack open, for a moment. A year broadest international lines, whereas we are
ago the Sun sent a special representative, who had checked by the fact that the issue is going to be
been before in business in Mexico, to see what made over the property rights of our "exploiting

really was going on behind the door. The pres- profiteers," and that, Carranza standing firm, we
ent writer gave him data as to events in Yucatan; have no remedy left but force, at the risk of exag-
he stayed in the capital and went to the oil region, gerating Latin-American sentiment, for the sake
He told what there was, and the Sun printed it. of our pockets.

The Sun thereupon received a request from Wash- We have pursued a policy of non-intervention
ington not to print any more about the conditions plus intervention, with military operations that
in Mexico, without submitting it first, as it was were not war; a passive-active policy that was
embarrassing to the Administration. Not to neither one nor the other, but both at the same
embarass, during the war, and -to stand loyally time. We are facing the necessity of action, to
behind the President, it obeyed. save Mexico, and cannot do it save at great profit

There is no question that from the beginning of to our own capitalist investors. We seek Ali-

bis terms. President Wilson has had ideals of American friendship; and to secure it, we must
peace, and has spoken for the part of the common attack Latin-American sensitiveness, mobilized

people, identifying them however with wage- against us as far as he can, by the man we made
earners rather than the farming class; that he has President of Mexico.

sought an elevated internationalism; and that he What can we do? We can now only do the
has shown himself more than well disposed to ac- best we can. But that we must do in some way
cept the good faith of even our enemies in the in a manner to inspire confidence (which we have
war. He has been wholly indifferent to pre- not yet) because first, we are straight ourselves,

cedents when it seemed to him best. He has and because such action as we at last come to

made his own decisions; and he has not made take, shall he suchsis will deliver the goods, th3it is,

them in the way President McKinley made his, redeem Mexico. She wants prosperity, not

with his ear to the ground. In entering the words; work not politics.

Spanish War, McKinley gave action to the heart We must read purposes, and judge conduct,

demand of the American people, for an oppressed only by results—and by the company men keep,

weak, long-conquered people. The American Carranza claimed to stand exactly where Zapata
people wanted to go to the aid of Belgium and did, and does, on the agrarian question—that of

France, long before they were permitted to do so. the small farmers to be helped to self-supporting

We finally declared humanitarian reasons for independence and real citizenship. If he had
our entry, but we actually entered as the result been sincere, and had genuinely gone at that

of a diplomatic impasse—one of those '' situa- problem to do it, with a tenth of the efforts he
tions" of the old-time diplomatic sort, when we put in fighting these same farmers by soldiers,

could no longer help ourselves. And the war there would be no interior revolution in Mexico
was nearly lost while we were held back. to-day. Had he gone to Zapata any time up to

More than that; the delay in our entrance, gave say two years ago (it is too late now), and said:

time for new world-problems of disorder to be See here, you shall have your farms in Morelos,

ready to take the field, and shift the contest, and together we will rebuild the country we love

—

The Allies, with our eleventh-hour help, have and been honest about it, he would to-day have
conquered Germany, but we have not yet won the Mexico behind him.

war. Also, had he taken Woodrow Wilson at his

And so in Mexico. In the same way as our de- word, there is not the slightest doubt that some
lay, our pacifist non-intervention in the Great arrangement could have been arrived at with the

War, where humanity called us, only led to inevi- backing of our very forceful incumbent, to corn-

table intervention at the end, at unspeakable cost pound and settle for good the oil and mineral

in life and suffering, so also the Wilson and Car- questions, at a quarter of the cost to Mexico of

ranza policies alike (though for different reasons) what his policy will have involved

—

has involved,

are leading* us to another situation of the same But he chose the statecraft of Hate. He then

kind. A so-called Constitution, adopted at Car- had Germany at his side to help his ideas. With-
ranza's dictation, by a packed Convention, never in his own country also he chose as his supporters

yet legally ratified; confiscation, casuistically de- not the farming class (who were not organized,

nied, contrary to formal treaties, and defended any more than they yet are in the United States)

by a "policy of absolute non-intervention'* going but the aggressive labor unions, of the extreme

counter to what Wilson goes to Versailles to help type, that which in Europe is represented by the

create; these are coming to the point where we Soviets and the Spartacus party in Germany to-

ought to be free to oppose Carranza's policy on the day. These will still be Carranza's allies.
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THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN THE ITALIANS AND THE

JUGOSLAVS
BY

LOTHROP STODDARD

^ VERYWHERE the lines on which the

new Europe will form are beginning

to crystallize. In some quarters this

process augurs well for a stable and
enduring settlement. In others the

omens are of a less hopeful nature. The region

presenting the gravest possibilities of trouble for

the immediate future is probably the eastern

shore of the Adriatic Sea. That shore formerly

belonged to Austria-Hungary. But the Hapsburg
Empire has ceased to exist, and its broad terri-

tories have thereby become politically an im-

mense "no man's land" wherein the inhabitants

are metaphorically running trench-lines—the fron-

tiers of new nation-states drawn according to the

aspirations of the various racial groups that made
up the former non-national, dynastic realm of

the Hapsburgs. The drawing of these new fron-

tiers is not an easy matter, because the different

races are much intermingled and entertain rival

claims difficult of adjustment.

This is notab-3' the case with the Adriatic east

coast, a region of mixed Slav and Italian popula-

tion. The political programmes of these Slavs

and Italians are frankly incompatible. The
Italians of the Adriatic east coast desire annexa-

tion to the Kingdom of Italy to the west. The
Adriatic Slavs desire incorporation with the new
Jugoslavia lying just behind them to the east.

The causes of their Adriatic brethren have been
warmly espoused by the main bodies of the two
races, both of whom want the Adriatic east coast

not merely from racial sentiment but for weighty
political, strategic, and economic reasons as well.

Feeling is running high in Italy and Jugoslavia;

armed clashes have already taken place at various

points in the disputed territories, and unless some
satisfactory compromise is speedily arrived at,

open war may result.

As in most disputed questions, there are two
sides to the Adriatic story, but before examining
the Slav and Italian viewpoints a bird's-eye

view of the region itself may be useful to their

proper understanding. The Adriatic east coast

is a rugged, broken band of jutting peninsulas

and rocky islands lying between the crest of a high

mountain-range and the broad expanse of the

Adriatic Sea. So closely do the mountains hug
the sea that there is very little coastal plain and
only a few large valleys. From this it follows

that the Adriatic east coast is not a geographical

unit but is divided into a series of mutually iso-

lated regions connected far more with their

respective hinterlands beyond the enclosing

mountains than with each other. The northern-

most of these coast regions is I stria, a rugged

peninsula jutting sharply out at the head of the

Adriatic. Eastward from the base of the Istrian

peninsula the Adriatic encroaches on the land in

a wide bay, the bay shores forming the coastline

of Croatia, but this bay is filled with islands

stretching southward to meet another projecting

land-mass—Dalmatia. Here, alone, the mountain-

range swings inland, leaving a considerable

stretch of coastland narrowing southward to the

vanishing point in the vicinity of Montenegro,

where the mountains again reach the coast and
rise sheer from the sea. Add to this the fact that

Dalmatia is belted with an island archipelago,

and we complete our survey of this rugged Adri-

atic borderland between Latin and Slav.

For borderland and battleground it has been

for more than a thousand years. Under the

Roman Empire the Adriatic east coast was thor-

oughly Latin, but in the Eighth Century the

racial complexion of this region was radically

changed. The crest of the great Slav wave which

had just submerged the Balkan hinterland rolled

over the mountains and down to the Adriatic

Sea. Beneath this Slav deluge the old Latin

population was almost entirely overwhelmed,

being confined henceforth to the port-towns and

the islands off the coast. A few centuries later

Latinism revived slightly, owing to the Venetian

conquest of Dalmatia. The blood of the inhab-

itants was not sensibly modified, but the Adriatic

Slavs were so backward that they were insensibly

veneered with the higher Italian culture, while

many of the upper class became consciously

Italian. So things remained until the Nineteenth
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Century, when all the branches of the Jugo- The treaty further provided that practically all

Slav race awoke to national and cultural self- the rest of the Adriatic east coast should be neu-

consciousness. The result was a steady decline tralized. Add to this the fact that another clause

of Italianism all along the Adriatic east coast, in the treaty made Albania an Italian protector-

This, of course, aroused racial animosity between ate, and it becomes evident that Italy was
the two elements of the population. The Ital- assured the absolute mastery of the Adriatic Sea

ians, relatively few in numbers but composing with the east coast so completely within her grasp

the social and intellectual aristocracy of the region, that no Power of the hinterland could obtain access

defended desperately their privileged position, to the sea except at Italy's good-will and pleasure.

The Slavs invoked the maxims of democracy and ,, „
^x. • u^ f *u ' '^ 4- 4. u^^ u 4.U 'i ., THE BUTTONS ON THE SLAV COAT
the rights of the majority to establish their su-

premacy. The Austrian Government, which had The racial composition of the population of the

gained most of the Adriatic east coast at the districts assigned to Italy varies considerably with

Vienna Congress of 1815, pursued its traditional the different regions. On the whole, it may be

policy of "divide and rule," pitting the two races said that the Italian population is spread in a

against each other and profiting by their quarrels, thin line along the coast, the main centres of

So matters stood at the outbreak of the European Italian settlement being the port towns, while the

War. hinterland is solidly Slav. According to the ex-

THE SECRET TREATY OF APRIL 26, 1915 ^'^''T ^^^T
'^^j"^' the Italians of the Adriatic

east shore thus form the buttons on the Slav

From the very beginning of the war it was clear coat.'* The racial statistics of these regions are

that the destiny of the Adriatic was at stake. At based on the Austrian official census reports, the

first the warring protagonists were two in number accuracy of which has been challenged by both

—the Teuton and the Slav; the Teuton seeking Italians and Slavs, but since they are the only

to crush the Jugoslavs once for all and thus to ones available they must be employed. Taking
bring the whole Balkan Peninsula together with in detail the districts assigned to Italy by the

its Adriatic shore solidly under Teuton domina- Secret Treaty of 191 5, the first region to be con-

tion; the Slav, incarnated by Serbia, endeavoring sidered is the block of territory at the head of the

to unify all the scattered branches of the Adriatic comprising the counties of Gorizia-

Jugoslav race, Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, and Dal- Gradiska, the mountainous hinterland to the crest

matians alike, into a powerful Jugoslavia, disrupt- of the Julian Alps, and the Istrian peninsula with

ing Austria and obtaining as its natural sea- the city of Trieste. This region is practically

froatage the entire Adriatic east coast from I stria conterminous with the Austrian province of

to Albania. But this left entirely out of account Kiistenland (Coastland). In 1910, the popula-

the third racial element in the Adriatic question

—

tion of Kiistenland was 894,000, of whom 66 per

the Latin. It was this fact which played so cent, were Slavs, 33 per cent. Italians, and i per

large a part in bringing Italy into the war. cent. Germans. The Italians are found in the

Italian statesmen justly feared that, if Italy stood towns and along the coast. In Trieste, the chief

aloof, her interests in the Adriatic would be jeop- city of this region, the population in 1900 was
ardized no matter who came off victorious. Ac- 229,000, of whom 170,000 or 74 per cent, were
cordingly, before entering the war on the Allies' Italians, 43,000 or 19 per cent, were Slavs, and
side in the spring of 1915, the Italian Govern- 11,000 or 5 per cent, were Germans. The racial

ment obtained from the Allies specific recogni- complexion of Trieste and its suburbs vividly

tion and guarantees of what Italy considered to illustrates the situation which prevails to greater

be her vital interests. This recognition was or less degree all along this Adriatic east shore,

embodied in the famous Secret Treaty of April Trieste itself, as will be readily seen, is a thor-

26, 191 5. By that treaty the contracting Powers, oughly Italian city, yet a short trolley trip up the

Great Britain, France, Italy, and Russia, agreed steep hills which surround the town brings one to

that at the close of the European War Italy should villages which are purely Slav. One last point

receive in full sovereignty the counties of Gorizia should be noted: the Treaty of 191 5 assigns to

and Gradiska, lying just east of the present Italian Italy certain mountainous districts which fall to

frontier; the mountainous hinterland behind the eastward of the provincial border of Kiisten-

Gorizia-Gradiska up to the crest of the Julian land and are within the Austrian province of

Alps; the entire Istrian Peninsula, including, of Carniola. The population of these districts is

course, the city of Trieste; most of the islands in small—probably not more than 50,000, but, what-
the Croatian Gulf; the whole of northern Dal- ever the figure, it is purely Slav. The object was,

matia as far south as Cape Planka; and most of of course, to give Italy the strong strategic fron-

the islands off the coast of southern Dalmatia. tier of the Julian Alps.
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The second block of territory assigned to Italy

by the Treaty of 191 5 is northern Dalmatia with

its adjacent islands, together with the island

groups off southern Dalmatia and in the Croatian

Gulf. Here the Italian population is very small.

In 1910, the population of Dalmatia was 645,000,

of whom 97 per cent, were Slavs and 3 per cent.

Italians. The chief centre of Italian settlement

is the city of Zara in northern Dalmatia. Zara

is, of course, within the limits assigned to Italy.

The total population of these Adriatic east-

coast districts assigned to Italy is a trifle more
than 1,300,000, of whom 350,000 are Italians and
about 1,000,000 are Slavs.

FIRST RESULTS OF THE SECRET TREATY

The Treaty of April 26, 191 5, was a highly con-

fidential document, but, like most secrets, it was
not well kept. The actual text was not given to

the world until the autumn of 191 7 when the

Russian Revolutionary Government published

it as one of its "exhibits" against secret diplo-

macy. Nevertheless, the essential facts leaked

out almost as soon as the document was signed,

and the result was a chorus of indignant protest

from all branches of the Jugoslav race. Serbia,

speaking as the champion of Jugoslavia, for-

mally declined to be bound by any agreement to

which she had not been a party, and on June 20,

1915, the Serbian Premier, M. Pashitch, an-

nounced that the political settlement of the

Adriatic east coast would be made "after the

war." All the Austrian Slavs took a similar

attitude, anti-Italian feeling manifesting itself

not only among the Croats and Slovenes who
were immediately concerned but also among
the Czechoslovaks, who were already feeling

their way toward that close understanding with

the Jugoslavs which to-day is an accomplished

fact. It is a well-known fact that Austrian Jugo-
slav and Czech regiments, which were quite

worthless against the Russians, fought fiercely

against the Italians, and it was a Croat general,

Boroevic, who commanded the Austrian armies

on the Italian front. This warlike feeling among
the Jugoslavs kindled a corresponding hostility

in Italy, and down to the close of 191 7 Italo-

Slav relations were of a thoroughly unfriendly

nature.

ATTEMPTS AT ITALO-SLAV UNDERSTANDING

Then came the disaster of Caporetto, with

Austro-German armies overrunning northeastern

Italy and threatening Venice. Coinciding as it

did with the collapse of Russia, Caporetto gave

both Jugoslavs and Itaplians serious ground for

reflection. Many men on both sides began to

fear the possibility of an Austro-German victory.

and accordingly urged an Italo-Slav understand-
ing lest, by their mutual quarrels, they open the
way to a Teutonic triumph which would result

in their common undoing. The first fruit of

this new attitude was a preliminary understand-
ing arrived at in March, 191 8, between M.
Trumbic, President of the Jugoslav Committee,
and Signor Torre, the spokesman of conciliation

in Italy. These two leaders arranged a broader
meeting which was held at Rome in April, 191 8.

The Rome Conference was attended by numerous
representatives of both sides and a serious attempt
was then made to harmonize conflicting claims

and lay down the bases of a genuine settlement.

The conciliatory temper of the conference can be
gauged by the following text of its resolutions:

''i. In the relations between the Italian nation

and the nation of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes

—

known also under the name of the Jugoslav
nation—the representatives of the two peoples

recognize that the unity and independence of the

Jugoslav nation is a vital interest of Italy, just

as the completion of Italian national unity is a
vital interest of the Jugoslav nation. And,
therefore, the representatives of the two peoples

pledge themselves to employ every effort in order

that during the war and at the moment of the

peace these decisions of the two nations may be

completely attained.

"2. They declare that the liberation of the

Adriatic Sea and its defense against every present

and future enemy is a vital interest of the two
peoples.

"3. They pledge themselves also in the interest

of good and sincere relations between the two
peoples in the future, to solve amicably the vari-

ous territorial controversies on the basis of the

principles of nationality and of the right of peoples

to decide their own fate, and in such a way as not

to injure the vital interests of the two nations,

such as shall be defined at the moment of peace.

"4. To such racial groups of one people as it

may be found necessary to include within the

frontiers of the other there shall be recognized

and guaranteed the right to their language, cul-

ture, and moral and economic interests."

These resolutions of the Rome Conference cer-

tainly present a hopeful programme for a genuine

understanding between Italians and Jugoslavs

and offer a cheering picture of a stable Adriatic

settlement based upon mutual agreement. At

the same time their significance should not be

overestimated. The Rome Conference was in

no sense official. It was a voluntary meeting of

private persons representing those sections of

Italian and Jugoslav public opinion which fav-

ored a thoroughgoing understanding between the

two races and which were ready to make large
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mutual concessions in order to attain this end. the Adriatic east coast and within a few days
But there were other sections of public opinion a Jugoslav Provisional Government was estab-

both in Italy a«nd Jugoslavia which remained lished controlling large bodies of troops made up
frankly hostile and which pushed extreme ter- partly of mutinous Austrian-Jugoslav regiments

ritorial claims. The attitude of the Italian partly of Serbo-Croat legions pushed hastily up
Government was also ambiguous. The Italian from the Balkan front. The most striking act

Premier Orlando publicly indorsed the resolutions of the new Jugoslav Government was its acquisi-

of the Rome Conference, and in this attitude he tion of the Austro-Hungarian navy and merchant
was supported by several members of the Italian shipping. Most of the sailors in the Austrian

Cabinet, notably by the Socialist leader Leonida fleet were Adriatic Slavs. Accordingly, when
Bissolati. Orlando's indorsement was hailed the Hapsburg Empire went to pieces, the crews

by conciliationist circles in Italy and bythe Jugo- gladly turned over their ships to their new na-

slavs as a tacit abandonment of Italy's extreme tional authorities. Such was the state of affairs

territorial claims on the Adriatic east coast and when the Italian military and naval authorities

as an indication that at the final peace settlement appeared to take possession of the districts as-

Italy would not demand the full execution of the signed to them by the Austro- Italian armistice

terms of the Secret Treaty of April 26, 191 5. of November 3rd. In the centres of Italian

But Premier Orlando never confirmed this inter- population such as Trieste and Zara the Italian

pretation of his attitude, while on the other troops were received with boundless enthusiasm,

hand Baron Sidney Sonnino, Minister of Foreign but elsewhere the attitude of the Slavs was tense

Affairs, who had negotiated the Secret Treaty, and sullen,

made no secret of his determination to insist

upon its complete realization, and Sonnino's

stand was backed by a majority of the Italian The occupation of the territories assigned for

press. Italian military occupation by the armistice thus

THEIR FAILURE occasioned regrettable friction. But worse was
soon to follow. The Italians now overstepped

Under these circumstances the prospects of an the armistice limits and undertook to occupy dis-

Italo-Slav understanding, which had appeared so tricts still farther east. The first of these move-
bright in April, 1918, gradually waned with the ments occurred in the mountainous country north

waxing year. The great Allied offensive which of the Adriatic. Crossing the line of the Julian

began in July quickly removed the menace of a Alps, Italian troops moved down the valley of the

Teutonic victory, while conversely the total col- Save and penetrated to the outskirts of Ljubl-

lapse of Austria-Hungary appeared more and jana (Laibach), the capital of the Austrian prov-

more within the realm of immediate possibility, ince of Carniola and the national centre of the

The effect of all this upon Italo-Slav relations Slovene branch of the Jugoslav race. Faced
was not favorable. It was the disaster of Cap- by this new development, the Jugoslav Pro-

oretto and the consequent danger of Teutonic visional Government took instant and drastic

triumph which had drawn the two Adriatic races action. The Serbian commandant of Ljubl-

together. Now that the bond of common danger jana informed the Italian general that he intended
was loosened, old rancors and conflicting aspira- to oppose the Italian advance by force of arms,
tions once more had room for free play. while the Jugoslav Government publicly an-

The breakdown of the Teutonic Empires at nounced that it was despatching 20,000 fresh

the end of October brought the latent Italo-Slav troops to Ljubljana for the express purpose
crisis rapidly to a head. By the terms of the of defending the frontiers of Jugoslavia against

military armistice concluded between Italy and Italy. This occurred on November i6th. Ac-
Austria-Hungary on November 3rd, Italy ob- cording to last accounts a clash had been averted
tained the right to occupy a zone of Austro- and the Italians were retiring from the vicinity

Hungarian territory which corresponded exactly of Ljubljana.

with the regions promised her in full sovereignty Meanwhile fresh trouble was brewing farther

by the Secret Treaty of April 26, 191 5. This was to the south, the new centre of disturbance being
instantly taken by the Jugoslavs as a proof of the city of Fiume. Fiume is situated a short dis-

Italy's determination to stand by the Secret tance to the eastward of the Istrian peninsula
Treaty and to reenforce her documentary claims on the shores of the Croatian Gulf. It is an
by the fact of actual possession. This the Slavs important trade centre, being the sole sea outlet

endeavored to prevent. At the very moment for the Croatian and Hungarian hinterland, just

when the Austro-Italian armistice was signed the as Trieste is the great trade outlet for Austria.

Austrian authorities were being ejected all down ^ The racial situation at Fiume is similar to that at
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Trieste. By the census of 1900 its 39,000 inhab-

itants were divided racially as follows: Italians,

17,000; Slavs, 15,000; Magyars, 2,500; Germans,

2,000. The Italians thus form the largest single

element in the city's population. The surround-

ing country is almost purely Slav. The down-

fall of Austro-Hungarian authority at the begin-

ning of November gave rise to an unusually

serious situation. Fiume had long been in a dis-

turbed condition. A mutiny of Jugoslav regi-

ments stationed there had occurred some time

before, and public feeling had remained excited

ever since. The collapse of Hapsburg rule thus

unleashed suppressed forces which developed into

an explosion of racial animosity between Slavs

and Italians. Both sides appealed to their com-
patriots for aid, and the Italian element voted for

political union with Italy. Although Fiume lay

outside the armistice zone of occupation, the

Italian Government determined to heed the ap-

peals of the Fiume Italians and despatched a

naval squadron which arrived at Fiume on Nov-
ember 17th. At the very hour when the Italian

ships were dropping anchor in the harbor, Ser-

bian regulars were entering the city from the

land side. The Italians demanded and obtained

the withdrawal of the Serbians and themselves

occupied Fiume, but the Jugoslav Government
issued an official note of protest whose bitter tone,

unusual in diplomatic documents, is worth noting:

"The Jugoslav National Council," concludes this

note, "protests most emphatically against such

acts of violence, which run counter to recognized

international rules and deeply affect our life

interest. No sooner freed from slavery, the in-

habitants of the towns and villages occupied by
the Italians are once more plunged into the des-

pair of a foreign occupation that separates them
from the united Jugoslav State to which they

belong according to their own will and sentiment

as also according to the principles of ethnography
and geography. These inhabitants will ufider no
circumstances consent to remain separated from
their liberated home. The Jugoslav National

Council repudiates all responsibility for the con-

sequences which may result from these intoler-

able conditions. It has the honor to draw the

full attention of the Allied governments and of

the Government of the United States to these

crying events." Two days later the Jugoslav

Government followed this diplomatic protest

by the still graver step of a partial military mo-
bilization. Five classes were called to the colors,

and the mobilization order ended with the words:

"Your future happiness is at stake, and with it

the most sacred duty of every citizen of the State

of Slovenes, Croats, and Serbs."

Still farther south, in Dalmatia, the tension

between Italians and Jugoslavs was of an equally

dangerous nature. In accordance with the

Austro-Italian armistice Italian forces occupied
northern Dalmatia, but the resulting effect upon
Jugoslav sentiment can be gauged by the lan-

guage of a second official protest issued by the

Jugoslav Government at the end of November.
After detailing certain incidents of the Italian

occupation of Fiume the protest goes on to say:
" In Dalmatia things are, if possible, even worse.

On November 2d, a national council was estab-

lished for Dalmatia, being subject to the Central

Council in Zagrab. (Agram—the capital of

Croatia and seat of the Jugoslav Government).
The temporary Italian occupation disregards and
violates all the terms of public and private right.

The Italian governor dissolves schools en masse;
the whole merchant marine in Dalmatian harbors
was seized and sent to Italy, being declared Ital-

ian property on the ground of seizure during a
war. From Sibenik (Sebenico) alone, sixty mer-
chant ships have been taken and sent to Italy.

The railways and telegraphs have also been seized.

In Zadar (Zara) the Jugoslavs are exposed to

the most brutal attacks by the Italian mob and
the Italian soldiery. The exasperation of the

Jugoslavs in all parts occupied by Italian troops

has reached an acute state, and, if there is no
quick interference by the Allies, especially by
America, deplorable results will follow."

Allowing for all possible exaggeration of facts,

the use of such language in- formal diplomatic

papers proves a state of tension between Italy

and Jugoslavia so grave that armed conflict may
result. The arrival of American troops at Trieste

and Fiume temporarily smoothed over the situa-

tion, and the Supreme Council of the Allies at

Versailles deferred the handing over of the former

Austrian fleet. These events produced a quiet-

ing effect upon Jugoslav public opinion.

Nevertheless, the situation remains frankly

serious. The Italian Government shows no sign

of abandoning its full territorial claims under

the Secret Treaty of 191 5. On the contrary, it

appears to be more determined than ever on this

point. In mid-December Premier Orlando stated

officially: "We cannot demobilize and must keep

all our war material intact, for the difficulties to

be surmounted will increase rather than diminish."

This speech was generally interpreted as meaning
that Premier Orlando had swung round to Baron

Sonnino's attitude, and the supposition was ap-

parently confirmed by the resignation of Signor

Bissolati from the Cabinet at the end of Decem-
ber. Signor Bissolati was the avowed champion
of a revision of Italy's war aims and the aban-

donment of Italy's extreme territorial claims

under the 191 5 treaty. The attitude of Sonnino
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was well expressed in a leading article of the the Cabinet in accordance with the necessities

Giornale d' Italia, Sonnino's organ, of December of the present hour."

29th. The article discussed at length the dissen- An armed breach between Italy and Jugo-

sions which led to Bissolati's resignation, stating slavia would be a deplorable event in itself;

that Signor Bissolati showed himself opposed to but worse, such a conflict would tend to spread,

the inclusion of the German-speaking districts The Jugoslavs are not without friends. They
of South Tyrol and was willing to leave Dalmatia have a close understanding with the Czecho-

to the Jugoslavs. But, concluded the article, Slovaks, while the Greeks also regard the Jugo-

"The Italian people is not of the same opinion, slavs with a friendly eye and have so many
We must not only save northern Dalmatia, but grounds of disagreement with Italy that in case

also the whole Italian city of Fiume. Premier of an Italo-Slav conflict Greece might strike in

Orlando has a road clearly defined before him for on the Slav side. And that would mean the Bal-

arranging with a strong hand a reconstitution of kans on fire once more.

THE QJJESTION OF POLAND AND HER SMALL NEIGHBORS

If the Adriatic presents the possibility of an Russian Empire (Russian Poland in the strict

armed conflict along the familiar lines of na- sense of the word), the western portion of the

tionality, eastern Europe ofi'ers a much more novel Austrian province of Galicia, and portions of the

and complex problem. Here there are not merely Prussian provinces of Posen and Silesia. This

explosions of racial antipathies and conflicting Vistula nucleus has an area of about 70,000 square

national ambitions but also cross-currents of in- miles, an area somewhat smaller than that of

tense class-rivalries portending a general collapse Great Britain. Within this central region the

into social revolutionary chaos. Race is rising Poles form the immense majority of the popula-

against race as of old
; yet, within the boundaries tion, the only considerable non-Polish racial

of each race, the social classes are threaten- element being the Jews. But beyond its central

ing internecine battle. And, over the growing nucleus the Polish race spreads out widely west,

tumult, hover the gaunt spectres of hunger and north, and especially east. Here the Poles live

cold. intermingled with other races which are gen-

The present storm-centre of Europe's ferment- erally in the majority. The easiest way to vis-

ing east-end is Poland. Poland, like Ireland, ualize this Polish dispersion is to divide the entire

merits the sad term of "The Distressful Country." area of Polish settlement into three parallel

Her history has been a chronicle of woe, and the zones running north and south. In the western

ultimate source of her woes is geography. The zone, embracing the eastern provinces of the

Polish race is centred in the inland plains which German Empire, the Poles are mainly lower-class

are drained by the river Vistula. The Vistula peasants and town workmen, while the aristoc-

plain-country is only an undifferentiated part racy and middle classes are mostly German. In

of the vaster plain which stretches from the Ural the middle zone (the Vistula nucleus) the Poles

Mountains to western Germany. Thus for ages form the bulk of all social classes. In the vast

the Poles have been wedged in between two more eastern zone, embracing eastern Galicia, Ukrain-

numerous races, the Germans on the west and ia. White Russia, and Lithuania, the Poles are

the various sorts of Russians on the east, without what the Germans are in the western zone; that

the protecting barrier of natural frontiers. The is, they are the land-owning aristocracy and
result has been chronic warfare and wide shifts of upper-class townsfolk, while the peasants and
political and racial boundaries. Looking at the town proletarians are Russians of various sorts

situation as a historic whole, it can be said that or Lithuanians. These outer fringes of Polish

the Germans have encroached upon the Poles settlement comprise an area much greater than the

while the Poles have encroached upon the Rus- Vistula nucleus of the race, their total area being

sians. But this shifting of race-lines has not been nearly 300,000 square miles, or half as large again

clean-cut: it has been more a process of infiltra- as the German Empire. In the Vistula nucleus

tion and overlapping, so that to-day the race- the Poles number nearly 13,000,000 out of a total

map of eastern Europe presents a picture of be- population of 16,000,000, while the Polish popu-

wildering complexity. lation in the entire area of Polish settlement is

The Vistula centre of the Polish race has never 17,000,000, thus leaving about 4,000,000 Poles

been ethnically overrun by either Germans or in the vast outer fringes interspersed among
Russians. This Vistula nucleus includes the so- much more numerous non-Polish elements. The
called " Polish Governments" of the former crux o\' the Polish national problem is the destiny
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of these 4,000,000 dispersed Poles. In the his- Lithuania in a single state. On the other hand
toric Kingdom of Poland, which was partitioned the peasantry who never lost their separate

between Russia, Prussia, and Austria at the end language and culture, experienced a strong na-

of the Eighteenth Century, nearly all this out- tionalistic revival during the Nineteenth Century,
|

lying Polish population was included within the and now wish for an independent Lithuania,

political frontiers of the Polish State, and Polish The bulk of the Lithuanian race is found in the

nationalists desire their incorporation with the Russian provinces of Kovno, Grodno, and Vilna,

New Poland. On the other hand, the downfall where they number about 3,000,000. In the

of the old Poland was largely caused by the dis- adjacent Russian provinces of Vitebsk and Minsk
content of the non-Polish peoples under Polish and the Polish province of Suwalki there are about

sway, and since these same peoples are to-day 500,000 more.

much more racially self-conscious than they South of Lithuania lies White Russia. White
were in the Eighteenth Century there is good Russia also fell under Polish rule during the

reason for believing that their inclusion within Middle Ages and here again the land-owning

the New Poland would lay the seeds of a second gentry and townsfolk became largely Polonized.

disruption. The White Russians are a branch of the Russian

,, „ race, but the poverty of their country has kept
THE NON-POLISH RACES OF THE FRINGE ^^^^ culturally Very backward and they have
Taking up the various non-Polish racial ele- little national consciousness. They are claimed

ments in the mixed regions claimed by Polish by Great Russians, Poles, and Lithuanians alike,

nationalists, it would be well first to consider the and it is a fact that the White Russians have
western fringe. Here the non-Polish population absorbed cultural elements from all three races.

is German. Polish nationalists claim the Prus- The White Russians are found mostly in the Rus-

sian provinces of Posen, West Prussia, East sian provinces of Minsk, Mogilef, and Vitebsk.

Prussia, and Silesia. The racial statistics of They number some 6,000,000.

these provinces are as follows:—Posen, popula- South of Lithuania again spreads the vast

tion 1,887,000; Poles, 1,167,000 (62 per cent.), region known as Ukrainia, the home of the Little

Germans 694,000 (37 per cent.), Jews 26,000 Russian branch of the Russian race. The Lit-

(i percent.). West Prussia, population 1,563,000; tie Russians (or, as they prefer to call themselves,

Poles 555,000 (35 per cent.), Germans 1,000,000 the Ukrainians) occupy the whole of southern

(65 per cent.). East Prussia, population Russia to the Black Sea, together with the eastern

1,986,000; Poles 311,000 (15 per cent.), Ger- portion of the Austrian province of Galicia. -The
mans 1,665,000 (85 per cent.). Silesia, popula- entire Ukrainian race numbers about 30,000,000.

tion 4,668,000; Poles 1,305,000 (28 per cent.). The regions in dispute between Poles and Ukrain-

Germans 3,336,000 (72 per cent.). The total ians are eastern Galicia and the adjacent provinces

population of these four Prussian provinces is of the former Russian Empire as far as the middle

10,114,000, of which 3,338,000 (33 per cent.) reaches of the river Dnieper including the city

are Poles. Their annexation to Poland would of Kiev. These regions fell under Polish rule

bring nearly 7,000,000 Germans into Polish na- during the mediaeval period, and here, as in

tional life, and since there is intense hatred be- Lithuania and White Russia, the aristocracy and
tween the two races, these Germans would townsfolk were largely Polonized. The nation-

prove a most disturbing factor. It may be men- alistic problem is here especially acute because of

tioned that there are about 600,000 Germans in the traditional race-hatred between Poles and

the old Russian Poland. Ukrainians, which is fully as bitter as that be-

Taking up the eastern fringe of Polish settle- tween Poles and Germans,

ment, the first region for consideration should be

Lithuania. Lithuania lies to the northeast of
p^^^^" political life

Poland proper. The Lithuanians are not Slavs Such is the racial and geographical background

but belong to a separate branch of the Aryan of Polonism. It gives the key to the ultimate

race which has dwelt from time immemorial aspirations of Polish nationalists. But down to

about the eastern shores of the Baltic Sea. In the outbreak of the European War few Poles

the Middle Ages Lithuania became politically dared even to dream of such a possibility as

united with Poland and so continued until the the reconstitution of the Greater Poland which

Polish State was partitioned in the Eighteenth existed down to the close of the Eighteenth

Century, Lithuania then falling to Russia. Century.

During the period of Polish rule the Lithuanian Until the closing decades of the Nineteenth \\

nobility and townsfolk became Polonized, and Century Polish political life moved solely on the

these people desire the reunion of Poland and nationalistic plane. All Poles were absorbed in
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the idea of pohtical independence. Social ques- use even Teutonic aid in order to overthrow the

tions played little or no part. Polish society was Czarist arch-enemy. For some years previous

what it had always been—aristocratic, the land to the European War their leader, Pilsudski,

being mainly owned by a caste of nobles and was busy in Austrian Poland building up a

gentry (the so-called *'Szlachta"). The pea- military organization for use against Russia at

santry was poor and backward, and there was no the proper time.

genuine Polish middle-class, the Jews bridging To both parties, therefore, the explosion of

the economic gulf between Szlachta and peas- August, 191 4, came as the cue for long pre-

ants. But in the second half of the Nineteenth meditated action. The National Democrats sup-

Century modern industrialism reached Poland and ported Russia, while Pilsudski enlisted his fighting

produced its inevitable results. The mediaeval Polish Legions into the Austro-German service,

society was undermined and there grew up both a Unfortunately for the Polish cause the two
bourgeoisie and a class-conscious proletariat, parties engaged in a bitter feud. The National

By the close of the Nineteenth Century the old Democrats denounced the Socialists as pro-

exclusive absorption with nationalistic aims had German traitors, the Socialists reviled the Na-
been modified by cross-divisions based on social tional Democrats as tools of Czardom. By the

and class affiliations. Hence there arose a whole Allied world the National Democrats were until

series of political groups, some traditionally recently regarded as the accredited spokesmen
nationalist, some predominantly class-conscious, of Polonism. Early in the war their leader,

still others attempting to combine the two basic Roman Dmowski, established in France a junta

factors into a new, harmonious whole. known as the Paris Committee which at once

The most interesting of these political groups gained the favor of the Allied governments and
were the National Democrats and the National later of America. Meanwhile the Austro-Germans
Socialists. The former was led by the celebrated conquered Poland in the autumn of 191 5 and set

Polish thinker, Roman Dmowski, the latter by up a phantom Polish Government, but their

the famous general, Joseph Pilsudski. Both high-handed conduct and the absolute dis-

these far-sighted men realized years ago that a regard of their early promises to the Poles angered

great European war was at hand, and that in Pilsudski and his followers, the upshot being that

this war Poland might find her opportunity, the Polish Legions were disbanded and Pil-

But they differed radical-ly upon how the op- sudski sent to a German prison. However, it

portunity should be utilized. Dmowski and appears that the National Socialists rather than

his followers desired first and foremost the recon- the National Democrats represented the majority

stitution of historic Poland. They were thus of the Polish people, for when the Teutonic power
"Pan-Poles," meaning thereby the political crumbled at the beginning of last November a

reunion of the whole Polish race even if this popular clamor went up all over Poland for the

implied the inclusion of large non-Polish min- placing of provisional authority in the hands of

orities. Despairing of effecting this in the teeth General Pilsudski. Released from his German
of all three of the present owners of Polish ter- imprisonment, Pilsudski assumed control at

ritory, the National Democrats determined to Warsaw on November 14th. Some time later

form an understanding with Russia, offering members of the Paris Committee headed by
Russia the prospect of a reconciled Poland and Paderewski, the celebrated musician, arrived

the realization of Pan-Slavist dreams in return in Poland. The relations between the two parties

for a united, autonomous Poland under the have been courteously hostile, an open breach

sceptre of the Czar. The National Democrats having thus far been averted. At this writing

were naturally inclined to this policy by the fact Pilsudski still retains his grip,

that they were mainly upper- and middle-class Pilsudski's path is not a rosy one. The retire-

conservatives, fearful of the growth of Socialism ment of the German armies of occupation has

and thus predisposed to the strong government let loose that bedlam of racial and social animosi-

of Czarist Russia. The National Socialists, on ties of which we have already made mention,

the other hand, saw in Czarist Russia the greatest Between Poles and Germans the struggle seems
obstacle to any genuine Polish national life. They, to be of a predominantly nationalistic character,

too, desired a revived Polish State, but they Polish forces penetrating the Polish-inhabited

wished it to be really independent and not tied provinces of Prussia in an endeavor to wrest

to a reactionary political organism like Czarist these from German control and establish a Polish

Russia, which, by its very essence, could not political regime. But on Poland's eastern

tolerate free political life within its sphere. The marches conditions seem approximating a feroci-

National Socialists disliked G'ermany and had ous racial-social war—about the worst type of

small love for Austria, but they were willing to conflict known to man. In the southeast the
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old hatred between Ukrainian and Pole has burst tling millions of Russian and German armies

into lurid flame, and eastern Galicia, the tradi- through 1914 and 191 5, Poland has since been

tional borderland, is a theatre of bloodshed and under the iron heel of the German military

devastation. The Ukrainian peasants are burning machine, which sucked her dry to relieve the

the chateaux of the Polish gentry and murdering pressing necessities of the Fatherland. Millions

their owners. The peasant watchword, " Leave of people have fled or perished, and it is a grim

not a single brick, or the old fellow will return to fact that nearly the whole child population under

that brick," indicates the thoroughness of the seven years of age has died for want of milk

destruction. The Poles are putting up a plucky and other juvenile foods. In such an environ-

fight against superior numbers, the predom- ment the Bolshevist leaven works apace. It

inantly Polish towns standing like islets in the is, therefore, not surprising to read that many
angry peasant sea. of the towns are to-day in the power of hool-

Lastly, in Poland itself, social discontent seems igans who rob and terrorize the bourgeois

to be gaining ground. The whole economic with impunity. What will happen if the

situation tends to drive the masses to desperation. Russian Bolshevist armies reach Poland no
For the last four years life in Poland has been one one can positively say, but one can unhappily

long agony. Trampled and bruised by the bat- surmise.

MORE SECRET TREATIES IN THE NEAR EAST

At the close of the year a speech of the French made between the Western Allies and the Czarist

Foreign Minister Pichon in the Chamber of Old Regime.

Deputies brought to public attention certain In close connection with these agreements

secret agreements made between the chief Allied stands the Secret Treaty of April 26, 1915, between
Powers regarding the settlement of the Near England, France, Italy, and Russia which deter-

East. These commitments have up till now mined Italy's entrance into the European War.
been imperfectly known, but it is to-day publicly The clauses regarding the northern Adriatic

admitted that toward the close of 1916 England regions have already been exhaustively treated

and France signed a group of secret treaties at in the opening pages of this article, and mention

London, while a supplementary group of secret was then made of stipulations made regarding

treaties was signed by England, France, and the southern Adriatic region—Albania—which
Russia at Petrograd early in 191 7, shortly before made Albania virtually an Italian protectorate

the Russian Revolution. and confirmed Italy's control over the whole

These treaties deal with the settlement of Adriatic basin. The Adriatic was, however, far

Asiatic Turkey. By their terms France is to from being the sole field covered by the April

control all of Syria including Lebanon and part Treaty, for Italian interests in the eastern

of Armenia, while England is to control all of Mediterranean and in Africa were also effectively

Mesopotamia and most of Arabia. The Arabian safeguarded. By Article viii, Italy was assured

Red Sea littoral is to be erected into the inde- permanent possession of the Dodecannese. The
f)endent Kingdom of the Hedjaz, though it is Dodecannese is a chain of islands in the southern

clear that Britain will exercise a veiled supervi- /Egean Sea off the southwest coast of Asia Minor,

sion of its affairs. Palestine is to have an inter- including the historic island of Rhodes. The
national administration. Such parts of Asia Italians had occupied the islands ever since the

Minor as are covered by these treaties are to be Italo-Turkish War of 1911-12, but Italy had not

definitely detached from Turkey and the drawing obtained the islands in full sovereignty and her

of the exact boundaries of the remaining Turkish attempts toward this end had been strongly

area is to be left to the Peace Conference. The opposed by Greece. Italy's occupation of the

inhabitants of Syria, Lebanon, Armenia, and Dodecannese has been one of the sore points

Mesopotamia are to have the right to choose their which have made Italo-Greek relations so bad

own form of government, England and France during recent years. The population of the

acting as advisers within their respective spheres islands, which is purely Greek, has manifested an

of control. By the treaties of Petrograd, Russia intense desire for union with Hellas, and has com-

was promised Constantinople and a portion of plained of drastic Italian attempts to suppress its

Turkish Armenia, but it is generally agreed that nationalistic aspirations.

Revolutionary Russia, by her defection from the Of even wider interest is Article ix of the April

Allied cause, has forfeited all rights under treaties Treaty, which deals with Italian aspirations on
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ASIA MINOR AS DIVIDED BY WAR-TIME TREATIES OF THE ENTENTE
Which leave Anatolia still in dispute among the Powers

southwestern Asia Minor adjacent to the islands

already under her control. The text of this

article is illuminating. It reads as follows:
** France, Great Britain, and Russia recognize as

an axiom the fact that Italy is interested in main-

taining the political balance of power in the

Mediterranean, and her right to take over, when
Turkey is broken up, a portion equal to theirs

in the Mediterranean—namely, in that part

which borders on the province of Adalia, where

Italy has already acquired special rights and
interests, laid down in the Italo-British conven-

tion. The zone to be assigned to Italy will, in

due course, be fixed in accordance with the vital

interests of France and Great Britain. In the

same way regard must be had for the interests

of Italy, even in the event of the Powers maintain-

ing for a further period of time the inviolability of

Asiatic Turkey, and merely proceeding to map
out spheres of interest among themselves. In

the event of France, Great Britain, and Russia

occupying during the present war districts of

Asiatic Turkey, the whole district bordering on
Adalia and defined above in greater detail, shall

be reserved to Italy, who reserves the right to

occupy it." The "special rights, and interests"

of Italy in the Adalia province mentioned above
are railroad franchises, mining rights, and other

valuable concessions obtained for Italian capital

since the Italo-Turkish War. There is no Italian

population in Adalia. The inhabitants are largely

Greeks along the coast and Turks in the mountain-

ous hinterland. This is another sore point be-

tween Italy and Greece.

By still other clauses of the April Treaty,

Italy's interests in Africa were defined and re-

cognized. Article x is a recognition by the other

signatories of Italy's position in Lybia (Tripoli),

where Italy had been in continual trouble owing
to chronic revolts of the Arab inhabitants ever

since she had occupied the former Turkish de-

pendency in the Italo-Turkish War. Article

xiii is of more practical importance. Its text

runs: *' In the event of an extension of the French

and British colonial possessions in Africa at the

expense of Germany, France and Great Britain

recognize to Italy in principle the right of demand-
ing for herself certain compensations, in the form

of an extension of her possessions in Eritrea,

Somaliland, Lybia, and the colonial districts

bordering on French and British colonies." The
language of the Article is indefinite, but in the

light of past history it would seem a fair surmise

to imagine that Italian aspirations regarding

Abyssinia were involved. In the early '8o's of the

last century, when the European Powers were

beginning the scramble for Africa, the Italian

statesman Francesco Crispi conceived the idea of

building up an Italian colonial empire on the

African shore of the Red Sea. His goal was
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Showing their relation to Hawaii, Guam, and the Philippines

Abyssinia, an extensive country of mountain

and plateau lying somewhat inland from the Red
Sea and inhabited by a curious people possessing

an ancient culture and professing an archaic form

of Christianity. Italy easily obtained possession

of the Red Sea littoral, but her attempts on
Abyssinia met with disastrous failure. The
Abyssinians produced an able military leader,

Menelik, who almost destroyed the Italian army
of invasion at the great battle of Adua (1896).

The news of Adua produced an anti-imperialistic

revulsion of popular feeling in Italy, Crispi fell,

and Italy retained only the Red Sea coast dis-

tricts, which are economically quite worthless.

Abyssinia on the contrary, though imperfectly

explored, is known to be a fertile country and is

supposed to contain great mineral wealth. It

would make an exceedingly valuable colonial

possession in the hands of any European Power.

Its control would also to-day be probably much
easier than it would have been a generation ago

for Menelik, "the Abyssinian Lion," is dead,

and since his strong hand has been removed the

country has been a prey to political confusion.

Of more immediate interest to us Americans
is the disposition of the German Colonies in the

Pacific, the settlement of which is to-day being

actively discussed. Germany's Pacific posses-

sions fall geographically into three groups: (i)

the German portion of the great island of New
Guinea together with the adjacent Bismarck
Archipelago and Solomon Islands; (2) German
Samoa; (3) the wide-spread archipelagoes of the

Caroline, Pelew, Mariana, and Marshall islands.

These latter groups are situated north of the

equator and lie in the direct route between Hawaii

and the Philippines. They form almost a com-
plete ring around our island of Guam, which is

our indispensable way-centre between Hawaii

and the Philippines and is the chief link in our

Pacific cable between Honolulu and Manila.

With our extensive Interests in the Far East, any
change in the Pacific balance of power is a matter

of our immediate concern. The facts of the case

are that at the outbreak of the European War
in 1 9 14, England and Japan agreed to divide the

task of occupying Germany's Pacific colonies.

The dividing-line between the two spheres was the

equator. Accordingly, German New Guinea

and its adjacent islands were occupied by Aus-

tralian colonial troops, German Samoa by New
Zealanders, while the island groups to the north

of the equator were occupied by the Japanese.

These occupations have persisted unaltered to

the present time, and there is every indication

that the occupying Powers will press at the Peace

Conference for the transformation of military

occupancy into full sovereignty. Besides

British opinion on the subject, Australians and

New Zealanders are expressing their determination

that New Guinea and Samoa shall become de-

pendencies of their respective Commonwealths,

while the Japanese Government has recently

signified its desire to obtain the Caroline, Pelew,

Mariana, and Marshall islands as Japanese

colonies.
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HOW TO CUT A LOG WITHOUT WASTE
This diagram shows the sawyers how to get the largest num-

ber of feet of straight-grained airplane stock from spruce logs.

The cuts are made parallel to the bark; the coarse heart wood,
indicated by the inner circle, is worthless for airplanes

HOW TO GET ALL STRAIGHT-GRAIN STOCK
A peculiarity of spruce is the "twisted grain" that is fre-

quently found. By sawing the logs as indicated in this

diagram it has been found possible to obtain practically

straight-grained airplane stock from such trees

mnl.
iy'ii^:^i'^-^:i:^'-y'^^^yr>fV^J^h^^

A NEW LUMBER KILN
Diagram of the operation of the Tiemann dry-kiln, developed by

^e United States Forest Service and dedicated to public use. The
principle is the automatic regulation of temperature and humidity,
the latter by means of water-sprays shown at the sides of the
cross-section. No other method of seasoning gives perfect results;

this method will season green lumber perfectly in eight to fourteen

days. Hundreds of these kilns have been built for seasoning
airplane lumber and are now available for commercial use



GETTING OUT SPRUCE FOR AIRPLANES
One of the many trestles built to carry the Government logging railroad into the spruce forest of the Coast Range

RIVING A SPRUCE LOG
The biggest logs of Sitka spruce, some of them sixteen feet in diameter, had to be "rived" where they fell before they could be

hauled out
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HOW AN AIRPLANE LOOKS THROUGH THE SIGHTS OF THE PHOTO-GUN
In the picture the gun is trained on the rear cockpit, where the observer sits

THE PHOTO-GUN FOR TRAINING FIGHTING AIRMEN
It operates in exactly the same manner as the Lewis aviation type machine gun; instead of firing bullets it makes photographs

of the "enemy" plane on a long strip of film, as rapidly as the operator can pull the trigger. An examination of the pictures-

shows whether he has learned how to aim and fire a machine gun with accuracy at another plane; a timing device makes ii^'

possible to tei.l, in a sham battle between two airmen, which "got the drop" on the other
-*'"'
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GENERATOR FOR THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE
The generator of current for the aerial radio-phone is attached to a strut of the landing gear and operated by a miniature pro-

peller *hat is actuated by the plane's progress through the air

/

THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE
Conversations between airplane crews and ground stations by means of the radio-telephone are now a matter of course affair,

Ithough the extent to which the development of this means of communication had been carried was not divulged by Army and
-aval authorities until after the signing of the armistice. The radio-phone set used on Army planes has a speaking range of five

:> fifteen miles; the more powerful set used by the Navy has transmitted spoken messages sixty miles. By means of the same
pparatus pilot and observer can converse with each other, which was impossible under former flying conditions because of the
Dise of the engine exhaust
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Committee on Public Information

CARRIES PASSENGERS
That a trans-Atlantic airplane flight will be made before the end of 1919, those who have been watching the development of

high-powered giant airplanes have little doubt. America's most promising candidate is the new Naval flying boat "N'C-i"
which recently carried 51 persons from Rockaway Beach, Long Island, to Newport News, Virginia. This craft was built at

the Curtiss plant in Garden City. It is equipped with three Liberty Motors and is of the Curtiss type. In Italy there is being

built a giant Caproni plane of 3,000 horsepower, while a Handley-Page machine in England is being tuned up for the effort to

capture the $50,000 London Daily Mail prize for the first ocean-crossing plane ,

Committee on Public Information

A FLOATING GARAGE FOR BLIMPS
This is one of the Navy's huge hangars for the coast defense observation balloons of the non-rigid or " Blimp" type of dirigible.

It is more seaworthy than it looks
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The South African Dutch soldier and statesman who led a Boer army
against the British in the Boer War, but who, when that struggle ended ad-

versely to his country, joined hands with the British to make South Africa

one of the great self-governing dominions of the British Empire. He abun-
dantly showed his loyalty in the World War, being the general of the British

forces chiefly instrumental in destroying German power in Africa. The
League of Nations Constitution, as it emerged from the Committee, is

General Smuts's work in practically all its details. The impression pre-

valent in this country that the plan is President Wilson's is erroneous, for

General Smuts is its author to as great a degree as Thomas Jefferson was
the author of the Declaration of Independence
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THE MARCH OF EVENTS

GRADUALLY the situation in Paris
IS changing, and changing in a way

' that will make possible a more
,
harmonious agreement on peace
terms. When President Wilson left

for the United States, the several parties to the
defeat of Germany had split into two fairly well
defined camps. On one hand were Great Britain
and the United States, fundamentally agreed
upon anjnternational organization to maintain
the peace, and also to make this peace one of
stern justice, but not of exploitation. On the
other hand was France, not clearly understanding
the Anglo-American motives, still insisting that
the only safeguards against the recurrent Pan-
German onslaught were huge armies, territorial
acquisitions, and embattled frontiers.
The position of France was entirely understand-

able. It is a certainty that the most idealistic
American or Briton, had he lived under the con-
ditions that have been the fate of France for fifty
>^ars, and particulariy had he passed through all
that France has experienced since 19 14, would
have shown the same attitude. U, instead of a
peaceful and friendly people to the north of us
numerically small, we had more than 200,000,000
Canadians, constantly armed to the teeth, con-
stantly living in the hope of making an unex-
pected assault upon us, the likelihood is that we
Americans, had we once defeated them and had
tnem at our mercy, would not rest satisfied for
our future security with a few names signed to a
piece of paper. That fairiy represents the posi-
tion of France. The fact is that France has had
to furnish the world its battlefield in its fight

Copyrighr, U)\i), hy Doubleday, Page & Co. All rights r.s.rv( c

against the forces of evil, and that, if the struggle
should be renewed, it will have to do so again.
America is far away, even England needs time
to get her armies across the Channel, and the one
thing which France desires protection against
is a sudden onslaught.

This explained the attitude of the French in
the first few weeks of the Conference. Yet the
French are an exceedingly practical people, with
a highly developed logical sense, and, after all,

peace is fundamentally a practical matter. And
the French now perceive that only the friendship
and cooperation of Great Britain and the United
States can furnish an actual barrier to the recur-
rence of the sufferings such as they have under-
gone. The new German Republic, if it is organ-
ized on present lines, will contain not far from
80,000,000 people, twice the population of France.
No material safeguards can protect France against
a sudden attack except the actual presence of a
great Brirish and American army constantly on
its soil—something which is not only derogatory
to French dignity, but impracticable. There
are two things that will deter Germany from at-
tempting such an outrage: the first is the absolute
knowledge that, whatever temporary success it

may achieve, it will eventually fail, because the
civilized worid will come to the assistance of
France; and secondly, the certainty that it will
be punished, and compelled to make full repara-
tion. An international organization, such as is

now in process of forming, will furnish the first

assurance; the punishment of Germany for her
four years' barbarism, which must be a part of
the present settlement, will furnish the second.



A citizen of Norwegian ancestry who, by a quick display of intelligent

energy crushed in a few hours a Bolshevist. outbreak in the city of Seattle

over wh ch he rules as mayor. A conglomeration of aliens from
^^^^f^^^,^"^

Finland attempted to give American ''Bolshevism'' an example by estab^^^^^^

ing a Soviet in this Washington city, but Mayor Hanson, by the prompt

announcement that the headquarters of the city government was the City

H.^^and that the first "reformer" to interfere with its operations would be

shol illediately ^^^^^^^ the "revolution." The aliens who started the

d'Stiirbance have been deported to their European homes



A guest in this country of the organizations which have recently celebrated

the centenary of the birth of James Russell Lowell. This distinguished

English novelist recalled Lowell's services to the common Anglo-American
civilization and culture, and hailed the anniversary as a fitting testimonial

to the part which the two English-speaking nations must together play in

promoting the new ideals of international decency and fair dealing. Mr.
Galsworthy himself is a splendid ambassador of the British desire for politi-

cal cooperation' and intellectual kinship between the two nations—an aspi-

ration which is far more potent now than in Lowell's time



Who has represented a Massachusetts district in the House of Representa-
tives for twenty-seven years. Mr. Gillett has been chosen by the Repubh"can
caucus to succeed Champ Clark as speaker in the new Congress. His selec-

tion in preference to Mr. Mann is a success for the forces of Americanism
in the Lower House of Congress and, generally for decent politics



The new Ambassador to France. Mr. Wallace has been unobtrusively

active in Democratic politics for many years, and at present is a member of

the Democratic National Committee. He is a Missouri Democrat of the

Cleveland type. He enters his duties at a moment when the relations be-

tween France and the United States are more cordial than at any time since

Lafayette



Appointed Attorney-General in succession to Mr. Gregory, resigned. Mr.
Palmer has for several years been the leading Wilson supporter in Pennsyl-

vania. It is said that he was once offered the post of Secretary of War by
President Wilson, but was obliged to decline the appointment because he

was a Quaker. During the war Mr. Palmer has served very ably as Alien

Property Custodian
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The Constitution of the League

—

What It Is in the nature of stable peace is not an impossibility.

And What It Is Not H^ is a man of fine intellect and statesmanlike

breadth; the war has produced few documents so

HE constitution of the League of Na- carefully reasoned and so eloquently and lucidly

tions, as presented by Mr. Wilson to expressed as that in which he formulated the bases

the Versailles Conference, is almost of the World League. Whether he would have
exclusively the work of British states- succeeded in making his draft the official pro-

men. It is essential that we keep this gramme without the support of President Wilson

fact in mind if we are properly to appreciate its is doubtful. In this country the progress of the

meaning. Not less significant is the particular League is generally regarded as Mr. Wilson's per-

part of the British Empire in which this plan for sonal achievement. In the sense that Mr. Wilson

an international compact had its origin. Ame- formulated the plan, oi^ any particularly important

rica's advent into the World War has been hailed part of it, this impression is erroneous; in the sense

generally as marking a new epoch in world politics; that President Wilson succeeded in persuading

almost as important is the fact that this new cove- the committee to adopt the plan, he is entitled to

nant, which is expected to lay the basis of a new his present fame. Lord Grey (Sir Edward Grey)

world order, reaches Versailles by way of South is the father of the idea in England, General

Africa. Just as much as Jeff"erson was the author Smuts the author of the present plan. Lord Robert
of the Declaration of Independence, even to a Cecil its strongest promoter in the British Gov-
greater degree than Hamilton was the author of the ernment. In the United States Mr. Taft was
American Constitution, is Jan Christian Smuts the among the first, and has been the strongest, advo-
author of the League of Nations. General Smuts cate, and the President has given it official sane-

published his plan for a great international com- tion and invaluable support in Paris. The League
pact in January of this year, and the 'Xonstitu- plan thus gives the spectacle of the British Em-
tion," as presented by Mr. Wilson, has adopted pire and the American Republic working hand
the work of the South African statesman in prac- in hand for the attainment of an ideal which,

tically all its details. Almost everything that while in practice it may be unattainable, at least

gives the Versailles document force—the "man- represents the finest impulses of the common race,

datory" system for the guardianship of undeve-
loped peoples, the Body of Delegates, the Execu-
tive Council of Nine, the Permanent Secretariat, It is not surprising that the opponents of the

the limitation of national armanents, the inter- League should have seized upon its origin as the

national control of munition manufacture, the basis for the shallow criticism that it really repre-

safeguarding of national boundaries as determined sents the attempt of Great Britain to absorb the

by the Peace Conference, the settlement of inter- guileless American Republic. Practically all the
national disputes by arbitration or a reference to criticisms in the Senate have sounded this alarm,
the Executive Council, the provision for the en- The real purpose of the League, according to these

forcement of the decisions of this council in par- Senatorial critics, is not to make it difficult to
I ticular circumstances, and the economic blockade start a wanton war; it is to make England the

•—all these details appear in the carefully reasoned despot of mankind, to crush the United States
document which General Smuts and his British at the moment of its national greatness, to make
associates brought to Versailles. In its appeal to our resources, our wealth, and our political and

ij the democratic instinct, the League could have military power subservient to King George.
had no more inspiring paternity. Twenty years Senator Reed's invocation of the coon-capped
ago General Smuts was one of the leaders of the patriots of Concord Bridge may be dismissed as

Transvaal Republic; as such he led one of her the characteristic clap-trap of the most mischie-

I

armies in the Boer War; yet, when the Dutch vous member of the Senate; Mr. Borah, however,
ii were defeated, he accepted the logic of events, attempts to prove his point in concrete form.

j|:

and, instead of nourishing a grievance, he joined But Mr. Borah's exposition of this plot so mis-
forces with other enlightened Boer leaders, par- represents the real fact that the candor of his

ticularly with Louis Botha, lent his assistance to general position is open to suspicion. Mr. Borah
Great Britain in reconstructing a free, self-govern- levels his shafts mainly at the Executive Council
ing dominion of the British Empire, and through- of Nine, the body which really controls the
out the present war he has given a splendid de- League. This Council is so cunningly devised,

votion to his new citizenship—the annihilation says the Montana Senator, that Great Britain

of German power in Africa being largely the work will control five of the nine votes, and thus, by
of armies which he commanded. General Smuts this simple parliamentary device, become master
is thus a military man who believes that something of the world. It is apparent how Mr. Borah

II
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reaches his ingenious conclusion. The proposed

body of delegates will include not only represen-

tatives of the great, independent sovereignties,

but of "fully self-governing countries, including

dominions and colonies." This provision was

evidently inserted so that such British dominions

as Canada, Australia, South Africa, and New
Zealand might be included in the League. The
Executive Council, the great body createa by the

League, consists of the five great Powers—Great

Britain, the United States, France, Italy, and

Japan,—and "four other states, members of the

League." Technically, therefore. Great Britain's

four dominions might be these "four other states,"

thus giving the British Empire five votes out of

the nine. Yet it could be argued on this same

basis, that the United States might conceivably

obtain five votes. We might obtain membership

in the Executive Council for such " self-governing

countries" as the Philippines, Cuba, and the

Republic of Panama, and perhaps one or two

other states whose votes we could control, and

thus proceed to exercise that same tyrannous

domination over mankind which the fevered

imaginations of certain Senators now regard as

the absorbing ambition of England.

The fact which all such critics overlook is that

this League is proposed not only as a pact of in-

ternational good-will, but of international good

faith. If established, it will become a permanent
governing force in the world only in case it suc-

ceeds. If it actually promotes peace, good feeling,

and international justice, it will endure with ever

increasing strength; if it promotes constant bicker-

ing, war, ill feeling, and injustice, it will promptly
become a dead letter. If it inspires national sel-

fishness and aggrandizement, it will become a

thing accursed and disappear; if it develops a new
international conscience and a sense of decency
and fair dealing in international relationships, then

it will definitely become established as the great

governing force of the world. Should Great
Britain or any other nation seek to use this League
for selfish purposes, it would mean simply the

death of the League at the beginning. Any at-

tempt by any nation to "pack the jury," by ob-

taining five of the nine votes in the Executive
Council, would have only one consequence—the
immediate disruption of the organization. The
presence of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, or

South Africa in the Executive Council, where they
are already represented by Great Britain, would
be unjust; their membership in the League itself,

however, and in the larger Body of Delegates, is

an entirely justified recognition of their position

as great and enlightened democracies, and in par-

ticular of the very honorable and efficient part

which they have played in the history of the last

four years. Certainly a League that is prepared

to admit Ecuador, Paraguay, Liberia, and Haiti,
j

can admit such advanced commonwealths as i

Canada, Australia, South Africa, and New Zea- j

land on at least even terms; only the perverted i

Senatorial mind, determined to find flaws, could
\

see in such an inclusion any attempt to subjugate

the liberties of the world.

Ill

The other objection urged with particular force

is that the tentative constitution violates the

Monroe Doctrine. This Doctrine, as originally

stated by President Monroe, was this: "The
American continents, by the free and independent,

condition which they have assumed and main-

tain, are henceforth not to be considered as

subjects for future colonization by any European
powers." One of the most vigorous defenders

which this American policy has ever had. Secre-

tary Olney, defined it in these words: "No
European power, or combination of powers, should

forcibly deprive an American state of the right and
power of self-government and of shaping for itself

its own political fortunes and destinies." Keeping

these quotations in mind, it is interesting to read

that article of the League of Nations which certain

Washington statesmen denounced as destroying

the Monroe Doctrine. It is Article X, as follows:

"The high contracting parties shall undertake to

respect and preserve as against external aggression

the territorial integrity and existing political in-

dependence of all states members of the League,
j

In case of any such aggression or in case of any i

threat or danger of any such aggression the Ex- '

ecutive Council shall advise upon the means by
j

which the obligation shall be fulfilled."
i

According to this article all the signatories to !

the League, including the great powers, specific-
j

ally recognize the territorial integrity and political
j

independence of such South American countries
'

as join the organization—and that all will join

may be taken^ for granted. For nearly a century
\

the Monroe Doctrine has represented a danger to

this country, simply because most European coun-

tries have declined to recognize it as having any

legal force. France openly defied it when she

attempted to set up an empire in Mexico, England

flouted it in 1896, and Germany did the same in

1902. There has always been an apprehension

in this country that some day we would have to

establish the Monroe Doctrine by a great war and

advocates for a large American navy have always

justified their demand by the necessity of defend-

ing this policy. Any American statesman who
in the last fifty years, could have persuaded th

European powers to sign a paper recognizing th

Monroe Doctrine would have been generally a
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claimed as having won a great diplomatic victory, property of foreigners, the League rules provide
It has been urged that the United States, as " com- that we should lay all the facts before the Execu-
pensation for her recent services to the world, tive Council. Inasmuch as the nations repre-
shoud demand specifically a "recognition" of sented in this Council have been constantly urging
the JHonroe Doctrine in the Treaty of Peace. It us to establish order in JVlexico there is little
IS quite apparent that this League Constitution, doubt that it would vote its approval with iov
if adopted, provides such recognition. It goes A mandate from such a Council, requesting inter-
further; it affirms the territorial inviolation of the vention by the United States to establish order in
pohticial independence of all nations established iVIexico would enormously strengthen our positionby this treaty; and thus it applies to the world the Americans have hesitated at taking such a steo
principle of the JMonroe Doctrine, which for because of their innate respect for democracy and
nearly a century we have regarded as the IVIagna their belief that all nations should be permitted
Charta of democracy and hberty. to work out their own salvation; they could notA more valid objection is that, under this pro- face the charge of nourishing aggressive designs
vision, the United States ceases to be exclusively against a weaker neighbor. Clearly our motives
the protector of the South American nations; that could not be misinterpreted should we take such
in future we shall share this responsibility with action at the request of a council representing
the nations which adopt this convenant. It would the opinion of the most enlightened nations of the
be absurd to deny, that, m this respect at least, the world, as the result of an inquiry lasting severalMonroe Doctrine IS not changed. This change is months. Many students of the JVIexican problem
more apparent than real; if it ever became neces- believe that American intervention is inevitable-
sary to protect the Monroe Doctrine, the Executive that we shall have to do the same kind of work
Council would unquestionably assign that duty there that we have done in the Philippines- that

u!t °"7/°''«s that could perform it-the the world has reached such a stage that uninter-
British and American fleets jointly, or the Amer- rupted anarchy in this country is intolerable

'?!l c !u
"!' ^^^ fact that the independence The Constitution of the League of Nations really

of the South American and Central American re- shows, for the first time, how the United States
publics IS guaranteed by the nations associated can intervene, introduce the fundamentals of
in the League and not solely by the United States, civilization, establish a stable government andwould probab y improve our relations with them, develop the country's resources—and do this in aIhey have always half resented, while circum- way that will not lead us astray in the direction
stances have compelled them to accept, a position of imperialism, or create world-wide distrust ofwhich somewhat resembles wardship to the United our motives.
States and they have at times even suspected that All this is true, yet it is equally true that theour policy of keeping European countries at arms' idea that Europe should have anything to say
distance really concealed plans of American ag- about the Western World is distinctly repugnant
gression The fact that the League guarantees to Americans. After all, it is not chaos in the
heir integrity, precisely as it guarantees the in- Western Hemisphere, but in Europe, which makes
tegrity of France, Poland, Italy, and even that of this League inevitable. North and South Amer-tngland and the United States-that it puts all ica have been working out their destinies in their
the world on the same level in this regard-not own way with a 'fair measure of success, and there
only makes the position of the South American is no sound reason why now we should give Europe
countries more secure, but much more self-respect- even a technical right to meddle with our affairs,
ing. I he net result, therefore, is not to impair the The old world is asking the new to come and helpMonroe Doctrine, but to give it a permanence and solve its problems; the new has no problems thata strength and a binding character which it has call for European assistance. In view of these
not possessed hitherto <„,*„ „ j • n • • r ^,

'"
.

Ac o
'"I'lcrio.

fa<-t5^ 3nd especially in view of the sensitive atti-

.i,Ci /f
'' •"?^"^^^^ ^'^^" "°t ^^ ?>«- tude of the American people toward anythingeluded from exercising police powers in the dis- which looks like the abandonment of the Monroe

orderly nations of the Gulf ana the Caribbean. Doctrine, it would probably be well to have alecnnically the League might interpose a veto specific declaration made in the Constitution that
against such expeditions as we have found neces- this section in no way modifies the Monroe Doc-sary in Haiti, ban Domingo, Nicaragua, and as trine as historically interpreted and enforced by

w^^M °"'^J'^'^''^7.
'" ^^''''°' practically it the United States. Such an amendment shouldwould never do so Mexico presents an instruc- meet with little hostility in Paris, since the object

tive Illustration. In face of such a situation as of Section X is clearly not to produce any change
has prevailed for several years, a situation that in this traditional American policy, but to give
causes the constant destruction of the life and stability to the new nations which are to be ere-
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ated in Europe out of the dissolving empires, without reading it—a tendency which has become

Such a declaration would answer the most serious almost a universal habit. There is only one clause

objection made to the League by the Senate and which provides for using the military force of the

probably make possible its ratification. League against a recalcitrant nation. It reads

as follows: "It shall be the duty of the Execu-

tive Council m such case to recommend what ef-

Another objection is that, under this proposed fective military or naval force the members of the

Constitution, the United States loses control over League shall severally contribute to the armed
its Navy and Army; that the size of our arma- forces to be used to protect the covenants of the

ment is made subject to the will of other countries. League."

Those who believe that we are surrendering our y
"sovereignty," and that the proposed League is

unconstitutional, base their contention upon this The fact is that, although this League Consti-

•point. International agreements for the limita- tution is not American in its authorship, it is the

tion of armaments have never been held to imply greatest triumph for American principles which

a loss of sovereignty. When Great Britain, in we have ever won. For it is an international

19 1 2, asked Germany to enter an agreement to agreement for settling quarrels not by military

stop the competitive building of dreadnaughts, force, but by arbitration. No nation has stood

no one suggested that the British Empire was pro- for that principle so strongly as the United States;

posing an abandonment of sovereignty. If such it is really our great contribution to international

agreements do impair national independence, then relations. The mechanism for arbitration now
neither the United States nor Great Britain have provided is the most ingenious and the most ef-

been independent sovereign states since 181 8, fective ever embodied in a treaty. In case of a

when the two nations signed an agreement

—

pending dispute the signatory nations bind them-
which has been sacredly observed up to the pre- selves to one of two alternatives. If they agree

sent writing—not to maintain warships on the that the question is one that may properly be ar-

Great Lakes. Thus, even though the League of bitrated, then the League provides a court for

Nations did contain a provision for limitation of settlement, though the disputing nations are not

armament, it is not clear that the nations in- obliged necessarily to have recourse to this court,

volved would thereby disappear as sovereign having the option of setting up a tribunal of their

powers; yet it is not even clear that it does contain own, or of adopting the procedure already pro-

such a limitation. "The Executive Council shall vided for in arbitration treaties. In case it is de-

determine," says Article VIII, "for the considera- cided that the question is not a kind that can be

tion and action of the several governments what arbitrated, then the parties agree to refer the mat-
military equipment and armament is fair and ter for investigation and judgment to the Execu-

reasonable in proportion to the scale of forces laid tive Council, and also promise not to engage in

down in the programme of disarmament; and hostilities until three months have elapsed after

these limits, when adopted, shall not be exceeded this Council has made its report. Inasmuch as

without the permission of the Executive Council.'' the Council has six months in which to investigate

That language may seem somewhat vague, yet and render its opinion, this means that the resort

there is a reason for its vagueness, and the reason to arms may be postponed at least nine months
is that the American Constitution provides that after the question is referred. So far, the purpose

Congress shall determine the size of the American of the League is to give the disputing parties a

army and navy and that any provision which period during which their passions may cool and
gave this power to the Executive Council of an during which the points involved may be discussed.

International League would, therefore, be uncon- More im.portant than this, the idea is to subject

constitutional. As the matter stands the Execu- the entire controversy to that "pitiless publicity"

tive Council can inform Congress what is believed which, after all, has frequently more power than
to be a "fair and reasonable" army and navy, armies and navies in setthng international quarrels

but it still remains with Congress to accept or re- on just grounds. In case the Executive Council

ject its suggestion. Precisely the same qualifica- cannot agree unanimously on the merits of the

tion applies to another bugbear that has fright- case, then both the minority and the majority are

ened the upholders of independent Americanism; to publish reports, giving all the facts for the con-

the American army, it is said, can be sent to fight sideration of a candid world. In the event that

the battles of Poland against the Ukraine, of there is no unanimous report, the action of the

Jugoslavia against Italy and Rumania, or even of League evidently ends with such publication

—

England against Ireland. Such an impression is always bearing in mind that the nations cannot

the result of discussing the Leaeue Constitution m to war until three months have passed. If all
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members of the Executive Council—other than matically finds itself at war with all parties to the

those representing the parties to the dispute

—

compact would mean the ruin of Great Britain

unanimously agree on their verdict, then the pro- and the extinction of the British Empire. The
cedure is somewhat more drastic. In this instance, shutting off of food to England would starve her

the League will take no measure to coerce the people in a few weeks; the destruction of her com-
party which accepts the decision and regulates merce would eliminate her as an important nation,

its conduct in accordance with it. In the case of Moreover, such a defiance by Great Britain

the party which refuses 10 accept the decision, would have one curious result which has so far

"the Council shall propose measures necessary to escaped attention. The League, as already

give efi'ect to the recommendations." Precisely noted, admits as members not only absolutely

what those measures shall be is left undefined, and sovereign nations, but "self-governing colonies"

wisely so, for each will naturally demand specific and dominions"; that is, Canada, Australia,

treatment. Certainly the League pronounces South Africa, and New Zealand become members,
in favor of some method of coercion against a having an equality with all other members and
mulish nation which refuses to accept the unanf- subject to the same covenants and responsibilities;

mous judgment of mankind that it is wrong. In each in the Body of Delegates may have one vote,

all probability the economic blockade would be a precisely like Great Britain and the United States;

favorite weapon in such an instance, and in an for the purposes of the League, that is, each is a

extreme case, military action. There is an im- separate nation. Should Great Britain, therefore,

pression that the Constitution of the League has acting through the British Parliament and the

actually provided for such drastic procedure in British cabinet, show that defiance of the League

case of a recalcitrant nation, but that is not the that would make her automatically at war with

fact. A nation is to be considered as having all the other members and subject to the economic

"committed an act of war" against the League boycott and blockade, she would find herself at

only when it breaks its covenant to submit its war not only with the United States, France, and
dispute to arbitration or the investigation of the all the great powers, but with Canada, Australia,

Executive Council; and, only in such an instance, New Zealand, and South Africa. Thus, in addi-

the economic blockade automatically comes into tion to the penalties generally provided for break-

existence. Military and naval action may follow, ing the covenant. Great Britain faces the certainty

but not inevitably. A nation, party to the of the break-up of the British Empire.

League, commits an act of war only when it

openly regards its promise to arbitrate or submit

to arbitration as a "scrap of paper;" its refusal This statement of the case shows that, while

to accept the decision of the investigating com- the League does not necessarily make war impos-

mittee, even in case that decision is unanimous, sible, it certainly makes it extremely difficult,

does not necessarily subject it to economic or Any nation which, in the future, resorts to arms,

military coercion. will do so only when the public opinion of mankind
Thus there is only one situation in which a shall endorse its action. The plan of settlement

nation finds itself at war with the world, and even provided ends all hair-trigger mobilizations, all

in that case it is not inevitably war with armies stop-watch ultimatums, and all happy-thought
and navies. Should the United States refuse to declarations of war.

arbitrate a dispute or submit it to investigation. This plan would not necessarily stop a nation

then we would be technically at war with all the that decided to try to conquer the world, as Ger-
nations a party to it; but their action would be many did in 1914, but, had the League been in

limited to an "economic blockade," not a par- force then, the issue would have been clear to all,

ticularly formidable weapon against us; such a Italy and the United States would have joined

blockade, indeed, would work greater havoc to against Germany immediately, and the war could

the nations declaring it. There is no provision hardly have lasted half as long. Discussion we
in this Constitution which makes it inevitable should have, and amendment is likely. But that

that, in such a circumstance, all the navies and the Senate will reject the League idea is unlikely,

armies of the world would immediatelv pounce The sad fact about the existing political situation

upon us. in the United States is that the Senate is not really

Let those alarmists who assert that the League discussing this League upon its merits. It op-

is a British plot to gain an advantage over the poses it, not because it is in itself an evil thing,

United States consider the effect which a world but because its most infiuential advocate is Presi-

boycott and blockade would have upon the dent Wilson. Senators are fighting, not the

British Empire. It at once becomes apparent League of Nations, but what they regard as Wil-

that the only contingency in which a nation auto- sonism, and for this attitude the President himself
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cannot avoid his share of the responsibihty. What other attack. The League is thus so inevitable,

prejudices his championship is that the Repubh- so irresistible, that all opposition, even that of

can Senate, and a considerable element in the Congress, will count for little against its im-

country itself, regards the League as the final pelling force.

flower of Wilson pacifism. This opposition looks

upon the League as the appropriate capstone to The United States as Mandatory for
an international policy that enjoined "neutrality Armenia
in thought and deed," that could see little dif-

ference in the motives of the Entente and the Cen- T T IS not surprising that the demand should be

tral Empires, that uttered such tragically unfor- I made for the United States as the "manda-
tunate phrases as ''too proud to fight" and ''peace X tory" of Armenia. That this new state will

without victory," and that refused to prepare the need such protection may be taken for granted.

Nation for war in the face of the most humiliating Only the most irreconcilable Armenians demand
aggressions to which any proud nation has ever unconditional independence for their country;

been subjected. Under these conditions it is not practically all recognize that internal conditions

surprising that the Republicans in the Senate

—

make the supervision of some sympathetic Chris-

leadership in active war measures having largely tian power essential to the peaceful and orderly

rested with the Republicans—should regard the development of their state. The chief difficulty

Constitution of the League as only the perfection is that, although there is a well defined territory

of that pacifism which is perhaps the most corrod- in eastern Asia Minor which has been known for

ing influence that can insidiously work at the ages as Armenia, there is really no section of this

vitals of any nation. It is this conception, not country in which the Armenians form a majority

the merits of the League itself, which is blinding of the population. The most Armenian of all the

the Senatorial mind to its value and may cause Armenian provinces is Van, yet even here the

such a world-wide calamity as its rejection. Armenians, though they constitute the largest

To this state of mind the facts themselves pre- racial element, are not a majority. The rest of

sent the antidote. The Constitution, as already the population consists mainly of Turks and

said, is not the work of Woodrow Wilson in a single Kurds, peoples which have been preying upon the

important detail; it springs almost complete from Armenians and outraging them for centuries. If

the mind of one of the most efficient military lead- Armenia is made an independent state, with rights

ers of the war, General Jan Christian Smuts, while and universal suffrage, it is conceivable that these

Mr. Wilson's part, it should be repeated, is purely hostile elements could still reduce the Armenians

that of an extremely able advocate. The best to a state of subjection and misery, the result be-

public opinion of England warmly supports the ing that their position would show little improve-

plan, not because England sees in it a means to ment. Even though the superior intelligence of

world dominion, but because she wishes at least the Armenians should protect them against po-

a hundred years for the British Empire and the litical suppression, an independent state composed
rest of the world to recover from the madness of of these people, and Turks and Kurds, would have

the last four years, and because she regards the difficulty in maintaining public order. The
League as the only means of preserving European Mohammedans have been accustomed for so

civilization. France is generally regarded as op- many centuries to regard the Christians as their

posing the present Constitution, at least officially; natural prey that they are hardly likely to become

but French statesmen do this, not because they their brothers over night. Moreover, it is not

oppose an international organization, but simply probable that the Armenians themselves will

because they do not regard this compact as immediately forget the hideous tragedy of their

sufficiently strong. The one fact to be kept in race; this people, like every other, has its dis-

mind is that this League is not primarily the out- orderly elements, and reprisals against the Turk-

come of idealism, but of sheer necessicy. It is ish and Kurdish population are not impossible,

the result, not of the preachings of peace societies. Thus an absolutely independent Armenia con-

but of irresistible forces. When a mortal disease tains, perhaps more than any of the new states

attacks the human system, the body immediately that are to rise on the ruins of the old, the seeds of

begins to manufacture antidotes, or anti-toxins, disorder and injustice.

to the poisons which it introduces. A terrible Some great and friendly power will have to take

disease, working throughout four years, has been charge as guardian, and supervise that preliminary

assailing the body of civilization, and, in accordance work which is essential—such as primary educa-

with natural law, the international organism is tion, sanitation, the building of railroads and
now producing the forces that will cure the present highways, the establishment of agriculture on

malady and make it reasonably immune to an- modern lines, and the organization of such in-
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dustrial enterprises as are adapted to the country, constantly displayed another trait which has

Who is this mandatory to be? It is already prac- seriously limited his usefulness as a public man.
tically established that Great Britain will perform No president since reconstruction days has evi-

this office for Mesopotamia, and this, with Egypt, denced such a narrow partisanship; none has

India, and her other possessions, will fill her cup showed less graciousness in his treatment of po-

of responsibilities to overflowing. Syria will na- litical opponents. Few presidents have gone to

turally find its mandatory in France. Of the such extremes in publicly denouncing the opposi-

great Powers there remain for Armenia, therefore, tion party. Early in his term he excoriated the

only Italy, Japan, and the United States. There Republican party as one which "had not had a

is little question that the Armenians themselves single idea in a generation"; even in face of our
would violently protest against the first two, and greatest national crisis since 1861, Mr. Wilson has

there is even less doubt that they would most shown a strange inability to ignore partisan con-

cordially welcome the United States. For several siderations, and always seemed to regard the war
decades they have looked upon the United States as an exclusively Democratic enterprise,

almost as a mother country; their leading men This defect has shown itself most unfortu-

have nearly all received their training at Ameri- nately since the defeat of Germany. Mr. Wilson
can educational institutions in Turkey; at the pres- issued a statement demanding that the country

ent moment such Armenians as have survived elect a Democratic Congress; only such action, he

the massacres are being saved from starvation said, would indicate that the American people

largely by American bounty. Above all, the supported the war. In appointing his peace

Armenians trust the disinterestedness of Ameri- commissioners, he practically ignored his political

can foreign policy; if we should take charge of opponents. Although the Nation had elected a

their country, these people would believe im- Republican Senate, and although the support of

plicitly that we did so as trustees, with no idea of this Senate would be indispensable to ratifying

national advantage, and that, as soon as Indus- the peace treaty, Mr. Wilson disregarded pre-

trial and political equilibrium had been estab- cedent and named no Senator to his commission,

lished, we would withdraw. He took neither the Senate nor the American
Thus it looks as though a mandatory for Ar- public into his confidence when he sailed for

menia were a responsibility which will be very Europe. Leaving Brest for Washington, he sent

difficult to escape. And the responsibility would a wireless, requesting that the Senate refrain from

be thrust toward us just as much if there discussing the League of Nations until his arrival

were no League being discussed, except that in in Washington; then he made an appointment to

such a case we should merely be given Armenia discuss that document himself in Boston. In his

without a mandate. How we are going to face meeting with the Foreign Relations committees

such questions as this Armenian desire for our of the two Houses, Mr. Wilson informed them
stewardship involves more of 3, test of our policy that they were expected not to amend the Con-
of isolation than any agreements we may enter stitution of the League of Nations, but to accept

into. The agreements, as a matter of fact, are it virtually as it stood. The President's final act,

more the expression of a condition already created in refusing to call an extra session of Congress,

'than the creation of conditions in themselves. inspired by his disinclination to have any Sena-

torial debate of the issues aroused by the Paris

The President and the Senate Should Get Conference, is merely in keeping with his policy

^ , of ignormg the legislative chamber,
iogether

Whatever one may think of the Senate—

THE relations between President Wilson whether or not they be right in their discussion,

and the Republicans go steadily from bad they are right in desiring discussion—the fact

to worse. At a moment when ths only remains that Mr. Wilson's attitude through the

consideration of either party should be unselfish last six months, to go back no farther, is open

patriotism, this constantly increasing strife is a to most serious criticism. The Constitution of

great danger to the future of America and of the the United States makes the Senate as important

world. The one political idea for which President an element in framing peace treaties as the Presi-

Wilson has always stood has been that of leader- dent himself. The clear intent of the Constitution

ship. This conception dominated all his writings is that the Senate is a council on foreign policy

for thirty years, it was the quality that gave such coordinate with the President. Unless two thirds

distinction to his governorship of New Jersey, and of the Senators ratify the treaty which Mr. Wil-

made his first presidential term so successful in its son is now negotiating, it will have no force in the

domestic legislation. But along with his com- United States. And history discloses that this

manding idea of leadership, President Wilson has ratification is not necessarily a matter of course.
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The Senate, in 1897, rejected the arbitration treaty men who recognizes other motives than selfishness I

which Mr. Cleveland negotiated with England, and partisanship. It is one of those spectacles!

and at another time it so amended Mr. Taft's ar- which the American spirit admires above all else,

bitration treaties that they lost all semblance of The new hold which Mr. Taft is obtaining upon
life. In 1898, President McKinley appointed a con- the affections and respect of the American people

spicuous Senator of the time, Cushman K. Davis, is becoming a fundamental fact in our national

to the commission which drew up the Treaty with situation and one which is not unlikely to affect

Spain, but despite this recognition of the ''coordi- profoundly the history of the next two years,

nate branch," he had the utmost difficulty in Six years ago Mr. Taft retired from the presi-

securing the ratification of his treaty. Senator dency, one of the worst defeated candidates in the

George Frisbie Hoar leading that opposition which annals of that office. Against Mr. Wilson and
his colleague. Senator Lodge, is all too likely to Mr. Roosevelt he had carried only two states,

command in the present instance. Senator Utah and Vermont. To a considerable extent

Hoar's opposition was then based upon the new this was not an unfair appraisal of Mr. Taft's

national policy which seemed to be implied in our presidential term, for his most enthusiastic friends

annexation of the Philippine Islands, while Sena- would hardly have claimed for his administration

tor Lodge will probably find his main talking an overwhelming success. Mr. Taft^s failures,

points in the so-called abandonment of the Monroe —as not infrequently happens with a public man
Doctrine and the loss of national sovereignty, —were largely a consequence of certain fine traits

which, according to his interpretation, will follow in his private character; they were due, for the

the acceptance of the League of Nations. Only most part, to precisely that same generosity, to

William Jennings Bryan's personal appearance in that love of fair dealing and loyalty which are so

Washington gained for McKinley 's policy the few conspicuous in his present action. As President,

votes which were required to make it effective; these personal characteristics led him to manifest

but just at present there is no party leader in the a spirit of misdirected devotion to certain men,

Republican ranks sufficiently influential to per- especially Secretary Ballinger, who had fallen

form a similar service to-day. under the public ban. Mr. Taft's conservatism,

The fact is that Mr. Wilson, if he wishes to ob- his inborn respect for American traditions and
tain the support of his peace treaty which is es- institutions, his reverent feeling for the Constitu-

sential to its success, should exercise some of that tion, of which he had for years been so scholarly

genius for leadership which he regards as the prime an expounder, naturally brought him a certain

quality of a statesman, and establish more work- disrepute in a time when La Folletteism was in its

able relations with the Senate. The Senate's fullest flower, and when certain artificial methods
refusal to endorse a treaty, after all the European of stimulating political morality, such as the

powers, including Germany, had accepted it. Initiative, the Referendum, the Recall, and the

would cause chaos throughout the world. Pre- Direct Primary were completely dominating

cisely such a fatality is possible to result from the our politics. Against all these innovations Mr.

President's attitude. The most enthusiastic ad- Taft took a firm stand, an attitude in those days

vocates of the League would hardly say that the easily misinterpreted as a sign of subservience to

present form represents perfection, or that com- the aristocratic idea and to the rights of wealth,

plete discussion is not likely to improve it. The Yet, when Mr. Taft is compared to-day with those

present Senate contains men whose knowledge of who, six years ago, apparently had a greater

international law and American history is as great popular following, he does not greatly suffer,

as the President's, and whose experience in public Who were the American idols of 1912? In the

life is far greater, and the cause of permanent Republican party La Follette seemed to sound

peace could only benefit if these two "coordinate most eloquently these new ideas. In the Demo-
branches," at present working at cross purposes, cratic—excluding Mr. Wilson—men like Bryan

could be brought together. and Champ Clark seemed to be the most represen-

tative leaders. The World War has completely

A Great American Statesman changed our standards and given us new ideas

With which to measure our public men, and ivir.

OUT of the present welter of political Taft has passed the ordeal more successfully than

antagonisms in this country one figure most of the politicians who were decrying him

of statesmanlike size is emerging and eight or ten years ago. On the eternal issues, as

giving American public life a tone which it sadly compared with the ephemeral ones, Mr. Taft is

needs. That is ex-President Taft. His appear- now widely acclaimed as one of the most unselfish

ance on the same platform with President Wilson and dependable statesmen of our time. No hopes

indicates that there is at least one of our public of political advancement, no petty ambitions to
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stand well with certain elements in a population, plete. Immediately after making Mr. Gillett

could ever lead him to coquette with the forces of Speaker, the Republican caucus fell victim to the

disloyalty, and in his sturdy soul there was no worst traditions of the party. If the situation is

ground for the seeds of pacifism and social dis- to be understood, the fact must be kept in mind
integration. that the Speakership is by no means the com-

Mr. Taft's administration disclosed his attitude manding office now that it was in the days when
on certain matters which, while not of pre- the Republicans last controlled it. From the

dominant interest then, have assumed prime Muhlenberg Congress, of 1791, up to the new
importance now. He was the first responsible Democratic Congress, of 191 1, the Speaker had
statesman to take his stand for the arbitration of autocratically named all the committees—merely
all disputes between nations, even those affecting another way of saying that he was the unques-
"national interest and honor," and, though he tioned despot of legislation, and, next to the

failed in getting senatorial approval for these President himself, the most powerful man in the
treaties, his action in a measure paved the way Government. Under Speaker Cannon, this power
for the League of Nations. Thus the reform to was so atrociously abused that half a dozen men
which Mr. Taft is now giving his finest efforts in Washington, with the Speaker at the head,
is no improvised conviction; it has for years been controlled all legislation and invariably used their

part of the fibre of his moral being. The American control to advance the interests of the privileged

people are now seeing the real Mr. Taft, and his classes. From 1903 to 191 1, "Cannonism,"
unselfish patriotism has become one of our finest meaning this control of the legislative department
possessions. for private purposes, became the most active

political issue of the time; more than any single

Resurgent ''Cannonism" at Washington influence, it caused the Republican party to split

into two factions, "standpat" and "progressive,"

THE Republican majority in the House has and so made inevitable the election of Woodrow
done well in electing Frederick H. Gillett Wilson. When the Democratic Congress assumed
to the Speakership. Of all the avowed control, in 191 1, it abolished the system that had

candidates, Mr. Gillett's was the only name that existed for more than a century, took away from
aroused much public confidence. The selection the Speaker the appointment of committees,

of Mr. Mann would have been a reversion to the reduced that official merely to a presiding officer,

most unpopular elements in the party and would and gave the authority which he had previously

have been accepted by the public as an indication exercised to the Committee on Ways and Means,
that the Republican organization had learned The practical working of this change illustrates

nothing in its seven years' exile from power, once more the profound truth that nothing is more
That Mr. Mann was a leader in the old Cannon fallacious than to depend upon forms and systems

guard, representing all those backward tendencies and new rules for the end of deeply set political

against which the American public revolted when abuses. In 191 1, the Democrats believed that

it elected Mr. Wilson president, was not the most they had forever ended "Cannonism" by depriv-

serious charge against him; the fact was that his ing the Speaker of the power to appoint Congres-

votes on many war issues in the last four years, sional committees; the fact is that the very reform

and his public discussions of our national policy, which they adopted has now become the instru-

laid him fairly open to the charge of pro-German- ment for restoring the Cannon forces to power,

ism. His selection as presiding officer over a If the old Muhlenberg rule prevailed now, Mr.

House controlled by Republicans would be a sad Gillett would appoint the committees of the new
evidence of degeneration in a party, which, what- Congress; that is, the Republican Congress would

ever other shortcomings it may have had, at least be organized along the lines that would best pro-

has always stood for Americanism and national mote the national interests and the national honor,

honor. Mr. Gillett's record on the one question Instead, the Republican caucus has entrusted this

which, in these days, overtops all others in im- power to a Committee on Committees. And Mr.

portance, is completely satisfactory. He has Cannon, Mr. Mann, and other leaders of the old

always stood for preparedness, he has always ideas have promptly seized possession of this Corn-

voted on the right side in all the questions that mittee. The old forces of "Cannonism" thus

rose prior to our entrance into the War, and he was resume the power for organizing the lower House
anti-German and pro-American long before our which they lost in 191 1; and they gain possession

official declaration against Germany. only by virtue of a new rule of procedure which

Satisfactory as is Mr. Gillett's elevation, how- was adopted for the purpose of forever excluding

ever, the victory for decent internal politics and a them. The lovers of political paradox could find

self-respecting foreign policy is not entirely com- no situation more productive of unholy joy.
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Yet Mr. Gillett's election shows the strength of Hves so intimately. But this is not the only ex-

the decent elements in the Republican party; that tension of the Federal power which the Demo-
is the comforting fact on the horizon. They era tic Congress has introduced. Only three

exerted themselves sufficiently to make him amendments to the Federal Constitution have

Speaker, and it may be taken for granted that been passed since 1870; and of them the Demo-
these forces will prevent the Cannon-Mann crats have presented two. Besides the prohibi-

triumph from developing too far. tion amendment, they are responsible for that

providing for the election of United States Sena-

Eight Years of Democratic Control in tors by popular vote—both extensions of the

Congress central power as distinguished from the power of

the states. They also passed the Income Tax Law,

APOLITICAL era ended with the adjourn- which represents the same tendency. The Child

ment of Congress on March 4th, for then Labor Law, already mentioned, illustrates this

ended the control of the legislative depart- growing inclination to supplant the Federal au-

ment by the Democratic party which, so far as the thority for that of the states. It is true that a

House was concerned, began in 191 1, and, on the considerable Democratic element opposed all

Senate side, in 191 3. On the whole this period these measures, yet it is also true that the Demo-
of Democratic ascendency was a success. For cratic majority could have defeated them, and
many years the belief had prevailed in certain therefore they may be taken as representing the

parts of this country that the Democratic party voice of the party.

was constitutionally disqualified to govern, and A regime that has passed such a valuable mea-
that placing the destiny of the Nation in its hands sure as the Parcel Post Law is entitled to popular

necessarily spelled disaster. Though it is possible gratitude, and what is probably the greatest single

to point out certain details of the Democratic achievement of a generation in domestic legisla-

Congress that seem to sustain this view, a general tion, the Federal Reserve Law, must likewise be

survey of the last eight years disproves it. credited to the Democratic ascendency. It is the

Neither wisdom nor morality is the exclusive judgment of most financial experts that the

possession of either party; and the United States United States could never have weathered the

is now a better place in which to live, and its financial burdens of the World War without this

position is immeasurably greater in the world measure, and this great piece of legislation was as

than it was in 1911. complete a reversal of traditional Democratic

On the purely domestic side the Democrats policy as its measures providing for the extension

have left valuable evidences of their sojourn in of Federal authority, for there was no respect in

Washington. In what may be called social legisla- which Democratic policy had been so untrust-

tion they have introduced many innovations, worthy for twenty-five years as its ideas on bank-

They created the Department of Labor and the ing and finance. In 1896, William J. Bryan first

Children's Bureau, and passed the Child Labor sprang into public notice and obtained a Demo-
Law. Their most startling achievement of this cratic nomination for the presidency on a platform

order was the position which they gave to prohi- that meant the debasement of the currency and

bition as a matter for Federal action. They the partial repudiation of public and private debts,

passed the Webb-Kenyon Law, which prohibits In 191 3, this same Bryan proved to be one of the

the importation of intoxicants from a wet state most useful practical agencies in the passage

into a dry one, and they succeeded in placing be- of a law which has placed our financial and bank-

fore the American people a proposal which, ten ing system upon a sound basis. Yet this reversal

years ago, would have seemed the wildest ab- in the historic attitude of the party on a great pub-

surdity—a constitutional amendment abolishing lie issue is no more surprising than the fact that

the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages, the Democrats, who for a generation had been

Probably prohibition is not exclusively a Demo- regarded by the old soldiers as their greatest

cratic issue, but it is a Democratic Congress that enemies in the matter of pensions, should have

has made it the law of the land; nor is it certain exceeded the Republican record in this form of

that the Republican party will care to accept any largess. The Sherwood Pension Act, which Mr.

credit for this revolution in our daily habits, for Champ Clark left the Speaker's chair to vote for,

only time can justify its wisdom. One curious treats the veterans of the Civil War with much
aspect of this prohibition amendment is that the greater liberality than any ever passed,

party which has stood historically for the least Other measures such as the Federal Trade

possible interference by the central Government Commission, the amendment of the Sherman Anti-

in local concerns should have adopted so enthu- Trust Law, rural credits. Federal aid for road

siastically a measure v/hich regulates our daily building—swell the ledger of achievement, but
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their practical value is not yet demonstrated, yet certain commonwealths which are not usually
Under the Democrats two new states—New Mexico included in the lynching belt, such as California
and Arizona—have been admitted to the Union, Illinois, and Wyoming, each had one outrage of
thus removing the last territories in our continental this kind to its discredit. The lynching habit is
domain except Alaska, which, under this regime, about the closest approximation we have in this
has received a territorial form of government, country to Bolshevism. The essence of Bolshe-

All these changes are the acts of peace, yet they vism is lawlessness and anarchy; it punishes its
fade almost into insignificance compared with victims, not as the result of a judgment pro-
the legislative work of the last three years. What- nounced by a legal tribunal, but capriciously
ever may have been the popular opinion of the without trials, without writs, without courts It
Democratic party, the Nation generally held one is particularly regrettable, at a time when we are
conviction, and that was that it could not be attempting to present as formidable a barrier as
trusted to conduct a war. Its record in the Civil possible against the forces of social disruption,
War, when it ran McClellan for the presidency on that this spirit of anarchy should manifest itself
the platform that the war was a failure and must in so many parts of the country,
be stopped, sufficiently justified the popular The San Antonio Express, therefore, deserves
estimate of its usefulness in such a great crisis, commendation for the movement which it is
The behavior of certain Democratic leaders, as leading against this practice. The stockholders
the war with Germany came every day nearer, of this paper have voted J 100,000 to be used as a
and even after hostilities had been declared, at fund to suppress lynching. This money is to be
first substantiated this view. Indeed, the most used to pay rewards for the conviction and punish-
effectual leadership in getting through the Great ment of lynchers. It will pay Ji,ooo to any one
War measures actually did come from the Re- who is responsible for the arrest, conviction, and
publican side of the House. Yet the determina- punishment of any person who participates' in a
tion of the American people did function, despite lynching of a Negro, or who incites any other per-
the obstructive tactics of certain forces in Con- son to committing the crime; in cases where the
gress, and made it possible for the power of the person -lynched is white, the reward is $500. The
Republic to turn the balance in Europe from de- reason for the larger reward in the case of a Negro
feat to victory. The fact that the Democrats is that the overwhelming majority of victims are
were in power during this, the greatest crisis in Negroes, and for this reason it is believed that a
our history, will remain an asset which will give larger proportion of the money should be used in
the party vitality for years to come, however the effort to stamp out the crime against this race,
truthfully the more thoughtful citizen may insist If Negro lynchings can be stopped, there will be
that the work of the Republican minority, to little difficulty in controlling the evil, so far as
state the fact most moderately, exerted an in- white people are concerned,
fluence at least as effective as its own. The same forces are supporting a legislative bill

which is intended to make the lyncher a political

The Fight in Texas Against Lynching and social outcast. Years ago, when "gun tot-

ing" was the privilege of every citizen, Texas had

NOTHING could be more appropriate than to contend with another evil which, like lynching,
that a new movement against lynching is really a survival of barbarism. In those days
should have its origin in Texas. The re- the duel was almost as popular in Texas as the

tord of this state in the number of annual lynch- unceremonious murder of Negroes is to-day. To
[ngs makes it a close second to Georgia. Between check this evil there is at present a provision in
lune, 1917, and June, 1918, seventeen Negroes the Texas Constitution, under which any member
^ere put to death in Texas by mobs. On July of the state legislature or any officer, before as-

16, 1918, President Wilson issued a statement suming his official duties, must take oath that,
leploring this crime and calling upon all the of- "since the adoption of the constitution of this
ending states to crush it, and on this very day, state, I, being a citizen of this state, have not
v'hile the President was talking, a Negro was fought a duel with deadly weapons, within this
ynched in Texas. The year which marked the state or out of it, nor have I sent nor accepted a
:reat military effort of the United States—

a

challenge to fight a duel with deadly weapons,
nilitary effort whose purpose was to make men nor have I acted as a second in carrying a chal-
ree everywhere—saw twenty-four more lynchings lenge, or aided, advised, or assisted any person
1 the United States than did the year preceding, thus offending." Thus no prospective lawmaker
^he total number was sixty-two; of these fifty- or officer of Texas, who has been even remotely
ight were Negroes and five were women. The implicated in a duel, can qualify for public duty,
.reat majority took place in the Southern States, The duellist is an enemy to society and to orderly
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government, but he is an heroic and chivalrous

figure compared with the lyncher, for at least he

engages in a game in which his opponent has an

equal chance of survival. Whatever his crimes

may be, he is certainly not guilty of personal

cowardice. Those Texans who are determined to

stamp out lynching, precisely as they have

stamped out duelling, now propose to extend that

provision of the constitution so as to embrace

this even more atrocious crime. It is their

opinion that no man who becomes a party to such

disregard of law can be trusted to have a part in

framing the laws of the state. Nothing could

more lift this state in popular respect than a vote

cast by the people of Texas adopting this proposed

amendment, and nothing would do more to en-

courage those who are working in other states for

the obliteration of the evil.

A New Kind of Pork Barrel

AMONG the innovations which the Euro-

ZA pean War has already introduced intol\ American life must be numbered an en-

tirely new kind of Pork Barrel. The Congres-

sional Record still illustrates abundantly those
several methods of disbursing public money for

the benefit of Congressional districts which for

decades has been one of the most distinctive

features of the American system. The watchful
Congressmen still introduce bills to "grant Mal-
vina Johnson a pension of J50 a month in lieu of

that which she is now receiving''; they still put
in their measures for building court-houses in vil-

lages where court is never held, for " monumental

"

post-offices in towns that are more than adequately
served by a corner of the central store, for dredg-
ing rivers that are dry eight months in the year,

and for improving harbors which ages ago aban-
doned all hope of ever obtaining any commerce.
All these old familiar faces have made their re-

appearance this session, but among them is one
that is absolutely new and fresh and smiling.

Now the Congressional Record contains column
after column of items like this:

By Mr. MOTT: A bill (H. R. 16130) authorizing the
Secretary of War to donate to the village of Cape Vin-
cent, N. Y., one German cannon or fieldpiece; to the
Committee on Military Affairs.

By Mr. McLAUGHLIN of Michigan: A bill (H. R.

16131) authorizing the Secretary of War to donate to
the town of Grant, Mich., one German cannon or field-

piece; to the Committee on Military Affairs.

Also, a bill (H. R. 161 32) authorizing the Secretary
of War to donate to the town of Whitehall, Mich., one
German cannon or fieldpiece; to the Committee on Mil-
itary Affairs.

Also, a bill (H. R. 161 33) authorizing the Secretary

of War to donate to the town of White Cloud, Mich.,

one German cannon or fieldpiece; to the Committee on I

Military Affairs. '|

Also, a bill (H. R. 161 34) authorizing the Secretary

of War to donate to the town of Hart, Mich., one Ger-
J

man cannon or fieldpiece; to the Committee on Military

Affairs.

The Pork Barrel instinct in Congress being as

prevalent as it is, and heretofore being almost

always bad, it is a pleasure to discover one mani-^

festation of the disease which is highly commend-
able. This local mania for German cannon and
field-pieces, which is now rampant throughout the

United States, has all the advantages of the Pork
Barrel habit, and none of its defects. Mr. Frank
Clark, of Florida, the Chairman of the Public

Buildings Committee, has originated the delightful

theory that court-houses, post-offices, and "monu-
mental" buildings in general are not put up prima-

rily for business purposes, but merely to impress

the people with "the glory and the majesty of this

great republic." Ex-Senator Sutherland, of Utah,

who guided public building bills through the upper

House—in which numerous minute villages in

Utah were always "taken care of"—once elabo-1

rated the same doctrine, when he said that such

buildings, "with the flag on top," were great

instructors of patriotism. Now, it is quite ap-

parent that German cannon captured at St. Mihiel

,

or the Argonne are infinitely more useful for this

purpose than needlessly extravagant buildings

erected chiefly to spend money in certain

communities. Who would not unanimously

approve voting one for the district of Congressman

Mann, Congressman Dent, or Kitchin, or Berger?

Moreover, these cannon would not only inspire pa-

triotism as profoundly as court-houses and post-

offices, but they will be much less expensive. It

would be a singular freak of history if Germany's

forty years' preparations for the conquest of the I

world should have the effect of satisfying the Pork i

Barrel appetite of the American Congress,—and it !

would certainly be one of the minor compensa-
|

tions of war. The only discouraging fact is that,

at the rate these bills are now flooding Congress.||

there will not be enough captured cannon to go

around.

Attempts to Protect Liberty Bond Holders

CONGRESS, before its adjournment, failed

to pass the bill proposed by the Capital

Issues Committee and backed by Secre-

tary Glass, which was designed to check the

operations of these financial fakirs who are enticing

Liberty Bonds away from people for less than

their market value, or in exchange for worthless

or doubtful securities. The Federal Trade Com-
mission has now decided that it has power to
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act in this matter under the law prohibiting unfair those who are personally buying the bonds from
methods of commerce in inter-state trade. For them for much less than their market value. This
the time being, therefore, those interested in business is so successful that many of those en-

eradicating this national cancer will pin their faith gaged in it have rented first-floor offices in the

to the Federal Trade Commission. It will soon larger cities. Unless evidence can be secured that

realize, however, that it is dealing with the most they misrepresent the value of the bonds, the law
resourceful class of individuals out of jail, but cannot touch them. Education is the best remedy,
when it discovers the magnitude of the labor it If every bondholder knew what the market price

has undertaken, it is hoped that it will not throw for his bond was, and knew that he could get that

up its hands in despair. price for it through a reliable bank, he would not

At present the Post-Office Department, on which be inclined to sell his $50 bond for ^40 or his ^100
falls most of the work of detecting financial frauds, bond for $90. If he knew just what his bond was
cannot cope with the evil. No special provision worth in the market from day to day, it is doubtful

has been made to meet continued growth. A whether he would want to sell at all.

particular impediment is that the law, under which A committee has been appointed in New York,

convictions must be secured by the Post-Office composed of representatives of the New York
authorities, requires proof of "intent to defraud." State Chamber of Commerce, the Federal Reserve

This is hard to prove until the damage is done. Bank, the Merchants Association, the American
The Postmaster-General can exclude any one from Bankers' Association, the Investment Bankers' As-

the use of the mails for just cause, but it is his sociation, the New York Stock Exchange, and
practice not to do so in fraud cases until he has other organizations to consider means for checking

held a hearing, and not then unless the evidence this evil. It is encouraging to find business men
seems sufficient to convict in the courts. This awakening to the seriousness of the situation. It

means that the Post-Office inspectors, before they is one that will reach far in its effect on business if

make the first move against the fakir, must have a allowed to go unchecked,

case worked up well toward the point where it

could be presented to a jury. Thus many of the Federal Appropriations to Fight Illiteracy
frauds are never disturbed in their operations

because the Post-Office inspectors have not time ^ I ^HE presence of adult illiteracy in the

to work up many such cases. Sometimes, when I United States and the apparent unlikeli-

an inspector has spent months in securing his X hood that the states most concerned will

evidence, he has to turn it over to an inexperienced ever solve this problem themselves have led

assistant district attorney, who is no match for Secretary Lane to endorse a bill, introduced by
the shrewd lawyers whom the successful financial Senator Hoke Smith and Representative William

fakir can employ. The promoter of fake enter- B. Bankhead, appropriating Federal money for

prises boldly takes advantage of this situation. this purpose. The plan introduces such a new
The Federal Trade Commission can prevent idea into our system of education that its pro-

misrepresentation, and can require corporations visions should be scrutinized with the utmost care,

^o give full information concerning their busi- Only the circumstance, indeed, that Secretary

ness methods and practices. The Federal Trade Lane approves this measure saves it from con-

Commission Act provides a penalty of a fine and demnation at the start.

imprisonment for those who fail to report or those That there is an evil of great proportions to be

who report falsely. The director of war loans of remedied is sufficiently apparent. No man has

the Treasury Department has requested that pointed out the facts with greater force than Mr.

information regarding individuals selling doubt- Lane himself. In this, as in so many other mat-

ful securities, as well as their advertisements ters, the war has been the great revealer; of the

and literature, be sent to the Federal Trade 2,000,000 Americans in the first draft, all of them

Commission, Washington, D. C. If the Com- men whom the United States sent to bring de-

mission provides ample facilities for handling the mocracy and enlightenment to the dark places of

mass of material that it will soon obtain, Europe, there were 200,000 who could not read

and acts courageously on the evidence, it their orders in any language, or follow the glowing

will save the American public many millions of accounts of their own deeds as published in the

dollars in a short time. Cooperation from the daily press. Our census has called our attention

Post-Office Department in excluding the fakirs from time to time to the prevalence of American

from the mails on the ground of the Federal illiteracy, but the figures as developed by the

Trade Commission's findings would help. War Department are far more startling. In the

This will not touch the fraud that is North and West, illiteracy is largely a problem of

practiced on ignorant Liberty Bond holders by the foreign born, in the South of the Negro
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and the mountaineer. The net result is that there

are 8,500,000 denizens more than ten years of age,

in the United States, who cannot read the English

language, and this number includes 5,500,000 who
cannot read any language. The mere statement

of these facts furnishes the argument that seems

sufficiently strong to carry into effect almost any
proposal to change the situation for the better.

The proposal now embodied in the pending bill

is for the distribution of Federal money to the

educational officers of the several states. The
initial appropriations provided are moderate;

they are at the rate of J 12, 500,000 annually up to

1926. No state can participate in these donations

until it provides for the instruction in English of

illiterate and non-English-speaking minors more
than sixteen years of age, and it is also provided

that the money shall be used only for salaries and
the training of teachers and that none shall go for

the support of religious and private schools. The
manner in which this money is to be distributed

arouses some distrust. It is to be parcelled out

to the states in the proportion which the illiter-

ates and non-English speaking persons bear to the

total number of such people in the whole United

States. In other words, the states which have
the largest percentage of illiterates will get most
of the money; the states, that is, which have mani-

fested the least interest in so important a function

as the education of their future citizens are to have

the largest appropriations from the Federal

Treasury, and the states which have shown the

greatest conscience and enlightenment in this

regard are, by virtue of that very fact, to be

penalized. It may be maintained with a certain

amount of logic that, if Federal money is to be

used to stamp out illiteracy, the obvious thing to

do is to spend it on illiterates; yet there is another

principle involved in this proposition besides public

education, and that is a proper respect for the

functions of government. When stripped to its

fundamentals, this proposal simply becomes one

to take money from those parts of the

country which educate their children and spend

it in those states which do not. The same princi-

ple has been applied to the Federal appropriations

for good roads, which are so cunningly devised that

the states which have the best roads and pay the

largest taxes get very little money, most of which
goes to communities that have been too back-

ward to build highways of their own.

The tendency to dip into the National Treasury
to do the work, which is properly the province of

states, has grown enormously in the last ten years.

It is a vicious one from whatever point of view it is

considered. The presence of illiterates in any
state is a great evil, yet it is a question whether

the existence of a lack of responsibility in a state,

which leads it to neglect its duty and instead to

look constantly to the Federal Government to '
^

perform its functions, is not a still greater evil.

An individual who is constantly coddled and never

forced to labor for himself develops no character,

and a state which constantly shifts its natural

burdens to the Federal Government will even-
tually cease to be upstanding and patriotic.

Possibly education is a Federal function; that ^
is a contention that may be made with some ^

force. If education is a duty of the central

Government, then let the central Government
take charge and not only furnish the money, but
actually do the work. The principle that the Fed- ^

eral Government should appropriate no money '

which it does not itself spend is fundamentally
sound.

I

A Letter About 'Tirates of Promotion"

THE World's Work recently received, I

among many others, the following letter
'

from one of its subscribers. It, like the

rest, needs no explanation

:

I have just been reading your article on the "Pirates

of Promotion" by Louis Guenther, and I personally

regard you as a benefactor of the people by emphasizing

the foulness and inhumanity of their practices, and I

have often wondered why in our great America some >

law or laws have not been enacted whereby these dan-

gerous characters are not arrested and punished.

I am glad you are bringing attention to the un-

american and unmanly practices of the W. M. Os-

trander Co. Some fourteen years ago, being in very

humble circumstances from a combination of condi-

tions, largely sickness in my family, etc., we were

reduced to a very low state financially, and this to us

was very painful, for we had always practiced economy,

and planned to have a dollar for an emergency. At
this very time some of the alluring literature of the W.
M. Ostrander Co. came to my desk offering to sell to us ^

the Fox Optical Co. stock of Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

stating with greatest emphasis that it was not a specula-

tion but the stock of an old established firm seeking to

enlarge its business by increased capital, and stating that

the Fox Co. would always declare dividends from 6 per

cent, upward. They were willing to take from ^5.00 up-

ward per share per month until each share was paid for.

Here we humble "Sucker folks" of the Manse thought

we had a simple and easy way to get ahead a little, and

bit to the tune of ^600, and for several times dividends

were paid, as honey for the fly of course. Then a sudden

and eternal stop—full stop—ensued. Beautiful and

encouraging letters came from time to time from the

Fox Optical Co. of Philadelphia, and then they stopped

also, and for more than ten years we have not been able

to tempt one word out of the Fox Optical Co. and

W. M. Ostrander & Co., and they, I suppose, are happy,

and, probably more, are in so-called best society, when
according to the judgment of large numbers of honest

and noble people they should be neither in N. Y..

Philadelphia nor Heaven.



GETTING A HIGHER RETURN ON YOUR
SAVINGS

Every month in this part of the magaiine the World's Work prints an article on investments and the

lessons to he learned therefrom.

A
RETIRED Connecticut business man rience. It is time to impress first principles in in-

wrote that he had subscribed for vesting. It is important to point out that there

$10,000 of Liberty Bonds and now are various degrees of security in investment issues

wanted suggestions as to how he could and that what would be suitable for an active

invest a similar amount coming to him business man who can afford to risk losses might

soon, so as to bring his average return up to 6 per be entirely unsuitable for another man, or for a

cent. A woman in Texas wished to get 7 or 8 per woman dependent on her investment income,

cent, on savings of a few thousand dollars "be- The first thing for investors to decide is the

cause she needed a higher return than she was amount of risk they can afford to take with their

getting on her funds invested in Liberty Bonds." funds. This will depend on the purpose which

Letters of a similar nature are coming daily to the they had in mind when the funds were accumu-

World's Work and indicate a tendency—on the lated and on the conditions that will surround the

part of new investors at least—to sacrifice safety investment. If one is laying up savings to take

in order to secure a high return. The get-rich- care of himself in his old age, is he not really a

quick promoter is reaping a richer harvest than trustee of those savings for the old person he is to

ever before, which shows that many people are be? If he is saving for his family, is it not the

stepping into the pitfalls this tendency leads to. same? But if the money is being accumulated

The retired Connecticut business man lives on with the view of taking advantage of a business

his income. It was ample for all the needs of his opportunity, it is different. Or if one is in close

family a few years ago when they persuaded him touch with conditions in a certain business, he

to sell his business to a younger partner and retire; might be justified in taking risks in that field which

but now it costs considerably more to live despite would be improper for one ignorant of conditions

war-time economies. The purchase of $10,000 of to take. The degree of risk that one is justified

Liberty Bonds meant a sacrifice, for that money in taking must be largely decided by the investor

had been drawing 6 per cent, interest from the himself, although others of more experience or

former partner. That was the explanation back training might help him. It is the first point

of the desire to invest the next $10,000 at a rate that should be decided.

to bring the average return up to 6 per cent. The After one has determined the amount of risk

Texas woman's case was not disclosed in such de- he can take with his funds, then the problem is to

tail, but it was evident that she thought a security choose securities that fit these requirements. It

returning 7 or 8 per cent, quite suitable. She should is here that the inexperienced investor generally

probably be complimented for her conservatism, needs assistance. The success or failure of his in-

for she lives near one of the new Texas oil vestment experience may rest entirely on the

fields where returns of much more than 8 per cent, character of the assistance he gets. Here is

are general topics of conversation. where the greatest care should be exercised. A
These two cases* illustrate different classes of letter received recently from a reader in Maine

investors, neither of which would be justified in shows how easy it is to go wrong. This reader

risking the loss of any of their principal in order had lost money through one of the " Pirates of

to get a high return. The man had passed the age Promotion" exposed in the World's Work.
when he could easily go into business again to In relating his sad experience, he remarked,

recoup a loss; the woman's earning power was "
I had been told by a local bank that the

comparatively small and her capital represented firm was trustworthy. " This man exercised more

too many years of careful saving to justify her in caution than do many with funds to invest. He
taking any risk in the investment of it. And a made inquiries before he risked his money. His

great majority of investors fall into one of these loss could not be charged to his own foolishness,

two classes. That is the point that should be em- If he had previously determined the amount of

phasized, for most of those that we now call risk he could take with his funds, he would likely

investors, including the millions of Liberty Bond never have considered the purchase of the stocks

holders, have h^d very Ijttl^ investment expe- in the new industrial promotions offered him by
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this firm; but it is evident that his investigation the increased cost of Hving. Interest rates have
of the firm was not carried far enough. If he had advanced with living costs, although not as fast,

written to any one of several publications that and the ^investor to-day has the advantage of

maintain investment departments with high these higher rates. This is reflected in the lowest

/standards, he could have learned information prices for bonds seen in a generation. For those

about the firm that would have served as a warn- who have money available for investment the pres-

ing to him. ent is literally the opportunity of a lifetime. Due
Unless the investor has had training that fits to the competition of government loans in the

him to analyze investments he must be largely de- investment markets of the world, the highest grade

pendent upon others to get the securities that issues have declined in price so that the yield from
meet his requirements. Some one must prescribe the best railroad bonds, which was about 4.15 per

for him. He should call only an honest and reli- cent, before the war, is now nearly 5 per cent,

able investment doctor and one who has a reputa- There had been an earlier advance in this average

tion for success as well. An unreliable quack, such rate of return from around a 3 per cent, level dur-

as the Maine man dealt with, would make him lose ing the fifteen years preceding the war. The in-

his money quickly; an honest investment banker vestor can now buy the best grade securities and
of poor judgment, or one lacking in conservatism know that he is getting nearly 25 per cent, higher

might cause him to lose as much ultimately. He interest on his money than he could have re-

should therefore lay his case before a reliable finan- ceived with the same degree of safety before the

cial doctor who has a reputation for successfully war, and nearly 66 per cent, more than his

conserving the funds of his clients. There are father got.

many of these in the country. Unfortunately But many of our new investors, and many old

they do not make as much noise as the fakirs; ones as well, are not inclined to be satisfied with

their margin of profit does not permit it. But even this increased return. A man from South

they are worth seeking out when one has the in- Dakota writes, "
I bought ^2,000 City of Paris

vestment of his savings to consider. bonds last year at 85 and would like to repeat such

In laying one's case before the investment spe- a deal." The Paris bonds are now 99I. The con-

cialist, the investor should help in the diagnosis, ditions that surround this man's investments en-

He should make clear all the conditions that will title him to take more risk with his funds than the

surround the investment. In other words, the retired business man or the widow. He wanted
doctor should know the amount of risk the in- an investment having a good degree of safety but

vestor wants to take. And the doctor's advice one possessing the possibilities of an advance in

should be based upon this amount of risk, market value. The suggestion was made that he

Some time ago a widow in the South sent in place his funds in the convertible bonds of strong

for criticism a list of bonds that she had pur- companies, bonds that are now selling largely on
chased from a leading investment banking house, the basis of the merit of the security back of them,

Among them were some of the junior mort- without reference to the conversion privilege

gage bonds of one of the weaker railroads of attached, but which might advance materially

the country, bonds that have so many other issues should there be a decided upward movement
secured on the property ahead of them that they in the stock for which they are exchangeable. In

are generally considered suitable only for a busi- other words, bonds of good security with specula-

ness man's investment. An inquiry divulged the tive possibilities: a combination not usually found,

fact that the widow had protested against the first The chance for further decline in these issues is

recommendations of the house and that a young minimized by the good security back of them,

and enthusiastic bond salesman had aided and while the chances for advance is only limited by the

abetted her in placing these bonds in the list, in possibilities for upward movement in the stock,

order to give her the higher return she wanted. Such convertible issues might prove attractive

The doctor's prescription, of course, does no good to other investors whose requirements for safety

if you don't take it. If it is worth securing, it is they satisfy. For those who need a higher degree

worth taking; and if every investor would insist of safety, but who do not require that their in-

on getting the right recommendations for his par- vestments be readily marketable, the suggestion

ticular case from a banking house of established might be made that reliable investment bankers

reputation, and would then follow those recom- always have- unlisted and inactive bonds for sale,

mendations, the many millions lost every year in which return a higher yield because of the fact that

worthless or poor securities would be largely they are not easily salable. Farm mortgages

saved. and real estate mortgage bonds come in this class.

It is possible for an investor to get a higher re- In buying such securities the reputation and

turn on his money to-day to help compensate for standing of the banker is of greatest importance.



TO PAY FOR VICTORY AND LIBERTY
THE VICTORY LIBERTY LOAN

The Blank Check Which the American People Signed For the Government ''F"^or Winning
the War'' Is to Be Presented for Another Payment

THE War has been won, but it isn't over.

The soldiers have done their part but

the American people have to complete

theirs.

This country had just reached its

seven-league stride when Germany's military

machine gave way. The successful operation of

the draft law was piling troops into France. The
thirty-mile gun was silencing the big Berthas.

A gas was ready for the Boche that was more
deadly than anything he had invented. The seas

were practically clearof submarines. The Junkers
saw what was coming, and coming fast. At
Chateau-Thierry they had met only the skir-

mishers; only the advance guard was coming
through the Argonne Forest. But that was
enough. They wanted no more.

Back of this preparation for war on a scale that

Germany could not believe until she saw it, stood

a hundred million peaceful citizens. It was they

who gave the Government a blank check, signed

by them and endorsed " for account of winning the

war." It was they, when called upon to honor

that check in payment for things received on this

account, who paid to theTreasury J! 18,000,000,000

in twenty months, in addition to their taxes.

The Government could go ahead with its stupen-

dous preparations without any apprehension

regarding the source of the money to pay for

them. The Hun knew that we were going

ahead, and he quit. A peace-loving people

had decided for war as the most effective means
of securing peace.

The time is now approaching when this check

must again be presented for payment. This is to

be the payment for peace. This time the money
will not go to speed the parting soldier, but to

bring him home, to pay for the things he needed
and used to help the Allies lick the Hun, to close

out government accounts with American industry

and agriculture organized on a war basis, to com-
plete the victory, to pay for liberty. Will a peace-

loving people fail to honor its check when the

drums of war are no longer beating and the voice

of duty is no longer calling her sons to the front?

Do the fires of patriotism die out with the ending
of the battle's roar? If so, then let us call upon
the returning soldier—who has stood at the brink

of death and learned to measure things at their

true value—to give us his estimate of the value of
liberty, of the things that have been won. Ask
him if we have yet paid the entire bill.

The stride of this awakened giant can not be
stopped with the signing of the armistice, shall

not be stopped. He must continue to his fmal
peaceful place among the nations. But, lucky
giant, he has none of the ravages of war like those
of France and Belgium to repair. Nor has he
borne the brunt of the battle through the heat of

the day. His reward will be the same as the rest.

But the people must now finish payment for the
tools with which he labored.

The Sixty-third Congress, in its second session,

authorized $24,000,000,000 for a year's war
expenses. A good part of this money will not now
be spent. Between April, 191 7, and Decem-
ber, 19 1 8, we spent ^^24, 500,000,000. Allowing

$2,000,000,000 for the normal expenses of running

the government during the war period, there

remained $22,000,000,000 as the cost of the war
up to the end of last year. The American people

supplied this through subscription for Liberty

Bonds, the purchase of War Savings Stamps,
and the payment of taxes, without upsetting

the economic and financial structure of the

Nation. Can they not be expected to supply the

balance with as little disturbance to business?

We enter upon the reconstruction era with

assets such as no other nation possesses and with

a comparatively smaller debt. Germany's war
debt is estimated as two fifths of the national

wealth. Our debt, exclusive of advances to Allies,

at the end of 19 18, was $12,000,000,000 as against

$250,000,000,000 of resources. The resources of

our national banks, for instance, exceed the aggre-

gate resources of the national banks of England,

France, Italy, Canada, the Netherlands, Norway,

Sweden, Denmark, Japan, and Germany, all com-

bined. The people of the United States will be

able to oversubscribe the "Victory Liberty Loan"
without straining their credit and without curtail-

ing the supply of money needed by manufacturers,

merchants, and exporters during the reconstruc-

tion period. But it is going to take patriotism

and united effort to make the loan a success;

everyone must meet his obligation on the war

check. Doing so, he will get the safest and one

of the most attractive investments in the world.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT OUR 110

DAYS' FIGHTING
THE DRAMATIC SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FROM MAY 27TH TO
NOVEMBER IITH—THE SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS OF OUR
GENERAL STAFF—A HUNDRED AND TEN DAYS OF FIGHT-
ING—THE REAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CHATEAU-THIERRY
AND THE GREATER SIGNIFICANCE OF SOISSONS—
THE HUMOR OF ST. MIHIEL AND THE GLORY OF

THE ARGONNE-MEUSE
I

Cantigny—A Little Battle That Proved a Great Point and Made 100,000 Men

BY

ARTHUR W. PAGE

Criticisms of many details of the conduct of the war abroad are now appearing, most of which seem

not to he based upon a comprehensive grasp of events as they took place. In the whole picture there are many
more intensely dramatic and heroic achievements than the public yet knows and there were also many
shortcomings. But there can be no intelligent criticism of the parts of the work of the A. E. F. that is not

based upon a conception of the whole active campaign. These articles are an attempt to give such a picture,

THE first independent offensive action defeated in the military sense. Let there be no
by the American Army in Europe, the mistake about that. And the American Army in

taking of Cantigny, took place only five its hundred-odd days of fighting provided one of

and a half months before the war ended, the vital elements of this defeat.

The first American division to take If the Marines at Belleau Wood, and the

over an active sector of line did so only in April, machine gunners at Chateau-Thierry, provided a

six months before the war ended. dramatic entrance of our Army into the main
The first American corps was created on the struggle, the moral decisions that placed them

4th of July, four months before the armistice. there were no less dramatic. If the six green

And the First American Army, formed on divisions that went over the top in the Argonne-
August loth, had its first action at St. Mihiel, Meuse battle on September 26th performed
September 12th, just two months before the war heroic deeds, the moral courage to set them
came to an end. at such a task was no less remarkable, and
The active fighting of any large bodies of Amer- far back of that, the moral courage to train

ican troops was confined to two main periods

—

them for open warfare was worth a great

from Chateau-Thierry to the Vesle, some sixty victory in itself. Most battles are lost or

days, in which eight of our divisions took part, won before the first shot is fired. With this in

and the Argonne-Meuse Battle, forty-seven days, mind it is worth studying the American Army's
in which twenty-one divisions took part, action in France, for it is full of brave, human
There were two or three days' fighting at St. endeavor, of moral and physical courage at many
Mihiel in between these two times. There were times and places that are still little known,
also several other notable actions, as those of the The short period in which our forces were

27th and 30th Divisions with the British, but none actually engaged has tended to obscure somewhat
involving more than two divisions. the fact that when the war ended General Pershing

In other words, our Army just barely got in at commanded the largest force in American history,

the finish, and to do that it had to fight before which had fought and won one of the great battles

either its training or equipment was ready. But of all times—the Argonne-Meuse battle, which

if it had not gone in, ready or unready, and had lasted forty-seven days and used more American
not paid the price when it did, the war would troops than there ever were in an American Army
not have ended on November nth. The war before—and that these troops were in quality

ended then because the Germans were beaten

—

second to none in Europe. This extraordinary

_



WHY OUR FRONT WAS IN LORRAINE
The British supply system took in the area as far south as Havre, the French had to have the Paris district and the

country immediately east and west of it. To run our main supply lines through either the British or French would have
caused hopeless confusion. The areas shown in this map are merely general indications. For example, both American and
French used Brest. The railroad lines are those run by the American Army, a good part of which were either constructed or

doubletracked by our engineers
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result came suddenly. The work, however, that

produced it was slow.

When General Pershing first landed in France,

he determined to create a purely American force

of quality and size large enough to bring victory

to the Allied armies, for even before the German
offensives of the spring of 191 8, it was clear that

the maximum British and French forces were not

sufficient to defeat the Germans, then reinforced

by their troops from Russia. General Pershing's

intention was to train divisions until there were

enough for an army corps, and occupy a separate

American sector with tha-t. As more divisions

were trained and as the number of corps increased

he planned to form an American army, and as

the troops further increased, more armies, until

there were American groups, such as existed with

the French, and British, and Germans. This was
to be strictly an American organization, just as

the British Army was entirely British, and the

French all French. It would, of course, be under

the supreme Commander-in-Chief, as all others

were; even before he reached France, General

Pershing was a believer in a unified command.
The divisions which were to make up this

American force were to be trained principally for

open warfare, a war of movement, with less atten-

tion paid to trench warfare, although they were to

spend a certain time in quiet sectors of the front

line trenches as part of their training.

It is worth while for every American who takes

pride in what the Army accomplished, to contem-
plate carefully this conception of training—two
thirds for open warfare, one third for trench war-
fare. This conception was decided upon in the

summer of 191 7, when there had been no war of

movement on the Western Front for nearly three

years. As prosaic as it looks on paper, this deci-

sion was more important than most battles, for

it made our part in the final battle possible. It

had this significance. Continued trench fighting

almost inevitably meant a stalemate. A war of

movement meant a decision one way or the other.

The American Army was built for offensive, for

victory. It is probably fair to say that the

bulk of military opinion on the Allied side did not

agree with General Pershing, and his decision was,

therefore, a very bold one. But seldom has sound
thinking and courage been better rewarded. A
good many thousand American soldiers are alive

now, who would have died had his decision been
the reverse. He expected to vindicate his belief

in open warfare in the spring of 191 9. It was
vindicated, most opportunely, six months earlier.

The position on the front, ultimately to be taken
by the group of American armies being planned,

was practically fixed by the only possible remain-
ing line of supply. The British had all the north-

ern ports, and their lines covered everything from
the battle area to the sea, as far south as Havre.
The French supply lines took in all the Paris area

and a broad belt running eastward from the

Capital. A supply system south of the French
belt, from the sea to the battle line, between Ver-

dun and Belfort, was about all that was left.

Therefore Chaumont became headquarters, and
the neighborhood of Neufchateau and Saint-

Dizier became our main advanced base.

The first place selected by the American staff

for attack was the St. Mihiel salient, and the staff

was working on this project many months before

there was any American force ready even for a

minor engagement, not to mention the taking of

this position. To make a purely American Army,
trained for open warfare, with the first attack to

be made at St. Mihiel—such were the plans.

By March, 191 7, there were four American
divisions which had finished their training and
were theoretically ready for battle. Still, they

had never been seriously engaged and no one

knew how they would compare with first-class

veteran troops in the ordeal of battle.

OUR FIRST RAID

The first division which arrived after General

Pershing in the spring of 191 7, went into the

trenches for training for the first time in October

of that year. Three other divisions had followed

it, the 2nd made up of two regiments of regulars

(mostly recruits), the 7th and 23rd, and two regi-

ments of Marines; the 26th Division, made up of

the New England National Guard; and the 42nd,

the Rainbow Division, made up of guard units

from many states, including the old 69th New
York and the old ist Alabama, both regiments

with Civil War traditions. But none of these

divisions had yet been tested under fire. They
had had trench practice in quiet sectors, some
patrol work, and had been subjected to a few

German raids. Until March, 191 8, no American

unit had ever made a raid itself. The first one

planned was to take place at one o'clock on the

morning of March 4th. It was to be carried

out by a detachment of 150 men from the ist

Division, then in line on the southern side of the

St. Mihiel sector. There was a good deal of sup-

pressed excitement over this first offensive action,

even if it were a small one. The whole division

would have volunteered for the duty. The
Commander-in-Chief himself was present. Nearly

everyone stayed up, so as not to miss anything.

The plan was for the engineers to crawl out over

No Man's Land, and put Bengalore torpedoes

under the German wire, so arranged that they

could be set off from a safe distance. At the

appointed time the wire was to be blown up, the



SEICHEPREY AND THE OLD TRENCH SYSTEMS
The heavy black hnes are the German trenches, the red Hnes the American trenches, the Hnes of XXX are Hnes or wire.

In 191 5 and 1916, such trench systems were heavily held with men. By the spring of 1918 it had become customary on both
sides to hold them rather lightly. The first lines on both sides were not held at all except by patrols. On the night of the
Seicheprey raid the American first line was in the Sibille trench. The real line of defense was back of Seicheprey and not
shown on this map. The German raiders came'from the direction of Richecourt, Lahay ville, and through the Bois de Remieres
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box barrage was to surround entirely the point to

be attacked, and the raiders were to rush across,

capture as many of the enemy as possible, and
come back before the Germans could retaliate.

The infantry, artillery, and engineer watches had

been exactly synchronized, so that everything

should work in harmony. To the second, on the

appointed time, a wonderfully precise and accurate

barrage surrounded the point of attack. The
hundred and fifty raiders hurried out of their

trenches. But the German wire remained intact.

The attacking party was ordered back again.

And then, about this time, the missing engineers

turned up. They had not been out preparing to

blow up the German wire. They had been lost!

The miscarriage of this plan killed no one on
this occasion, as such miscarriages often do. To
train an army, especially a very new one, so that

everything will happen correctly, and on time, is a

task which is very difficult, and hard even to con-

ceive in its true proportions. And if any one is

disposed to laugh at the engineers for getting lost,

let him take a map and go forth in the trenches in

that sector in broad daylight, with no enemy to

bother him, and see how rapidly he can get to

any given point. Trenches are very crooked,

puzzling, and slow and slippery lanes of travel.

The largest action in which American troops

appeared before Cantigny was the so-called Battle

of Seicheprey. It, too, occurred on the southern

side of the St. Mihiel salient, and it, too, was unfor-

tunate, if judged by immediate results.

This Battle of Seicheprey was in reality a large

raid. The Germans intended to cross the two
American trenches between their lines and the

village, clean it up and then withdraw to the

Sibille trench immediately north of the town.

If they were not too heavily attacked, they meant
to hold this position. And, in a general way, they
carried out this mission successfully.

In the early morning of April 20th, there were
no Americans in the foremost trench. The second,

the Sibille trench, was occupied by three companies
of the 102nd Infantry, each minus one platoon.

They had orders to hold this trench if attacked.

They also had been instructed by the French to

have no outposts more than ten meters in front

of the trench. Behind these trenches in the vil-

lage was one platoon and the battalion head-
quarters.

THE BATTLE OF SEICHEPREY

About four o'clock in the morning of the 20th,

the German artillery became active. Later it

quieted down, and then again, at about a quarter

past five, it fell heavily on the village of Seiche-

prey and on parts of the Sibille trench in front.

The American major in command, in the village.

asked for a return artillery fire, which was given;

but he got no word of any kind from his troops in

the trenches, until about six o'clock a few of them
retreated into the town with the Germans close

behind them. With these men, and the platoon

that made up the town's garrison, the major re-

treated to the southern edge of the village. The
Germans cleaned up most of the town, destroyed

the dugouts, kitchen, and first-aid station, cap-

tured the battalion headquarters and all its

papers, and on an appointed signal withdrew to

the cemetery, that they held as a kind of advanced
post in front of the Sibille trench, which they now
organized for defense. It was discovered later

that the Germans had come in three parties from

the northeast, north, and northwest of Seicheprey,

all arriving at the town at about the same time,

and all having overcome the resistance of the

Americans in the trenches. Most of our 400 or

500 losses in killed, missing, wounded, and pris-

oners occurred in the fighting in the Sibille

trench. But the Germans did not escape easily,

for we buried forty-one of their men, and they

left other indications of having met a very stiff

resistance. Our men probably had little real

chance to make a successful defense, because of

having no patrols to warn them and not being

able to see on account of a heavy fog. The Ger-

mans, following their barrage very closely, were

on them before they were aware.

The Germans held the Sibille trench all day,

with the small American force lying in front of

them in the village, while back on the next hill

preparations for a counter attack were in prog-

ress. But the day passed with no reaction on our

part, except artillery fire, and a little before the

counter attack was ordered, an American patrol

discovered that the Germans had abandoned the

Sibille trench and returned to their own lines.

EXPERIENCE HAS ITS PRICE

Seicheprey was a very successful performance

for the Germans, who endeavored to use it to

dampen our morale, sending out reports in their

wireless and printing in their paper, the Gazette des

Ardennes, a list of the prisoners, with the comment
that, as General Pershing was very new at the

game, he might like to know what had become
of his men. But, while such misadventures were

annoying, they were part of the process of educa-

tion. And this process was not an orderly pro-

cession of perfect achievements. No one can

appreciate the real accomplishments of the Army,
who does not realize how unskilled it was to begin

with, and how dangerous it was to be unskilled

in the presence of a keen and practised enemy.

Even our successes in the training period were

sometimes rather high priced. . A part of the 5th
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MAKING PART OF THE ROLLING BARRAGE AT CANTIGNY
A "75" playing its part in protecting the American attack, and firing according to the plan on page 632

Division in August, 1918, attacked and captured

the town of Frapelle in the Vosges near St. Die.

The account of this in one of the New York pa-

pers was as follows:

"The brilliant work of the American troops on
Saturday in low ground bordering the little River

Fave, east of St. Die, in the Vosges, has scarcely,

perhaps, received the attention it deserves. It

may be taken for granted that the affair must
have been pretty serious for the enemy, otherwise

Ludendorff would not have allowed himself in an
official report to state that the Germans advanced
posts had 'yielded to an enemy local thrust.'

''What Ludendorff omitted to add was that

very few of the defenders of these advanced posts

succeeded in falling back, as nearly the whole lot

were killed or made prisoner. The American
attack, according to accounts which reached here

to-day, was carried out with extraordinary dash.

Charging with the bayonet on the village of Fra-

pelle from two sides, the Americans carried the

machine gun nests with a single rush, cleaning out
the trenches and shelters with grenades as they

went. The German garrison was practically

wiped out.

"There is nothing so far to indicate whether

Saturday's affair may be regarded as the pre-

cursor of other operations on that part of the

front, which has been for many months regarded

by both sides as exceptionally quiet. Frapelle,

however, is the first stage on the very important

road from St. Die to Strassburg, via the Col de

Saales. It lies in a river bottom, between five

and six miles from the Col de Saales, from the

crest of which the run down into Alsace is rapid

and easy."

This was all true. But it was also true that the

garrison consisted of four men, one an idiot, and

that, while it cost us nothing to take the town, the

German artillery caused us a good many casual-

ties before we withdrew from the village again.

Seicheprey and Frapelle and various other raids

and minor activities taught us much. After

Seicheprey, battalion headquarters were not again

put where the Germans were likely to get the

papers. The men at Frapelle learned the cost
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AFTER CANTIGNY WAS OURS
One of the company of French flame throwers, who accompanied our attack, getting a German out of a cellar. In the attack

itself, the 28th Regiment captured 250 Germans besides the casualties it inflicted

of holding bad positions. Our artillery became
surer of itself. We were not so likely to carry

on a night battle between two parts of our own
trenches if they happened to be very crooked.

We were getting on in our training. And in

recounting these instances, it is not intended to

imply that we were not getting on very well.

We were. But merely to give the bright side of

the picture, which was all that came to the

papers at the time, does not give a fair estimate

of the situation. Without the less victorious

side, the record takes on an air of precision and
assurance which the actual progress of events

often lacked.

Suddenly in March, our Army was forced to give

up its orderly plan of training and growth. In a

sense. General Pershing was a sufferer from his

own principal theory. The German General
Staff also believed that the only way to win the

war was to get out of the trenches and start a war
of movement. The Germans had evolved a

theory for accomplishing this end, and General

Von Hutier practised it on the Russians near

Riga. From this, it became known as the Riga

attack, or the Von Hutier method. Instead of

concentrating troops on a front some days before

an attack, which usually resulted in detection by
the enemy, they brought them up from many
directions and had them arrive practically at the

time of offense. The numbers and effect of sur-

prise due to this system enabled them to break

through the trench lines. They provided their

infantry with light artillery, which it could take

along in the advance, and which gave the troops

power to keep up their progress even after they

had left behind their field guns and heavy artil-

lery, whose range had hitherto set the limit for

any continuing attack.

Using this system, the Germans broke through

the Fifth British Army, and in five days had
gone twenty-five miles to within artillery range

of Amiens, and the main lateral railway behind the

British lines. In the face of this crisis, General

Pershing immediately gave up (for the time)

the plans on which he had been working so hard

for a separate American force.

The Secretary of War was in France. At a

conference in Paris, General Pershing and Mr.
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Baker decided that we should turn over our forces

to General Foch. The President approved by
cable. On the 28th of March, General Pershing

attended a meeting of the Allied commanders.

As he came into the room he walked straight up
to General Foch and said in French:

"All that we have is yours. Use it as you wish.'*

At that time there were four trained American
divisions in France—a few more than 100,000

combatant troops, enough to make the first

corps, the first step in General Pershing's original

hopes. General Foch accepted the offer. The
first division was sent to the line opposite Mont-
didier—a still active sector. The 26th went in

the line at St. Mihiel. We had entered the war
on the firing line. The four divisions, which were
to have constituted the first American corps to

take over the first American sector, were scattered

across France. The American plan had been

surrendered in the face of the Allied crisis.

THE DARKEST HOUR

In the meanwhile, affairs had proceeded from
bad to worse. On the 9th of April, the Germans
broke through the Portuguese at Armentieres, and
pushed their advantage until another great wedge
was driven into the British line and the channel

ports were threatened. The difficulties of trans-

portation, caused by the Amiens line being under
fire, made it very hard to get French reinforce-

ments as far north as the fighting at Kemmel
Hill in time to be of assistance. On April 12th,

Sir Douglas Haig had issued his famous com-
munique in which he said:

"Every position must be held to the last man.
There must be no retirement. With our backs

to the wall, and believing in the justice of our

cause, each one of us must fight to the end. The
safety of our homes and the freedom of mankind
depend alike upon the conduct of each one of us

at this critical moment."
With the help of French reinforcements the

front held. Little by little the German attack

was stemmed, until, by the middle of May, the

lines were again stabilized. When the storm had
broken on the Allied lines in March, the High
Commissioners of Great Britain and France had
gone to the American Government in Washington
and asked that we send every available man to

France, no matter how much training he had or

how much he lacked.

The British cut down communications with
their colonies and again cut down the imports
into England, combed their merchant marine
for ships, and gave us the tonnage to bring our
men in a hurry. Ten of our divisions were to go
into their area to be ready to help stem another
German attack there. The others were to go into

various French armies to build up their reserves.

In actuality there had not been much to Foch's

famous strategic reserve army, and what there had
been was exhausted. Nor, as history will show,
did the Generalissimo have the power with which
the public was wont to credit him. He was faced

with a somewhat desperate situation. On May
I St, the Germans could count on 1,600,000 rifles

on the Western Front against the 1,343,000 rifles

of the Allies. If America was coming at all, it

was time to start. In April and May, the men
began to pour into France. American divisions

were arriving back of the British lines, some via

England and some via the French ports, and
other American divisions were coming into the

training areas behind the French armies. In

the ten months prior to April we had sent 283,5 1

1

men to France. In April, 117,212 troops of all

kinds embarked. In May, the numbers rose to

244,345. The papers were full of the great troop

movements, but, although we had been at war
for more than a year, and our first division had
been in France for most of that year, American
troops had engaged in no real fighting. Yet

American help was the main feature of any pro- ^
gramme of bettering the Allied fortunes. By the

middle of May there was no fear that great num-
bers would not arrive, but how would they

fight? They were brave enough, admittedly, but

28,000 brave men might be a mob and not a

division of fighting troops. The officers were of

good character and intelligence, but these qual-

ities do not necessarily imply military knowledge

and leadership. The divisions manoeuvred well

in training, but what would they do in battle?

That was a vital question to America, to the Allies,

and to Germany, in May, 191 8.

The German press belittled the possibility of our

fighting well. Our press and the Allied press

took success for granted. Neither side was quite

sure. The stage was set for the trial.

CANTIGNY THE PROOF OF OUR QUALITY

The trial was at Cantigny. It was, naturally,

planned some time in advance, but in the march of

events a thing happened the day before the Can-

tigny attack which more than ever made the

demonstration of American fighting ability ne-

cessary. Our attack was to begin on the morning

of May 28th. On the morning of May 27th,

a great mass of German troops suddenly pushed

across the Ailette, up over the strong position of

the Chemin des Dames, and before the day was

over the French lines were completely broken, and

the Germans had crossed the Vesle on their way
south to the Marne. The communiques that

reached Paris on the night of the 28th told of the

rapid and continuous German progress. But



PLAN OF OPERATION AGAINST CANTIGNY

Legend
Zones of action • Objectives

Objective oy///.-/////////////////,y/A

Line on wliich Bn.C will establish itself after cleaning up the head . vx .s v^^^^

of the hollow (19.25) (if the 9 th A.C. does not attack on our left.)
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Line of change of rate of advance of Barrage. X
^
X

Limit between Bns. ^ ^. ^
Limit between Companies

THE PLAN OF THE FIRST AMERICAN ATTACK
The squares and parallelograms represent the different companies of the three battalions (Bn. A, Bn. B, Bn. C) of the 28th

Regiment (ist Division) which took Cantigny. The red dotted lines showed the company commanders the direction they

were to go and the line X-X^-X^^ showed them where to change pace to synchronize with the change in the barrage.

From the company marked C 3 to that marked Ai was our line before the attack. The objective shown by the same kind of

line was accomplished "according to plan" and exactly. on time



ROLLING BARRAGE
and its immediate protection

THE ARTILLERY MAP OF OUR BARRAGE AT CANTIGNY
The American artillery was to fire on the red line marked "H-5 to H" from five minutes before the time of attack until the

zero hour (the time set fcr attack). From that time the barrage moved forward one red line (100 meters) every two minutes
for six minutes and then its movement slowed down to a change every four minutes. The spaces enclosed, marked Malpot
Grouping, etc., were areas to be shelled constantly during the attack by the heavier French artillery to prevent German
machine guns or counter attacks from interfering with our attack. The letters F. O. 18, G-3, G. H. Q. A. E. F. (at the top)

mean Field Order 18, Division 3 of the General Staff (the division in charge of operations). General Headquarters, A. E. F.

which appear on the original from which this map was made. The direction of fire is from the left, the artillery positions not

being shown on the map
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there came also that night another piece of news. Then it held its fire for four minutes to give the

The American Army had at last actively entered infantry time to get up, if it had fallen behind, and
the war. The ist Division shed a bright, little then it rolled forward again; then another stop

ray of light on the otherwise dismal picture. And occurred, and so on, until it finally covered its al-

this ray of light was of great significance, for if the lotted task. The barrage covered two kilometers

Americans could successfully meet the Germans, in forty-two minutes. The infantry reached its

the Allies were assured an effective force big destination right behind it—forty minutes after

enough to win the war—the Americans were then the zero hour, so the report of the battle stated,

arriving at 250,000 a month. If the Americans This meant that they passed all obstacles, over-

could not successfully meet the Germans, then, came the German defenses, captured or killed the

well, the situation was very bad indeed. defenders, and proceeded 2,000 meters (2186

To the Allied High Command, Cantigny had yards) at about the rate a person would stroll

an importance much beyond its intrinsic value over the ground now with nothing to bother him.

as an action. In General Pershing's report to But as the troops went forward on May 28th,

the Secretary of War the following occurs: the French tanks lumbered alongside, the burst-

"On April 26th, a month before, the ist Divis- ing shells of the barrage fell in front of them,

ion had gone into line in the Montdidier salient beyond which the heavy artillery concentration

on the Picardy battle front. Tactics had been burst on the woods, where otherwise assistance

suddenly revolutionized to those of open warfare might come to the help of the town's defenders,

and our men, confident of the results of their The commander of the French tanks, in report-

training, were eager for the test." The first ing his own operations, gives a picture of the sol-

time one of our divisions went into line as a unit, diers of the 28th in action, which is good evidence

it met just the conditions for which it had been that all doubts of the skill and courage of the

trained, and from that time to the end of the war American Army to meet successfully the Germans
the American troops we re engaged in open warfare, could be safely discarded.

The town of Cantigny was the centre of a little One paragraph of his report read:

salient projecting into the Allied line west of "Aside from the evidence of spirit and courage

Montdidier. It was a very active part of the line, which aroused admiration on the part of all

and the German artillery continually took a toll members of Tank Battalion No. 5, the American
of forty or fifty casualties a day. The men were infantry showed a remarkable knowledge of how
particularly eager, therefore, to get revenge. The to use tank assistance, following them closely

task set the 28th Infantry, a part of the ist without allowing themselves to be held up by
Division, was to take the village of Cantigny and them, and sticking close to their barrage.''

to straighten the line. The attack was to be The tanks destroyed, or helped to destroy, fifteen

made on a front of two kilometers (1.2 miles), or twenty machine guns in the village, and north

The line having been here for some time, the and east of it. With their help and the barrage,

industrious Germans had made for themselves the town was taken without a great deal of loss,

some trenches and a good system of strong points, and, at the end of forty minutes, the troops had
although there were no trench systems like those reached their objectives and were even pressing

on the old fronts. The village itself was parti- on. Two hundred and fifty prisoners also had
cularly well defended by machine guns. Back been picked up.

of it in various woods were the German reserves Five minutes later, came the first German
and artillery. The American infantry, which reaction. A small counter attack was launched
was to take the town, was to be supported by three against Fontaine Wood, south of where the 28th
French tank battalions, containing ten tanks, had advanced. It failed. Following this came
There was also a French platoon of flamethrowers intermittent heavy artillery fire on this part of

and 1 50 men of the ist Engineers. the line. Toward noon, enemy planes came over,

A day or two before, the ist Division prepared and, very shortly after, Cantigny and the lines

two trenches in front of its position, which that our men had established in front of it were
would appear on any airplane photograph as a violently shelled. At about this time, the French
strong defensive system. One of these trenches Corps Artillery, which was to do the counter
was a fake. Theotherwas toact asa jumpingoff battery work on the German guns, was taken
place for our attack. out and sent south to the Marne battle. This

After an hour's artillery preparation, the in- left the German artillery with a free hand,
fantry started at 6:45 a.m. The barrage started At ten minutes past five, a heavy counter attack
at five minutes to the zero hour of 6:45, and from came against the western edge of Framecourt
the zero hour moved forward 100 meters every Woods. This was broken up by American artil-

two minutes for the first 300 meters (327.9 yards)

.

lery. At 6:45 another attack in waves came from



CANTIGNY AND TRENCHES OF THE WAR OF MOVEMENT
The German (black) and American and French (red) lines at Cantigny after our capture of the town on May 28th.

This is the front where the Germans were finally stopped on their March 21st offensive against the British. Contrast this

with the elaborate trench systems at Seicheprey where the lines had remained stationary for nearly four years. This and the
Seicheprey map are copied from the maps of the German lines, prepared from airplane photographs and all other sources of
information, by the Intelligence Division (G-2) and the General Staff, and printed at the army printing establishment atl

Langres. Frequent new editions kept these maps up to date
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due east toward Cantigny. Rifle and machine

gun fire broke up the first wave, and the artillery

attended to the rest. All the next day the

Germans kept up their attempts to regain

the town, but, as they lost many men and

got nothing, at the end of the second night

they ceased.

The American casualties were 350 men and
twenty-five officers of the 28th Regiment and

twenty-five men of the ist Engineers. Including

the loss from artillery and the counter attacks

on the second day, the losses were probably 600.

The French tank battalion lost two officers and
one man. The German casualties in the actual

taking of the position were estimated at 350 men,
beside the 250 prisoners. In their counter attack

they suffered many more.

THE IMPORTANT LESSON OF CANTIGNY

1. The American soldiers had shown bravery

and energy—that had been pretty well taken

for granted.

2. They showed trained intelligence in using

the help of the tanks in following the barrage, and
in establishing defensive positions, after their

attack had succeeded—this was the real test of

their training. They were not only brave men
but brave and intelligent soldiers. This informa-

tion was worth much to the Allied command.
Our soldiers were, however, not skilled vet-

erans. They showed this in an unnecessary and
somewhat costly contempt for danger. After

taking Cantigny, some of them walked round in

the streets, as if they were invisible and invul-

nerable, although they were neither. This caused

General Bui lard, then in command of the division,

to say in his telegraphic report: "The losses

sustained, caused in part by lack of experience,

will be a lesson which only personal experience

could have given."

General Debeney, commanding the ist French
Army, reported that the operation was well pre-

pared and vigorously executed, "which will serve

to give the Americans, and others, a realization

of the offensive valor of our Allies."

A realization of the offensive valor of the

American troops amounted to adding four large

[divisions to the Allied forces. The ist, 2nd,

26th, and 42nd had finished their training and

were ready for battle, and, as the ist Division had
just shown, when ready for battle on paper they

were also prepared in fact. The 32nd, 3rd, and
5th were also on hand, but not so far advanced.

Behind the British front, training under British

tutelage, were ten newly arrived divisions, the

35th, 82nd, 33rd, 27th, 4th, 28th, 80th, 30th, 77th,

and 78th. In the supply area was the 41st,

already being broken up for replacements.

When General Pershing arrived, followed by
the ist Division, in 191 7, the French staff knew
that the American Army, even after it reached

Europe, would have to be trained. The French

public, however, did not realize this so well.

Month after month had elapsed, and, although

the American help was much talked of—for it

was the Allies' trump card—the American soldier

did not appear in the fighting. Then came the

terrible blows against the British. Still the

Americans were not in the line. Then, on May
27th, the Germans succeeded in the unbelievable

project of taking the Chemin des Dames, and
seemingly doing it with ease. If the Americans

were going to appear at all, it was time. What-
ever had been the plans, whether their trainingwas
completed or not, the current of events called for

them in the fighting. Everyone in France, England,

and America wanted a look at the trump card

that had been talked of so long.

Cantigny showed it just a little, and it looked

very good. American stock rose immediately.

It was a small fight of great importance. As
General Pershing said, in his report of November
20th, "although local, this brilliant action had an
electrical effect, as it demonstrated our fighting

qualities under extreme battle conditions." As
the report of the fight reached French officers,

it was easy to see the great importance they

attached to it.

Within a week afterward, two American divi-

sions were defending the road to Paris, and the

crossing of the Marne. Perhaps necessity would

have driven the French to call on them, if Can-

tigny had not occurred. But without Cantigny,

they could not have called on them with the same
confidence. It is fair to say that Cantigny added

100,000 men, or about the equivalent of eight

French divisions, at one of the most critical

moments of the war.

This is the first of a series of articles by Mr. Page upon Americans

military contribution to the Victory of the Allies in the field. The

next article will appear in the May number of the World's Work

I
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Note- Mr Chase, whose portraits of American leaders in the IVorld War have been a feature of the

World's WoRK/or a considerable time, was authorized by the War Department last October to go to thefront

and taint the portraits of the American generals and of representative American soldiers. Mr. Chase arrived

in Paris in the closing days of the war, and immediately began work. He traveled all over the American front,

and followed the American Army of Occupation into Germany and painted his pictures, his studio some-

times being a fine chateau, sometimes a dugout, sometimes a shack in the devastated area, sometimes a castle

on the Rhine There is probably no man, not in the Army, who has come into such close contact with so

many American generals and who has had such opportunities for a minute study of the American dough-

boy In three orfour months Mr. Chase painted considerably more than a hundred portraits, all of which

willform imperishable records of the war. Specimens of these will be printed in this and subsequent issues

of the World's Work, together with Mr. Chase's short character sketches of the men. The Editors.

1
SHALL always regard it as particularly entered this room, 1 saw the General at the oppo-

fortunate that 1 painted two pictures of site side, sitting at his table-top desk, his back to

General Pershing for had 1 rested content the windows; the desk was characteristically in

with the portrait which 1 obtained at good order, and the walls were bare, except for sev-

Chaumont 1 should have always had a eral large maps, which showed the disposition of

one-sided impression of the man. The Pershing the American divisions. The General was hard at

whom 1 met in this old French town, which for work, going through a pile of important reports

more than a year had been the general head- preparatory to leaving town that evening. As I

quarters of the American Army, was really a stepped in he looked up alertly and greeted me

rather austere figure. The circumstances of with a cordiality which was digmfied, but not at

the meeting perhaps accentuated this effect, all effusive. He had a strong grip and a way of

Possibly at one time Chaumont may have been a shaking hands and getting through with it

beautiful and charming French village, but at the promptly. The Pershing whom I met hat afte -

time of my visit it suggested little except desola- noon was a very serious man. Every line of h s

on It was raining of course-if you wish to face, and 1 have seldom seen a face more deeply

provoke a groan among the doughboys, who spent furrowed, showed the trenriendous strain through

any considerable time in this field of action, all which he had passed. The Argonne offensive

you have to do is to mention " sunny France"- had ended in a glorious triumph for th^ Anierican

the streets were deep with mud, the houses arms, but the man who had directed that opera-

were sadly out of repair, and the old barracks, tionshowed,inhisdeep-set, harrassedeyes, andin

which furnished headquarters for the American his sharply drawn face, the suffering and he

Staff-a brick structure, forming three sides to a anxiety which it had caused him Do no think

square-looked dark, damp, bedraggled, and that Pershing is a soldier of flint-like soul who

generally uninviting. 1 reached General Persh- stolidly would throw his thousands of American

ing's headquarters a few days after the armistice boys at German machine guns; the man whom I

had been signed. Though Germany had admitted painted that afternoon was a man who had

her defeat, there were no signs of excited rejoicing sounded the depths. His face at this s'tting was

around the American headquarters, and the atmos- a bit screwed up, the Imes were accen uatea

phere in that region was just about as tense, as and he looked old and tired; he did not

busy, and as serious, as in the days preceding smile once during the entire pose, and he

November nth talked hardly at all. Indeed, after our first

The room in which 1 painted General Pershing greeting, he seemed to lose all consciousness ot

was, like every thing else in the American head- my presence and 1 think he actually forgot what

quarters, orderly, plain, and businesslike. As I was going on. Personal vamty is certainly not
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Pershing's leading trait. He was very busy with every button is buttoned, and you are hoping

his papers, and was entirely taken up with the that your orderly has brushed you properly,

business in hand. I have said that Pershing's Some one has said that General Pershing looks

appearance was that of a man who had suffered a like a Roman. Certain of our generals look like

great nervous strain, but I should not give the Englishmen—General Harts, for example; others

impression that he did not have himself abso- look like Frenchmen; one or two of them even

lutely under control. He was the picture of resemble Germans. But I cannot apply the word
complete self-possession. His movements were Englishman, Frenchman, German, or even Roman
quick but not spasmodic; he is the sort of a man to General Pershing. His face and figure suggest

who moves his papers very rapidly, but who does only one nationality; he is simply, distinctively

not rattle them nervously; he moves his paper at United States. In whatever part of the world you

a precise moment because that is the m'oment to might find him, and in whatever garb, and in

move it, and not because he is laboring under whatever company, you would say at once: "That
suppressed excitement. He walks quickly, yet fnan is an American!" There is nothing about his

always with premeditation. One of his staff personality that suggests the foreigner; he is redo-

officers told me that Pershing has himself remark- lentof theAmerican soil. Hehasanunusuallyfull,

ably in hand, and that when the opportunity rounded head, and his skull gives the impression

offers he can always sleep. of filling out his hair tightly. He was seated

The General was much grayer than 1 had men- at his desk; his electric light was burning brightly

tally pictured him. His photographs had always a few inches from his face, and just a little day-

given me the impression of a man comparatively light was coming in from the windows behind,

young, but his hair is now very gray, and in part He was much occupied discussing many matters

it is almost white. His intimates told me that the with a string of staff officers who appeared one at

General's hair is largely the result of his year and a time and stood in front of his desk. As the

a half in France. But it is always scrupulously General listened, or talked, his eyes were raised

brushed, for in this, as in everything else, General to the s^aff officer standing opposite; his eye-

Pershing shows his predominant tendency to brows also, which, by the way, are very pale,

neatness and order. The Pershing photographs were laised; and the strong light from the desk

suggest a rather dark mustache; as a matter lamp accentuated the deep, vertical cuts in the

of fact, it is light, having a touch of the General's cheeks. The nose is slightly aquiline

sandy and some gray. The public knows well and ratherdistinguished; the eyes are a light gray-

the firm manner in which the General draws down blue with a little suggestion of brown—eyes which
the corners of his mouth, and this has given an sometimes are called hazel. His brow is par-

impression that he seldom smiles. My own ticularly full and round, with furrows that are

impression, derived from the experience of that well defined, and his ears are a bit pointed,

sombre afternoon, was similarly one of stern, and differ a trifie in their angle from the head,

unremitting attention to business; yet the fact On? officer who has had many conferences with

is that he often smiles, and his friends feel that the General—conferences which have not been

his photographs in general convey an idea as entirely to his liking—insists that one ear, which is

to severity of expression which is overdone. Yd: not quite so close to his head as the other, stiffens

there is no doubt that General Pershing can be and straightens sharply when the General gets

severe, though his intimates say that, when it is angry. The cheek bones are not prominent, the

necessary for him to use the knife, it falls upon his jaw is particularly strong, and the lips are sharply

friends of long acquaintance, as well as upon chiseled and rather thin. The General's neck is

those officers who have not been so close to him. solid, and, particularly in the profile, is very wide.

The words which I most constantly heard about and his head is set on his shoulders with a very

the General were: "he plays no favorites." That unusual appearance of power. Indeed, 1 have
afternoon, he had the appearance of one difficult never seen an arrangement of head, neck, and
to approach, and certainly one with whom a shoulders which has suggested greater strength

casual visitor would take no liberties. His figure and force. The General's uniforms always fit

has been described as that of the perfect soldier, smoothly; he seldom wears many decorations,

land I agree with this description. He is a although he has enough entirely tocpver his chest.

"stickler" for regulation in dress. He keenly Most people do not realize how tall General

scrutinizes anyone with whom he is conversing; Pershing is; he is so well-built that he appears to

you feel that he knows whether you need a hair advantage when grouped with the generals of

cut, and whether your leather has been properly the Allied armies. One of his room-mates at

attended to that day. Your hand instinctively West Point told me that Pershing has not changed

follows up the edge of your coat to make sure at all, except that he has grown older and grayer;

I
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GENERAL PERSHING
As he looked a few days after the signing of the armistice. The artist painted this sketch at American

Headquarters at Chaumont, from which point General Pershing directed the operations which cut the German
communications between Metz and Mezieies, leaving half the German Army without rail transport
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GENERAL PERSHING

As he appeared in Paris in January of this year. The Hfting of the strain under which he laboied in
the concluding months of the wans apparent. The nrtist found the Ameiican Commander-in-Chief inoneofhis
most genial moods, and was much entertained by tiic General's reminiscences of acquaintances in the old Latin
Quarter
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his manner and disposition have been the same
from his student days. Fortunately 1 was able

to visualize this Pershing of West Point time, for

one of the General's aides is his nephew. Lieu-

tenant Pershing, who bears the most astonishing

resemblance to his distinguished uncle.

After 1 had been painting an hour or so, the

General had to leave to keep an important en-

gagement. He came round, looked at the picture

and said:

"
1 didn't think you could do it in this length

of time and with this light."

Those were practically the only words that

passed between the artist and his subject.

The portrait sketch which 1 painted in Novem-
ber, shows a pretty sombre General; yet in this re-

spect, at least, it fairly reflects the Pershing whom
I met that afternoon. Still that sitting gave me
Pershing in only one of his moods. 1 found that

he had another side, and, in early January, I made
an appointment to paint him again. The Persh-

ing whom I now met at the Ogden Mills house in

Paris was a very different man from the one whom
I had painted at Chaumont. The one whom 1

met at headquarters was serious, dignified, pre-

occupied, possibly even melancholy; the one

whom I painted in Paris was altogether easy

and gay. The change was caused, perhaps, by
the fact that the weight had lifted from his mind;

an American Army was now occupying a part of

Germany; the fighting was actually over; and the

Allied cause had achieved a splendid and com-
plete success. 1 came to Paris with the well

known sculptor, "Jo" Davidson, who proposed

to make a bust of the General while I was paint-

ing him. Our subject kept his appointment to

the minute, coming into the room with a rapid,

military step, greeting Davidson cordially, and
stepping up to me with an outstretched hand and
a "Hello, Chase!"

"This room looks like an atelier in the Latin

Quarter!" he said, glancing about the beautiful

salon in which Davidson had moved the furni-

ture and arranged the lighting.

" Do you know anything about the Latin

Quarter?" 1 asked.

"Oh, yes, 1 know about the Academy Julien

and the Beaux Arts," the General replied—and to

this subject he returned afterward.

Ordinarily a sculptor and a painter would have
difficulty in working at the same time; the sculp-

tor prefers to have his subject standing, a painter

sitting; a sculptor likewise wishes to have him walk

about continually, while the painter prefers a

fairly quiet posture. 1 gave way to Davidson

in the main, but I demanded a compromise in the

matter of strolling. The General was greatly

amused at our argument, and entered completely

into its spirit. Davidson agreed that he could sit

occasionally, if 1 would accept an arrangement
about the lighting that was not entirely to my
advantage. Throughout the sitting, the sculptor

and the painter "joshed" each other about their

respective arts, and the General took part, now
supporting one side, now another.

" What good is an art that can show only one
side of a man's face at a time? That's only half

an art!" said Davidson.

"Sculpture scored one that time!" the General

laughed.

E3avidson meanwhile was dropping his clay

all over the beautiful floor of the Mills salon.

"But see what a dirty business sculpture is!"

I retorted.

"Painting got the best of it, then!" said the

General, with a perfectly good grin, showing a

wonderful set of white teeth.

We soon discovered that General Pershing

knew a great deal about art and artists. In a

few minutes both Davidson and I felt as though
we had met an old friend of our art-student days.

We asked our sitter how he happened to know so

much about the Latin Quarter.

"Oh, I've been there!" he answered. 'T used

to know it well."

It seems that, in his early days, while visiting

Paris, Pershing had friends among the art stu-

dents, with whom he spent much time in their

favorite haunts. Sitting there on the edge of a

lounge, the General gave us many reminiscences

of those old days. He described particularly one

lively party which he had attended in the Latin

Quarter—a story that might have fitted well

into the pages of "Trilby."

"How did you stand the ordeal, General?"

Davidson asked.
"

I did my best to preserve throughout my
military composure," he answered with a smile.

I had an impression, indeed, that General Persh-

ing found the three hours we spent with him a

pleasing relief from his exacting duties; we talked

of several things, but there was one subject that

was not mentioned throughout the sitting—that:

was the War. As before, he showed no vanity,

but he did display considerable interest in the]

work we were doing. He had the attitude of a{

man who, if a thing is to be done at all, wants iti

done well. In one of his many trips to watch

the progress of his portrait, I caught him looking,]

somewhat pensively, at the very gray hair.

" Is it too gray, General?" I asked.
" Not at all," he answered. 'That's the way i1

is; paint me just as I am."

I was reminded of the story of Cromwell, sitting!

for his portrait. Cromwell had a conspicuous^

excrescence on his nose.
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"Paint me, wart and all!" was his injunction

to the artist.

When the picture was finished, General Persh-

ing expressed his satisfaction.

"
I think it must be the best of your series," he

said. " I would like some photographs of it."

Davidson's admirable bust of the general also

pleased him greatly.

We lingered for a few moments, talking art and
artists, and listening to the comments of Pershing's

staff on our work.

GENERALS BULLARD AND LIGGETT

When one thinks of the American Army, the

two men that come to mind after Pershing are

Bullard and Liggett. Bullard represents the

student type, and in fact, the characteristic

which chiefly distinguishes American officers

from the British and the French is that many
of them look like college professors. The Ger-

mans seem to think a man cannot be a good

commanding officer unless he looks like an
animal with a meaty face, and with scowls that

never come off. If the nature of the German
officers is reflected by their appearance, I pity the

soldiers whom they rule! On the other hand, the

face of General Bullard has something of. the

refinement of Joseph H. Choate; it is distinctly the

countenance of a thinker. He has not much color,

but he has plenty of lines of character and his face

is a particularly interesting one to paint. Gen-
eral Bullard's every feature really is individual.

His nose has a rather curious bend, which is

very well shown in this particular portrait; it is

long and aristocratic. Indeed General Bullard

looks every whit like an aristocrat ; he has the fine

hands of the aristocrat, the thin hand that shows
every movement of the fingers He impresses

me as a man who would be sure of every move he

makes; he has the appearance almost of infal-

libility. You feel at once absolute confidence in

him: he is precisely the type of man to whom
Americans would safely intrust their sons.

Most American army officers have lived in so

many parts of the world that they have be-

come cosmopolitan, and it is almost impossible

to locate them definitely by their speech. But
General Bullard is an Alabamian, and he talks

still in soft Southern accents. 1 asked him many
questions while the portrait was under way; 1

could not get him to talk about himself, but
there was one topic upon which he could become
extremely animated—that was the American
soldier.

" In every army," he said, "there are two kinds

of soldiers: those who do things because they
are ordered to, and those who are always looking

for things to do. It is the latter kind that leavens

any army. And this kind prevails in the

American Army to a greater extent than in any
ever known."
With Bullard-s name the American public

always associates that of Hunter Liggett. The
pair certainly represent the American Army at

its best—Bullard, the Southerner, Liggett, the

Northerner; both are men of great culture,

evidently much given to reading and study.

Liggett was possibly a little less reserved, and
more chatty and genial, though in both 1 felt

a sense of great personal dignity. Liggett has

absolutely no sense of pose. He was keenly in-

terested in the operation of painting; he knew
many artists, and asked many questions about
them. Frederic Remington had been one of his

friends and companions in his Western days, and
he told several stories about him. Frank Millett,

who went down on the Titanic, had also been a

friend. The one impression you get from con-

tact with Liggett is the sincere, human, affec-

tionate quality of the man; he is the type of

citizen you would like to room with at college.

The subject that General Liggett, like the

other Major-General, talked most about was the

doughboy.
" He's the one who put it over," was the way

he summed up the American infantryman's

part in the War.

A YALE GRADUATE WITH A VOCABULARY

Brigadier-General Preston Brown is a very

different type of man. General Brown is not a

product of West Point, but a Yale graduate, who,
after receiving his degree in 1892, immediately

enlisted as a private in the artillery, was rapidly

promoted, saw much lively service in the Philip-

pines, and is now the head of general headquarters

at Treves in Germany. These few biographical

details really tell the story; there is little that I

can add to them. The fact is that General

Brown is one of the most definite personalities

in the Army; no German general ever ruled his

territory with more absolute mastery than that

with which "P. Brown"—as the whole American
Army knows him—now controls his area in the

German territory. Though a Yale graduate Gen-
eral Brown is not so academic a person as Bullard

and Liggett; next to his vigor and efficiency and

courage, the trait for which he is chiefly distin-

guished is his extensive vocabulary. Bullard and
Liggett, 1 am told, can rule their commands
without a lar^e array of "cuss" words; in my sit-

tings with them, I heard none of that kind of

language usually known as "picturesque"; but

"P. Brown's" unceasing energy finds an outlet

in at times really astonishing language. He
came up for my sitting from Paris to Treves
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MAJOR-GENERAL ROBERT LEE BULLARD

Commander of the 2nd Army, a representative of the serious, scholarly type of American military leader,

whose personality and appearance reminded the artist of Joseph H. Choate
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MAJOR-GENERAL HUNTER LIGGETT
Who represents the finest type of Northern officer in the American Army, as General Bullard represents

the finest type of Southern officer. The two men have been friends for years and their names will also be
inseparably associated by the American people. Commander of the ist Army
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BRIGADIER-GENERAL PRESTON BROWN
A Yale graduate who, soon after leaving college, enlisted as a private in the artillery, and thence was

rapidly promoted until he is now the commanding officer at Treves, Germany. "P. Brown" is one of the
breeziest and most forceful officers in the American Army



MAJOR-GENERAL DENNIS E. NOLAN
Chief of the Intelligence Section (g,) of the General Staff, whose personality, in the opinion of the artistsuggests Daniel Boone Davy Crockett, and other famous American frontiersmen. Nolan is not only dYstinguished as an officer, but his Insh humor makes him one of the most interesting figures in the Army
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BRIGADIER-GENERAL DOUGLAS MAC ARTHUR

•Son of the Philippine campaigner and one of the youngest general ^^^^^
|," t^^^^^^^^jjj^^^^^

is the ''dashing" type that suggest? the typical figures of historical romance; yet he is an old-fashioned officer

in that he insists on personally leading his men into action
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in his own automobile, which had had eight

punctures on the way; and the General's in-

dignant recital of these adventures gave me an

entirely new understanding of the resources of

the English language. A friend told me that

what really aroused his wrath was the fact that

it was his own automobile that had had all these

accidents—that he didn't mind punctures so

much in other people's machines. When I came
in, the General said, in a clear staccato voice:

"
I really don't want to be painted!"

"You wouldn't want to be the only general

officer not painted, would you?" 1 protested

mildly.

"I don't give a hlankety blank if I am," he

replied.

He submitted with rather bad grace, dropped

into a chair, seized a book with a jerk, and
insisted on reading it. The result was that the

picture, as it began, exhibited an extremely

quiet and scholarly soldier. Colonel Conger came
in and immediately showed his dissatisfaction.

"This will never do," he said. "We shall have

. to show T. Brown' biting somebody's ear off."

Colonel Conger then had a happy inspiration;

three sergeants were due for a serious reprimand

from the General, and Colonel Conger
brought them into the room. "P. Brown"
proceeded to address these sergeants on the

proper attitude which the American soldier

should observe toward the enemy.
The language was vigorous and eloquent; and

the emotion which was aroused gave the General

precisely that expression which his intimates

regarded as most characteristic, and, therefore,

most desirable in the portrait. My picture shows

General Brown as he appeared while instructing

these "fraternizing" sergeants on their proper

military duty.

When the picture was painted, the General

strode up and down in front of it, and looked

at it so menacingly that I rather expected to have
him include me in the compliments which he had
bestowed on the sergeants. What he finally

said was:

"Gee! I must fix it for my wife to see this."

General " P. Brown" has an advantage over his

fellow generals, who are stationed in other Ger-
man cities, in that he can attend the opera any
night he chooses, can order the opera he wishes

sung, and can tell the orchestra conductor to

postpone the overture until he puts in an appear-

ance. I was told that he exercised these privileges

with a particular relish. But Brown is more than

a martinet; his record in this war, as well as in

the Philippines, shows that he is an exceedingly

able soldier. He went to France as a lieutenant-

colonel, and was promoted in January, 191 8, and

again in August, 1918. He filled brilliantly

the office of Chief-of-Staff with the 82nd Division,

the 2nd Division, and later the 4th Army Corps,
participating in many of the well-known engage-
ments in the Argonne.

A FRONTIER TYPE WITH A SENSE OF HUMOR

I painted Major-General Dennis E. Nolan at

general headquarters. Nolan is one of the strong-

est developments of the war. He was one of

the most famous football players the Military

Academy at West Point ever had. He is the tall,

lanky, large-boned type of the early settler, and he

had arms that could seemingly wrap all around an
opposing player with a gorilla-like grip. I really

think that his arms are a yard or two longer than
most of us have. General Nolan is the common-
sense type of man ; he has plenty of natural dignity,

and a keen wit. I found that he laughs easily. When
I painted him, fighting had just ended, and though
he showed relief, he also showed the result of the

strain. Certainly he had had his share of respon-

sibility, for upon him rested, probably more than
upon any other man, the duty of giving the com-
manders knowledge of enemy movements.

A WORTHY SON OF A WORTHY SIRE

One of the most picturesque men in the Army
is young Douglas MacArthur, son of the famous
campaigner of the Philippines and himself a chip

of the old block. He has been identified with

the 42nd Division from the first, and I have heard

that it was he who dug up the name " Rainbow
Division." Young MacArthur looks like the

typical hero of historic romance; he could easily

have stepped out of the pages of the " Prisoner

of Zenda," or "Rupert of Hentzau." He looked

as though he were under thirty years of age; in

fact he is thirty-seven, but he is lean, light-

skinned, with long, well-kept fingers, and is

always carefully groomed. • He frequently worked
in full view of his men on the front lines, whenever
his troops were preparing to go in action. The
list of the engagements in which he commanded
troops reads like the time-table of a French rail-

road; there are thirteen of them, and they extend

from Recicourt, February ist, to Ardennes,

November nth, when the armistice was signed.

There is probably no commander who is more
popular with his men than General Mac-
Arthur. Though he is extremely modern in

appearance and thought, on the battlefield he is

rather the type of the generals of the Civil War
who led their troops in person. Enlisted men
in his command tell incident after incident of the

intrepid demeanor of MacArthur on the firing line.

It is said that he was ordered to advance his bri-

gade at a certain point at a certain hour, and with
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the command came the statement that he would

probably lose 3,000 men.

"If we lose 3,000," replied MacArthur, "we
shall lose 3,000 and one!"

I painted General MacArthur by candle light,

in one of the most interesting country houses in

The General paused to chuckle over this last

remark.

"His full name is Alvin C. York,'' he went on.

I

" He is a tall, raw-boned mountaineer, with a red

face and red hair, and he is probably about

twenty-eight years of age. He is a drafted

Germany; a house built upon the foundations of man, and belongs to the 328th Infantry. He 'got

an old nunnery where Charlemagne had lived for

a time with one of his wives, and where he aban-

doned her. This is at Sinzig, on the Rhine; not

far from here is the spot where Caesar crossed

the Rhine on his celebrated bridge.

MacArthur's individual fighting has won for

him a large line of medals, both American and

religion' previous to the war, and although he

had 'toted' a gun ever since he could carry one,

and was an expert squirrel shot, he now had a

fixed conviction that it was wrong to kill. How-
ever, he did not resist the draft, and in fact, he

became a very excellent corporal. His captain

took an interest in the boy, and spent the major

Allied, with palms and stars. He is a thorough part of one night arguing with his conscientious

going brainy young man, distinctly of- the city objector, using scriptural quotations as the main
type, a good talker and a good listener, perfectly part of his arguments. The result was that York
"daffy" about the 42nd Division, and, of course,

positive that the 42nd Division won the Great

War. He is quick in his movements, physical

and mental, and is subject to changing moods;
he knits his brows or laughs heartily with equal

facility, and often during the same sentence.

A FRANZ HALS TYPE OF SOLDIER

Major-General Cronkhite has a head that

Franz Hals would have loved to paint; he is in-

dividual, and his ruddy eyes, nose, and mouth all

express keen perception and humor. So much did

he suggest the Franz Hals type that unconsciously to his five men to cover the prisoners. York un-

I almost painted him with the famous Dutch ruff, limbered his weapon, and, in his old-time manner
He has the reputation of being an extraordinary as a squirrel hunter, aimed his rifle fire at the

officer and disciplinarian, and at the same time is enemy machine gunners.

extremely genial. Cronkhite also knows a good "I asked him afterward how many shots he had
deal about pictures, and being painted under fired, and he said 'about twenty-four times.'

was converted to the war, and decided to fight.

Soon after, he was sent out with a combat group

in charge of the sergeant. They came under

the fire of a Hun machine gun nest, and the ser-

geant in command and all the members of the

party were killed outright, except Corporal York

and five men. Corporal York assumed command,
charged the machine gun nest, and captured it

and took several prisoners. The party then

proceeded, and again came under machine gun
fire. The corporal, men, and prisoners flattened

themselves out on the ground, the corporal yelling

unusual conditions in an
time piqued his interest,

great appreciation which
British fighting man.

extraordinarily short

I remember also the

he expressed for the

'fcGENERAL DUNCAN S '^CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR

This was an interesting statement, for after the

encounter we found that twenty-four dead Boche

were his bag. In fact, the fight only ended when
the officer in charge of the German machine

guns offered to stop the machine gun fire if York
would stop his rifle fire. The enemy surrendered,

General Duncan has a large face and head, and Corporal York and his men marched to battalion

he has a figure to carry them. In every respect headquarters 132 prisoners, including four officers.

he suggests a powerful man, mentally and phy- Another remarkable fact is that Corporal York,

sically, while the Celtic wistfulness of his eyes and delivered his prisoners to the nearest battalion

the large mobile mouth together give him the look headquarters, which was not his own, and that

of captivating whimsy. General Duncan has at his own headquarters he made no mention of

temperament, and any subject of conversation

appeals to him. At our sitting he was much
interested in the exploit of a corporal from the

Tennessee mountains.

"You must make a picture of him," said the

General: "I'll have him brought in as soon as

you have finished with me."
"What has he done"?
"His exploit," replied the General, "is the

most remarkable 1 have heard of in the whole war.

Pretty good, too, for a 'conscientious objector.'"

the affair. It was only by accident that the

story came to his own commander, from the ad-

jacent battalion some time later. The facts were

then verified, and for this action York received

the Distinguished Service Cross, and has been

recommended for the Medal of Honor."
Later in the evening Corporal York appeared,

in obedience to an order to have his portrait

painted. I asked him if he were married.

"No," he answered slowly, with his Southern

drawl, "
1 was always a kind of a mommer's boy."
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MAJOR-GENERAL ADELBERT CRONKHITE
Dutch m name and Dutch in appearance. Mr. Chase felt tempted to paint him with a ruff, so much does he

resemble a Franz Hals type
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MAJOR-GENERAL GEORGE B. DUNCAN
Former Ccmmander of the 77th (New York) Division, which helped drive the Germans out of the Argonne

Forest in the great American drive north of Verdun. The Argonne Forest has for centuries been regarded as

one of the most impregnable military positions in the world
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CORPORAL ALVIN C. YORK

to kin witTht"rm''e''a mirhlnf/''^"'
'\^ Tennessee Mountains, who recovered from his pacifism sufficiently

offi ers Th is Glerarn^m^L^
"''' of twenty-four Germans and capture ,32 German soldiers and four
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CORPORAL JOHN R. O BRIEN, OF BOSTON
German machine guns had a fascination for him. On June i8th, a particularly pesky nest of enemy

machine guns were blazing with a deadly effect at Co. K, 23rd Infantry, 2nd Division—that's this boy's Com-
pany—and "up and at 'em" went Corporal J. R. O'Brien, of Boston. That machine gun nest received

O'Brien's particular attention—in fact, he acquired those guns forthwith. Just for that a French general

decorated him with the Medaille Militaire and Croix de Guerre with palm, and kissed him on the cheek
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SERGEANT HERMAN KORTH
Co. B, I2ist Machine Gun Battalion, 32nd Division. Born in a little German town near the Rhine, but

made in America. Out on the brow of a gently sloping hill went Korth alone. The enemy machine guns
were below the slope of the hill, and it was impossible for our gunners to see their location, so Korth volun-

teered to go out on the hilltop and drive stakes to line our artillery fire on. There, within sight of the enemy,
he remained, directing our artillery fire, his chance for life one in one million. Cited for Distinguished Service

Cross.



THE FOUR GOVERNMENTS OF
MEXICO

ZAPATA-PROTECTOR OF MORELOS
A Sound Solution of Mexico's Agrarian Problem—This So-called ''Bandit" a Mexican

Leader with a Consistent Economic Platform

BY

WILLIAM GATES

Note.— The following is the third of four, or possibly five, articles on Mexico to-day. The author

has, within the last eighteen months, talked personally with practically every Mexican leader of consequence

in every political faction, including Carran^a, Zapata, Aharado, Felix Dia^, and Meixueiro, who are the

chieftains of the four governments in Mexico now. He has discussed the political and economic condition of

Mexico with men of every shade of experience and opinion, and with the leaders their plans for the future. He
landed at Progreso in fuly, iQiy, and traveled on horseback fifteen hundred miles through Yucatan, to Mexico

City, through Morelos and Oaxaca to Tehuantepec and thence out of Mexico at Salina Cru( in April, igi8.

Five of these nine months were spent on horseback through the heart of the country.—The Editors.

A T THE time we entered the war, Mex- yielded, and that Governor Alvarado in Yucatan
f\ ico might almost as well have been in was making things unpleasant for the old " slave-

/ \ the interior of China, so far as any holders" with some kind of a more or less Social-

I % enlightening' information was con- istic rule that was nevertheless really "doing
^ "^ cerned. The official view stood that things."

Carranza was, in a way, getting along; that the The common apprehension was not satisfied,

past Revolution was embodied in him, and that however; difficulties kept manifesting themselves

he was gradually reorganizing the country, op- that should not have done so, had things been
posed only by disorderly elements properly cha- right. But the Great War focussed our atten-

racterized as mere banditry; that he was also, of tion, and we by a combination of necessity and
course, more or less impeded by reactionary selfish optimism, passed the Mexican question over
elements from the past regime. The official until that was cleared up. Of the real state of

view also had it that he was the representative of things inside of Mexico, of what was going on
the "common people" of Mexico, and their wel- politically in that country, we had probably less

fare; that, given support, he would rebuild Mex- knowledge than we had of any other country in m
ico, with schools and lands for the peasants. the entire world.

"

In both official and popular estimation, there In deciding upon a trip through Mexico in or-

was no real political or organized opposition to his der to get behind that veil, I determined upon in-

government, and the new Constitution—all the vestigating the sections of the country from which
disorder being mere outlawry. It was recognized we never heard news of any kind; that is, first

that there was a sort of a situation in the oil re- through the interior towns and plantations of

gion, where Carranza had not yet been able to Yucatan, and then through the southern States

expel a certain Manuel Pelaez, who drew fat con- of Mexico, through Morelos where the Agrarian

tributions from the oil producers, but at the same question is acutely marked, next through
time gave them the "protection" he got paid for. Oaxaca and Chiapas, and across the border into

It was taken for granted that Carranza was also Guatemala. The latter part of this route I knew
being "tempted by Berlin," but with the normal to be through still unsettled territory, and at once

|

American ignorance in such matters, it was taken on reaching Yucatan learned that it would be

for granted that he stopped there; we could see dangerous almost to impossibility even to reach

that such a course could never profit Mexico, so the Tehuantepec Isthmus, direct from Mexico ^|

the possibility that he could think otherwise was City. In fact, from the first day I reached
not taken seriously a moment. We also knew Yucatan, and down to the last week before I

that Villa was still "loose," that Zapata had not passed out of Mexican territory, the one most
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common thing I heard (from those to whom I

dared to speak of my wishes) was: "You cannot

go; you will not get through; you will not come
back."

It was perfectly clear that these were real dan-
gers to my friends, and that they were genuinely

worried as 1 persisted. In Yucatan 1 decided to

ride on horse, first with a companion, and then

alone, all through the eastern and southern part

of the State, through almost pathless monte or

woods, and endless hemp fields, penetrating at

each point to the edge of things. 1 was told the

trip by horse was impossible in every way; it was
the rainy season: 1 would get malaria, get lost,

starve, and all the rest. This from both Ameri-

cans and Yucatecans. And the final touch came
in a little Indian village at the end of things in the

southeast, to which 1 had ridden to talk with

and see an old Maya herhatero or native doctor.

He and his wife, a truly handsome woman of

about fifty, and 1 had a delightful hour's chat over

native books, and plants, and old Maya traditions.

Then he put some salve on a bad sore on my
horse's withers, which incidentally cured it in

twenty-four hours, and 1 started to go. As I did

so, the wife said :
" But, senor, are you not afraid

to ride alone in Yucatan?" "Afraid! Why?"
" For the Socialists, that they will kill you."

The unconscious implication of that solicitude,

and the light it gives on the carefully fostered

illusion that Alvarado and his party in Yucatan
have been the redeemers of the Maya peasants,

goes very far. Yucatan, however, must be the

subject of the next article.

In planning my trip, then, behind the Carranza

veil, I laid out for myself to meet, with as much
intimacy as circumstances in each case might

permit, four men in particular. Around each

there was and still is in the general re-

ports, every conceivable kind of contradiction; it

was impossible to determine for myself which kind

of men they were, what were their ultimate mo-
tives, the springs of their conduct, and therefore,

what is going on in Mexico, without meeting them
face to face, hearing them speak, and above all

—

seeing the man as he spoke. These four, whom
1 felt to stand politically for Mexico to-day, were

Governor Alvarado of Yucatan, President Car-

ranza, Gen. Felix Diaz, nephew of the former

President, and Emiliano Zapata— Indian, "bandit"
or "patriot."

Of the four, I think Zapata interested me most,

from the character of what I had heard of him.

He is almost never referred to, in print, save as
" bandit "—brutal, a sort of super-bad man, he and
his soldiers being out for robbery and pillage, with

atrocity as an amusement on the side. In Yuca-

tan, far removed from any sphere of his opera-

tions, I found the term Zapatista used in (Alvar-

ado, or Government official) newspapers as a
common daily equivalent for bandit or highway-
man, without any implication of actual connec-
tion with Zapata himself. It was the same when
I got over to Mexico proper; any outrages any-
where in middle Mexico were always by Zapatistas;

any armed band was one led by a ^apatista chief.

In the city of Puebla, close to where Zapata terri-

tory joins Carrancista, 1 was told by the American
consul that no money could hire him to go two
miles out of town alone; the least he would expect

would be to come back minus all his clothes.

(1 did not tell him 1 had just returned from several

weeks and many leagues among them.)

On the other hand, I had been told by friends

who had been in Mexico City when the Zapatistas,

headed by Zapata himself, did at last enter—and
everyone had been in the extreme of terror in that

expectation—that Zapata proved the only leader

whose men did not loot, and were kept in order.

One friend, a lady, told me it was possible to give

almost any Zapata common soldier a bill to go

on an errand, or make a purchase, and have the

article and change duly returned. Others told

of how they came and begged for food, if they

needed it, instead of robbing.

ZAPATA, THE ONE CONSISTENT MEXICAN LEADER

Again when it came to the political issue, one

will find the universal comment, that Zapata is

the one man in all the past eight or ten years of

Revolution, who has been constant and consistent.

And finally when one comes to the literature of

the Revolution, one finds the same extreme of

contradictions. In Cientifico literature he is

commonly referred to as a sort of Wat Tyler, a

rebellious fellow against his betters, and against

all law and order. In the Carrancista literature,

no abuse is too extreme; it goes to a length

that causes one to ask, "Why is it sought to damn
him so utterly, to disprove any possibility that he

may stand for a genuine movement?"
But again one finds scholarly books, such as

"Forging a Fatherland," by Manuel Gamio, Direc-

tor of Archaeology in Mexico, tresiUng"Zapatismo"

as a serious social movement, identifying it as

distinct from outlawry, and as being in fact no

more that Indianismo, and something that "be-

gan when Cortes landed on the shores of Villa

Rica." In short, that Zapatismo means the real

desire of the real and native Americans for that

freedom from conquest which since that day they

have never had. Or to put it still more frankly,

the right to be a man, and not an animal.

Naturally, I wanted to meet Zapata.

I went to Mexico with a distinct prepossession

in favor of the Carranza administration, despite
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the fact that I could riot find a single individual, whole trip could probably not have been put

outside of the official propaganda, who had any- through had my collection and interest in those

thing good to say of Carranza himself. We had lines not been so well known. It must be under-

but just lately entered the War, and Congress stood that Mexico City is full of Zapatistas and
had given the President authority to extend cred- Felicistas and Oaxacans who sympathize with the

its to any of our Allies for war assistance; this enemy; men of culture and position who stay out

authority was used by him among other cases, for of all political connections, and pursue their or-

a credit to Cuba. Mexico had been seeking a dinary vocations. It would perhaps be unjust

loan, and beyond all doubt needed one; recon- to say there are no decent people in Mexico who
St ruction was and is impossible without it. There believe in Carranza; also I am not in a position

were political difficulties, more or less concerning to compromise anybody of my actual knowledge,

the guarantees and some form of supervision of save the very few with whom I did talk knowing

its application—and Mexico's dignity in consent- positively beforehand where they stood. I made
ing to any restrictions. But there was the non- many delightful friends, both literary and social;

political question of the world's food; and agri- and it would have been impossible bungling to

culture in Mexico was flat. The whole matter talk politics. But I would not like to wager there

could have been settled, had the high parties are 5 per cent, of people, whose "private inter-

been willing, by a credit to be put to agricultural ests" do not keep them Carrancistas, who would
production, with the assistance of the Food Com- defend him, if they and their interests were out-

mission. It would have given money and work side his reach. The quite ordinary name for him
and a new start in Mexico where it was most even in government circles, which are at times

needed, and just to that class which both Presi- surprisingly frank-spoken, is sin vergiien^a, the

dents Wilson and Carranza had declaredly taken shameless one; which is quite the worst thing you
up the cudgels for. And it would have put the can say of a Mexican without rinsing your mouth,

two countries at work in a common cause, a hu- However, dropping out by street car alone one

manitarian even more than a political one, and evening, revolver in pocket (that always and
enormously to Mexico's profit. Such an opera- everywhere at night in Mexico City now), to a

tion could have solved all of Carranza's problems quiet residence, part of the city, rapping at a cer-

of Mexican rehabilitation. As shown by some tain door some blocks away, I was soon in an
letters I wrote to friends in the East before start- animated conversation on "very much politics"

ing, I went to Mexico believing that such a with a party of men who most decidedly were not

solution was at least possible, and that the " bandits," though one of them did happen to be

Carranza government deserved our support. a Zapata general under cover in the city for a

After finding things the way they were in Yuca- short time. He left two days later, taking with

tan, I still separated the Alvarado despotism from him my desire to see his Chief, and after my mode
the Revolution; going through the country of entry had been duly planned out.

I was naturally on friendly terms with the local Zapata controls the State of Morelos, and a part

officials, and I found some occasions where I of the State of Mexico extending close to the

dared put the question as to where Yucatan would capital. Parts of the States of Puebla, Michoa-
stand, if a breach should come between Alvarado can and Guerrero, to the southeast, south and
and Carranza. The answer came unhesitatingly: southwest, are also under his control and pro-

With Carranza. (They knew Alvarado at first tection. At the very time of our conferences

hand, Carranza by hearsay.) And so I went some of his forces had just made a raid, driving

across to Vera Cruz and the capital with this in the Carrancista garrison from six or seven vil-

same prepossession for the "obstinate old man." lages only a few miles from the capital, and re-

Inflexibility is just as necessary in a patriot as it is stocking themselves in ammunition. They even

difficult in a—man of one idea only, and that a approached within about two miles of the great

wrong one. German wireless on the hill known as La Estrella.

This station is said to communicate with Nauen,

direct, or certainly with one controllable relay.

The actual visit to Morelos had to be worked and was protected, I was informed, by government
up with considerable care; it had to be done en- troops. I was offered the opportunity to go to

tirely through Mexicans, as I could not in com- see the station, but coming to the conclusion

mon justice to any Americans living in the coun- that photographs were already in Washington, I

try make them party to my wishes, or even did not take the trouble. But I did meet, two
permit them to know. I had to be no weeks later, in the interior of Morelos, some of the

more than the visiting collector of books and leaderson the raid I have mentioned. I told them
manuscripts, and the archaeologist. Indeed the of this wireless station. Suggested perhaps •

THE PASSPORT INTO MORELOS
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The Colonel's eyes caught up; ''We will blow it

up the next time we go."

There are several ways to get around from the

capital into Morelos. The most natural way was
the one I did not go; Zapata had at the time

ridden several days' journey to the very south of

Guerrero, and as my objective after Morelos was
Oaxaca, further to the south, I guided my move-
ments accordingly. All was arranged. Mean-
while 1 had the pleasure of a most delightful hour
with President Carranza himself at the National

Palace one evening, wherein since we did not talk*

politics, I found the opposite of what 1 had been

told to expect. You always do get the opposite

in Mexico; whatever you simply cannot do, just

take it that you can; the thing that is sure to

happen to-morrow, does not happen at all; and
when the Revolution does come, it comes from a

clear sky. Anyhow, President Carranza sus-

tained nearly half the conversation; and if it were

not for what he has done to Mexico, I could find

it very easy indeed to like him very much.

THE JOURNEY BEGINS: A MOONLIGHT RIDE

A few days later I went to the railroad station

with my bags. An Indian boy who knew me by
sight was at the station and got in a third-class

car. In due course we arrived at a certain town,

at which quite a crowd got off, the boy and my-
self among them. No one paid the slightest at-

tention to us as we walked, separately, through

the town. But another Indian came to me at the

car steps, and walked off with my bags, leaving

me unencumbered. I went to the little hotel,

got dinner, and after I had nosed about the town
for some hours, the time came for the returning

train to go on back. I, however, walked beyond
the station to a spot near the outskirts where 1

saw my boy standing. A door opened to us.

At night about eleven o'clock we passed a few

steps further, out of town, and off the main roads.

Two hours later a party of horsemen met us in the

moonlight, with spare animals; and that night I

was welcomed in Morelos.

Then began leagues of riding. In Oaxaca the

mountain Indians all go a-foot, but in Morelos

every man rides, gun on saddle. Through In-

dian towns, all more or less ruined, by the govern-

ment troops on their different incursions. The
public buildings and schoolhouses seemed to

have borne the brunt; in one schoolhouse where
I spent a night nearly every scrap of furniture had
been burned by the invaders. At one time we
passed where had once been an agricultural im-

plement factory; destroyed by Carrancistas. It

was Rheims and Ypres and St. Ouentin in the

small. I noticed one burned home near the road;

there had been a sick woman, bed-ridden in it

when it was fired, now a hopeless but tell-tale

wreck

!

Our party was few to start with, for a large

escort was not needed: we were safe in Morelos.
But it steadily grew as I reached one town after

another, by the addition of various officers and
men from each, until at last we were quite a large

cavalcade. One of these was Gen. Gildardo Ma-
gana, who had been Governor of the Federal Dis-

trict during the Zapata-Villa occupation in 191 4-1

5

—and a most excellent one. I found him a man
by nature of the type we call conservative and
prudent. Our objective was the town of Tlalti-

zapan, to which the capital has been removed to

be further from the combat line, and to which
point Zapata himself was riding back from the

south of Guerrero, to meet us. As we rode, or

stopped to eat and sleep, I talked with one or

another of my companions; found them natural,

simple, even jolly boys and men. The ride went
on through farms, over barren plains, down into

deep barrancas, with the snowy head of Popocate-

petl ever changing as the sun moved around, and
the crown of smoky mists rose (from which the

mountain takes its name). Now and then an
impromptu race started up; then a bit of sky-

larking, hitting each other's horses unexpectedly.

But in the whole of my stay in Morelos I saw not

one improper thing, nothing evil, not a quarrel,

no one drunk. Of course one understands I was
a guest, and there was the good behavior in re-

spect to the guest. But what could not be feigned

was the naturalness of that good behavior.

INTERESTING TOUCHES OF LOCAL COLOR

Then too, in some towns we stopped long

enough for various local business to be trans-

acted, especially after Zapata himself joined us.

At such times I was left at my own volition, and

the common daily life of the town went on about

me. It was just plain peaceable country life.

There were bits of local law to be settled, a

matter of a difference over some purchase; some

of this went on while I was apparently napping

under a tree. In short, the whole thing was gen-

uine, unmistakably so; and so were the people.

As we came to one town I heard all the bells

pealing continuously, and the man at my side told

me, "That is for you, senor." It was quite a

little reception; the men were all around the

Ayuntamiento, or town house, in front of which

General Ayaquica greeted me, and we went in be-

tween the sentries for a formal welcome. Wholly

the opposite of Magafia, a little bit of a man, of an

age one could not guess, hard and lasting as nails,

and 1 will wager a terror in a fight; in peace, a

gentleman. Here 1 was invited to a neighboring

town which had a saint's day and fiesta that
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afternoon. The fiesta consisted of some decora- they have. But the agrarian problem in Morelos

tions of branches and flowers, fruit to go round, is a real thing, it is the type of manifestation that

and women with sweets to sell. At the side of began, as Gamio says, when the Spaniards first

the plaza a space was staked in—for a buU-fight? superimposed themselves on the natives. His-

Not at all, but cowboy pla>'. Several bulls were tory and circumstances have made the local

let in to be chased and roped; some to a bloodless Morelos problem the heart of the problem of

corrida wherein instead of attacking the bull, the Democracy in Mexico; and Zapata represents

pla>' was defensive, with long braces by which the its spirit. Palafox represents its uncompromising

horseman kept the bull from reaching the horse, platform, at the hands of a pedagog, whose educa-

without himself being unseated. Then several tion Zapata needed for his assistance,

bulls were caught, tied round the body, and re- The land question is a long one. Suffice it to

leased with a rider hanging on. It was good and %ay that the Indians cultivated their ground under

strenuous, and no one hurt, certainly not the bulls, two s}'stems, separate ownership, and communal.
The crowd was considerable; there were one, or By a law of some sixty years ago, the communal
two bottles of aguardiente passing, but no more, lands were ordered divided in severalty, with the

No one even tipsy. But innumerable cigarettes, intention of bringing the social organization of

I was in Morelos, however, not for fiesta's but the farming class to a higher level; but there were

to talk politics; and so shortly before reaching grave difficulties attached to the demarcations

Tlaltizapan we met two of the most active parti- and division. Many titles were traditional,

cipants in the Convention period, from the Aguas- after the Indian kind, from father to son for gen-

calientes meeting to the final entr}' of Carranza erations. Man}' titles existed consecutively docu-

in August, 191 5. These were Manuel Palafox, mented back for several hundred years; but at

the practical author of all the agrarian plans and times hopelessly mixed in overlaoping bounds, or

legislation, and of the "Plan de A>'ala," which uncertain surveys.

has been Zapata's platform; and Antonio Diaz Under Diaz laws were passed to clear up these

Soto }' Gama, a young law}'er who refused the titles, requiring registry, and other formalities,

portfolio of Justice in the Convention government. These laws were taken advantage of, just when
under President Gutierrez and his successors, modern methods and machiner}' brought in the

I speak of Palafox as the ''author." The real era of economic large-scale agriculture, by the

author is Zapata himself; that is, it is his idea, large landholders, to the destitution of the In-

And in a wa)' which has meant tragedy for Mex- dians. We had similar troubles in the case of

ico, it fell to Palafox to give it form. We had someof our United States Western lands, where the

started riding that morning at two o'clock, with the settler was not careful, or technicalities inter-

rising moon, to avoid the afternoon heat over the vened. In Mexico also the Indians were ignor-

barrens. It was noon when we came to the ant, far from the capital, restricted by their con-

hacienda. I was barely seated before Palafox dition in many ways. Often they knew no Span-
was explaining all the operations of irrigation, ish; also they and their fathers had tilled their

their agricultural loan bank, making advances lands, and they had no dream of danger. One
to the farmers just as they went on stage by stage law, perfectly just on its face legally, and nation-

in the cultivation, seeing to it that the crop was ally good, provided that any one might buy va-
marketed and the loan repaid; all well devised cant government lands; but adding, that one
to educate the farmers to economic independence, might also buy as such the excess acreage within
The dinner got cold while he talked. the given boundaries of what an existing private

Soto y Gama came in the midst of the talk, just title actually called for; this purchase privilege

after I had praised what they were doing. Pala- was reserved for one year after an actual survey
fox told him, ''The Senor says this is the best and determination, to the title-holder. If it

system in the world." "No, sefior," I replied, happened that the title-holder never knew of the
"not just that. I said it is in agreement with our facts in time, he lost out, even if his claim of title

most modern lines." went back 200 >'ears.

-ri.r- .^r,»r.T.x. ^r,^r.Tr^ .. . .^. 1^ such ways as these, coupled with individualTHE AGRARIAN PROBLEM: ZAPATA PLUS PALAFOX i rij- V i-^t_ upurchases from I ndians who were where they could
The problem of Mexico will never be settled not help themselves, it came about that the whole

until this Morelos problem of the lands is settled. State of Morelos became owned b}' about a score

I have repeated that conviction over and over, in or so of individuals, half of Spanish birth; one of

every kind of circle; it is universally conceded, them holding in trust for the Church, to get round
There are States in Mexico where there is no the law in that regard. The Indians were re-

agrarian problem at all, where the Indians still stricted to their bare house lots in the towns; the
have their lands, or do not care for other than very roads belonged to the owners; it is said corn
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and other products were planted even in the in the normal discharge of its functions- but itchurch-yards and burying grounds. substantially accords with the Plan de' Tierra
Prior to Madero s entry into the case, Emiliano Colorada, and is specifically reaffirmed along thatZapata, a young Indian of Auenecmlco in Morelos line by papers over the signature of Generalhad been bruising his toes against legal obstacles Meixueiro [pronounced May-hwayrol

in the capital, trying to get back lands for which Zapata's Plan de Ayala, then, and the laws
his townspeople had still their primordial titles, based upon it, provided for the breaking up ofbut were dispossessed, and reduced to labor and the great landed estates, their restoration to com-peonage on th^ haciendas. In September, 1909, monalty or separate possession in small farmshe went home disgusted, to say: "They are our to original owners, in the latter case with Z-
K' TnH 7. r '^^ '''^f ^' ^-'^ '^^' "^^^""^ ^^ P^^^^"^ improvident alienation^ to

Lw^' ri I .^u %' ? -'^^ ^r^-'^
providing for the general acquisition of smalllaw There began the Revolution in Mexico, farms; limiting the size of tracts to be owned byIhat IS connectedly; for similar dispossessions in any individual; and to these ends confiscating

Chihuahua, Chiapas, and other places, had led the lands of "enemies of the Revolution " andto Indian revolts which were mercilessly sup- expropriating for value the rest. Enemies werepressed-for the time. In the valley of Papantla specifically, the Cienttfico party, or those whose
20 000 Mexican citizens had tilled their lands; titles grew from fraud or graft, or accomplices
after the survey had passed, the whole region in the Huerta usurpation, with those who sus-was the property of one family. The total of tained and helped in these matters. We will have
vacant lands thus bought from the Govern- here the eternal betrayal of a social movement byment in the Diaz regime is given as 180,000,000 its own ultra-radical supporters, and pedants

acres, tor^ which the Government received It is true that the land-holders make an excel-
;!f>i, 750,000. lep^ showing of the great mechanical improve-

THE SEEDS OF THE FIRST REVOLUTION ments in up-to-date production, resulting in the

., . ,
,

production in Morelos alone of one third of all
Mexico has never been a democracy, only a the sugar in Mexico; that the system is given as

people struggling to shake off the economic chains wage-system instead of debt-peonage It is true
which came with the Spanish Conquest; struggling that the world has come to the period of quantity
and never succeeding. They have therefore not production, never to go back; and that for this
had the rule ofdefinite political parties as we have; the old Indian methods were wholly impossible
though the eternal divisions exist of Conserva- But it is also true that this process of reduction
tive, Moderate and Liberal, with the highly of peasant farmers to workers on great estates
charged poles of Ultramontane (the extreme made up of the lands their fathers owned, and es-
Cathohc party,) and Radical at the two ends pecially for an alien race, always has spelled
to stir up trouble. Parties have been as in Revolution, and always will,

u/u"""^ ^u^
Japan, only more kaleidoscopic. Legality is invoked: legality of the modernWhen things reach the stage of appeal titles, by piecemeal purchase from the Indians,

to arms, we get a Plan, signed by the head after the subdivision of the common lands- ille-
ot the movement and his associates, and named gality of the contemplated confiscation. As to
after the place where it was signed. It is no the first, legality has always covered many wrongs
more than such a thing as we label the "Chi- by the strong on the weak. And as to the second,
cago 1 lattorm. At various stages we get mani- the decree is exactly in the position of Lincoln's
fiestos which are no more than our key-note Emancipation Proclamation: there was a time
speeches, or statements by this or that public when the slavery question might have been solved
man. The manifestos are transitory; the Plans by government payment; that time passed, and
are fundamental, and are expected to become the the legal property right had to be ignored, to
basis of the new and reforming administration, assure the social revolution.
Thus the past Revolution has had only four ac-
tual Plans: that of San Luis Potosi by Madero ™^ zapata idea in action

(and exceptionally signed by himself alone); that Zapata's rebellious idea was: that every Mexi-
of Guadalupe by Carranza, calling only for the can should be able to have and till his own piece
expulsion of Huerta and restoration of the Con- of land, with conditions necessary for his protec-
stitution; the Plan de Ayala, by Zapata; and more tion and prosperity. In that is a parallel to our
recently, that of Tierra Colorada, by Felix Diaz, "peasant" Lincoln's one idea—The Union. Za-
I he 1 rogramme of the Oaxaca State Sovereignty pata sought an agricultural social fact; Palafox
was not called a Plan, as it was the formal legal made of that a hard and fast system, providing
declaration of an established State government, _ that no one in all Mexico should own more than
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about 250 acres of first quality land. And the in their simplicity, but to whom language is a

result was fatal to the cause. For Zapata refusing difficult and puzzling art; yet his self-conscious-

all office himself, had Palafox put in the Cabinet ness is so clear that this fact does not abash him.

of President Gutierrez, as Minister of Agricul- Zapata in action is beyond all doubt a very dif-

tureand Colonization. Whereupon Palafox broke ferent thing; they tell me he can stay three days

up the administration, and that of Roque Con- and nights in the saddle; he is called the Attila

zalez who followed. And then the Carrancistas of the South; there is in him the tiger (one must
came in. While the Convention Government not be shocked—they call Clemenceau the

was attending as best it could to Mexican affairs, Tiger). But as I saw him all his movements
and fighting actually though not ail-wisely for were moderate and natural; there was not a par-

the 85 per cent., and the land: in other words, the tide of bluster or self-exaggeration,

two things which Woodrow Wilson said he would Zapata's speech is slow, almost word by word,

stand by—Carranza was playing international though he seems unconscious of that. 1 often in

politics with W. B. Hale and the I. W. W. and the conversation thought he had finished what he

German Minister, until he got our recognition. meant to say, and then, starting myself to speak.

Poor Mexico! However, there is another side would find him going on, after an interval in his

to tell, which came out after I had met Zapata speech, which was not however a break. I have
himself. Then 1 learned that this radicalism and constantly used to myself the Spanish word tosco

irreconcilability of Palafox had cost Zapata many in thinking of him, without any exact English

supporters; and that the whole company of Za- equivalent; also without any depreciation in

pata's helpers and generals accepted Palafox as thought of Zapata himself, but only as descriptive

simply obsessed in the matter, and algo loco—

a

of the organism which by race and birth is his

bit daffy. But he was administering with great medium of action. The word literally means
devotion the actual working of the local farmers' heavy, rough, unpolished. The word also sup-

assistance plans, irrigation, the working loans, and plies a simile, as if of the Hght inside a diamond,
the like, and doing it well. Zapata's conduct was which had to shine and knew it, and yet which
also most interesting. There were many meet- constantly stumbled against the unpolished sur-

ings, discussing different questions, and I shortly faces, without being abashed or disheartened by
noticed that Zapata, almost without words, that fact, thinking only of its own brightness,

seemed to gather a differently made up company So Zapata seems to me with "Indianism"—as

each time. When it was politics, and Mexican the light in him. In time a myth will grow up
or international questions, Palafox was not there around his name.
—off with other duties. When it was a matter of

practical dispositions about titles, crops, irriga-

tion, he was. 1 had already formed my conclu- 1 do not know how satisfactory all this is to

sion that Palafox was Zapata's danger point, and my readers; but I am trying to set down the im-

cautiously mentioned I had noticed the difference pressions 1 remember of him. What is certain

in the gatherings. to begin with, is that the contradictions, and
*'Ah. You noticed that? Yes, it is true." especially the sort of contradictions, in what is

And then 1 learned it was all as 1 have stated, told of him, constitute a puzzle. When you find

and well understood. But so gracefully was it a character in times of crisis who inspires his

done, that 1 doubt if Palafox himself ever knew people as 1 know he does (there cannot be any
it. The light on Zapata himself from the in- other Zapata), who gets the most serious con-

cident was gratifying. sideration from many serious people who are

distant and have naught to gain from him, and
AN INTIMATE VIEW OF THE CHIEF ^^^ j^ ^^^^^^ -^ ^^^ extremest terms both by

I find it extremely hard to describe Emiliano the ultra-kid-glove party of law and order and
Zapata. I found myself trying to study him, things as they are, and by the ultra-radical

and phrasing my question What and who are element who profess and then prostitute to their

you?—as if in the midst of large affairs I had own ambitions that popular aspiration and need

found some man taking a marked part, and yet which he has consistently tried to, and has, put

who seemed to be something even more than he in practice and protected to the best of his possi-

showed. In the year's trip 1 encountered four ble resources:—when you find that combination,

men who bore the stamp of being more than the there is something at work. It is also the fact

ordinary; Zapata and Meixueiro were two of that very few persons indeed' have met Zapata
these. Education and contact with affairs has to write of him, and very certain that no other

made self-expression easy to Meixueiro; Zapata American besides the writer has had the excep-

is like a man whose ideas and purposes are limpid tionally favored chance of seeing him and Morelos

ZAPATA A MAN OF LAUDABLE ASPIRATIONS
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around him, as I did. It is not easy to get there,

and the powers in the Capital have always kept it

so. Judge Duval West of San Antonio visited him;

but it was brief, and ceremonious; for Judge
West was President Wilson's accredited messen-

ger, which I was not. Judge West could not talk

freely, and I could. For days also before meet-

ing him and after leaving him, 1 moved at my will

in the environment of which he is the centre and

protector; talking with manv people on all sorts

of things.

Of course we discussed politics, to the limit

—

and even to the point of facing a possible American

intervention, since we were all agreed that that

was what Carranza with Von Eckhardt playing

him, was clouding the skies with. One after-

noon, while Zapata was otherwise busy, I went out

under the shade of the trees with two of his close

advisers, and there for nearly two hours we probed

the present situation of the Republic. It was a

genuine council; I stood as a friend, opposed to

intervention; they as true Mexicans, caring for

their country's dignity, yet facing her destruction

and her helplessness. Between a Mexican and
an American that is certainly a loaded situation.

But we put the cards on the table, and faced

them. 1 might interpolate that once previously

Carranza had sent an appeal to Zapata to quit

and come help fight the Yankees; to which Za-

pata replied
—

''Neither Carrancistas nor Ameri-
cans are coming into Morelos, and we are not go-

ing out." Also, at one of the talks with his par-

tisans in Mexico City I put the question flatly:

" If Carranza declares or actually provokes war
with the United States, what will you do? " " We
will fight with you, though you must not make
such an event an occasion for staying in Mexico."

We reached a common recognition of Mexico's

need and danger; and then that her own sons have
first right to bring her to safety. Beyond that,

none of us cared to voice an alternative.

After the talk had just forged beyond these

shaky places, and on to the smoother ground of the

world war (all the Revolutionists against Car-

ranza being pro-Ally, and quite aware of the men-
ace in Germany's duplicity), Zapata himself

came and dropped down on the grass among us.

The talk then reverted to Mexican internal af-

fairs, German propaganda and plots, submarine
bases, and—how long was President Wilson still

going to stand by Carranza?

We were all to start next morning for a nearby
town. In the interval I wrote out in a dozen
short sentences the concrete statement of the

situation, the inevitable reduction of the facts

as we had faced them under the trees before Za-

pata came out.

They were, in substance:

In the name of humanity Mexico must not be

permitted to destroy herself, as she is doing. The
condition is desperate, and cannot go on much
longer. The country must be rebuilt economi-
cally from the bottom, and she has no resources

for the reorganization. Her international obli-

gations are no less a problem, besides which she

must have another loan for her rehabilitation.

And yet for this she has no credit. (Up to this

point there was no particle of dispute, hard as it

was to admit the fact. Yet here justice and
comity required the next clause:) Nevertheless, the

Revolutionists and actual honest people of Mex-
ico, who are struggling to save her, have the right

to prove that they can do so. (And then came
the clause that was hard:) But if' they cannot,

still Mexico must not go on in self-destruction.

A MINIATURE PEACE CONFERENCE

While every one was getting ready for the

start, I called those who had taken part in the

discussion under the trees, to a table, and began
to read the lines, as expressive of the substance of

our recognition, however forced, of facts, however
unwelcome. As I was reading Zapata came over

to listen. It was a situation; the large room was
crowded. A committee of the whole, even, is

different from a regular session. Friends talking

alone can admit as sane men the facts of a des-

perate situation; Zapata himself in talk with

his own advisers might admit there was no visible

way out—but he could not admit it to me, much
less in a large assembly of his officers and men.
Nor indeed do I believe Zapata would contem-
plate such an alternative even for the fraction

of a second, even to himself. For the reason

that he is concerned with the State of Morelos;

which he has held unconquered for nine years;

which is a country of mountains and deep bar-

rancas, where every man has his horse and gun;

and conquest would be the synonym of extermin-

ation.

Neither could I even state the hated alternative

to Zapata, because the thing he is fighting for

is Indianismo, to use Gamio's term, which be-

gan when the first men of alien race disposed of

and decided Mexico's affairs, four hundred years

ago. Yet neither could I stop reading because he

came up; nor did I wish to stop— I was not talking

behind a screen in Morelos, nor saying anything

that any one anywhere might not know. I

wanted to focus the thing, and see what I should

get.

I began the reading of the sentences again for

him; everyone listened. As the inevitable con-

clusion of the syllogism came nearer, that if

Mexico cannot save herself, she must be saved

from herself for herself, the nervousness of the
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situation grew round me. Remember I was rounding lands. I asked every kind of question

already accepted fully as a friend, but as such I about agriculture and local conditions I could

had obligations. As I read the sentences that think of. There are still two small printing

Mexico's patriots have still the right to prove presses in the State, which publish two little

their ability to rebuild her, I began to fold the weeklies: El Sur, in Tlaltizapan, and Vinces, in

bottom of the paper across. Then at the first Cuautla, a number of copies of which were wel-

words saying that it must still be done anyhow, come 'Toot" for my shelves. With them also I

Zapata broke in, not antagonizing me yet abso- was given quite a considerable batch of both

lutely himself: No quiero ni aun oirlo, "
I do not printed and typewritten official decrees and regu-

wish even to hear it." As he began to speak I lations, with Zapata's signature, and to which I

rose, tearing off the alternative, and leaving the also got added all the other officials present where

statement of facts to end with the right of the they were appropriate.

Revolutionists to overthrow Carranza them- Our many talks at last at an end, and some
selves as Mexicans; and as he finished I tore the matters of local administration disposed of, the

alternative into bits and strewed them on the time came for me to leave. Don Emiliano asked

floor, looking at him. I felt rather than saw Soto me to come out beneath the trees, for a "talk."

y Gama's smile. And to Zapata 1 answered: There we had the largest assemblage that had
"Good; it is exactly what I wanted to hear you gathered, of his advisers and chief officers. It

say. The responsibility in this cause lies al- was clear there was something special on the

ready on your shoulders, and of other Mexican boards, and I regard the ensuing talk as the most

revolutionists, and to avert what will never come important of all I had in Morelos. It must be

if President Wilson can prevent it, and shall understood beforehand that we had frequently

not come if I can tell the story of what I have seen touched on the disastrous effect upon Mexico's

in Mexico well enough to do something to fore- standing, of the disorders and forced loans of the

stall the approach. You need no urging; but I say past years. For the present the revolution is re-

it: See that Mexico does not make intervention stricted to guerrilla methods (if it could once rise

necessary, for her own salvation." As I spoke, a to a definite campaign, backed by supplies, Car-

little fugitive and gratifyingly comfortable smile ranza would promptly fall). With both Felix

broke the corners of his mouth. Diaz and in Morelos I had come upon an evident

present determination on the revolutionary side
CONTINUING THE DISCUSSION IN THE SADDLE f -j 4. v ^ uu u • n

to avoid atrocities, and although m guerrilla

We all took horse, now- in quite a large com- form, to wage nevertheless 7£;flr, and not banditry;

pany, Zapata and I riding most of the time side to operate for military ends, and those only, and
by side, but with the natural breaks in a large interfering with individual persons and property

and friendly company. I n a few leagues we came in the least degree possible—including trains,

to a town where we were to stop for the rest of our Carranza's army budget is double the entire

meeting. Back to pre-conquest days functions governmental expenses of ten years ago, but the

and entradas, or entries, have always been the Revolutionists keep only small bodies in camp,
occasion among the Indians for green branches and all receive no pay. That does not eat up the

and flowers and music. The street through country; the men till the fields to keep all going,

which we passed was all so lined with tall green Felix Diaz had only fifty men in camp, but a
branches; we stopped to hear the welcome of the thousand on six hours' call.

Presidente and town officials; the music took up , ,

the line in front, and between that and us the
^^^^^^ ^ ^'^^e-^^ °=5.re to do the right thing

/

townspeople and children each with a branch of So when we were seated, referring to this state

flowers held upright and very solemnly in the of things, Zapata said: "Senor, as you know, the

hand, filled in. As we began to go ahead, a little way things are, we may take the capital in a short

girl ran up to Zapata's horse, to hand him a time. Give me your advice, just as an individual,

flower, and then go ahead in the march; the flower how I may meet and care for the economic prob-

he took, and passed to the side to me. lem I will then have of providing for my men."
In this town we spent some days. At table. That meant, of course, without exactions on the

and also in small companies under the trees, we inhabitants, or burdening business. I hardly

talked. The town officials and many of the realized at first the importance of the question

citizens brought and showed me their title maps. I was being asked, and answered I had no experi-

The title of the town lands was a long series of ence and knowledge of business matters in the

documents in chain from the middle Seventeenth city, and did not know how to answer. But he

Century to recent times, and had its correspond- would not let me off; it was clear from his manner
ence in a large painted map of the town and sur- and the presence of the whole company that it
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was a problem he and they felt as serious, that

Mexico's credit before the world might not be

once more stressed; and that they were plain

country people, one might say, facing a big prob-

lem they wanted to solve rightlv,and did not know
the way to go at it.

Finally I said, " Indeed I do not know what to

say—except this; when you get there, and face

this, call a council of all the presidents of the

Chambers of Commerce, Mexican and Foreign

(there are a number); and yes, let the German
come with the rest, and ask them what you have

asked me." The instant change in the attitude

of the meeting proved the complete sincerity of

the question and the desire behind it. I had not

done much, but I had pointed out a way to begin

through which that, and possibly many later

questions of like character might be solved. And
then 1 said also, " Yes, and do this too. I do
know the names of some men in the capital who
are fully competent to advise you practically,

and without any motives of their own. You can

trust them. Tell them I gave you their names."

"We will do it, senor."

1 have told this incident, which may never come
to action because the Mexican situation may be

worked out under many other conditions, only to

show the character of the problems which the

"bandit Zapata" was most concerned with. I

talked on the road afterward with Magafia; he told

me the matter would fall on him in the capital, as

Zapata would not stay long out of Morelos. Had
Zapata and the men of Morelos been on the road

for plunder in all these years, that question would
never have been asked me; they were not thinking

of Mexico City as a prize to be looted, as have the

Carrancistas.

Soon after this talk we parted, all but a few

going to the west with Zapata, and I to the south-

east to see Meixueiro of Oaxaca. Of my weeks
among the Zapatistas I shall always cherish the

warmest memories; I hope I shall meet many of

them again. And especially do I hope to main-

tain long friendship with Soto y Gama and
General Magafia—opposite in type as the two
poles, but sirxere Mexicans, and true men.

With the Spanish War we peeped over the edge

of our isolation. With the close of this War
we will enter into the full tide of our world par-

ticipation. Of all the regional problems outside

our own borders, the Mexican is most intimately

ours, to make or to mar. We could not avoid dom-
[inating it if we would, even if we kept our hands

scrupulously off, and scrupulously clean.

That we should be led to a conquest of Mexico
would be an unthinkable national shame to ma,rk

our world participation. Yet Mexico must be

saved to health. That we should be forced by a
diplomatic impasse to which our own wavering
had inevitably brought us, or that we should

have to use force merely for dollar reasons, would
be most unfortunate; though it is undeniable that

the present Carranza government would be the

immediate guilty one in such a case, as well as

that justice is not served by allowing a debtor to

play fast and loose with his own promises. That
we should however pass by on the other side, leav-

ing the man fallen among thieves to their final mer-
cies, would be unworthy of either man or nation.

And it is the great promise of the American peo-
ple, in spite of all its detractors, and all its own mis-

deeds, that this last spirit does burn deep in its

heart, and has time and again come to the sur-

face and ruled our foreign conduct. That was
the real impulse to the War for Cuba; the same
spirit comes up in the repeated, half-quixotic

suggestion that we cancel as a debt our War
credit to France. It is the spirit behind the

Commission for the Relief of Belgium, and all

the rest of our philanthropies.

OUR DUTY TO OVERCOME IGNORANCE

Our fundamental difficulty facing the Mexican
question is: lack of information. Then comes
with that, the absolute fact that we do not un-
derstand Mexicans, nor they us. And so few of

us try. We are a great and powerful nation, and
that living chivalric fire that burns below our or-

dinary American consciousness, and which we
never could boast of even if we knew it, is wholly
unknown to the Mexican; nor have we so far

made it easy for him to see it. Words cannot
tell it; he does not see it in anything we or our

leaders have said; conduct alone could show it.

Again, we do not understand why the Mexican is

what he is; the reason is lack of information, lack

of sympathy on our part. This applies from the

"greaser-gringo" attitude along the border, to

our highest diplomatic interchanges, as it has to

those of Europe and Mexico at times. Down on

the Tehuantepec Isthmus I had to spend ten days

with a young general in the Felicista army, with

whom my intercourse brought these two phases

to expression. He was very courteous, but it

was clear he feared the United States, and feared

what would come from Carranza's sending

soldiers to the border "to get them killed to

bring trouble." He said one day, "Oh, I cannot

tell you the shame 1 feel that my country should

have to choose one alliance or the other to save

her life." It was the feeling of a weak country

that has for all her history been the plaything of

others outside. I made no answer, for several

days. Then, apropos of nothing, in another

conversation I spoke very strongly of the shame I,
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with many others, had felt that my country had

been held neutral in a War for such issues as

those in Europe, that America had not been

permitted to protest in words admitting of no

misunderstanding, and not permitted to take off

her coat and go in to protect the dying and weak,

where she had clear treaty rights to speak, or

even setting all precedents aside, for the sheer

name of humanity.

After that talk his whole manner changed; he

ceased to be ashamed at the spurious "false posi-

tion" of Mexico; and when he parted from me, he

said :
"

I had not known before what America
stands for."

The common question in this country is: "Do
you think those Mexicans can ever govern them-

selves?" Or: "Is it possible ever to make any-

thing out of those peons?" The "those Mexi-

cans; those peons" shows the attitude of the

questioner. Thirty to forty years ago, the same
attitude existed as to France, always providing

matter for the comic column over her "habit of

revolutions," or over her "lack of home life"!

We saw the superficial, not the heart. Now we
know that, a certain trial passed, revolutions are

not France's peculiar and inalienable property.

A sim.ilar change can be true of Mexico; and if she

is treated rightly, will be true within two genera-

tions. By that time too, the "peon or citizen"

question will have new light.

Let us take two of our American experiences in

the past war, and apply them to Mexico. I be-

lieve the two together will make it easier to under-

stand and meet her problem. If we ask what
were the two critical reactions in the American
people, aroused by Germany's conduct, I think

we will find them in this: First, what comes under
the general head of "frightfulness," including the

Liisitania, and all the wanton, cold-blooded high

command policy of destruction of the soul of the

land. To this that inner flame of the American
heart cried aloud; but we did not go to war on
that account (though we alleged it when we finally

did go). To that class of stimuli, the Mexican
no longer reacts—not because he has no heart, but

because he is worn out, fed up, with it. He has

had nothing else for four hundred years, at the

hands of his high command. When Mexico
first rose against Spain, a small battle was won.
The Viceroy Calleja in revenge sent out a large

force, captured a considerable number of people

called insurgents, buried them to their necks alive

in a field, and drove a troop of cavalry over them.
"Man hat geschossen," and then Louvain, has

been Mexico's part at the hands of her rulers since

Cortes came. This is the real answer to "Zapa-
tista outrages." Of course there have been out-

rages; when you purposely brutalize a race, with-

out being able to kill it, and one day when the
break comes, you get what you sowed.

The second thing that stirred us up, and did

bring war, was the national insult of fixing the

single narrow lane by which we might send a bar-

ber-poled ship once a week to England. That
was not to be endured by any nation or any man
of self-respect. But that sort of thing is just

what every foreign nation has been doing to Mex-
ico, and, what is worse, they have been offering

her money at times, to console her for her

misery.

THERE MUST BE NO PATRONAGE

Juarez shot Maximilian as a symbol, that never

again should Europe place a ruler over Mexico;
also that he might not be a focus if sent back free

to Europe, of disloyal Mexicans for "our sover-

eign in exile." But his conduct toward Austria

was scrupulously dignified. He said he would
return the body of the Archduke to his sovereign,

or his family, if asked by either, as an action of

piety. When the Austrian messenger arrived he

was treated with fullest ceremony. Word soon

came by wire that the formal request as called for

by Juarez had been put in writing and started.

The envoy asked that, to save time, he might re-

ceive the body, upon his word that the formal

request would come forward—and then offered

to deposit 500,000 pesos to guarantee his own good
faith! Juarez answered that Mexico did not

speculate in matters of the kind; accepted the

envoy's simple word, sent the body to Vera Cruz
at government expense for delivery to the Aus-
trian ship; stipulating however that the salute of

10 1 guns be not fired till out of Mexican waters.

When John Lind took President Wilson's ulti-

matum to get out to President Huerta, stating

that even an election would not be accepted asj

clearing his title, the final clause added that, if

Mexico would do these things, the matter of her

needed loan could be easily arranged. Oh, when
shall we learn! No wonder they conclude we
think only dollars. Of course a loan and all those

things would follow; but to say so, and offer to

buy dignity !

What would an American say to one who said

that to us? We know well enough. Mexico does

need our help; she could take it if it were offered

rightly, but she will never take it as long as we
patronize her, or force her. Both of which
methods are wholly unnecessary.

CARRANZA IS GOING TO FALl!

Carranza is going to fall. Mexico has been off

of the front page now for nearly two years; we
may expect soon to see the question flare out.

Then will be our great American chance to do the
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work, in the right manner. If we should set

out brutally to conquer her, she would at least

understand that. If we intervened frankly and

confessedly to enforce treaty obligations which

Carranza refuses to keep, she would admit that

as at least open and an international right. If

we talk about our desire for her welfare, and es-

pecially if we interpret that welfare in terms of our

own ideas of democracy, and at the same time

leave her prostrate and bleeding, then she will

not understand nor believe. If on the other hand
we, or some of us who are big enough for it, put

our administrative talents in the job, fitting it to

Mexico's needs, so that prosperity shall return,

with work and pay and food, and some certainty

in the future for improving, individual and gen-

eral—she will understand perfectly.

When Carranza falls, it may be taken that it is

not our intention to administer Mexico. Those
who succeed him, will almost perforce be friends

of a policy of closer alliance with us. His present

policy naturally forces that; he will fall because

of his policy. When that other class comes in, we
will not have to demand terms for our coopera-

tion; if we will permit it, they will offer that, as a

practical business recognition of the present con-

dition. It is a curious thing, yet no more than
should be said of any honorable man, but the

Mexican is trustworthy, provided he knows he is

trusted. The evidence of Americans in Mexico
proves this. If you acknowledge his responsibil-

ity, his pride if no more, makes him carry it. If

we only could start in with the new era, with prac-

tical plans, and a policy of real cooperation, the

future results on all America would be beyond
words. No need to deny the past, nor evident

facts; but if we could only say (at the same time

lending real planned economic help, in the plan-

ning of which 1 am sure the new Mexican adminis-

tration would ask our experienced business as-

sistance, which we would gladly give)
—

"Well, it

has all been a mess, and we have not understood

each other; but we are men, and I do believe in

you after all; if you can believe in me, we will go at

it together,'' it would still be possible.

But we shall not have another chance; and we
would have to make good on that attitude our-

selves, without dictation or patronage.

A COUNSEL OF OPTIMISM
Business Pessimism in America Sharply Contrasts Stolid British Confidence-

Prosperity Bound to Follow—A Good Definition of Prosperity

BY

THEODORE H. PRICE

Post-War

HAT I am going to write is

intended as a frank counsel of

optimism.

I have about come to the

conclusion that we Americans

across the seas, and when things are going against

them they simply tighten their belts and make
ready to meet the impending blow with equanim-
ity. They are far better speculators and under-

writers than we are, because they are content to

are the most hysterical and mercurial people in work on the law of averages; they realize that they

the world. We are fond of applying these ad- can not win every time, and they act upon the

jectives to the French and we describe the Latin philosophy of their great poet Tennyson, who be-

nations of Europe generally as excitable, but when lieved "that through the ages one unceasing pur-

it comes to getting excited over nothing and pose runs, and the thoughts of man are broad-

startled at our own shadow, the financial and mer- ened with the process of the suns."

cantile communities of the United States are un-
surpassed by any peoples of the world. When I recall the stoicism and self-possession

Most of us who are candid admit that the with which the London bankers met the crisis

EngHsh are our superiors commercially, but allege that was precipitated by the outbreak of the war

I

that this superiority is due to their greater experi- in August, 1914, and their action in arranging that

ence. This reasoning is, I think, a mistake. The all maturing obligations should be rediscountable

English are better merchants and better bankers indefinitely at the Bank of England, and contrast

than the Americans, simply because they are the quiet and deliberate way in which this was
phlegmatic. They do not lose their heads in done with what amounted to the virtual suspen-

crises. They do not buy at the top and sell at sion of specie payments by the banks of this

the bottom, as is the habit of most of their kin country and the pother that was made over re-
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asked to ship to Europe in payment of balances Everyone is trying to do as little business as pos-

then unquestionably due and payable, I confess sible. Rich men say they do not want to make
myself lost in admiration of British financial money because under the income tax law they

fortitude, and become very pessimistic over our will have to give most of their profits to the Gov-

ability to compete for the world's trade with a ernment, and those who are not so well off are

nation that rarely loses its poise in any kind of a afraid to buy lest prices decline,

great emergency. Over and above all is the fear of what are called

Later, before we came into the war, and when "labor troubles," which means, of course, that

the balance of trade with this country was run- the wage earner, like the business man, is going

ning heavily against Great Britain, she did not to try to get all that he can for the only commodity
hesitate to ship us gold at an amazing rate, send- that he has to sell—himself,

ing us sometimes more than thirty or forty mil- As to the lower prices, concerning which so

lions a day from Canada, until we almost cried, much apprehension is expressed, we may just as

"enough," fearing the inflation that we could well admit that they are inevitable, but as we
easily have prevented, if we had been cour- have been complaining of the high cost of living

ageous enough to loan England more than the for four years, is it not rather absurd to be alarmed

$500,000,000, which we gradually supplied her because that cost is declining! The truth is that

at a high rate, against her own obligations en- lower prices mean increased purchasing power
dorsed by France, and therefore called the Anglo- and the larger distribution of goods, that make
French loan. for permanent prosperity.

Of the labor troubles it may be said that they
OPTIMISM IN BRITAIN AND GLOOM IN AMERICA

^^^ necessarily incidental to the readjustments

These remarks are prompted by a feeling of that are required as we change from war to peace,

impatience over the illogical gloom that has been For four years or more people have been devoting

gradually settling over the financial and commer- themselves to organized violence in an effort to

cial community of the United States ever since kill one another. It seems a little unreasonable to

the signing of the armistice. It is about as rea- expect that those who have been schooled in the

sonable as the panic that closed the American art of manslaughter, or in making the materials

Stock and Cotton Exchanges, July 31, 1914, and that are used by the practitioners of that art,

led those in authority to keep them closed for should meekly and sweetly surrender the high

about five months, when they were reopened and wages that war has brought them, and go placidly

the great war boom started, which 1 foresaw and toworkat the first peaceful industry in which they

predicted in the World's Work for March, 191 5. can obtain a job.

I do not generally waste time looking backward. Some wit has said that one of the beatitudes in

but it may interest some of those who are now the Sermon on the Mount should be changed to

pessimistic to know that the article to which I read: "Blessed are the peacemakers for they

refer was really a restatement of a prophecy that shall see Paris,'' but most Americans seem to be-

I made in a speech delivered at a dinner given by lieve that the chief reward of the peacemaker, in

a group of investment bankers in January, 191 5, this country at least, is labor trouble,

when things seemed bluest. At that time, most These labor troubles are, however, simply
of those present listened to me with good-natured labor pains. They are symptomatic of an indus-

incredulity and, when I had finished, condoled trial rebirth. Men are not going to stop working,

with me upon what one of them described as my but the wage earners throughout the world have
optimistic fatuity in believing that a great war learned their power and are going to insist upon re-

could bring prosperity to any one. And now that ceiving a larger share of the wealth that they pro-

the war is ended, and all that we fought for is won, duce. We should none of us object to this, for

nearly everybody seems to think that peace will it is the method by which the successful among
bring disaster. Really, I have about come to us have achieved success, and those who are dis-

the conclusion that the one thing we Americans couraged by this aspect of the future are uncon-
fear most is change, despite the fact that it is a rule scious and uneducated feudalists who "lag super-

of life and that stasis is a condition precedent to fluous on the stage of time."

death. In England, and in France also, security Of the patriotism of the rich man, who de-

prices have been gradually rising since the armis- dares himself enervated by the income tax and
tice and the merchants of both countries are without the desire to make money because he
looking hopefully toward the future and prepar- may have to pay 40 or 60 per cent, of his profits

ing aggressively to take advantage of the trade to the Government, the less said the better. I

opportunities that have and will come with peace, am inclined to think that his selfishness will
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ultimately impel him to work rather harder

than he might otherwise have done that he

may add even a moiety to the wealth of which

he is so careful.

PROSPERITY DEFINED

But, seriously, what is prosperity? It is the

result of the intelligence and industry, which en-

able each of us to produce more than we re-

quire of some particular thing, and exchange it

with some one else for another thing, that we re-

quire, and of which the other person has pro-

duced a superfluity. Fundamentally, prosperity

depends upon a multiplication of human needs

and increased power to supply them.

It has always followed great wars, because the

belligerent people are hungry, and unclothed, and
need more, and because the inventiveness and or-

ganization, that have been developed in the strug-

gle, make increased production, at a lower cost

than the normal, possible.

After the Franco-Prussian War, the French be-

came so prosperous that the Germans wished for a

war in which they might be defeated. This wish

has now been granted, and I venture the predic-

tion that the prosperity of Germany will amaze the

world. The Napoleonic wars were followed by
the greatest prosperity England has ever known.
Her great commercial development dates in fact

from the Battle of Waterloo. The Napoleonic

War cost England about $3,000,000,000 and
France nearly as much. Then, as now, the

bankruptcy of Europe was predicted, but Macau-
lay, alluding somewhat ironically to that pro-

phecy, says: "The beggared, the bankrupt society

not only proved able to meet all its obligations,

but while meeting them grew richer and richer so

fast that the growth could almost be discerned

by the eye. In every county we saw wastes re-

cently turned into garden; in every city we saw
new streets, and squares, and markets; more bril-

liant lamps, more abundant supplies of water.

While shallow politicians were repeating that

the energies of the people were borne down by the

weight of public burdens, the first journey was
performed by steam on a railway and soon the

island was intersected by railways.'' In our

own country, the Civil War of 1861-65 was suc-

ceeded by a period of expansion that lasted until

1873, and the American boom that followed the

" Yanko-Spanko " war, as well as the "good
times" that England enjoyed after the Boer

War, are all corroborative of the theory that war
makes for prosperity, because it develops new
needs and the capacity to supply them. This, in

fact, is the essence of material civilization. Let us

take a concrete example drawn from the experi-

ence of the war iust ended. The shortage of man

power made the development of the tractor a

necessity. During four years of war more
was done to cheapen and perfect it than had
been accomplished in a previous decade of un-

inventive peace.

Tractors by the thousands are now in use all

over the world. Millions of acres hitherto un-

productive have been put in cultivation. Is it

to be supposed that the tractors now in service

will be abandoned? Certainly not, and the re-

sult must be an enormously increased production

at a lower cost, so that the world will be better

fed, and at less expense than ever before. A com-
paratively new industry, namely, the manufac-
ture of tractors, employing possibly a million men
will be built up, and a source of wealth hitherto

non-existent will have been created. The ship-

building industry that we have developed in this

country is another instance of the same kind.

The radio, or wireless telephone, that has been

invented for communication with the aviators

is still another. There are many scientific men
who believe that it will make a national wireless

telephone system possible and greatly reduce the

cost of a service that has become a necessity and

represents wealth that runs into the billions, al-

though it was unknown forty years ago. I

would like to add that the foregoing was written

on February 8, 1 919, in case the prophecy upon
which I have ventured be realized before it is

able to be published.

The airship itself is another case in point.

Under the forced draft of war it has been

developed to a point that will probably make
it the rival of the automobile, both as a means

of transportation, and as a wealth-producing

agency or commodity.

But I need not go on. To him who has the

vision, the future, and the immediate future, is

brilliant with promise and opportunity. The
opportunities will be missed by the reactionaries,

who see calamity in change, but those, whose limbs

and intelligence are not indurated by age, will

do well to look and be alive, remembering always

that success, prosperity, and happiness are largely

a question of the way we look at things. In the

etymology of the word "sanguine," there is a

valuable lesson for the American pessimist to-day.

We say that the man who is hopeful is sanguine,

but how many realize that the term is from the

Latin "sanguis," meaning "bloody," and that its

use to connote hopefulness presupposes good

health and an abundant supply of blood as a

condition of optimism? If we are gloomy at

the prospect that confronts us to-day, let

us look to our mental or physical health, for

the fault is certainly with ourselves and not

with the facts.



HOW BEATTY PUT TO SEA LIKE DRAKE
OF OLD

Personal Glimpses of the Great Admiral—How His Undying Hope that the Germans Would
^ Some Day Sail Out for a Fight Inspired His Fleet—Some Sidelights

Upon His Eminent Predecessor, Admiral Jellicoe

BY

LIEUT. FRANCIS T. HUNTER, U.S.N. R.

OUR little adjective ''grand/' so

simply expressive, is far more often

I

flippantly misused than applied

with thought. We tack it care-

lessly on to a hotel, a theatre, a

corporation, or even a person, to arrive conven-

iently at a designation which will imply splendor

in the superlative. Occasionally, when it is

fittingly applied, we realize the full significance

which it is intended to convey. The Grand Fleet

!

To that unexampled organization of fighting force,

the greatest unit of power ever assembled by the

hand of man, it is indeed fittingly applied. A
dominating machine of living energy backed by

walls of steel, miles and miles in extent, which has

cleared the seven seas of German ships and Ger-

man shippingandkept them clear through four long

years; the power which has preserved France,

shielded Britain, kept America free and saved

the world—that force is grand! It is the Grand
Fleet. One must see it, study it, be of it, to feel it,

the awe of it, the inspiration of it—and to realize

the intricacies and hugeness of its command.
In the Commander-in-Chief of this Grand Fleet

there has been needed not only the highest ability

to command, and knowledge by which the vast

armada might best be handled, but also the power
to inspire officers and men of every rank and rating

A YANKEE SAILOR IN THE NORTH SEA
One of several thousand jackies of Admiral Rodman's battle squadron—members of a monster Armada which won the greatest

naval victory in history without firing a gun

i



ADMIRAL BEATTY AND THE KING

The head of the British Empire and the one man on whom the safety of "that Empire chiefly depended. " When it comes to fight-

ing, in small things and in great, Beatty has an instinct for the right stroke at the right moment, which in war is beyond price"
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with zeal, efficiency, and devotion, as well as un-

tiring vigilance in the endless waiting for the en-

emy. He must hold his command at the point

of instant readiness for action at all times.

That excellent sea officer, Admiral Sir John

Jellicoe, the Grand Fleet's commander during the

first part of the war, is a man of the high attain-

ments required for this office. His organization

and creation proclaim his ability. In the later

stages of the war, it was, that the great instrument

which he had shaped fell to the charge of Sir

David Beatty.

BEATTY A FIGHTER, JELLICOE A STUDENT

Around these two outstanding figures then,

Beatty and Jellicoe, all discussion of the naval

aspects of the great war revolves. They are men
of utterly different types. I have observed each

of them with an interest bordering on study, and

have heard them discussed by dozens of officers

of the Grand Fleet. Beatty primarily is a fighter,

Jellicoe a student. To such a degree is this

evident that in contrasting them an authority

on British naval affairs has said: "In power of

intellect and in knowledge of his profession Jellicoe

is a dozen planes above Beatty. And yet when it

comes to fighting, in small things and in great,

Beatty has an instinct for the right stroke at the

right moment, which in war is beyond price." It

needed no war to make Jellicoe great. He would
at all times stand out among his contemporaries.

Beatty, for his stage, needed a conflict. And given

one, with the chance to develop and exhibit his

genius in battle, he carried the world. His

chances came early in his career at the Soudan and
in China. Seizing them, he rushed so quickly up
the ladder of promotion that he may have out-

stripped his technical education. Jellicoe, as a

naval strategist and tactician, is considered the

first man in his profession. Beatty, by his actual

training, is neither strategist nor tactician. How
could he be, boiling along, a commander at twenty-

seven, a captain at twenty-nine? But with a

fighting problem before him, the open sea, and the

guns roaring, he solves it by instinctive genius.

The great Battle of Jutland was fought for the

British, and for the world, by Beatty and Jellicoe.i

Each played his part with consummate skill.

Beatty had the stage all through, while Jellicoe

merel}^ came on for the third act. Beatty fought

the brilliant battle of a hero, with such amazingly
bold and persistent tenacity that his vastly su-

perior enemy was being well hammered when
Jellicoe, with the main forces, came up to relieve

the strain. Yet Jellicoe's part was infinitely the

more difficult, for upon him depended the whole
issue of the battle. His magnificent deployment,

without visibility, by judgment alone, was perfect.

It is blind and idle to withhold praise to the skill

and services of Lord Jellicoe at Jutland simply

because his prudence, and the God of the Mists,

robbed him of complete and crushing victory.

What Beatty might have done is another question,

forever unanswerable; but as far as Jellicoe's

beautiful tactics were permitted to go, in the fail-

ing light, they could not have-been bettered.

1 have often wondered, in reflecting on the rela-

tion which exists between these great commanders
and the officers of their command, if they may not

have accepted the code of John Paul Jones, the

founder of the American Navy. In his famous
letter to Congress in September, 1 775, he expressed

the code of a great leader. Advising on the atti-

tude of a naval officer he wrote

:

** In his intercourse with subordinates he should

ever maintain the attitude of the commander, but

that need by no means prevent him from the

amenities of cordiality or the cultivation of good

cheer within proper limits. Every commanding
officer should hold with his subordinates such

relations as will make them constantly anxious

to receive invitation to sit at his mess-table, and

his bearing toward them should be such as to

encourage them to express their opinion with

freedom and to ask his views without reserve."

How many of the great chiefs of the Grand
Fleet have actually read these words of Jones is

for conjecture. But that they believe, that they

further, and that they actually practice this code,

I will testify. Particularly is this true of the

present Commander-in-Chief, who also included

in his attentions the Americans. It was not

because we were officers of a visiting Navy that

so many of us were fortunate enough to receive

courtesies at his hands. The British officers who
chose to seek his acquaintance were none the less

fortunate. It was because we were officers of his

command—his subordinates—upon whose back-

ing, in masses, he knew would depend his ultimate

success in the war.

Typically English, the Admiral loves his home
for the hours of quiet diversion it affords him{

nearly every afternoon. And his exercise.'

Scarcely a fair day passes while the fleet is in

port, without his having had at least a short

turn at tennis—the game he has chosen for his

purpose. On the fine clay court which he has

built at his home in Aberdour, there occurs almost

daily as much of sport and social gathering as at

a select club. Aberdour is a small town on the

north shore of the Firth of Forth, opposite the

most seaward of the moorings of the Grand Fleet,

and about fifteen minutes by motor from the

main landing. The Admiral's home, Aberdour

House, is situated on rather high ground which

overlooks the entrance to the Firth. There was
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scarcely an admiral, or his lady, of the Grand Fleet in their tactics, outlining the probable results

who would not appear at Aberdour on some day had he been in command. He is easily excused

in a fortnight. Or if it rained the scene might shift by the long string of victories at his back,

to the great room in the old Aberdour Castle, close Of the many afternoons I enjoyed at Aberdour
by on the estate, where dancing was perfect. The with the Commander-in-Chief and Lady Beatty,

admiral seldom danced, but seemed to enjoy him- one in particular stands out above the rest. It

self quite as much as any one, in the spirit of the serves well to illustrate how completely did the

huge open fire and girls and music. Indoors or out, great admiral control his command. Just one
Sir David was the leader of the good feeling and link was false of a chain which might otherwise

pleasure of the afternoon. His force and vivacity have suspended me on an enviable height. That
radiated from him in the form of wit and con- link was the skulking Hun. Had he been born
versant thought, applied with a delicate tact to fight at sea I might have been twice blessed

which set him apart in any company. that memorable day.

Often the conversation would drift to the great Scarcely had I arrived at Aberdour when I

question—the question which held the destinies learned that some unusual report had come in from
of us all: "Will they come out?" And to the the sea. The admiral had arrived before me and
last day, still hoping, even against hope, Admiral continued to talk on his open wire for some mo-
Beatty had always the same reply: "Of course ments. The fleet at once dropped from four to

they will come out! What else can they do?" two and one half hours' notice for steam, and
So firm and so expressive had he been in his belief, shortly afterward was making preparation for

through the disheartening years of vigil, that he departure at a moment's notice. When Sir David
kept his thousands of officers and men strung came out to the tennis court, he suggested that I

taut by his undaunted spirit, which seeped need not answer the recall signal from my ship as

down and permeated his entire command. "They expected, but return with him. " I don't believe

mMst come out," we thought; "Sir David has they intend to shove off without me," he added,

told us they will." We started our game, but over the wire the ad-

Whether or not he sincerely believed in an im- miral had thrown the scent into the kennels, and al-

pending battle I never have been able to ascertain, ready the leaders of that great pack, so apparently

In either case, by his apparent faith he chose the listless a short hour before, were bristling and

only course for maintaining in his forces that snarling on the new-found trail. With a pleasant

tension which is so essential to the highest smile Admiral Beatty jerked his racket toward

efficiency. After it was over, on the great Nov- the firth. From the court which overlooks the

ember 21st, he most cleverly avoided derision by entrance could be seen the first of the screening

exclaiming: "There you are! I always told you groups as they slipped quietly to sea. Division

they would come out!" As a matter of fact his followed division, as destroyers, light cruisers, and

heroic vaunting (I use the term because to assume scouts passed on to their appointed tasks. The
their coming was to boast of victory) would have Grand Fleet was in motion. In motion at the

been forgiven had the German Fleet never raised direction of its great Commander-in-Chief, who,

an anchor, in surrender or war. It was simply an while actually commanding his fleet by wire, was

evidence of that enthusiastic temperament char- also my partner in a game of tennis. Messages

acteristic of so many great naval commanders

—

came to him too often for his liking, as far as the

and which we always forgive, overlook, or even game was concerned. Several he despatched in

praise—because they are victors. How would reply, but it soon became too hot, forcing depar-

Nelson's confident prediction and unqualified ture for a sterner game.

boasts, not merely of British prowess but of his We snatched a brief cup of tea before leaving,

own, have sounded from the pen or from the lips during which one of the ladies was heard to ex-

of any but an habitual victor! Hawke is for- claim: "Oh my! How terrible if you should fight

given without question for saying to his pilot, at again!" It was a sudden draught for the

Quiberon: " Damn you, sir, you have done your admiral's smoldering thoughts! I caught his

duty in warning me of the danger of this passage! glance; then, "What! How, pray, do you expect

I did not ask your tactical advice! I asked you we shall finish this business?" Through all

only to lay me alongside the enemy—now do that, the ride to the pier not a word did he speak. Nor
and keep your mouth shut! I am not emulous did I. When at last the road opened out a vista

of the fate of Byng!" And from any other than to the firth we could see that the great battle

Sir Francis Drake his superb sailor's customary cruisers, already swung on their cables and belch-

language would have been reckoned that of an ing great volumes of black smoke to the skies, were

inflated braggart! Our own Jones, in his letter breaking moor to fall into line. The fading glow

to Kersaint, criticized the French most sweepingly. of the crimson twilight held great promise. It
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STEAMING OUT TO MEET THE HUNS
These many false alarms always ended in disappointment, yet every one hoped that "this time" the Germans would really

line up for the decisive engagement. The coolest man on these occasions was Admiral Beatty, who, as Lieutenant Hunter
describes, insisted on finishing his game of tennis before rushing for his flagship—just as Drake persisted in finishing his game of

bowls before meeting the Spanish Armada

seemed to me that I could reach out and feel the

tension of it. In his barge, the admiral again

became conversant. Possibly he enjoyed the re-

assurance of his home—the sea. He left me with,

"Tell your Captain 1 detained you; you will have
just time to make your gangway before you swing

to sea. Tm sending you along in my barge.

Good luck." Regarding the gangway he missed

his guess, for when I arrived at the New York,

after a seemingly unending passage down the

Forth, our gangways had already been hoisted

aboard. The monotonous clinking of the winches,

the spray rising from the hoses in the hawse pipes,

and the rushing here and there of groups of sailors

on our decks assured me, as I mounted a Jacob's

ladder, of our impending departure. The battle

cruisers passed at twelve knots, mountains of

black under the dense clouds upheaved from their

very bowels. No light, no sound, no visible

movement on their vast expanse of deck. Down
under the Forth bridge came the first battle squad-

ron of the Grand Fleet; others came, ship after

ship, falling each to her place in that stupendous

line of avengers. Then, in our turn, we slipped

to sea; and the ship, like every other part of the

great Hne into which she was falHng, was ready.

I lived in "the thrill of a lifetime, for we had had

no further news of what we might expect. Hardly
daring, I let my hopes climb. But the joy of

anticipating an action in such a setting was all too

short lived. Again—once again—we were robbed

of the fruits of victory which lay so close to our

grasp. We were hardly an hour beyond the outer

nets, into the black night, when the inevitable
" Return to base" buzzed over our wireless keys.

Some minor destroyer action had broadcasted

the alarm, had bristled the hair of her mane, and

brought the great mother wolf snarling from her

lair. But when destroyers meet destroyers no

further help is needed. The day dream passed

away. Small consolation though it proved to be,

1 knew of at least one dejected heart other than

my own, for 1 had seen the fire in Sir David

Beatty's eyes.

Lord Jellicoe it was my honor first to meet on a

September afternoon at Admiralty House, Rosyth,

the home of Admiral Burney, Commander-in-
Chief of the Coast of Scotland. So entirely is he

unlike the mental picture 1 had formed that I

could scarcely believe him to be the man of whom
the entire world (including the German) had

heard so much. To this effect his civilian clothes

no doubt contributed a share. But to find in

place of the tall, thin, austere, and aloof man
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A guest of Admiral Beatty at tea.

ADMIRAL JELLICOE OFF DUTY
Jellicoe [in tiie gray coat] is perhaps the world's greatest master of naval strategy

ANOTHER VIEW OF JELLICOE
The Admiral in civilian garb. Like most British naval officers, Jellicoe is good at play; like Beatty, he finds great relaxation in

tennis
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THE NEW YORK FROM AN AIRSHIP
Like all American warships in European waters, this dreadnaught became temporarily a part of the British Navy. In the

sense of commanding American dreadnaughts, Admiral Beatty was an American officer. A spirit of good fellowship was devel-

oped between the two forces which promises well for the future of Anglo-American relations

I had pictured, a man small of size and jovial as

well as cordial in the extreme was no small

shock. In the presence of Lord Jellicoe one

at once recognizes the highest type of gentle-

man in England—one who places you immediately

at ease by his delightfully conversant manner.

Keen for sport, he always prefers to be out and
doing—tennis being most usual. One day I

stood talking with him on the veranda of

Admiralty House which, hanging over a bluff,

overlooks the Grand Fleet riding majestically to

its moorings in the Firth below. I wondered
what were the thoughts of the great leader as he

swept with his eye his former command—his own
organization—the greatest unit of force ever

assembled and controlled by the hand of man!
He is held in high esteem by the officers of his

former fleet, many of whom will never reconcile

themselves to the fact that he was snatched away
before his work was fairly done. He loves the

fleet and frequently visits it, accepting with

enthusiasm the cordial hospitality of his former

admirals. It is unfortunate that we Ameri-
cans did not see more of the great Jellicoe.

Even his visits to our Flagship were of necessity

informal, which prevented rendering him suitable

honors. Those who know him best affirm that

only by continued association can his worth be

judged. Which, no doubt, is true, for he lacks that

impelling force of personality, that vivacious char-

acter that draws even a stranger at once to Beatty.

Another war is ended. The greatest of all the

world's great wars. Ended and won. We look

back, now, to those who accomplished it, and love

them. There are many whom we know well.

They will not soon be forgotten. But the

leaders—the leaders of the forces that won for

us—how few of them are really known ! And we
will forget—because we do not know. The great

Nelson, faced with the realization of this same

impending tragedy, expressed himself by applying

some very old lines, which he found had been

used at the end of a former war:

" Our God and sailor we adore

In times of danger—not before!

The danger past, both are alike requited:

God is forgotten, and the sailor slighted!"

And, perhaps, my most vivid picture of Beatty

will be that of the great Admiral, quietly playing

tennis as his battle fleet was sailing away, re-

minding one of another historic episode:—that

of Drake, insisting Upon finishing his game of

bowls before going forth to fight the great

Spanish Armada.

i



The Life of General
Pershin

V
Efforts to Be Assigned to Field Service in the Spanish-American War—General Pershing's

^ Own Account of the Battle of Santiago—Other Accounts of

''The Gallant Pershing" Under Fire

BY

GEORGE Macadam

LIEUTENANT PERSHING'S written appli-

cation, dated April i6, 1898, to the

Adjutant-General, that he be relieved

from duty at the United States Military
-^ Academy and directed to join his regi-

ment, then under orders to take the field in the

war against Spain, had been denied, as told in the

March number of the World's Work.
But even before writing to the Adjutant-

General, Pershing was making plans and sending
letters to those who he thought could help

bring those plans to fruition. He wrote John
W. Dixon, a former captain in the "Pershing
Rifles," that he was "moving heaven and earth"

to get into the field. A glimpse of these efforts

can be derived from two letters that Pershing wrote,

hoth^ on the same day, to his friend, George D.

Meiklejohn, then First Assistant Secretary of

War. A glimpse, moreover, is given of the Persh-

ing personality—anxious for action, confident in

his own ability, ambitious for independent com-
mand, but with the true soldier's readiness to

accept a subordinate place.

West Point, New York,

My Dear George: ^P^^^ '7, 1898.

Your telegram I replied to to-day but asked you

to await this letter. I did not then fully appre-



MRS. JOHN F. PERSHING
General Pershing's mother, from an old daguerreotype, taken at about the time of her marriage
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ciate the situation, but do now, I bcHeve, and am may not be so easy to get. I know you will do
strong in the belief that it would not be best for all in your power to aid me in securing such an
me to accept the detail. It can at best, I think, appointment. After I hear from Nebraska, I will

be but temporary, for as soon as the war is over inform you further. If you can find time, I

affairs military will revert to their present status, should be very glad to have you write me a line

approximately, and the acting J. A.'s [Judges- and would appreciate any suggestions you make.
Advocate] who are now in the field will re- The time may be short in which to act. All of
sume their peace duties. Moreover, I would us can not go with volunteers, of course, but I

not miss service in the field for anything. 1 want a chance at it and think from my experience

appreciate fully that it is fraught with danger, at Lincoln, I can succeed in handling a regiment of

but I have not existed all these years in the such troops to advantage. With high esteem,

service for just this sort of thing and to tell believe me ever,

the truth if 1 should accept any duty which would Sincerely,

keep me from field service, indeed, if I did not John J. Pershing.
make every effort to obtain an opportunity "for

field service," 1 should never forgive myself. West Point, New York,

This is the way 1 feel about it and is the reason April 17, 1898.

for my recent application to be relieved, of which My dear George:
I wrote a day or so ago. I would like to be re- Since I saw you the orders for regiments to

lieved from duty here for 1 believe that some effort move and the beginnings of war are at hand. I

will be made by the superintendent to hold most have sent my application to be relieved from duty
of us here and before the authorities call for a list here and to be ordered to my regiment at Chica-

of those who can be spared, if any, I want to be mauga Park. It may be that the Dept. will not

from under. I am not, however, set upon serving act on these applications at once, but I should like

with my regiment with regulars, but on account to have mine acted upon favorably and get into

of higher rank and independence of command the harness again with troops. I may or may not

and a cliance to do something I want to get if
'

accept the Q. M. [Quartermaster] when I reach the

possible a regiment of volunteers, preferably regiment, but if nothing more inviting bobs up
Nebraskans. Do not let me bore you but my in the meantime, 1 may accept, at least to serve

plans are to form from the Pershing Rifles as a for a time. My services can easily be spared

nucleusa regiment or such a part of one as possible here, as there are at present a large number of

and accept if possible the colonelcy of it. There officers on academic duty who during the drill

is a lot of good material out there that can be hour can easily get away and would gladly take

easily gotten into shape after enlistment, and it rhy work. As to the office part of it, the other

would make a crack volunteer regiment, Tho^e. tactical officers can take that. If there is war,

youngsters who have had the experience as cadet most of the officers will undoubtedly be ordered

officers would make good company officers and a to their regiments, but I do not care to stay here

large proportion of the enlisted force would have and be pigeon-holed. Will you look into it and

the same advantage of training. I have written see what the policy is to be, and if there is any

the governor, and some of the possible officers, question about it, I would rather have you ask

and Charley Magoon, and hope to get it in shape that I go now? If the first class should be grad-

to have it accepted. Those boys are all of good uated now, as it ought to be, then 1 could more

families in Nebraska and it would be the flower of easily be spared. One month with troops for

the volunteers—amenable to discipline, bright, the members of the first class would do them more

active, and enthusiastic. What do you think of good than a year here, and if the new Hull bill

it? The Company sent an offer of services to passes they will be needed. By the way, if

adjt. general recently. I have not heard any- there is a call for volunteers how about Ne-

thing of the prospects, but have sent my views, braska? There is a lot of good material out there,

/etc. far better for company officers than is ordinarily

Now in view of this I desire to be appointed a found in National Guard organizations as a rule,

field officer of some kind in any Nebraska regi- The Pershing Rifles of Lincoln with seventy-five

ment, or any other volunteer regiment. I think men want to be accepted as a body. They do not

I shall write Senator Thurston on the subject belong to the National Guard, but could be accept-

and ask his cooperation. He should be able to ed there if necessary. This is the crack company

secure for me the appointment from the President, of Nebraska—and might form a nucleus of a regi-

as he will undoubtedly be consulted in the selection ment. I should like to have them accepted with

of an army officer for appointment. Of course, possibly as many as a regiment. What sort of

I should like to have a colonelcy, but perhaps that an idea would it be for you to get a regiment
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out there, or two regiments, or a brigade? I

should like to accept a lieut.-colonelcy of your

regiment. What is the policy to be as to permit-

ting regular officers to serve with volunteers?

I'll tell you a regiment of those Nebraska boys,

with some who have had military training at

the University for officers and non-commis-

sioned officers of companies, would make a fine

outfit, and if it should be within the possibili-

ties I should want nothing better than to com-

mand them. They all know me, too, and I think

have every confidence in my ability to handle

them. At any rate 1 hope you will consider,

when the time comes, the application of the

Pershing Rifles, in the meantime may I be

relieved from here or be assured that it will

come soon? George, 1 could no more keep out

of the field than I could fly—ordering those

cavalry regiments down there has proven too

much for me. With sincere regards and high

esteem believe me,

Very cordially,

John J. Pershing.

Please remember me to Col. Dean.

Ten days passed before the mail brought a

reply to these two letters. It was rather brief.

Meiklejohn said that he was "completely over-

whelmed with business,'' and that ''the Governors

of the States appoint regimental officers."

It is interesting to recall that William Jennings

Bryan was appointed a colonel of a regiment of

Nebraska volunteers.

But we now find appreciation of Pershing's

value as a soldier coming from another source

—

from officers of the Regular Army, who had per-

sonal knowledge of his military capacity.

On April 19th, Nelson A. Miles, Major-General,

commanding the United States Army, recom-

mended that "ist Lieut. John J. Pershing, loth

Cavalry, be relieved from duty at the Military

Academy, and ordered to join his regiment in the

field." This recommendation was passed on ad-

versely by the Secretary of War.

APPOINTMENT TO FIELD DUTY FINALLY ARRIVES

On April 30th, Colonel Henry of the loth

Cavalry, telegraphed from Battlefield, Ga.,

to the Adjutant-General at Washington:
"

I desire approval of appointment of Lieut.

Pershing, now at West Point, as regimental quar-

termaster and ask that he report for duty."

On the same day, Pershing telegraphed from
West Point, "by permission of the Superinten-

dent", again asking to be relieved from duty at the

Military Academy, "that I may accept the posi-

tion of regimental quartermaster now vacant."

At last the approval of the Secretary of War

was secured. On May 2nd, Pershing was ordered

to join his regiment. The man who, confident

in his own ability, wanted to lead a regiment,

gladly accepted the chance to go to war as regi-

mental quartermaster, since regimental quarter-

master was all that authority would give him.

Pershing proceeded to Tampa and joined his

regiment, one of the units in the Fifth Army Corps,

which after weeks of delay and uncertainty, of

orders and counter-orders, was to sail on June
14th, to attack Santiago. This corps was the

first military force that the United States had
ever sent over-seas. In round numbers it con-

sisted of 1 5,000 men and 800 officers.

The Santiago campaign has been called "a
campaign of blunders." Whether or not this is

an exaggeration, certain it is that in both the

organization of the expedition and in the execution

of the campaign, there was woeful lack of fore-

sight, of direction. All those things of vast

detail—-suitable clothing and rations, transpor-

tation, adequate hospital supplies—were bungled..

And the Fifth Army Corps paid in sickness,

suffering, and death for that bungling. The
Santiago campaign was a costly object lesson

as to how an over-seas campaign most certainly

should not be conducted.

There is no need here to go into the question

as to whether General Shafter was given com-
mand of the army of invasion because of political

favoritism, as to whether he made tragic blunders,

as to whether he was responsible for getting the

First Division and the Cavalry Division to the

edge of the jungle, fronting the San Juan block-

houses and rifle-pits, and then leaving them
without orders under a murderous cross-fire.

All this was a matter of bitter controversy at the

time. My only purpose in referring to it now
is to supply the contemporaneous background^

of the story of the Santiago campaign as told b]

Pershing himself.

His parents had moved to Chicago, and were

members of the Hyde Park M. E. Church. At a

patriotic thanksgiving service held in this church

on November 27, 1898, Lieutenant Pershing told

the story of our invasion of Cuba. I am going to

quote from this lecture at some length, for it not

only carries us through the Santiago campaign,

but it also gives us an insight into the character

of the man. He had been held in the "Bloody

Angle," under that galling cross-fire from the

San Juan block-houses and rifle-pits. He had

suffered from the lack of a supply of clothing, ra-

tions, tentage, and other things, suitable for a

campaign in a tropical country during the "sickly

season"—with thousands of other men of the

Fifth Army Corps, he had been invalided to

Montauk Point, racked with malarial fever.
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But in that entire lecture, not a complaint, not a
criticism. His message was that for a nation
unprepared for war, the Santiago campaign was
an enormous job, and "the wonder is it was done
so well." Twenty years later, the same unpre-
paredness was present again, and this time he
himself was responsible for the wonder that "it

was done so well."

In telling of the work done—of the dogged
cheerfulness under privation, of steadfastness un-
der fire, of the brilliant charge in the face of
spitting rifle-pits—the expression "officers and
men" was invariably used. Never once did he
give credit to the officers alone: always it was
"officers and men." And when they had at last

fought their way to the top of San Juan "we
officers of the loth Cavalry could have taken our
black heroes in our arms."

PERSHING ON THE BATTLE OF SANTIAGO

I have been looking over quite a number of
accounts of this Santiago campaign, but I have
not seen one that contains so little of the
author's own achievements as does this lecture
of Pershing's. No self-glorification; no mention
of the things he did, that led Lieutenant-
Colonel T. A. Baldwin, commander of the
loth Cavalry, to say: "I have been in many
fights, and through the Civil War, but on
my word you were the coolest man I ever saw
under fire in my life, and carried out your orders
to the letter no matter where it called you." In
his report to the War Department, Colonel Bald-
win said: "I would especially mention Major
S. T. Norvell, and Major T. J. Wint, squadron
commanders, First Lieutenant John J. Pershing,
quartermaster, and First Lieutenant M. H. Bar-
num, adjutant, for their untiring energy, faith-

fulness, and gallantry during this engagement,
and would recommend the officers named for
brevet commissions." The same self-effacing

style that appeared in this lecture on the Spanish
War appears again twenty years after, in Persh-
ing's report to the Secretary of War on the
actions of the greatest American Army ever
assembled.

In one or two of the reports made to the War
Department, by other officers of the loth
Cavalry, we catch a glimpse of Pershing on the
day of battle, and, in a statement made by another
officer, we get a picture of him in the trying days
that followed the engagement. 1 will insert
these, in their places, in the lecture, which, by
itself, is so splendidly lacking in "Pershing."

Here follows the greater part of the lecture:

"At the beginning of the war with Spain, our
Government found itself in a deplorably unpre-
pared condition. The admonition of George

Washington, 'in peace prepare for war,' had gone
unheeded for a third of a century. Congress had
turned a deaf ear to the importunities of our
military commanders. The staff departments of
the Army were only large enough to meet the
ordinary necessities in times of peace of an army
of twenty-five thousand men. They had not
transported, even by rail, for more than thirty
years, a larger command than a regiment. The
organization was crude, and individual responsi-
bilities were not clearly outlined. These staff de-
partments had then to be increased by the appoint-
ment of inexperienced officers, but the unwieldy
organization of the staff corps still remained, and
yet awaits the action of Congress. In the face
of all this, every official, both civil and military,
of staff and line, seemingly did his best to over-
come these adverse conditions, and though of
course mistakes were made, I should hesitate to
attribute to any individual other than purest
motives of patriotism. The work they undertook
was enormous—arms, ammunition, commissaries,
medical supplies, rentage, field transportation,
and all sorts of personal equipment had to be
provided at once. Army officers, and all others,
understanding the difficulties of this great under-
taking, under the conditions incident to an ag-
gressive foreign war, can only be filled with wonder
and admiration at the boundless resources of
the Nation. The wonder is it was done at all,

the wonder is it was done so well.

"That part of the war on land that was to be
undertaken immediately was, of course, assigned
to the regular Army; regiments were assembled,
and recruited, and officers absent on special
service reported for duty. The point of embarka-
tion for the first Army of invasion was Port Tam-
pa, Fla., and here we find twenty-four regiments
of the regular Army—in fact, the regular Army
entire, except the heavy artillery, some light

artillery, and such few infantry and cavalry regi-

ments as were deemed necessary to garrison the
most exposed frontier posts, or were held for

other duty. Assembled here, also, were three
volunteer regiments—Roosevelt's Rough Riders,

the 71st New York, and the 2nd Massachusetts,
that had been selected to accompany the expedi-
tion to Santiago, or wherever it should be finally

decided to send it. There was some delay in the
embarkation, due to various causes, one of which
was the inexperience of officers in transporting
troops by water. And as a result of this inex-

perience, and a lack of proper assignment and
dependence upon officers so assigned, property
and rations were loaded with but little system.
Another cause of delay was the uncertainty as to

whether or not the Spanish fleet was really con-
fined in the harbor of Santiago. Certain it is
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that the transports were held in the harbor at landing were loaded in the small boats from the
Tampa for several days, after they were com- naval vessels of the blockading squadron drawn
pletely ready to sail. by steam launches—each launch hauling four or
"On the afternoon of June 14th, the fleet five boats. The ist Regular Infantry, General

steamed out under its naval escort, and a grander Shafter's old regiment, was given the honor of
and more impressive sight the world has never leading, and by wading some distance in the surf,

seen—fifty transports bearing an American Army it succeeded in making a landing under protection
as splendid in the personnel of the officers and of the gun^ of the naval vessels, meeting with
men of its line as ever invaded a foreign country, practically no opposition from the shore,

its officers and men trained in their profession, "Nothing was taken ashore with the troops
hardy from their years of frontier service, imbued except what they carried on their backs, but the
with an eagerness for conflict born of patriotism load was so heavy that to fall overboard in deep
and with a confidence in their strength inspired water meant to drown, though from the entire

by a righteous cause. This Army departed with Army but two men were lost. This plan of de-
that firm determination to win, which, in itself, barkation was the only one possible, and it was
heralded victory. Ship after ship took her place tedious and dangerous. Men had often to drop
in column amid the cheers of officers and men, and from ten to fifteen feet from the freight porthole
the music of regimental bands playing national to the boat below, which is a very difficult task
airs. And many eyes dimmed with tears when in a rolling sea; and yet, though dangerous, it was
good-by was waved to dear old America. enjoyed by all as a sport—the many minor mis-

haps, such as being thrown down by the hie;h
THE LANDING AT DAIQUIRI , ^ , ., j- ^ r, u • • r ?.^ waves while wading to shore, bringing forth

"Arriving in the vicinity of Santiago, some time shouts and peals of laughter from the troops,

was spent in deciding where to attempt a landing "On the morning of June 23rd, the loth Cav-
—the selection from a strategical standpoint airy (colored, my own regiment) together with the

depending, of course, upon. the plan of campaign, ist Cavalry and Roosevelt's Rough Riders—three

Two plans were proposed: one an attack from the regiments which formed the second brigade of the

west, which it was said would involve, with the cavalry division—were sent ashore and moved out

assistance of the Navy, the capture of the outer northwest passing through Siboney, which later

defenses of the harbor of Santiago, after which became the place of debarkation, to a point ba-

it was thought the city would be easily reduced yond the most advanced outposts toward San-

from the heights to the south and those to the tiago. These troops, though belonging to the

west across the bay. This plan it was said would cavalry, were dismounted, and in marching
require the use of heavy artillery at some stages through marsh and bog along the single sunkea
of the advance; but the Army was practically road, overhung with boughs and vines, the men,
without siege artillery. It would have been diffi- clad as they were in heavy clothing, soon began

cult also to close the avenues of escape to the to feel the wilting effects of a tropical sun. But
north and east. The other plan—the one which every man had resolved for the honor of his

was adopted—ignored the existence of Moro country to make the best of the situation as a

Castle and the coast defenses, so far as a land soldier, and whether working, marching, or fight-

attack was concerned, and contemplated an at- ing, all behaved as though the success of the

tack on the city from the rear—approaching from campaign depended upon their own individual

the east and north. This decided, a point of efforts. It is to this resolution firmly lodged

debarkation and one least likely to be occupied in the heart of every man, that success, was

by the enemy in force was selected at Daiquiri, largely due.

about eighteen miles east of Santiago. , ,,

" A4. i^ • • • 4.U XT ^ ^u f ROOSEVELT S ROUGH RIDERS
At Daiquiri the Navy prepared the way for

landing by bombarding the town and outlying " During the day information was obtained

blockhouses and driving out the Spanish troops, through insurgents as to the location of a body

who, before leaving, set fire to the buildings of of Spanish troops in force some three miles beyond

the town and the machine shops of the mines Siboney. General Wheeler, the brave old ex-

located there. There were no docks at Daiquiri Confederate leader, who commanded our cavalry

except a small wooden affair, out of repair; the division, decided to attack this force the following

vessels could get no nearer than about 300 yards morning with the three regiments 1 have men-

from shore and then only in calm weather. tioned. It is at this battle that the Rough Riders
" Before landing, each officer and soldier was are said to have been ambushed. This is not

issued three days' field rations of bacon, hardtack, literally correct, as the battle had been planned

and coffee. The regiments selected to make the the night before, and the attack was made prac-
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tically as planned. But in their commendable were being made for the coming battle A packeagerness to get forward the mam body of the age for "first aid to wounded "tas sued to eachRough Riders absorbed the advance guard, except officer and man
a small portion of the advance, which was allowed "On June 29th, a part of General Gard.\by the Spamards to pass through the lines and armv of some^, onn rnh,„ ^t u u /

T

return w^hout being fired upon, !o that the whole br^uVt^byrns^o ts f'^ot h; ^est of si'ntiarhne of Rough Riders came against the enemy was marched to the front but Trendered ftf?;before the latter opened fire. There is a trail assistance either in fighting or workTng and mo tleading from Siboney along the ridge of hills of them fled at the explosion of°he fitst Wshnear the coast which comes into the main road shell over El Pozo Hi'^l on July ist Howevernear the position occupied by the Spaniards, some excuse is theirs-ragged some half nakedwhile the mam road from Siboney inclines to the barefooted, weary from hunger Taden with hugeright and fo lows up the valley between this coast earthen water pots, heavy pa^ks anJcookifgridge and the mountain range farther inland, utensils slung over their backs, armed with ev^vThe part of the Spanish line attacked by the conceivable obsolete pattern of gun- 1 is noRough Riders was at an angle across this trail, wonder that they dared not acf the dead"vover which the Rough Riders moved, the right Mauser rifle. We, ourselves had much £
" W°h , :.

P'."'"' ''"' ^".''"1! *°
l^'

''^'- ^°"t^'"Pt -f- Spanish arms after we Tad faced
_

While the advance of the Rough Riders was them on the battlefield
in progress, the ist and loth Regiments were
moving up the main road to the right, to the ^"^ morning of the battle
attack of the Spanish left, which lay across the "On June 30th, the general order came tomam road at almost a right angle. These regular move forward.'and every man felt that t^fZcavalry troops attacked the Spanish left, and test of skill at arms would soon come Thedrove them from their position in front, and cavalry division of six regiments now underoccupied It. The ,oth Cavalry charged up the temporary command of GenfrTlSumnTr camped
hill, scarcely firing a shot and, being nearest the in its tracks at midnight on El Pozo Hill atemRough Riders, opened a disastrous enfilading fire three miles due east of Santiago. 1 1 awoke nexupon the Spanish right, thus relieving the Rough morningto finditself in support of Grimes' batteryRiders from the volleys that were being poured which was to open fire here on the left with theinto them from that part of the Spanish line, idea of diverting the enemy's attention from he

]^i:'T.u't'\Tr^^''T'^r?'^^'-''^^'^
"^^i" ''^«'<^' ^hich was planned to be foughtrelieved the Rough Riders at Las Guasimas. that day at El Caney

"During the next week, following this battle, "The morning of July 1st was ideallv beautiful •

the whole Army had debarked, and brigades and the sky was cloudless and the £ balmy p^aceregiments marched to the front along this narrow seemed to reign; great, quiet palms towered hereroad passing and repassing each other, jovially and there above the low jungle; it was an.Oriental
Chaffing an old acquaintance here and there, picture of a peaceful valley; there was a feelin-'camping in open places on the deserted planta- that we had secretly invaded the Holy Land

"

tions, among the cacti along the road side, long "The command had been aroused before day-enough to build a shelter of palm leaves and fix a break and the men now stood about in littledry place to sleep, only to leave it the next day. groups, opposite their places in line, anxiously
In the meantime transports were being un- awaiting the opening gun. From the ridae ofloaded with much difficulty owing to the absence the hill we now occupied could be seen half a

ot fighters. Horses and mules were simply mile beyond the river to the northwest, the dark
thrownoverboard by mam force and towed ashore, lines of masked entrenchments and the mysterious
If possible. Many got loose, became bewildered blockhouses of the hills of San luan To the
in the breakers, swam back to the transports or left of the first hill, holding a horse, stood one loneout to sea and were drowned. Spanish sentinel ; farther to the west were plainlyA scant supply of rations was issued daily, visible the successive tiers of the city's defensesand the problem became more difficult as the crowned at the top of the hill by the spires andArmy advanced and the rainy season came on. towers of the apparently lifeless city of SantiagoWhole companies of our troops were put to work Around to the northeast in the foothills on an
to make the road passable for wagons. Two eminence overlooking all approaches, stood the
batteries of artillery came by and were lustily stone fort and the smaller blockhouses surround-
cheered by the soldiers who lined the road to ing the outpost. El Caney
witness the sight-a new one to many in the ser- " As the sun's golden rays tinted the mountain
vice. Everything indicated that preparations tops and lighted the eastern horizon behind us
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''we were posted for a time . . . DIRECTLY UNDER THE BALLOON"
Military Balloon going down trail to "Bloody Angle," July i, 1898. General Pershing said of this balloon: "Why it was

there, no one of the line could tell, as the only information its occupants furnished was that the Spaniards were firing on us—
information which at th^.t particular time was entirely superfluous"
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the stillness was broken, the suspense wp<; nv^r .^ .

Captain Capron's field gun had opened Tre unon T^ llu^^-
^"^' "'°''- "^^y '* ^^s there, no

the stone fort at EI Caney and the hHlsT T '^^
''"V°"'''

*'" ^' '^' °"'y information
sounded with echoes. Then 'folbwed the at fe" werrfirinf'' '"''"w'''

^'' ''''' '""^ Spaniards
of musketry of the infantry. The battery in our tT^, I

^ " "s-mformafon which at that par-
front burst forth and the battle was on ' Wh T."""' T'^'^'^

^"Pe^fl"o"s.

"The artillery duel began and in company with ingoYthe"san'£ r"""'7.'?1'''
'' '''' "°^-

foreign military attaches and correspondents Eh in .h/ ''^'z
^''^ ''^''°°" ''^^ become

we all stood watching the effect of the shots S uJ he- *
^"^ ^"'^ '^' '""'"y '^^'^

men witness any friendly athletic contest ealerfv IT ^ " *° '"^'^^ ^ *^''g^t °f it-correctly
trying to locate the smokeless batS of t£ oaTan"/w°"''

''°°'"
r'' '"^^'"g ^'«"g this

enemy. A force of insurgents near the odsuJar fmm .^f T'" "T ^' •¥•"''• ^ converging fire

mill applauded at the explosion of eachS uwha w., T^l """"" ""^^ °P^"^^ "PO"
charge, apparently caring for little except hf New vLiT .

."','''^'" '*' '^'^^^t' The y.st
noise. The smoke hung heavily in front of our f^rJ W ' ^^'f '^^•" " '"""^^^ '°^'' "^^^ the
guns, preventing the accuracy of ou am but oede'd o""'

''''"°''^''^!d ^"^ well-nigh stam-
locating us all too plainly for our enemv 'sCnners ml i,

0"'"^"t°"i"ted officers dismounted. The
A slug of iron now and then fell am^g the bushes oos" h ! ""h

°'^
^L'^^

''°^'^^"'^^ everything
or buried itself deep in the grouITdnLr us r! ^

'

^"'^ ^''^^''"^ ^°' ''"^'"^^^•"

Hk!hi»^'"?i^fuf
•^''°'" ^" ""'^*^" Spanish gun "™e gallant pershinc" in actionaisaoied a Hotchkiss piece, wounded twn ra,7oir„ a* <^i.-

men, and smashed il the oldtglrmil Yn'ou"; toiLm aTex ra'ctlr^r^'/b
"* ^'^^'^ ^^^^^^

rear, whereon the terrorized insurgents fled anH rJ?, Vt i ^ ,
°'" ^''^ °'^'='a' "eport of

b^Ule^w
:"" ^S^'"r ^'"^^ «™g •'- "-^' "' ^ot Cava ry

•" ^•^^^^^' ^''"^'"^"^'"^ "^^^P E,

^^"^pTroMhe^ ^i^isTJiaTthat'-^e wrlttcIpIt-^ ^^^ ^1" J-" --"

and if necessary assist, Lawton at El Canel' n. ZtJ^" ^'"1^' ^^ '^' ^^"^"t Persh-
whose duty it was to carry tharoutnos earl vTn'

"
nr'tlT ? ^' "7' ^' ^ ''°^' °f "^^"^^d ice,

the day of July ,st; then,'on tL^SwiSl;" Iwjt fuZ'r orlt 7Z T' ''l"''^
^"'^

after preparing further attack by the use of a r ^'^^r thT. . o ^^^ *''^ "^^^ "^^ w«"t
tillery, the whole line was to s^ing toIhe jrf ufwh Je to go

"" '"'''"^' "'^^ "^^ ^'^°"'"g
to the attack of the San Juan hills and the forti- PershbJsTtory now continues-

S:rthw2^ TSto^ment^'S'Thfralr'd^'^ .

"^^
""k

P-^'LTS: in the bed of a
sion was accordingly begun "'"''^
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tree near by, where those first wounded were taken, foe, planted the silken standard on the enemy's
The regiment was soon deployed 'as skirmishers' breastworks, and the Stars and Stripes over the
in an opening across the river to the right of the blockhouses on San Juan Hill,

road, and our line of skirmishers being partly " It was glorious. For the moment every other
visible to the enemy, their fire was turned upon thought was forgotten but victory; men shook
us and we had to lie down in the grass a few hands and congratulated each other; some hugged
minutes for safety. There were frequent calls each other like children; rank was waived; their

for the surgeon. There was a delay in the order hearts were filled with a new joy. All wondered
to move forward. Whatever may have been the how they had done it; it was against all modern
intention as to the part to be played by the military theory that men should charge straight

cavalry division on that day, the officers present at a fortified and entrenched position, unshaken
were not long in deciding the part their commands by artillery, and defended by modern firearms

should play, and the advance began. in the hands of trained troops. And yet here we
" Each officer or soldier next in rank took charge were. Only American valor could have done it.

of the line or group immediately in his front or I remember seeing a second lieutenant of the

rear, and, halting to fire at each good opportu- 6th Cavalry lying wounded upon the grass at the

nity, taking reasonable advantage of cover, the top of the hill and when 1 asked him if he was
entire command moved forward as coolly as badly hurt, he replied: M don't know, but we
though the buzzing of .bullets was the humming whipped them, anyway, didn't we?' A brave
of bees. White regiments, black regiments, man, and, like his companions, filled only with
regulars, and Rough Riders, representing the thoughts of victory.

young manhood of the North and the South, " But among these scenes of rejoicing there

fought shoulder to shoulder, unmindful of race or were others of sadness. Both American and
color, unmindful of whether commanded by an Spanish troops lay dead and wounded around us.

ex-Confederate or not, and mindful only of their All were cared for alike. I saw a colored trooper

common duty as Americans. stop at a trench filled with Spanish dead and
^ "Through streams, tall grass, tropical under- wounded, gently raise the head of a wounded
growth, under barbed-wire fences, and over wire Spanish lieutenant, and give him the last drop of

entanglements, regardless of casualties, up the water from- his canteen. Their dead, of whom
hill to the right, this gallant advance was made, there were many, had fought bravely and we
As we appeared on the brow of the hill we found buried them in the trenches where they so gal-

the Spaniards retreating, only to take up a new lantly fell.

position farther on, firing as they retired, and "The losses of the day were heavy—the loth

stubbornly yielding their ground inch by inch. Cavalry losing half of its officers and 20 per cent.

of its men. We officers of the loth Cavalry
THE VICTORY OF SAN JUAN HILL

^^^j^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^j^ j^^^^^^ -^ ^^^ ^^^^

"Our troopers halted and lay down for a mo- They had again fought their way into our affec-

ment to get their breath. In the face of con- tions, as they here had fought their way into the

tinued volleys they soon formed for attack on the hearts of the American people. Though we had

blockhouses and entrenchments on the second won, it had cost us dearly; the field was strewn

hill. This attack was supported by troops in- with brave fellows; the dressing stations were

eluding some of the loth who had originally crowded with the day's victims. It was sad,

moved to the left toward this second hill and had indeed, at night when we checked up the losses

worked their way in groups, slipping through the of that terrible battle—gallant comrades, school-

tall grass and bushes, crawling when casualties fellows, chums, had there offered up their lives as

came too often, courageously facing a sleet of a heroic sacrifice to humanity,

bullets, and now hung against the steep southern ''An attempt was made that evening to recap-

declivity, ready to spring the few remaining ture the hill, but our defense was so strong that

yards into the teeth of the enemy. The fire from the attempt was futile, the Spaniards retiring to

the Spanish position had doubled in intensity— their first interior line entrenchments, three to

the cracking of their rifles was a continuous roar, five hundred yards away. The firing on both

There was a moment's lull and our line moved sides was kept u[> until dark and ceased only at

forward to the charge across the valley separating intervals during the night.

the two hills. Once begun, it continued, daunt- "Over at El Caney the battle had raged furi-

less and unchecked in its steady, dogged, per- ously all day; but stubbornly as the Spanish had

sistent advance until, like a mighty, resistless held their positions, the fierce charges of the gal-

;
torrent, it dashed triumphant over the crest of lant 7th, 12th, and 25th Regiments of infantry

I the hill, and, firing a parting volley at the vanishing were resistless. Soon after San Juan was ours,
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El Caney fell. That night the troops engaged the position until the regiment returned to the

there were hurriedly brought forward to extend United States. Moreover, on July 7th, owing
and strengthen our own lines. to the shortage of officers through death, wounds,

"It was rumored that evening that some gen- and the increase of sickness. Lieutenant Pershing

eral officers considered our position untenable, was assigned to the command of Troop D, loth

'Our lines are too weak,' they said, and it was Cavalry.

proposed that the Army withdraw to San Guasi- And now to return to Pershing's story—in the

mas, five miles in the rear, and there await rein- trenches on the morning of July 2nd.

forcements. The movement would have been as "The heat soon became intense and there was
unpopular as the advance had been popular; the no shelter. Those men not in the trenches car-

very thought struck a false note. Retreat! The ried water nearly a mile for those who lay there

line officer and soldier of the regular Army did not fighting in the broiling sun. A soldier cooked
understand the meaning of the word. In holding bacon and coffee in the rear of the line while a

this position lay the success of the expedition: to dozen others were waiting for his pan and his

yield meant defeat and failure. They spoke quart cup. A cannon ball plunged through the

boldly: 'We can hold this line against the whole line at the top of the hill and went rolling to the

Spanish army.' Possibly the temper of the Army bottom of the valley; bullets spatted against the

became known; in any event it was fortunate for isolated trees or grazed the newly made earth-

the Army and the country that these sentiments works, covering with dirt the men in the trenches

prevailed and that we were permitted to hold the and fairly mowing the grass for many yards in

position we had won. our front. Now and then a man was hit while

"Weak parts of the line were strengthened by changing reliefs or bringing water to the firing

new dispositions of troops. After dark, lines of line. Thus the day went on, and the night;

siegeentrenchmentswere laid out; picks and shovels and the succeeding day began,

were brought up; companies to dig and others to "Then came the welcome truce. Everybody
guard them were designated; the night was spent drew a breath and thanked God. It was possible

in digging and men sprang tp^arms only when in- once more to walk erect; but the echoes of the last

terrupted by Spanish volleys or by annoying ,. three days were slow to die away and at the rust-

sharpshooters. ,
ling of a leaf or the breaking of a bough there was

"There was but little sleep that night; many a temptation to duck,

men, even those who had an opportunity, forgot "We had taken a position giving us every advan-

to eat, and forgot all thought of water as a luxury, tage, and they could plainly see that our lines

Ambulances and even wagons were pressed into extended round on the right to Santiago Bay
service and were kept busy until dawn gathering and on the left to the top of the ridge below the

up the w^ounded; only a few of the dead were city. Our grasp was unyielding; further resis-

buried; pack trains carried ammunitions, instead tance was useless. Cerver^, the naval com-
of commissaries. By morning the position was mander, appreciating this, had accepted the only

strengthened so that our line was fairly well pro- chance of escape with his fleet and had lost,

tected. Reveille was sounded by Spanish small "The brave Linares, however, had already

arms and artillery in chorus, but the signal realized the hopelessness of his cause; but he

had been anticipated and all men were in their would not surrender without permission of his

places on the firing line. home government. Therefore, the city must be

bombarded. Pacificos and other non-combat-

ants were ordered out of the city, and were per-

" Daylight was barely breaking when both sides mitted to come within our lines. All day, along

began where they had left off the night before, the hot, dusty road leading from Santiago to

and the firing all day was incessant. Our artil- El Caney, passed the long line.

lery was silenced by the enemy's small arms and "The days of truce and hostilities alternated,

compelled to take up a new position. Spanish All roll calls were suspended except the sunset

shrapnel went screeching overhead and bursting call and retreat, on days of truce. At the eve-

beyond. The adjutant of my regiment was ning call we ceased our chatting, cooking, or

stricken by a hidden sharpshooter." working, and groups or lines of officers and men
Pershing's story must here be interrupted for stood with uncovered heads in respectful and

the insertion of a fact omitted by the narrator. reverent attention as the music of the 'Star

When Barnum, the regimental adjutant, was Spangled Banner' and the sight of the flag we

wounded on the morning of July 2nd, Pershing had planted on the hill above us lifted us out of

was appointed acting adjutant and performed ourselves, and carried us in thought to home and

the duties of that office on the firing line. He held country. It was the soldier's silent 'Ave Maria.'

THE SECOND DAY
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The rainy season had set in in earnest and the

trenches were at times knee-deep with mud and

water. The constant exposure to the heat and rain,

together with the fearful strain of battle, began to

have its effect upon even the strongest of us.

Our sick list gradually grew and the dreaded yel-

low fever appeared in our ranks ; the field hospitals,

already overcrowded with wounded were com-
pelled to accommodate the increasing number of

fever patients; medical supplies and food for

the sick were lacking, and though many things

were furnished by the Red Cross Societv, there

was yet a shortage.

"Officers and men unite in saying that too much
praise cannot be given those noble Christian wo-
men, Clara Barton and her associates, for their

gentle care, their tender solicitude, and their un-

tiring efforts in aiding and comforting our sick

and wounded soldiers. They came as minister-

ing angels to the suffering Army at Santiago.

Army chaplains worked assiduously among the

sick in camp and in the field hospitals."

To supply another deficiency in the Pershing

narrative (it is from a statement made by Captain

William H. Beck of the loth Cavalry): "I re-

member all Pershing's labor in obtaining supplies,

never sparing himself, not only during the many
hot, weary days in the trenches, but up until the

day of our leaving Santiago, August 14, 1898.

The many, wearying rides he took to Santiago

from our camp in the hills, in the tropical heat and
rain, his energetic action in obtaining the tentage,

personal baggage of officers and men, and clothing

for the command^this, too, when he was suffer-

ing at close intervals with vicious disease, meets

not only with my admiration and commendation,

but with that of every one attached to the loth

Cavalry. 1 do not hesitate to say that the gal-

lantry Pershing displayed under fire and the untir-

ing energy he evinced, were a devotion to duty

exceeded by none and equalled by few."

And now once more to return to the Pershing

story:

"On July loth, the day set for the ultimatum

of bombardment, the white flags of truce were

again taken down and the men again climbed into

the trenches. At four o'clock in the afternoon, at

the signal from the first gun from our northern

battery, the firing began and the battle raged with

the same old fury of those early July days; shells

and bullets whistled violently for a few moments
but the enemy's fire gradually died away and was
silenced. They realized their helplessness, and
the battle was over,

"Our reinforcements had begun to arrive and
the terms of capitulation dictated by the com-

manding general were soon agreed upon. On the

morning of July 17th the lines'of both armies were
drawn up to witness the formal surrender. Gen-
eral Toral, with an infantry escort, rode out from
the city to meet General Shafter,whowas escorted

by a squadron of mounted cavalry. The for-

malities were courteous, though simple. Arms
were presented by both commanders, and the

Spanish general tendered his sword.
" Shortly before twelve o'clock our troops were

again drawn up in line along the six miles of

trenches and stood at 'present arms.' Suddenly,
at exactly twelve o'clock, the enthusiasm burst

forth, cannon boomed. There, just beyond the

hill, outlined against a clear sky, over the govern-

or's palace in the captured city, though invisible

to many of us, floated our own beloved flag.

The campaign was over. For us the war was
ended."

One more commendation of Pershing's service:

Santiago de Cuba,

July 30, 1898.

To THE Adjutant-General, U. S. Army,
Washington, D. C.

Sir:

1 have the honor to invite your favorable at-

tention to the request of Lieutenant John J.

Pershing, loth U. S. Cavalry, for appointment in

the Staff Corps during the war. Lieut. Pershing

has been on duty with his regiment during Santi-

ago campaign, and has performed his duties with

marked gallantry and efficiency. Any consid-

eration that you may be able to show him will

be well deserved, and, from what I know of

his ability, any position to which he may be ad-

vanced will be filled with ability.

Very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

Leonard Wood,
Brig. Gen. U. S. Vol.

Comdg. Santiago de Cuba.

On August 26th, Pershing was commissioned

Chief Ordnance Officer of Volunteers, with the

rank of major, and ordered to proceed to Wash-
ington and report for duty at Army Headquarters.

But he was suffering so severely from the malarial

fever contracted in Cuba, that he had to be

invalided home. On December 20th, he was
ordered to report for duty in the office of the

Assistant Secretary of War, George D. Meikle-

john. It was a swivel-chair job, the sort of job

that Pershing abhorred. But out of it came his

great opportunity—active service in the Philip-

pines—the service that made him famous.

**The Life of General Pershing" will he continued in the World's Work for May



The World As It Is
GERMANY CONVALESCENT, THE CONSERVATIVE PARTIES IN

POVv^ER—BELGIUM'S TERRITORIAL DEMANDS OF THE
PEACE CONFERENCE: THE SCHELDE, DUTCH

LIMBURG, AND LUXEMBURG
BY

LOTHROP STODDARD

EVER since the Empire collapsed at tive) had gone. The legislative branch of the

the beginning of last November, Government (the Reichstag)was equally out of the

Germany has been going through game. The German people would not hear of

f
an acute, internal crisis. The reac- the Reichstag resuming its functions, feeling that

tionary elements that formerly ruled a body elected by an antiquated, gerrymandered

Germany have been so stunned and cowed by franchise, and traditionally obsequious to Kaiser-

the Empire's fall that they have kept discreetly ism, was no fit instrument for the carrying out of

in the background, while the conservative middle the Revolution. With both the executive and the

classes have until recently displayed little polit- legislative branches of the Imperial regime gone,

ical activity. The field has thus been left clear the political evolution of Germany came to a

for the more advanced elements in German polit- sudden and dramatic end. There was no "apos-

ical life—in other words, the parliamentary tolic succession," no legal transfer of authority

"Left." This Left is itself highly composite. It from the old order to a new. The only connect-

includes Liberals, Radicals, Moderate Socialists, ing link was the action of the last Imperial Chan-
Social-revolutionists and extreme Bolsheviki. It cellor. Prince Maximilian of Baden, who, on
was inevitable that the Left should split violently November loth, entrusted the Majority Socialist

over the question of what the new Germany was leader, Friedrich Ebert, with the liquidation of his

to be. The first three groups above-mentioned diplomatic and official affairs,

favored a democratic republic, with a parliamen- This, however, was a mere form. In fact, the

tary system akin to that prevailing in western German masses were everywhere seizing author-

Europe. The last two groups advocated a ity for themselves. Throughout Germany a

complete overthrow of the existing political and mushroom growth of "Soldiers' and Workmen's
social order, and the unlimited dictatorship of Councils," quite on the Russian model, sprang
the proletariat—that is, a replica of Soviet Russia, into spontaneous existence, with an overgrowth
The struggle between these two wings of the of regional " Republics," often of the most bizarre

ruling Left has been bitter and bloody, and is not character. Meanwhile Ebert used his delegated

yet entirely over, but at this writing the omens authority to form a new government, virtually

distinctly portend the triumph of the moderates an Executive Directory of Six. Ebert saw that
and the perpetuation of the established, demo- there were only three political forces which
cratic, parliamentary republic on Western lines. for the moment counted—his own Majority
Although marked by less bloodshed than the Socialist party, the social-revolutionary Inde-

succeeding period, the first two months of the pendent Socialists, and the frankly Bolshevist
Revolution (November and December, 1918) "Spartacides." He quickly saw that it was no
was really the most critical time. During those use trying to do business with the Spartacides,
two months the moderate, or "Majority" Social- but he did try to work with the Independents,
ists, had to face the Social-revolutionists and Bol- Accordingly, the first German Revolutionary
shevist "Spartacides" almost alone, their natural Government was a coalition body consisting of
allies, the Liberals and Radicals, being too much three Majority Socialists—Ebert, Landsberg, and
stunned and disorganized by the Revolution to Scheidemann; and three Independents— Barth,
render effective aid at once. Then, if ever, was Haase, and Dittmann. No places were given to
the golden opportunity to Bolshevize Germany, the Spartacide leaders, Liebknecht, Ledebour,
The Kaiser and the old ruling clique (the execu- and Rosa Luxemburg. The Spartacides, of course,
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denounced the new government from the start as that a rapid revolutionary development should

traitors to the Revolution, and began their cam- have occurred in the ranks of the German Reds,

paign of violence which was to culminate in the The upshot was a split at the moment of the

great Berlin rising of January. German Revolution of November, 1918. The con-

servative wing held to the original Independent
MODERATES VERSUS REDS Jt ^ • ^ ^u j . jprogramme; that is to say, they were determmed

A superficial observer might have thought that, to have a social revolution, but they wished to keep

with three Socialist groups monopolizing the violence at a minimum, and were willing to grant

political stage, Germany was in for a social revo- some rights to the upper and middle classes,

lution. As a matter of fact this was not so, be- The seceding ultra-Reds, the so-called Spartacus

cause the Majority SociaHsts were much more Group, on the other hand, wished for an exact

conservative than their name implied. In the duplication of the Russian Bolshevist Revolution,

February number of the World's Work, in this the unlimited dictatorship of the proletariat, the

department, the historical development of the total exclusion of the "bourgeois" upper and
Social Democratic party was analyzed, and it middle classes from any share in the government,
was there shown that German Social Democracy, the instant realization of their Revolution by un-

though originally a genuinely revolutionary, pro- limited violence, and its maintenance by un-

letariat party, had become more and more a limited terrorism. It is thus clear that there was
parliamentary party of protest against the abso- a genuine cleavage between Independents and
lutism and militarism of Imperial Germany. The Spartacides, and it was this cleavage which Pre-

multitudes of middle-class persons who voted mier Ebert endeavored to perpetuate by taking

the party ticket, not because they were convinced the Independents into his new government,

Socialists, but because they found this their sole while excluding the Spartacides as irreconcilables

effective protest against Junker rule, insensibly with whom nothing could be done,

conservatized the party. Of course, the genuine
C • 1- + 1 + .;• lu IJ 4r u- A S A r EBERT SEEKING A DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
Socialists kept putting the old-fashioned Red fire

into the party platforms, the conservative "Com- Premier Ebert, however, found that he had
rades" assenting without enthusiasm. There undertaken an almost impossible task. From
was thus a latent split within the party, though the beginning, the Coalition Government was in-

the common struggle against Kaiserism long ternally unstable and showed continual symptoms
kept it from developing into an open breach, of that ultimate rupture which was destined to

Under the stress of war the breach actually came, take place in January, 1919. Ebert and the

German Social Democracy splitting into "Ma- Majority Socialists were primarily interested in

jority" and "Minority," or "Independent," the political reconstruction of Germany as a

parties. But the breach revealed clearly how democratic republic, and wished to accomplish

conservative German Social Democracy had be- this pressing task before entering upon the com-
come. It was the Conservatives who were the plex problems of social reconstruction. To his

Majority party—and a very large majority at Minority colleagues, however, social reconstruc-

that, the seceding Independents carrying with tion seemed of primary importance. They wanted
them only a small fraction of the total party a genuine social revolution, and they were bit-

strength. Thus, when the Majority Socialists, terly disappointed to see it adjourned even for

under their leader Ebert, came to power in No- political considerations. That meant a rift in

vember, 191 8, their programme for a new Ger- the Government from the start, and this rift

many, however revolutionary to Junkers, was widened with every passing day. In fact, before

merely liberal or radical to Anglo-Saxon eyes, long, the two government factions, instead of

The Minority Socialists, however, had quite a trying to harmonize their viewpoints, began look-

different programme; or, rather, they had two ing for allies outside the governmental fold. The
programmes, for the Minority Socialists had by Majority Socialists grew steadily more conser-

this time split in two. At the moment of Ger- vative and began to lean on the avowedly middle

man Social Democracy's original schism in 191 6, class Liberal and Radical parties, now recovering

the Red Minority had formed a single party call- from the shock of the Revolution and preparing

ing itself the Independent Socialists. But in to take a hand in the political game once more.

March, 191 7, the first Russian Revolution broke In late November, Premier Ebert made an open

out, while in November, 1917, came the second bid for Conservative support by announcing that

Revolution, which established Soviet Russia war-loan bonds, pensions, salaries, bank deposits

under the dictatorship of the Bolsheviki. Here were, and would remain, valid. This was a di-

was the extreme social-revolutionist gospel in rect slap at the Independents, who favored avowed

actual operation. It was, therefore, not strange general bankruptcy.

I
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Infuriated, the Independents began coquetting cities, while still other cities of northern and
with the Spartacides. The Spartacides, of course, western Germany, such as Brunswick and Dussel-

wanted a wholesale smash. They even wanted a dorf, had fallen under practically Spartacide rule,

general occupation of Germany by the Allies in The one bright spot in this gloomy month was
order to throw the German people fully into the the army. The returning soldiers evinced little

arms of Soviet Russia. The Spartacides were liking for either Independent or Spartacide pro-

in fact being financed by the Russian Bolshevist paganda. Their attitude was typified by the

government, whose agents, Messrs. Joff"e and Prussian Guard regiments, which entered Berlin

Radek, with unlimited funds, were in Berlin, carrying enormous banners bearing the frank

working hand in glove with the Spartacide lead- legend: ''We will stand no nonsense from either

ers, Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg. Junkers or Spartacides.''

The Bolshevist aims were clearly revealed in M.
Joffe's speech to the great Spartacide meeting,

held in Berlin on December 30, 191 8, just before Cheered by the loyalty of the army and heart-

the January insurrection. On that occasion, M. ened by increasing support from their middle-

Joffe said he welcomed the prospect of an Allied class allies, Ebert and his colleagues determined

occupation of Germany, because it would help to hasten the calling of that National Assembly,

the wave of Bolshevism to make still further which should lay the constitutional foundations

progress westward. "The Russian workmen," of the New Germany. They realized that the

he concluded, "are filled with pride at the pros- present Executive Directory of Six was not the

pect of fighting beside their German comrades on proper body for convoking the Assembly. It was
the Rhine against Anglo-Saxon capitalism." a mere spontaneous product of the November
That the Majority Socialists were fully alive to Revolution, indispensable for the moment, but

this Spartacide-Bolshevist intrigue, and were re- provisional in its essence and without a legal man-
solved to prevent it at all costs, was announced date from the German people. There was, of

in a government manifesto signed by Ebert and course, the old Reichstag, but, as has already been

Scheidemann, which, after stating the Govern- explained, the Reichstag was too discredited in

ment's intention to preserve domestic order and popular estimation. Ebert, therefore, had re-

assure the establishment of a democratic republic, course, to the Soldiers' and Workmen's Councils.-

went on: "No less is it our task to protect our These were, of course, as much revolutionary

frontier against fresh Russian military despotism, phenomena as the Executive Committee itself,

which wants to force upon us by means of war- but they existed all over Germany, and were,

like power its anarchistic conditions, and unchain therefore, the best means for voicing the wishes

a new world-war, of which our country would be of the German people. Accordingly, the Gov-
the theatre. Bolshevism means the death of ernment convened a "Central Council of Dele-

peace, of freedom, and of socialism." gates" from the local Councils, which met at

Berlin, on December i6th.

The great question for decision was, of course,

December, 191 8, was a highly critical month, the calling of the National Assembly. On this

In Berlin, Ebert and his followers had to face point the government staked its existence. The
Cabinet dissensions with their Independent col- Independents and Spartacides were absolutely

leagues, and foil revolutionary plots of the Spar- opposed to any National Assembly, realizing that

tacides. Throughout Germany the situation it would be elected by universal sufi'rage, thus

was most disquieting. Spartacide activity was including the votes of the bourgeois classes, and
everywhere visible, while the Berlin Independents that as soon as it met, it would automatically

were strengthened by vigorous support from two supplant the various extra-legal revolutionary

sections of Germany where the Independent bodies which now controlled Germany: Executive

party had gained actual political control. These Committee and Soldiers' and Workmen's Coun-
two sections were Bavaria and the great port cils alike. From the very start, desperate efforts

cities of the North Sea coast. At the time of were made to terrorize the Central Council by

the November Revolution, Munich, the Bavarian obstructionist speeches of Independent delegates,

capital, had fallen into the hands of the Indepen- by "boo-ing" from the public galleries, and by

dents, headed by their vigorous leader, Kurt monster street demonstrations engineered by Karl

Eisner, who had established a "Bavarian Re- Liebknecht and other leading Spartacides. Never-

public "and had manifested consistent hostility to theless, when the Independent programme was

the Ebert government in Berlin. At about the laid before the House: no National Assembly;

same time the Independents had triumphed at all power to be vested in the Soldiers' and Work-
B.remen. Hamburg, and other north German men's Councils; disbandment of the army; forma-

THE ARMY A HELPFUL CONSERVATIVE ELEMENT

I
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tion of a proletarian Red Guard; propaganda for The way was now clear for the elections to the

the establishment of a socialist world-republic

—

National Assembly, which took place according

the House voted it down almost five to one. to schedule on January 19th, under fairly orderly

This overwhelming vote of confidence surprised circumstances. The elections showed clearly the

even the government, which quickly put through absurdity of Independent and Spartacide claims

its programme. On December 19th, the Congress to represent the German people. They were
voted by the crushing majority of 376 to 70, that everywhere an insignificant minority, obtaining

the elections for the National Assembly should be only about 5 per cent, of the total vote. In fact,

held a month from date. The boldest stroke of the German electorate showed itself a trifle too

the government met with equal success. This conservative, even for the government's peace of

was a proposal made by the Majority Socialist mind, for the Majority Socialists got less than
leader, Philip Scheidemann, that -the Soldiers' 45 per cent, of the total vote. The liberal and
and Workmen's Councils dissolve themselves, radical bourgeois parties ran well, polling fully

Scheidemann warned the delegates that if the 20 per cent, of the votes cast. The Catholic

Councils continued to exist, they were bound to party (conservative in tone) polled about 25 per

drift into Bolshevism and bring on the ruin of cent, of the total. The genuine conservatives

Germany. The Congress applauded and voted and reactionaries got less than 10 per cent. These
the dissolution five to one. The Congress com- election results are very cheering for the future,

pleted its labors by appointing a new Central Exe- The extremists, both social-revolutionist and
cutive Committee of twenty-seven members—all reactionary, were simply "snowed under." The
Majority Socialists. The triumph of the Majority Majority Socialists, not having an absolute

Socialists was thus complete, the Independents majority of seats in the National Assembly, will

were entirely excluded from the government, and have to form an alliance with some other parties,

the breach between the two elements was abso- This alliance will probably be with the liberal

lute. The Congress adjourned on December 2oth. and radical groups, who, like the Majority

The government had won a sweeping victory Socialists, sincerely believe in a democratic re-

in the Congress Hall. It still had to make good public, and who have already given the govern-

that victory in the streets. The attitude of both ment their support in the struggle against the

Independents and Spartacides was perfectly clear. Independent Socialists and Spartacides.

In close alliance, they were determined to nullify
^, ^ ,

' .
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the Congress decision and to overthrow the

government by a new revolution like the Second. The National Assembly convened at Weimar,

or Bolshevik, Russian Revolution of November, out of reach of the Berlin mob. On February 12th,

191 7. The Congress Hall itself had echoed to it elected Friedrich Ebert Provisional State Pre-

their uproarious threats. When the decisive sident, by a vote of 277 out of 379, a majority of

votes had been announced, the public galleries 102. For the first time in their history, the Ger-

had yelled, "Shame! Shame! Cowards, we mans elected their chief executive. That marks

shall teach you a lesson yet; you are robbing the an important milestone in the spread of Demo-
people of the fruits of the Revolution!" And cracy. That Ebert was elected meant that the

when the Chairman had threatened to clear law-and-order Liberals—the Majority Socialists

—

the galleries, the disturbers had retorted: ''Here still were in the saddle.

you have the power, you cowards, but wait until Of course, while Germany appears to be con-

we get you in the streets!" In effect, from the valescent, she may still have a relapse. For one

adjournment of the Congress, Berlin was in a thing, the Spartacide snake, though scotched, is

state of chronic unrest. A preliminary rising of not yet killed. Spartacide activity is rife at

revolutionary sailors took place on December many points, particularly in northwest Germany
23rd, and was suppressed only after considerable and in the North Sea Coast cities. The Soldiers'

bloodshed. The great Spartacide rising, how- and Workmen's Councils offer the most dangerous

ever, began on January 5, 191 9. For ten days, rallying points of Spartacism. Despite their

Berlin was the theatre of a furious civil war, with Congress' approval of Scheidemann's advice

greatlossof life and destruction of property. The to abolish themselves, the local Councils have

fanatical Spartacides fought like tigers, but not disbanded, and show no intention of so doing,

were no match for the veteran Government Having once tasted the sweets of power and

troops, and by January 15th the last armed re- privilege, the leaders in particular display scant

sistance was stamped out. Karl Liebknecht inclination to fall back into the humble sphere

was killed and Rosa Luxemburg was probably of civilian life. Here is obviously fuel for the

shot to death, though her end still remains ob- social-revolutionary fire, and the Spartacides are

scure and a mystery. ~ accordingly making every effort to mobilize the
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Councils for the violent overthrow of the Na-

tional Assembly, exactly as the Bolsheviki did so

successfull}' in Russia ^arly in 191 8. Notwith-

standing their military reverses, neither the

Spartacides nor the Independent Socialists ac-

knowledge final defeat. On the contrary, they

flout the authorit)' of the National Assembly and

announce a forthcoming "Congress of Soviets,"

elected from the recalcitrant Soldiers* and Work-

men's Councils, which is to set itself up as a rival

to the National Assembly and carry through the

social revolution by establishing a Soviet Germany.
Besides this Red danger there is the possibility

that the National Assembly will refuse to sub-

scribe to the armistice conditions laid down by the

Allies or will decline to sign the peace terms.

Either of these eventualities would probably mean
an Allied occupation of Germany, and that would
throw the whole German situation into the melt-

ing pot once more.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND AT ODDS

One of the points, which has already been set- right of a State owning both banks of the mouth
tied, is that Belgium will take her place in the new of a navigable river to close it at pleasure. How-
Europe as a fully sovereign State, freed from ever, as time passed, the injustice of such a rule

those limitations upon her sovereignty imposed to inland regions struck public opinion, and the

by the treaty arrangements, between 1831 and Vienna Congress of 1815 laid down the principle

1839, which established the Kingdom of Belgium, that navigable rivers which flowed through more
The Belgians are naturally anxious to obtain, than one country should be free for the merchant

alongside this improvement of their status in in- shipping of the inland nations. In 181 5, this

ternational law, such rectifications of their fron- principle did not apply to the Schelde, because

tiers as will enable them to maintain their sover- the Vienna Congress had united the Belgian area

eignty against external perils. Unfortunately, two to Holland. But in 1830 the inhabitants of the

of these proposed frontier rectifications could be Belgian area revolted against Dutch rule and
made only at the expense of Holland, which is were established by the European Great Powers

displaying great indignation and alarm at the as the Kingdom of Belgium. Holland did not

prospect. The disputed areas are the lower attempt to close the Schelde, but did exact tolls

Schelde and Dutch Limburg, the third rectifica- on shipping until 1863. Since that date the

tion concerning only the people within the Duchy Schelde has been absolutely free to the merchant
of Luxemburg. The two problems are different, shipping of all nations.

and require special treatment. Belgium's economic grievance was thus re-

The broad river Schelde winds its way through dressed. A political, or rather, strategic, griev-

western Belgium and finally empties into the ance, however, still remained. Although the

North Sea as a wide estuary studded with islands. Schelde was free to merchant shipping, its mouth
Some distance inland above this estuary, but with remained none the less Dutch territorial waters,

water deep enough to float the largest ocean and by international law Holland was not only

steamships, lies the great port of Antwerp. Ant- permitted but obliged to forbid the passage of

werp is marked out b^ nature as the sea-gate to warships, should Belgium ever become involved

the whole Belgian area, and flourished during in a war in which Holland remained neutral,

the Middle Ages. But in the Sixteenth Century That was precisely what occurred during the late

came the revolt of the Dutch against Spain, who war. At the start, Holland's closure of the Schelde

then owned both Belgium and Holland. The in- to warships injured Belgium and the Allies, since

habitants of the lower Schelde estuary, who had a British fleet at Antwerp might have saved the

always felt themselves to be part of the Dutch situation. Later on, Dutch neutrality favored

region to the north rather than the Belgian region the Allies, because Germany was unable to use

to the east and south, joined the revolt and freed Antwerp as a naval base, especially as a submarine
from Spanish rule not merely the islands but also base, for which it was ideally fitted. The Bel-

the mainland fringe along the southern bank of the gians now assert that they can never be safe from
lower Schelde—the district known as Dutch Flan- future German attack unless Antwerp is acces-

ders. Afternearly a century of war, Holland forced sible to the fleets and transports of their allies,

Spain to recognize her independence in 1648, and, and since, under existing international law, the

by one of the clauses of the treaty, Spain recog- only way this could be done would be to make
nized Holland's right to close the Schelde to navi- Belgium co-owner of the mouth of the Schelde,

gation, thus making Antwerp an inland town, they urge a Belgian ownership of the south bank
Holland'saction was quitein accord with the inter- to the sea—in other words, the annexation of

national law of that day, which recognized the Dutch Flanders. To this the Dutch answer
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that they are quite willing to discuss a modifica-

tion of the closure of the Schelde to men-of-war,
provided such modification be, written into the

body of international law, so as to relieve them of

all charges of unneutral conduct, but they ve-

hemently assert that they will not even consider a
cession of Dutch Flanders, which has been Dutch
territory for more than 300 years and which is

inhabited by a population absolutely Dutch in

blood, language, and sentiment. The population
of Dutch Flanders is slightly less than 100,000,

agriculture is the chief occupation, and the land

is skilfully cultivated.

The northeast corner of Belgium is enveloped
by an oddly shaped extension of Dutch territory,

projecting southward from the continental mass
of Holland, and thrusting itself for about thirty

miles between Belgium and Germany. This
projection is known as the "Maastricht Salient,"

taking its name from its chief town, Maastricht,

an old fortress-city situated at the salient's

southern extremity. The Maastricht salient, to-

gether with the corner district connecting it with

the main body of Holland, form the Dutch pro-

vince of Limburg, the total area being 850 square

miles, with a population of 382,000. This is the

second area which Belgium is now claiming from

Holland as necessary for her future security.

Belgium further claims that the inhabitants of this

province are Belgians rather than Dutch, and
recalls the fact that it formed a de facto part of

Belgium from 1 83 1 to 1 839. So far as the history

of this area is concerned, both Belgium and Hol-

land have a claim, though the respective claims

are geographically quite incompatible. Maas-

tricht city, together with the surrounding district,

has been Dutch since 1642, but down to the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century it was isolated
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from the rest of Holland, the intervening terri- Dutch assert that these are a handful of mal-

tory to-day forming the rest of Dutch Limburg, contents who represent nobody but themselves,

remaining either part of the Spanish (afterward Curiously enough, the present Dutch Prime

Austrian) Netherlands or belonging to the Bis- Minister, Jonkheer van Beerenbrouck, hails from

hopric of Liege—in other words, part of the Bel- Dutch Limburg. If possible, Dutch public

gian area. In 1 815, these latter districts of course opinion seems more wrought up over Limburg
passed to Holland. When the Belgian Revolu- than it does over the Schelde dispute, declaring

tion of 1830 broke out the inhabitants of the inter- it will not yield an inch in the matter,

vening districts joined the rebellion, while the All this may seem rather a tempest in a teacup.

Maastricht area showed its Dutch feeling by Unfortunately, this is not the case. Any lasting

remaining loyal, though, being geographically estrangement between them would be a grave

isolated from Holland, it was soon occupied by menace to European security. At present, public

the insurgents. In 1831, the European Great opinion in both countries is evincing great intrac-

Powers decided that Belgium should be a separate tability and bitterness. The Belgians claim the

State, but the King of Holland obstinately re- disputed areas as the natural reward of their

fused to recognize the fact till 1839, during which sacrifices and sufferings, and the bulwarks of their

time Belgium occupied Dutch Limburg. When security. The Dutch state frankly that if these

Holland recognized Belgium's independence, the lands are torn from them they will never forgive

Great Powers forced Belgium to give the province the Belgians, and will ally themselves with Bel-

back to Holland. Since then almost a century gium's enemies in order to get them back again,

has elasped, and until very recently the popula- The Dutch are a proud and stubborn people,

tion had given no sign of dissatisfaction with who have more than once risked their material

Dutch rule. During the last few months several well-being, and even their existence, for what they

Limburgers have voiced a desire for annexation to conceived to be their national honor. An embit-

Belgium, in the Belgian and French press, and tered, vengeful Holland, brooding over her

Belgians assert that these are the outward mani- wrongs, would be an uncertain factor in a League

festations of a deep-rooted sentiment which of Nations, and might offer an unregenerate Ger-

fears to express itself. On the other hand, the many an open doorway to the West.

THE QUESTION OF LUXEMBURG A SEPARATE ONE

Besides the frontier rectifications which have Queen Wilhelmina succeeding to the Dutch
just been discussed, Belgium desires to strengthen throne. But the succession to Luxemburg was
her southeastern border against Germany by under the Salic Law, so the Grand Duchy passed

annexing the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg. Until to a collateral branch, the Dukes of Nassau,

the outbreak of the late War, Luxemburg was an Germany's violation of Luxemburg's neutrality

independent principality lying just at the junction and her occupation of the Grand Duchy at the

of Belgium, France, and Germany. It was thus outbreakof the late War naturally raise the whole

a typical " buffer state," its permanent neutrality Luxemburg question for resettlement. The
being guaranteed by the European Great Powers. Grand Duchy is at present occupied by American
Luxemburg is a small country, its area being only and French troops. The Belgian claim to Luxem-

999 square miles, with a population of 260,000. burg, besides the obvious strengthening of Bel-

Its strategic significance is, however, considerable, gium's strategic position, which would result

and its rich iron deposits add to its importance. from annexation, rests upon Luxemburg's vol-

The present Grand Duchy is the remnant of a untary adhesion to the Belgian insurrection of

larger Luxemburg, which the Vienna Congress of 1830, and to the fact that from 1830 to 1839,

1815 assigned, together with Belgium, to the when the then King of Holland accepted the ver-

King of Holland. When Belgium revolted in diet of the Great Powers, Luxemburg formed

1830, Luxemburg joined the rebellion, and at a J^/^d^ portion of the Belgian State. How the

the European conference, which decreed Belgium's Luxemburgers themselves feel about their poli-

independence the next year, the Great Powers tical future is decidedly difficult to judge. Appar-
split Luxemburg into two parts, the western half, ently public sentiment is sharply divided. There

inhabited by French-speaking Walloons, being is a party in Luxemburg which desires annexation

assigned to the new Belgian State, while the to Belgium, another party desiring annexation to

eastern half, inhabited by a German-speaking France, and a third party which wishes continued

population, was left to the King of Holland, as independence, taking as its motto the Luxem-
Grand Duke of Luxemburg. In 1890, the male burg popular ditty, the first line of which runs:

line of the Dutch Royal House failed, the present "We want to remain as we are!"



UNIVERSAL TRAINING AND OFFICERS
How to Utilize West Point, Our Existing Military Schools and Colleges, and the Training-

Camp Idea to Create an Eificient Officers' Reserve Corps—Improvements in the

General Staff and Other Organizations Necessary

BY

J. B. W. GARDINER

^ ROM the French border to the Pacific reserve corps. The question is: Where will this

Ocean the world is in an uproar. Half great number of officers come from?

of humanity is living under unsettled The first source to which the mind naturally

governments, the other and smaller turns is West Point. It must be remembered,

half is desperately working to establish however, that for some years at least it will be

a League of Nations, or some means to keep the necessary, for reasons given in last month's article

world in order. To do our part in that, or to-keep on universal training, to maintain, in addition to

ourselves secure from the unknown perils of the the men in training under the universal service

future, we must have an army. Our experience law, a regular or standing army of from 200,000

in this war, and a clear conception of democracy, to 250,000 men. Under the most favorable cir-

show universal service to be the only plan of cumstances, and with the maximum increase of

maintaining such a force. In last month's the Cadet Corps possible with existing accommo-
World's Work I sketched the outlines of a plan dations, the graduates of West Point can do no
for universal military training in so far as it ap- more than meet the needs of the Regular Army,
plied to the private, to the man in the ranks, without providing a surplus for other purposes.

The purpose of the present article is to discuss the The matter of West Point and its graduates will

question of the officered personnel necessary, both be taken up later in a somewhat different connec-

for the training of the great number of men who tion, but for the present we can pass them over

will annually be drawn into the training camps, and turn to other sources to fmd the officers for

and for the great reserve army of citizens, which our Army in training. Just as was the case with

will be created through the graduation of men our great draft Army, the nucleus of this force

from the training camps. must be the officers of the regular or standing

The first point to consider is the officered needs Army. These must be the men who will organize

of any military force; and, specifically, the number and direct the training, and at the outset, at least,

required for the training camps, and the number must exercise the higher commands. For this

of officers who must annually go into the reserve, work they must, of course, be detached from the

As a convenient and very nearly correct method regular service, and attached to the instruction

of figuring we can assume that in any given com- camps. In this way, at least 3,000 of the 12,000

mand at full strength 5 per cent, must be officers, officers needed for the training periods can be

As was shown in last month's article, the num- obtained without impairing the efficiency of the

ber of men entering the training camps annually, regular establishment. On the contrary, this

will, at the outset, number approximately 550,000, efficiency would be greatly increased. By a

or 225,000 for each six months' period of training, proper system of details, practically every officer

As these men will, in the course of their training, of the standing Army would have, once in two
be grouped into definite units, it is evident that years, possibly more often, a tour of duty at the

the percentage given above will apply. As the training camps. This would give the officers so

same officers could, and very naturally would, be serving an experience in handling large bodies of

used for both of the six-months* periods, the num- troops, the previous lack of which was such a

ber of officers needed for the actual training would severe handicap to us in the Great War.
be about 12,000. This number will be continually There still remains, however, the task of finding

engaged in training. But inasmuch as we shall about 9,000 additional officers for the training

be sending into the citizens' reserve a yearly force camps. The first source to which we can turn

of more than a half million men, for which must be is the present draft Army. This Army contains a

provided an officered reserve, we must in addition large number of excellent officers, men who have
to the half million men, train not less than 25,000 had first the advantage of the Plattsburg camps
officers a year who would be placed in an officers' or similar training, and who in addition have had

»^r^mmmmm%im^i^m-mwh
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the invaluable experience of working with large which, for the good of the republic, should be

bodies of troops, both in the camp and in the actual destroyed.

theatre of operations. Unquestionably many of There still remain other sources where good
these men would be willing to remain in the ser- officer material should be found. There is a

vice. These men should naturally constitute the number of institutions in the country, the curri-

most favored class, and should be given what- cula of which include courses in military science,

ever preference in this work circumstances might The first of these to consider is the so-called land

warrant. grant colleges. In 1862, Congress passed an act

The next source to which we can turn, is the donating lands for the establishment of colleges

men who have been inducted into the service ^ where agriculture, mechanics, and military tac-

through the operation of the

universal service law itself.

These men, of course, could not

hope to become officers within

the six months* period allot-

ted. It takes much longer

than this to educate a soldier

to an officer's duties, even the

duties of officers of lower ranks.

There would have to be pro-

vided additional schools for

officers alone, where the train-

ing would be for the express

purpose of training officered

material. Admission to these

camps should be through some
sort of competitive test, open
to all, but every inducement
and opportunity should be af-

forded the men in the ranks to

rise and fit themselves for

greater responsibihties. It

should, of course, be required

that their training be com-
pleted; that is, that they serve

the required six months. But
provision,and liberal provision,

should be made whereby in-

telligence, apphcation, and de-

votion to duty on the part of

any man, regardless of his

social or financial position, may
be promptly and adequately

recognized. We are writing,

it must be remembered, of an
army where there is no caste,

no arbitrary and unreachable

hierarchy, of an army the

basis of which is true democ- ^

racy. Under no conceivable democratic con- tics were to be taught. There is also a great

ception should the wearing of shoulder straps number of military schools or colleges of the same
be confined to those who have been so fortun- general character as the Virginia Military In-

ately situated financially as to have been able stitute, the Pennsylvania Military College, and
to go through college. A college education is the Culver Military Academy. In many of these,

primarily a proof of wealth, not of personal Regular Army officers are detailed as command-
fitness or efficiency. To limit commissions to ants to supervise the military instruction, so

college men is to foster caste and class feeling— that this system is uniform and generally pre-

things which are all too prevalent to-day, and scribed by the War Department. All of such

^
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FACSIMILE OF LETTER OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT
Indicating the Colonel's pronounced feeling upon universal service even before our

entry into the war
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institutions should be under Government subsidy, select, or be appointed to the branch of the service

stipulating that the graduates should serve as with which he is to work and be taught specific-

instructor officers in the training camps for not ally along those lines. It is difficult to under-

less than one year after graduation, after which stand, for example, just how the study of practi-

they should pass to the Reserve Officers' Corps, cal, or theoretical, astronomy aids an officer of

This would have the threefold advantage of pro- infantry. It is excellent mental gymnastics, but

ducing trained officers for the camps, of complet- after the first two years is an unnecessary exercise,

ing and perfecting the officers through practical But what is probably the greatest fault with the

experience in the art of handling men, and of West Point curriculum is its failure to teach what
providing a corps of well-trained officers for the might be called the humanities, the proper relation

reserve. This method of obtaining officers has of man to man, the real democracy of service,

already been in progress under the name of the Few if any of the graduates of West Point have.

Reserve Officers' Training Corps, which was on joining their commands, either an understand-

created under the Defense Act of 1916; and units ing or an appreciation of the man in the ranks,

of this corps were, in accordance with the provis- This is something that is almost invariably left to

ions of this act, maintained at practically all of the experience of service to produce. Usually

the larger universities and colleges. the process is first one of unlearning, of getting rid

Another source of excellent officer material is of false impressions, and then of acquiring new and
found in the enlisted personnel of the RegularArmy correct ideas. The devotion of the final two years

—the privates and non-commissioned officers, to speciaHzed training, in which actual experience

Many of these men in what might be called the old with the man in the ranks is provided, will make
Army—the Army as it existed prior to April, the process of learning this after graduation un-

1917—enlisted for the purpose of obtaining com- necessary. This matter will, however, have to

missions. Others had no such immediate ambi- be handled with skill and judgment. The spirit

tion, but were nevertheless educated, intelligent, of West Point, the motives of its men, are things

conscientious workers. Not only would such men too fine, assets too valuable to be impaired. They
prove first-class drill masters; but could, with must be preserved, while those things which are

added instruction, be turned into very efficient susceptible of improvement are being bettered,

officers. An additional incentive would then ,, ,,

u 4X ^ 4- ^u ' ^- w u ]A TO REVAMP THE GENERAL STAFF
be oflrered to them, an incentive which would soon

find its reflection through the entire regular force. Not, perhaps, directly connected with universal

This source of officer material is, of course, not service, but directly concerned with any plan for

new, nor has it been neglected in the past. The the revamping of the Army, is the matter of the

Regular Army to-day contains many men who so-called General Staff. We have come to regard

rose from the ranks, and, who, as officers, have the General Staff of any army with a sort of su-

rendered service which, in brilliance and in value, perstitious awe. The German General Staff we
compares favorably with that rendered by officers came to look upon as the greatest military brain

who have been selected otherwise. of the world. The Allied General Staff was a

mysterious body which controlled the strategy
CHANGES NECESSARY AT WEST POINT A ^-U 4- 4-' f ^U \u- A • r\and the tactics or the Allied armies. Our own

In the early part of this article, reference was General Staff was the directing genius of our
made to the graduates of West Point as the first military establishment. These are popular con-

source of our officer material. This is a fact ceptions; but in so far as the United States is con-

beyond argument. The service which the grad- cerned it is like many other such conceptions

—

uates of the Military Academy have rendered to altogether erroneous. We have no General

the country in all wars has been so great, so dis- Staff, we never have had a General Staff. We
tinguished, as to need little reiteration for pub- have had something we called by such a name,
licity. This does not mean, however, that West presided over and dominated by some one who is

Point and its curriculum, its system of training, called the Chief-of-Staff, but the body has no
and of education, cannot be improved upon. In- relation to a General Staff, in the proper sense of

deed, it may well be claimed that in some respect that term. For example, the object and duty of

the general scheme of West Point is somewhat of such a staff, the only reason for its existence, is

an anachronism. Too much of the four-year the guidance of the Army, its directing brain, its

course is wasted, too great effort is expended, in board of directors, so to speak. Its duty is not

an attempt to make the education general. Too with this or that arm of the service, not with this

little effort is made toward specialization. More or that department, but with all arms and all

efficient officers could be turned out, if, after the departments. In so far as the laws of the coun-

first two years of general work, the cadet could try permit, it should plan, construct, and build up
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the organization, work for its improvement and Httle instruction in staff work, and no practical

proper training, and coordinate the functions of experience in the field.

the different branches of the service. These The recent history of military legislation

statements are, of course, general, and by no at the time this was written was as follows:

means all inclusive. But they are sufficient to There came first from the office of the Secre-

point out one fact—that to insure proper coopera- tary of War an ill-considered and half-baked

tion and coordination between branches or proposal in the form of a tentative bill, providing

departments of the service, the heads of such for a volunteer army of 500,000 men. It was
departments should be ex officio members of the discarded. One point alone was sufficient to

General Staff. They are not so now, and never drive it to cover: it is impossible to raise such a

have been, with the result that much work which force. Before the war it was impossible to keep

should be done is not done, and much is done the Army up to the permissible strength of about

several times—a senseless duplication. One 100,000 by voluntary enlistment. The General

would suppose, for example, that after Count Staff knew it, the Secretary of War knew it. The
Bernstorflf was sent home in February, 191 7, war introduction of such a measure then was a farce,

would have appeared so probable that the Gen- or a political manoeuvre. In a volunteer system

eral Staff would have made plans for the expan- the Army is in direct competition with manu-
sion of the Army; that a survey of the country facturers in the labor market, and the Army can-

would have been made, and available training not compete without bankrupting the country,

camp sites selected and listed. As a matter of This bill then was unacceptable from the first

fact, war had actually been declared, the draft moment it saw light.

law was actually on the statute books, weeks Close on the heels of this measure, there ap-

before the matter of training camps even received peared in the press—particularly of the West
consideration. And then the burden of selecting and Middle West—the statement that the Gen-
these sites was thrown on the Secretary of War's eral Staff had prepared an ideal universal service

Office, because the General Staff had not had the measure. The General Staff, it was said, had
prevision to move for itself. No element in our decided to abandon all idea of the "milk-and-

Army broke so badly in the early days of the war water" Swiss system, and to adopt the more rigid

as the General Staff. Prussian model, calling for two years' intensive

Another point more directly connected with the training. The strange part of it was, however,

subject matter of universal service, is that of the that at the time of the appearance of those

staffs of the various tactical units in the field

—

statements, the General Staff had no bill for uni-

that is of the brigade, the division, the corps, the versal service. It was merely an excrescence of

army. In general it may be said that the staff pacifist propaganda, carefully designed to destroy

is the conduit through which the commander of any popular sentiment for universal service by
such units exercises his functions. The General branding it with the most hated name in the

Staff at Washington has prepared elaborate charts world to-day—Prussian.

showing how such staffs are made up, and, in a The attitude of the Secretary of War on the

general way, what duties they perform. But subject is unknown. He has not spoken aloud

whether the staff in each case was compe- in relation to it for many months, when he said

tent to perform that duty is again something merely he was not prepared to state that univer-

diiTerent, depending upon other qualities. sal service was necessary. He was not prepared

As a result of this, possibly j^though more prob- to say, when he took office, that any measure
ably not) our staffs in Europe, including what of preparedness was necessary. He was not

might be termed Pershing's General Staff, were prepared to say in October, 191 7, that he expe-

properly conceived and well outlined, along per- rienced any other feeling but pride in the fact that

fectly logical and well accepted lines. There we entered the war without men, without equip-

was no such conflict between various depart- ment. But he has been educated since then,

ments of the army, as have been mentioned, as He has seen his idealism translated into cruel

prevalent in this country. In general, it might suffering, into a wicked waste of life, and he must
be said that there was no serious defect inherent realize that, in part at least, the responsibility

in their organization and that they functioned rests squarely on his shoulders. He can have no

strictly within the limits of their experience, desire to have this experience repeated; and it is

But their experience, naturally, was neither wide to be hoped that when serious efforts are made to

nor extended. We had never tried to assemble recase our military system, he will put the

large bodies of troops in this country prior to the influence of his office squarely behind the only

war; our manoeuvre camps seldom, if ever, con- system which places the national defence on a

tained as many as 10,000 men. There was but universal, and consequently democratic, basis.



MOTOR TRUCKS THAT CARRY THEIR OWN ROADS
A caterpillar truck built by the United States Army, with ten tons capacity and a speed of sixteen miles an hour
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MAN AND HIS MACHINES
WAR'S GIFTS TO PROGRESS

THE one distinctly American contri-

bution to land transportation is the

*' caterpillar." Its most spectacular ap-

plication was the ''tank," the invention

of Colonel Swinton, of the British Army.
The success of the tanks in traversing shell-torn

country has focussed attention upon this class of

vehicle, and besides a great variety of tractors

equipped with the travelling track, v/hich is the

essential feature of the caterpillar, the principle in

our Army has been applied to trucks. The handi-

cap of the caterpillar has been its low speed, not

much more than four miles an hour; now it has

been speeded up to as high as twenty miles an
hour, and even over very rough ground there is

less jolting and strain on the machinery than there

would be with an ordinary truck.

Another of war's gifts to progress is the motor-
jtruck-mounted portable repair-shop of the United
States Army. A number of these units were in

service and others ready to go over when the ar-

mistice was signed. An artillery repair unit like the

one here pictured comprises three trucks, each
hauling from one to three trailers. Trucks and
trailers alike carry machinery, and all are so ar-

pnged that when parked on level ground and the

sides and ends are let down, a continuous platform
is formed, serving as the floor of the machine shop,

^vhile the canvas covers can be fastened together

to form a continuous roof. The entire outfit can

travel at twelve miles an hour and be ready for busi-

ness ten minutes after its destination is reached.

When the United States tackled the biggest

transportation job since Noah let down the gang-

plank of the Ark, the problem of packing loomed
big. Whatever was shipped from inland to sea-

board, from Atlantic coast ports to France,

whether baked beans, biplanes, or Baldwin loco-

motives, had to be packed so as, first, to make
the trip without damage, and, second, to occupy

the least possible amount of precious cargo-

space. Here are some pictures illustrating inter-

esting phases of this packing problem as it af-

fected the transportation of such a handy little

bundle as a Baldwin locomotive.

One of the most important peace-time uses of

the airplane, in the belief of many, will be the

surveying of country that otherwise might not

come under the influence of transit and level for

many years, such as the deserts and mountain

regions of the Southwest; aerial photography can

also be used to make quick, accurate, detailed

surveys of towns, railroad systems, or anything

that can be photographed from the air. Thous-

ands of aerial observers and their photographic

"supports" in the dark-rooms and drafting rooms

behind the lines have become wonderfully expert

at every phase of this sort of rapid-fire surveying.
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THE TRUCK THAT HAULS THE TRAILERS
This truck carries a circular saw, and several other tools—operated by an electric motor, and also does the hauling. This and the illustration

below, are examples of the 'almost miraculous inventiveness to which the necessities of war led designers of jjtrucks and tractors. That suchj

advances should not be utilized in the future is not to be considered

ONE OF THE TRAILERS
On this trailer is mounted a complete electric welding outfit and a blacksmith shop. Note the pole-props for supporting the continuous plat-

forms between trailers. This compact vehicle and work-house which would dwarf most circus wagons, has been called an "apotheosis of the

r# peripatetic tinker
"
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EVEN LOCOMOTIVES WERE SHIPPED TO FRANCE IN BOXES
Because few ships' hatches will accommodate a whole locomotive, and if it had to be shipped in sections it could be loaded and unloaded quicker

by being boxed first. The three boxes in the picture contain, among them, an entire, "man-size" Baldwin, standard-gauge locomotive, photo-
graphed as it arrived at the assembling camp. Saint Nazaire, France

LIFTING A LOCOiMOTIVE FROM HOLD TO RAILS IN FIFTEEN MINUTES
At Brest. The ship is the Firmore, one of the craft requisitioned from the Cuba ore trade for this purpose, they being the only ocean-going

ships with hatches large enough to admit a complete, hundred-ton, "consolidated" type locomotive. The Firmore carried thirty-six of these in one
cargo; 350 locomotives were sent across in this fashion
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC MAP
Of the Quartermaster's Storage Depot, Columbus, Ohio. This picture was made by piecing together a number of photographs taken in suc-

cession from a plane flying directly overhead with the camera pointing straight down.

SKETCH MAP MADE FROM THE ABOVE
The "Croquis de Reconnaissance," or observer's sketch-map, drawn from the pieced-together photographs; the necessary lines are first inked in on

the photograph, which is then bleached out, leaving the black lines on the white paF>er
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